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James could never forgive Henry for the loss of his brave officers. He sent to demand satisfaction; but all the answer he received was, that Barton and his crews were lawless pirates, and that what had been done against them ought never to have been referred amongst sovereign princes. James affrighted, that Barton was no pirate, because he bore his commission; and that he ought to have been convicted of piratical acts before he was treated as being guilty of them. Henry intimated to James, that he was willing to accommodate the affair by way of negotiation; but James thought himself affronted by the proposal.

Various negotiations took place concerning this and other affairs till the year 1513; when James, though he had for some time before been fully resolved upon a war with England, thought it highly necessary that it should have the sanction of his parliament, which he assembled for that purpose. The young nobility were not only inspired with the sentiments of James, but had been won over by the French; and the majority of them, as well as of the clergy (which was somewhat extraordinary, as James was, in effect, to fight against the pope and his allies), were keen for a war with England. The old counsellors, on the other hand, who saw the flourishing state of Scotland, arising from a long peace and their commerce, which was protected by a fleet, dreaded the ruinous consequences of the war. The queen naturally headed this party; and she was joined by the earl of Angus and the wisest part of the nobility. Their arguments made no impression upon James, who had received a present from Louis of four ships laden with wine and flour, and two ships of war completely equipped, one of them carrying 34 pieces of brass ordnance. He promised to the French queen, upon his honour, that he would take the field against the English; and she had sent him a fresh letter, gently reproaching him for want of gallantry, and for not being so good as his word. In short, the reasonings of the wise and belted part of the nobility were over-ruled, and the expedition against England was resolved on.

The earl of Hume, who was chamberlain of Scotland, was, at this juncture, at the head of 7000 or 8000 men, with whom he committed prodigious depredations on the English borders. Henry's queen, Catharine of Spain, whom he had left regent of his dominions, issued a commission of array, directed to Sir Thomas Lovel, knight of the garter, for assembling the militia of the counties of Nottingham, Derby, Warwick, Leicester, Stafford, Rutland, Northampton, and Lincoln. The management of the war, however, was chiefly committed to the earl of Surry, who assembled the militia of Cheshire, Lancaster, Northumberland, Westmoreland, Cumberland, and the bishopric of Durham. The earl of Hume had by this time laid great part of Northumberland waste; and his men were returning home laden with booty. The earl of Surry, resolving to intercept them, ordered Sir William Bulmer to form an ambush with 1000 archers, at a place called Broomhaugh, which was extremely convenient for that purpose, as the Scots were obliged to pass that way. As the latter expected nothing of that kind, Bulmer executed his orders with great success. The archers assaulted the Scots all at once, and made such good use of their arrows, that their main body was put to flight, 500 were killed, and 400 taken, with the Lord Hume's standard, which he left on the field of battle; the greatest part of the plunder being recovered at the same time. The commonalty of Scotland termed this expedition of the Lord Hume's the Ill road.

James was more exasperated than ever by this defeat, and continued his preparations for invading England with additional vigour. His queen did all she could to make him regret his rashness; and she endeavoured to work upon his superstition, by recounting to him her ominous dreams and boding apprehensions. James treating these as mere illusions and fictions of the brain, she had recourse to other arts. While James was waiting at Linlithgow for the arrival of his army from the north and the Highlands, he affixed one afternoon at the vespers in the church of St. Michael. Being placed in one of the canon's seats, a venerable comely man of about 52 years of age, entered, dressed in a long garment of an azure colour, and girded round with a towel or roll of linen, his forehead bald, and his yellow locks hanging down his shoulders; in short, he was dressed and formed...
be ready at an hour's warning; and he laid his plan so, as not to bring his army into the field till James had advanced so far into England as to render it very difficult for him to retire without a general battle. This precaution affrighted the lady Ford (as she is called) in persuading James that there was no danger in the delay, because the English had not the face of an army in the field.

In the mean time the earl of Surry ordered the governors of Berwick and Norham, the two strongest places on the frontiers of England, to prepare for a vigorous resistance in case they were attacked; and directed them to certify how long they could hold out, in hopes, that if they made a resolute defence, James would march on and leave them in his rear. The governor of Norham's answer was, that his castle was so well provided, as to leave him no doubt, in case of a siege, to be able to defend it till King Henry should return from abroad, and relieve it in person. James, however, besieged it on the 25th of August, and battered it so furiously, that he took it by capitulation the next day after. James then proceeded to the castle of Etal, belonging to the family of Manners (now duke of Rutland), which he reduced and demolished likewise, as he also did Wark, and arrived before the castle of Ford. The Scotch army is generally allowed to have consisted of at least 50,000 men when it passed the Tweed. At this time it was encamped on the heights of Cheviot, in the heart of a country naturally barren, and now destitute through the precautions taken by the English generals. Being obliged to extend their quarters for the benefit of subsistence, the mercenary part of them had acquired a considerable plunder, with which, as usual, they retired to their own country, as many more did for want of subsistence. The earl of Surry knew their situation, and ordered the rendezvous of his army, first at Newcastle, and then near Norham, having certain intelligence of the vall deprivations daily happening in the Scotch army, which had reduced it greatly. The wetness of the season rendered his march, especially that of the artillery, extremely difficult; but being joined by several persons of distinction, he marched on the 3d of September to Alnwick, where he was reinforced by 500 hardy veteran soldiers, sent from the English army on the continent, under the command of his son the lord-admiral of England; so that the English authors admit his army to have consisted of 26,000 men, all completely armed and provided for the field. James, having, in the manifesto which he dispersed on his entering England, given the death of Barton as one of the causes of his invasion, the lord-admiral had prevailed with Henry to lend him upon this service; and he informed James by a letter, that he intended to justify the death of that pirate in the front of the English army.

By this time the army of James was, by defection and other causes, reduced to less than half its numbers, but the chief misfortune attending it was his own conduct. His indolence and inactivity, joined to the scandalous examples of his friends, so much as foment, had disheartened several of his greatest men and best friends; and some of them more than suspected a correspondence between the English lady and the earl or Surry. James was deaf to all their remonstrances; and the earl of Angus declared, that he was resolved to return home, as he foresew that the ruin of the army was inevitable through...
through the obstinacy of James. He accordingly withdrew to Scotland, but left behind him his two sons. The lord Hume and the earl of Huntley were likewise discontented. The former had brought his men into the field; but, according to some Scotch historians, with a design rather to betray than to serve James: but Huntley, though he disliked his master's conduct, remained firmly attached to his person.

The defection or backwardness of these great men seemed to make no impression upon James. He had chosen a strong camp in the neighbourhood of Ford, on the side of a mountain called Flodden-hill; where he was separated from the English army by the river Till. This advantageous situation put the earl of Surry under great difficulties; for it rendered the Scotch army inaccessible, as it was fortified by artillery, and was now well supplied with provisions by the change of its situation. The earl drew up a manifesto, with which he charged Rouge Croix herald who was attended by a trumpet. It contained some proposals for an exchange of prisoners, which seems to have been calculated to give the lady Ford the more credit with James, but concluded with reproaches for his pernicious invasion of England, and a defiance to James to fight him in a general battle. The herald was farther charged with a verbal commission to acquaint James, that the earl of Surry had issued orders that no quarter should be given to any of the Scotch army but the king himself.

A council of war was called on this occasion; in which the earl of Huntley and others made strong representations against a general engagement. They viewed how fatal it must be to Scotland, should it prove unsuccessfull; and that the hostile course James could follow was to return home, where, if he was pursued by the enemy, he could fight to great advantage. The earl of Huntley, however, added, that his opinion should be determined by that of the king and council; and that he was equally ready to share in his majesty's danger as his glory.

Huntley and the other noblemen were opposed by the French ambassador, who represented a retreat as disgraceful to the nobility of Scotland and the arms of James; and used many romantic arguments of the same kind, which but too well suited with the king's disposition. According to Drummond, the council were of opinion, that the king should immediately befriend Berwick; but be that as it will, the majority of them were certainly of opinion, that it was beneath the dignity of James to fight the earl of Surry at the nobleman's requisition; and that James could lose no honour by returning home. Patrick lord Lindsay of Byres, mentioned on a former occasion, and who was president of the council, expressed himself so strongly on that head, that James, in a passion, is said by the historian Lindsay to have sworn, that if ever he lived to return to Scotland, he would hang that nobleman at his own gate. He ordered Rouge Croix to be called in; and after treating him with great politeness, he sent a message to the earl of Surry by one of his own heralds (Illey), importing, that he would give the English battle on the Friday following; and that he had received such a message from the earl even in his own castle of Edinburgh, he would have left that and all other business, to have fought him. With this message, the earl of Surry, who was then so informed that he was carried about in a sedan or charriot, had foreseen that James would return an answer by one of his own heralds; but, unwilling that he should obtain any knowledge of the situation of the English camp, he ordered proper persons to receive him at two miles distance, where soon after he attended him with a fatigue. Illey executed his commission without paying much respect to the person of the English general; who dismissed him, after giving him great compliments upon the honour and courage of James. The earl then ordered his army to march in the line of battle towards Wollerhaugh. There he was joined by Rouge Croix, herald, who gave him an account of the strong situation of the Scotch camp; but the advanced posts of the English army were then within three miles of their enemies and the earl of Surry found his difficulties daily increasing. The roads were broken up, the dwelling of the rivers cut him off from the necessary communications for supplying his army, and nothing but a battle could save him either from being dispersed or destroyed.

James seems to have so far regarded the advice of his wilful counsellors, as not to abandon his strong situation. They endeavoured to persuade him, that it was a sufficient guard to his honour, if he did not decline the battle on the day appointed; and that his engagement did not bind him to fight upon disadvantageous ground. The Scots, at the same time, knew of their enemy's distresses; and, as Drummond elegantly expresses it, they reenforced to their king, that he lacked nothing but patience to be victorious. The historian states the Scots thus lying on the defensive, the earl of Surry again sent Rouge Croix to inform James that he was ready to give him battle. James was sensibly nettled at this tacit imputation upon his honour, and perhaps was inwardly vexed for having followed the wise advice of his noblemen. It is certain, from the best authorities that he neglected the necessary precautions for guarding the passages of the Till, which the English crossed, partly at a place where it was fordable, and partly at a bridge. We are told, not without great appearance of probability, that while the English were crossing the bridge, Borthwick, master of the Scotch artillery, fell upon his knees, and begged permission from James to point his cannon against the bridge; but that James answered him in a passion, that it must be at the peril of his (Borthwick's head), and that he was resolved to let all his enemies that day on the plain before him in a body. The earl of Surry, after passing the Till, took possession of Branton, which lay to the right of the Scotch camp; and by that situation he cut off the communication of his enemies with the Tweed, and commanded the Till below Eton-castle. The Scotch generals saw themselves now in danger of being reduced to the same straits in which their enemies had been involved two days before, and their country open to an invasion of the English army. James had secret intelligence that this was far from being the intention of the English general and imagining that the latter's intention was to take possession of a strong camp upon a hill between him and the Tweed, which would give the English a farther command of the country, he resolved to be
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forehand with the earl, and gave orders for making large fires of green wood, that the smoke might cover his march along the height, to take advantage of that eminence. But while this stratagem concealed his march from the English, their movements were concealed from him; for when he came to the brow of the height over which he had marched, he found the enemy drawn up in order of battle on the plain, but so close to the height where he was, that his artillery, on which his great dependence was, must overlook them.

A battle was now not only unavoidable, but the only means of saving the Scotch army, which was probably far from being a disagreeable circumstance to James. His person was so dear to his troops, that many of them defied themselves as nearly as they could in the same coats of armour and with the same distinctions that James were that day. His generals had earnestly desired him to retire to a place of safety, where his person would be secure in all events; but he obstinately refused to follow their advice; and on the ninth of September, early in the morning, dispositions were ordered for the line of battle. The command of the van was allotted to the earl of Huntley; the earls of Lenox and Argyle commanded the Highlanders under James, who, some fear, served only as a volunteer; and the earls of Crawford and Minto led the body of reserve. The earl of Surry gave the command of his van to his son, the lord-admiral; his right wing was commanded by his other son, Sir Edward Howard; and his left by Sir Marmaduke Constable. The rear was commanded by the earl himself, lord Dacre, and Sir Edward Stanley. Under those leaders served the flower of all the nobility and gentry then in England. Other writers give different accounts of the disposition of the English army, but they may be reconciled by the different forms into which the battle was thrown before it was decided. The Lord Hume is mentioned as serving under the earls of Crawford and Montrose, and the Earl of Bothwell was in the rear.

The first motion of the English army was by the lord-admiral, who suddenly wheeled to the right, and seized a pass at Milford, where he planted his artillery so as to command the most flaming part of the ascent where the Scots were drawn up; and it did great execution. The Scots had not foreseen this maneuver; and it put them into such disorder, that the earl of Huntley found it necessary to attack the lord-admiral, which he did with so much fury, that he drove him from his post; and the consequence must have been fatal to the English, had not his precipitate retreat been covered by some squadrons of horse under the lord Dacres, which gave the lord-admiral on opportunity of rallying and new-forming his men. The earl of Surry now found it necessary to advance to the front, so that the English army formed one continued line, which galled the Scots with perpetual discharges of their artillery and bows. The Highlanders, as usual, impatient to come to a close fight, and to share in the honour of the day, which they now thought their own, rushed down the declivity with their broadswords, but without order, or discipline, and before the reit of the army, particularly the division under lord Hume, advanced to support them. Their impetuosity, however, made a considerable impression upon the main battle of the English; and the king bringing up the earl of Bothwell’s reserve, the battle became general and doubtful: but by this time the lord-admiral, having again formed his men, came to the assistance of his father, and charged the division under the earls of Crawford and Montrose, who were marching up to support the Highlanders, among whom the king and his attendants were now fighting on foot; while Stanley, making a circuit round the hill, attacked the Highlanders in the rear. Crawford and Montrose, not being seconded, according to the Scottish historians, by the Humes, were routed; and thus all that part of the Scotch army which was engaged under their king, was completely surrounded by the division of the English under Surry, Stanley, and the lord-admiral. In this terrible situation, James acted with a coolness not common to his temper. He drew up his men in a circular form, and their valour more than once opened the ranks of the English, or obliged them to fland aback, and again have recourse to their bows and artillery. The chief of the Scotch nobility made fresh attempts to prevail with James to make his escape while it was practicable; but he obstinately continued the fight; and thereby became accessory to his own ruin, and that of his troops whom the English would gladly have suffered to retreat. He saw the earls of Montrose, Crawford, and Argyll, fall by his side, with the bravest defeated, and his men lying dead on the spot; and darkly now coming on, he himself was killed by an unknown hand. The English were ignorant of the victory they had gained; and had actually retreated from the field of battle, with a design of renewing it next morning.

This disaster was evidently owing to the romantic disposition of the king himself, and to the want of discipline among many of his soldiers; though some writers have ascribed it to the treachery of lord Hume. Many of James’s domestics knew and mourned over his body; and it appeared that he had received two mortal wounds, one through the trunk with an arrow, and the other on the head with a ball. His coat of armour was prefent to queen Mary; who informed her husband, then in France, of the victory over the Scots. The loss on both sides, in this engagement is far from being ascertained; though Polydore Virgil, who lived at the time, mentions the loss of the English at 5,000, and that of the Scots at 10,000.

After the death of king James IV. the administration-devolved on the queen-dowager; but the being big with a posthumous child, and unable to bear the weight of public business, accepted of Beaton archbishop of Glagow and chancellor of Scotland, with the earls of Huntley, Angus, and Arran, to affilt her in the affairs of government. Soon after her husband’s death she had written an affecting letter to her brother the king of England, informing him of her pregnancy, setting forth the deplorable state of the kingdom, with her own condition and imploring his friendship and protection for her self and her infant son. This letter seems never to have been communicated by Henry to his council; but he answered it, and informed his sister, that if the Scots would have peace, they should have peace, and war if they chose it. “He added (according to Drummond), that her husband had fallen by his own indiscreet rashness and foolish kindness to France; that he regretted his death as his ally, and should be willing to prohibit all hostility against the country of Scotland.
The Scots, during the minority of her son. For a remedy of present evils, one year's truce and a day longer was yielded unto; in which time he had leisure to prosecute his designs against France, without fear of being disturbed or diverted by the incursions and inroads of the Scots upon his borders.

Thus far Drummond: but though Henry might grant this time to his father's intreaty, yet it certainly did not become a national measure; for it appears by a letter dated two years after, from the Scots council to the king of France, published by Rymers, that the Scots never had defined a truce. So far from that, the French, influence, joined by a desire of revenge, remained so strong in the kingdom, that after the meeting of the parliament, some of the members were so violent as to propose a renewal of the war. This motion was indeed overruled by the more moderate part of the assembly; but they could not be brought to make any advances towards Henry for a peace; and every day was now big with public calamity, which seems to have gathered strength while the queen was in child-bed. The archbishop of St Andrew's being vacant, it was offered by universal consent to Elphinston bishop of Aberdeen; but being now old and infirm, he declined it. Three competitors for that high dignity then appeared. The first was Gavin Douglas, who was then abbot of Aberbrothie, to which he was presented by the queen upon her recovery (having been brought to bed of a son) the very day before her marriage with his nephew the earl of Angus: and upon the death of bishop Elphinston in November following, he presented him likewise to the archbishopric of St Andrew's. The second was Sir John Hepburn, prior of St Andrew's; a bold, avaricious, Reful, but liberal and sensible prelate. By his office he had received the rents of the see during its vacancy; and having prevailed with the canons, on pretence of ancient privileges, to elect him archbishop, without regard to the nomination either of the queen or pope, he drove Douglas's tenants from the castle of St Andrew's, of which they had taken possession. The third and most powerful competitor was Forman bishop of Moray in Scotland, and archbishop of Ypres in France, a dignity to which he had been raised for his public services. He had in his interest not only the duke of Albany (son to the traitor duke) first prince of the Blood, but also the court of Rome itself; and having received the pope's bull and nomination to the dignity, he was considered by the Scotch clergy in general, and by the principal tenants and dependents upon the see, as the legal archbishop.

The preference given to Forman discouraged Douglas from pursuing his pretensions; but Hepburn, being supported by the clan of his own name and by the Hepburns, made formidable a head against his rivals, that none could be found daring enough to publish the papal bull in favour of Forman. The friends of the latter, however, having intimated to the earl of Hume, that his credit at the court of Rome could safely procure the rich abbey of Coldingham for his younger brother, the earl put himself at the head of his followers, and, notwithstanding all the opposition given by the Hepburns, he proclaimed the pope's bull over the crofs of Edinboogh. This daring action plainly proved that the earl of Hume had more power than the queen-regent herself; but Hepburn's resolution, Scotch and the greats of his friends, obliged Forman to agree to a compromise. Hepburn was advanced to the see of Moray, without accounting for the revenues of the archbishopric, which he had received during its vacancy; and he gave Forman a prebend of three thousand crowns, to be divided among his friends and followers.

In April 1514, the posthumous son, of whom the queen had been delivered in Stirling castle, was by the convocation of the clergy of Scotland, baptized Alexander. On the 6th of August this year she was married to the earl of Angus, than which nothing could be accounted more impolitic. She had neither consulted her brother nor the states of Scotland in the match; and by her having married a husband, the first resigned all claim to the regency under the late king's will. The Douglas's did not dispute her having divested herself of the regency; but they affirmed, that the states might lawfully re-appoint her in it; and that the peace of the kingdom required it, as it was the only measure that could preserve the happy tranquillity which then subsisted between Scotland and England. The earl of Hume put himself at the head of the opposition to this proposal. He knew that he had enemies, and he dreaded that the farther aggrandizement of Angus might weaken his interest on the borders. He was joined by a number of the young nobility, who, though otherwise divided, united against Angus. In this, the general opinion was, that the Douglas's were already too great; and that, should the queen be reinstated in the regency, they must be absolute within the kingdom, and incapable of power and profit. It was added by the earl of Hume, that he had put himself out of respect to the late king's memory, submitted to the queen's government, and that, now she had made a voluntary abdication of it by her marriage, she ought not to be renewed.

After some deliberations, the duke of Albany was chosen regent. He was a man, possessed of all the qua of Albany lites requisite for a good governor; nor did he deceive the expectations of the public. On his arrival at Glasgow, he took up upon him the titles of earl of March, Mar, Garioch, lord of Annandale, and of the isle of Man, regent and protector of the kingdom of Scotland. On his arrival at Edinburgh he was received in form by the three estates of the kingdom, and the queen had met him at some distance from the town. The parliament then reform'd its session, and the three clavus took an oath of obedience, till the king, then an infant of four years old, should arrive at the years of majority.

The first thing at which the regent aimed, was the concluding the differences amongst the various contending families in the kingdom; at the same time that he suppressed some daring robbers, one of whom is said to have had no fewer than 800 attendants in his infamous profession. So great was his love of good order and decency, that he punished the lords Drummond with the loss of his estates for having struck Lyon king at arms, whose person, as the first herald in Scotland, ought to have been held sacred. Nay, it was at the earnest solicitation of Lyon himself, and many of the chief nobility, that a greater punishment was not inflicted. However, the forfeiture was afterwards remitted;
The regent had not been long in office before he took into favour Hepburn the prior of St Andrew's, whom he consulted for information concerning the state of Scotland. Hepburn acquainted him with all the feuds and animosities which raged among the great families of Scotland, their ferocious character, and barbarous behaviour to their enemies. He represented the civil power as too weak to curb these potent chieftains; and gave it as his opinion that the regent's administration ought to be supported by foreign arms, meaning those of France.

Hepburn is said also to have gained an ascendency over the regent by means of large sums of money laid out among his domestics, by a fawning and plausible address, and by well-directed flatteries; and he employed this ascendency to destroy those who were obnoxious to himself. The earl of Hume, as being the first subject in rank and authority, became obnoxious to the regent through the infinuations of Hepburn; and as that nobleman had frequent occasion to be at court in virtue of his office of chamberlain, he soon perceived that neither he nor his friends were welcome guests there.

Alarmed for his own safety, he resolved to form a party amongst the queen-mother and her new husband against the regent. This was by no means a difficult task: for the queen naturally imagined that her new husband ought to have had some share in the government; and the earl of Angus readily concurred in the scheme. In the mean time, the regent was making a progress through Scotland, while bloody feuds were raging among the nobles; but before any remedy could be applied to these disorders, he was informed of the schemes laid by the queen-mother and her party; and as that nobleman had frequent occasion to be at court in virtue of his office of chamberlain, he soon perceived that neither he nor his friends were welcome guests there.

The regent, after this bold step, took care to show that the care of the royal infants was his chief study. As he himself was nearly allied to the crown, in order to remove all suspicions and calumnies on that account, he committed the care of the king and his brother to three noblemen of the most unquestionable characters in the kingdom, but of whom we now know the name only of one, viz. the earl of Lenox. They were appointed to attend the princes by turns; to whom also a guard, consisting partly of French and partly of Scots, was assigned; and the queen-mother was left at liberty to reside where she pleased.

The earl of Hume, finding his schemes thus abortive, retired to his own estate; from whence he was soon after driven, and obliged to fly into England, by the earls of Arran and Lenox. The queen-mother retired to a monastery at Coldstream; and mellengers were dispatched to the court of England, to know how Henry would have his sister disposed of. He ordered the lord Dacre, his *warden of the marches*, to attend her to Harbottle-castle in Northumberland; and here she was delivered of her daughter the Lady Mary Douglas, mother to Henry lord Darnley, father to James I. of England. The regent dispatched ambassadors to Henry, in order to vindicate his own conduct. He likewise sent to assure the queen that she had nothing to fear in Scotland; and to invite her to return thither, where she should at all times be admitted to see her children. This offer, however, she declined; and set out for London, where she was affectionately received and entertained by her brother. But in the mean time many disorders were committed throughout the kingdom by the party of the queen-mother; though, by the interposition of archbishop Forman, they were at present terminated without bloodshed, and some of the principal offenders were peremptorily required to return to their duty.

Among these was the earl of Angus himself, the queen's husband; when King Henry heard, he exclaimed, "That the earl, by defeating his wife, had acted like a Scot." Lord Hume refused to surrender himself, or to accept of the regent's terms; and was of consequence declared a traitor, and his estate confiscated. All this time he had been inflicting the borders at the head of a lawless banditti; and now he began to commit such devastations, that the regent found it necessary to march against him at the head of 6000 disciplined troops. Hume being obliged to lay down his arms, was sent prisoner to Edinburgh castle, where the regent very unaccountably committed him to the charge of his brother-in-law the earl of Arran. Hume easily found means to gain over this near relative to his own party; and both of them, in the month of October 1515, escaped to the borders, where they soon renewed hostilities. Both the earls were now proclaimed traitors, but Hume was allowed fifteen days to surrender himself. This short interval the regent employed in quelling the rebellion, for which purpose the parliament had allowed him 15,000 men. He besieged the castle of Hamilton, the earl of Arran's chief seat, which was in no condition of defence: but he was prevailed upon by Arran's mother, daughter to James II. and aunt to the regent himself, to forbear further hostilities, and even to pardon her son, provided he should return to his duty. Arran accordingly submitted; but the public tranquillity was not by that means restored. An association, at the head of which was the earl of Moray, the king's natural brother, had been formed against the earl of Huntley. That nobleman was too well attended to bear any danger by day; but his enemies found means to introduce some armed troops in the night-time into Edinburgh. On this a fierce skirmish ensued, in which some were killed on both sides; but farther bloodshed was prevented by the regent, who confined all the lords in prison till he had brought about a general reconciliation. One Hay, who had been very active in furring up the quarrels, was banished to France; and only the earl of Hume now continued in arms.

In 1516 died the young duke of Rothesay: an event which brought the regent one degree nearer the crown, so that he was declared heir in the name of the demesne of young James. Negotiations were then entered into about prolonging the truce which at that time subsisted with England; but Henry informing upon a removal of the regent from his place, they were for the present dropped. Finding, however, that he could neither prevail on the parliament as a body to dismiss the regent, nor form a party of any consequence against him,
The earl of Hume put to death.

In 1517, the affairs of the regent requiring his presence in France, he resolved, before his departure, to remove the earl of Hume, who, as we have seen, alone continued to disturb the public tranquillity. Under pretence of settling some differences which still remained with England, he called a convention of the nobility; and sent special letters to the earl of Hume and his brother to attend, on account of their great knowledge in English affairs. Both of them imprudently obeyed the summons, and were seized and executed as soon as they arrived at Edinburgh.

But whatever occasion there might be for this severity, it left the affections of the people to such a degree, that the regent could scarce get the place filled up which Lord Hume had possest. That of lord warden of the marches he at last gave to his French favourite La Beau, called by historians Sir Anthony D'Arcy. The post of lord chamberlain was given to Lord Fleming. Soon after this, the regent levied an army, on pretence of representing the disaffections on the borders. The being speedily quelled, he seized on his return upon the earl of Lenox, and forced him to deliver up his castle of Dumbarton; not choosing to leave it, during his intended absence in France, in the custody of a nobleman of suspected fidelity; and from similar motives, he afterwards took him along with him on his departure for the continent. He then procured himself to be nominated ambassador to France, in which character he left the kingdom; having committed the government to the archbishops of St Andrew's and Glasgow, the earls of Arran, Angus, Huntley, and Argyle, with the warden D'Arcy, on whom was his chief dependence.

On the departure of the regent, the queen-mother left the English court, and arrived with a noble retinue at Berwick, on purpose to visit her son. She was received by her husband; for whom she had contrived an invincible aversion, either on account of his infidelities to her, or because he had deferred her in the manner already related. However, the suppressing her resentment for the present, and accompanied him to Edinburgh. Here, in consequence of the proposals made by the regent, the demanded access to her son; but was refused by D'Arcy. Lord Erklin, however, who was one of those to whom the care of the young king was committed, conveyed him to the castle of Craigmillar (where D'Arcy had no jurisdiction), on pretence that the plague was in Edinburgh; and there the queen was admitted; but this gave such offence to D'Arcy, that Lord Erklin was obliged to carry back the king to the castle of Edinburgh, where all further access was denied to his mother. In short, the behaviour of this favourite was on all occasions so haughty and violent, that he rendered himself universally odious; and was at last murdered, with all his attendants, in his way to Dunie, where he proposed to hold a court of justice.—His death was very little regretted; yet his murderers were prosecuted with the utmost severity, and several persons of distinction declared rebels on that account.

Meanwhile, the regent was treated with high marks of distinction in France. The king showered him the greatest respect, promised to assist in establishing his authority in Scotland, and solemnly confirmed the ancient league between the two kingdoms. Soon after, the earl of Arran arrived from France, with assurances of protection and assistance from the king, who was highly pleased at the zeal of the governors in punishing D'Arcy's murderers; and 500 soldiers arrived with him, to reinforce the garrisons, especially that of Dunbar.

All this time the queen-mother continued at Edinburgh, employing herself in attempts to procure a divorce from her husband, under pretence of his having been previously contradicted to another. The affairs of the kingdom again began to fall into confusion, and many murders and commotions happened in different parts of the country. The earl of Arran had the chief direction in the state; but the earl of Angus, notwithstanding the difference with his wife, had still great interest, and waited every opportunity to oppose him. This emulation produced an encounter at Edinburgh, in which victory declared for Augustus, and 72 of the routed party were killed. This skirmish was fought on the 50th of April 1519, and has been known in Scottish history by the name of Caise the Cauflway.

On the 10th of November 1521, the regent returned from France. He found the kingdom in great disorder. The earl of Angus domineered in the field, but his antagonists outvoted his party in the parliament. The queen mother, who had fixed her affections on a third husband, hated all parties almost equally; but joined the duke of Albany, in hopes of his depriving the other two of their power. This happened according to her expectation; and she was with the regent when he made a kind of triumphal entry into Edinburgh, attended by a number of persons of the first rank.—The earl of Angus was now summoned to appear as a criminal; but his wife interceded for him, not out of any remains of affection, but because he gave her no opposition in the process of divorce which was depending between them.—In the mean time, Henry VIII. of England, perceiving that the Scots were entirely devoted to the French interest, sent a letter full England of accusations against the regent, and threats against the whole nation, if they did not renounce that alliance. No regard being paid to these requisitions, lord Dacres was ordered to proclaim upon the borders, that the Scots must stand to their peril if they did not fall in with his measures by the first of March 1522. This producing no effect, Henry seized the effects of all the Scots residing in England, and banished them his dominions, after marking them, according to bishop Lefley, with a cross, to distinguish them from his other subjects. A war was the unavoidable consequence of these proceedings; and, on the 30th of April, the earl of Shrewsbury, Henry's lieutenant of the household, and knight of the garter, was appointed commander in chief of the army that was to set against the Scots; and, in the mean time, Lord Dacres made an inroad as far as Kelso, plundering and burning wherever he came. The regent ordered his army to rendezvous at Roslin; but the Scots, remembering the disasters at Linlithgow, refused to submit, showed an extreme aversion to the war, and even invited the regent to his face, that though they would defend themselves in case they were attacked, they would not engage in a French quarrel. The regent renounced,
The regent goes to France for alliance.

The regent, perceiving, by the disgrace of this expedition, that he had lost his former popularity, determined to revenge himself; and therefore told those whom he could trust, that he was about to return to France, from whence he should bring such a force by sea and land, as should render it unnecessary for him to ask leave of the Scots any more to invade England. Accordingly he embarked for France on 25th of October, but publicly gave out that he would return the ensuing August.

On the regent's arrival in France, he made a demand of 10,000 foot and 5000 horse for carrying on the war against England; but the situation of King Francis did not then allow him to spare so many at once, though he was daily sending over ships with men, ammunition, and money, for the French garrisons in Scotland. At last it was publicly known in England that the regent was about to return with a strong fleet, and 4000 of the best troops in France; upon which Henry determined, if possible, to intercept him. Sir William Fitz-Williams, with 36 large ships, was ordered to block up the French squadron in the harbour of Finhead; Sir Anthony Poyntz cruised with another in the western seas, as Sir Christopher Dow and Sir Henry Shireburn did in the northern with a third squadron. The duke of Albany, being unable to cope with Fitz-Williams, was obliged to set out from another port with 12 ships, having some troops on board. They fell in with Fitz-Williams's squadron; two of their ships were sunk, and the rest driven back to Dieppe. Fitz-Williams then made a defeat at Troup, where he burnt 18 French ships, and returned to his station off Finhead. By this time the French had given the duke such a reinforcement as made him an overmatch for the English admiral, had the men been equally good; but the regent had no dependence upon French sailors when put in competition with the English. Instead of coming to an engagement, therefore, as soon as Fitz-Williams appeared, he disembarked his soldiers, as if he had intended to delay his expedition for that year; but a storm arose, which obliged the English fleet to return to the Downs, the regent took that opportunity of reembarking his men, and, falling by the western coasts, arrived safe in Scotland.

All this time the earl of Surry had been carrying on the most cruel and destructive war against Scotland; insomuch that, according to Cardinal Wolfe, "there was left nothing but house, fortres, village, tree, cattle, corn, nor other succour for man," in the countries of Tweeddale and March. The regent's return did not immediately put a stop to these devastations; for the intestine divisions in Scotland prevented him from taking the field. His party was weakened by his long absence, and the queen-mother had been very active in strengthening the English interest. A parliament was called in 1543, where it was debated, Whether peace or war with England should be resolved on? and the determinations of this parliament were evidently on the worst side of the question. Henry was at this time so well disposed to cultivate a friendship with Scotland, that he offered to James his eldest sister Mary in marriage; but the Scots animated by the appearance of the French auxiliaries, and corrupted by their gold, rejected all terms, and resolved upon war. However, when the army was assembled, and had advanced to the borders, he found the same difficulty he had formerly experienced; for they flatly refused to enter England. With great difficulty he prevailed upon part of the army to pass the Tweed; but not meeting with success, he was obliged to return to Scotland, which at this time was divided into four factions. One of these was headed by the regent, another by the queen, a third by the earl of Arran, and a fourth by the earl of Angus, who had lived as an exile under Henry's protection. Had it been possible for the earl of Angus and his wife to have been reconciled to each other, it would have been much for the interest of the kingdom; but all the art even of Cardinal Wolfe could not effect this. At last, the duke of Albany, finding of all parties united against him, resigned his office of regent of Scotland. On the 14th of March that year, he went on board one of his own ships for France, from whence he never returned to Scotland. He did not indeed make a formal abdication of his government; but he did not go far from that, he requested the nobility, whom he convened for that purpose, to enter into no alliance with England during his absence, which he said would continue no longer than the first of September following; to make no alteration in the government; and to keep the king at Stirling.

The nobility, who were impatient for the absence of the regent, readily promised whatever he required, but without any intention of performing it; nor, indeed, was it in their power to comply; for it had been previously determined that James himself should now take the administration into his own hands. According to Buchanan, the regent had no sooner returned to France than Scotland relapsed into all the miseries of anarchy. The queen-dowager had the management of public affairs, but her power was limited. The earl of Arran, apprehending danger from the English, entered into the views of the French party. The queen-mother's dislike to her husband continued as great as ever, which prevented an union among those who were in the English interest; and Wolfe took that opportunity of restoring the earl of Angus to all his importance in Scotland. The queen mother, therefore, had no other way left to keep herself in power, but to bring James himself into action. On the 29th of July, therefore, he removed from Stirling to the abbey of Holyroodhouse; James took upon himself the exercise of government, by convoking the nobility, and obliging them to swear allegiance to his person a second time. The truce with England was now prolonged, and the queen's party carried all before them. On the very day in which the last truce was signed with England, the earl of Angus entered Scotland. He had been invited from his exile in France into England, where he was cared for by Henry, who disregarded all his father's treaties to send him back to France, and now resolved to support him in Scotland. Yet, though his declared intention in sending the earl to Scotland was, that the latter might balance the French party there, the king enjoined him to sue, in the most humble manner, for a reconciliation with
They began to treat of a perpetual peace between the two nations. This agreement was signed on the 25th of February 1526. The parliament accordingly met, and the king's marriage with the princess of James England was confirmed; but no mention was made of the king's being sent for his education into that country; on the contrary, he was committed to the care of eight lords of parliament. These were to have the custody of the king's person, every one his month successively, and the whole to stand for the government of the state; yet with this limitation, "that the king, by their counsel, should not ordain or determine any thing in great affairs to which the queen as princess and dowager, did not give her consent." This partition of power, by giving the queen a negative in all public matters, threw every thing into confusion. The earl of Angus, by leading the king into various scenes of pleasure and dissipation, so gained the ascendency over him, that he became in a manner totally guided by him. The queen-mother, perceiving that she could not have access to her son, without at the same time being in company with her husband, whom she hated, retired suddenly with her domestics to Stirling. Thus the order of government which had been settled by parliament should take place, and that under a penalty he should fete the king at liberty. To this the earl answered by a kind of manifesto drawn up by his brother; in which he declared, that "the earl of Angus having been so highly favoured by his good uncle the king of England, and that James himself being under great obligations to him, neither the queen nor the other lords need be in any pain about him, as he chose to spend his time with the earl of Angus rather than with any lord in the kingdom." James himself, however, Attempts had elicencted sufficiently to recover his liberty. Thereupon he flamed all the fair pretences of the earl of Angus, he was in fact no better than his prisoner; and resolved to attempt the recovery of his liberty. The earls of Argyll and Arran had for some time retired from court, where they had no share in the administration, and were living on their own estates; but the earl of Lenox disdained his sentence so well, that he was neither satisfied by the earl of Angus, nor any of the Douglas family, who were his partisans. The king being gain'd upon by his insinuating behaviour, opened his mind to his, and requested his affiance against his treacherous keepers. At the same time he sent letters to his mother, and the heads of her party, by some of his domestics whom Lenox had pointed out, intreating them to remove him from the earl, and to suffer him any longer to remain under his imperious jurisdiction; alleging, that if this could not be done by any other means, they should use force of arms.

On receiving this letter, the queen and her party often bled their forces at Stirling, and without loss of time began their march for Edinburgh. Angus, on the other hand, prepared to give them a warm reception,
tion, but at the same time to carry along with him the king. This resolution being made known to the queen-mother, the was so much concerned for the safety of her son, that the whole party disband themselves; and thus the authority of the earl of Angus seemed to be more established than ever. Nothing, indeed, was now wanting to render him despotic but the possession of the great seal, which the archbishop of St Andrew's had carried with him to Dunfermline. As no deed of any consequence could be executed without this, he prevailed upon the king to demand it by a special message; in consequence of which, the archbishop was obliged to give it up. About this time the divorce which had been so long in agitation between the queen-mother and the earl of Angus actually took place; which, no doubt, increased the dislike of James to his confinement, while the impudence of Angus gave every day fresh matter of disgust. As Angus knew that he had no firm foundation in the attachment of his followers to him, he fled to the Highlands; and Angus himself, after being wounded and taken prisoner, was murdered by Sir James Hamilton.

On the night of the battle, the king was removed to Linlithgow; and though he was under the greatest grief for the fate of Lenox, the behaviour of the Douglares struck him with such terror that he dissembled his sentiments. The earl of Angus led his troops into Fife, in hopes of surprising the queen and the archbishop of St Andrew's. The queen, on the news of his approach, fled, with her new husband Henry Stuart, brother to Lord Ewald, to Edinburgh, and both were admitted into the castle. The archbishop fled to the mountains, where he was obliged to keep cattle as a shepherd. Angus, after having plundered the castle of St Andrew's and the abbey of Dunfermline, returned in triumph to Edinburgh, where he prepared to besiege the castle; but the queen, hearing that her son was among the number of the besiegers, ordered the gates of the castle to be thrown open, and furnished herself and her husband prisoners to James, who was advised to confine them to the castle. After these repeated successes, the earl of Angus established a kind of court of justice, in which he prosecuted those who had opposed him, among whom was the earl of Cauffils. He was offered by Sir James Hamilton, natural son to the earl of Arran, the name who had murdered Lenox, an indemnity if he would own himself a vassal of that house; but this condition was rejected. Being called to his trial, and accused of having taken arms against the king, a gentleman of his name and family, who was his advocate, denied the charge, and offered to produce a letter under James's own hand, defiring him to deliver him from his gaolers. This striking evidence confounded the prosecutor so much, that the earl was acquitted; but on his return home he was way-laid and murdered by one Hugh Campbell, at the instigation of Sir James Hamilton.

During these transactions in the south, many of the Highland clans were perpetrating the most horrid scenes of rape and murder, which in some places reigned also in the Lowlands. The state of the borders was little better than that of the Highlands; but it engaged the attention of Angus more, as he had great interest in these parts. Marching, therefore, against the banditti which infested these parts, he soon reduced them to reason. His power seemed now to be firmly established,
infomuch that the archbishop of St Andrew's began to 
treat with Sir George Douglas, to whom he offered 
lucrative leaves and other emoluments if he would inter-
cede with the regent, as Angus was called, in his fa-
vour. This was readily agreed to; and the archbishop 
was allowed to return in safety to his palace about the 
fame time that Angus returned from his expedition 
against the borderers. Nothing was then seen at court 
but festivities of every kind, in which the queen-mother, 
who was now relieved from her confinement, took part: 
and she was afterwards suffered to depart to the castle 
of Stirling; which Angus, not attending to its value, 
had neglected to secure. In the mean time the arch-
bishop invited the Douglas's to spend some days with 
him at his castle; which they accordingly did, and car-
ted the king along with them. Here James dissembled 
so well, and seemed to be so enamoured of his new way 
of life, that Angus thought there could be no danger 
in leaving him in the hands of his friends till he should 
return to Lothian to settle some public as well as 
private affairs. Having taken leave of the king, he left 
him in the custody of his uncle Archibald, his brother 
Sir George, and one James Douglas of Parkhead, who 
was captain of the guards that watched his majesty at 
pretence of doing him honour. The earl was no sooner 
gone than the archbishop sent an invitation to Sir 
George Douglas, deferring him to come to St Andrew's, 
and there put the last hand to the leaves, and finish the 
bargains that had been spoken of between them. This 
was so plausible, that he immediately set out for St 
Andrew's; while his uncle the treasurer went to Dundee, 
where he had an amanuensis. James thinking this to be 
the best opportunity that ever presented to him for an 
escape, resolved to avail himself of it at all events; and 
found means, by a private means, to apprise his 
mother of his design. It was then the season for hunting 
and diversion, which James often followed in the park 
of Falkland; and calling for his forrester, he told him, 
that as the weather was fine, he intended to kill a 
stag next morning, ordering him at the same time to sum-
mon all the gentlemen in the neighbourhood to attend 
him with their best dogs. He then called for his chief 
domestics, and ordered them to get his supper early, 
because he intended to be in the field by day-break; 
and he talked with the captain of his guard of nothing 
but the excellent sport he expected next morning. In 
the mean time, he had engaged two young men, the 
one a page of his own, the other John Hart, a helper 
about his stables, to attend him in his flight, and to 
provide him with the dress of a groom for a disguise. 
Having formally taken leave of his attendants, charging 
them to be ready early in the morning, and being left 
alone, he stole softly out of his bed-chamber, went to 
the stable unperceived by the guards, dressed himself in 
his disguise; and he and his companions mounting the 
three best horses there, galloped to Stirling castle; into 
which, by the queen's appointment, he was admitted 
to'rn after day-break. He commanded all the gates to 
be secured; and the queen having previously prepared 
every thing for a vigorous defence, orders were given 
that none should be admitted into the castle without the 
king's permission.

About an hour after the king escaped from Falkland, 
Sir George Douglas returned; and being assured that 
his majesty was asleep, he went to bed. It appears 
that James had been seen and known in his flight; for 
in the morning the bailiff of Abernethy came post-haste 
to inform Sir George that the king had passed Stirling 
bridge. They had, however, some smirking hope 
that the king might be gone to Bambroch; but that 
rumour was soon found to be false; and an express 
was dispatched, informing Angus of all that had happened. 
The earl quickly repaired to Falkland, where he and his 
friends came to a resolution of going to Stirling, and 
demanding access to the king.

James by this time had written letters to the earls of 
Haddington, Argyll, Atholl, Glencairn, Menteith, Rothes, 
and Eglington; the lords Graham, Levington, Lindsay, 
Sinclair, Ruthven, Drummond, Evandale, Maxwell, and 
Semple. Before all of them could arrive at Stirling, 
the earl of Angus and his friends were upon their jour-
ney to the same place, but were stopped by a herald 
at arms, commanding them on their allegiance not to 
approach within six miles of the king's residence. This 
order having sufficiently intimated what they were to 
expect, the earl deliberated with his party how to pro-
ceed. Some of them were for marching on and taking 
the castle by surprise; but this was found to be imprac-
ticable, especially as they had no artillery. The earl 
and his brother therefore resolved to make a show of 
submission to the king's order; and they accordingly 
went to Linlithgow. By this time all the nobility 
already mentioned, and many others, had assembled at 
Stirling; and James, calling them to council, inveighed 
against the dissatisfaction of the Douglas's with an ar-
mony that sufficiently discovered what pain it must 
have given him when he was obliged to hear it in 
silence. He concluded his speech with these words: 
"Therefore I desire, my lords, that I may be satisfi-
ced of the said earl, his kin, and friends. For I vow 
that Scotland shall not hold us both, while I be 
revenged on him and his."

The result of the council's deliberation was, that pro-
clamation should be made, renewing the order for the 
Douglas's not to approach the court, and directing the 
earl of Angus and his brother of all their public 
employments. In the mean time, such was the modera-
tion of the assembly, that by their advice James ordered 
the earl to retire to the north of the Spey till his plea-
sure should be known; but his brother was command-
ed to surrender himself a prisoner in the castle of Edin-
burgh, to take his trial in a very full parliament (all 
the members being summoned to attend), to be held in 
that city next September. The earl and his brother 
considered their compliance with those conditions as a 
prelude to their destruction; and resolved to justify 
their treasons by still greater excesses, in surprizing the 
town of Edinburgh, and holding it against the king; 
and parliament, before the latter could assemble. Hi-
florians have not done that justice to the proceedings of 
the royal party on this occasion which they deserve. 
The management of the king's escape, his reception 
into Stirling, the fortifying that castle, and the ready 
obeisance of his great nobility, some of whom attend-
ed him with their followers before they received any 
summonses for that purpose, are proofs of wise and 
spirited deliberations. Their conduct at this time was 
equally consistent with the fame plan of foresight.

It was naturally to be supposed that the Douglas's, 
who remained assembled in a numerous body, would
make the attempt already mentioned; but the royalists had the precaution to dispatch the Lord Maxwell and the baron of Lochinchin, with a body of troops, to take possession of the town, till James could arrive with 2000 forces to their relief. Maxwell and Lochinchin made such dispatch, that they were in possession of the town when the Douglas's appeared before it, and repulsed them; while a mott terrible storm had scattered the troops under James before he could come to their assistance, so effortlessly, that, being left almost without attendants, his person might have been taken by the smallest party of the enemy. Upon the retreat of the Douglases from Edinburgh, the parliament met; and none of them appearing in parliament of their summons, the earl of Angus, his brother Sir George Douglas, his uncle Archibald Douglas, and Alexander Drummond of Carnock, with some of their chief dependents, were assembled. It is remarkable, that the

James is disappointed in his scheme of revenge.

They are degraded and forfeited.

They raze the southern parts.

The truce between Scotland and England was now near expiring; and Henry, under that pretence, gave a commission to the prior of Durham, Thomas Magnus, Sir Anthony Ughtral, captain of the town and castle of Berwick, William Franklyn chancellor of Durham, and Sir Thomas Temple. James seems to have been in no haste to enter upon this negotiation, because he understood that the English commissioners were privately instructed to insist upon the Douglases being restored to their estates and dignities. England was at that time the principal ally of Francis against the emperor; and this gave a handle for Francis to interpret for his favour the Douglases, that he brought James to consent to a preliminary negociation for their obtaining at least a secure retreat in England. This was at last complied with. James being now delivered from all dread of the Douglases, and under no control from any party, showed excellent dispositions for government. Finding that the borders were by no means pleased with the late treaty, and that they were renewing their depredations, he resolved to strike at the root of an evil which had so long proved disgraceful and dangerous to his ancestors, by giving no quarter to the chiefs of those robbers, whose principal residence was in Liddesdale. This was the more necessary, as their daring attempts had exasperated the English so much, that they had actually burnt a town in Teviotdale; and they had killed one.
Armstrong, a noted robber, with 60 of his followers.

Kerr, a man of some consequence. Two of the chiefs of the Scotch borders were Cockburn of Kenderlaw, and Adam Scot, commonly called king of the thieves. Both of them were barons; and had been so inured to the practice, that they thought there was no crime in robbing; they therefore appeared publicly in Edinburgh; where James ordered them to be apprehended, tried, and hanged. He next proceeded with great firmness against many noblemen and principal gentlemen, who were only suspected of being disaffected to the late peace. All of them had behaved with great loyalty, and some of them had done him the most important services. Of this number were the earl of Hume, the lord Maxwell, with the barons of Buccleugh, Tarbert, and Kerr, Johniton, and Mark Kerr. Though we know nothing particularly of what was laid to the charge of these noblemen and gentlemen, yet so zealously was James for the impartial administration of justice, that he ordered them all, with many other chief gentlemen of the borders, to be sent to prison; where they lay till they entered into recognizances themselves, and found bail for their good behaviour.

Of all the party of the Douglases, none of any note excepting Alexander Drummond of Carnock was suffered to return home, at the earnest request of the ambassadours and the treasurer Barton. This lenity was of very little consequence; for James having appointed the earl of Murray to be sole warden of the Scotch marches, with power to treat with the earl of Northumberland, their conferences had broken off on account of fresh violations happening every day; and some information he had received from them, had prevailed with James to imprision the noblemen and gentlemen we have already mentioned. He now resolved to attempt in person what his predecessors and he had so often failed in by their deputies. As he was known to be violently addicted to hunting, he summoned his nobility, even on the north of the Firth, to attend him with their hounds and dogs; which they did in such numbers, that his hunting retinue consisted of above 8,000 persons, two-thirds of whom were well armed. This preparation gave no satisfaction to the borders, as great hunting-matches in those days commonly consisted of some thousands; and James having set out upon his diversion, is said to have killed 540 deer. Among the other gentlemen who had been summoned to attend him, was John Armstrong of Golnockhill. He was the head of a numerous clan, who lived with great pomp and splendour upon the contributions under which they laid the English on the borders. He was himself always attended by twenty-six gentlemen on horseback, well mounted and armed, as his body-guards. Having received the king's invitation, he was fond of displaying his magnificence to his sovereign; and attiring himself and his guard more pompously than usual, they presented themselves before James, from whom they expected some particular mark of distinction for their services against the English, and for the remarkable protection they had always given to their countrymen the Scots. On their first appearance, James, not knowing who he was, returned Armstrong's falute, imagining him to be some great noblemans; but upon hearing his name, he ordered him and his followers to be immediately apprehended, and sentenced them to be hanged upon the spot. It is said that James, turning to his attendants, asked them, pointing at Armstrong, "What does that knave want that a king should have, but a crown and a sword of honour?" Armstrong begged hard for his life; and offered to serve the king in the field with forty horsemen, besides making him large presents of jewels and money, with many other tempting offers. Finding the king inexorable, "Fool that I am (said he) to look for warm water under ice, by asking grace of a graceless face," and then he and his followers submitted to their fate. Those and some other executions of the same kind restored peace to the borders.

Hitherto we have considered only the civiltransactions of Scotland; but hitherto religion will claim a considerable share of the historian's attention. The opinions of Luther had been propagated in Britain soon after his preaching in 1517. They had for some years infensibly gained ground; and, at the time the contensions began between James and his nobility, were become formidable to the established religion. We have seen how James escaped from the hands of his nobles by means of the archbishop of St Andrew's. To the clergy, therefore, he was naturally favourable; and as they of necessity opposed the reformation, James became a zealous persecutor of the reformed. On the other hand, the nobility having already opposed the king and clergy in civil affairs, did so likewise in those of religion. The clergy finding themselves unequal in argument, had recourse to more violent methods. Rigorous inquisitions were made after heretics, and fires were everywhere prepared for them.

The first person who was called upon to suffer for the reformed religion was Patrick Hamilton, abbot of Ferne. At an early period of life he had been appointed to this abbacy; and having imbied a favourable idea of the doctrines of Luther, he had travelled into Germany, where, becoming acquainted with the most eminent reformers, he was fully confirmed in their opinions. Upon his return to Scotland, he ventured to expose the corruptions of the church, and to inflame the advantages of the tenents which he had embraced. A conduct so bold, and the avidity with which his discomforts were received by the people, gave an alarm to the clergy. Under the pretence of a religion and friendly conference, he was seduced to St Andrew's by Alexander Campbell, a Dominican friar, who was instructed to remonstrate with him on the subject of the reformation. The conversations they held only served to establish the abbot more firmly in his sentiments, and to inflame his zeal to propagate them. The archbishop of St Andrew's, the archbishop of Glasgow, and other dignitaries of the church, constituting a court, called him to appear before them.

The abbot neither lost his courage nor renounced his opinions. He was convicted accordingly of heretical pravity, delivered over to the secular arm, and executed in the year 1527 (n). This reformer had not attained the

(n) His tenets were of the following import, and are enumerated in the sentence pronounced against him.

"Man
Scotland. the 24th year of his age. His youth, his virtue, his magnanimity, and his sufferings, all operated in his favour with the people. To Alexander Campbell, who inflamed him at the stake, he objected his treachery, and cited him to answer for his behaviour before the judgment-seat of Christ. And this perfunctor, a few days after, being left with a frenzy, and dying in that condition, it was believed with the greater sincerity and confidence, that Mr. Hamilton was an innocent man and a true martyr.

A deed so affecting, from its novelty and in its circumstances, excited throughout the kingdom an universal curiosity and indignation. Minute and particular inquiries were made into the tenets of Mr. Hamilton. Converts to the new opinions were multiplying in every quarter, and a partiality to them began to prevail among the Romish clergy themselves. Alexander Seton, the king's confessor, took the liberty to inveigh against the errors and abuses of Popery; to neglect, in his discourses, all mention of purgatory, and pilgrimages, and saints; and to recommend the doctrines of the reformed. What he taught was impugned; and his boldness rising with contradiction, he defended warmly his opinions, and even ventured to affirm, that in Scotland there were no true and faithful bishops, if a judgement of men in this controversy is to be formed from the virtues which St. Paul has required of them. A farcasm so just, and so daring, inflamed the whole body of the pravity with resentment. They studied to compass his destruction; and, as Mr. Seton had given offence to the king, whom he had exhorted to a greater purity of life, his mind was fixed. He made his escape into England.

In 1533, Henry Forrest, a Benedictine friar, who discovered a propensitv to the reformed doctrines, was not so fortunate. After having been imprisoned for some time in the tower of St. Andrew's, he was brought to his trial, condemned, and led out to the flames. He had said, that Mr. Hamilton was a pious man, and a martyr; and that the tenets for which he had suffered might be vindicated. This guilt was aggravated by the discovery that friar Forrest was in possession of a new Testament in the English language; for the priests esteemed a careful attention to the Scriptures to be an inadmissable symptom of heresy. A cruelty so repugnant to the common sense and feelings of mankind, while it pleased the infolent pride of the ecclesiastics, was destroying their importance, and exciting a general disposition in the people to adopt in the fullest latitude the principles and sentiments of the reformed.

The following year, James Beaton, Archbishop of St. Andrew's, though remarkable for prudence and moderation, was overawed by his nephew and coadjutor David Beaton, and by the clergy. In his own person, or by commission granted by him, perjuries were carried on with violence. Many were driven into banishment, and many were forced to acknowledge what they did not believe. The more strenuous and resolute were delivered over to punishment. Among these were two private gentlemen, Norman Gourlay and David Gourlay Stratton. They were tried at Holyroodhouse before and sentenced the bishop of Rothes; and refusing to recant, were condemned. King James, who was present, appeared exceedingly solicitous that they should recant their opinions; and David Stratton, upon being adjudged to the fire, having begged for his mercy, was about to receive it, when the priests proudly pronounced, that the grace of the sovereign could not be extended to a criminal whom their law and determination had doomed to fuller.

A few years after, the bishops having assembled at Edinburgh, two Dominican friars, Killor and Beveridge, were arrested with Sir Duncan Sympton a priest, Robert Forrester a gentleman of Stirling, and Thomas Forrest vicar of Dunfermline in Perthshire, were condemned to be confumed in the same fire.

At Glasgow, a similar scene was acted in 1539: Hieronymus Ruffel a gray-friar, and a young gentleman of the name of Kennedy, were accused of heresy before the bishop of that see. Ruffel, when brought to the stake, displayed a deliberate demeanour, reassured gravely with his accusers, and was only answered with reproaches. Mr. Kennedy, who was not yet 18 years of age, seem'd disposed to disavow his opinions, and to sink under the weight of a cruel affliction; but the exhortation and example of Ruffel awakening his courage, his mind assumed a firmness and constancy; his countenance became cheerful, and he exclaimed with a joyful voice, “Now, I defy thee, Death; I praise my God, I am ready.”

James Beaton, the archbishop of St. Andrew's, having died about this time, the ambition of David Beaton, his coadjutor, was gratified in the fullest manner. He had before been created a cardinal of the Roman church, and he was now advanced into the possession of the primacy of Scotland. No Scotch ecclesiastic had been ever invested with greater authority; and the reformers had every thing to fear from so formidable an enemy. The natural violence of his temper had fixed itself in an overbearing insolence, from the success which had attended him. His youth had been passed in scenes of policy and intrigue, which, while they communicated to him address and the knowledge of men, corrupted altogether the simplicity and candour of his mind. He was dark, designing, and artificial. No principles of justice were any bar to his schemes; nor did his heart open to any impressions of pity. His ruling passion was an inordinate love of power; and the support of his consequence depending alone upon the church of Rome, he was animated to maintain its imperfections with the warmth zeal. He seemed to take a delight in perfidiousness and dissimilation: he had no religion; and his heart was flamed with an inhuman cruelty, and

“Man hath no free-will. Man is in fin so long as he liveth. Children, incontinent after their baptism, are finners. All Christians, that be worthie to be called Christians, do know that they are in grace. No man is justified by works, but by faith only. Good works make not a good man, but a good man doth make good works. And faith, hope, and charity, are so knit, that he that hath the one hath the reft; and he that wanteth the one of them wanteth the reft.” Keith, Hist. of the Church and State of Scotland, Appendix, p. 3.
Sir Borthwick that he had cited Sir John Borthwick to appear before...

...and scarce invited into the primacy, when he exhibited an example of his taste for magnificence, and of his aversion to the reformed. He proceeded to St Andrew's with an uncommon pomp and parade. The earls of Huntley, Arran, Marischal, and Montrose, with the lords Fleming, Lindley, Erkine, and Seton, honoured him with their attendance; and there appeared in his train, Gavin archbishop of Glasgow and lord high chancellor, four bishops, six abbots, a great many private gentlemen, and a vast multitude of the inferior clergy.

In the cathedral church of St Andrew's, from a throne creatted by his command, he harangued concerning the state of religion and the church, to this company, and to a crowd of other auditors. He lamented the incease of heretics; he testified upon their audacity and contempt of order; he said, that even in the court of the sovereign too much attention was shewn to them; and he urged the strong necessity of acting against them with the greatest rigour. He informed this assembly, that he had cited Sir John Borthwick to appear before it, for maintaining tenets of faith hostile to the church, and for dispersing heretical books; and he desired that he might be afflicted in bringing him to justice. The articles of accusation (o) were accordingly read against him; but he neither appeared in his own person, nor by any agent or deputy. He was found, notwithstanding, to be guilty; and the cardinal, with a solemnity calculated to strike with awe and terror, pronounced sentence against him. His goods and estate were confiscated; a painted representation of him was burned publicly, in testimony of the malediction of the church, and as a memorial of his obstinacy and condemnation. It was ordained, that in the event of his being apprehended, he should suffer as a heretic, without hope of grace or mercy. All Christians, whether men or women, and of whatever degree or condition, were prohibited from affording him any harbour or shelter. It was declared, that every office of humanity, comfort, and solace, extended to him, should be considered as criminal, and be punished with confiscations and forfeitures.

Sir John Borthwick having been apprised of his danger, fled into England; where he was kindly received by Henry VIII. who employed him in negociations with the Protestant princes of Germany. Cardinal Beaton perceived with concern that this act of severity did not terrify the people. New defecions from the church were announced to him. Andrew Cunningham son to the master of Glencairn, James Hamilton brother to Patrick Hamilton the martyr, and the celebrated George Buchanan the historian, were imprisoned upon suspicions of heresy; and, if they had not found means to escape, must have died at the stake. In this declining condition of Popery, the cardinal held many mournful consultations with the bishops. All their intrigues and wisdom were employed to devise methods to support themselves. The project of an inquisitorial court was conceived, and exhibited a distant view of the expirition of heretics. To ered this tribunal, they alured James V. with the hopes of the confiscations and spoils, which might enrich him, from the perdition and punishment of the reformed. He yielded himself to their solicitations, and gave them the sanction of his authority.

A formal commiss was granted, constituting a court of inquiry after heretics, and nominating for its president Sir James Hamilton of Fennard, natural brother to the earl of Arran. The officious affidity of this man, his ambition, and his thirst of blood, were acceptable in a high degree to the clergy; and to this bad eminence their recommendation had promoted him. Upon the flightful suspicion he was allowed to call any person before him, to scrutinize into his creed, and to condemn him. A tribunal so dreadful could not have found a director more fitted to it. He was in haste to fill the prisons of the kingdom with culprits, and was marking down in lists the names of all those to whom hereby was imputed by popular report, and whom the arts of malicious men had represented as the objects of correction and punishment. But, while he was brooding...
The brother of Mr Hamilton the martyr, to avoid persecution, had been obliged to go into banishment; but, by the intercession of his friends, he was permitted to return for a short time to his own country, that he might regulate the affairs of his family. He was connected with Sir James Hamilton; and, trusting to the ties of blood, ventured to prolong his stay beyond the period allotted to him. This trepang was trivial. Sir James Hamilton, being willing to give a signal example of diversity, and by this means to ingratiate himself the more with the priesthood, took the resolution to make his own relation the first victim of his power. Mr Hamilton, attentive to his personal security, and not unacquainted with the most private machinations of this inquisitor, dispatched his son to the king, who was about to pass the Forth in a barge, and intreated him to provide for his safety, as Sir James Hamilton had confin'd with the house of Douglas to embarrass him. James V. being at variance with the ordinary courts, and not unacquainted with the proceedings of this inquisitor, was pleased to treat with him upon those important occasions that required their addresses and judgments. He offered him his daughter, and the match was strongly recommended by the duke of Albany, who was still living in France, and served James with great facility. The same year the imperial ambassador arrived in Scotland, and, preferring in the name of his master, the emperor of the golden fleec, to James, who had already been invested with that of St Michael by Francis. At the same time, he offered him the choice of three princesses; Mary of Austria, the emperor's sister, and widow of Lewis king of Hungary; Mary of Portugal, the daughter of his sister Eleonora of Austria; or Mary of England, the daughter of Catharine and Henry. Another condition, however, was annexed to their proposal, viz. that, to suppress the heresies of the time, a council should be held for obviating the calamities which threatened the Christian religion. Those proposals would have met with a more ready acceptance from James, had not his clergy, at this time, been disquieted with Charles, for all were too great a latitude to the Protestants of Germany. James, in his answer, which are returned the emperor his acknowledgments in the most exalted form for the end he desired, that he would not alter the ecclesiastical laws; but, if he did, he would willingly fend such attempts, and if he did not, that every prince ought to reform the errors of doctrine, and the faults of the clergy, within their own dominions. He bawled the crimson coat of his uncle in his divorce and marriage; and offered his best offices for effecting a reconciliation between him and the emperor.
wishing that all the princes of Christendom would unite their arms against their common enemy the Turks.

He hinted, very justly, that his Imperial majesty had offered more than he could perform, because his cousin Mary of England, was not at his disposal. The ambassador replied, that his master, if peradventures failed, would compel Henry by force of arms to reign her.

James answered this ridiculous declaration by observing, that the emperor then would be guilty of a breach of all laws both divine and human; that it would be impolitic to give a preference to any of the three princesses, all of them being so illustrious and deserving; but, to shew how much he valued an alliance with his Imperial majesty, he would become a suppliant to that prince for his niece, daughter to Christiern king of Denmark, to become his bride. The ambassador's answer to this unexpected requet was, that she was already betrothed to the count-palatinate, and that before that time the marriage was probably consummated.

But whether the Imperial ambassador had any right to offer the English princess or not, it is agreed by most historians, that he was offered either Mary or Elizabeth by their father Henry himself. "To Mary of Bourbon, the daughter of the duke of Vendôme, he is said to have been contrived; for some reason or other all these matches were broken off; and the king at last went to France, where he married Magdelan the eldest daughter of Francis. The nuptials were celebrated at Paris in the year 1537, with great magnificence; and among other things served up by way of defeat at the marriage-feast, were a number of covered cups filled with pieces of gold and gold-duff, the native produce of Scotland, which James distributed among the guests. This gold was found in the mines of Crawford-moor, which were then worked by the Germans. In the beginning of May, the royal pair embarked for Leith, under convoy of four large ships of war, and landed on the 28th of the same month. The joy of the Scots was insensible, but it was a short continuance; for the young queen died of a fever on the 22d of July the same year.

King James did not long remain a widower; for the same year he sent Beaton abbot of Arbroath, to treat of his second marriage with a French lady, Mary of Guînes, duchess-dowager of Longueville. In this he was rivalled by his uncle Henry VIII. but not before James had been contrived to her. But this was nothing to Henry; for he not only inflinfed upon having this lady for his wife, but threw out some menaces against Francis, because he would not comply with this unjustifiable requet. In January 1538, he was married to James, and escorted to Scotland by the admiral of France with a considerate squadron; both James and Francis being fuppositious that Henry would make some attempt to intercept the royal bride. But nothing of this kind happened, and the landed safely at Fifens; from whence she was conducted to the king at St Andrew's.

But while James appeared thus to be giving him- self up to the pleasures of love, he was in other respects showing himself a bloody tyrant. Some differences subsisted between the families of Gordon and Forbes in the north. The heir of the house laft-mentioned had been educated in a loose dissipated manner, and kept company with a worthless fellow named Strahan. Having refused this favourite something he had asked, the latter attached himself to Gordon earl of Huntley, who, it is said, alluded him in forming a charge of treason against Forbes. He was accused of intending to restore the Douglases to their forfeited estates and honours; which improbable story being supported by some venal evidences, the unhappy young man was condemned and executed as a traitor. The king could not but see the injustice of this execution; and, in order to make some amends for it, banished Strahan the kingdom.

The following execution, which happened a few days after, was much more inhuman, inasmuch that it would have stained the annals even of the most dеспotic tyrants. The earl of Angus, finding that he could not regain the favour of the king, had recourse to the method usual in those days, viz. the committing of depredations on the borders. This crime was sufficient with James to occasion the death of his innocent sister, the dowager lady of Glamis. She had been courted by one Lyon, whom she had rejected in favour of a gentleman of the name of Campbell. Lyon, exasperated at his repulse, found means of admissan to James, whom he filled with the greatest terrors on account of the depravity of the family of Angus; and at last charged the lady, her husband, and an old priest, with a design of poisoning the king in order to restore Angus. The parties were all remarkable for the quiet and innocent lives they led; and even this circumstance was by their didabolical accuser turned to their prejudice, by representing it as the effect of cunning or caution. In this reign an accusion of treason was always followed by condemnation. However, the evidence against the lady appeared so absurd and contradictory, that some of the judges were for dropping the prosecution, and others for recommending her case to the king: but the majority prevailed to have it determined by a jury, who brought her in guilty; and she was condemned to be burnt alive in the Castle-hill of Edinburgh. The defence made would have done honour to the ablest advocate, and undeniably proved her innocenc; but though it was reported to James, it was so far from mitigating her fenctence, that it was aggravated by her husband being obliged to behold her execution. The unhappy husband himself endeavoured to make his way over the castle wall of Edinburgh; but the rope proving too short, he was dashed in pieces; and lord Glamis his son, though but a child, was imprisoned during the remainder of this reign. The old priest, though put to the torture, confessed nothing, and was freed.

The king, like the other accuser already mentioned, was banished the kingdom.

Whether these and other cruelties had affected the king's conscience, or whether his brain had been affected by the distractions of the different parties, is unknown; but it is certain, that in the year 1540, he began to live retired; his palace appeared like the cloistered retreat of monks; his sleep was haunted by the most frightful dreams, which he continued into apparitions; and the body of Sir James Hamilton, whose execution has already been mentioned, seemed continually present to his eyes. Perhaps the loss of his two sons, who died on the same day that Sir James was executed, might have contributed to bring this man more remarkable...
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James, to all appearance, was at this time in a most
defirable situation. His domain, by forfeitures and
otherwife, far exceeded that of any of his predecessors.
He could command the parties of his clergy; he had
large sums of ready money in his exchequer; his forts
were well stored and fortified; and he was now daily
receiving remittances of money, arms, and ammunition
from France. All this show of happiness was only in
appearance; for the affections of his nobility, and the
wider part of his subjects, were now alienated from him
more than ever, by the excessive attachment he shewed
to bigotry and persecution.

He had nominated the earl of Huntley to command
his army on the borders, consisting of 10,000 men;
and his lieutenant-general was Sir Walter Lindsay of
Torphichen, who had seen a great deal of foreign ser-
vice, and was esteemed an excellent officer. Huntley
acquired himself admirably well in his commission;
and was so well served by his spies, as to have certain
intelligence that the English intended to surprize and
burn Jedburgh and Kelso. The English army under
Sir Robert Bowes and the Douglases, with other nor-
thern Englishmen, continued still upon the borders;
and one of the resolutions the Scotch nobility and gen-
try had come to, was, not to attack them on their own
ground, nor to act offensively, unless their enemies in-
vaded Scotland. Huntley being informed that the Eng-
lish had advanced, on the 24th of August, to a place
called Haldaneig, and that they had destroyed great
part of the Scotch and debatable lands, resolved to
engage them: and the English were aitennished, when
at day break they saw the Scotch army draw up in
order of battle. Neither party could now retreat with-
out fighting; and Torphichen, who led the van, con-
fiding of 2000 of the best troops of Scotland, charged
the English so furiously, that Huntley gained a com-
plete and an easy victory. Above 200 of the Eng-
lish were killed, and 600 taken prisoners; among whom
were their general, Sir Robert Bowes, Sir William
Mowbray, and about 60 of the most distinguished nor-
thern barons; the earl of Angus escaping by the swift-
ness of his horse. The los of the Scots was inconsider-
able.

In the meanwhile, the duke of Norfolk having raised
a great
a great army, had orders to march northwards, and to profess a manifesto complaining of James for having disappointed him of the interview at York, and revising the ridiculous claim of his own and his ancestors' superiority over the kingdom of Scotland. It was plain, from the words of this manifesto, that Henry was still placable towards James; and that he would easily have dropped that claim, if his nephew would have made any personal advances towards a reconciliation.

The condition of James was now deplorable. The few faithful counsellors he had about him, such as Kirkaldy of Grange, who was then lord treasurer, plainly intimated, that he could have no dependence upon his nobles, as he was devoted to the clergy; and James, sometimes, in a fit of distraction, would draw his dagger upon the cardinal and other ecclesiastics when they came to him with fresh propositions of murder and profanations, and drive them out of his presence. But he had no constancy of mind; and he certainly put into his pocket a bloody scroll that had been brought him by his priests, beginning with the earl of Arran, the first subject of the kingdom. In one of his cooler moments, he appointed the lord Erkine, and some others of his nobility, to make a fresh attempt to gain time; and Henry even condescended to order the duke of Norfolk (who was then advanced as far as York), the lord privy seal, the bishop of Durham, and others, to treat with him. The conferences were short and unsuccessful. The duke bitterly complained, that the Scots fought only to amuse him till the season for action was over. In short, he considered both them and Learmouth, who was ordered to attend him, as so many spies, and treated them accordingly. It was the 21st of October before he entered the east borders of Scotland.

According to the Scotch historians, his army consisted of 45,000 men; but the English had fixed it at 20,000.

James affected to complain of this invasion as being unprovoked; but he lost no time in preparing to repel the danger. The situation of his nobility, who were pressed by a foreign invasion on the one hand, and domestic tyrants on the other, induced them to hold frequent consultations; and it was agreed, that the force of Norfolk had been guilty of burning the dwellings of the defenceless inhabitants, by laying aside villages and towns in ashes; and that no Scotchman, who was not corrupted by Henry's gold, would oppose the king's will. The earl, perhaps, was the chief argument that prevailed on the lord Maxwell, a nobleman of great honour and courage, to agree to carry the war into England by Solway, provided he was at the head of 10,000 men. It was at last agreed that the earl of Arran and the cardinal should openly raise men, as if they intended to enter the east marches, where they were to make only a feint, while the lord Maxwell was to make the real attempt upon the west. Private letters were everywhere circulated to raise the men who were to serve under the lord Maxwell; among whom were the earls of Caillifs and Glaicairn, the lords Fleming, Somerville, Erkine, and many other personages of great consideration. James, who never was suspected of want of courage, probably would have put himself at the head of this expedition, had he not been diffused in it by his priests and minions, who reminded him of the consultations at Fallamoor, and the other treasnable practices of the nobility. They added, that if all of them being corrupted by the English gold, he could not be too much on his guard. He was at last prevailed on to repair to the castle of Lochmaben or Carlaverock, and there to wait the issue of the inroad.

It was probably at this place that James was prevailed on to come to the fatal resolution of appointing one Oliver Sinclair, a son of the house of Roche, and a favourite minion at court, to command the army in chief; and his commission was made out accordingly.
On the 23d of November, the Scots began their march at midnight; and having passed the Esk, all the adjacent villages were seen in flames by the break of day. Sir Thomas Wharton, the English warden of those marches, the bastard Dacres, and Musgrave, hastily raised a few troops, the whole not exceeding 500 men, and drew them up upon an advantageous ground; when Sinclair, ordering the royal banner to be displayed, and being mounted on the shoulders of two tall men, produced and read his commission. It is impossible to imagine the confusion into which the Scots were thrown upon this occasion; and their leaders setting the example, the whole army declared (according to the Scotch authors), that they would rather surrender themselves prisoners to the English, than submit to be commanded by such a general. In an instant, all order in the Scotch army was broken down; horse and foot, soldiers and fultons, noblemen and peasants, were intermixed. It was easy for the English general to perceive this confusion, and perhaps to guess at its cause. A hundred of his light-horse happened to advance; they met no resistance: the nobles were the first who surrendered themselves prisoners; and the rest of the English advancing, they obtained a bloodless victory; for even the women and the boys made prisoners of Scotch soldiers, and few or none were killed. The lord Herbert relates the circumstances of this slave rock he removed to Falkland; and was sometimes to aggravate his sufferings, when it was seized with an alteration which brought him to his end as it seemed. James was then at Carleverock, which is about 12 miles distant from the place of action, depredated in his spirits, and anxious about the event of the expedition, which is to this day called the Raid of Solway Moss. When the news came to his ears, and that the earl of Arran and the cardinal were returned to Edinburgh, he was seized with an additional dejection of mind, which brought him to his grave. In such a situation every cruel action of his former life wounded his conscience; and he at last sunk into a sullen melancholy, which admitted of no consolation. From Carleverock he removed to Falkland; and was sometimes heard to express himself as if he thought that the whole body of his nobility were in a conspiracy against his person and dignity. The presence of the few attendants who were admitted into his chamber, and who were the wicked instruments of his misfortune, seemed to aggravate his sufferings, and the solitary retiring, not or would not take any patience. His death being now inevitable, Beaton approached his bedside with a paper, to which he is said to have directed the king's hand, pretending that it was his last will. On the 18th of December, while James was in this deplorable situation, his infant daughter Mary, was succeeded by his infant daughter Mary, is succeede; whose birth we have already mentioned. James had taken no steps for the security of his kingdom, so that ambitious men had now another opportunity of throwing the public affairs into confusion. The situation of Scotland indeed at this time was very critical. Many of the nobility were prisoners in England, and those who remained at home were fabled and turbulent. The nation was dispirited by an unsuccessful war. Commotions were daily excited on account of religion, and Henry VIII. had formed a design of adding Scotland to his other dominions. By a testamentary deed which cardinal Beaton had forged in the name of his sovereign, he was appointed tutor to the queen and governor of the realm, and three of the principal nobility were named to act as his counsellors in the administration. The nobility and the people, however, calling in question the authenticity of this deed, which he could not establish, the cardinal was degraded from the dignity he had assumed; and the estates of the kingdom advanced into the regency of James Hamilton, earl of Arran, whom they judged to be entitled to this distinction, as the second person of the kingdom, and the nearest heir, after Mary, to the crown.

The disgrace of cardinal Beaton might have proved the destruction of his party, if the earl of Arran had been endowed with vigour of mind and ability. But his views were circumscribed; and he did not compensate for this defect by any firmness of purpose. He was too indolent to gain partizans, and too irresolute to fix them. Slight difficulties filled him with embarrassment, and great ones overpowered him. His enemies, applying themselves to the timidity of his disposition, betrayed him into weaknesses; and the efficacy which his gentleness had procured him in private life, was lost in the contempt attending his public conduct, which was feeble, fluctuating, and inconsistent.

The attachment which the regent was known to beprofes for the reformed religion, drew to him the love of the people; his high birth, and the mildness of his virtues, conciliated their respect; and from the circumstance, that his name was at the head of the roll of heretics which the clergy had presented to the late king, a sentiment of tenderness was mingled with his popularity. His conduct corresponded at first, with the importunities entertained in his favour. Thomas Guillaume and John Rough, two celebrated preachers, were invited to live in his house; and he permitted them to declaim openly against the errors of the church of Rome. They attacked and exposed the supremacy of the pope, the worship of images, and the invocation of saints. Cardinal Beaton and the prelates were exceedingly provoked, and indefatigably active to defend the established doctrines.

This public fanaticism afforded to the reformation was of little consequence; however, when compared with a measure which was soon after adopted by Robert lord Maxwell. He proposed, that the liberty of reading the scriptures in the vulgar tongue should be permitted to the people; and that, for the future, no heretical guilty, the people permitted to read the scriptures in their mother tongue,
The ambitious designs of Henry. He now proposed to unite Scotland. Had been taken prisoners at Solway, after having been confined and flayed the scriptures in the vulgar tongue. But his protestation being disregarded, the bill of the lord Maxwell was carried into a law, and the regent made it generally known by a proclamation.

From this period copies of the Bible were imported in great numbers from England; and men, allure by an appeal to flattering their reason, were proud to recover from the supine ignorance in which they had been kept by an arduous priesthood. To read became a common accomplishment; and books were multiplied in every quarter, which disclosed the pride, the tyranny, and the absurdities of the Romish church and superstitions.

The death of James V. proved very favourable to the ambitious designs of Henry. He now proposed an union of the two kingdoms by the marriage of his son Edward VI. with Mary the young queen of Scotland. To promote this, he released the noblemen who had been taken prisoners at Solway, after having engaged them on oath, not only to concur in promoting the alliance, but to endeavour to procure him the charge and custody of the young queen, with the government of her kingdom, and the possession of her castles. The earl of Angus and his brother, who had been fifteen years in exile, accompanied them to Scotland, and brought letters from Henry recommending them to the restitution of their honours and estates. The regent was inclined to favour the demands of persons of such eminent stations; but though the orders were inclined to the marriage, they refused to permit the removal of the queen, and treated with contempt the idea of giving the government of Scotland and the care of the castles to the king of England. Sir Ralph Sadler, the English ambassador, exerted all his endeavours to induce the regent to comply with the requisitions of his master; but all his intrigues were unsuccessful; and Henry perceiving that he must depart from such extravagant conditions, at last authorised the commissioners to confer to treaties of amity and marriage, on the most favourable terms that could be procured. In consequence of these powers given to the commissioners, it was agreed that a firm peace and alliance should take place between the two nations, and that they should mutually defend and protect one another in case of an invasion. The queen was to remain within her own dominions till she was ten years of age; and Henry was not to claim any share in the government. Six nobles, or their apparent heirs, were to be surrendered to him in security for the conveyance of the young queen into England, and for her marriage with prince Edward, as soon as she was ten years of age. It was also stipulated, that though the queen should have issue by Edward, Scotland should retain not only its name, but its laws and liberties.

These conditions, however advantageous to Scotland, yet did not give entire satisfaction. Cardinal Beaton, who had been imprisoned on pretence of treasonable schemes, and was now released from his confinement by the influence of the queen-dowager, took all opportunities of exclaiming against the alliance, as tending to destroy the independency of the kingdom. He pointed out to the churchmen the dangers which arose from the prevalence of heresy, and urged them to unanimity and zeal. Awakening all their fears and futilities, they granted him a large sum of money with which he might gain partisans; the friars were instructed to preach against the treaties with England; and fanatical men were instructed to display their rage in offering indignities to Sir Ralph Sadler.

Cardinal Beaton was not the only antagonist the regent had to deal with. The Earl of Arran, Huntley, Bothwell, and Murray, concurred in the opposition; and having collected some troops, and pollewed themselves of the queen's person, they assumed all the authority. They were joined by the earl of Lenox, who was made to hope that he might espouse the queen-dowager and obtain the regency. He was also inclined to oppose the earl of Arran, from an ancient quarrel which had subsisted between their two families; and from a claim he had to supersede him, not only in the enjoyment of his personal estates, but in the succession to the crown. The regent, alarmed at such a powerful combination against him, inclined to attend to some advances which were made him by the queen-dowager and cardinal. To refuse to confirm the treaties, after he had brought them to a conclusion, was, however, a step so repugnant to probity, that he could not be prevailed upon to adopt it. He therefore, in a solemn manner, ratified them in the abbey-church of Holyroodhouse, and commanded the great seal of Scotland to be appended to them. The same day he went to St. Andrew's, and issued a mandate to the cardinal, requiring him to return to his allegiance. To this the prelate refused to pay any attention, or to move from his castle; upon which the regent denounced him a rebel, and threatened to compel him to submission by military force. But in a few days after, the pugnacious regent meeting with Beaton, forsook the interest of Henry VIII. and embraced that of the queen-dowager and cardinal. He was inclined to reconcile himself to the church of Rome, he renounced publicly, at Stirling, the opinions of the reformed, and received abjuration from the hands of the cardinal.

By this mean-spirited conduct the regent exposed himself to universal contempt, while cardinal Beaton usurped the whole authority. The earl of the Lenox, finding that he had no hopes of success in his suit to the queen-dowager, engaged in negotiations with Henry, to place himself at the head of the Scottish lords who were in the English interest, and to avert the cause of the reformation. The consequence of all this was a rupture with England. Henry not only delayed to ratify the treaties on his part, but ordered all the Scottish ships in the harbours of England to be taken and confiscated. This violent proceeding inflamed the national dignities against the English alliance; and the party of the cardinal and queen-dowager thus obtained an increase of popularity. Henry himself, however, was so much accustomed to acts of outrage and violence, that he seemed to think the step he had just taken a matter of no moment; and therefore he demanded...
manted that the hostages, in terms of the treaty of marriage, should still be delivered up to him. But the cardinal and regent informed his ambassador, Sir Ralph Sadler, that from their own authority they could not command any of the nobles to be committed to him as hostages; and that the offensive strain of brokering assumed by the English monarch might have altered the sentiments of the Scottish parliament with regard to a measure of such importance. After much altercation the conferences were broken off; and as the lords who were released from captivity had promised to return prisoners to England, it now remained with them to fulfill their promise. None of them, however, had the courage to do so, excepting the earl of Caithness, and Henry, being struck with his punyfious fene of honour, dismissed him loaded with presents.

Cardinal Beaton being thus in possession of power, took measures to secure it. The solemnity of the coronation of the young queen was celebrated at Stirling. A council was chosen to direct and affift the regent in the greater affairs of state, at the head of which was the queen-dowager. John Hamilton, the abbot of Paisley, who had acquired an ascendency over the regent, was also promoted to the privy-seal, and made treasurer of the kingdom; and Cardinal Beaton, upon the request of the regent and the three elates, accepted the office of lord high chancellor.

After the fetters and the hopes with which the earl of Lenox had been amused, the cardinal had reason to dread the utmost warmth of his resentment. He had therefore written to Francis I. giving a detail of the critical situation of affairs in Scotland, and intreating him to recal to France the earl of Lenox, who was now interested to oppose the influence and operations of the queen dowager. But the indignation with which the treachery of the cardinal had inflamed the earl of Lenox, precipitated him into immediate action, and defeated the intention of this artifice. In the hoftile situation of his mind towards Scotland, an opportunity of commencing hostilities had presented itself. Five ships had arrived in the Clyde from France, loaded with warlike stores, and having on board the people of Venice, Peter Contareln, legate from Paul III., with La Broche, and James Mestaig, ambassadors from France; and 50,000 crowns, which were to be employed in strengthening the French faction, and to be distributed by the queen dowager and the cardinal. Prevailing with the commanders of these vessels, who conceived him to be the fain friend of their monarch, he secured this money for his own use, and deposited the military stores in his castle of Dumbarton, under the care of George Stirling the deputy-governor, who at this time was entirely in his interest.

By the successful application of this wealth, the earl of Lenox called forth the full exertion of his party in levying a formidable army, with which he threatened the destruction of the regent and the cardinal, offering them battle in the fields between Leith and Edinburgh. The regent, not being in a condition to accept the challenge of his rival, had recourse to negociation. Cardinal Beaton and the earl of Hamilton prered terms of amity, and exerted themselves with so much address, that the earl of Lenox, losing the opportunity of chastizing his enemies, consented to an accommodation, and indulged anew the hope of obtaining the queen-dowager in marriage. His army was displeased, and he threw himself at the feet of his mistress, by whom he was, in appearance, favourably received; but many of his friends were reduced from him under different pretences; and at last, apprehending his total ruin from some secret enterprise, he fled to Glasgow, and fortified himself in that city. The regent, collecting an army, and marching against him; and having defeated his friend obliged to the earl of Glencairn in a bloody encounter, was able to fly, reduce the place of strength in which he confided. In this ebb of his fortune, the earl of Lenox had no hope but from England.

The revolution produced in the political state of Scotland by the arts of cardinal Beaton, while it defeated the intrigues of Henry VIII. pointed all its strength against the progress of the reformation. After abandoning his old friends, the regent, in connection with the cardinal, was ambitious to undo all the services he had rendered to them. The three elates annulled the treaties of amity and marriage, and engaged the powers of commissioners to conclude an alliance with France. The regent discharged the two preachers, Guillaume and Rough, whom he had invited to impugn the doctrines of the church. He drove back into England many pious persons, whose zeal had brought them to Scotland, to explain and advance the new opinions. He cared with particular respect for the legate whom the pope had sent to discourage the marriage of the young queen with the prince of Wales, and to promulgate his allegiance against the enterprizes of Henry VIII. He procured an act of parliament to be passed for the persecution of heretics; and, upon the foundation of this authority, the most rigorous proceedings were concerted against the reformed; when the arms of England, routing the apprehensions of the nation, gave the fullest employment to the regent and his counsellors.

In the rage and anguish of disappointed ambition, the earl of Lenox made an offer to allift the views of the English interest, in the event of success, to give him in marriage his niece the lady Margaret Douglas, and to inveit him in the regency of Scotland. To establish the reformation in Scotland, to acquire the supremacy over it to Henry VIII. and to effectuate the marriage of the prince of Wales with the queen of Scots, were the great objects of their confederacy.

Henry, though engaged in a war with France, which required all his military force, could not refit the earliest opportunity in his power to execute his vengeance against Scotland. Edward Symour earl of Hartford was appointed to command 10,000 men; who were embarked at Tynemouth, aboard a fleet of 200 ships, under the direction of Sir John Dudley lord Lilce. This army was landed without opposition near Leith; and the earl of Hartford made it known to Sir Adam Otterburn, the provost of Edinburgh, that his commission empowered him to lay the country waste and deolate, unless the regent should deliver up the young queen to the king of England. It was answered, that every extremity of ultras would be endured, before the Scottish nation would submit to so ignominious a demand. Six thousand horse from Berwick, under the lord Ever, now joined the earl of Hartford. Leith and Edinburgh, after a feeble resistance, yielded to the English commander; who abandoned them to pillage, and fire.
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and then set fire to them. A cruel devastation ensued in the surrounding villages and country, and an immense booty was conveyed on board the English fleet. But, while an extreme terror was everywhere excited, the earl of Hartfort re-embarked a part of his troops, and ordered the remainder to march with expedition to the frontiers of England.

The regent, affliled by cardinal Beaton and the earls of Huntley, Argyle, Bothwell, and Murray, was active, in the mean time, to collect an army, and to prepare for the security of the kingdom. He felt, therefore, the greater surprise on being relieved so unexpectedly from the most imminent danger; and an expedition, conducted with so little discretion, did not advance the measures of Henry VIII. To accomplish the marriage of the young queen with the prince of Wales, to poison himself of her person, or to achieve a conquest over Scotland, were all circumstances apparently within the reach of the English commander: and yet, in the moment of victory, he neglected to prosecute his advantages; and having inflamed the animosities of the Scottish nation, by a display of the passions and cruelty of his malice, left them to recover from their disaster, and to improve in their resources.

The earl of Lenox, taking the opportunity of the English fleet, went to consult with Henry VIII. upon the desperate state of his affairs. He renewed his engagements with this monarch; and received in marriage the lady Margaret Douglas, with possessions in England. Soon after, he arrived in the frith of Clyde, with 18 ships and 600 soldiers, that he might secure the castle of Dumbarton, and employ himself in plundering and devastation. But George Stirling, to whom the castle was entrusted, refused to surrender it; and even obliged him to reembark his troops. After engaging in a few petty incursions and skirmishes, he returned to England.

In 1544, Henry contented to a truce; and Scotland, after having suffered the miseries of war, was subjected to the horrors of persecution. The regent had procured an act of parliament for the persecution of the reformed; and the cardinal, to draw to himself additional plunder and power, had obtained from the pope the dignity of legate à latera. A visitation of his own diocese appeared to him a most proper method of commencing the proposed extirpation of heresy, and he carried with him in his train the regent, and many persons of distinction, to visit in his judicatories, and to share in his disgrace.

In the town of Perth a great many persons were accused and condemned. The most trifling offences were regarded as atrocious crimes, and made the subjects of persecution and punishment. Robert Lamb was hanged for affirming that the invocation of saints had no merit to save. William Anderson, James Reynolds, and James Finlayson, suffered the same death, for having abused an image of St. Francis, by putting horns upon his head. James Hunter, having kept their company, was found to be equally guilty, and punished in the same manner. Heen Sturke, having refused, when in labour, to invoke the assistance of the Virgin, was drowned in a pool of water. Many of the burghers of Perth, being suspected of heresy, were sent into banishment; and the lord Ruthven, the provost, was upon the same account dismissed from his office.

The cardinal was strenuous in persecuting hereby in other parts of his diocese. But the discontent of a person who, while he was respectable by his birth, was highly eminent from the opinion entertained of his capacity and endowments. The historians of the Protestant persuasion have spoken of this reformer in terms of the highest admiration. They extol his learning as extensive, infilt on the extreme candor of his disposition, and attribute to him the utmost purity of morals. But while the strain of their panegyric is exposed to suspicion from his excess, they have ventured to impute to him the spirit of prophecy; so that we must necessarily receive their eulogiums with some abatement. It may be sufficient to affirm, that Mr. Wirtart was the most eminent preacher who had hitherto appeared in Scotland. His mind was certainly cultivated by reflection and study, and he was amply possessed of those abilities and qualifications which awakened and agitated the passions of the people. His ministry had been attended with the most flattering successes; and his courage to encounter danger grew with his reputation. The day before he was apprehended, he said to John Knox, who attended him; "I am weary of the world, since I perceive that men are weary of God." He had already reconciled himself to that terrible death which awaited him. He was found in the house of Cockburn of Ormiston, in East Lothian; who refusing to deliver him to the servants of the regent, the earl of Bothwell, the sheriff of the county, required that he should be intrusted to his care, and promised that no injury should be done to him. But the authority of the regent and his counsellors obliged the earl to surrender his charge. He was conveyed to the cardinal's castle at St. Andrew's, and his trial was hurried on with precipitation. The cardinal and the clergy proceeding in it without the concurrence of the secular power, adjudged him to be burnt alive. In the circumstances of his execution there appears a deliberate and most barbarous cruelty. When led out to the stake, he was met by the priests, who, mocking his condition, called upon him to pray to the Virgin, that she might intercede with her Son for mercy to him. "Forbear to tempt me, my brethren," was his mild reply to them. A black coat of linnen was put upon him by one executioner, and bags of powder were fastened to his body by another. Some pieces of ordinance were pointed to the place of execution. He spoke to the spectators, intreating them to remember that he was to die for the true Gospel of Christ. Fire was communicated to the faggots. From a balcony in a tower of his castle, which was hung with tapestry, the cardinal and the prelates, reclining upon rich cushions, beheld the inhuman scene. This insolent triumph, more than all his afflictions, affected the magnanimity of the sufferer. He exclaimed, that the enemy, who so proudly solaced himself, would perish in a few days, and be exposed ignominiously in the place which he now occupied.

Cardinal Beaton took a pleasure in receiving the congratulations of the clergy upon a deed, which, it was thought, would fill the enemies of the church with terror. But the indignation of the people was more excited than their fears. All ranks of men were disturbed.
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gifted with an exercise of power which defpised every boundary of moderation and justice. The prediction of Mr Wi·hart, suggested by the general odium which attended the cardinal, was confirmed by the disciples of this martyr as the effusion of a prophet; and perhaps gave occasion to the assassination that followed. Their complaints were attended to by Norman Leffy, the eldest son of the earl of Roxbou, whom the cardinal had treated with indignity, though he had profited by his services. He contended to be their leader. The cardinal was in his castle at St Andrew's, which he was fortifying after the strongest fashion of that age. The conspirators, at different times, early in the morning, entered into it. The gates were secured; and appointing a guard, that no intimation of their proceedings might go to the cardinal, they diffimulated from the castle all his workmen separately, to the number of 100, and all his domestics, who amounted to no fewer than 50 persons. The eldest son of the earl of Arran, whom he kept as a hostage for his father's behaviour, was alone detained by them. The presby, alarmed with their noise, looked from his window, and was informed that his castle was taken by Norman Leffy. It was in vain that he endeavoured to secure the door of his chamber by bolts and chests. The conspirators brought fire, and were ready to apply it, when, admitting them into his presence, he implored their mercy. Two of them struck him hastily with their swords. But James Melville, rebuking their passion, told them, that this work was done with gravity. He reminded the cardinal, in general terms, of the enormity of his sins, and reproached him in a more particular manner with the death of Mr Wi·hart. He swore, that no hopes of his riches, no dread of his power, and no hatred to his person, were any motives which actuated him; but that he was moved to accomplish his destruction, by the obstinacy and zeal manifested by him against Christ Jesus and his holy Gospel. Waiting for no answer to his harangue, he thrust the cardinal three times through the body with his dagger, on the 29th of May, 1546. The rumour that the castle was taken giving an alarm to the inhabitants of St Andrew's, they came in crowds to gratify their curiosity, and to offer their affiance, according to the sentiments they entertained. The adherents and dependents of the cardinal were clamorous to see him; and the conspirators, carrying his dead body to the very place from which he had beheld the sufferings of Mr Wi·hart, exposed it to their view.

The truce, in the mean time, which had been concluded with England was frequently interrupted; but no memorable battles were fought. Mutual depredations kept alive the hollie spirit of the two kingdoms; and while the regent was making military preparations, which gave the promise of important events, a treaty of peace was finished between England and France, in which Francis I. took care to comprehend the Scottish nation. In this treaty it was stipulated by Henry, that he was not to wage war against Scotland, unless he should be provoked by new and just causes of hostility. But the murder of cardinal Beaton, apprehensive of their safety, had dispatched messengers into England, with applications to Henry for assistance; and being joined by more than 120 of their friends, they took the resolution of keeping the castle, and of defending themselves. Henry, notwithstanding his treaty with France, resolved to embrace this opportunity of augmenting the disturbances of Scotland. He hastened to collect troops; and the regent and his counsellors pressed France for supplies in men and money, and military fines and artillery.

The high places which the cardinal occupied were filled up immediately upon his death. John Hamilton, bishop of Paisley was elected archbishop of St Andrew's, the murderers of the cardinal, and George earl of Hunsley was promoted to be chancellor. By these officers the regent was urged to proceed with vigour against the conspirators; and it was a matter of the greatest anxiety to him to recover his eldest son, whom they detained in custody. The clergy had, in the most solemn manner, pronounced them to be accursed; and agreed to furnish, for four months, a monthly subsidy of 3000l. to defray the expense of reducing them to obedience. The queen-dowager and the French faction were eager, at the same time, to concur in avenging the assassination of a man to whose counsels and services they were so greatly indebted. And that no dangerous use might be made of the eldest son of the earl of Arran, who, after his father, was the heir of the monarchy, an act of parliament was passed, excluding him from his birthright while he remained in the possession of the enemies of his country, and substituting his brothers in his place, according to their seniority. The dark politics of Henry suggested the necessity of this expedient; and in its meaning and tendency there may be remarked the spirit and greatness of a free people.

A powerful army laid siege to the castle of St An drew's, and continued their operations during four months; but no success attended the assailants. The fortiifications were strong; and a communication with the besieged was open by sea to the king of England, who supplied them with arms and provisions. The garrison received his pay, and the principal conspirators had pensions from him. In return for his generosity, they were engaged to promote the marriage of his son with the young queen; to advance the reformation; and to keep in custody the eldest son of the regent. Negotiation succeeded to hostility; and as the regent expected assistance from France, and the conspirators had the prospect of support from an English army, both parties were disposed to gain time. A treaty was entered into and transacted, in which the regent engaged to procure from Rome an abolution to the conspirators, and to obtain from them the three estates an exemption from proceedings of every kind. Upon the part of the besieged, it was stipulated, that when these conditions were fulfilled, the castle should be surrendered, and the regent's son be delivered up to him. In the mean time Henry VIII. died; and a few weeks after Francis I. also paid his debt to nature. But the former, before his death, had recommended the prosecution of the Scotish war; and Henry II. the successor of Francis I., was eager to show his attention to the ancient ally of his nation. When the abolution arrived from Rome, the conspirators refused to consider it as valid; and an expression used by the pope, implying an absurdity, furnished an apology for their conduct. They knew that the counsellors of Edward VI. were making vigorous preparations to invade Scotland; they were confident of their present ability to defend themselves; and the advocates
advocates for the reformation encouraged them with hopes and with flattery.

The favourers of the reformation, in the mean time, adopting the intolerant maxims of the Roman Catholics, were highly pleased with the affalliation of Beaton; and many of them congratulated the conspirators upon what they called their godly deed and enterprise. John Knox, who had formerly been chaplain to the regent, entered the castle and joined them. At this time also John Knox began to distinguish himself in an eminent manner, both by his success in argument and the unbounded freedom of his discourse; while the Roman clergy, everywhere defeated and ashamed, implored the assistance of the regent and his council, allured that the laws against heretics should be put in execution.

In the mean time the castle of St Andrew's being invested by a fleet of 16 full under admiral Strozzi from France, was obliged to capitulate. Honourable conditions were granted to the conspirators; but after being conveyed to France, they were cruelly used, from the hatred entertained by the Catholics against the Protestants. Many were confined in prisons; and others, among whom, says Dr Stuart, was John Knox, were sent to the galleys. The castle itself was razed to the ground.

The same year, 1547, Scotland was invaded by an English army under the duke of Somerset, who had been chosen protector of England during the minority of Edward VI. The design of this invasion was to oblige the Scots to comply with the scheme of Henry VIII. and conclude a marriage between Edward and the young queen of Scotland. The English army consisted of 18,000 men; besides which the protector had a fleet of 60 sail, one half of which were ships of war, and the others consisted of vessels laden with provisions and military stores. On the other hand, the regent opposed him with an army of 40,000 men. Before the commencement of hostilities, however, the duke of Somerset addressed a letter or manifesto to the government, in which he pressed the marriage with such powerful arguments, and so clearly showed the benefits which would result from it to both nations, that the regent and his party, who were averse to peace, thought proper to suppress it, and to circulate a report that the English had come to force away the queen, and to reduce the kingdom to a state of dependence. All hopes of an accommodation being thus removed, the English army advanced in order to give battle to the Scots. They found the latter posted in the most advantageous situation, around the villages of Musselburgh, Inveresk, and Monckton; so that he could not force them to an action, at the time that he found himself in danger of having his communication with his ships cut off, which would have totally deprived his army of the means of subsistence. In this dangerous situation he had again recourse to negotiation, and offered terms still more favourable than before. He now declared himself ready to retire into England, and to make ample compensation for the injuries committed by his army; if the Scotch government would promise that the queen should not be conducted to a foreign prince, but should be kept at home till the was of age to choose a husband for herself, with the consent of the nobility. These conditions included the confidence of the regent is much, that without taking advantage of the strength of his situation, he resolved to come to a general engagement. The protector moved towards Pinkey, a gentleman's battle of house to the eastward of Musselburgh; and the regent Pinkey, conceiving that he meant to take refuge in his fleet, changed the strong ground in which he was encamped. He commanded his army to pass the river Esk, and to approach the English forces, which were posted on the middle of Faidh-de-hill. The earl of Angus led the van; the main body of the battle marched under the regent; and the earl of Huntley commanded in the rear. It was the regent's intention to seize the top of the hill. The lord Gray, to defeat this purpose, charged the earl of Angus, at the head of the English cavalry. They were received upon the points of the Scotch spears, which were longer than the lances of the English horsemen, and put to flight. The earl of Warwick, more successful with his command of infantry, advanced to the attack. The ordnance from the fleet assisted his operations; and a brisk fire from the English artillery, which was planted on a rising ground, served still more to intimidate the Scotch soldiers. The remaining troops under the protector were moving slowly, and in the belt order, to take a share in the engagement. The earl of Angus was not well supported by the regent and the earl of Huntley. A panic spread itself through the Scotch army. It fled in different ways, presenting a scene of the greatest havoc and confusion. Few perished in the fight; but the chase continued in one direction to Edinburgh, and in another to Dalkeith, with the utmost fury, a prodigious slaughter was made. The loss of the conquerors did not amount to 500 men; but 10,000 soldiers perished on the side of the vanquished. A multitude of prisoners were taken; and among these the earl of Huntley, the lord high chancellor.

Amidst the confirmation of this decisive victory, the duke of Somerset had a full opportunity of effectuating the marriage and union projected by Henry VIII. and on the subject of which such fond anxiety was entertained by the English nation. But the cabinet of his enemies threatening his destruction at home, he yielded to the necessities of his private ambition, and marched back into England. He took precautions, however, to secure an entry into Scotland, both by sea and land. A garrison of 200 men was placed in the isle of St Columba in the Forth, and two ships of war were left as a guard to it. A garrison was also stationed in the castle of Broughty, which was situated in the month of the Tay. When he passed through the Merse and Teviotdale, the leading men of thee counties repaired to him; and taking an oath of allegiance to King Edward, surrendered their places of strength. Some of those he demolished, and to others he added new fortifications. Hume castle was garrisoned with 200 men, and intrenched to Sir Edward Dudley; and he posted 3000 soldiers, with 200 pioneers, in the castle of Roxburgh, under the command of Sir Ralph Bulmer.

The only resource of the regent now was the hope of assistance from France. The young queen was lodged in the castle of Dumbarton, under the care of the lords Eikine and Livingstone; and ambassadors were sent to Henry II. of France, acquainting him with the disaster at Pinkey, and imploring his assistance. The regent
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had asked permission from the protector to treat of peace, and the earl of Warwick was appointed to wait for them at Berwick; but none were ever sent on the part of Scotland. It was not long, therefore, before hostilities were recommenced by the English. Lord Gray led an army into Scotland, fortified the town of Haddington, took the castles of Yester and Dalkeith, laid waste the Merse, and the counties of East and Mid Lothian. On the other hand, in June 1548, Monfieur de Delfe, a French officer of great reputation, landed at Leith with 6000 soldiers, and a formidable train of artillery.

In the mean time the regent was in disgrace on account of the defaier at Pinkey; and the queen-dowager being disposed to supersede his authority, attempted to improve this circumstance to her own advantage. As the perceived that her power and interest could beft be supported by France, she resolved to enter into the fullest alliance with that kingdom. It had been proved that the dauphin of France should marry the queen of Scotland; and this proposal now met with much approbation. The hostilities of the English having left a great number of friends to the cause of that country. It was resolved to send the queen immediately to France, which would remove the eafe of the present contentions, and her subsequent marriage with the dauphin would in the fullest manner confirm the friendship betwixt the two nations. The French government also entered deeply into the scheme; and in order to promote it made presents of great value to many of the Scottish nobility. The regent himself was gained over by a pension of 12,000 livres, and the title of duke of Chateilherault. Monfieur de Villelegagnon who commanded four galleys in the harbor of Leith, making a feint as if he intended to proceed instantly to France, tacked about to the north, and, falling round the isles, received the queen at Dumbarton; whence he conveyed her to France, and delivered her to her uncle the princes of Lorraine, in the month of July 1548.

These transactions did not put an end to the military operations. The siege of Haddington had been undertaken as soon as the French auxiliaries arrived and was now conducted with vigour. To reinforce the garrison, 1500 horse advanced from Berwick; but an ambuscade being laid for them, they were intercepted, and almost totally destroyed. Another body of English troops, however, which amounted only to 300 persons, was more successful. Eluding the vigilance of the Scots and the French, they were able to enter Haddington, and to supply the besieged with ammunition and provisions. The lord Seymour, high admiral of England, made a descent upon Fife with 1200 men, and some pieces of artillery; but was driven back to his ships with great slaughter by James Stuart, natural brother to the young queen, who opposed him at the head of the militia of the county. A second descent was made by him at Montrose; but being equally unsuccessful there, he was obliged to leave Scotland without performing any important or memorable achievement.

Having collected an army of 15,000 Scots, thought it more prudent to retreat than to hazard a decisive battle. He raised the siege of Haddington, and marched to Edinburgh. The earl of Shrewsbury did not follow him to force an engagement; jealousies had arisen between the Scots and the French. Their insolef and vanity of the latter, encouraged by their superior skill in military arts, had offended the quick and impatient spirit of the former. The fretfulness of the Scots was augmented by the calamities inseparable from war; and after the conveyance of the young queen to France, the efficacious and peculiar advantage conferred upon that kingdom by this transaction was fully understood, and appeared to them to be highly disgraceful and impolitic.

In this state of their humour, Delfe found not at Edinburgh the reception he expected. The quartering of his soldiers produced dispute, which ended in an insurrection of the inhabitants. The French fired among the citizens. Several persons of distinction fell, and among these were the provost of Edinburgh and his son. Several national discontentes and murmurings were driven, by this event, to the most dangerous extremities; and Delfe, who was a man of ability, thought of giving employment to his troops, and of flattering the people by the splendour of some mural exploit. The earl of Shrewsbury, after supplying Haddington with troops, provisions, and military stores, resolved at last to send his army into England. Its garrison, in the en. had enjoyment of security, and unfusicious of danger, might be surprised and overpowered. Marching in the night, Delfe reached this important post; and destroying a fort of observation, prepared to storm the main gates of the city, when the garrison took the alarm. A French defeter painting a double cannon on the thickest ranks of the assailants, the shot was incredibly destructive, and threw them into confusion. In the height of their consternation, a vigorous rally was made by the besieged. Delfe renewed the assault in the morning, and was again discomfited. He now turned his arms against Broughty castle; and though unable to reduce it, he yet recovered the neighbouring town of Dundee, which had fallen into the possession of the enemy. Hume castle was retaken by stratagem. Delfe entered Jedburgh, and put its garrison to the sword. Encouraged by this success, he ravaged the English borders in different incursions, and obtained several petty victories. Leith, which from a small village had grown into a town, was fortified by him; and the island of Inchkeith, which is nearly opposite to that harbour, being occupied by English troops, he undertook to expel them, and made them prisoners after a brisk encounter.

His activity and valour could not, however compose the discontentes of the Scottish nation; and the queen-dowager having written to Henry II. to recall him, he was succeeded in his command by Monfieur de Thérmes, who was accompanied into Scotland by Monfieur bishop of Valence, a person highly esteemed for his address and ability. This ecclesiastic was designed to supply the loss of Cardinal Beaton, and to discharge the office of lord high chancellor of Scotland. But the jealousies of the nation increasing, and the queen-dowager herself suspecting his ambition and turbulence, he attained not this dignity, and soon returned to his own country.
De Theramis brought with him from France a rein­forcement of 1000 foot, 2000 horse, and 100 men­-at-arms. He erected a fort at Aberlady, to dif­fere the garrison of Haddington, and to intercept its supplies of provi­sion. At Coldingham he destroyed a troop of Spaniards in the English pay. Frail-cattle was regained by its price. Distractions in the English court did not prevent the protection to act vigorously in the war. The earl of Warwick was diverted from marching an army into Scotland. An infectious dif­temper had broken out in the garrison at Haddington; and an apprehension prevailed, that it could not hold out for any length of time against the Scots. The earl of Rutland, therefore, with a body of troops, entered the town; and after setting fire to it, conducted the garrison and artillery to Berwick. The regent, in the possession of Haddington, was folicitous to recover the other places which were yet in the power of the English. De Theramis laid siege to Broughty castle, and took it. He then besieged Lawder; and the garrison was about to surrender at discretion; when the news arrived that a peace was concluded between France, England, and Scotland.

By this treaty Henry II. obtained the ratification of Boulogne and its dependencies, which had been taken from him by the king of England, and for which he paid 400,000 crowns. No opposition was to be given to the marriage of the queen of Scotland with the dauphin: the fortresses of Lawder and Douglas were to be restored to the Scots, and the English were to deliver the cattles of Roxburgh and Eyemouth. After the ratification of the articles, the queen-dowager embarked with Leon Strozzi for France, attended by many of the nobility. Having arrived there, she communicated to the king her design of affinning the government of Scotland, and he promised to admit her to the utmost of his power. But the jealousy which prevailed between the Scots and French rendered the accomplishment of this design very difficult. To remove the regent by an act of power might endanger the scheme altogether; but it might be possible to persuade him to resign his office voluntarily. For this purpose intrigues were immediately commenced; and indeed the regent himself contributed to promote their schemes by his violent persecution of the reformers. The peace was hardly proclaimed, when he provoked the public resentment by an act of singularly infamy. Adam Wallace, a man of simple manners, but of great zeal for the reformation, was accused of heresy, and brought to trial in the church of the Black Friers at Edinburgh. In the presence of the regent, the earls of Angus, Huntley, Glencairn, and other persons of distinction and rank, he was charged with preaching without any authority of law, with baptizing one of his own children, and with denying the doctrine of purgatory; and it was strenuously objected to him, that he accounted prayers to the saints and the dead to be an un­legal superition, that he had pronounced the mass to be an idolatrous service, and that he had affirmed that the bread and wine in the sacrament of the altar, after the words of the consecration, do not change their nature, but continue to be bread and wine. These offences were esteemed too terrible to admit of any pardon—The earl of Glencarin alone protested against his punishment. The pious sufferer bore with resignation the}
the kingdom, under pretence of representing crimes and disorders, molested the people by plunder and rapine. Great fines were levied for offences pretended as well as real; and, the Protestantists in particular seemed to be the objects of his displeasure and severity. In his progress he was accompanied by the queen-dowager; and as she affected to behave in a manner directly opposite, the most disagreeable comparisons were made between her and the regent. The bishop of Reves, to whom he had promised to resign his office, did not fail to put him in mind of his engagements; but he had now altered his mind, and wished still to continue in power. His resolution, however, failed him on the first intimation of a parliamentary inquiry into the errors of his administration. An agreement with the queen-dowager then took place; and it was stipulated, that he should succeed to the throne upon the death of the queen without issue; that his son should enjoy the command of the gendarms; that no inquiry should be made into his expenditure of the royal treasures; that no scrutiny into his government should take place; and that he should enjoy in the most ample manner his duchy and his pension. These articles were ratified at an assembly of parliament, and the queen-dowager was formally invested with the regency.

Mary of Lorraine, the new regent, though she had with great difficulty attained the summit of her wishes, seemed to be much less versant in the arts of government than of intrigue. She was freely setled in her new office when she rendered herself unpopular in two respects: one was by her too great attachment to France and the other by her persecution of the reformed religion. She was entirely guided by the council of her brothers the duke of Guise and the cardinal of Lorraine; and paid by far too much attention to M. d’Oyly, the French ambassador, whom they recommended to her as an able and faithful minister. Several high offices were filled with Frenchmen, which excited in the highest degree the refection of the Scottish nobility; and the community were instantly prejudiced against her by the partiality she shewed to the Papists. At first, however, she enacted many salutary laws; and while she made a progress herself through the southern provinces of the kingdom to hold judicatory courts, the endeavoured to introduce order and law into the western counties and isles; first by the earl of Huntley, and afterwards by the earls of Argyle and Athole whom she grasped commissions for this purpose with effectual powers. In another improvement, which the queen-regent attempted by the advice of her French council, she found herself opposed by her own people. It was proposed that the poor-farmers of every preceptory of land in the kingdom should be valued and entered into registers; and that a proportional payment should be made by each. The application of this fund was to maintain a regular and standing body of soldiery. This guard or army, it was urged, being at all times in readiness to march against an enemy, would protect Effectually the frontiers; and there would no longer be any necessity for the nobles to be continually in motion on every rumour of hostility or invasion from English invaders. No art, however, or argument, could recommend these measures. A perpetual tax and a standing army were conceived to be the genuine characteristics of despotism. All ranks of men confounded themselves insulted and abused; and 300 tenants of the crown assemblings at Edinburgh, and giving way to their indignation, sent their remonstrances to the queen-regent in such strong and expressive language, as induced her to abandon the scheme. Yet till the attempt which she had made left an impression on the minds of the people. They suspected her to be a secret enemy to their government and liberties; and they were convinced that Henry II. was engaging her in refinements and abstractions, that he might reduce Scotland to a province of France.

While an alarm about their civil rights was spreading through the country among the people, the Protestants were stirring daily in their spirit and in their hopes. John Knox (p) whose courage had been confirmed by misfortunes, and whose talents have improved by exertion, was at this time making a progress through Scotland. The characteristic peculiarities of Popery were the favourite topics of his declamation and cenfure. He treated the mails in particular, with the most severest contempt, representing it as a remnant of idolatry. Many of the nobility and gentry afforded him countenance and protection. They invited him to preach at their houses, and they partook with him in the ordinances of religion after the reformed method. Religious societies and assemblies were held publicly, in defiance of the Papists; and celebrated preachers were courted with affability and bribes to reside and officiate in particular districts and towns. The clergy cited him to appear before them at Edinburgh, in the church of the Black-friars. On the appointed day he presented himself, with a numerous attendance of gentlemen, who were determined to exert themselves in his behalf. The priesthood did not choose to proceed in his prosecution; and Knox encouraged by this symptom of their fear, took the resolution to explain and inculcate his doctrines repeatedly and openly in the capital city of Scotland. In 1556, the earl of Glencairn allureth the earl Marischal to hear the exhortations of this celebrated preacher; and they were so much affected with his reasonings and rhetoric, that they requested him to address the queen-regent upon the subject of the reformation of religion. In compliance with this request, he wrote a letter in very different terms; and the earl of Glencairn delivered it with his own hand, in the expectation that some advantage might in this manner be obtained for the reformed. But the queen-regent was no less offended with the freedom of the nobleman than the preacher; and after perusing the paper, she gave it to James Beaton archbishop of Glasgow, with an expression of disdain, "Here, my lord, is a pasquill." Amidst these occupations, John Knox received an invitation to take the charge of the English congregation at Geneva; which he accepted. The clergy called up on him in his absence, to appear before them, condemn ed

(p) When he was sent to France (says Dr Stuart), with the conspirators against Cardinal Beaton, he was condemned to the galleys; but had obtained his liberty in the latter end of the year 1549.
The injurious treatment of John Knox did not in the least obstruct the progress of the reformation. Defections were made from Popery in every town and village; and even many members of the church, both secular and regular, were forward to embrace the new principles, and to take for their part mistakes by the bitterest ridicule against the corruptions and the folly of the Romish faith. The priests were treated in all places with ridicule and contempt. The images, crucifixes, and relics, which served to raise the deluding fervours of superstition, were stolen from the churches, and trampled under foot. The bishops implored the assistance of the queen regent. Citations were given to the preachers to appear in their defence. They obeyed; but with such a formidable retinue, that it was with difficulty they were permitted to apologize for her conduct. James Chalmers, of Gatforth, prelating forward from the crowd, addressed himself to her: "We vow to God, that the devices of the prelates shall not be carried into execution. We are oppressed to maintain them in their idleness. They seek to undo and murder our preachers and us; and we are determined to submit no longer to this wickedness." The multitude applauding his speech, put their hands to their daggers.

A truly zealous messenger was dispatched to Geneva, inviting John Knox to return to his own country. But in the infancy of their connection, the Protestants being apprehensive of one another, uncertain in their counsels, or being deterred by perils upon whom they had relied, it appeared to them that they had admitted this measure without a due preparation; and, by opposite dispatches, Knox was requested to delay his journey for some time.

To this zealus reformer their unfeigned love was a matter of serious affliction; and in the answer he transmitted to their letters, he rebutted them with severity: but amidst this correction, he intended them not to fear under their purports, from apprehensions of danger, which, he said, was to forsake themselves from the favour of God, and to provoke his vengeance. To particular perils he wrote other addressees; and to all of them the greatest anxiety was paid. In 1557, a formal bond of agreement, which obtained the appellation of the fud covenant, was entered into, and all the more eminent persons who favoured the reformation were invited to subscribe it. The earls of Argyle, Glencairn, and Morton, with the lord Lorn, and John Erskine of Dun, led the way, by giving it the sanction of their names. All the subscribers to this deed, renouncing the superstitions and impiety of the church of Rome, promised to apply continually their whole power and wealth, and even to give up their lives, to forward and establish the word of God. They distinguished the reformed, by calling them the Congregation of Christ; and by the opprobrious title of the Congregation of Satan, they characterized the favours of Popery.

After the leaders of the reformation had subscribed the first covenant, they addressed letters to John Knox, urging in the strongest terms his return to Scotland; and that his hopes of his alliance might not be disappointed, they sent an address to John Calvin, the celebrated reformer, begging him to join his commands to their interests. The archbishop of St. Andrew's, who perceived the rising storm, was in a difficult situation. A powerful combination threatened ruin to the church; and he had separated himself from the politics of the queen-regent. The zeal of the Roman Catholics pointed out strong measures to him; and his dispositions were pacific. The clergy were offended with his reformation, and neglect of duty. The reformers detested his loyalties of principles, and were shocked with thedisplay depauperity of his life and conversation. He resolved to try the force of addresses, and did not succeed. He then resolved to be severe, and was still more unsuccessful.

The earl of Argyll was the most powerful of the reformers. To allure him from his party, the bishop of archbishop of St. Andrew's employed the agency of Sir David Hamilton. But the kindness he affected, and the advice he bestowed, were no compliment to the undertaking of this nobleman; and his threats were due to the girdled with scorn. The reformers, instead of losing earl of Argyll's courage, felt a sentiment of exultation and triumph; and the earl of Argyll happening to die about this time, he not only maintained the new doctrines in his last moments, but in treated his son to seek for favour in promoting the public preaching of the Gospel and Jesus Christ, and in the utter ruin of superstition and idolatry.

It was determined by the archbishop and prelates, that this appointment should be succeeded by furious persecution of the reformed. Walter Mill, a priest, had neglected to officiate at the altar; and having been long under the suspicion of heresy, was carried to St. Andrew's committed to prison, and accused before the religious.
III. The election of ministers shall take place according to the rules of the primitive church; and those who elect shall inquire diligently into the lives and doctrines of the persons whom they admit to the clerical office.

IV. The holy sacrament of baptism shall be celebrated in the vulgar tongue; that its institution and nature may be the more generally understood.

V. The holy sacrament of the Lord's supper shall likewise be administered in the vulgar tongue; and in this communion, as well as in the ceremonial of baptism, a becoming respect shall be paid to the plain institution of Christ Jesus.

VI. The wicked and licentious lives of the bishops and laity ecclesiastical shall be reformed; and if they discharge not the duties of true and faithful pastors, they shall be compelled to desist from their ministry and functions.

The queen-regent now found it necessary to flatter the Protestant. She assured them by Sir James Sandilands, her orator or commissioner, that every thing they could legally desire should be granted to them; and that, in the mean time, they might, without molestation, employ the vulgar tongue in their prayers and religious exercises. But, upon the pretense that no encouragement might be given to tumults and riot, she requested that they would hold no public assemblies in Edinburgh or Leith. The Congregation, for this name was now assumed by the Protestants, were transported with these tender proofs of her regard; and while they sought to advance still higher in her esteem by the offensive quietness of their carriage, they were encouraged in the undertaking they had begun, and anxious to accomplish the work of the reformation.

Nor to the clergy, who at this time were holding a provincial council at Edinburgh, did the Congregation scruple to communicate the articles of the intended reformation. The clergy received their demands with a form of rage, which died away in an innocent debility. Upon recovering from their passions, they offered to submit the controversy between them and the reformed to a public disputation. The Congregation did not refuse this mode of trial; and defined, as their only conditions, that the Scriptures might be considered as the standards of orthodoxy and truth, and that those of their brethren who were in exile and under persecution might be permitted to assist them. These requests, though reasonable in a high degree, were not complied with; and the church would allow no rule of right but the canon law and its own councils. Terms of reconciliation were then offered on the part of the estate ecclesiastical. It held out to the Protestants the liberty of praying and administering the sacraments in the vulgar tongue, if they would pay reverence to the mass, acknowledge purgatory, invoke the saints, and admit of petitions for the dead. To conditions so ineffectual and absurd the Congregation did not deign to return any answer.

The meeting of the parliament approached. The parties in contention were agitated with anxieties, apprehensions, and hopes. An expectation of a firm and open assent from the queen-regent gave courage to the reformed; and, from the parliamentary influence of their friends in the greater and the lesser baronage, they expected the most important service. They drew up with eagerness the articles which they wished to be passed.
paffed into a law; and as the spirit and sense of their transactions are to be gathered in the completest manner from the papers which were framed by themselves, it is proper to attend to them with a punctilious exactness. Their petitions were few and explicit.

I. They could not, in consequence of principles which they had embraced from a conviction of their truth, participate in the Romish religion. It was therefore their desire, that all the acts of parliament, giving authority to the church to proceed against them as heretics, should be abrogated; or, at least, that their power should be suspended till the disputes which had arisen were determined and brought to a conclusion.

II. They did not mean that all men should be at liberty to profess what religion they pleased, without the control of authority. They oriented that all transgressors in matters of faith should be carried before the temporal judge. But it was their wish that the clergy should have only the power to accuse; and they thought it conformable to justice, that a copy of the criminal charge should be lodged with the party upon trial, and that a competent time should be allowed him to defend himself.

III. They infilted, that every defence consistent with law should be permitted to the party accused; and that objections to witnesses, founded in truth and reason, should operate to his favour.

IV. They desired that the party accused should have permission to interpret and explain his own opinions; and that his declaration should carry a greater evidence than the deposition of any witness; as no person ought to be punished for religion, who is not outlawed in a wicked or damnable tenet.

V. In fine, they urged, that no Protestant should be condemned for hereby, without being convicted, by the word of God, of the want of that faith which is necessary to salvation.

The Congregation presented these articles to the queen-regent, expecting that she would not only propose them to the three estates assembled in parliament, but employ all her influence to recommend them. But finding themselves disappointed, they began to feel the atrocity; and they were sensible that their petitions, though they should be carried in parliament, could not pass into a law without her consent. They therefore abstained from presenting them; but as their complaints and defeas were fully known in parliament, they ordered a solemn declaration to be read there in their behalf, and demanded that it should be inferred in the records of the nation. In this declaration, after expressing their regret for having been disappointed in their scheme of reformation, they protested, that no blame should be imputed to them for continuing in their religion, which they believed to be founded in the word of God; that no danger of life, and no political pains, should be incurred by them, for disregarding statutes which support idola-ry, and for violating rites which are of human invention; and that, if informations and tumults should disturb the realm, from the diversity of religious opinions, such informations should be corrected by visible; as all the pains, difficulties, and inconvenience thence arising, instead of being applied to them, should be ascribed to those policy whose had refused a timely redress of wrongs, and who had defied petitions presented with the humility of faithful subjects, and for the purpose of establishing the commandments of God, and a most just and salutary reformation,

The three estates received this formidable protest with attention and respect; but the intention of interfering in the national records was abandoned by the Congregation, upon a formal promise from the queen-regent, that all the matters in controversy should speedily be brought by her to a fortunate issue.

While the Protestants were thus making the most vigorous exertions in behalf of their spiritual liberties, the queen-regent, in order to establish her self the more effectually, used every effort to promote the marriage of her daughter which the dauphin of France. In 1557, commissioners were appointed to negotiate this marriage; but while their negotiations were going on, the court of France acted in the most pernicious manner. At the age of 15, after solemnly ratifying the independence of Scotland, and the succession of the crown in the house of Hamilton, Queen Mary was influenced by the king and her uncle the princes of Lorraine to fight privately three extraordinary deeds of iniquity. By the first she conveyed the kingdom of Scotland to the king of France and his heirs, in the default of children of her own body. By the second she assigned him, if she should die without children, the settlement of Scotland, till he should receive a million of pieces of gold, or be amply recompensed for the sums expended by him in the education of the queen of Scotland in France. By the third the confirmed both their grants in an express declaration, that they contained the pure and genuine sentiments of her mind; and that any papers which might be obtained, either before or after her marriage, by means of the Scottish parliament, should be invalid, and of no force nor efficacy. On the 24th of April, the nuptials were celebrated; and the dauphin, France, was allowed to assume the title of king of Scotland. The French court demanded for him the crown and other emblems of royalty belonging to Scotland; but the commissioners had no power to comply with their request. It was then desired, that when they returned home, they should use all their influence to procure the crown matrimonial of Scotland for the dauphin. This also was refused; the court of France was disgraced; and four of the commissaries died, it was supposed of poison, given them by the princes of Lorraine. The subject, however, was pressed, on the return of the surviving commissioners, by the king of France himself, the queen of Scotland, and the queen-regent. The Protestants also joined their interest, hoping by that means to gain over the queen and queen-regent to their party; so that an act of parliament was at length passed, by which the crown matrimonial was given to the dauphin during the time of his marriage with Queen Mary, but without any prejudice to the liberties of the kingdom, to the heirs of her body, or to the order of succession. With so many refinements, it is difficult to see the advantages which could accrue from this gift to earnestly fought after; and it is very probable, that the qualifications of France in consequence of it, would have been productive of many disadvantages; but these were prevented by the death of Francis in December 566.

But before this event took place, Scotland was, by the intrigues of France, involved in confusion on another account. After the death of Mary, queen of England,
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The queen of Scots claimed the crown of England, in preference to that of Elizabeth, whom they looked upon as illegitimate. This claim was supported by the king of France, who prevailed with the queen of Scots herself to assume the title of queen of England, and to flamp money under that character. The arms of England were quartered with those of France and Scotland; and employed as ornaments for the plate and furniture of Mary and the dauphin. Thus was laid the foundation of an irreconcilable quarrel between Elizabeth and Mary; and to this, in some measure, are we to ascribe the inventions with which the former persecuted the unhappy queen of Scotland, at every time she had it in her power.

But while they imprudently excited a quarrel with England, they yet more imprudently quarrelled also with the majority of the people of Scotland. As Elizabeth professed the Protestant religion, it was easily foreseen, that the Congregation, or body of the reformed in Scotland, would never consent to act against her in favour of a Popish power; and when they could not be gained, it was resolved to destroy them at once, by putting to death all their leaders. The queen-regent gave intimation of her design to re-establish Pope and eradicating a solemn obedience of Easter, receiving the sacrament according to the Romish communion, herself, and commanding all her household to receive it in the same manner. She next expressed herself in a contemptuous manner against the reformed, affirmed that they had insulted the royal dignity, and declared her intention of restoring it to its ancient lustre.

The preachers of the Congregation were summoned to answer for this innovation; but his reply was, that in such a case they could not look to the queen-regent violated the treaty at once, by putting to death all their leaders. The queen-regent opposed them with what forces they could must farther ravages to the southern parts, resolved to throw

By this the Congregation would commit farther ravages to the southward, resolved to throw a garrison into Stirling; but the earl of Argyre and lord James Stuart were too quick for her, and arrived there the very day after the demolition of the abbey and palace of Scone. The people, incapable of restraint, and provoked beyond measure by the pernicious behaviour of the Catholic party, demolished all the monasteries in the neighbourhood, together with the fine abbey of Cambuskenneth, situated on the north bank of the Forth. From Stirling they went to Linlithgow, where they committed their usual ravages; after which, they advanced to Edinburgh. The queen-regent, alarmed at their approach, fled to Dunbar; and the Protestants took up their residence in Edinburgh.

Having thus got possession of the capital, the Congregation...
congregation assumed to themselves the ruling power of the kingdom, appointed preachers in all the churches, and seized the mint, with all the instruments of coining. The queen-regent, unable to dispute the matter in the field, published a manifesto, in which she set forth her just and reasonable grounds for proceeding to leave Edinburgh within six hours, and enjoining her subjects to avoid their society under the pain of treason. The Congregation having already lost somewhat of their popularity by their violent proceedings, were now incapable of coping with government. As they had not established themselves in any regular body, or provided a fund for their support, they felt their strength decay, and multitudes of them returned to their habitations. Those who remained found themselves obliged to vindicate their conduct; and, in an address to the regent, to disclaim all treasonable intentions. Negotiations again took place, which ended as usual; the queen-regent, who had taken this opportunity of collecting her forces, marched against the Congregation on the 29th of July 1559. The Protestants now found themselves incapable of making head against their enemies; and therefore entered into negotiation, by which all differences were for the present accommodated. The terms of this treaty were, that the town of Edinburgh should be open to the queen-dowager and her attendants; that the palace of Holyroodhouse and the mint should be delivered up to her; that the Protestants should be subject to the laws, and abatain from molesting the Roman Catholics in the exercise of their religion. On the queen's part, it was agreed, that the Protestants should have the free exercise of their religion, and that no foreign troops should enter the city of Edinburgh.

Notwithstanding this treaty, however, the reformed had no confidence in the queen's sincerity. Having heard of the death of Henry II. of France, and the accession of Francis II. and Mary to that kingdom, they seem to have apprehended more danger than ever. They now entered into a third covenant, in which they engaged themselves to refuse attendance to the queen-dowager, in case of any message or letter; and that immediately on the receipt of any notice from her to any of their number, it should be communicated without reserve, and be made a common subject of scrutiny and deliberation. It was not long before they had occasion for all their constancy and strength. The queen-regent repented of the favourable terms she had granted the reformed; and being denied the favour which she requested of laying hands in the high-church of Edinburgh, she ordered them everywhere to be disturbed in the exercise of their religion.

In this imprudent measure, the queen-regent was confirmed by letters which now came from Francis and Mary, promising a powerful army to support her interests. The envoy who brought these dispatches also carried letters to the lord James Stuart, now the principal leader of the Protestants, and natural brother to the queen. The letters were filled with reproaches and menaces, mixed with intreaties; and along with them the envoy delivered a verbal message, that the king his master was resolved rather to expend all the treasures of France than not to be avenged on the rebellious nobles who had disturbed the peace of Scotland. The lord James Stuart was not to be frightened by these menaces. He returned a cool and deliberate answer, apologizing for the Protestants, and vindicating them from the charge of rebellion; but at the same time intimating his full resolution of continuing to head the reformed as he had already done.

The letters of Francis and Mary were soon followed by 1000 French soldiers, with money and military stores; and the commander was immediately dispatched again to France, to solicit the assistance of as many more soldiers, with four ships of war, and 100 men-at-arms. But before he could set out, La Broil, another French commander, arrived with 2000 infantry; and that the Congregation might be defeated not only by arms but in disputation, the same ship brought three doctors of the Sorbonne, to show the pernicious tendency of the new doctrines. Thus matters were pushed on beyond all hopes of reconciliation. The nation was universally alarmed on account of the introduction of French troops, to which they saw no end. The queen-regent attempted to quiet the minds of the public by a proclamation; but their fears increased the more. The Congregation assembled at Stirling, where they were joined by the earl of Arran, and soon after by his father the duke of Chatelherault. They next deliberated on the measures to be followed with the queen-regent; and the result of their consultations was, that an expostulatory letter should be addressed to her. This was accordingly done; but as the queen behaved with her usual duplicity, the nobles called the people to arms. Mutual manifects were now published; and both parties prepared to decide the contest by force. The Congregation having seized Dumbry castle, marched from thence to Edinburgh. The queen-regent retired to Leith, which she had fortified and filled with French troops. Thither the nobles sent their last message to her, charging her with a design to overthrow the civil liberties of the kingdom. They requested her to command her Frenchmen and mercenaries to depart from Leith, and to make that place open and patent, not only to the inhabitants who had been dispossessed of their houses, but to all the inhabitants of Scotland. They declared, that her denial of this request should be considered by them as a proof of her intention to reduce the kingdom to slavery; in which case, they were determined to employ their utmost power to preserve its independency. Two days after this message, the queen-regent sent to the lord Lyon, whom she enjoined to tell them, that she considered their demand not only as presumptuous, but as an encroachment on the royal authority; that it was an indignity to her to be dictated to by subjects, that Frenchmen were not to be treated as foreigners, being entitled to the same privileges with Scotchmen; and that she would neither dismiss her troops, nor command the town of Leith to be made open and patent. The lord Lyon then, in the name of the queen-regent, commanded the lords of the Congregation to depart from Edinburgh, and disperse themselves, under the pain of high treason. The Protestants, irritated by this answer, after some deliberation degraded the queen-regent; and to this purpose the nobility, barons, and burgesses, all agreed in subscribing an edict, which was sent to the principal cities in Scotland, and published in them.

The next step taken by the Congregation was to
summon Leith to surrender; but meeting with defiance instead of submission, it was resolved to take the town by escalade. For this service ladders were framed in the church of St Giles; a business, which, interrupting the preachers in the exercise of public worship, made them prognosticate misfortune and miscarriage to the Congregation. In the displeasure of the preachers, the common people found a source of complaint; and the emissaries of the queen-dowager acting with indefatigable industry to divide her adversaries, and to spread chagrin and dissatisfactions among them, discontent, animosity, and terror, came to prevail to a great degree. The duke of Chatelherault discouraged many by his example. Defection from the Protestants added strength to the queen-dowager. The most secret deliberations of the confederated lords were revealed to her. The solidity were clamorous for pay; and it was very difficult to procure money to satisfy their claims. Attempts to soothe and appease them, discovering their conscience, engendered mutinies. They put to death a domestic of the earl of Argyle, who endeavoured to compose them to order; they insulted several persons of rank who discovered a solicitude to pacify them; and they even ventured to declare, that, for a proper reward, they were ready to suppress the reformation, and to re-establish the mass.

It was absolutely necessary to give satisfaction to the Protestant soldiers. The lords and gentlemen of the Congregation collected a considerable sum among them; but it was not equal to the present exigency. The avarice of many taught them to withhold what they could afford, and the poverty of others did not permit them to indulge their generosity. It was resolved, that each nobleman should surrender his silver-plate to be struck into money. By the address, however, of the queen-dowager, the officers of the mint were bribed to conceal, or to convey to a distance, the flamps and instruments of coinage. A gloomy despair gave disquiet to the Congregation, and threatened their ruin. Queen Elizabeth, with whose ministrers the confederated lords maintained a correspondence at this time, had frequently promised them her assistance; but they could not now wait the event of a депутation. They had been disillusioned with the jealousies of the French counsellors, and was exposed to danger from having embraced the doctrines of the reformed. His reception was cordial, and corresponded to the opinion entertained of his wisdom and experience. He was skilled in business, adorned with literature, and accustomed to reflection. But as yet it was not known, that his want of integrity was in proportion to the greatness of his talents.

The accession of this statesman to their party could not confect the lords of the Congregation for the unpromising aspect of their affairs. The two difficulties they had received sunk deeply into the minds of their followers. Those who affected prudence, retired privately from a cause which they accounted to be desperate; and the timorous fled with precipitation. The wilfulness and disaffection of the brethren were melancholy and infectious; and by exciting the ridicule and scorn of the partisans of the queen-dowager, were augmented the more. A diffidence not to be comforted seemed to have invaded the Protestants; and the associated nobles contented to abandon the capital. A little after midnight, they retired from Edinburgh to Stirling. A panic which prevailed, that they marched to Stirling without any stop or intermission.

John Knox, who had accompanied the Congregation to Stirling, anxious to recover their unanimity and courage, addressed them from the pulpit. He represented their misfortunes as the consequences of their sins; and intreating them to remember the goodness of their cause, assured them in the end of joy, honour, and victory. His popular eloquence corresponding to all their warmest wishes, diffused satisfaction and cheerfulness. They paused from despair to hope. A council was held, in which the confederated nobles determined to solicit, by a formal embassy, the aid of queen Elizabeth. Maitland of Lethington, and Robert Melville, were chosen to negotiate this important transaction; and they received the fullest instructions concerning the state and difficulties of the Congregation, the tyrannical designs of the queen-dowager, and the danger which threatened England from the union of Scotland with France.

The queen of England having maturely considered the
The French army entered the north of Scotland, determined to assist the reformers; whose leaders now dispersed themselves, and went to different parts of the kingdom, in order to employ their activity there for the common cause. The queen-dowager, imagining that the lords were fled, conceived great hopes of being able to crush the reformed at once. Her fanguine hopes, however, were soon checked, on receiving certain intelligence that queen Elizabeth was resolved to give them assistance. She now took the best measures possible, as circumstances would determine to crush her enemies before they could receive any assistance from England. Her French troops took the road to Stirling, and waited in their march all the grounds which belonged to the favourers of the reformation. After renewing their depredations at Stirling, they passed the bridge there; and proceeding along the side of the river, exercised their cruelties and oppressions in a district which had distinguished itself by an ardent zeal against popery. While the terror of their arms was thus diffusing itself, they resolved to seize the town and castle of St Andrew's, which they considered as an important military station, and as a convenient place of reception for the auxiliaries they expected from France.

But the lord James Stuart employed himself to interrupt their progress and retard their attempts; and it was his object at the same time, to keep the force of the Congregation entire, to hazard no action of importance, and to wait the approach of the English army. A small advantage was obtained by the French at Pet- ticure; and they pillaged themselves of Kinghorn. The lord James Stuart, with 500 horse and 100 foot, entered Dyfart. With this inconsiderable strength he proposed to act against an army of 4000 men. His admirable skill in military affairs, and his heroic courage, were eminently displayed. During 20 days he prevented the march of the French to St Andrew's, intercepting their provisions, harafling them with skirmishes, and intimidating them by the address and the boldness of his first engagements.

Monfieur d'Oyeil, enraged and aflamed to be disconcerted and opposed by a body of men so disproportionate to his army, exerted himself with vigour. The lord James Stuart was obliged to retire. Dyfart and Wemyis were given to the French troops to be plundered; and when d'Oyeil was in full march to St Andrew's, he discovered a powerful fleet bearing up the Firth. It was concluded, that the supplies expected from France were arrived. Guns were fired by his soldiers, and their joy was indulged in all its extravagance. But this fleet having taken the vessels which contained their provisions, and the ordnance with which they intended to improve the fortifications of the castle at St Andrew's, a period was put to their rejoicings. Certain news was brought, that the fleet which they intended to improve the fortifications of the castle, had come to support the Congregation. A conlernation, heightened by the giddiness of their preceding transports, invaded them. Monfieur d'Oyeil perceived now the value and merit of the service which had been performed by the lord James Stuart; and thinking no more of St Andrew's and conquest, fled to Stirling, in his way to Leith, from which he dreaded to be intercepted; but he reached that important station after a march of three days.

A formal treaty was now concluded between the lords of the Congregation and queen Elizabeth; and in the mean time the queen-dowager was disappointed in her expectations from France. The violent admira tion of the house of Guise had involved that nation in troubles and distresses. Its credit was greatly sunk, and its treasury was nearly exhausted. Perfor mations, and the spirit of Calvinism, produced combinations and conspiracies; and amidst domestic and dangerous intrigues and struggles, Scotland failed to engage that particular distinction which had been promised to its affairs. It was not, however, neglected altogether. The count De Martiugues had arrived at Leith with 1000 foot and a few horses. The marquis D'Elbeuf had embarked for it with another body of soldiers; but, after losing several ships in a furious tempest, was obliged to return to the haven from which he had failed.

In this sad reverse of fortune many forsook the queen-dowager. It was now understood that the English army was upon its march to Scotland. The Scotch lords who had affected a neutrality, mediated an union with the Protestants. The earl of Huntley gave a solemn assurance that he would join them. Proclamations were issued throughout the kingdom, calling upon the subjects of Scotland to assemble in arms at Linlithgow, to re-establish their ancient freedom, and to assist in the utter expulsion of the French soldiers.

The English fleet, meanwhile, under Winter the vice-admiral, had taken and destroyed several ships, had landed some troops upon Inchkeith, and disembarked a body of French mercenaries. Upon the foundation of these acts of hostility, the princes of Lorraine dispatched the chevalier de Seure to queen Elizabeth, to make representations against this breach of the peace, and to urge the recall of her ships. This ambaflador affected likewise to negotiate concerning the evacuation of Scotland by the French troops, and to propose methods by which the king of France might quarter the arms of England without doing a prejudice to queen Elizabeth. But to prevent the execution of vigorous resolutions against the queen-dowager, and to gain time, were the only objects he had in view. With similar intentions, John Mounle bishop of Valence, a man of greater address and ability, and equally devoted to the house of Guise, was also sent at this time to the court of England. Queen Elizabeth, however, and her ministers, were too wise to be amus'd by artifice and dexterity. The lord Grey entered Scotland with an army of 12,000 horse and 6000 foot; and the lord Scroop, Sir James Croft, Sir Henry Percy, and Sir Francis Lake commanded under him. By an inelegant policy, the queen-dowager had already waited all the country around the capital. But the defection she had made, while it was ruinous to the Scotch peasants, affected not the army of England. The leaders of the Congregation did not want penetration and foresight, and had provided themselves against this difficulty. The duke of Chatelherault, the earls of Argyle, Glencarne, and Montefith, the lord James Stuart, and the lords Ruthven, Boyd, and Ochiltrie, with a numerous and formidable force, joined the English commander at Preston.

Struck with the fatal condition of her affairs, despairing of a timely and proper succour from France, and reminded by tidings of her mortality, the queen-dowager retired.
The queen-dowager retired to Edinburgh.
that in so advanced a stage of their affairs, they might
exhibit the determined firmness of their resolutions, and
bind to them by an indissoluble tie the earl of Huntley
and the other persons who had joined them in con-
sequence of the English alliance, they thought of the af-
furcance and fidelity of a new league and covenant, more
solemn, expressive, and resolute, than any which they
had yet entered into and published.

The nobles, barons, and inferior persons, who were
parties to this bond and association, bound themselves
in the presence of Almighty God, as a society, and
as individuals, to advance and set forward the reforma-
tion of religion, and to procure, by every possible
means, the true preaching of the Gospel, with the pro-
per administration of the sacraments, and the other or-
dinances in connection with it. Deeply affected, at the
same time, with the misconduct of the French flate-
men, who had been promoted to high offices; with the
oppressions of the French mercenaries, whom the queen-
dowager kept up and maintained under the colour of
authority; with the tyranny of their captains; and
with the manifest danger of conquest to which the coun-
country was exposed, by different fortifications upon the
sea-coast, and by other dangerous innovations; they
promised and engaged, generally and individually, to
join with the queen of England's army, and to concur
in an honest, plain, and unsullied resolution to expel
all foreigners from the realm, as oppressors of public li-
berity; that, by recovering the ancient rights, privi-
leges, and freedom of their nation, they might live for
the future under the due obedience of their king and
queen, be ruled by the laws and customs of the coun-
y. and by officers and flateiinen born and educated
among them. It was likewise contrived and agreed by
the subscribors to this bond and covenant, that no pri-
ivate intelligence by writing or message, or communica-
tion of any kind, should be kept up with their adver-
saries; and that all persons who resided the godly enter-
prise in which they were united, should be regarded as
their enemies, and reduced to subjection and obedi-
e.

When the strong and fervid sentiment and expres-
ion of this new association were communicated to the
queen-dowager, the rejoiced heart to sorrow. Her
mind, inclined to dependency on the increase of her
malady, felt the more intensely the cruel distractions and
disquiets into which the kingdom had been driven by
the ambition of France, her own doleful affliction for
the princes of Lorraine, and the vain prognostications
of flatterers and couriers. In the agony of passion,
she besought the malice and curse of God to alight
upon all those who had counselled her to persecute the
preachers, and to refuse the petitions of the most ho-
nourable portion of her subjects.

In the mean time the siege of Leith was protracted.
But the strength of the garrison amounting to more
than 4000 soldiers, the operations of the besiegers were
slow and languid. An accidental fire in the town,
which destroyed many houses and a great part of the
public granary, afforded them an opportunity of play-
ing their artillery with some advantage; and a few
days after they made a general assault. But the feeling-
ladders which were applied to the walls being too short,
and Sir James Croft, who had been gained to the queen-
dowager, having added a treacherous part, the attack
failed of success, and 1000 men were destroyed. The
combined armies, however, did not lose their resolu-
tion or their hopes. The English and Scots animated
the constancy of one another; and in the ratification of
the treaty of Berwick, which was now made, a new
source of cordiality opened itself. Letters also had
come from the duke of Norfolk, promising a powerful
reinforcement, giving the expectation of his taking up
on him the command of the troops in person, and or-
dering his pavilion to be erected in the camp. Leith
began to feel the misery of famine, and the French
were engrossed in every thing; and the arrival of 2000 men, the expec-
ted reinforcement from England, gave them the most de-
cisive superiority over their adversaries. Frequent fallies
were made by the garrison, and they were always un-
succesful. Discouraged by defeats, depressed with the
want of provisions, and languishing under the negli-
gence of France, they were ready to submit themselves
to the mercy of the Congregation.

Amidst this distress, the queen-dowager, waited with
a lingering distemper and with grief, expired in the
castle of Edinburgh. A few days before her death, she
invited to her the duke of Chatelherault, the lord James
Stuart, and the earls of Argyile, Glencairn, and Mari-
chal, to bid them a last adieu. She expressed to them
her sorrow for the troubles of Scotland, and made it
her earnest wish, that they would consult their constitu-
tional liberties, by disdaining the French and English
from their country, and that they would preserve a du-
fiful obedience to the queen their sovereign. She pro-
sed an unlimited forgiveness of all the injuries which
had been done to her; and entreated their pardon for
the offences she had committed against them. In to-
ken of their kindness and charity, she then embraced
them by turns; and, while the tear started in her eye,
proffered to them a cheerful and smiling aspect.
After this interview, the short portion of life which remained
to her was dedicated to religion; and that she might al-
lure the Congregation to be compassionate to her Po-
pish subjects and her French adherents, the flattered
them, by calling John Wllloeks, one of the most popu-
lar of their preachers, to afflict and comfort her by his
exhortations and prayers. He made long discourses to
her about the abominations of the mass; but the appear-
s that she had died in the communion of the Romish
church; and her body being transported to France, was depre-
ted in the monastery of St Peter, at Rheims, in Cham-
pagne, where her father Rene was an abbé.

The death of the queen-dowager, at a period so cr
itical, broke altogether the spirit of the French
troops. They were blocked up so completely, that
it was almost impossible for any supplies to reach them
either by sea or land; and France had delayed so long
to fulfill its magnificent promises, that it was no longer
in a capacity to take any steps towards their accomplish-
ment. Its internal disputes and disturbances were multi-
plying. The nobility, impoverished by wars, were cour-
ing the rewards of service, and struggling in hostili-
ity. The clergy were avaricious, ignominious, and vindifi-
cious. The populace, knowing no trade but arms, offered
their swords to the factious. Francis II. the husband
of Mary, was without dignity or understanding. Ca-
mine de Medicis, his mother was full of artifice and
malice. Insurrections were dreaded in every prov-
ience.
The house of Guise was encompassed with difficulties, and trembling with apprehensions, so that they could not think of profiting in their views of distant conquests. It was necessary that they should abandon for a time all the proud projects they had formed for the extension of the French monarchy. It was chiefly in the exemption from foreign wars that they could hope to support their own greatness, and apply a remedy to the domestic disturbances of France.

It appeared to Francis and Mary, that they could not treat in a direct method with the Congregation, whom they affected to consider as rebellious subjects, without derogating from their royal dignity. In negotiating a peace, they therefore addressed themselves to Queen Elizabeth. It was by her offices and interference that they projected a reconciliation with the confederated lords, and that they meant to extinguish the animosities which, with so much violence, had agitated the Scotch nation. They granted their commission to John Moulue bishop of Valence, Nicholas Pelleve bishop of Amiens, Jacques de la BroiTe, Henry Clentin feur d'Outièl, and Charles de la Rochefcault feur de Randan; authorizing them in a body, or by two of their number, to enter into concords and agreements with the queen of England. The English commissioners were Sir William Cecil principal secretary of state, Nicolas Wotton dean of Canterbury and York, Sir Ralph Sadler, Sir Henry Percy, and Sir Peter Crew; and the powers of treaty were to be exercised by them all in conjunction, or by four, three, or two of them.

The plenipotentiaries of France, though empowered only to treat with England, were yet, by a separate commission, entrusted to affile the Congregation, that, notwithstanding the heinous guilt incurred by them, Francis and Mary were inclined to receive them into favour, upon their repentance and return to obedience; and to abstain for ever from all enquiry into their conduct. They had full authority, at the same time, by this new deed, to hear, in conjunction with the commissioners of Elizabeth, the complaints of the Congregation, and to grant, with their consent, the relief which appeared to them to be the most proper and satisfactory.

The nobility and people of Scotland, seeking for their representatives the lord James Stuart, the lord Ruthven, and Maitland of Lethington, expressed their willingness to concur in reasonable measures for the re-establishment of the public union and tranquility. By the mode of a formal petition, they enumerated their grievances, laid claim to a redress of them, and besought an uniform protection to their constitution and laws. To this petition the intercession of Queen Elizabeth afforded the friendly attention of Francis and Mary; and upon a foundation concurred in so much propriety, Monlue and Randan, Cecil and Wotton, the acting plenipotentiaries of England and France, drew up and authenticated the celebrated deed of relief and concession which does so much honour to the spirit, perseverance, and magnanimity of the Scotch nation.

By this accord and agreement, Francis and Mary stipulated and confirmed, that no French soldiers and no foreign troops should ever be introduced into Scotland without the counsel and advice of the three estates. They concurred in the opinion, that the French mercenaries should be sent back into France, and that the fortifications of Leith should be demolished. They agreed that commissioners should be appointed to visit Dunbar, and to point out the works there which ought to be destroyed; and they bound and engaged themselves to build no new fortresses or place of strength within the kingdom, and to repair no old one, without a parliamentary authority and sanction. They consented to extinguish all debts which had been contracted for the maintenance of the French and Scotch fouldiers in their service. They appointed the estates of the realm to hold a parliament for the discussion of affairs of state; and they obliged themselves to consider the acts of this assembly as valid and effectual in every respect. They confirmed the ancient law of the country, which prohibited the princes of Scotland from making peace and war without the advice of the three estates. It was accorded and agreed by them, that the three estates, in concurrence with the queen, should elect a council for the administration of affairs during her majesty's absence. They became bound to employ the natives of Scotland in the management of justice both civil and criminal, in the offices of chancellor, keeper of the seals, treasurer, comptroller, and in other situations of a similar nature; and to abstain from the promotion of all foreigners to places of trust and honour, and from involving any clergyman in the charge of affairs of the revenue. They determined to establish an act of oblivion, and to forget and bury for ever the memory of all the late transgressions of war and offence.

It was concluded by them, that a general peace and reconciliation should take place among all parties. They expressed their determination, that no pretence should be affumèd by them, from the late contentions, to deprive any of their subjects of their estates or offices. And they referred the reparation which might be proper to compensate the injuries that had been sustained by bishops and ecclesiastics, to the judgment of the three estates in parliament.

Upon the subject of the reformation, the plenipotentiaries of England and France did not choose to deliberate and decide, although articles with regard to it had been presented to them by the nobles and the people. They referred this delicate topic to the ensuing meeting of the parliament; and the leaders of the Congregation engaged, that deputies from the three estates should repair to the king and queen, to know their intention concerning matters of such high importance.

After having granted these concessions to the nobility and the people of Scotland, upon the part of their respective courts, Monlue and Randan, Cecil and Wotton, concluded another deed of treaty and agreement. This convention it was determined, that the English and French troops should depart out of Scotland; that all warlike preparations should cease; that the fort of Eymouth should be razed to the ground; in terms of the treaty of Cambrey; that Francis and Mary should abstain from bearing the title and arms of England or Ireland; that it should be considered, whether a farther compensation should be made to Elizabeth for the injuries committed against her; and that the king and queen of Scots should be fully and sincerely reconciled to the nobility and the people of their kingdom. The interests of England and France were the particular objects of this agreement. But though the concessions to the Protestants were not inscribed in it at full length, an expressive
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expulsive reference was made to them; and they re-
ceived a confirmation in terms which could not be mis-
understood or controverted. This deed recorded the
clemency of Francis and Mary to their subjects of Scot-
land, the extreme willingness of the nobility and the peo-
ple to return to their duty and allegiance, the representa-
tion they had offered of their grievances, and the requet
of queen Elizabeth that redress should be afforded to
them; and it appealed to the consequent concessions
which had been stipulated to their advantage.

By these important negotiations, the Protetants,
while they humbled France, flattered queen Elizabeth;
and while they acquired a power to act in the estab-
ishment of the reformation, restored its civil consti-
tution to Scotland. The exclusion of foreigners from offices
of state, the limitation of the Scotch princes with re-
gard to peace and war, the advancement of the three
estates to their ancient consequence, and the act of oblivion
of all offences, were acquisitions most extensively
good and useful; and, while they gave the fullest security
to the reformed, gratified their most fanguine expecta-
tions.

The peace, so fortunately concluded, was immedi-
ately proclaimed. The French mercenaries embarked
for their own country, and the English army took the
road to Berwick. Amidst events so joyful, the preachers
exhorted the confederated nobles to command the fol-
lemnity of a thanksgiving. It was ordered according-
ly; and after its celebration, the commissioners of the
boroughs, with several of the nobility, and the tenants
in capite, were appointed to choose and depute ministers
to preach the gospel in the principal towns throughout
the kingdom. John Knox was called to discharge the
pastoral functions at Edinburgh, Christopher Goodman
at St Andrew's, Adam Heriot at Aberdeen, John
Row at Perth, Paul Methven at Jedburgh, William
Christie at Dundee, David Ferguson at Dunfermline,
and David Linclay at Leith. That the business of the
church, at the same time, might be managed with pro-
nity, superintendents were elected to preside over the
ecclesiastical affairs of particular provinces and districts.
Mr John Spotwood was named the superintendant for the
division of Lothian, Mr John Willocks for that of
Glasgow, Mr John Wigmam for that of Fife, Mr
John Erkine of Dun for that of Angus and Merns, and
Mr John Carfellow for that of Argyle and the Ilies.
This inconsiderable number of ministers and superinten-
dents gave a beginning to the reformed church of Scot-
land.

Amidst the triumph and exultation of the Protetants,
the meeting of the parliament approached. All persons
who had a title from law, or from ancient custom, to
attend the great council of the nation, were called to af-
semble there. While there was a full convention of the
greater barons and the prelates, the inferior tenants in
capite, or the lesser barons, upon occasion so great,
instead of appearing by representation, came in crowds
to give personally their assent and votes; and all the
commissioners for the boroughs, without exception, pre-
sented themselves.

It was objected to this parliament when it was assem-
bled, that it could not be valid, since Francis and Mary
were not present, and had not empowered any person to
represent them. But by the terms of the late conce-
fessions to the nobility and the people, they had in effect
deposited this authority; and the objection, after
having been agitated with heat for some days, was re-
jected by a majority of voices. The lords of the articles
were then chosen; and as the Protestant party were su-
perior to the Popish faction, they were careful, in elc-
cting the members of this committee, to favour all those
who were disposed to forward the work of the refor-
mation. The first object which the lords of the articles
held out to the parliament was the supplication of the
nobility, gentry, and all the other persons who professed
the new doctines. It required, that the Romish church
should be condemned and abolished. It reproposed the
tenant of transubstantiation, the merit of works, papil
d induless, purgatory, pilgrimages, and prayers to de-
parted saints; and considering them as pestilent errors,
and as fatal to salvation, it demanded, that all those
who should teach and maintain them should be expofed
to correction and punishment. It demanded, that a re-
medy should be applied against the profanation of the
holy sacraments by the Roman Catholics, and that the
ancient discipline of the church should be restored. In
this it insisted, that the supremacy and authority of the
pope should be abolished; and that the patrimony of
the church should be employed in supporting the reform-
ated ministry, in the provision of schools, and in the main-
tenance of the poor.

This supplication of the Protetants was received in
parliament with marks of the greatest deference and re-
spect. The popish doctrines it censured, and the
strong language it employed, excited no dispute or al-
tercation. The nobility, however, and the lay mem-
ers, did not think it expedient that the patrimony
of the new church should be employed in supporting the reform-
ated ministry, in the provision of schools, and in the main-
tenance of the poor. Avoiding, therefore, any explicit
scrutiny into this point, the parliament gave it in charge
to the ministers and the leading men of the reformation,
to draw up, under difficult heads, the substance and fen-
te of those doctrines which ought to be established over
the kingdom. Within four days this important busi-
ness was accomplished. The writing or instrument
of which the reformed committee's opinions was drawed
termed, "The Confession of Faith, prefixed and be-
dieved by the Protetants within the realm of Scot-
land (q.)," It was read first to the lords of the articles.
It was then read to the parliament; and the prelates
of the Romish church were commanded, in the name
of God, to make publicly their objections to the doc-
trines it profesed. They preferred a profound silence.
A new diet was appointed for concluding the tran-
sition. The articles of the Confession were again read
over in their order, and the votes of the parliament
were called. Of the temporal nobility, three only re-
fused to bellow upon it their authority. The earl of
Athol, and the lords Somerville and Bothwell, protest-
ated,
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ed, that "they would believe as their fathers had done before them." The bishops and the estates ecclesiastical, from a consciousness of the weakness of power, seemed to have lost all power of speech. No denial, no vote, was given by them. "It is long (said the Earl Marischal), since I entertained a jealousy of the Romish faith, and an affection to the reformed doctrines. But this day has afforded me the complete conviction of the falsehood of the one, and the truth of the other. The bishops, who do not conceive themselves to be deficient in learning, and whose zeal for the maintenance of the hierarchy cannot be doubted, have abandoned their religion, and their interest in it, as objects which admit of no defence or justification." All the other constituent members of this great council were zealous for the establishment of the reformation, and affirmed the propriety of its doctrines. Thus the high court of parliament, with great deliberation and solemnity, examined, voted, and ratified the confession of the reformed faith.

596 Abolition of the mass.

A few days after the establishment of the Confession of Faith, the parliament passed an act against the masses and the exorcise of the Romish worship. And it declared not to ordain, that all persons saying or hearing masses should, for the first offence, be exposed to the confiscation of their estates, and to a corporal chastisement, at the discretion of the magistrate; that for the second offence, they should be banished out of the kingdom; and that for the third offence, they should incur and suffer the pains of death. This ferreous, it is to be acknowledged, did not fuit the generosity of victory; and while an excuse is sought for it in the perfidiousness of the Romish priesthood, it escapes not the observation of the most superficial historians, that these severities were exactly those of which the Protestants had complained so loudly, and with so much justice. By another ordination, the parliament, after having declared, that the pope, or bishop of Rome, had inflicted a deep wound and a humiliating injury upon the sovereignty and government of Scotland, by his frequent interferences and claims of power, commanded and decreed, that, for the future, his jurisdiction and authority should be dead and extinct; and that all persons maintaining the smallest connexion with him, or with his see, should be liable to the loss of honour and offices, proscription, and banishment.

These memorable and decisive statutes produced the overthrow of the Romish religion. To obtain to these proceedings, and to its other ordinances, the approbation of Francis and Mary was an object of the greatest anxiety, and of infinite moment to the three estates. Sir James Sandilands, lord St John, was therefore appointed to go to France, and to express to the king and queen the affection and allegiance of their subjects, to explain what had been done in consequence of the late concessions and treaty, and to solicit their royal ratification of the transactions of the parliament. The spirited behaviour of the Congregation had, however, exceeded all the expectations of the princes of Lorraine; and the bishops of the emprise, and the ambassador himself, though a man of character and probity, were treated not only with ridicule, but with insolence and contumely. He returned accordingly without any answer to his commission. Instead of submitting the heads and topics of a reformation to Francis and Mary, by a petition or a narrative, the parliament had voted them into laws; and from this informality the validity of its proceedings had been impugned. But it is observable of the Protestants, that they had not concealed their views with regard to religion and the abolition of Popey; that in the grant of redrefs and concession, and in the deed of treaty, no actual prohibition was made to bar the establishment of the reformation; that a general authority was given to the parliament to decide in affairs of state; and that Francis and Mary were solemnly bound to authenticate its transactions. Though a formality was invaded, the spirit of the treaties was yet respected and maintained. The nation, of consequence, imputed the conduct of Francis and Mary to political reasons suggested by the princes of Lorraine, and to the arts of the Popish clergy; and as Elizabeth did not refuse, upon her part, the ratification of the agreements, and solicited and pressed the French court in vain to adopt the same measure, a strength and force were then communicated to this conclusion.

When the three estates dispatched Sir James Sandilands to France, they instructed the earls of Morton and Glencarn, with Mantle of Lethington, to repair to the court of England. By these ambassadors they presented to Elizabeth their sincere and respectful thanks, for the attention shown by her to Scotland, in her late most important services. And while they solicited the continuance of her favour and protection, intreated, in an earnest manner, that her majesty, for the establishment of a perpetual peace and amity, would be pleased to take in marriage the earl of Arran, the next heir after his father to the Scottish monarchy. The queen made new and fervent protestations of her regard and attachment; and gave the promise of her warmest aid when it should be necessary, in their just defence upon any future occasion. She spoke in obliging terms of the earl of Arran; but as she found in herself no present disposition to marriage, she deferred that matter for the present. He consulted his happiness in another alliance. She expressed a favourable opinion of the Scottish nobility; and as a demonstration of her affection and esteem, she took the liberty to remind them of the dignity which had been employed to overturn their independency, and begged them to consider the unanimity and concord of their order as a necessary guard against the ambition and the artifice of the enemies of their nation.

The success of the Congregation, though great and illustrious, was not yet completely decisive. The refusal of Francis and Mary to ratify their proceedings opened a source of bitterness and inquietude. The Popish party, though humbled, was not annihilated. Under the royal protection it would soon be formidable. Political considerations might arise, not only to cool the amity of England, but even to provoke its refitement. And France, though it could now transport no army against Scotland, might soon be able to adopt that expedient. Cruel disaffections and severe calamities were still to be dreaded. In the narrow limits of their own resources they could find no solid and permanent security against the rage and weight of domestic faction, and the firenaceous exertions of an extensive kingdom. All their fair achievements might be
The Presbyteriyan establishment, encouragd the aedict Stuarts, which prevailed for advancing all the other views and interests of the reformed. And this end was also promoted in no inconsiderable degree by the indefatigable pontific of Catharine de Medicis. She was willing to incite and to foster all the difficulties and dangers in the situation of the queen of Scots and her subjects. Upon this account the had engaged Charles IX. to fit- patch Monfieur Noailles to the Scotch parliament, to urge it in strong terms to renew the ancient league between the two kingdoms, to dissolve the alliance with England, and to re-establish over Scotland the Popish doctrines and the Popish clergy. A new meeting of the eftates was assembled, which considered these strange requisitions, and treated them with the indignation they merited. Monfieur Noailles was instructed to inform his sovereign, that France having aided with cruelty and perfidiousness towards the Scots, by attacking their independency and liberties under the cover and pretence of an amnesty and marriage, did not deserve to know them any longer as an ally, that principles of justice, a love of probity, and a high sense of gratitude, did not permit the Scotch parliament to break the confederacy with England, which had generously protected their country against the tyrannical views of the French court, and the treacherous machinations of the house of Guise; and that they were never to acknowledge the Popish clergy to be a distinct order of men, or the legal possessors of the patrimony of the church; since, having abolish’d the power of the pope, and renounced his doctrines, they could bellow no favour or countenance upon his vassals and servants.

To this council of the eftates a new supplication was presented by the Presbyterians. They departed from the high claim which they had made for the riches and patrimony of the Popish church; and it was only required of them, that a reasonable or decent provision should be allotted to the true preachers of the Gospel. This application, however, no less than their former exorbitant demand, was treated with neglect and indifference. But amidst the anxiety manifested by the nobles and the tenants of the crown to hold the Presbyterian clergy in subjection and in poverty, they discovered the warmest zeal for the extension and continuance of the reformed opinions. For in this supplication of the Presbyterians, an ardent desire being intimated and urged, that all the monuments of idolatry which remained should be utterly destroyed, the fullest and most unbounded approbation was given to it. An act accordingly was passed, which commanded that every abbey-church, every cloister, and every memorial whatsoever of Popery, should be finally overthrown and demolished: and the care of this cruel, but popular employment, was committed to those persons who were most remarkable for their keenness and ardor in the work of the reformation. Its execution in the western counties was given in charge to the earls of Arran, Argyle, and Glencairn; the lord James Stuart attended to it in the more northern districts; and in the inland divisions of the country, it was entrusted to the barons in whom the Congregation had the greatest confidence. A dreadful devastation ensued. The sacred fabric, armed with authority, spread its ravages over the kingdom. It was deemed an execrable leitiny to spare any fabric or place where idolatry had been exercised.
The churches and religious houses everywhere defaced, or pulled to the ground; and their furniture, utensils, and decorations, became the prizes and the property of the invader. Even the sepulchres of the dead were ransacked and violated. The libraries of the ecclesiastics, and the registers kept by them of their own transactions and of civil affairs, were gathered into heaps, and committed to the flames. Religious anarchy, the fandition of law, the exhortation of the clergy, the hope of spoil, and, above all, the ardour to put the last band to the reformation, concurred to drive the rage of the people to its wildest fury; and, in the midst of havoc and calamity, the new establishment surveyed its importances and its power.

The death of Francis II, having left his queen, Mary, in a very disagreeable situation while she remained in France, it now became necessary for her to think on returning to her own country. To this she was solicited both by the Protestants and Papists; the former, that they might gain her over to their party; and the latter, hoping that, as Mary was of their own persuasion, Popery might once more be established in Scotland.

For this deputation, the Protestants chose lord James Stuart, natural brother to the queen; and the Papists, John Leffly, official and vicar-general of the diocese of Aberdeen. The latter got the start of the Protestant ambassador, and thus had the opportunity of first delivering his message. He advised her strongly to beware of the lord James Stuart, whom he represented as a man of unbounded ambition, who had espoused the Protestant cause for no other reason than that he might advance himself to the highest employments in the state; nay, that he had already fixed his mind on the crown itself. For these reasons he advised that the lord James Stuart should be confined in France till the government of Scotland could be completely established. But if the queen was averse to this measure, he advised her to land in some of the northern districts of Scotland, where her friends were most numerous; in which case an army of 20,000 men would accompany her to Edinburgh, to restore the Popish religion, and to overawe her enemies. The next day the lord James Stuart waited upon her, and gave an advice very different from that of Leffly. The surest method of preventing insurrections, he said, was the establishment of the Protestant religion; that a standing army and foreign troops would certainly lose the affections of her subjects; for which reason he advised her to visit Scotland without guards and without soldiers, and he became solemnly bound to secure their obedience to her. To this advice Mary, though she disdained its author, listened with attention; and lord James, imagining that she was prejudiced in his favour, took care to improve the favourable opportunity; by which means he obtained a promise of the earldom of Marre.

Before Mary set out from France, she received an embassy from queen Elizabeth, prefiguring her to ratify the treaty of Edinburgh, in which she had taken care to get a clause inserted, that Francis and Mary should never abdicate from asserting the title and arms of England and Ireland. But this was declined by the queen of Scotland, who, in her conference with the English ambassador, gave an eminent proof of her political abilities. Her refusal greatly augmented the jealousies which already prevailed between her and Elizabeth, inasmuch that the latter refused her a safe passage through her dominions into Scotland. This was considered by Mary as a high indignity; she returned a very spirited answer, informing her rival, that she could return to her own dominions without any assistance from her, or indeed whether she would or not.

In the month of August 1561, Mary set sail from Calais for Scotland. She left France with much regret; and at night ordered her couch to be brought upon deck, defiring the pilot to awaken her in the morning if the coast of France should be in view. The night proved calm, so that the queen had an opportunity once more of indulging herself with a flight of that beloved country. A favourable wind now sprang up, and a thick fog coming on, she escaped a squadron of men of war which Elizabeth had sent out to intercept her; and on the 20th of the month she landed safely at Leith.

But though the Scots received their queen with the greatest demonstrations of joy, it was not long before an irreconcilable quarrel began to take place. The Protestant religion was now established all over the kingdom; and its professors had so far deviated from their own principles, or what ought to have been their principles, that they would grant no toleration to the opposite party, not even to the sovereign herself. In consequence of this, when the queen attempted to celebrate masses in her own chapel of Holyroodhouse, a violent mob assembled, and it was with the utmost difficulty that the lord James Stuart and some other persons of high distinction could appease the tumult. Mary attempted to alloy these fermons by a proclamation, in which she promised to take the advice of the states in religious matters; and, in the mean time, declared it to be death for any person to attempt an innovation or alteration of the religion which she had generally established upon her arrival in Scotland. Against this proclamation the earl of Arran protested, and formally told the herald, the queen's proclamation should not protect her attendants and servants if they presumed to commit idolatry and to say masses. John Knox declared from the pulpit, that one mass was more terrible to him than if 10,000 armed enemies had landed in any part of the kingdom to re-establish Popery. The preachers everywhere declaimed against idolatry and the mass; keeping up, by their mistaken zeal, a spirit of discontent and sedition throughout the whole kingdom. John Knox was called before the queen to answer for the freedom of his speeches; but his unbounded boldness when there gave Mary much disquiet, as not knowing in what manner to deal with him. The freedoms, however, which were taken with the queen, could not induce her to depart from that plan of government which she laid down in France. To the Protestants she resolved to pay the greatest attention; from among them she chose her privy-council, and heaped favours upon the lord James Stuart, who for his activity in promoting the reformation was the most popular man in the kingdom; while to her courtiers of the Roman Catholic persuasion she behaved with a dilute formality.

In the mean time, the difference between the two rival queens became every day greater. The queen of Scotland pressed Elizabeth to declare her the nearest
...the latter could not comply, as it would in fact have been remonstrating for ever to the title to that crown for which she was so earnestly contending. Endless negotiations were the consequence, and the court of the most damnific in the kingdom for her husband. But his fanaticism, and the violence with which he had oppressed the mass, dispossessed her. He bore her dislike with an unfeigned that preyed upon his intellects and disordered them. It was even supposed that he had conceived a scheme to peddle himself of her person by armed retainers; and the lords of her court were commanded to be in readiness to defeat any project of this sort. The earl of Bothwell was distinguished chiefly by his prodigalities and the licentiousness of his manners. The earl of Marischal had everything that was honourable in his intentions, but was overworn and slow. The earl of Morton possessed penetration and ability, but was attached to no party or measures from any principles of rectitude. His own advantage and interests were the motives which governed him. The earl of Huntley the lord chancellor, was unquiet, variable, and vindictive. His passions, now fermenting with violence, were soon to break forth in the most dangerous practices. The earls of Glencairn and Menteith were deeply inclined with fanaticism; and their inordinate zeal for the new opinions, not less than their poverty, recommended them to queen Elizabeth. Her ambassador Randolph, advised her to place her service, by addressing herself to their necessities. Among courtiers of this description, it was difficult for Mary to make a selection of ministers in whom to confide. The confidence and popularity of the lord James Stuart, and of Maitland of Lethington, had early pointed them out to her. The queen, however, had some other minister. The earl of Huntley had been her chief confidant and minister. He was held to hold two essential courts, the one at Jedburgh, and the other at Dunfermline. To affilt his operations against the banditti, who were armed, and often associated into bodies, a military force was necessary; but as there were at present neither standing army nor regular troops in the kingdom, the county of Edinburgh, and ten others, were commanded to have their strength in readiness to affilt him. The feudal tenants, and the alodial or free proprietors of these districts, in complete armour, and with provisions for 20 days, were appointed to be suffriment to the purposes of his commissions, and to obey his orders in establishing the public tranquility. In this expedition he was attended with his usual success. He destroyed many of the strongholds of the banditti; hanged 20 of the most notorious offenders; and ordered 50 more to be carried to Edinburgh, there to suffer the penalties of law on account of their rebellious behaviour. He entered into terms with the lord Grey and Sir John Fother, the wardens of the English borders, for the mutual benefit of the two nations; and he commanded the chiefs of the disorderly clans to submit to the queen, and to obey her orders with regard to the securing of the peace, and preventing insurrections and depredations for the future. In the mean time the queen was in a very disagreeable situation, being suspected and distrusted by both parties. From the concurrence she had made to the Protestant, the Papists supposed that the had a design of removing their religion altogether; while, on the contrary, the other, the Protestants could scarcely allow themselves to believe that they owed any allegiance to an idolatry. Disquiet of another kind also now took place. The disaffection of the English Catholics, having left the Catholic character to join the opposite party, was neglected by his of her sovereign. Being afraid of some danger to himself, he fortified the castle of Dumbarton, which he resolved to defend; and in case of necessity to put himself under the protection of the queen of England. The earl of Arran was a man of very slender abilities, but of boundless ambition. The queen's beauty had made an impression on his heart, and his ambition made him fancy himself the fittest person in the kingdom for her husband.
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Scotland.

ing that they excited merely by the favour of the queen, consented to resign to her the third part of their ben-

efices, to be managed at her pleasure; with the reserva-
tion that they should be secured during their lives against all farther payments, and relieved from the burden of contributing to the maintenance of the reformed clergy. With this offer the queen and the convention of estates were satisfied. Rentals, accordingly, of all their ben-

efices throughout the kingdom, were ordered to be pro-

duced by the ancient ecclesiastics; the reformed mini-
ters, superintendants, elders, and deacons, were enjoined to make out registars of the grants or provisions ne-

cessary to support their establishment; and a superner-

mull power of judging in these matters was committed to the queen and the privy-council.

While the prelates and estate ecclesiastics submitted to this offer from the necessity of their affairs, it was by no means acceptable to the reformed clergy, who at this time were holding an assembly. It was their earnest wish to effect the entire destruction of the ancient estab-

lishment, to succeed to a large proportion of their eomo-

nents, and to be altogether independent of the crown. But while the Protestant preachers were naturally and unanimously of these sentiments, the nobles and gentle-

men who had promoted the reformation were disposed to think very differently. To give too much of the wealth of the church to the reformed clergy, was to in-

vite them with a dangerous power. To give too great a proportion of it to the crown, was a step still more dangerous. At the same time it was equitable, that the ancient clergy should be maintained during their lives; and it confitted with the private interests of the noblemen and gentlemen, who had figured during the reformation, not to consent to any scheme that would deprive them of the spoils of which they had already poiffeled themselves out of the ruins of the church, or which they might still be enabled to acquire.

Thus public as well as private considerations contrib-

uted to separate and divide the lay Protestants and the preachers. The general assembly, therefore, of the church, was not by any means successful in the views

which had called them together at this time, and which they submitted to the convention of estates. Doubts were entertained whether the church had any title to assemble itself. The petition preferred for the complete abolition of idolatry, or for the utter prohibition of the mafs, was rejected, notwithstanding all the zeal mani-
sfested by the brethren. The request that Mary should give authority to the book of discipline, was not only refused, but even treated with ridicule. The only point preffed by the church, which attracted any notice, was its requisition of a provision or a maintenance; but the measure invented for this end was in opposition to all its warmest desires.

This measure, however, so unpromising to the preachers in expectation, was found to be still more unsatis-

factory upon trial. The wealth of the Romish church had been immense, but great portions had been made upon it. The fears of the ecclesiastics, upon the over-

throw of popery, induced them to engage in fraudulent transctions with their kindred and relations; in con-

sequence of which many possessions were conveyed from the church into private hands. For valuable consider-

ations, leases of church-lands, to endure for many years, or in perpetuity, were granted to strangers and adven-

turers. Sales also of ecclesiastical property, to a great extent, had been made by the ancient incumbents; and a validity was suspected to be given to these transctions by confirmations from the pope, who was jealous to af-
 fittings his votaries. Even the crown itself had contribu-

ted to make improper dispositions of the ecclesiastical revenues. Laymen had been presented to bishoprics and church-livings, with the power of disposing of the territory in connection with them. In this diffusion of the property of the church, many fair acquisitions, and much extensive domain, came to be invested in the no-

bles and the gentry.

From these causes, the grant of the third of their ben-

efices, made by the ancient ecclesiastics to the queen, with the burden of maintaining the reformed clergy, was not near so considerable as might have been ex-

pected. But the direction of this scheme being lodged in the queen and the privy-council, the advantage to the crown was still greater than that bestowed upon the preachers. Yet the carrying the project into execution was not without its inconveniences. There were still many opportunities for artifice and corruption; and the full third of the ecclesiastical benefices, even after all the previous abstractions of them which had been made, could not be levied by any diligence. For the ecclesiastics often produced false rentals of their ben-

efices; and the collectors for the crown were not always faithful to the trust reposed in them. The complete produce of the thirds did not amount to a great sum; and it was to operate to the expenses of the queen, as well as to the support of the preachers. A scanty pro-

vision went to the latter; and yet the persons who were chosen to fix and ascertain their particular stipends or provisions were the least friends of the reformation. For this business was committed in charge to the earls of Argyle and Morton, the lord James Stuart, and Maitland of Lethington, with James Mackgill the clerk-register, and Sir John Ballenden the juicice-clerk. One hundred Scottish merks were deemed sufficient for a common minister. To the clergyman of greater inte-

rest or consideration, or who exercised their functions in more extensive parishes, 600 merks were allotted; and, excepting to superintendants, this sum was seldom ex-

ceded. To the earl of Argyle, to the lord James Stuart, to Lord Ervinge, who had large ecclesiastical revenues, their thirds were usually remitted by the queen; and upon the establishment of this fund or revenue, she also granted many pensions to persons about her court and of her household.

The complaints of the preachers were made with little The whole party dis-

party in-

certainty, the coldness of the Protestant laity, and the hu-

manity shown to the ancient clergy, were deep wounds both to their pride and to their interests. To a mean spirit of flattery to the reigning power, they imputed the defection of their friends; and against the queen they were animated with the bitterest animosity. The poverty in which they were suffered to remain inflamed all their passions. They indulgently sought to indulge their rancour and turbulence; and inevitable habits of inftult fortified them into a contempt of authority.

To the queen, whose temper was warm, the rudeness of the preachers was a painful and endless inquietude, which, while it fostered her religious prejudices, had the good effect to confirm her constancy to her friends, and...
After employing against the earl of Marre those acts of detraction and calumny which are so common in courts, he drew up and subscribed a formal memorial, in which he accused him of aiming at the sovereignty of Scotland. This paper he presented to the queen; but the arguments with which he supported his charge being weak and inconclusive, he was the more confirmed in her attachment to his minister. Huntley then addressing himself to the earl of Bothwel, a man disposed to desperate counsels, engaged him to attempt to involve the earl of Marre and the house of Hamilton in open and violent contention. Bothwel represented to Marre and violent enmity which had long subsisted between him and the house of Hamilton. It was an obstacle to his greatnefs; and while its destruction might raise him to the highest pinnacle of power, it would be most acceptable to the queen, who, before the hatred which princes naturally entertain to their successors, was animated by particular causes of offence against the duke of Chatelherault and the earl of Arran. He concluded his exhortation with making an unlimited offer of his most lurrenous services in the execution of this flagitious enterprise. The earl of Marre, however, abhorring the baftardy of the project, fulpicious of the sincerity of the proposer, or satisfied that his minence did not require the aid of such arms, rejected all his advances. Bothwel, disappointed upon one side, turned himself to the other. He procured with the house of Hamilton to affiduate the earl of Marre, whom they considered as their greatest enemy. The business, he said, might be performed with ease and expedition. The queen was in the park of Falkland; and there the earl of Marre, unfetling any danger, and slenderly attended, might be overpowered and put to death. The person of the queen, at the same time, might be seized; and by detaining her in custody, a fandition and security might be given to their crime. The integrity of the earl of Arran revolting against this conspiracy, defeated its purpofes. Dreading the perpetration of so cruel an action, and yet fensible of the refolute determination of his friends, he wrote privately to the earl of Marre, informing him of his danger. But the return of Marre to his letter, thanking him for his intelligence, being intercepted by the conspirators, Arran was confined by them under a guard in Kennel-house. He effected notwithstanding his ecape, and made a full discovery of the plot to the queen. Yet in a matter so dark he could produce no witnesses and no written vouchers to confirm his accusations. He therefore, according to the fashion of the times, offered to prove his information, by engaging Bothwel in single combat. And though, in his examinations before the privy-council, his love to the queen, his attachment to the earl of Marre, the acracy of the scheme he revealed, and, above all, his duty and concern for his father the duke of Chatelherault, threw him into a perturbation of mind which expressed itself violently in his speech, his comtenance, and his actions; yet his declarations, in general, were fo confident and firm, that it was thought advisable to take the command of the castle of Dunbarton from the duke of Chatelherault, to confine the other conspirators to different prifons, and to wait the further discoveries which might be made by accident and time.
The earl of Huntley, inflamed by these disappointments, invented other devices. He excited a tumult while the queen and the earl of Marre were at St. Andrew’s with only a few attendants; imagining that the latter would readily yield to quell the insurgents, and that a convenient opportunity would thus be afforded for putting him to the sword without detection. The caution, however, of the earl of Marre, defeating this purpose, he ordered some of his retainers to attack him in the evening when he should leave the queen; but these affidavits being forfeited in their flight, Huntley affected to excuse their being in arms in a suspicious place and at a late hour, by frivolous apologies, which, though admitted, could not be approved.

About this period, too, letters were received by Mary from the pope and the cardinal of Lorraine, in consequence of the intrigues of the earl of Huntley and the Roman Catholic faction. They pressed her to consider, that while this nobleman was the most powerful of her subjects, he was by far the most zealous in the interests of the church of Rome. They intreated her to hasten him with the hope of her reconciliation with Sir John Gordon his second son; held out to her magnificent promises of money and military supplies, if she would set herself seriously to recover to power and splendour the ancient religion of her country; and recommended it to her to take measures to destroy the more avaricious Protestants about her court, of whom a roll was transmitted to her which included the name of her confidant and minister the earl of Marre. These letters could not have reached her at a juncture more unfavourable for their success. The earl of Marre, to whom she communicated them, was encouraged to proceed with the greatest vigour in undermining the designs and the importance of his enemies.

New incidents exasperated the animosities of the enemies of the earl of Marre and his own. Sir John Gordon and the lord Ogilvie having a private dispute happened to meet each other in the high street of Edinburgh. They immediately drew their swords; and the lord Ogilvie receiving a very dangerous wound, Sir John Gordon was committed to prison by the magistrates. The queen, at this time in Stirling, was informed by them of the riot; and while they expressed a fear lest the friends of the prisoner should rise up in arms to give him liberty, they mentioned a suspicion which prevailed, that the partizans of the lord Ogilvie were to assemble themselves to vindicate his quarrel. The queen, in her reply, after commending their diligence, intimated to them to continue to have a watch over their prisoner; made known her desire that the law should take its course; and counselled them to have no apprehensions of the kindred of the parties at variance, but to rely upon the earl of Marre for providing a sufficient force for their protection. Sir John Gordon, however, found the means to break from his confinement; and flying into Aberdeenshire, filled the retainers of his family with his complaints, and added to the disquiet of his father the earl of Huntley.

The queen upon returning to Edinburgh, held a consultation upon affairs of state with her privy-council; and soon after set out upon a progress to the northern parts of her kingdom. At Aberdeen she was met by the lady Huntley, a woman of deep diffidence and of refined address; who endeavoured to conciliate her affections, was prodigal of flattery, expressed her zeal for the Popish religion, and let fall insinuations of the great power of her husband. She then interceded with the queen for forgiveness to her son; and begged with a keen importunity, that he might be permitted to have the honour to kiss her hand. But Mary having told her, that the favour she had solicited could not possibly be granted till her son should return to the prison from which he had escaped, and submit to the justice of his country, the lady Huntley engaged that he should enter again into custody, and only intreated, that, instead of being confined at Edinburgh, he should be conducted to the castle of Stirling. This request was complied with; and in the prosecution of the business, a court of justice being called, Sir John Gordon made his appearance, and acknowledged himself to be the queen’s prisoner. The lord Glanis was appointed to conduct him to the castle of Stirling.

But upon the road to this fortress, he received the visitation of the guards, who, according to the fashion of those times, constituted her court, and attended her person in her progresses through her dominions; she, with their advice, commanded her heralds to charge Sir John Gordon and his adherents to return to their allegiance, and to surrender up to her their houses of strength and castles, under the pain of high treason and forfeiture. Declining now to go to the house of the earl of Huntley, where, as it afterwards appeared, that nobleman had made secret preparations to hold her in captivity, she advanced to Inverness by a different route. In the castle of Inverness she proposed to take up her residence; but Alexander Gordon the deputy-governor, a dependent of the family of Huntley, refused to admit her. She was terrified with the prospect of a certain and imminent danger. Her attendants were few in number, the town was without walls, and the inhabitants were suspected. In this extremity, some ships in the river were kept in readiness as a last refuge; and she issued a proclamation, commanding all her loyal subjects in those parts immediately to repair to her for her protection. The Fraizers and Monroes came in crowds to make her the offer of their swords. The Clan Chattan, though called to arms by the earl of Huntley, forsook his standard for that of their sovereign, when they discovered that his intentions were hostile to her. She employed this strength in laying siege to the castle, which surrendered itself upon the first assault. The lives of the common soldiers were spared, but the deputy-governor was instantly executed. The queen, full of apprehensions, returned to Aberdeen.

To intimidate the earl of Huntley, to punish the troubles which his family had created to the queen, and to convince him that his utter ruin was at hand, a mea-
a measure infinitely humiliating was now concerted and put in practice. The earl of Marre resigned the rich estate of that name to the lord Erskine, who laid claim to it as his right; and received in recompense, after its erection into an earldom, the territory of Murray, which made an extensive portion of the possessions of the earl of Huntley.

The lady Huntley hastened to Aberdeen to throw herself at the feet of her sovereign, to make the offer of the most humble submissions on the part of her husband, and to avert by every possible means the downfall of his greatness. But all access to the queen was refused to her; and the earl of Huntley was admonished to appear in person before the privy-council, to answer for his conduct, and to make a full renunciation of all his estates and fortunes. He did not present himself, and was declared to be in open rebellion. A new proclamation was circulated by the queen to collect together a sufficient strength to subdue the insurgents. The command of her troops was given to the earl of Murray, who put them instantly into motion. Huntley advancing towards Aberdeen to give them battle, was informed of their approach. He halted at Corrichie, suiting himself with the hope of a decisive victory. The army of the queen was the most numerous; but there were several companies in it in whom little confidence could be placed. Thrice the earl of Murray pestled in the front of the battle, and commanded them to begin the attack. They recoiled upon him in disorder, according to his expectation; but a resolute band in whom he trusted, holding out their spears, obliged them to take a different course. Their confusion and flight made Huntley conceive that the day was his own. He therefore ordered his followers to throw aside their lances, and to rush upon the enemy sword in hand. His command was obeyed, but with no precaution or discipline. When his men came to the place where the earl of Murray had stationed himself, the points of the extended spears of his firm battalion put a termination to their progress. The panic communicated by this unexpected resistance was improved by the vigour with which he pressed the assailants. In their turn they took to flight. The companies of the queen’s army which had given way in the beginning of the conflict were now dillied to atoms for their misconduct; and taking a share in the battle, committed a signal slaughter upon the retainers of the earl of Huntley. This nobleman himself expired in the throng of the pursuit. His sons Sir John Gordon and Adam Gordon were made prisoners, with the principal gentlemen who had affilied him.

Mary, upon receiving the tidings of this success, discovered neither joy nor sorrow. The passions, however, of the earl of Murray and his party were not yet completely gratified. Sir John Gordon was brought immediately to trial, confounded his guilt, and was condemned to suffer as a traitor. The sentence accordingly was executed, amidst a multitude of spectators, whose feelings were deeply affected, while they considered his premature death, the misfortune of his spirit, and the vigour of his form. Adam Gordon, upon account of his tender age, was pardoned; and fines were levied from the other captives of condition according to their wealth. The lord Gordon, after the battle of Corrichie, fled to his father-in-law the duke of Chatelherault, and put himself under his protection; but was delivered up by that nobleman, all whose endeavours in his favour were ineffectual. He was convicted of treason, and condemned; but the queen was satisfied with confining him in prison. The dead body of the earl of Huntley was carried to Edinburgh, and kept without burial, till a charge of high treason was preferred against him before the three estates. An ostentatious display was made of his criminal enterprises, and a verdict of parliament pronounced his guilt. His estates, hereditary and moveable, were forfeited; his dignity, name, and memory, were pronounced to be extinct; his ensigns armorial were torn from the book of arms; and his posterity were rendered unable to enjoy any offices, honour, or rank, within the realm.

While these scenes were transacting, Mary, who was sincerely solicitous to establish a secure amity between the two kingdoms, opened a negotiation to effectuate an interview with Elizabeth. Secretary Maitland, whom she employed in this business, met with a mottowgracious reception at the court of London. The city of York was appointed as the place where the two queens should express their mutual love and affection, and bind themselves to each other in an indissoluble union; the day of their meeting was fixed; the fashions and articles of their interview were adjudged; and a safe-conduct into England was granted to the queen of Scots by Elizabeth. But in this advanced state of the treaty it was unexpectedly interrupted. The disturbances in France, the persecution of the Protestants there, and the dangerous consequence which threatened the reformed countries, seemed to require Elizabeth to be particularly upon her guard, and to watch with eagerness against the machinations of the adversaries of her religion. Upon these pretences she declined for a season the projected interview; sending to Mary with this apology Sir Henry Sidney, a minister of ability, whom she intrusted to dive into the secret views of the Scottish queen. This was a severe disappointment to Mary; but it is reasonable to believe, that Elizabeth acted in the negociation without sincerity, and upon principles of policy. It was not her interest to admit into her kingdom a queen who had pretensions to her crown, and who might strengthen them; who might raise the expectations of her Roman Catholic subjects, and advance herself in their esteem; and who far surpassed her in beauty, and in the bewitching allurement of conversation and behaviour.

Amidst affairs of great moment, a matter of smaller consequence, but which is interesting in its circumstances, deserves to be recorded. Chatelard, a gentle- man of family in Dauphiny, and a relation of the chevalier de Bayard, had been introduced to queen Mary by the fierce Damville, the heir of the house of Montmorency. Polished manners, vivacity, attention to pleasure, the talent of making verses, and an agreeable figure, were recommendations to this man. In the court they drew attention to him. He made himself necessary in all parties of pleasure at the palace. His affinities drew to him the notice of the queen; and, at different times, she did him the honour to dance with him. His complaisance became gradually more familiar. He entertained her with his wit and good-humour; he made verses upon her beauty and accomplishments; and her politeness and condescension inflamed...
Scotland merely with the view of diverting the attention of the queen from the continent, she threw every obstacle in the way of the marriage which art and violence could contrive. When the found Mary so much entangled, that she could hardly draw back, or make any other choice than that of Darnley, Elizabeth attempted to prevent her from going farther on; and now intimated her disapprobation of that marriage, which she herself had not only originally planned, but, in these latter stages, had forwarded by every means in her power. The whole council of Elizabeth declared against the marriage. Even from her own subjects Mary met with considerable opposition. An inveterate enmity had taken place between the duke of Chatellerault and the earl of Lenox, in consequence of which the former defected the court, and very few of the Hamiltons repaired to it. The lord James Stuart, now earl of Murray, fought to promote the match with Lord Dudley. In consequence of this he was treated openly with disrespect by the earl of Lenox; he lost the favour of his sovereign, and Darnley threatened him with his vengeance when he should be married to the queen. John Knox in the meantime behaved in the most furious manner, for getting not only the meek and peaceable behaviour of a Christian, but the arrogance of a subject. This preaching or even interfered with the marriage of his sovereign. He warned the nobility, that if they allowed a Papist or an infidel to obtain her peron and the government of Scotland, they would be guilty, to the full extent of the power, of banishing Jesus Christ from the kingdom, of bringing down upon it the vengeance of God, of being a curse to themselves, and of depriving their queen of all comfort and consolation. As Darnley was a Papist, he was of consequence executed by the whole body of Protestants, lazy as well as clergy; while, on the other hand, he was supported by the earls of Athol and Caithness, the lords Ruthven and Hume, and the whole Papist faction.

It was exceedingly unfortunate for the queen, that neither lord Darnley himself, nor his father the earl of Lenox, had any talents for business; and as they naturally had the direction of the queen’s affairs, it is no wonder that they were very ill managed. But a source of opposition, more violent than any imperfections of their own, rose up to them in the attachment which they discovered to a person upon whom the queen had late bestowed her favour with an imprudent prodigality. David Rizzio from a mean origin raised himself to a distinguished eminence. He was born at Turin, where his father earned a subsistence as a musician. Various situations and adventures, poverty, and misfortunes, had taught him experience. In the train of the count de Morvette, the ambassador from the duke of Savoy, he had arrived in Scotland. The queen, desirous to complete her band of music, admitted him into her service. In this humble station he had the dexterity to attract her attention; and her French secretary falling into disgrace, from negligence and incapacity, he was promoted to discharge the duties of his office. A necessary and frequent admission to her company afforded him now the fullest opportunity to recommend himself to her; and while the approved his manners, she was sensible of his fidelity and his talents. His mind, however, was not sufficiently vigorous to bear with facies and prosperity. Ambition grew upon him with pertinacity. He interfered
interfered in affairs of moment, intruded himself into the conventions of the nobles at the palace, and was a candidate for greatness. The queen confounded him upon the most difficult and important business, and intrusted him with real power. The fulness of education, and unbounded complaisance which had characterized his former condition, were exchanged for insolence, ostentation, and pride. He exceeded the most potent barons in the baseness of his demeanour, the impudence of his apparel, and the splendour of his revenue. The nobles, while they deplored the lowness of his birth, and detested him as a foreigner, and a favourite, were mortified with his grandeur, and insulted with his arrogance. Their anger and abhorrence were driven into fury; and while this undervering motion, to uphold his power, courted Darnley, and with officious affabilities advanced his suit with the queen, he hastened not only his own ruin, but laid the foundation of cruel outrages and of public calamity.

To the earl of Murray the exaltation of Rizzio, so offensive in general to the nation, was humiliating in a more particular degree. His interference for the earl of Leicelteer, the partiality he entertained for Elizabeth, his connections with secretary Cecil, and the favour he had shown to Knox, had all contributed to create in Mary a suspicion of his integrity. The practices of Darnley and Rizzio were thence the more effectual; and the fullest weight of their influence was employed to undermine his power. His passions and disquiets were violent; and in his mind he meditated revenge. Mary, aware of her critical situation, was solicitous to add to her strength. Bothwel, who had been imprisoned for conspiring against the life of the earl of Murray, and who had escaped from confinement, was recalled from France; the earl of Sutherland, an exile in Flanders, was invited home to receive his pardon; and George Gordon, the son of the earl of Huntley, was admitted to favour, and was soon to be reinstated in the wealth and honours of his family.

As soon as Bothwel arrived, the earl of Murray inflamed that he should be brought to a trial for having plotted against his life, and for having broke from the place of his confinement. This was agreed to; and on the day of trial Murray made his appearance with 800 of his adherents. Bothwel did not clame to contend with such a formidable enemy; he therefore fled to France, and a proclamation was made, importing that his fear of violence had been the cause of his flight. The queen commanded the judge not to pronounce sentence. Murray complained loudly of her partiality, and engaged deeper and deeper in cabals with queen Elizabeth. Darnley, in the mean time, pressed his suit with eagerness. The queen used her utmost endeavours to cause Murray subcribe a paper expressing a consent to her marriage; but all was to no purpose. However, many of the nobility did subcribe this paper; and the ventured to summon a convention of the electors at Stirling, to whom she opened the business of the marriage; and who approved of her choice, provided the Protestant religion should continue to be the establishment.

In the mean time ambassadors arrived from England, with a missal importing Elizabeth's entire disapprobation and disallowance of the queen's marriage with lord Darnley. But to these ambassadors Mary only replied, that matters were gone too far to be recalled; and that Elizabeth had no solid cause of displeasure, since, by her advice, she had fixed her affections not upon a foreigner, but upon an Englishman; and since the perfon the favoured was defended of a distinguished lineage, and could boast of having in his veins the royal blood of both kingdoms. Immediately after this audience the created lord Darnley a lord and a knight. The oath of knighthood was administered to him. He was made a baron and a banneret, and called lord Argyll. He was belted earl of Rothes. He then promoted 14 gentlemen to the honour of knighthood, and did homage to the queen, without any reservation of duty to the crown of England, where his family had had for a long time refided. His advancement to be duke of Albany was delayed for a little time; and this was so much resented by him, that, when informed of it by the lord Ruthven, he threatened to stab that nobleman with his dagger.

In the mean time the day appointed for the assembly of parliament, which was finally to determine the subject of the marriage, was now approaching. The earl of Murray, encouraged by the apparent firmness of Elizabeth, goaded on by ambition, and alarmed with the approbation bestowed by the convention of the electors on the queen's choice of lord Darnley, perceived that the moment was at hand when a decisive blow should be struck. To inspirit the retentions of his friends, and to justify in some measure the violence of his projects, he affected to be under apprehensions of being affianced by the lord Darnley. His fears were founded abroad; and he avoided to go to Perth, where he affirmed that the plot against him was to be carried into execution. He courted the enemies of Darnley with unceasing affability; and he united to him in a confederacy the duke of Chatelehurst, and the earls of Argyll, Rothes, and Glencairn. It was not the sole object of their association to oppose the marriage. They engaged in more criminal enterprizes. They meditated the death of the earl of Lenox and the lord Darnley; and while the queen was upon the road to Calander place to visit the lord Livington, they proposed to intercept her and to hold her in captivity. In this state of her humiliation, Murray was to advance himself into the government of the kingdom, under the character of regent. But Mary having received intelligence of their conspiracy, the earl of Athol and the lord Ruthven raised suddenly 300 men to protect her in her journey. Defeated in this scheme, the earl of Murray and his associates did not relinquish their cabals. They thought of new achievements; and the nation was filled with alarms, suspicions, and terror.

Amidst the arts employed by the Scottish malefactors to inflame the animosities of the nation, they foresaw not to inflict upon the dangers which threatened the Protestant religion from the advancement of lord Darnley, and from the rupture that must ensue with England. Letters were everywhere dispersed among the faithful, reminding them of what the eternal God had wrought for them in the abolition of idolatry, and admonishing them to oppose the restoration of the maids. A supplication was presented to the queen, complaining of idolaters, and inflicting upon their punishment. In the present juncture of affairs it was received with unusual respect; and Mary interfered the Popish ecclesiastics to
abstain from giving offence of any kind to the Protestants. A priest, however, having celebrated the mass, was taken by the brethren, and exposed to the insults and fury of the populace at the market-place of Edinburgh, in the garments of his profession, and with the chalice in his hand; and the queen having given a check to this tumultuous proceeding, the Protestants, rising in their wrath, were the more confirmed in the belief that she meant to overthrow their religion. The most learned and able of the clergy held frequent consultations together; and while the nation was disturbed with dangerous ferment, the general assembly was called to deliberate upon the affairs of the church. Their hope of success being proportioned to the difficulties in the situation of the queen, they were the less scrupulous in forming their resolutions; and the commissioners, whom they deputed to her, were ordered to demand a parliamentary ratification of their desires.

They insisted, that the mass, with every remain whatsoever of popery, should be universally suppressed throughout the kingdom; that in this reformation, the queen's person and household should be included; and that all congregations should be dissolved upon the reverting of objection according to the laws. They contended, that persons of every description and degree should resort to the churches upon Sunday, to join in prayers, and to attend to exhortations and sermons; that an independent provision should be assigned for the support of the present clergy, and for their successors; that all vacant benefices should be conferred upon persons found to be qualified for the ministry, upon the trial and examination of the superintendents; that no bishopric, abbey, priory, deanery, or other living, having many churches, should be bestowed upon a single person; but that, the plurality of the foundation being dissolved, each church should be provided with a minister; that the glebes and manors should be allotted for the residence of the ministers, and for the reparation of churches; that no charge in schools or universities, and no care of education, either public or private, should be intrusted to any person who was not found and able in doctrine, and who was not approved by the superintendents; that all lands which of old had been devoted to hospitality, should again be made subservient to it; that the lands and rents which formerly belonged to the monks of every order, with the annuities, alterations, obits, and the other emoluments which had appertained to priests, should be employed in the maintenance of the poor and the upholding of schools; that all horrible crimes, such as idolatry, blasphemy, breaking of the Sabbath, witchcraft, forcery, incest, murder, sodomy, lewd practices, the keeping of brothels, murder, and oppression, should be punished with severity; that judges should be appointed in every district, with powers to pronounce sentences and to execute them; and, in fine, that for the safety of the labouring husbandmen, some order should be devised concerning a reasonable payment of the tythes.

To these requisitions, the queen made an answer full of moderation and humanity. She was ready to agree with the three estates in establishing the reformed religion over the subjects of Scotland; and she was readily resolved not to throw into hazard the life, the peace, or the fortune, of any person whatsoever upon account of his opinions. As to herself and her household, she was persuaded that her people would not urge her to adopt tenets in contradiction to her own conscience, and thereby involve her in remorse and uneasiness. She had been nourished and brought up in the Roman faith; she conceived it to be founded on the word of God; and she was desirous to continue in it. But, setting aside her belief and religious duty, she ventured to allure them, that she was convinced from political reasons, that it was her interest to maintain herself firm in the Roman Catholic persuasion. By departing from it, she would forfeit the amity of the king of France, and that of other princes who were now strongly attached to her; and their disaffection could not be repaired or compensated by any new alliance. To her subjects she left the fullest liberty of conscience; and they could not possibly refuse to their sovereign the same right and indulgence. With regard to the patronage of benefices, it was a prerogative and property which it would ill become her to violate. Her necessities, and the charge of her royal dignity, required her to retain in her hands the proprietorship of the crown. After the purpose, however, of her taxation, and the exigences of government, were satisfied, the council which she had appointed should look to a special assignment of revenue for the maintenance of the ministry in the kingdom, and, on the subject of the other articles which had been submitted to her, she was willing to be directed by the three estates of the kingdom, and to concur in the resolutions which should appear to them the most reasonable and expedient.

The clergy, in a new assembly or convention, expressed a high displeasure with this return to their addresses. They took the liberty to inform the queen, that the doctrines of the reformation which she refused to adopt, were the religion which had been revealed by Jesus Christ, and taught by the apostles. Popery was of no persuasions the least alluring, and had the fewest recommendations. In antiquity, content of people, authority of princes, and number of profelytes, it was plainly inferior to Judaism. It did not even rest upon a foundation so solid as the doctrines of the Alcoran. They required her, therefore, in the name of the eternal God, to embrace the means of attaining the truth, which were offered to her in the preaching of the word, or by the appointment of public disputations between them and their adversaries. The terrors of the mass were placed before her in all their deformity. The fayer of it, the action itself, and the opinions expressed in it, were all pronounced to be equally abominable. To hear the mass, or to gaze upon it, was to commit the complicated crimes of sacrilege, blasphemy, and idolatry. Her delicacy in not renouncing her opinions from the apprehension of offending the king of France and her other allies, they ridiculed as impertinent in the highest degree. They told her, that the true religion of Christ was the only means by which any confederacy could endure; and that it was far more precious than the alliance of any potentate whatsoever, as it would bring to her the friendship of the King of kings. As to patronages, being a portion of her patrimony, they intended not to deprive her of her rights; but it was their judgment, that the superintendents ought to make a trial of the qualifications of candidates for the ministry, and as it was the duty of the patron to present a person to the benefice, it was the business of the church to manage his institution or collation. For without this restraint,
restraint, there would be no security for the fitness of the incumbent; and if no trials or examinations of ministers took place, the church would be filled with muddle and ignorance. Nor was it right or just that her majesty should retain to herself any part of the revenue of benefices; as it ought to be all employed to the uses of the clergy, for the purposes of education, and for the support of the poor. And as to her opinion, that a suitable adjustment should be made for them, they could not but thank her with reverence; but they begged to solicit and importune her to confendefc upon the particulars of a proper scheme for this end, and to carry it into execution; and that, taking into a due consideration the other articles of their demands, they would flantly comply with them, and to do justice to the religious establishment of her people.

From the fears of the people about their religion, disturbances and insurrections were unavoidable; and before Mary had given her answer to the petitions or addresses of the clergy, the Protestants, to a formidable number, had marched to St. Leonard’s Craig; and, dividing themselves into companies, had chosen captains to command them. But the leaders of this tumult being apprehended and committed to close custody, it subsided by degrees; and the queen, upon the intercession of the magistrates of Edinburgh, instead of bringing them to trial, gave them a free pardon. To quiet, at the same time, the apprehensions which had gone abroad, and to controvert the insidious reports which had been industriously spread of her inclination to overturn the reformed doctrines, she repeatedly issued proclamations, alluring her subjects, that it was her fixed determination not to molest or disturb any person whatsoever upon account of his religion or conscience; and that she had never premeditated even to think of any innovation that might endanger the tranquillity or do a prejudice to the happiness of the commonwealth.

While Mary was conducting her affairs with discernment and ability, the earl of Murray and his confederates continued their consultations and their intrigues. After their disappointment in the conspiracy against the queen and the lord Darnley, they perceived that their only hope of success or security depended upon Elizabeth; and as Randolph had promised them her protection and assistance, they resolved not to address a letter to her, explaining their views and situation. The pretences of their hostility to their sovereign upon which they affected to insist, were her settled design to overturn the Protestant religion, and her rooted desire to break all correspondence and amity with England. To prevent the accomplishment of these purposes, they said, was the object of their confederacy; and with her support and aid they did not doubt of being able to advance effectually the emolument and advantage of the two kingdoms. In the present state of their affairs, they applied not, however, for any supply of her troops. An aid from her treasury was now only necessary to them; and they engaged to bestow her bounty in the manner most agreeable to her inclinations and her interests. The pleasure with which Elizabeth received their application was equal to the aversion she had conceived against the queen of Scots. She not only granted to them the relief they requested, but affurred them by Randolph of her esteem and favour while they should continue to uphold the reformed religion and the connection of the two nations. Flattered by her affurances and generosity, they were furious to gain partizans, and to disseminate among the people the tenets, That a Papist could not legally be their king; that the queen was not at liberty of herself to make the choice of a husband; and that, in a matter so weighty, she ought to be entirely directed by the determination of the three estates assembled in parliament.

Elizabeth, at the same time, carrying her disimulation to the most criminal extremity, commanded Randolph to ask an audience of Mary; and to counsel her to nourish no suspicions of the earl of Murray and his friends; to open her eyes to their sincerity and honour; and to call to mind, that as their services had hitherto prevailed; her kingdom in repose, her jealousies of them might kindle it into combustion, make the blood of her nobles to flow, and cast into hazard her person and her crown. Full of almonishment at a message so rude and so improper, the queen of Scots desired him to inform his mistress, that the required not her instructions to distinguish between patriotism and treachery; that she was fully sensible when her will or purpose was resisted or obeyed; and that she possessed a power which was more than sufficient to reprove and to punish the enormities and the crimes of her subjects. The English resident went now to the earl of Lenox and the lord Darnley, and charged them to return to England. The former expressed an apprehension of the severity of his queen, and sought an assurance of her favour before he could venture to visit her dominions. The latter, exercising greater fortitude, told him, that he acknowledged no duty or obedience but to the queen of Scots. The resident, treating this answer as disrespectful to Elizabeth, turned his back upon the lord Darnley, and retired without making any reverence, or bidding him an adieu.

The behaviour of Elizabeth, so fierce and so perfidious, was well calculated to confirm all the intentions of Mary; and this, doubtless, was one of the motives with which she was actuated. But while the queen of Scots was eager to accomplish her marriage, she was not inattentive to the rising troubles of her country. The parliament which she had appointed could not now be held: it was therefore prorogued to a more distant day; and the violence of the times did not then permit it to assemble. By letters she invited her, with all their retainers, the most powerful and the most eminent of her subjects. Bothwell was recalled anew from France; and by general proclamations she summoned to her standard the united force of her kingdom. The castle of Edinburgh was likewise provided amply with stores and ammunition, that, in the event of misfortunes, it might afford her a retreat and defence. The security with which her subjects flocked to her from every quarter, informed her of her power and popularity; and while it struck Murray and his adherents with the danger to which they were exposed, it declared to them the opinion entertained by the nation of the iniquity and the selfishness of their proceedings.

On the 29th of July 1565, the ceremony of marriage between the queen and lord Darnley was performed. The latter had been previously created duke of Albany.
The day before the marriage, a proclamation was published, commanding him to be styled king of the realm, and that all letters after their marriage should be directed in the names of her husband and herself. The day after it, a new proclamation was issued confirming this act; he was pronounced king by the sound of trumpets, and associated with the queen in her government. This measure seems to have been the effect of the extreme love the queen had for her husband, which did not permit her to see that it was an infringement of the constitution of the kingdom; though perhaps she might also be urged to it by the prevailing sagacity of lord Darnley himself, and the partial councils of David Rizzio. The earl of Murray made loud complaints, demonstrated that a king was imposed upon the nation without the consent of the three estates, and called upon the nation to arm against the beginnings of tyranny. The malecontents accordingly were immediately in arms; but their success was not answerable to their wishes. The bulk of the nation were satisfied with the good intentions of their sovereign, and the herself took the earliest opportunity of crushing the rebellion in its infancy. The earl of Murray was declared a traitor; and similar steps were taken with others of the chiefs of the rebels. She then took the field against them at the head of a considerable army; and having driven them from place to place, obliged them at last to take refuge in England. Queen Elizabeth received them with that duplicity for which her conduct was so remarkable. Though herself had countenanced, and even excited them to revolt, she refused to give an audience to their deputies. Nay, she even caused them to emit a public declaration, that neither she, nor any person in her name, had ever excited them to their rebellious practices. Yet, while the public behaviour of Elizabeth was so acrimonious, the afforded them a secure retreat in her kingdom, treated the earl of Murray in private with respect and kindness, and commanded the earl of Bedford to supply him with money. Mary, however, relived to proceed against the rebels with an exemplary vigour. The submissions of the duke of Chatelherault alone, who had been left criminal than the rest, were attended to. But even the favour which he obtained was precarious and uncertain; for he was commanded to use the pretence of sickness, and to pass for some time into foreign countries. A parliament was called; and a summons of treason being executed against the earls of Argyle, Glencarin, and Ruthes, with others of the principal rebels, they were commanded to appear before the three estates; in default of which their lives and estates were declared to be forfeited.

In the mean time Throgmorten the English ambassador solicited the pardon of the rebels; which Mary was at first inclined to grant. However, by the pernicious influence of the court of France, he was not only induced to proceed against them with rigour, but acceded to the treaty of Bayonne, by which the destruction of the Protestants was determined. This measure filled the whole court with terror and dismay. The rebels were acquainted with the danger of their situation; and being now driven desperate, they were ready to engage in the most atrocious designs. Unhappily the situation of affairs in Scotland rendered the accomplishment of their purposes but too easy. Violent disputes had taken place between the queen and her husband. Her fondness had been excessive; but she soon perceived that the qualities of his mind were not proportioned to his personal accomplishments. He was proud, disdainful, and injurious. No persuasions could correct his vices; and he was at the same time giddy and obstinate, violent and mean. The queen in consequence began to show an indifference towards him; which he took care to augment, by showing the like indifference towards her, and engaging in low intrigues and amours, indulging himself in dissipation and riot, &c. However, the desire of dominion was his ruling passion; and the queen, finding his total incapacity for exercising his power to any good purpose, had excluded him from it altogether. He was therefore at present a proper object for the machinations of the rebels, and readily entered into an agreement with them to depose the queen; vainly thinking by that means that he should secure the crown to himself. However, as the parliament was soon to assemble, in which the rebels had every reason to believe that they would be condemned for high treason, it was necessary that the kingdom should be thrown into disorder before that time came, otherwise their fate was inevitable. Prevaling on the imbecility of Darnley, they persuaded him that a criminal correspondence subsisted between the queen and David Rizzio (a). For this reason the king relived upon his destruction; and the conspirators hoped thereby not only to get an indemnity to themselves, but to effect a total revolution at court, and the entire humiliation of Bothwel, Huntley, and Athol, who were the associates of Rizzio. However, in order to save them, the rebels fended.

(a) That there subsisted a criminal intercourse between Mary and Rizzio is a scandal which is now given up by her enemies. It seems to rest on the authority of Buchanan and Knox; and their evidence in this case is clearly of no weight, not only from being the facetious partizans of her adversaries, but from the multitude of falsehoods which they anxiously detail to calumniate her. The love she felt for Darnley was extreme, and their acquaintance commenced a month or two after the appointment of Rizzio to be her secretary for French affairs. She became pregnant soon after her marriage; and it was during her pregnancy that Rizzio was affianced. There are striking presumptions in her favour. And what seems to put her innocence out of all question, is the silence of the spies and attendants of Elizabeth with regard to this amour; for, if there had been any thing real in it, they could not have made their court to their queen more effectually than by declaring to her its peculiarities, and bringing it to her notice in other circumstances, would have induced them upon this occasion to give the greatest fohness and deformity to their information.

It appears that Rizzio was ill-favoured, and of a difagreeable form. Buchanan says of him, "Non facient cultus honestat, sed facies cultum defbruabet." Hist. Scot. lib. xvii. This expression is very strong; but it would have little weight if other authors had not concurred in giving a similar description of Rizzio. In a book intitled...
felves, they engaged the king to subscribe a bond, affirming that the project of affailling Rizzio was altogether of his own devising; acknowledging that he had solicited them to take a part in it, from the apprehensions that resistance might be made to him; and agreeing, upon the word and honour of a prince, to protect and secure them against every hazard and injury to which they might be exposed from the achievement of his enterprise. Having procured this security, and having allured the earl of Lennox, the king's father to approve their measures, they adjourned the method of the projected murder; and dispatched a messenger to the English frontier, adverting the earl of Murray and the rebels of their intentions, and inviting them to return to the court.

Upon the 9th day March, about 7 o'clock in the evening, armed men, to the number of 100, surrounded the palace of Holyroodhouse. The earl of Morton and the lord Lindsay entered the court of the palace, with 160 persons. The queen was in her chamber at supper, having in her presence her natural filter the countess of Argyle, her natural brother Robert commendator of Holyroodhouse, Beton of Creich matter of the household, Arthur Erkine, and David Rizzio. The king entering the apartment, seated himself by her side. He was followed by the Lord Ruthven, who being walked with flickets, and called in armour, exhibited an appearance that was hideous and terrible. Four ruffians attended him. In a hollow voice he commanded Rizzio to leave a place which did not become him. The queen, in astonishment and confirmation, applied to the king to unfold to her this mysterious enterprize. He affected ignorance. She ordered Ruthven from her presence, under the pain of treason; declaring to him at the same time, that if Rizzio had committed any crime, she would produce him before the parliament, and punish him according to the laws. Ruthven drawing his dagger, advanced towards Rizzio. The queen rose to make an exertion of her authority. The unfortunate stranger laid hold of her garments, crying out for justice and mercy. Other conspirators rushing into the chamber, overturned the table, and created the din and confusion. Loaded piddles were presented to the bottom of the queen. The king held her in his arms. George Douglas, snatching the dagger of his sovereign, plunged it into the body of Rizzio. The wounded and screaming victim was dragged into the anticambe; and so eager were the affaillants to complete their work, that he was torn and mangled with 56 wounds.

While the queen was pleading the king to gratify her inquiries into the meaning of a deed so execrable. Ruthven returned into their presence. She gave a full vent to indignation and reproach. Ruthven, with an intolerable coldness and deliberation, informed her, that Rizzio had been put to death by the counsel of her husband, whom he had dishonoured; and that by the perfusion of this misdeed she had refused the crown-matrimonial to the king, had engaged to re-establish the ancient religion, had resolved to punish the earl of Murray and his friends, and had entrusted her confidence to Bothwel and Huntley, who were traitors. The king, taking the part of Ruthven, remonstrated against her proceedings, and complained that from the time of her familiarity with Rizzio, she had neither regarded, nor entertained, nor trusted him. His suspicions and ingratitude shocked and tortured her. His connection with the conspirators gave her an ominous anxiety. Apprehensions of outrages still more atrocious invaded her. In the agitated and miserable moments she did not lose herself in the helplessness of sorrow. The loftiness of her spirit communicated relief to her; and wiping away her tears, she exclaimed, that it was not now a reason for lamentation, but for revenge.

The earls of Huntley, Bothwel, and Athol, the lords Fleming and Leicester, and Sir James Balfour, who were obnoxious to the conspirators, and at this time in the palace, found all resistance to be vain. Some of them eluding the vigilance of Morton, made their escape; and others were allowed to retire. The provost and magistrates of Edinburgh getting intelligence of the tumult, ordered the alarm bell to be rung. The citizens, apprehensive and anxious, approached in crowds to inquire into the welfare of their sovereign; confined, but she was not permitted to address herself to them, and threaten The conspirator told her, that if she presumed to make any harangue, they would "cut her in pieces, and cast her over the walls." The king called to the people that she was well, and commanded them to disperse. The queen was shut up in her chamber, uncertain of her fate, and without the consolation or attendance of her women.

In the morning a proclamation was issued by the king, without the knowledge of his queen, prohibiting the meeting of the parliament, and ordering the members to return from the city. The rebellious lords now returned

intitled, "Le Livre de la Morte de la Reine d'Ecoffe, and printed in the year 1587, he is said to be "d'ignorance of his person, has observed, that he was in his old age when he made a figure in the court of Mary. "Elle traitoit ordinairement avec David Riccio fon secretaire, homme sage et prudent, qui possedoit son oreille." Ibid. And other authors give their testimonies to the same purpose.

It is probable that the panegyris of Mary exaggerate somewhat the imperfections as well as the good qualities of Rizzio. But there seems in general to be no reason to doubt his fidelity and talents, any more than his ugliness and futility. He had therefore a better title to be her secretary than her lover. It is an absurdity to think that a queen so young and beautiful would yield herself to deformity and old age. A common prostitute must be brought to endure this misfortune. The capacity of the man was a recommendation to him; and as he owed everything to her bounty, and was a stranger, she had the greatest reason to rely upon his faithfulness. The perfidiosities and duplicity of her courtiers drew closer the tie of their connection; and as Rizzio was anxious to make himself agreeable, and skilful in games of hazard, he was always ready to be a party with her in those innocent amusements which fill up the little intervals of life. Keith. Append. p. 124.
but while the queen was thus eager to punish the conspirators, she was sensible that so many of the nobility, by uniting in a common cause, might raise a powerful party in opposition to her; for which reason she endeavored to detach the earl of Murray from the plot, by making him offers of pardon. Sir James Melvil accordingly pledged himself to produce his pardon and that of his adherents, if he would separate from Morton and the conspirators. He accordingly became cold and distant to them, and exclaimed against the murder as a most execrable action; but notwithstanding his affected anger, when the conspirators fled to England, he furnished them with letters of recommendation to the earl of Bedford. After the flight of the conspirators, the king thought it necessary for him to deny his having any share in the action. He therefore embraced an opportunity of declaring to the privy-council his total ignorance of the conspiracy against Rizzio; and not satisfied with this, he, by public proclamations at the market-place of his capital, and over the whole kingdom, protested to the people at large that he had never bowed down in it, in any degree, the action of his command, confent, assistance, or approbation.

In the mean time the queen granted a full and ample pardon to the earls of Murray, Argyle, Glencairn, and Rothes, and their adherents; but towards the conspirators she remained inexorable. This lenity, to Murray especially, proved a source of the great distress and iniquitude to the queen; for this nobleman, blind to every motive of action distinæ from his own ambition, began to contrive new plots, which, though disappointed for a time, soon operated to the destruction of the queen, and amounted to the ruin of the nation.

In 1566, the queen was delivered of a prince, who Birth of received the name of James. This happy event, how- James VI. ever, did not extinguish the quarrel betwixt her and the king. His desire to intrude himself into her authority, and to fix a reign upon her honour, his share in the murder of Rizzio, and his extreme meanness in publicly denying it afterwards, could not fail to impress her with the strongest sentiments of detestation and contempt. Unable, however, totally to divest herself of regard for him, her behaviour, though cold and distant, was yet decent and respectful. Caffelante, at this time ambassador extraordinary from France, conceived that a reconciliation might be effected, and employed himself for the same time in this friendly office. Nor were his endeavours and views altogether ineffectual. The king and queen spent several weeks together; and proceeded, in company with each other, to Meggatland in Tweeddale in order to enjoy the diversion of the chase, attended by the earls of Huntley, Bothwel, Murray, and other nobles.
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departure from it, he likewise communicated his intention; and all the intreaties, argumen-
tos, and remonstrances of this nobleman to make him drop his design, were without succesus.

...He hastened back to Stirling, leaving the queen and her council in surprize and astonishment. They resolved to watch his motions with anxiety, and could not conjecture what step he would take. Mary, to prevent the effect of rumours to her disadvantage, dispersed a courier to advertise the king of France and the queen-mother of his conduct. It was not possible that a prince so meanly endowed with ability could make any impression upon her allies. Nor did it appear to be in his power to excite any domestic insurrection or disturbance. He was universally odious; and, at this time, the queen was in the highest estimation with the great body of her subjects. After passing some days at Stirling, he addressed a letter to the queen, in which, after hinting at his design of going abroad, he intimated his reasons of complaint. He was not trustee by her with authority, and she was no longer floudious to advance him to honour. He was without attendants; and the nobility had deserted him. Her answer was sensible and temperate. She called to his remembrance the distinctions she had conferred upon him, the uses to which he had put the credit and reputation accruing from them, and the heinous offences he had encouraged in her subjects. Though the plotters against Rizzio had represented him as the leader of their enterprise, she had yet abstained from any accusation of him, and had even behavied as if she believed not his participation in the guilt of that project. As to the defects of his retinue, she had uniformly offered him the attendance of her own servants. As to the nobility, they were the supports of the throne, and independent of it. Their countenance was not to be commanded, but won. He had discovered no such frailties in them; and they were the proper judges of the deportment that became them. If he wished for consequence, it was his duty to pay them court and attention; and whenever he should procure and conciliate their regard and commendation, the would be happy to give him all the importance that belonged to him.

...In the mean time, the earls of Murray and Both-...
clamations were therefore made by the queen to call her subjects to arms; and the proceeded to Jedburgh, to hold justice-courts, and to punish traitors and disorderly persons. In the course of this journey she was taken dangerously ill; infor much, that, believing her death to be at hand, she called for the bishop of Rois, telling him to bear witness, that she had persevered in that religion in which she had been nourished and brought up; taking the promise of her noble, that after her death they would open her last will and testament, and pay the respect to it that was due. The queen replied, that she was not capable of being subjected in any manner to rule the kingdom of her ancestors with honour; and treating them to abstain from all cruelty and persecution of her Roman Catholic subjects. Notwithstanding her apprehensions, however, and the extreme violence of her distress, the queen at last recovered perfect health. As soon as she was able to travel, she visited Kelso, Werke castle, Hume, Langton, and Wedderburn. The licentious borderers, on the first news of her recovery, laid down their arms. Being desirous to take a view of Berwick, the queen advanced to it with an attendance of 1000 horse. Sir John Forster, the deputy-warden of the English marches, came forth with a numerous retinue, and conducted her to the most proper station for surveying it, and paid her all the honours in his power, by a full discharge of the artillery, and other demonstrations of joy. Continuing her journey, she passed to Eymouth, Dunbar, and Tantallon; proceeding thence to Craigmiller castle, where she was to remain till the time of the baptism of the prince, which was soon to be celebrated at Stirling.

During the severe sickness of the queen, her husband kept himself at a distance; but when she was so far recovered as to be out of danger, he made his appearance; and being received with some coldness and formality, he retired suddenly to Stirling. This cruel neglect was a mostensible mortification to her; and while she suffered from his ingratitude and haughtiness, she was not without suspicions that he was attempting to disturb the tranquility of her government. She was feizd with a terrified melancholy; and, in her anguish, often wished for death to put a period to her existence. Her nobles, who were caballing against her, remarked her condition, and took advantage of it. Bothwell, who had already recommended himself by his services, redoubled his efforts to heighten the favour which some of the queen's courtiers had induced her to conceive for him. At this time, it is probable, he sought to gain the affection of the queen, with a view to marry her herself, providing a divorce from her husband could be obtained, which was now become the subject of consultation by Murray and his associates. After much deliberation, the queen herself was acquainted with this project; and it was told her, that provided she would pardon the earl of Morton and his associates, the means should be found of effectuating the divorce. This was urged as a matter of plea by the earls of Murray, Lethington, Argyle, and Huntley; and the queen was invited to consider it as an affair which might be managed without any interference on her part. The queen replied, that she would listen to them, upon condition that the divorce could be obtained according to the laws, and that it should not be any way prejudicial to her son; but if they meant to operate their purposes by a disregard to these points, they must not think any more of it; for rather than consent to their views, she would endure all the torments, and abide by all the perils, to which her situation exposed her.

Lethington upon this, in the name of the rest, engaged to make her son of her husband, without prejudice to her son; words which could not be understood otherwise than as pointing at murder. Lord Murray (added he), who is here present, scrupulous as he is, will connive; and behold our proceedings without opening his lips. The queen immediately made answer, "I desire that you will do nothing from which any stain may be fixed upon my honour or confidence; and I therefore require the matter to rest as it is, till God of his goodness send relief: What you think to be of service to me may turn out to my displeasure and harm."

It appears, however, that from this moment a plot was formed by Murray, Bothwell, and Lethington, against the life of Darnley, and by some of them probably against the queen herself; and that Morton, who with the other conspirators against Rizzio had received a pardon, was closely associated with them in their nefarious designs. That prodigious peer was, in his way to Scotland, met at Whittingham by Bothwell and the secretary. They proposed to him the murder of the king, and required his assistance, alleging that the queen herself consented to the deed; to which Morton by his own account replied, that he was disposed to concur, provided he were secure of acting under any authority from her; but Bothwell and Lethington, having returned to Edinburgh, on purpose to obtain such an authority, sent him back a message, that the queen would not permit any conversation upon that matter.

In the mean time, preparations were made for the baptism of the young prince; to affit at which the queen left Craigmiller and went to Stirling. The ceremony was performed on the 17th of December 1566. After the baptismal rites were done, the name and titles of the prince were three times proclaimed by the heralds to the sound of trumpets. He was called and designated, Charles James Charles, prince and Steward of Scotland, duke of Rothesay, earl of Carrick, lord of the isles, and baron of Renfrew. Amidst the scenes of joy displayed on this occasion, the king showed his folly more than he had done before. As Elizabeth did not mean to acknowledge him in his sovereign capacity, it was neither convenient with the dignity of the queen, nor his own, that the king should be present at the baptism. He did not indeed prescribe himself either at the ceremony or the entertainments and masquerades with which it was accompanied. At this juncture, however, though he had often kept at a greater distance before, he took up his residence at Stirling, as if he had meant to offend the queen, and to expose their quarrels to the world. Du Crec, who was inclined to be favourable to him, was struck with the imprpropriety of his behaviour, that he affected to have instructions from France to avoid all intercourse with him: and when the king proposed to pay him a visit, he took the liberty to inform him, that there were two parliaments in his chamber; and that if his Majesty...
The queen was in the palace of Holyroodhouse, taking the diversion of a masked ball, which was given to honor the marriage of a favourite domestic, when the news of the king’s death was brought to her. She showed the utmost grief, and appeared exasperated to the last degree against the perpetrators of a deed at once so shocking and barbarous. The most express and peremptory orders were given to inquire after the perpetrators by every possible method. A proclamation was issued by the privy-council, affuring the people, that the queen and nobility would leave nothing undone to discover the murderers of the king. It offered the sum of 2000 l. and an annuity for life, to any person who should give information of the devilers, counsellors, and perpetrators of the murder; and it held out this reward, and the promise of a full pardon, to the confpirator who should make a free confession of his own guilt, and that of the confederates. On the fourth day after this proclamation was published, a placard was affixed to the gate of the city-prison, affirming, that the earl of Bothwel, James Balfour, David Chalmers, and black John Spence, were the murderers. No name, however, was subjoined to this intelligence, nor was any demand made for the proffered rewards; so that it was difficult to know whether this advertisement had been dictated by a spirit of calumny or the love of justice.

In the mean time, the earl of Murray conducted himself with his usual circumspection and artifice. Upon a pretence that his wife was dangerously sick at his castle in Fife, he, the day before the murder, obtained the queen’s permission to pay a visit to her. By this means he proposed to prevent all suspicion what ever of his guilt. He was so full, however, of the importance of the intended project, that while he was proceeding on his journey, he observed to the person who accompanied him, “This night, before morning, the lord Dalrymple shall lose his life.” When the blow was struck, he returned to Edinburgh to carry on his practices. Among foreign nations, the domelitc disputes of the queen and her husband being fully known, it was with the greater ease that reports could be propagated to her disadvantage. To France letters were dispatched, expressing, in fervent terms, her participation in the murder. In England, the ministers and courtiers of Elizabeth could not flatter that princes more agreeably, than by indulgently detraoting from the honour and the virtue of the Scottifh queen. Within her own dominions a similar spirit of outrage exerted itself, and not without success. As her reconciliation with her husband could not be unknown to her own subjects, it was interpreted to be dissimulation and treachery. The Protestant clergy, who were her most determined enemies, postponed a leading direction among the populace; and they were the friends and the partizans of the earl of Murray. Open declamations from the pulpit were made against Bothwel, and strong inflamations and biting sacrifices were thrown out against the queen. Papers were dispersed, making her a party with Bothwel in the murder. Every art was employed to provoke the frenzy of the people. Voices, interrupting the silence of the night, proclaimed the infamy of Bothwel; and portraits of the regicides were circulated over the kingdom.

The queen’s determination, however, to ferutinize into the matter was unabated; and to the earl of Lennox, the king’s father, she paid an attention which he to find out could only have expected from her upon an emergency of this kind. Having prevailed by letter to the most diligent inquiry after the regicides, she returned an answer to completely to his wishes, that he was fully convinced of the sincerity and rigour with which the intended to proceed against them; and he urged her to assemble the three estates, that their advice might direct the order and manner of their trial. She wrote to him, that an assembly of the estates was already proclaimed; and that it was her earnest and determined will and purpose, that no step should be neglected that could conduc to the advancement and execution of justice. Yielding to his anxieties, he addressed her anew, intreating that the trial might not be delayed; observimg, that it was not a matter of parliamentary inquiry; advising, that it would be more proper to proceed to it with the greatest expedition; and urging her to commit to prison all the persons who had been named and described in the papers and placards which had been set up in the public places of the city. The queen informed him, that although she had thought it expedient to call a meeting of the parliament at this juncture, it was not her meaning that the proceedings against the regicides should be delayed till it was actually assembled. As to the placards and papers to which he alluded, they were so numerous and contradictory that
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that he could not well determine upon which to act: but if he would condescend to mention the names which, in his opinion, were most suspicious, the would infinitely command that those steps should be taken which the laws directed and authorized. He in return named the earl of Bothwel, James Balfour, David Chalmers, black John Spence, Francis Sebastian, John de Burdeaus; and Joseph the Brother of David Rizzio; and allured her majesty, that his suspicions of these persons were weighty and strong. In reply to his information, Mary gave him her solemn promise, that the persons he had pointed out should abide and undergo their trial in conformity to the laws, and that they should be punished according to the measure of their guilt: and she invited him to leave immediately his retirement, and to meet her at her court, that he might witness the proceedings against them, and the zeal with which she was animated to perform the part that became her.

While the queen carried on this correspondence with the earl of Lenox, the refused partly at the palace of the lord Seton, at the distance of a few miles from her capital, and partly at Holyroodhouse. By the time that the sent her invitation to him, the was referring in her capital. She delayed not to confer with her counsellors, and to lay before them the letters of the earl of Lenox. Bothwel was earnest in his protestations of innocence; and he even expressed his with for a trial, that he might establish his integrity. No facts pointed to his guilt; there had appeared no accuser but the of Lenox; and no witnesses had been found who could establish his criminality. Her privy-council seem'd to her to be firmly persuaded that he was suffering under the malice of defamation. Murray, Morton, and Lethington, whatever might be their private machinations, were publickly his most strenuous defenders; and they explained the behaviour of the earl of Lenox to be the effect of hatred and jealousy against a nobleman who had outrun him so far in the career of ambition. But though all the arts of Murray and Bothwel, Morton and Lethington, were exerted to their utmost extent to mislead the queen, they were not able to withhold her from adopting the strain of conduct which was the most proper and the most honourable to her. It was her own ardent desire that the regicides should be punished; she had given her solemn promise to the earl of Lenox, that the persons whom she suspected should be prosecuted; and amidst all the appearances in favour of Bothwel, and all the influence employed to serve him, it is to be regarded as a striking proof of her honour, vigour, and ability, that she could accomplish this measure. An order, accordingly, of the privy-council was made, which directed, that the earl of Bothwel, and all the persons named by Lenox, should be brought to trial for the murder of the king, and that the laws of the land should be carried into full execution. The 12th of April was appointed for the trial. A general invitation was given to all persons whatsoever to prefer their accusations. The earl of Lenox was formally cited to do himself justice, by appearing in the high court of justiciary, and by coming forward to make known the guilt of the culprit.

In the mean time, it was proper to repress that spirit of outrage that had manifested itself against the queen. No discoveries, however, were made, except against James Murray, brother to Sir William Murray of Tullibard, who at different times had published placards injurious to her. He was charged to appear before the privy-council: but refusing to obey its citation, it was made a capital offence for any commander of a vessel to convey him out of the Kingdom; and the resolution was taken to punish him with an exemplary severity. Effeding, however, his escape, he avoided the punishment due to his repeated and detestable acts of calumny and treason.

The day for the trial of Bothwel approached. The conspirators, notwithstanding their power, were not without apprehensions. Their preparations, however, for their safety had been anxious; and, among other practices, they neglected not to attempt to throw a panic into the earl of Lenox. They were favoured by his condescensions of his unpopularity, and his want of strength, by his timidity and his spirit of jealousy. Suspicions of the queen's guilt were infused into him; and the dangers to which he might be exposed by infiling on the trial were set before him in the strongest colours. He was sensible of her aversion to him; and his weakenss and the sovereign authority were contrasted. His friends concurred with his enemies to intimate him, from the spirit of flattery, or from a real belief that his situation was critical. By the time he had reached Stirling, in his way to Edinburgh, his fears predominated. He made a full stop. He was no longer in haste to proceed against the regicides. He addressed a letter to the queen, in which he said he had fallen into such sickness, that he could not travel; and he affirmed, that he had not time to prepare for the trial and to assemble his friends. He complained, too, that Bothwel and his accomplices had not been committed to custody; he infilled, that this step should be taken; and he required, that a day at a greater distance might be appointed for the trial. After the lengths to which matters had gone, this conduct was most improper; and it is only to be accounted for from terror or capriciousness. His indigitation was affected; he had been invited by Mary to wait upon her at Edinburgh at an early period, to concert his measures; and the delay he asked was in strong contradiction to his former entreaties. After the invitation sent to him, he might have relied with safety upon the protection of the queen, without any gathering of his friends; from the time of her private intimation to him, and of the legal citations of her officers, there had passed a period more than sufficient for the purpose of calling them together; and indeed to suppose that there was any necessity for their attendance, was an insult to government, and a matter of high indecency. There was more justice in the complaint, that the earl of Bothwel and his accomplices had not been taken into custody; and yet even in this peculiarity, he was himself to blame in a great degree. For he had not observed the precaution of that previous display of evidence, known in the Scottish law under the term of a precognition, which is common in all the greater offences, and which the weighty circumstances of the present case rendered so necessary as a foundation for the confinement and conviction of the criminals.
An application for the delay of a trial so important, upon the night immediately preceding the day fixed for it, and reciting reasons of no conclusive force, could not with propriety be attended to. The privy-council refused the demand of the earl of Lenox. The court of justiciary was assembled. The earl of Argyle acted in his character of lord high justiciar; and was aided by four affectors, Robert Pitscairn, commendator of Dunfermline, and the lord Lindsay, with Mr James Maclay and Mr Henry Belnaves, two lords of the feccion. The indictment was read, and the earls of Bothwel and Lenox were called upon; the one as the defender, the other as the accuser. Bothwel, who had come to the court with an attendance of his valets, and a band of mercenary folders, did not fail to present himself: but Lenox appeared only by his servant Robert Cunyngham; who, after apologizing for his absence, from the shortness of the time, and the want of the person of his friends, defined that a new day should be appointed for the trial; and protested, that if the jury should now enter upon the business they should incur the guilt of a wilful error, and their verdict be of no authority.

This remonstrance and protestation appeared not to the court of sufficient importance to interrupt the trial. They paid a greater respect to the letters of the earl of Lenox to the queen inflicting upon an immediate prosecution, and to the order of the privy-council consequent upon them. The jury, who confided of men of rank and condition, after considering and reasoning upon the indictment for a considerable time, were unanimous in acquitting Bothwel of all share and knowledge of the king's murder. The machinations however of Morton, which we have mentioned in the life of Mary, were so apparent, that the earl of Caithness, the chancellor, of the advice, made a declaration in their name and his own, that no wilful error ought to be imputed to them for their verdict; no proof, vouchers, or evidence, to confirm or support the criminal charge having been submitted to them. At the same time, he offered a protestation for himself, that there was a mistake in the indictment, the 9th day of February instead of the 10th being expressed in it as the date of the murder. It is not to be doubted, but that this flaw in the indictment was a matter of design, and with a view to the advantage of Bothwel, if the earl of Lenox had made his appearance against him. And it has been remarked as most indecent and fopulous, that folders in arms should have accompanied him to the court of justice; that during the trial, the earl of Morton foid by his fide to give him countenance and to aflift him; and that the four affectors to the chief justiciar were warm and frenuous friends to the earl of Murray.

Immediately after his trial, Bothwel set up in a conspicuous place a writing, subscribed by him, challenging to single combat, any person of equal rank with himself, who should dare to affirm that he was guiUy of the king's murder. To this challenge an answer was published, in which the defence was accepted, upon the condition that security should be given for a fair and equal combat: but no name being subscribed to this paper, it was not understood to correspond with the law of arms; and of consequence no step was taken for the fighting of the duel. Two days after the parliament met, and there the party of Bothwel appeared equally formidable. The verdict in his favour was allowed to be true and julf. He was continued in his high offices; and obtained a parliamentary ratification of the place of keeper of Dunbar castle, with the estates in connection with it; and other favours were conferred upon Murray, with the rest of the nobles suspected as accomplices in the murder.

A very short time after the final acquitment of Bothwel, he began to give a greater loofe to his ambition, and conceived hopes of gaining the queen in marriage. It has been already remarked, that he had industriously endeavoured to gain her affection during the lifetime of her husband; but though he might have succeeded in this, the recent death of the king in such a shocking manner, and the strong suspicions which must necessarily fill rest upon him, notwithstanding the trial he had undergone, necessarily prevented him from making his address openly to her. He therefore endeavoured to gain the nobility over to his side; which having done by means of great promises, he invited them to an entertainment, where they agreed to ratify a deed pointing him out to the queen as a person worthy of her hand, and exprejling their resolute determination to support him in his pretensions. This extraordinary bond was accordingly executed; and Murray's name was the first in the list of subscribers, in order to decoy others to sign after him; but that he might appear innocent of what he knew to be false, he had before any use was made of the bond, asked and obtained the queen's permission to go to France. In his way thither he visited the court of Elizabeth, where he did not fail to confirm all the reports which had arisen to the disadvantage of Mary; and he now circulated the intelligence that he was soon to be married to Bothwel. Her partizans in England were exceedingly alarmed; and even queen Elizabeth herself addressed a letter to her, in which she cautioned her not to afford such a mischievous handle to the malice of her enemies.

Mary, upon the dissolution of the parliament, had gone to Stirling to visit the young prince. Bothwel, Bothwel armed with the bond of the nobles, assembled 1000 horse, under the pretence of protecting the borders, of which he was the warden; and meeting her upon her return to her capital, dismiffed her attendants, and carried her to his castle of Dunbar. The arts which he used there to effect the accomplishment of his wishes we have mentioned under another article, (see Mary). But having been married only six months before to Lady Jane Gordon, fitter to the earl of Huntley, it was necessary to procure a divorce before he could marry the queen. This was easily obtained. The parties were cousins within the prohibited degrees, and had not obtained a dispensation from Rome. Their marriage, therefore, in the opinion of the queen and her Roman Catholic subjects, was illicit, and a profane mockery of the sacrament of the church. The husband had also been unfaithful; so that two actions of divorce were instituted. The lady commenced a suit against him in the court of the commillaries, charging him as guilty of adultery with one of her maids. The earl himself brought a suit against his wife before the court of the archbishop of St Andrew's, upon the plea of connivance.
Bothwel now conducted the queen from Dunbar to her capital. But instead of attending her to her palace of Holyroodhouse, his jealousy and apprehensions induced him to lodge her in the castle of Edinburgh, where he could hold her in security against any attempt of his enemies. To give satisfaction, however, to her people, and to convince them that she was no longer a prisoner, a public declaration upon her part appeared to be a measure of expediency. She presented herself, therefore, in the court of session; the lords chancellor and president, the judges, and other persons of distinction, being present. After observing that some stop had been put to the administration of justice upon account of her being detained at Dunbar against her will by the lord Bothwel, she declared, that though she had been highly offended with the outrage offered to her, she was yet induced to forget it; and consented, for the sake of her children, to entertain of his passion to the state, and the hope with which she was impressed of his zeal and activity for the future, compelled her to give him and his accomplices in her imprisonment a full and complete pardon. She at the same time desired them to take notice, that she was now at her freedom and liberty; and that she proposed, in consideration of his merits, to take an early opportunity of promoting him to new and distinguished honours.

It was understood that the queen was immediately to advance him to be her husband. The order was given for the proclamation of the banns; and Mr John Craig, one of the ministers of Edinburgh, was desired to perform this business. But though the order was subscribed by the queen, she refused absolutely his compliance without the authority of the church. The brethren, after long reasonings, granted him permission to discharge this duty. His feruples, notwithstanding, and delicacy, were not yet removed. He protested, that, in obeying their desire, he should be allowed to speak his own sentiments concerning the marriage, and that his publishing the banns should infer no obligation in him to officiate in the solemnity. In his congregation, accordingly, before a crowded audience, and in the presence of several noblemen and privy counsellors, he declared that the marriage of the queen and the earl of Bothwel was unlawful, and that he was prepared to give his reasons for this opinion to the parties themselves. He added, that if leave to do this was denied him, he would either abdicate altogether from proclaiming the banns, or take the liberty, after proclaiming them to inform his people of the causes of his disapprobation of the marriage. He was carried before the lords of the privy-council; and the earl of Bothwel called upon him to explain his behaviour. He answered that the church had prohibited the marriage of persons separated for adultery; and that the divorce between him and his wife must have been owing to collusion; since the sentence had been given with precipitation, and since his new contract was so sudden; and he objected to him the abduction and ravishment of the queen, and the suspicion of his guilt in the king's murder. This bold language drew no reply from Bothwel that was satisfactory to Mr Craig, or that could intimidate him. He proclaimed in his church the banns of the marriage; but he told the congregation, that he discharged the suggestions of his conscience in pronouncing it to be a detestable and scandalous engagement. He expressed the sorrow he felt for the conduct of the nobility, who seemed to approve it from their flattery or silence; and addressing himself to the faithful, he besought them to pray to the Almighty that he would turn a resolution intended against law, reason, and religion, into a comfort and benefit to the church and the kingdom. These freedoms were too great to pass unnoticed. Mr Craig was ordered anew to attend the privy-council; and he was reprimanded with severity for exceeding the bounds of his commission. He had the courage to defend himself. His commission, he said, was founded in the word of God, positive law, and natural reason; and upon the foundation of these topics he was about to prove that the marriage must be universally foul and odious, when the earl of Bothwel commanded him to be silent. The privy-council, struck with the vigour of the man, and apprehensive of the public discontent, did not dare to inflict any punishment upon him; and this victory over Bothwel, while it heightened all the suspicions against him, served to encourage the enemies of the queen, and to undermine the respect of her subjects.

Mary, before she rendered her hand to Bothwel, The marriage was celebrated with little pomp and ceremony, performed in a private manner, after the rules of the Episcopal church; but, to gratify the people, it was likewise solemnized publicly according to the Protestant rites by Adam Bothwel bishop of Orkney, an ecclesiastic who had denounced the Episcopal order for the reformation. It was celebrated with little pomp and festivity. Many of the nobles had retired to their seats in the country; and those who attended were thoughtless and sad. Du Croc, the French ambassador, sensible that the match would be displeasing to his court, refused to give his countenance to the solemnity. There were no acclamations of the common people. Mary herself was not inconscious of the impropriety of the choice she had made, and looked back with surprize and sorrow to the train of circumstances which had conducted her to this fatal event. Forsaken by her nobles, and imprisoned at Dunbar, she was in so perilous a situation that no remedy could save her honour but death. Her marriage was the immediate and necessary consequence of that situation (1). It was the point

(1) "The queen (says Melvil) could not but marry him; seeing he had ravished her and lain with her against her will." Memoirs, p. 159. In the following passage, from a writer of great authority, in our history, this topic is touched with no less exactness, but with greater delicacy. "After Mary had remained a fortnight under the power of a daring profligate adventurer, says Lord Hailes, few foreign princes would have solicited her hand.
Mary was unfortunate in her second marriage, but much more so in her third. Bothwel had neither talents for business nor affection for his wife. Ambitious and jealous to the last degree, he fought only to establish himself in power, while his fears and jealousies made him take the most improper means. The marriage had already thrown the nation into a ferment; and the least improper exercise of power, or indeed an appearance of it, even on the part of the queen, would be sufficient to ruin them both for ever. Perhaps the only thing which at this juncture could have pacified the people, would have been the total abolition of Popery, which they had often required. But this was not thought of. Instead of taking any step to please the people, Bothwel endeavoured to force the earl of Marre to deliver up the young prince to his custody.—This was sufficient to make the flame, which had hitherto been smothered, break out with all its violence.

It was universally believed that Bothwel, who had been the murderer of the father, designed to take away the life of the son also, and the queen was thought to participate in all his crimes. The earl of Murray now took advantage of the queen’s unfortunate situation to aggrandize himself and effect her ruin. After having visited the English court, he proceeded to France, where he affiduously disseminated all the reports against the queen which were injurious to her reputation; and where, without being exposed to suspicion, he was able to maintain a close correspondence with his friends Morton and Lethington, and to instigate their machinations. His associates, true to his ambition and their own, had promoted all the schemes of Bothwel upon the queen with a power and influence which had infuriated their felucces. In confederacy with the earl of Murray himself, they had confpired with him to murder the king. Affiliated with the weight of the earl of Murray, they had managed his trial, and operated the verdict which acquitted him. By the fame arts, and with the fame views, they had joined with him to procure the bond of the nobles recommending him to the queen as a husband, asserting his integrity and innocence, recounting his noble qualities, expressing an unalterable resolution to support the marriage against every opposer and adversary, and recording with that a defection from its objeets and purposes should be branded with everlasting ignominy, and held out as a most faithless and perfured treachery. When the end, however, was accomplished for which they had been so zealous, and when the marriage of the queen was actually celebrated, they laid aside the pretence of friendship, and were in haste to entitle themselves to the ignominy which they had invited to fall upon them. The murder of the king, the guilt of Bothwel, his acquittal, his divorce, and his marriage, became the topics of their complaints and declamation. Upon the foundation of his hated marriage they even ventured privately to infer the purity of the queen to all his iniquity and transactions; and this step seemed doublets, to the minds of her own subjects and to more distant observers, a strong confirmation of all the former suspicions to her shame which had been circulated with so much artifice. Their imputations and devices excited against her, both at home and abroad, the most igniﬁant and humiliating odium. Amidst the ruins of her fame, they thought to bury for ever her tranquility and peace; and in the convulsions they had meditated, they already were anticipating the downfall of Bothwel, and snatching at the crown that bothered on her head.

But while this cabal were prosecuting their private ends, several noblemen, not less remarkable for their virtue than their rank, were eager to vindicate the national integrity and honour. The earl of Athol, upon the king’s murder had retired from the court, and was waiting for a proper season to take revenge upon the regicides. The earl of Marre, uneasy under the charge of the young prince was solicitous to make himself strong, that he might guard him from injury. Morton and the earls of Strathern and Mensteth, for power and influence which had insured them the downfall of Bothwel, and snatching at the crown prepared for war. By private conference and debate, an association was infensibly formed to punish the murderers of the king, and to protect the person of the prince. Morton and Lethington encouraged and promoted a combination from which they might derive so much advantage. A convention accordingly was appointed at Stirling, for the purpose of consulting upon the measures which it was most expedient to pursue. They agreed to take an early opportunity to appear in the field; and when they sepa rated, it was to collect their retainers, and to instigate their plications.

Of this confederacy, the leading men were the earls of Argyle, Athol, Marre, and Glencairn; the lords Hume, Semple, and Lindsay; the barons Kirkaldy of Grange, Murray of Tolibardin, and Maitland of Lethington. The earl of Bothwel was sensible, that if he was to fit upon a throne, he must wade to it through blood. By his advice, two proclamations were issued in the name of the queen, under the pretence of suppressing insurrections and depredations upon the borders. By the former, she called together in arms, upon an early day, the earls, barons, and freeholders of the districts of Forfar and Perth, Strathern and Mensteth, Clackmannan, Kinrofs, and Fife. By the latter the charged the greatest and lesser baronage, with all the inferior proprietors of the shires of Linlithgow and Edinburgh, and the constabulary of Haddington and Berwick, to prepare immediately for war, and to keep themselves in readiness to march upon her order. These military preparations admonished the association to be firm and active, and added to the public inquietudes and discontents. The rumours against the queen were most violent and loud. It was said, that she meant to

hand. Some of her subjects might still have fought that honour; but her compliance would have been humiliating beyond measure. It would have left her at the mercy of a capricious husband; it would have exposed her to the disgrace of being reproached, in some fullen hour, for the adventure at Dunbar. Mary was so situated, at this critical period, that she was reduced to this horrid alternative, either to remain in a friendless and hazardous celibacy, or to yield her hand to Bothwel.” Remarks on the History of Scotland, p. 204.
The declarations of the queen were treated with scorn. The nobles, abounding in vaillant and having the hearts of the people, were soon in a situation to take the field. They were advancing to the capital. The royal army was not yet assembled; and the queen and Bothwel suspected that the castle of Edinburgh would flut its gates upon them. The fidelity of Sir James Balfour the deputy-governor had been staggered by the practices of the earl of Marré and Sir James Melvil. Mary left her palace of Holyroodhouse, and was conducted to Borthwick castle. The associated lords, informed of her flight, took the road to this fortress with 2000 horse. The lord Hume, by a rapid march, presented himself before it with the division under his command: but being unable to guard all its avenues, the queen and Bothwel effected their escape to Dunbar; where the strength of the fortifications gave them a full security against a surprize.

Upon this second disappointment, the nobles resolved to enter Edinburgh, and to augment their strength by new partizans. The earl of Huntley and the lord Boyd were here on the side of the queen, with the archbishop of St Andrew's, the bishop of Rosf, and the abbot of Kilwinning. They endeavoured to animate the inhabitants to defend their town and the cause of their sovereign. But the tide of popularity was favourable to the confederated lords. The magistrates ordered the gates of the city to be shut; but no farther resistance was intended. The lords, forcing St Mary's port, found an easy admittance, and took possession of the capital. The earl of Huntley and the queen's friends fled to the castle, to Sir James Balfour, who had been the confidant of Bothwel, and who agreed to protect them, although he was now concluding a treaty with the insurgents.

The associated lords now formed themselves into a council, and circulated a proclamation. By this paper they declared, that the queen being detained in captivity, was neither able to govern her realm, nor to relieve her, she observed, that it was a falsehood so notorious, that the slightest of her subjects could confute it; for her marriage had been celebrated in a public manner, and the nobles could hardly have forgotten that they had subscribed a bond recommending Bothwel to be her husband. With regard to the indigorous depositions of this nobleman, it was urged that he had discovered the utmost solicitude to establish his innocence. He had invited a scrutiny into his guilt; the justice of his country had abolished him; the three estates assembled in parliament were satisfied with the proceedings of his judges and jury; and he had offered to maintain his quarrel against any person whatever who was equal to him in rank and of an honest reputation. The nobles, the said, to give a fair appearance to their treason, pretended, that Bothwel had schemed the destruction of the prince, and that they were in arms to protect him. The prince, however, was actually in their own custody; the state they made of him was that of a kinsman to their perfidiousness; and the real purposes with which they were animated, were the overthrow of her greatness, the ruin of her polity, and the usurpation of the royal authority. She therefore intreated the aid of her faithful subjects; and as the prize of their valorous service, she held out to them the estates and posseions of the rebels.
The associated nobles, pleased at the approach of the queen put themselves in motion. In the city of Edinburgh they had gathered an addition to their force; and it happened that the Scottish officer who commanded the companies, which, in this period, the king of Denmark was permitted to enlist in Scotland, had been gained to assist them. He had just completed his levies; and he turned them against the queen. The nobles after advancing to Mufleffburgh, refilled their troops. Intelligence was brought that the queen was upon her march. The two armies were nearly equal in numbers; but the preference, in point of valour and discipline, belonged decisively to the soldiers of the nobles. The queen poited herself on the top of Carberry hill. The lords, taking a circuit to humour the ground, seemed to be retreating to Dalkeith; but wheeling about, they approached to give her battle. They were ranged in two divisions. The one was commanded by the earl of Morton and the lord Hume. The other was directed by the earls of Athol, Marre, and Glencairn, with the lords Lindsay, Ruthven, Sempil, and Sanquhar. Bothwell was the leader of the royal forces; and there served under him the lords Seton, Yelver, and Borthwick.

It was not without apprehensions that Mary surveyed the formidable appearance of her enemies. Du Croc, the French ambassador, hastened to interpose his good offices, and to attempt an accommodation. He assured the nobles of the peaceful inclinations of the queen; and that the generosity of her nature disposed her not only to forgive their present infraction, but to forget all their former transgressions. The earl of Morton informed him, that they had not armed themselves against the queen, but against the murderer of the late king; and that if he would surrender him up to them, or command him to leave her, they would consent to return to their duty. The earl of Glencairn desired him to observe, that the extremity to which they had proceeded might have injured him that they meant not to ask pardon for any offences they had committed, but that they were resolved to take cognizance of injuries which had provoked their displeasure. This aspiring language confounded Du Croc, who had been accoutommed to the wanton sublimations that are paid to a dupe. He conceived that all negotiation was fruitless, and withdrew from the field in the expectation that the sword would immediately give its law and determine every difference.

Mary was full of perturbation and distress. The fate into which she had been brought by Bothwell did not fail to engage her serious reflection. It was with infinite regret that she considered the consequences of her situation at Dunbar. Nor had his behaviour since her marriage contributed to allay her inquietudes. The violence of his passions, his sanguinary, and his guilt, had induced him to surround her with his creatures, and to treat her with insult and indignity. She had been almost constantly in tears. His demeanour, which was generally rude and inconstant, was often savage and brutal. At different times his provocations were so inflating, that she had even attempted to arm her hand against her life, and was desirous to relieve her wretchedness by spilling her blood. Upon his account, she was now encompassed with dangers. Her crown was in hazard. Under unhappy agitations, the rode through the ranks of her army, and found her soldiers dispirited. Whatever they might entertain for her, they had none for her husband. His own retainers and dependents only were willing to fight for him. He endeavoured to awaken the royal army to valour, by throwing down the gauntlet of defiance against any of his adversaries who should dare to encounter him. His challenge was instantly accepted by Kirkaldy of Grange, and by Murray of Tulibardine. He objected that they were not peers. The lord Linday discovered the greatest impatience to engage him, and his offer was admitted; but the queen interposing her prerogative, prohibited the combat. All the pride and hopes of Bothwel funk within him. His soldiers in small parties were secretly abandoning their standards. It was equally perilous to the queen to fight or to fly. The most prudent expedient for her was to capitulate. She desired to confer with Kirkaldy of Grange, who remonstrated to her against the guilt and wickedness of Bothwell, and counselled her to abandon him. She expressed her willingness to dismiss him upon the condition that the lords would acknowledge their allegiance and continue in it. Kirkaldy passed to the nobles, and received their authority to allure her that they would honour, serve, and obey her as their princes and sovereign. He communicated this intelligence to her. She advised Bothwell to provide for his safety by flight; and Kirkaldy admonished him not to neglect this opportunity of effecting his escape. Overwhelmed with shame, disappointment, terror, remorse, and despair, this miserable house fled and the gauntlet of defiance against any of his adversaries who should dare to encounter him. His challenge was instantly accepted by Kirkaldy of Grange, and by Murray of Tulibardine. He objected that they were not peers. The lord Linday discovered the greatest impatience to engage him, and his offer was admitted; but the queen interposing her prerogative, prohibited the combat. All the pride and hopes of Bothwel funk within him. His soldiers in small parties were secretly abandoning their standards. It was equally perilous to the queen to fight or to fly. The most prudent expedient for her was to capitulate. She desired to confer with Kirkaldy of Grange, who remonstrated to her against the guilt and wickedness of Bothwell, and counselled her to abandon him. She expressed her willingness to dismiss him upon the condition that the lords would acknowledge their allegiance and continue in it. Kirkaldy passed to the nobles, and received their authority to allure her that they would honour, serve, and obey her as their princes and sovereign. He communicated this intelligence to her. She advised Bothwell to provide for his safety by flight; and Kirkaldy admonished him not to neglect this opportunity of effecting his escape. Overwhelmed with shame, disappointment, terror, remorse, and despair, this miserable princess turned his eyes to her for the last time. To Kirkaldy of Grange she stretched out her hand; he kissed it; and taking the bridle of her horse, conducted her towards the nobles. They were approaching her with becoming reverence. She said to them, "I am come, my lords, to express my respect, and to conclude our agreement; I am ready to be instructed by the wisdom of your counsels; and herself I am confident that you will treat me as your sovereign." The earl of Morton, in the name of the confederacy, ratified their promises, and addressed her in these words: "Madam, you are here among us in your proper place; and we will pay to you as much honour, service, and obedience, as ever in any former period was offered by the nobility to the princes your predecessors."

This gleam of sunshine was soon overcast. She remained not many hours in the camp, till the common soldiery profaned her with the most unfeemly reproaches. They exclaimed indignantly against her as the murderer of her husband. They reviled her as a lewd adulteress in open manner, and in a language the most savage and the most opprobrious. The nobility forgot their promises, and seemed to have neither honour nor humanity. She had changed one miserable scene for another that was deeper and more hopelessly. They surrounded her with guards, and conducted her to her capital. She was carried along its streets, and shewn to her people in captivity andPadness. She cried out to them to conmunicate and protect her. They withheld their pity, and afforded her no protection. Even on all occasions they offered to her. The lowest of the populace, whom the declarations of the clergy had driven into rage and madness, vied with the foldiery in the licentious
centious outrage of invective and execration. She besought Maitland to solicit the lords to repress the insupportable atrocity of her treatment. She conjured him to let them know, that she would submit herself implicitly to the determination of the parliament. Her intreaties and her sufferings made no impression upon the nobles. They continued the savage cruelty of their demeanour. She implored, as the last request she would prefer to them, that they would lead her to her palace. This conciliatory, too, was refused to her. They wished to accustom her subjects to behold her in disgrace, and to teach them to triumph over her misfortunes. In the most mortifying and afflicting hour she had ever experienced, oppressed with fatigue, and disfigured with dult and sorrow, they shut her up in the house of the lord provost: leaving her to revolve in her anxious and agitated mind the indignities she had already endured, and to suffer in anticipation the calamities they might yet inflict upon her.

The malice of Morton and his adherents was still far from being gratified. In the morning, when the queen looked from the window of the apartment to which she had been confined, she perceived a white banner displayed in such a manner as to fix her attention. There was delineated upon it the body of the late king stretched at the foot of a tree, and the prince upon his knees before it, with a label from his mouth, containing this prayer, "Judge and revenge my cause, O Lord!" This abominable banner revived all the bitterest recollections of her afflictions. The curiosity of the people drew them to a scene so new and so affecting. She exclaimed against the treachery of her nobles; and she begged the spectators to relieve her from their tyranny. The eventful story of the preceding day had thrown her capital into a ferment. The citizens of a better character crowded to behold the degraded majesty of their sovereign. Her state of humiliation, so opposite to the grandeur from which she had fallen, moved them with compassion and sympathy. They heard her tale, and were filled with indignation. Her lamentations, her disorder, her beauty, all stimulated their ardour for her deliverance. It was announced to the nobles, that the tide of popular favour had turned towards the queen. They hastened to appear before her, and to assure her, with smiles and courtesy, that they were immediately to conduct her to her palace, and to reinstate her in her royalty. Impoising upon her credulous nature, and that beautiful humanity which characterized her even in the most melancholy situations of her life, they prevailed with her to inform the people, that she was purified, and that she wished them to disperse of themselves. They separated in obedience to her desire. The nobles now conveyed her to Holyroodhouse. But nothing could be farther from their intentions than her re-establishment in liberty and grandeur. They held a council, in which they deliberated concerning the manner in which they ought to dispose of her. It was resolved, that she should be confined during her life in the fortress of Lochleven; and they subscribed an order for her commitment.

A resolution so sudden, so pernicious, and so tyrannical, filled Mary with the utmost astonishment, and drew from her the most bitter complaints and exclamations. Kirkaldy of Grange, perceiving with surprise the lengths to which the nobles had proceeded, felt his honour take the alarm for the part he had acted at their desire. He expostulated with them upon their breach of truce, and cenured the extreme rigour of the queen's treatment. They counselled him to rely upon the integrity of their motives; spoke of her passion for Bothwell as most vehement, and insisted on the danger of intriguing her with power. He was not convinced by their speeches; and earnestly recommended lenient and moderate measures. Discreet admonitions, he said, could not fail of impressing her with a full sense of the hazards and inconveniences of an improper passion, and a little time would cure her of it. They assured him, that when it appeared that the detested Bothwell, and had utterly abandoned his interests, they would think of kindnefs and moderation. But this, they urged, could hardly be expected; for they had recently intercepted a letter from her to this nobleman, in which she expressed, in the strongest terms, the warmth of her love, and her fixed purpofe never to forfake him (r). Kirkaldy was desirous to peruse this letter; and he persuaded them no longer with his remonstrances. The queen, in the mean time, sent a message to this generous fol­dier, complaining of the cruelty of her nobles, and reminding him that they had violated their engagements. He instantly addressed an answer to it, recounting the reproaches he had made to them; stating his advice; describing the surprize with which he had read her intercepted letter; and conjuring her to renounce and forget a most wicked and flagitious man, and, by this victory over herself, to regain the love and respect of her

(r) "Mr Hume is candid enough to give up the authenticity of this letter; and indeed, so far as I have observed, there is not the slightest pretence of a reason for conceiving it to be genuine; (Hist. of England, Vol. V. p. 120.) It was not mentioned by the earl of Morton and his adherents to Throgmorton, when Elizabeth interfered in the affairs of Scotland upon the imprisonment of the queen in the castle of Lochleven: a period of time when these statesmen were desirous to throw out every imputation to her prejudice, and when in particular they were abusing her with vehemence for her attachment to Bothwel; (Keith, p. 419.) Nor was it made use of by Murray before the English commissioners. Mary, in the condition to which the nobles had reduced her, could not well think of a slip of this sort, although her attachment to Bothwel had been as strong as they were pleased to pronounce it. For, not to speak of the greatness of her distresses, she was guarded by them so strictly, as to make it vain for her to pretend to elude their vigilance. In regard, too, to her love of Bothwel, it is not clear that it was ever real. While the king was alive, there are no traces of their improper intercourse. The affair of Dunbar was a criminal seduction. The arts of a profligate man overcame her. There was no sentiment of love upon either side. After her marriage, his rudeness extinguished in her altogether any remain of kindnefs and respect; and hence the coldness with which she parted with him." Stuart's History of Scotland, Vol. I. p. 253. note.
A lingering hope was entertained that captain Blackader would reveal the whole secret at the place of execution, and a vast multitude of spectators were present. No information, however, could be derived from what he said with regard to the regicides; but while he solemnly protested that his life was unjustly taken away, he averred it as his belief that the earls of Murray and Morton were the contrivers of the king’s murder.

The lords of the secret council now proceeded to the greatest enormities. They robbed the palace of Holyroodhouse of its furniture and decorations; converted the queen’s plate into coin; and pillaged themselves of her jewels, which were of great value; and while the faction at large committed these acts of robbery, the earl of Glencairn with solemn hypocrisy demolished the altar in the queen’s chapel and defaced and destroyed all its pictures and ornaments. These excessive outrages, however, lost them the favour of the people, and the court of France; and to the promises of this ambitions and treacherous wretch the king trusted, imagining him to be a steady friend to the unfortunate queen. Eliaboth also pretended friendship, and threatened the associated lords; but as they had every reason to doubt her sincerity, they paid no regard to her threats, and even refused to admit her ambassador to Mary’s presence.

A false complaint was made by his three deeds or instruments, and was instructed not to be sparing in rubens and menaces in order to compel her to subscribe them. By the first, she was to resign her crown to her infant son; by the second, she appointed the earl of Murray regent of Scotland; and by the third, she constituted a council to direct the prince till this nobleman should arrive in Scotland, or in the event of his death or refusal of the offer. On the part of the queen all resistance was vain. Sir Robert Melvill assured her, that her chief friends were of opinion, that what she did by compulsion, and in a prison, could have no power to bind her; and of this she was also assured by Throgmorton, the English ambassador, in a letter which Sir Robert Melvill brought in the form of his sword. Mary therefore, forlorn and helpless, could not resist the barbarous redundities with which Lindsay pressed the subscription of the papers, though she would not read them. Five days after the lords of the secret council met at Stirling, for the coronation of the young prince, and considered themselves as representing the three estates of the kingdom. A protestation was made in the name of the duke of Chateleurs, that this solemnity neither prejudice his rights of succession nor those of the other princes of the blood. The young prince being professed to them, the lords Lindsay and Ruthven appeared, and in the name of the queen renounced in his favour her right and title to the crown, gave up the papers.
papers she had subscribed, and surrendered the sword, sceptre, and royal crown. After the papers were read, the earl, of Morton, Athol, Glencarin, Marre, and Menteith, with the matter of Graham, the lord Hume, and Bothwel bishop of Orkney, received the queen’s reignation in favour of her son in the name of the three elates. After this formality, the earl of Morton, bending his body, and laying his hand upon the Scriptures, took the coronation-oath for the prince, engaging that he should rule according to the laws, and root out all heretics and enemies to the word of God. Adam Bothwel then anointed the prince king of Scotland; a ceremony with which John Knox was displeased, as believing it to be of Jewish invention. This prelate next delivered to him the sword and the sceptre, and finally put the crown upon his head. In the procession to the castle from the church, where the inauguration was performed, and where John Knox preached the inauguration sermon, the earl of Athol carried the crown, the earl of Marre the sceptre, Glencarin the sword, and the earl of Morton carried the prince in his arms. These solemnities received no countenance from Elizabeth; and Throgmorton, by her express command, was not present at them. Soon after this ceremony, the earl of Murray returned from France; and his presence gave such a strength and firmness to his faction, that very little opposition could be given by the partisans of Mary, who were unsettled and desponding for want of a leader. A little Denmark; but Bothwel himself, being known by some of the servants to open to him her secrets. At times he preiTed upon her conscience and nearly dropt some words of consolation; and after expressing his desire to the people; and after having solemnly declared the innocence of the queen, they protested before God and his angels, that the earl of Bothwel had informed them that the earls of Murray and Morton were the contributors of the king’s murder. It was impossible that such transactions as these could alter in the situation of the queen. Her enemies, forging between Mary and Bothwel, had many reasons to refuse her the jewels that yet remained with her, and recommended it to him to get an early possession of all the forts of her kingdom. He now took his leave of her, and embracing anew this pious traitor, she lent her blessing with him to the prince her son.

In the mean time the wretched earl of Bothwel was struggling with the greatest difficulties. Sir William Murray and Kirkaldy of Grange had put to sea in search of him. He had been obliged to execute piracy in order to subsist himself and his followers. His pursuers came upon him unexpectedly at the Orkney islands, and took three of his ships; but he himself made his escape. Soon after, having seized a Turkish trader on the coast of Norway, two ships of war belonging to the king of Denmark gave chase to him as a pirate. An engagement ensued, in which Bothwel was taken. His officers and mariners were hanged in Denmark; but Bothwel himself, being known by some Scottish merchants, had his life spared. He was thrown, however, into a dungeon, where he remained ten years; and at last died melancholy and disfratrated. The regent commissioners to the king of Denmark to demand him as a prisoner; but that prince, considering him as a traitor and usurper, totally disregarded his requent. The dreadful fate of Bothwel did not make any alteration in the situation of the queen. Her enemies, envious of her liberty, she told him, that to achieve it was beyond all his efforts; and that it was not good for her to defer it. Starting from her seat, she took him in her arms, and kissing him as her deliverer from the scaffold, solicited his immediate acceptance of the regency. He declared he had many reasons to refuse the regency. She implored and conjured him not to abandon her in the extremity of her wretchedness. There was no other method, the said, by which she herself could be saved, her son protected, and her realm rightly governed. He gave way to her anxiety and solicitation. She besought him to make the most unbounded use of her name and authority, desired him to keep for her the jewels that yet remained with her, and recommended it to him to get an early possession of all the forts of her kingdom. He now took his leave of her, and embracing anew this pious traitor, she lent her blessing with him to the prince her son.

Miserable fate of Bothwel.
The defeat of Mary: the queen threw her enemies into the greatest confusion. Many forsook the regent openly, and still more made their submissions privately, or concealed themselves. He did not, however, despond; but resolved to defend himself by force of arms. The queen found herself at the head of 6000 men, and the regent opposed her with 4000. Mary, however, did not think it proper to risk a battle; knowing the capacity of the regent as a general, and that his officers were all men of approved valour and experience. But in this prudent resolution she was over-ruled by the impericity of her troops. A battle was fought on the 13th of May 1568, at Langside near Glasgow, in which Mary's army was defeated, and her last hopes blighted. The unfortunate queen fled towards Kirkcudbright; where finding a place of safety, she deliberated on the plan she should afterwards follow. The result of her deliberations, as frequently happens in cases of perplexity, led her to take the worst steps possible. Notwithstanding all the perfidy which she had found in Elizabeth, Mary could not think that she would now refuse to afford her a refuge in her dominions; and therefore determined to retire into England. To this the queen added a letter to secretary Cecil, and to Lauder, the deputy-commander at Carlisle; and after detailing her defeat at Langside, desired to know if she might trust herself upon English ground. This officer wrote an answer, in which he said, that the lord Scroop the warden of the frontiers being absent, he could not of his private authority give a formal assurance in a matter which concerned the fate of a queen: but that he would send by post to his court to know the pleasure of his sovereign; and that if in the mean time any necessity should force Mary to Carlisle, he would receive her with joy, and protect her against her enemies. Mary, however, before the messenger could return, had embarked in a fishing boat with thirteen attendants. In a few hours the landed at Wirkington in Cumberland; and from thence proceeded to Cockermouth, where the continued till Mr. Lauder, having assembled the gentlemen of the country; conducted her with the greatest respect to the castle of Carlisle.

To Elizabeth the queen announced her arrival in a dispatch, which described her late misfortunes in general and pathetic terms, and in which she expressed an earnest solicitude to pay her a visit at her court, and the deep sense she entertained of her friendship and generosity. The queen of England, by obliging and polite letters condoned with her upon her situation, and gave her assurances of all the favour and protection that were due to the justice of her cause. But as they were not accompanied with an invitation to London, Mary took the alarm. She thought it expedient to intrust lord Fleming to repair to France; and she intrusted lord Herries with a most pressing remonstrance to Elizabeth. Her anxiety for an interview was such as to indicate her conduct, her ability to do so in the most satisfactory manner, and her power to explain the ingratitude, the crimes, and the perjury of her enemies, were urged to this princes. A delay in the state of her affairs was represented as nearly equivalent to absolute destruction. An immediate proof was therefore requested from Elizabeth of the sincerity of her professions. If she was unwilling to admit into her presence a queen, a relation, and a friend, she was reminded, that as Mary's entrance into her dominions had been voluntary, her departure ought to be equally free and unrestrained. She valued the protection of the queen of England above that of every other potentate upon earth: but if it could not be granted, she would solicit the amity, and implore the aid, of powers who would commensurate her afflictions, and be forward to relieve them. Amidst remonstrances, however, which were the utmost and most natural, Mary failed not to gratefully acknowledge Elizabeth for the courtesy with which she had theretofore been treated in the castle of Carlisle. She took the opportunity also to beg of this princes to avert the cruelty of the regent from her adherents, and to engage him not to wield her kingdom with hostility and ravages; and she had the prudence to pay her compliments in an affectionate letter to secretary Cecil, and to court his kind offices in extirpating her from her difficulties and troubles.

But the queen of England was not to be moved by remonstrances. The voluntary offer of Mary to plead her cause in the presence of Elizabeth, and to fatisfy all her scruples, was rejected. Her disaffections were rather a matter of exultation than of pity. The deliberations of the English queen, and those of her statesmen, were not directed by maxims of equity, or of compassion, or of generosity. They considered the flight of Mary into England as an incident that was fortunate and favourable to them; and they were solicitous to adopt those measures which would enable them to draw from it the greatest profit and advantage. If the queen of Scots were allowed to return to her own dominions, it was probable that she would soon be in a condition to destroy the earl of Murray and his faction, who were the friends of England. The house of Hamilton, who were now zealous in the interests of France, would rise into consideration and power. England would be kept in perpetual turmoils upon the frontiers; Ireland would receive molestation from the Scots, and its disturbances grow important and dangerous. Mary would renew with doubled ardour her designs against the Protestant religion; and a French army would again be introduced into Scotland. For these reasons, Elizabeth and her ministers determining not to restore the queen of Scots to her throne, considered what would be the probable consequences of permitting her to remain at liberty in England. In this situation, she would augment the number of her partisans, and extend to every quarter her emigrations, and inculcate her title to the crown. Foreign ambassadors would afford her aid, and take a share in her intrigues; and Scotland, where there was so high an object to be gained, would enter with cordiality into her views. This plan being also hazardous, it was deliberated whether the queen...
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Queen of Scots might not be allowed to take a voyage into France. But all the pretensions which had hitherto threatened the crown of Elizabeth would in this case be revived. A strong resentment to her would even urge Mary and Charles IX. to the boldest and most desperate enterprises. The party of the queen of Scots in England, strong from motives of religion and affection, and from discontent and the love of change, would stimulate their anger and ambition. England had now no territories in France. A war with that country and with Scotland would involve the greatest dangers. Upon revolving these measures and topics, Elizabeth and her councillors were induced to conclude, that it was by far the wisest expedient to keep the queen of Scots in confinement, to invent methods to augment her disfavour, to give countenance to the regent, and to hold her kingdom in dependence and subjection.

In consequence of this cruel and unjust resolution, Mary was acquainted, that she could not be admitted into Elizabeth's presence till she had cleared herself of the crimes imputed to her; she was warned not to think of introducing French troops into Scotland; and it was hinted, that for the more security she ought to be removed farther from the frontier. This message, at once showed Mary the imprudence of her conduct in fleeing herself to Elizabeth. But the error could not now be remedied. She was watched to prevent her escape, and all her remonstrances were vain. The earl of Murray attempted to accuse her; and it was at last concluded that Elizabeth could not, consistently with her own honour and the tranquillity of her government, suffer the queen of Scots to come into her presence, to depart out of England, or to be restored to her dignity, till her cause should be tried and decided. An order was given to remove her from Carlisle to a place of strength at a greater distance from the borders, to confine her more closely, and to guard against all possibility of an escape.

In consequence of these extraordinary transactions, a trial took place, perhaps the most remarkable for its injustice and partiality of any recorded in history. Mary, confined and apprehensive, submitted to be tried as they thought proper. The earl, who was to be the accuser, was summoned into England, and commissioners were appointed on both sides. On the 4th of October, the commissioners met at York; and four days after, the deputies of the queen of Scots were called to make known their complaints. They related the most material circumstances of the cruel usage she had received. Their accusations were an alarming introduction to the business in which the regent had embarked; and notwithstanding the encouragement shown to him by Elizabeth, he was assailed by apprehensions. The artifices of Maitland added to his alarms. Instead of proceeding instantly to defend himself, or to accuse the queen, he sought permission to relate his doubts and scruples to the English commissioners. In his own name, and with the concurrence of his associates, he demanded to know whether they had sufficient authority from Elizabeth to pronounce, in the case of the murder, Guilty or not guilty, according to the evidence that should be laid before them; whether they would actually exercise this power; whether, in the event of her criminality, their sovereign should be delivered to him and his friends, or detained in England in such a way as that no danger should ensue from her activity; and whether, upon her conviction, the queen of England would allow his proceedings, and those of his party, to be proper, maintain the government of the young king, and support him in the regency in the terms of the act of parliament which had confirmed him in that office. To these requisitions, it was answered, upon the part of the English deputies, that their commission was so ample, that they could enter into and proceed with the controversy; and that they had liberty to declare, that their sovereign would not restore the queen of Scots to her crown, if satisfactory proofs of her crime should be produced; but that they knew not, and were not instructed to say, in what manner she would finally conduct herself as to her person and punishment. With regard to the sovereignty of the prince, and the regency of the earl of Murray, they were points, they observed, which might be canvassed in a future period. These replies did not please the regent and his associates; and they requested the English commissioners to transmit their doubts and scruples to be examined and answered by Elizabeth.

But while the regent discovered in this manner his apprehensions, he yet affirmed that he was able to answer the charges imputed to him and his faction; and this being in a great measure a distinct matter from the controversy of the murder, he was desired to proceed in it. It was contended, that Bodwel, who had the chief concern in the murder of lord Darnley, possest such credit with the queen, that within three months after that horrible event, he feized her person and led her captive to Dunbar, obtained a divorce from his wife, and married her; that the nobility, being moved with his crimes, did confederate to punish him; to receive her from the tyranny of a man who had ravished her, and who could not be her husband; and to preserve the life of the prince: that having taken arms for these purposes, the earl marched against them; but that, proceeding to decide the quarrel by single combat, his challenge was accepted; that he declined, notwithstanding, to enter the lists, and fled: that the queen, preferring his impunity to her son's danger, favoured his escape by going over to the nobility; and the regent conducted her to Edinburgh, where they informed her of the motives of their proceedings, requested her to take the proper steps against him and the other re­gicides, and intreated her to dissolve her pretended marriage, to take care of her son, and to consult the tranquillity of her realm: that this treatment being offensive to her, she menaced them with vengeance, and offered to surrender her crown if they would permit her to possess the murderer of her husband; that her inflexible mind, and the necessities of the state, compelled them to keep her at a distance from him, and out of the way of a communication with his adherents; that during her confinement, finding herself fatigued with the troubles of royalty, and uniting for them from vexation of spirit and the weakness of her body and intellect, the freely and of her own will re­signed her crown to her son, and constituted the earl of Murray to the regency; that the king accordingly had been crowned, and Murray admitted to the regency; that the function of the three estates assembled in parliament having confirmed these appointments, an unhappy
verbal obedience of the people had ensued, and a ready administration of justice had taken place; that certain persons, however, envious of the public order and peace, had brought her out of prison, and had engaged to subvert the government; that they had been disappointed in their wicked attempts; and that it was most just and equitable, that the king and the regent should be supported in power, in opposition to a rebellious and turbulent faction.

This apology, so imperfect, so impudent, and so irreconcilable with history, received a complete confirmation from the deputies of the queen of Scots. To take arms against her because Bothwell had her favour, was, they said, a base justification of the earl of Murray and his friends; since it had never been properly manifested to her that he was the murderer of her husband. He had indeed been suspected of this crime; but had been tried by his peers, and acquitted. His acquittal had been ratified in parliament, and had obtained the express approbation of the party who were now so loud in accusing him, and who had confounded her against her authority. These rebels had even urged her to accomplish her marriage with him, had recommended him as the fittest person to govern the realm, and had subscribed a bond affecting his innocence, and binding themselves to challenge and punish all his adversaries and opponents. They had never, either before or after the marriage, like true subjects, adverted the queen of his guilt, till, having experience of their strength, they secretly took arms, and invaded her in Borthwick castle. The first mark of their dastardly was the sound of a trumpet in belli]].y, and the display of warlike banners. She made her escape to Dunbar; and they returning to Edinburgh, levied troops, inflamed proclamations, took the field against her, under the pretence of delivering her from his tyranny, and got possession of her person. She was willing to prevent the effusion of blood, and was very far from preferring his impiety to her honour. Kirkaldy of Grange, in obedience to instructions from them, defied her to come him to meet him, and invited her to pass to them under the promise of being served and obeyed as their sovereign. She confented, and Kirkaldy taking Bothwell by the hand, recommended it to him to depart, and assure him that no man would pursu[e him. It was by their own contrivance that he fled; and it was in their power to have taken him; but they showed not the least desire to make him their prisoner. He remained, too, for some time in the kingdom, and was unmolested by them; and it was not till he was upon the seas that they affected to go in search of him. When the forces derided herself in the flight of their army, the earl of Morton ratified the stipulations of Kirkaldy, made obedience to her in their names, and promised her all the service and honour which had ever been paid to any of her predecessors. They were not slaves, however, to their engagements. They carried her to Edinburg, but did not lodge her in her palace. She was committed to the house of a burgess, and treated with the vilest indignities. She indeed br ke cut into menaces, and threatened them; nor was this a matter either of blame or wonder. But it was utterly false that she had ever made any offer to give away her crown, if the might possess Bothwell. In the midst of her sufferings, she had even required them by secretary Maitland to specify their complaints, and brought them to her to appear in parliament, to and join and assist in seeking a remedy to them from the wisdom of the three estates. This overture, however, so trifling and submissive, they absolutely rejected. They were animated by purposes of ambition, and had not in view a relief from grievances. They forced her from her capital in the night, and imprisoned her in Lochleven; and there, they, being exacted with the toils of government and the languors of sickness, she, without constraint or solicitation, resigned her crown to her son, and appointed the earl of Murray to be regent during his minority. This indeed was to assume an unlimited power over facts; but the truth could neither be concealed, nor overturned, nor palliated. She was in the vigour of youth, unaffad by murradies, and without any infirmity that could induce her to surrender the government of her kingdom. Nor was it unknown to them that the earl of Atholl and the barons Tullibardin and Lethington, principal men of their council, dispatched Sir Robert Melvil to her with a ring and presents, with a recommendation to subscribe whatever papers should be laid before her, as the only means in her power to save her life, and with an assurance that what she did under captivity could not operad any injury to her. Melvil, too, communicated to her an intimation in writing from Sir Nicholas Throgmorton, which gave her the same advice and the same assurance. To Sir Nicholas Throgmorton she sent an answer, informing him that she would follow his counsel; and enjoining him to declare to his mistress her hapless fate, and that her resignation of her crown was contrived. Nor did this ambassador neglect her commimion; and it was a popular persuasion that Elizabeth would have marched an army to her relief, if she had not been intimated by the threat of the rebels, that the blood of the queen of Scots would be the wages of her followers. It was also not to be contradicted, that when the lord Lindsay prefented to his sovereign the instruments of resignation, he menaced her with a closer prison and a speedy death if she should refuse to subscribe them. It was under an extreme terror, and with many tears, that she put her name to them. She did not consider them as her deeds; did not read them; and professed, that when she was at liberty, she would disavow subscriptions which had been extorted from her. Even Douglas, the keeper of Lochleven, could not endure to be a witness of the violence employed against her. He departed out of her presence, that he might not see her surrender her rights against her will; and he sought and obtained from her a certificate, that he was not accessory to this compulsion and outrage. Nor did it conflict with the flight of probability or reason, that she would, of her own will and accord, execute a resignation of her royal estate, and retain no provifion for her future maintenance. Yet by these extraordinary deeds, the condition to which she was reduced was most miserable and wretched. For no portion whatever of her revenue was referred to her, and no security of any kind was granted either for her liberty or her life. As to the coronation of the prince, it could have no validity, as being founded in a pretended and false resignation. It was also defective in its form; for there were in Scotland more than an hundred earls, bishops, and lords; and of these the whole, or at least the major part, ought
The regent, unable to reply.

To these facts the regent did not pretend to make any objection; and though required by the English commissioners to produce founder and better reasons for his treatment of the queen, he did not advance any thing in his own behalf. He even allowed the charges of treason and usurpation to be proved against him, without presuming to answer. This surprising behaviour, which might readily have been construed into an acknowledgment of his guilt, it seems, proceeded from some conferences which he had with the duke of Norfolk. This nobleman was a zealous partisan for the succession of Mary to the English crown. He was strongly possessed with the opinion, that his mistress, while she was elop'd to gratify her animosity and jealousies against the queen of Scots, was secretly resolved, by fixing a stain upon her, to exclude her altogether from the succession, and to involve her son in her disgrace. He was eager to defeat a purpose, which he conceived to be not only unjust in itself, but highly detrimental to his country. It was in his power to act with this view; and he observed with pleasure, that Maitland of Lethington was favourable to Mary. To this state-man, accordingly, he ventured to express his sentiments, that the regent could be allured to think of an attempt so blameable as that of criminating his sovereign. If Mary had really given offence by military

riage and mistakes, it yet was not the business of a good subject industriously to hold her out to scorn. Anxious and repeated conferences were held by them; and at length it was formally agreed, that the regent should not accuse the queen of Scots; and that the duke in return should protect her in the favour of Elizabeth, and secure him in the possession of his regency.

But while the regent engaged himself in this intrigue with the duke of Norfolk, he was defirous not witholding gratifying the resentment of Elizabeth, and of advancing his own interests by undermining and hypo-

ne; secretly the fame and reputation of his sovereign, only.

He intrusted Maitland, George Buchanan, James Macgill, and John Wood, to go to the duke of Norfolk, the earl of Suffex, and Sir Ralph Sadler, and to communicate to them as private persons, and not in their character of commissioners, the letters to Bothwell, and the other proofs upon which he affirmed the guilt of the queen of Scots. It was his desire that they would examine these papers, give their opinion of them to Elizabeth, and inform him whether she judged them sufficient evidences of Mary's concern in the murder of her husband. If this should be her opinion, he testified his own readiness, and that of his associates, to swear that the papers were genuine, and of the hand-writing of the queen. By this operation, he was solicitous to establish his vouchers as incontestable, and as testimonies of record. The commissioners examined his papers, and heard the comments of Buchanan and his other affilies; but they do not seem to have bestowed the fullest credit upon them. They despaired them, however, to Elizabeth; pointed out the places of them which were strongest against Mary; and allowed that their force and meaning were very great, if their genuineness could be demonstrated. But of their genuineness they acknowledged that they had no other evidence than foul affections, and the offer of oaths. The earl of Suffolk, in a private dispatch to secretary Cecil, does more than insinuate, that he thought Mary would be able to prove the letters palpable forgeries; and with respect to the murder of the king, he declares in plain terms, that from all he could learn, Murray and his faction would, upon a judicial trial, be found by "proofs hardly to be denied," more criminal in that charge than the queen herself. Elizabeth and her ministers, upon the receipt of such dispatches, did not think it expedient to empower them to adopt a method of proof so palpably-suspicious, and in which they could not openly concur, without grossly violating even the appearance of probity. The regent had before attempted to engage her in a direct assurance of the validity of his papers, when he submitted copies of them to her inspection by his secretary Mr Wood. His attempt at this juncture was of a similar kind; and it could not recommend him to the English commissioners.

Nor were these the onlytransactions which took place during the continuance of the commissioners at York. The inventive and refining genius of Lethington had suggested to him a project, which he communicated in confidence to the bishop of Ely. It received the warm approbation of this ecclesiastic; and they determined to put it to a trial. While they attended the duke of Norfolk to the appearance of knowing, they infinuated into him the notion of his allying himself with the queen of Scots. Her beauty, her accomplish-
mend, and her kingdom, were high allurements to this
nobleman; and as he was the greatest subject of Eng-
land, and perhaps of Europe, he seemed not to be un-
worthy of them. The proposal was very flattering to
the admiration he entertained of Mary, to his ambition,
and to his patriotism. The more he thought of it, he
was the more convinced of its propriety. His access
to be informed of the practises of the regent, destined
in him the operation of these flanders by which her en-
emies were so active to traduce her. In this state of his
mind, the lady Scroop, his sister, who resided at Bol-
ton Castle with Mary, completely confirmed his resolu-
tion. For from her he learned the orderly carriage and
the amiable dispositions of the queen of Scots. He was
now impatient to have a fit reason to make her formally
the offer of his hand.

Elizabeth in the mean time was thrown into confu-
sion by the refusal of the regent to accede the queen
of Scots. To give a positive answer to his doubts and
fears was not consistent with her honour; and yet
without this confederacy, she was assured that the
Scottish deputies would not exhibit their charge or cri-
mination. Having deceived Mary therefore with fair
promises, she was active in gaining over the regent to
her views; which having done, he confented at last to
prefer his accusation against Mary before the commis-
ioners, who now met at Westminster by the command
of Elizabeth. The charge was exprested in general and
premptive terms. It affirmed, that as James earl of
Bothwell was the chief executor of the murder of king
Henry, so the queen was his perfuder and counsellor in
the device; that she was a maintainer and fortifier of
this unnatural deed, by stopping the inquisition into it
and its punishment, and by taking in marriage the prin-
cipal regicide; that they had begun to execute a cruel
tyranny in the commonwealth, and had formed a revo-
lation of destroying the innocent prince, and of trans-
fering the crown from the true line of its kings to a
bloody murderer and a godless tyrant; and that the
estates of the realm, finding her unworthy to reign, had
ordered her to resign the crown, her son to be crowned,
and the earl of Murray to be established in the regen-
cy. Before this accusation was preferred, the earl of
Lenox presented himself before the English commis-
ioners; made a lamentable declaration of his griefs,
and produced to them the letters which had passed be-
 tween him and Mary concerning the murder, with a
writing which contained a direct affirmation of her
guilt.

The deputies of Mary were astonished at this accu-
ciation, being a violent infringement of a protestation
which they had formerly given in, and which had been accept-
ed, namely, that the crown, estate, person, and
honour of the queen of Scots, should be guarded against every
assault and injury; yet in all these particulars she was
touched and affected. It was understood that no judi-
cial proceedings should take place against her; yet she
was actually arraigned as a criminal, and her deputies
were called upon to defend her. They discovered not,
however, any apprehension of the validity of the charge;
and while they fully explained the motives which attra-
ced the earl of Murray and his faction in their pro-
ceedings, they imputed to persons among themselves
the guilt of the king’s murder. They affirmed, that
the queen’s adversaries were the accomplices of Both-
well; that they had subscribed a bond conspiring the
death of the king; and that their guilt had been at-
tested in the sight of 10,000 spectators by those of
their confederates who had already been executed.

They exclaimed against the enormous ingratitude, and
the unparalleled audacity of men, who could forget so
completely all the obligations which they owed to their
sovereign; and who, not satisfied with usurping her
power, could even charge her with a murder which they
themselves had committed. They represented the strong
necessity which had arisen for the full vindication of
their mistresses; and they said, that in so weighty an ex-
 tremity, they could not possibly suppose that she would
be restrained from appearing in her own defence. They
had her instructions, if her honour was touched to make
this requisition; and till it was granted, they insisted,
that all proceedings in the conference should be at an
end. A refusal of this liberty, in the situation to which
she was driven, would be an infallible proof that no
good was intended to her. It was their wish to deal
with sincerity and uprightness; and they were perusa-
ded, that without a proper freedom of defence, their
queen would necessarily fall a victim to partiality and
injustice. They therefore earnestly pressed the English
commissioners, that the might be permitted to present
herself before Elizabeth, the nobles of England, and
the ambassadors of foreign nations, in order to man-
nifest to the world the injuries she had suffered, and her
innocence.

After having made these spirited representations to
the English commissioners, the deputies of Mary de-
ferred to have access to the queen of England. They
were admitted accordingly to an audience, and in a
formal address or petition they detailed what had hap-
pened, intitled that the liberty of personal defence shou-
ld be allowed to their mistresses, and demanded that the earl
of Murray and his associates should be taken into custody,
till they should answer to such charges as should
be preferred against them. She desired to have some
time to turn her thoughts to matters of such high im-
portance; and told them, that they might soon expect
to hear from her.

The bishop of Ross, and the other deputies of Mary, And make
in the mean time, struck with the pernicious manage-
ment of the conference, convinced of the jealou-
sy and perfidious management of Elizabeth, sensible that her power over her
commissioners was unlimited, and anxious for the de-

erance of their mistresses, made an overture for an ac-
 commodation to the earl of Leicester and Sir William
Cecil. They proposed, that the original meaning of
the conference should still be adhered to, notwithstanding
the accusation which had been preferred by the
earl of Murray; and that Elizabeth, disregarding it as
an effort of faction, should proceed to a good agreement
between Mary and her subjects. For this scheme,
which is so expressive of their suspicions of Elizabeth and of her commissioners, they had no authority from
their mistresses. They acknowledged accordingly, that
it was made without her instructions, and intimated
that they were moved to it by their anxiety for peace
and the re-establishment of the affairs of the Scott
ish nation. They were introduced at Hampton-court

Elizabeth received the petition without any expres-
sion of her sentiments; but she did not think
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think it right that the queen of Scots should yet have the liberty to defend herself in person. She confessed, indeed, that it was reasonable that Mary should be heard in her own cause; but the affirmed, that she was at a loss at what time she should appear, in what place, and to whom she should address herself. While the let fall, however, the hope that Mary might obtain the permission to repeatedly and eagerly requested, the expressed her resolution that the earl of Murray should first be heard in support of his charge, and that she would attend to the proofs which he affirmed himself to readiness to produce. After this business should be transacted, till the deputies of Mary that she would again confer with them. It was to no purpose that they objected to a procedure so strange and so improper. An accusation, said they, is given; the person accused is anxious to defend herself; this privilege is denied to her; and yet a demand is to be made for the vouchers of her guilt. What is this but an open violation of justice? It did not become them to dispute her pleasure in her own dominions; but they would not, they informed her, consent to a measure which was so alarming to the interests of their queen; and if it was adopted, they might expect that a protest against its validity would be lodged with her commissioners.

The English commissioners reframed the conference, and were about to demand from the earl of Murray the proofs with which he could support his accusation. The bishop of Ros and his associates being admitted to them, expressed themselves in conformity to the conversation they had held with Elizabeth. They declared, that it was unnatural and preposterous in their sovereign to think of receiving proofs of the guilt of the queen of Scots before she was heard in her own defence; and they protested, that in the event of this proceeding, the negotiation should be dismissed, and Elizabeth be disarmed of all power to do any prejudice to her honour, person, crown, and estate. The commissioners of the English queen were affected with this protestation, and felt more for the honour of their mistress than for their own. They refused to receive it, because there were engrossed in it the words of the refusal which Elizabeth had given to the petition for Mary. They did not choose to authenticate the terms of this refusal by their subscriptions; and were solicitous to suppress for palpable a memorial of her iniquity. They alleged, that the language of her refusal had not been taken down with accuracy; and they preferred Mary's deputies to present a simpler form of protestation. The bishop of Ros and his colleagues yielded not, however, immediately to their insidious opportunities; but, repeating anew their protestation as they had at first planned it, included the express words of Elizabeth; and, when compelled by the power of the commissioners to expunge the language of the English queen, they still intimated upon their protestation. An interruption was thus given to the validity of any future proceedings which might affect the reputation of the queen of Scots. The earls of Murray and Morton, with their friends, were very much disappointed. For they had followed themselves with the hope of a triumph before there was a victory; and thought of obtaining a decree from Elizabeth, which while it should pronounce the queen of Scots to be an adulteress and a murderer, would exalt them into the station and character of virtuous men and honourable subjects.

Though the conference ought naturally to have terminated upon this protestation of the deputies of Mary against the injustice of Elizabeth, yet it did not satisfy the latter princes that the accusation only had been delivered to her commissioners; she was seriously disposed to operate a judicial production of its vouchers. The charge would thus have a more regular aspect, and be a stronger foundation upon which to build, not only the infancy of the Scotch queen, but her own justification for the part she had acted. Her commissioners accordingly, after the bishop of Ros and his colleagues had retired, disregarding their protestation, called upon the earl of Murray and his associates to make their appearance. The pretence, however, employed for drawing from him his papers was sufficiently artful, and bears the marks of that sly and duplicitious character which so shamefully characterizes all the transactions of Elizabeth at this period. Sir Nicholas Bacon the lord keeper addressed himself to the earl of Murray. He said, that, in the opinion of the queen of England, it was a matter surprising and strange, that he should accuse his sovereign of a crime most horrible, odious to God and man, against law and nature; and which, if proved to be true, would render her infamous in all the kingdoms of the world. But though he had so widely forgot his duty, yet had not Elizabeth renounced her love of a good father, a good neighbour, and a good friend; and it was her will, that he and his company should produce the papers by which they imagined they were able to maintain their accusation. The earl of Murray, in his turn, was not wanting in diffimulation. He expressed himself to be very sorry for the high displeasure he had given to Elizabeth by his charge against Mary, and for the obliquity of the Scotch queen and her duplities, which made it necessary for him to vindicate himself by discovering her dill Honour. Under the lead of this double and affected row, he made an actual and formal exhibition of the vouchers by which he pretended to fix and establish her criminality. A particular account and examination of these vouchers, the reader will find in our life of Mary, and in the works to which we have there referred.

To enumerate all the shifts to which Elizabeth and the adversaries of Mary were put, in order to make the strange evidence that was produced wear some degree of plausibility, would far exceed our bounds. It is sufficient to say, that after having wearied themselves with Mary's prevarication and falsehood; after having preferred Mary to abdicate her crown, a requisition with which she never would comply; and after having finally refused to hear her in her own defence; Elizabeth, on the 10th of January 1569, gave leave to the earl of Murray and his accomplices to depart her dominions; telling them, that since they came into England, nothing had been objected to them which could hurt their honour as men, or affect their allegiance as subjects. At the same time she told them, that they had produced no information or evidence by which she was entitled to conceive any had opinion of the queen of Scots. It was therefore her pleasure to allow the affairs of Scotland to continue precisely in the condition in which they were situated at the beginning of the conference. Three days
When the news of this important event reached Scotland, the queen of Scots, she instructed the bishop of Ross to repair to Elizabeth, and to make remonstrances in their own behalf. By the agency of this ecclesiastic, whom she had constituted her ambassador, the meant to conduct her transactions with the queen of England; and from the conclusion of the conferences, she had been meditating a proper plan upon which to accomplish her liberty and reformation. The bishop of Ross, after explaining loudly of the rigorous proceedings of the regent, and intimating the general belief which prevailed that he was supported by the English court, pressed the propriety of a final settlement of the affairs of his mistress. With this view, he was admitted by Elizabeth and her privy-councillors to frequent conferences; and they even desired him to present to them in writing the articles which he was commanded to propose as the foundation of a treaty. He failed not to comply with this injunction; and it was the import of his schedule of agreement, that Mary should engage never to molest Elizabeth, and the lawful heirs of her body, respecting the succession to the crown of England and Ireland, if she could obtain sufficient security that upon their decease her rights would be respected; that a new treaty of alliance and friendship should be concluded between the two queens, on the advice of both kingdoms; that this league should be ratified by their oaths and seals, and confirmed by parliamentary acts; and, if any further assurance should be deemed necessary on the part of Mary, that she would procure the kings of France and Spain to be the guarantors of her punctuality and concord; that in compliance with the pleasure of Elizabeth, she would extend her clemency to all her subjects who had offended her, under the proviso that they would submit to her sovereignty, deliver up the prince her son, restore her castles, give back her jewels, and surrender to her friends and fervants the estates and possessions of which they had been deprived; that the murder of the king should be punished against all the actors in it without delay, and according to the laws; that, to prevent Bothwell from returning to Scotland, and to placate those who imagined that it was in his power to excite ferment and trouble, she would be bound to institute a process of divorce against him; and that these articles being adjusted, the queen of England should allow her to proceed to Scotland, under a safe and honourable convey, to be re-established by the three estates in her realm and government, and to be gratified with the dissolution of all the acts and statutes which had been passed to her prejudice.

The heads of alliance were received with a respect and cordiality which were not usually paid to the transactions of Mary in the court of Elizabeth; and the bishop of Ross was clasped with expectation. Their justice, however, was not the sole, or even the chief, cause of this attention and complaisance. A combination of the English nobility had taken place against Cecil, whose power and credit were objects of indignation and jealousy; and the duke of Norfolk had been active and successful in promoting the scheme of his marriage with the queen of Scots. Taking advantage of the condition of parties, he had prevailed with the principal nobility to encourage the pretensions to Mary; and he secretly communicated to them the promises of support.
The English nobles propos'd articles to Mary.

Mary agrees to the treaty proposed to her.
promoting the business of the marriage, and referred him to the instructions of Lord Boyd for a satisfactory answer to any doubts which might give him difficulty or uneasiness. By the letters of Throgmorton, the regent was advertised that the marriage of the queen of Scots with the duke of Norfolk was a certain and decided point; and he was counselled to concur heartily and expeditiously in this transact, that his consent might not seem to have been extorted. Maitland of Lethington was recommended to him by this statesman, as the person whom he should choose to represent him in the English court, as he could negotiate both the terms and mode of his security and of that of his party. In fine, Throgmorton treated him not to be troubled with any precise figures or objections, for that his overthrow, if he relented, would be inevitable; and, in the view of his services and cordiality, he assured him, that no man's friendship would be accepted with greater affection, and no man's elimination be higher or more fortunate. The zeal of Throgmorton induced him also, upon this occasion, to address to Maitland a dispatch, in which he was infinitely importunate and, in addition to England, in the character to which he recommended him. He complimented him as the finest person to open the match to the English queen, on the part of the regent and the Scottish nobility; and he represented the success of the scheme to be inestimable, as Elizabeth would never be so unwilling as to put her own safety, the peace of her kingdom, and the preservation of her people, in competition with the partial devices that might procure her the vanity and the pleasures of any person whatever. He enumerated the means of the English nobility who had confederated to promote the marriage. He enlarged upon it as an expedient full of wisdom, and as advantageous in the highest degree to religion and the state. He pointed out the falling and inseparable connection of England and Scotland, as its happy and undoubted consequence. For if James VI. should die, the successor of the two kingdoms might devolve to an English prince; and if he should attain to manhood, he might marry the daughter of the duke of Norfolk, and unite, in his person, the two crowns.

These weighty dispatches employed fully the thoughts of the regent. The calls of justice and humanity were loud in the behalf of Mary; his engagements to Norfolk were precise and definitive; and the commission of Elizabeth afforded him the command of the most important services. But, on the other hand, the restoration of Mary, and her marriage, would put an end for ever to his greatness; and, amidst all the fluctuations which could be made for his protection, the enormity of his guilt was still haunting him with suspicions and terror. His ambition and his selfish sensibilities were an overmatch for his virtues. He prattised with his partisans to throw obstacles in the way of the treaty and the marriage; and, on the presence of deliberating concerning the restoration of Mary, and on her divorce from Bothwell, a convention of the estates was summoned by him to assemble at Perth. To this assembly the letters of Elizabeth were recited; and her propositions were considered in their order. The full restoration of Mary to her dignity was accounted injurious to the authority of the king, and her association with her son in the government was judged improper and dangerous; but it was thought that her deliverance from prison, and her reduction to a private station, were reasonable expedients. No definitive decree, however, was announced. The letters of Mary were then communicated to this council, and gave rise to vehement debates. She had written and subscribed them in her character of queen of Scotland. This marriage was termed infaht and imperious by the friends of the regent. They also held it unsafe to examine her requests till they should be communicated to Elizabeth; and they intimated, that some insolent and partial device was concealed under the purport of her divorce from the earl of Bothwell. The favourites of Mary endeavoured to apologize for the form of the letters, by throwing the blame upon her secretaries; and engaged, that while the commissaries, or judges, were proceeding in the business of the divorce, new dispatches in the proper method should be applied for and procured. They were heard with evident symptoms of displeasure; and exclaimed, "that it was wonderful in them, that those very persons who lately had been so violent for the separation of the queen and Bothwell should now be so averse from it." The patricians of the regent replied, "that if the queen was so eagerly solicitous to procure the divorce, the might apply to the king of Denmark to execute Bothwell as the murderer of her husband; and that then the might marry the person who was most agreeable to her." The passions of the two factions were inflamed to a most indecent extremity, and the convention broke up with strong and unequivocal marks of hostility and anger.

Notwithstanding the caution with which Mary and Elizabeth Norfolk carried on their intrigues, intimations of their desire had come to Elizabeth. Norfolk himself, by the advice of the earl of Pembroke, had ventured to discourse his secret to Sir William Cecil, who affected to be friendly to him. The regent, in answer to her letters transmitted to her the proceedings of the convention at Perth. The application of Mary for a divorce was a key to the ambitious hopes of the duke of Norfolk. She commanded Sir William Cecil to apply himself to discover the conspiracy. This statesman betrayed the confidence with which he had been entrusted; and Elizabeth, while the duke was attending her at Farnham, discovering a mixture of perfidy and passion, admonished him to be careful on what pillow he repose his head. The earl of Leicelcter, alarmed by his fears, revealed to her at Titchfield, the whole proceedings of the duke of Norfolk and his friends. Her fury was ungovernable; and at different times the loaded Norfolk with the severest reproaches and contempt, for presuming to think of a marriage with the queen of Scots without the sanction of her convenience. Inflamed with her discourse and her looks, abandoned by Leicelcter, and avoided by other nobles in whom he had confided, he felt his courage to forsake him. He left the court at Southampton without taking his leave, and went to London to the earl of Pembroke. New intimations of her displeasure were announced to him, and he retired to his seat at Kimninghall in Norfolk. His friends pressed him to take the field, and to commit his safety to the sword; but having no inclination to involve his country in the miseries of war, he rejected their advice; and addressing an apology to Elizabath,
Scotland. Elizabeth, protested that he never meant to depart from the fidelity which he owed to her; and that it was his fixed resolution to have applied for her consent to his marriage with the queen of Scots. In return, he ordered him to repair to her court at Windsor; and, as he appeared to be irresolute, a messenger was dispatched to take him into custody. He was first confined to the house of Paul Wentworth, at Burham, in the neighbourhood of Windsor, and then committed to the Tower. The earls of Pembroke and Arundel, the lord Lumley, Sir Nicholas Throgmorton, and the bishop of Rois, were also apprehended and confined.

Elizabeth, amid the ferment of her inquietudes, forgot not to gratify her revenge by inflicting the queen of Scots. The name of Mary was sufficient to provoke her with anger. The earl of Huntington, who affected to have pretensions to the crown of England that were preferable to those of the Scottish princes, was joined with the earl of Shrewbury in the office of guarding her. His instructions were rigorous and he was dispensed to exceed them. The earl of Shrewbury considered that as an indignity to have an associate who was a declared enemy to his charge, who had an interest in her death, and who was remarkable for a natural ferocity of disposition. Mary exclaimed against the indiscretion and rudeness of Elizabeth, and protested that all her intentions were commendable and innocent. Huntington took a delight in her sufferings. He ranfacked her coffers with a view of making discoveries; but her prudence had induced her to destroy all the evidences of her transactions with the duke of Norfolk; and the officious affability of this junior was only rewarded with two cyphers which he could not comprehend. The domestics whom she favoured were suspected and dismissed. Her train of attendants was diminished. An unrelenting watch was kept upon her. No couriers were allowed to carry her despatches. No messengers were admitted to her presence; and all the letters from her friends were ordered to be intercepted, and to be conveyed to the queen of England.

The proceedings of the convention at Perth were afflicting to Elizabeth, to Mary, and to the duke of Norfolk. In the former they created suspicions of the regent; and they were a certain announcement to the latter, that he was resolved to support himself in the government of Scotland. Uncertain rumours had reached Elizabeth of the interviews he had held with Norfolk in the business of the marriage. Her surprize and indignation were infinite. Mr Wood, who brought from the regent his answer to her letter, was treated with disresåct. Secretary Cecil dispatched instructions to the lord Hunidon, the governor of Berwick, to watch his operations with a jealous eye. Elizabeth, by a special envoy, required from him an explanation of his ambiguous carriage. The regent, true to his interests, apologized to her for his connexions with the duke of Norfolk, by laying open the design of that nobleman to cut him off, in his way to Scotland, by a full communication of whatever had passed between them in relation to Mary, and by offers of an unlimited submission and obedience.

While the duke of Norfolk was carrying on his intrigues with Mary, the scheme of an insurrection for her deliverance was advancing under the direction of the earls of Northumberland and Westmoreland. Motives of religion were the chief foundation of this conspiracy; and the more zealous Catholics over England were concerned in it. Mary, however, by the advice of the duke of Norfolk, who was afraid of her matching with a foreign prince, did not enter into it with cordiality. It advanced notwithstanding; and the agents of the pope were lavish of exhortations and donations. The duke of Alva, by the order of his master the king of Spain, encouraged the conspirators with the offer of 20,000 men from the Netherlands; and, under the pretence of adjudging commercial disputes, he sent into England Giapini Vitelli marquis of Celona, an officer of ability, that he might be at hand, and prepare to take the command of them.—The report of an insurrection was universal. Elizabeth kept an army of 15,000 men near her person. The queen of Scots was removed to Coventry, a place of great strength; and if a superior and commanding force should appear before it, her ferocious keeper, it is said, had orders to affallinate her. Repeated commands were sent to the earls of Northumberland and Westmoreland, to repair to court. But the imprisonment of the duke of Norfolk and his friends had struck a panic into them. They conceived that their conspiracy was discovered; and putting themselves at the head of their followers, they issued their manifesto. The restoration of Popery, the establishment of the titles of Mary to the English crown, and the reformation of abuses in the commonwealth, were the avowed objects of their enterprise. But they had embarked in a business for which they were altogether unequal. Their efforts were feeble and delirious. The duke of Alva forgot his promises. Wherever the peace was disturbed by insurgents, there were troops to oppose them. The vigilance of Elizabeth disconcerted with ease the operations of men whom no resources or popularity could have conducted to greatness, and who could neither conquer nor die. The earl of Westmoreland, after concealing himself for some time in Scotland, effected an escape into Flanders, where he passed a miserable and useless existence; and the Earl of Northumberland being taken by the regent, was imprisoned in the castle of Lockerien.

As the fury of Elizabeth abated, her resentment to the duke of Norfolk lost its power; and she failed not to distinguish between the intrigues of an honourable ambition, and the practices of an abject supersition, and his friends. It was the result of the examination of this nobleman, and of the confessions of the other prisoners, that Leithington, had schemed the business of the marriage, and that the earl of Murray had encouraged it; that her consent was underfoot to be necessary to its completion; and that Mary herself had warmly recommended the expedient of consultit her pleasure. Upon receiving proper admonitions, the earls of Pembroke, Arundel, the lord Lumley, Sir Nicholas Throgmorton, and the bishop of Rois, were released from confinement; and, after a mere tedious imprisonment, the duke of Norfolk himself was admitted to his liberty. This favour, however, was not extended to him till he had not only submissively acknowledged his predilection in the business of the marriage; but had fully revealed whatever had passed between Mary and him and solemnly engaged himself never more to think of the alliance,
The regent, in the meanwhile, was very anxious to recover the good opinion of Elizabeth. Her treatment of Mr Wood, and her discovery of his practices, had excited his apprehensions. He therefore assembled at Stirling a convention of the suspected, and taking her letters a second time into consideration, returned her a reply to them by Robert Pictain abbot of Dunfermline, in a style suited to her temper and jealousies, and from which she could decisively infer, that no favour of any kind was to be shown to the queen of Scots. But this base perfidy, though affixed by his treachery to the duke of Norfolk, not being sufficient, in his opinion, to draw completely to him the cordiality of the queen of England, was prepared to gratify her with another sacrifice. The partiality of Maitland to Mary, and his intrigues with Norfolk and the English malcontents, had rendered him uncommonly obnoxious to Elizabeth and her ministers. The late confederacy had been chiefly ascribed to his arts; and it was natural to dread new cabalisms and tumults from the fruitful spring of his invention. Under the pretense of employing his forces in dispatches to England, the regent invited him to Stirling. He was then with the earl of Athol at Perth; and suspecting some improper device, he obeyed the summons with reluctance.

When he took his place in the convention, it was hinted to him, by Captain Cr-, of the regent's forces, that the papers, which had distinguished him in the trial of Mary, accused him, in direct terms, of being a party in the murder of the late king. The regent affected astonishment, but permitted him to be taken into custody. He was soon after sent to Edinburgh under a guard, and admonished to prepare for his trial. Under similar charges, the lord Seton and Sir James Balfour were seized upon and imprisoned.

Kirkaldy of Grange, the governor of the castle of Edinburgh, who was a firmly attached to Maitland, after having remonstrated in vain with the regent on the violence of his conduct, employed addresses and entreaties in the service of his friend. Under the cover of night, he went with a guard of soldiers to the lodging where Maitland was confined; and showing a forged warrant for taking his person into keeping, got possession of him. Kirkaldy had now in his castle the duke of Chnstheralh, the lord Herres, and Maitland. The regent sent for him to a conference; but he refused to obey his message. He put himself and his fowl under the direction of his prisoners. The regent, confederating to pay him a visit, was more lavish than usual of his promises and kindness. His arts, however, only excited the disdain of this generous soldier. Since he could not lead out Maitland to the block, he instituted a process of treason against him, in order to forfeit his estates. Kirkaldy, by the mouth of a trumpeter, defined him to commence similar actions against the earl of Morton and Mr Archibald Douglas, as it was notorious that they were parties to the king's murder. This messenger was likewise charged with delivering a challenge to Mr Archibald Douglas, and another from the lord Herres to the earl of Morton. This disappointment, and the indignities, made a deep impression upon the regent; and, in a thoughtful disaffected humour, about this time he made a short progress towards the English border, courting popularity, and deferring it, by an attention to order and justice.

Elizabeth, flattered by his submissive advances, and the regent pleased with his ambition, it was now disposed to gratify them. If his fullest wishes; and, she perceived, that by delivering up to him the queen of Scots, she would effectually relieve herself of a prisoner whose vigour and intrigues were a constant interruption to her repose. A treaty for this purpose was entered into and concluded. The regent was to march an army to the English frontiers, and to receive from her his sovereign into her own dominions, the victim of his power, and the sport of his passions. No hostages and no security were stipulated for her entertainment and good usage. His authority over her was to be without any limits. Upon his part, he was to deliver to Elizabeth the young prince, to put her in possession of the principal parts of Scotland, and to assist her with troops in the event of a war with France. This treaty, so fatal to Mary, and so ruinous to the independence of Scotland, escaped not the vigilance of the bishop of Ross. He complained of it to the queen with the strongest terms to Elizabeth; and declared it to be equivalent to a sentence of death against his mistrels. The ambassadors of France and Spain were also fercious in their remonstrances to her upon this subject. All resistance, however, was unavailing; and the execution of the treaty seemed inevitable. Yet how vain are the loftieth schemes of human pride! The career of the regent was hastening to its termination; and the hand of an assain put a period to his dream of royalty. Scotland did not lose its liberties; but Mary continued to be unfortunate.

James Hamilton of Bothwellhaugh, who had been dead of a prisoner at the battle of Langside, obtained the regent's liberty and life; but his estates were forfeited. His wife, the heiress of Woodbrumie, relied upon this emergency to her paternal inheritance, in the hope that it might escape the capacity of the regent. He had, however, given it away in a gift to one of his favourites, Sir James Ballenden; and the instruments of his power having the inhumanity to strip her of her garments, and to turn her naked out of her house, in a cold and dark night, the queen became distracted before the morning. Hamilton vowed revenge; and the regent made a mockery of his threats. This contempt inflamed his passions; and the humiliation of the house of Hamilton, to which he was nearly allied, added to the egernefs of his discontent. The maddens of partyl fermented in him with the acrimonius of rage. His mind reconciled itself to affillation. After watching for some time a proper opportunity to commit his horrid purpose, he found it at Lushigow. The regent was to pass through this town in his way from Stirling to Edinburgh. Intimations reached him that Hamilton was now to perpetrate his design; and he unaccountably neglected them. The assain, in a house that belonged to the archbishop of St Andrew's, waited deliberately his approach; and fixing his masker from a window, shot him through the body. The wound, when examined, was not judged to be mortal; but the regent finding its pain to increase, prepared himself for death; and in a few hours after he expired. A fleet horse of the abbot of Arbroath carried the assain to the palace of Hamilton; and from...
Scotland.

From thence he soon after effected his escape into France.

The death of the earl of Murray made no favourable alteration in the affairs of Mary. Confusion and disorder prevailed throughout the kingdom; and though the friends of the queen were promised allegiance from France, nothing effectual was done for them. At last the regency was conferred upon the earl of Lennox; an enemy to his queen, and who treated her friends with the utmost rigour. At the same time Elizabeth continued to amuse with negotiations her unhappy rival. She granted liberty to the bishop of Rothes to repair to the queen of Scots, who had been removed to Châtworth, and to confer with her on the subject of the intended accord and treaty. Mary, conforming to the advances of Elizabeth, authorised the lord Levington to pass to her dominions, and to desire her friends to appoint a deputation of their number to give their allegiance in promoting the fatal purpose of establishing the tranquility of their country; and after meeting with some interruptions upon the English borders from the earl of Suffex, this nobleman executed successfully his commission. The queen's lords gave powers to ten nobles to act in a body, or by two of their number, in the intended negotiation; and a safe-conduct from Elizabeth allowed them to enter the English realm, and to remain in it during the space of six months.

While the lord Levington was consulting the interests of Mary with her friends in Scotland, the bishop of Rothes was making earnest suit with Elizabeth to proceed in the projected negotiation. His solicitations were not ineffectual; and Sir William Cecil and Sir Walter Mildmay received the instructions of their mistresses to wait upon the queen of Scots at Châtworth. The heads of accommodation which they proposed were explicit and particular; and the rigour they discovered towards the Scotch princes seemed to vouch their sincerity. It was proposed, that a perfect amity should take place between the two queens; that all the treaties which had formerly been concluded by the two nations should receive an ample confirmation; that the queen of Scots should ratify the treaty of Edinburgh, and forbear from advancing any title or claim to the crown of England during the life of Elizabeth, or to the prejudice of the heirs of her body; that in case of foreign invasions, the two realms should mutually assist each other; that all foreign soldiers should be ordered to depart out of Scotland; that in the future strangers of the profession of arms should be prohibited from relating to it, and from taking up their residence in any of its castles or houses of strength; that Mary should hold no correspondence, directly or indirectly, with any subject of England, without the permission of the English queen; that the earl of Northumberland, and the English rebels in Scotland, should be delivered up to Elizabeth; that redress should be given to the subjects of England for the insults committed upon them by the Scotch borderers; that the murderers of the lord Darnley and the earl of Murray should be duly and effectually punished; that before the queen of Scots should be let at liberty, the young prince her son should be brought into England, and that she should continue in the keeping of Elizabeth till the death of her mother, or till her resignation to him of her crown on attaining his majority; that the queen of Scots should not enter into a negotiation for the marriage without the knowledge of the queen of England, nor conclude it without her approbation, or that of the greatest part of the Scotch nobility; that none of the subjects of Scotland should be sufferer to go to Ireland without the safe-conduct of Elizabeth; and that Mary should deliver to her sister all the testimonials and writings which had been sent from France, remonstrating and disavowing the pretended marriage between her and the duke of Anjou. Besides these articles of agreement, it was proposed by another treaty to adjust the differences of the queen of Scots and her subjects; and Sir William Cecil and Sir Walter Mildmay embraced the present opportunity of conferring with her upon this business, under the pretence of facilitating its management in the future stages of its progress.

During their stay at Châtworth, these statesmen were completely satisfied with the behaviour of the queen of Scots. The candour, sincerity, and moderation, which they displayed, were full assurances to them that upon her part there was no occasion to apprehend any improper policy of art; and the calmness of her condition were a full assurance of her compliance. Elizabeth, upon hearing their report, affected to be highly pleased with her sister, and sent a message to the earl of Lennox, intruding him in the conditions which had been submitted to Mary; and directing him to dispatch commissioners into England to deliberate in the treaty, and to consult his interest and that of his faction. Nor did Mary neglect to transmit to her friends in Scotland the proposed terms of agreement; and the bishop of Rothes, who had assisted her in the conferences with Sir William Cecil and Sir Walter Mildmay, conveyed intimations of them to the pope, the king of France, and the duke of Alva; befought their advice, and informed these princes, that unless an effectual relief could be expected from their favour, the necessities of her condition would compel her to subscribe to the hard and humiliating dictates of the queen of England.

But while Mary and her friends were indulging the hope of a termination to her troubles, Elizabeth was careful of secretly giving comfort to her adversaries, and encouraging them to throw obstacles in the way of the treaty. Sir William Cecil wrote to the regent, expressing his disapprobation of the negotiations at Château; advising him not to be apprehensive of the b齢lings of the adherents of the queen of Scots; and advising him to make choice of commissioners, in the name of the king, in whose conftancy and fortitude he could rely, and whom no address could allure from his interest, or from the common cause in which he and his friends were embarked. The earl of Suffex also sent him dispatches, in which he administered to him to turn his anxious attention to the approaching negotiation, and to insist on secure stipulations for the preservation of the prince, for his own safety, and for a general indemnity to the nobles and their adherents, whose party he had espoused. In every event, he represented it as proper for him to pay the greatest respect to Elizabeth; and, if no treaty should be concluded, he advised him to be prepared for reducing the friends of Mary to obedience, and for defending himself against invasions from abroad. By these articles, the regent and his faction
f The Roman Catholic powers, he should be afforded an audience of Elizabeth.

Mary had been carried to Sheffield, and was recovering from a severe indisposition. To this place the bishop of Galloway and the lord Levingston, who had been selected by her friends to be her acting deputies in England, repaired, in order to impart to her the state of affairs in Scotland, and to receive her commands. After repeated conferences on the subject of the approaching treaty, they gave her their commission and instructions, and joining them to the bishop of Ros, sent them to Elizabeth. They claimed an audience of this princess, and were admitted to it at Hampton-court. Having presented their credentials, they informed her, that they were ready to conclude a treaty of concord and agreement, upon principles the most extensive and liberal; and, representing to her the improper and tumultuous state of their country, they begged her to proceed in the business with expedition. The orders, they said, which they had received and their own inclinations, disposed them to follow her advice and counsel in all points which were honourable and consistent with reason; and as her protection was the only refuge of the adversaries of their queen, they took the liberty to observe, that it was completely in her power to put an end to all disturbances and animosity, and to accomplish an accord, which would not only confer upon her the highest reputation, but be of the most signal utility to the two kingdoms. Elizabeth declared, that it would please and flatter her in no common degree to advance in the negotiation; and that it was a pain to her that the regent, by his delay in sending commissioners, should discover any avercy from it. This answer was deemed very favourable by the bishop of Ros and his associates; and they obtained her authority to dispatch a messenger to the regent to hasten his operations.

In the mean time, Mary received dispatches from the pope, the king of France, and the duke of Alva; and they concurred in recommending to her to accept of the articles of accommodation which were offered by Elizabeth. The Turk was giving employment to the pope and the king of Spain; Charles IX. already enfeebled by the obnoxious valor of the Huguenots, was busy in deceiving them with appearances of peace, and in plotting their overthrow; and the duke of Alva felt himself infircur in his government of the Netherlands. But while they strongly advised Mary to conclude an agreement with the queen of England, they were yet lavish to her of their expressions of a constant amity; and if the treaty should miscarry, they promised to make the most strenuous exertions in her behalf, and to affist her adherents with money, ammunition, and troops.

The earl of Morton, the abbot of Dunfermline, and Mr. James M'Gill, had been appointed by the regent and his faction, to be their commissioners in the name of the king; and at length their arrival was announced to Elizabeth. Conforming to the spirit of their party, the earl of Morton and his colleagues took an early opportunity to justify to her the deposition of the queen of Scots, and by this means to interrupt the progress of the treaty. In an elaborate memorial, they affected to consider Mary as unworthy to reign, and asserted the constitutional power of the people to curb her ambition, and to throw her down from royalty. They endeavoured to intermingle themselves within the authority of laws, civil, canon, and municipal; and they recited opinions to her prejudice by many pious divines. But, though the general position, that the people have a title to refit the domination of the sovereign is clear and undebatable; yet their application of it to the queen of Scots was widely precarious and improper. To speak of her tyranny, and her violation of the rights of her people, was even a wonton mockery of truth and justice; for instead of having assumed an illegal exorbitance of power, she had suffered in her own persons and rights, and had been treated by her subjects with the most cruel and tyrannical violence. Elizabeth, who was unwilling and afraid to enter anew into the conduct of Mary, who was fully sensible of the insufficiency of her adversaries, and who did not approve of any maxims that pressed against the majesty of princes, received their memorial with surprize and indignation. She perceived not, the told them, any reason that could vindicate the severity which had been shown to the queen of Scots by her enemies; and advised them to consider, that in the present negotiation it was their proper business to consult the security of the king and of their faction.

On the part of Elizabeth, the commissioners were the lord keeper Bacon, the earls of Sufsex and Leicester, the lord Clynton, the lord chamberlain, Sir William Cecil, who about this time was created lord Burleigh, Sir Francis Knollys, Sir James Croft, Sir Walter Midmay, and Sir Thomas Smith. The deputies of Mary were invited to meet with the English commissioners in the house of the lord keeper; and after they had stated the general purposes of the treaty, he intimated to them, that there were two points which required a particular discussion. A proper security, he said, ought to be given by the queen of Scots for her due performance of the stipulations of the agreement with Elizabeth; and it was expedient to concert the mode of the pardon and indemnity which she was to extend to the subjects of Scotland who had offended her. As an assurance of the accommodation with his mistress, he demanded, that the duke of Chatelherault, the earls of Hunsley and Argyle, the lords Hume and Herries, with another person of high rank, should be surrendered to her.
the queen of England, who by this time apprehended no enterprise or danger from Charles IX, or the duke of Alva, who, according to the other hand, to give a strong and effectual support to the king’s friends, and to divide by stratagem, and oppose by power, the partisans of the Scottish princes. The zeal of the bishop of Rois having raised her anger, she commanded him to depart from London, and Mary, in contempt of her mandate, ordered him to remain there under the privilege of her ambassador. The high and unbroken spirit of the Scottish queen, in the midst of her misfortunes, never once awakened the generous admiration of Elizabeth. While it unduly inflamed her terror, it seems also to have excited her terror. With a pitiableness as it were, she sent a dispatch to the earl of Shrewsbury, inquiring him to keep his charge in the cloister.
was involved in the platable marriage with the queen of Scots. To give a hedelign, 'Oreadful land.

All this time Scotland was involved in the miseries of civil war. The friends of Mary were everywhere punished with fines and forfeiture. Private families took the opportunity of the public confusion to revenge their quarrels against each other. Individuals of every denomination ranged themselves on the side either of the regent or of the queen, and took a share in the hostilities of their country. Fathers divided against sons, and sons against their fathers. Acts of outrage and violence were committed in every quarter, while, amidst the general confusion, religion was made the pretence by both parties.

In the mean time, though many encounters took place between the two factions, yet neither party seems to have been conducted by leaders of any ability or skill in military affairs. This year, in one of these skirmishes, the regent himself was taken prisoner by a party of the queen’s faction, and put to death. But this event made little alteration in the affairs of the nation. The earl of Marre, another of the queen’s enemies, was chosen to the regency: but though he proposed to act against her party with vigour, he was baffled before Edinburgh castle, which was still held by her friends; and some bloody skirmishes were fought in the north, where victory declared in favour of the queen. These advantages, however, were more than compensated to the other party by the following event.

While the negotiations with Elizabeth for Mary’s restoration were depending, the scheme of a conspiracy for her deliverance was communicated to her by Robert Ridolphi a Florentine, who lived in London many years as a merchant, and who was secretly an agent for the court of Rome. But to his letters, while the fate of the treaty was uncertain, she returned no reply. Its miscarriage, through the duplicity of Elizabeth, recalled them forcibly to her attention, and stimulated her to seek the accomplishment of her liberty by measures bolder and more arduous than any which had been hitherto employed by her. She drew up in either an ample discourse of his communications and of her situation, and dispatched it to the bishop of Rofs, together with letters for the duke of Norfolk. Her instructions to this ecclesiastic were to convey the discourse and letters expeditiously to Norfolk, and to concert an interview between that nobleman and Ridolphi. The confidential servants by whom the duke acted with the bishop of Rofs were Bannifler and Barker; and having received from them the discourse and the letters, they were deciphered by Hickford his secretary. Having considered them maturely, he delivered them to Hickford, with orders to commit them to the flames. His orders, however, were disobeyed; and Hickford deposited them, with other papers of consequence, under the masts of the duke’s bed-chamber. The contents of the discourse and the letters awakening the hope and ambition of Norfolk, he was impatient to see Ridolphi; and the bishop of Rofs soon brought them together. Ridolphi, whose ability was improved by motives of religion and interest, exerted all his eloquence and address to engage the duke to put himself at the head of a rebellion against his sovereign. He represented to him, that there could not be a leaon more proper than the present for achieving the overthrow of Elizabeth. Many persons who had enjoyed authority and credit under her predecessor were much disgraced; the Roman Catholics were numerous and incensed; the younger sons of the gentry were languishing in poverty and inaction in every quarter of the kingdom; and there were multitude mulipled in confection from restlessjeis, the love of change, and the ardour of enterprise. He intimated to him, that his rank, popularity, and fortune, enabled him to take the command of such persons with infinite advantage. He inflamed upon his imprisonment and the outrages he had sustained from Elizabeth; represented the contempt to which he would expose himself by a tame submission to wrongs; extolled the propriety with which he might give way to his indignation and revenge; and painted out the glory he might purchase by the humiliation of his enemies, and by the full accomplishment of his marriage with the queen of Scots. To give a strength and confirmation to these topics, he produced a long list of the names of noblemen and gentlemen with whom he had praifed, and whom he affirmed to be ready to hazard their lives and riches for a revolution in the state, if the duke would enter into it with cordiality. To fix decisively the duke, he now opened to him the expectations with which he might flate himself from abroad. The pope, he assured him, had already provided 20,000 crowns for the enterprise; and if Papspy should be advanced in England, he would cheerfully defray the whole charges of the war. The king of Spain would supply 4000 horse and 6000 foot, which might be landed at Harwich. Charles IX. was devotedly attached to the queen of Scots, notwithstanding the treaty which had been entered upon with Elizabeth for her marriage with his brother the duke of Anjou; and when he should discover that, on the part of the English princes, this matrimonial scheme was no better than a device or a mockery, he would renounce the appearance of friendship he had affirmed, and return to his natural sentiments of disdain and hatred with redoubled violence. In fine, he urged, that while he might depend on the affiance and arms of the greatest princes of Christendom, he would intitle himself to the admiration of all of them by his magnanimous efforts and generous gallantry in the cause of a queen so beautiful and so unfortunate.

The duke of Norfolk, allured by appearances so plausible and flattering, did not scruple to forget the duties of a subject, and the submissive obligation in which he had bound himself to Elizabeth never more to interfere in the affairs of the Scottish princes. Ridolphi, in this forward state of the business, advised him to address letters to the pope, the king of Spain, and the duke of Alva, expressive of his concurrence in the design, and inspiring their activity and resolutions. He even produced dispatches framed for this purpose; and while he intreated the duke to subscribe them, he offered to carry them himself to Flanders.
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The duke of Norfolk, who was ambitious and timid, disposed to treason, and unfit for it, hesitated whether he should subscribe the letters; and at length refused to proceed to that extremity. He yet allowed the bishop of Rois, and Barker his servant, to go to the Spanish ambassador to express his approbation of the measures of Ridolphi, to acknowledge that the letters were according to his mind, and to empower this statesman to certify their authenticity to his court. Ridolphi, full of hopes, set out to execute his commission. He passed first to the duke of Alva, to whom he communicated the transactions in which he had been engaged, and with whom he held many conferences.

There was at this time at Brussels Charles Bailly, a servant of the queen of Scots; and Ridolphi, after declining to him his proceedings with Alva, entreated him with letters to her of the duke of Norfolk, the Spanish ambassador, and the bishop of Rois. When this messenger reached Calais, a letter was delivered to him from the bishop of Rois, defining him to leave his dispatches with the governor of that place. From inexperience and vanity he neglected this notice; and being searched at Dover, his letters, books, and clothes were seized, and he himself was sent to London, and imprisoned in the Marshalsea. The bishop of Rois, full of apprehensions, applied to lord Cobham, the warden of the five ports, who was friendly to the duke of Norfolk; and obtaining by his means the packet of dispatches from Ridolphi, he substituted another in its place, which contained letters of no danger or ufefulness. He had also the dexterity to convey intelligence of this trick to Bailly, and to admonish him to preferve a profound silence, and not to be afraid. This sly and unpractised agent had, however, excited suspicions by the symptoms of terror he had exhibited upon being taken, and by exclaiming, that the dispatches he brought would involve his own destruction and that of others. At his first examination he confessed nothing; but being sent to the tower, and put upon the rack, he revealed his conversation with Ridolphi, and declared, that the dispatches which he had brought had been delivered to the bishop of Rois. An order was granted for taking the bishop into custody. Having been aware, however, of his perilous situation, his house was searched in vain for treasonable papers; and he thought to screen himself from answering any interrogatories under the fear of his character as the ambassador of an independent prince.

An unexpected incident excited, in the meanwhile, new suspicions and alarms. Mary being devious of transmitting 2000 crowns to the lord Herries to advance her interests in Scotland, the duke of Norfolik undertook to convey it to him with safety. He intrusted it to the charge of his confidents Hickford and Barker, who putting it into a bag with dispatches from their master to lord Herries, ordered a servant called Brown to carry it to Bannifter; who, being at this time on the border, could forward it to Scotland. Brown, suspicious or corrupted, instead of proceeding on his errand, carried the bag and its contents to Sir William Cecil, now lord Burleigh. The privy-council, deeming it treason to send money out of the realm for the use of the friends of Mary, whom they affected to consider as enemies, ordered Hickford and Barker to be apprehended. The rack extorted from them whatsoever they knew to the prejudice of their matter. Hickford gave intelligence of the fatal discourse and the letters from Mary, which he had preferred in opposition to the orders given to him. All the proceedings between the queen of Scots, the duke of Norfolk, the bishop of Rois, and Ridolphi, were brought to light. A guard was placed upon the house of the duke of Norfolk, in order to prevent his escape. Sir Ralph Sadler, Sir Thomas Smith, Sir Henry Nevil, and Dr Wilton, were commissioned to examine him; and being impressed with the belief that the discourse and the letters had been destroyed, he positively denied that he had any concern in the affairs of the queen of Scots, or any knowledge of them whatsoever. He was committed to the tower a close prisoner. Bannifter by this time was taken; and he confirmed the relations of Hickford and Barker. In the course of their discoveries, there appeared reasons of suspicion against many persons of rank and distinction. The earls of Arundel and Southampton, the lord Cobham, Mr Thomas Cobham his brother, Sir Thomas Stanley, Sir Henry Percy, and other gentlemen who were friendly to the queen of Scots and the duke of Norfolk, were ordered to be lodged in different prisons; and the rack, and the expectation of a pardon, drew from them the fullest confessions. The Duke was altogether unable to defend himself. The concurrent testimonies of his friends and servants, with the discourse and the letters, which he fondly imagined had been committed to the flames, were communicated to him. He was overwhelmed with amazement and distress; and exclaimed, that he had been betrayed and undone. He made ample acknowledgments of his guilt, and had no foundation of hope but in the mercy of his sovereign.

By the confinement of the duke himself, and from all the inquiries which had been made by the ministers of Elizabeth, it appeared obvious beyond a doubt, that the bishop of Rois had been the principal contriver of the conspiracy. Ridolphi had acted under his direction, and he had inspired the duke of Norfolk. He had even proceeded to the extremity of advising that nobleman to put himself at the head of a fleet band of adherents, and to seize boldly the person of Elizabeth. Lely, in his examinations he was treated with great rigour and infult. But he made an able defence, and peremptorily refused to make any answer to interrogatories. The councilors of Elizabeth were disturbed with his obstinacy; and having certified him, that the rack would soon render him morepliant, he was ordered into close keeping in a dark apartment of the tower. When he had remained a few days in this melancholy situation, four privy-counsellors, the lord admiral, the lord Burleigh, Sir Francis Knollys, and Sir Thomas Smith, went to the tower, and caufed him to be brought to them to the lieutenant's lodging. After having assurred him that he was charged by all the prisoners as the principal contriver of the conspiracy, they inflamed, in the name of their sovereign, that he should explain fully the part he had acted. The confessions of the duke of Norfolk and his servants, of the lord Lumley, Sir Thomas Stanley, and other gentlemen, with the discourse and dispatches of the queen of Scots, were set before him. They now protested upon...
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upon their honour, that if he would make a free and open declaration of his proceedings, it should neither be employed against himself, nor against any other person; but that if he should continue to be resolute in refusing to give this satisfaction to their queen, who was anxious to search the matter to the bottom, they were instructed to let him know, that the would absolutely consider him as a private person, and order him to be tried and executed as a traitor. In this extremity he accepted the conditions held out to him, and disclosed minutely all the transactions of the principal parties in the conspiracy. But while he described the offences of his mistress, the duke of Norfolk, and himself, he could not avoid betraying from their blame by apologies. It was natural, he said, for the queen of Scots to exert the most strenuous endeavours in her power to recover her freedom and crown; and the methods she adopted to obtain her purposes ought to be considered in connection with the arts of Elizabeth, who perniciously denied her access to her presence, who kept her a close prisoner in contempt of all the principles of humanity and justice, and who afforded an open and powerful assistance to her enemies. The duke of Norfolk he was earnest to excuse on the foundation of the advances which had been made in his marriage with the queen of Scots. Their plighted love, and their engagements, did not allow him to forsake her. As for himself, he was her ambassador and her servant; and being highly indebted to her generosity and kindness, he could not abandon her in captivity and distress without incurring the guilt of the most unfelt treachery and ingratitude. The daring proposal he had made to secure the person of Elizabeth was the point, he observed, which seemed to press upon him the most severely; and he intreated them to believe, that he had moved it only with the view of trying the courage of the duke of Norfolk. The privy-councillors of Elizabeth were now in possession of all the evidence they could expect in this important business. Norfolk was admonished to prepare for his trial; and bishop Lesly perceived, that though he might escape with his life, he would never more be permitted to reside in England, and to act there as the ambassador, the minister, and the friend of the queen of Scots.

The defeat of the duke of Norfolk’s conspiracy was a blow to Mary which she could never recover. Her most faithful friends were languishing in prisons upon her account; she had no longer the counsels of the bishop of Rofe; and the Spanish ambassador, who had entered into her concerns with an uncurious cordiality, had been ordered to withdraw from England. The trial and condemnation of Norfolk soon followed, and plunged her into the most calamitous disasters.

Mary’s affairs, ruined by the failure of Norfolk’s conspiracy.

The massacre of the Protestants at Paris in 1572 proved also extremely detrimental to her. It was interpreted to be a consequence of the confeders which had been formed at Bayonne for the extermination of the reformed. The Protestants were everywhere transported with rage against the Papists. Elizabeth prepared herself against an attack from the Roman Catholic powers; and was haunted with the notion that they meant to invade her kingdom, and to give it to the queen of Scots. Her ambassador at Paris, Sir Francis Wallingham, augmented her apprehensions and terror. He compared her weakness with the strength of her enemies, and assured her that if they should profess themselves of Scotland, she would soon cease to be a queen. He represented Mary as the great cause of the perils that threatened her personal safety and the tranquillity of her kingdom; and as violent diseases required violent remedies, he urged not to counsel her to unite Scotland to her dominions, and to put to death a rival whose life was inconsistent with her happiness. The more bloody Protestants of Scotland differed not very widely in their sentiments from Sir Francis Wallingham; while those of them who were more merciful were still more attached to their religion than to Mary; and amidst the indignation and horror into which the subjects of Scotland were thrown by the flagitious outrages of Charles IX. and Catharine de Medicis, they surveyed the sufferings of their sovereign with a diminished sympathy.

This year the regent, finding himself beset with difficulties which he could not overcome, and the affairs of the nation involved in confusion from which he could not extricate them, died of melancholy, and was succeeded by the earl of Morton.

During the regency of the earl of Morton, a remarkable innovation took place in the church, which deserved to be particularly explained, being no less than the introduction of Episcopacy instead of the Presbyterian form of worship. While the earl of Lenox was regent, the archbishop of St Andrew’s was put to death, because he was strongly suspected to have had a concern in the death of the earl of Murray; after which the earl of Morton procured a grant of the temporalities of that fee. Out of these he allotted a stipend to Mr John Douglas, a Protestant clergyman, who took upon him the title of archbishop. This violence excited cen- sure and murmurs. In the language of the times, it was pronounced to be a profanation of the kirk, and a high contempt of God; and it underwent the scrutiny of the ministry in applications and complaints to the regent. The matter was doublets of too much importance to be overlooked; and a commission of privy-councillors and clergymen was appointed in the name of the king to inquire into it, and to reform and improve the policy of the church. This commission, upon the part of the privy-council, consisted of the earl of Morton, the lord Ruthven, Robert abbot of Dunfermline, Mr James Macgill, Sir John Ballenden, and Colin Campbell of Glenorchy; and upon the part of the church there were named John Erskine of Dun, and John Mr Winram, Mr Hay, Mr Lindsay, Mr Pont, and Mr John Craig. The consultations and debates were long; and the influence and management of the earl of Morton directed their determinations. It was resolved, that till the majority of the king, or till the wisdom of the three estates should be consulted, the titles of archbishop and bishop should continue as in the times which preceded the reformation; and that a chapter of learned ministers should be annexed to every metropolitan or cathedral seat. It was determined that the fees, as they became vacant, should be given to those of the Protestant ministry who were most eminent for their qualifications; that the archbishops and bishops should exercise no higher jurisdiction than what was permitted to superintendents; and that they should be subject to the control of the general assemblies of the church. It was agreed, that all abbots, priors, and other
other inferior prelates preented to benefices, should be examined by the bishop or superintendent of the diocese or pricinct where the preferment was situated; and that their fitness to represent the church in parliament should be duly inquired into. It was judged that the king and the regent should recommend qualified persons to vacant bishoprics, and that the elections of them should be made by the chapters of the respective cathedrals. It was ordered that all benefices with cure under prelates should only be dispensed of to officiating ministers; that every minister should receive ordination from the bishop of the diocese, or the superintendent of the province; and that the bishops and superintendents, upon the ordination of ministers, should exact an oath from them to recognize the authority of the king, and to pay canonical obedience to their ordinary in all things that were lawful.

By these artful regulations the earl of Morton did not mean solely to consult his own rapacity or that of the nobles. The exaltation of the Protestant church to be one of the three estates was a conformation of them; and the clergy being the firenious enemies of Mary, he might by their means secure a decided influence in parliament. The earl of Marre, as regent, giving his sanction to the proceedings of the commissioners, they were carried into practice. The delusive expectation of wealth, which this revival of Episcopacy held out to the ministry, was flattering to them; and they bore with tolerable patience this severe blow that was struck against the religious policy of Geneva. Mr John Douglas was desirous to give a specimen of his gifts and preaching; and his election took effect, notwithstanding the opposition that was made to it by John Knox and other ecclesiastics, who stood up for the rules and forms which had been established at the reformation. He was inaugurated in his office by the bishop of Caithness, Mr John Spotwood superintendent of Lothian, and Mr David Lindsay, who violating the book of discipline, communicated to him his character and admission by the imposition of hands. This was a singular triumph to Episcopacy; and the exaltation of Douglas included other peculiarities remarkable and offensive. He denied that he had made any fimoniacal agreement with the earl of Morton; yet it was known that the revenues of the archbishopric were almost wholly ingrossed by that nobleman. He had promised to resign, upon his inflation, the office of rector which he held in the university of St Andrew’s; yet he refused to execute this engagement. He was in a very advanced age; and his mental qualifications, which had never been eminent, were in a state of decay.

A general assembly, which was held at St Andrew’s, considering the high moment of the new regulations introduced into the church, appointed commissioners to go to John Knox, who was at this time indisposed, and to consult with him deliberately in his house, whether they were agreeable to the word of God. But from the arts of the nobles, or from the sickeness of Knox, it happened that this conference was not carried into execution. In a general assembly, however, which met at Perth, the new policy was reported and examined. The names of archbishop, dean, arch-deacon, chancellor, and chapter, were excepted against as Popish distinctions, and as flanderous to the ears of pious Christians. A wild was expressed that they might be exchanged for titles less profane and superfluous; and an unanimous protestation was made, that the new policy was merely a temporary expedient, and should only continue and prevail till a more perfect order should be obtained from the king, the regent, and the nobility. This tolerating resolution left the new policy in its full force; and a colourable foundation was now established for the laity to partake in the profits of bishoprics. The simoniacal passion of Morton and Douglas was not long a matter of singularity. Mr James Boyd was appointed to the archbishopric of Glasgow, Mr James Paton to the bishopric of Dunkeld, and Mr Andrew Graham to the see of Dumbiain; and these compromising ecclesiastics, upon being allowed competencies to themselves, gratified their nobles friends with the greatest proportion of their revenues. The virtue of the common people approved not this spirit of traffic; and the bishops of the new polity were treated openly with reproach or with ridicule.

The year 1572 is also remarkable for the death of John Knox, whose mistaken zeal had contributed not a little to bring upon the queen those misfortunes with which she was now oppressed. Neither by his death, however, nor by the change of the regency, could she now be relieved. The earl of Morton was so much devoted to Elizabeth, that he received particular informations from her how to guide the young king. His elevation, indeed, gave the finishing stroke to the queen’s affairs. He employed himself with success, in dividing her party among themselves, and by his means the duke of Chatelherault and the earl of Huntley were induced to forsake her. As for Elizabeth, she was bent on putting Mary to death; but as no crime could be alleged against her in England, she thought it proper that she should be carried back to suffer death in her own dominions. This proposal, however, was rejected; and the friends who remained true to Mary once more began to indulge themselves in hopes of succours from France. New misfortunes, however, awaited them.—

The castle of Edinburgh, which had hitherto been held for the queen by Kirkaldy of Grange, was obliged to surrendor to an English army commanded by Sir William Drury. Kirkaldy was feomely assur’d by the English commander of his life and liberty; but Elizabeth violated this capitulation, and commanded him to be delivered up to the regent. An hundred of his relations offered to become vassals to Morton, and to pay him 3000 marks yearly, if he would spare his life; but in vain: Kirkaldy and his brother Sir James were hanged at Edinburgh. Maitland of Lethington, who was taken at the same time, was poisoned in the prifon-houle at Leith.

The Jealousy of Elizabeth did not diminish with the decline of Mary’s cause. She now treated her with more rigour than ever, and patronised Morton in all the enormities which he committed against her friends. Leffy bishop of Rois had been long imprisoned in England, on account of his concern with the duke of Norfolk’s conspiracy. Morton earnestly solicited the queen to deliver him up, and would undoubtedly have put him to death; but as he had acted in the character of ambassador from Mary, this was judged impolitic, and the prelate was suffered to depart for France. When he arrived there, he endeavoured in vain to stir up the emperor, the pope, and the duke of Alva, to exert themselves.
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... in behalf of the queen of Scotland; and, in 1574, the misfortunes of his royal mistress were further aggravated by the death of Charles IX. of France, and her uncle the cardinal of Lorraine. The regent, in the meantime, ruled with the most despotic sway; he twice coined base money in the name of his sovereign; and after putting it into circulation the second time, he issued orders for its passing only for its intrinsic value. The duke of Chatelherault happening to die this year, the regent took every method of ruining all those of his name and family. He committed to prison all the Hamiltons, and every person of distinction who had fought for the queen at the battle of Langside, and compelled them to buy their liberty at an exorbitant price. He instigated Douglas of Lochleven to assassinate lord Arbroath, and it was with difficulty that the latter escaped the ambush that was laid for him. Reid, the bishop of Orkney, having left his estate to pious and charitable uses, the regent prohibited the execution of the will, and took upon himself the administration. To be rich was a sufficient crime to excite his vengeance. He entered the warehouses of merchants, and confiscated their property; and if he wanted a pretence and disfigure the introduction of episcopacy into Scotland. His learning was considerable, and his skill in languages was profound. He was fond of disputation, hot, violent, to be perspicacious. The Scottish clergy were in a humour to attend him; and his merit was sufficient to excite their admiration. Ignifgated by his practices, John Drury, one of the ministers of Edinburgh, called in question, in a general assembly, the lawfulness of the bishop's authority, and the authority of chapters in electing them. Melvil, after commending his zeal and his motion, declaimed concerning the flourishing state of the establishment of Geneva; and having recited the opinions of Calvin and Beza upon ecclesiastical government, maintained, that there should be no office-bearers in the church whose titles were not found in the book of God. He affirmed, that the term bishop was nowhere to be found in it in the sense in which it was commonly understood, as Christ allowed not any superiority among ministers. He contended that Christ was the only lord of his church, and that the ministers of the word were all equal in degree and power. He urged, that the estate of the bishops, before being unlawful, had grown uneasily with corruptions; and that if they were not removed out of the church, it would fall into decay, and endanger the interests of religion. His sentiments were received with flattering approbation; and though the archbishop of Glasgow, with the bishops of Dunkeld, Galloway, Brechin, Dumblain, and the Isles, were present in this assembly, they ventured not to defend their vocation. It was resolved, that the name of bishop conferred no distinction or rank; that the office was not more honourable than that of the other ministers; and that by the word of God their functions consisted in preaching, in administering the sacraments, and in exercising ecclesiastical discipline with the consent of the elders. The Episcopal state, in the meanwhile, was watched with anxious observation; and the faults and demerits of every kind, which were found in individuals, were charged upon the order with rudeness and asperity. In a new assembly this subject was again canvassed. It was moved, whether bishops, as constituted in Scotland, had any authority for their functions from the Scriptures? After long debates, it was thought prudent to avoid an explicit determination of this important question. But a confirmation was bestowed upon the resolution of the former assembly; and it was established as a rule, that every bishop should make choice of a particular church within his diocese, and should actually discharge the duties of a minister. The regent, disturbed with these proceedings of the brethren, was disposed to amuse and to deceive them. He sent a messenger to advise them not to infringe and disfigure the established forms; and to admonish them, that if their aversion from Episcopacy was insurmountable, it would become them to think of some mode of ecclesiastical government to which they could adhere with sincerity. The assembly taking the advantage of this message, formed a formal intimation to him, that they would diligently frame a laik platform of polity, and submit it to the privy-council. They appointed, accordingly, a committee of the brethren for this purpose. The business was too agreeable to be neglected; and in a short time Mr David Lindsay, Mr James Lawfon, and Mr Robert Pont, were deputed to wait upon the regent with a new scheme of ecclesiastical government. After reminding him, that he had been a notable instrument in purging the realm of Popery, and begging that he would consult with them upon any of its articles which he thought improper or incomplete, they informed him, that they did not account it to be a perfect work to which nothing could be added, or from which nothing could be taken away; for that they would alter and improve it, as the Almighty God might farther reveal his will unto them. The regent, taking from them their schedule, replied, that he would appoint certain persons of the privy-council to confer with them. A conference was even begun upon the subject of their new establishment; but from his arts, or from the troubles of the times, no advances were made in it. This year the earl of Bothwel died in Denmark; Death of and in his last moments, being flung by remorse, Bothwel he confessed that he had been guilty of the king's murder, revealed the names of the perfons who were his accomplices, and with the most solemn protestations declared the honour and innocence of the queen. His confession was transmitted to Elizabeth by the king of Denmark; but was suppressed by her with an anxious solicitude. (v) The regent still continued his enormities, till having rendered the office of regent. (v) Jebb, Vol. II. p. 227. It has never been published. Keith and other historians have preferred what they call the earl of Bothwel's declaration at his death, and account it to be genuine. Their partiality for Mary induced them the more easily to fall into this mistake. The paper they give is demonstratively a forgery; and the want of the real confession of Bothwel is still a deficiency in our history.
rendered himself obnoxious to the best part of the nobility, he was, in 1577, compelled to resign his office into the hands of James VI.; but as his majesty was then only twelve years of age, a general council of twelve peers was appointed to assist him in the administration. Next year, however, the earl of Morton having found means to gain the favour of the young king, procured the dissolution of this council; and thus being left the sole adviser of the king, he hoped once more to be raised to his former greatness. This could not be done, however, without keeping the king in a kind of captivity, so that nobody could have access to him but himself. The king, sensible of his situation, sent a dispatch to the earls of Argyle and Athole, intreating them to relieve him. An army for this purpose was soon raised, and Morton's partizans were in danger of being defeated, had not the opposite party dreaded the vengeance of Elizabeth, who was resolved to support the earl of Morton. In consequence of this a negotiation was entered into, by which it was agreed, that the earl of Argyle, with some others, should be admitted into the king's council; and that four noblemen should be chosen by each party to consider of some proper method of preferring tranquillity in the nation.

This pacification did not greatly diminish the power of Morton. He soon got rid of one of his principal antagonists, the earl of Athole, by poisoning him at an entertainment; after which he again gave a loose rein to his resentments against the house of Hamilton, whom he perjured in the most cruel manner. By these means, however, he drew upon himself a general hatred; and he was supplicated in the king's favour by the lord d'Aubigney, who came from France in the year 1579, and was created earl of Lenox. The next year Morton was seduced of an intention to deliver up the king to Elizabeth, and a guard was appointed to prevent any attempts of this kind. The queen of England endeavoured to support her zealous partizan; but without effect. He was tried, condemned, and executed, as being concerned in the murder of Darnley. At the place of execution, it is said that he confessed his guilt; but of this the evidence is not quite satisfactory. It is, however, certain that he acknowledged himself privy to the plot formed against the life of the king; and when one of the clergymen attending him before his execution observed, that by his own confession he merited death in foreknowing and concealing the murder, he replied, "Ay but, Sir, had I been as innocent as St. Stephen, or as guilty as Judas, I must have come to the scaffold. Pray, what ought I to have done in this matter? You knew not the king's weakens, Sir. If I had informed him of the plot against his life, he would have revealed it even to his enemies and those concerned in the design; and I would, it may be, have loft my own life, for endeavouring to preserve his to no purpose."

The elevation of king James, and the total overthrow of Morton, produced no beneficial consequences to the unfortunate Mary. In the year 1581, she addressed a letter to Caileinau the French ambassador, in which she complained that her body was so weak, and her limbs so feeble, that she was unable to walk. Caileinau therefore intreated Elizabeth to mitigate a little the rigours of Mary's confinement; which being refused, the latter had thoughts of resigning her claims to the crowns both of England and Scotland into the hands of her son, and even of advising him to use every effort in his power to establish his claim to the English crown as preferable to that of Elizabeth. But being apprehensive of danger from this violent method, she again contented herself with sending to the court of England ineffectual memorials and remonstrances. Elizabeth, instead of taking compassion on her miserable situation, affiduously encouraged every kind of disorder in the kingdom, on purpose to have the queen more and more in her power. Thus the Scotch malecontents finding themselves always supported, a conspiracy was at last entered into, the design of which was to hold James in captivity, and to overthrow the authority of Arran and Lenox, who were now the principal persons in the kingdom. The chief actors in this conspiracy were the earls of Gowrie, Marre, and Clan- calain, the lords Lindsay and Boyd, with the masters of Glimmies and Oliphant. By reason of the youth and imbecility of the king, they easily accomplished their purpose; and having got him in their power, they promised him his liberty, provided he would command Lenox to depart the kingdom. This was accordingly done; but the king found himself as much a prisoner as before. The more effectually to detain him in custody, the rebels constrained him to issue a proclamation, wherein he declared himself to be at perfect liberty. Lenox was preparing to advance to the king's relief with a considerable body of forces, when he was disconcerted by the king's peremptory command to leave Scotland; upon which he retired to Dumbarton, in order to wait for a more favourable opportunity. The earl of Arran, being more forward, was committed to close custody for some time, but afterwards confined only in his house of Kinneil. The rebels took upon them the title of "lords for the reformation of the state."

The clergy, who had all this time been exceedingly averse to Episcopacy, now gave open countenance to approved the lords of the reformation. On the 1st of October, 1582, they made a solemn as, by which the "raid of Railwe," as the capture of the king was called, was deposed to be most acceptable to all who feared God, respected the true religion, and were anxious for the preservation of the king and state; and every minister was commanded to declaim from his pulpit upon the expediency of this measure, and to exhort the people to concur with the lords in persecuting the full deliverance of the church, and the perfect reformation of the commonwealth. Not satisfied with this approbation of the clergy, the conspirators got their proceedings approved by the states of Scotland, as "a good, a thankful, and a necessary service to the king." At the same time it was enacted, that no suit civil or criminal of any kind should ever be instituted against the persons concerned in it. Soon after this, Lenox took his leave of Scotland, and failed for France, where he died.

The unfortunate Mary was driven to despair when she heard that her son was taken prisoner by rebels who had been instigated by Elizabeth. In this distress, she addressed a most spirited letter to Elizabeth, in which she at once asserted her own innocence, and set forth the conduct of Elizabeth herself in such language as must have put the most impudent of her adversaries to the
the blast. Elizabeth could not reply, and therefore had recourse to her usual arts of treacherous negotiation. New terms were proposed to Mary, who would gladly have submitted almost to anything, provided the court could procure her freedom. It was proposed, as had often been done before, to associate the queen of Scots with her son in the government; but as this was to be referred to the king, who was in the hands of Elizabeth's friends, and to the parliament, who were under the power of the same faction, it is easy to see that no such association ever could take place, or indeed was ever intended.

After the death of Lennox, the conspirators apprehended no further danger, little supposing that a prince so young and inexperienced could deliver himself from captivity. This, however, in the year 1583, he effected in the following manner. A convention of the estates had been summoned to meet at St Andrew's, James, whom the earl of Arran, notwithstanding his settlement at Kinneff, had found means to intrude and advise, pretended a desire of withers, his grand-uncle the earl of March, who resided at St Andrews's, and was for that purpose permitted to repair thither a few days before the convention. The better to deceive the earls of Gowrie, Angus, and Marre, who attended him, he took up his lodgings in an old inn, which was quite open and defenceless. But having expressed a desire to see the castle of St Andrew's, he was admitted into it; and colonel Stuart, who commanded the castle, after admitting a few of his retinue, ordered the gates to be shut. The earls of Argyle, Marischal, Murrít, and Rothes, who were in concert with the king, hastened to make him an off'r of their swords. The opposite faction, being unprepared for hostilities, were filled with consternation. Of all the conspirators, the earl of Gowrie alone was admitted into the king's presence, by the favour of colonel Stuart, and received his pardon. The earls of March, Argyle, Gowrie, Marischal, and Rothes, were appointed to be a council for affilling the king in the management of his affairs; and soon after this James set out for Edinburgh. The king no sooner found himself at liberty, than, by the advice of his privy council, he issued a proclamation of mercy to the conspirators; but they, flattering themselves with the hopes of support from Elizabeth, obstinately refused to accept of his pardon. In consequence of this, they were denounced rebels. Elizabeth failed not to give them underhand all the encouragement the could, and the clergy uttered the most ferilious discourses against the king and government; and while they railed against Popery, they themselves maintained openly the very characteristic and distinguishing mark of Popery, namely, that the clerical was entirely independent of the civil power.

At last the rebels broke forth into open hostilities; but by the vigilance of Arran, the earl of Gowrie, who had again begun his treaasonable practices, was committed to custody; while the rest, unable to oppose the king, who appeared against them with a formidable army, were obliged to fly into England, where Elizabeth, with her usual treachery, protected them.

'The earl of Gowrie suffered as a traitor; but the severity exercised against him did not intimidate the clergy. They still continued their rebellious practices, until the king being informed that they were engaged in a correspondence with some of the fugitive lords, citations were given to their leaders to appear before the privy-council. The clergymen, not daring to appear, fled to England; and on the 20th of May 1584, the king summoned a convention of the estates, on purpose to humble the pride of the church in an effectual manner. In this assembly the raid of Ruthven was declared to be rebellion, according to a declaration which had formerly been made by the king. And, as it had grown into a custom with the promoters of sedition and the enemies of order, to decline the judgment of the king and the council, when called before them to answer for rebellious or contumelious speeches, uttered from the pulpit or in public places, an ordinance was made, asserting that they had complete powers to judge concerning perjuries of every degree and function; and declaring, that every act of opposition to their jurisdiction should be accounted to be treason. It was enacted, that the authority of the parliament, as constituted by the free votes of the three estates, was full and supreme; and that every attempt to diminish, alter, or infringe its power, dignity, and jurisdiction, should be held and punished as treason. All jurisdictions and judgments, all assemblies and conventions, not approved of by the king and the three estates, were condemned as unlawful, and prohibited. It was ordained, that the king might appoint commissioners, with powers to examine into the delinquencies of clergymen, and, if proper, to deprive them of their benefices. It was commanded, that clergymen should not for the future be admitted to the dignity of lords of the fellowship, or to the administration of any judicature civil or criminal. An ordinance was made, which subjected to capital punishment all persons who should inquire into the affairs of state with a malicious curiosity, or who should utter sable and slanderous speeches in sermons, declarations, or familiar discourse, to the reproach and contempt of the king, his parents, and progenitors. It was ordered that a guard, consisting of 40 gentlemen, with a yearly allowance to each of 200 l., should continually attend upon the king. This parliament, which was full of zeal for the crown, did not overlook the history of Buchanan, which about to suppress this time was exciting a very general attention. It Buchanan's history, commanded, that all persons who were possessed of copies of his chronicle, and of his treatise on the Scottish government, should surrender them within 40 days, under the penalty of 200 l. in order that they might be purged of the offensive and extraordinary matters they contained. This stroke of tyranny was furious and ineffectual. Foreign nations, as well as his own countrymen, were filled with the highest admiration of the genius of Buchanan. It was not permitted that his writings should suffer mutilation; they were multiplied in every quarter; and the severity exercised against them only served the more to excite curiosity, and to diffuse his reputation.

While the parliamentary acts, which struck against the clergy the importance of the church, were in agitation, the ministers deputed Mr David Lindsay to solicit the king to support such statutes as should be passed, which affected the ecclesiastical establishment, without the consultation of the civil general assembly. But the earl of Arran having intelligence of this commission, defeated it, by committing Mr Lindsay to prison as a spy for the discontented nobles. Upon the publication, however, of these acts by
by the heralds, Mr Robert Pont minister of St Cath- 
bert's, and one of the senators of the court of leition, 
with Mr Walter Balcanquah, protested formally in 
the name of the church, that it disdented from them, 
and that they were consequently invalid. Having made 
this protestation, they instantly fled, and were pro- 
claimed traitors. By letters and pamphlets, which 
were artfully spread among the people, their passions 
were roused against the king and his council. The 
ministers of Edinburgh took the resolution to forfake 
their flocks, and to retire to England. And in an 
apology circulated by their management, they anxio- 
usly endeavoured to awaken commiferation and pity. 
They magnified the dangers which threatened them; 
and they held out, in vindication of their conduct, the 
example of the prophets, the apostles, the martyrs, and 
of Christ himself, who all concurred, they said, in op- 
poing the ordination of men, when contradictory to 
the will of heaven, and in declining the rage of the 
enemy of God. The king now directed his rage against 
their enemies, and complained in it, that she could have no reliance upon 
the inteft:at of Elizabeth, and that the Scotiih prelates, no 
more and never to 
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Scotland were commanded to subscrib a declaration, 
which imported the supremacy of the king over the 
church, and their submission to the authority of the bi- 
sops. The national ferment was increased in violence. 
Many ministers refused to subscribe this declaration, 
and were deprived of their livings. It was contended, 
that to make the king supreme over the church was no 
better than to set up a new pope, and to commit 
the church to bishops, 
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formed, to which perfons 
of every condition and degree were invited. The pro- 
ferred business of this association or society was the 
pre- 
ervati on of the life of Elizabeth, which it was affirmed 
was in danger, from a conspiracy to advance some pre- 
tended title to the crown; and its members vowed and 
protested, by the majesty of God, to employ their 
whole power, their bodies, lives, and goods, in her ser- 
viee; to withfand, as well by force of arms as by other 
methods of revenge, all perfons, of whatever nation 
or rank, who should attempt in any form to invade 
and injure her safety or her life, and never to deft from 
the forcible pursuit of them till they should be com- 
pletely exterminated. They also vowed and protested, in 
the presence of the eternal God, to prodtecte to destruc- 
tion any pretended successor by whom, or for whom, 
the detestable deed of the affiliation of Elizabeth 
should be attempted or committed. The earl of Le- 
celler was in a particular manner the patron of this af- 
association; and the whole influence of Elizabeth and her 
ministers 
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ministers was exerted to multiply the subscriptions to a bond or league which was to prepare the way, and to be a foundation for accomplishing the full destruction and ruin of the Scottish queen. A combination to resolute and to fierce, which pointed to the death of Mary, which threatened her titles to the crown of England, and which might defeat the succession of her son, could not fail to excite in her bosom the bitterness of anxiety and perturbation. Weary of her sad and long captivity, broken down with calamities, dreading affronts full more cruel, and willing to take away from Elizabeth every possible pretense of severity, she now framed a scheme of accommodation, to which no decent or reasonable objection could be made. By Nau, her secretary, the presented it to Elizabeth and her privy-council. She protested in it, that if her liberty should be granted to her, she would enter into the closest amity with Elizabeth, and pay an obseration to her above every other prince of Christendom; that she would forget all the injuries with which she had been loaded, acknowledge Elizabeth to be the rightful queen of England, abdite from any claim to her crown during her life, renounce the title and arms of England, which she had usurped by the command of her husband the king of France, and reprobate the bull from Rome which had deposed the English queen. She likewise protested, that she would enter into the association which had been formed for the security of Elizabeth; and that she would conclude a defensive league with her, provided that it should not be prejudicial to the ancient alliance between Scotland and France; and that nothing should be done during the life of the English queen, or after her death, which should invalidate her titles to the crown of England, or those of her son. As a confirmation of these articles, she professed that she would confine to stay in England for some time as an hostage; and that if she was permitted to retire from the dominions of Elizabeth, she would surrender proper and acceptable persons as sureties. She also professed, that she would make no alterations in Scotland; and that, upon the repeal of what had been enacted there to her disgrace, she would bury in oblivion all the injuries she had received from her subjects; that she would recommend to the king her son those councilors who were most attached to England, and that she would employ herself to reconcile him to the fugitive nobles: that she would take no steps about his marriage without acquainting the queen of England; and that, to give the greater firmness to the proposed accommodation, it was her desire that he should be called as a party to it: and, in fine, the affirmed, that she would procure the king of France and the princes of Lorraine to be guarantees for the performance of her engagements. Elizabeth, who was skillful in hypocrisy, discovered the most decisive symp-
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(x) Amidst the infamous calumnies which this princess was folicitous to fix upon the queen of Scotts, it must excite the highest indignation to consider her own contempt of chastity, and the unprincipled licentiousness of her private life. See Haynes's Collect. of State Papers, p. 99, &c. Even when palled with age, she was yet burning with unequalchaine defires; and vain of her haggard and Cadaverous form, sought to allure to her many lovers. See Murdin, p. 559, 560, 657, 718, 719, and the discoveries of a writer, whose pen, elegant, poignant, inquisitive, and polite, improves and embellishes every topic that it canvasses; Walpole, Catalogue of royal and noble Authors, vol. i. p. 126. [Stuart, vol. ii. p. 282, note.]
had hitherto behaved with a becoming cordiality; and applications for this purpose were frequently made, and uniformly rejected. Here, however, her own afflictions did not extinguish in her mind her sensibility for the misfortunes of others; and she often indulged herself in the satisfaction of employing a servant to go through the village of Tutbury in search of objects of distress, to whom she might deal out her charity. But her inhuman keepers, envying her this pleasure, commanded her to abstain from it. Imputing their rigour to a fictitious fidelity, she defied that her servant might, on these occasions, be accompanied by one of the soldiers of their guard, or by the constable of the village. But they would not alter their prohibition. They refused to her the exercise of the Christian duty of dispensing an alms; and they would not allow her the least consolation of moistening her eye with tears not her own. To insult her sufferings, the clock of Tutbury was converted into a common jail. A young man, whose crime was the profecution of the Roman religion, was committed to a chamber which was commonly used by her to her window, in order that he might be persecuted in her sight with a penetrant cruelty. Notwithstanding his cries and resistence, he was dragged every morning to hear prayers, and to join in the protestant worship; and after enduring several weeks this extraordinary violence to his conscience, he was unmercifully strangled without any form of law or justice. Mary renounced with warmth to Elizabeth against indignities so shocking and so horrible; but instead of obtaining consolation or relief, she was involved more deeply in woe, and exiled to still harder inventions of malice and anger.

In the midst of her misfortunes, Mary had filled herself with hope; and from the exertions of her fon she naturally expected a superlative advantage. He had hitherto behaved with a becoming cordiality; and in the negotiation which she had opened with him for her association in the government, he had been fudging to please and flatter her. He had informed her by a particular dispatch, that he found the greatest comfort in her maternal tenderness, and that he would accomplish her commands with humility and expedition; that he would not fail to satisfy her union and association with him in the government; that he would be her most earnest endeavours to reconcile their common subjects to that measure; and that she might expect from him, during his life, every satisfaction and duty which a good mother could promise to herself from an affectionate and obedient son. But these fair blossoms of kindnes and love were all blasted by the treacherous arts of Elizabeth. By the means of Gray, who had obtained an ascendant over James, through Massey, he was turned from Mary his affection. He delayed to ratify her association in the government; and he even appeared to be unwilling to press Elizabeth on the subject of her liberty. The matter of Gray had convinced him, that if any favour was shown to Mary by the queen of England, it would terminate in his humiliation. He excused him, that if his mother were again to mount the Scottish throne, her zeal for Popery would induce her to seek a husband in the house of Austria; that she would dissolve his association with her in the government, on the pretence of his attachment to the reformed doctrines; and that he would not only lose the glory of his present power, but endanger his prospects of succession. Mary expostulated with him by letter upon the timidity and coldness of his behaviour; and he returned her an answer full of distress, in which he intimated his resolution to consider her in no other character than as a queen-mother. Her amazement, indignation, and grief, were infinite. She wrote to Castelnau the French ambassador to inform him of her iniquities and anguish. "My son (said she) is ungrateful; and I desire that the king your master shall consider him no longer as a sovereign. In your future dispatches, abate from giving him the title of king. I am his queen and his sovereign; and while I live, and continue at variance with him, he can at the best be but an usherer. From him I derive no nurture; and without me he could only have been lord Darnley or the earl of Lenox; for I raised his father from being my subject to be my husband. I ask from him nothing that is his; what I claim is my own; and if he perfides in his course of impety and ingratitude, I will below upon him my malediction, and deprive him not only of all right to Scotland, but of all the dignity and grandeur to which he may succeed through me. We shall not enjoy the advantages they expect from him. For to the king of Spain I will convey, in the amplest form, my claims, titles, and greatness."

Elizabeth having thus found means to sow dissensions between the queen of Scots and her son, did not fail to make the belt use she could of the quarrel for her own advantage. The Pope, the duke of Guife, and the king of Spain, had concluded an alliance, called the holy league, for the extirpation of the Protestant religion all over Europe. Elizabeth was thrown into the greatest confusion on this account; and the idea of a counter association among the Protestant princes of Europe immediately suggested itself. Sir Edward Wotton was deputed to Scotland; and he completely gained upon the imbecility of James, that he concluded a firm alliance with Elizabeth, without making any stipulation in favour of his mother. Nay, far was he the dupe of this ambassador and his minister, that he allowed himself to be persuaded to take into his favour Mr Archibald Douglas, one of the murderers of Lord Darnley; and, as if this had not been sufficient, he appointed this ambassador to be his ambassador for England.

Mary, thus abandoned by all the world, in the hands of her most inveterate and cruel enemy, fell a victim to her resentment and treachery in the year 1587. A plot of assassination had been formed in the spring of the year 1586 against the English queen; partly with a view to restore the Scottish princes; but chiefly from a motive to serve the interests of the Roman Catholic religion. This conspiracy, which originated with Roman Catholic priests and perfons of little note, was soon imparted to Mr Babington, a person of great fortune, of many accomplishments, and who had before that time discovered himself to be a zealous friend of queen Mary. That she had corresponded with Babington there is no doubt; but it was some years previous to the formation of the plot. A long silence had taken place between them; and Morgan,
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one of the English fugitives in France, and a warm friend of Mary’s, in the month of May 1586, wrote a letter to her, repeated, and in the most prehur manner recommending a revival of that correspondence. In consequence of which, in her answer to Morgan, dated the 27th day of July, she informed him, that she had made all apologies in her power to Babington, for not having written to him for so long a space; that he had generously offered himself and all his fortune in her cause; and that, agreeably to Morgan’s advice, she would do her best to retain him in her interest; but she throws out no hint of her knowledge of the intended affillation. On the very same day she wrote likewife to Paget, another of her most confidential friends; but not a word in it with respect to Babington’s scheme of cutting off the English queen. To Morgan and to Paget she certainly would have communicated her mind, more readily and more particularly than to Babington, and have consulted them about the plot, had she been accorsory to it. Indeed it seems to have been part of the policy of Mary’s friends to keep her a stranger to all clandestine and hazardous undertakings in her favour. To be convinced of this, we have only to recollect that Morgan, in a letter of the fourth of July, expressly, and in the strongest terms, recommended to have no intelligence at all with Ballard *, who was one of the original contrivers of the plot, and who was the very person who communicated it to Babington.

The queen, in consequence of this, shut the door against all correspondence, if it should be offered, with that person †. At the same time, Morgan assigned no particular reasons for that advice; so cautious was he about giving the queen any information on the subject: What he said was generally and fictitiously obscure; “Ballard (said he, only) is intent on some matters of consequence, the issue of which is uncertain.” He even went farther, and charged Ballard himself to abstain in anywise from opening his views to the queen of Scots.

The conspiracy which goes under the name of Babington was completely detected by the court in the month of June: The names, proceedings, and residences, of those engaged in it were then known: The blow might be soon struck: The life of Elizabeth was in imminent hazard. The conspirators, however, were not apprehended; they were permitted to enjoy complete liberty; treated as if there were not the least suspicion against them; and in this free and quiet state, were they suffered to continue till the beginning of August, for a period it should seem of near two months. What could be the reasons for such a conduct? From what causes did the council of England suspend the just vengeance of the laws, and leave their queen’s life still in jeopardy? Was it on purpose to procure more conspirators, and involve others in the crime?

Mary queen of Scots continued still detached from Babington and his associates. Their destruction was a small matter compared with her’s. Could the be decoyed into the plot, things would put on a very new face: Babington’s conspiracy, which in reality occasioned little dread, as it was early found out, and well guarded against, would prove one of the most grateful incidents in queen Elizabeth’s reign. Elizabeth’s ministers, too, knew how much they had rendered themselves juftly obnoxious to the Scotch princes; Should she come to mount the throne of England, their downfall was inevitable; from which, it should seem, is to be explained, why they were even more zealous than their mistrels to accomplih her ruin.

Of these, Sir Francis Walfingham secretary of state appears to have taken upon himself the chief management in concerting a plan of operations against the queen of Scots; and as a model, he seems to have had in his eye that which was purposed upon a former occasion by the earl of Murray. His spies having early got into the confidence of the lower fort of the conspirators, he now employed the very agency of the latter for his purposes. Learning that a packet from France was intended to be conveyed by them to queen Mary, and by the hands of one Gilbert Gifford a priest, whom he had secretly gained over from their association, he wrote a letter to Sir Amias Paulet, who had now the custody of the Scotch queen, requiring that one of his domestics might be permitted to take a bribe for conveying that packet to the captive princes. This was on purpose to communicate to her a letter forged in the name of Babington, in which that confpirator was made to impart to the Scotch queen his scheme of affillation, and to claim rewards to the perpetrators of the deed. Paulet, however, to his honour, refused to comply with the request of Walfingham; upon which Gifford corrupted a brewer in the neighbourhood, who put his letters to Mary in a hole in the wall. By the same conveyance it was thought that Mary would answer the letters; but it appears that her minister saw them, and that of Gifford’s no return was made (y). It was then contrived that answers, in the name of the queen of Scots to Gifford, should be found in the hole of the wall. Walfingham, to whom these letters were carried, proceeded formally to decipher them by the help of one Thomas Philips, a person skilled in these matters; and after exact copies were taken of them, it is said that they were all artfully sealed and sent off to the persons to whom they were directed.

(y) Dr Rebertson of Dalmeny, who, in his History of Mary queen of Scots, has thrown much light upon these dark transactions of Elizabeth’s nefurious ministers, thinks it not improbable that an answer to Babington’s letter was written by the Scottish queen’s secretaries. Although they could not communicate that letter to herself, on account of her known abhorrence of affiliation, they perhaps wrote a dispatch in her name, approving of it; tempted by the prospect of escaping from imprisonment, and of their mistrel’s being feated on the throne of England. This dispatch being conveyed through the same chink of the wall, was carried by Gifford to Walfingham; opened; deciphered, and copied by him; and then sent to Babington. Camden informs us, that Walfingham artfully forged a postscript in the same cipher to this dispatch; in which queen Mary was made to request of Babington to inform her particularly of the names of his accomplices, and of others who were friends to the cause.
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It appears, however, that only the letters directed to Babington were sent to him; and the answers which he made to the queen’s supposed letters were carried directly to Wallingham. A foundation for criminating Mary being thus laid, the conspirators were quickly discovered, as being already known, and suffered the death of traitors. The unhappy princes eagerly watched by Paulet, and unacquainted with the late occurrences, received a visit from Sir Thomas Gorges. This envoy, as instructed by Elizabeth, forsook her when she had mounted her horse to take the postern of the chase. His resolution was abrupt and uncere- monious; and after informing her of the discovery and circumstances of the conspiracy of Babington, he rude- ly charged her with a concern in it. Her astonishment was great; and she desired to return to her chamber: but this favour was refused to her; and after being carried from one house to another, in an anxious and perplexing uncertainty, she was committed to Fotheringay castle in Northamptonshire. Naw and Cure, her two secretaries, the former a Frenchman, the latter a native of Scotland, were taken into custody. Paulet breaking open the doors of her private closet, possessed himself of her money, which amounted not to more than 7000 crowns. Her cabinets were carefully sealed up; and being sent to London, were examined in the pre- sence of Elizabeth. They contained many dispatches from persons beyond the seas, copies of letters which had been dictated by her, and about 60 tables of cyphers and characters. There were also discovered in them many dispatches to her from English noblemen, which were full of admiration and respect. These Elizabeth concealed; but their authors supposing that they were known, fought to purchase her forgiveness by the most abject protestations of an attachment to her person, and by the exercise of the most inveterate enmity to the queen of Scots. Naw and Cure declared, that the copies of her letters were in their handwriting. They had been dictated by her in the French language to Naw, translated into English by Curl, and then put into cypher. They contained not, however, any matters with which the court could be reproached or crim- inated. It was upon the foundation of the letters which Gifford had communicated to Wallingham that her guilt was to be inferred; and with copies of these, and with an attested account of the conspiracy of Babington and his associates, Sir Edward Wotton was now dispatched into France to accuse her to Henry III. and to explain to him the dangers to which Elizabeth was exposed from the machinations and practices of the English exiles.

The privy-councillors of Elizabeth deliberated upon the most proper method of proceeding against Mary. To some it appeared, that she was only accessory to the plot, and not the designer of it, the most eligible severer to be exercised against her was a closer and more rigorous confinement; and they endeavoured to fortify this opinion, by observing, that she was sickly, and could not live long. By others who were haunted by the terrors of Popery, it was urged, that she ought to be put instantly to death by the formalities of the law. The Earl of Leicester recommended it as most prudent to dispatch her secretly by poison. But this council was rejected as mean, disgraceful, and violent. The lawyers were of opinion, that she might be tried upon the stature of Edward III.; by which it was enacted to be treason to imagine the destruction of the fore- ign, to make war against his kingdom, or to adhere to his enemies. Elizabeth, however and her ministers had provided a more plausible foundation for her trial. This was a parliamentary statute approving the act of association. As it had been passed while Mary was in England, it was argued, that she was bound by it in a local allegiance to Elizabeth. The next point of de- bate was the designation under which it was most ad- visable to arraign her. To employ a foreign name and title as directly descriptive of her, was not judged to be consistent with the law of England. It was therefore resolved to design her “Mary, daughter and heir of James V. king of Scotland, and commonly called queen of Scots, and dowager of France.”

This resolution being once taken, Elizabeth next ap- pointed above 40 peers or privy-councilors, and five fchnators and five judges, deposing upon them in a body, or upon the greater part of them, absolute power and authority to inquire into the matters compassed and imagined against her by the Scottish princes, and to pass sentence according to the spirit and tenor of the act which had been passed. Of these commissioners a great majority proceeded to the calle of Fotheringay; and the day after their arrival, they deputed to Mary, Sir Walter Mildmay, Sir Amias Paulet, and Edward Barker a public notary, to deliver to her a letter from Elizabeth. In this letter the English queen gratified her unhappy passions, and after reproaching her with her crimes, informed her that commissioners were appointed to take cognizance of them. The Scottish princes, though astonished with the project of being brought to a public trial, was able to preserve her dignity, and addressed them with a composed manner and air. “It is a mat- ter (said she) altogether uncommon and strange, that to their ju- dges Elizabeth should command me to submit to a trial, as if I were her subject. I am an independent sovereign; and will not tamish by any meanishments my high birth, the princes my predecessors, and my son. Misfortunes and miseries have not yet so involved me in dejection, as that I am to faint and sink under this new calamity and in- fult. I defy that you will remember what I formerly wrote to Bromley, who is now lord chancellor, and to the lord Waut. To speak to me of commissioners, is a vain mockery of my rank. Kings alone can be my peers. The laws of England are unknown to me; and I have no counsellors to whose wisdom I can apply for instruction. My papers and communications have been taken from me; and no person can have the perilous courage to appear as my advocate. I have indeed recommended myself and my condition to foreign princes; but I am clear of the guilt of having conceived the de- ftnation of Elizabeth, or of having incited any person whatsoever to destroy her. It is only by my own words and writings that an imputation of this kind can be supported; and I am conscious beyond the possibility of a doubt, that these evidences cannot be employed against me.” The day after the had in this manner re- folved to all the jurisdiction of the commissioners, Paulet and Barker returned to her, and informed her that they had put her speech into writing, and desired to know if she would abide by it. She heard it read distinctly, acknowledged it to be rightly taken, and avowed her readiness to persist in the sentiments she had delivered...
The accusation preferred to my prejudice is a most detestable calumny. I was not engaged with Babington in his conspiracy; and I am altogether innocent of Mary's having plotted the death of Elizabeth. The copies of defence. Babington's letters which have been produced, may in deed be taken from originals which are genuine; but it is impossible to prove that I ever received them. Nor did he receive from me the dispatches addressed to him in my name. His confession, and those of his associates, which have been urged to establish the authority of my letters to him, are imperfect and vain. If these conspirators could have testified any circumstance to my hurt, they would not so soon have been deprived of their lives. Tortures, or the fear of the rack, extorted improper confessions from them; and then they were executed. Their mouths were opened to utter false criminations; and were immediately shut for ever, that the truth might be buried in their graves. It was no difficult matter to obtain ciphers which I had employed; and my adversaries are known to be superior to scruples. I am informed, that Sir Francis Walsingham has been earnest to recommend himself to his sovereign by practices both against my life and that of my son; and the fabrication of papers, by which to effectuate my ruin, is a busines not unworthy of his ambition. An evidence, the most clear and incontestable, is necessary to overthrow the me, upon which to frame a correspondence between Mary and Babington, and upon which dispatches might be fabricated in her name to her foreign friends; and the ciphers were furnished by her two secretaries. But besides these pretended letters, another species of evidence was held out against her. Babington, proud of the dispatch sent to him in her name by Walsingham and Gifford, returned an answer to it; and a reply from her by the same agency was transmitted to him. Deluded, and in toils, he communicated these marks of her attention to Savage and Ballard, the most confidential of his associates. His confession and theirs became thus of importance. Nor were her letters and the confessions of these conspirators deemed sufficient vouchers of her guilt. Her two secretaries, therefore, who had lately forsaken her, were engaged to subscribe a declaration, that the dispatches in her name were written by them at her command, and according to her instructions. These branches of evidence, put together with skill and heightened with all the imposing colours of eloquence, were prefixed upon Mary. Though she had been long accustomed to the perfidious inhumanity of her enemies, her amazement was infinite. She left not, however, her courage; and her defence was alike expressive of her penetration and magnanimity.
mentaries. As to the copies of the dispatches which are said to have been written by my direction to Mendoza, the lord Paget, Charles Paget, the archbishop of Olagow, and Sir Francis Linglefield, they are most unprofitable forgeries. For they tend only to show that I was employed in encouraging my friends to invade England. Now, if I should allow that these dispatches were genuine, it could not be inferred from them that I had conspired the death of Elizabeth. I will even confess, that I have yielded to the strong impulses of nature; and that, like a human creature, I confess, that I have exerted myself to recover my greatness and my liberty. The efforts I have made can excite no blushes in me; for the voice of mankind must applaud them. Religion, in her sternest moments of severity, cannot look to them with reproach; and to consider them as crimes, is to despise the fanatical reverence of humanity, and to give way to the fulcipient wretchedness of delphalum.

I have fought by every art of concession and friendship to engage my father to put an end to my sufferings. Invited by her smiles, I ventured into her kingdom, in the pride and gaiety of my youth; and, under her anger and the miseries of captivity, I have grown into a man. To her tendernefs and gentleness I have been indebted as little as to her justice; and, opprobred and agonized, with unmerited afflictions and hardships, I scrupled not to beseech the princes my allies to employ their armies to relieve me. Nor will I deny, that I have endeavoured to promote the advantage and interest of the persecuted Catholics of England. My intimacies in their behalf have been even offered with advantage to queen Elizabeth herself. But the attainment of my kingdom, the recovery of my liberty, and the advancement of that religion which I love, could not induce me to flain myself with the crimes that are objected to me. I would disdain to purchase a crown by the affaffination of the meanest of the human race. To accuse me of scheming the death of the queen my sister, is to brand me with the infamy which I abhor most. It is my nature to employ the devotions of Either, and not the sword of Judith. Elizabeth herself will attest, that I have often admonished her not to draw upon her head or judgment of my friends by the enormity of her cruelties to me. My innocence cannot sincerely be doubted; and it is known to the Almighty God, that I could not possibly think to forego my mercy, and to ruin my soul, in order to compass a transgression so horrible as that of her murder. But amidst the increment and unprincipled pretences which my adversaries are pleased to invent to overwhelm me with calamities and anguish, I can trace and discover with ease the real causes of their hostility and provocation. My crimes are, my birth, the injuries I have been compelled to endure, and my religion. I am proud of the first; I can forgive the second; and the third is a source to me of such comfort and hope, that for its glory I will be contented that my blood shall flow upon the scaffold.

"To the defence of Mary, no returns were made besides boast and unsupported affirmations of the truth of the evidence produced to her prejudice. In the course of the trial, however, there occurred some incidents which deserve to be related. Lord Burleigh, who was willing to decompose her, charged her with a fixed resolution of overruling her claims and titles to England to the king of Spain. But though, in a discontented humour with her son, she had threatened to disinherit him, and had even corresponded on this subject with her siefl friends, it appears that this project is to be considered as only a transient effect of resentment and passion. She indeed acknowledged, that the Spaniard preferred to have pretensions to the kingdom of England, and that a book in justification of them had been communicated to her. She declared, however, that she had incurred the displeasure of many by disapproving of this book; and that no conveyance of her titles to the Spaniard had been ever executed.

The trial continued during the space of two days; but the commissioners avoided to deliver their opinions. Lord Burleigh, in whose management Elizabeth chiefly confided, and whom the Scottish queen, disposed of in no common degree by her ability and vigour, being eager to conclude the buffets, demanded to know if she had any thing to add to what she had urged in her defence. She informed him, that the would be infinitely pleased and gratified, if it should be permitted to her to be heard in her justification before a full meeting of the parliament, or before the queen and her privy-council. This intimation was unexpectedly; and the request implied in it was rejected. The court, in consequence of previous instructions from Elizabeth, adjourned to a farther day, and appointed that the place of its convention should be the hall-chamber at Westminster. It accordingly assembled there; and Naw and Curl, who had not been produced at Fotheringay-castle, were now called before the commissioners. An oath to declare the truth was put to them; and they definitely affirmed and protested that the declaration they had subscribed was in every respect just and faithful. Nothing farther remained but to pronounce sentence against Mary. The commissioners unanimously concurred in delivering it as their verdict or judgments given, that she was a party to the conspiracy of Babington against her, and that she had compassed and imagined matters within the realm of England tending to the hurt, death, and deposition of the royal person of Elizabeth, in opposition to the statute framed for her protection. Upon the same day in which this extraordinary sentence was given, the commissioners and the judges of England issued a declaration, which imported, that it was not to derogate in any degree from the titles and honour of the king of Scots.

The sentence against Mary was very soon afterwards ratified by the English parliament. King James was then rathfruck with horror at hearing the execution of his fec by the mother; but that spiritless prince could show his regard, sentment no farther than by unavailing embassies and repeated monitranices. France interposed in the same inefficient manner; and on the 6th of December 1586, Elizabeth caused the sentence of the commissioners against her to be proclaimed. After this she was made acquainted with her fate, and received the news with the greatest composure, and even apparent satisfaction. Her keepers now refused to treat her with any reverence or respect. They entered her apartment with their heads covered, and made no obeisance to her. They took down her canopy of state, and deprived her of all the badges of royalty. By these insulting mortifications they
they meant to inform her, that she had funk from the
dignity of a prince, to the abject state of a criminal.
She smiled, and said, "In deslight of your sovereign
and her subfervient judges, I will live and die a queen.
My royal character is indefeible; and I will surrender it
with my spirit to the Almighty God, from whom I
received it, and to whom my honour and innocence
are fully known." In this melancholy situation Mary
addressed a magnanimous letter to Elizabeth, in which,
without making the least solicitation for her life,
the only required that her body might be carried to France;
that she might be publicly executed; that her servitors
might be permitted to depart out of England unmole-
ified, and enjoy the legacies which she bequeathed them.
But to this letter no answer was given.

In the mean time James, who had neither address
nor courage to attempt any thing in behalf of his mo-
ther, announced her situation to his bigotted subjects,
and ordered prayers to be said for her in all the church-
es. The form of the petition he preferred was framed
with delicacy and caution, that the clergy might have
no objection to it. He enjoined them to pray, that
it might please God to enlighten Mary with the light
of his truth, and to bring to her the grace. From the panic
fears which the ministers of Elizabeth were so judicious to excite, they spurred not
loudly and invariably to infer, that the peace and tran-
quillity of the kingdom could alone be re-established by
the speedy execution of the Scottish queen.

While the nation was thus artfully prepared for the
destruction of Mary, Elizabeth ordered secretary Da-
vidon to bring to her the warrant for her death. He
having perused it with deliberation, he observed that it
was extended in proper terms, and gave it the authori-
ity of her subscription. She was in a humour somewhat
gay, and demanded of him if he was not sorry for what
she had done. He replied, that it was afflicting to him
to think of the fate of public affairs; but that he
greatly preferred her life to that of the Scottish prince.
She enjoined him to be secret, and desired, that
before he should deliver the warrant to the chancellor,
he should carry it to Walsingham. "I fear much
(said she, in a merry tone), that the grief of it will
kill him."

This levity was momentary; and fears and anxieties
succeeded it. Though the earnestly desired the death
of Mary, she was yet terrified to encounter its infamy.
She was folicitous to accomplish this base transfigured
by some method which would conceal her confit to it.
After intimating to Mr Davidson an anxious with that
its blame should be removed from her, she counselled
him to join with Walsingham in addressing a letter to
Sir Amias Paulet and Sir Drue Drury, recommending
it to them to manifest their love to her by shedding
privately the blood of her adversary. The unlawfulness
of this deed affected Davison, and he objected to it. She
repeated violently her injunctions, and he departed to execute them. A letter under his name and that of
Walsingham was dispatched to Mary's keepers, com-
municating to them their purporte. Corrupted by her
passions, and lost to the sensibilities of virtue, Elizabeth
had now reached the last extremity of human wicked-
ness. Though a sovereign prince, and entrust with the
care of a great nation, she was employed in spreading
the seas of blood and hatred, which were as the flames of religious prejudices; felt an elevation of keeper's re-
mind which reflected the greatest disgrace upon the fufe
sovereign. They considered themelves as grossly in-
truding agitation and uncertainty. Her ministers, who
knew that it is the nature of fear to exclude pity, were
indulging in inventing terrifying intelligence, and in
circulating it through the kingdom. There were rum-
ours that the Spanish fleet had arrived at Milford ha-
ven; that a formidable army of Scottish combatants
was advancing to the capital; that the duke of Guife
had disembarked many troops of veteran soldiers in Sou-
 tha; that Mary had eloped out of prison, and was col-
lecting the English Catholikes; that the northern coun-
tries had thrown aside their allegiance; and that there
was a new plot to kill Elizabeth, and to reduce Lon-
don to ashes. An actual conspiracy was even malicious-
ly charged upon L'Aubespine the French resident;
and he was forced to withdraw from England in dis-
grace. From the panic terrors which the ministers of
Elizabeth were so judicious to excite, they spurred not
loudly and invariably to infer, that the peace and tran-
quility of the kingdom could alone be re-established by
the speedy execution of the Scottish queen.

But it seems
the warrant for
Mary's death.

Elizabeth,
feeling some
remorse;
The warrant, after having been communicated to Walsingham, was carried to the chancellor, who put the great seal to it. This formality concluded, when a message from Elizabeth prohibited Walsingham from waiting upon the chancellor till he should receive further instructions. Within an hour after, he received a second message to the same purpose. He hastened to court; and Elizabeth asked eagerly, if he had seen the chancellor. He answered in the affirmative; and she exclaimed with bitterness against his haste. He said, that he had acted exactly as he had directed him. She continued to express warmly her displeasure; but gave no command to stop the operation of the warrant. In a state of uneasiness and apprehension, he communicated her behaviour to the chancellor and the privy-councillor. These courtiers, however, who were well acquainted with the arts of their mistresses, and who knew how to flatter her, paid no attention to him. They perceived, or were secretly informed, that she desired to have a pretence upon which to complain of the secretary, and to deny that he had obeyed her instructions. They observed to him, that by subscribing the warrant, she had performed whatever the law required of her; and that it was not proper to delay the execution any longer. While they were anxious to please Elizabeth, they were conscious of their own cruelty to Mary, and did not imagine they could be in perfect security while she lived. They dispatched the warrant to earls of Shrewsbury and Kent, with instructions to them to fulfil its purpose.

When the two earls and their retinue reached Fotheringay-castle, they found that Mary was sick, and reposing upon her bed. They inferred, notwithstanding, that it was improper to introduce them without being invited to her. Being informed by her servants that the message they brought was important and precluding, they prepared to receive them. They were conducted into her presence by Sir Amias Paulet and Sir Drue Drury; and with little formality they told her, that Elizabeth had contented to her death, and that she was to suffer the next morning at eight o'clock. Then Beale, one of the clerks of the privy-council, who accompanied them, read over the warrant, which she heard with pious compunction and unshaken fortitude.
the kindliness which we have mentioned in her life. Having fetted these attentions, she entered her bed-chamber with her women; and, according to her uniform practice, employed herself in religious duties, and in reading in the Lives of the Saints. At her accustomed time the went to sleep; and after enjoying some hours of sound rest, she awoke. She then indulged in pious meditation, and partook of the sacrament by the means of a consecrated host, which a melancholy preliment of her calamities had induced her to obtain from Pius V.

At the break of day she arrayed herself in rich, but becoming apparel; and calling together her servants, she ordered her will to be read, and apologised for the smallness of her legacies from her inability to be more generous. Following the arrangement she had previoually made, she then dealt out to them her goods, wardrobe, and jewels. To Bourignon her physician she committed the care of her will, with a charge that he would deliver it to her principal executor the duke of Guise. She also entrusted him with tokens of her affection for the king of France, the queen-mother, and her relatives. Bidding now an adieu to all worldly concerns, she retired to her oratory, where she was seen sometimes kneeling at the altar, and sometimes standing motionless with her hands joined, and her eyes directed to the heavens. In these tender and agitated moments she was dwelling upon the memory of her sufferings and her virtues, invoking her weaknesses in the bosom of her God, and lifting and inducing her spirit in the contemplation of his perfections and his mercy. While she was thus engaged, Thomas Andrews, the high sheriff of the county, announced to her, that the hour for her execution was arrived. She came forth drest in a gown of black silk; her petticoat was bordered with crimson-velvet; a veil of lawn bowed out with wire, and edged with bone-lace, was fastened to her hair, and hung down to the ground: an Agnus Dei was suspended from her neck by a pomegranate chain; her beads were fixed to her girdle; and the before in her hand a crucifix of ivory. Amidst the screams and lamentations of her women she defended the hairs; and in the porch she was received by the earls of Kent and Shrewsbury with their attendants.—Here, too, she met Sir Andrew Melvil the master of her household, whom her keepers had debarked from her presence during many days. Throwing himself at her feet, and weeping aloud, he deplored his sad destiny, and the sorrowful tidings he was to carry into Scotland.

After the she had spoken to Melvil, she besought the two earls that her servants might be treated with civility, that they might enjoy the presents he had bestowed upon them, and that they might receive a safe conduct to depart out of the dominions of Elizabeth. These flight favours were readily granted to her. She then begged that they might be permitted to attend her to the scaffold, in order that they might be witnesses of her behaviour at her death. To this request the earl of Kent discovered a strong reluctance. He said that they would behave with an intemperate passion; and that they would praefie superfluous formalities, and dip their handkerchiefs in her blood. She replied, that she was sure that none of their actions would be blameable; and that it was but decent that some of her women should be about her. The earl still hesitating, she was affected with the insolent and stupid indignity of his malice, and exclaimed, "I am cousin to your mistresses, and descended from Henry VII. I am a dowager of France, and the anointed queen of Scotland."

The earl of Shrewsbury interpreting, it was agreed that she should select two of her women who might assist her in her last moments, and a few of her men-servants, who might behold her demeanour, and report it.

She entered the hall where she was to suffer, and advanced with an air of grace and majesty to the scaffold, which was built at its farthest extremity. The spectators were numerous. Her magnanimous carriage, her beauty, of which the livery was yet dazzling, and her matchless misfortunes, affected them. They gave way to contending emotions of awe, admiration, and pity. She ascended the scaffold with a firm step and a serene aspect, and turned her eye to the block, the axe, and the executioners. The spectators were dissolved in tears. A chair was placed for her, in which she seated herself. Silence was commanded; and Beale read aloud the warrant for her death. She was still observed, yet with a manner from which it might be gathered that her thoughts were employed upon a subject more important. Dr. Fletcher dean of Peterborough, taking his station opposite to her without the rails of the scaffold, began a discourse upon her life, past, present, and to come. He affected to enumerate her trepasses against Elizabeth, and to describe the love and tenderness which that prince had shown to her. He censured her to repent of her crimes, and while he inveighed against her attachment to Popery, he threatened her with everlasting fire if she should delay to rescue its errors. His behaviour was indecent and coarse in the greatest degree; and while he meant to insult her, he inflamed still more the religion which he professed, and the Sovereign whom he flattered. Twice she interrupted him with great gentleness. But he pertinaciously continued his exhortations. Raising her voice, she commanded him with a resolute tone to withdraw his indignities and menaces, and to trouble her any more about her faith. "I am born (said she) in the Roman Catholic religion; I have experienced its comforts during my life, in the trying seasons of sickness, calamity, and sorrow; and I am resolved to die in it." The two earls, ashamed of the savage obstinacy of his deportment, admonished him to desist from his speeches, and to content himself with praying for her conversion. He entered upon a long prayer; and Mary falling on her knees, and disregarding him altogether, employed herself in devotions from the office of the Virgin.

After having performed all her devotions, her women assisted her to disrobe; and the executioners offering their aid, she repelled their good offices by observing, that she was not accustomed to be attended by such servants, nor to be undressed before so large an assembly. Her upper garments being laid aside, she drew upon her arms a pair of silk gloves. Her women and men servants burst into loud lamentations. She put her finger to her mouth to admonish them to be silent, and then bade them a final adieu with a smile that seemed to console, but that plunged them into deeper woe. She kneeled resolutely before the block, and
infamous
diffimulation in
Elizabeth, and indifference in
James.

Scotland, and said, "In thee, O Lord! do I trust, let me never be confounded." She covered her eyes with a linen handkerchief in which the eucharist had been included; and stretching forth her body with great tranquility, and fitting her neck for the fatal stroke, she called out, "Into thy hands, O God! I commit my spirit." The executioner, from design, from unfilfulness, or from inquietude, struck three blows before he separated her head from her body. He held it up mangled with this parted mistress, with the curiosity of the spectators; and drove them, even from the hall, from defign, from unfilfulness, and anxieties. The dean of Peterborough alone cried out, "So let the enemies of Elizabeth perish." The earl of Kent alone, in a low voice, answered, "Amen." All the other spectators were melted into the tenderest sympathy and sorrow.

Her women hastened to protect her dead body from the curiosity of the spectators; and solaced themselves with the thoughts of mourning over it undisturbed when they should retire, and of laying it out in its funeral garb. But the two earls prohibited them from discharging these melancholy yet pleasing offices to their departed mistress, and drove them from the hall with indignity. Bouroin her physician applied to them that he might be permitted to take out her heart for the purpose of preserving it, and of carrying it with him to France. But they refused his intrigue with disdain and anger. Her remains were touched by the rude hands of the executioners, who carried them into an adjoining apartment; and who, tearing a cloth from an old billiard-table, covered that form, once so beautiful. The block, the cushion, the scaffold, and the garments, which were stained with her blood, were consumed with fire. Her body, after being embalmed and committed to a leaden coffin, was buried with royal splendour and pomp in the cathedral of Peterborough.

Elizabeth, who had treated her like a criminal while she lived, seemed disposed to acknowledge her for a queen when she was dead.

On the death of his mother, the full government of the kingdom devolved on James her son. Elizabeth, apprehensive of his resentment for her treatment of his mother, wrote him a letter, in which she disclaimed all knowledge of the fact. James had received intelligence of the murder before the arrival of this letter, which was sent by one Cary. The messenger was stopped at Berwick by an order from the king, telling him, that, if Mary had been executed, he should proceed at his peril. James that himself up in Dalkeith castle, in order to induce himself in grief; but the natural levity and imbecility of his mind prevented him from acting in any degree as became him. Instead of resolutely adhering to his first determination of not allowing Cary to set foot in Scotland, he in a few days gave his consent that he should be admitted to an audience of certain members of his privy-council, who took a journey to the borders on purpose to wait upon him. In this conference, Cary demanded that the league of amity between the two kingdoms should be inviolably observed. He said that his mistress was grieved at the death of Mary, which had happened without her content; and, in Elizabeth's name, offered any satisfaction that James could demand. The Scots commissioners treated Cary's speech and proposal with becoming disdain. They observed, that they amounted to no more than to know whether James was disposed to fell his mother's blood; adding, that the Scottish nobility and people were determined to revenge it, and to intertend in their quarrel the other princes of Europe. Upon this Cary delivered them the letter from Elizabeth, together with a declaration of his own concerning the murder of the queen; and it does not appear that he proceeded farther.

This reception of her Ambassador threw Elizabeth into the utmost confusion. She was apprehensive that James would join his force to that of Spain, and entirely overwhelm her; and had the resentment or the spirit of the king been equal to that of the nation, it is probable that the haughty English princes would have been made severely to repent her perversity and cruelty. It doth not, however, appear, that James had any serious intention of calling Elizabeth to an account for the murder of his mother; for which perhaps, his natural imbecility may be urged as an excuse, though it is more probable that his own necessity for money had swayed him up every other consideration. By the league formerly concluded with England, it had been agreed that Elizabeth should pay an annual pension to the king of Scotland. James had neither economy to make his own revenue answer his purposes, nor address to get it increased. He was therefore always in want; and as Elizabeth had plenty to spare, her friendship became a valuable acquisition. To this consideration, joined to his view of ascending the English throne, must chiefly be ascribed the little resentment shown by him to the atrocious conduct of Elizabeth.

Elizabeth was not wanting in the arts of diffimulation and treachery now more than formerly. She prosecuted and fined secretary Davidson and lord Burleigh for the active part they had taken in Mary's death. Their punishment was indeed much less than they deserved, but they certainly did not merit such treatment at her hands. Walsingham, though equally guilty, yet escaped by pretending indolence, if perhaps, escaped because the queen had now occasion for his services. By her command he drew up a long letter addressed to lord Thirlston, king James's prime minister; in which he showed the necessity of putting Mary to death, and the folly of attempting to revenge it. He boasted of the superior force of England to that of Scotland; shewed James that he would for ever ruin his pretensions to the English crown, by involving the two nations in a war; that he ought not to tryst to foreign alliances; that the Roman Catholic party were so divided among themselves, that he could receive little or no assistance from them, even supposing him so ill advised as to change his own religion for Popery, and that they would not trust his sincerity. Lastly, he attempted to shew, that James had already discharged all the duty towards his mother and his own reputation that could be expected from an affectionate son and a wise king; that his interfering for her with a concern to becoming nature, had endeared him to the kingdom of England; but that it would be madness to push his resentment farther.

This letter had all the effect that could be desired. James gave an audience to the English ambassador; and being assured that his blood was not tainted by the execution of his mother for treason against Elizabeth, but
that he was still capable of succeeding to the crown of
England; he contented to make up matters, and to
address the murderer of his mother by the title of loving
and affectionate father.

The reign of James, till his accession to the crown of
England by Eliza est's death in 1603, affords little
matter of moment. His familiar concessions to Eliza-
abeth, and his constant applications to her for money,
filled up the measure of Scottish meanness. Ever since
the expulsion of Mary, the country had in fact been
reduced to the condition of an English province. The
sovereignty had been tried by the queen of England, and
executed for treason; a crime, in the very nature of the
thing impossible, had not Scotland been in subjection to
England; and to complete all, the contemptible socce-
ror of Mary thought himself well off that he was not a
traitor too, to his sovereign the queen of England we
must suppose, for the cafe will admit of no other suppose-
in.

During the reign of James, the religious disturbances
which began at the reformation, and that violent
drugg of the clergy for power which attended till the
revolution in 1688, went on with great violence. Con-
tinual clamours were raised against Popery, at the
same time that the very fundamental principles of
P. pery were held, nay urged in the most insolent man-
ner, as the effects of immediate inspiration. These
were the total independence of the clergy on every
earthy power, at the same time that all earthly powers
were to be subject to them. Their fantastic decrees
were supposed to be binding in heaven; and they took
care that they should be binding on earth, for whoever
had offended so far as to fall under a sentence of excom-
munication was declared an outlaw.

It is easy to see that this circumstance must have con-
tributed to disturb the public tranquillity in a great de-
gree. But besides this, the weakness of James's govern-
ment was such, that under the name of peace, the
whole kingdom was involved in the miseries of civil war;
the feudal animosities revived, and slaughter and murder
prevailed all over the country. James, fitted only for
pedantry, disputed, argued, modelled, and re-modelled,
the constitution to no purpose. The clergy continued
their iniquity, and the laity their violence upon one
another; at the same time that the king, by his unhap-

The reality of this conspiracy has been questioned by
many writers, for no other reason, as it would appear,
but because they could not assign a rational motive for
Gowrie's engaging in so hazardous an enterprise; and
some even intimated that the conspiracy was en-
tered into by the king against Gowrie in order to get
possession of his large estates. It has been thrown how-
ever by Arnot, in his Criminal Trials, with a force of
evidence which leaves no room for doubt, that the con-
spiracy was the king's, who seems to have intended that
the king should be cut off by the hand of an affassin;
and the same acute and discriminating writer has made
it appear highly probable, that he entertained hopes in
the then disfracted state of the nation not ill founded,
of being able to mount the throne of his murdered so-
vereign (z.) From this imminent danger James was re-
scued by his attendants the duke of Lenox, the earl of

(2) The family of Ruthven had long been looked upon as the head of that party which was attached to
England and the reformation; and the accomplishments of the latter Gowrie qualified him to be the leader of
an enterprising faction. The importance he derived from aristocratic influence over his extensive domains, and
from the attachment of a powerful party in church and state, was emboldened with the lustre of a repu-
dant. Thus ambitious, as well as revenge, might stimulate him to his daring enterprise. Indeed, if his attempt
was to be directed against the life of the king, it could no longer be safe for him to remain in the condition of a
subject; and the insane and malicious imputation of bastardy, with which the fanatics reproached King James,
might afford a plausible pretext for excluding the royal offspring. The family of Hamilton, next heir to the
crown, had long lost its popularity, and the earl of Arran, its head, had lost his judgment; and, though there
undoubtedly were several families interposed between Gowrie and the crown in the first line of succession,
none of them probably possessed power and popularity to support their right. But in Gowrie and his brother
were really endowed with those personal accomplishments which have been so highly extolled, and which made
their countrymen conceive the most fanguine hopes of their early virtues; it is absurd to suppose lord Gowrie
to have flattered himself, that in a country where the church was in danger, where the trumpet of faction was
founded by the ministers, who fortified the chief black-boot of the Lord's Jerusalem, his piety, popular t; and bravery,
should supply the defect in title, and make him be called, while there were nearer heirs to the crown; as has
since happened in the same country, on a similar occasion.
Scots.

Marre, Sir Thomas Erkine afterwards earl of Kellie, and Sir John Ramsey, who was likewise ennobled; and though Gowrie and his brother fell in the struggle, they were attainted by an act of parliament, which decreed their name, memory, and dignity, to be extirpated; their arms to be cancelled; their whole estates to be forfeited and annexed to the crown; the name of Ruthven to be abolished; and their policy and surviving brethren to be incapable of succeeding to, or of holding, any offices, honours, or politicks.

The most memorable transaction of James's reign, and that most to his honour, is the civilizing of the western islanders. For this purpose, he instituted a company of gentlemen adventurers, to whom he gave large privileges for reforming them. The method he proposed was to transport numbers of them to his low countries in Scotland, and to give their islands, which were very improvable, in fee to his lowland subjects who should choose to reside in the islands. The experiment was to be made upon the Lewes, a long range of the Ebudes; from whence the adventurers expelled Murdoch Macleod, the tyrant of the inhabitants. Macleod, however, kept the sea; and intercepting a ship which carried one of the chief adventurers, he sent him prisoner to Orkney, after putting the crew to the sword. Macleod was soon after betrayed by his own brother, and hanged at St Andrew's.

The history of this new undertaking is rather dark; and the settlers themselves seem to have been defective in the arts of civilization. The arrangements they made were confidered by the inhabitants as very oppressive; and one Norman, of the Macleod family, attacked and subdued them to effectually, that they not only consented to yield the property of the islands to him, but engaged to obtain the king's pardon for what he had done.

In 1603 James was called to the throne of England by the death of Elizabeth, and the same year took a final leave of Scotland (A). From this period the history of Scotland, being blended with that of England, is included in the article BRITAIN; to which therefore we refer the reader, and shall proceed to give a general account of the country.

The first and great division of Scotland is into the Highlands and Lowlands. The former engrosses more than one half of Scotland; extending from Dumbarton-shire to the most northern part of the isle, a space of 200 miles in length, and in breadth from 50 to 100. This trait however, includes several extensive districts of low, fruitful ground, inhabited by people who are in all respects different from the mountainers. Nothing can be more savage and tremendous to the eye of a stranger than the appearance of the Highlands, composed of blue rocks and dusky mountains heaped upon one another even above the cloud, their interfaces rendered impaissable by bogs, their sides embrowned with heath, and their summits covered with snow, which lies all the year unwathed, pouring from their jagged sides a thousand torrents and roaring cataractes that all into gloomy vales or glens below, some of them so narrow, deep, and dismal, as to be altogether impenetrable by the rays of the sun; yet even these mountains are in some places fitted into agreeable green hills fit for pasture, and skirted or interfaced with pleasant straths or valleys capable of cultivation. It may be unnecessary to observe, that the Lowlanders of Scotland speak an ancient dialect of the English language, interlarded with many terms and idioms which they borrowed immediately from France, in a long course of correspondence with that kingdom; they likewise copy their southern neighbours in their houses, equipage, habit, industry, and application to commerce. As to the inhabitants of the mountains, see the article Highlanders. They are all, however, comprehended under the name of Scots, governed by the same laws, and tried by the same judges; and, whatever may be their denominations at home, they always, when abroad, acknowledge and assist one another as frénds and countrymen. Some authors have divided Scotland into that part which lies to the southward of the Tay, and that which lies to the northward; but the true division is, like that of England, into shires, counties, stewarties or bailiwicks, of which there are above 40 within the kingdom of Scotland.

The face of this country exhibits a very mountainous appearance, especially to the west and northward; but, at the same time, it displays many large and long tracts of plain ground fit for all the purposes of agriculture. It is divided from east to west by a chain of huge mountains, known by the name of Grant's hills or the Grampian hills. There is another chain called the Pentland hills, which run through Lothian, and join the mountains of Tweeddale; a third, called Lammermuir, rising near the eastern coast, runs westward through the Merse; but besides these, there is a vast number of detached hills and mountains, remarkable for their stupendous height and steepness: There is no country in the world better suited than Scotland with rivers, lakes, rivulets, and fountains. Over and above the principal rivers of Tweed, Forth, Clyde, Tay, and Spey, there is an infinity of smaller streams that contribute to the beauty, convenience, and advantage of the kingdom. Tweed takes its rise from the borders of Annandale, serves as a boundary between Scotland and England, and, after a long serpentine course, discharges itself into the sea at Berwick. Forth rises in Menteith near Callendar, passes by Stirling, and after a course of 23 leagues, runs into the arm of the sea called the Firth of Forth, which divides the coast of Lothian from Fife. Clyde takes its rise from Ererrick hill, in the shire of Lanark; traverses the shire of Clydesdale, to which it gives name; wades the city of Glasgow, widens in its passage to the castle of Dumbarton, and forms the firth of Clyde adjoining to the Irish sea. Tay, the largest river in Scotland, derives its source from Loch-Tay in Breadalbane; and, after a south-eaft course, discharges itself into

(A) In 1589 James was married to Anne princess of Denmark, for whom he made a voyage on purpose to that country. This princess seems to have intermeddled very little with state affairs, since we find her scarce ever mentioned either by Scots or English historians. In her private conduct she is laid to have been unprincipled, vindictive, and unfaithful to her husband.
Climate and soil.

In the north of Scotland, the day at midsummer is lengthened out to 18 hours and 5 minutes; so that the shortest night does not exceed 5 hours and 55 minutes: the night and day, in winter, are in the same proportion. The air of this kingdom is generally moist and temperate, except upon the tops of high mountains covered with eternal snow, where it is cold, keen, and piercing. In other parts vapours from the sea, which environs it on three sides, and runs far up into the land by friths, inlets, and indentations. This neighbourhood of the sea, and the frequency of hills and mountains, produce a constant undulation in the air, and many hard gales, that purify the climate, which is for the most part agreeable and healthy. Scotland affords a great variety of soil in different parts of the country, which, being billy, is in general well adapted to tillage; not but that the Lowlands are as fertile, and, when properly enclosed and managed, yield as good crops of wheat as any grounds in the island of Great Britain. The water in Scotland is remarkably pure, light, and agreeable to the Rhine: but, over and above that which is used for the ordinary purposes of life, there are many medicinal springs of great note.

Scotland abounds with quarries of freestone easily worked, which enable the people to build elegant houses, both in town and country, at a small expense, especially as they have plenty of lime-stone, and labour very cheap. The east, west, and northern parts of the country produce excellent coal; and where this is wanting, the natives burn turf and peat for fuel. Crystals, variegated pebbles, and precious stones, are found in many parts of Scotland; tile, flint, and sea shells, fuller’s earth, potter’s clay, and metals in great plenty. The country produces iron and copper ore, a prodigious quantity of lead, mixed with a large proportion of silver; and in some places little bits of solid gold are gathered in brooks immediately after torrents.

The Lowlands of Scotland, as has been observed, when duly cultivated, yield rich harvests of wheat; and indeed it must be owned that many parts of this kingdom rival the best spots of England in agriculture; but these improvements have not yet advanced into the western and northern extremities of the island, where we see nothing but scanty harvests of oats, rye, and barley. The Highlands are so defective even in these, that it is necessary to import supplies of oats and barley from the Lowlands. This scarcity, however, we must impute to the barrenness of the soil, for much as to the sloth and poverty of the tenants, oppressed by rapacious landlords, who refuse to grant such leases as would encourage the husbandman to improve his farm and make himself better acquainted with the science of agriculture. This is perfectly well understood in the Lowlands, where we see substantial inclusions, plantations, meadows for hay and pasture, wide extended fields of wheat, the fruits of skill and industry, and meet with farmers who rent lands to the amount of 400 l. or 500 l. a year. Of plants this country produces an immense variety, growing wild, exclusive of those that are raised by the hands of the husbandman and gardener. Their farm-grounds are well stocked with wheat, rye, barley, oats, hemp, and flax; their gardens produce great plenty of kitchen-roots, salads, and greens; among which last we reckon the celerow, known by the name of Scotch kale; their orchards bear a variety of apples, pears, cherries, plums, strawberries, gooseberries, raspberries, and currants: here all’s apricots, nectarines, peaches, and sometimes grapes, are brought to maturity. In a word, there is nothing, whether shrub, fruit, or flower, that grows in any part of South Britain, which may not, with a little pains, be brought to the same perfection in the middle of Scotland. Among the trees and shrubs which are the natural growth of this country, we may reckon the oak, the fir, the birch, the poplar, the asp, willow, elder hazel, mountain-ash, crab-tree, and juniper; which last abounds to such a degree in some parts of the Highlands, that in the space of a few miles many tons of the berries might be yearly gathered: besides these, we find the hawthorn, the holly, the dog-rose, furze, broom, fern, and whole tracts of land and mountains covered with strong heath. This affords shelter for the myrtle, the fruit of which, called bilberries, is here found in great abundance, as well as the brambleberry, cranberry, and wild strawberry. The ash, the elm, the fycamore, lime and walnut-tree, are chiefly planted about the houses of gentlemen; but even the inclusions of quickset appear naked for want of such hedge-rows as adorn the country of England. Indeed, great part of this kingdom lies naked and exposed like a common; and other parts have no other inclusions than a paltry wall huddled up of loose stones, which yields a bleak and mean prospect, and serves no other purpose than that of keeping out the cattle. All the sea-coast is covered with alga marina, dulce, and other marine plants.

The Highlands are well flocked with red deer, and the smaller species called the roe-buck, as well as with hares, rabbits, foxes, wild cats, and badgers; and they abound with all sorts of game. The rivers and lakes pour forth a profusion of salmon, trout, jack, and eels; the sea-coast swarms with all the productions of the ocean. The hills and mountains are covered with sheep and black cattle for exportation, as well as domestic use. These are of small size; as are also the horsetrees bred in the Highlands; but the Lowlanders use the large breed, which came originally from England.

SCOTOMIA, in medicine, a vertigo accompanied with dizziness of sight, frequently the forerunner of an apoplexy.

SCOTT (John), an eminent English divine, was born in 1638, and became minister of St Thomas’s in Southwark. In 1684 he was collated to a prebend in the cathedral of St Paul’s. Dr. Hickes tells us, that, after the revolution, “he first refused the bishopric of Chester, because he would not take the oath of allegiance.”
Afterwards another bishopric, the deanery of Worcester, and a prebend of the church of Win- dor, because they were all places of deprived men.” He published several excellent works, particularly The
Christian Life, &c., and died in 1695. He was eminent for his humanity, affability, sincerity, and readiness
to do good; and his talent for preaching was extraordinary.

**SCO US (Duns).** See Duns.

**Scotus (John).** See Erigena.

**Scougal (Henry), second son of Patrick Scougal, bishop of Aberdeen, was born, June 1650, at Salton in
East Lothian, where his father, the immediate predecessor of Bishop Burnet, was rector. His father,
designing him for the sacred ministry, watched over his infant mind with peculiar care; nor was his care
blunted in vain. He had soon the satisfaction of perceiving the most amiable dispositions unfold themselves,
and his understanding rise at once into the vigour of manhood. Requiring the amusements of youth,
young Scougal applied to his studies with ardour; and, agreeable to his father’s wish, at an early period he
directed his thoughts to sacred literature. He perused the historical parts of the Bible with peculiar pleasure,
and then began to examine its contents with the eye of a philosopher. He was struck with the peculiarities of
the Jewish dispensation, and felt an anxiety to understand the reason why its rites and ceremonies were
abolished. The nature and evidences of the Christian religion also occupied his mind. He perused sermons
with pleasure, committed to memory those passages which most affected him, and could comprehend and remember
their whole scope. Nor was he inattentive to polite literature. He read the Roman classics, and made con-
siderable proficiency in the Greek, in the Hebrew, and other oriental languages. He was also well versed in
history and mathematics. His diversions were of a manly kind. After becoming acquainted with the
Roman history, in concert with some of his companions he formed a little senate where orations of their own
composition were delivered.

At the age of fifteen he entered the university, where he behaved with great modesty, sobriety, and diligence.
He diffused the philosophy then taught, and applied himself to the study of natural philosophy;
that philosophy which has now happily got such footing in the world, and tends to enlarge the faculties. In
consequence of this, we may here observe, that when he was yet about eighteen years of age, he wrote the
reflections and short essays since published; which though written in his youth, and some of them left unfinished,
breathe forth so much devotion, and such an exalted soul, as must convince us his conversation was in heaven.

In all the public meetings of the students he was unanimously chosen president, and had a singular de-
fERENCE PAID TO HIS JUDGMENT. No sooner had he finished his courses, but he was promoted to a professorship
in the university of Aberdeen, where he conscientiously performed his duty in training up the youth under
his care in such principles of learning and virtue as might render them ornaments to church and state. When
any divisions and animosities happened in the society, he was very instrumental in reconciling and bringing
them to a good understanding. He maintained his authority among the students in such a way as to
keep them in awe, and at the same time to gain their love and esteem. Sunday evenings were spent with his
scholars in discussing against vice and impurity of all kinds, and encouraging religion in principle and prac-
tice. He allotted a considerable part of his hourly income for the poor; and many indigent families, of
different persuasions, were relieved in their straits by his bounty; though so secretly that they knew not whence
their supply came.

Having been a professor of philosophy for four years, he was at the age of twenty three ordained a minister,
and settled at Auchterelf, a small village about twenty miles from Aberdeen. Here his zeal and ability for his
great Master’s service were eminently displayed. He catechized with great plainness and affection, and
used the most endearing methods to recommend religion to his hearers. He endeavored to bring them to a
close attendance on public worship, and joined with them himself at the beginning of it. He revived the
use of lectures, looking on it as very edifying to comment upon and expound large portions of scripture.
And though he endured several outward inconveniences, yet he bore them with patience and meekness. But
as God had designed him for an eminent station, where he could be of more univouls use in his church, he was
removed from his private charge to that of training up youth for the holy ministry and the care of souls.
In the twenty-fifth year of his age he was admitted professor of divinity in the king’s college, Aberdeen;
and though he was unanimously chosen, yet he declined a station of such importance, from a modest sense of
his unfitness for it: And as he had been an ornament to his other stations of life, so in a particular manner he
applied himself to the exercise of this office. After he had guarded his students against the common artifices
of the Romish missionaries in making profelytes, he proposed two subjects for public exercises; the one, of
the pastoral care; the other, of casuistical divinity: but there were no debates he was more cautious to meddle
with than the decrees of God; sensible that secret things belong to God; and to us things revealed.

The inward dispositions of this excellent man are best seen in his writings; and the whole of his outward
behaviour and conversation was the constant practice of what he preached; as we are assured by the con-
curring testimony of several respectable persons who knew him. How unsuitable then would panegyric
be, where the subject was full of humility? and therefore let it suffice to say, that after he began to appear
publicly, you see him as a professor, earnest at once to improve his scholars in human and sacred learning;
as a pastor, he ceased not to preach the word, to exhort, to reprove, and to rebuke with all authority;
and as a professor of divinity, he bestowed the utmost pains to convince the candidates for the ministry of
the weight and importance of that high office; that it was not to be followed for lucre, but purely to
promote the worship of God and the salvation of men. Again, if we consider his private life, how meek, how
charitable, and how self-denied! how diligently in all things, how resigned to the divine will! and above all,
how refined his sentiments with regard to the love of God! How amiable must he then appear! How
worthy
worthy of imitation, and of the universal regret at his death! In this light we see clearly that the memory of the just is blessed.

At length his health began to be impaired by incessant study, and about the twenty-seventh year of his age he fell into a consumption, which wasted him by slow degrees. But during the whole time of his sickness he behaved with the utmost resignation, nor did he ever show the least impatience.

When his friends came to visit him, he would say, "He had reason to bless God it was no worse with him than it was. And (says he) when you have the charity to remember me in your prayers, do not think me a better man than I am; but look on me, as indeed I am, a miserable sinner." Upon the twentieth day of June 1678 he died, in the greatest calmness, in the twenty-eighth year of his age, and was buried in the King's College-Church in Old Aberdeen. The principal work of Scogul is a small treatise intitled, The Life of God in the Soul of Man. This book is not only valuable for the sublime spirit of piety which it breathes, but for the purity and elegance of its style; qualities for which few English writers were distinguished before the Revolution.

SCOUTS, in a military sense, are generally horsemen sent out before, and on the wings of an army, at the distance of a mile or two, to discover the enemy, and give the general an account of what they see.

SCRATCH-PANS, in the English fort-works, a name given to certain leaden pans, which are usually made about a foot and a half long, a foot broad, and three inches deep, with a bow or circular handle of iron, by which they may be drawn out with a hook when the liquor in the pan is boiling. Their use is to receive a certain matter, known with the name of fish scratch, which falls during the evaporation of the salt-water. See the article Sea Salt.

SCRATCHES, in farriery. See there, § xxxvii.

S C R E E D, with platterers, is the floated work behind a corncrue, and is only necessary when a cornice is to be executed without bracketing.

S C R E W, one of the fixed mechanical powers. A screw is a cylinder cut into several concave surfaces, or rather a channel or groove made in a cylinder, by carrying on two spiral planes the whole length of the screw, in such a manner that they may be always equally inclined to the axis of the cylinder in their whole progress, and also inclined to the base of it in the same angle. See Mechanics, § 30.

No. 1. To construct a common, or one-threaded screw. — Make a parallelogram of paper equal in length to the cylinder which is to be screwed, and equal in breadth to the circumference of that cylinder. Divide the side of the parallelogram, which is equal to the circumference of the cylinder, into two equal parts. Divide the other side of the parallelogram, which is equal in length to the cylinder, into as many parts as the thickness or breadth of the intended thread will run over. Then join the second point on the circumference to the second point on the length of the side of the parallelogram, and so join all the succeeding points as you see in the figure.

No. 2. To make a two-threaded screw, or that which is commonly used for the letter-pens. — Make a parallelogram, as described before; divide that side which is equal to the circumference of the cylinder into eight equal parts, or twice the number of threads. Divide the other side into as many parts as the distance between two threads will run over, then join the points as in no. 1. (fig. 1.)

Corollary. To make a left-handed screw. — Make the parallels to the right instead of the left, as expressed by the figures, no. 3.

This is the true and only practicable way of making all kinds of screws that are cut on a cylinder.

Archimedes's Screw. See Hydrostatics, § 40.

Endless or Perpetual Screw. One that is fitted in a compound machine as to turn a dented wheel; so called, because it may be turned for ever without coming to an end.

If in the endless or perpetual screw, AB (no. 4) whose threads take the teeth of the wheel CD, you take the distance of two threads, according to the length of the axis AB; or the distance of two teeth in the wheel CD, in the direction of the circumference; and if a weight W act at the circumference of the wheel: then, if the power D be to the weight W, as that distance of the teeth or threads, to the length described by the power P in one revolution, the power and weight will be in equilibrium; because in one revolution of P, the wheel DC, with the weight W, has moved only the distance of one tooth.

S C R I B E, in Hebrew סֵפֶר, is very common in scripture, and has several significations. It signifies, 1. A clerk, writer, or secretary. This was a very considerable employment in the court of the kings of Judah, in which the scripture often mentions the secretaries as the first officers of the crown. Seraiah was scribe or secretary to king David (2 Sam. viii. 17). Shevah and Shemaiah excercised the same office under the time prince (2 Sam. xx. 25). In Solomon's time we find Elihoreph and Ahiah secretaries to that prince (1 Kings iv. 4). Shebna under Hezekiah (2 Kings xix. 2). And Shaphan under Jofiah (2 Kings xxii. 6). As there were but few in those times that could write well, the employment of a scribe or writer was very considerable.

2. A scribe is put for a commissary or muster-master of an army, who makes the review of the troops, keeps the list, or roll, and calls them over. Under the reign of Uzziah king of Judah, there is found Jot the scribe who had under his hand the king's armies (2 Chr. xxvi. 11). And at the time of the captivity, it is said the captain of the gua d, among other considerable persons, took the principal scribe of the hoft, or secretary at war, which mustered the people of the land (2 Kings xxv. 19).

3. Scribe is put for an able and skilful man, a doctor of the law, a man of learning that understands affairs. Jonathan, David's uncle by the father's side, was a counsellor, a wise man, and a scribe (1 Chr. xlvii. 32). Baruch, the disciple and secretary to Jeremiah, is called a scribe (Jer. xxxvi. 26). And Ezra is celebrated as a skilful scribe in the law of the Lord (Ezra vii. 6). The scribes of the people, who are frequently mentioned in the Gospel, were public writers and professed doctors of the law, which they read and explained to the people. Some place the original of scribes un-
der Mosé: but their name does not appear till under the judges. It is said, that in the wars of Barak against Sera, “out of Machir came down governors, and out of Zebulun they that handle the pen of the writer.” (Judges v. 14). Others think that David first instituted them, when he established the several classes of the priests and Levites. The scribes were of the tribe of Levi; and at the time that David is said to have made the regulations in that tribe, we read that 6000 men of them were constituted officers and judges (1 Chr. xxii. 4); among whom it is reasonable to think the scribes were included. For in 2 Chr. xxxiv. 13, we find it written, “Of the Levites that were scribes and doctors of the law: of the sons of the scribes, of the sons of the scribes of the sons of scribes. As for the Levites of the sons of scribes, they had the key of the house of the name of Damerel, whom he instructed in the belles lettres, and other branches of literature, calculated to accomplish them for their station in life.

This connection introduced him to Bernard Bornet, bishop of Remes, a person famed in the political world for having served the state in many honourable embassies. Accepting an invitation from this prelate to accompany him to Italy, Mr. Scrimzeour greatly enlarged the sphere of his literary acquaintance, by his conversation and connection with most of the distinguished scholars of that country. The death of Francis Spira (A) happened during his visit at Padua; and as the character and conduct of this remarkable person at that time engaged the attention of the world, Mr. Scrimzeour is said to have collected memoirs of him in a publication entitled, “The Life of Francis Spira, by Henry of Scotland.” This performance, however, does not appear in the catalogue of his works.

After he had stored his mind with the literature of foreign countries, and satisfied his curiosity as a traveler,
Immediately on his arrival at Geneva, 1565, he was earnestly solicited by the magistrates to resume the chair of philosophy. Notwithstanding his compliance, and in consequence of it the dedication of much of his time to the study of physics, he, two years afterwards, instituted a course of lectures in the civil law, and had the honour of being its first founder and professor at Geneva.

As soon as he was settled again in this city, he hoped, amidst his other occupations, to prosecute the great object of his literary fame, the printing of his various works. But a suspicion which Henry Stephens entertained, that it was his intention to set up a rival press at Geneva, occasioned great discontents between them. The result of the quarrel was, that the republic of letters, during Mr Scrimzeor's life, was deprived of his valuable productions. They fell most of them at his death into the hands of Isaac Cavaubon, who has been accused of publishing considerable portions of them as his own.

Some account of Mr Scrimzeor's several performances will give an idea of his extensive erudition.

He wrote critical and explanatory notes upon Athenaeus's (b) Deipnosophistae, or Table-conversations of Philosophers and Learned Men of Antiquity; having first collated several manuscripts of his author. This work Cavaubon published at Leyden in 1662; but without distinguishing his own notes from those of Scrimzeor.

A Commentary and Emendations of the Geography of Strabo were among our author's literary remains. These were published in Cavaubon's Parifian edition of Strabo, 1620.

Henry Stephens, from an idea of justice due to Scrimzeor's literary fame, notwithstanding the violent animosity which had subsisted betwixt them, reproaches Cavaubon for adopting our Scottish critic's emendations on Strabo without acknowledgment.

Dempster affirms us, that Scrimzeor, in his manuscript letters, mentions his design of publishing this performance: whence, it is probable, that his work appeared to himself of considerable consequence, and had taken up much of his attention. Although Cavaubon, in his ample notes exhibited at the foot of Strabo's text, makes no confession of having derived any thing from Scrimzeor, it must not be concealed, that in an epistle to Sir Peter Young, our critic's nephew, through whom the Commentary and Emendations of Strabo came into his hands, Cavaubon acknowledges how very useful to him they might be made; for speaking there of his intended edition of Strabo, he says, "It cannot be expected how much facility I may obtain from your notes of Scrimzeor."

Edward Hesphson, a Scottish author, in his Commentary on Phalaris's Book concerning the Inconformities of the Stoics, informs us, that Scrimzeor collated different manuscripts of all the works of Phalaris. This undertaking appears sufficient to have occupied half the life of an ordinary critic. Every one knows how voluminous an author was the philosopher, the historian, and orator of Chersonesus. Whether our learned critic,

---

(c) They were ennobled by the emperor in 1510, under the title of Barons of Kirkberg and Weitenhorn.

(b) Athenaeus was a grammarian of Naucrates in Egypt, and lived in the second century. His Deipnosophistae is a very curious and learned work, in 15 books. It is full of interesting anecdotes and descriptions of ancient manners, and has preserved many relics of Greek poetry not to be found elsewhere.
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Scrimzeor's critic had meant to publish an edition of Plutarch's works is not known; but such an intention should seem highly probable from this laborious enterprise of collating them.

The 10 books of Diogenes Laertius on the Lives, Opinions, and Apothegms of the Philosophers, were collated from various manuscripts by Scrimzeor. His corrected text of this author, with notes full of erudition, came also into Casaubon's possession, and is supposed to have contributed much to the value of his edition of the Grecian Biographer, printed at Paris in 1593.

The works of Phrynûtus and Palæphatus were also among the collations of Mr Scrimzeor. To the latter of these authors he made such considerable additions, that the work became partly his own. These were two ancient authors who explain the fables of the heathen deities. The former wrote De Natura Deorum, seu de Fabularum Poeticarum Allegoritis Speculatio. "On the Nature of the Gods, or the Allegorical Fictions of the Poets." The latter entitled his book De falso Narrationib, "Things incredible, or concerning false Relations." These works were printed at Basle, 1570; whether in Greek or Latin is uncertain. They have been published since in both languages.

The manuscripts of them were for some time preserved in the library of Sir Peter Scrimzeor, which was brought into Scotland in 1573, had been added to it. What became of this valuable bequest at the death of the founder, is uncertain.

Our learned philologer left also behind him in manuscript the orations of Demotphenes, Æchines, and Cicero, and the Ecclesiastical History of Eusebius, all carefully collated.

Among his literary remains was a collection of his Latin epitaphs. The men of letters in the 15th and 16th centuries, seem to have kept their republic, as it is called, more united and compact than it is at present, by an epistolary intercourse in the Latin language, then the universal medium of literature and science. This general spirit of communication could not but contribute greatly to the advancement of learning, as well as to the pleasure, and, we may add, to the importance, of those who were engaged in its pursuit. The intercourses and union of enlightened men, able and disposed to promote the happiness of their fellow-creatures, cannot be too close. From such intellectual combination alone it is, that uniformity of religious, moral, and political principles, to its greatest attainable degree, can ever be expected; or, in order words, the greatest possible benefit derived from the cultivation of letters.

Of the many performances which had exercised his pen, it does not appear that any were immediately published by himself but his Translation of Jullianin's Novels into Greek. This was printed at Paris in 1558, and again with Holoander's Latin version at Antwerp in 1575. This work has been highly extolled, both for the purity of its language and the accuracy of its execution, and is likely, according to some respectable opinions, to hold its estimation as long as any use or memory of the civil law shall exist.

A Latin translation of the Baffihs, or Bibles, as they are called by our civilians, is the last we have to mention of this author's performances. This is a collection of Roman Laws, which the Eastern emperors Baill and Leo, who reigned in the 5th century, commanded to be translated into Greek, and which preferred their authority till the dissolution of the eastern empire. The Baffici comprehended the institutes, digests, code, and novels, and some of the edicts of Jul- nian and other emperors. Of 60 original books, 41 only remain. Mr Scrimzeor collated them with various manuscripts, probably before he commenced his translation.

From the foregoing recital of the learned labours of this profound scholar and critic, it will be concluded, that almost the whole of his life, although long, was spent in his library, and that the biographer, having now terminated the catalogue of his writings, is probably not distant from the conclusion of his life. Different years have been assigned for the time of his death; but it appears most likely, from a comparison of the different accounts of this event, that it happened very near the expiration of 1571, or at the beginning of the succeeding year, about the 60th year of his age. He died in the city of Geneva.

The characteristic features of Scrimzeor are few, but they are prominent and striking, and remote posterity may regard him with no inferior degree of respect. His industry and perseverance in the pursuit of knowledge and erudition were equalled only by the exquisite judgement which he displayed in his critical annotations and commentaries on the errors and obscurities of ancient books and manuscripts.

His acquisitions in the Greek, Latin, and oriental languages, were reckoned much beyond those of most of the professed linguists of his time. The great Cujacius used to say, "That he never quitted Mr Scrimzeor's conversation without having learned something new." But that which lent peculiar grace to such superiority, was the amiable modesty which upon all occasions was observed to accompany it. From the commendation given him by the illustrious civilian just mentioned, it will be concluded, that he did not brood, with jealous reserve, over unclosed treasures of erudition; but that, conscious of possessing stores too ample to be soon exhausted, at the same time that he avoided an ostentatious profusion of them, he obliged and delighted his friends by a liberal communication. From the period at which he lived, considered with the nature and extent of his studies, and his abilities in prosecuting them, he may deservedly be ranked among those eminent characters who have most successfully contributed their exertions to the revival of letters in Europe.

Scripture is a word derived from the Latin scriptura, and in its original sense is of the same import of the Old with writing, signifying "anything written." It is, and New however, commonly used to denote the writings of the Old and New Testaments; which are called sometimes the Scriptures, sometimes the sacred or holy Scriptures, and sometimes canonical Scriptures. These books are called the Scriptures by way of eminence, as they are the most important of all writings; they are said to be holy or sacred on account of the sacred doctines which they teach; and they are termed canonical, because when their number and authenticity were ascertained, their names were inserted in ecclesiastical canons, to distinguish....
The authenticity of the Old Testament may be proved from the character of the Jews, from internal evidence, and from testimony.

1. The character of the Jews affords a strong presumptive evidence that they have not forged or corrupted the Old Testament. Were a peron brought before a court of justice on a suspicion of forgery, and yet no presumption or positive evidence of his guilt could be produced, it would be allowed by all that he ought to be acquitted. But farther, if the forgery alleged were inconsistent with the character of the accused; if it tended to expose to disgrace and reproach his general principles and conduct; or if we were assured that he considered forgery as an impious and abominable crime—it would require very strong testimony to establish his guilt. The case now mentioned corresponds exactly with the character and situation of the Jews. If a Jew had forged any book of the Old Testament, he must have been impelled to so bold and dangerous an enterprise by some very powerful motive. It could not be national pride, for there is scarcely one of those books which does not severely censure the national manners. It could not be the love of fame; for that passion would have taught him to flatter and extol the national character; and the punishment, if detected, would have been infamy and death. The love of wealth could not produce such a forgery; for no wealth was to be gained.

The Jews were selected from the other nations of the world, and preferred a distinct people from the time of their emigration from Egypt to the Babylonish captivity, a period of 852 years. The principal purposes for which they were selected was to preserve in a world running headlong into idolatry the knowledge and worship of the one true God, and to be the guardians of those sacred books that contained the prophecies which were to prove to future ages the divine mission of the Redeemer of mankind. To fit them for these important trusts, the spirit of their laws and the rites of their religion had the strongest tendency. Miracles were openly performed, to convince them that the God of Israel was the God of all the earth, and that he alone was to be worshipped. Public calamities always befell them when they became apostates to their God; yet they continued violently attached to idolatry till their captivity in Babylon made them for ever renounce it.

The Jews then had two opposite characters at different periods of their history: At first they were addicted to idolatry; afterwards they acquired a strong antipathy against it.

Had any books of the Old Testament been forged before the Babylonish captivity, when the Jews were devoted to idolatry, is it to be conceived that the impostor would have inveigled strongly against this vice, and so often impuned to it the calamities of the state; since by such conduct he knew that he would render himself obnoxious to the people and to those idolatrous monarchs who persecuted the prophets?

But it may next be supposed, that "the sacred books were forged after the Babylonish captivity, when the principles of the Jews would lead them to inveigh against the worship of idols. But these principles would never lead them to expose the character of their ancestors, and to detail their follies and their crimes. Never had any people more national pride, or a higher veneration for their ancestors, than the Jews. Miracles and prophecies ceased soon after their return to Jerusalem; and from that period their respect for the sacred books approached to superition. They preferred them with pious care, they read them often in their synagogues, and they considered every attempt to alter the text as an act of forswearing. Is it possible that such men could be guilty of forgery, or could fall into writings be easily imposed on them?"

There is an internal forgery in the books of the Promissory Old Testament that proves them to have been written and errored by different persons, and at different periods; and enables us with precision to ascertain the time at which we may judge they must have been composed. It is an undeniable fact that Hebrew ceased to be the living language of the Jews during the Babylonish captivity, and that the Jewish productions after that period were in general written either in Chaldee or in Greek. The Jews of Palestine, some ages before the coming of our Saviour, were unable, without the assistance of a Chaldee paraphrase on the sacred books, to understand the Hebrew original. It necessarily follows, therefore, that every book which is written in pure Hebrew was composed either before or about the time of the Babylonish captivity. This being admitted, we may advance a step farther, and contend that the period which elapsed between the composition of the most ancient and the most modern book of the Old Testament was very considerable; or, in other words, that the most ancient books of the Old Testament were written many ages before the Babylonish captivity.

No language continues stationary; and the Hebrew, like other tongues, passed through the several stages of infancy, youth, manhood, and old age. If therefore, on comparison, the several parts of the Hebrew Bible are found to differ not only in regard to style, but also in regard to character and cultivation, we have strong internal marks that they were composed at different and distant periods. No classical scholar would believe, independent of the Grecian history, that the poems ascribed to Homer were written in the age of Demosthenes, the orations of Demosthenes in the time of Origen, or the Commentaries of Origen in the time of Lactantius and Chrysoloras. For the very same reason, it is certain that the five books which are ascribed to Moses were not written in the time of David, the Psalms of David in the age of Isaiah, nor the prophecies of Isaiah in the time of Malachi; and since the Hebrew became a dead language about the time of the Babylonish captivity, the book of Malachi could not have been written much later. Before that period therefore were written the Prophecies of Isaiah, still earlier the Psalms of David, and much earlier than these the books which are ascribed to Moses.

(a) From ἀποτροπαίος, to put out of sight.
3. Let us now consider the evidence of testimony for the authenticity of the Old Testament. As the Jews were a more ancient people than the Greeks or Romans, and for many ages totally unconnected with them, it is not to be expected that we should derive much evidence from the historians of those nations: it is to the Jews alone we must look for information. But it has unfortunately happened that few of their works except the Scriptures themselves have been preserved to posterity. Josephus is the most ancient of the Jewish historians to whom we can appeal. He informs us, that the Old Testament was divided into three parts, the Law, the Prophets, and the Hagiographa or poetical books. No man, says he, hath ever dared to add or take away from them. He tells us also, that other books were written after the time of Artaxerxes; but as they were not composed by prophets, they were not reckoned worthy of the same credit. Since the promulgation of the Christian religion, it is impossible that any material alterations or corruptions could have taken place in the books of the Old Testament; for they have been in the hands both of Jews and Christians from that period. Had the Jews attempted to make any alterations, the Christians would have detected and exposed them; nor would the Jews have been less severe against the Christians if they had corrupted the sacred text. But the copies in the hands of Jews and Christians agree; and therefore we justly conclude, that the Old Testament is still pure and uncorrupted.

The division mentioned by our Saviour into the Law, the Prophets, and the Psalms, corresponds with that of Josephus. We have therefore sufficient evidence, it is hoped, to convince even a deist, that the Old Testament existed at that time. And if the deist will only allow, that Jesus Christ was a personage of a virtuous and irreproachable character, he will acknowledge that we draw a fair conclusion when we affirm that the Scriptures were not corrupted in his time: for when he accussed the Pharisees of making the law of no effect by their traditions, and when he enjoined his hearers to search the Scriptures, he could not have failed to mention the corruptions or forgeries of Scripture, if any in that age had existed. But we are assured, by every respectable authority, that the canon of the Old Testament was fixed some centuries before the birth of Jesus Christ. Jesus the son of Sirach, the author of Ecclesiasticus, makes evident references to the prophecies of Isaiah, Jeremiah, and Ezekiel, and mentions these prophets by name. He speaks also of the twelve minor prophets §. It appears also from the prologue, that the law and the prophets, and other ancient books, existed at the fame period. The book of Ecclesiasticus, according to the calculations of the best chronologers, was written in Syriac about A. M. 3772, that is, 232 years before the Christian era, and was translated into Greek in the next century by the grandson of the author. The prologue was added by the translator: but this circumstance does not diminish the evidence for the antiquity of Scripture; for he informs us, that the law and the prophets, and the other books of their fathers, were studied by his grandfather: a sufficient proof that they existed in his time. As no authentic books of a more ancient date, except the sacred writings themselves, have reached our time, we can ascend no higher in search of testimony.

There is, however, one remarkable historical fact, which proves the existence of the law of Moses at the dissolution of the kingdom of Israel, when the ten tribes were carried captive to Assyria by Shalmaneser, and dispersed among the provinces of that extensive empire; that is, about 741 years before Christ. It was about that time the Samaritans were transported from Assyria to repeople the country, which the ten captive tribes of Israel had formerly inhabited. The posterity of the Samaritans still inhabit the land of their fathers, and have preserved copies of the Pentateuch, two or three of which were brought to this country in the last century. The Samaritan Pentateuch is written in old Hebrew characters (see Philology, n° 28), and therefore must have existed before the time of Ezra. But so violent were the animosities which subsisted between the Jews and Samaritans, that in no period of their history would the one nation have received any books from the other. They must therefore have received them at their first settlement in Samaria from the captive priest whom the Assyrian monarch sent to teach them how they should fear the Lord (2 Kings xvii.).

The canon of the Old Testament, as both Jewish and Christian writers agree, was completed by Ezra of the Old Testament, and some of his immediate successors (see Bible). In our copies the sacred books are divided into 39. The Jews reckoned only 22, corresponding to the number of letters in the Hebrew alphabet. They united the books of Judges and Ruth; they joined the two books of Samuel; the books of Kings and Chronicles were reckoned one; Ezra and Nehemiah one; the Prophecies and Lamentations of Jeremiah were taken under the same head; and the 12 minor prophets were considered as one book—so that the whole number of books in the Jewish canon amounted to 22.

The Pentateuch consists of the five books Genesis, The Pentateuch, Exodus, Leviticus, Numbers, and Deuteronomy. Several observations have been already made respecting the authenticity of these under the article Pentateuch: but several additional remarks have occurred, which may not improperly be given in this place. For many of these we acknowledge ourselves indebted to a sermon published by the reverend Mr Marsh, whose research and learning and critical accuracy will be acknowledged by every reader of discernment.

One of the strongest arguments that have occurred to us in support of the authenticity of the Pentateuch, and the inspiration of the writer, has already been given under the article Religion, n° 14, &c. which see. But we shall in this place present two arguments of a different kind, which would be sufficient to prove at least the former of these conclusions. We argue from the language and contents of the Mosaic writings, and from the testimony of the other books of Scripture.

From the contents and language of the Pentateuch, Proved by there arises a very strong presumption that Moses was its author. The very mode of writing in the four last books discloses an author contemporary with the events which he relates; every description, both religious and political, is a proof that the writer was present at each respective scene; and the legislative and historical parts...
are so interwoven with each other, that neither of them could have been written by a man who lived in a later age. The account which is given in the book of Exodus of the conduct of Pharaoh towards the children of Israel, is such as might be expected from a writer who was not only acquainted with the country at large, but had frequent access to the court of its sovereign; and the minute geographical description of the passage thro' Arabia is such, as could have been given only by a man like Moses, who had spent 40 years in the land of Midian. The language itself is a proof of its high antiquity, which appears partly from the great simplicity of the style, and partly from the use of archaisms or antiquated expressions, which in the days even of David and Solomon were obsolete (x). But the strongest argument that can be produced to show that the Pentateuch was written by a man born and educated in Egypt, is the use of Egyptian words; words which never were, nor ever could have been, used by a native of Palestine: and it is a remarkable circumstance, that the very same thing which Moses had expressed by a word that is pure Egyptian, Hebr and, as might be expected from his birth and education, has expressed by a word that is purely Hebrew (c).

That Moses was the author of the Pentateuch is proved also from the evidence of testimony. We do not here quote the authority of Diodorus Siculus, of Longinus, or Strabo, because their information must have been derived from the Jews. We shall seek no authority but that of the succeeding sacred books themselves, which bear internal evidence that they were written in different ages, and therefore could not be forged unless we were to adopt the absurd opinion that there was a succession of impostors among the Jews who united together in the same fraud. The Jews were certainly well qualified to judge of the authenticity of their own books. They could judge of the truth of the facts recorded, and they could have no interest in adopting a forgery. Indeed, to suppose a whole nation coming into committing a forgery, and that this combination should continue for many hundreds of years, would be the most chimerical supposition that ever entered into the mind of man. Yet we must make this supposition, if we reject the historical facts of the Old Testament. No one will deny that the Pentateuch excelled in the time of Christ and his apostles; for they not only mention it, but quote it. “This we admit,” reply the advocates for the hypothesis which we are now combating; “but you cannot therefore conclude that Moses was the author; for there is reason to believe it was composed by Ezra.” But unfortunately for men of this opinion, both Ezra and Nehemiah ascribe the book of the law to Moses; 2. The Pentateuch was in the possession of the Samaritans before the time of Ezra. 3. It existed in the reign of Amaziah king of Judah, A. C. 839 years. 4. It was in public use in the reign of Jehoiada, A. C. 912; for that virtuous prince appointed Levites and priests who taught in Judah, and had the book of the law of the Lord with them, and went about throughout all the cities of Judah and taught kings and the people. 5. It is referred to by David in his dying adorations to Solomon; 6. The royal bard makes Amos and Solomon were obsolete (B). But the whole history of the Jews from their settlement in Canaan to the building of the temple prefixed to the book of the law was written by Moses; general, which bear internal evidence that they were not the Comp. words written in the period which elapsed between the age of Joshua and that of David; and therefore could not be forged unless we were to adopt a forgery, and that this combination of the Jews who united together in forming a fraud was written by a man born and educated in Egypt, is the use of Egyptian words; words which never were, nor ever could have been, used by a native of Palestine: and it is a remarkable circumstance, that the very same thing which Moses had expressed by a word that is pure Egyptian, Hebr and, as might be expected from his birth and education, has expressed by a word that is purely Hebrew (c).

And by testimony.

(c) For instance, xe atx, and xo xer, which are used in both genders by no other writer than Moses. See Gen. xxiv. 14. 16. 28. 55. 57. xxviii. 21. 25.

(x) For instance, xe (perhaps written originally xe, and the lengthened into xe by mistake), written by the Seventy xe or xe, Gen. xli. 2. and xe, written by the Seventy xe or xe. See La Croze Lexicon Egyptianum, art. xe and xe.

The same thing which Moses expresses by xe, Gen. xli. 2. Isaiah xix. 7. expresses by xe, for the Seventy have translated both of these words by xe.

To the foregoing demonstration objections may be raised. "We will admit the force of your arguments, and grant that Moses actually wrote a work called the book of the law; but how can we be certain that it was the very work which is now current under his name? And unless you can show this to be at least probable, your whole evidence is of no value." To illustrate the force or weakness of this objection, let us apply it to some ancient Greek author, and see whether a classical scholar would allow it to be of weight. "It is true that the Greek writers speak of Homer as an ancient and celebrated poet; it is true also that they have quoted from the works which they ascribe to him various passages which we find at present in the Iliad and Odyssey: yet still there is a possibility that the poems which were written by Homer, and those which we call the Iliad and Odyssey, were totally distinct productions." Now an advocate for Greek literature would reply to this objection, not with a serious answer, but with a sneer of contempt; and he would think it beneath his dignity to silence an opponent who appeared to be deaf to the clearest conviction. But still more may be said in defence of Moses than in defence of Homer; for the writings of the latter were not deposited in any temple or sacred archive, in order to secure them from the devaluations of time; whereas the copy of the book of the law, as written by Moses, was intrusted to the priests and the elders, preserved in the ark of the covenant, and
and read to the people every seventh year (n). Sufficient care therefore was taken not only for the preservation of the original record, but that no spurious production should be substituted in its stead. And that no spurious production ever has been substituted in the stead of the original composition of Moses, appears from the evidence both of the Greek and the Samaritan Pentateuch. For as these agree with the Hebrew, except in some trifling variation (a), to which every work is exposed by length of time, it is absolutely certain that the five books which we now ascribe to Moses are one and the same work with that which was translated into Greek in the time of the Ptolomies, and, what is of still greater importance, with that which existed in the time of Solomon. And as the Jews could have had no motive whatever, during that period which elapsed between the age of Joshua and that of Solomon, for substituting a spurious production instead of the original as written by Moses, and, even had they been inclined to attempt the impudence, would have been prevented by the care which had been taken by their lawgiver, we must conclude that our present Pentateuch is the very identical work that was delivered by Moses.

The positive evidence being now produced, we shall endeavour to answer some particular objections that have been urged. But as most of these occur in the book of Genesis, we shall reserve them for separate examination, and shall here only consider the objections peculiar to the four last books. They may be comprised under one head, viz. expressions and passages in these books which could not have been written by Moses. 1. The account of the death of Moses, in the last chapter of Deuteronomy, we allow must have been added by some succeeding writer; but this can never prove that the book of Deuteronomy is spurious. What is more common among ourselves than to see an account of the life and death of an author subjoined to his works, without informing us by whom the narrative was written? 2. It has been objected, that Moses always speaks of himself in the third person. This is the objection of foolish ignorance, and therefore scarcely deserves an answer. We suspect that such persons have never read the classics, particularly Caesar's Commentaries, where the author uniformly speaks of himself in the third person, as every writer of correct taste will do who reflects on the absurdity of employing the pronoun of the first person in a work intended to be read long after his death. (See *Scripture Grammar*, n° 33.) 3. As to the objection, that in some places the text is defective, as in Exodus xiv. 8, it is not directed against the author, but against some transcriber; for what is wanting in the Hebrew is inserted in the Samaritan. 4. The only other objection that deserves notice is made from two passages. It is said in one place that the bed of Og is at Ramah to this day; and in another (Deut. iii. 14.), "Jair the son of Manasseh took all the country of Argob unto the coasts of Geshuri and Maacath, and called them after his own name, Bashan havoth jair, unto this day." The last clause in both these passages could not have been written by Moses, but it was probably placed in the margin by some transcriber by way of explanation, and was afterwards by mistake inserted in the text. Whoever doubts the truth of this assertion may have recourse to the manuscripts of the Greek Testament, and he will find that the spurious additions in the texts of some manuscripts are actually written in the margin of others (f).

That the Pentateuch, therefore, at last the four last books of it, was written by Moses, we have very satisfactory evidence; which, indeed, at the distance of 3000 years is wonderful, and which cannot be affirmed of any profane history written at a much later period.

The book of Genesis was evidently not written by a person who was contemporary with the facts which he treats of. The book of Genesis was written by Moses, the ancient Jews and Christians; but it has been a matter of dispute from what source he derived his materials; some affirming that all the facts were revealed by inspiration, and others maintaining that he procured them from tradition.

Some who have looked upon themselves as profound philosophers, have rejected many parts of the book of Genesis as fabulous and absurd; but it cannot be the wisdom of philosophy, but the vanity of ignorance, that could lead to such an opinion. In fact, the book of Genesis affords a key to many difficulties in philosophy which cannot otherwise be explained. It has been supposed that the diversities among mankind prove that they are not descended from one pair; but it has been fully

(n) "And Moses wrote this law, and delivered it unto the priests the sons of Levi, which bare the ark of the covenant of the Lord, and unto all the elders of Israel. And Moses commanded them, saying, At the end of every seven years, in the solemnity of the year of release, in the feast of tabernacles, when all Israel is come to appear before the Lord thy God, in the place where he shall choose, thou shalt read this law before all Israel in their hearing. And it came to pass, when Moses had made an end of writing the words of this law in a book until they were finished, that Moses commanded the Levites, which bare the ark of the covenant of the Lord, saying, Take this book of the law, and put it in the side of the ark of the covenant of the Lord your God." Deut. xxxi. 9—11. 24—26. There is a passage to the same purpose in Josephus: διδάχθη οι οικονομικοι της των νεονομιστων, Ἰωνίπιο Ανικοπλατία. Lib. V. c. i. § 17. ed. Hudin.

(e) See the collation of the Hebrew and Samaritan Pentateuch, in the 6th vol. of the *London Polyglot*. p. 19. of the *Animadversiones Samariticae*.

(f) To mention only two examples. 1. The common reading, 1 Cor. xvi. 2. is τοιαύτα ἔστω διαβαταί, but the Codex Pitavianus 2. has τὰς παρακλήσεις in the margin; and in one of the manuscripts which Beza used, this marginal addition has been obliterated in the text. See his note on this passage. 2. Another instance is, 1 John ii. 27, where the genuine reading is κρίνεται; but Wettstein quotes two manuscripts, in which παρακλήσεις is written in the margin; and this marginal reading has found its way only into the Codex Covelli 2. but into the Coptic and Ethiopic versions.
It is impossible to account for the origin of such a variety of languages in a more satisfactory manner than is done in the account of the confusion of tongues which took place at Babel. It would be no easy matter to shew why the sea of Sodom is so different from every other sea on the globe which has yet been explored, if we had not possessed the scriptural account of the miraculous destruction of Sodom and Gomorrah. It is faturated with bitumen and salt, and contains no fishes. These are very singular facts, which have been fully established by late travellers. The book of Genesis, too, has been treated with contempt, because it makes the world less ancient than is done in the account of the Flood. It is indeed the case with every history. In the early part, the relation is very short and general; but when the historian approaches his own time, his materials accumulate. It is certain, too, that the book of Genesis must have been written before the rest of the Pentateuch; for the allusions in the last four books to the history of Abraham, of Isaac, and Jacob, are very frequent. The simplicity of the style shows it to be one of the most ancient of the sacred books; and perhaps its similarity to the style of Moses would determine a critic to ascribe it to him. It will be allowed, that no man was better qualified than Moses to compose the history of his ancestors. He was learned in all the wisdom of the Egyptians, the most enlightened nation of his time, and he had the best opportunities of obtaining accurate information. The short account of the antediluvian world could easily be remembered by Abraham, who might obtain it from them, who was his contemporary. To Shem it might be conveyed by Methuselah, who was 930 years old when Adam died. From Abraham to Moses, the interval was less than 400 years. The splendid promises made to that patriarch would certainly be carefully communicated to each generation, with the consequent facts: and thus the history might be conveyed to Moses by the most distinguished persons. The accounts respecting Jacob and his son Joseph might have been written before the defeat of Egypt; and Joseph might have heard all the facts respecting Abraham and Isaac from Jacob himself. Thus we can easily point out how Moses might derive the materials of the book of Genesis, and especially of the last 38 chapters, from the most authentic sources.

It will now be necessary to consider very shortly the objections that have been supposed to prove that Gene-

4. The Ephraimites, - 2232.
5. The Egyptians, - 2340.
The book of Exodus contains the history of the Israelites for about 145 years. It gives an account of the slavery of the Israelites in Egypt; of the miracles by which they were delivered; of their passage through the Red Sea, and journey through the wilderness; of the solemn promulgation of the Decalogue on Mount Sinai; and of the building and furniture of the Tabernacle. This book is cited by David, by Daniel, and other sacred writers. Twenty-five passages are quoted by our Saviour and his apostles in express words, and they make 19 allusions to the same.

The book of Leviticus contains the history of the Israelites for one month. It consists chiefly of laws. Indeed, properly speaking, it is the code of the Jewish ceremonial and political laws. It describes the consecration of Aaron and his sons, the daring impiety and exemplary punishment of Nadab and Abihu. It reveals also some predictings respecting the punishment of the Israelites in canel of apostacy; and contains an assurance that every fifth year should produce abundance to support them during the seventh or fabbatical year. This book is quoted as the production of Moses in several books of scripture.

The book of Numbers comprehends the history of the Israelites for a period of about 38 years, reckoning from the first day of the second month after their departure from Egypt. It contains an account of two numberings of the people; the first in the beginning of the second year of their emigration, the second in the plains of Moab towards the conclusion of their journey in the wilderness. It describes the ceremonies employed in the consecration of the tabernacle, gives an exact journal of the marches and encampments of the Israelites, relates the appointment of the 70 elders, the miraculous cure performed by the brazen serpent, and the murder of Moses when he was commanded to bring water from the rock. There is also added an account of the death of Aaron, of the conquest of Sihon and Og, and the story of Balaam, with his celebrated prophecy concerning the Messiah.

The book of Numbers is quoted as the work of Moses in several parts of Scripture.

The book of Deuteronomy comprehends a period of nearly two months. It consists of an interesting address to the Israelites, in which Moses recalls to their remembrance the many instances of divine favour which they had experienced, and reproaches them for their ingratitude. He lays before them, in a comprehensive form, the laws which he had formerly delivered, and makes some explanatory additions. This was the more necessary, because the Israelites, to whom they had been originally promulgated, and who had seen the miracles in Egypt, at the Red Sea, and Mount Sinai, had died in the wilderness. The divine origin of these laws, and the miracles by which they were sanctioned, must already have been well known to them; yet a solemn recapitulation of these by the man who had miraculously fed the present generation from their infancy, who by the lifting up of his hands had procured them victory in the day of battle, and who was going to leave the world to give an account of his conduct to the God of Israel, could not but make a deep and lasting impression on the minds of all who heard him. He inculcates these laws by the most powerful motives. He presents before them the most animating rewards, and dombes the severest punishments to the rebellious. The prophecies of Moses towards the end of this book, concerning the fate of the Jews, their dispersions and calamities, the conquest of Jerusalem by the Romans, the miseries of the besieged, and the present state of the Jewish nation, cannot be read without alarm. They are peripatetic, and minute, and have been literally accomplished.

This book is cited as the production of Moses by Christ and his apostles.*

4. The historical books are 12 in number, John, Judges, Ruth, Samuel I and II. Kings I and II. Chronicles, Ezra, Nehemiah, Esther. These, it considered difficulty from the Pentateuch, and the writings more properly styled prophetic, contain a cistern of the Jewish history from the death of Moses, A. M. 2552, to the returnation established by Nehemiah after the return from the captivity, A. M. 3595, comprehending a period of 1043 years.

To enable us to discover the authors of these books, we have no guide to conduct us but conjecture, internal evidence, or the authority of the modern Jews. From the frequent references in Scriptures, and from the testimony of Josephus, it appears that the Jews were in procession of many historical records which might have thrown much light upon this subject if they had been preserved. But during the calamities which befell that infatuated nation in their wars with the Romans, and the dispersion which followed, these writings have perished. But though we can produce no testimony more ancient than the age of our Saviour to authenticate the historical books, yet there are some facts respecting the mode of their preservation which entitle them to credit. The very circumstance itself, that the Jews have preserved them in the facred volume to this day, while their other ancient books have been lost, is a proof that they considered them as the genuine records of their nation. Josephus†, whose authority is of great importance, informs us, that it was the peculiar province of the prophets and priests to commit to writing the annals of the nation, and to preserve them to posterity. That these might be faithfully preserved, the sacred function was made hereditary, and the greatest care was observed to prevent intermarriages either with foreigners or with the other tribes. No man could officiate as a priest who could not prove his descent in a right line by unquestionable evidence. Registrars were kept in Jerusalem, which at the end of every war were regularly revised by the surviving priests; and new ones were then composed. As a proof that this has been faithfully performed, Josephus adds, that the names of all the Jewish priests, in an uninterrupted succession from father to son, had been registered for 2000 years; that is, from the time of Aaron to the age of Josephus.†

* Contra Apion, lib. i.
† Ezra # 65, 66.
The national records were not allowed to be written by any man who might think himself fit for the office; and if a priest falsified them, he was excluded from the altar and deposed from his office. Thus we are assured, the Jewish records were committed to the charge of the priests; and as they may be considered as the same family from Aaron to the Babylonish captivity and downwards, the same credit is due to them that would be due to family records, which by antiquarians are esteemed the most authentic sources of information.

Of the 22 books which Josephus reckoned himself bound to believe, the historical books from the death of Moæs to the reign of Artaxerxes, he informs us, were written by contemporary prophets. It appears, then, that the prophets were the composers, and the priests the hereditary keepers, of the national records. Thus, the first provision possible was made that they should be written accurately, and be preserved uncorrupted. The principal office of these prophets was to instruct the people in their duty to God, and occasionally to communicate the predictions of future events. For this purpose they were educated in the schools of the prophets, or in academies where sacred learning was taught. The prophets were therefore the learned men of their time, and consequently were best qualified for the office of historians. It may be objected, that the prophets, in concert with the priests, might have forgery any writings they pleased. But before we suspect that they have done so in the historical books of the Old Testament, we must find out some motive which could induce them to commit so daring a crime. But this is impossible. No encomiums are made either upon the prophets or the priests; no adulation to the reigns of the kings; who, we know, were courted. The book of Ruth is a kind of history of Boaz and Ruth, the great-grandfather and great-grandmother of David, could not be remembered, and none of his own children are mentioned in the genealogy, it is evident that the book was composed in honour of the Hebrew monarch, after he was anointed king by Samuel, and before any of his children were born; and consequently in the reign of Saul. The Jews ascribe it to Samuel; and indeed there is no person of that age to whom it may be attributed with more propriety. We are informed (1 Sam. x. 25.) that Samuel was a writer,
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is to suppose one of the greatest absurdities in the Scripture: it is to suppose that a whole nation could act contrary to all those principles which have always predominated in the human mind, and which must always predominate till human nature undergo a total revolution.

The book which immediately follows the Perta- Jofhua, teach has been generally ascribed to Jofhua the suc- cessor of Moæs. It contains, however, some things which must have been inferred after the death of Jofhua. It is necessary to remark, that there is some accidental derangement in the order of the chapters of this book, which was probably occasioned by the ancient mode of fixing together a number of rolls. If chronologically placed, they should be read thus, 1st chapter to the 10th verse, then the 2d chapter; from the 10th verse to the end of the 1st chapter; after- wards should follow the vi. vii. viii. ix. x. and xi. chapters; then the xii.; and lastly the xiii. and xiv. chapters to the 24th verse of the latter.

The facts mentioned in this book are referred to by many of the sacred writers. In the book of Kings, ii Chron. xvi. 34, the words of Jofhua are said to be the words of God. See JOSHUA.

By whom the book of Judges was written is uncertain; but as it contains the history of the Jewish Republic for 317 years, the materials must have been furnished by different persons. The book, however, seems to the composition of one individual (o), who lived after the regal government was established, but before the accession of David: for it is said in the 21st verse of the 1st chapter, that the Judæites were in Jera- men; who, we know, were dispossessed of that city early in the reign of David. We have reason, therefore, to ascribe this book to Samuel.

The history of this book may be divided into two parts; the first contains an account of the judges from Othniel to Samuel, ending at the 16th chapter. The second relates several remarkable transactions which occurred soon after the death of Jofhua; but are thrown to the end of the book, that they might not interrupt the course of the history. See Judges.

The book of Ruth is a kind of supplement to the Ruth, book of Judges, and an introduction to the history of David, as it is related in the books of Samuel. Since the genealogy which it contains descends to David, it must have been written after the birth of that prince, but not at any considerable time after it; for the history of Boaz and Ruth, the great-grandfather and great-grandmother of David, could not be remembered above two or three generations. As the elder brothers of David and their sons are omitted, and none of his own children are mentioned in the genealogy, it is evident that the book was composed in honour of the Hebrew monarch, after he was anointed king by Samuel, and before any of his children were born: and consequently in the reign of Saul. The Jews ascribe it to Samuel; and indeed there is no person of that age to whom it may be attributed with more propriety. We are informed (1 Sam. x. 25.) that Samuel was a writer,
The Greeks denominate the books of Samuel, which follow next in order, The Books of Kingdoms; and the Latins, The Books of Kings I. and II. Anciently there were but two books of Kings; the first was the two books of Samuel, and the second was what we now call the two books of Kings. According to the present division, these two books are four, viz. the first and second books of Samuel, and the first and second books of Kings.

Concerning the author of the two books of Samuel there are different opinions. Some think that Samuel wrote only twenty or twenty-four chapters of the first book, and that the history was continued by Nathan and Gad. This opinion they ground on the following passage in Chronicles 9: "Now the acts of David the king, first and last, behold they are written in the book of Samuel the seer, and in the book of Nathan the prophet, and Gad the seer." Others think they were compiled by Ezra from ancient records; but it is evident that the books of Samuel were written before the books of Kings and Chronicles; for on comparison it will be found, that in the left mentioned books many circumstances are taken from the former. The first book carries down the history of the Israelites from the birth of Samuel to the fatal battle of Gilboa, comprehending a period of about 80 years. The second relates the history of David from his succession to the throne of Israel till within a year or two of his death, containing 40 years. There are two beautiful passages in these books which every man of sentiment and taste must feel and admire, the lamentation or elegy on Saul and Jonathan, and the parable of Nathan. The impartiality of the historian is fully attested by the candour and freedom with which the actions of Saul and David are related. There are some remarks interpolated which were probably added by Ezra.

Of Kings.

When the two books of Kings were written, or by whom they were compiled, is uncertain. Some have supposed that David, Solomon, and Heman, wrote the history of their own times. Others have been of opinion that the prophets, viz. Isaiah, Jeremiah, Gad, and Nathan, each of them wrote the history of the reign in which he lived. But it is generally believed that Ezra wrote these two books, and published them in the form in which we have them at present. There can be no doubt but the prophets drew up the lives of the kings who reigned in their times; for the names and writings of those prophets are frequently mentioned, and cited. Still, however, it is evident that the two books of Kings are but an abridgment of a larger work, the substance of which is contained in the books before us. In support of the opinion that Ezra is the author of these books, it is said, That in the time of the penman, the ten tribes were captives in Assyria, whither they had been carried as a punishment for their sins; That in the second of these books the author makes some reflections on the calamities of Israel and Judah, which demonstrate that he lived after that event. But to this it is objected, That the author of these books expresses himself throughout as a contemporary, and as one would have done who had been an eye and ear witness of what he related. To this objection it is answered, that Ezra compiled these books from the prophetic writings which he had in his possession; that he copied them exactly, narrating the facts in order as they happened, and interpersed in his history some reflections and remarks arising from the subjects which he handled.

The first book comprises a period of 126 years, from the death of David to that of Jehoshaphat. In this second book records the transactions of many kings of Judah and Israel for the space of about 500 years, from the death of Jehoshaphat to the destruction of Jerusalem and the temple. A. M. 3416. A. C. 588.

The Hebrews style the two books of Chronicles Der of Chronicles Inim., i.e. Words of days, journals or diaries, in allusion to those ancient journals which appear to have been kept among the Jews. The Greeks call them Paralipomena, which signifies things omitted; as if these two books were a kind of supplement to inform us what had been omitted or too much abridged in the books of Kings. The two books of Chronicles contain indeed several particulars which are not to be met with in the other books of Scripture; but it is not therefore to be supposed that they are the records of the kings of Judah and Israel, as often referred to in the books of Kings. Those ancient registers were apparently much more copious than the books before us; and the compiler of the books of Chronicles often refers to them, and makes long extracts from them.

Some suppose that the author of these two books was the same with that of the two books of Kings. The Jews say that they were written by Ezra, after the return from the captivity, assisted by Zecheriah and Haggai, who were then alive. But events are mentioned in them so late a date as to show that he could not have written them in their present form; and there is another objection to his being their author, which is little less formidable; between the books of Kings and Chronicles there is a great number of variations both in dates and facts, which could not have happened if Ezra had been the author of them, or indeed if they had been the work of any one person.

The books of Chronicles are not to be considered merely as an abridgment of former histories with some useful additions, but as books written with a particular view; which seems to have been to furnish a genealogical register of the twelve tribes, deduced from the earliest times, in order to point out those distinctions which were necessary to discriminate the mixed multitude that returned from Babylon; to ascertain the lineage of Judah; and to re-establish on their ancient footing the pretensions and functions of each individual tribe.

The book of Ezra, and also that of Nehemiah, are the book attributed by the ancients to the former of the two prophets; and they called them the 1st and 2d books of Edras; which title is still kept up by the Latin church. It is indeed highly probable that the former of these books, which compiles the history of the Jews from the time that Cyrus made the decree for their return until the twentieth year of Artaxerxes Longimanus (which was about 100 years, or as others think 79 years), was all compiled by Ezra, except the first six chapters, which contain an account of the first return of the Jews upon the decree of Cyrus; whereas Ezra did not return till the time of Artaxerxes. It is of this second return therefore that he writes the account; and adding
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adding it to the other, which he found ready composed to his hand, he made it a complete history of the Jewish restoration.

This book is written in Chaldee from chap. iv. 8. to chap. viii. 27. As this part of the work chiefly contains letters, conversations, and decrees expressed in that language, the fidelity of the historian has probably induced him to take down the very words which were used. The people, too, had been accustomed to the Chaldee during the captivity, and probably understood it better than Hebrew; for it appears from Nehemiah's account, chap. vii. 2, 8. that all could not understand the law.

Of Nehemiah.

The book of Nehemiah, as has been already observed, bears, in the Latin bibles, the title of the second book of Esdras; the ancient canons likewise give it the name, because, perhaps, it was considered as a sequel to the book of Ezra. In the Hebrew bibles it is not prefixed to it; which name is retained in the English bible. But though the chief is by the writer of the second book of Esdras affirmed to have been the author of it, there cannot, we think, be a doubt but that either it was written at a later period, or had additions made to it after Nehemiah's death.

With the book of Nehemiah the history of the Old Testament concludes. This is supposed to have taken place about A. M. 3578. A. C. 434. But Prideaux with more probability has fixed it at A. M. 3595. See Nehemiah.

It is uncertain who was the author of the book of either Esdras. Clement of Alexandria, and many commentators, have ascribed it to Mordecai; and the book itself seems to favour this opinion; for we are told in chap. ix. 10. that "Mordecai wrote these things." Others have supposed that Ezra was the author; but the more probable opinion of the Talmudists is, that the great synagogues (see Synagogue), to perpetuate the memory of the deliverance of the Jews from the conspiracy of Haman, and to account for the origin of the feast of Purim, ordered this book to be composed, very likely of materials left by Mordecai, and afterwards approved and admitted it into the sacred canon. The time when the events which it relates happened, is supposed by some to have been in the reign of Artaxerxes Longimanus, and by others in that of Darius the son of Hyrcanes, called the sacred penman Abijurus. Concerning the author of the book of Job there are of Job many different opinions. Some have supposed that Job himself wrote it in Syrian or Arabic, and that it was afterwards translated by Moses. Others have thought that Eliphaz wrote it; and by others it is ascribed to Moses, to Solomon, to Isaiah, and to Ezra. To give even an abridgment of the arguments brought in support of these various opinions would fill a volume, and at last leave the reader in his present uncertainty. The book of Job, by whatever it was written, and whether it be a real history, or a dramatical poem founded on history, has been always esteemed a portion of canonical scripture, and is one of the most sublime compositions in the sacred volume.

The book of Job appears to stand single and unparalleled in the sacred volume. It seems to have little connection with the other writings of the Hebrews, and no relation whatever to the affairs of the Israelites. The scene is laid in Idumea (n) ; the history of an inhabitant of that country is the basis of the narrative; P 2

---

(n) The information which the learned have endeavoured to collect from the writings and geography of the Greeks concerning the country and residence of Job and his friends, appears to me (says Dr Lowth) to be very inconclusive, that I am inclined to take a quite different method for the solution of this question, by applying solely to the Sacred Writings: the hints with which they have furnished me towards the illustration of this subject, I shall explain as briefly as possible.

"The land of Uz, or Gnaz, is evidently Idumea, as appears from Lam. iv. 21. Uz was the grand-fon of Seir the Horite, Gen. xxxvi. 20, 21, 28. 1. Chron. i. 38, 42. Seir inhabited that mountainous tract which was called by him Antecedent to the time of Abraham; and his posterity being expelled, it was occupied by the Idumæans: Gen. xiv. 6. Deut. ii. 12. Two other men are mentioned of the name Uz; one the grand-son of Shem, the other the son of Nachor, the brother of Abraham; but whether any distinction was called after their name is not clear. Idumea is a part of Arabia Petraea, situated on the southern extremity of the tribe of Judah: Numb. xxxvi. 3. Josh. xv. 1, 21. The land of Uz therefore appears to have been between Egypt and Phælis, Jer. xxxvi. 20, where the order of the places seems to have been accurately observed in reviewing the different nations from Egypt to Babylon; and the same people seem again to be described in exactly the same situations, Jer. xxxvi. 1.

"Children of the East, or Eastern people, seems to have been the general appellation for that mingled race of people (as they are called, Jer. xxxvi. 20.) who inhabited between Egypt and the Euphrates, bordering upon Judea from the south to the east; the Idumæans, the Amalekites, the Midianites, the Moabites, the Ammonites. See Judges vi. 3. and 1 Sam. xvi. 14. Of these the Idumæans and Amalekites certainly polluted the southern parts. See Numb. xxxvi. 3. xiii. 29. 1 Sam. xxvii. 8, 10. This appears to be the true state of the case: The whole region between Egypt and the Euphrates was called the East, at first, in respect to Egypt (where the learned Job, Mede thinks the Idumæans acquired this mode of speaking, Mede's Works, p. 180.), and afterwards absolutely and without any relation to situation or circumstances. Abraham is said to have sent the sons of his concubines, Hagar and Keturah, "eastward, to the country which is commonly called the East." Gen. xxxv. 6, where the name of the region seems to have been derived from the same situation. Solomon is reported "to have excelled in wideness all the Eastern people, and all Egypt," 1 Kings iv. 30; that is, all the neighbouring people on that quarter; for there
the characters who speak are Idumzans, or at least Arabians of the adjacent country, all originally of the race of Abraham. The language is pure Hebrew, although the author appears to be an Idumzan; for it is not improbable that all the povertiness of Abraham, Israelites, Idumzans, and Arabians, whether of the family of Kerurah or Ithmael, spoke for a considerable length of time one common language. That the Idumzans, however, and the Temanites in particular, were eminent for the reputation of wisdom, appears by the testimony of the prophets Jeremiah and Obadiah; Baruch also particularly mentions them among "the authors (or expounders) of fables, and searchers out of understanding." The principal personage in this poem is Job; and in his character is meant to be exhibited (as far as is consistent with human infirmity) an example of perfect virtue. This is intimated in the argument or introduction, but is still more eminently displayed by his own actions and sentiments. He is holy, devout, and most piously and reverently impressed with the sacred awe of his divine Creator; he is also upright, and conscious of his own integrity; he is patient of evil, and yet very remote from that insensibility or rather stupidity to which the Stoic school pretended. Oppressed therefore with unparalleled misfortunes, he laments his misery, and even wishes a release by death; in other words, he obeys, and gives place to the dictates of nature. Irritated, however, by the unjust infinuations and the severe reproaches of his pretended friends, he is more vehemently exasperated, and the too great confidence in his own righteousness leads him to expostulate with God in terms fearlessly confidant with piety and strict decorum.

It must be observed, that the first speech of Job, though it bursts forth with all the vehemence of passion, contains wholly of complaint, "the words and sentiments of a despairing person, empty as the wind." "Job vi. 46" which

there were people beyond the boundaries of Egypt, and bordering on the south of Judea, who were famous for wildness, namely, the Idumzans (see Jer. xlix. 7, Ob. 8.), to whom we may well believe this passage might have some relation. Thus Jehovah addresses the Babylonians: "Arise, ascend unto Kedar, and lay waste the children of the East," (Jer. xlix. 28.) notwithstanding these were really situated to the west of Babylon. Although Job, therefore, be accounted one of the orientals, it by no means follows that his residence must be in Arabia Deferra.

"Eliphaz the Temanite was the son of Esau, and Teman the son of Eliphaz, (Gen. xxxvi. 10, 11.) The Eliphaz of Job was without a doubt of this race. Teman is certainly a city of Idumza, (Jer. xlix. 7, 20. Ezek. xxv. 13. Amos i. 11, 12. Ob. 9.)"

"Balad the Shobite, Shob was one of the sons of Abraham by Keturah, whose povertiness were numbered among the people of the East, and his situation was probably contiguous to that of his brother Midian, and of his nephews Sheba and Dedan, (see Gen. xxv. 2, and 3.) Dedan is a city of Idumza, (Jer. xlix. 8.), and seems to have been situated on the eastern side, as Teman was on the west, (Ezek. xxv. 13.). From Sheba originated the Sabaens in the passage from Arabia Felix to the Red Sea; Sheba is united to Midian (Ifr. ix. 6.) it is in the same region however with Midian, and not far from Mount Horab, (Exod. ii. 15. iii. 1.)"

"Zophar the Naamathite: among the cities which by lot fell to the tribe of Judah, in the neighbourhood of Idumza, Naama is enumerated, (Josh. xv. 31, 41.) Nor does this name elsewhere occur; this probably was the country of Zophar."

"Elhus the Buzite: Buz occurs but once as the name of a place or country (Jer. xxv. 23.), where it is mentioned along with Dedan and Teman: Dedan, as was just now demonstrated, is a city of Idumza; Thema belonged to the Children of Ithmael, who are said to have inhabited from Havilah, even to Shur, which is in the district of Egypt, (Gen. xxv. 15, 18.) Saul, however, is said to have smitten the Amalekites from Havilah even to Shur, which is in the district of Egypt, (1 Sam. xv. 7.) Havilah cannot, therefore, be very far from the boundaries of the Amalekites; but the Amalekites never exceeded the boundaries of Arabia Petraea. (See_Reland_Palæm. lib. i. c. xiv.) Thema, therefore, lay somewhere between Havilah and the desert of Shur, to the southward of Judea. Thema, is also mentioned in connection with Sheba, (Job xvi. 19.)"

"Upon a fair review of these facts, I think we may venture to conclude, full with that modesty which such a question demands, that Job was an inhabitant of Arabia Petraea, as well as his friends, or at least of that neighbourhood. To this solution one objection may be raised: it may be asked, How the Chaldeans, who lived on the borders of the Euphrates, could make depredations on the camels of Job, who lived in Idumza at so great a distance? This too is thought a sufficient cause for affigning Job a situation in Arabia Deferra, and not far from the Euphrates. But what should prevent the Chaldeans, as well as the Sabaens, a people addicted to rapine, and roving about at immense distances for the sake of plunder, from wandering through these defenceless regions, which were divided into tribes and families rather than into nations, and pervading from Euphrates even to Egypt? Further, I would ask on the other hand, whether it be probable that all the friends of Job who lived in Idumza and its neighbourhood, should instantly be informed of all that could happen to Job in the defect of Arabia and on the confines of Chaldea, and immediately repair thither? Or whether it be reasonable to think, that, some of them being inhabitants of Arabia Deferra, it should be concerted among them to meet at the residence of Job; since it is evident, that Eliphaz lived at Teman, in the extreme parts of Idumza? With respect to the Ajiat of Ptolemy (for so it is written, and not Ajiatus) it has no agreement, not so much as in a single letter with the Hebrew Genesis. The LXX indeed call that country by the name Ajiata, but they describe it as situated in Idumza: and they account Job himself an Idumzan, and a descendant of Esau." See the Appendix of the LXX to the book of Job, and Hyde Not in Perizites, chap. 21. Lawke on Hebrew Poetry.
which is indeed the apology that he immediately makes for his conduct; intimating, that he is far from precluding to plead with God, far from daring to call in question the divine decrees, or even to mention his own innocence in the presence of his all-just Creator: nor is there any good reason for the cenure which has been passed by some commentators upon this passage. The poet seems, with great judgment and ingenuity, to have performed in this what the nature of his work required. He has depicted the affliction and anguish of Job, as flowing from his wounded heart in a manner so agreeable to human nature (and certainly so far venial), that it may be truly said, "in all this Job fainted not with his lips." It is, nevertheless, embellished by such affecting imagery, and inspired with such a warmth and force of sentiment, that we find that allowed ample scope for calumny; nor did the unkind witnesses of his sufferings permit to fair an opportunity to escape. The occasion is eagerly embraced by Eliphaz to rebuke the impatience of Job; and, not satisfied with this, he proceeds to accuse him in direct terms of wanting fortitude, and obliquely to intimate something of a deeper dyer. Though deeply hurt with the course reproaches of Eliphaz, still, however, when Job afterwards complains of the severity of God, he cautiously refrains from violent expostulation with his Censor, and, contented with the simple expression of affliction, he laments his children in silence. Hence it is evident, that those vehement and persevering attestations of his innocence, those murmurs against the divine Providence, which his tottering virtue afterwards permits, are to be considered merely as the consequences of momentary passion, and not as the ordinary effects of his settled character or manners. The prove him at the very word not an irreligious man, but a man possessed of integrity, and too confident of it; a man oes pressed with almost every imaginable evil, both corporal and mental, and hurried beyond the limits of virtue by the strong influence of pain and affliction. When, on the contrary, his unfortunate visitors abandon by silence the cause which they had so wantonly and so maliciously maintained, and cease unjustly to lead him with unmerited criticisms; though he defends his argument with scarcely less obstinacy, yet the vehemence of his grief appears gradually to subside; he returns to himself, and explains his sentiments with more candour and tenderness: and however we may blame him for assuming rather too much of arrogance in his appeals to the Almighty, certainly his defence against the accusations of Eliphaz is no more than the occasion will triply justify. Observe, in the first place, how admirably the confidence and perseverance of Job is displayed in replying to the flander of his false friends:

May mine enemy be as the impious man, And he that riseth up against me as the wicked. But how magnificent, how noble, how inviting and beautiful is that image of virtue in which he delineates his past life! What dignity and authority does he seem to possess!

If I came out to the gate, nigh the place of public resort, If I took up my seat in the street; The young men saw me, and they hid themselves; Nay, the very old men rose up and fell. The princes refrained talking, Nay, they laid their hands on their mouths. The nobles held their peace, And their tongue cleaves to the roof of their mouth. If I caused the heart of the widow to sing for joy, What liberality! what a promptitude in beneficence! Because the ear heard, therefore it blessed me; The eye also saw, therefore it bare testimony for me. That the I delivered the poor who cried, The orphan also, and him who had no helper. The blessing of him who was ready to perish came upon me, And I caused the heart of the widow to sing for joy. And I put on righteousnesses, and it clothed me like a robe; My justice also was a diadem. I was a father to the poor, And the controversy which I knew not, I searched it out. Then brake I the grinders of the oppressor, And I plucked the prey out of his teeth. But what can be more engaging than the purity of his 16, 17. devotion, and the reverence for the Supreme Being, founded upon the belt and most philosophical principle: Besides that through the whole there runs a strain of the most amiable tenderness and humanity:

For what is the portion which God distributeth from above, And the inheritance of the Almighty from on high? Is it not destruction to the wicked, And banishment from their country to the doors of iniquity? Doth he not set my ways? And numbereth he not all my steps? If I should despise the cause of my servant, Or my maid, when they had a controversy with me, What then should I do when God ariseth, And when he visiteth, what answer could I make him? Did not he who formed me in the belly form him, And did not one fashion us in the womb? The three friends are exactly such characters as the nature of the poem required. They are severe, irritable, malignant censours, ready and with apparent satisfaction deviating from the purpose of consolation into reproof and contumely. Even from the very first they manifest this evil propensity, and indicate what is to be expected from them. The first of them, indeed, in the opening of his harangue, assumes an air of candour:

Wouldst thou take it unkindly that one should essay to speak to thee?

Indignation 4.
Indignation is, however, instantly predominant:

But a few words who can forbear?

The second flames forth at once:

How long wilt thou trifle in this manner?
How long shall the words of thy mouth be as a mighty wind™?

But remark the third:

Shall not the matter of words be answered?
Or shall a man be acquitted for his fine speeches?
Shall thy prevarications make men silent?
Shalt thou even scoff, and there be no one to make thee ashamed™?

The lenity and moderation of Elihu serves as a beautiful contrast to the intermixture and apertude of the other three. He is pious, mild, and equitable; equally free from adulation and severity; and endowed with singular wisdom, which he attributes entirely to the inspiration of God: and his modesty, moderation, and wisdom, are more entitled to a commendation when we consider his unripe youth. As the characters of his detractors were in all respects calculated to inflame the mind of Job, that of this arbitrator is admirably adapted to footh and compose it: to this point the whole drift of the argument tends, and on this the very purport of it seems to depend.

Another circumstance deserving particular attention in a poem of this kind, is the fen­timent; which must be agreeable to the subject, and embellished with proper expression. It is by Aristotle enumerated among the essentials of a dramatic poem; not indeed as peculiar to that species of poetry alone, but as common, and of the greatest importance, to all. Manners or character are essential only to that poetry in which living persons are introduced; and all such poems must afford an exact representation of human manners: but sentiment is essential to every poem, indeed to every composition whatever. It respects both persons and things. As far as it regards persons, it is particularly concerned in the delineation of the manners and passions; and those in­stances to which we have just been advert­ing are sentiments expressive of manners. Those which relate to the delineation of the passions, and to the description of other objects, yet remain unnoticed.

The poem of Job abounds chiefly in the most vehement passions, grief and anger, indignation and violent contention. It is adapted in every respect to the in­cident of terror; and, as the specimens already quoted will sufficiently prove, is universally animated with the true spirit of sublimity. It is however not wanting in the gentler affections. The following complaints, for instance, are replete with an affecting spirit of melancholy:

Man, the offspring of a woman,
Is of few days, and full of inquietude;
He springeth up, and is cut off like a flower;
He fleeth like a shadow, and doth not abide:
Upon such a creature doth thou open thine eyes?
And wilt thou bring even me into judgment with thee?
Turn thy look from him, that he may have some re­spite,
Till he shall, like a hireling, have completed his day||.

Sentiments of the poem of Job.

The whole passage abounds with the most beautiful sentiments, and is a most perfect specimen o. t. e. Elegiac. His grief afterwards becomes more fervent; but is at the same time soft and querimono­us.

How long will you vex my soul, And tire me with vain harangues?
Twice ten times have ye loaded me with reproaches, And ye not ashamed that ye are so obstinate against me? Pity me, O pity me, ye are my friends, For the hand of God hath imitated me. Why will you be my persecutors as well as God, And theelige ye not be satisfied with my grief? || Chap. xix. 2, 3.

The ardour and alacrity of the war-horse, and his eagerness for battle, is painted with a masterly hand: Its fulness.

For eagerness and fury he devoureth the very ground; why. He believeth it not when he heareth the trumpet. When the trumpet soundeth, he faith, ah ah! Yea he fseteth the battle from afar,
The thunder of the chieftains and their shouts.

The following sublime description of the creation is admirable:

Where wait thou when I laid the foundations of the earth? If thou knoweﬆ, declare. Say, who fixed the proportions of it, for surely thou knoweﬆ? Or who stretched out the line upon it? Upon what were its foundations fixed? Or who laid the corner-stone thereof? When the morning-stars fang together, And all the sons of God shouted for joy; When the sea was fhit up with doors; When it burst forth as an infant that cometh out of the womb; When I placed the cloud for its robe, And thiek darkness for its swaddling-band; When I fixed my boundary against it, When I placed a bar and gates; When I said, Thus far shalt thou come, and not ad­vance, And here shall a ftop be put to the pride of thy waves.|| Job xxxix. 24, 25.

Let it suffice to say, that the dignity of the style is an­answerable to that of the subject; its force and energy, to the greatness of those passions which it describes: and as this production excels all the other remains of the Hebrew poetry in economy and arrangement, so it yields to none in sublimity of style and in every grace and excellence of composition. Among the principal of these may be accounted the accurate and perfectly poetical conformation of the sentences, which is indeed generally most observable in the most ancient of the poetical compositions of the Hebrews. Here, however, as is natural and proper in a poem of so great length and sublimity, the writer's skill is displayed in the proper adjustment of the period, and in the accurate distribution of the members, rather than in the antithesis of words, or in any laboured adaptation of the parallel­isms.

The word Psalms is a Greek term, and signifies Songs. The book of Psalms is a collection of poems or hymns, which contain praises and thanksgivings to God, and express the gratitude and devotion of the Hebrews. It is divided into three parts: the first part contains the Psalms of David, the second part includes the Psalms of Asaph, and the third part contains the Psalms of other writers. The Psalms are a valuable source of information about the religious and spiritual life of the Hebrews, and are widely regarded as one of the most important and beautiful works in the Old Testament.
the Christian church has from the beginning made them a principal part of her holy services; and in the primitive times it was almost a general rule that every bishop, priest, and religious person, should have the Psalter by heart.

Many learned fathers, and not a few of the moderns, have maintained that David was the author of them all. Several are of a different opinion, and infilt that David wrote only 72 of them; and that those without titles are to be attributed to the authors of the preceding psalms, whose names are affixed to them. Those who suppose that David alone was the author, contend, that in the New Testament, and in the language of the church universal, they are expressly called the Psalms of David. That David was the principal author of these hymns is universally acknowledged, and therefore the whole collection may properly enough go under his name; but that he wrote them all, is a palpable mistake. Nothing certain can be gathered from the titles of the psalms; for although unquestionably very ancient, yet authors are not agreed as to their authority, and they differ as much about their specification. The Hebrew doctors generally agree that the 93rd psalm was composed by Adam; an opinion which for many reasons we are not inclined to adopt. There seems, however, to be no doubt but that some of them were written by Moses; that Solomon was the author of the 49th; and that others were occasioned by events long posterior to the flourishing era of the kingdom of Judah. The 137th particularly is one of those which mentions the captivity of Babylon.

The following arrangement of the psalms, after a careful and judicious examination, has been adopted by Calmet.

1. Eight Psalms of which the date is uncertain, viz. 1, 4, 19, 81, 91, 110, 159, 145. The first of these was composed by David or Ezra, and was sung in the temple at the feast of trumpets held in the beginning of the year and at the feast of tabernacles. The 81st is attributed to Asaph, and 110th to David. The authors of the rest are unknown.

2. The Psalms composed by David during the perfection of Saul. There are seventeen, 11, 31, 34, 56, 56, 54, 53, 109, 17, 22, 35, 57, 58, 143, 144, 145, 7.

3. The Psalms composed by David at the beginning of his reign, and after the death of Saul. There are sixteen, 2, 9, 24, 63, 101, 20, 20, 21, 28, 39, 40, 41, 51, 32, 33.

4. The Psalms written by David during the rebellion of Absalom are eight in number; 3, 4, 55, 62, 70, 71, 143, 144.

5. The Psalms written between the death of Absalom and the captivity, which are ten, 18, 30, 72, 45, 78, 82, 83, 76, 74, 79: of these David wrote only three; 18, 30, and 72.

6. The Psalms composed during the captivity, which amount to forty. These were chiefly composed by the descendents of Asaph and Korah; they are, 10, 12, 13, 14, 53, 15, 25, 26, 27, 28, 36, 37, 43, 43, 44, 49.

7. Lately, those hymns of joy and thanksgiving, written upon the release from the Babylonish captivity, and at the building and dedication of the temple. There are, 122, 63, 121, 23, 87, 85, 46, 47, 48, from 96 to 117 inclusive, 126, 123 to 137 inclusive, 149, 150, 146, 147, 148, 59, 65, 66, 67, 118, 123, 127, 128, 129, 138.—According to this distribution, only 45 are positively assigned to David. Calmet, and most of the ancient writers, assert, that the Psalms were composed in numbers: little, however, respecting the nature and principles of the Hebrew verification is known.

There existed a certain kind of poetry among the Hebrews, principally intended, it should seem, for the assistance of the memory; in which, when there was little connection between the sentiments, a sort of order or method was preferred, by the initial letters of each line or stanza following the order of the alphabet. Of this there are several examples extant among the sacred poems (1); and in these examples the verses are so exactly marked and defined, that it is impossible to mistake them for prose; and particularly if we attentively consider the verses, and compare them with one another, since they are in general so regularly accommodated, that word answers to word, and almost syllable to syllable. This being the case, though an appeal can scarcely be made to the ear on this occasion, the eye itself will distinguish the poetical division and arrangement, and also that some labour and accuracy has been employed in adapting the words to the measure.

The Hebrew poetry has likewise another property altogether peculiar to metrical composition. It admits foreign words and certain particles, which seldom occur in prose composition, and thus forms a distinct poetical dialect. One or two of the peculiarities also of the Hebrew verification it may be proper to remark, which as they are very observable in those poems in which the verses are defined by the initial letters, may at least be reasonably conjectured of the rest. The first of these is, that the verses are very unequal in length; the shortest consisting of six or seven syllables; the longest extending to about David; that number: the fame poem is, however, generally continued throughout in verses not very unequal to each other. It must also be observed, that the close of the verse generally falls where the members of the sentences are divided.

But although nothing certain can be defined concerning the metre of the particular verses, there is yet another artifice of poetry to be remarked of them when in a collective state, when several of them are taken together. In the Hebrew poetry, as before remarked, there may be observed a certain conformation of the sentences; the nature of which is, that a complete sentence is almost equally infused into every component part, and that every member confitutes an entire verse. So that as the poems divide themselves in a manner spontaneously into periods, for the most part equal; so the periods themselves are divided into verses, most commonly

---

(1) Psalms xxv, xxxiv, xxxvii, cxxi, cxix, cxiv.
Peculiarities of it. The elegant and ingenious Dr Lowth has with great acuteness examined the peculiarities of Hebrew poetry, and has arranged them under general divisions. The correspondence of one verse or line with another he calls parallelism. When a proposition is delivered, and a second is subjoined to it, equivalent or contrasted with it in sense, or similar to it in the form of grammatical construction, these he calls parallel lines; and the words or phrases answering one to another in the corresponding lines, parallel terms. Parallel lines he reduces to three sorts; parallels synonymous, parallels antithetic, and parallels synthetic. Of each of these we shall present a few examples.

First, of parallel lines synonymous, which correspond one to another by expressing the same sense in different but equivalent terms.

O-Jehovah, in-thy-strength the-king shall-rejoice; And-in-thy-salvation how greatly shall-he-exult! The-desire of-his-heart thou-hast-granted unto-him; And-the-requite-of-his-lips thou-hast-not-denied.

Ps. xxi. 1. 2.

Because I-called, and-ye-refused; I-stretched-out my-hand, and-no-one regarded; But-ye-have-defeated all my-counsel; And-would-not incline to-my-reproof:

I also will-laugh at-your-calamity; I-will-mock, when-what-y. u-feared cometh; When-what-you feared cometh like a-tempest; And-your-calamity advanceh like a-tempest; When diftrusts and-anguishes come upon-you:

Then shall-they-call upon-me, but-I-will-not-anwser; They-shall-see me-early, but-they-shall-not-find-me: Because they-hated knowledge; And-did-not choose the-fear of-Jehovah; Did-not incline to-my-counsel; Contemptuously-rejected all my-reproof; Therefore-they-eat of the-fruit of their-ways; And-shall-be-fatated with-their-own-devices.

For the-destruction of the-imply shall-flay-them; And-the-security of fools shall-destroy them.

Prov. i. 24—32.

Seek-ye Jehovah, while-he-may-be-found; Call-ye-upon-him, while-he-is near; Let-the-wicked forfake his-way; And-the-unrighteous man his-thoughts:

And-let-him-returu to Jehovah, and-he-will compassionat-hem; And unto our-God, for he-aboundeth in-forgivenes (x). Isaiah lv. 6. 7.

These synonymous parallels sometimes consist of two, three, or more synonymous terms. Sometimes they are formed by a repetition of part of the first sentence; as,

What shall I do unto thee, O Ephraim! What shall I do unto thee, O Judah!

For your goodness is as the morning cloud, And as the early dew it passeth away.

Hosea vi. 4.

The following is a beautiful instance of a parallel triplet, when three lines correspond and form a kind of stanza, of which two only are synonymous.

That day, let it become darkness; Let not God from above enquire after it; Nor let the flowing light radiate upon it.

That night, let utter darkness seize it; Let it not be united with the days of the year; Let it not come into the number of the months.

Let the flars of its twilight be darkened; Let it look for light, and may there be none; And let it not behold the eyelids of the morning.

Job iii. 4, 6, 9.

The second sort of parallels are the antithetic, when two lines correspond with one another by an opposition of terms and sentiments; when the second is contrasted with the first, sometimes in expressions, sometimes in sense only. Accordingly the degrees of antithesis are various: from an exact contraposition of word to word through the whole sentence, down to a general disparity, with something of a contrariety, in the two propositions. Thus in the following examples:

A wife for rejoiceth his father; But a foolish son is the grief of his mother.

Prov. x. 1.

Where every word hath its opposite: for the terms father and mother are, as the logicians say, relatively opposite.

The memory of the just is a blessing; But the name of the wicked shall rot. Prov. x. 7.

Here there are only two antithetic terms: for memory and name are synonymous.

There is that scattereth, and still increaseth; And that is unreasonably sparing, yet groweth poor.

Prov. ix. 24.

Here there is a kind of double antithesis; one between the two lines themselves; and likewise a subordinate opposition between the two parts of each.

These in chariots, and those in horses; But we in the name of Jehovah our God will be strong. They are bowed down, and fallen; But we are risen, and maintain ourselves firm.

Prov. xx. 7, 8.

For his wrath is but for a moment, his favour for life; Sorrow may lodge for the evening, but in the morning gladness.

And that is unreasonably sparing, yet groweth poor.

Prov. xxx. 5.

Yet a little while, and the wicked shall be no more; Thou shalt look at his place, and he shall not be found:

But the meek shall inherit the land; And delight themselves in abundant prosperity.

Prov. xxxvii. 10, 11.
The book of Proverbs has always been accounted cas-
nonical. The Hebrew title of it is M’thas, which fig. of 
Proverbs, is “similitudes.” It has always been ascribed to So-
lon, whose name it bears, though some have doubted 
whether he really was the author of every one of the 
maxims which it contains. Those in chap. xxx. are 
deed called the words of Agur the son of Jabez, and the 
title of the 31st or last chapter is the words of 
King Lemuel. It seems certain that the collection cal-
ed the Proverbs of Solomon was disordered in the order in 
which we now have it by different hands; but it is 
not, therefore, to be concluded that they are not the 
work of Solomon. Several persons might have made 
collections of them; Hezekiah, among others, as men-
tioned chapter xxv. Agur and Ezra might have done 
the fame. From these several collections the work was 
compiled which we have now in our hands.
The book of Proverbs may be considered under five 
divisions. 1. The first, which is a kind of preface, ex-
The Proverbs of Solomon afford specimens of the poetry of the Hebrews. They abound with maxims, or because it was didactic and philosophical; and properly be called proverbs, viz. unconnected sentences, expressed with much neatness and simplicity. The Hebrew title of the book which we call Ecclesiastes is Kileth, that is, the Gatherer or Collector; and it is so called, because the work itself is a collection of maxims, or because it was delivered to an assembly gathered together to hear them. The Greek term Ecclesiasticus is of the same import, signifying one who gathers together a congregation, or who discourse to an assembly convened. That Solomon was the author of this book is beyond all doubt; the beautiful description of the phenomena in the natural world, and their causes; of the circulation of the blood, as some think, and the economy of the human frame, shews it to be the work of a philosopher. At what period of his life it was written may be easily found out. The affecting account of the infirmities of old age which it contains, is a strong indication that the author knew by experience what they were; and his complete conviction of the vanity of all earthly enjoyments proves it to have been the work of a penitent. Some passages in it seem, indeed, to express an Epicurean notion of Providence. But it is to be observed, that the author, in an academic way, disputes on both sides of the question; and at last concludes properly, that to “fear God and keep his commandments is the whole duty of man; and for God (says he) will bring every work to judgment, and every secret thing, whether it be good, or whether it be evil.”

The general tenor and style of Ecclesiastes is very different from the book of Proverbs, though there are many detached sentiments and proverbs intermixed. For the whole work is uniform, and confined to one subject, namely, the vanity of the world exemplified by Poetry.

The experience of Solomon, who is introduced in the character of a person investigating a very difficult question, examining the arguments on either side, and at length disengaging himself from an anxious and doubtful dispute. It would be very difficult to distinguish the parts and arrangement of this production; the order of the subject, and the connection of the arguments, are involved in so much obscurity, that scarcely any two commentators have agreed concerning the plan of the work, and the accurate division of it into parts or sections. The truth is, the laws of methodical composition and arrangement were not known by the Hebrews nor regarded in their didactical writings. They uniformly retained the old fententious manner; nor did they submit to method, even where the occasion appeared to demand it. The style of this work is, however, singular; the language is generally low; it is frequently loose, unconnected, approaching to the incorrectness of conversation; and poetically very little of the poetical character, even in the composition or structure of the periods; which peculiarity may possibly be accounted for from the nature of the subject. Contrary to the opinion of the Rabbins, Ecclesiastes has been classed among the poetic books; though, if their authority and opinions were of any weight or importance, they might perhaps on this occasion deserve some attention.

The Song of Solomon, in the opinion of Dr Lowth, is an ephahlamium or nuptial dialogue, in which the principal characters are Solomon, his bride, and a chorus of virgins. Some are of opinion that it is to be taken altogether in a literal sense; but the generality of Jews and Christians have esteemed it wholly allegorical, expressing the union of Jesus Christ and the church. Dr Lowth has supported the common opinion, by shewing that the sacred writers often apply metaphors to God and his people derived from the conjugal state. Our Saviour is styled a bridegroom by John the Baptist (John iii.), and is represented in the same character in the parable of the ten virgins. Michaelis, on the other hand, rejects the argument drawn from analogy as inconclusive, and the opinion of Jews and Christians as of no greater authority than the opinion of the moderns.

The second of these great divisions under which the Jews classed the books of the Old Testament was that of the Prophets, which formerly comprehended 16 books.
Writings of the Prophets

Their authenticity

The books of the prophets are mentioned by Josephus, and therefore surely extant in his time; they are also quoted by your Saviour, under the general denomination of the Prophets. We are informed by Tacitus and Suetonius, that about 60 years before the birth of our Saviour there was an universal expectation in the east of a great perishing of the world, who was to arise, and the figure of this expectation is traced by the same writers to the sacred books of the Jews. They existed also in the time of Antiochus Epiphanes, A. C. 166; for when that tyrant prohibited the reading of the law, the books of the Prophets were substituted in its place, and were continued as a part of the daily service after the interdict against the law of Moses was taken off. We formerly remarked, that references are made by the author of Ecdysiaca, A. C. 200, to the writings of Isaiah, Jeremiah, and Ezekiel; and that he mentions the 12 Prophets. We can ascend still higher, and refer from the language of the Prophets, that all their writings must have been composed before the Babylonish captivity; and even in them long passages are found in that language: but it is a well known fact, that all the books written by Jews about two centuries after that era are composed in the Syriac, or Chaldaic, or Greek language.

"Let any man (says Michaelis) compare what was written in Hebrew after the Babylonish exile, and, I apprehend, he will perceive no less evident marks of decay than in the Latin language." Even in the time of Ezra, the common people, from their long residence in Babylon, had forgotten the Hebrew, and it was necessary for the learned to interpret the law of Moses to them. We can therefore ascertain with very considerable precision the date of the prophetic writings; which indeed is the only important point to be determined: For whether we can discover the authors or not, if we can only establish their ancient date, we shall be fully entitled to draw this conclusion, that the predictions of the Prophets are inspired.

Much has been written to explain the nature of inspiration, and to show by what methods God imparted to the prophets the divine knowledge which they were commanded to publish to their countrymen. Attempts have been made to dilate the nature of dreams and visions, and to describe the ecstasy or rapture to which the prophets were supposed to be raised while they uttered their predictions. Not to mention the degrading and indecent comparison which this last circumstance suggests, we shall only inform those who expect here an explanation of the prophetic dreams and visions, that we shall not attempt to be safe above what is written. The manner in which the Almighty and unchangeable God may think proper to operate upon the minds of his creatures, we might expect a priori to be mysterious and inexplicable. Indeed such an inquiry, though it were successful, would only gratify curiosity, without being in the least degree conducive to useful knowledge.

The business of philosophy is not to inquire how almighty power produced the frame of nature, and bestowed upon it that beauty and grandeur which is everywhere conspicuous, but to discover those marks of intelligence and design, and the various purposes to which the works of nature are subservient. Philosophy has at last been directed to theology and the study of the Scriptures with the happiest effects; but it is not permitted to enter within the veil which the Lord of Nature has thrown over his councils. Its province, which is sufficiently extensive, is to examine the language of the prophets, and to discover their application.

The character of the prophetic style varies according to the genius, the education, and mode of living of the respective authors; but there are some peculiarities which run through the whole prophetic books. A plain unadorned style would not have suited those men who were to wrap the mysteries of futurity in a veil, which was not to be penetrated till the events themselves should be accomplished. For it was never the intention of prophecy to unfold futurity to our view, as many of the rash interpreters of prophecy fondly imagine; for this would be inconsistent with the free agency of man. It was therefore agreeable to the wisdom of God that prophecies should be couched in a language which would render them unintelligible till the period of their completion; yet such a language as is difficult, regular, and would be easily explained when the events themselves should have taken place. This is precisely the character of the prophetic language. It is partly derived from the hieroglyphical symbols of Egypt, to which the Israelites during their servitude were familiarized; and partly from that analogy which fufists between natural objects and those which are moral and political.

The prophets borrowed their imagery from the most splendid and sublime natural objects, from the holl of the heavens, from seas and mountains, from storms and earthquakes, and from the most terrific revolutions in nature. The celestial bodies they used as symbols to express thrones and dignities, and those who enjoyed them. Earth was the symbol for men of low estate. Hades represents the miserable. Ascending to heaven, and descending to earth, are phrases which express rising to power, or falling from it. Great earthquakes, the flooding of heaven and earth, denote the commotions and overthrow of kingdoms. The sun represents the whole race of kings shining with regal power and glory. The moon is the symbol of the common people. The stars are subordinate princes and great men. Light denotes glory, truth, or knowledge. Darkness expresses obscurity of condition, error, and ignorance. The darkening of the sun, the turning of the moon into blood, and the falling of the stars, signify the destruction or defolation of a kingdom. New moons, the returning of a nation from a dispersed state. Configuration of the earth, is the sym-
The Prophets in their supposed Order of Time, arranged according to Blair's Tables * with but little Variation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Prophet</th>
<th>Period</th>
<th>Kings of Judah</th>
<th>Kings of Israel</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Jonah</td>
<td>Between 856 and 784.</td>
<td></td>
<td>Jehu, and Jezebel, according to Lloyd; but Joash and Jeroboam the Second according to Blair.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amos</td>
<td>Between 810 and 785.</td>
<td>Uzziah, ch. i. 1</td>
<td>Jeroboam the Second, chap. i. 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hosea</td>
<td>Between 810 and 735</td>
<td>Uzziah, Joatham, Ahaz, the third year of Hezekiah</td>
<td>Jeroboam the Second, chap. i. 1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Bishop Newcome's Version of Minor Prophets, Frontispiece, p. 43
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scripture</th>
<th>Before Christ</th>
<th>Kings of Judah</th>
<th>Kings of Israel</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Isaiah,</td>
<td>Between 810</td>
<td>Uzziah, Jotham,</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>and 698</td>
<td>Ahaz, and</td>
<td>Pekah and Hoph</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Hezekiah, chap.</td>
<td>1.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>i. 1. and</td>
<td>1.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>perhaps Manahe</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joel,</td>
<td>Between 810</td>
<td>Jotham, Ahaz,</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>and 660, or</td>
<td>and Hezekiah,</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>later.</td>
<td>chapter 1. 1.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Micah,</td>
<td>Between 758</td>
<td>Probably towards</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>and 699.</td>
<td>the close of He</td>
<td>1.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nahum,</td>
<td>Between 720</td>
<td>Hezekiah's reign</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>and 698.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zephaniah,</td>
<td>Between 640</td>
<td>In the reign of</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jeremiah,</td>
<td>Between 628</td>
<td>In the thirteenth</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>and 586.</td>
<td>year of Josiah.</td>
<td>1.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Habakkuk,</td>
<td>Between 612</td>
<td>Probably in the</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>and 598.</td>
<td>reign of Jehoiakim</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daniel,</td>
<td>Between 606</td>
<td>During all the</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>and 534.</td>
<td>Captivity.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Obadiah,</td>
<td>Between 588</td>
<td>During part of the</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>and 583.</td>
<td>Captivity.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ezekiel,</td>
<td>Between 595</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>and 536.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haggai,</td>
<td>About 520 to</td>
<td>After the return</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>518.</td>
<td>from Babylon.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zechariah,</td>
<td>From 520 to</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>518, or longer.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malachi,</td>
<td>Between 436</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>and 397.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

 Isaiah is supposed to have entered upon the prophetic office in the last year of the reign of Uzziah, about 758 years before Christ: and it is certain that he lived to the 15th or 16th years of Hezekiah. This makes the least possible term of the duration of his prophetic office about 48 years. The Jews have a tradition that Isaiah was put to death in the reign of Manasseh, being taken asunder with a wooden saw by the command of that tyrant: but when we recollect how much the traditions of the Jews were condemned by our Saviour, we will not be disposed to give them much credit. The time of the delivery of some of his prophecies is either expressly marked, or sufficiently clear, from the history to which they relate. The date of a few others may with some probability be deduced from internal marks: from expressions, descriptions, and circumstances interwoven.

* Ezek. xxviii. 12.

Thou art the confirmed exemplar of measures, Full of wisdom, and perfect in beauty. Isaiah
He roareth for thee the mighty dead, all the great chiefs of the earth;
He maketh to rise up from their thrones all the kings of the nations.

Hades excites his inhabitants, the ghosts of princes, and the departed spirits of kings: they rise up immediately from their seats, and proceed to meet the monarch of Babylon; they insult and deride him; and console themselves with the view of his calamity:

Art thou, even thou too, become weak as we? art thou made like unto us?
Is then thy pride brought down to the grave; the sound of thy spirited instruments?
Is the worm become thy couch, and the earth worm thy covering?

Again, the Jewish people are the speakers, in an exclamation after the manner of a funeral lamentation, which indeed the whole form of this composition exactly imitates. The remarkable fall of this powerful monarch is thus beautifully illustrated:

How art thou fallen from heaven, O Lucifer, son of the morning!
Art cut down from earth, thou that didst subdue the nations!
Yet thou saidst in thy heart, I will ascend the heavens;
Above the stars of God I will exalt my throne;
And I will set upon the mount of the divine presence, on the sides of the north:
I will ascend above the heights of the clouds; I will be like the most High.
But thou shalt be brought down to the grave, to the sides of the pit.

He himself is at length brought upon the stage, boating in the most pompous terms of his own power; which furnishes the poet with an excellent opportunity of displaying the unparalleled misery of his downfall. Some personages are introduced, who find the dead carcase of the king of Babylon cast out and expulsed; they attentively contemplate it, and at last fearfully know it to be his:

Is this the man that made the earth to tremble,
That shook the kingdoms?
That never diminished his captives to their own home?
All the kings of the nations, all of them,
Lie down in glory, each in his own sepulchre:
But thou art cast out of the grave, as the tree abominate;
Clothed with the slain, with the pierced by the sword,
With them that go down to the stones of the pit; as a trodden carcase,
Thou shalt not be joined unto them in burial;
Because thou hast destroyed thy country, thou hast slain thy people;
The feel of evil doers shall never be renowned.

They reproach him with being denied the common rites of sepulture, on account of the cruelty and atrocity of his conduct; they execrate his name, his offspring, and their posterity. A solemn address, as of the Deity himself,
What has occasioned this transposition cannot now be determined. It is generally maintained, that if we consider their dates, they ought to be thus placed:

In the reign of Josiah the first 12 chapters.
In the reign of Jehoiakim, chapters xiii. xx. xxi. v. 11, 14.; xii. xlii. xlvii. xxxv. xxvi., xxxvi. xlv. xxlii. 1—13.
In the reign of Zedekiah, chap. xxi. 1—10. xxiv. xxvii. xlvii. xxxvii. xxxix. xlix. 34—49. I and li.

Under the government of Gedaliah, chapters xliv.

The prophecies which related to the Gentiles were contained in the 46th and five following chapters, being placed at the end, as in some measure unconnected with the rest. But in some copies of the Septuagint these fix chapters follow immediately after the 13th verse of the 25th chapter.

Jeremiah, though deficient neither in elegance nor formality, must give place in both to Isaiah. Jerome seems to object against him a sort of rudeness of language, no vogue of which Dr Lowth was able to discover. His sentiments, it is true, are not always the most elevated, nor are his periods always neat and compact; but these are faults common to those writers whose principal aim is to excite the gentler affections, to call forth the tear of sympathy or sorrow. This observation is very strongly exemplified in the Lamentations, where these are the prevailing passions; it is, however, frequently inflected in the prophecies of this author, and most of all in the beginning of the book (i.), which is chiefly poetical. The middle of it is almost entirely historical. The latter part, again, confining of the six last chapters, is altogether poetical (m.); it contains several different predictions, which are distinctly marked; and in these the prophet approaches very near the sublimity of Isaiah. On the whole, however, not above half the book of Jeremiah is poetical.

The book of Lamentations, as we are informed in The book the title, was composed by Jeremiah. We shall present the title, as a sort of exordium from the elegant pen of Dr Lowth.

The Lamentations of Jeremiah (for the title is properly and significantly plural) consist of a number of plaintive effusions, composed upon the plan of the funeral dirges, all upon the same subject, and uttered without connection as they rose in the mind, in a long course of separate stanzas. These have afterwards been put together, and formed into a collection or correspondent whole. If any reader, however, should expect to find in them an artificial and mechanical arrangement of the general subject, a regular disposition of the parts, a perfect connection and orderly succession in the matter, and with all this an uninterrupted series of elegance and correctness, he will really expect what was foreign to the prophet's design. In the character of a mourner, he celebrates in plaintive strains the obsequies of his ruined country; whatever preferted itself to his mind in the midst of desolation and misery, whatever struck him as particularly wretched and calamitous, whatever the inextinguishable sentiment of sorrow dictated, he pours forth
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Jeremiah was called to the prophetic office in the 13th year of the reign of Josiah the son of Amon, A.M. 3376, A. C. 628, and continued to prophesy upwards of 40 years, during the reigns of the degenerate princes of Judah, to whom he boldly threatened those marks of the divine vengeance which their rebellious conduct drew on themselves and their country. After the destruction of Jerusalem by the Chaldeans, he was suffered by Nebuchadnezzar to remain in the defolate land of Judea to lament the calamities of his infantate country. He was afterwards, as he himself informs us, carried with his disciple Baruch into Egypt, by Johanan the son of Kareah.

It appears from several passages that Jeremiah committed his prophecies to writing. In the 36th chapter we are informed, that the prophet was commanded to write upon a roll all the prophecies which he had uttered; and when the roll was destroyed by Jehoiakim the king, Jeremiah dictated the same prophecies to Baruch, who wrote them together with many additional circumstances. The works of Jeremiah extend to the last verse of the 51st chapter, in which we have these words, "Thus far are the words of Jeremiah." The 52d chapter was therefore added by me, and it contains the prophecies of Jeremiah, which are prefixed to the Lamentations in the Septuagint.

The prophecies of Jeremiah are not arranged in the chronological order in which they were delivered.
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56 Chronological arrangement of his writings.
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See the whole of chap. ix.; chap. xiv., 17, &c. xx. 14—18.

(m) Chap. xlvi.—li. to ver. 59. Chap. lii. properly belongs to the Lamentations, to which it serves as an exordium.
How divided.

The work is divided into five parts; in the first, second, and fourth chapters, the prophet addresses the people in his own person, or introduces Jerusalem as speaking. In the third chapter a chorus of the Jews is represented. In the fifth the whole captive Jews pour forth their united complaints to Almighty God. Each of these five parts is divided into 22 fanaas, according to the number of the letters of the alphabet. In the three first chapters these fanaas consist of three lines. In the fourth chapters these fanaas consist of five lines. In the fourth chapters the initial letter of each period follows the order of the alphabet; and in the third chapter each verse of the same fanaa begins with the same letter. In the fourth chapter all the fanaas are evidently difficult, as also in the fifth, which is not aocroic. The intention of the acroic was to affix the memory to retain sentences not much connected. It deserves to be remarked, that the verses of the first four chapters are longer by almost one half than Hebrew verses generally are: The length of them seems to be on an average about 12 syllables. The prophet appears to have chosen this measure as being solemn and melancholy.

"That the subject of the Lamentations is the destruction of the holy city and temple, the overthrow of the state, the extermination of the people: and that these events are described as actually accomplished, and not in the style of prediction merely, must be evident to every reader; though some authors of considerable reputation have imagined this poem to have been composed on the death of king Josiah. The prophet, indeed, has so copiously, so tenderly, and poetically, bewailed the misfortunes of his country, that he seems completely to have fulfilled the office and duty of a mourner. In my opinion, there is not extant any poem which displays such a happy and splendid selection of imagery in so concentrated a state. What can be more elegant and poetical, than the description of that once flourishing city, lately chief among the nations, fitting in the character of a female solitary, afflicted, in a state of widowhood, deserted by her friends, betrayed by her domestic connections, imploring relief, and seeking consolation in vain? What a beautiful perfonification is that of the ways of Sion mourning because none are come to her solemn feasts?" How tender and pathetic are the following complaints?

Is this nothing to all you who pass along the way? behold and see,
If there be any sorrow, like unto my sorrow, which is inflicted on me;
Which Jehovah inflicted on me in the day of the violence of his wrath.
For these things: I weep, my eyes stream with water;
Because the comforter is far away, that should tranquilize my soul:
My children are decolate, because the enemy was strong.

But to detail its beauties would be to transcribe the scripture.

Ezekiel was carried to Babylon as a captive, and received the first revelations from heaven, in the fifth year of Jehoiakim's captivity, A. C. 595. The book of Ezekiel is sometimes distributed under different heads. In the three first chapters the commission of the prophet is described. From the fourth to the thirty-second chapter inclusive, the calamities that befell the enemies of the Jews are predicted, viz. the Ammonites, the Moabites, and Philistines. The ruin of Tyre and of Sidon, and the fall of Egypt, are particularly foretold; prophecies which have been fulfilled in the most literal and astonishing manner, as we have been often assured by the relation of hibians and travellers. From the 32d chapter to the 40th he inveighs against the hypocrisy and murmuring spirit of his countrymen, admonishing them to reignition by promises of deliverance. In the 38th and 39th chapters he undoubtedly predicts the final return of the Jews from their dispersion in the latter days, but in a language so obscure that it cannot be understood till the event take place. The nine last chapters of this book furnish the description of a very remarkable vision of a new temple and city, of a new religion and polity.

"Ezekiel is much inferior to Jeremiah in elegance; in characterfulness he is not even excelled by Isaiah: but his writing is of a totally different kind. He is deep, vehement, tragic, the only emotion he affects to excite is the terrible: his sentiments are elevated, fervid, full of fire, indignant; his imagery is crowded, magnificent, terrific, sometimes almost to disgust: his language is pompous, solemn, oracular, rough, and at times unpolished: he employs frequent repetitions, not for the sake of grace or elegance, but from the vehemence of passion and indignation. Whatever subject he treats of, that he fe luriously pursues, from that he rarely departs, but cleaves as it were to it; whence the connection is in general evident and well preserved. In many respects he is perhaps excelled by the other prophets; but in that species of composition to which he seems by nature adapted, the forcible, the impetuous, the great and solemn, not one of the sacred writers is superior to him. His diction is sufficiently periphrastic; all his obscurity consists in the nature of the subject. Visions (as for instance, among others, those of Hosea, Amos, and Jeremiah) are necessarily dark and confus'd. The greater part of Ezekiel, towards the middle of the book especially, is poetical, whether we regard the matter or the diction. His periods, however, are frequently too rude and incoherent, that I am often at a loss how to pronounce concerning his performances in this respect."

"Isaiah, Jeremiah, and Ezekiel, as far as relates to style, may be said to hold the same rank among the Hebrews, as Homer, Simonides, and Sophocles among the Greeks."

So full an account of Daniel and his writings has been already given under the article Daniel, that little remains to be said on that subject. Daniel flourished during the successive reigns of several Babylonian and Median kings to the conquest of Babylon by Cyrus. The events recorded in the 6th chapter were contemporaneous with Darius the Mede; but in the 7th and 8th chapters Daniel returns to an earlier period, to relate the
Babylonish captivity. Part of it is pure Hebrew; a

language in which none of the Jewish books were com-
posed after the age of Epiphanes. These are argu-
ments to a drift, To a Christian the internal marks of
the book itself will show the time in which it was writ-
ten, and the testimony of Ezekiel will prove Daniel to
be at least his contemporary.

The twelve minor prophets were so called, not from
any supposed inferiority in their writings, but on ac-
count of the small size of their works. Perhaps it was
for this reason that the Jews joined them together, and
considered them as one volume. These 12 prophets
prelent in scattered hints a lively sketch of many parti-
culars relative to the history of Judah and of Israel, as Gray's Key
well as of other kingdoms: they prophesy with histo-
rical exactness the fate of Babylon, of Nineveh, of Tyre,
of Sidon, and of Damascus. The three last prophets
efficately illustrate many circumstances at a period when
the historical pages of Scripture are closed, and when
prophane writers are entirely wanting. At first the
Jewish prophets appeared only as single lights and fol-
lowed each other in individual succession; but they
became more numerous about the time of the captivity.

The light of inspiration was collected into one blaze,
previous to its suspension; and it served to keep alive
the expectations of the Jews during the awful interval
which prevailed between the expiration of prophecy
and its grand completion on the advent of Christ.

Hosea has been supposed the most ancient of the 12
Prophecies minor prophets. He flourished in the reign of Jero-
boam II. king of Israel, and during the successive reigns
of Uzziah, Jotham, Ahaz, and Hezekiah, kings of Jud-
ah. He was therefore nearly contemporary with Ifiah, Amos, and Jonah. The prophecies of Hosea
being scattered through the book without date or con-
nection, cannot with any certainty be chronologically
arranged.

Hosea is the first in order of the minor prophets, and Character
is perhaps, Jonah excepted, the most ancient of them of their
all. His style exhibits the appearance of very remote antiquity; it is pointed, energetic, and concise. It
bears a distinguished mark of poetical composition, in
that pritline brevity and condensation which is obser-
vable in the sentences, and which later writers have in
some measure neglected. This peculiarity has not
eloped the observation of Jerome: "He is altogether
(fays he, speaking of this prophet) laconic and fenten-
tious." But this very circumstance, which anciently
was supposed no doubt to impart uncommon force and e-
ci";e, in the present ruinous state of the Hebrew lit-
trature is productive of so much obscurity, that although
the general subject of this writer be sufficiently obvious,
he is the most difficult and perplexed of all the pro-
phets. There is, however, another reason for the ob-
scurity of his style: Hosea prophesied during the reigns
of the four kings of Judah, Uzziah, Jotham, Ahaz, and
Hezekiah. The duration of his ministry, therefore, in
whatever manner we calculate, must include a very con-
fiderable space of time. We have now only a small vo-

cume of his remaining, which seems to contain his
principal prophecies; and these are extant in a con-

cluded series, with no marks of definition as to the times
in which they were published, or the subjects of which
they treat. There is therefore no cause to wonder if,
in perusing the prophecies of Hosea, we sometimes find

The prophecies of Daniel appear so plain and intel-
ligible after their accomplishment, that Porphyry, who
wrote in the 3d century, affirms, that they were written
after the events to which they refer took place. A
little reflection will show the absurdity of this supposi-
tion. Some of the prophecies of Daniel clearly refer to
Antiochus Epiphanes, with whose oppressions the Jews
were too well acquainted. Had the book of Daniel
not made its appearance till after the death of Epipha-
nes, every Jew who read it must have discovered the
forgery. And what motive could induce them to re-
ceive it among their sacred books? It is impossible to
conceive one. Their character was quite the reverse:
their respect for the Scriptures had degenerated into fit-
iperition. But we are not left to determine this im-
portant point from the character of the Jews; we have ac-
cess to more decisive evidence; we are sure that the
book of Daniel contains prophecies, for some of them
have been accomplished since the time of Porphyry;
particularly those respecting Antichrist: now, if it con-
tains any prophecies, who will take upon him to af-
firm that the divine Spirit, which dictated these many cen-
turies before they were fulfilled, could not also have
delivered prophecies concerning Antiochus Epiphanes?

The language in which the book of Daniel is com-
piled proves that it was written about the time of the
Amos was contemporary with Hosea. They both began to prophecy during the reigns of Uzziah over Judah, and of Jeroboam II. over Israel. Amos saw his first vision two years before the earthquake, which Zechariah informs us happened in the days of Uzziah.

Concerning the date of the prophecy of Joel there are various conjectures. The book itself affords nothing by which we can discover when the author lived, or upon what occasion it was written. Joel speaks of a great famine, and of mishaps that happened in consequence of an inundation of locusts; but nothing can be gathered from such general observations to enable us to fix the period of his prophecy. St Jerome thinks (and it is the general opinion) that Joel was contemporary with Hosea. This is possibly true; but the foundation on which the opinion rests is very precarious, etc. That when there is no proof of the time in which a prophet lived, we are to be guided in our conjectures respecting it by that of the preceding prophet whose epoch is better known. As this rule is not infallible, it therefore ought not to hinder us from adopting any other opinion that comes recommended by good reasons. Father Calmet places him under the reign of Josiah, at the same time with Jeremiah, and thinks it probable that the famine to which Joel alludes, is the same with that which Jeremiah predicted ch. viii. 13.

The style of Joel is essentially different from that of Hosea; but the general character of his diction, though of a different kind, is not less poetical. He is elegant, perspicuous, copious, and fluent; he is also sublime, animated, and energetic. In the first and second chapters he displays the full force of the prophetic poetry, and shows how naturally it inclines to the use of metaphors, allegories, and comparisons. Nor is the connexion of the matter less clear and evident than the complexity of the style: this is exemplified in the display of the impending evils which gave rise to the prophecy; the exhortation to repentance; the promises of happiness and success both temporal and eternal to them who became truly penitent; the restoration of the Israelites; and the vengeance to be taken of their adversaries. But while we allow this just commendation to his perspicuity both in language and arrangement, we must not deny that there is sometimes great obscurity observable in his subject, and particularly in the latter part of the prophecy.

The following prophecy of a plague of locusts is described with great sublimity of expression:

For a nation hath gone up on my land,
Who are strong, and without number:
They have destroyed my vine, and have made my fig tree a broken branch.

They have made it quite bare, and cast it away: the branch's thereof are made white.

Joel 1:6, 7, 10, &c. The field is laid waste; the ground mourneth.

Lowth on Hebrew Poetry.
That drink wine in bowls,
And anoint yourselves with chief ointments;
II Ch. vi. 1 But be not grieved for the affliction of Job. II.

Of Obadiah

The writings of Obadiah, which consist of one chapter, are composed with much beauty, and unfold a very interesting scene of prophecy. Of this prophet little can be said, as the specimen of his genius is so short, and the greater part of it included in one of the prophecies of Jeremiah. Compare Ob. 1—9. with Jer. xix. 14, 15, 16. See OBADIAH.

Of Jonah.

Though Jonah was placed the sixth in the order of the minor prophets both in the Hebrew and Septuagint, he is generally considered as the most ancient of all the prophets, not excepting Hosea. He lived in the kingdom of Israel, and prophesied to the ten tribes under the reign of Josiah and Jeroboam. The book of Jonah is chiefly historical, and contains nothing of poetry but the prayer of the prophet. The sacred writers, and our Lord himself, speaks of Jonah as a prophet of considerate eminence. See JONAH.

Micah began to prophesy soon after Isaiah, Hosea, Joel, and Amos; and he prophesied about A. M. 3346, when Jotham began to reign, and A. M. 3305, when Hezekiah died. One of his predilections is said to have saved the life of Jeremiah, who, under the reign of Jehoiakim, was to have been put to death for prophesying the destruction of the temple. It is added, that Micah had foretold the same thing under Hezekiah about 100 years before. Micah is mentioned as a prophet in the book of Jeremiah and in the New Testament. He is imitated by succeeding prophets (x). As he himself had borrowed expressions from his predecessors (o). Our Saviour himself spoke in the language of this prophet (p).

The style of Micah is for the most part close, forcible, pointed, and concise; sometimes approaching the obscurity of Hosea; in many parts animated and sublime; and in general truly poetical. In his prophecies there is an elegant poem, which Dr. Lowth thinks is a citation from the answer of Balaam to the king of the Moabites:

Where with shall I come before Jehovah? Where with shall I bow myself unto the High God? Shall I come before him with burnt-offerings, With calves of a year old? Will Jehovah be pleased with thousands of rams? With ten thousands of rivers of oil? Shall I give my first-born for my transgression? The fruit of my body for the sin of my soul? Have I not raised thee, O man, what is good? And what doth Jehovah require of thee, But to do justice, and to love mercy, And to humble in walking with thy God?

Of Nahum.

Josephus relates, that Nahum lived in the time of Josiah king of Judah; in which case he may be supposed to have prophesied against Nineveh when Tiglath-Pileser king of Assyria carried captive the natives of Galilee and other parts about A. M. 3264. It is, however, probable, that his prophecies were delivered in the reign of Hezekiah; for he appears to speak of the taking of No-Ammun, a city of Egypt, and of the insolent messengers of Sennacherib, as of things past; and he likewise describes the people of Judah as still in their own country, and deifying of celebrating their festivals.

While Jerusalem was threatened by Sennacherib, Nahum promised deliverance to Hezekiah, and predicted that Jehovah would soon celebrate her solemn festival secure from invasion, as she would no more disturb her peace. In the second and third chapters he foretells the downfall of the Assyrian empire and the final destruction of Nineveh, which was probably accomplished by the Medes and Babylonians, whose combined forces overpowered the Assyrians by surprise, "when they were gathered together as thorns, and while they were drunken as drunkards," when the gates of the river were opened, the palace demolished, and an "overrunning flood" afflicted the conquerors in their devastation; who took an endless store of spoil and silver, making an utter end of the place of Nineveh, of that vast and populous city, whose walls were 100 feet high, and so broad that three chariots could pass abreast. Yet so completely was this celebrated city destroyed, that even in the 2d century the spot on which it stood could not be ascertained, every vestige of it being gone.

It is impossible to read of the exact accomplishment of the prophetical denunciations against the enemies of the Jews, without reflecting on the astonishing proofs which that nation enjoyed of the divine origin of their religion. From the Babylonish captivity to the time of Christ they had numberless instances of the fulfilment of their prophecies.

The character of Nahum as a writer is thus described by Dr. Lowth: "None of the minor prophets seem to equal Nahum in boldness, ardour and sublimity. His prophecy, too, forms a regular and perfect poem; the exordium is not merely magnificent, it is truly majestic; the preparation for the destruction of Nineveh, and the description of its downfall and desolation, are expressed in the most vivid colours, and are bold and luminous in the highest degree."

As the prophet Habakkuk makes no mention of the Of Habak-Assyrians, and speaks of the Chaldean invasions as near kuk, at hand, he probably lived after the destruction of the Assyrian empire in the fall of Nineveh A. M. 3392, and not long before the devastation of Judah by Nebuchadnezzar. Habakkuk was then nearly contemporary with Jeremiah, and predicted the same events. A general account of Habakkuk's prophecies have already been given under the word HABAKKUK, which may be consulted. We would, however, further observe, that the prayer in the third chapter is a most beautiful and perfect ode, poising all the fire of poetry and the profound reverence of religion.
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(n) Compare Zephan. iii. 19. with Micah iv. 7. and Ezek. xxii. 27. with Micah iii. 11.
(o) Compare Micah iv. 1—3. and Isaiah ii. 2—4.
(p) Compare Micah vii. 6. with Matt. x. 35. 36.
The prophet illustrates this subject throughout with equal sublimity; leading from such an assemblage of miraculous incidents the most noble and important, displaying them in the most splendid colours, and embellishing them with the sublimest imagery, figures, and delineation; the dignity of which is so heightened and recommended by the superior elegance of the conclusion, that they are not for a few fragments which the hand of time has apparently cast over it in two or three passages, no composition of the kind would appear more elegant or more perfect than this poem.

Habakkuk is imitated by succeeding prophets, and his words are borrowed by the evangelical writers.

Zephaniah, who was contemporary with Jeremiah, prophesied in the reign of Josiah king of Judah; and from the idolatry which he describes as prevailing at that time, it is probable that his prophecies were delivered before the last reformation made by that pious prince A. M. 3381.

The account which Zephaniah and Jeremiah give of the idolatries of their age is so familiar, that St Iosidore affirms, that Zephaniah abridged the descriptions of Jeremiah. But it is more probable that the prophecies of Zephaniah were written some years before those of his contemporary; for Jeremiah seems to represent the abuses as partly removed which Zephaniah describes as flagrant and excessive (c.).

In the first chapter Zephaniah denounces the wrath of God against the idolaters who worshipped Baal and the host of heaven, and against the violent and deceitful. In the second chapter the prophet threatens destruction to the Philistines, the Moabites, the Ammonites, and Ethiopians; and describes the fate of Nineveh in emphatic terms: "Flocks shall lie down in the midst of her; all the beasts of the nations, both the cormorant and bittern, shall lodge in her; their voice shall sing in the windows; desolation shall be in the thresholds." In the third chapter the prophet inveighs against the pollutions and oppressions of the Jews; and concludes with the promise, "That a remnant would be saved, and that multiplied blessings would be bestowed upon the penitent." The style of Zephaniah is poetical, but is not distinguished by any peculiar elegance or beauty, though generally animated and impressive.

Haggai, the tenth of the minor prophets, was the first who flourished among the Jews after the Babylonish captivity. He began to prophesy in the second year of Darius Hyphasis, about 520 years before Christ.

The intention of the prophecy of Haggai was to encourage the dispirited Jews to proceed with the building of the temple. The only prediction mentioned refers to the Messiah, whom the prophet affirms his countrymen would fill the new temple with glory. So well was this prediction understood by the Jews, that they looked with earnest expectation for the Messiah appearing in this temple till it was destroyed by the Romans. But as the victorious Messiah, whom they expected, did not then appear, they have since applied the prophecy to a third temple, which they hope to see reared in some future-period.

The style of Haggai, in the opinion of Dr Lowth, is poetical. Dr Newcome thinks that a great part of it is poetic.
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The 12th, 13th, and 14th chapters contain prophecies which refer entirely to the Christian dispensation; the circumstances attending which he describes with a clearness which indicated their near approach.

The style of Zechariah is so similar to that of Jeremiah, that the Jews were accustomed to remark that the spirit of Jeremiah had paused into him. He is generally proficent till towards the conclusion of his work, when he becomes more elevated and poetical. The whole is beautifully connected by easy transitions, and present and future scenes are blended with the greatest delicacy.

Malachi was the last prophet that flourished under the Jewish dispensation; but neither the time in which he lived, nor any particulars of his history, can now be ascertained. It is even uncertain whether the word Malachi be a proper name, or denote, as the Septuagint have rendered it, his angel (a), that is, "the angel of the Lord." Origen supposed, that Malachi was an angel incarnate, and not a man. The ancient Hebrews, the Chaldee paraphrast, and St Jerome, are of opinion he was the same person with Ezra: but if this was the case, they ought to have assigned some reason for giving two different names to the same person.

As it appears from the concurrence of testimony of all the ancient Jewish and Christian writers, that the light of prophecy expired in Malachi, we may suppose that the termination of his ministry coincided with the accomplishment of the first seven weeks of Daniel's prophecy, which was the period appointed for sealing the vision and prophecy. This, according to Prideaux's account, took place in A. M. 3595; but, according to the calculations of Bishop Lloyd, to A. M. 3607, twelve years later. Whatever reckoning we prefer, it must be allowed that Malachi completed the canon of the Old Testament about 400 years before the birth of Christ.

It appears certain that Malachi prophesied under Nehemiah, and after Haggai and Zaccuriah, at a time when great disorders reigned among the priests and people of Judah, which are reproved by Malachi. He inveighs against the priests, who are reproved by Haggai (z. &c. ii. 1, 2, &c.) and who he reproaches the people with having taken strange wives (ii. 11); he reproves them for their inhumanity towards their brethren (ii. 10. ii. 10, 3); their frequent divorcing their wives; their neglect of paying their tithes and first-fruits (Mal. iii. 13). He seems to allude to the covenant that Nehemiah renewed with the lord (iii. 10. and ii. 4, 5, &c.) affilied by the priests and the chief of the nation. He speaks of the sacrifice of the new law, and of the abolition of those of the old, in these words, (i. 10, 11, 12, 13): "I have no pleasure in you, faith the lord of hosts, neither will I accept an offering at your hand. For from the rising of the sun, even unto the going down of the same, my name shall be great among the Gentiles, and in every place incense shall be offered unto my name, and a pure offering: for my name shall be great among the Heathen, faith the Lord of hosts." He declares that the Lord was weary with the impiety of Israel; and assures them, that the Lord whom they fought should suddenly come to his temple preceded by the meffenger of the covenant, who was to prepare his way; that the Lord when he appeared should purify the sons of Levi from their unrighteousness, and refine them as metal from the dross; and that then the offering of Judah, the spiritual sacrifice of the heart, should be pleasant to the Lord. The prophet, like one who was delivering a last message, denounces destruction against the impious in emphatic and alarming words. He exhorteth those who feared the name of the Lord with the animating promise, that the "Sun of righteousness should arise with salvation in his rays," and render them triumphant over the wicked. And now that prophecy was to cease, and miracles were no more to be performed till the coming of the Messiah; now that the Jews were to be left to the guidance of their own reason, and the written instructions of their prophets—Malachi exhorts them to remember the law of Moses, which the Lord had revealed from Horeb for the sake of all Israel. At length he seals up the prophecies of the Old Testament, by predicting the commencement of the new dispensation, which should be ushered in by John the Baptist, with the power and spirit of Elijah; who should turn the hearts of fathers and children to repentance; but if his admonitions should be rejected, that the Lord would smite the land with a curse.

The collection of writings composed after the after- New Testa­ment of Christ, and acknowledged by his followers to be divine, is known in general by the name of books of the New Testament; and warranted by the authority of St Paul in particular, who calls the sacred books before the time of Christ sacred books, or book of the canon. Even long before that period, either the whole of the Old Testament, or the five books of Moses, were entitled books of the canon.

As the word books admits of a two-fold interpretation, we may translate this title either the New Testament, or the New Testament. The former translation must be adopted, if proper: he had to the texts of Scripture, from which the name is borrowed, since those passages evidently convey the idea of a covenant, and, besides, a being incapable of death can neither have made an old nor make a new testament. It is likewise probable, that the earliest Greek disciples, who made use of this expression, had no other notion in view than that of covenant. We, on the contrary, are accustomed to give this sacred collection the name of Testament; and since it would be not only improper, but even absurd, to speak of the Testament of God, we commonly understand the Testament of Christ; an explanation which removes but half the difficulty, since the new only, and not the old, had Christ for its teaser.

In flating the evidence for the truth of Christianity, there is nothing more worthy of consideration than the argument from the authenticity of the books of the New Testament. This is the foundation on which all other arguments rest, and...
and if it is solid, the Christian religion is fully established. The proofs for the authenticity of the New Testament have this peculiar advantage, that they are plain and simple, and involve no metaphysical subtleties. Every man who can distinguish truth from falsehood must see their force; and if there are any so blinded by prejudice, or corrupted by licentiousness, as to attempt by sophistry to elude them, their sophistry will be easily detected by every man of common understanding, who has read the historical evidence with candour and attention. Instead, therefore, of declaiming against the infidel, we solicit his attention to this subject, convinced, that where it is not only infallible, but also evident to reason and clear to light, that the combined ingenuity of all the deists since the beginning of the world will never be able to extinguisht or to obscure it. If the books of the New Testament are really genuine, opposition will incite the Christian to bring forward the evidence; and thus by the united efforts of the deist and the Christian, the arguments will be stated with all the clearness and accuracy of which they are susceptible in so remarkable a degree.

It is surprising that the adversaries of Christianity have not always made their full attacks in this quarter; for if they admit the writings of the New Testament are as ancient as we affirm, and composed by the persons to whom they are ascribed, they must allow, if they reason fairly, that the Christian religion is true.

The apostles allude frequently in their epistles to the gift of miracles, which they had communicated to the Christian converts by the imposition of hands, in confirmation of the truth of their prophecies and writings, and sometimes to miracles to which they themselves had performed. Now if these epistles are really genuine, it is hardly possible to deny these miracles to be true. The case is here entirely different from that of an historian, who relates extraordinary events in the course of his narrative, since either credulity or an actual intention to deceive may induce him to describe as true, a series of falsehoods respecting a foreign land or distant period. Even to the Evangelists might an adversary of the Christian religion make this objection: but to write to persons with whom we stand in the nearest connection, “I have not only performed miracles in your presence, but have likewise communicated to you the same extraordinary endowments,” to write in this manner, if nothing of the kind had ever happened, would require such an incredible degree of effrontery, that he who professed it would not only expose himself to the utmost ridicule, but by giving his adversaries the fairest opportunity to detect his imposture, would gain the cause which he attempted to support.

St. Paul’s First Epistle to the Thessalonians is addressed to a community to which he had preached the Gospel only three Sabbath days, when he was forced to quit it by the persecution of the populace. In this epistle he appeals, to the miracles which he had performed, and to the gifts of the Holy Spirit which he had communicated. Now, is it possible, without forfeiting all pretensions to common sense, that, in writing to a community which he had lately established, he could speak of miracles performed, and gifts of the Holy Ghost communicated, if no member of the society had seen the one, or received the other?

To suppose that an impostor could write to the converts or adherents of the new religion such epistles as these, with a degree of triumph over his opponents, and yet maintain his authority, implies ignorance and stupidity, hardly to be believed. Credulous as the Christians have been in later ages, and even so early as the third century, no less severe were they in their inquiries, and guarded against deception, at the introduction of Christianity. This character is given them even by Lactian, a writer of the second century, who ventured to deny the divinity and preexistence of the deist (Pseudodamianus). He who had supplanted Pergilus with the means of subtilty, Periphrasis, &c., but also against heathen oracles and pretended wonders. He relates of his impostor (Pseudodamianus), that he attempted nothing supernatural in the presence of the Christians and Epicureans. This Pseudodamianus explains before the whole assembly, “Away with the Christians, away with the Epicureans, and let those only remain who believe in the Deity!” (v. 29-32) upon which the populace took up stones to drive away the suspicious; while the other philosophers, Pythagoreans, Platonicists, and Stoics, as credulous friends and protectors of the cause, were permitted to remain.

It is readily acknowledged, that the arguments drawn from the authenticity of the New Testament only establish the truth of the miracles performed by 25, 38, the apostles, and are not applicable to the miracles of Tom. ii. p. our Saviour; yet, if we admit the three first gospels to 314, 315, be genuine, the truth of the Christian religion will be preserved not only against the Jews. For if these gospels were composed by Matthew, Mark, and Luke, at the time in which all the primitive Christians were that, previous to the destruction of Jerusalem, they must be inspired; for they contain a circumstantial prophecy of the destruction of Jerusalem, and determine the period at which it was accomplished. Now it was impossible that human ingenuity could foresee that event; for when it was predicted nothing was more improbable. The Jews were resolved to avoid an open rebellion, well knowing the greatness of their danger, and submitted to the oppressions of their governors in the hope of obtaining redress from the court of Rome.

The circumstance which gave birth to these misfortunes is so trilling in itself, that, independent of its consequences, it would not deserve to be recorded. In the narrow entrance to a synagogue in Cæsarea, some persons had made an offering of birds merely with a view to irritate the Jews. The infidel excited their indignation, and occasioned the shedding of blood. Without this trifling accident, which no human wisdom could foresee even the day before it happened, it is credible that the prophecy of Jesus would never have been fulfilled. But Florus, who was then procurator of Judea, converted this private quarrel into public hosilities, and compelled the Jewish nation to rebel contrary to its will and resolution, in order to avoid what the Jews had threatened, an impeachment before the Roman emperor for his excessive cruelties. But even after this rebellion had broken out, the destruction of the temple was a very improbable event. It was not the practice of the Romans to destroy the magnificent edifices
their authenticity proved.

We receive the books of the New Testament as the genuine works of Matthew, Mark, Luke, John, and Paul, for the same reason that we receive the writings of Xenophon, of Polybius, of Plutarch, of Caesar, and of Livy. We have the uninterrupted testimony of all ages, and we have no reason to suspect imposition. This argument is much stronger when applied to the books of the New Testament than when applied to any other writings; for they were addressed to large societies, were often read in their presence, and acknowledged by them to be the writings of the apostles. Whereas, the most eminent profane writings which still remain were addressed only to individuals, or to no persons at all: and we have no authority to affirm that they were read in public; on the contrary, we know that a liberal education was uncommon; books were scarce; and the knowledge of them was confined to a few individuals in every nation.

The New Testament was read over three quarters of the world, while profane writers were limited to one nation or to one country. An uninterrupted succession of writers from the apostolic ages to the present time quote the sacred writings, or make allusions to them; and these quotations and allusions are made not only by friends but by enemies. This cannot be ascertained of even the best classical authors. And it is highly probable, that the translations of the New Testament were made far earlier as the second century; and in a century or two after, they became very numerous. After this period, it was impossible to forgive writings, or to substitute forged writings for the sacred text, unless we can suppose that men of different nations, of different sentiments and different languages, and often exceedingly hostile to one another, should all agree in one forgery. This argument is so strong, that if we deny the authenticity of the New Testament, we may with a thousand times more propriety reject all the other writings in the world; we may even throw aside human testimony itself. But as this subject is of great importance, we shall consider it at more length; and to enable our readers to judge with the greater accuracy, we shall state, from the valuable work of Michaelis, as translated by the judicious and learned Mr. Marshall, the reasons which may induce us to suspect a work to be spurious.

When doubts have been made from its first appearance in the world, whether it proceeded from the author to whom it is ascribed. 2. When the immediate friends of the pretended author, who were able to decide upon the subject, have denied it to be his production. 3. When a long series of years has elapsed after his death, in which the book was unknown, and in which it must unavoidably have been mentioned and quoted, had it really existed. 4. When the style is different from that of his other writings, or, in case no other remain, different from that which might reasonably be expected. 5. When events are recorded which happen later than the time of the pretended author. 6. When opinions are advanced which contradict those he is known to maintain in his other writings. Though this latter argument alone leads to no positive conclusion, since every man is liable to change his opinion, or through forgetfulness to vary in the circumstances of the same relation, of which Josephus, in his Antiquities and War of the Jews, affords a striking example.

1. But it cannot be shown that any one doubted of its authenticity in the period in which it first appeared. 2. No ancient accounts are on record whence we may conclude it to be spurious. 3. No considerable period elapsed after the death of the apostles, in which the New Testament was unknown; but, on the contrary, it is mentioned by their very contemporaries, and the accounts of it in the second century are full of numerous. 4. No argument can be brought in its disfavour from the nature of the style, it being exactly such as might be expected from the apostles, not Attic but Jewish Greek. 5. No facts are recorded which happened after their death. 6. No doctrines are maintained which contradict the known tenets of the authors; since, beside the New Testament, no writings of the apostles exist. But to the honour of the New Testament be it spoken, it contains numerous contradictions to the tenets and doctrines of the fathers in the second and third centuries, which morality was different from that of the Gospel, which recommends fortitude and submission to unavoidable evils, but not that enflaming ardour for martyrdom for which those centuries are distinguished; it alludes to ceremonies which in the following ages were either in dispute or totally unknown: all which circumstances irrefutably demonstrate that the New Testament is not a production of either of those centuries. 6.

We shall now consider the positive evidence for the Positively authenticity of the New Testament. These may be arranged under the three following heads:

1. The impossibility of a forgery arising from the nature of the thing itself. 2. The ancient Christian, Jewish, and Heathen testimony in its favour. 3. Its own internal evidence.

1. The impossibility of a forgery arising from the nature of the thing itself is evident. It is impossible to establish forged writings as authentic in any place where there are persons strongly inclined and well qualified to detect the fraud. Now the Jews were the most violent enemies of Christianity. They put the founder of it to death; they persecuted his disciples with implacable envy; and they were anxious to stifle the new religion in its birth. If the writings of the New Testament had been forged, would not the Jews have detected the imposture? Is there a single instance on record where a few individuals have imposed a history upon the world against the testimony of a whole nation? Would the inhabitants of Palestine have received the gospels, if they had not had sufficient evidence that Jesus Christ really appeared among them, and performed the miracles ascribed to him? Or would the churches of Rome or of Corinth have acknowledged the epistles addressed to them as the genuine works of Paul, if Paul had never preached among them? We might as well think to prove, that the history of the Reformation is the invention of a few individuals of an ancient nation;
2. The second kind of evidence which we produce to prove the authenticity of the New Testament, is the testimony of ancient writers, Christians, Jews, and Heathens.

In reviewing the evidence of testimony, it will not be expected that we should begin at the present age, and trace backwards the authors who have written on this subject to the first ages of Christianity. This indeed, though a laborious task, could be performed in the most complete manner; the whole series of authors; numerous in every age, who have quoted from the books of the New Testament, written commentaries upon them, translated them into different languages, or who have drawn up a list of them, could be exhibited so as to form such a perfect body of evidence, that we imagine even a jury of 12 would find it impossible, upon a deliberate and candid examination, to reject or disbelieve it.

We do not, however, suppose that scepticism has yet arrived at so great a height as to render such a tedious and circumstantial evidence necessary. Passing over the intermediate space, therefore, we shall ascend at once to the fourth century, when the evidence for the authenticity of the New Testament was fully established, and trace it back from that period to the age of the apostles. We hope that this method of selecting the evidence will appear more natural, and will afford more satisfaction, than that which has been usually adopted.

It is surely more natural, when we investigate the truth of any fact which depends on a series of testimony, to begin with those witnesses who lived nearest the present age, and whose characters are best established. In this way we shall learn from themselves the foundation of their belief, and the characters of those from whom they derived it; and thus we ascend till we arrive at its origin. This mode of investigation will give more satisfaction to the deity than the usual way; and we believe no Christian, who is confident of the good of his cause, will be unwilling to grant any proper concessions. The deity will thus have an opportunity of examining, separately, what he will consider as the weakest parts of the evidence, those which are exhibited by the earliest Christian writers, consisting of expressions, and not quotations, taken from the New Testament. The Christian, on the other hand, ought to wish, that these apparently weak parts of the evidence were diligently examined, for they will afford an irrefragable proof that the New Testament was not forged: and should the deity reject the evidence of those early writers, it will be incumbent on him to account for the origin of the Christian religion, which he will find more difficult than to admit the common hypothesis.

In the fourth century we could produce the testimonies of numerous witnesses to prove that the books of the New Testament existed at that time; but it will be sufficient to mention their names, the time in which they wrote, and the substance of their evidence. This we shall present in a concise form in the following table, which is taken from Jones's New and full Method of establishing the canon of the New Testament.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name of the Writer</th>
<th>A.C.</th>
<th>The same perfectly with ours, now received.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Athanasius, bishop of Alexandria.</td>
<td>315.</td>
<td>The same perfectly with ours, now received.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cyril, bishop of Jerusalem.</td>
<td>345.</td>
<td>The same with ours, on the Revelation omitted.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The bishops assembled in the council of Laodicea.</td>
<td>364.</td>
<td>The same with ours now received.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Epiphanius, bishop of Salamis in Cyprus.</td>
<td>370.</td>
<td>Omits the Revelation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gregory Nazianzen, bishop of Constantinople.</td>
<td>375.</td>
<td>The same with ours, now received; except that he mentions only the three Epistles of St. Paul's to the Hebrews, and leaves out the Revelations.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philostratus, bishop of Brixia in Venice.</td>
<td>380.</td>
<td>The same with ours.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jerome,</td>
<td>382.</td>
<td>The same with ours, except that he speaks dubiously of the Epistle to the Hebrews; but in other parts of his writings, he receives it as canonical.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rufin, presbyter of Aquilegium.</td>
<td>390.</td>
<td>It perfectly agrees with ours.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aultin, bishop of Hippo in Africa.</td>
<td>394.</td>
<td>It perfectly agrees with ours.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The XLIV bishops assembled in the third council of Carthage.</td>
<td>St. Autin was present at it.</td>
<td>It perfectly agrees with ours.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
We now go back to Eusebius, who wrote about the year 315, and whose catalogue of the books of the New Testament we shall mention at more length. "Let us observe (says he) the writings of the apostle John, which are uncontradicted; and, first of all, must be mentioned, as acknowledged of all, the Gospel, according to him, we know all to the churches under heaven."

The author then proceeds to relate the occasions of writing the Gospels, and the reasons for placing St John’s, the last, manifestly speaking of all the four as equal in their authority, and in the certainty of their original. The second passage is taken from a chapter, the title of which is, "Of the Scriptures universally acknowledged, and of those that are not such." Eusebius begins his enumeration in the following manner: "In the first place, are to be ranked the four Gospels, then the book of the Acts of the Apostles; after that are to be reckoned the Epistles of Paul; in the next place, that called the first Epistle of John and the Epistle of Peter are to be esteemed authentic; after this to be placed, if it be thought fit, the Revelation of John; about which we shall observe the different opinions at proper seasons. Of the controverted, but yet well known or approved by the most, are that called the epistle of James and that of Jude, the second of Peter, and the second and third of John, whether they were written by the evangelist or by another of the same name." He then proceeds to reckon up five others, not in our canon, which he calls in one place "spurious," in another "controverted;" evidently meaning the same thing by these two words (s).

A. D. 290. Victor bishop of Pettau in Germany, in a commentary upon this text of the Revelation, "The first was like a lion, the second was like a calf, the third like a man, and the fourth like a flying eagle," makes out, that by the four creatures are intended the four Gospels; and to shew the propriety of the symbols, he recites the subject with which each evangelist opens his history. The explication is fanciful, but the testimony positive. He also expressly cites the Acts of the Apostles.

A. D. 250. Cyprian bishop of Carthage gives the following testimony: "The church (fays this father) is watered like Paradise by four rivers, that is, by four Gospels." "The Acts of the Apostles are also frequently quoted by Cyprian under that name, and under the name of the "Divine Scriptures." In his various writings are frequent and copious citations of Scripture, as to place this part of the testimony beyond controversy. Nor is there, in the works of this eminent African bishop, one quotation of a spurious or apocryphal Christian writing.

A. D. 210. Origen is a most important evidence. Nothing can be more peremptory upon the subject now under consideration, and, from a writer of his learning and information, nothing more satisfactory, than the declaration of Origen, preserved in an extract of his works by Eusebius: "That the four Gospels alone are received without dispute by the whole church of God under heaven: to which declaration is immediately subjoined Vol. XVII.

(s) That Eusebius could not intend, by the word rendered "spurious," what we at present mean by it, is evident from a clause in this very chapter, where speaking of the Gospels of Peter and Thomas, and Matthias and some others, he says, "They are not so much as to be reckoned among the spurious, but are to be rejected as altogether absurd and impious." 

A. D. 194, Tertullian exhibits the number of the Of Tertul- 
Gospels then received, the names of the evangelists, and tam.
their proper designations, in one short sentence — "Among the apostles, John and Matthew teach us the faith; among apostolical men, Luke and Mark refresh us." The next passage to be taken from Tertullian affordas complete an attestation to the authenticity of the Gospels as can be well imagined. After enumerating the churches which had been founded by Paul at Corinth, in Galatia, at Philippi, Thessalonica, and Ephesus, the church of Rome established by Peter and Paul, and other churches derived from John, he proceeds thus: "I say then, that with them, but not with them only which are apostolical, but with all who have fellowship with them in the same faith, is that Gospel of Luke received from its first publication, which we zealously maintain;" and precedingly afterwards adds, "The same authority of the apostolic churches will support the other Gospels, which we have from them, and according to them, I mean John’s and Matthew’s, although that likewise which Mark published may be said to be Peter’s, whose interpreter Mark was." In another place Tertullian affirms, that the three other Gospels, as well as St Luke’s were in the hands of the churches from the beginning. This noble testimony proves incontrovertibly the antiquity of the Gospels, and that they were universally received; that they were in the hands of all, and had been so from the first. And this evidence appears not to be more than 150 years after the publication of the books. Dr Lardner observes, "that there are more and larger quotations of the small volume of the New Testament in this one Christian author, than there are all of the works of Cicero, in writers of all characters, for several ages." A. D. 178, Irenæus was bishop of Lyons, and is Of Irenæus, mentioned by Tertullian, Eusebius, Jerome, and Photius. In his youth he had been a disciple of Polycarp, who was a disciple of John. He affirms of himself and his contemporaries, that they were able to rec-
We have not received," says Irenæus, "the knowledge of the way of our salvation by any others than those by whom the Gospel has been brought to us. Which Gospel they first preached, and afterwards, by the will of God, committed to writing, that it might be for time to come the foundation and pillar of our faith. For after that our Lord rose from the dead, and they (the apostles) were endowed from above with the power of the Holy Ghost coming down upon them, they received a perfect knowledge of all things. They then went forth to all the ends of the earth, declaring to men the blessing of heavenly peace, having all of them, and every one alike, the Gospel of God. Matthew then, among the Jews, wrote a Gospel in their own language, while Peter and Paul were preaching the Gospel at Rome, and founding a church there. And after their exit, Mark also, the disciple and interpreter of Peter, delivered to us in writing the things that had been preached by Peter. And Luke, the companion of Paul, put down in a book the Gospel preached by him (Paul). Afterwards John, the disciple of the Lord, who also leaned upon his breast, likewise published a Gospel, while he dwelt at Ephesus in Asia." Irenæus then relates how Matthew begins his Gospel, how Mark begins and ends his, and gives the supposed reasons for doing so. He enumerates at length all the passages of Christ's history in Luke, which are not found in any of the other evangelists. He states the particular design with which St John composed his Gospel, and accounts for the doctrinal declarations which precede the narrative. If any modern divine should write a book upon the genuineness of the Gospels, he could not affect it more expressly, or state their original more distinctly, than Irenæus hath done within little more than 100 years after they were published.

Respecting the book of the Acts of the Apostles, and its author, the testimony of Irenæus is no less explicit. Referring to the account of St Paul's conversion and vocation, in the ninth chapter of that book, "Nor can they (says he, meaning the parties with whom he argues) show that he is not to be credited, who has related to us the truth with the greatest exactness." In another place, he has actually collected the several texts, in which the writer of the history is represented as accompanying St Paul, which led him to exhibit a summary of almost the whole of the last twelve chapters of the book.

According to Lardner, Irenæus quotes twelve of Paul's epistles, naming their author; also the first epistles of Peter, the two first epistles of John, and the Revelation. The epistles of Paul which he omits are those addressed to Philemon and the Hebrews. Eusebius says, that he quotes the epistle to the Hebrews, though he does not ascribe it to Paul. The work, however, is lost.

A. D. 172, Tatian, who is spoken of by Clemens Alexsandrinus, Origen, Eusebius, and Jerome, composed a harmony of the four Gospels, which he called Diatessaron of the four. This title as well as the work, is remarkable, because it shows that then as well as now there were four, and only four, Gospels in general use among Christians.

A. D. 175, the churches of Lyons and Vienna in France sent an account of the sufferings of their martyrs to the churches of Asia and Phrygia, which has been preserved entire by Eusebius. And what carries in some measure the testimony of these churches to a higher age is, that they had now for their bishop Pollinus, who was 90 years old, and whose early life consequentlly must have immediately followed the times of the apostles. In this epistle are exact references to the Gospels of Luke and John, and to the Acts of the Apostles. The form of reference is the same as in all the preceding articles. That from St John is in these words: "Then was fulfilled that which was spoken by the Lord, that whosoever killeth you, will think that he doth God service."

Distinguishing references are also made to other books, viz. 2. Acts, Romans, Ephesians, Philippians, 1 Timothy, 1 Peter, 1 John, Revelation.

A. D. 140, Justin Martyr composed several books, of Justin which are mentioned by his disciple Tatian, by Tertul., Martyrian, Methodius, Eusebius, Jerome, Epiphanius, and Photius. In his writings between 20 and 30 quotations from the Gospels and Acts of the Apostles are reckoned up, which are clear, distinct, and copious; if each verse be counted separately, a much greater number; if each expression, still more. Jones, in his book on the Canon of the New Testament, ventures to affirm that he cites the books of which it consists, particularly the four Gospels above 200 times.

We meet with quotations of three of the Gospels within the compacts of half a page; "and in other words, he says, Depart from me into outer darkness, which the Father hath prepared for Satan and his Angels," (which is from Matthew xxv. 41.) "And again he said in other words, I give unto you power to tread upon serpents and scorpions, and venomous beasts, and upon all the power of the enemy." (This from Luke x. 19.) "And, before he was crucified, he said, The son of man must suffer many things, and he rejected of the Scribes and Pharisees, and be crucified, and rise again the third day;" (this from Mark viii. 31.)

All the references in Justin are made without mentioning the author; which proves that those books were perfectly well known, and that there were no other accounts of Christ then extant, at least, no others received and credited with the greatest exactness. In another place, he has actually collected the several texts, in which the writer of the history is represented as accompanying St Paul, which led him to exhibit a summary of almost the whole of the last twelve chapters of the book.

According to Lardner, Irenæus quotes twelve of Paul's epistles, naming their author; also the first epistles of Peter, the two first epistles of John, and the Revelation. The epistles of Paul which he omits are those addressed to Philemon and the Hebrews. Eusebius says, that he quotes the epistle to the Hebrews, though he does not ascribe it to Paul. The work, however, is lost.

A. D. 172, Tatian, who is spoken of by Clemens Alexander, Origens, Eusebius, and Jerome, composed a harmony of the four Gospels, which he called Diatessaron of the four. This title as well as the work, is remarkable, because it shows that then as well as now there were four, and only four, Gospels in general use among Christians.

A. D. 175, the churches of Lyons and Vienna in France sent an account of the sufferings of their martyrs to the churches of Asia and Phrygia, which has been preserved entire by Eusebius. And what carries in some measure the testimony of these churches to a higher age is, that they had now for their bishop Pollinus, who was 90 years old, and whose early life consequentlly must have immediately followed the times of the apostles. In this epistle are exact references to the Gospels of Luke and John, and to the Acts of the Apostles. The form of reference is the same as in all the preceding articles. That from St John is in these words: "Then was fulfilled that which was spoken by the Lord, that whosoever killeth you, will think that he doth God service."

Distinguishing references are also made to other books, viz. 2. Acts, Romans, Ephesians, Philippians, 1 Timothy, 1 Peter, 1 John, Revelation.
Justin also makes such allusions to the following books as show that he had read them: Romans, 1 Corinthians, Galatians, Ephesians, Philippians, Colossians, 2 Thessalonians, Hebrews, 2 Peter; and he ascribes the Revelation to John the apostle of Christ.

A.D. 116, Papias, a hearer of John, and companion of Polycarp, as Irenæus attests, and of the apostolical age as all agree, in a passage quoted by Eusebius, from a work now lost, expressly ascribes the two first Gospels to Matthew and Mark; and in a manner which proves that these Gospels must have publicly borne the names of these authors at that time, and probably long before; for Papias does not say, that one Gospel was written by Matthew, and another by Mark; but, affumining this as perfectly well known, he tells us from what materials Mark collected his account, viz. from Peter's preaching, and in what language Matthew wrote, viz. in Hebrew.

Whether Papias was well informed in this statement or not, to the point for which this testimony is produced, namely, that these books bore these names at this time, his authority is complete.

Papias himself declares that he received his accounts of Christianity from those who were acquainted with the apostles, and that those accounts which he thus received from the older Christians, and had committed to memory, he inferred in his books. He further adds, that he was very solicitous to obtain every possible information, especially to learn what the apostles said and preached, valuing such information more than what was written in books.

A.D. 108, Polycarp was the bishop of Smyrna, and disciple of John the Apostle. This testimony concerning Polycarp is given by Irenæus, who in his youth had seen him. "I can tell the place," faith Irenæus, "in which the blessed Polycarp sat and taught, and his going out and coming in, and the manner of his life, and the form of his person, and the discourses he made to the people, and how he related his conversation with John and others who had seen the Lord, and how he related their sayings, and what he had heard concerning the Lord, both concerning his miracles and his doctrine, as he had received them from the eye-witnesses of the word of life; all which Polycarp related agreeable to the scriptures."

Of Polycarp, whose proximity to the age and persons of the apostles is thus attested, we have one undoubted epistle remaining; which, though a short performance, contains nearly 40 clear allusions to the books of the New Testament. This is strong evidence of the respect which was paid to them by Christians of that age. Among these, although the writings of St Paul are more frequently used by Polycarp than other parts of Scripture, there are copious allusions to the Gospel of St Matthew, from me to passages found in the Gospels both of Matthew and Luke, and some which more nearly resemble the words in Luke.

He thus fixes the authority of the Lord's Prayer, and the use of it among Christians. If, therefore, we pray the Lord to forgive us, we ought also to forgive. And again, With supplication beseeching the all-seeing God not to lead us into temptation.

In another place, he quotes the words of our Lord: "But remember what the Lord said, teaching, Judge not, that ye be not judged. Forgive, and ye shall be forgiven; be ye merciful, that ye may obtain mercy; with what measure ye mete, it shall be measured to you again." Supposing Polycarp to have had these words from the books in which we now find them, it is manifest that these books were considered by him, VIII. 1. 1. 2 and his readers, as he thought, as authentic accounts of Christ's discourse; and that this point was incontestable.

He quotes also the following books, the first of which he ascribes to St Paul: 1 Corinthians, Ephesians, Philippians, 1 and 2 Thessalonians, and evident references to others, particularly to Acts, Romans, 2 Corinthians, Galatians, 1 Timothy, 2 Timothy, 1 Peter, 1 John.

Irenæus, as it is testified by ancient Christian writers, of Ignatius became bishop of Antioch about 37 years after Christ's ascension; and therefore, from his time, and place, and nation, it is probable that he had known and conversed with many of the apostles. Epistles of Ignatius are referred to by Polycarp his contemporary. Passages in these epistles are quoted by Irenæus, A.D. 178, by Origen, A.D. 230; and the occasion of writing them is fully explained by Eusebius and Jerome. What are called the smaller epistles of Ignatius are generally reckoned the same which were read by Irenæus, Origen, and Eusebius.

They are admitted as genuine by Vossius, and have been proved to be so by bishop Pearson with a force of argument which seems to admit of no reply. In these epistles are undoubted allusions to Matt. iii. 15. xii. 16. to John iii. 8.; and their venerable author, who often speaks of St Paul in terms of the highest respect, once quotes his epistle to the Ephesians by name.

Near the conclusion of the epistle to the Romans, of Hermas, St Paul, amongst others, sends the following salutation: "Salute Alynarius, Philemon, Hermas, Patriarch, and the brethren which are with them." Of Hermas, who appears in this catalogue of Roman Christians as contemporary with St Paul, there is a book called the Shepherd, or Pastor of Hermas. Its antiquity is incontestable, from the quotations of it in Irenæus, A.D. 178, Clement of Alexandria, A.D. 194, Tertullian, A.D. 200, Origen, A.D. 230. The notes of time extant in the epistle itself agree with its title, and with the testimonies concerning it, which intimate that it was written during the lifetime of Clement. In this piece are tacit allusions to St Matthew's, St Luke's, and St John's Gospels; that is, there are applications of thoughts and expressions found in those Gospels, without citing the place or writer from which they were taken. In this form appear in Hermas the confounding and denying of Christ; the parable of the good, the comparison of 32, 33, of Christ's disciples to little children; the saying, "he is our father, that putteth away his wife, and marrieth another, committh adultery?" the singular expression, "having of Matt. xviii. 18. and Christ being the "gate," viii. 3. or only way of coming "to God," is a plain allusion to Luke John xiv. 6. x. 7. 9. There is also a probable allusion to Acts v. 32.
factory, as its authenticity has never been questioned. However absurd opinions a man may entertain while he retains his understanding, his testimony to a matter of fact will still be received in any court of justice.

A. D. 96, we are in possession of an epistle written by Clement bishop of Rome, whom ancient writers, without any doubt or scruple, affect to have been the Clement whom St Paul mentions Philippians iv. 3. “with Clement also, and other my fellow labourers, whose names are in the book of life.” This epistle is spoken of by the ancients as an epistle acknowledged by all; and, as Irenæus well represents its value, “written by Clement, who had seen the blessed apostles and conversed with them, who had the preaching of the apostles still pointing in his ears, and their traditions before his eyes.” It is addressed to the church of Corinth; and what alone may seem a decisive proof of its authenticity, Dionysius bishop of Corinth, about the year 170, i.e. about 80 or 90 years after the epistle was written, bears witness, “that it had been usually read in that church from ancient times.” This epistle affords, among others, the following valuable passages: “Especially remembering the words of the Lord Jesus, which He spake, teaching gentleness and long suffering; for thus He said (τ), Be ye merciful, that ye may obtain mercy; forgive, that it may be forgiven you; as ye do, so shall it be done unto you; as ye give, so shall it be given unto you; as ye judge, so shall ye be judged; as ye shew kindness, so shall kindness be shewn unto you; with what meaure ye mete, with the same shall it be measured to you. By this command, and by these rules, let us esta blish ourselves, that we may always walk obediently to his holy words.”

Again, “Remember the words of the Lord Jesus, for He said, Wo to that man by whom offences come; it was better for him that he had not been born, than that he had offended one of my little ones (v).”

He ascribes the first epistle to the Corinthians to Paul, and makes such allusions to the following books as is sufficient to show that he had seen and read them: Acts, Romans, 2 Corinthians, Galatians, Ephesians, Philippians, Colossians, 1 Thessalonians, 1 Timothy, 2 Timothy, Titus, 1 Peter, 2 Peter.

It may be said, as Clement has not mentioned the books by name from which we infer these allusions or references are made, it is uncertain whether he refers to any books, or whether he received these expressions from the discourses and conversation of the apostles. Mr. Paley has given a very satisfactory answer to this objection: till, That Clement, in the very same manner, namely, without any mark of reference, uses a passage now found in the epistle of the Romans;” which passage, from the peculiarity of the words that compose it, and from their order, it is manifest that he must have taken from the epistle. The same remark may be applied to some very singular sentiments in the epistle to the Hebrews. Secondly, that there are many sentences of St. Paul’s first epistle to the Corinthians to be found in Clement’s epistle, without any sign of quotation, which yet certainly are quotations; because it appears that Clement had St Paul’s epistle before him; for in one place he mentions it in terms too express to leave us in any doubt. “Take into your hands the epistle of the blessed apostle Paul.” Thirdly, that the method of adopting words of scripture, without reference or acknowledgment, was a method in general use among the most ancient Christian writers. These analogies not only repel the objection, but call the presumption on the other side; and afford a considerable degree of positive proof, that the words in question have been borrowed from the places of Scripture in which we now find them. But take it, if you will, the other way, that Clement had heard these words from the apostles or teachers of Christianity; with respect to the precise point of our argument, viz. that the Scriptures contain what the apostles taught, this supposition may serve almost as well.

We have now traced the evidence to the times of the apostles; but we have not been anxious to draw it out to a great length, by introducing every thing. On the contrary, we have been careful to render it as concise as possible, that its force might be discerned at a glance. The evidence which has been stated is of two kinds. Till the time of Justin Martyr and Irenæus it consists chiefly of allusions, references, and expressions, borrowed from the books of the New Testament, without mentioning them by name. After the time of Irenæus it became usual to cite the facred books, and mention the authors from whom the citations were taken.

The first species of evidence will perhaps appear to most satisfactory proof that it was usual among the ancient Christians as well as Jews to adopt the expressions of Scripture without mentioning the authors. Why did they so? It is not necessary to inquire. The only point of importance to be determined is, whether those references are a sufficient proof of the existence of the books to which they allude? This, we presume, will not be denied; especially in the present age, when it is so common to charge an author with plagiarism if he happen to fall upon the same train of ideas, or express himself in a similar manner with authors who have written before him. We may further affirm, that these tacit references afford a complete proof that those ancient writers had no intention of imposing a forgery upon the world. They prove the existence of the Christian religion and of the apocryphal writings, without throwing any fulsome earnestness that men should believe them. Had these books been forged, those who wished to pass them upon the world would have been at more pains than the first Christians were to prove their authenticity. They acted the part of honesty.
Of the Novatians.

They believed them, and they never imagined that others would fupped their truth.

It is a consideration of great importance, in reviewing the evidence which has been now placed, that the witnesses lived in different countries; Clements flourished at Rome, Polycarp at Smyrna, Justin Martyr in Syria, Irenaeus in France, Tertullian at Carthage, Origen at Alexandria, and Eusebius at Caesarea. This proves that the books of the New Testament were equally well known in distant countries by men who had no intercourse with one another.

The same thing is proved by testimonies if possible less exceptionable. The ancient heretics, whose opinions were sometimes grofter and more impious than those which any modern sectary has ventured to broach, and whose zeal in the propagation of them equalled that of the most flaming enthusiast of the last century, never called in question the authenticity of the books of the New Testament. When they met with any passage in the Gospels or epistles which they could not reconcile to their own heretical notions, they either denied it, or alleged that the author was inspired; but they nowhere contend that the book in which it was written by the apostle or evangelist whose name it bore. Eusebius relates, that the Ebionites rejected all the epistles of Paul, and called him an apostate, because he departed from the Levitical law; and they adopted as their rule of faith the Gospel of St Matthew, though indeed they greatly corrupted it. This proves therefore that the Gospel according to Matthew was then published, and that St Paul's epistles were then known.

Of the heretics who eroded or altered passages to make the Scriptures agree with their doctrines, we may bring Mardon as an instance, who lived in the beginning of the 2nd century. He lived in an age when he could have easily discovered if the writings of the New Testament had been forged; and as he was much inclined against the orthodox party, if such a forgery had been committed, unquestionably he would not have failed to make the discovery, as it would have afforded him the most ample means of revenge and triumph, and enabled him to establish his own opinions with less difficulty. But his whole conduct shows clearly, that he believed the writings of the New Testament to be authentic. He said that the Gospel according to St Matthew, the epistle to the Hebrews, with those of St Peter and St James, as well as the Old Testament in general, were writings not for Christians but for Jews. He published a new edition of the Gospel according to Luke, and the first ten epistles of Paul, in which it has been confirmed by Epiphanius, that he altered every passage that contradicted his own opinions; but as many of these alterations are what modern critics call 'parallel readings,' though we receive the testimony of Epiphanius, we must not rely upon his opinion (x). Hence it is evident that the books of the New Testament above-mentioned did then exist, and were acknowledged to be the works of the authors whose names they bear.

Dr Lardner, in his General Review, sums up this head of evidence in the following words: "Noetus, Paul of Samosata, Sabellius, Marcellus, Photinus, the Novatians, Donatists, Manichaeans (v), Priscillians, besides Artemon, the Audians, the Arius, and divers others, all received must or all the same books of the New Testament which the Catholics received; and agreed in a like respect for them as written by apostles their disciples and companions."

Celsus and Porphyry, both enemies of the Christian Testament, are powerful witnesses for the antiquity of the books of the New Testament. Celsus, who lived towards the end of the second century, not only mentions by name, but quotes passages from the books of the New Testament; and that the books to which he refers were no other than our present gospels, is evident from the allusions to various passages still found in them. Celsus takes notice of the genealogies, which fixes two of these gospels; of the precepts, Reit not him that injures you, and, if a man strike thee on the cheek, offer to him the other also; of the words denounced by Christ; of his predictions; of his saying that it is impossible to serve two masters; of the purple robe, the crown of thorns, and the reed which was put into the hand of Jesus; of the blood that flowed from his body upon the cross, a circumstance which is recorded only by John; and (what is singular) as the purpose for which we produce it) of the difference in the accounts given of the resurrection by the evangelists, some mentioning two angels at the sepulchre, others only one.

It is extremely material to remark, that Celsus not only peremptorily refused to the accounts of Christ contained in the four Gospels, but that he referred to no other accounts; that he founded none of his objections to Christianity upon any thing delivered in spurious gospels.

The testimony of Porphyry is still more important of Porphyry than that of Celsus. He was born in the year 213, of Tyrian origin. Unfortunately for the present age, the name of the first Christian emperors has banished his writings from the world; and every real friend of our religion would gladly give the works of some of the pious fathers to refute those of Porphyry from the flames. But Mr Martih, the learned and judicious translator of Michaelis, relates, that, according to the accounts of Izaac Vossius, a manuscript of the works of Porphyry is preserved in the Medicean library at Florence, but kept so secret that no one is permitted to see it. It is universally allowed, that Porphyry is the most sensible, as well as the most severe, adversary of the Christian religion that antiquity can produce. He was verified not only in history, but also in philosophy and politics. His acquaintance with the Christians was not confined to a single country; for he had conversed with them in Tyre, in Syria, and in Rome. Enabled by his birth to study the Syriac as well as the Greek authors, he was of all the adversaries to the Christian religion the best qualified to inquire into the authenticity of the sacred writings. He possessed therefore every advantage which natural abilities or a scientific education could afford to discover whether the New Testament was a genuine work of the apostles and evangelists, or whether it was imposed upon the world after the decease of its pretended authors. But no trace of this suspicion is anywhere to be found in his writings. In the fragments which still remain,

(x) Dr L...er has written a learned dissertation to prove that Marcion did not corrupt the sacred writings.

(v) This must be with an exception, however, of Paulus, who lived so late as the year 384.
mention is made of the Gospels to St Matthew, St Mark, and St John, the Acts of the Apostles, and the epistle to the Galatians; and it clearly appears from the very objections of Porphyry, that the books to which he alludes were the same which we possess at present. Thus he objects to the repetition of a generation in St Matthew's genealogy; to Matthew's call; to the quotation of a text from Isaiah, which is found in a psalm attributed to Asaph; to the calling of the lake of Tiberias a sea; to John's application of the term Word; to Chirill's change of intention about going up to the feast of tabernacles (John viii. 8); to the judgement denounced by St Peter upon Ananias and Sapphira, which he calls an imprecation of death.

The instances here alleged serve in some measure to show the nature of Porphyry's objections, and prove that Porphyry had read the Gospels with that sort of attention which a writer would employ who regarded them as the depositories of the religion which he attacked. Beside these specifications, there exists in the writings of ancient Christians general evidence, that the places of Scripture, upon which Porphyry had made remarks, were very numerous.

The internal evidence to prove the authenticity of the New Testament consists of two parts: The nature of the style, and the coincidence of the New Testament with the history of the times. The style of the New Testament is singular, and differs very widely from the style of classical authors. It is full of Hebrewisms and Syriaisms; a circumstance which pious ignorance has considered as a fault, and which, even so late as the present century, it has attempted to remove; not knowing that these deviations from Grecian purity afford the strongest presumption in its favour: for they prove, that the New Testament was written by men of Hebrew origin, and is therefore a production of the first century. After the death of the first Jewish converts, few of the Jews turned preachers of the Gospel; the Christians were generally ignorant of Hebrew, and consequently could not write in the style of the New Testament. After the destruction of Jerusalem and the dispersion of the Jews, their language must have been blended with that of other nations, and their vernacular phraseology almost entirely lost. The language of the early fathers, though not always the purest classical Greek, has no resemblance to that of the New Testament, not even excepting the works of the few who had a knowledge of the Hebrew; as Origen, Epiphanius, and Justin Martyr who being a native of Palestine, might have written in a style similar to that of the New Testament, had such a style then prevailed. He that suspects the New Testament to be the forgery of a more recent period, ought to produce some person who has employed a similar diction; but those who are conversant with eastern writings know well that a foreigner, who has not been encultured to eastern manners and modes of thinking from his infancy, cannot imitate with success the oriental style, much less forge a history or an epistle which contains a thousand incidental allusions, which nothing but truth could suggest. To imitate closely the style of the New Testament is even more difficult than to imitate that of any other oriental book; for there is not a single author, even among the Jews themselves, since the destruction of Jerusalem, that has composed in a style in the least degree like it (2).

But though the books of the New Testament bear so close a resemblance in idiom, there is a diversity of style which shows them to be the work of different persons. Whoever reads with attention the epistles of Paul, must be convinced that they were all written by the same author. An equal degree of similarity is to be found between the Gospel and the epistle of John. The writings of St John and St Paul exhibit marks of an original genius which no imitation can ever attain. The character of Paul as a writer is drawn with great judg-ment by Michaelis: "His mind overflows with sentiment, yet he never loses sight of his principal object, but hurried on by the rapidity of thought, diffuses frequently in the middle a conclusion to be made only at the end. To a profound knowledge of the Old Testament he joins the acuteness of philosophical wisdom, which he displays in applying and expounding the fayed writings; and his explanations are therefore sometimes so new and unexpected, that superficial observers might be tempted to suppose them erroneous. The fire of his genius, and his inattention to style, occasion frequently a twofold obscurity, he being often too concise to be understood except by those to whom he immediately wrote, and not seldom on the other hand to full of his subject, as to produce long and difficult parenthesis, and a repetition of the same word even in different sentences. With a talent for irony and satire, he unites the most refined sensibility, and tempers the severity of his censures by expressions of tenderness and affection; nor does he ever forget in the vehemence of his zeal the rules of modesty and decorum. He is a writer, in short, of singular and wonderful a composition, that it would be difficult to find a rival. That truly sensible and sagacious philosopher Locke was of the same opinion, and contended that St Paul was without an equal."

Poems have been forged and ascribed to former ages with some success. Philosophical treatises might be invented which it would be difficult to detect; but there is not a single instance on record where an attempt has been made to forge a history or a long epistle, where the fraud has not been either fully proved, or rendered so suspicious that few are weak enough to believe it. Whoever attempts to forge a history or an epistle in the name of an ancient author, will be in great danger of contradicting the history or the manners of that age, especially if he relate events which are not mentioned in general history, but such as refer to a single city, sect, religion, or school.

The difficulty of forging such histories as the Gospels, and

(2) The style of Clemens Romanus may perhaps be an exception. By many eminent critics it has been thought to like that of the epistle to the Hebrews, as to give room for the opinion that Clemens either was the author of that epistle, or was the person who translated it from the Syro-Chaldaic language, in which it was originally composed.
The Jewish Antiquities, which corresponds with the sequence of certain facts of violence between the Samaritans and the Jews, and sent prisoner to Rome; but being afterwards released, he returned to Jerusalem. Now from that period he could not be called high priest in the proper sense of the word, though Josephus has sometimes given him the title of episarkos, taken in the more extensive meaning of a priest, who had a seat and voice in the Sanhedrim; and Jonathan, though we are not acquainted with the circumstances of his elevation, had been raised in the mean time to the supreme dignity in the Jewish church. Between the death of Jonathan, who was murdered by order of Felix, and the high-priesthood of Ismael, who was invested with that dignity by Agrippa, elapsed an interval during which the sacerdotal office was vacant. Now it happened precisely in this interval that St Paul was apprehended in Jerusalem: and, the Sanhedrim being delitute of a president, he undertook of his own authority the discharge of that office, which he executed with the greatest tyranny. It is possible therefore that St Paul, who had been only a few days in Jerusalem, might be ignorant that Ananias, who had been deposed of the priesthood, had taken upon himself a tryst to which he was not entitled; he might therefore very naturally exclaim, ‘I will not, brethren, that he was the high-priest.’ Admitting him on the other hand to have been acquainted with the fact, the expression must be considered as an indirect reproach, and a tacit refusal to recognize usurped authority.”

Could such a correspondence as this subsist between truth and falsehood, between a forgery and an authentic history? or is it credible that these events could be related by any person but a contemporary?

Impressed with the love of truth, and feeling contempt as well as detestation at pious frauds, we hesitate not to acknowledge, that in some particular facts there is a difference either real or apparent between Josephus and the writers of the New Testament. The objections arising from these differences are of two kinds: 1. Such as would prove a book not to have been written by the author to whom it is ascribed. 2. Such as would prove that the author was mistaken, and therefore not divinely inspired. To the first class belongs the following objection: St Paul says (2 Cor. xi. 32.) that the governor of Damascus was under Aretas the king: but if we are to judge from the 18th book of the Jewish Antiquities, which corresponds with the period of St Paul’s journey to Damascus, this city must have belonged at that time to the Romans; and what authority could Aretas, a petty king in Arabia Petraea, have in such a city? In answer to this question, J. G. Hyne, in a dissertation published in 1755, has shown it to be highly probable that Aretas, against whom the Romans, not long before the death of Tiberius, made a declaration of war, which they neglected to put in execution, took the opportunity of seizing Damascus, which had once belonged to his ancestors; an event omitted by Josephus, as forming no part of the Jewish history, and by the Roman historians as being a matter not flattering in itself, and belonging only to a distant province. Secondly, That Aretas was by religion a Jew; a circumstance the more credible, when we reflect that Josephus...
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Scripture. Judaism has been widely propagated in that country, and that even kings in Arabia Felix had recognized the law of Moses. The difficulty then is so far removed, that it ceases to create suspicion against an epistle which has so many evident marks of authenticity; and it is only to be regretted that, in order to place the subject in the clearest point of view, we are not sufficiently acquainted with the particular history of Damascus.

Examples of the second kind are such as, if allowed their full force, might indeed prove a writer not divinely inspired, but could afford no reason to conclude that he was not the author of the writings which bear his name. Since mistakes may be committed by the most accurate historian. The chief difficulties of this nature are found in the Gospel according to St Luke, and do not apply to the writings of Matthew, John, Paul, and Peter. Laying aside the idea of inspiration altogether, let us inquire whether Luke or Josephus be most entitled to credit in those passages where they differ; which of them is most accurate, and which of them had the best opportunities of exploring the truth of the facts which they relate. Now Josephus relates the same story differently in different parts of his works, and is sometimes equally mistaken in them all. We do not recollect to have seen such inconsistencies in the writings of St Luke. Luke knew the characters, and witnessed many of the facts, of which he speaks; and he could receive the best information respecting those facts which were tranferred in his absence. Josephus was born A. D. 37, twenty years after our Saviour's ascension. Now it is a very important observation of Michaelis, that the period of history with which mankind are least acquainted is that which includes the time of their forefathers, and that even experts in the art of antiquities are not equally informed on this head; neither have we any satisfactory information concerning the events that happened near his birth.

Or to his want of authentic information concerning the events that happened near his birth.
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Not necessary to the truth of Christianity according to the opinion of Michaelis.
The proof of the authenticity of the New Testament depends on human testimony. The proof of its inspiration is derived from the declaration of inspired persons.

In proving that the New Testament is inspired, we presuppose its authenticity that the sacred books were written by the apostles whose names they bear, and that they have been conveyed to us pure and uncorrupted. This we have already attempted to prove, and we hope with success. The evidence of inspiration is the testimony of Christ and his apostles, which we receive as credible, because they confirmed their doctrines by miracles. From the important mission of Christ and his apostles, we infer that every power was bestowed which divine wisdom thought expedient; and from their conduct we conclude, that it is morally impossible that they could lay claim to any powers which they did not possess. It is proper therefore to inquire into the declarations of Christ and his apostles concerning the nature, degree, and extent of the inspiration bestowed upon the writers of the sacred books.

If we consider Christ's more immediate promises of inspiration to the apostles, we shall find that he has given them, in the most proper sense of the word, at three several periods: 1. When he sent the apostles to preach the Gospel; 2. When he addressed them: "When thou deliver thee up, take no thought how or what ye shall speak; for it shall be given you in that same hour what ye shall speak; for it is not you that speak, but the Spirit of your Father that speaketh in you." The same promise was made almost in the same words in the presence of an immense multitude (Luke xii. 11, 12.) From these passages it has been urged, that if the apostles were to be inspired in the presence of magistrates in delivering speeches, which were soon to be forgotten, it is surely reasonable to conclude that they would be inspired when they were to compose a standard of faith for the use of all future generations of Christians.

If this conclusion be fairly deduced, it would follow that the writings of the New Testament are the dictations of inspiration, not only in the doctrines and precepts, but in the very words. But it is a conclusion to which sincere Christians have made objections; for, say they, even though Christ promises to afflict his apostles in cases of great emergency, where their own prudence and fortitude could not be sufficient, it does not follow that he would dictate to them those facts which they knew already, or those reasonings which their own calm reflection might supply. Besides, say they, if the New Testament was dictated by the Holy Spirit, and only penned by the apostles, what reason can be given for the care with which Christ instructed them both during his ministry.
In answer to this, we may observe, that though it be difficult to prove that the identical words of the New Testament were dictated by the Holy Spirit, or that the ideas infused into the minds of the sacred writers, there is one species of inspiration to which the New Testament has an undoubted claim. It is this, that the memories of the apostles were strengthened and their understandings preferred from falling into essential errors. This we prove from these words of our Saviour, “and I will pray the Father, and he will give you another Comforter, that he may abide with you for ever. He shall teach you all things, and bring all things to your remembrance whatsoever I have said unto you.” This promise was surely not restrained to the day of Pentecost: it must have been a permanent gift enabling the apostles at all times to remember with accuracy the discourses of our Saviour. When the apostles therefore (Matthew and John) relate those precepts of Christ which they themselves had heard, they write indeed from memory, but under the protection of the Spirit who secures them from the danger of mistake: and we must of course conclude that their gospels are inspired.

Were we called upon more particularly to declare what parts of the New Testament we believe to be inspired, we would answer, The doctrines, the precepts, and the prophecies, every thing essential to the Christian religion. From these the idea of inspiration is inseparable. As to the events, the memory of the apostles was sufficient to retain them. If this opinion be just, it would enable us to account for the discrepancies between the facts related, which are chiefly confined to Paul in his Epistle to the Romans.

All the books of the New Testament were originally written in Greek, except the Gospel according to Matthew and the Epistle to the Hebrews, which there is reason to believe were composed in the Syro-Chaldaic language, which in the New Testament is called Hebrew.

Various reasons have been assigned why the greatest part of the New Testament was written in Greek; but the true reason is this, It was the language best understood by both writers and readers. Had St. Paul written to a community in the Roman province of Africa, he might have written perhaps in Latin; but epistles to the inhabitants of Corinth, Galatia, Ephesus, Philippi, and Thessalonica, to Timothy, Titus, and Philemon, from a native of Tarus, could hardly be expected in any other language than Greek. The same may be said of the epistles of St. Peter, which are addressed to the Christians of different countries, who had no other language in common than the Greek; and likewise of the epistles of St. James, written to Jews, that lived at a distance from Palestine, and were ignorant of Hebrew. The native language of St. Luke, as well as of Theophilus, to whom he addressed his gospel, and Acts of the Apostles, appears to have been Greek; and that St. John wrote his gospel in that language, and not in Hebrew, is by no means a matter of surprise, since he wrote at Ephesus.

With respect to the Epistle to the Romans, it may be asked indeed why St. Paul did not write in Latin? Now, whoever proposes this question, must presuppose that St. Paul was master of the Latin language in such a degree as to find no difficulty in writing it; a matter which remains to be proved. It is very probable that St. Paul was acquainted with the Latin; but between understanding a language, and being able to write it, there is a very material difference. As St. Paul was a native of Tarus, his native language was Greek: he had travelled during several years through countries in which no other language was spoken, and when he addressed the Roman centurion at Jerusalem, he spoke not Latin, but Greek. Is it extraordinary, then, that in writing to the inhabitants of Rome he should have used a language which was there so generally understood? It has been long remarked, that Greek was at that time as well known in Rome as French in any court of modern Europe: that according to Juvenal, even the female sex made use of Greek as the language of familiarity and passion; and that in letters of friendship Greek words and phrases were introduced with greater freedom than French expressions in German letters, as appears from Cicero’s epistles to Atticus, and from those of Augustus preferred in the works of Suetonius. To this must be added a material circumstance, that a great part of the Roman Christians consisted of native Jews, who were better acquainted with Greek than with Latin, as either they themselves or their ancestors had come from Greece, Asia Minor, or Egypt, in which Greek was the language of the country. At least they read the Bible in that language, as no Latin translation of the Old Testament at that time existed; and the Christian church at that period confiding chiefly of Jews, the heathen converts in Rome were of course under the necessity of accustoming themselves to the Greek language. In short, St. Paul in his Epistle to the Romans made use of a language in which all those who were ignorant of Hebrew could read the Bible. What has been here advanced respecting the Epistle to the Romans is equally applicable to the Greek of St. Mark, on the supposition that it was written at Rome.

To the above arguments may be added the example of Josephus, who, as well as the Apostles, was by birth a Jew. He even lived in Rome, which is more than can be said of St. Paul and St. Mark, who resided there only a certain time: he was likewise younger than either: he came to Italy at an age which is highly suitable to the learning of a language, and previous to that period had spent several years in the Roman camp. The Jewish antiquities, the history of the Jewish wars, and the account of his own life, he wrote undoubtedly with a view of their being read by the Romans; and yet he composed all these writings in Greek. He expresses his motive for writing his Greek account of the Jewish war in the following terms: “That having written in his native language (i.e. the Hebrew dialect at that time spoken) a history of the war, in order that Parthians, Babylonians, Arabs, Assyrians, and the Jews beyond the Euphrates might be informed of the events, he was now resolved to write for the Greeks and Romans, who had not been engaged in the campaigns, a more certain account than had hitherto been given.” The motives which induced Josephus to write in Greek are fully as applicable to St. Paul and St. Mark.

Michaelis has thus characterized the style of the New Testament: “The New Testament (says he) was composed in a language at that time common among the Jews.” Michaelis, vol. i. chap. 4, p. 101.

Michaelis, vol. i. chap. 4, p. 111.
Every man acquainted with the Greek language, who had never heard of the New Testament, must immediately perceive, on reading only a few lines, that the style is widely different from that of the classical authors. We find this character in all the books of the New Testament in a greater or less degree, but we must not therefore conclude that they pollute an uniformity of style. The rarest Hebraisms, which extend even to grammatical errors in the government of cases, are the distinguishing marks of the book of Revelation, but they are accompanied with tokens of genius and poetical enthusiasm, of which every reader must be sensible who has taste and feeling. There is no translation of it which is not read with pleasure even in the days of childhood; and the very faults of grammar are so happily placed as to produce an agreeable effect. The Gospels of St Matthew and St Mark have strong marks of this Hebraic style; the former has harder Hebraisms than the latter, the fault of which may be ascribed to the Greek translator, who has made too literal a version, and yet the Gospel of St Mark is written in pure language, and in a manner that is less agreeable. The epistles of St James and St Jude are somewhat better, but even these are full of Hebraisms, and betray in other respects a certain Hebrew tone. St Luke has in several passages written pure and chaste Greek, of which the four first verses of his gospel may be given as an instance: in the sequel, where he describes the actions of Christ, he has very harsh Hebraisms, yet the style is more agreeable than that of St Matthew or St Mark. In the Acts of the Apostles he is not free from Hebraisms, which he seems to have never studiously avoided; but his periods are more classically turned, and sometimes pollutes beauty devoid of art. St John has numerous, though not uncoarse, Hebraisms both in his gospel and epistles; but he has written in a smooth and flowing language, and furnishes all the Jewish writers in the excellence of narrative. St Paul again is entirely different from them all; his style is indeed neglected and full of Hebraisms, but he has avoided the conceit and verbe-like conduction of the Hebrew language, and has upon the whole a considerate share of the roundness of Grecian composition. It is evident that he was as perfectly acquainted with the Greek manner of expression as with the Hebrew, and he has introduced them alternately, as either the one or the other suggested itself the first, or was the last approved."

Michaelis has shown that the New Testament not only contains Hebraisms but Rabbinisms, Syriacisms, Chaldaisms, Arabisms, Latinisms, and Persian words, of which he has exhibited many specimens. To theologians, whose duty it certainly is to study the language of the New Testament with attention, we would strenuously recommend the perusal of this work, which in the English translation is one of the most valuable excursions to Scriptural criticism that has yet appeared. We speak of the English translation, which the large and judicious notes of Mr Martin has rendered infinitely superior to the original.

To the observations which have been made respecting the language of the New Testament, a few remarks may be added concerning the peculiarities of the style and manner of the sacred writers, particularly the historians. These remarks extend to the Old Testament as well as to the New. The first quality for which the books of the Pentateuch is remarkable is simplicity in the structure of the sentences. The five books of Genesis furnish an example, which consist of eleven sentences. The substantives are not attended by adjectives, nor the verb by adverbs, no synonyms, no superlatives, no effort at expressiveness in a bold, emphatical, or uncommon manner.

2. Second quality is simplicity of sentiment, particularly in the Pentateuch, arising from the very nature of the early and uncultivated state of society about which that book is conversant.

3. Simplicity of design. The subject of the narrative so en哈尔滨es the attention of the writer, that he himself is as nobody. He introduces nothing as from himself, no remarks, doubts, conjectures, or refinements. Our Lord's biographers particularly excel in this quality. This quality of style we meet with in Xenophon and Caesar.

The Evangelists may be ranked next to Genesis for simplicity of composition in the sentences. John and Matthew are distinguished for it more than Mark and Luke. But the sentiment is not so remarkable for simplicity in the Evangelist as the Pentateuch. The reason of this difference are, the state of the Jews was totally changed; their manners, customs, &c. split into factions both in religion and politics. 2. The object of our Lord's ministry, which is the great subject of the Gospels, was to inculcate a doctrine and morality with which none of their systems perfectly coincided; besides, being constantly opposed by all the great men, the greater part of his history consists of instructions and disputes. 3. As it is occupied with what our Saviour said and what he did, this makes two distinctions of style and manner; that of our Saviour, and the sacred penman's. In their own character, they neither explain nor command, promise nor threaten, praise nor blame. They generally omit the names of our Lord's enemies; thus directing our hatred at the vices they committed, not at the persons. They never mention such persons without necessity; which is the case with the high-priest, Pilate, Herod, and Judas; the three first for the chronology, the fourth to do justice to the eleven.

Herod is indeed mentioned with dishonour; but her crime was a public one. On the other hand, all persons distinguished for any thing virtuous are carefully mentioned. Joseph of Arimathæa, Nicodemus, Zaccheus, Barthæmus, Jairus, Lazarus, Mary, and Martha. They record their own faults (Peter's, Thomas's); nor do they make any merit of their confession. In one uniform train they relate the most signal miracles and mordant ordinary facts.

From the narrative is excluded that quality of style which is called animation. Nothing that discovers passion in the writer or is calculated to excite the passions of the reader. Every thing is directed to mend the heart.

But in the discourses and dialogues of our Saviour the expression, without losing any thing of its simplicity, is often remarkable for spirit and energy. Reflecting harmony and smoothness, qualities which only add an external polish to language, they had not the least futility.
As to elegance, there is an elegance which results from the use of such words as are most in use with those who are accounted fine writers, and from such arrangements in the words and clauses as have generally obtained their approbation. This is disclaimed by the sacred authors.

But there is an elegance of a superior order more nearly connected with the sentiment; and in this sort of elegance they are not deficient. In all the oriental languages great use is made of tropes, especially metaphors. When the metaphors employed bear a strong resemblance, they confer vivacity: if they be borrowed from objects which are naturally agreeable, beautiful, or attractive, they add also elegance. The Evangelists furnish us with many examples of this kind of vivacity and elegance. Our Lord borrows tropes from cornfields, vineyards, gardens, &c.

As a valuable appendage to this part of our subject, we shall subjoin Dr Campbell's method of studying the books of the New Testament. This we offer to our readers as a beautiful imitation of the judicious application of philosophy to sacred studies. It is the same method of discovering truth by analysis and induction, which was purposed by Sir Isaac Newton with such astonishing success, which since his time has been uniformly practised in natural philosophy, and has been also applied to chemistry, to medicine, to natural history, and to the philosophy of mind, by the ingenious Dr Reid. This is the path of sound philosophy, which can alone lead to the discovery of truth. In following it, our progress may be slow, but it will be sure. If all theologians would steadily adhere to it, we might then entertain the pleasant hope of discovering for ever those absurd futilities of religion which are founded on single passages, and detached fragments of Scripture, and of establishing opinions and doctrines on a solid foundation.

1. To get acquainted with each writer's style; to observe his manner of composition, both in sentences and paragraphs; to remark the words and phrases peculiar to him, and the peculiar application that he may sometimes make of ordinary words; for there are few of those writers who have not their peculiarities in all the respects now mentioned. This acquaintance with each can be attained only by the frequent and attentive reading of his works in his own language.

2. To inquire into the character, the situation, and the office of the writer, the time, the place, and the occasion of his writing, and the people for whose immediate use he originally intended his work. Every one of these particulars will sometimes serve to elucidate expressions otherwise obscure or doubtful. This knowledge may in part be learned from a diligent and reiterated perusal of the book itself, and in part be gathered from what authentic, or at least probable, accounts have been transmitted to us concerning the completest of the canon.

3. The last general direction is, to consider the principal scope of the book, and the particulars chiefly observable in the method by which the writer has purposed to execute his design. This direction is particularly applicable to the epistolary writings, especially those of Paul.

4. If a particular word or phrase occur, which appears obscure, perhaps unintelligible, the first thing we ought to do, if satisfied that the reading is genuine, is to consult the context, to attend to the manner where the term is introduced, whether in a chain of reasoning or in a historical narration, in a description, or included in an exhortation or command. As the conclusion is inferred from the premises, or as from two or more known truths a third unknown or unobserved before may fairly be deduced; so from such attention to the sentence in connection, the import of an expression, in itself obscure or ambiguous, will sometimes with moral certainty be discovered. This, however, will not always answer.

5. If it do not, let the second consideration be, whether the term or phrase be one of the writer's peculiarities. If so, it comes naturally to be inquired, what is the acceptation in which he employs it in other places? If the sense cannot be precisely the same in the passage under review, perhaps, by an easy and natural metaphor or other trope, the common acceptation may give rise to one which perfectly suits the passage in question. Recourse to the other places wherein the word or phrase occurs in the same author is of considerable use, though the term should not be peculiar to him.

6. But thirdly, if there should be nothing in the same writer that can enlighten the place, let recourse be had to the parallel passages, if there be any such, in the other sacred writers. By parallel passages, I mean those places, if the difficulty occur in history, wherein the same or a similar story, miracle, or event, is related; if in teaching or reasoning, those parts wherein the same argument or doctrine is treated, or the same parallel propounded; and in moral lections, those wherein the same class of duties is recommended; or, if the difficulty be found in a quotation from the Old Testament, let the parallel passage in the book referred to, both in the original Hebrew, and in the Greek version, be consulted.

7. But if in these there be found nothing that can throw light on the expression of which we are in doubt, the fourth recourse is to all the places wherein the word or phrase occurs in the New Testament, and in the Septuagint version of the Old, adding to these the consideration of the import of the Hebrew or Chaldaic word, whose place it occupies, and the extent of signification, of which in different occurrences such Hebrew or Chaldaic term is susceptible.

8. Perhaps the term in question is one of those which very rarely occur in the New Testament, or those called τρεῖς οἶμοι, only once read in Scripture, and not found at all in the translation of the Seventy. Several such words there are. There is then a necessity, in the fifth place, for recurring to the ordinary acceptation of the term in classical authors. This is one of those cases wherein the interpretation given by the earliest Greek fathers deserves particular notice. In this, however, I limit myself to those comments wherein they give a literal exposition of the sacred text, and do not run into vision and allegory.

The manuscripts of the New Testament are the natural source from which the genuine readings of the authors. The printed editions are either copies of more ancient editions, or of manuscripts; and they have no further authority than as they correspond to the manuscripts from which they were originally taken. By manuscripts of the New Testament, we mean those only which were written before the
the invention of printing. The most ancient of these are lost, and there is no manuscript now extant older than the sixteenth century. Few contain the whole New Testament; some contain the four Gospels; some the Acts of the Apostles and Epistles; and others the book of Revelation. The greatest number are those which contain the first part; those which have the second, or the first and second together, are likewise numerous; but those of the third are extremely few. It must be added also, that in many manuscripts those epistles are omitted which divine authority was formerly doubted.

There are many manuscripts which have been examined only for a single text, such as 1 John v. 7, or at least for a very small number. Others have been examined from the beginning to the end, but not completely, and in respect of all the readings. A third class consists of such as have been edited, or are said to have been, completely and accurately collated. But this requires such prudential patience, that we can hardly expect to find in critical catalogues all the various readings which have been only once collated. Wetstein, in collating many manuscripts anew, made discoveries which had entirely escaped the notice of his predecessors. The fourth class consists of such as have been completely and accurately collated more than once; but here also we are in danger of being led into error. When various readings are transferred from one critical edition to another, as from that of Gregory to Mill's edition, and from the latter to those of Bengel and Wetstein, the manuscripts must sometimes be falsely named, and various readings must frequently be omitted. And as Wetstein has marked by ciphers manuscripts that in former editions had been denoted by their initial letters, he could hardly avoid substituting, in some cases, one figure instead of another. The fifth class, which is by far the most valuable, consists of such as have been printed word for word, and therefore form an original edition of the Greek Testament. We can boast but of a very few manuscripts of this kind. Heurne printed at Oxford, in 1715, the Acts of the Apostles in Greek and Latin from the Codex Laudianus 3. Knittel has annexed to his edition of Ulphilas, p. 52—118, a copy of two very ancient fragments preserved in the library of Woffington; the one of the four Gospels in general, the other of St Luke and St John. Wofford printed in 1786 the Codex Alexandrinus, a manuscript of great antiquity, which shall afterwards be more fully described; and the University of Cambridge has resolved to publish, in a similar manner, the Cod. Cant. i. or, as it is sometimes called, the Codex Bezae, the care of which is intrusted to Dr Kipling, a publication which will be thankfully received by every friend to sacred criticism. It is the intention of the Abbé Spolleti, a few years ago, to publish the whole of the celebrated Codex Vaticanus; which would likewise have been a most valuable acquisition, since a more important manuscript is hardly to be found in all Europe. He delivered for this purpose a memorial to the Pope; but the design was not put into execution, either because the Pope refused his assent, or the Abbé abandoned it himself. See the Oriental Bible, xii. p. 155, and vol. xiii. p. 348.

“A very valuable library,” says Michaelis, “might be composed of the impressions of ancient manuscripts, which, though too expensive for a private person, should be admitted into every university collection, especially the Alexandrine and Cambridge manuscripts, to which I would add, if it were now possible to procure it, a proposal of taking an impression of ancient manuscripts illegible, and the attempt therefore fruitless. Ten thousand pounds would go a great way toward the fulfilling of this requisi, if the learned themselves did not augment the difficulty of the undertaking, by adding their own critical remarks, and endeavouring thereby to recommend their publications, rather than by presenting to the public a faithful copy of the original. Should politeness be put in posseffion of faithful impressions of important manuscripts, an acquisition which would render the highest service to sacred criticism, all these editions of the New Testament should be regulated on the same plan as Hearne's edition of the Acts of the Apostles.” It must be highly flattering to the patriotic spirit of Englishmen to hear the encomiums which learned foreigners have profusely bestowed on their liberality in supporting works of genius and learning and public utility. The plan which Michaelis proposes to them, in preference to all the other nations in Europe, is noble and magnificent, and would certainly confer immortality on those men who would give it their patronage and allowance.

There are many ancient manuscripts, especially in Italy, which have never been collated, but lie full unexplored. Here is a field where much remains to be done. See Marsh's Notes to Michaelis, vol. ii. p. 643.

Michaelis has given a catalogue of ancient manuscripts, amounting in number to 292, to which he has added a short account of each. In this place we shall confine our observations to the most celebrated, the Alexandrian and Vatican manuscripts, which we have chiefly extracted from Michaelis. The Alexandrine manuscript consists of four volumes: Account of the first of which contain the Old Testament, the fourth the New Testament, together with the first Epistle of Clement to the Corinthians, and a fragment of the second. In the New Testament, which alone is the object of our present inquiry, is wanting the beginning as far as Matthew xvi. 6, part of the next verses, like wise from John vi. 50. to viii. 52. and from 2 Cor. iv. 13. to xii. 7. It must likewise be observed, that the Psalms are preceded by the epitaph of Athenodorus to Marcellinus, and followed by a catalogue, containing those which are to be used in prayer for each hour, both of the day and of the night; also by 14 hymns, partly apostrophal, partly biblical, the 11th of which is an hymn in praise of the Virgin Mary, entitled Ο Θεώσια, αι Γυναῖκα η Τετράγωνα: further, the Hypothesis Eusebi is annexed to the Psalms, and his Canones to the Gospels. It is true, that this has no immediate reference to the New Testament, but may have influence in determining the antiquity of the manuscript itself.

It has neither accents nor marks of aspiration; it is written with capital, or as they are called, small letters, and
This manuscript was presented to Charles I. in 1628, by Cyril Lucas patriarch of Constantinople. Cyril Lucas himself has given the following account: "We know so much of this manuscript of the holy writings of the Old and New Testament, that Thecla, an Egyptian lady of distinction (vulgo fapia Egyptia) wrote it with her own hand 1300 years ago (a). She lived soon after the council of Nicea. Her name was formerly at the end of the book; but when Christinity was subverted in Egypt by the errors of Mahomet, the books of the Christians suffered the same fate, and the name of Thecla was expunged. But oral tradition of no very ancient date (memoria et traditio recent) has preferred the remembrance of it."

But the reader will see that this account is merely traditional. Dr Semler very properly observes, that there is no more reason to rely on a tradition respecting the transcriber of an ancient manuscript, than on a tradition which relates to an ancient relic. The arguments which have been urged by Wetstein, Semler, Oudin, and Woide, to fix the date of this manuscript, are so many, that it would be tedious to repeat them. But, after all, its antiquity cannot be determined with certainty, though it appears from the formation of the letters, that Rehabe of the fourth and fifth centuries, and the want of accents, that it was not written so late as the tenth century. In this century it was placed by Oudin, while Grabe and Schulze have referred it to the fourth, which is the very utmost period that can be allowed, because it contains the epistles of Athanasius. Wetstein, with more probability, has chosen a mean between these two extremes, and referred it to the fifth century: but we are not justified in drawing this inference from the formation of the letters alone, for it is well known that the same mode of forming the letters was retained longer in some countries and in some monasteries than in others.

We are now in possession of a perfect impression of this manuscript, which is accompanied with so complete and so critical a collection of various readings, as is hardly to be expected from the edition of any other manuscript. Dr Woide published it in 1786, with types cast for that purpose, line for line, without intervals between the words, as in the manuscript itself: the copy is so perfect a resemblance of the original, that it may supply its place. Its title is Novum Testamentum Graecum et codices M. S. Alexandrini qui Londoni in Bibliotheca Brittonii offeruntur description. It is a very splendid folio; and the preface of the learned editor contains an accurate description of the manuscript, with an exact list of all its various readings, that takes up no less than 89 pages; and each reading is accompanied with a remark, in which is given an account of what his predecessors Junius, Walton, Fell, Mill, Grabe, and Wetstein, had performed or neglected.

The Vatican manuscript contained originally the whole Greek Bible, including both the Old and New Testament; and in this respect, as well as in regard to its antiquity, it resembles none so much as the Codex Alexandrinus, but no two manuscripts are more dissimilar in their readings, in the New Testament as well as in the Old. After the Gospels, which are placed in the usual order, come the Acts of the Apostles, which are immediately followed by the seven Catholic epistles. This must be particularly noted, because some have contended that the second Epistle of St Peter, with the second and third of St John, were wanting. Profeet Hwld, in a letter dated Rome, April 13, 1781, assured Michaelis that he had seen them with his own eyes, that the second Epistle of St Peter is placed folio 1434, the second of St John folio 1442, the third folio 1443; then follow the Epistles of St Paul, but not in the usual order; for the Epistle to the Hebrews is placed immediately after those to the Thessalonians; and it is not improbable, that in the more ancient manuscript, from which the Codex Vaticanus was copied, this Epistle was even placed before that to the Ephesians, and immediately after the Epistle to the Galatians (b); for the Epistles of St Paul are divided into 93 sections by figures written in the margin with red ink; but the Epistle to the Galatians ends with 59, and that to the Ephesians begins with 70; the Epistle to the Hebrews, on the contrary, begins with 60, and ends with 69. With the words ευαγγελια του Ιησου, Heb. ix. 14, the manuscript ceases, the remaining leaves being lost. There is wanting, therefore, not only the latter part of this Epistle, but the Epistles to Timothy, Titus, and Philemon, with the Revelation of St John; but this last book, as well as the latter part of the Epistle to the Hebrews, has been supplied by a modern hand in the 17th century. In many places the faded letters have been also retouched by a modern, but careful hand; and when the person who made these amendments, who appears to have been a man of learning, found a reading in his own manuscript which differed from that of the Codex Vaticanus, he has noted it in the margin, and

(a) He wrote this in the year 1628. According to this account, then, the manuscript must have been written in 328: a date to which so many weighty objections may be made, that its most strenuous advocates will hardly undertake to defend it. But this error has furnished Oudin with an opportunity of producing many arguments against the antiquity of the Codex Alexandrinus, which seem to imply, that Grabe and others, who have referred it to the fourth century, suppose it to have been written in the abovementioned year. Now it is probable, that the inference which has been deduced from the account of Cyrilus is more than he himself intended to express, as he relates that Thecla lived after the council of Nicea.

(b) Probably because the Epistle to the Hebrews, as well as the Epistle to the Galatians, relates to the abolition of the Mosaic law.
and has generally left the text itself untouched, though
in four or five examples he has ventured to emend it.
It is certain, that this manuscript is of very high an-
tiquity, though it has been disputed which of the two
in this respect is entitled to the preference, the 'Vaticana-
num' or 'Alexandrinus'. The editors of the Roman ed-
tion of the Septuagint, in 1837, referred the date of
the Vatican manuscript to the fourth century, the pe-
riod to which the advocates for its great rival refer the
Codex 'Alexandrinus'. More moderate, and perhaps more
accurate, are the sentiments of that great judge of an-
tiquity Montfaucon, who, in his Bibliotheca Bibliothe-
carum, p. 3, refers it to the fifth or sixth century; and
adds, that though he had seen other manuscripts of
equal antiquity, he had found none at the same time to
complete.
The Codex 'Vaticanus' has a great resemblance to the
manuscripts noted by Wetstein, C. D. L. 1. 13. 33.
69. 102. and to the Latin, Coptic, and Ethiopic ver-
sions; but it is preferable to most of them, in being al-
most entirely free from those undeniable intercalations
and arbitrary corrections which are so frequently found
in the abovementioned manuscripts, especially in
D. 1. and 69. It may be applied, therefore, as a mean
not only of confirming their genuine readings, but of
detecting and correcting those that are apocryphal.
It is written with great accuracy, and is evidently a faithful
copy of the more ancient manuscript from which it
was transcribed. Peculiar readings, or such as are
found neither in other manuscripts nor ancient versions,
are seldom discovered in the Codex 'Vaticanus'; and of
the few which have been actually found, the greatest
part are of little importance. But in proportion as the
number of such readings is small, the number of those
is great; in support of which few only, though ancient
authorities, have been hitherto produced. But this
manuscript has not throughout the whole New Testa-
ment the same uniform text.
As we have now a beautiful printed edition of the
Alexandrine manuscript by Dr Woide, it is much to be
wished that we had also an exact impression of the
Vatican manuscript. From the superfluous fears and
intolerant spirit of the inquisition at Rome, all access
to this manuscript was refused to the Abbé Spoletti,
who presented a memorial for that purpose. Unless
the pope interposes his authority, we must therefore despair
of having our wishes gratified; but from the liberality of
sentiment which the present pontiff has shown on seve-
ral occasions, we hope that the period is not far distant
when the Vatican library will be open to the learned;
and when the pope will think it his greatest honour to
encourage their researches.
The most valuable editions of the Greek New Testa-
ment are those of Mill, Bengel, and Wetstein.
The edition of Mill, which was only finished 14
days before his death, occupied the attention of the au-
thor for 30 years.
The collections of various readings which had been
made before the time of Mill, the Velesian, the Barbe-
rini, those of Stephens, the London Polyglot, and Fell's
edition, with those which the Bishop had left in manu-
script, and whatever he was able to procure elsewhere,
he brought together into one large collection. He
made likewise very considerable additions to it. He
collated several original editions more accurately than
had been done before; he procured extracts from Greek
manuscripts, which had never been collated; and of
such as had been before collated, but not with sufficient
attention, he obtained more complete extracts. It is
said that he has collected from manuscripts, fathers, and
versions, not less than 30,000 various readings. This
collection, notwithstanding its many imperfections, and
the superiority of that of Wetstein, is still absolutely ne-
cessary to every critic; for Wetstein has omitted a great
number of readings which are to be found in Mill, es-
pecially those which are either taken from the Vulgate,
or confirm his readings. Mill was indeed too much at-
tached to this version; yet he cannot be accused of par-
tiality in producing its evidence, because it is the duty
of a critic to examine the witnesses on both sides of the
question; and Wetstein, by too frequently neglecting
the evidence in favour of the Vulgate, has rendered
his collection less perfect than it would otherwise have
been. He likewise added, as far as he was able, read-
ings from the ancient versions, not much more than
recommended for the great attention which he paid to
the quotations of the fathers; the importance of which he
had sagacity enough to discern.
It cannot, however, be denied, that Mill's Greek Te-
flament has many imperfections, and some of real im-
portance. His extracts from manuscripts often are not
only incomplete, but erroneous; and it is frequently ne-
cessary to correct his mistakes from the edition of Wet-
stein. His extracts from the oriental versions are also
imperfect, because he was unacquainted with these lan-
guages; and in selecting readings from the Syriac, the
Arabic, and Ethiopic, he was obliged to have recourse
to the Latin translations, which are annexed to those
versions in the London Polyglot.
The great diligence which Mill had shown in collect-
ing so many various readings, alarmed the clergy as if
the Christian religion would be altered through a deif
were allowed to select out of Mill's 30,000 readings what-
ever he should think most inimical to the Christian
cause.
In 1734, Bengel abbot of Alpirpach, in the duchy
of Wurtzburg, published a new edition of the Greek
Testament. The fears which Mill had excited began
to subside upon this new publication; for Bengel was
universally esteemed a man of prudence. Bengel was not
only diligent in the examination of various readings,
but in the finest sense of the word conscientious; for
he considered it as an offence against the Deity, if,
through his own fault, that is; through levity or care-
lessness, he introduced a false reading into the sacred
text. His object was not merely to make a collection
of readings, and leave the choice of them to the judge-
ment of the reader, but to examine the evidence on both
sides, and draw the inference: yet he has not given his
own opinion too frequently as Mill, whom he resembled
in his reverence for the Latin version, and in the pre-
ference which he gave to harsh and difficult readings,
before those which were smooth and flowing. It may
be observed in general, that he was a man of profound
learning;
And of Michaelis is its proposal, Michaelis and his eminent predecessors Mill and Bengel, to employ men of abilities in collating manuscripts both at home and abroad, they would be able to do more in ten years than could otherwise be done in a century.

The celebrated edition of John James Wetstein, which is the most important of all, and the most neces
ewly acquired knowledge of the Greek manuscripts. It is a work in which many refpects has given a new turn to sacred criticism, and no man engaged in that study can differ with it. Wherever Wetstein has delivered his sentiments respecting a Greek manuscript, which he has done less frequently than Mill, and indeed less frequently than we could have wished, he shows himself an experienced and sagacious critic. He is likewise more concise than Mill in delivering his opinion, and does not support it by producing too great a number of readings from the manuscript in question. This conciseness is the consequence of that warmth and haste which were peculiar to Wetstein's character, and which have sometimes given birth to mistakes. The fire of his dispositions was likewise the cause of his advancing conjectures, in regard to the history of his manuscripts, which exceed the bounds of probability. But the critical rules which he has delivered are perfectly just; and in this respect there is a remarkable agreement between him and his eminent predecessors Mill and Bengel. In regard to the Latin version alone they appear to differ; in Mill and Bengel it has powerful, and perhaps partial, advocates; but in Wetstein a severe and sagacious judge, who sometimes condemns it without a cause. The Greek manuscripts which confirm the readings of the Vulgate, and which he supposed had been corrupted from it, he of course condemned with equal severity; and some collections of various readings which had been made by Catholics, he made no scruple to pronounce a forgery, saying, "Timeo Danaos et dona ferentes." But in consequence of his antipathy to the Vulgate, his collection of various readings is less perfect than it might have been.

It has been asked, 1. Whether he has quoted his manuscripts either falsely or imperfectly, in order to establish his own religious opinions? or, 2. Whether his diligence and accuracy has been such that we may at all times depend upon them? To the first of these questions there can be no other answer, than that Wetstein, in his character of a critic, is perfectly honest. With respect to the second, his diligence and accuracy, Michaelis thinks there is less reason to pronounce him faultless. But Mr. Marsh has examined the examples on which Michaelis founds his assertion, and declares that Michaelis is mistaken in every one of them.

The diligence of Wetstein can scarcely be questioned by any who are acquainted with his history. He travelled into different countries, and examined with his own eyes a much greater number of manuscripts than any of his predecessors. His collection of various readings amount to above a million; and he has not only produced a much greater quantity of matter than his predecessors, but has likewise corrected their mistakes. The extracts from manuscripts, versions, and printed editions of the Greek Testament, which had been quoted by Mill, are generally quoted by Wetstein. Whenever Wetstein had no new extracts from the manuscripts quoted by Mill, or had no opportunity of examining them himself, he copied literally from Mill; but wherever Mill has quoted from printed editions, as from the margin of Robert Stephens's for infants, or from the London Polyglot, Wetstein did not copy from Mill, but went to the original source as appears from his having corrected many mistakes in Mill's quotations.

In the opinion of Michaelis, there are many defects in the edition of Wetstein, which require to be corrected, and many errors to be corrected. Yet all it must be allowed to be a work of immense labour, and most valuable to those engaged in sacred criticism; and it is surprising, when we consider the difficulties and labour which Wetstein had to encounter, that his errors and imperfections are so few.

The proposal of Michaelis, however, of a new collection of manuscripts, in order to form a complete collection of various readings, is worthy the attention of the learned. In mentioning this proposal, Michaelis turns a wishful eye towards Britain, the only country, he says, which possesses the will and the means to execute the task. Should a resolution, he adds, be formed in this island, so happily situated for promoting the purposes of general knowledge, to make the undertaking a public concern, to enter into a subscription, and to employ men of abilities in collating manuscripts both at home and abroad, they would be able to do more in ten years than could otherwise be done in a century. And could this nation direct its attention to any object more glorious or more useful than in ascertaining the text of the sacred Scriptures, and giving to posterity an accurate edition?

As the sense of Scripture, as well as all other books, punctuation is affected by the punctuation, it is of importance to determine whether the stops or points which we find in the sacred books were used by the sacred writers, or have been inserted by modern transcribers.

We are told by Montfaucon, in his Polychrographia Graec, p. 31. that the person who first disdained the several parts of a period in Greek writing, by the introduction of a point, was Aristophanes of Byzantium, who lived under Proclusus Epiphanes, in the 14th Olympiad. But though points were not used in books before this period, they were employed in inscriptions above 400 years before the birth of Christ. See Mont. Pal. Grec. p. 135.

Under the article Punctuation we mentioned, on authority which we reckoned unquestionable, that the ancient manuscripts were written without any points. We have now, however, discovered, from Weide's edition of the Codex Alexandria, that the points are used in that manuscript, though omitted in the fac simile given by...
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Division in—The ancients divided the New Testament into chapters. Whether any points for marking the sene were used by the apostles, cannot be determined; but the points now in use have been invented since.

In the fourth century, Jerome began to add the comma and colon to the Latin version; and they were then inserted in many more ancient manuscripts. In the fifth century, Euthalius a deacon of Alexandria divided the New Testament into lines. This division was regulated by the senes, so that each line ended where some pause was to be made in speaking. And when a copyist was disposed to contract his space, and therefore crowded the lines into each other, he then placed a point where Euthalius had terminated the line.

In the eighth century, the stroke was invented which we call a comma. In the Latin manuscripts, Jerome's points were introduced by Paul Warfried and Alcuin, at the command of Charlemagne. In the nineteenth century, the Greek note of interrogation (ι) was first used. At the invention of printing the editor placed the points arbitrarily, probably without observing the necessary attention; and Stephens, in particular, varied his points in every edition.

The meaning of many passages in the Scripture has been altered by false pointing. We shall produce one instance of this: Mat. v. 24. is commonly pointed in this manner, 24 ον εν τη γη της αιωνιος, και μετα παιδα παρατηρηζων της αιωνιας, and consequently translated, "But I say unto you, I weep not at all." But if, instead of the colon placed after ως, we substitute a comma, the translation will be, "But I say to you that you ought by no means to swear, either by heaven, for it is his throne, or by earth, for it is his footstool." The command of Christ therefore applies particularly to the abuse of oaths among the Pharisees, who on every trivial occasion swore by the heaven, the earth, the temple, the head, &c. but it implies no prohibition to take an oath in the name of the Deity on solemn and important occasions.

The ancients divided the New Testament into two kinds of chapters, some longer and some shorter. This method appears to be more ancient than St. Jerome, for he expunged a passage from the New Testament which makes an entire chapter. The longer kind of chapters were called breves, the shorter capitula. St. Mat- thew contained, according to Jerome, 68 breves; Mark contained 48; Luke 83; and John 18. All the evangelists together consisted of 217 breves and 1126 capitula. The inventor of our modern division into chapters was Hugo de S. Caro, a French Dominican friar who lived in the 13th century.

The ancients had two kinds of verses, one of which they called ψυχικα, and the other ρηματα. The ρηματα were lines which contained a certain number of letters, like our printed books, and therefore were often broken off in the middle of a word. Josephus's 20 books of Antiquities contained 60,000 of them, though in Itiquis's edition there are only 40,000 broken lines.

Such were lines measured by the senes: according to an ancient written list mentioned by Father Simon, there were in the New Testament 18,612 of these.

The verses into which the New Testament is now divided are more modern, and an imitation of the division of the Old Testament. Robert Stephens, the first inventor, introduced them in his edition in the year 1551. He made this division on a journey from Lyons to Paris; and, as his son Henry tells us in the preface to the Concordance of the New Testament, he made it ουδενενα τον εικάσιον. This phrase probably means, that when he was weary of riding, he amused himself with this work at his inn.

This invention of the learned printer was soon introduced into all the editions of the New Testament; and it must be confessed, that, in consulting and quoting the Scriptures, and in framing concordances for them, a sub-division into minute parts is of the greatest utility. But all the purposes of utility could surely have been gained, without adopting the hasty and indigested division of Stephens, which often breaks the sense in pieces, renders plain passages obscure, and difficult passages unintelligible. To the injudicious division of Stephens we may ascribe a great part of the difficulties which attend the interpretation of the New Testament, and a great many of those absurd opinions which have dis- grated the ages of the Reformation. For as separate verses appear to the eyes of the learned, and to the minds of the unlearned, as so many detached sentences, they have been supposed to contain complete senes, and they have accordingly been explained without any regard to the context, and often in direct opposition to it. Were any modern history or continued discourse divided into fragments with so little regard to the sense, we should soon find, that as many opposite meanings could be forced upon them as have been forced upon the books of the New Testament. The division into verses has been still more injurious to the Epistles than to the Gospels, for there is a close connection between the different parts of the Epistles, which the verses entirely destroy. It is therefore to be wished that this division into verses was laid aside. The Scriptures ought to be divided into paragraphs, according to the sense; and the figures ought to be thrown into the margin. In this way, the figures will retain their utility without

(b) The reader will perceive that the account of the origin of points is different from that given under Punctuation. But the best authors differ upon this subject. We shall perhaps reconcile the difference, by supposing that points were invented at the time here mentioned, but were not in general use till the time mentioned under the article Punctuation.
That the author of this history of our blessed Sa-

vior was Matthew, appears from the testimony of

the early Christians. It is attested by Jerome, Augu-

stine, Epiphanius, and Chrysostom, and in such a manner as ticly,

shows that they knew the fact to be uncontroversi-

and judged it to be incontrovertible. Origen, who

flourished in the former part of the 3d century, is also

respectable authority. He is quoted by Eusebius in a chapter * wherein he specially treats of Origen’s account • Hist. eb.

of the sacred canon. “As I have learned (Eys Orr. 6, cap. 25.

gen.) by tradition concerning the four Gospels, which

alone are received without dispute by the whole church

of God under heaven; the first was written by Mat-

thew, once a publican, afterwards an apostle of Jesus

Christ, who delivered it to the Jewish believers, com-

posed in the Hebrew language.” In another place he says,

“Matthew writing for the Hebrews who expected him

who was to descend from Abraham and David, says

the lineage of Jesus Christ, son of David, son of Abra-

ham.” It must be observed, that the Greek word

παραδοσεις does not exactly correspond to the English

word tradition, which signifies any thing delivered orally

from age to age. παραδοσεις properly implies any thing

transmitted from former ages, whether by oral or writ-

en testimony. In this acceptation we find it used in

Scripture†: “Hold the traditions (παραδοσεις) which † Thess. ii.
ye have been taught, whether by word or our epistle.” 15.

The next authority to which we shall have recourse

is that of Irenæus bishop of Lyons, who has been a

disciple of Polycarp. He says in the only book of his

extent, that “Matthew, among the Hebrews, wrote a Euseb.Hist.

Gospel Ev. 6. lib. 4.

cap. 8.

(e) We shall here interpolate, as a curiosity, what the anonymous author terms the Old and New Testament disfigured.

It contains an enumeration of all the books, chapters, verses, words, and letters, which occur in the English Bible and Apocrypha. It is said to have occupied three years of the author’s life, and is a singular instance of the trifling employments to which superfluous has led mankind.

The Old and New Testament disfigured.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Books in the Old</th>
<th>39</th>
<th>in the New</th>
<th>27</th>
<th>Total</th>
<th>66</th>
<th>Apocrypha</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chapters</td>
<td>929</td>
<td></td>
<td>260</td>
<td></td>
<td>1,189</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verses</td>
<td>23,814</td>
<td></td>
<td>7,959</td>
<td></td>
<td>31,773</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Words</td>
<td>5,943</td>
<td></td>
<td>181,253</td>
<td></td>
<td>778,092</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Letters</td>
<td>2,285,100</td>
<td></td>
<td>838,380</td>
<td></td>
<td>3,126,480</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The middle Chapter and the leaf in the Bible is Psalm 117.
The middle Verse is the 8th of the 318th Psalm.
The middle Time is the 2d of Chronicles, 4th Chap. 16th Verfe.
The word And occurs in the Old Testament 35,543 times.
The same in the New Testament occurs 10,684 times.
The word Jehovah occurs 6855 times.

OLD TESTAMENT.

The middle Book is Proverbs.
The middle Chapter is Job 29th.
The middle Verse is 2d Chron. 20th Chap. between 17th and 18th Verses.
The leaf Verse is 1 Chron. 18th Chap. and 1st Verfe.

NEW TESTAMENT.

The middle Book is Thecalfalonians 2d.
The middle Chapter is between the 13th and 14th Romans.
The middle Verse is 17th Chap. Acts 17th Verfe.
The leaf Verse is 11th Chap. John, Verfe 35.

The 21st Verse of the 7th Chap. of Ezra has all the Letters of the Alphabet.
The 19th Chapter of 2d Kings and 37th of Isaiah are alike.
Scripture.

Gospel in their own language, whilst Peter and Paul were preaching the Gospel at Rome, and founding the church there.  

To the testimony of these writers it may be objected, that, except Irenæus, they all lived in the third and fourth centuries, and consequently their evidence is of little importance. But there is much unanimity in the testimony, that it must have been derived from some authentic source. And is it fair to question the veracity of respectable men merely because we know not from what writings they received their information? Many books which were then extant are now lost; and how do we know that these might have contained sufficient evidence? Irenæus at least had the best opportunities of information, having been well acquainted in his youth with Polycarp, the disciple of John; no objection can therefore be made to his evidence. But we can quote an authority still nearer the times of the apostles. Papias bishop of Hierapolis, in Caæarea, who flourished about A. D. 156, affirms that Matthew wrote his Gospel in the Hebrew tongue, which every one interpreted as he was able. Papias was the companion of Polycarp, and besids must have been acquainted with many persons who lived in the time of the apostles. The fact therefore is fully established, that Matthew, the apostle of our Saviour, was the author of that Gospel which is placed first in our editions of the New Testament.

The next subject of inquiry respects the language in which it was written. This we are assured by Papias, by Irenæus, and Origen, was the Hebrew; but the truth of this fact has been disputed by Eusebius, Whitby, and others. Whitby urges the improbability that Providence would have suffered the original of this Gospel to be lost, and nothing to remain but a translation. This is an argument of no force against written testimony; indeed, we are always in danger of drawing false conclusions when we argue from our own opinions of the conduct of Providence. For His ways are not as our ways, nor His thoughts as our thoughts. But though we are forced to acknowledge that the Gospel according to Matthew, which we possess, is a translation, it is evidently a close one; and the very circumstance that it has superseded the original, is a clear proof that it was thought equally valuable by the ancient Christians. It is necessary to remark, that the language in which the Gospel according to Matthew was originally composed, and which is called Hebrew by Papias, Irenæus, and Origen, is not the same with the Hebrew of the Old Testament: it was what Jerome very properly terms Syri-Chaldaic, having an affinity to both languages, but much more to the Chaldean than to the Syrian.

The time when this Gospel was composed has not been precisely ascertained by the learned. Irenæus says that “Matthew published his Gospel when Peter and Paul were preaching at Rome.” Now Paul arrived at Rome A. D. 60 or 61, and it is very probable suffered martyrdom in A. D. 65. This may be justly concluded from comparing the relation of Tacitus with that of Oríbus, a writer of the fifth century. Oríbus having given an account of Nero's persecution of the Christians, and of the death of the two apostles in it, adds, that it was followed by a relapse in the city, and other disasters. And Tacitus relates that a pestilence prevailed in the city, and violent storms took place in Italy, in the year of Christ 65. Matthew’s Gospel was therefore written between the year 60 and 65.

That this history was primarily intended for the use of the Jews, we have, besides historical evidence, very strong presumptions from the book itself. Every circumstance is carefully pointed out which might conciliate the faith of that nation; every unnecessary expression is avoided, which might in any way serve to obstruct it. To come to particulars, there was no sentiment relating to the Messiah, with which the Jews were more strongly possessed, than that he must be of the race of Abraham, and of the family of David. Matthew, therefore, with great propriety, begins his narrative with the genealogy of Jesus. That he should be born in Bethlehem, in Judea, is another circumstance in which the learned among the Jews were universally agreed. His birth in that city, with some very memorable circumstances that attended it, this historian has also taken the first opportunity to mention. Those passages in the prophets, or other sacred books, which either foretell any thing that should happen to him, or admit an allusive appellation, or were in that age generally understood to be applicable to events which respect the Messiah, are never passed over in silence by this Evangelist. The fulfilment of prophecy was always to the Jews, who were convinced of the inspiration of their sacred writings, strong evidence. Accordingly none of the Evangelists has been more careful than Matthew, that nothing of this kind should be overlooked.

That which chiefly distinguishes Matthew’s writings from those of the other Evangelists, is the minute and quibbling character of his language. This is a manner in which he relates many of our Lord’s discourses and moral instructions. Of these his discourse on the mount, his charge to the apostles, his illustrations of the nature of his kingdom, and his prophecy on mount Oliver, are examples. He has also wonderfully united simplicity and energy in relating the replies of his matter to the cavils of his adversaries. Being early called to the apostleship, he was an eye and ear witness of most of the things which he relates. And there are circumstances which incline Dr. Campbell to think that Matthew has approached as near the precise order of time in which the events happened as any of the Evangelists.

Concerning the life of the apostle Matthew we have nothing to add, as the principal circumstances in his life have already been mentioned. See Matthew.

The Gospel according to Matthew is cited seven times in the epistle of Barnabas, twice in the first epistle of Clement Romanus to the Corinthians, eight times in the Shepherd of Hermas, six times in Polycarp’s small epistle to the Philippians, and seven times in the smaller epistles of Ignatius. These citations may be seen at full length in Jones’s New and Full Method of stating the Canon, with the parallel passages in the Gospel according to Matthew.

That Mark was the author of the Gospel which bears his name, and that it was the second in the order of composition, is proved by the unanimous testimony of the ancient Christians. Many authorities are therefore unnecessary; we shall only mention those of Papias and Eusebius. Irenæus, Eusebius has preserved the following passage of Papias: “This is what was related by the elder Hitt. Ecol. to us, John, not the apostle, but a disciple of Jesus.”
being Peter's interpreter wrote exactly whatever he remembered, not indeed in the order wherein things were spoken and done by the Lord; for he was not himself a hearer or follower of our Lord; but he afterwards, as I fear, followed Peter who gave instructions as suited the occasions, but not as a regular history of our Lord's teaching. Mark, however, committed no mistake in writing such things as occurred to his memory: for of this one thing he was careful, to omit nothing which he had heard, and to insert no falsehood into his narrative. "Such is the testimony of Papias, which is the more to be regarded as he alludes his authority. He spoke not from hearsay, but from the information which he had received from a most credible witness, John the elder, or presbyter, a disciple of Jesus, and a companion of the apostles.

Irenæus, after telling us that Matthew published his Gospel whilst Peter and Paul were preaching at Rome, adds: "After their departure (ετερών), Mark, also, the disciple and interpreter of Peter, delivered to us in writing, the things which had been preached by Peter."

The Greek, ετερών, like the English word departure, may either denote death, which is a departure out of the world, or mean a departure out of the city. It is probably in the former of these senses it is here used. Yet by the accounts given by some others, Mark's Gospel was published in Peter's lifetime, and had his approbation. The Gospel of Mark is supposed to be but two years posterior in date to that of Matthew. The precise year, however, cannot be determined with certainty; and it is a matter of no importance, since we have ascertained the author and the time in which he lived.

Mark has generally been supposed to be the same person who is mentioned in the Acts and some of Paul's epistles, who is called John, and was the nephew of Barnabas. But as this person was the attendant of Paul and Barnabas, and is nowhere in Scripture said to have accompanied Peter in his apostolical mission, which ancient writers inform us the author of the Gospel did, Dr. Campbell has justly concluded that there were different persons. The author of the Gospel is certainly meant by Peter when he says Marcus my son faitheth.

That Mark wrote his Gospel in Greek, is as evidently conformable to the testimony of antiquity, as that Matthew wrote his in Hebrew or Syro-Chaldaic. The cardinals Baronius and Bellarmine, anxious to exalt the language in which the Vulgate was written, have maintained that this Evangelist published his work in Latin. The only appearance of testimony which has been produced in support of this opinion is the interpolation, subjoined to this Gospel in Syrian, and in some other oriental versions. But these postscripts are not the testimonies of the transcribers: they proceed from the conjecture of some transcript; but when written, or by whom, is equally unknown. Against positive testimony, therefore, they are entitled to no credit.

From the Hebraisms in the style, we should readily conclude that the author was by birth and education a Jew. There are also explications which shew that he had lived for some time among the Latins, as προφανής, "centurion," and γενικάτως, "sentinel;" words which do not occur in the other Gospels. There are other internal evidences that this Gospel was written beyond the confines of Judea. The first time the Jordan is mentioned, ἡμέρα τῆς ἐρήμου, "river," is added to the name for explanation; for though no person in Judea's belief needed to be informed that Jordan was a river, the case was different in distant countries. The word Gehenna, which is translated Hel' in the New Testament, originally signified the Valley of Hinnom, where infants had been sacrificed by fire to Moloch, and where a continual fire was afterwards kept up to consummate the filth of Jerusalem. As this word could not have been understood by a foreigner, the Evangelist adds, by way of explanation, πάντα τα ἀσύμβολα, "the unquenchable fire." Instead of the word Mammon, he uses the common term ξηνατά "riches." When he employs the oriental word Garban, he subjoins the interpretation ὁ εἰς ἴδων, that is, "a gift." These peculiarities will corroborate the historical evidence that has been already mentioned, that Mark intended his Gospel for the use of the Gentiles.

It has been affirmed that this Evangelist is the abridger of Matthew. It is true that Mark sometimes copies the abridgments used by Matthew; but he is not to be considered as a mere abridger, for he omits altogether several things related by Matthew, viz., our Lord's pedigree, his birth, the visit of the Magians, Joseph's flight into Egypt, and the cruelty of Herod. Dr. Lardner has given a list of thirty-three passages, wherein circumstances are related which are omitted by the other evangelists. There is one parable, and an account of two miracles peculiar to Mark. The parable or similitude is mentioned in chap. iv. 26. One of these miracles was the curing of a deaf and dumb man, chap. vii. 31, 37. The other was giving sight to a blind man at Bethsaida, chap. viii. 22, 26. The style of Mark, instead of being more concise than that of Matthew, is more diffuse. That he had read Matthew's Gospel cannot be doubted, but that he abridged it, is a mistake.

According to the testimony which has been already produced, Mark derived his information from the apostle Peter. It would be improper, therefore, not to regard Mark, that this evangelist has omitted many things tending to Peter's honour, which are related in the other Gospels, and has given the most particular account of Peter's fall. This Gospel is seven times cited by Irenæus, and nine times by Tertullian.

That the author of the Gospel which is the third in order was Luke, the companion of the apostle Paul, is evident from the testimonies of Irenæus, Clemens of Alexandria, Origen, Tertullian, and many succeeding writers. But it has been disputed whether he was a Jew or a Gentile. That Luke was a Jew by birth, or at least by religion, may be argued from his being a constant companion of Paul. If he had been an uncircumcised Gentile, exceptions would have been made to him, especially at Jerusalem; but nothing of that kind appears. It is also rendered highly probable, from his mode of computing time by the Jewish festivals, and from his frequent use of the Hebrew idiom. It has been supposed that Luke was one of the seventy disciples; but he does not pretend to have been a witness of our Lord's miracles and teaching; on the contrary, he tells us in his introduction, that he received his information from others.

The design of Luke in writing his Gospel was to fit Design of perfede it.
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perfected some imperfect and inaccurate histories of our Saviour, which had then been published. What these were, it is impossible now to determine, as they are not mentioned by any contemporary writer, and probably did not survive the age in which they were composed.

It has been supposed that Luke chiefly derived his information from the apostle Paul, whom he faithfully attended in his travels; but, from Luke’s own words, we are led to conclude, that the principal source of his intelligence, as to the facts related in the Gospel, was from those who had been eye and ear witnesses of what our Lord both did and taught. Now Paul evidently was not of this number. It was from convering with some of the twelve apostles or disciples of our Lord, who heard his discourses and saw his miracles, that he obtained his information.

As to the time when this Gospel was written, we have hardly any thing but conjecture to guide us. But as Origen, Eusebius, and Jerome, have ranged it after those of Matthew and Mark, we have no reason to doubt but they were written in the same order.

The Gospel by Luke has supplied us with many interesting particulars which had been omitted both by Matthew and Mark. It has given a distinct narration of the circumstances attending the birth of John the Baptist and the nativity of our Saviour. It has given an account of several memorable incidents and cures which had been overlooked by the rest; the conversion of Zaccheus the publican; the cure of the woman who had been bowed down for 18 years; the cure of the leper, the cleansing of the ten lepers; the inhospitable treatment of our Saviour by the Samaritans; and the instructive rebuke which he gave on that occasion to two of his disciples for their intemperate zeal; also the affecting interview which he had after his resurrection with two of his disciples. Luke has also added many edifying parables to those which the other evangelists had recorded. Most of these are specified by Irenæus as particularly belonging to this Gospel, and has thereby shown us, without intending it, that the Gospel of Luke was the same in time that it is at present.

The style of this evangelist abounds as much with Hebrews as any of the sacred writings, but it contains more of the Grecian idiom than any of them. It is also distinguished by greater variety and copiousness; qualities which may be justly ascribed to the superior learning of the author. His occupation as a physician would naturally induce him to employ some time in reading, and give him easier access to the company of the great than any of the other evangelists. As an influence of Luke’s copiousness, Dr Campbell has remarked that each of the evangelists has a number of words which are used by none of the rest; but in Luke’s Gospel the number of such peculiarities or words, used in none of the other Gospels, is greater than that of the peculiar words found in all the three other Gospels put together; and that the terms peculiar to Luke are for the most part long and compound words. The same judicious writer has also observed, that there is more of composition in Luke’s sentences that is found in the other three, and consequently less simplicity. Of this the very first sentence is an example, which occupies no less than four verses. Luke, too, has a greater resemblance to other historians, in giving what may be called his own verdict in the narrative part of this work; a freedom which the other evangelists have seldom or never ventured to use. He calls the Pharisees fovere Chap. vii.

of money in distinguishing Judas Iscariot from the other Judas, he uses the phrase he who proved a traitor, Matthew and Mark express the same sentiment in milder language, he who delivered him up. In recording the moral instructions of our Lord, especially his parables, this evangelist has united an affecting sweetness of manner with genuine simplicity.

This Gospel is frequently cited by Irenæus Romanus, Cited by the contemporary of the Apostles, by Ignatius, and ancient Christian authors. Irenæus has made above a hundred citations from it. In his lib. 3. adv. Her. c. 14, he vindicates the authority and perfection of Luke’s Gospel, and has produced a collection of the facts which are only recorded by this evangelist.

That the Gospel which is placed last in our editions Gospel acc. of the New Testament was written by John, one of the twelve according to our Saviour’s apostles, is confirmed by the unanimous testimony of the ancient Christians. He was the son of Zebedee, a fisherman of Bethsaida in Galilee, by his wife Salome, and the brother of James, from whom the elder or greater. He was the beloved disciple of our Saviour, and was honoured, along with Peter and James, with many marks of distinction which were not conferred on the other disciples. He possessed a high degree of intrepidity and zeal, a warm and affectionate heart, and was strongly attached to his master. His brother James and he were honoured with the title of Boanerges, SONS OF THUNDER. He was anxious to restrain whatever he considered a mark of disrespect against his master, and to punish his enemies with severity. He was incensed against some persons for attempting to call out demons in the name of Jesus; and required them to desist because they were not his disciples. James and he proposed to our Saviour to call down fire from heaven to punish the inhospitable Samaritans. Nor was the courage of John less ardent than his zeal. When Peter had disowned his lord, and all the other disciples had fled, John continued to attend his master. He was present at his trial, and followed him to the cross, where he was a spectator of his sufferings and death. The interview between Jesus and this disciple at Calvary, though concisely related, is an event which will strongly affect every man of feeling, while it convicts him of the unutterable affection of Jesus to his beloved disciple, as well as discovers his respectful tenderness for his mother. See John.

The ancients inform us, that there were two motives which induced John to write his Gospel: the one, that he might refute the heresies of Cerinthus and the Nicolaitans, who had attempted to corrupt the Christian doctrine; the other motive was, that he might supply those important events in the life of our Saviour which the other evangelists had omitted. Of the former of these motives Irenæus gives us the following account: John, desirous to estipulate the errors found in the minds of men by Cerinthus, and some time before by those called Nicolaitans, published his Gospel; wherein he acquaints us that there is one God, who made all things by his word, and not, as they say, one who is the Creator of the world, and another who is the father
of the Lord; one the son of the Creator, and another the Christ, from the supercelestial abodes who defended upon Jesus, the son of the Creator, but remained impassible, and and afterwards fled back into his own pleroma or fulness. As Irenæus is the most ancient author who has written upon this subject, many appeals have been made to his authority. The authority of Irenæus is certainly respectable, and we have often referred to his testimony with confidence; but we think it necessary to make a distinction between receiving his testimony to a matter of fact, and implicitly adopting his opinion. He does not tell us, that he derived his information from any preceding writer, or indeed from any person at all. Nay, he seems to have believed that John wrote against these heresies by a prophetic spirit; for he says in another place, chap. xx. 30. "As John the disciple of our Lord affuris us, saying, but these are written, that ye might believe that Jesus is the Christ, the Son of God, and that believing ye might have life through his name; preserving these blasphemenous notices, that divide the Lord, so far as it is in their power."

Indeed it seems very improbable that an apostle should write a history of our Lord on purpose to confute the wild opinions of Cerinthus, or any other heretic. Had John considered such a confutation necessary, it is more likely that he would introduce it into an epistle than blend it with the actions of his venerable master. But were the opinion of Irenæus well-founded, we should surely discover some traces of it in the Gospel of John; yet except in the introduction, there is nothing that can with the least shadow of probability be applied to the opinions of Cerinthus; and few, we presume, will affirm, that the Gospel of John was composed merely for the sake of the eightieth years.

But to prove that Jesus was the Messiah, the Son of God.

The intention of John in writing his Gospel was far more extensive and important than to refute the opinions of a few men who were to sink into oblivion in the course of a few centuries. It was evidently (according to the opinion of Clemens of Alexandria) to supply the omissions of the other evangelists: It was to exhibit the evidences of the Christian religion in a distinct and perspicuous manner: It was, as he himself in the conclusion of his Gospel affirris us, to convince his readers, that Jesus is the Messiah, the Son of God, and that believing they might have life through his name*. Now it will appear to any person who reads this Gospel with attention, that he has executed his plan with astonishing ability, and has given the most circumstantial and satisfactory evidence that Jesus was the Messiah the Son of God. After declaring the pre-existence of Jesus, he proceeds to deliver the testimony of John the Baptist, and selects some of the greatest miracles of Jesus to prove his divine mission. In the fifth chapter he presents us with a discourse which our Saviour delivered in the temple in the presence of the Jews, wherein he states in a very distinct manner the proofs of his mission from, 1. The testimony of John; 2. His own miracles; 3. The declaration of the Father at his baptism; 4. The Jewish Scriptures. Indeed the conclusion that Jesus was the Messiah, the Son of God, naturally arises from almost every miracle which our Saviour is said to have performed and from every discourse that he delivered. This declaration is very often made by our Saviour himself; particularly to the woman of Samaria, to Nicodemus, and to the blind man whom he had cured.

It must be evident to every reader, that John studiously pauses over those passages in our Lord's history most to the and teaching which had been treated at large by the other three Gospels. 1. The miracles of his baptism, and of his temptation in the wilderness, is omitted; nor is any notice taken of the calling of his twelve apostles, or of their mission during our Saviour's life. It is remarkable, too, that not one parable is mentioned, nor any of the predictions relating to the destruction of Jerusalem. All the miracles recorded by the other evangelists are passed over, except the miraculous supply of provision, by which five thousand were fed: and it is probable that this miracle was related for the sake of the discourse to which it gave birth. The other miracles which are mentioned are few in number but in general they are minutely detailed. They consist of these; the turning of water into wine at Cana; the raising of the dead man at the pool of Bethsaida; the cure of the blind man that had been blind from his birth; the raising of Lazarus to life; and the healing of the servant's ear which Peter had cut off. But valuable would this Gospel be, though it had only recorded the confutation of Jesus to his disciples previous to his departure; which exhibits a most admirable view of our Saviour's character, of his care and tender regard for his disciples. Having opened every source of comfort to their desponding minds; exhorted them to mutual love, and to the obedience of his Father's precepts; having warned them of the impending dangers and forsores—our Saviour concludes with a prayer, in the true spirit of piety and benevolence; ardent without enthusiasm, sober and rational without unlike-warmness.

The time in which this Gospel was written has not been fixed with any precision. Irenæus informs us, that it was written at Ephesus, but leaves us to conjecture whether it was written before or after John's return to Patmos. He was banished to Patmos by Domitian, who reigned 15 years, and according to the best computation died A. D. 96. The persecution which occasioned the exile of John commenced in the 14th year of Domitian's reign. If John wrote his Gospel after his return to Ephesus, which is affirmed by Ephesians to have been the case, we may fix the date of it about the year 97 (r).

This Gospel is evidently the production of an illiterate

(r) It has been argued from a passage in this Gospel, that it must have been written before the destruction of Jerusalem. In speaking of the pool of Bethsaida, John uses the present tense: His words are, "There is at Jerusalem."
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Often quoted by ancient Christians. This book which contains the Acts of the Apostles and the Epistles. It is evident a continuation of Luke's Gospel, which appears both from the introduction and from the attendants of ancient Christians. Both are dedicated to Theophilus; and in the beginning of the Acts a reference is made to his Gospel, which he calls a former treatise, recording the actions and discourses of Jesus till his ascension to heaven. Luke is mentioned as the author of the Acts of the Apostles by Irenæus, by Tertullian, by Origen, and Eusebius. 

From the frequent use of the first person plural, it is manifest that Luke the author was present at many of the transactions which he relates. He appears to have accompanied Paul from Troas to Philippi, he attended him also in a journey to Jerusalem, and afterwards to Rome, where he remained for two years. He is mentioned by Paul in several of those epistles which were written from Rome, particularly in the 2d epistle to Timothy, and in the epistle to Philemon. 

This book contains the history of the Christian church for the space of about 28 or 30 years, from the time of our Saviour's ascension to Paul's arrival at Rome in the year 60 or 61. As it informs us that Paul resided two years in Rome, it must have been written after the year 63; and as the death of Paul is not mentioned, it is probable it was composed before that event, which happened A. D. 67.

The Act of the Apostles may be divided into seven parts. 1. The account of our Saviour's ascension, and of the occurrences which happened on the first Pentecost after that event, contained in chap. i. ii. 2. The transactions of the Christians of the circumcision at Jerusalem, in Judea, and Samaria, chap. iii.—ix. xi. 1—21. xi. 3. Transitions in Caesarea, and the admission of the Gentiles, chap. x. 4. The first circuit of Barnabas and Paul among the Gentiles, chap. xi. 22. xiii. xiv. 5. Embassy to Jerusalem, and the first council held in that city, chap. xv. 6. Paul's second journey, chap. xvi.—xxi. 7. His arrestment, trial, appeal to Caesar, and journey to Rome, chap. xxii. to the end of the book. 

The Acts of the Apostles are cited by Clemens Romanus, by Polycarp, by Irenæus, thirty times by Irenæus, and seven times by Clemens Alexandrinus. All the essential doctrines and precepts of the Christian religion were certainly taught by our Saviour himself, and are contained in the Gospels. The Epistles may be considered as commentaries on the doctrines of the Gospel, adduced to particular societies, accommodated to their respective situations; intended to refute the errors and false notions which prevailed among them, and to inculcate those virtues in which they were most deficient.

The plan on which these Letters are written is, first, to decide the controversy, or refute the erroneous notions which had arisen in the society to which the epistle was addressed; and, secondly, to recommend those duties which their false doctrines might induce them to neglect; at the same time inculcating in general exhortations the most important precepts of Christian morality.

The epistles fourteen were written by St. Paul. These are not placed according to the order of time in which they were composed, but according to the supposed precedence of the societies or persons to whom they were addressed. It will be proper therefore to exhibit here their chronological order according to Dr. Lardner.

A Table of St. Paul's Epistles, with the Places where, and Times when, written, according to Dr. Lardner.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Epistles</th>
<th>Places</th>
<th>A.D.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 Thessalonians</td>
<td>Corinth</td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 Thessalonians</td>
<td>Corinth</td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Galatians</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 Corinthians</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 Corinthians</td>
<td>Macedonien</td>
<td>56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 Timothy</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Romans</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ephesians</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Titus</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corinthians</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Romans</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ephesians</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philemon</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hebrews</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A Table of the Catholic Epistles and the Revelation, according to Dr. Lardner.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Epistles</th>
<th>Places</th>
<th>A.D.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>James</td>
<td>Judea</td>
<td>61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The two Epistles of Peter</td>
<td></td>
<td>64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 John</td>
<td>Rome</td>
<td>64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2d and 3d of John</td>
<td>Roman</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Revelation</td>
<td>Petros or</td>
<td>95 or 96</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It is more difficult to understand the epistolary writings than the Gospels; the cause of which is evident. Many things are omitted in a letter, or slightly mentioned, because supposed to be known by the person to whom it is addressed. To a stranger this will create much difficulty.

Jerusalem. Now if these words had been written after the destruction of Jerusalem, it is urged the past tense would have been used, and not the present. This argument is more specious than forcible. Though Jerusalem was demolished, does it follow that the pool of Bethsaida was dried up?
The causes of obscurity which have been now mentioned are common to all the writers of the epistles; but there are some peculiar to St Paul. 1. As he had an acute and fertile mind, he seems to have written with great rapidity, and without attending much to the common rules of method and arrangement. To this cause we may ascribe his numerous and long parenthesis. In the heat of argument he sometimes breaks off abruptly to follow out some new thought; and when he has exhausted it, he returns from his digression without informing his readers; so that it requires great attention to retain the connection. 2. His frequent change of person, too, creates ambiguity: by the pronoun I he sometimes means himself; sometimes any Christian; sometimes a Jew, and sometimes any man. In using the pronoun we he sometimes intends himself, sometimes comprehends his companions, sometimes the epistles; at one time he alludes to the converted Jews, at another time to the converted Gentiles. 3. There is a third cause of obscurity: he frequently propels objections, and answers them without giving any formal intimation. There are other difficulties which arise from our uncertainty who are the persons he is addressing, and what are the particular opinions and practices to which he refers. To these we may add two external causes, which have increased the difficulty of understanding the epistles. 1. The dividing them into chapters and verses, which diverts the connection of the parts, and breaks them into fragments. If Cicero’s epistles had been so disjointed, the reading of them would be attended with lost pleasure and advantage, and with a great deal more labour. 2. We are accustomed to the phraseology of the epistles from our infancy; but we have either no idea at all when we use it, or our idea of it is derived from the articles or system which we have espoused. But at different ages we have arbitrary definitions for St Paul’s phrases, we shall never by following them discover the meaning of St Paul, who certainly did not adjust his phraseology to any man’s system.

The best plan of studying the epistles is that which was proposed and executed by Mr Locke. We shall present to our readers in the words of that acute and judicious author.

"After I had found by long experience, that the reading of the text and comments in the ordinary way proved not so successful as I wished to the end proposed, I began to reflect that in reading a chapter as was usual, and thereupon sometimes consulting expositors upon some hard places of it, which at that time most affected me, as relating to points then under consideration in my own mind, or in debate amongst others, was not a right method to get into the true sense of these scriptures. I saw plainly, after I began once to reflect on it, that if any one should write me a letter as long as St Paul’s to the Romans, concerning such a matter as that is, in a style as foreign, and expressions as dubious as his seem to be, if I should divide it into fifteen or sixteen chapters, and read one of them to-day, and another to-morrow, &c. it is ten to one I should never come to a full and clear comprehension of it. The way to understand the mind of him that wrote it, every one would agree, was to read the whole letter through from one end to the other all at once, to see what was the main subject and tendency of it: or if it had several views and purposes in it, not dependent one of another, nor in a subordination to one chief aim and end, to discover what those different matters were, and where the author concluded one, and began another; and if there were any necessity of dividing the epistles into parts, to make the boundaries of them.

"In the prosecution of this thought, I concluded it necessary, for the understanding of any one of St Paul’s epistles, to read it all through at one sitting, and to observe as well as I could the drift and design of his writing it. If the first reading gave me some light the second gave me more; and so I perilled on reading constantly the whole epistle over at once till I came to have a good general view of the apostle’s main purpose in writing the epistle, the chief branches of his discourse wherein he professed it, the arguments he used, and the disposition of the whole.

"This, I confess, is not to be obtained by one or two daily readings; it must be repeated again and again with a close attention to the tenor of the discourse, and a perfect neglect of the divisions into chapters and verses. On the contrary, the safest way is to suppose that the epistle has but one business and one aim, till by a frequent perusal of it you are forced to see there are distinct independent matters in it, which will forward: enough show themselves.

"It requires so much more pains, judgment, and application, to find the coherence of obscure and abstruse writings, and makes them so much the more unfit to serve prejudice and preconception when found; that it is not to be wondered that St Paul’s epistles have with many passed rather for disjointed, loose, incoherent discourses, full of warmth and zeal, and overflows of light, rather than for calm, strong, coherent reasonings, that carried a thread of argument and confidence all through them."

Mr Locke tells us he continued to read the same epistle over and over again till he discovered the scope of the whole, and the different steps and arguments by which the writer accomplishes his purpose. For he was convinced before reading his epistles, that Paul was a man of learning, of sound sense, and knew all the doctrines of the Gospel by revelation. The speeches recorded in the Acts of the Apostles convinced this judicious critic that Paul was a close and accurate reasoner: and therefore he concluded that his epistles would not be written in a loose, confused, incoherent style. Mr Locke accordingly followed the chain of the apostle’s discourse, observed his inferences, and carefully examined from what premises they were drawn, till he obtained a general outline of any particular epistle. If every divine would follow this method, he would soon acquire such a knowledge..."
The Epistle to the Romans was written at Corinth by St. Paul, is ascertained by the testimony of the ancient Christians. It was composed in the year 58, in the 24th year after Paul's conversion, and is the seventh epistle which he wrote. From the Acts of the Apostles we learn that it must have been written within the space of three months; for that was the whole period of Paul's residence in Greece. (Acts xx. 1, 2, 3.)

The following analysis of this epistle has been taken from a valuable little treatise, intitled A Key to the New Testament, which was written by Dr. Percy bishop of Dromore. It exhibits the intention of the apostle, and the arguments which he uses to prove his different propositions, in the most concise, distinct, and connected manner, and affords the best view of this Epistle that we have ever seen.

The Christian church at Rome appears not to have been planted by any apostle; wherefore St. Paul, left it should be corrupted, by the Jews, who then swarmed in Rome, and of whom many were converted to Christiandiy, sends them an abstract of the principal truths of the Gospel, and endeavors to guard them against those erroneous notions which the Jews had of justification, and of the election of their own nation. 

Now the Jews assigned three grounds for justification. First, The extraordinary piety and merits of their ancestors, and the covenant made by God with thee holy men. They thought God could not have made a covenant with Israel, which was the people of God, and not have perfecuto the children of their parents, and yet to condemn them.

Secondly, A perfect knowledge and diligent study of the law of Moses. They made this a plea for the remission of all their sins and vices. Thirdly, The works of the Levitical Law, which were to expiate sin, especially circumcision and sacrifices. Hence they inferred that the Gentiles must receive the whole law of Moses, in order to be justified and saved.

The doctrine of the Jews concerning election was,

That as God had promised to Abraham to bless his seed, to give him not only spiritual blessings, but also the End of Canaan, to suffer him to dwell there in prosperity, and to consider him as his church upon earth: That therefore this blessing extended to their whole nation, and that God was bound to fulfill these promises to them, whether they were righteous or wicked, faithful or unbelieving. They even believed that a prophet ought not to pronounce against their nation the prophecies with which he was inspired; but was rather to beg of God to expunge his name out of the book of the living.

These previous remarks will serve as a key to unlock this difficult Epistle, of which we shall now give a short analysis. See Michaelis's Lectures on the New Testament.

I. The Epistle begins with the usual salutation with which the Greeks began their letters, (chap. i. 1—7.)

II. St. Paul professes his joy at the flourishing state of the church at Rome, and his desire to come and preach the Gospel (ver. 8—19); then he infers the capital point he intended to prove, vs. 9.

III. The subject of the Gospel (ver. 16, 17.), that it reveals a righteousness unknown before, which is derived solely from faith, and to which Jews and Gentiles have an equal claim.

IV. In order to prove this, he shows (chap. i. 18—3:20.) that both Jews and Gentiles are "under sin, i.e., that God will impute their sins to Jews as well as to Gentiles.

His arguments may be reduced to these syllogisms (ch. ii. 17—24.) I. The wrath of God is revealed against those who hold the truth in unrighteousness; i.e., who acknowledge the truth, and yet sin against it. 2. The Gentiles acknowledged truths; but, partly by their idolatry, and partly by their other detestable vices, they sinned against the truth they acknowledged. 3. Therefore the wrath of God is revealed against the Gentiles, and punisht them.

The Jews have acknowledged more truths than the Gentiles, and yet they sin. 5. Consequently the Jewish sinners are yet more exposed to the wrath of God (ch. ii. 1—12.) Having thus proved his point, he answers certain objections to it. Ob. 1. The Jews were well grounded in their knowledge, and studied the law. He answers, if the knowledge of the law without observing it, could justify them, then God could not have condemned the Gentiles, who knew the law by nature, (ch. ii. 13—16.) Ob. 2. The Jews were circumcised. This is, ye are admitted by an outward sign into the covenant with God. This sign will not avail you when ye violate that covenant (ch. ii. 25. to the end). Ob. 3. According to this doctrine of St Paul, the Jews have no advantage before others. Yes, they have advantages; for unto them are committed the oracles of God. But their privileges do not extend to this, that God should overlook their sins, which, on the contrary, Scripture condemns even in the Jews (ch. iii. 1—19). Ob. 4. They had the Levitical law and sacrifices. Hence from hence is no remission, but only the knowledge of sin, (ch. iii. 20.)

V. From all this St Paul concludes, that Jews and Gentiles may be justified by the same means, namely, without the Levitical law, through faith in Christ: And in opposition to the imaginary advantages of the Jews, he states the declaration of Zechariah, that God is the God of the Gentiles as well as of the Jews, (ch. iii. 21. to the end.)

VI. As the whole blessing was promised to the faithful descendants of Abraham, whom both Scripture and the Jews call his children, he proves his former assertion from the example of Abraham; who was an idolator before his call, but was declared just by God, on account of his faith, long before his circumcision. Hence he takes occasion to explain the nature and fruits of faith, (ch. iv. 1. v. 11.)

VII. He goes on to prove from God's justice, that the Jews had not advantages over the Gentiles with respect to justification. Both Jews and Gentiles had forfeited life and immortality, by the means of one common father of their race, whom they themselves had not chosen. Now as God was willing to restore immortality by a new spiritual head of a covenant, viz. Christ, it was just that both Jews and Gentiles should share in this new representative of the whole race (ch. v. 12. to the end).—Chap. v. ver. 15. 6. amounts to this negative question, Is it not fitting that the free-gift should extend as far as the offence?
Scripture. 

"VIII. He shows that the doctrine of justification, as stated by him, lays us under the strongest obligations of holiness, (ch. vii. to the end.)"

"IX. He shows that the law of Moses no longer concerns us at all; for our justification arises from our appearing in God's sight, as if actually dead with Christ on account of our sins; but the law of Moses was not given to the dead. On this occasion he proves at large, that the eternal power of God over us is not affected by this; and that whilst we are under the law of Moses we perpetually become subject to death, even by sins of inadvertency, (ch. vii. 1. to the end.)"

"X. Hence he concludes, that all those, and those only, who are united with Christ, and for the sake of this union, do not live according to the flesh, because he doth not justify, but punishes, those Jews who would not believe the Messiah, (ch. ix. x.)"

"XI. Having described their blindness, he is aware that the Jews, who expect a temporal happiness, should, according to him, that Christians not suffering endure much suffering in this world. He answers this objection at large, (ch. viii. 18. to the end.)"

"XII. He shows that God is not the least true and faithful, because he doth not justify, but punisheth, those Jews who would not believe the Messiah, (ch. ix. x.) In discussing this point, we may observe the cautious manner in which on account of the Jewish prejudices, he introduces it (ch. ix. 1-5.), as well as in the discussion itself.

He shows that the promises of God were never made to all the posterity of Abraham, and that God always referred to himself the power of choosing those sons of Abraham whom, for Abraham's sake, he intended to bless, and of punishing the wicked sons of Abraham; and that with respect to temporal happiness or misery, he was not even determined in his choice by their works. Thus he rejected Ishmael, Edan, the Israelites in the desert in the time of Moses, and the greater part of that people in the time of Isaiah, making them a sacrifice to his justice, (ch. ix. 6-29.)

"XIII. He then proceeds to show that God had reason to reject most of the Jews then living, because they would not believe in the Messiah, though the Gospel had been preached to them plainly enough, (ch. ix. 30. x. to the end.) However, that God had not rejected all his people, but was still fulfilling his promise upon many thousand natural descendants of Abraham, who believed in the Messiah, and would in a future period fulfill them upon more; for that all Israel would be converted, (ch. x. 1-32.) And he concludes with admiring the wise counsels of God, (ver. 33. to the end.)"

"XIV. From the doctrine hitherto laid down, and particularly from this, that God has in mercy accepted the Gentiles; he argues, that the Romans should consecrate and offer themselves up wholly to God. This leads him to mention in particular some Christian duties, (ch. x. 1.) viz.

"XV. He exhorts them to be subject to magistrates (ch. xiii. 1-7.) the Jews at that time being given to sedition.

"XVI. To love one another heartily (ver. 2-10.) And, "

"XVII. He exhorts the Jews and Gentiles in the Christian church to brotherly unity, (ch. xiv. 2. xv.)"

"XVIII. He concludes his Epistle with an exhortation for having ventured to address the Romans, whom he had not converted; with an account of his journey to Jerusalem; and with some reflections to those persons whom he meant to recommend to the church at Rome."


Corinth was a wealthy and luxurious city, built upon the site of an ancient city which was destroyed by the Persians, and was inhabited by the descendants of the Israelites who had come from Egypt. It was a city of great commercial importance, and was the center of the Roman empire in Asia Minor. It was also the seat of a powerful Greek culture and was the home of many philosophers and artists.

About three years after the apostle had left Corinth, he wrote this Epistle from Ephesus to the Corinthians, (c. 156-57, and in the beginning of Nero's reign.) That it was written from Ephesus, appears from the Epistle, with which the Epistle of Paul, (chap. xvi. 19.) "The churches of Asia salute you. Aquila and Priscilla salute you much in the Lord." From these words it is evident, in the first place, that the Epistle was written in Asia Minor. It appears from Acts, xvi. 19, that Aquila and Priscilla accompanied Paul from Corinth to Ephesus, where they seem to have continued till Paul's departure.

St. Paul had certainly kept up a constant intercourse with the churches which he had founded; for he was evidently acquainted with all their revolutions. He seems to have applied to him for advice in those difficult cases which their own understanding could not settle, and he was ready on all occasions to correct their mistakes.

"This Epistle consists of two parts. 1. A reproof General for those vices to which they were most prone; design of it. 2. An answer to some queries which they had proposed to him.

The Corinthians, like the other Greeks, had been accustomed to see their philosophers divide themselves into different sects; and as they brought along with them into the Christian church their former opinions and customs, they wished, as before, to arrange themselves under different leaders. In this Epistle Paul condemns these divisions as inconsistent with the spirit of Christianity, which indicates benevolence and unanimity, and as opposite to the conduct of Christian teachers, who did not, like the philosophers, aspire after the praise of eloquence and wisdom. They had no claim to these nor to any honour that came from men. The apostle declares, that the Christian truths were revealed from heaven; that they were taught with great plainness and simplicity, and proved by the evidence of miracles, (chap. i. 1.) He disdains them from their divisions and animosities, by reminding them of the great trial which every man's work must undergo; of the guilt they incurred by polluting the temple or church of God, of the vanity of human wisdom; and of glorying in men. He admonishes them to esteem the teachers of the Gospel only as the servants of Christ; and to remember that every superior advantage which they enjoyed was to be ascribed to the goodness of God, (chap. iii. 4.)"

2 In the fifth chapter the apostle considers the case of a notorious offender, who had married his stepmother.
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Scripture, that he ought to be excommunicated. He also exhorts the Corinthians not to associate with any person who led such an openly prophanetc life.

3. He cenfures the Corinthians for their litigious dispositions, which caused them to persecute their Christian brethren before the Heathen courts. He expresses much warmth and surprise that they did not refer their differences to their brethren; and concludes his exhortations on this subject, by alluring them that they ought rather to allow themselves to be restrained than to seek redress from Heathens (chap. vi. 1—9).

4. He inveighs against those vices to which the Corinthians had been addicted before their conversion, and especially against fornication, the criminality of which they did not fully perceive, as this vice was generally overlooked in the systems of the philosophers, (ch. vi. 10. to the end).

Having thus pointed out the public irregularities with which they were chargeable, he next replies to certain questions which the Corinthians had proposed to him by letter. He, 1. Determines some questions relating to the marriage state; as, whether it was good to marry under the existing circumstances of the church? And, 2d, Whether they should withdraw from their partners if they continued unbelievers? (ch. vii.).

2. He instructs them how to act with respect to idol offerings. It could not be unlawful in itself to eat the food which had been offered to idols; for the consecration of flesh or wine to an idol did not make it the property of the idol, an idol being nothing and therefore incapable of property. But some Corinthians thought it lawful to go to a feast in the idol temples, which at the same time were places of resort for widows, and to eat the sacrifices whilst praises were sung to the idol.

This was publicly joining in the idolatry. He even advises to abstain from such participation as was lawful, rather than give offence to a weak brother; which he enforces by his own example, who had abstained from many lawful things, rather than prove a scandal to the Gospel, (chap. viii. ix. x.)

3. He answers a third query concerning the manner in which women should deliver any thing in public, when called to it by a divine impulse. And here he censures the unseemly dress of both sexes in prophesying, which exposed them to the contempt of the Greeks, among whom the men usually went unclothed and the women veiled.

Being thus led to the consideration of the abuses that prevailed in their public worship, he goes on to censure the irregularities which were committed at their love-feasts, or, as we term them, the Lord's Supper. It was a common practice with the Greeks at their social suppers for every man to bring his own provisions along with him, not, however, to share them with the company, but to feast upon them in a solitary manner. Thus the rich eat and drank to excess, while the poor were totally neglected. The Corinthians introduced the same practice, in the celebration of the Lord's Supper, thus compromising it with their ordinary meals, and without ever examining into the end of the institution. It was this gross abuse that Paul reproves in the 11th chapter. He also cenfures their conduct in the exercise of the extraordinary gifts of the Holy Ghost; he shows them they all proceeded from the same Spirit, and were intended for the instruction of Christian societies; Scripture, that all Christians ought to be united in mutual love; and that tenderness ought to be shown to the most inconsiderable member, as every one is subordinate to the good of the whole (chap. xii.). In the 13th chapter he gives a beautiful description of benevolence, which has been much and justly admired. He represents it as superior to the supernatural gifts of the Spirit, to the most exalted genius, to universal knowledge, and even to faith. In the 14th chapter he cautions the Corinthians against ostentation in the exercise of the gift of languages, and gives them proper advices.

4. He alludes to the rise of the Corinthians who denied it, founding it upon the resurrection of Jesus Christ, which he considers as one of the most essential doctrines of Christianity. He then answers some objections to the resurrection, drawn from our not being capable of understanding how it will be accomplished, (chap. xv.) He then concludes with some directions to the Corinthian church concerning the manner of collecting alms; provides them a variety, and authorizes the breach of the member.

The second Epistle to the Corinthians was written about the year 57, about a year after the Epistle to the Romans. St Paul's first Epistle had wrought different effects among the Corinthians: many of them examined their conduct; they communicated the inculcuous man; some returned to him and his office against the false teacher and his adherents. Others of them still adhered to that adversary of St Paul, expressly denied his apostolic office, and even furnished themselves with arguments from that Epistle. He had formerly promised to take a journey from Ephesus to Corinth, thence to visit the Macedonians, and return from them to Corinth (2 Cor. i. 15. 16). But the unhappy state of the Corinthian church made him alter his intention (verse 23.), since he found he must have treated them with severity. Hence his adversaries partly argued, 1. That St Paul was irreligions and unfaithful, and therefore could not be a prophet: 2. The improbability of his ever coming to Corinth again, since he was afraid of them. Such was the state of the Corinthian church when St Paul, after his departure from Ephesus, having visited Macedonia, (Acts x. 1.) received an account of the above particulars from Titus (2 Cor. vii. 5. 6.) and therefore wrote him his second Epistle about the end of the same year, or the beginning of 58.

But to give a more distinct view of the contents of this Epistle:

The apostle, after a general salutation, expresses his grateful sense of the divine goodness; professing his confidence in God, supported by a faith of his own integrity; makes an apology for not having visited the Corinthians as he had intended, and vindicates himself from the charge of fickleness, (chap. i.)

2. He forgives the inculcuous man, whose conduct had made so deep an impression on the apostle's mind, that one reason why he had deferred his journey to Corinth was, that he might not meet them in grief, nor till he had received advice of the effect of his apostolical admonitions. He mentions his anxiety to meet Titus at Troas, in order to hear of their welfare; expresses SCR
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The Galatians were descended from those Gauls who had formerly invaded Greece, and afterwards settled in Lower Asia. St Paul had preached the Gospel among them in the year 51, soon after the council held at Jerusalem, (Acts xvi. 6.) Asia swarmed at that time with zealots for the law of Moses, who wanted to impose it upon the Gentiles, (Acts xvi. 1.) Soon after St Paul had left the Galatians, these false teachers had got among them, and wanted them to be circumcised, &c. This occasioned the following Epistle, which Michaelis thinks was written in the same year, before St Paul left Thessalonica. Dr Lardner dates it about the end of the year 52, or in the very beginning of 53, before St Paul set out to go to Jerusalem by way of Ephesus.

The subject of this Epistle is much the same with that of the Epistle to the Romans; only this question is more fully considered here, "Whether circumcision, and an observance of the Levitical law, be necessary to the salvation of a Christian convert?" It appears, these Judaizing Christians, whose indirect views St Paul expostulates (Acts xv. 1. Gal. v. 3, 9.), at first only represented circumcision as necessary to salvation; but afterwards they invited upon the Christians receiving the Jewish festivals, (Gal. iv. 10.)

As St Paul had founded the churches of Galatia, and instructed them in the Christian religion, he does not set before them its principal doctrines, as he had done in the Epistle to the Romans; but referring them to what he had already taught (chap. i. 8, 9.), he proceeds at once to the subject of the Epistle.

As it appears from several passages of this Epistle, particularly chap. i. 7, 8, 10. and chap. ii. 11. that the Judaizing Christians had endeavoured to persuade the Galatians that Paul himself had changed his opinion, and now preached up the Levitical law; he denies that charge, and affirms that the doctrines which he had taught were true, for he had received them from God by immediate revelation. He relates his miraculous conversion; affords his apostleship authority, which had been acknowledged by the disciples of Jesus; and, as a proof that he had never inculcated a compliance with the Mosaic law, he declares that he had opposed Peter at Antioch for yielding to the prejudices of the Jews.

Having now vindicated his character from the suspicion of fickleness, and shown that his commission was divine, he argues that the Galatians ought not to submit to the law of Moses: 1. Because they had received the Holy Ghost and the gifts of miracles, not by the law, but by the Gospel, (chap. iii. 1—5.) 2. Because the promises which God made to Abraham were not restricted to his circumcised descendants, but extended to all who are his children by faith, (chap. iii. 6—18.) In answer to the objection, To what then refers the law? he replies, That it was given because of transgression; that is, to preserve them from idolatry till the Messiah himself should come. 3. Because all men, whether Jews or Gentiles, are made the children of God by faith, or by receiving the Christian religion, and therefore do not stand in need of circumcision, (ch. iii. 26—29.) From the 18 verse of chapter iv. to the 11th, he argues that the law was temporary, being only fitted for a state of infancy; but that the world, having attained a state of manhood under the Messiah, the law was of no further use. In the remaining part of chap. iv. he reminds them of their former affection to him, and affirms that he was still their sincere friend. He exhorts them to stand fast in the liberty with which Christ had made them free; for the sons of Agar, that is, those under the law given at Mount Sinai, are in bondage, and to be cast out; the inheritance being designed for those only who are the free-born sons of God under the spiritual covenant of the Gospel.

The apostle next confines the false report which had been spread abroad among the Galatians, that Paul himself preached up circumcision. He had already indirectly refuted this calumny by the particular account which he gave of his life; but he now directly and openly contradicts it in the following manner: 1. By
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1. By assuring them, that all who thought circumcision necessary to salvation could receive no benefit from the Christian religion, (chap. v. 2-4).
2. By declaring, that he expected justification only by faith, (ver. 5, 6.)
3. By telling them, that they had once received the truth, and had never been taught such false doctrines by him, (ver. 7, 8.)
4. By intimating that they should pass some censure on those who misled them, (ver. 9, 10.), by declaring that he was persecuted for opposing the circumcision of the Christians, (ver. 11.)
5. By expressing a wish that those persons should be cut off who troubled them with his doctrine. This Epistle adorns a fine instance of Paul’s skill in managing an argument. The chief objection which the advocates for the Mosaic law had urged against him was, that he himself preached circumcision. In the beginning of the Epistle he overthrows this slander by a statement of facts, without taking any express notice of it; but at the end fully refutes it, that it might leave a strong and lasting impression upon their minds.

He next cautions them against an idea which his arguments for Christian liberty might excite, that it confided in licentiousness. He shows them it does not consist in gratifying vicious desires; for none are under stronger obligations to moral duties than the Christian. He recommends gentleness and meekness to the weak, (chap. vi. 1-5), and exhorts them to be liberal to their teachers, and unto all men, (ver. 6-10). He concludes with exposing the false doctrines of the Judaizers, and asserting the integrity of his own conduct.

Ephefus was the chief city of all Asia on this side Mount Taurus. St Paul had passed through it in the year 54, but without making any stay, (Acts xiii. 19-21). The following year he returned to Ephesus again, and lived there three years, (chap. xix.). During his abode there he completed a very flourishing church of Christians, the first foundations of which had been laid by some inferior teachers. As Ephesus was frequented by persons of distinction from all parts of Asia Minor, St Paul took the opportunity of preaching in the ancient countries, (ver. 10.); and the other churches of Asia were considered as the daughters of the church of Ephesus, so that an Epistle to the Ephesians was, in effect, an Epistle to the other churches of Asia at the same time.

Dr Lardner shows it to be highly probable that this Epistle was written in the year 61, soon after Paul’s arrival at Rome.

The date of the Epistle to the Philippians, and design of it.

As Paul was in a peculiar manner the apostle of the Gentiles, and was now a prisoner at Rome in consequence of having provoked the Jews, by asserting that an observance of the Mosaic law was not necessary to obtain the favour of God, he was afraid lest an advantage should be taken of his confinement to unsettle the minds of those whom he had converted. Hearing that the Ephesians stood firm in the faith of Christ, without submitting to the law of Moses, he writes this Epistle to give them more exalted views of the love of God, and of the excellence and dignity of Christ. This Epistle is not composed in an argumentative or didactic style.

The first three chapters contain practical exhortations. He first inculcates unity, love, and concord, from the consideration that all Christians are members of the same body, of which Christ is the head. He then advises them to forsake the vices to which they had been addicted while they remained heathens. He recommends justice and charity; strenuously condemns lewdness, obscenity, and insipidness, vices which seem to have been too common among the Ephesians. In the 6th chapter he points out the duties which arise from the relations of husbands and wives, parents and children, masters and servants; and concludes with strong exhortations to fortitude, which he describes in an allegorical manner.

The church at Philippi had been founded by Paul, Epistle to Silas and Timothy (Acts xvi.), in the year 51, and had the Philip-
Having again assured them of his tender concern for Scripture, their welfare, for their advancement in virtue, and that they might acknowledge the mystery of God, that is, that the Gospel was to supercede the law of Moses, he proceeds directly to caution them against the philosophy of the new teachers, and their superfluities adherent to the law; shows the superiority of Christ to the angels, and warns Christians against worshipping them. He censures the observation of Sabbaths, and rebukes those who required abstinence from certain kinds of food, and cautions them against persons who assume a great appearance of wisdom and virtue, (chap. ii.)

In the 3d chapter he exhorts them, that, instead of Exhortations being occupied about external ceremonies, they ought to cultivate pure morality. He particularly guards them against impurity, to which they had before their conversion been much addicted. He admonishes them against indulging the irascible passions, and against committing licentiousness. He exhorts them to cultivate the benevolence, simplicity, and patience. He recommends also the relative duties between husbands and wives, parents and children, masters and servants. He enjoins the duties of prayer and thanksgiving, (ch. iv. 2.), and requests them to remember him in their petitions. He enjoins assiduity and mild behaviour to the unconverted heathens (verse 6th); and concludes the Epistle with matters which are all of a private nature, except the directions for the reading this Epistle in the church of Laodicea, as well as in the church of Colosse.

This Epistle is addressed to the inhabitants of Thessalonica, the capital of Macedonia, a large and populous city to the people. It appears from the acts, chapter xvii. 1. that the Christian religion was introduced into this city by Paul and Silas, soon after they had left Philippi. At first they made many converts; but at length the Jews, ever jealous of the admission of the Gentiles to the same privileges with themselves, stirred up the rabble, which assaulted the house where the apostle and his friends lodged; so that Paul and Silas were obliged to flee to Berea, where their success was soon interrupted by the same refilience and implacable enemies. The apostle then withdrew to Athens, and Timothy, at his desire, returned to Thessalonica (1. Thess. iii. 2.) to see what were the sentiments and behaviour of the inhabitants after the persecution of the Jews. From Athens Paul went to Corinth, where he stayed a year and six months; during which, Timothy returned with the joyful tidings, that the Thessalonians remained steadfast to the faith, and firmly attached to the apostle, notwithstanding his flight. Upon this he sent them this Epistle, A. D. 52.

The date of it is in the 12th year of Claudius.

This is generally reckoned the first Epistle which Paul wrote; and we find he was anxious that it should be read to all the Christians. In chap. v. 27. he utters these words: “I adjure you by the Lord, that this Epistle be read unto all the holy brethren.” This direction is very properly infcribed in his first Epistle.

The intention of Paul in writing this Epistle was evidently to encourage the Thessalonians to adhere to the Christian religion. This church being full in its infancy, and oppressed by the powerful Jews, required to be established in the faith. St Paul, therefore, in the three first chapters, endeavours to convince the Thessalonians of the truth and divinity of his Gospel, both by the
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Upon this we have no more to say of the Epistles of Paul, for they are all concerned with the moral precepts which he laid before them, and the various directions which he gave them. They are all written in the spirit of love and patience, and the language is always that of the apostle. They abound in maxims of wisdom, and contain many instructions for the conduct of life. They are written in the spirit of love and patience, and the language is always that of the apostle. They abound in maxims of wisdom, and contain many instructions for the conduct of life.
the miraculous gifts of the Holy Ghost which had been imparted, and by his own conduct when among them.

While he appeals, in the first chapter, to the miraculous gifts of the Holy Spirit, he is very liberal in his commendations. He vindicates himself from the charge of timidity probably to prevent the Thessalonians from forming an unfavourable opinion of his fortitude, which his flight might have excited. He affirms that he was not influenced by selfish or dishonourable motives, but that he was anxious to please God and not man. He expresses a strong affection for them, and how anxious he was to impart the blessing of the Gospel to them. He congratulates himself upon his success; mentions it to their honour that they received the word of God and not man. He expresses a strong desire to visit the Thessalonians; and assures them he had been hitherto retained against his will.

As a farther proof of his regard, the apostle informs them, that when he came to Athens, he was so much concerned, left, being discouraged by his sufferings, they should be tempted to call off their profession, that he could not forbear sending Timothy to comfort and strengthen them; and expresses, in very strong terms, the sensible pleasure he felt, in the midst of all his afflictions, from the favourable account he received of their faith and love; to which he adds, that he was continually praying for their further establishment in religion, and for an opportunity of making them another visit, in order to promote their edification which lay so near his heart, (chap. iii. through.)

Having now shown his paternal affection for them, with great address he improves all that influence which his zeal and fidelity in their service must naturally have given him to inculcate upon them the precepts of the Gospel. He recommends charity, in opposition to the prevailing practice of the heathens; justice, in opposition to fraud. He praises their benevolence, and encourages them to cultivate higher degrees of it. He recommends industry and prudent behaviour to their heathen neighbours. In order to comfort them under the loss of their friends, he assures them that those who were fallen asleep in Jesus should be raised again at the last day, and shall, together with those who remained alive, he caught up to meet their Lord, and share his triumph, (chap. iv.)

He admonishes them to prepare for this solemn event, that it might not come upon them unawares; and then concludes the Epistle with various exhortations.

The second Epistle to the Thessalonians appears to have been written soon after the first, and from the same place; for Silvanus or Silas, and Timothy, are joined together with the apostle in the inscriptions of this Epistle, as well as of the former.

The apostle begins with commending the faith and charity of the Thessalonians, of which he had heard a favourable report. He expresses great joy on account of the patience with which they supported persecution; and observes that their perseverance was a proof of a righteous judgment to come, where their persecutors would meet with their proper recompence, and the righteous be delivered out of all their afflictions. He affirms them of his constant prayers for their further improvement, in order to attain the felicity that was promised, (chap. i.)

From misunderstanding a passage in his former letter, it appears that the Thessalonians believed the day of judgment was at hand. To rectify this mistake, he forms them that the day of the Lord will not come till a great apostacy has overspread the Christian world, the nature of which he describes, (c.) Symptoms of this mystery of iniquity had then appeared; but the apostle expresses his thankfulness to God that the Thessalonians had escaped this corruption. He exhorts them to fidelity, and pays that God would comfort and strengthen them, (chap. ii.)

He requests the prayers of the Thessalonians for him and his two attendants, at the same time expressing his confidence that they would pay due regard to the instructions which he had given them. He then proceeds to correct some irregularities. Many of the Thessalonians seem to have led an idle disordered life; the apostle severely reproves, and commands the faithful to shun their company if they still remained incorrigible.

When the first Epistle to Timothy was written, it is difficult to ascertain. Lardner dates it in 56; Mill, Whitby, and Macknight, place it in 64: but the arguments on which each party founds their opinion are too long to infer here.

Timothy was the intimate friend and companion of Paul, and is always mentioned by him as the apostle with much affection and esteem. Having appointed him to superintend the church of Ephesus during a journey which he made to Macedonia, he wrote this letter, in order to direct him how to discharge the important trust which was committed to him. This was the more necessary, as Timothy was young and unexperienced, (1 Tim. iv. 12.) In the beginning of the Epistle he reminds him of the charge which he had intrusted him, to wit, to preserve the purity of the Gospel against the pernicious doctrines of the Judaizing teachers, whose opinions led to frivolous controversies, and not to a good life. He shows the use of the law of Moses, of which these teachers were ignorant. This account of the law, he affirms Timothy, was agreeable to the representation of it in the Gospel, with the preaching of which he was instructed. He then makes a digression, in the fulness of his heart, to express the literal which he felt of the goodness of God towards him.

In the second chapter the apostle prefers the manner in which the worship of God was to be performed in the church of Ephesus; and in the third explains the qualifications of the persons whom he was to ordain as bishops and deacons. In the fourth chapter he foretells the great corruptions of the church which were to prevail in future times, and instructs him how to support the sacred character. In the fifth chapter he

(c) For an explanation of this prophecy, Dr Hurd's Sermons may be consulted. He applies it to the papal power, to which it corresponds with astonishing exactness.
he teaches Timothy how to admonish the old and young of both sexes; mentions the age and character of such widows as were to be employed by the society in some peculiar office; and subjoins some things concerning the respect due to elders. In the sixth chapter he describes the duties which Timothy was to inculcate on slaves; condemns trifling controversies and pernicious disputes; censures the excessive love of money, and charges the rich to be rich in good works.

That the second epistle to Timothy was written from Rome is universally agreed; but whether it was during his first or second imprisonment has been much disputed. That Timothy was at Ephesus or in Asia Minor when this Epistle was sent to him, appears from the frequent mention in it of persons residing at Ephesus. The apostle seems to have intended to prepare Timothy for those sufferings which he foresees he would experience. He exhorts him to constancy and perseverance, and to perform with a good conscience the duties of the sacred office.

The false teachers, who had before thrown this church into confusion, grew every day worse: insomuch that not only Hymenaeus, but Philetus, another Ephesian heretic, now denied the resurrection of the dead. They were led into this error by a dispute about words. At first they only annexed various improper significations to the word resurrection, but at last they denied it altogether; pretending that the resurrection of the dead was only a resurrection from the death of sin, and that was already past. This error was probably derived from the eastern philosophy, which placed the origin of sin in the body (chapter ii. 13). He then forewarns him of the fatal sophistry and declension that was beginning to appear in the church; and at the same time animates him, from his own example and the great motives of Christianity, to the most vigorous and resolute discharge of every part of the ministerial office.

This Epistle is addressed to Titus, whom Paul had appointed to preside over the church of Crete. It is difficult to determine either its date or the place from which it was sent. The apostle begins, reminding Titus of the reasons for which he had left him at Crete; and directs him on what principles he was to act in ordaining Christian pastors; the qualifications of whom he particularly describes. To shew how cautious he ought to be in selecting men for the sacred office, he reminds him of the arts of the Judaizing teachers, and the bad character of the Cretans (chapter i.)

He advises him to accommodate his exhortations to the respective ages, sexes, and circumstances, of those whom it was his duty to instruct; and to give the greater weight to his instructions, he admonishes him to be an example of what he taught (chap. ii.). He exhorts him also to teach obedience to the civil magistrate, because the Judaizing Christians affirmed that no obedience was due from the worshippers of the true God to magistrates who were idolaters. He cautions against cenobriousness and contention, and recommends meekness; for even the best Christians had formerly been wicked, and all the blessings which they enjoyed they derived from the goodness of God. He then enjoins Titus strenuously to inculcate good works, and to avoid unprofitable questions and controversies; and concludes with directing him how to proceed with those heretics who attempted to sow disaffection in the church.

The Epistle to Philemon was written from Rome at the same time with the Epistles to the Colossians and Philemon, Philippians, about A. D. 62 or 63. The occasion of the letter was this: Onesimus, Philemon's slave, had robbed his master and fled to Rome; where, happily for him, he met with the apostle, who was at that time a prisoner at large, and by his instructions and admonitions was converted to Christianity, and reclaimed to a sense of his duty. St. Paul seems to have kept him for some considerable time under his eye, that he might be bridged sufficed his own personal knowledge in the case, and that the result might be entirely agreeable to his profession, he would not detain him any longer for his own private convenience, though in a situation that rendered such an affair peculiarly desirable (compare ver. 13, 14.), but sent him back to his master; and, as a mark of his esteem, entrusted him, together with Tychicus, with the charge of delivering his Epistle to the church at Colosee, and giving them a particular account of the state of things at Rome, recommending him to them, at the same time, as a faithful and beloved brother, (Col. iv. 9.)

And as Philemon might well be supposed to be strongly prejudiced against one who had left his service in so infamous a manner, he sends him this letter, in which he employs all his influence to remove his suspicions, and reconcile him to the thoughts of taking Onesimus into his family again. And whereas St. Paul might have exerted that authority which his character as an apostle, and the relation in which he stood to Philemon as a spiritual father, would naturally give him, he chooses to interest him as a friend; and with the softest and most illuminating address urges his suit, conjuring him by all the ties of Christian friendship that he would not deny him his request; and the more effectually to prevail upon him, he represents his own peace and happiness as deeply interested in the event; and speaks of Onesimus in such terms as were both adapted to soften his prejudices, and dispose him to receive one who was so dear to himself, not merely as a servant, but as a fellow Christian and a friend.

It is impossible to read over this admirable Epistle, without being touched with the delicacy of sentiment, and the mannerly address that appear in every part of it. We see here, in a most striking light, how perfectly consistent true politeness is, not only with all the warmth and sincerity of the friend, but even with the dignity of the Christian and the apostle. And if this latter was to be confided in no other view than as a mere human composition, it must be allowed a master-piece in its kind. As an illustration of this remark, it may not be improper

This is by no means uncommon amongst men; to begin to dispute about the significations of words, and to be led gradually to deny the thing signified. This appears to have been the cause of most disputes, and the general beginnings of scepticism and infidelity.
improper to compare it with an epistle of Pliny, that seems to have been written upon a similar occasion, (lib. ix. let. 21.) which, though penned by one that was reckoned to excel in the oratory, and though it has undoubtedly many beauties, yet must be acknowledged, by every impartial reader, vastly inferior to this animated composition of the apostle.

The Epistle to the Hebrews has been generally ascribed to Paul; but the truth of this opinion has not suspected by others, for three reasons: 1. The name of the writer is nowhere mentioned, neither in the beginning nor in any other part of the epistle. 2. The style is said to be more elegant than Paul's. 3. There are expreffions in the Epifile which have been thought unsuitable to an apostle's character. 1. In anwer to the firft objection, Clemens Alexandrinus has assigned a very good reason: "Writing to the Hebrews (says he,) who had conceived a prejudice again[t him, and were infipicious of him, he wisely declined setting his name at the beginning, lest he should offend them." 1. Origen and Jerome admired the elegance of the style, and reckoned it superior to that which Paul has exhibited in his Epiftles: but as ancient testimony had ascribed it to Paul, they endeavoured to answer the objection, by supposing that the sentiments were the apostle's, but the language and composition the work of some other person. If the Epifie, however, be a translation, which we believe it to be, the elegance of the language may belong to the tranflator. As to the composition and arrangement, it cannot be denied that there are many specimens in the writings of this apostle not inferior in their qualities to the Epiffle to the Hebrews. 3. It is objected, that in Heb. ii. 3. the writer of this Epistle joins himself with those who had received the Gospel from Christ's apostles. Now Paul had it from Christ himself. But Paul often appeals to the testimony of the apostles, in support of those truths which he had received from Revelation: We may inance 1 Cor. xv. 5, 6, 7, 8.; 2 Tim. ii. 2.

This Epifle is not quoted till the end of the second century, and even then does not seem to have been universally received. This silence might be owing to the Hebrews themselves, who supposing this letter had no relation to the Gentiles, might be at no pains to diffuse copies of it. The authors, however, on whose testimony we receive it as authentic, are entitled to credit; for they lived so near the age of the apostles, that they were in no danger of being imposed on; and from the numerous copy of books which they rejected as spurious, we are assured that they were very careful to guard against imposition. It is often quoted as Paul's by Clemens Alexandrinus, about the year 194. It is received and quoted as Paul's by Origen, about 230; by Dionysius bishop of Alexandria in 247; and by a numerous list of succeeding writers.

The Epistle to the Hebrews was originally written in Hebrew, or rather Syro-Chaldaic; a fact which we believe on the testimony of Clemens Alexandrinus, Jerome, and Eusebius. To this it has been objected, that as these writers have not referred to any authority, we ought to consider what they say on this subject merely as an opinion. But as they flate no reasons for adopting this opinion, but only mention as a fact that Paul wrote to the Hebrews in their native language, we must allow that it is their testimony which they produce, and not their opinions. Eulcrius informs us, that some supposed Luke the Evangelift, and others Clemens Romanus, to have been the tranflator.

According to the opinion of ancient writers, particularly Clemens Alexandrinus, Jerome, and Euthalius, this Epistle was addressed to the Jews in Palestine.—The scope of the Epifle confirms this opinion.

Having now given sufficient evidence that this is the Epifle written by Paul, the time when it was written may be easily determined: For the publication from the faints of Italy (chap. iv. 24.), together with the apostle's promise to the Hebrews (ver. 23.), plainly intimate, that his confinement was then either ended or on the eve of being ended. It must therefore have been written soon after the Epifles to the Col офians, Ephesians, and Philemon, and not long before Paul left Italy, that is, in the year 61 or 62.

As the zealous defenders of the Mosaic law would naturally infift on the divine authority of Mofes, on the majesty and glory attending its promulgation by the ministry of angels, and the great privileges it afforded those who adhered to it; the apostle thows,

1. That in all these several articles Christianity had an infinite superiority to the law.

This topic he purifies from chap. i. to xi. wherein Defig of God is mentioned in the extraordinary manner to the Jews. He reminds the believing Hebrews of the extraordinary manner in which God had called them by a revelation from his own bosom, confirming to them his promises, and giving sufficient evidence of his truth. This he argues, from the situation of the apostle's promife to see angels in their native language, and their authority as a sort of witnesses. The apostle argues, very naturally inferring from hence the danger of despizing Christ on account of his humiliation, which, in perfect conforrance with his dominion over the world, came, was voluntarily submitted to by him for wise and consierable reasons; particularly to deliver us from the fear of death, and to encourage the freedom of our access to God (chap. ii. throughout). With the same view he magnifies Christ as superior to Mofes, their great legislator; and from the punishment inflicted on those who rebelled against the authority of Mofes, infers the danger of contemning the promises of the Gospel (chap. iii. 2—13.). And as it was an easy transition to call to mind on this occasion that reft in Caanaan to which the authority invested in Mofes was intended to lead them; the apostle next argues, that if Mofes were against unbelief, as what would prevent their entering into a superior state of reft to what the Jews ever enjoyed (chap. iii. iv. 11.). This caution is still farther enforced by awful views of God's omnipotence, and a lively representation of the high priesthood of Christ (chap. iv. to the end; and chap. v. throughout). In the next place, he intimates the very hopeless situation of those who apostatize from Christianity (chap. vi. 1—9.); and then, for the comfort and confirmation of sincere believers, displays to them the goodness of God, and his faithful adherence to his holy engagements; the performance of which is sealed by the entrance of Christ into heaven as our forerunner (chap. vi. 9. to the end). Still farther to illustrate the character of our Lord, he enters into a parallel between him and Melchizedec as to their title and descent; and, from inferences wherein the priesthood of Melchizedec excelled the Levitical, infers, that the glory of the priesthood of Christ far exceeded that under the law (chap. vii. 1—17.). From these premises, the apostle argues, that the Aaronic priesthood was not only excelled, but consumed by that of Christ.
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time it has been received by all Christians except the Syrians. Jerome estimates its authenticity as high, on account of a remarkable difference between the style of it and the former Epistle. But this Epistle of Peter is remarkable in style is confined to the 2d chapter of the 2d Epistle. No objection, however, can be drawn from this circumstance; for the subject of that chapter is different from the rest of Peter's writings, and nothing is so well known as that different subjects suggest different styles. Peter, in describing the character of some fictitious impostors, feels an indignation which he cannot suppress: it breaks out, therefore, in the bold and animated figures of an oriental writer. Such a diversity of style is not uncommon in the best writers, especially when warmed with their subject.

This objection being removed, we contend that this from imprisonment Peter was written by Peter, from the inspiration, St. Peter, a servant, and an apostle of Jesus Christ: it appears from chap. i. 16, 17, 18, that the writer was one of the disciples who saw the transfiguration of our Saviour. Since it has never been ascribed to James, or John, it must therefore have been Peter. It is evident, from chap. iii. 14, that he repeated an Epistle before the same persons, which is another circumstance that proves Peter to be the author.

It is acknowledged, however, that all this evidence is merely internal; for we have not been able to find any external evidence upon the subject. If, therefore, the credit which we give to any fact is to be in proportion to the degree of evidence with which it is accompanied, we shall allow more authority due to the Gospels than to the Epistles; more to those epistles which have been generally acknowledged than to those which have been controverted; and therefore no doctrine of Christianity ought to be founded solely upon them. It may also be added, that perhaps the best way of determining what are the essential doctrines of Christianity would be to examine what are the doctrines which occur oftenest in the Gospels; for the Gospels are the plainest parts of the New Testament; and their authenticity is most completely proved. They are therefore best fitted for common readers. Nor will it be denied, we presume, that our Saviour taught all the doctrines of the Christian religion himself; that he repeated them on different occasions, and inculcated them with an earnestness proportional to their importance. The Epistles are to be considered as a commentary on the essential doctrines of the Gospel, adapted to the situation and circumstances of particular churches, and perhaps sometimes explaining doctrines of inferior importance. 1. The essential doctrines are therefore first to be sought for in the Gospels, and to be determined by the number of times they occur. 2. They are to be sought for, in the next place, in the uncontroverted Epistles, in the same manner. 3. No essential doctrine ought to be founded on a single passage, nor on the authority of a controverted Epistle.

That Peter was old, and near the close of his end, when he wrote this Epistle, may be inferred from chap. i. 14. "Knowing that shortly I must put off this tabernacle, even as our Lord Jesus has shown me." Lardner thinks it was written soon after the former. Others, perhaps with more accuracy, date it in 67.

The general design of this Epistle is, to confirm the doctrines and instructions delivered in the former; "to inflame the Christian converts to aermo, and sedulously ad-
here to their holy religion, as a religion proceeding from God, notwithstanding the artifices of false teachers, whose character is as large deformed; or the persecution of their bitter and inveterate enemies.”

The first Epistle of John is ascribed to the unanimous suffrage of the ancients to the beloved disciple of our Lord. It is referred to by Polycarp, quoted by Papias, by Irenæus, and was received as genuine by Clemens Alexandrinus, by Dionysius of Alexandria, by Cyprian, by Origen, and Eusebius. There is such a resemblance between the style and sentiments of this Epistle and those of the Gospel according to John, as to afford the highest degree of internal evidence that they are the composition of the same author. In the style of this apostle there is a remarkable peculiarity, and especially in this Epistle. His sentences, considered separately, are exceeding clear and intelligible; but when we search for their connection, we frequently meet with greater difficulties than we do even in the Epistles of St. Paul. The principal signature and characteristic of his manner is an artless and amiable simplicity, and a singular modesty and candour, in conjunction with a wonderful sublimity of sentiment. His conceptions are apparently delivered to us in the order in which they arose to his own mind, and are not the product of artificial arranging or laboured investigation.

It is impossible to fix with any precision the date of this Epistle, nor can we determine to what persons it was addressed.

The leading design of the apostle is to show the insufficiency of faith, and the external profession of religion, separate from morality; to guard the Christians to whom he writes against the delusive arts of the corruptors of Christianity, whom he calls Antichrist; and to inculcate universal benevolence. His admonitions concerning the necessity of good morals, and the inefficacy of external professions, are scattered over the Epistle, but are most frequent in the 1st, 2nd, and 3rd chapters. The enemies or corruptors of Christianity, against whom he contends, seem to have denied that Jesus was the Messiah, the Son of God (chap. ii. 22. v. 1.), and had actually come into the world in a human form (chap. iv. 2, 3.) The earnestness and frequency with which this apostle recommends the duty of benevolence is remarkable. He makes it the distinguishing characteristic of the disciples of Jesus, the only sure pledge of our love to God, and the only assurance of eternal life (chap. iii. 14, 15.) Benevolence was his favourite theme, which he affectionately pressed upon others, and constantly practised himself. It was conspicuous in his conduct to his great Master, and in the reciprocal affection which it inspired in his heart and breast. He continued to recommend it in his last words. When his extreme age and infirmities had so weakened his brain, that he was incapable of exercising the duties of his office, the venerable old man, anxious to exert in the service of his Master the little strength which still remained, caused himself to be carried to church, and, in the midst of the congregation, he repeated these words, “Little children, love one another.”

It has been observed by Dr Mill that the second and third Epistles of John are so short, and resemble the first so much in sentiment and style, that it is not worth while to contend about them. The second Epistle contains only of 13 verses, and of these eight may be found in the 1st Epistle, in which the sense or language is precisely the same.

The second Epistle is quoted by Irenæus, and was received by Clemens Alexandrinus. Both were admitted by Athanasius, by Cyril of Jerusalem, and by Jerome. The second is addressed to a woman of distinction whose name is by some supposed to be Cyria (taking σύνα as a proper name), by others Παναίδα. The third is inscribed to Gaius, or Caius according to the Latin orthography, who, in the opinion of Lardner, was an eminent Christian, that lived in some city of Asia not far from Ephesus, where St John chiefly resided after his leaving Judea. The time of writing these two Epistles cannot be determined with any certainty. They are so short that an analysis of them is not necessary.

The Epistle of Jude is cited by no ancient Christian writer earlier than the year 194, but this author has transcended eight or ten verses in his Stromata and Pedagoge. It is quoted once by Tertullian about the year 204, by Origen frequently about 230. It was not however received by many of the ancient Christians, on account of a supposed quotation from a book of Enoch, which is not certain that Jude quotes any book. H. only says that Enoch prophesy’d, saying, The Lord cometh with ten thousand of his saints. If he might be words of a prophecy preferred by tradition, and inserted occasionally in different writings, nor is there any evidence that there was such a book as Enoch’s prophecies in the time of Jude, though a book of that name was extant in the second and third centuries. As to the date of this Epistle nothing beyond conjecture can be produced.

The design of it is, by describing the character of the false teachers, and the punishments to which they were liable, to caution Christians against listening to their suggestions, and being thereby perverted from the faith and purity of the Gospel.

The Apocalypse or Revelation has not always been as the Apocalypse of John. Its authenticity is proved, however, by the testimony of many respectable authors of the first centuries. It is referred to by the martyrs of Lyons: it was admitted by Justin Martyr as the work of the apostle John. It is often quoted by Irenæus, by Theophilus bishop of Antioch, by Clement of Alexandria, by Tertullian, by Origen, and by Cyprian of Carthage. It was also received by Heretics, by Novatus and his followers, by the Donats, and by the Arians. For the first two centuries no part of the New Testament was more universally acknowledged, or mentioned with higher respect. But a dispute having arisen about the millennium, Caius and some others, about the year 212, to end the controversy as speedily and effectually as possible, ventured to deny the authority of the book which had given occasion to it.

The book of Revelation, as we learn from Rev. i. 9 was written in the isle of Patmos. According to the general testimony of ancient authors, John was banished into Patmos in the reign of Domitian, and restored by his successor Nerva. But the book could not be published till after John’s death, when he returned to Ephesus. As Domitian died in 96, and his perfection
did not commence till near the end of his reign, the Revelation might therefore be published in 96 or 97.

Here we should conclude; but as the curious reader may desire to be informed how the predictions revealed in this book of St. John have usually been interpreted and applied, we shall in a more full illustration of the several parts, as the conscientious of our plan only admits a short analysis or abridgment of them.

Nothing of a prophetical nature occurs in the first three chapters, except, that in this, but in all the other Alaric churches which existed at that time; the rise of the G. flp, having been taken from them, not only by their heresies and divisions from within, but by the arms of the Saracen from without. And 2. Concerning the church of Smyrna, that the flp. shall have tribulation ten days; that is, in prophetical language, “ten years,” referreg to the persecution of Diocletian, which alone of all the general persecutions lasted so long.

The next five chapters relate to the opening of the Seven Seals; and by these seals are intimated so many different periods of the prophecy. Six of these seals are opened in the sixth and seventh chapters.

The sixth seal is memorable for conquests. It commences with Vespasian, and terminates in Nerva; and during this time Judas was first but once again was destroyed. The seventh seal is noted for wrath and slaughter. It commences with Trajan, and on into the reign of Hadrian, and that of his successor. In this period, the Jews were entirely routed and dispersed; and great was the slaughter and devastation occasioned by the contending parties. The third seal is characterised by a rigorous execution of justice, an abundant provision of corn, wine, and oil. It commences with Septimius Severus. He and Alexander Severus were just and severe emperors, and at the same time highly celebrated for the regard they paid to the felicity of their people, by procuring them plenty of every thing, and particularly corn, wine, and oil. This period lasted during the reigns of the Septimian family. The fourth seal is distinguished by a concurrence of evils, such as war, famine, pestilence, and wild beasts; by all which the Roman empire was remarkably infested from the reign of Marcus Aurelius to that of Diocletian. The fifth seal begins at Diocletian, and is signalised by the great persecution, from whence arose that memorable era, the Era of Martyrs. With Constantine begins the sixth seal, a period of revolutions, pictured forth by great commotions in earth and in heaven, alluding to the subversion of paganism and the establishment of Christianity. This period lasted from the reign of Constantine the Great to last of Theodosius the first. The seventh seal includes under it the remaining parts of the prophecy, and comprehends seven periods distinguished by the founding of seven trumpets.

As the seals foretold the fall of the Roman empire before and till it became Christian, so the trumpets forebode the fate of it afterwards; each trumpet being an alarm to the nation or other, routing them up to overthrow that empire.

Four of these trumpets are founded in the eighth chapter.

At the founding of the first, Alaric and his Goths invade the Roman empire, believe Rome twice, and fix it on fire in several places. At the founding of the second, Attila and his Huns waste the Roman provinces, and compel the eastern emperor Theodosius the second, and the western emperor Valentinian the third, to submit to shameful terms. At the founding of the third, Gratian and his Vandals arrive from Africa; oil and plunder Rome, and set the city on fire with immense wealth and innumerable captives. At the founding of the fourth, Odoacer and the Heruli put an end to the very name of the western empire; Theodoric founds the kingdom of the Old-Goths in Italy; and at last Italy becomes a province of the eastern empire, Rome being governed by a duke under the escort of Ravenna. As the foregoing trumpets relate chiefly to the downfall of the western empire, so do the two following to that of the eastern. They are founded in the ninth, tenth, and part of the eleventh chapters. At the founding of the fifth trumpet, Mahomet, that blazing star, appears, opens the bottomless pit, and with his locusts the Arabian darkens the sun and air. And at the founding of the sixth, a period not yet finished, the four angels, that is, the four fultans, or leaders of the Turks and Othman, are loosed from the river Euphrates. The Greek or Eastern empire was cruelly “hurt and tormented” under the fifth trumpet; but under the sixth, it was “slain,” and utterly destroyed.

The Latin or Western Church not being reclaim-ed by the ruin of the Greek or Eastern, but still perishing in that idolatry and wickedness; at the beginning of the sixth chapter, and under the founding of this sixth trumpet, is introduced a vision preparate to the prophecies respecting the Western Church, wherein an angel is represented, having in his hand a little book, or codex, describing the calamities that should overtake that church. The meaning of the temple shows, that during all this period there will be some true Christians, who will conform themselves to the rule of God’s word, even whilst the outer court, that is, the external and more extensive part of this temple or church, is trodden under foot by Gentiles, i.e. such Christians as, in their idolatrous worship and persecuting practice, resemble and on do the Gentiles themselves. Yet against these corrupters of religion there will always be some true witnesses to protest, who, however they may be overcome at times, and in appearance reduced to death, yet will arise again from time to time, till at last they triumph and gloriously ascend. The eleventh chapter concludes with the founding of the seventh trumpet.
In the twelfth chapter, by the woman bearing a man-child is to be understood the Christian church; by the great red dragon, the heathen Roman empire; by the man-child whom the woman bore, Constantinople the Great; and by the war in heaven, the contests between the Christian and Heathen religions.

In the thirteenth chapter, by the beast with seven heads and ten horns, unto whom the dragon gave his power, seat, and great authority, is to be understood, not Papal but Christian, no imperial but papal Rome; in submitting to whose religion, the world did in effect submit again to the religion of the dragon. The ten-headed beast therefore represents the Romish church and state in general: but the beast with two horns like a lamb is the Roman clergy; and that image of the ten-headed beast, which the two horned beast caused to be made, and inspired with life, is the pope; whose number is 666, according to the numerical powers of the letters constituting the Roman name 

Chapter xiv. By the lamb on mount Sion is meant Jesus; by the hundred forty and four thousand, his church and followers; by the angel preaching the everlasting Gospel, the first principal effort made towards a reformation by public opinion formed against the worship of saints and images by emperors and bishops in the eighth and ninth centuries; by the angel crying, "Babylon is fallen," the Waldensies and Albigenses, who pronounced the church of Rome to be the Apocalyptic Babylon, and denounced her destruction; and by the third angel, Martin Luther and his fellow reformers, who protested against all the corruptions of the church of Rome, as destructive to salvation. For an account of the doctrines and precepts contained in the Scriptures, see Theology. For proofs of their divine origin, see Religion, Prophecy, and Miracles.

SCRIVENER, one who draws contracts, or whose business it is to place money at interest. If a scrivener is intrusted with a bond, he may receive the interest; and if he fails, the obligee shall bear the loss; and so it is if he receives the principal and deliver up the bond; for being entrusted with the security itself, it must be presumed that he is trusted with power to receive interest or principal; and the giving up the bond on payment of the money shall be a discharge thereof. But if a scrivener shall be entrusted with a mortgage-deed, he hath only authority to receive the interest, not the principal; the giving up the deed in this case not being sufficient to release the estate, but there must be a conveyance, &c. It is held, where a scrivener puts out his client's money on a bad security, which upon inquiry might have been easily found so, yet he cannot in equity be chargeable to answer for the money; for it is here said, no one would venture to put out money of another's security, if he were obliged to warrant and make it good in case a loss should happen, without any fraud in him.

SCROBICULUS CORDIS, the same as Antichrist, and as Babylon, the beast of the prophets.

SCROFANELLO, in ichthyology, a name by which some have called a small kind of the Mediterranean, more usually known by the name of the foramina.

SCROLL, in Heraldry. See that article, chap. iv. sect. 9. When the motto relates to the crest, the scroll is properly placed above the achievement; otherwise it should be annexed to the effecheon. Those of the order of knighthood are generally placed round shields.

SCRYPHALA, the King's evil. See Medicines, n° 349.

SCRYPHULARIA, Figwort, in botany; a genus of the angiosperma order, belonging to the dicotyledonous class of plants; and in the natural method ranking under the 40th order, Perispermata. The calyx is quincuncial; the corolla is a 4-lobed tube and repinated; the capsule is bilocular. There are several species, of which the most remarkable are, 1. Nardus, or the common figwort, which grows in woods and hedges. The root is tuberous; the stalks are four or five feet high, and branched towards the top; the leaves are heart-shaped, serrated, and acute. The flowers are of a dark red colour, flanked like a cap or helmet; the lower lip greenish: they grow in loose dichotomous spikes or racemes at the top of the branches. The leaves have a fetid smell and bitter taste. A decoction of them is said to cure hogs of the measles. An ointment made of the root was formerly used to cure the piles and phlebolymphs fiones, but is at present out of practice. 2. Aquatica, water-figwort, or botony. The root is fibrous; the stems erect, square, about four feet high. The leaves are opposite, elliptical, pointed, slightly scalloped, on recurrent footstalks. Flowers purple, in loose naked spikes. It grow on the sides of rivulets and other wet places, and has a small, smooth, and soft stalk, not so strong as the preceding. The leaves are used in medicine as a caressor of the lungs, and in powder to promote freezing. 3. Scorodonza, or balm-leaved figwort. The stem is erect, square, about two feet high. The leaves are opposite, doubly serrated. The flowers are dufky purple, in composite bunches. It grows on the banks of rivulets, &c, in Cornwall. 4. Forsanis, or yellow figwort. The stalks are square, hairy, brown, about two feet high. The leaves are heart-shaped, roundish, hairy, indented, opposite. The flowers are yellow, on single forked footstalks from the axil of the leaves. It grows in hedges in Surry.

SCRUTUM. See Anatomy, n° 107.

SCRUP, in natural history, the name of a class of folis, formed in detached masses, with ut any crusts; of no determinate figure or regular structure; and composed of a crystalline or sparry matter, debased by an admixture of earth in various proportions. Under this class are comprehended, 1. The telangiæ. 2. The petrieæ. 3. The labreactæ. 4. The jafperæ or jaspers.

SCRUPLE, SCPULUS, or SLCPULUM, the leaf of the weights used by the ancients, which amongst the Romans was the 24th part of an ounce, or the 3d part of a dram. The scruple is still a weight among
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The art of carving wood or hewing stone into images. It is an art of the most remote antiquity, being practised, as there is reason to believe, before the general deluge. We are induced to assign to this early origin, by considering the expedients by which, in the first stages of society, men have everywhere supplied the place of a phaethonic characters. Thence, it is universally known, have been picture-writing, such as that of the Mexicans, which, in the progress of refinement and knowledge, was gradually improved into the hieroglyphics of the Egyptians and other ancient nations. See Hieroglyphics.

That mankind should have lived near 1700 years, from the creation of the world to the flood of Noah, without falling upon any method to make their conceptions permanent, or to communicate them to a distance, is extremely improbable; especially when we call to mind that such methods of writing have been found, in modern times, among people much less enlightened than those must have been who were capable of building such a vessel as the ark. But if the cuneiformians were acquainted with any kind of writing, there can be little doubt of its being hieroglyphical writing. Mr Bryant has proved that the Chaldeans were possessed of that art before the Egyptians; and Berosus informs us, that Apud, a delineation of all the monstrous forms which inhabited the chaos, when this earth was in that state, was to be seen in the temple of Belus in Babylon. This delineation, as he describes it, must have been a history in hieroglyphical characters; for it consisted of human figures with wings, with two heads, and some with the horns and legs of goats. This is exactly similar to the hieroglyphical writing of the Egyptians; and it was preserved, our author says, both in drawings and engravings in the temple of the god of Babylon. As Chaldee was the first people of the region of the earth after the flood, and as it appears from Pliny, as well as from Her. Berosus, that the art of engraving upon bricks baked in the sun was there carried to a considerable degree of perfection at a very early period, the probability certainly...
Not solely from idolatry, it is generally thought that sculpture had its origin from idolatry, as it was found necessary to place to the people the images of their gods to enliven the faviour of their devotion: but this is probably a mistake. The worship of the heavenly bodies, as the only gods of the heathen nations, prevailed so long before the deification of dead men was thought of (see Polytheism), that we cannot suppose mankind to have, during all that time, ignorant of the art of hieroglyphical writing. But the deification of departed heroes undoubtedly gave rise to the almost universal practice of representing the gods by images of a human form; and therefore we must conclude, that the elements of sculpture were known before that art was employed to enliven the devotion of idolatrous worshippers. The pyramids and obelisks of Egypt, which were probably temples, or rather altars, dedicated to the fun (see Papyrus), were covered from top to bottom with hieroglyphical emblems of men, beasts, birds, fishes, and reptiles, at a period prior to that in which there is any, unexceptionable evidence that mere statue-worship prevailed even in that nursery of idolatry.

But though it appears thus evident that picture-writing was the first employment of the sculptor, we are far from imagining that idolatrous worship did not contribute to carry his art to that perfection which it attained in some of the nations of antiquity. Even in the dark ages of Europe, when the other fine arts were almost extinguished, the mummery of the church of Rome, and the veneration which she taught for her saints and martyrs, preferred among the Italians some vestiges of the latter arts of sculpture and painting; and therefore, as human nature is everywhere the same, it is reasonable to believe that a similar veneration for heroes and demigods would, among the ancient nations, have a similar effect. But if this be so, the presumption is, that the Chaldæans were the first who invented the art of hewing blocks of wood and stone into the figures of men and other animals; for the Chaldæans were unquestionably the first idolators, and their early progress in sculpture is certified by the united testimonies of Herodotus, Alexander Polyhistor, Apollodorus, and Pliny; not to mention the eastern tradition, that the father of Abraham was a flautist.

Against this conclusion Mr. Bromley, in his late History of the Fine Arts, has urged some plausible arguments. In flating thefe he professes not to be original, or to derive his information from the fountain-head of antiquity. He adopts, as he tells us, the theory of a French writer, who maintains, that in the year of the world 1499, about 300 years after the deluge, the Scythians under Brouma, a descendant of Magog the son of Japhet, extended their conquests over the greater part of Asia. According to this system Brouma was not only the civilizer of India, and the author of the brahmanical doctrines, but also diffused the principles of the Scythian mythology over Egypt, Phænicia, Greece, and the continent of Asia.

Of these principles Mr. Bromley has given us no distinct enumeration: the account which he gives of them is not to be found in one place, but to be collected from a variety of distant passages. In attempting therefore to present the substance of his scattered hints in one view, we will not be confident that we have omitted none of them. The ox, says he, was the Scythian emblem of the generator of animal life, and hence it became the principal divinity of the Arabians. The serpent was the symbol of the source of intelligent nature, Théve were the common points of union in all the first religions of the earth. From Egypt the Israelites carried with them a religious veneration for the ox and the serpent. Their veneration for the ox appeared soon after they marched into the wilderness, when in the absence of Moses they called upon Aaron to make them gods which should go before them. The idea of having an idol to go before them, says our author, was completely Scythian; for so the Scythians acted in all their progress through Asia, with this difference, that their idol was a living animal. The Israelites having gained their favourite god, which was an ox (not a calf as it is rendered in the book of Exodus), next proceeded to hold a festival, which was to be accompanied with dancing; a species of gaiety common in the festivals which were held in admiration of the emblematic Uralos or ox in that very part of Arabia near Mount Sinai where this event took place. It is mentioned too as a curious and important fact, that the ox which was revered in Arabia was called Adonai. According to Aaron announcing the feast to the ox and golden calf, speaks thus, to-morrow is a feast to Adonai, which is in our translation rendered to the Lord. In the time of Jeroboam we read of the golden calves set up as objects of worship at Bethel and Dan. Nor was the reverence paid to the ox confined to Scythia, to Egypt, and to Asia; it extended much farther. The ancient Cimmerians, as the Scythians did, carried an ox of bronze before them on all their expeditions. Mr. Bromley also informs us, that as great respect was paid to the living ox among the Greeks, as was offered to its symbol among other nations.

The emblem of the serpent, continues Mr. Bromley, was marked yet more decidedly by the express direction of the Almighty. That animal had ever been considered as emblematic of the supreme generating power of intelligent life: And was that idea, says he, discouraged, so far as it went to be a sign or symbol of life, when God said to Moses, Make thee a brazen serpent, and set it upon a pole, and it shall come to pass that every one who is bitten, when he looketh upon it, shall live. In Egypt the serpent surrounded their Isis and Osiris, the diadems of their princes, and the bonnets of their priests. The serpent made a distinguished figure in Grecian sculpture. The fable of Echidne, the mother of the Scythians, gave her figure terminating as a serpent to all the founders of states in Greece; from which their earliest sculptors represented that form the Titan princes, Cecrops, Draco, and even Epicharmus. Beside the spear of the image of Minerva, which Phidias made for the citadel of Athens, he placed a serpent, which was supposed to guard that goddes.

The serpent was combined with many other figures. It sometimes was coiled round an egg as an emblem of the creation; sometimes round a trident, to show its power over the sea; sometimes it encircled a flambeau, to represent life and death.

In Egypt, as well as in Scythia and India, the divinity
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Vanity was represented on the leaves of the tamara or lotus. Pan was worshipped as a god in that country, as well as over the cactus. Their sphinxes, and all their combined figures of animal creation, took their origin from the mother of the Scythians, who brought forth an offspring that was half a woman and half a serpent. Their pyramids and obelisks arose from the idea of flame; the first emblem of the infernal principle, introduced by the Scythians, and which even the influence of Zoroaster and the magi could not remove.

We are told that the Bacchus of the Greeks is derived from the Brama of the Indians; that both are represented as seated on a swan swimming over the waves, to indicate that each was the god of human nature, not the god of wine, but the good of waters. The mitre of Bacchus was shaped like half an egg; an emblem taken from this circumstance, that at the creation the egg with all things sprang divided in the middle. Pan also was revered among the Scythians; and from that people were derived all the emblems by which the Greeks represented this divinity.

It would be tedious to follow our author through the whole of this subject; and were we to submit to the labour of collecting and arranging his scattered materials, we should fill view his system with some degree of fulpicion. It is drawn, as he informs us, from the work of M. D'Ancreville, entitled, Recherches sur l'Origine, l'Esprit, et les Progres, des Arts de la Grèce.

To form conclusions concerning the origin of nations, the rise and progress of the arts and sciences, without the aid of historical evidence, by analogies which are sometimes accidental, and often fanciful, is a mode of reasoning which cannot readily be admitted. There may indeed, we acknowledge, be resemblances in the religion, language, manners, and customs, of different nations, so striking and so numerous, that to doubt of their being defended from the same flock would favour of scepticism. But historical theories must not be adopted rashly. We must be certain that the evidence is credible and satisfactory before we proceed to deduce any conclusions. We must first know whether the Scythian history itself be authentic, before we make any comparison with the history of other nations.

But what is called the Scythian history, every man of learning knows to be a collection of fables. Herodotus and Justin are the two ancient writers from whom we have the fullest account of that warlike nation; but these two historians contradict each other, and both write what cannot be believed of the same people at the same period of their progress. Justin tells us, that there was a long and violent content between the Scythians and Egyptians about the antiquity of their respective nations; and after flattering the arguments on each side of the question, which, as he gives them*, are nothing to the purpose, he decides in favour of the claim of the Scythians. Herodotus was too partial to the Egyptians, not to give them the palm of antiquity; and he was probably in the right; for Justin describes his most ancient nations, even in the time of Darius, Hyksos, as ignorant of all the arts of civil life. “They occupied their land in common (says he), and cultivated none of it. They had no houses nor settled habitations, but wandered with their cattle from desert to desert. In these rambles they carried their wives and children in tumbrels covered with the skins of beasts, which served as hovels to protect them from the storms of winter. They were without law, governed by the dictates of natural equity. They coveted not gold or silver like the rest of mankind, and lived upon milk and honey. Though they were exposed to extreme cold, and had abundance of flocks, they knew not how to make garments of wool, but clathed themselves in the skins of wild beasts.”

This is the most favourable account which any ancient writer gives of the Scythians. But Herodotus and Justin, they are represented as the most famous of mortals, delighting in war and bloodshed, cutting the throats of all strangers who came among them, eating their flesh, and making cups and pots of their skulls. Is it conceivable that such favours could be sculptors; or that, even supposing their manners to have been such as Justin represents them, a people so simple and ignorant could have imposed their mythology upon the Chaldeans, Phenicians, and Egyptians, whom we know by the most incontrovertible evidence to have been great and polished nations fo early as in the days of Abraham? No! We could as soon admit other novels of more importance, with which some of the present age pretend to enlighten the world, as this origin assigned by Mr Bromley to the art of sculpture, unless supported by better authority than that of D'Ancreville.

The inference of our author from the name of the species ox in Arabia, and from the dancing and gaiety which were common in the religious festivals of the Arabs, appears to us to be very hastily drawn. At the early period of the departure of the Israelites from Egypt, the language of the Hebrews, Egyptians, and Arabians, differed not more from each other than do the different dialects of the Greek tongue which are found in the poems of Homer (see PHILOLOGY, sect. III.) and it is certain, that for many years after the formation of the golden-calf, the Hebrews were strangers to every species of idolatry but that which they had brought with them from their house of bondage. See REMPHAN.

Taking for granted therefore that the Scythians did not impose their mythology upon the eastern nations, and that the art of sculpture, as well as hieroglyphic writing and idolatrous worship, prevailed first among the Chaldeans, we shall endeavour to trace the progress of this art through some other nations of antiquity, till we bring it to Greece, where it was carried to the highest perfection to which it has yet attained.

The first intimation that we have of the art of sculpture is in the book of Genesis, where we are informed, that when Jacob, by the divine command, was returning to Canaan, his wife Rachel carried along with her the teraphim or idols of her father. These we are assured were small, since Rachel found it so easy to conceal them from her father, notwithstanding his anxious search. We are ignorant, however, how these images were made, or of what materials they were composed. The first person mentioned as an artist of eminence is Bezaleel, who formed the cherubims which covered the mercy-seat.

The Egyptians also cultivated the art of sculpture; but there were two circumstances that obstructed its progress. 1. The perfons of the Egyptians were not possessed of the graces of form, of elegance, or of symmetry; and of consequence they had no perfect standard...
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to model their tale. They resembled the Chinese in the
craft of their face, in their great bellies, and in the
clumsyrounding of their contours. 2. They were
restrained by their laws to the principles and practices of
their ancestors, and were not permitted to introduce any
innovations. Their statues were always formed in the
same stiff attitude, with the arms hanging perpendicularly
down the sides. What perfection were they capable of
who knew no other attitude than that of chairmen?
So far were they from attempting any improvements,
that in the time of Adrian the art continued in the
same rude state as at first; and when their lavish adula-
tion for that emperor induced them to place the sta-
tue of his favourite Antinous among the objects of
their worship, the same inanimate stiffness in the atti-
tude of the body and position of the arms was observed.
We believe it will scarcely be necessary to inform our
readers that the Egyptian statue just now mentioned is
very different from the celebrated statue of Antinous,
of which so many moulds have been taken that imita-
tions of it are now to be met with in every cabinet in
Europe.

Notwithstanding the attachments of the Egyptians to
ancient usages, Winkelman thinks he has discovered two
different styles of sculpture which prevailed at different
periods. The first of these ends with the conquest of
Egypt by Cambyses. The second begins at that time,
and extends beyond the reign of Alexander the Great.
In the first style, the lines which form the contour are
straight and projecting a little; the position is stiff and
unnatural: In siting figures the legs are parallel, the
feet squeezed together, and the arms fixed to the sides;
but in the figures of women the left arm is folded
across the breast; the bones and muscles are faintly
distinguishable; the eyes are flat and looking obliquely,
and the eyebrows frown; features which destroy entirely
the beauty of the head; the cheek-bones are high, the chin
small and piked: the ears are generally placed higher
than in nature, and the feet are too large and flat.
In short, if we are to look for any model in the statues of
Egypt, it is not for the model of beauty but for detor-
mity. The statues of men are naked, only they have a
short apron, and a few folds of drapery surrounding their
waist: The veils of women are only distinguishable by the border, which rises a little above the
surface of the statue. In this age it is evident the
Egyptians knew little of drapery.

Of the second style of sculpture praised among the
Egyptians, Winkelman thinks he has found specimens in
the two figures of barbarians in the Capitol, and in an-
other figure at Villa Albani, the head of which has been
renewed. The two first of these, he remarks, bear
visible traces of the former style, which appear especial-
lly in the form of the mouth and shortness of the chin.
The hands possess more elegance; and the feet are
placed at a greater distance from one another, than was
customary in more ancient times. In the first and third
figures the arms hang down close to the sides. In the
second they hang more freely. Winkelman suspects
that these three statues have been made after the con-
quelt of Egypt by the Greeks. They are clothed with
a tunic, a robe, and a mantle. The tunic, which is
puckered into many folds, descends from the neck to
the ground. The robe in the first and third statues
seems close to the body, and is only perceptible by
some little folds. It is tied under the breast, and cov-
ered by the mantle, the two buttons of which are
placed under the epaulet.

The Antinous of the Capitol is composed of two
pieces, which are joined under the haunches. But as
all the Egyptian statues which now remain have been
hewn out of one block, we must believe that Diodorus,
in saying the stone was divided, and each half finished
by a separate artist, spoke only of a colossal. The
same author informs us, that the Egyptians divided the
human body into \( \frac{24}{5} \) parts; but it is to be regretted
that he has not given a more minute detail of that di-
vision.

The Egyptian statues were not only formed by the
chief, they were also polished with great care. Even
those on the summit of an obelisk, which could only be
viewed at a distance, were finished with as much labour
and care as if they had admitted a close inspection.
As they are generally executed in granite or basalt, stones
of a very hard texture, it is impossible not to admire
the indefatigable patience of the artists.

The eye was often of different materials from the rest of
the statue; sometimes it was composed of a precious
stone or metal. We are assured that the valuable dia-
mond of the empress of Russia, the largest and most
beautiful hitherto known, formed one of the eyes of the
famous statue of Scheringham in the temple of Bra-
ma.

Those Egyptian statues which still remain are com-
posed of wood or baked earth; and the statues of earth
are covered with green enamel.

The Phoenicians possessed both a character and situa-
tion highly favourable to the cultivation of statuary. Sculpture.

They had beautiful models in their own persons, and
their indolent character qualified them to attain per-
fecition in every art for which they had a taste. Their
situation raised a spirit of commerce, and commerce in-
duced them to cultivate the arts. Their temples shone
with statues and columns of gold, and a profusion of
emeralds was everywhere scattered. All the great works
of the Phoenicians have been unfortunately destroyed;
but many of the Carthaginian medals are still preferred,
ten of which are deposited in the cabinet of the grand
duke of Florence. But though the Carthaginians were
a colony of Phoenicians, we cannot from their works
judge of the merit of their ancestors.

The Persians made no distinguished figure in the arts. This art not
determined of design. They were indeed sensible to the charms of
cultivated beauty, but they did not study to imitate them. Their
clothes, which consisted of long flowing robes concealing
the whole person, prevented them from attending to the
beauties of form. Their religion, too, which taught
them to worship the divinity in the emblem of fire, and
that it was impious to represent him under a human
form, seemed almost to prohibit the exercise of this art,
by taking away those motives which alone could give it
dignity and value; and as it was not customary among
them to raise statues to great men, it was impossible
that statuary could flourish in Persia.

The Etruscans or ancient Tuscan, in the opinion of
Etruscan

Winkelman, carried this art to some degree of perfe-
tion at an earlier period than the Greeks. It is said to
have been introduced before the siege of Troy by De-
dalus, who, in order to escape the retentment of Minos
king of Crete, took refuge in Sicily, from whence he
paired.
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Passing into Italy, where he left many monuments of his art, Paufanias and Diodorus Siculus inform us, that some works ascribed to him were to be seen when they wrote, and that these possessed that character of majesty which afterwards distinguished the labours of Etruria.

A character strongly marked forms the chief distinction in those productions of Etruria which have descended to us. Their style was indeed harsh and overcharged; a fault also committed by Michael Angelo the celebrated painter of modern Etruria; for it is Etrurians could celebrate the gods, however, were very rude. The earliest objects of idolatrous worship have everywhere been the heavenly bodies; and the symbols consecrated to them were generally pillars of a conical or pyramidal figure. It was not till here-worship was engraven on the planetary, that the sculptor thought of giving to the sacred statue any part of the human form (see Polytheism, n° 19, and Titan.) The original statues of the gods, however, had been of a simple, rough form. It is the name which Homer gives to the images which were used to fix vessels to the shore, Paufanias saw at Pheres 50 deities made of unformed blocks or cubical stones. The Lacedemonians represented Castor and Pollux by two parallel poles; and a transverse beam was added, to express their mutual affection.

If the Greeks derived from foreign nations the rudiments of the art, it must redound much to their honour, that in a few centuries they carried them to such wonderful perfection as entirely to eclipse the fame of their masters. It is by tracing the progress of sculpture among them that we are to study the history of this art; and we shall see its origin and successive improvements correspond with nature, which always operates slowly and gradually.

**View of Grecian Sculpture.**

The great superiority of the Greeks in the art of sculpture may be ascribed to a variety of causes. The influence of climate over the human body is so striking that it must have fixed the attention of every thinking man who has reflected on the subject. The violent heats of the torrid zone, and the excessive cold of the polar regions, are unfavourable to beauty. It is only in the mild climates of the temperate regions that it appears in its most attractive charms. Perhaps no country in the world enjoys a more genial air, less tainted with mists and vapours, or polluted in a higher degree that mild and genial warmth which can unfold and expand the human body into all the symmetry of muscular strength, and all the delicacies of female beauty in greater perfection, than the happy climate of Greece; and never was there any people that had a greater taste for beauty, or were more anxious to improve it. Of the four wits of Simonides, the second was to have a handlike figure. The love of beauty was so great among the Lacedemonian women, that they kept in their chambers the statues of Nereus, of Narcissus, of...
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Hyacinthus, and of Caistor and Pollux; hoping that by often contemplating them they might have beautiful children.

There was a variety of circumstances in the noble and virtuous freedom of the Grecian manners that rendered these models of beauty peculiarly subservient to the cultivation of the fine arts. There were no tyrannical laws, as among the Egyptians, to check their progress. They had the best opportunities to study them in the public places, where the youth, who needed no other vail than chastity and purity of manners, performed their various exercises quite naked. They had the strongest motives to cultivate sculpture, for a statue was the highest honour which public merit could attain. It was an honour ambitiously sought, and granted only to those who had distinguished themselves in the eyes of their fellow citizens. As the Greeks preferred natural qualities to acquired accomplishments, they decreed the first rewards to those who excelled in agility and strength of body. Statues were often raised to wrestlers. Even the most eminent men of Greece, in their youth, sought renown in gymnastic exercises. Chryseippus and Cleanthus distinguished themselves in the public games before they were known as philosophers. Plato appeared as a wrestler both at the Isthmian and Pythian games; and Pythagoras carried off the prize at Elis, (see Pythagoras.) The passion by which they were inspired was the ambition of having their statues erected in the most sacred place of Greece, to be seen and admired by the whole people. The number of statues erected on different occasions was immense; of course the number of artists must have been great, their emulation ardent, and their progress rapid.

As most of their statues were decreed for those who vanquished in the public games, the artists had the opportunity of seeing excellent models; for those who surpassed in running, boxing, and wrestling, much in general have been well formed, yet would exhibit different kinds of beauty.

The high estimation in which sculptors were held was very favourable to their art. Socrates declared the artists the only wise men. An artist could be a legislator, a commander of armies, and might hope to have his statue placed beside those of Miltiades and Themistocles, or those of the gods themselves. Idols, the honour and succors of an artist did not depend on the caprice of pride or of ignorance. The productions of art were estimated and rewarded by the greatest fages in the general assembly of Greece, and the sculptor who had executed his work with ability and taste was confident of obtaining immortality.

It was the opinion of Winkelmann, that liberty was highly favourable to this art; but, though liberty is absolutely necessary to the advancement of science, it may be doubted whether the fine arts owe their improvement to it. Sculpture flourished most in Greece, when Pericles exercised the power of a king; and in the reign of Alexander, when Greece was conquered. It attained no perfection in Rome till Augustus had enslaved the Romans. It revived in Italy under the patronage of the family of Medici, and in France under the despotic rule of Louis XIV. It is the love of beauty, luxury, wealth, or the patronage of a powerful individual, that promotes the progress of this art.

It will now be proper to give a particular account of the ideas which the Greeks entertained concerning the standard of beauty in the different parts of the human body. And with respect to the head, the profile by which they chiefly admired is peculiar to dignified beauty. It confines in a line almost straight, or marked by such flight and gentle inflections as are scarcely distinguishable from a straight line. In the figures of women and young persons, the forehead and nose form a line approaching to a perpendicular.

Ancient writers, as well as artists, assure us that the Greeks reckoned a small forehead a mark of beauty, and a high forehead a deformity. From the same idea, the Circassians wore their hair hanging down over their foreheads almost to their eyebrows. To give an oval form to the countenance, it is necessary that the hair should cover the forehead, and thus make a curve about the temples; otherwise the face, which terminates in an oval form in the inferior part, will be angular in the higher part, and the proportion will be destroyed. This rounding of the forehead may be seen in all handsome persons, in all the heads of ideal beauty in ancient statues, and especially in those of youth. It has been overlooked, however, by modern statues. Bernini, who modelled a statue of Louis XIV. in his youth, turned back the hair from the forehead.

It is generally agreed that large eyes are beautiful; but their size is of less importance in sculpture than their form, and the manner in which they are encharged. In ideal beauty, the eyes are always sunk deeper than they are in nature, and consequently the eyebrows have a greater projection. But in large statues, placed at a certain distance, the eyes, which are of the same colour with the rest of the head, would have little effect if they were not sunk. By deepening the cavity of the eye, the statue increases the light and shade and thus gives the head more life and expression. The same practice is used in small statues. The eye is a characteristic feature in the heads of the different deities. In the statues of Apollo, Jupiter, and Juno, the eye is large and round. In that of Pallas they are also large; but by lowering the eyelids, the virgin air and expression of modesty are distinctly marked. Venus has small eyes, and the lower eyelid being raised a little, gives them a languishing look and an enchanting sweetness. It is only necessary to see the Venus de Medicis to be convinced that large eyes are not essential to beauty, especially if we compare her small eyes with those which resemble them in nature. The beauty of the eyebrows confines in the fineness of the hair, and in the sharpness of the bone which covers them; and masters of the art considered the joining of the eyebrows as a deformity, though it is sometimes to be met with in ancient statues.

The beauty of the mouth is peculiarly necessary to constitute a fine face. The lower lip must be fuller than the upper, in order to give an elegant rounding to the chin. The teeth seldom appear, except in laughing faces. In human figures the lips are generally close, and a little opened in the figures of the gods. The lips of Venus are half open.

In figures of ideal beauty, the Grecian artists never interrupted the rounding of the chin by introducing a dimple; for this they considered not as a mark of beauty, and only to be admitted to distinguish individuals. The dimple indeed appears in some ancient statues, but antiquaries
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The breasts of men were large and elevated. The breasts of women did not possess much amplitude. The figures of the deities have always the breasts of a virgin, the beauty of which the ancients made to confit in a gentle elevation. So anxious were the women to resemble this standard, that they used several arts to restrain the growth of their breasts. The breasts of the nymphs and goddesses were never represented swelling, because that is peculiar to those women who suckle. The paps of Venus contrast and end in a point, this being considered as an essential characteristic of perfect beauty. Some of the moderns have transgressed these rules, and have fallen into great improprieties.

The lower part of the body in the statues of men was formed like that of the living body after a profound sleep and good digestion. The naval was considerably sunk, especially in female statues.

As beauty never appears in equal perfection in every ideal beauty of the same individual, perfect or ideal beauty can only be produced by selecting the most beautiful parts from different models; but this must be done with such judgment and care, that these detached beauties when united may form the most exact symmetry. Yet the ancients sometimes confined themselves to one individual, even in the most flourishing age. Theodore, whom Socrates and his disciples visited, served as a model to the artists of his time. Phryne also appears to have been a model to the painters and sculptors. But Socrates, in his conversation with Parrhasius, says, that when a perfect beauty was to be produced, the artist joined together the most striking beauties which could be collected from the finest figures. We know that Zeuxis, when he was going to paint Helen, united in one picture all the beauties of the most handsome women of Crotona.

The Grecian sculptors, who represented with such success the most perfect beauty of the human form, were not regardful of the drapery of their statues. They clothed their figures in the most proper stuff, which they wrought into that shape which was best calculated to give effect to their design.

The vestments of women in Greece generally consisted of linen cloth, or some other light stuff, and in later times of silk and sometimes of woollen cloth. They had also garments embroidered with gold. In the works of sculpture, as well as in those of painting, one may distinguish the linen by its transparency and small united folds. The other light stuff which were worn by the women were generally of cotton produced in the Isle of Cos; and these the art of drapery was able to distinguish from the linen vestments. The cotton cloth was sometimes striped, and sometimes embellished with a profusion of flowers. Silk was also employed; but whether it was known in Greece before the time of the Roman emperors cannot easily be determined. In paintings, it is distinguishable by changing its colour in different lights to red, violet, and sky-blue. There were two sorts of purple; that which the Greeks called the colour of the sea, and Tyrian purple, which reminded lac. Woollen garments are easily known by the

—

20 The ears.

No part of the head was executed by the ancients with more care than the ears, though little attention has been given to them by modern artists. This character is so decisive, that if we observe in any statue that the ears are not highly finished, but only roughly marked, we may conclude with certainty that we are examining a modern production. The ancients were very attentive to copy the precise form of the ear in taking likenesses. Thus, where we meet with a head the ears of which have a very large interior opening, we know it to be the head of Marcus Aurelius.

The manner in which the ancient artists formed the hair also enables us to distinguish their works from those of the moderns. On hard and coarse flones the hair was short, and appeared as if it had been combed with a wide comb; for that kind of stone was difficult to work, and could not without immense labour be formed into carved and flowing hair. But the figures executed in marble in the most flourishing period of the art have the hair curled and flowing; at least where the head was not intended to be an exact resemblance, for then the artist conformed to his model. In the heads of women, the hair was thrown back, and tied behind in a waving manner, leaving considerable intervals; which gives the agreeable variety of light and shade, and produces the effects of the claro-obscuro. The hair of the Amazons is disposed in this manner. Apollo and Bacchus have their hair falling down their shoulders; and young persons, till they arrived at manhood, wore their hair long. The colour of the hair which was reckoned most beautiful, was fair; and this they gave without dilution to the most beautiful of their gods, Apollo and Bacchus, and likewise to their most illustrious heroes.

21 The hair.

Although the ravages of time have preserved but few of the hands or feet of ancient statues, it is evident from what remains how anxious the Grecian artists were to give every perfection to these parts. The hands of young persons were moderately plump, with little cavities or dimples at the joints of the fingers. The fingers tapered very gently from the root to the point, like well proportioned columns, and the joints were scarcely perceptible. The terminating joint was not bent, as it commonly appears in modern statues.

In the figures of young men the joints of the knee are faintly marked. The knee unites the leg to the thigh without making any remarkable projections or cavities. The most beautiful legs and bent turned knees, according to Winkelmann, are preserved in the Apollo Saurochthon, in the Villa Borghese; in the Apollo which has a swan at its feet; and in the Bacchus of Villa Medicis. The same able connoisseur remarks, it is rare to meet with beautiful knees in young persons, or in the elegant representations of art. As the ancients did not cover the feet as we do, they gave to them the most beautiful turning, and studied the form of them with the most servulous attention.

22 The hands. Although the ravages of time have preserved but few of the hands or feet of ancient statues, it is evident from what remains how anxious the Grecian artists were to give every perfection to these parts. The hands of young persons were moderately plump, with little cavities or dimples at the joints of the fingers. The fingers tapered very gently from the root to the point, like well proportioned columns, and the joints were scarcely perceptible. The terminating joint was not bent, as it commonly appears in modern statues.

The hands. Although the ravages of time have preserved but few of the hands or feet of ancient statues, it is evident from what remains how anxious the Grecian artists were to give every perfection to these parts. The hands of young persons were moderately plump, with little cavities or dimples at the joints of the fingers. The fingers tapered very gently from the root to the point, like well proportioned columns, and the joints were scarcely perceptible. The terminating joint was not bent, as it commonly appears in modern statues.

The legs.

23 The legs and feet.

The legs and feet.

Antiquaries suspect it to be the work of a modern hand. It is suspected also, that the dimple which is sometimes found on the cheeks of ancient statues is a modern innovation.

24 Men sometimes wore cotton, but all who did so were reckoned effeminate.

25 The dress of the most perfect beauty of the human form was not regardful of the drapery of their statues. They clothed their figures in the most proper stuff, which they wrought into that shape which was best calculated to give effect to their design.

26 The vestments of women in Greece generally consisted of linen cloth, or some other light stuff, and in later times of silk and sometimes of woollen cloth. They had also garments embroidered with gold. In the works of sculpture, as well as in those of painting, one may distinguish the linen by its transparency and small united folds. The other light stuff which were worn by the women were generally of cotton produced in the Isle of Cos; and these the art of drapery was able to distinguish from the linen vestments. The cotton cloth was sometimes striped, and sometimes embellished with a profusion of flowers. Silk was also employed; but whether it was known in Greece before the time of the Roman emperors cannot easily be determined. In paintings, it is distinguishable by changing its colour in different lights to red, violet, and sky-blue. There were two sorts of purple; that which the Greeks called the colour of the sea, and Tyrian purple, which resembled lac. Woollen garments are easily known by the
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With respect to the head, women generally wore no covering but their hair; when they wished to cover their head, they used the corner of their mantle.—Sometimes we meet with veils of a fine transparent texture. Old women wore a kind of bonnet upon their head, an example of which may be seen in a statue in the Capitol, called the Praeica; but Winkelman thinks it is a statue of Hecuba.

The covering of the feet consisted of shoes or sandals. The sandals were generally an inch thick, and composed of more than one sole of cork. Those of Pallas in Villa Albani have two soles, and other statues had no less than five.

Winkelman has aligned four different styles to this one ancient style, which continued until the time of Phidias; the grand style, formed by that celebrated flautary; the beautiful, introduced by Praxiteles, Apelles, and Lytippus; and the imitative style, practised by those artists who copied the works of the ancient masters.

The most authentic monuments of the ancient style are medals, containing an inscription, which leads us back to very distant times. The writing is from right to left in the Hebrew manner; a usage which was abandoned before the time of Herodotus. The statue of Agamemnon at Elis, which was made by Orontas, has an inscription from right to left. This artifian flourished 50 years before Phidias; it is in the intervening period therefore between these two artists, that we are to look for the cessation of this practice. The statues formed in the ancient style were neither distinguished by beauty of shape nor by proportion, but bore a close resemblance to those of the Egyptians and Errurians; the eyes were long and flat; the section of the mouth not horizontal; the chin was pointed; the curls of the hair were ranged in little rings, and resembled grains inclosed in a heap of raisins. What was still worse, it was impossible by inspecting the head to distinguish the sex.

The characters of this ancient style were these: The design was energetic, but harsh; it was animated, but without gracefulness; and the violence of the expression deprived the whole figure of beauty.

The grand style was brought to perfection by Phidias, Polyclitus, Scopas, Alcamenes, Myron, and other illustrious artists. It is probable, from some passages of ancient writers, that in this style were preferred some characters of the ancient manner, such as the straight lines, the squares and angles. The ancient masters, such as Polyclitus, being the legislators of proportions, says Winkelman, and of consequence thinking, they had a right to distribute the measures and dimensions of the parts of the human body, have undoubtedly sacrificed some degree of the form of beauty to a grandeur which is harsh, in comparison of the flowing contours and graceful forms of their successors.—The most considerable monuments of the grand style are the statues of Niobe and her daughters, and a figure

(a) This is a proof additional to those that will be found in the articles to which we have referred, that the Greeks received the rudiments of the art of sculpture from the nations to which they were universally indebted for the elements of science.
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The graceful or beautiful Lycurgus was perhaps the artist who introduced this style. Being more conversant than his predecessors with the sweet, the pure, the flowing, and the beautiful lines of nature, he avoided the square forms which the masters of the second style had too much employed. He was of opinion that the use of the art was rather to please than to astonish, and that the aim of the artist should be to raise admiration by giving delight. The artists who cultivated this style did not, however, neglect to study the sublime works of their predecessors. They knew that grace is consistent with the most dignified beauty, and that it poises charms which must ever please: they knew also that these charms are enhanced by dignity. Grace is infused into all the movements and attitudes of their statues, and it appears in the delicate turns of the hair, and even in the adorning of the drapery. Every act of grace was well known to the ancients; and great as the ravages of time have been amongst the works of art, specimens are still preferred, in which can be distinguished dignified beauty, attractive beauty, and a beauty peculiar to infants. A specimen of dignified beauty may be seen in the statue of one of the muses in the palace of Barberini at Rome; and in the garden of the pope, on the Quirinal is a statue of another muse, which affords a fine instance of attractive beauty. Winkelmann says that the most excellent model of infant beauty which antiquity has transmitted to us is a statue of a year old, which is preserved, though a little mutilated, in Villa Albani.

The great reputation of Praxiteles and Apelles raised an ardent emulation in their successors, who despairing of surpassing such illustrious masters, were satisfied with imitating their works. But it is well known that a mere imitator is always inferior to the master whom he attempts to copy. When no original genius appears, the art must therefore decline.

Clay was the first material which was employed in flautury. An instance of this may be seen in a figure of Auckennes in bas-relief in Villa Albani. The ancients used their fingers, and especially their nails, to render certain parts more delicate and lively; hence arose the phrase ad augesine factus homo, "as an accomplished man." It was the opinion of Count Caylus that the ancients did not use models in forming their statues. But to dispose this, it is only necessary to mention an engraving on a tine in the cabinet of Stofch, which represents Prometheus engraving the figure of a man, with a plummet in his hand to measure the proportions of his model. The ancients as well as the moderns made works in platter; but no specimens remain except some figures in bas-relief, of which the most beautiful were found at Baal.

The works made of ivory and silver were generally of a small size. Sometimes, however, statues of a proper and dignified size were formed of gold and ivory. The colossal Minerva of Phidias, which was composed of these materials, was 26 cubits high. It is indeed scarcely possible to believe that statues of such a size could entirely consist of gold and ivory. The quantity of ivory necessary to a colossal statue is beyond conception. M. de Pauw calculates that the statue of Jupiter Olympus, which was 54 feet high, would consume the teeth of 300 elephants.

The Greeks generally hewed their marble statues out of one block, though they after worked the heads separately, and sometimes the arms. The heads of the famous group of Niobe and her daughters have been adapted to their bodies after being separately finished. It is proved by a large figure representing a river, which is preserved in Villa Albani, that the ancients first hewed their statues roughly before they attempted to finish any part. When the statue had received its perfect figure, they next proceeded to polish it with pumice-stone, and again carefully retouched every part with the chisel.

The ancients, when they employed porphyry, usually made the head and extremities of marble. It is true, that at Venice there are four figures entirely composed of porphyry; but these are the productions of the Greeks of the middle age. They also made statues of basaltic and alabaster.

Without expression, gesture, and attitude, no figure can be beautiful, because in these the graces always reside. It was for this reason that the graces are always represented as the companions of Venus.

The expression of tranquillity was frequent in Grecian statues, because, according to Plato, that was considered as the middle state of the soul between pleasure and pain. Experience too shows that in general the most beautiful persons are endowed with the sweetest and most engaging manner. Without a feulate, tranquillity dignified beauty could not exist. It is in this tranquillity, therefore, that we must look for the complete display of genius.

The most elevated species of tranquillity and repose was fluided in the figures of the gods. The father of the gods, and even inferior divinities, are represented gods, without emotion or renlement. It is thus that Homer paints Jupiter shaking Olympus by the motion of his hair and his eyebrows.

Shakes his ambrosial curls, and gives the nod,
The flam of fate and function of the god.

Jupiter is not always exhibited in this tranquil state. In a bas-relief belonging to the Marquis Rondini he appears seated on an arm-chair with a melancholy asp. The Apollo of the Vatican represents the god in a fit of rage against the serpent Python, which he kills at a blow. The artist, adopting the opinion of the poets, has made the nose of anger, and the lips the seat of disdain.

To express the action of a hero, the Grecian sculptors delineated...
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Ultrilious men, and those invested with offices of dignity, are represented with a noble appearance and firm aspect. The statues of the Roman emperors resemble the deities of heroes, and are far removed from every species of flattery, in the gesture, in the attitude, and action. They never appeared with haughty looks, or with the splendor of royalty; no figure is ever seen presenting any thing to them with bended knee, except captives; and none addresses them with an inclination of the head. In modern works too little attention has been paid to the ancient custom. Winkelman mentions a bas-relief, which was lately executed at Rome for the fountain of Trevi, representing an architect in the act of presenting the plan of an aqueduct to Marcus Agrippa. The modern sculptor, not content with giving a long beard to that illustrious Roman, contrary to all the ancient marble statues as well as medals which remain, exhibits the architect on his knees.

In general, it was an established principle to banish all voluntary passions from public monuments. This will serve as a decisive mark to distinguish the true antique from supposititious works. A medal has been found exhibiting two Assyrians, a man and woman tearing their hair, with this inscription, Assyria. Et. Paladina. In. Potest. P. R. Redac. S. C. The forgery of this medal is manifest from the word Paladina, which is not to be found in any ancient Roman medal with a Latin inscription. Besides, the violent action of tearing the hair does not suit any symbolic figure. This extravagant style, which was called by the ancients parethysis, has been imitated by most of the modern artists. Their figures resemble comedians on the ancient stage, who, in order to suit the dilatant spectators, put on painted masks, employed exaggerated gestures, and far overstepped the bounds of nature. This style has been reduced into a theory in a treatise on the passions composed by Le Brun. The designs which accompany that work exhibit the passions in the very highest degree, approaching even to frenzy: but these are calculated to vitiate the taste, especially of the young; for the ardour of youth prompts them rather to seize the extremity than the middle; and it will be difficult for that artist who has formed his taste from such empassioned models ever to acquire that noble simplicity and sedate grandeur which distinguished the works of ancient taste.

Proportion is the basis of beauty, and there can be no beauty without it; on the contrary, proportion may exist where there is little beauty. Experience every day teaches us that knowledge is difficult from taste; and proportion, therefore, which is founded on knowledge, may be frigidly observed by any figure, and yet the figure have no pretensions to beauty. The ancients considering ideal beauty as the most perfect, have frequently employed it in preference to the beauty of nature.

The body consists of three parts as well as the members. The three parts of the body are the trunk, the thighs, and the legs. The inferior part of the body are the thighs, the legs, and the feet. The arms also consist of three parts. These three parts must bear a certain proportion to the whole as well as to one another. In a well formed man the head and body must be proportioned to the thighs, the legs, and the feet, in the same manner as the thighs are proportioned to the legs and the feet, or the arms to the hands. The face
Grecian sculpture to be studied by the modern artists.

We have been thus minute in our account of the Grecian sculpture, because it is the opinion of the ablest critics that modern artists have been more or less eminently as they have limited with the greater or less attention the models left us by that ingenious people: Winkelmann goes so far as to contend that the most finished works of the Grecian masters ought to be studied in preference even to the works of nature. This appears to be paradoxical; but the reason assigned by the Abbé for his opinion is, that the fairest lines of beauty are more easily discovered, and make a more striking and powerful impression, by their reunion in the sublimine copies, than when they are scattered far and wide in the original. Allowing, therefore, the study of nature the highest degree of merit it justly claims, it must nevertheless be granted, that it leads to true beauty by a much more tedious, laborious, and difficult path, than the study of the antique, which presents immediately to the artist's view the object of his reflechions, and combines in a clear and strong point of light the various rays of beauty that are dispersed through the wide domain of nature.

As soon as the artist has laid this excellent founda-

tion, acquired an intimate degree of familiarity with the beauties of the Grecian statues, and formed his taste after the admirable models they exhibit, he may then proceed with advantage and assurance to the imitation of nature. The ideas he has already formed of the perfection of nature, by observing her diversified beauties combined and collected in the compositions of the ancient artists, will enable him to acquire with facility, and to employ with advantage, the detached and partial ideas of beauty which will be exhibited to his view in a survey of nature in her actual state. When he discovers these partial beauties, he will be capable of combining them with that perfect forms of beauty with which he is already acquainted. In a word, by having always present to his mind the noble models already mentioned, he will be in some measure his own oracle, and will draw rules from his own mind.

There are, however, two ways of imitating nature. Two ways of imitating nature.

In the one a single object occupies the artist, who endeavours to represent it with precision and truth; in the other, certain lines and features are taken from a variety of objects, and combined and blended into one regular whole. All kinds of copies belong to the first kind of imitation; and productions of this kind must be executed necessarily in the Dutch manner, that is to say, with high finishing, and little or no invention. But the second kind of imitation leads directly to the investigation and discovery of true beauty, of that beauty whose idea is connate with the human mind, and is only to be found there in its highest perfection. This is the kind of imitation in which the Greeks excelled, and in which men of genius excite the young artists to excel after their example, etc. by studying nature as they did.

After having studied in the productions of the Grecian masters their choice and expression of form, nature, their sublime and graceful contours, their noble draperies, together with that sedate grandeur which constitutes their chief merit, the curious artists will do well to study the manual and mechanical part of their operations, as this is absolutely necessary to the successful imitation of their efficient manner.

It is certain that the ancients almost always formed their first models in wax: to this modern artists have substituted clay, or some such composition: they prefer clay before wax in the carvings, on account of the yielding nature of the latter, and its sticking in some measure to every thing it touches. We must not, however, imagine from hence that the method of forming models of wet clay was either unknown or neglected among the Greeks; on the contrary, it was in Greece that models of this kind were invented. Their author was Dibutades of Sicily; and it is well known that Arceillas, the friend of Lucullus, obtained a higher degree of reputation by his clay models than by all his other productions. Indeed, if clay could be made to preserve its original moisture, it would undeniably be the finest substance for the models of the sculptor; but when it is placed either in the fire or left to dry imperceptibly in the air, its field parts grow more compact, and the figure being thus a part of its dimensions, is necessarily reduced to a smaller volume. This diminution would be of no consequence did it equally affect the whole figure; but to preserve its proportions ent
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The sculptor, indeed, may determine these depths by observing the relation they bear to his model; but as his eye is the only guide he has to follow in this esthetic, he is always more or less exposed to error, or at least to doubt. He is never sure that the cavities made by his chisel are exact; a degree of uncertainty accompanies each stroke; nor can he be assured that it has carried away neither too much nor too little of his marble. It is equally difficult to determine, by such lines as have already been mentioned, the external and internal contours of the figure, or to transfer them from the model to the marble. By the internal contour is understood that which is described by the parts which approach towards the centre, and which are not marked in a striking manner.

It is further to be noticed, that in a complicated and laborious work, which an artist cannot execute without assistance, he is often obliged to make use of foreign hands, that have not the talents or dexterity that are necessary to finish his plan. A single stroke of the chisel that goes too deep is a defect not to be repaired; and such a stroke may easily happen, where the depths are so imperfectly determined. Defects of this kind are inevitable, if the sculptor, in chipping his marble, begins by forming the depths that are requisite in the figure he designs to represent. Nothing is more liable to error than this manner of proceeding. The cautious artist ought, on the contrary, to form these depths gradually, by little and little, with the utmost circumspection and care; and the determining of them with precision ought to be considered as the last part of his work, and as the finishing touches of his chisel.

The various inconveniences attending this method of copying determined several eminent artists to look out for one ancient facility to be copied is included in a frame that suits it exactly. The upper part of this frame is divided into a certain number of equal parts, and to each of these parts a thread is fixed with a piece of lead at the end of it. These threads, which hang freely, show what parts of the statue are most removed from the centre, with much more periscopy and precision than the lines which are drawn upon its surface, and which pass equally over the higher and lower parts of the block: they also give the artist a tolerable rule to measure the more striking variations of height and depth, and thus render him more bold and determined in the execution of his plan.

But even this method is not without its defects: for as it is impossible, by the means of a straight line, to determine with precision the procedure of a curve, the artist has, in this method, no certain rule to guide him in his contours; and as often as the line which he is to describe deviates from the direction of the plumb line, which is his main guide, he must necessarily find himself at a loss, and be obliged to have recourse to conjecture.

It is also evident, that this method affords no certain rule to determine exactly the proportion which various parts of the figure ought to bear to each other, considered in their mutual relation and condition. The artist, indeed, endeavours to supply this defect by inter-
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SCUM, properly denote, the impurities which a liquor, by boiling, calls up to the surface. The term is also used for what is more properly called the scoria of metals.

SCUPPERS, in a ship, are certain channels cut through the water-ways and sides of a ship, at proper distances, and lined with plaited lead, in order to carry the water off from the deck into the sea. The scuppers of the lower deck of a ship of war are usually furnished with a leathern pipe, called the scupper-hose, which hangs downward from the mouth or opening of the scupper. The intent of this is to prevent the water from entering when the ship inclines under a weight of fall.

SCURVY, in medicine, see that article, No. 357, where we have given an account of the symptoms, causes, and modes of prevention and cure, according to some of the most eminent writers in medicine. We have here only to add, that, in the opinion of Dr Beddoes, the mineral acids, especially the nitric and vitriolic, may be employed in the prevention or cure of this dreadful disease with as much success as the vegetable acids. But of all the substances that can at once be cheaply procured and long preserved, he thinks the concrete acid of Tartar, by far the most promising. It is very grateful, and comes near to the citric acid. In tropical countries the scurvy is seldom known.

SCURVY-grass, in botany. See COCHLEAREA.

The officinalis, or common officinal scurvy-grass, grows upon rocks on the sea-coast, and on several mountains, abundantly. It has an acrid, bitter, and acid taste, and is highly recommended for the scurvy. There are instances of a whole ship's crew having been cured of that distemper by it; and as it abounds with acid fats, there can be no doubt but that it is a great refirer of putrefaction. The best way of taking it is raw in a salad. It is also diuretic, and useful in dropsies. Many people esteem it as a good stomachic.

The coronopius, another species, was some years ago rendered famous, the ashes of it being an ingredient in Mrs Joanna Stephens's celebrated medicine for the stone and gravel; but, unfortunately for those afflicted with that excruciating complaint, it has not been able to support its credit. It is acrid, and tastes like garden cress.

SCUTAGE (scutagem, Sax. filling opening), was a tax or contribution raised by those that held lands by knight's service, towards furnishing the king's army, at one, two, or three merks for every knight's fee. Henry III. for his voyage to the Holy Land, had a tenth granted by the clergy, and scutage three merks for every knight's fee by the laisse. This was also levied by Henry II. Richard I. and King John. See Knight-Service.

SCUTE (scutum), a French gold coin of 3 s. 4d. in the reign of King Henry V. Catherine queen of England had an assurance made her of fundry castles, manors, lands, &c. valued at the sum of 40,000 scutos, every two whereof were worth a noble. Rot. Parl. 1. Hen. VI.

SCUTELLARIA. Skull-cap, in botany: A genus of the gynophorica order, belonging to the dicotyledonous plants; and in the natural method of ranking under the 40th order, Pericratinae. The calyx is short, tubulate, has the mouth entire, and close after flowering. There are two species in Britain, the galericulata and minor. 1. The Galericulata, Blue Skull-cap, or Hooded Willow-herb. The stems are weak, branched, and above a foot high; the leaves are heart-shaped, narrow-pointed, on short foot-stalks, and scalloped; the flowers are blue, in pairs, on pedicels from the ax of the leaves, and pendulous. It grows on the banks of rivers and lakes, is bitter, and has a garlic smell. 2. Minor, little red Skull-cap, or Willow-herb. The flanks are about eight inches high; the leaves are heart-shaped, oval; the flowers are purple. It grows in fens, and on the sides of lakes.

SCUTTLES, in a ship, square holes cut in the deck, big enough to let down the body of a man, and which serve upon some occasions to let the people down into any room below, or from one deck to another.

SCYLAX, a celebrated mathematician and geographer of Caria, flourished under the reign of Darius Hydasipes, about 558 B.C. Some have attributed to him the invention of geographical tables. We have under his name a geographical work published by Hoefchelius; but it is written by a much later author, and is perhaps only an abridgment of Scylax's Ancient Geography.

SCYLLA (anc. geog.), a rock in the Fretum Siculum, near the coast of Italy, dangerous to shipping opposite to Charybdis, a whirlpool on the coast of Sicily; both of them famous in mythology.

Scylla and Charybdis have been almost subdued by the repeated convulsions of this part of the earth, and by the violence of the current, which is continually increasing the breadth of the Straits. If prop statistics be made for these circumstances, we shall acquit the ancients of any exaggeration, notwithstanding the very dreadful colours in which they have painted this passage. It is formed by a low peninsula, called Cape Pelorus, stretching to the eastward on the Sicilian side,
immediately within which lies the famous whirlpool of Charybdis, and by the rocks of Scylla, which a few miles below on the Calabrian shore project towards the west. The current runs with surprizing force from one to the other alternately in the direction of the tide, and the tides themselves are very irregular. Thus vessels, by flunning the one, were in the utmost danger of being swallowed up by the other.

At present, in moderate weather, when the tide is either at ebb or flood, boats pass all over the whirlpool: but, in general, it is like the meeting of two contending currents, with a number of eddies all around; and, even now, there is scarcely a winter in which there are not some wrecks.

“At the time when we passed the Straits (says Captain Sutherland, from whom we have obtained this accurate information) the weather was as favourable as we could wish; and yet, in spite of a strong breeze and the current, which hurried us on with surprizing velocity, the ship's head was suddenly whirled round near three points; but the wind blowing fresh, in a few seconds the ship dashed through the eddy that had caught her; for, to avoid Scylla, and secure Minerva, we had kept pretty close to Charybdis.”

SCYROS, an island in the Ægean sea, at the distance of about 28 miles north-east from Eubea. It is 60 miles in circumference. It was originally in thepossession of the Pelagians and Carians. Achilles retired there to avoid going to the Trojan war, and became consorts to their correspondents, which done, it was read to them. — To know the method of writing of their correspondeces, for the secret writing of letters to their correspondents, so that if they should chance to be intercepted, nobody might be able to read them. — To this end they had two wooden rollers or cylinders, perfectly alike and equal; one whereof was kept in the city, the other by the person to whom the letter was directed. For the letter, a skin of very thin parchment was wrapped round the roller, and thereon was the matter written; which done, it was taken off, and sent away to the party, who, upon putting it in the same manner upon his roller, found the lines and words in the very same disposition as when they were first written. This expedient they set a very high value on; though, in truth, artificers and grocers enough; the moderns have improved vainly on this method of writing. See Cipher.

SCYTALE, in botany: A genus of the monogynia order, belonging to the oëcandria class of plants; and in the natural method ranking with those that are doubtful. The calyx is very short, monophyllous, and somewhat quinquedentated; the corolla pentapetalous; the filaments hairy at the base; the berry unilocular, with one seed of a soft pulpy consistence. There is only one species, viz. the Sinapis, a native of the East Indies.

SCYTHIA, an ancient name for the northern parts of Asia, now known by the name of Tartary; also for some of the north-eastern parts of Europe. This vast territory, which extends itself from the Itter or Danube, the boundary of the Celts, that is, from the about the 25th to almost the 110th degree of east longitude, was divided into Scythia in Europe and Scythia in Asia, including, however, the two Sarmatia; or, as they are called by the Greeks, Sauromates, now the Circassian Tartary, which lay between and surrounded the two Scythias from each other. Sauromates was also distinguished into European and Asiatic; and was divided from the European Scythia by the river Don or Tanais, which falls into the Palus Maeotis; and from the Asiatic by the Rha, now Volga, which empties itself into the Caspian sea.

1. The Asiatic Scythia comprehended, in general, great Tartary, and Russia in Asia; and, in particular, the Scythia beyond or without Imaus, contained the regions of Bogdoi or Olitai, and Tartu. That within, or on this side Imaus, had Turkestan and Mongol, the Ufbeck or Zagata, Kalmuc and Naguan Tartars; besides Siberia, the land of the Samoiedes, and Nova Zembla. These three last not being so soon inhabited as the former, as may be readily supposed, were wholly unknown to the ancients; and the former were peopled by the Bactrians, Sigidan, Gandari, Sacks, and Maflagates. As for Sarmatia, it contained Albania, Iberia, and Colchis; which makes now the Circassian Tartary, and the province of Georia.

2. Scythia in Europe reached (towards the south- west) to the Po and the Alps, by which it was divided from Celto-Gallia. It was bounded on the south by the Itter or Danube and the Euxine sea. Its northern limits have been supposed to stretch to the spring-heads of the Borilens or Niiper, and the Rha or Volga, and so to that of the Tanais. The ancients divided this country into Scythia Arma舥ea, which lay eastward, joining to Scythia in Asia; and Sarmatia European, on the west. In Scythia, properly so called, were the Arimalparsi on the north; the Cetce or Dacians along the Danube, on the south; and the Neuri between these two. So that it contained the European Russia or Muflcovy, and the Lesser Crim Tartary eastward; and, on the west, Lithuania, Poland, part of Hungary, Transylvania, Walachia, Bulgaria, and Moldavia. Sarmatia is supposed to have reached northward to that part of Sweden called Feinland, now Finland; in which they placed the Oenes, Panoti, and Hippopoedes. This part they divided from northern Germany, now the weft part of Sweden and Norway, by the Mare Sarmaticum or Scythicum, which they supposed ran up into the northern ocean, and, dividing Lapland into two parts, formed the western part of Sweden, with Norway, into one island, and Finland into another; supposing this also to be cut off from the continent by the gulph of that name.

Although the ancient Scythians were celebrated as a warlike people, yet their history is too uncertain and obscure to enable us to give any detail which would not prove equally tiresome and uninterseting to the reader. Mr. Pinkerton, in a dissertation on their origin, endeavours to prove that they were the most ancient of nations; and he affirms for the place of their first habitation the country known by the name of Persia. From Persia, he thinks, they proceeded in numerous hordes weltward, surroumed the Euxine, peopled Germany, Italy, Gaul, the countries bordering on the Baltic, with part of Britain and Ireland. That the Scythians were of Asiatic
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SEYTHIAN LABY, in natural history. See SEYTHIAN LABY.

SCYTHROPS, a generic name given by Mr Latham to a bird of which hitherto but one species has been observed. It is about the size of a crow, and two feet three inches in length. The bill is large, convex, furrowed on the sides, and bent at the tip; the nostrils are placed at the base of it, and the tongue is cloven at the end. The general colour of the plumage is a brownish ash, but the tip of each feather of the back, wings, and tail, is black. The tail has each feather banded with black at the end, and the tip itself white; but the inner webs of the feathers are marked with black and white bands. The toes are placed two forwards and two backwards, as in the parrot genus. This curious bird is a native of New Holland, and we believe in that part of the world is not uncommon, but its manners are as yet quite unknown. We are happy in being able to present our readers with an engraving of it from an excellent drawing with which we were lately favoured. See plate CCCCLXIX.

SEA, in a strict sense, signifies a large portion of water almost surrounded by land, as the Baltic and Mediterranean seas; but it is frequently used for that vast body of water which encompasses the whole earth.

What proportion the superficies of the sea bears to that of the land, and that it cannot easily be ascertained. Buffon has supposed that the superficies of our globe is equally divided between land and water, and has accordingly calculated the superficies of the sea to be 85,490,000 square miles. But it is now well known that the ocean covers more than half of the earth's superficies. Buffon believed the existence of a vast southern continent, which Captain Cook has shown to be visionary. It was this circumstance which milled him. According to the most accurate observations hitherto made, the superficies of the sea is to the land as three to one; the ocean therefore extends over 128,235,759 square miles, supposing the superficies of the whole globe to be 43,490,000 square miles. To ascertain the depth of the sea is still more difficult than its superficies, both on account of the numerous experiments which it would be necessary to make, and the want of proper instruments for that purpose. Beyond a certain depth the sea has hitherto been found unfathomable; and though several methods have been contrived to obviate this difficulty, none of them has completely answered the purpose. We know in general that the depth of the sea increases gradually as we leave the shore; but if this continued beyond a certain distance, the depth in the middle of the ocean would be prodigious. Indeed the numerous islands every where scattered in the sea demonstrate the contrary, by showing us that the bottom of the water is unequal like the land, and that so far from uniformly sinking, it sometimes rises into lofty mountains. If the depth of the sea be in proportion to the elevation of the land, as has generally been supposed, its greatest depth will not exceed five or six miles, for there is no mountain five miles perpendicular above the level of the sea. The sea has never been actually sounded to a greater depth than a mile and 66 feet; every thing beyond that therefore can only be conjectured and analogical reasoning, which ought never to be admitted to determine a single point that can be ascertained by experiment because, when admitted they too often lead to falce conclusions. Along the coasts, where the depth of the sea is in general well known, it has always been found proportioned to the height of the shore: when the coast is high and mountainous, the sea that washes it is deep; when, on the contrary, the coast is low, the water is shallow. Whether this analogy holds at a distance from the shore, experiments alone can determine.

To calculate the quantity of water contained in the sea, while its depth is unknown, is impossible. But if of water we suppose with Buffon that its medium depth is the fourth part of a mile, the ocean, if its superficies be 128,235,759 square miles, will contain 32,058,939.75 cubic miles of water.

Let us now endeavour to compute the quantity of water which is constantly discharged into the sea. For this purpose let us take a river whose whole velocity and quantity of water is known, the Po, for instance, which according to Riccioli is 1000 feet (or 100 perches of Boulogne) broad, 10 feet deep, and runs at the rate of 4,800,000 cubic perches per hour; consequently that river discharges into the sea 200,000 cubic perches of water an hour, or 4,800,000 in a day. A cubic mile contains 1,536,000,000 cubic perches; the Po, therefore, will in 26 days to discharge a cubic mile of water into the sea.

Let us now suppose, what is perhaps not very far from the truth, that the quantity of water which the sea receives from the rivers in any country is proportioned to the extent of that country. The Po from its origin to its mouth traverses a country 380 miles long, and the rivers which fall into it on every side rise from sources about sixty miles distant from it. The Po, therefore, and the rivers which it receives, water a country of 45,000 square miles. Now since the whole superficies of the dry land is about 42,745,253 square miles, it follows, from our supposition, that the quantity of water discharged by all the rivers in the world, in one day, is 36 cubic miles, and in a year 13,140. If therefore the sea contains 32,058,939 cubic miles of water, it would take all the rivers in the world 2439 years to discharge an equal quantity.

It may seem surprising that the sea, since it is continually receiving such an immense supply of water, does not more quickly increase, and at last cover the whole earth, and then the land. But our supposition will cease, if we consider that the rivers themselves are supplied from the sea, and that they do nothing more than carry back those waters which the ocean is continually layasting upon the earth. Dr Halley has demonstrated that the vapours raised from the sea, and transported upon land are sufficient to maintain all the rivers in the world. The simplicity of this great process is astonishing: the sea not only connects
The knowledge of this process of nature might, one would think, have convinced philosophers that the proportion between sea and land continued always nearly the same. Philosophers, however, have formed different theories about this as well as most other subjects, maintaining on the one hand that the sea is continually encroaching on the land, and on the other that the land is constantly gaining on the sea. Both sides have supported their theories by arguments, demonstrations, and uncontrollable facts!

The height of the mountains, say the philosophers who support the encroachments of the sea, is continually diminishing; exposed to the violence of every storm, the hardest rocks melt at last give way and tumble down. The rivers are continually sweeping along with them particles of earth which they deposit in the bottom of the sea. Both the depth of the ocean and the height of the dry land must be always decreasing; the waters therefore must, unless a part of them were annihilated, spread over a greater extent of surface in proportion as these causes operate. This reasoning, convincing as it is, might be confirmed by a great number of facts: it will be sufficient however to mention one or two. In the reign of Augustus the isle of Wight made a part of Britain, so that the English crossed over to it at low water with cart loads of tin; yet that island is at present separated from Britain by a channel half a mile wide. The Godwin lands on the eastern shore of England were formerly the fertile estate of Earl Godwin. Nor are the encroachments of the sea confined to Britain. In the bay of Biscay near Naples there are remains of houses and streets still visible below the present level of the sea. The sea therefore is making continual encroachments upon the land; and the time will come, say they, when the waters will again cover the surface of the earth.

Such are the arguments advanced in support of both the theories; for it is needless to mention a notion of Linnaeus that the whole earth was formerly covered with water except a single mountain. When fairly weighed, they amount to nothing more than this, that the sea has encroached upon the land in many places, and retired in others; a conclusion which we are very willing to allow. What was advanced by those philosophers, who maintain that the sea is continuously encroaching on the land, about the depth of the sea constantly diminishing, must remain a mere assertion till they prove by experiments, either that this is really the case, or that nature has no way of restoring those particles of earth which are washed down by the rivers. Nor have they any good reason to affirm that the height of the mountains is decreasing. Can a single uncontrollable influence be produced of this? Are the Alps or the Apennines, or Taurus, or Caucasus, less lofty now than they were a thousand years ago? We mean not to deny that the rain actually washes down particles of earth from the mountains, nor to affirm that the hardest rocks are able to resist continual storms, nor that many mountains have suffered, and continue to suffer daily, from a thousand accidents; but the effects produced by all these causes are so trifling as to be altogether imperceptible (a). Nature has ad infinitum guarded against such accidents; she has formed the mountains of the most durable

(a) M. Genfanne pretends that the Pyrenese mountains become an inch lower every ten years. But even according
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Table materials; and where they are covered with earth, she has bound it together by a thick and firm matting of grass, and thus secured it from the rains; and should accident deprive it of this covering, she takes care immediately to supply the defect. Even should the earth be swept away together with its covering, nature has fill such resources left as frequently restore things to their former state. Many kinds of mois, one would be tempted to think, have been created for this very purpose; they take root and flourish alm-st upon the bare rock, and nourish as they decay a sufficient bed for several of the hardy Alpine plants. Their perish in their turn, and others succeed them. The roots of the plants bind the earth as it is a cumulates, more plant's spring up and spread wider, till by degrees the whole surface is covered with a firm coat of grass. Even the rain, which always contains in it a good deal of earth, contributes its method to hasten the process.

As the vegetation of plants, an argument advanced by the philosophers who suppur the opposite theory, is now, we believe, given up by all parties, it is need less to take any farther notice of it here, (see STONE).

The hypothesis of M. Celsus, that water is converted into earth, has also shared the same fate, because it was unsupported by experiment, and contrary to everything that we know either about earth or water. It is a little extraordinary that philosophers have been so loth of water as to convert it in this manner into stone and earth, when they had given it, one would think, sufficient employment before in making new worlds and in confuting Moses.

As the sea covers so great a portion of the globe, we should, no doubt, by exploring its bottom, discover a vast number of interesting particulars. Unfortunately in the greater part of the ocean this has hitherto been impossible. Part, however, has been examined; and the discoveries which this examination has produced may enable us to form some ideas at least of the whole. The bottom of the sea, as might have been conjectured indeed beforehand, bears a great resemblance to the surface of the dry land, being, like it, full of plains, rocks, caverns, and mountains; some of which are abrupt and almost perpendicular, while others rise with a gentle declivity, and sometimes tower above the water and form islands. Neither do the materials differ which compose the bottom of the sea and the basis of the dry land. If we dig to a considerable depth in any part of the earth, we uniformly meet with rock; the same thing holds in the sea. The strata, too, are of the same kind, disposed in the same manner, and form indeed, but one whole. The same kind of mineral and bituminous substances are also found intermixed with these strata; and it is to them probably that the sea is indebted for its bitter taste. Over these natural and original strata an artificial bed has pretty generally been formed, composed of different materials in different places. It conficts frequently of muddy tartarous substances firmly cemented together, sometimes of shells or coral reduced to powder, and near the mouths of rivers it is generally composed of fine sand or gravel. The bottom of the sea resembles the land likewise in another particular: many fresh springs and rivers rise out of it, which, displacing the salt water, render the lower part of the sea wherever they abound quite fresh. An inference of this kind occurs near Goa on the western coast of Indostan, and another in the Mediterranean sea at far from Marseille. These facts occasioned a notion, which later experiments have exploded, that the sea beyond a certain depth was always fresh.

Substances of a very beautiful appearance are frequently brought up by the sounding line from the bottom of the sea. The plummet is hollowed below, and this cavity filled with tallow, to which some of the substances adhere when they are covered by the bed of the ocean. These are generally sand, gravel, or mud; but they are sometimes of the brightest scarlet, vermilion, purple, and yellow; and sometimes, though less frequently, they are blue, green, or white. These colours are owing to a kind of jelly which envelops the substances, and which entirely as soon as this jelly dries. At times, however, they assume the appearance of tartarous crusts, and are then so permanent, that they can be received into white wax melted and poured round them, and perhaps by proper care might be converted into valuable paints.

Sea-water is really, as anyone may convince himself by colour of pouring it into a glafs, as clear and transparent as river the sea water. The various appearances therefore which it assumes are owing to accidental causes, and not to any change in the water itself. The depth, or the materials which compose the bottom of the sea, occasions it to assume different colours in different places. The Arabian gulf, for instance is said to be red from the colour of the sands which form its bed. The appearance of the sea is affected too by the winds and the sun, while the clouds that pass over it communicate all their various and fleeting colours. When the sun shines it is green; when the sun gleams through a fog it is yellow; near the north pole it appears black; while in the torrid zone its colour is often brown. Sometimes the sea assumes a luminous appearance. See Liotr. n° 27.

The sea contains the greatest quantity of salt in the torrid zone, where otherwise from the excessive heat it would be in danger of putrefaction; as we advance northward this quantity diminishes, till at the pole it nearly vanishes altogether. Under the line Lucas found that the sea contained a seventh part of solid contents, qualifying chiefly of salt-sea. At Harwich he found it contained 1/14th of sea salt. At Carlisle in Sweden it contains 1/16th part (a), and on the coast of Greenland a great deal less. This deficiency of salt near the poles probably contributes a good deal towards the prodigious quantities of ice which are met with in these seas;

(a) This gradual diminution of saltiness from the equator to the pole is not, however, without particular exceptions. The Mediterranean sea contains 1/4th of salt-sea, which is less than the German sea contains.

cording to his own calculation, it would require a million of years to level these mountains with the plain, though they continued to decrease at the same rate; and philosophers tell us that this rate is constantly diminishing.

In the Mediterranean sea contains 1/4th of salt-sea, which is less than the German sea contains.
The sea, for salt water requires a much greater degree of cold to freeze it than fresh water. It was this circumstance, probably, together with its constant motion, which induced the ancients to believe that the sea never froze. Even among the moderns it has been generally received opinion, that sea-ice is originally formed in rivers. Buffon has made the great quantities of ice with which the South sea abounds an argument for the existence of a continent near the Antarctic Pole. But it is now well known that great quantities of ice are formed at a distance from land. Sea-ice is of two kinds; field ice, which extends along the shore, and is only two or three feet thick; and mountain ice, which abounds in the middle of the ocean. The size of these mountains are sometimes prodigious. The sea-ice is always fresh, and has been often of great use to navigators. The weight of sea-water is to that of river-water as 73 to 70; that is, a cubic foot of sea-water weighs 73 lb. while the same quantity of river-water weighs only 70 lb.; but this proportion varies in different places. It is worthy of our attention, that the water at the surface of the sea contains less salt than near the bottom; the difference indeed is inconsiderable, but still it is something. The Compte de Marfigli found the same quantity of water, when taken from the bottom of the Mediterranean, to weigh one ounce three pennyweights 51 grains; whereas from the surface it weighed only one ounce three pennyweights 49 grains. He repeated the experiment frequently with nearly the same result.

13. The sea has three motions. Motion occasioned by the wind.

The sea's three kinds of motion: 1. The first is that undulation which is occasioned by the wind. This motion is entirely confined to the surface, and even during the most violent storms remains perfectly calm. Mr. Boyle has remarked, from the testimony of several divers, that the sea is affected by the winds only to the depth of a few feet. It would follow from this, that the height of the waves above the surface does not exceed fix feet; and that this holds in the Mediterranean at least, for we are informed by the Compte de Marfigli, though he also sometimes observed them, during a very violent tempest, rise two feet higher. It is affirmed by Pliny, and several other ancient writers, that oil calms the waves of the sea; and that divers were accustomed to carry some of it for that purpose in their mouths. This account was always considered by the oil moderns as a fable, and treated with such contempt, that they did not even deign to put it to the test of experiment, till Dr. Franklin accidentally discovered its truth. Happening in 1757 to be in the middle of a large fleet, he observed that the water round he or two vessels was quite calm and smooth, while everywhere else it was very much agitated by the winds. He applied to the captain for an explanation of this phenomenon, who replied, that the cooks, he supposed, had thrown their greasy water out at the scupper-holes, and by that means oiled the sides of the vessels. This answer did not satisfy the Dr. & Mr. at first; but recollecting what Pliny had said on the subject, he resolved at least to try the experiment. He did it accordingly in 1762, and found that oil actually calmed the waves of the sea. He repeated the experiment upon Lake Clapham: the oil spread itself with great rapidity upon the surface, but did not produce the desired effect, because, having been thrown upon the sides of the vessel, it was immediately driven to the edge of the water. But upon throwing it in the quantity upon the other side of the lake, it calmed in an instant several yards of the surface; and gradually spreading, rendered all that part of the lake, to the extent of at least half an acre, as smooth as glass. The curious effect produced by this liquid may be accounted for by the repulsion which exists between oil and water, and between oil and air, which prevents all immediate contact, all rubbing of the one upon the other.

2. The second kind of motion is that continual tendency which the whole water in the sea has towards the west. It is greater near the equator than about the poles; and indeed cannot be said to take place at all in the northern hemisphere beyond the tropic. It begins on the west side of America, where it is moderate; hence that part of the ocean has been called Pacific. As the water advances westward according to the wind, it is immediately driven to the edge of the water. But upon throwing it in the quantity upon the other side of the lake, it calmed in an instant several yards of the surface; and gradually spreading, rendered all that part of the lake, to the extent of at least half an acre, as smooth as glass. The curious effect produced by this liquid may be accounted for by the repulsion which exists between oil and water, and between oil and air, which prevents all immediate contact, all rubbing of the one upon the other.

3. The third and most remarkable motion of the sea is the tide, which is a regular swell of the ocean once every 12 hours, owing as Newton has demonstrated, to the attraction of the moon. In the middle of the sea, the tide seldom rises higher than one or two feet, but on the coast it frequently reaches the height of 45 feet.
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Sea plants, then, properly speaking, belong to the class of cryptogamia, and the order of algae; and, according to Bomare, are all comprehended under the genus of fuces. We may add several species of the alga and conserva and the fargazo. The fuci and marine ulva are immersed in the sea, are sessile, and without root. The marine conserva are either sessile or floating. The fargazo grows beyond fountains.

As for species of the fuces, when dried and preserved, are extremely beautiful, the curious, and especially those who prosecute the study of botany, must be anxious to know the best method of preserving them, without destroying their colour and beauty. The following method is recommended by M. Manduyt. Take a sheet of paper, or rather of pasteboard, and cover it with varnish on both sides; and having rowed in a boat to the rock where the fuci abounds, plunge your varnished paper into the water, and, detaching the fuci, receive it upon the paper. Agitate the paper gently in the water, that the plant may be properly spread over it; and lift them up together forty or fifty from the water: then fix down with pins the strong stalks, that they may not be displaced, and leave the plant lying upon the varnished paper to dry in the open air. When it is fully dry, the different parts will retain their position, and the plant may be preferred within the leaves of a book. If you wish to free it from the fimi and salt which adheres to it, it may be washed gently in fresh water, after being removed from the rock on which it grew.

Sea-serpent, a monstrous creature, said to inhabit the northern seas about Greenland and the coasts of Norway. The following marvellous account of this monster is given by Guthrie. "In 1756, one of them was first by a master of a ship; its head resembled that of a horse; the mouth was large and black, as were the eyes, a white main hanging from its neck; it floated on the surface of the water, and held its head at least two feet out of the sea; between the head and neck were seven or eight folds, which were very thick; and the length of this snake was more than two yards, some fay fathoms. They have a remarkable aversion to the smell of callor; for which reason, ship, boat, and bark masters provide themselves with quantities of that drug, to prevent being overcast; the serpent's olfactory nerves being remarkably exquisite. The particularities related of this animal would be incredible, were they not attested upon oath. Egede, a very reputable author, says, that on the 6th day of July 1734, a large and frightful sea-monster raised itself so high out of the water, that its head reached above the main-top-mast of the ship; that it had a long sharp snout, broad paws, and spouted water like a whale; that the body seemed to be covered with scales; the skin was uneven and wrinkled, and the lower part was formed like a snake. The body of this monster is said to be as thick as a hog's head; his skin is variegated like a tortoise shell; and his excrement, which floats upon the surface of the water, is corrosive." Notwithstanding the belief of Guthrie, and the testimony which he produces, we cannot help doubting of the existence of the sea-serpent. Its bulk is said to be so disproportionate to all the known animals of our globe, that it requires more than ordinary evidence to render it credible; but the evidence which is offered is so very feeble and unsatisfactory, that no man of sound judgment would think it sufficient to establish the truth of an extraordinary fact.

Sea-sickness, a disorder incident to most persons on their first going to sea, occasioned by the agitation of the vessel. In voyages, sea-sickness, though it continues in general only for the first day or two, is extremely harrowing to some people at intervals, especially on any increased motion of the vessel. Sometimes, by long continuance, it causes fever, headach, quick pulse, thirst, white tongue, and a total deprivation of the retention of the stomach; evils which are always difficult to remove, and frequently terminate only with the voyage.

This indisposition is considerably alleviated by a small tea spoonful of either, taken now and then in a glass of water, and applying some of it to the temples and nostrils. The ancient writers recommend acid fruits, brand and vegetables soaked in vinegar, or the stomach has been cleansed by vomiting; but not to attempt to suppress the vomiting until that end was obtained. An old remedy for sea-sickness, and a very common one among sailors, is a draught or two of sea water; which, though a disgusting medicine at such a time, yet where the first paffages are foul and loaded, generally produces the desired effect when the perturbation it occasions ceases.

Sea-star. See Asterias.

Sea-urchin. See Echinus.

Sea-water, the salt water of the sea. The principal salts contained in sea-water are, 1st, Common marine or culinary salt, composed of foffil alkali and soda and marine acid; 2dly, A salt formed by the union of the fame acid with magnesian earth; and, lastly, A small quantity of gelatin. The quantity of saline matter contained in a pint of sea-water, in the British seas, is, according to Neumann, about one ounce in each pint (A).

The saltiness of this water is judged to arise from great multitudes both of mines and mountains of salt dispersed here and there in the depths of the sea. Dr Halley supposes that it is probable the greatest part of the sea-salt, and of all salt lakes, as the Caspian Sea, the Dead Sea, the Lake of Mexico, and the Titicaca

---

(A) In Sir Torbern Bergman's analysis of sea-water taken up in the beginning of June 1776, about the latitude of the Canaries, from the depth of 60 fathoms, the solid contents of a pint of the water were,

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Grs.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Of common salt</td>
<td>253.5°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salated magnesia</td>
<td>69.1°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oyster</td>
<td>8.1°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>330.7°</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Molyck's Tropical Diseases.
in Peru, is derived from the water of the rivers which they receive; and since this fort of lakes has no exit or discharge but by the exhalation of vapours, and also since these vapours are entirely fresh or devoid of salt particles, it is certain that the saltness of the seas and of such lakes must from time to time increase; and therefore the saltness at this time must be greater than at any time in the future. He further adds, that if, by experiments made in different ages, we could find the different quantity of salt which the same quantity of water (taken up in the same place, and in all other the same circumstances) would afford, it would be easy from thence, by rules of proportion, to find the age of the world very nearly, or the time wherein it has been acquiring its present saltness.

This opinion of Dr Halley is so improbable, that it is surprising for a philosopher could have adopted it. That fresh water rivers should in the course of many thousand years produce saltness in the seas, is quite incredible. If this were the case, every sea or great body of water which receives rivers must be salt, and must possess a degree of saltness in proportion to the quantity of water which the rivers discharge. But so far is this from being true, that the Palus Meotis and the great lakes in America do not contain salt but fresh water. It may indeed be objected, that the quantity of salt which the rivers carry along with them and deposit in the sea, must depend on the nature of the soil through which they flow, which may in some places contain no salt at all; and this may be the reason why the great lakes in America and the Palus Meotis are fresh. But to this opinion, which is merely hypothetical, there are insurmountable objections. It is a curious fact that the saltness of the sea is greatest under the line, and diminishes gradually as we advance to the poles. We must therefore suppose, that if Dr Halley's theory be true, that the earth contains more salt in the tropical regions than in the temperate zones, and more in the temperate zones than in the frigid, and consequently that the rivers in these different regions contain a quantity of salt proportional to their distance from the equator. This, however, must first be proved by experiment, and cannot be assumed as an established fact. But there is another circumstance that entirely destroys this theory. If we allow that the sea receives its saltness from the rivers, it must be equally salt or nearly so in every part of the earth. For, according to a simple and well known principle in chemistry, when any substance is diffused in water with the assistance of agitation, at whatever part of the water it is introduced, it will be equally diffused through the whole liquid. Now though it were true that a greater quantity of salt were introduced into the sea under the line than towards the poles, from the constant agitation occasioned by the wind and tide, the salt must soon pervade the whole mass of water. To say that the superior degree of heat in the tropical regions may diffuse a greater quantity of salt, will not destroy our argument; for it is an established principle in chemistry, that cold water will diffuse nearly as great a quantity of salt as hot water can diffuse. The saltness of the sea has also been ascribed to the solution of subterraneous mines of salt which is supposed to abound in the bottom of the sea and along its shores. But this hypothesis cannot be supported.

If the sea were constantly dissolving salt, it would soon become saturated; for it cannot be said that it is deprived of any part of its salt by evaporation, since rain-water is fresh. If the sea were to become saturated, neither fishes nor vegetables could live in it. We must therefore despair of being able to account for the saltness of the sea by second causes; and must suppose that it has been salt from the creation. It is impossible indeed to suppose that the waters of the sea were at any period fresh since the formation of fishes and sea-plants; for as these will not live in water saturated with salt, neither will they live in water that is fresh; we therefore conclude that the saltness of the sea has been nearly the same in all ages. This is the simplest hypothesis of the three that has been mentioned. It explains best the various phenomena, and is involved in fewest difficulties. We shall, however, allow that there may be some exceptions; that the saltness of some seas, or of particular parts of the same sea, may be increased by mines of rock salt dispersed near its shores.

With regard to the use of this salt property of sea-water, it is observed, that the saltness of the sea preserves its waters pure and sweet, which otherwise would corrupt and stink like a filthy lake, and consequently that none of the myriad of creatures which now live therein could then have a being. From thence also the sea-water becomes much heavier, and therefore ships of greater size and quantity may be used thereon. Salt-water also doth not freeze so soon as fresh-water, whence the seas are more free for navigation. We have a dissertation, by Dr Russel, concerning the medical uses of sea-water in diseases of the glands, &c. wherein the author premised some observations upon the nature of sea-water, considered as impregnated with particles of all the bodies it passes over, such as submarine plants, fishes, falls, minerals, &c. and saturated with their several essences; that the saltness of some seas, or of particular parts of the same sea, may be increased by mines of rock salt dispersed near its shores. Salt-water also doth not freeze so soon as fresh-water, whence the seas are more free for navigation.

We have a dissertation, by Dr Russel, concerning the medical uses of sea-water in diseases of the glands, &c. wherein the author premised some observations upon the nature of sea-water, considered as impregnated with particles of all the bodies it passes over, such as submarine plants, fishes, falls, minerals, &c. and saturated with their several essences; that the saltness of some seas, or of particular parts of the same sea, may be increased by mines of rock salt dispersed near its shores.
Preparation of Sea-Water from Purification. As it is sometimes necessary to preserve sea-water in casks for bathing and other purposes, it is of importance to know how to keep it from purification. Many experiments were made to determine this point by Mr Henry, and are recorded in the first volume of the Memoirs of the Literary and Philosophical Society of Manchester. His first experiment shall here present to our readers. 1 To one quart of sea-water were added two scruples of quicklime; to another half an ounce of common culinary salt; and a third was kept as a standard without any addition. The mouths of the bottles being closely covered with paper, they were exposed to the action of the sun in some of the hottest weather in summer. In about a week the standard became very offensive; and the water, with the additional quantity of salt, did not continue sweet many hours longer; whereas that with lime continued many months without ever exhibiting the least marks of putridity.” When he added a dram more of quicklime, the whole of the magnesia contained in the water was separated; and when a further addition was made, a lime-water was immediately formed. He therefore concluded, that two scruples of quicklime are sufficient to preserve a quart of sea-water. The proportions, however, may vary a little, according to the strength of the quicklime employed.

Different methods of preparing sea-water. Many methods have been proposed for this purpose. Mr Appleby published an account of a process which he had instituted in the year 1744. He distilled sea-water with a quantity of lamp infernal, and calcined bones; but this process was soon laid aside, as it was not only difficult in itself, but rendered the water unpalatable. Dr Butler proposed a means of preserving sea-water by itself; but the water was still liable to the same objection. Dr Stephen Hales recommended powdered chalk; but his method was expensive, and did not improve the taste of the water. Dr Lind of Portsmouth distilled sea-water without any ingredients; but as the experiment he made was performed in a vessel containing only two quarts, with a glass receiver in his study, nothing conclusive can be drawn from it for the use of sailors. At length, Dr Irving brought the process to a very high degree of simplicity and perfection, by which the water is obtained pure, without much expense of fuel or a complicated apparatus. For this valuable discovery he received a reward of £1,000. The advantages of this method remain to be stated, which may be reduced to the following: 1. The abolishing all stills, still heads, water-pipes, and their tubes, which occupy so much space as to render them totally incompatible with the necessary business of the ship; and using in the room of these the ship’s kettle or boiler, to the top whereof may occasionally be applied a simple tube, which can be easily made on board a vessel at sea, of iron plate, stove funnel, or tin sheets; so that no cistern can prevent a ship from being completely supplied with the means of distilling sea-water. 2. In consequence of the principles of distillation being totally abandoned, the contrivance of the simplest means of obtaining the greatest quantity of distilled water, by making the tube sufficiently large to receive the whole column of vapour, and placing it nearly in a horizontal direction, to prevent any compression of the fluid, which takes place so much with the common worm. 3. The adopting of the simplest and most efficacious means of condensing vapour; for nothing more is required in the distillation but keeping the surface of the tube always wet, which is done by having some sea-water at hand, and a person to dip a mop or swab into this water and pass it along the upper surface of the tube. By this operation the vapour contained in the tube will be entirely condensed with the greatest rapidity imaginable; for by the application of the wet mop thin sheets of water are uniformly spread, and mechanically pressed upon the surface of the hot tube; which being converted into vapour make way for a succession of fresh sheets; and thus, both by the evaporation and close contact of the cold water constantly repeated, the heat is carried off more effectually than by any other method yet known. 4. The carrying on the distillation with an additional, a correct chemical analysis of sea-water having evinced the futility of mixing ingredients with it, either to prevent an acid from rising with the vapour, or to destroy any bituminous oil supposed to exist in sea-water, and to contaminate the distilled water, giving it that fiery unpalatable taste invariable from the former processes. 5. The ascertaining the proper quantity of sea-water that ought to be distilled, whereby the fresh water is prevented from contracting a noxious impregnation of metallic salts, and the vessel from being corroded and otherwise damaged by the faults taking on the bottom of it. 6. The producing a quantity of sweet and wholesome water, perfectly agreeable to the taste, and sufficient for all the purposes of cooking. 7. The taking advantage of the distilling the ship’s provisions, so as to distil a very considerable quantity of water from the vapour, which would otherwise be lost, without any addition of fuel. To sum up the merits of this method in a few words: The use of a simple tube, of the most easy construction, applicable to any ship’s kettle. The rejecting all ingredients; ascertaining the proportion of water to be distilled, with every advantage of quality, saving of fuel, and preservation of boilers. The obtaining fresh water, wholesome, palatable, and in sufficient quantities. Taking advantage of the vapour which ascends in the kettle while the ship’s provisions are boiling. All these advantages are obtained by the abovementioned simple addition to the common ship’s kettles. But Dr Irving proposes to introduce two further improvements. The first is a hearth, or flue, so constructed that the fire which is kept up the whole day for the common business of the ship serves likewise for distillation; whereby a sufficient quantity of water for all the economical purposes of the ship may be obtained, with a very inconsiderable addition to the expense of fuel. The other improvement is that of facilitating, even in the largest ships, quickening boilers, or a new construction, in the place of copper.
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lying off the vapour. When the water begins to boil, the vapour should be allowed to pass freely for a minute, which will effectually clean the tube and upper part of the boiler. The tube is afterwards to be kept constantly wet, by palling a mop or swab, dipped in sea water, along its upper surface. The water running from the mop may be carried off by means of a board made like a spout, and placed beneath the tube. The distillation may be continued till three-fourths of the water be drawn off, and no further. This may be ascertained either by a guage-rod put into the boiler, or by measuring the water distilled. The brine is then to be let out. Water may be distilled in the same manner while the provisions are boiling. When the tube is made on shore, the best substance for the purpose is thin copper well tinned, this being more durable in long voyages than tin-plates. Instead of mopping, the tube, if required, may have a caflc made also of copper, so much larger in diameter as to admit a thin sheet of water to circulate between them by means of a spiral copper thread, with a pipe of an inch diameter at each end of the caflc; the lower for receiving cold water, and the upper for carrying it off when heated.

When only a very small portion of room can be conveniently allowed for distillation, the machine (n° 2), which is only 27 inches long, may be substituted, as was done in this voyage. The principal intention of this machine, however, is to distil rum and other liquors; for which purpose it has been employed with extraordinary success, in preventing an empyema, or fiery tooth.

Figure 1. represents in perspective a section of the two boilers taken out of the frame. In the back part at D, E, are seen openings for the cocks. On the top is a distilling tube A, B, C, five inches diameter at A, and decreasing in size to three inches at C; the length from B to C is five feet. Near C is a ring to prevent the water which is applied to the surface from mixing with the distilled water. In the inside of the tube, below B, is a small lip or ledgeging, to hinder the distilled water from returning into the boiler by the rolling of the ship. In figure 2. A, B, C, D, represent a vertical section of the tube, 47 inches long, seven inches wide, and 7 inches in height, inclined on the inside. In the bottom E is an aperture about six inches in diameter, having a ring to fit on the inlet or boiler. The dotted lines which run nearly horizontal, are vessels of thin copper, tinned on the outside, two feet long, seven inches wide, and three quarters of an inch deep. At G is a tunnel to receive cold water, which is conveyed into the vessels by communicating pipe, conviving in such a manner as to form a complete and quick circulation of the water through their whole extent. When the water is become hot by the action of the team, it is discharged by the horizontal pipe at A. E is a pipe from which the distilled water or spirits run, and is bent in such a form that the liquor running from it acts as a valve, and hinders any tressure from escaping that way. On the top of the body, at H, is a safety-valve, which prevents any danger from a great accumulation of vapour not condensed for want of a proper supply of cold water.

We shall now mention a different method, discovered by the Chevalier Longnay, by congelation of sea-water. Sea-water requires a very great degree of cold in order to become ice. Our author found that a freezing mixture, made by mixing three parts of pounded ice with two parts of common salt, was quite sufficient to freeze it. The cold produced by this mixture is equal to about 49° below nought of Fahrenheit's thermometer.

A quantity of sea-water is never entirely congealed, a portion of it always remaining fluid; and, what is very remarkable, this fluid part is incomparably more full of salt and more noxious than the rest; hence, if this be separated from the congealed part, the latter on being melted will be found to contain much less salt than it did before congelation. This we shall call the water of the first purification.

If the water of the first purification be again congealed, a part of it will remain fluid as in the first operation. This fluid portion will contain a greater proportion of salt than the rest, which is of course more pure, and, being melted, forms the water of the second purification. Thus, by repeatedly freezing the same sea-water, and separating the fluid from the congealed part in every operation, it is at last perfectly purified, so as to be entirely divested of salt, and as fit for drink and other purposes as the purest water that is used.

At first the sea-water, in order to be congealed, requires a very great degree of cold, as mentioned above, the ice formed in it confides rather of scales or filaments than of a compact body, and the quantity of the fluid parts bears a considerable proportion to the quantity of ice. But as the water, by undergoing the successive congelations, becomes more and more pure, so it becomes capable of being congealed by a smaller and smaller degree of cold; the ice is at the same time more compact, and in greater quantity; the fluid part at last becoming very inconceivable. 

Sea-Weed, or Alga Maris, is commonly used as a manure on the sea-coast, where it can be procured in abundance. The belt fort grows on rocks, and is that from which kelp is made. The next to this is called the poopy sea-weed; and the work is that with a long stalk. In the neighbourhood of Berwick, the farmers mix it with flable-dung and earth, and thus obtain a very great quantity of excellent manure. Sea-weed is found also to be a very fit manure for gardens, as it not only enriches them, but destroys the vermin by which they are usually infected.

Sea-Wolf. See Anarchus.

Salines of the Sea. See Sea-Water.

South Sea. See Pacific Ocean and South Sea.

SEAL, a punchen, piece of meat, or other matter, usually either round or oval; whereon are engraved the arms, device, &c. of some prince, duke, community, magistrature, or private person, often with a legend or inscription; the impress whereof in wax serves to make acts, instrunents, &c. authentic.

The use of seals, as a mark of authenticity to letters and other instruments in writing, is extremely ancient. We read of it among the Jews and Persians in the earliest and most sacred records of history. And in the book of Jeremiah there is a very remarkable instance, not only of an attestation by seal, but also of the other usual formalities attending a Jewish purchase. In the civil law also, seals were the evidence of truth, and were required, on the part of the witnesses at least, at the attestation of every testament. But in the times of our Saxon ancestors, they were not much in use in England. For though Sir Edward Coke relies on an influence.
Definitio. By this word we express that noble art, or, more purely, the qualifications which enable a man to exercise the noble art of working a ship. A seaman, in the language of the profession, is not merely a mariner or labourer on board a ship, but a man who understands the structure of this wonderful machine, and every subordinate part of its mechanism, so as to enable him to employ it to the best advantage for pushing her forward in a particular direction, and for avoiding the numberless dangers to which she is exposed by the violence of the winds and waves. He also knows what courses can be held by the ship according to the wind that blows, and what cannot, and which of those is most conducive to her progress in her intended voyage: and he must be able to perform every part of the necessary operation with his own hands. As the seaman expresses it, he must be able "to hand, reef, and steer."

We are justified in calling it a noble art, not only by its importance, which is quite needless to amplify or embellish, but by its immense extent and difficulty, and the prodigious number and variety of principles on which it is founded—all of which must be possessed in such a manner that they shall offer themselves without reflection in an instant, otherwise the pretended seaman is worse than a lubber, and cannot be trusted on his watch.

The art is practiced by persons without what we call education, and in the humblest walks of life, and therefore it suffers in the estimation of the careless spectator. It is thought little of, because little attention is paid
paid to it. But if multiplicity, variety, and intricacy of principles, and a systematic knowledge of their principles, initiate any art to the application of scientific and liberal, seamanship claims these epithets in an eminent degree. We are amused with the pedantry of the seaman, which appears in his whole language. Indeed it is the only pedantry that amuses. A scholar, a soldier, a lawyer, nay, even the elegant courtier, would disgust us, were he to make the thousandth part of the allusions to his profession that is well received from the jolly seaman; and we do the seaman no more than justice. His profession yields engross his whole mind, otherwise he can never learn it. He poises a prodigious deal of knowledge; but the honest tar cannot tell what he knows, or rather what he feels, for his science is really at his finger ends. We can say with confidence, that if a person of education, versed in mechanics, and acquainted with the structure of a ship, were to observe with attention the movements which are made on board a frigate or second rate ship of war during a shifting storm, under the direction of an intelligent officer, he would be wrapt in admiration.

What a pity it is that an art so important, so difficult, and so intimately connected with the invariable laws of mechanical nature, should be so held by its professors, that it cannot improve, but must die with each individual. Having no advantage of previous education, they cannot arrange their thoughts; they can hardly be said to think. They can far less express or communicate to others the intuitive knowledge which they possess; and their art, acquired by habit alone, is little different from an instinct. We are as little intitled to expect improvement here as in the architecture of the bee or the beaver. The species (pardon the allusion) ye generous hearts of oak) cannot improve. Yet a ship is a machine. We know the forces which act on it, and we know the results of its construction—all these are as fixed as the laws of motion. What hinders this to be reduced to a set of practical maxims, as well founded and as logically deduced as the working of a steam engine or a cotton mill. The fitter or the spinner acts only with his hands, and may "whistle as he works for want of thought," but the mechanic, the engineer, thinks for him, improves his machine, and directs him to a better practice. May not the rough seaman look to the same assistance; and may not the ingenious speculator in his closet unravel the intricate thread of mechanism which connects all the manual operations with the unchangeable laws of nature, and both furnish the seaman with a better machine and direct him to a more dexterous use of it?

We cannot be too thinking that much may be done; nay, we may say that much has been done. We think highly of the protracted labours of Renard, Prof. Bouguer, Du Hamel, Grognard, Bernoulli, Euler, Romme, and others; and are both surprised and sorry that Britain has contributed so little in these attempts. Gordon is the only one of the British writers who has given a professedly scientific treatise on a small branch of the subject. The government of France has always been strongly impelled with the notion of great improvements being attainable by systematic study of this art; and we are indebted to the endeavours of that ingenious nation for any thing of practical importance that has been obtained. M. Bouguer was professor of hydrology at one of the marine academies of France, and was enjoined, as part of his duty, to compose dissertations both on the construction and the working of ships. His Traité du Navire, and his Manœuvre des Vaisseaux, are undoubtedly very valuable performances; so are those of Euler and Bernoulli, considered as mathematical dissertations, and they are wonderful works of genius, considered as the productions of persons who hardly ever saw a ship, and were totally unacquainted with the profession of a seaman. In this respect Bouguer had great superiority, having always lived at a sea-port, and having made many very long voyages. His treatments therefore are infinitely better accommodated to the demands of the seaman, and more directly instructive: but still the author is more a mathematician than an artist, and his performance is intelligible only to mathematicians. It is true, the academical education of the young gentlemen of the French navy is such, that a great number of them may acquire the preparatory knowledge that is necessary; and we are well informed that, in this respect, the officers of the British navy are greatly inferior to them.

But this very circumstance has furnished to many persons an argument against the utility of those performances. It is said that, "notwithstanding this superior mathematical education, and the possession of those boasted performances of M. Bouguer, the French are greatly inferior, in point of seamanship, to our countrymen, who have not a page in their language to instruct them, and who could not peruse it if they had it." Nay, so little do the French themselves seem sensible of the advantage of these publications, that no person among them has attempted to make a familiar abridgment of them, written in a way fitted to attract attention; and they still remain neglected in their original abstruse and uninteresting form.

We wish that we could give a satisfactory answer to this obversation. It is just, and it is important. These ingenious and learned dissertations are by no means so useful as we should expect. They are large books, and appear to contain much; and as their plan is logical, it seems to occupy the whole subject, and therefore to have done almost all that can be done. But, alas! they have only opened the subject, and the study is yet in its infancy. The whole science of the art must proceed on the knowledge of the impulsions of the wind and water. These are the forces which act on the machine; and its motions, which are the ultimatum of our research, whether as an end to be obtained or as a thing to be prevented, must depend on these forces. Now it is with respect to this fundamental point that we are as yet almost totally in the dark. And, in the performances of M. Bouguer, as also in those of the other authors we have named, the theory of these forces, by which their quantity and the direction of their action are ascertained, is altogether erroneous; and its refults deviate so enormously from what is observed in the motions of a ship, that the person who should direct the operations on shipboard, in conformity to the maxims deducible from M. Bouguer's propositions, would be baffled in most of his attempts, and be in danger of losing the ship. The whole proceeds on the supposed truth of that theory which flates the impulis of a fluid.
to be in the proportion of the square of the sine of the angle of incidence; and that its action on any small portion, such as a square foot of the sail or hull, is the same as if that portion were detached from the rest, and were exposed, single and alone, to the wind or water in the same angle. But we have shown, in the article Resistance of Fluids, both from theory and experience, that both of these principles are erroneous, and this to a very great degree, in cafes which occur most frequently in practice, that is, in the small angles of inclination. When the wind falls nearly perpendicular on the sails, theory is not very erroneous; but in these cases, the circumstances of the ship’s situation are generally such that the practice is easy, occurring almost without thought; and in this case, too, even considerable deviations from the very best practice are of no great moment. The interesting cases, where the intended movement requires or depends upon very oblique actions of the wind on the sails, and its practicability or impracticability depends on a very small variation of this obliquity; a mistake of the force, either as to intensity or direction, produces a mighty effect on the resulting motion. This is the case in failing to windward; the most important of all the general problems of seamanship. The trim of the sails, and the course of the ship, so as to gain most on the wind, are very nice things; that is, they are confined within very narrow limits, and a small mistake produces a very considerable effect. The same thing obtains in many of the nice problems of tacking, box-hauling, wearing after lying-to in a strom, &c.

The error in the second assertion of the theory is still greater, and the action on one part of the sail or hull is so greatly modified by its action on another adjoining part, that a fly-sail is often seen hanging like a loose rag, although there is nothing between it and the wind; and this merely because a great fall in its neighbourhood sends off a lateral stream of wind, which completely hinders the wind from getting at it. Till the theory of the action of fluids is established, therefore, we cannot tell what are the forces which are acting on every point of the sail and hull; therefore we cannot tell either the mean intensity or direction of the whole force which acts on any particular sail, nor the intensity and mean direction of the resistance to the hull; circumstances absolutely necessary for enabling us to say what will be their energy in producing a rotation round any particular axis. In like manner, we cannot, by such a computation, find the spontaneous axis of conversion (see Rotation), or the velocity of such conversion. In short, we cannot pronounce with tolerable confidence a priori what will be the motions in any case, or what dispositions of the sails will produce the movement we wish to perform. The experienced seaman learns by habit the general effects of every disposition of the sails; and though his knowledge is far from being accurate, it seldom leads him into any very blundering operation. Perhaps he seldom makes the best adjustment possible, but seldom does he deviate very far from it; and in the most general and important problems, such as working to windward, the result of much experience and many correcions has settled a trim of the sails, which is certainly not far from the truth, but (it must be acknowledged) deviates widely and uniformly from the theories of the mathematician’s closet. The honest

After this account of the theoretical performances in the art of seamanship, and what we have said in another place on the small hopes we entertain of seeing a perfect theory of the impulse of fluids, it will not be expected that we enter very minutely on the subject in this place; nor is it our intention. But let it be observed, that the theory is defective in one point only; and although this is a most important point, and the errors in it destroy the conclusions of the chief propositions, the reasonings remain in full force, and the modus operandi is precisely such as is stated in the theory. The principles of the art are therefore to be found in these treatises; but false inferences have been drawn, by computing from erroneous quantities. The rules and the practice of the computation, however, are still beyond controversy: Nay, since the process of investigation is legitimate, we may make use of it in order to discover the very circumstance in which we are at present mistaken; for by converting the proposition, instead of finding the motions by means of the supposed forces, combined with the known mechanism, we may discover the forces by means of this mechanism and the observed motions.

We shall therefore in this place give a very general view of the movements of a ship under sail, shewing how they are produced and modified by the action of the wind on her sails, the water on her rudder and on her bows. We shall not attempt a precise determination of any of these movements; but we shall say enough to enable the curious land-man to understand how this mighty machine is managed amidst the fury of the winds and waves; and, what is more to our wish, we hope to enable the uninstructed but thinking seaman to generate that knowledge which he poiffesses; to clas his ideas, and give them a form of rational system; and even to improve his practice, by making him sensible of the immediate operation of every thing he does, and in what manner it contributes to produce the movement which he has in view.

A ship may be considered at present as a mass of inertia matter in free space, at liberty to move in every direction, according to the forces which impel or resist her; and when she is in actual motion, in the direction of the space impulse of her course, we may still consider her as at rest in absolute space, but exposed to the impulse of a current of water moving equally fast in the opposite direction: for in both cases the pressure of the water on her bows is the same; and we know that it is possible, and frequently happens in currents, that the impulse of the wind on her sails, and that of the water on her bows, balance each other so precisely, that she not only does not tire from the place, but also remains steadily in the same position, with her head directed to the same point of the compasses. This state of things is easily conceived by any person accustomed to consider mechanical subjects, and every seaman of experience has observed it. It is of importance to consider it in this point of view, because it gives us the most familiar notion of the manner in which those forces of the wind and water are set in opposition, and made to balance or not to balance each

A ship under sail may be considered in the present state of science as a mass of inertia matter in free space, at liberty to move in every direction, according to the forces which impel or resist her: and when she is in actual motion, in the direction of the space impulse of her course, we may still consider her as at rest in absolute space, but exposed to the impulse of a current of water moving equally fast in the opposite direction: for in both cases the pressure of the water on her bows is the same; and we know that it is possible, and frequently happens in currents, that the impulse of the wind on her sails, and that of the water on her bows, balance each other so precisely, that she not only does not tire from the place, but also remains steadily in the same position, with her head directed to the same point of the compasses. This state of things is easily conceived by any person accustomed to consider mechanical subjects, and every seaman of experience has observed it. It is of importance to consider it in this point of view, because it gives us the most familiar notion of the manner in which those forces of the wind and water are set in opposition, and made to balance or not to balance each
on the Impulse of the wind.

Opposite to this is the skill of the matter of considerable difficulty. It is sometimes possible to shape the course precisely along the line of the voyage; and yet the intelligent seaman knows that he will arrive sooner, or with greater safety, at his port, by taking a different course; because he will gain more by increasing his speed than he loses by increasing the distance. Some principle must direct him in the selection of this course. This we must attempt to lay before the reader.

Having chosen such a course as he thinks most advantageous, he must set such a quantity of sail as the strength of the wind will allow him to carry with safety and effect, and must trim the sails properly, or so adjust their positions to the direction of the wind, that they may have the greatest possible tendency to impel the ship in the line of her course, and to keep her steadily in that direction.

His other task is to produce any deviations which he sees proper from the present course of the ship; and to produce these in the most certain, the safest, and the most expeditious manner. It is chiefly in this movement that the mechanical nature of a ship comes into view, and it is here that the superior address and resources of an expert seaman is to be perceived.

Under the article Sailing some notice has been taken of the first task of the seaman, and it was there shown how a ship, after having taken up her anchor and fitted her sails, accelerates her motion, by degrees which continually diminish, till the increasing resistance of the water becomes precisely equal to the diminished impulse of the wind, and then the motion continues uniformly the same for long as the wind continues to blow with the same force and in the same direction.

It is perfectly covenent to experience that the impulse of fluids is in the duplicate ratio of the relative velocity. Let it be supposed that when water moves one foot per second its perpendicular pressure or impulse on a square foot is $m$ pounds. Then, if it be moving with the velocity $V$ estimated in feet per second, its perpendicular impulse on a surface $S$, containing any number of square feet, must be $mS V^2$.

In like manner, the impulse of air on the same surface may be represented by $nSV^2$; and the proportion of the impulse of these two fluids will be that of $m$ to $n$.

We may express this by the ratio of $m$ to $n$, making

$$m = n.$$

M. Bouguer's computations and tables are on the supposition that the impulse of sea-water moving one foot per second is $23$ ounces on a square foot, and that the impulse of the wind is the same when it blows at the rate of $24$ feet per second. These measures are all French. They by no means agree with the experiments of others; and what we have already said, when treating of the Resistance of Fluid, is enough to show us that nothing like precise measures can be expected. It was shown as the result of a rational investigation, and confirmed by the experiments of Bute and others, that the impulses and resistances at the same surface, with the same obliquity of incidence and the same velocity of motion, are different according to the form and situation of the adjoining parts. Thus the total resistance of a thin board is greater than that of a long prism, having this board for its front or bow, &c.

We are greatly at a loss what to give as absolute measures of these impulses.

1. With respect to water. The experiments of the French academy on a prism two feet broad and deep and four feet long, indicate a resistance of 0.973 pounds divided on a square foot, moving with the velocity of one foot per second at the surface of still water.

Mr. Bute's experiments on a square foot wholly immersed in a stream were as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Result</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A square foot as a thin plate</td>
<td>1.81 pounds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ditto as the front of a box one foot</td>
<td>1.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ditto as the front of a box three feet</td>
<td>1.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The resistance of sea-water is about $\frac{1}{7}$ greater.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2. With respect to air, the varieties are as great.—The resistance of a square foot to air moving with the velocity of one foot per second appears from Mr. Robins's experiments on 16 square inches to be on a square foot

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Result</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chevalier Borda's on 16 inches</td>
<td>0.001596 pounds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ditto as the front of a box three feet</td>
<td>0.001757</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ditto as the front of a box one foot</td>
<td>0.002042</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. Roufe's on large surfaces</td>
<td>0.002291</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Precise measures are not to be expected, nor are they necessary in this inquiry. Here we are chiefly interested in their proportions, as they may be varied by their mode of action in the different circumstances of obliquity and velocity.

We begin by returning to the fundamental proposition concerning the impulse of fluids, viz. that the absolute pressure is always in a direction perpendicular to the impelled surface, whatever may be the direction of the stream of fluid. We must therefore illustrate the doctrine, by always supposing a flat surface of fluid stretched on a yard, which can be placed about in any direction, and giving this flat such a position and such an extent of surface that the impulse on it may be the same both as to direction and intensity with that on the realfails. Thus the consideration is greatly simplified. The direction of the impulse is therefore perpendicular to the yard. Its intensity depends on the velocity
SHIP.

Locality with which the wind meets the sail, and the obliquity of its stroke. We shall adopt the conclusions founded on the common doctrine, that the impulse is as the square of the sine of the inclination, because they are simple; whereas, if we were to introduce the values of the oblique impulses, such as they have been observed in the excellent experiments of the Academy of Paris, the conclusions would be complicated in the extreme, and we could hardly draw any consequences which would be intelligible to any but expert mathematicians. The conclusions will be erroneous, not in kind but in quantity only; and we shall point out the necessary corrections, so that the final results will be found not very different from real observation.

If a ship were a round cylindrical body like a flat tub, floating on its bottom, and fitted with a mast and sail in the centre, she would always fail in a direction perpendicular to the yard. This is evident. But she is an oblong body, and may be compared to a chest, whose length greatly exceeds its breadth. She is so shaped, that a moderate force will push her through the water with the head or stern foremost; but it requires a very great force to push her sidewise as to push her head foremost. In this respect therefore she will very much resemble a chest whose length is 12 times its breadth; and whatever be the proportion of these resistances in different ships, we may always substitute a box which shall have the same resistances headwise and sidewise.

Let EFGH (fig. 1) be the horizontal section of such a box, and AB its middle line, and C its centre. In whatever direction this box may chance to move, the direction of the whole resistance on its two sides will pass through C. For as the whole stream has one inclination to the side EF, the equivalent of the equal impulses on every part will be in a line perpendicular to the middle of EF. For the same reason, it will be in a line perpendicular to the middle of FG. These perpendiculars may crofs in C. Suppose a mast erected at C, and YC y to be a yard hoisted on it carrying a fall. Let the yard be first conceived as braced right athwart at right angles to the keel, as represented by Y' y'. Then, whatever be the direction of the wind afloat this fall, it will impel the vessel in the direction CB. But if the fall has the oblique position Y y, the impulse will be in the direction CD perpendicular to CY, and will both push the vessel ahead and sidewise: For the impulse CD is equivalent to the two impulses CK and CI (the sides of a rectangle of which CD is the diagonal). The force CI pushes the vessel ahead, and CK pushes her sidewise. She must therefore take some intermediate direction s b, such that the resistance of the water to the plane FG is to its resistance to the plane EF as CI to CK.

The angle s CB between the real course and the direction of the head is called the LEWAY; and in the course of this differentiation we shall express it by the symbol x. It evidently depends on the shape of the vessel and on the position of the yard. An accurate knowledge of the quantity of leeway, corresponding to different circumstances of obliquity of impulse, extent of surface, &c. is of the utmost importance in the practice of navigation; and even an approximation is valuable. The subject is so very difficult that this must content us for the present.

Let V be the velocity of the ship in the direction Cb, and let the surfaces FG and FE be called A' and B'. Then the resistance to the lateral motion is $mV^2 \times B' \times \tan x \times CB$, and that to the direct motion is $mV^2 \times A' \times \tan x \times CK$, or $mV^2 \times A' \times \cos y \times CB$. Therefore these resistances are in the proportion of $B' \times \tan x$ to $A' \times \cot y$ (representing the angle of leeway $b$ CB by the symbol x).

Therefore we have $CI : CK$, or $CI : CB = A' \times \cos y : B' \times \sin x \times \tan x = A : B \times \tan^2 x$.

Let the angle YCB, to which the yard is braced up, be called the Trim of the falls, and expressed by the symbol $\theta$. This is the complement of the angle DCL. Now CI : $\tan \theta : \tan DCL = 1 : \tan DCL = 1 : \cot \beta$. Therefore we have finally $1 : \cot \beta \tan x = A : B \times \tan^2 x$.

Therefore $\cot \beta \tan x = \frac{A}{B} \cot \beta$. This equation evidently ascertains the mutual relation between the trim of the falls and the leeway in every case where we can tell the proportion between the resistances to the direct and oblique motions of the ship, and where this proportion does not change by the obliquity of the course. Thus, suppose the yard braced up to an angle of 30° with the keel. Then $\cot 30° = 1,732$ very nearly. Suppose also that the resistance sidewise is 12 times greater than the resistance headwise. This gives $1 : 2 = A' : 1$. Therefore $1,732 = 12 \times \tan^2 x$.

0.14434 and $\tan x = 0.1799$, and $x = 20° 48'$. Very nearly two points of leeway.

This computation, or rather the equation which gives room for it, supposes the resistances proportional to the squares of the sines of incidence. The experiments of the Academy of Paris, of which an abstract is given in the article RESISTANCE OF FLUIDS, show that this supposition is not far from the truth when the angle of incidence is great. In this present case the angle of incidence on the front FG is about 70°, and the experiments just now mentioned show that the real resistances exceed the theoretical ones only $\frac{1}{70}$. But the angle of incidence on EF is only $20° 48'$. Experiment shows that in this inclination the resistance is almost quadruple of the theoretical resistance. Therefore the lateral resistance is assumed much too small in the present instance. Therefore a much smaller leeway will suffice for producing a lateral resistance which will balance the lateral impulse CK, arising from the obliquity of the falls, viz. 30°. The matter of $\frac{1}{70}$ is, that a pretty good sailing ship, with her sails braced to this angle at a medium, will not make above five or six degrees leeway in smooth water and easy weather; and yet in this situation the hull and rigging presents a very great surface to the wind, in the most improper positions, so as to have a very great effect in increasing her leeway.

And if we compute the resistance for this leeway of five degrees by the actual experiments of the French Academy on that angle, we shall find the result not far from
SEAMANSHIP.

17 Which depends on the trim of the cable.

18 Illustration of this doctrine by experiments.

19 On models and

20 On ships.

21 The experiment which we have made of an oblong parallelopiped for a ship, although well suited to give us clear notions of the subject, is of small use in practice; for it is next to impossible (even granting the theory of oblique impulsions) to make such a figure. A ship is of a form which is not reducible to equations; and therefore the action of the water on her bow or broadside can only be had by a long and intricate calculation for almost every square foot of its surface. (See Bessou's Cours de Math. vol. 5. p. 72, &c.) And this must be different for every ship. But, which is more unlucky, when we have got a parallelopiped which will have the same proportion of direct and lateral resistance for a particular angle of leeway, it will not answer for another leeway of the same ship; for when the leeway changes, the figure actually exposed to the action of the water changes also. When the leeway is increased, more of the lee-quarter is acted on by the water, and a part of the weather-bow is now removed from its action. Another parallelopiped must therefore be discovered, whose resistances shall suit this new position of the keel with respect to the real course of the ship.

Therefore let us recommend this train of experiments to the notice of the Association for the Improvement of Naval Architecture as a very promising method for ascertaining this important point.
SEAMANSHIP.

22. The relation between the velocity of the ship and wind is always different from the real direction.

When a ship is in motion the apparent direction of the wind is always ahead of its real direction. The line $\omega C$ is always found within the angle $WCB$. It is easy to see from the construction, that the difference between the real and apparent directions of the wind is so much the more remarkable as the velocity of the ship is greater. For the angle $WBC$ or $EC\pi$ depends on the magnitude of $E\pi$ or $C\pi$, in proportion to $C\pi$. Persons not much accustomed to attend to these matters, are apt to think all attention to this difference to be nothing but affectation of nicety. They have no notion that the velocity of a ship can have any sensible proportion to that of the wind. "Swift as the wind" is a proverbial expression; yet the velocity of a ship always bears a very sensible proportion to that of the wind, and even very frequently exceeds it. We may form a pretty exact notion of the velocity of the wind by observing the shadows of the summer clouds flying along the face of a country, and it may be very well measured by this method. The motion of such clouds cannot be very different from that of the air below; and when the pressure of the wind on a flat surface, while blowing with a velocity measured in this way, is compared with its pressure when its velocity is measured by more acceptable methods, they are found to agree with all desirable accuracy. Now observations of this kind frequently repeated, show that what we call a pleasant brisk gale blows at the rate of about 10 miles an hour, or about 15 feet in a second, and exerts a pressure of half a pound on a square foot. Mr. Smollett has frequently observed the sails of a windmill, driven by such a wind, moving faster, not much farther, towards their extremities, so that the sail, instead of being pressed to the frames on the arms, was taken aback, and fluttering on them. Nay, we know that a good ship, with all her sails set and the wind on the beam, will in such a situation sail above 10 knots an hour in smooth water. There is an observation made by every experienced seaman, which shows this difference between the real and apparent directions of the wind very distinctly. When a ship that is sailing briskly with the wind on the beam tacks about, and then sails equally well on the other tack, the wind always appears to have shifted a little more ahead. This is familiar to all seamen. The seaman judges of the direction of the wind by the position of the ship's vanes. Suppose the ship sailing due west on the starboard tack, with the wind apparently N. N. W. the vane pointing S. S. E. If the ship puts about, and stands due east on the larboard tack, the vane will be found no longer to point S. S. E. but perhaps S. S. W. the wind appearing N. N. E. and the ship must be nearly close-hauled in order to make an easy course. The wind appears to have shifted four points. If the ship tacks again, the wind returns to its old quarter. We have often observed a greater difference than this. The celebrated astronomer Dr. Bradley, taking the amounts of falling in a pinacle on the river Thames, observed this, and was surprised at it, imagining that the change of the wind was owing to the approaching or retiring from the shore. The boaters told him that it always happened at sea, and explained it to him in the best manner they were able. The explanation struck him, and set him a musing on an astronomical phenomenon which he had been puzzled by for some years, and which he called the aberration of the fixed stars. Every star changes its place a small matter for half a year, and returns to it at the completion of the year. He compared the stream of light from the star to the wind, and the telescope of the astronomer to the ship's vane, while the earth was like the ship, moving in opposite directions when in the opposite points of its orbit. The telescope must always be pointed ahead of the real direction of the star, in the same manner as the vane is always in a direction ahead of the wind; and thus he ascertained the progressive motion of light, and discovered the proportion of its velocity to the velocity of the earth in its orbit, by observing the deviation which was necessarily given to the telescope. Observing that the light shifted its direction about 45°, he concluded its velocity to be about 11,000 times greater than that of the earth; just as the intelligent seaman would conclude from this apparent shifting of the wind, that the velocity of the wind is about triple that of the ship. This is indeed the best method for...
for discovering the velocity of the wind. Let the direction of the vane at the main head be very accurately noticed on both tacks, and let the velocity of the ship be also accurately measured. The angle between the directions of the ship's head on the different tacks, being halved, will give the real direction of the wind, which must be compared with the position of the vane in order to determine the angle contained between the real and apparent directions of the wind on the angle EC or half of the observed direction of the wind will show the inclination of its true and apparent directions. This being found, the proportion of EC to FC (fig. 6.) is easily measured.

We have been very particular on this point, because since the mutual actions of bodies depend on their relative motions only, we should make prodigious mistakes if we failed to effect the action of the wind by its real direction and velocity, when they differ so much from the relative or apparent.

We now resume the investigation of the velocity of the ship (figs. 4.), having its fall at right angles to the keel, and the wind blowing in the direction and with the velocity CE, while the ship proceeds in the direction of the keel with the velocity CF. Produce EC to BC till it meet the yard in G, and draw FG perpendicular to EG. Let a represent the angle WCD, contained between the fall and the real direction of the wind, and let b be the angle of trim DCB. CE the velocity of the wind was expressed by V, and CF the velocity of the ship by v.

The absolute impulse on the fall is (by the usual theory) proportional to the square of the relative velocity, and to the square of the sine of the angle of incidence; that is, to \( F E \times \sin^2 \angle \). Now the angle GEF is equal to GED and E G is equal to E G = g. Hence E G = EC \times \sin \angle = V \times \sin \angle = a; and g G = CF = v. Therefore E G = G, and the impulse is proportional to \( V \times \sin \angle = a \times \). If S represent the surface of the fall, the impulse, in pounds, will be \( S \times (V \times \sin \angle) \).

Let A be the surface which, when it meets the water perpendicularly with the velocity \( v \), will sustain the same pressure or resistance which the bows of the ship actually meets with. This impulse, in pounds, will be \( m A \times v \). Therefore, because we are considering the ship's motion as in a state of uniformity, the two pressures balance each other; and therefore \( m A \times v = S \times (V \times \sin \angle) \).

We finally, in the first place, that the velocity of the ship is (ceteris paribus) proportional to the velocity of the wind, and to the sine of its incidence on the fall; for while the surface of the fall S and the equivalent surface for the bows remains the same, \( a \) increases or diminishes at the same rate with \( \sin \). When the wind is right aft, the sine of \( a \) is unity, and then the ship's velocity is \( \sqrt{\frac{m A}{n S} + 1} \).

Note, that the denominator of this fraction is a common number \( \frac{m A}{n S} \) for \( m \) and \( n \) are numbers, and \( A \) and \( S \) being quantities of one kind, \( \frac{m A}{n S} \) is also a number.

It must also be carefully attended to, that \( S \) expresses a quantity of fall actually receiving wind with the inclination \( \alpha \). It will not always be true, therefore, that the velocity will increase as the wind is more aback, because some falls will then become others. This observation is not, however, of great importance; for it is very useless to put a ship in the situation considered hitherto; that is, with the yards square, unless she be right before the wind.

If we would discover the relation between the velocity and the quantity of fall in this simple case of the wind right aft, observe that the equation \( v = \frac{V}{n S} \) gives us \( \sqrt{\frac{m A}{n S} + 1} \) and \( \sqrt{\frac{m A}{n S} \times v} = V - v^2 \) and \( \frac{m A}{n S} = V - v^2 \) and because \( n \) and \( m \) and \( A \) are constant quantities, \( S \) is proportional to \( \frac{v^2}{V^2 (V - v^2)} \), or the surface of fall is proportional to the square of the ship's velocity directly, and to the square of the relative velocity inversely. Thus, if a ship be falling with \( \frac{1}{2} \) of the velocity of the wind, and we would have her fall with \( \frac{1}{4} \) of it, we must quadruple the falls. This is more easily seen in another way. The velocity of the ship is proportional to the velocity of the wind; and therefore the relative velocity is also proportional to that of the wind, and the impulse of the wind is as the square of the relative velocity. Therefore, in order to increase the relative velocity by an increase of fall only, we must make this increase of fall in the duplicate proportion of the increase of velocity.

Let us, in the next place, consider the motion of a ship whose falls stand oblique to the keel.

The conclusion for this purpose differs a little from the former because, when the falls are trimmed to any oblique position DCB (figs. 5. and 6.), there must be a deviation from the direction of the keel, or a bower BC b. Call this \( \alpha \). Let C F be the velocity of the ship, drawn, as before, E G perpendicular to the yard, and FG perpendicular to E G; also draw FH perpendicular to the yard; then, as before, E G, which is in the fullduplicate ratio of the impulse on the fall, is equal to E G = G. Now E G is as \( V \times \sin \alpha \), and G H is equal to F H; which is \( = CF \times \sin \alpha \). Therefore, we have the impulse \( \frac{m A}{n S} (V \times \sin \alpha) \).

This expression of the impulse is perfectly similar to that in the former case, only its difference consisting in the subduing part, which is here \( \times \sin \alpha \). But it expresses the same thing as before, viz. the diminution of the impulse. The impulse being reckoned solely in the direction perpendicular to the fall,
it is diminished solely by the fail withdrawing itself in that direction from the wind; and as $gE$ may be considered as the real impulsive motion of the wind, $GE$ must be considered as the relative and effective impulsive motion. The impulse would have been the same had the ship been at rest, and had the wind met it perpendicularly with the velocity $GE$.

We must now show the connection between this impulsive and the motion of the ship. The fail, and consequently the ship, is depressed by the wind in the direction $CI$ perpendicular to the fail or yard with the force which we have just now determined. This (in the state of uniform motion) must be equal and opposite to the action of the wind. Draw $IL$ at right angles to the keel. The impulse in the direction $CI$ (which we may measure by $CI$) is equivalent to the impulses $CL$ and $LI$. By the first the ship is impelled right forward, and by the second it is driven sidewise. Therefore we must have a leeway, and a lateral as well as a direct resistence. We suppose the form of the ship to be known, and therefore the proportion is known, or discoverable, between the direct and lateral resistences corresponding to every angle $\theta$ of leeway. Let $A$ be the surface whose perpendicular resistence is equal to the direct resistence of the ship corresponding to the leeway $\theta$, that is, whose resistence is equal to the resistence really felt by the ship's bows in the direction of the keel when she is falling with this leeway; and let $B$ be the like manner the surface whose perpendicular resistence is equal to the actual resistence of the ship's motion in the direction $LI$, perpendicular to the keel. ($N. B.$ This is not equivalent to $A'$ and $B'$ adapted to the rectangular box, but to $A'$, $x$ and $B'$, $x$.) We have therefore $A : B = CL : LI$, and $LI = \frac{CL : B}{A}$. Also, because $CI = \sqrt{CL^2 + LI^2}$, we have $A = \sqrt{A^2 + B^2}$ $= CL : CI$, and $CI = \frac{CL}{A}$.

The resistence in the direction $IC$ is properly measured by $m \frac{A^2 + B^2}{A^2 + B^2} v^2$, as has been already observed. Therefore the resistence in the direction $IC$ must be expressed by $m \frac{\sqrt{A^2 + B^2}}{A^2 + B^2} v^2$; or (making $C$ the surface which is equal to $\sqrt{A^2 + B^2}$), and which will therefore have the same resistence to the resistance of the wind as the resistence $v$ it may be expressed by $m C v^2$

Therefore because there is an equilibrium between the impulse and resistence, we have $m + v = S$ ($V \sin a = v \sin \theta + \theta + x$) and $m = \frac{S C}{V} \sin a$, or $C = \frac{S}{V} \sin a = \frac{S}{V} \sin a$.

Therefore $v = \frac{S \cdot \sin a}{V}$.

Therefore $\sqrt{S} \cdot \sin a + x = \frac{V \cdot \sin a}{\sqrt{S} \cdot \sin a + x}$.

Observe that the quantity which is the coefficient of $S$ in this equation is a common number; for $S = \sin \theta + x$ is a number, being a decimal fraction of the radius $r$. $\sin \theta + x$ is also a number, for the same reason.

Since $m$ and $n$ were numbers of pounds, $m$ or $n$ is a common number. And because $C$ and $S$ are surfaces, or quantities of one kind, $C$ is also a common number.

This is the simplest expression that we can think of for the velocity acquired by the ship, though it must be acknowledged to be too complex to be of very prompt use. Its complication arises from the necessity of introducing the leeway $x$. This affects the whole of the denominator $r x$ for the surface $C$ depends on it, because $C = \sqrt{A^2 + B^2}$, and $A$ and $B$ are analogous to $A', \cos \theta x$ and $B' \sin \theta x$.

But we can deduce some important consequences from this theorem.

While the surface $S$ of the ship actually filled by the wind remains the same, and the angle $DCB$, which in future we shall call the $T$ of the ship, also remains the same, both the leeway $x$ and the substituted surface $C$ remains the same. The denominator is therefore constant; and the velocity of the ship is proportional to $\sqrt{S \cdot V \cdot \sin a}$; that is, directly as the velocity of the wind, directly as the absolute inclination of the wind to the yard, and directly as the square root of the surface of the sails.

We also learn from the construction of the figure that $FG$ parallel to the yard cuts $CE$ in a given ratio. For $CF$ is in a constant ratio to $Eg$, as has been just now demonstrated. And the angle $DCF$ is constant. Therefore $CF \cdot \sin \theta$, or $Fh$ or $FG$, is proportional to $Eg$, and $OC$ to $EC$, or $EC$ is cut in one proportion, whatever may be the angle $ECF$, so long as the angle $DCF$ is constant.

We also see that it is very possible for the velocity of the ship on an oblique course to exceed that of the wind. This will be the case when the number

$$\sqrt{\frac{C}{S} + \sin \theta + x}$$

exceeds unity, or when $\sin a$ is greater than $\sqrt{\frac{C}{S} + \sin \theta + x}$. Now this may easily be by sufficiently enlarging $S$ and diminishing $\theta + x$. It is indeed frequently seen in fine sails with all their sails set and not hauled too near the wind.

We noticed above that the angle $x$ affects the whole denominator of the fraction which expresses the velocity. Let it be observed that the angle $IC$ is the complement of $I$, $C$, $D$, or of $h$. Therefore $CI : \tan \theta \cos \theta = \tan \theta \cos \theta$; and $B = A' \cotan \theta$. Now $A$ is equivalent to $A'$, $x$, and thus $b$ becomes a function of $x$. $C$ is evidently $\theta$, being $\sqrt{A^2 + B^2}$. Therefore before the value of this fraction can be obtained, we must be able to compute, by our knowledge of the form of the ship, the value of $A$ for every angle $x$ of leeway. This can be done only by resolving her bows into a great number of elementary planes, and computing the impulses on each and adding them into one sum. The computation is of immense labour, as may be seen by one example given by Bouguer. When the leeway is but small, not exceeding ten degrees, the sublimination of the rectangular prism of one determined form is abundantly exact for all leeways contained within this limit; and we shall soon see rea-
Problem 1. To determine the best position of the fails for standing on a given course, when the direction and velocity of the wind and its angle with the course are given.

And first let it be required to determine the best position of the fail for standing on a given course \(\alpha, \beta\), when \(C\) the direction and velocity of the wind, and its angle with the course \(W\ C\ F\), are given. This problem has exercised the talents of the mathematicians ever since the days of Newton. In the article PNEUMATICS we gave the solution of one very nearly related to it, namely, to determine the position of the fail which would produce the greatest impulse of the direction of the course. The solution was to place the yard \(C\ D\) in such a position that the tangent of the angle \(C\ FD\) may be one half of the tangent of the angle \(D\ C\ W\). This will indeed be the best position of the fail for beginning the motion; but as soon as the ship begins to move in the direction \(C\ F\), the effective impulse of the wind is diminished, and also its inclination to the fail. The angle \(D\ C\ W\) diminishes continually as the ship accelerates for \(C\ F\) is now accompanied by its equal \(E\). and by an angle \(E\ C\ F\) or \(W\ C\ W\). \(C\ F\) increases, and the impulse on the fail diminishes, till an equilibrium obtains between the resistance of the water and the impulse of the wind. The impulse is now measured by \(C\ E^2 \times \sin^2 \alpha \times \sin \beta\), instead of \(C\ E^2 \times \sin \alpha \times \cos \beta\); this is, by \(E\ G\) instead of \(E\ g\).

This introduction of the relative motion of the wind renders the actual solution of the problem extremely difficult. It is very easily expressed geometrically: Divide the angle \(\alpha\ C\ F\) in such a manner that the tangent of \(D\ C\ F\) may be half of the tangent of \(D\ C\ W\), and the problem may be constructed geometrically as follows.

Let \(W\ C\ F\) (fig. 7.) be the angle between the fail and course. Round the centre \(C\) describe the circle \(WDFY\); produce \(W\ C\) to \(Q\), so that \(C\ Q = \frac{2}{3} W\ C\), and draw \(QY\) parallel to \(C\ F\) cutting the circle in \(Y\); bisect the arch \(WY\) in \(D\), and draw \(D\ C\). \(D\ C\) is the proper position of the yard.

Draw the chord \(WY\), cutting \(C\ D\) in \(V\) and \(C\ F\) in \(T\); draw the tangent \(PD\) cutting \(C\ F\) in \(S\) and \(C\ Y\) in \(R\).

It is evident that \(WY\), \(PR\), are both perpendicular to \(C\ D\), and are bisected in \(V\) and \(D\); therefore (by reason of the parallels \(QY\), \(C\ F\)) \(\frac{2}{3} = \frac{2}{3}: QW = CW\), \(\frac{1}{2} YW = TW = RP = SP\). Therefore \(PD\) : \(PS = 2: 3\), and \(PD\) : \(DS = 2: 1\). \(\angle E\ D\). But this division cannot be made to the best advantage till the ship has attained its greatest velocity, and the angle \(\alpha\ C\ F\) has been produced.

We must consider all the three angles, \(\alpha, \beta, \gamma\) as variable in the equation \(\frac{\alpha + \beta + \gamma}{2}\), which expresses the value of \(\gamma\), and we must make the fluxion of this equation \(= 0\), then, by means of the equation \(\beta = \alpha\ C\ cotan\), \(\beta\), we must obtain the value of \(\beta\) and of \(\alpha\) in terms of \(\beta\) and \(\gamma\).

With respect to \(\alpha\), observe, that if we make the angle \(WCF = \rho\), we have \(\rho = \alpha + \beta + \gamma\); and \(\rho\) being a constant quantity, we have \(\alpha - \beta = x\). Substituting for \(\alpha\), \(\beta\), \(\gamma\), and \(\beta\), their values terms of \(\alpha\) and \(\gamma\), in the fluxionary equation \(= 0\), we readily obtain \(\alpha\), and then \(\alpha\) and \(\beta\), which solve the problem.

Let it be required, in the next place, to determine the course and the trim of the fails most proper for plying to windward.

In fig. 6. draw \(FP\) perpendicular to \(WC\). \(CF\) is Problem II. the motion of the flip; but it is only by the motion of \(CP\) that the gains to windward. Now \(CP = \frac{1}{2} CF \times \cotan\ W\ C\ F\), or \(\alpha\ cos\ \beta\). This must be rendered a maximum, as follows.

By means of the equation which expresses the values of \(\alpha\) and the equation \(\beta = \alpha\ C\ cotan\ \beta\), we exterminate the quantities \(\alpha\) and \(\beta\); we then take the fluxion of the quantity into which the expression \(\alpha\ cos\ \beta\) is changed by this operation. Making this fluxion \(= 0\), we get the equation which must solve the problem.

This equation will contain the two variable quantities \(\alpha\) and \(\gamma\) with their fluxions; then make the coefficient of \(\alpha\) equal to \(\alpha\), also the coefficient of \(\beta\) equal to \(\beta\). This will give two equations which will determine \(\alpha\) and \(\gamma\), and from this we get \(\beta\) and \(\gamma\).

Should it be required, in the third place, to find the Prob- lembent course and trim of the fails for getting away from land. A given line of coast \(CM\) (fig. 6.), the process perfectly resembles this last, which is in fact getting away from the shore.

Therefore, in place of the angle \(W\ C\ F\), we must sub- stitute the angle \(W\ C\ M\ = \alpha\ C\ F\). Call this angle \(\alpha\). We get a maximum \(\alpha\ cos\ \beta\), or \(\alpha\ beta\). The analytical process is the same as the former, only \(\beta\) is here a constant quantity.

These are the three principal problems which can be solved by means of the knowledge that we have obtained from the preceding, and therefore making leeway; and they may be preceding them.

Observe, that in this way from the said problems, the mathematician can calculate tables for the use of the practical seaman. Thus he can calculate the best position of the fails for advancing in a course \(90^\circ\) from the wind, and the velocity in that course; then for M. Bougner's work.

M. Bougner has given a table of this kind; but to avoid the immense difficulty of the process, he has adapted it to the apparent direction of the wind. We have inferred a few of his numbers, suitable for the determination of the sail position, to such cafes, as can be of service, namely, when all fails for ad- vancing draw, or none stand in the way of others. Column 1st is the apparent angle of the wind and course; any course, column 2nd is the corresponding angle of the fails and keel; column 3d is the apparent angle of the fails and wind.
In all these numbers we have the tangent of $\omega CD$ double of the tangent $DCF$.

This is really doing but little for the seaman. The apparent direction of the wind is known to him till the ship is lying with uniform velocity; and he is still uninformed as to the leeway. It is, however, of service to him to know, for instance, that when the angle of the waves and yards is 56 degrees, the yard should be braced up to $37^\circ 30'$, &c.

But here occurs a new difficulty. By the construction of a square rigged ship it is impossible to give the yards that inclination to the keel which the calculation requires. Few ships can have their yards braced up to $37^\circ 30'$; and yet this is required in order to have an incidence of $56^\circ$, and to hold a course $94^\circ 25'$ from the apparent direction of the wind, that is, with the wind apparently $4^\circ 25'$ abaft the beam. A good falling ship in this position may acquire a velocity even exceeding that of the wind.

Let us suppose it only one half of this velocity. We shall find that the angle $WCD$ in this case about $29^\circ$, and the ship is nearly going $133^\circ$ from the wind, with the wind almost perpendicular to the fall; therefore this unlucky bracing up of the sails is only giving them a position suited to a wind broad on the quarter. It is impossible therefore to comply with the demand of the mathematician, and the seaman must be contented to employ a less favourable disposition of his sails in all cases where his course does not lie at least eleven points from the wind.

Let us see whether this restriction, arising from necessity, leaves anything in our choice, and makes one course preferable to another. We see that there are a prodigious number of courses, and these the most usual and the most important, which we must hold with one trim of the sails; in particular, falling with the wind on the beam, and all cases of plying to windward, must be performed with this unfavorable trim of the sails. We are certain that the smaller we make the angle of incidence, real or apparent the smaller will be the velocity of the ship; but it may happen that we shall gain more to windward, or get sooner away from a lee-coast, or any object of danger, by falling heavily on one course than by falling quickly on another.

We have seen that while the trim of the sails remains the same, the leeway and the angle of the yard and course remains the same, and that the velocity of the ship is the same as the line of the angle of real incidence, that is, as the line of the angle of the fall and the real direction of the wind.

Let the ship $AB$ (Fig. 8.) hold the course $CF$, with the wind blowing in the direction $WC$, and having her yards $DCD$ braced up to the smallest angle $BCD$ which the rigging can admit. Let $CF$ be to $CE$, as the velocity of the ship to the velocity of the wind; join $FE$ and draw $CM$ parallel to $EF$; it is evident that $FE$ is the relative motion of the wind, and $MC$ is the relative incidence on the fall. Draw $FO$ parallel to the yard $DC$, and describe a circle through the points $COF$; then we say that if the ship, with the same wind and the same trim of the ship falling sails, be made to fall on any other course $CF$, her velocity along $CF$ is to the velocity along $CF$ as $CF$ is to $CM$; or, in other words, the ship will employ the same time in going from $C$ to any point of the circumference $FO$. Join $FO$. Then, because the angles $CFO$, $FDO$ are on the same chord $O$, they are equal, and $FO$ is parallel to $DC$, the new position of the yard corresponding to the new position of the keel $b$, making the angle $DCE = DCB$. Also, by the nature of the circle, the line $CF$ is to $CE$ as the line of the angle $COF$ to the line of the angle $COD$, that is, on account of the parallels $OF$ and $CD$, $OF$ and $CD$, $D(CD)Q$, as the line of $WCD$ to the line of $WDC$. But when the trim of the sails remains the same, the velocity of the ship is as the line of the angle of the fall with the direction of the wind; therefore $CF$ is to $CM$ as the velocity on $CF$ to that on $CM$, and the proposition is demonstrated.

Let it now be required to determine the best course for avoiding a rock lying in the direction $CI$, or for withdrawing as fast as possible from a line of coast $PQ$, the course $Mc$. Draw $CM$ through $R$, or parallel to $PQ$, and let $m$ be the middle of the arch $CM$. It is plain that $m$ is the most remote from $CM$ of any point of the arch $CM$, and therefore the ship will recede further from the coast $PQ$ in any given time by holding course $m$ than by any other course.

This course is easily determined; for the arch $C = M = 220^\circ$, or (arch $CO$ + arch $OM$), and the arch $CO$ is the measure of twice the angle $CFO$, or twice the angle $DCB$, or twice $b+x$, and the arch $OM$ measures twice the angle $ECM$.

Thus, suppose the sharpest possible trim of the sails to be $35^\circ$, and the observed angle $ECM$ to be $70^\circ$; then $CO+OM$ is $70^\circ+140^\circ = 210^\circ$. This being taken from $360^\circ$, leaves $150^\circ$, of which the half $Mm$ is $75^\circ$, and the angle $MCm$ is $37^\circ 30^\circ$. This added to $ECM$ makes $ECm = 70^\circ + 37^\circ 30^\circ = 107^\circ 30^\circ$, and the ship must hold a course making an angle of $72^\circ 30^\circ$ with the real direction of the wind, and $WCD$ will be $37^\circ 30^\circ$.

This supposes no leeway. But if we know that under all the fall which the ship could carry with safety and advantage the makes $5$ degrees of leeway, the angle $DCm$ of the fall and course, or $b+x$, is $40^\circ$. Then $CO+OM$ is $220^\circ$, which being taken from $360^\circ$ leaves $140^\circ$, of which the half is $70^\circ=Mm$, and the angle $MCM=35^\circ$, and $ECm=105^\circ$, and $WCM=78^\circ$, and the ship must lie with her head $70^\circ$ on the wind, making $5$ degrees of leeway, and the angle $WCD$ is $35^\circ$.

The general rule for the position of the ship is, that the line on which the ship lies or the angle $b+x$ may also be the angle $DCm$, or make the angle between the course and the line from which we wish to withdraw equal to the angle between the fall and the real direction of the wind.

It is plain that this problem includes that of plying to windward. We have only to suppose $ECM$ to be $90^\circ$, then, taking our example in the same ship, the same trim and the same leeway, we have $b+x=40^\circ$. This taken from $90^\circ$ leaves $50^\circ$ and $WCM=90^\circ-25^\circ=65^\circ$, and the ship's head must lie $65^\circ$ on the wind, and the yard must be $25^\circ$ from it.

It must be observed here, that it is not always possible to select the course which will remove the ship fastest from the given line $CM$; it may be more prudent to remove from it more securely though more slowly. In such cases the procedure is very simple, viz. to make the course as near the wind as possible.

The reader will also easily see that the propriety of these practices is confined to those courses only where the practicable trim of the sails is not sufficiently sharp.

Whenever
whenever the course lies so far from the wind that it is possible to make the tangent of the apparent angle of the wind and fail double the tangent of the fail and course, it should be done.

These are the chief practical consequences which can be deduced from the theory. But we should consider how far this adjustment of the sails and course can be performed. And here occur difficulties so great as to make it almost impracticable. We have always supposed the position of the surface of the fail to be distinctly observable and measurable; but this can hardly be affirmed even with respect to a fail stretched on a yard.

Here we supposed the surface of the fail to have the same inclination to the keel that the yard has. This is by no means the case; the fail assumes a concave form, of which it is almost impossible to assign the direction of the mean impulse. We believe that this is always considerably to leeward of a perpendicular to the yard, lying between CI and CE (fig. 6.) This is of some advantage, being equivalent to a sharper trim. We cannot affirm this, however, with any certainty, because it renders the impulse on the weather-leech of the fail so extremely feeble as hardly to have any effect. In falling close to the wind the ship is kept so near that the weather-leech of the fail is almost ready to receive the wind edgewise, and to flutter or shiver. The most effective or drawing sails with a side-wind, especially when plying to windward, are the play-sails. We believe that it is impossible to say, with any thing approaching to precision, what is the position of the general surface of a play-sail, or to calculate the intensity and direction of the general impulse; and we affirm with confidence that no man can pronounce on these points with any exactness. If we can guess within a third or a fourth part of the truth, it is all we can pretend to; and after all, it is but a guess. Add to this, the fails coming in the way of each other, and either becalming them or fending the wind upon them in a direction widely different from that of its free motion. All these points we think beyond our power of calculation, therefore that it is vain to give the Reasons mathematical rules, or even tables of adjustment ready calculated; since he can neither produce that medium position of his fails that is required, nor tell what is the position which he employs.

This is one of the principal reasons why so little advantage has been derived from the very ingenious and promising disquisitions of Bouguer and other mathematicians, and has made us omit the actual solution of the chief problems, contenting ourselves with pointing out the proofs to such readers as have a relish for these analytical operations.

But there is another principal reason for the small progress which has been made in the theory of seamanship: This is the errors of the theory itself, which supposes the impulsiobs of a fluid to be in the duplicate ratio of the lines of incidence. The most careful comparison which has been made between the results of this theory and matter of fact is to be seen in the experiments made by the members of the Royal Academy of Sciences at Paris, mentioned in the article Resistance of Fluids. We subjoin another abstract of them in the following table, where col. 11 gives the angle of incidence; col. 2d gives the impulsiobs really observed; col. 3d the impulsiobs, had they followed the duplicate principle.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Angle of Incid.</th>
<th>Impulse as observed</th>
<th>Impulse as Sin^2</th>
<th>Impulse as Sin.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>90</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>1000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>84</td>
<td>989</td>
<td>989</td>
<td>995</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>78</td>
<td>958</td>
<td>957</td>
<td>978</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>72</td>
<td>908</td>
<td>905</td>
<td>951</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>66</td>
<td>845</td>
<td>835</td>
<td>914</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60</td>
<td>771</td>
<td>750</td>
<td>866</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>54</td>
<td>693</td>
<td>655</td>
<td>809</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>48</td>
<td>615</td>
<td>552</td>
<td>743</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42</td>
<td>543</td>
<td>448</td>
<td>669</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36</td>
<td>480</td>
<td>346</td>
<td>587</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>440</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>424</td>
<td>165</td>
<td>407</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>414</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>399</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>406</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>208</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>105</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Here we see an enormous difference in the great obliquities. When the angle of incidence is only six degrees, the observed impulse is forty times greater than the theoretical impulse; at 12° it is ten times greater; at 18° it is more than four times greater; and at 24° it is almost three times greater.

And the deductions from this theory are so useless and so unlike what we familiarly observe. We took notice of this when we were considering the lee-way of a rectangular box, and thus saw a reason for admitting an incomparably smaller lee-way than what would result from the laborious computations necessary by the theory. This error in theory has as great an influence on the impulsions of air when acting obliquely, on a sail; and the experience of Mr Robins and of the Chevalier Borda on the oblique impulsions of air are perfectly conformable (as far as they go) to those of the academicians on water. The oblique impulsions of the wind are therefore much more efficacious for preventing the ship in the direction of her course than the theory allows us to suppose; and the proffers of a ship plying to windward is much greater, both because the oblique impulsiobs of the wind are more effective, and because the lee-way is much smaller, than we suppose. We were not this the cafe, it would be impossible for a square-rigged ship to get to windward. The impulse on her fails when close-hauled would be so trifling that the would not have a third part of the velocity which we see her acquire; and this trifling velocity would be wasted in lee-way; for we have seen that the diminution of the oblique impulsiobs of the water is accompanied by an increase of lee-way. But we see that in the great obliquities the impulsiobs continue to be very considerable, and that even an incidence of six degrees gives an impulse as great as the theory allows to an incidence of 40°.

But there is another principal reason for the small progress which has been made in the theory of seamanship: This is the errors of the theory itself, which supposes the impulsiobs of a fluid to be in the duplicate ratio of the lines of incidence. The most careful comparison which has been made between the results of this theory and matter of fact is to be seen in the experiments made by the members of the Royal Academy of Sciences at Paris, mentioned in the article Resistance of Fluids. We subjoin another abstract of them in the following table, where col. 11 gives the angle of incidence; col. 2d gives the impulsiobs really observed; col. 3d the impulsiobs, had they followed the duplicate principle.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Angle of Incid.</th>
<th>Impulse as observed</th>
<th>Impulse as Sin^2</th>
<th>Impulse as Sin.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>90</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>1000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>84</td>
<td>989</td>
<td>989</td>
<td>995</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>78</td>
<td>958</td>
<td>957</td>
<td>978</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>72</td>
<td>908</td>
<td>905</td>
<td>951</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>66</td>
<td>845</td>
<td>835</td>
<td>914</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60</td>
<td>771</td>
<td>750</td>
<td>866</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>54</td>
<td>693</td>
<td>655</td>
<td>809</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>48</td>
<td>615</td>
<td>552</td>
<td>743</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42</td>
<td>543</td>
<td>448</td>
<td>669</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36</td>
<td>480</td>
<td>346</td>
<td>587</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>440</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>424</td>
<td>165</td>
<td>407</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>414</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>399</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>406</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>208</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>105</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Here we see an enormous difference in the great obliquities. When the angle of incidence is only six degrees, the observed impulse is forty times greater than the theoretical impulse; at 12° it is ten times greater; at 18° it is more than four times greater; and at 24° it is almost three times greater.

And the deductions from this theory are so useless and so unlike what we familiarly observe. We took notice of this when we were considering the lee-way of a rectangular box, and thus saw a reason for admitting an incomparably smaller lee-way than what would result from the laborious computations necessary by the theory. This error in theory has as great an influence on the impulsions of air when acting obliquely, on a sail; and the experience of Mr Robins and of the Chevalier Borda on the oblique impulsions of air are perfectly conformable (as far as they go) to those of the academicians on water. The oblique impulsions of the wind are therefore much more efficacious for preventing the ship in the direction of her course than the theory allows us to suppose; and the proffers of a ship plying to windward is much greater, both because the oblique impulsiobs of the wind are more effective, and because the lee-way is much smaller, than we suppose. We were not this the case, it would be impossible for a square-rigged ship to get to windward. The impulse on her fails when close-hauled would be so trifling that the would not have a third part of the velocity which we see her acquire; and this trifling velocity would be wasted in lee-way; for we have seen that the diminution of the oblique impulsiobs of the water is accompanied by an increase of lee-way. But we see that in the great obliquities the impulsiobs continue to be very considerable, and that even an incidence of six degrees gives an impulse as great as the theory allows to an incidence of 40°.
the trial, and 25° for the trim of the trial. The perpendicular impulse being supposed 1000, the theoretical impulse for 43° is 465. This reduced in the proportion of radius to the line of 25°, gives the impulse in the direction of the course only 197.

But if we ease off the lee-branches till the yard makes an angle of 50° with the keel, and allows the wind an incidence of no more than 18°, we have the experimented impulse 414, which, when reduced in the proportion of radius to the line of 25°, gives an effective impulse 373. In like manner, the trim 56°, with the incidence 11°, gives an effective impulse 337; and the trim 62°, with the incidence only 6°, gives 353.

Hence it would at first sight appear that the angle DGB of 62° and WCD of 5° would be better for holding a course within fix points of the wind than any more oblique position of the sails; but it will only give a greater initial impulse. As the ship accelerates, the wind apparently comes ahead, and we must continue to brace up as the ship freshens her way. It is not unusual for her to acquire half or two thirds of the velocity of the wind; in which case the wind comes apparently ahead more than two points, when the yards must be braced up to 35°, and this allows an impulse no greater than about 7°. Now this is very frequently observed in good ships, which in a brisk gale and smooth water will go five or six knots close-hauled, the ship's head fix points from the wind, and the sails no more than just full, but ready to flyer by the smallest puff. All this would be impossible by the usual theory; and in this respect these experiments of the French academy give a fine illustration of the seaman's practice. They account for what we should otherwise be much puzzled to explain; and the great progress which is made by a ship close-hailed being perfectly agreeable to what we should expect from the law of oblique impulsion deducible from these often mentioned experiments, while it is totally incompatible with the common theory, should make us abandon the theory without hesitation, and strenuously set about the establishment of another, founded entirely on experiments. For this purpose the experiments should be made on the oblique impulsions of air on as great a scale as possible, and in as great a variety of circumstances, so as to furnish a series of impulses for all angles of obliquity. We have but four or five experiments on this subject, viz. two by Mr. Robins and two or three by the Chevalier Borda. Having thus gotten a series of impulses, it is very practicable to raise on this foundation a practical institute, and to give a table of the velocities of a ship suited to every angle of inclination and of trim; for nothing is more certain than the resolution of the impulse perpendicular to the fall into a force in the direction of the keel, and a lateral force.

We are also disposed to think that experiments might be made on a model very nicely rigged with sails, and trimmed in every different degree, which would point out the mean direction of the impulse on the sails, and the comparative force of these impulses in different directions of the wind. The method would be very similar to that of examining the impulse of the water on the hull. If this can also be ascertained experimentally, the intelligent reader will easily see that the whole motion of a ship under sail may be determined for every case. Tables may then be constructed by calculation, or by graphical operations, which will give the velocities of a ship in every different course, and corresponding to every trim of sail. And let it be here observed, that the trim of the sail is not to be estimated in degrees of inclination of the yards; because, as we have already remarked, we cannot observe nor adjust the latter fails in this way. But, in making the experiments for ascertaining the impulse, the exact position of the tacks and sheets of the sails are to be noted; and this combination of adjustments is to pass by the name of a certain trim. Thus that trim of all the sails may be called 40, whose direction is experimentally found equivalent to a flat surface trimmed to the obliquity 40°.

Having done this, we may construct a figure for each trim similar to fig. 8, where, instead of a circle, we shall have a curve COM', whose chords C'F, EF, &c. are proportional to the velocities in these courses; and by means of this curve we can find the point m', which is most remote from any line CM from which we wish to withdraw; and thus we may solve all the principal problems of the art.

We hope that it will not be accounted presumption in us to expect more improvement from a theory founded on judicious experiments only, than from a theory of the impulse of fluids, which is found so inconsistent with observation, and of whose fallacy all its authors, from Newton to D'Alembert, entertained strong suspicions. Again, we beg leave to recommend this view of the subject to the attention of the Society for the Improvement of Naval Architecture. Shoulde these patriotic gentlemen entertain a favourable opinion of the plan, and honour us with their correspondence, we will cheerfully impart to them our notions of the way in which both these trains of experiments may be prosecuted with success, and results obtained in which we may confide; and we content ourselves at present with offering to the public these hints, which are not the speculations of a man of mere science but of one who, with a competent knowledge of the laws of mechanical nature, has the experience of several years service in the British navy, where the art of working of ships was a favourite object of his scientific attention.

With these observations we conclude our discussion. Means of the first part of the seaman's task, and now proceed to consider the means that are employed to prevent or to produce any deviations from the uniform rectilinear course which has been selected.

Here the ship is to be considered as a body in free space, convertible round her centre of inertia. For whatever may be the point round which the turn, this motion may always be considered as compounded of a rotation round an axis passing through her centre of gravity or inertia. She is impelled by the wind and by the water acting on many surfaces differently inclined to each other, and the impulse on each is perpendicular to the surface. In order therefore that the ship may continue steadily in one course, it is not only necessary that the impelling forces, estimated in their mean direction be equal and opposite to the resisting forces estimated in their mean direction; but also that these two directions may pass through one point, otherwise the ship will be affected as a log of wood is when pushed in opposite directions by two forces, which are equal indeed, but are applied to different parts of the log. A ship must
SEAMANSHIP.

When a ship fails right before the wind, the force on her bow is diminished. The combined impulse is therefore no longer in the direction BC, but (in the state of uniform motion) in the direction IC.

Suppose that in an instant the whole forces are annihilated and the impelling pressure CI, which precisely balanced the resisting pressure on the bows, removed. The ship tends, by her inertia, to proceed in the direction CB. This tendency produces a continuation of the resistance in the opposite direction IC, which is not directly opposed to the tendency of the ship in the direction CB; therefore the ship's head would immediately come up to the wind. The experienced seaman will recoile something like this when the fails are suddenly lowered when coming to anchor. It does not happen solely from the obliquity of the action on the bows. It would happen to the parallelopped of fig. 2, which was fulfilling a lateral impulsion B. fin. x, and a direct impulsion A. cos. x. These are continued for a moment after the annihilation of the fails; but being no longer opposed by a force in the direction CD, but by a force in the direction CB, the force of a parallel is not prevail, and the body is not only retarded in its motion, but its head turns toward the wind. But this effect of the leeway is greatly increased by the curved form of the ship's bows. This occasions the centre of effort of all the impulsion of the water on the lee side of the ship to be very far forward, and this is much the more remarkably as the is sharper store. It is in general not much abaft the foremast. Now the centre of the ship's tendency to continue her motion is the same with her centre of gravity, and this is generally but a little before the mainmast. She is therefore in the same condition nearly as if she were pulled at the mainmast in a direction parallel to CB, and at the foremast by a force parallel to IC. The evident consequence of this is a tendency to come up to the wind. This is independent of all situation of the fails, provided only that they have been trimmed obliquely.

This tendency of the ship's head to windward is called griping in the seaman's language, and is greatest in ships which are sharp forward, as we may find already. This circumstance is easily understood. Whatever is the direction of the ship's motion, the absolute impulsion on that part of the bow immediately contiguous to B is perpendicular to that very part of the surface. The more acute, therefore, that the angle of the bow is, the more will the impulsion on that part be perpendicular to the keel, and the greater will be its energy to turn the head to windward.

Thus we are enabled to understand or to see the property of the disposition of the fails of a ship. We see of the ship crowded with fails forward, and even many fails extended far before her bow, such as the spritsail, the bowsprit topail, the fore-topmast stayail, the jib, and a flying jib. The fails abaft are comparatively smaller. The fails on the mainmast are much smaller than those on the foremast. All the staysails hoisted on the main-mast may be considered as headtails, because their centres of effort are considerabily before the centre of gravity of the ship; and notwithstanding this disposition, it generally requires a small action of the rudder to counteract the windward tendency of the lee-bow. This is considered as a good quality when moderate; because it enables the seaman to throw the fails abaft, and stop the ship's way in a moment, if the be in danger from any thing ahead; and the ship which does not carry a little of a weather helm, is always a dull failure.

In order to judge somewhat more accurately of the action of the water and fails, suppose the ship A B (fig. 9) to have its fails on the mizen-mast D, the mainmast E, and foremost F, braced up or trimmed alike, and that the three lines D i, E e, F f, perpendicular to the fails, are in the proportion of the impulses on the fails. The ship is driven ahead and to leeward, and moves in the path a C b. This path is so inclined to the line of the keel that the medium direction of the resistance of the water is parallel to the direction of the impulsion. A line CI may be drawn parallel to the lines D i, E e, F f, and equal to their sum: and it may be drawn from such a point C, that the actions on all the parts of the hull between C and B may balance the momenta of all the actions on the hull between C and A. This point may justly be called the centre of effort, or the centre of resistances. We cannot determine this point for want of a proper theory of the resistances of fluids. Nay, although experiments like those of the Parifian academy should give us the most perfect knowledge of the intensity of the oblique impulses on a square foot, we should hardly be benefited by them: for the action of the water on a square foot of the hull at p, for instance, is so modified by the intervention of the stream of water which has struck the hull about B, and glided along the bow B p, that the preflure on p is totally different from what it would have been were it a square foot of surface detached from the reef, and presented in the same position to the water moving in the direction B C. For it is found, that the resistances given to planes joined so as to form a wedge, or to curved surfaces, are widely different from the accumulated resistances, calculated for their separate parts, agreeably to the experiments of the academy on single surfaces. We therefore do not attempt to ascertain the point C by theory; but it may be accurately determined by the experiments which we have strongly recommended; and we offer this as an additional inducement for prosecuting them.

Draw through C a line perpendicular to CI, that is, parallel to the fails; and let the lines of impulse of the
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three fails cut it in the points $i, k$, and $m$. This line
$m$ may be considered as a lever, moveable round $C$,
and acted on at the points $i, k$, and $m$, by three forces.
The rotary momentum of the fails on the mizenmast
is $D_i \times IC$; that of the fails on the mainmast is
$Ee \times IC$, and the momentum of the fails on the fore-
main is $F_f \times mC$. The two first tend to press forward
the arm $C$, and then to turn the ship's head towards
the wind. The action of the fails on the mainmast tends
to pull the arm $C$ forward, and produce a contrary
rotation. If the ship were in one of these three fails keeps
steadily in her course, without the aid of the rudder, we
must have $D_i \times IC + Ee \times IC = F_f \times mC$. This
is very possible, and is often seen in a ship in a fore
mizen-topfail, main-topfail, and fore-topail, all parallel
to one another, and their surfaces duly proportioned by
reefing. If more fails are yet, we must always have a
similar equilibrium. A certain number of them will
have their efforts directed from the larboard arm of the
lever $m$ lying to leeward of $C$, and a certain number
will have their efforts directed from the starboard arm
lying to windward of $C$. The sum of the products of
each of the first two, by their distances from $C$, must
be equal to the sum of the similar products of the other
fails. As this equilibrium is all that is necessary for
preserving the ship's position, and the cessation of it is
immediately followed by a conversion; and as these fails
of the ship may be had by means of the three square
fails only, when their surfaces are properly proportioned—it is plain that every movement may be executed
and explained by their means. This will greatly simplify our
future discussions. We shall therefore suppose in future
that there are only the three topails, and that their surfaces are so adjusted by reefing, that their actions
exactly balance each other round that point $C$ of the
middle line $AB$, where the actions of the water on the
different parts of her bottom in like manner balance
each other. This point $C$ may be differently situated in
the ship according to the leeway she makes, depending
on the trim of the fails; and therefore although a
certain proportion of the three surfaces may balance
each other in one state of leeway, they may happen not
to do so in another state. But the equilibrium is
evidently attainable in every case, and we therefore shall al-
ways suppose it.

It must now be observed, that when this equilibrium is
destroyed, as, for example, by turning the edge of the
mizen topail to the wind, which the seamen call flitting
the mizen-topail, and which may be considered as
equivalent to the removing the mizen-topail entirely, it
does not follow that the ship will round the point $C$,
this point remaining fixed. The ship must be con-
dered as a free body, still acted on by a number of
forces, which no longer balance each other; and the
must therefore begin to turn round a spontaneous axis
of conversion, which must be determined in the way set
forth in the article Rotation. It is of importance to
point out in general where this axis is situated. There-
fore let $G$ (fig. 10.) be the centre of gravity of the
ship. Draw the line $qG \parallel$ parallel to the yards,
cutting $D_i$ in $q_i$, $Ee$ in $r$, $CI$ in $t$, and $F_f$ in $v$. While
the three fails are yet, the line $qG$ may be considered
as a lever acted on by four forces, viz. $D_i$, $Ee$, impelling
the lever forward particularly in the point $q_i$; $Ee$, impelling it, forward in the point $r$; $F_f$ impelling it for-
ward in the point $v_i$; and $CI$, impelling it backward
in the point $t_i$. These forces balance each other both
in respect of progressive motion and of rotatory energy:
for $CI$ was taken equal to the sum of $D_i$, $Ee$, and $F_f$;
so that no acceleration or retardation of the ship's pro-
gress in her course is supposed.

But by taking away the mizen-topail, both the equi-
libriums are destroyed. A part $D_i$ of the accelerating
force is taken away; and yet the ship, by her inertia or
inherent forces, tends, for a moment, to proceed in the
direction $Cp$ with her former velocity; and by this ten-
dency exerts for a moment the same preflure $CI$ on the
water, and sustains the same refistance $IC$. She must
therefore be retarded in her motion by the excess of her
resistance $IC$ over the remaining impelling forces $Ee$
and $F_f$; that is, by a force equal and opposite to $D_i$.
She will therefore be retarded in the same manner as if
the mizen-topail were still yet, and a force equal and
opposite to its action were applied to $G$ the centre of
gravity, and she would soon acquire a smaller velocity,
which would again bring all things into equilibrium;
and she would stand on in the same course, without
changing either her leeway or the position of her
head.

But the equilibrium of the lever is also destroyed.
It is now acted on by three forces only, viz. $Ee$ and
$F_f$, impelling it forward in the points $r$ and $v_i$, and $IC$
impelling it backward in the point $t$. Make $r: v_i = Ee + IC = F_f$; and $oF = r: v_i = Ee$. Then we know, from the common
principles of mechanics, that the force $op$ acting on $o$
will have the same momentum or energy to turn the
lever round any point whatever as the two forces $Ee$
and $F_f$ applied at $r$ and $v_i$; and now the lever is acted on by
two forces, viz. $IC$, urging it backwards in the point
$t_i$, and $op$ urging it forwards in the point $f_i$. It
must therefore turn round like a floating log, which gets two
blows in opposite directions. If we now make $IC - op$
$t_i = t_i$ and $oF = F_f$. Therefore $oF = r: v_i = D_i oF$
and the point $x$ a force equal to $Ee$ and $F_f$ in the direc-
tion $IC$; we know, by the common principles of mechanics,
that this force $IC - op$ will produce the same rotation
round any point whatever as the two forces $Ee$ and $F_f$
applied in their proper directions at $t_i$ and $f_i$. Let us examine
the situation of the point $x$.

The force $IC - op$ is evidently equal to $D_i$ and $op$, is
$Ee \parallel F_f$. Therefore $q: t_i = D_i q: t_i$. But be-
cause, when all the fails were filled, there was an equili-
rium round $C$, and therefore round $t_i$ and $f_i$ because
the force $op$ acting at $o$ is equal to $Ee$ and $F_f$ acting at $r$
and $v_i$, we must still have the equilibrium; and therefore we have the momentum $D_i q: t_i = oF$
and $q: t_i$. Therefore $oF = D_i q: t_i = oF$
and $q: t_i$. Therefore the point $x$ is the same with the point $q_i$.

Therefore, when we flitver the mizen-topail, the ro-
tation of the ship is the same as if the ship were at rest, the
and a force equal and opposite to the action of the mi-
zien-topail were applied at $q_i$ or at $D_i$, or at any point
in the line $D_i q$.

This might have been shown in another and shorter
way. Suppose all fails filled, the ship is in equilibrium.
This will be disturbed by applying to $D_i$ a force oppo-
site to $D_i q$; and if the force be also equal to $D_i q$, it is
evident that these two forces destroy each other, and
that this application of the force $D_i$ is equivalent to
the
the taking away of the mizen-topmast. But we choose to give the whole mechanical investigation; because it gave us an opportunity of pointing out to the reader, in a case of very easy comprehension, the precise manner in which the ship is acted on by the different fluids and by the water, and what share each of them has in the motion ultimately produced. We shall not repeat this manner of procedure in other cases, because a little reflection on the part of the reader will now enable him to trace the modus operandi through all its steps.

We now see that, both in respect of progressive motion and of conversion, the ship is affected by shivering the sail D, in the same manner as if a force equal and opposite to D d were applied at D, or at any point in the line D d. We must now have recourse to the principles established under the article Rotation.

Let p represent a particle of matter, r its radius vector, or its distance p from an axis passing through the centre of gravity G, and let M represent the whole quantity of matter of the ship. Then its momentum of inertia is \( \int p^2 \, \text{d}r \) (see Rotation, n° 18.) The ship, impelled in the point D by a force in the direction of D, will begin to turn round a spontaneous vertical axis, passing through a point S of the line q G, which is drawn through the centre of gravity G, perpendicular to the direction D d of the external force, and the distance GS of this axis from the centre of gravity is \( \int p^2 \, \text{d}r \) (see Rotation, n° 96.), and it is taken on the opposite side of G from q, that is, S and q are on opposite sides of G.

Let us express the external force by the symbol F. It is equivalent to a certain number of pounds, being the pressure of the wind moving with the velocity V and inclination a on the surface of the sail D; and may therefore be computed either by the theoretical or experimental law of oblique impulses. Having obtained this, we can ascertain the angular velocity of the rotation and the absolute velocity of any given point of the ship by means of the theorems established in the article Rotation.

But before we proceed to this investigation, we shall consider the action of the rudder, which operates precisely in the same manner. Let the ship AB (fig. 11.) have her rudder in the position AD, the helm being hard a-starboard, while the ship falling on the starboard tack, and making leeway, keeps on the course a b. The lee surface of the rudder meets the water obliquely. The very foot of the rudder meets it in the direction DE parallel to a b. The parts farther up meet it with farther obliquities, and with various velocities, as it glides round the bottom of the ship and falls into the wake. It is absolutely impossible to calculate the accumulated impulse. We shall not be far mistaken in the deflection of each contiguous filament, as it quits the bottom and glides along the rudder; but we neither know the velocity of these filaments, nor the deflection and velocity of the filaments gliding without them. We therefore imagine that all computations on this subject are in vain. But it is enough for our purpose that we know the direction of the absolute pressure which they exert on its surface. It is in the direction D d, perpendicular to that surface. We also may be confident that this pressure is very consider-
with great velocity has not room to deviate above 30° from the direction of the keel; and in this position of the rudder the mean obliquity of the filaments of water to its surface cannot exceed 40° or 45°. A greater angle would not be of much service, for it is never for want of a proper obliquity that the rudder fails of producing a conversion. A ship miiies lays in rough weather for want of a sufficient progressive velocity, and because her bows are beat off by the waves; and there is seldom any difficulty in wearing the ship, if she has any progressive motion. It is, however, always desirable to give the rudder as much influence as possible. Its surface should be enlarged (especially below) as much as can be done conveniently with its strength and with the power of the steermen to manage it; and it should be put in the most favourable situation for the water to get at it with great velocity; and it should be placed as far from the axis of the ship's motion as possible. These points are obtained by making the flæna-post very upright, as has always been done in the French dockyards. The British ships have a much greater rake; but their builders are gradually adopting the French forms, experience having taught them that those ships, when in their pothesion, are much more obedient to the helm than their own.— In order to ascertain the motion produced by the action of the rudder, draw from the centre of gravity a line G q perpendicular to D d (D d being drawn thro' the centre of effort of the rudder). Then, as in the consideration of the action of the fails, we may conceive the line G q as a lever connected with the ship, and impelled by a force D d acting perpendicularly at q. The consequence of this will be, an incipient conversion of the ship about a vertical axis passing through some point S in the line G q, lying on the other side of G from q; and we have, as in the former case, GS =

\[ \int p \cdot r^2. \]

Thus the action and effects of the fails and of the rudder are perfectly similar, and are to be considered in the same manner. We see that the action of the rudder, though a small surface in comparison of the fails, must be very great: For the impulsion of water is many hundred times greater than that of the wind; and the arm G q of the lever, by which it acts, is incomparably greater than that by which any of the impulsions on the fails produces its effect; accordingly the ship yields much more rapidly to its action than she does to the lateral impulsion of a fail.

Observe here, that if G were a fixed or supported axis, it would be the same thing whether the absolute force D d of the rudder acts in the direction D d, or its transverse part D e acts in the direction D e, both would produce the same rotation; but it is not so in a free body. The force D d both tends to retard the ship's motion and to produce a rotation: It retards it as much as if the same force D d had been immediately applied to the centre. And thus the real motion of the ship is compounded of a motion of the centre in a direction parallel to D d, and of a motion round the centre. These two constitute the motion round S.

As the effects of the action of the rudder are both more remarkable and somewhat more simple than those of the falls, we shall employ them as an example of the mechanism of the motions of conversion in general; and as we must content ourselves in a work like this with what is very general, we shall simplify the investigation by attending only to the motion of conversion. We can get an accurate notion of the whole motion, if wanted for any purpose, by combining the progressive or retrograde motion parallel to D d with the motion of rotation which we are about to determine.

In this case, then, we observe, in the first place, that the angular velocity (see Rotation, n° 22.) is

\[ \frac{d \cdot g \cdot G}{\int p \cdot r}. \]

and, as was shown in that article, this velocity of rotation increases in the proportion of the time of the forces uniform action, and the rotation would be uniformly accelerated if the forces did really act uniformly. This, however, cannot be the case, because, by the ship's change of position and change of progressive velocity, the direction and intensity of the impelling force is continually changing. But if two ships are performing similar evolutions, it is obvious that the changes of force are similar in similar parts of the evolution. Therefore the consideration of the momentary evolution is sufficient for enabling us to compare the motions of ships actuated by similar forces, which is all we have in view at present.

The velocity v, generated in any time t by the continuance of an invariable momentary acceleration (which is all that we mean by saying that it is produced by the action of a constant accelerating force) is, as the acceleration and the time jointly. Now what we call the angular velocity is nothing but this momentary acceleration. Therefore the velocity v generated in the time

\[ t = \frac{F \cdot g \cdot G}{\int p \cdot r}. \]

The expression of the angular velocity is also the ex-

Angular preffion of the velocity v of a point situated at the distance t from the axis G.

Let x be the space or arch of revolution described in the time t by this point, whose distance from G is

\[ = t. \]

Then \[ x = r \cdot \frac{F \cdot g \cdot G}{\int p \cdot r}. \]

This arch measures the whole angle of rotation accomplished in the time t. These are therefore as the squares of the times from the beginning of the rotation.

Thus evolutions are equal which are measured by equal arcs. Thus two motions of 45 degrees each are equal. Therefore because x is the same in both, the quantity \[ F \cdot g \cdot G \cdot t^2 \] is a constant quantity, and \[ t \] is reciprocally proportional to \[ \frac{F \cdot g \cdot G}{\int p \cdot r}. \]

to \[ \int p \cdot r^2. \] and \[ t \] is proportional to \[ \frac{\int p \cdot r^2}{\sqrt{F \cdot g \cdot G}}. \]

That is to say, the times of the similar evolutions of two ships are as the square root of the momentum of inertia directly, and as the square root of the momentum of the rudder or sail inversely. This will enable us to make the comparison easily. Let us suppose the ships perfectly similar in form and rigging, and to differ only in length L and \( \int p \cdot R \cdot z \) is to \( \int p \cdot r^2 \) as \( L^2 \) to \( l^2. \)

For...
For the similar particles $P$ and $q$ contain quantities of matter which are as the cubes of their linear dimensions, that is, as $L^3$ to $l^3$. And because the particles are similarly situated, $R^2 = L^2 + l^2$. Therefore $P \cdot \text{R}^2 : p \cdot r^2 = L^2 : l^2$. Now $F$ is to $f$ as $L^5$ to $l^5$. For the surfaces of the similar vessels are as the squares of their linear dimensions, that is, as $L^2$ to $l^2$. And, lastly, $G \cdot g^2$ is to $G \cdot g^2$ as $L^5 \cdot l^5$ : $l^5$. Therefore, we have $T^2$:

\[
T^2 = \frac{F \cdot \text{R}^2}{G \cdot g^2} \cdot \int \frac{f \cdot r^2}{L^5 \cdot l^5} = \frac{L^5}{l^5} = L^5 : l^5, \text{and } T; \:
\]

Therefore the times of performing similar evolutions with similar vessels are proportional to the lengths of the vessels when both are sailing equally fast; and since the evolutions are similar, and the forces vary similarly in their different parts, what is here demonstrated of the smallest incipient evolutions is true of the whole. They therefore not only describe equal angles of revolution, but also similar curves.

A small ship, therefore, works in less time and in less room than a great ship, and this in the proportion of its length. This is a great advantage in all cases, particularly in wearing, in order to sail on the other tack close hauled. In this case she will always be to windward and ahead of the large ship, when both are got on the other tack. It would appear at first sight that the large ship will have the advantage in tacking. Indeed the large ship is farther to windward when again trimmed on the other tack than the small ship when last trimmed on the other tack. But this happened before the large ship had completed her evolution, and the small ship, in the mean time, has been going forward on the other tack, and going to windward. She will therefore be before the large ship's beam, and perhaps as far to windward.

We have seen that the velocity of rotation is proportional, ceteris paribus, to $F \times G \times q$. $F$ means the absolute impulse on the rudder or sail, and is always perpendicular to its surface. This absolute impulse on a sail depends on the obliquity of the wind to its surface. The usual theory says, that it is as the square of the sine of incidence: but we find this not true. We must content ourselves with expressing it by some as yet unknown function $\phi$ of the angle of incidence $\alpha$, and call it $\phi \alpha$, and if $S$ be the surface of the sail and $V$ the velocity of the wind, the absolute impulse is $\phi \alpha V^2 S \times q$. This acts (in the case of the mizen-top sail, fig. 10.) by the lever $q G$, which is equal to $D G \times \cot D G q$, and $D G q$ is equal to the angle of the yard and keel, which angle we formerly called $b$. Therefore its energy in producing a rotation is $\phi \alpha V^2 S \times q \cot b$. Leaving out the constant quantities $a$, $V^2$, $S$, and $D G$, its energy is proportional to $\phi \alpha \cot b$. In order, therefore, that any sail may have the greatest power to produce a rotation round $G$, it must be so trimmed that $\phi \alpha \cot b$ may be a maximum. Thus, if we would trim the sails on the foremast, so as to pay the ship off from the wind right ahead with the greatest effect, and if we take the experiments of the French academicians as proper measures of the oblique impulses of the wind on the sail, we will brace up the yard to an angle of 48 degrees with the keel. The impulse corresponding to 48° is 615, and the cosine of 48° is 0.645. These give a product of 411435. If we brace the fall to 53°, the angle assigned by the theory, the effective impulse is 49274. If we make the angle 45°, the impulse is 48774. It appears then that 48° is preferable to either of the others. But the difference is incon siderable, as in all cases of maximum a small deviation from the belt position is not very detrimental. But the difference between the theory and this experimental measure will be very great when the impulses of the wind are of necessity very oblique. Thus, in tacking ship, as soon as the headsails are taken aback, they serve to aid the evolution, as is evident: But if we were now to adopt the maxim inscribed by the theory, we should immediately round in the weather-braces, to as to increase the impulse on the sail, because it is then very small; and although we by this means make yard more figurate, and therefore diminish the rotatory momentum of this impulse, the impulse is more increased (by the theory) than its vertical lever is diminished.

Let us examine this a little more particularly, because it is reckoned one of the nicest points of seamanship to aid the ship's coming round by means of the headsails; and experienced seamen differ in their practice in this maneuvre. Suppose the yard braced up to 46°, which is as much as can be usefully done, and that the sail hivers (the bowlines are usually let go when the helm is put down), the sail immediately takes aback, and in a moment we may suppose an incidence of 6 degrees. The impulse corresponding to this is 460 (by experiment), and the cosine of 46° is 0.706. This gives 326620 for the effective impulse. To proceed according to the theory, we should brace the yard to 70°, which would give the wind (now a gale of 45° on the weather-deck) an incidence of nearly 36°, and the sail an inclination of 30° to the intended motion, which is perpendicular to the keel. For the tangent of 20° is about $\frac{1}{3}$ of the tangent of 36°. Let us now see what effective impulse the experimental law of oblique impulses will give for this adjustment of the sails. The experimental impulse for 36° is 480; the cosine of 70° is 0.342; the product is 166160, not much exceeding the half of the former. Nay, the impulse for 46°, calculated by the theory, would have been only 346, and the effective impulse only 118352. And it must be farther observed, that this theoretical adjustment would tend greatly to check the evolution, and in most cases would entirely mar it, by checking the ship's motion ahead, and consequently the action of the rudder, which is the most powerful agent in the evolution; for here would be a great impulse directed almost aftern.

We were justified, therefore, in saying, in the beginning of this article, that a seaman would frequently find himself baffled if he were to work a ship according to the rules deduced from M. Bouguer's work; and we see by this instance of what importance it is to have the oblique impulses of fluids ascertained experimentally. The practice of the most experienced seaman is directly the opposite to this theoretical maxim, and its success greatly confirms the usefulness of these experiments of the academicians so often praised by us.

We return again to the general consideration of the rotatory motion. We found the velocity $v$ as

\[
v = \frac{\text{F} \times g \cdot G}{\int f \\ r^2}.
\]

It is therefore proportional, ceteris paribus, to $G$. We have seen in what manner $g \cdot G$ depends on the position...
SEAMANSHIP.

It is only necessary that \( m \cdot g \cdot G^2 \) shall be less than the sum of the products \( pr^2 \) corresponding to the matter which has been shifted. Now, although the matter which is easily moveable is generally very small in comparison to the whole matter of the ship, and therefore can make but a small change in the place of the centre of gravity, it may, frequently be brought from places so remote, that it may occasion a very sensible diminution of the quantity \( \int pr^2 \), which expresses the whole momentum of inertia.

This explains a practice of the seamen in small vessels or skiffs, who in putting about are accustomed to place themselves to leeward of the mast. They even find that they can aid the quick motions of these light boats by the way in which they rest on their two feet, sometimes leaning all on one foot, and sometimes on the other. And we have often seen this evolution very sensibly accelerated in a ship of war, by the crew running suddenly, as the helm is put down, to the lee-bow. And we have heard it asserted by very expert seamen, that after all attempts to wear ship (after -lying-to in a form) have failed, they have succeeded by the crew collecting themselves near the weather fore-shrouds the moment the helm was put down. It must be agreeable to the reflecting seaman to see this practice supported by undoubted mechanical principles.

It will appear paradoxical to say that the evolution may be accelerated even by an addition of matter to the ship; and though it is only a piece of curiosity, our readers may wish to be made sensible of it. Let \( m \) be the addition, placed in some point \( m \) lying beyond \( G \) from \( g \). Let \( S \) be the spontaneous centre of conversion before the addition; let \( v \) be the velocity of rotation round \( g \); that is the velocity of a point whose distance from \( g \) is \( 1 \), and let \( J \) be the radius vector, or distance of a particle from \( g \).

We have \( \text{(Rotation, n}^0 \text{ 22.}) = \frac{F \cdot g \cdot g}{\int pr^2 + m \cdot mg^2} \). But we know \( \text{(Rotation, n}^0 \text{ 23.}) \)

\[
\int pr^2 + M \cdot G \cdot G^2 = \frac{F \cdot g \cdot g}{\int pr^2 + m \cdot mg^2}.
\]

Let us determine \( G \) and \( m \) and \( g \).

Let \( m \) be called \( z \). Then, by the nature of the centre of gravity, \( M + m \cdot G = G \cdot m = z \cdot g \cdot m \), and \( g \cdot m = \frac{M}{G + m} \cdot z \), and \( m \cdot g \cdot m = \frac{m}{M + m} \cdot z^2 \). In like manner, \( M \cdot G \cdot G^2 = \frac{M^2}{M + m} \cdot z^2 \). Now \( mM^2 + M \cdot m^2 = M \cdot m \cdot (M + m) = \frac{M}{M + m} \cdot z^2 \), and \( M \cdot G \cdot G^2 + m \cdot mg \cdot v = m \cdot \frac{M}{M + m} \cdot z^2 \). Therefore \( M \cdot G \cdot G^2 + m \cdot mg \cdot v = M \cdot m \cdot (M + m) = \frac{M}{M + m} \cdot z^2 \). Let us be \( m \cdot \frac{M}{M + m} \), then \( M \cdot G \cdot G^2 + m \cdot mg = M \cdot m \cdot (M + m) = \frac{M}{M + m} \cdot z^2 \). Also \( G \cdot g \cdot g = n \cdot z \), being \( \frac{m}{M + n} \cdot v \). Let \( g \) be called \( c \); then \( q \cdot g = c + n \cdot z \). Also let \( S \cdot G \) be called \( e \).

We have now for the expression of the velocity \( v = \frac{F \cdot (c + n \cdot z)}{M} \), or \( v = \frac{F}{M} \times \frac{c + n \cdot z}{M + m} \). But \( \int pr^2 + M \cdot n \cdot z^2 \).
and we are not here obliged to have recourse to any erroneous theory.

It is easy to see that the lateral pressure both of the wind on the fails and of the water on the rudder tends to incline the ship to one side. The fails also tend to press the ship's bows into the water, and, if she were kept from advancing, would press them down consider-ably. But by the ship's motion, and the prominent operations of the water on the ship and the form of her bows, the resistence of the water to the fore part of the ship produces a force which is directed upwards. The fails also have a small tendency to raise the wind on the ship, for they constitute a surface which in general separates from the plumb-line below. This is remark-ably the case in the staysails, particularly the jib and fore-top-mast staysail. And this helps greatly to soften the plunges of the ship's bows into the head seas. The upward pressure also of the water on her bows, which we just now mentioned, has a great effect in opposing the immersion of the bows which the fails produce by acting on the long levers furnished by the masts. M. Bouguer gives the name of point vélisque to the point V (fig. 12.) of the masts, where it is cut by the line CV, which marks the mean place and direction of the whole impulse of the water on the bows. And he observes, that if the mean direction of all the actions of the wind on the fails be made to pass also through this point, there will be a perfect equilibrium, and the ship will have no tendency to plunge into the water or to rise out of it; for the whole action of the water on the bows, in the direction CV, is equivalent to, and may be resolved into the action CE, by which the progres-sive motion is refixed, and the vertical action CD, by which the ship is raised above the water. The force CE must be opposed by an equal force VC, exerted by the wind on the fails, and the force CD is opposed by the weight of the ship. If the mean effort of the fails passes above the point V, the ship's bows will be pressed into the water; and if it passes below V, her stern will be pressed down. But, by the union of these forces, it will rise and fall with the sea, keeping always in a parallel position. We apprehend that this is of very little moment to attend to the situation of this point. Ex-cept when the ship is right afloat the wind, it is a thou-sand chances to one that the line CV of mean resistence does not pass through any mast; and the fact is, that the ship cannot be in a state of uniform motion on any other condition but the perfect union of the line of mean action of the fails, and the line of mean action of the resistence. But its place thaws by every change of leeway or of trim; and it is impossible to keep these lines in one confluent point of intersection for a moment, on account of the incessant changes of the surface of the water on which the floats. M. Bouguer's observations on this point are, however, very ingenious and original.

We conclude this dissertation, by describing some of the chief movements or evolutions. What we have Chief evolu-sions described hitherto is intended for the instruction of the artificer, by making him familiar of the mechanical procedure. The description is rather meant for the amusement of the landman, enabling him to understand operations that are familiar to the seaman. The latter will perhaps smile at the awkward account given of his business by one who cannot hand, reef, nor steer.

To tack Ship.

The ship must first of all be kept full, that is, with a very
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A very feasible angle of incidence on the sails, and by no means hugging the wind. For as this evolution is chiefly performed by the rudder, it is necessary to give the ship a good velocity. When the ship is observed to huff up of herself, that moment is to be caught for beginning the evolution, because the will by her inherent force continue this motion. The helm is then put down. When the officer calls out Helm's a lee, the fore-sheets, fore-top, bowline, jib, and flag fail sheets forward are let go. The jib is therefore hauled down. Thus the obstacle to the ship's head coming up to the wind by the action of the rudder are removed. If the mainail is set, it is not usual to close up the weather side, which may be considered as a headail, because it is before the centre of gravity. The mizen must be hauled out, and even the sail braced to windward. Its power in paying off the stern from the wind conspires with the action of the rudder. It is really an aeral rudder. The sails are immediately taken aback. In this state the effect of the mizen-topail would be to obstruct the movement, by pressing the stern the contrary way to what it did before. It is therefore either immediately braced about sharp on the other tack, or lowered. Bracing it about evidently tends to pay round the stern from the wind, and thus ait in bringing the head up to the wind. But in this position it checks the progressive motion of the ship, on which the evolution chiefly depends. For a rapid evolution, therefore, it is as well to lower the mizen-topail. Meanwhile, the headails are all aback, and the action of the wind on them tends greatly to pay the ship round. To increase this effect, it is not unusual to haul the fore top bowline again. The sails on the mainmast are now almost becalmed; and therefore when the wind is right ahead, or a little before, the mainail is hauled round and braced up sharp on the other tack with all expedition. The flagail sheets are now shifted over to their places for the other tack. The ship is now entirely under the power of the headails and of the rudder, and their actions conspire to promote the conversion. The ship has acquired an angular motion, and will preserve it, so that now the evolution is secured, and the sails off space from the wind on the other tack. The farther motion of the rudder is therefore unnecessary, and would even be prejudicial, by causing the ship to fall off too much from the wind before the sails can be shifted and trimmed for falling on the other tack. It is therefore proper to right the helm when the wind is right ahead, that is, to bring the rudder into the direction of the keel. The ship continues her conversion by her inherent force and the action of the headails.

When the ship has fallen off about four points from the wind, the headails are hauled round, and trimmed sharp on the other tack with all expedition; and although this operation was begun with the wind four points on the bow, it will be fix before the sails are braced up, and therefore the headails will immediately fill. The afterails have filled already, while the headails were inactive, and therefore immediately check the farther falling off from the wind. All sails now draw, though the flagail sheets have been shifted over while they were becalmed or baking in the wind. The ship now gathers way, and will obey the smallest motion of the helm to bring her close to the wind.

We have here supposed, that during all this operation the ship preserves her progressive motion. She must therefore have described a curve line, advancing all the while to windward. Fig. 13. is a representation of this evolution when it is performed in the completed manner. The ship standing on the course E, with the wind blowing in the direction W, has her helm put hard a-lee when she is in the position A. She immediately deviates from her course, and describing a curve, comes to the position B, with the wind blowing in the direction W E of the yard, and the squareails now shiver. The mizen-topail is here represented braced sharp on the other tack, by which its tendency to aid the angular motion (while it checks the progressive motion) is distinctly seen. The main and foreails are now shivering, and immediately after are taken aback. The effect of this on the headails is distinctly seen to be favourable to the conversion, by pulling the point in the direction F, but for the same reason it continues to retard the progressive motion. When the ship has attained to the position C, the mainail is hauled round and trimmed for the other tack. The impulse in the direction F still aids the conversion and retards the progressive motion. When the ship has attained a position between C and D, such that the mainail and mizen topail yards are in the direction of the wind, there is nothing to counteract the force of the headails to pay the ship's head off from the wind. Now, during the progress of the ship to this intermediate position, if any wind gets at the main or mizen topails, it acts on their anterior surfaces, and impels the after parts of the ship away from the curves abcd, and thus aids the revolution. We have therefore said, that when once the sails are taken fully aback, and particularly when the wind is brought right ahead, it is scarcely possible for the evolution to fail; as soon therefore as the mainail (trimmed for the other tack) fills, we are certain that the headails will be filled by the time they are hauled round and trimmed. The flagail sheets are filled before this, because their sheets have been shifted, and they stand much sharper than the squareails; and thus every thing tends to check the falling off from the wind on the other tack, and this no sooner than it should be done. The ship immediately gathers way, and holds on in her new course EFG.

But it frequently happens, that in this conversion the ship loses her whole progressive motion. This sometimes happens while the sails are shivering before they are taken fully aback. It is evident, that in this case there is little hope of success, for the ship now lies like a leg, and neither fails nor rudder have any action. The ship drives to lee-work like a leg, and the water acting on the lee-side of the rudder checks a little the driving of the stern. The head therefore falls off again, and by and by the sails fill, and the ship continues on her former tack. This is called missing stays, and it is generally owing to the ship's having too little velocity at the beginning of the evolution. Hence the propriety of keeping the sails well filled for some little time before. Rough weather, too, by raising a wave which beats violently on the weather-bow, frequently checks the first luffing of the ship, and beats her off again.

If the ship loses all her motion, after the headails have been fully taken aback, and before we have brought the wind right ahead, the evolution becomes uncertain, but by no means desperate; for the action
of the wind on the head fails. Suppose this to happen when the ship is in the position C. Bring the helm over hard to windward, so that the rudder shall have the position represented by the small dotted line of. It is evident, that the relinque of the water to the stern-way of the rudder acts in a favourable direction, pulling the stern outward. In the mean time, the action of the wind on the head fails pushes the head in the opposite direction. These actions confpire therefore in promoting the evolution; and if the wind is right ahead, it cannot fail, but may even be completed speedily, because the ship gathers stern-way, and the action of the rudder becomes very powerful; and as soon as the wind comes on the formerly lee-bow, the action of the water on the now ice quarter will greatly accelerate the evolufion. When the wind therefore has once been brought nearly right ahead, there is no risk of being baffled.

But should the ship have lost all her head-way considerably before this, the evolution is very uncertain: for the action of the water on the rudder may not be nearly equal to its contrary action on the lee-quarter; in which case, the action of the wind on the head fails may not be sufficient to make up the difference. When this is observed, when the ship goes astern without changing her position, we must immediately throw the head fails completely athwart, and put the helm down again, which will pay off the ship's head from the wind enough to enable us to fill the fails again on the same tack, to try our fortune again; or we must box up the ship, in the manner to be described by and by.

Such is the ordinary process of tacking ship; a process in which all the different modes of action of the rudder and fails are employed. To execute this evolution in the most expeditious manner, and so as to gain as much on the wind as possible, is considered as the task of an expert seaman. We have described the process which is best calculated for enforcing the movement. But if the ship be falling very briskly in smooth water, so that there is no danger of missing stays, we may gain more to windward consideraily by keeping falt the fore-top bowline and the jib and stay-fail sheets till the square-fails are all shivering: For these fails, continuing to draw with considerable force, and balancing each other tolerably fore and aft, keep up the ship's velocity very much, and thus maintain the power of the rudder. If we now let all fly when the square-fails are shivering, the ship may be considered as without fails, but exposed to the action of the water on the lee-bow; from which arises a strong pressure of the bow to windward, which confpires with the action of the rudder to aid the conversion. It evidently leaves all that tendency of the bow to windward which arises from leeway, and even what was counterbalanced by the formerly unbalanced action of these head-fail-sails. This method lengths the whole time of the evolution, but it advances the ship to windward. Observe, too, that keeping falt the fore-top bowline till the fail flivers, and then letting it go, infures the taking aback of that fail, and thus instantly produces an action that is favourable to the evolusion.

The most expert seamen, however, differ among themselves with respect to these two methods, and the first is the most generally practiced in the British navy, because the leech liable to fail. The forces which op-

pose the conversion are sooner removed, and the production of a favourable action by the backing of the fore-top fail is also sooner obtained, by letting go the fore-top bowline at the first.

Having entered so minutely into the description and rationale of this evolution, we have sufficiently turned the reader's attention to the different actions which co-operate in producing the motions of conversion. We shall therefore be very brief in our description of the other evolutions.

To wear Ship.

When the seaman sees that his ship will not go to about head to wind, but will miss flays, he must change his tack the other way; that is, by turning her head away from the wind, going a little way before the wind, and then hauling the wind on the other tack. This is called wearing or veering ship. It is most necessary in stormy weather with little fail, or in very faint breezes, or in a disabled ship.

The process is exceedingly simple; and the mere narration of the procedure is sufficient for showing the propriety of every part of it.

Watch for the moment of the ship's falling off, and then haul up the mainfail and mizen, and stiver the mizen-topfail, and put the helm a-weather. When the ship falls off sensibly (and not before), let go the bowlines. Ease away the fore-fleet, raise the fore-tack, and gather aft the weather fore-fleet, as the lee-fleet is eased away. Round in the weather-braces of the fore and main masts, and keep the yards nearly bisecting the angle of the wind and keel, so that when the ship is before the wind the yards may be square. It may even be of advantage to round in the weather-braces of the main-topfail more than those of the head fails; for the mainail is abait the centre of gravity. All this while the mizen-topfail must be kept shivering, by rounding in the weather-braces as the ship pays off from the wind. Then the main-topfail will be braced up for the other tack by the time that we have brought the wind on the weather-quarter. After this it will be full, and will aid the evolution. When the wind is right aft, shift the jib and stay-fail sheets. The evolusion now goes on with great rapidity; therefore briskly haul on board the fore and main tacks, and haul out the mizen, and set the mizen-topfail as soon as they will take the wind the right way. We must now check the great rapidity with which the ship comes to the wind on the other tack, by raising the helm before we bring the wind on the beam; and all must be trimmed sharp fore and aft by this time, that the head fails may take and check the coming-to. All being trimmed, stand on close by the wind.

We cannot help losing a great deal of ground in this movement. Therefore, though it be very simple, it requires much attention and rapid execution to do it with a little loss of ground as possible. One is apt to imagine at first that it would be better to keep the head fails braced up on the former tack, or at least not to round in the weather-braces so much as is here directed. When the ship is right afore the wind, we should expect allience from the obliquity of the head fails; but the rudder being the principal agent in the evolution, it is found that more is gained by increasing the ship's velocity, than by a smaller impulse on the head.
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headails more favourably directed. Experienced seamen differ, however in their practice in respect of this particular.

Tobear a ship.

This is a process performed only in critical situations, as when a rock, a ship, or some danger, is suddenly seen right ahead, or when a ship muffs stays. It requires the most rapid execution.

The ship being close-hauled on a wind, haul up the mainail and mizen, and shiver the topails, and put the helm hard a-lee. Raise the fore-tuck, let go the head bowlines, and brace about the headails sharp on the other tack. The ship will quickly lose her way, get ftern-way, and then fall off, by the joint action of the headails and of the inverted rudder. When she has fallen off eight points, brace the afterails square, which have hitherto been kept still. This will at first increase the power of the rudder, by increasing the stern-way, and at the same time it makes no opposition to the conversion which is going on. The continuation of her circular motion will presently cause them to take the wind on their after surfaces. This will check the stern-way, stop it, and give the ship a little head-way. Now shift the helm, so that the rudder may again act in conjunction with the headails in paying her off from the wind. This is the critical part of the operation, because the ship has little or no way through the water, and will frequently remain long in this position. But as there are no countering forces, the ship continues to fall off. Then the weather-branches of the afterails may be gently rounded in, so that the wind acting on their hinder surfaces may both push the ship a little ahead and her stern laterally in conjunction with the rudder. Thus the wind is brought upon the quarter, and the headails shiver. By this time the ship has acquired some headway. A continuation of the rotation would now fill the headails, and their action would be contrary to the intended evolution. They are therefore immediately braced the other way, nearly square, and the evolution is now completed in the same manner with wearing ship.

Some seamen brace all the falls aback the moment that the helm is put hard a-lee; but the after falls no more aback than just to square the yards. This quickly gives the ship stern-way, and brings the rudder into action in its inverted direction; and they think that the evolution is accelerated by this method.

There is another problem of seamanthip deserving of our attention, which cannot properly be called an evolution. This is lying-to. This is done in general by laying some falls aback, so as to stop the head way produced by others. But there is a considerable address necessary for doing this in such a way that the ship shall lie easily, and under command, ready to proceed in her course, and easily brought under weigh.

To bring-to with the fore or main-topail to the mast, brace that fall sharp aback, haul out the mizen, and clap the helm hard a-lee.

Suppose the fore topail to be aback; the other falls not the ship ahead, and the lee helm makes the ship come up to the wind, which makes it come more perpendicularly on the fall which is aback. Then its impulse soon exceeds those on the other falls, which are now shivering, or almost shivering. The ship stands still awhile, and then falls off, so as to fill the afterails, which again shoot her ahead, and the process is thus repeated. A ship lying-to in this way goes a good deal ahead and also to leeward. If the main-topail be aback, the ship shoots ahead, and comes up till the diminished impulse of the drawing falls in the direction of the keel is balanced by the increased impulse on the main-topail. She lies a long while in this position, driving slowly to leeward; and she at last falls off by the beating of the water on her weather-bow. She falls off but little, and soon comes up again.

Thus a ship lying-to is not like a mere log, but has a certain motion which keeps her under command. To get under weigh again, we must watch the time of falling off; and when this is just about to finish, brace about briskly, and fill the fall which was aback. To aid this operation, the jib and fore-topmast staysail may be hoisted, and the mizen brailed up; or, when the intended course is before the wind or large, back the fore-topail sharp, shiver the main and mizen topail, brail up the mizen, and hoist the jib and fore-topmast staysails altogether.

In a lirm with a contrary wind, or on a lee shore, a ship is obliged to lie to under a very low wind. Some sail is absolutely necessary, in order to keep the ship readily down, otherwise she would kick about like a cork, and roll so deep as to strain and work herself to pieces. Different ships behave best under different winds. In a very violent gale, the three lower staysails are in general well adapted for keeping her steady, and distributing the strain. This mode seems also well adapted for wearing, which may be done by hauling down the mizen staysail. Under whatever sail the ship is brought to in a storm, it is always with a fitted fall, and never with one laid aback. The helm is lashed down hard a-lee; therefore the ship holds ahead, and comes up till the sea on her weather-bow beats her off again. Getting under weigh is generally difficult; because the ship and rigging are lofty abaft, and hinder her from falling off readily when the helm is put hard a-weather. We must watch the falling off, and at this ship by some small headail. Sometimes the crew get up on the weather fore-throws in a crowd, and thus prevent a surface to the wind.

These examples of the three chief evolutions will enable those who are not seamen to understand the propriety of the different steps, and also to understand the other evolutions as they are described by practical authors. We are not acquainted with any performance in our language where the whole are considered in a connected and systematic manner. There is a book on this subject, in French, called LeManoeuvrier, by M. Bourde de Ville-Huet, which is in great reputation in France. A translation into English was published some years ago, said to be the performance of the Chevalier de Saufeul, a French officer. But this appears to be a bookkeeper's prif; for it is undoubtedly the work of some person who did not understand either the French language, or the subject, or the mathematical principles which are employed in the scientific part. The blunders are not such as could possibly be made by a Frenchman not versant in the English language, but natural for an Englishman ignorant of French. No French gentleman or officer would have translated a work of
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this kind (which he professes to think so highly of) to serve the rivals and foes of his country. But indeed it can do no great harm in this way; for the scientific part of it is absolutely unintelligible for want of science in the translator; and the practical part is full of blunders for want of knowledge of the French language.

We offer this account of the subject with all proper respect and difference. We do not profess to teach; but by pointing out the defects of the celebrated works of M. Bouguer, and the course which may be taken to remove them, while we preferre much valuable knowledge which they contain, we may perhaps excite some persons to apply to this subject, who, by a combination of what is just in M. Bouguer's theory, with an experimental doctrine of the impulses of fluids, may produce a treatise of seamanship which will not be confined to the libraries of mathematicians, but become a manual for seamen by profession.

SEAMEN, such persons as serve the state or others at sea by navigation and fighting ships, &c. See Maritime State.

Seamen fighting, quarrelling, or making any disturbance, may be punished by the commissioners of the navy with fine and imprisonment. Registerd seamen are exempted from serving in any parish, office, &c. and are allowed bounty-money before their pay. By the law of merchants, the seamen of a vessel are accountable to the master or commander, the master to the owners, and the owners to the merchants, for damage sustained either by negligence or otherwise. Where a seaman is hired for a voyage, and he defects before it is ended, he shall lose his wages; and in case a ship be lost in a storm, the seamen lose their wages, as well as the owners their freight.

Means of Preserving the Health of Seamen. See Medicine, p. 351.

In addition to what has been said on this subject in the place referred to, we shall subjoin some valuable observations which we have met with in the sixth volume of the Memoirs of the Royal Society of Medicine at Paris for the years 1784 and 1785.

In 1783, the marshal de Caflries, intending to make some changes in the regulations of the navy, particularly with regard to diet, proposed to the society the two following questions: 1. "What are the most wholesome aliments for seamen, considering the impossibility of procuring them fresh meat? And what kinds of salt meat, or fish, of pulse, and of drink, are most proper for them, and in what quantity, not omitting to enquire into the regimens in use among other maritime nations for what may be adopted by us, and into what experience has evinced the utility of, from the accounts of the most celebrated navigators?" 2. "A number of patients labouring under different diseases being assembled in naval hospitals, and different constitutions affected by the same disease requiring difference of diet, what general dietetic rules for an hospital would be best adapted to every exigence, dividing the patients into three classes; the first in which liquids alone are proper, the second in which we begin to give solids in small quantities, and the state of convalescence in which a fuller diet is necessary?" A committee was appointed to draw up an answer to these, who investigated the subject very minutely. The result of their labours is there given at large. The observations most worthy of notice are, that the frown of the English seamen, who live chiefly on salt-meat, is a putrid disease; whilst that of the Dutch, who use farinaceous vegetables and dried pulse in large quantities, has more of an hydrotropic tendency. A mixture of both, even at the same meal, is recommended. This is supported by philosophical reasoning, and the example of Captain Cook, who was partly indebted to this mixed regimen for the preservation of his crew. Salt fish should never be used: salt beef grows hard, and after boiling its fibrous parts only remain, which are more calculated to load the stomach than recruit the strength. Salt bacon may be kept at sea 18 months; it does not lose its moist and nutritious parts, and unites better with pulse, but should not be used when rancid. Live animals kept on board ships tend to produce diseases among the crew. Rice should be used largely. Our puddings are bad food: the flour would be much better made into bread, which might be done at sea with no great trouble. Sour krodt should be used freely. Mustard, vinegar, sugar, melasses, and honey, are good antiscorbutics. Drinks, wine, is the best: wort, spruce-beer, or the Russian ginger, are good substitutes. Spirits are only to be used in cold climates, and in small quantity. The greater part of the excellent memoir in answer to the second question, perfectly coincides with M. Duhamel du Monceau's "Means of Preserving the Health of Seamen," and M. Poissonnier des Perrieres's treatises "On the Diseases of Seamen," and "On the advantages of changing the Diet of Seamen," and his "Examination of Principles's Dissertation."

SEAPOYS, or Serpurs, natives of Indian servin in a military capacity under the European powers, and disciplined after the European manner. The Seapoy of the English East India company compose perhaps the most numerous, regular, and well disciplined body of black troops in the world. They are raised from among the natives of the country, and consist of Moors or Mohamedans, Raja-spots, Hindoos, Parians, besides many intermediate calls peculiar to themselves; the whole modelled in all corresponding particulars, and disciplined in every respect as the army of Great Britain. The military establishments of Bengal, Madras, and Bombay, have each their respective numbers, that of Bengal exceeding the rest. The Seapoy are formed into complete, uniform, and regular battalions, as the marching regiments in England being intended to represent and answer fully to every purpose in India to the like troops in Europe. A battalion consists of 70 men, of complete effective strength. In each there are eight companies, including two flank ones or grenadiers. They are respectively commanded by their own black and European officers; the next company there is attached a subaltern, who takes the command, under whom are two native commissioned officers, bearing the rank of subdar and junnidar; of eight subalterns, 6x
are lieutenants, the other ensigns: exclusive is a staff of adjutant and surgeon. The black non-commisioned officers answer to our serjeants and corporals, and are called **berildas** and **naigars**. There is also to each corps an English seapey-major, drill and store serjeant: to each battalion is a band of drums and fifes, and to each a pair of colours. A captain commands the whole.

Their jackets, which are made entirely after the European fashion, are of a red colour with yellow facings (as worn by all the infantry of the company on the Coromandel coast). The remaining part of their attire resembles more the country or Indian habit, and consists of a dark blue turban, broad and round at top, defended deep to the bottom, the sides of which, of a concave form, are crossed by a white band, running in front, fastened under a robe above. As an under garment, they have a jacket of linen. A dark blue fath girding, to answer the turban, goes round their middle. On the thighs they have short drawers, fastened by a fcockled band. Their legs are bare, which renders them more ready for action or service. Their arms are a firelock and bayonet; their accoutrements or crofs belts black leather, with pouches the fame.

A battalion drawn out cannot but strike the spectator with a lively and fanciful military impression, as they unite in their exterior traits respectively Indian and European.

They are brought to the utmost exactness of discipline; go through their evolutions and manoeuvres with a regularity and precision equal to, and not far surpassed by, European troops. In action they are brave and steady, and have been known to stand where Europeans have given way.

Their discipline puts them on a footing with European troops, with whom they are always ready to act in concert.

Their utility and servies are evident: they secure to the company the internal good order and preservation of their territorial districts, which, though possible to be enforced with a strong hand by Europeans, requires numbers, and can only be conducted with that ease and address peculiar to the native forces of the country.

They are considered with respect in the eyes of the other natives, though they sufficiently, and with a good grace, feel and affect their own confluence. In large garrisons, where the duty is great, as Madras, Pondicherry, Trichinopoly, Vellore, &c. two or three battalions might be present together, exclusive of Europeans. If feantly up the country, they are liable to be detached, sometimes by one or more companies being sent to a station dependent on the chief garrison or headquarters, otherwise they are dispersed through the districts, four or five together, with a non-commissioned officer (this is a part of the service which is called going on command), on hills, or in villages, to preserve order, convey intelligence, and assist the civil power in the performance of its duty.

They also enforce the police, and prevent in such cases the country from being infested with thieves, which otherwise have combined, forming a banditti, to rob passengers and plunder cattle, of which there are so many instances upon record. As for such British officers in the company's service as are attached to battalions, they are obliged to follow the fortunes and definations of their men, with their respective corps, leading a life often separate with adventures of a peculiar nature. An individual in such cases is frequently secluded from those of his own colour when up in the country, or detached upon command, where in a frontier garrison or hill fort in the interior parts of India none but natives are to be found. Here he might live as he pleases, being perfectly absolute within his jurisdiction. Such stations being lucrative, with management may produce great fortunes. Neither is the condition hard to a person conversant in the language of the country, or that of the Sea-boys called Moors (which most officers in the company's service acquire); otherwise the loss of society is not recompened by other advantages, as you forget your own language, grow melancholy, and pass your days without comfort.

The peace establishment at Madras consists of 30 Sea-boy battalions, but in time of war is augmented as occasion requires; or frequently each corps is strengthened by the addition of two companies, which are reduced again in time of peace, the officers remaining supernumeraries in the service. In garrison they are quartered in barracks: they live agreeably to the usage of the country, sleep on the ground on a mat or thin carpet. In their persons they are cleanly, but appear to beft advantage in their uniform. Off duty they go as the other natives in poor circumstances; and have only a cloth round their middle and over their shoulders. As to the different castes, the Moormen or Mussulmen affect pre-eminence, as coming into the country by conquest. In their persons they are rather robust, and in their tempers vindictive. Their religion and dress is different from the Hindoos, who are mild and passive in their temper, faithful, steady, and good followers. The Parsis are inferior to the others, live under different circumstances, dwell in huts, and associate not on equal terms with the rest; they do all menial offices, are servants to Europeans, and think themselves happy when by them employed, though they are equally good Seaboy.

Having thus treated of the company's Seaboy, we shall observe that they are kindly attentive to their officers when often in circumstances requiring their affittance; are guilty of few vices; and have a strong attachment for those who have commanded them. That acute historian Dr Robertson has remarked, as a proof that the ingenuity of man has recourse in similar situations to the same expedients that the European powers have, in forming the establishment of these native troops, adopted the same maxims, and, probably without knowing it, have modelled their battalions of Seaboy upon the same principles as Alexander the Great did his phalanx of Persians.

SEARCH-WARRANT, in law, a kind of general warrant given by magistrates of towns for searching all suspected places for stolen goods. In Scotland this was often done formerly; and in some English law-books there are precedents requiring the constable to search all such suspected places as he and the party complaining shall think convenient; but such practice is condemned by Lord Hale, Mr Hawkins, and the belth authorities both among the English and Scotch lawyers. However, in case of a complaint, and oath made of goods stolen, and that the party suspected that those goods are in a particular house, and shows the cause
SEARCHER, an officer in the customs, whose business is to search and examine ships outward bound, if they have any prohibited goods on board, &c. (12 Car. II.) There are also searchers of leather, &c. See ALMAGER.

SEARCHER, in ordnance, is an iron socket with branches, from four to eight in number, a little bent outwards, with small points at their ends; to this socket is fixed a wooden handle, from eight to twelve feet long, of about an inch and a quarter diameter. After the gun has been fired, this searcher is introduced into it, and turned round, in order to discover the cavities within. The distances of these cavities, if any be found, are then marked on the outside with chalk, when another searcher that has only one point, about which a mixture of wax and tallow is put, is introduced to take the impression of the holes; and if there be any hole, a quarter of an inch deep, or of any considerable length, the gun is rejected as unserviceable.

SEARCLOTH, or CERECLOTH, in surgery, a form of external remedy somewhat harder than an unguent, yet softer than an emplatter, though it is frequently used both for the one and the other. The cerceloth is always supposed to have wax in its composition, which distinguishes and even denominates it. In effect, when a liniment or urgent has wax enough in it, it does not differ from a cerceloth.

SEASIN, in a ship, the name of a rope by which the boat rides by the ship's side when in harbour, &c.

SEASONING, the first illness to which persons habituated to colder climates are subject on their arrival in the West Indies. This seasoning, unless they live very temperately, or are in a proper habit of body (though some people are unmoistened for many months), seldom suffers them to remain long before it makes its appearance in some mode or other; particularly if at first they expose themselves in a flower of rain, or too long in the sun, or in the night-air; or in the body when it is much heated, if they drink large draughts of cold liquors, or butter in cold water; or use much exercise; or commit excess in drinking wine or spirits; or by heating the body and inflaming the blood, or by subduing themselves to any cause that may suddenly check perspiration, which at first is generally excessive.

Some people, from a favourable state of body, have no seasoning. Thin people, and very young people, are most likely to escape it. Women generally do from their temperance, and perhaps their menstruation contributes to their security; indeed hot climates are favourable to the delicacy of their habits, and suitable to their modes of life. Some escape by great regularity of living; some, by the breaking out of the rath, called the prickly heat; some by a great degree of perspiration; and some by observing a cooling regimen. The disorders are various that constitute this seasoning of new-comers as they are called; depending on age, constitution, and habit of body. But all seasoning diseases are of the inflammatory kind; and yield to antiphlogistic treatment proportioned to their violence. When all precaution to guard against sickness has failed, and prudence proved abortive to new-comers, they will have this comfort at least for their pains, that their disorders will seldom be severe or expensive, and will generally have a speedy termination; and that their seasoning, as it is emphatically called, will be removed by bleeding, a dose of salts, rye, and a cooling regimen.

SEASONING of Timber. See Timber.

SEASONS, in eozematography, certain portions or quarters of the year, distinguished by the signs which the sun then enters, or by the meridian altitudes of the sun; consequent on which are different temperatures of the air, different works in tillage, &c. See Weather.

The year is divided into four seasons, spring, summer, autumn, and winter. The beginnings and endings of each whereof, see under its proper article. It is to be observed, the seasons anciently began differently from what they now do; women the old verses,

- Dat Clemens hymenam; dat Petrus ur cedrata; lubricat Urbanus; autumna Bartholomaeus.

SEAT, in the manage, is the posture or situation of a horseman upon the saddle.

SEATON, a small sailing town on the south coast of Devon, between Lyme and Sidmouth. Ridlon says, "our learned antiquaries would have it to be that Maritime whereof Antoninus speaks, placed between Durnovaria and Ifla; for Maritime in British is the same with Seaton in English, "a town upon a hill by the sea side." This place is memorable for the Danish princes landing there in the year 937.

SEBACIC ACID, the acid procured from fat. To obtain it, let some fat be melted in a skillet over the fire, along with some quicklime in fine powder, and constantly stirred, raising the fire towards the end of the operation, and taking care to avoid the vapours, which are very offensive. By this proceeds the sebacic acid united with the lime into a fetub of lime, which is difficultly soluble in water; it is, however, separated from the fatty matters with which it is mixed by solution in a large quantity of boiling water. From this the neutral salt is separated by evaporation; and, to render it pure, is calcined, redissolved, and again crystallized. After this we pour on a proper quantity of sulphuric acid, and the sebacic acid passes over by diffusion. See Fat, and Chemistry-Index.

SEBASTIAN, a enchantio, populous, and strong town of Spain, in the province of Guijfton, with a good and well frequented harbour. It is seated at the foot of a mountain; and the harbour secured by two mole, and a narrow entrance for the ships. The town is surrounded with a double wall, and to the sea side is fortified with bastions and half moons. The streets are long, broad, and straight, and paved with white flagstones. At the top of the mountain is a citadel, with a garrison well furnished with cannon. The town carries on a considerable trade, the greatest part of which consists of iron and steel, which some reckon to be the best in Europe. They also deal in wool, which comes...
SEBASTIANO, called Del Plombo, from an office
in the lead mines given him by Pope Clement VII. 
was an eminent Venetian painter, born in 1485. 
He was first a disciple of old Giovanni Bellino; continued his studies under Giorgione; and having attained an excellent manner of colouring, went to Rome, where he imitated himself into the favour of Michael Angelo.
He has the name of being the first who invented the art of preparing plaster-walls for oil-painting; but was so slow and lazy in his work, that other hands were often employed to finish what he began. He died in 1547.

SEBESTENI, in botany. See Cordia.

SEBURAI, a fruit among the ancient Samaritans, 
whom St. Epiphanius accuses of changing the time expressed in the law, for the celebration of the great annual feasts of the Jews.

SEBURAI, a name which the Jews give to such of their rabbins or doctors as lived and taught some time after the finishing of the Talmud.

SECACCI, in the materia medica of the ancients, 
a name given by Avicenna, Serapion, and others, to a root which was like ginger, and was brought from the East Indies, and used as a provocutive to venery. The interpreters of their works have rendered this word wrong; and hence some have supposed that our Ergyngium or Ergys was the root meant by it: but this does not appear to be the case on a strict inquiry, and there is reason to believe that the famous root, at this time called ergeng, was what they meant.

SECALE, Rye, in botany: A genus of the digynia order, belonging to the triandria class of plants; and in the natural method ranking under the 4th order, Gramina. The calyx is a glume of two leaves, which are opposite to one another, erect, linear, pointed, and less than the corolla. The corolla consists of two valves, the exterior of which ends in a beard. There are four species, the Villosum, orientale, creticum, and cerale. The Villosum, or wood rye-grass, is distinguished by a calyx with wedge-shaped scales, and by the fringes of the glume being woolly. The glumes of the orientale are faggry, and the scales of the calyx shaped like an awl. The glumes of the creticum are fringed on the outside. The cerale, or common rye, has glumes with rough fringes. It is a native of the island of Candia, was introduced into England many ages ago, and is the only species of rye cultivated in that kingdom. There are, however, two varieties, the winter and spring rye.

The winter rye, which is larger in the grain than the spring rye, is sown in autumn at the same time with wheat, and sometimes mixed with it; but as the rye ripens sooner than the wheat, this method must be very exceptionable. The spring rye is sown along with the oats, and usually ripens as soon as the winter rye; but the grain produced is lighter, and it is therefore seldom sown except where the autumnal crop has failed.

Rye is commonly sown on poor, dry, limestone, or sandy soils, where wheat will not thrive. By continuing to sow it on such a soil for two or three years, it will at length ripen a month earlier than that which has been raised for years on strong cold ground.

Rye is commonly used for bread either alone or mixed with wheat. This mixture is called meizlin, and was formerly a very common crop in some parts of Britain. Mr. Marshall tells us, that the farmers in Yorkshire believe that this mixed crop is never affected by mildew, and that a small quantity of rye sown among wheat will prevent this destructive disease. Rye is much used for bread in some parts of Sweden and Norway by the poor people. About a century ago rye-bread was also much used in England: but being made of a black kind of rye, it was of the same colour, clammy, very deteregent, and consequently not so nourishing as wheat.

Rye is subject to a disease which the French call ergot, and the English horned rye; which sometimes happens when a very hot summer succeeds a rainy spring. According to Titius, horned rye is such as suffers an irregular vegetation in the middle subsidence between the grain and the leaf, producing an excrecence of a brownish colour, about an inch and a half long, and two-tenths of an inch broad. Bread made of this kind of rye has a nauseous acid taste, and produces phlegmatism and gangrenous disorders. In 1596, an epidemic disease prevailed in Hesse, which the physicians ascribed to bread made of horned rye. Some, we are told, were seized with an epilepsy, and these seldom ever recovered; others became lunatic, and continued stupid the rest of their lives: those who apparently recovered had annual returns of their disorder in January and February; and the disease was said to be contagious at least in a certain degree. The facts which we have now mentioned are taken from a work of Titius, which was never printed. The same disease was occasioned by the use of this bread in several parts of the continent in the years 1648, 1675, 1702, 1716, 1722, and 1736; and has been very minutely described by Hoffman, A. O. Goclicke, Vater Burghart, and J. A. Srink.

In the year 1709, one fourth part of all the rye raised in the province of Salonia in France was horned, and the surgeon to the hospital of Orleans had no less than 300 patients under his care that were demented by eating it: They were called ergots, from Ergot (A), the French name for horned rye; they consisted chiefly of men and boys, the number of women and girls being very small. The first symptom was a kind of drunkenness; then the local disorder began in the toes, and thence extended sometimes to the thigh, and the trunk itself, even after amputation, which is a good argument against that operation before the gangrene is stopped.

In the year 1710, the celebrated Fontenelle describes a case in the History of the Academy of Sciences of France, which exactly resembles that of the poor family at Watthingham. A peasant at Blois, who had eaten horned rye in bread, was seized with a mortification, which first caused all the toes of one foot to fall off, then

(A) Ergot is French for a cock's spurt, and horned rye was called ergot from the resemblance of its excrecence to that part.
These proceedings were ratified by the parliament which met in 1640. The law of patronage was in full force for several years after this period; yet great care was taken that no minister should be obstructed on the Christian people contrary to their inclinations; and in 1649 it was abolished as an oppressive grievance.

The Restoration of Charles II. in 1660 changed the face of affairs in the church of Scotland. All that the general assembly had done from 1638 to 1650 was rendered null and void, their covenants were pronounced to be unlawful, episcopacy was rejured, and the king was declared to be the supreme head of the church in all causes civil and ecclesiastical. During this period the Presbyterians were subjected to fines and imprisonment, while numbers of them were publicly executed for their adherence to their political and religious tenets.

The Revolution in 1688 gave a different turn to the affairs of the church. The first parliament which met after that event, abolished prelacy and the king's supremacy in ecclesiastical affairs. They ratified the Westminster Confession of Faith, together with the Presbyterian form of church-government and discipline, "as agreeable to the word of God, and most conducive to the advancement of true piety and godliness, and the establishment of peace and tranquility within these realms." That same parliament abolished patronage, and lodged the election of ministers in the hands of heritors and elders, with the consent of the congregation.

In the reign of Q. Anne the true Protestant religion was ratified and established, together with the Presbyterian form of church-government and discipline; and the unalterable continuance of both was declared to be an essential condition of the union of the two kingdoms in all time coming. In 1712 the law respecting patronage was revived, in refection, it has been said, of that warm attachment which the church of Scotland discovered to the family of Hanover; but the severity of that law was greatly mitigated by the act of 1732, by which it is enacted, that if the presentee do not signify his acceptance, the presentation shall become void and null in law. The church, however, did not avail herself of this statute; and an event which happened not many years afterwards gave rise to the feeble.

In 1732 more than 40 ministers presented an address Origin of. to the general assembly, specifying in a variety of instances what they considered to be great defections from the established constitution of the church, and craving a redress of these grievances. A petition to the same effect, subscribed by several hundreds of elders and private Chritians, was offered at the same time; but the assembly refused a hearing to both, and enacted, that the election of ministers to vacant charges, where an accepted presentation did not take place, should be competent only to a conjunct meeting of elders and heritors, being Protestants. To this act many objections were made by numbers of ministers and private Christians. They asserted that more than 30 to one in every parish were not possess'd of landed property, and were on that account deprived of what they deemed their natural right to chuse their own pastors. It was also said, that this act was extremely prejudicial to the honour and interest of the church, as well as to the edification of the people; and in fine, that it was directly contrary
contrary to the appointment of Jesus Christ, and the practice of the apostles, when they filled up the first vacancy in the apostolic college, and appointed the election of deacons and elders in the primitive church. Many of those also who were thought to be the best friends of the church, expressed their fears that this act would have a tendency to overturn the ecclesiastical constitution which was established at the Revolution.

Mr Ebenezer Erkine minister at Stirling distinguished himself by a bold and determined opposition to the measures of the assembly in 1753. Being at that time moderator of the synod of Perth and Stirling, he opened the meeting at Perth with a sermon from Psalm cxxii. 22. "The stone which the builders rejected is become the head stone of the corner." In the course of his sermon, he declaimed with no small degree of freedom against the act of the preceding assembly with regard to the settlement of ministers, and alleged that it was contrary to the word of God and the established constitution of the church. A formal complaint was lodged against him for uttering offensive expressions in his sermon before the synod. Many of the members declared that they heard him utter nothing but found and teachable doctrine; but his accusers infilling on their complaint, obtained an appointment of a committee of synod to collect what were called the offensive expressions, and to lay them before the next diet in writing. This was done accordingly; and Mr Erkine gave in his answers to every article of the complaint. After three days warm reasoning on this affair, the synod by a majority of six found him censurable; against which sentence he protested, and appealed to the next general assembly. When the assembly met in May 1753, it affirmed the sentence of the synod, and appointed Mr Erkine to be rebuked and admonished from the chair. Upon which he protested, that, as the assembly had found him censurable, and had rebuked him for doing what he conceived to be agreeable to the word of God and the standards of the church, he should be at liberty to preach the same truths, and to testify against the same or similar evils, on every proper occasion. To this protest Messrs William Wilson, minister at Perth, Alexander Moncrief, minister at Aberdeen, and James Fisher, minister at Kincalven, gave in a written adherence, under the form of instrument: and these four withdrew, intending to return to their respective charges, and act agreeably to their protest whenever they should have an opportunity. Had the affair rested here, there never would have been a secession; but the assembly resolving to carry on the proceed, cited them by their officer to appear next day. They obeyed the citation; and a committee was appointed to retire with them, in order to persuade them to withdraw their protest. The committee having reported that they still adhered to their protest, the assembly ordered them to appear before the commission in August following, and retract their protest: and if they should not comply and testify their sorrow for their conduct, the commission was empowered to suspend them from the exercise of their ministry, with certification that if they should act contrary to said sentence, the commission should proceed to an higher censure.

The commission met in August accordingly; and the four ministers still adhering to their protest, were suspended from the exercise of their office, and cited to the next meeting of the commission in November following. From this sentence several ministers and elders, members of the commission, dissented. The commission met in November, and the suspended ministers compared. Addresses, representations, and letters from several synods and presbyteries, relative to the business now before the commission, were received and read. The synods of Dumfries, Murray, Rothes, Angus and Mearns, Perth and Stirling, craving that the commission would delay proceeding to an higher censure. The synods of Galloway and Fife, as also the presbytery of Dornoch, addressed the commission for lenity, tenderness, and forbearance, towards the suspended ministers; and the presbytery of Aberdeen represented, that, in their judgment, the sentence of suspension, inflicted on the foresaid ministers was too high, and that it was a stretch of ecclesiastical authority. Many members of the commission reasoned in the same manner, and alleged that the act and sentence of last assembly did not oblige them to proceed to an higher censure at this meeting of the commission. The question, however, was put, Proceed to a higher censure, or not? and the votes being numbered, were found equal on both sides: upon which Mr John Goldie the moderator gave his casting vote to proceed to an higher censure; which stands in their minutes in these words: "The commission did and hereby do lose the relation of Mr Ebenezer Erkine minister at Stirling, Mr William Wilson minister at Perth, Mr Alexander Moncrief minister at Aberdeen, and Mr James Fisher minister at Kincalven, to their respective charges, and declare them no longer members of this church; and do hereby prohibit all ministers of this church to employ them, or any of them, in any ministerial function. And the commission do declare the churches of the said ministers vacant from and after the date of this sentence."

This sentence being imputed to them, they protested, that their ministerial office and relation to their respective charges should be held as valid as if no such sentence had passed; and that they were now obliged to make a secession from the prevailing party in the ecclesiastical courts; and that it shall be lawful and warrantable for them to preach the Gospel, and discharge every branch of the pastoral office, according to the word of God and the established principle of the church of Scotland. Mr Ralph Erkine minister at Dunfermline, Mr Thomas Marr minister at Orwel, Mr John McLaurin minister at Edinburgh, Mr John Currie minister at Kingurrie, Mr James Wardlaw minister at Dunfermline, and Mr Thomas Naun minister at Abbotsholm, protested against the sentence of the commission, and that it should be lawful for them to complain of it to any subsequent general assembly of the church.

The secession properly commenced at this date. And accordingly the ejected ministers declared in their protest that they were had under the ungodly necessity of seceding, not from the principles and constitution of the church of Scotland, to which they said, they sedulously adhered, but from the prevailing church-courts, which had thrown them out from ministerial communion. The assembly, however, which met in May 1754 did not modify the above sentence, that they empowered the synod of Perth and Stirling to receive the ejected ministers.
ministers into the communion of the church, and restore them to their respective charges; but with this express direction, "that the said synod should not take upon them to judge of the legality or formality of the former procedure of the church judicatories in relation to this affair, or either approve or confute the same." As this appointment neither condemned the act of the preceding assembly nor the conduct of the commissaries, the seceding ministers considered it to be rather an act of grace than of justice, and therefore they said they could not return to the church-courts upon this ground; and they published to the world the reasons of their refusal and the terms upon which they were willing to return to the communion of the established church. They now erected themselves into an ecclesiastical court, which they called the Associated Presbytery, and preached occasionally to numbers of the people who joined them in different parts of the country. They also published what they called an Act, Declaration, and Testimony, to the doctrine, worship, government, and discipline of the church of Scotland, and against several iniquities, as they said, of defection from thee, both in former and in the present times. Some time after this several ministers of the established church joined them, and the Associated Presbytery now consisted of eight ministers. But the general assembly which met in 1738 finding that the number of Seceders was much increased, ordered the eight ministers to be served with a libel, and to be cited to the next meeting of the assembly in 1739. They now appeared at the bar as a constituted presbytery, and having formally declined the assembly's authority, they immediately withdraw. The assembly which met next year deposed them from the office of the ministry; which, however, they continued to exercise in their respective congregations, who still adhered to them, and erected meeting-houses, where they preached till their death. Mr James Fisher, the last survivor of them, was, by an unanimous call in 1741, translated from Kincalven to Glasgow, where he continued in the exercise of his ministry among a numerous congregation, respected by all ranks in that large city, and died in 1753 much regretted by his people and friends.

In 1745 the seceding ministers were become so numerous, that they were erected into three different presbyteries, under one synod, when a very unprofitable dispute divided them into two parties.

The seceders in some of the royal boroughs of Scotland contains the following clause: "I profess and allow with my heart the true religion presently professed within this realm, and authorized by the laws thereof. I will abide at and defend the same to my life's end, renouncing the Romish religion called Papistry." Ministers Ebenezer and Ralph Erkine, James Fisher, and others, affirmed that this clause was no way contrary to the principles upon which the secession was formed, and therefore every Seceder might lawfully swear it. Ministers Alexander Moncrieff, Thomas Mair, Adam Gib, and others, contended on the other hand that the furnishing of the above clause was a virtual renunciation of their testimony. And this controversy was so keenly agitated, that they fell into two different parties, and now meet in different synods. Those of them who aflict the lawfulness of swearing the burghs' oath are called Burghers, and the other party who condemn it are called Antiburgher Seceders. Each party claiming to itself the lawful constitution of the Association Synod, the Antiburghers, after several previous steps, excommunicated the Burghers on the ground of their sin and of their contumacy in it. This rupture took place in 1747, since which period no attempts to effect a separate reunion have been successful. They remain under the jurisdiction of different synods, and hold separate communion, although much of their former hostility has been laid aside. The Antiburghers consider the Burghers as too lax and not sufficiently redial to their testimony. The Burghers on the other hand contend that the Antiburghers are too rigid, in that they have introduced new terms of communion into the society. The Antiburghers having adopted ideas with regard to what they call covenanting, which the Burghers never approved of, have been in use of renewing in their several congregations the Scottish Covenant, by causing their people formally to swear to maintain it. In other respects the differences between the two parties are not material. The Antiburghers are most numerous on the north of the Tay, and the Burghers on the south of it.

What follows in this article is a further account of History of those who are commonly called Burgher Seceders, the Burghers. These have a greater number of people in their communion than the Antiburghers, and for some years past they have greatly increased in the southern and western districts of Scotland. As there were among them from the commencement of their secession several students who had been educated at one or other of the universities, they appointed one of their ministers to give lectures in theology, and train up candidates for the ministry. Ministers William Wilton minister at Perth and Alexander Moncrieff minister at Abernethy were their professors of theology before their separation from the Antiburghers.

Since that period Mr Ebenezer Erkine minister at Stirling, Mr James Fisher minister at Glasgow, Mr John Swanton minister at Kinrads, and Mr John Brown minister at Haddington, have succeeded each other in this office. At present (1794) Mr George Lawton minister at Selkirk is their professor of theology, and there are between thirty and forty students who attend his lectures annually. The number of their ministers is about an hundred, and each of their congregations contain from two hundred and fifty to three thousand persons; and there are among them at present more than twenty vacant charges. Where a congregation is very numerous, as in Stirling, Dunfermline, and Perth, it is formed into a collegiate charge, and provided with two ministers. They are erected into six different

(1) This is the account which the Burghers give of their own notions respecting the covenant. One of the most enlightened of their opponents, however, allure us that they acknowledge covenanting to be a moral duty, and that the solemn vows of our ancestors are obligatory. But since the breach in the synod they have never engaged in this work; giving, as their reason, that this is not the proper season.
The constitution of the Anti-Burgher church differs very little from that of the Burghers. The supreme court among them is designated The General Associate Synod, having under its jurisdiction three provincial synods in Scotland and one in Ireland. In the former country there are eleven presbyteries; in the latter, four. They have a few congregations in England, and a presbytery in connection with them in North America. The number of ministers belonging to the general synod is a hundred and thirty-seven; and in Scotland there are nineteen vacancies. They, as well as the Burgher Seceders, have a professor of theology, whose lectures every candidate for the office of a preacher is obliged to attend, we have been told, for no less than five or six sessions. Surely the session must be of short duration.
they were not many years formed into a distinct society, when they expelled from their communion a Mr. Thomas Nairn, minister at Kirkcaldy, who had taught doctrines injurious to the civil government of the nation. In 1735 there was not one of their number who joined the then pretender to the British crown. They are full of the same sentiments; and in their public assemblies they always pray for the sovereign King George, with the royal family, and for all who are in authority under them. They are so far from wishing the overthrow of the present civil government, that when the nation was lately in danger of being thrown into a fermentation by the circulation of inflammatory and seditionous writings, they warmly recommended peace and order in the country and some of them are frequently in different parts in England, excluding them from any inimical to their adherence to the royal family, and for all who are in authority under them. They are not, however, legally tolerated, but are called: and others, particularly "A history and defence of the Lutheran religion," 2 vols. folio, Frankfort, 1602, in Latin.

SECKER (Thomas), a learned and respectable prelate of the church of England, was born in 1693, at a village called Slaley, in the vale of Belvoir, Nottinghamshire. His father was a protestant dissent, a pious, virtuous, and sensible man; who having a small paternal fortune, followed no profession. His mother was the daughter of Mr. George Brough, a substantial gentleman farmer of Shelton in the same county. He received his education at several private schools and academies in the country, being obliged, by various accidents, to change his masters frequently.

Notwithstanding this disadvantage, he had at the age of 19 not only made a considerable progress in Greek and Latin, and read the best writers in both languages, but had acquired a knowledge of the French, Hebrew, Chaldee, and Syriac; had learned geography, logic, algebra, geometry, conic sections, and gone through a course of lectures on Jewish antiquities and other points, preparatory to the critical study of the Bible. He had been directed by his father for orders among the Dissenters. With this view, during the latter years of his education, his studies were chiefly turned towards divinity, in which he had made such quick advances, that by the time he was 23 he had carefully read over a great part of the Scriptures, particularly the New Testament, in the original, and the best commentaries upon it; Eusebius's Ecclesiastical History, The Apologetical Fathers, Whiston's Primitive Christianity, and the principal writers of and against Ministration and Lay Conformity. But though the result of these inquiries was a well-grounded belief of the Christian revelation, yet not being at that time able to decide on some abstract speculative doctrines, nor to determine absolutely what communion he should embrace; he resolved, like a wise and honest man, to pursue some profession, which should leave him at liberty to weigh those things more naturally in his thoughts, and not oblige him to declare or teach publicly opinions which were not yet thoroughly settled in his own mind.

In 1716, therefore, he applied himself to the study of phyic, and after gaining all the medical knowledge he could,

(c) All this is said of the Burgher Secessers; but we hope it is equally true of those who are styled Antiburghers. There are indeed some clauses in the Covenant which they swear to maintain, that seem not, at first view, very friendly to civil subordination; but let not those who entertain any apprehensions on this account, forget that one of the most useful defects of the British constitution, occasioned by the late faction spirit of democratic innovation, came from the pen of Dr. Young, the Antiburgher minister at Hawick. See Young's Essays.
could, by reading the usual preparatory books, and attending the best lectures during that and the following winter in London, in order to improve himself farther. In January 1718-19 he went to Paris. There he lodged in the house of the famous anatomist Mr Winfield, whose lectures he attended, as he did those of the materia medica, chemistry, and botany, at the king's gardens. The operations of surgery he saw at the Hotel Dieu, and attended also for some time M. Gregoire, the accoucheur, but without any design of ever practicing that or any other branch of surgery. Here he became acquainted with Mr Martin Benfon, afterwards bishop of Gloucester, one of the most agreeable and virtuous men of his time; with whom he quickly became much connected, and not many years after was united to him by the sweetest bonds of affinity as well as affection.

During the whole of Mr Secker's continuance at Paris, he kept up a constant correspondence with Mr Joseph Butler, afterwards bishop of Durham, with whom he became acquainted at the academy of one Mr Jones, kept first at Gloucester, and afterwards at Tewksbury. Mr Butler having been appointed preacher at the Rolls on the recommendation of Dr Clarke and Mr Edward Talbot, son to bishop Talbot, he now took occasion to mention his friend Mr Secker, without Secker's knowledge, to Mr Talbot, who promised, in cafe he chose to take orders in the church of England, to engage the bishop his father to provide for him. This was communicated to Mr Secker in a letter from Mr Butler about the beginning of May 1720. He had not at that time come to any resolution of quitting the study of physic; but he began to foresee many obstacles to his pursuing that profession; and having never discontinued his application to theology, his former difficulties both with regard to conformity and some other doubtsful points had gradually lessened, as his judgment became stronger, and his reading and knowledge more extensive. It appears also from two of his letters still in being, written from Paris to a friend in England, (both of them prior to the date of Mr Butler's above-mentioned), that he was greatly disaffected with the divisions and disturbances which at that particular period prevailed among the Dissenters.

In this state of mind Mr Butler's unexpected proposal found him; which he was therefore very well disposed to take into consideration; and after deliberating on the subject of such a change for upwards of two months, he resolved at length to embrace the offer, and for that purpose quitted France about the beginning of August 1720.

On his arrival in England, he was introduced to Mr Talbot, with whom he cultivated a close acquaintance; but it was unfortunately of very short duration; for in the month of December that gentleman died of the small-pox. This was a great shock to all his friends, who had justly conceived the highest expectations of him; but especially to an amiable lady whom he had lately married, and who was very near giving under fo sudden and grievous a stroke. Mr Secker, besides having largely in the common grief, had peculiar reason to lament an accident that seemed to put an end to all his hopes; but he had taken his resolution, and he determined to persevere. It was some encouragement to him to find that Mr Talbot had, on his death-bed, recommended him, together with Mr Benfon and Mr Butler, to his father's notice. Thus did that excellent young man (for he was but 29 when he died), by his nice discernment of characters, and his considerate good nature, provide most effectually, in a few solemn moments, for the welfare of that church from which he himself was so prematurely snatched away; and at the same time raised up, when he least thought of it, the truest friend and protector to his wife and unborn daughter; who afterwards found in Mr Secker all that tender care and affection which they could have hoped for from the nearest relation.

It being judged necessary by Mr Secker's friends that he should have a degree at Oxford; and having been informed, that if he should previously take the degree of Doctor in Physic at Leyden, it would probably help him in obtaining the other, he went over and took his degree there in March 1721: and, as part of his exercise for it, he composed and printed a dissertation de Medicina Statica, which is still extant, and is thought by the gentlemen of that profession to be a servile and learned performance.

In April the same year, he entered himself a gentleman-commoner of Exeter college, Oxford; after which he obtained the degree of Bachelor of Arts, in consequence of the chancellor's recommendatory letter to the convocation.

He now spent a considerable part of his time in London, where he quickly gained the esteem of some of the most learned and ingenious men of those days, particularly of Dr Clarke, rector of St James's, and the celebrated dean Berkeley, afterwards bishop of Cloyne, with whom he every day became more delighted, and more closely connected. He paid frequent visits of gratitude and friendship to Mrs Talbot, widow of Mr Edward Talbot, by whom she had a daughter five months after his decease. With her lived Mrs Catherine Benfon, sister to bishop Benfon, whom in many respects he greatly resembled. She had been for several years Mrs Talbot's inestimable companion, and was of unspeakable service to her at the time of her husband's death, by exercising all her courage, activity, and good sense (of which the poet speaks in a large share), to support her friend under so great an affliction, and by afterwards attending her sickly infant with the utmost care and tenderness, to which, under Providence, was owing the preservation of a very valuable life.

Bishop Talbot being in 1721 appointed to the see of Durham, Mr Secker was in 1722 ordained deacon by him in St James's church, and priest not long after in the same place, where he preached his first sermon March 28, 1723. The bishop's domestic chaplain at that time was Dr Rundle, a man of warm fancy and very brilliant conversation, but apt sometimes to be carried by the vivacity of his wit into indiscreet and ludicrous expressions, which created him enemies, and, on one occasion, produced disagreeable consequences. With him Mr Secker was soon after associated in the bishop's family, and both taken down by his lordship to Durham in July 1723.

In the following year the bishop gave Mr Secker the rectory of Houghton-le-Spring. This preference putting it in his power to fix himself in the world, in a manner agreeable to his inclinations, he soon after made a proposal of marriage to Mrs Benfon; which being accepted,
At the earnest request of both, Mrs Talbot and her daughter consented to live with them, and the two families from that time became one.

About this time bishop Talbot also gave preference to Mr Butler and Mr Benfon, whose rise and progress in the church is here interwoven with the history of Mr Secker. In the winter of 1725-6, Mr Butler first published his incomparable sermons; on which, as Dr Belby Porceous and Dr Stinton inform us, Mr Secker took pains to render the style more familiar, and the author's meaning more obvious; yet they were at last by many called obscure. Mr Secker gave his friend the same affiance in that noble work the Analogy of Religion, &c.

He now gave up all the time he possibly could to his residence at Houghton, applying himself with alacrity to all the duties of a country clergyman, and supporting that useful and respectable character throughout with the freakest propriety. He omitted nothing which he thought would be of use to the souls and bodies of the people entrusted to his care. He brought down his conversation and his sermons to the level of their understandings; he visited them in private, he catechised the young and ignorant, he received his country neighbours and tenants very kindly and hospitably, and was of great service to the poorer sort of them by his skill in physic, which was the only use he ever made of it. Though this place was in a very remote part of the world, yet the solitude of it perfectly suited his studious disposition, and the income arising from it bounded his ambition. Here he would have been content to live and die; here, as he has often been heard to declare, he spent some of the happiest hours of his life; and it was no thought or choice of his own that removed him to an higher and more public sphere; but Mrs Secker's health, which now began to be very bad, and was thought to be injured by the dampness of the Knouton, obliged him to think of exchanging it for a more healthy one. Accordingly, an exchange was made through the friendly interposition of Mr Benfon (who generously sacrificed his own interest on this occasion, by relinquishing a prebend of his own to serve his friend) with Dr Finney, prebendary of Durham, and rector of Ryton; and Mr Secker was instituted to Ryton and the prebend June 3, 1727. For the two following years he lived chiefly at Durham, going every week to officiate at Ryton, and spending there two or three months together in the summer.

In July 1732 he was appointed chaplain to the king; for which favour he was indebted to Dr Sherlock, who, having heard him preach at Bath, had conceived the highest opinion of his abilities, and thought them well worthy of being brought forward into public notice. From that time an intimacy commenced between them, and he received from him that great prelate many friendly proofs of esteem and friendship.

His month of waiting at St James's happened to be August, and on Sunday the 27th of that month he preached before the queen, the king being then absent. A few days after, he majestically went to him into his closet, and held a long and gracious conversation with him; in the course of which he took an opportunity of mentioning to her his friend Mr Butler. He also not long after this, on Mr Talbot's being made lord chancellor, found means to have Mr Butler effectually recommended to him for his chaplain. The queen also appointed him clerky of her closet; from whence he rose, as his talents became more known, to those high dignities which he afterwards attained.

Mr Secker now began to have a public character, and stood high in the estimation of those who were allowed to be the best judges of merit: he had already given proofs of abilities that plainly indicated the eminence to which he might one day rise, as a preacher and a divine; and it was not long before an opportunity offered of placing him in an advantageous point of view. Dr Tyrwhit, who succeeded Dr Clarke as rector of St James's in 1729, found that preaching in so large a church endangered his health. Bishop Gibbon, therefore, his father-in-law, proposed to the crown that he should be made residuary of St Paul's, and that Mr Secker should succeed him in the rectory. This arrangement was so acceptable to those in power, that it took place without any difficulty. Mr Secker was instituted rector the 18th of May 1733; and in the beginning of July went to Oxford to take his degree of Doctor of Laws, not being of sufficient standing for that of divinity. On this occasion it was that he preached his celebrated sad Sermon, on the advantages and duties of academical education, which was universally allowed to be a masterpiece of sound reasoning and just composition; it was printed at the desire of the heads of houses, and quickly passed through several editions. It is now to be found in the second collection of Occasional Sermons, published by himself in 1766.

It was thought that the reputation he acquired by this sermon, contributed not a little toward that promotion which very soon followed its publication. For in December 1733, he received a very unexpected notice from bishop Gibbon, that the king had fixed on him to be bishop of Bristol. Dr Benfon was about the same time appointed to the see of Gloucester, as was Dr Fleming to that of Carlisle; and the three new bishops were all conecrated together in Lambeth Chapel, June 16, 1734; and the consecration sermon being preached by Dr Thomas, afterwards bishop of Winchester.

The honours to which Dr Secker was thus raised in the prime of life did not in the least abate his diligence and attention to business; for which, indeed there was now more occasion than ever. His learned biographers, Meffrs Porceous and Stinton, now relate the manner in which he set about the visitation of his diocese, and the ceremony of confirmation, which he performed in a great number of places; also preached in several churches, sometimes twice a-day. The affairs of his parish of St James's being likewise in great disorder, he took extraordinary pains to regulate and adjust every thing, particularly the management of the poor; and thus became of signal service to his parishioners, even in a temporal view. But, say our authors, it was their spiritual welfare which engaged, as it ought to do, his chief attention. As far as the circumstances of the times, and the conditions of that part of the metropolis allowed, he omitted not even those private attentions and personal applications which are often attended with the happiest effects. He all went out of his own income a salary for reading early and late prayers, which had formerly been paid out of the exchequer money. He held a confirmation once every year, and examined...
... and gave them religious tracts, which he also distributed at other times very liberally to those that needed them. He drew up, for the use of his parishioners, that admirable course of Lectures on the Church Catechism which had been lately published, and not only read them once every week on the usual days, but also every Sunday evening, either at the church or one of the chapels belonging to it.

The sermons which at the same time, we are told, he set himself to compose, "were truly excellent and original. His faculties were now in their full vigor, and he had an audience to speak before that rendered the utmost exertion of them necessary. He did not, however, seek to gratify the higher part, by amusing them with refined speculations, or ingenious speculations, or ingenious speculations, but he laid before them all, with equal freedom and plainsness, the great Christian duties belonging to their respective stations, and reproved the follies and vices of every rank among them, without distinction or palliation. He studied human nature thoroughly in all its various forms, and knew what sort of arguments would have most weight with each class of men. He brought the subject home to their bosoms, and did not seem to be merely saying useful things in their presence, but addressing himself personally to each one of them. Few ever possessed, in a higher degree, the rare talent of touching on the most delicate subjects with the nicest propriety and decorum, of saying the most familiar things without being low, the plainest without being feeble, the boldest without giving offence. He could descend with such singular ease and felicity into the most minute concerns of common life, could lay open with so much address the various workings, arts, and evasions of the human mind, that his audience often thought their own particular cafes alluded to, and heard with surprise their private sentiments and feelings, their ways of reasoning and principles of acting, exactly stated and described. His preaching was at the same time highly rational, and truly evangelical. He explained with peripety, he affected with dignity, the peculiar characteristic doctrines of the Gospel. He incalculated the utility, the necessity of them, not merely as speculative truths, but as actual instruments of moral goodness, tending to purify the hearts and regulate the lives of men; and thus, by God's gracious appointment as well as by the inexpressible connection between true faith and right practice, leading them to salvation.

"These important truths he taught with the authority, the tenderness, the familiarity, of a parent instructing his children. Though he neither posseffed nor affected the artificial eloquence of an orator who wants to amuse or to mislead, yet he had that of an honest man who wants to convince, of a Christian preacher who wants to reform and to save those that hear him. Bold argument, manly penned, useful directions, brt, nervous, striking sentences, awakening questions, frequent and pertinent applications of Scripture; all these following each other in quick succession, and coming evidently from the speaker's heart, enforced by his eloquence, his figure, his action, and above all by the corresponding facility of his example, stamped conviction on the minds of his hearers, and sent them home with impressions not easy to be effaced. It will readily be imagined that with these powers he quickly became one of the most admired and popular preachers of his time."

In 1737 he succeeded to the see of Oxford, on the promotion of Dr Potter to that of Canterbury, then vacant by the death of Archbishop Wake. In the spring of 1745, Mrs Secker died of the gout in her stomach. She was a woman of great sense and merit, but of a weak and sickly constitution. The bishop's affection and tenderness for her was felt to his character. In 1750, he was installed dean of St Paul's, for which he gave in exchange the rectory of St James's and his prebend of Durham. "It was no wonder (say our authors) that, after presiding over so extensive and populous a parish for upwards of 17 years, he should willingly consent to be released from a burden which began now to grow too great for his strength. When he preached his farewell sermon, the whole audience melted into tears; he was followed with the prayers and good wishes of those whom every honest man would be most ambitious to please; and there are numbers still living who retain a strong and grateful remembrance of his inoffensive and tender solicitude for their welfare. Having now more leisure both to prosecute his own studies and to encourage those of others, he gave Dr Church considerable assistance in his First and Second Vindication of the Miraculous Powers, &c. against Dr Middleton, and he was of equal use to him in his Analysis of Lord Bolingbroke's Works. About the same time began the late Archdeacon Sharp's controversy with the followers of Mr Hutchinson, which was carried on to the end of the year 1755." Bishop Secker, we are told, read over all Dr Sharp's papers, amounting to three volumes 8vo, and corrected and improved them throughout. But the case which this late change of situation gave him was soon disturbed by a heavy and unexpected stroke, the loss of his three friends, Bishops Butler, Benfon, and Berkeley, who were all cut off within the space of one year.

Our authors next give an account of the part which Dr Secker bore, in the House of Lords, in respect to the famous repeal of the J ew bill; for which the duke of Newcastle moved, and was seconded by the Bishop, in a speech which, we are told, was remarkably well received. At length his distinguished merit prevailed over all the political obstacles to his advancement, and placed him, without any efforts or applications of his own, in that important station which he had himself so well qualified to adorn. On the death of archbishop Hutton, he was promoted to the see of Canterbury, and was confirmed at Bow church, April 21, 1758; on which occasion our authors observe, that in accepting this high and burdensome station, Dr Secker acted on that principle which influenced him throughout life; that he sacrificed his own ease and comfort to considerations of public utility; that the more peculiar advantages of grandeur were objects below his ambition; and were, as he knew and felt, but poor compensations for the anxieties and difficulties attending them. He had never once through his whole life asked preferment for himself, nor flown up any unbecoming eagerness for it; and the use he made of his newly acquired dignity very clearly showed, that ranky and wealth, and power, had in no other light any charms for him, than as they enlarged the sphere of his active and industrious benevolence.
He fought out and encouraged men of real genius or extensive knowledge; he expended 300l. in arranging and improving the manuscript library at Lambeth; and observing with concern, that the library of printed books in that palace had received no additions since the time of Archbishop Tonynion, he made it his business to collect books in all languages from most parts of Europe at a very great expense, with a view of supplying that chasm; which he accordingly did, by leaving them to the library at his death, and thereby rendered that collection one of the noblest and most useful in the kingdom.

All designs and institutions which tended to advance good morals and true religion, he patronized with zeal and generosity: he contributed largely to the maintenance of schools for the poor; to rebuilding or repairing parsonage houses and places of worship; and gave no less than 600l. towards erecting a chapel in the parish of Lambeth. To the society for promoting Christian knowledge he was a liberal benefactor: and to that for propagating the Gospel in foreign parts, of which he was the president, he paid much attention; was constant at all the meetings of its members, even sometimes when his health would but ill permit, and superintended their deliberations with consummate prudence and temper.

Whenever any publications came to his knowledge that were maliciously calculated to corrupt good morals, or subvert the foundations of Christianity, he did his utmost to stop the circulation of them; yet the wounded authors themselves he was so far from wishing to treat with any undue rigour, that he had more than once extended his bounty to them in distress. And when their writings could not properly be suppressed (as was too often the case) by lawful authority, he engaged men of abilities to answer them, and rewarded them for their trouble. His attention was everywhere. Even the falsehoods and misrepresentations of writers in the newspapers, on religious or ecclesiastical subjects, he generally took care to have contradicted; and when they seemed likely to injure, in any material degree, the cause of virtue and religion, or the reputation of eminent and worthy men, he would sometimes take the trouble of answering them himself. One instance of this kind, which does him honour, and deserves mention, was his defence of Bishop Butler, who, in a pamphlet published in 1757, was accused of having died a Papist. The conduct which he observed towards the several divisions and denominations of Christians in the kingdom was such aslew his way of thinking to be truly liberal and catholic. The dangerous spirit of popery, indeed, he thought should always be kept under proper legal restraints, on account of its natural opposition not only to the religious but the civil rights of mankind. He therefore observed its movements with care, and exhorted his clergy to do the same, especially those who were situated in the midst of Roman Catholic families; against whose influence they were charged to be upon their guard, and were furnished with proper books or instructions for that purpose. He took all fit opportunities of combating the errors of the church of Rome in his own writings (A); and the best answers that were published to some of the late bold apologies for popery were written at his instance, and under his direction.

With the Dissenters his Grace was finely defirous of cultivating a good understanding. He considered them, in general, as a conscientious and valuable class of men. With some of the most eminent of them, Watts, Doddridge, Leland, Chandler, Lardner, he maintained an intercourse of friendship or civility. By the most candid and considerate part of them he was highly reverenced and esteemed; and to such among them as needed help he showed no less kindness and liberality than to those of his own communion.

Nor was his concern for the Protestant cause confined to his own country. He was well known as the great patron and protector of it in various parts of Europe; from whence he had frequent applications for assistance, which never failed of being favourably received. To several foreign Protestants he allowed pensions, to others he gave occasional relief, and to some of their universities was an annual benefactor.

In public affairs, his Grace acted the part of an honest citizen, and a worthy member of the British legislature. From his first entrance into the house of Peers, his parliamentary conduct was uniformly upright and noble. He kept equally clear from the extremes of factional peluance and servile dependence; never wanting threatening administration from motives of party zeal or private pique, or personal attachment, or a passion for popularity: nor yet going every length with every minister from views of interest or ambition. He admired and loved the constitution of his country, and wished to preserve it unaltered and unimpaired. So long as a due regard to this was maintained, he thought it his duty to support the measures of government; but whenever they were evidently inconsistent with the public welfare, he opposed them with freedom and firmness. Yet his opposition was always tempered with the utmost fidelity, respect, and decency, to the excellent prince upon the throne; and the most candid allowance of the considerable errors and infirmities even of the very best ministers, and the peculiarly difficult situation of those who govern a free and high-spirited people. He seldom spoke in parliament, except where the interests of religion and virtue seemed to require it; but whenever he did, he spoke with propriety and strength, and was heard with attention and deference. Though he never attached himself blindly to any set of men, yet his chief political connections were with the late Duke of Newcastle and Lord Chancellor Hardwicke. To these he principally owed his advancement; and he had the good fortune to live long enough to show his gratitude to them or their descendants.

During more than ten years that Dr Secker enjoyed the see of Canterbury, he resided constantly at his archiepiscopal house at Lambeth. A few months before his death, the dreadful pangs he felt had compelled
His Grace had been for many years subject to the gout, which, in the latter part of his life, returned with more frequency and violence, and did not go off in a regular manner, but left the parts affected for a long time very weak, and was succeeded by pains in different parts of the body. About a year and a half before he died, after a fit of the gout, he was attacked with a joint pain in the arm, near the shoulder, which having continued about 12 months, a similar pain seized the upper and outer part of the opposite thigh, and the arm soon became easier. This was much more grievous than the former, as it quickly disabled him from walking, and kept him in an almost continual torment, except when he was in a reclining position. During this time he had two or three fits of the gout; but neither the gout nor the medicines alleviated these pains, which, with the want of exercise, brought him into a general bad habit of life.

On Saturday July 30, 1768, he was seized, as he sat at dinner, with a tickefness at his stomach. He recovered before night; but the next evening, while his physicians were attending, and his servants raising him on his couch, he suddenly cried out that his thigh-bone was broken. The shock was so violent, that the servants perceived the couch to shake under him, and the pain so acute and unexpected, that it overcame the firmness he so remarkably possessed. He lay for some time in great agonies; but when the surgeons arrived, and discovered with certainty that the bone was broken, he was perfectly resigned, and never afterwards asked a question about the event. A fever soon ensued. On Tuesday he became lachrymose, and continued so till about five o'clock on Wednesday afternoon, when he expired with great calmness, in the 75th year of his age.

On examination, the thigh-bone was found to be carious about four inches in length, and at nearly the same distance from its head. The disease took its rise from the internal part of the bone, and had so entirely destroyed its substance, that nothing remained at the part where it was broken but a portion of its outward integument; and even this had many perforations, one of which was large enough to admit two fingers, and was filled with a fungous substance arising from within the bone. There was no appearance of matter about the caries, and the surrounding parts were in a sound state. It was apparent that the torture which he underwent during the gradual corruption of this bone must have been inexpressibly great. Out of tenderness to his family he seldom made any complaints to them, but to his physicians he frequently declared his pains were so excruciating, that unless some relief could be procured he thought it would be impossible for human nature to support them long. Yet he bore them for upwards of six months with astonishing patience and fortitude; fat up generally the greater part of the day, admitted his particular friends to see him, mixed with his family at the usual hours, sometimes with his usual cheerfulness; and except some very slight defects of memory, retained all his faculties and senses in their full vigour till within a few days of his death. He was buried, pursuant to his own direction, in a covered passageway, leading from a private door of the palace to the north door of Lambeth church; and he forbade any monument or epitaph to be placed over him.

By his will he appointed the Rev. Dr Daniel Burnton, canon of Christ-church, and Mrs Catherine Talbot, already mentioned in the course of these memoirs, his executors; and left 13,000 l. in trust to the Drs Porteous and Stinton, his chaplains; to pay the interest thereof to Mrs Talbot and her daughter during their joint lives, or the life of the survivor; and after the decease of both those ladies, 11,000 l. of the said 13,000 l. are to be transferred to charitable purposes; amongst which are 1000 l. to the Society for the Propagation of the Gospel, and 1000 l. to the fame society for a bishop or bishops in the king's dominions in America.

The following description is given of his person: He was tall and comely; in the early part of his life slender, and rather consumptive; but as he advanced in years his constitution gained strength, and his figure increased, yet never to a degree of corpulency that was disproportionate or troublesome.

The dignity of his form corresponded with the greatness of his mind, and inspired at all times respect and awe; but peculiarly so when he was engaged in any of the more solemn functions of religion, into which he entered with such devout earnestness, and warmth, with so just a consciousness of the place he was in, and the business he was about, as seemed to raise him above himself, and added new life and spirit to the natural gracefulness of his appearance.

His countenance was open, ingenuous, and expressive of every thing right. It varied with his spirits and his feelings, so as to be a faithful interpreter of his mind, which was incapable of the least diamitulation. It could speak dejection, and, on occasion, anger, very strongly; but when it meant to show pleasure or approbation, it softened into a most gracious smile, and diffused over all his features the most benevolent and reviving complacency that can be imagined.

**SECOND**, in natural history the name of a genus of fossils of the class of Orthars; the characters of which are, That they are bodies of a dusky hue; divided, by septa or partitions of a sparry manner, into several more or less regular portions; of a moderately firm texture; not giving fire with red; but fermenting with acid menstrua, and easily calcining. The septarian of this genus are of all others the most common, and are what have been known by the little excreptive or maltaken names of the waxen vein, or ludus Helmotii. We have many species of these bodies common among us. Of the whitish or brownish, we have thirteen; of the yellowish five; and of the ferruginous ones four.

**SECOND**, in geometry, chronology, &c. the 60th part of a prime or minute, whether of a degree or of an hour.

**SECOND Major**, in music. See **Interval**.

**SECOND Minor**, in music. See **Interval**.

**SECOND Sight**, in Erse called *Tailfeb*, is a mode of seeing superadded to that which nature generally beholds. This gift or faculty, which is neither voluntary nor...
nor constant, is in general rather troublesome; than agreeable to the particulars of it, who are chiefly found among the inhabitants of the Highlands of Scotland, those of the Western Isles, of the Isle of Man, and of Ireland. It is an impression made either by the mind upon the eye, or by the eye upon the mind, by which things distant or future are perceived, and seen as if they were present. A man on a journey far from home falls from his horse; another, who is perhaps at work about the house, feels him bleeding on the ground, commonly with a landscape of the place where the accident befalls him. Another, driving home his cattle, or wandering in idleness, or musing in the sunshine, is suddenly surprised by the appearance of a bridal ceremony, or funeral procession, and counts the mourners or attendants, of whom, if he knows them, he relates the names; if he knows them not, he can describe the dress. Things distant are seen at the instant when they happen.

Of things future, Johnson says that he knows no rule pretended to for determining the time between the flight and the event; but we are informed by Mr Grose, that in general the time of accomplishment bears some relation to the time of the day in which the impressions are received. Thus visions seen early in the morning (which seldom happens) will be much sooner accomplished than those appearing at noon; and those seen at noon will take place in a much shorter time than those happening at night; sometimes the accomplishment of the last does not fall out within a year or more.

These visions are not confined to solemn or important events; nor is it true, as is commonly reported, that the second sight nothing is presented but phantoms of evil. The future visit of a mountebank, or piper; a plentiful draught of fish; the arrival of common travellers; or, in general, full more trifling matters than these,—are foreseen by the seers. A gentleman told Dr Johnson, that when he had once gone far from his own island one of his labouring servants predicted his return, and described the livery of his attendant, which he had never worn at home; and which had been, without any previous design, occasionally given him.

As many men eminent for science and literature have admitted the reality of this apparently unseemly gift, we shall, without interrupting our own opinion, give the reflections of two of the first characters of the age upon it, and leave our readers to form their own judgment.

By Dr Beattie of Aberdeen it is thus accounted for.

The Highlands of Scotland are a picturesque but a melancholy country. Long tracts of mountainous desert, covered with dark heath, and often obscured by misty weather; narrow valleys, thinly inhabited, and bounded by precipices refunding with the fall of torrents; a soil so rugged, and a climate so dreary, as in many parts to admit neither the amusements of pasture nor the labours of agriculture; the mournful dashing of waves along the friths and lakes that intersect the country; the portentous noise which every change of the wind and every increased diminution of the waters is apt to raise in a lonely reign full of echoes and rocks and caverns; the grotesque and ghastly appearance of such a landscape by the light of the moon; objects like these diffuse a gloom over the fancy, which may be compatible enough with occasional and social merriment, but cannot fail to ting with the thoughts of a native in the hour of silence and solitude. If these people, notwithstanding their return in religion, and more frequent intercourse with strangers, do still retain many of their old superstitious, we need not doubt but in former times they must have been much more enslaved to the horrors of imagination, when before the bugbears of Popery and Paganism. Most of their superstitions are of a melancholy cast. That of second sight, by which some are full supposed to be haunted, is considered by themselves as a misfortune, on account of the many dreadful images it is said to obtrude upon the fancy. It is said that some of the Alpine regions do likewise lay claim to a sort of second sight. Nor is it wonderful, that persons of a lively imagination, immersed in deep solitude, and surrounded with the suspended scenery of clouds, piper's tune, and thunder, should dream (even when they think themselves awake) of those few fleeting ideas with which their lonely lives are diversified: of corpuses, funeral proceedings, and other subjects of terror; or of marriages, and the arrival of strangers, and such like matters of more agreeable curiosity.

Let it be observed also, that the ancient Highlanders of Scotland had hardly any other way of supporting themselves than by hunting, fishing, or war; professions that are continually exposed to fatal accidents. And hence, no doubt, additional horrors would often haunt their solitude, and a deeper gloom overshadow the imagination even of the hardest native.

A sufficient evidence can hardly be found for the reality of the second sight, or at least of what is commonly understood by that term. A treatise on the subject was published in the year 1762, in which many tales were told of persons whom the author believed to have been favoured, or haunted, with their illuminations; but most of the tales were trifling and ridiculous; and the whole work betrayed, on the part of the compiler, such extreme credulity, as could not fail to prejudice many readers against his system.

That any of these visionaries are apt to be swayed in their declarations by finiter views, we will not say; but this may be said with confidence, that none but ignorant people pretend to be gifted in this way. And in them it may be nothing more, perhaps, than short fits of false fancy or drolleries, attended with lively dreams, and arising from some bodily disorder, the effect of idleness, low spirits, or a gloomy imagination. For it is admitted, even by the most credulous Highlanders, that as knowledge and industry are propagated in their country, this second sight disappears in proportion, and very even it is to claim to the faculty, who was much employed in the intercourse of social life (a).

Nor

(a) This, however, is denied by Johnson, who affirms that the Islaunders of all de reee, whether of rank or understanding, universally admit it except the monitors, who, according to him, reject it, in consequence of a system, against conviction. He affirms, too, that in 1773 there was in the Hebrides a second-sighted gentleman, who complained of the terrors to which he was exposed.
Nor is it at all extraordinary, that one should have the appearance of being awake, and should even think one's self to, during those fits of doing; that they should come on suddenly, and while one is engaged in some business. The same thing happens to persons much fatigued, or long kept awake, who frequently fall asleep for a moment, or for a long space, while they are standing or walking, or riding on horseback. Add but a lively dream to this slumber, and (which is the frequent effect of disease) take away the consciousness of having been asleep, and a superstitious man may easily mistake his dream for a waking vision; which, however, is soon forgotten when no subsequent occurrence recalls it to his memory; but which, if it shall be thought to resemble any future event, exits the poor dreamer into a Highland Prophet. This conceit makes him more recluse and more melancholy than ever; and so feeds his disease, and multiplies his visions; which, if they are not dissipated by business or society, may continue to haunt him as long as he lives; and which, in their progress through the neighbourhood, receive some new tinctures of the marvellous from every mouth that promotes the circulation. As to the prophetic nature of this second sight, it cannot be admitted at all. That the Deity should work a miracle in order to give intimation of the frivolous things that these tales are made up of, the arrival of a stranger, the nailing of a coffin, or the colour of a suit of clothes; and that these intimations should be given for no end, and to those persons only who are idle and solitary, who speak Gaelic, or who live among mountains and deserts—like nothing in nature or providence that we are acquainted with; and must therefore, unless it were confirmed by satisfactory proof (which is not the case), be rejected as absurd and incredible.

These visions, such as they are, may reasonably enough be ascribed to a disordered fancy. And that in them, as well as in our ordinary dreams, certain appearances should, on some rare occasions, resemble certain events, is to be expected from the laws of chance; and seems to have in it nothing more marvellous or supernatural, than that the parrot, who deals out his sentiments, (such as the falco falterarius,) by his signet, or in his proper person, should sometimes happen to fatale the passenger by his right appellation.

To the confidence of these objections Dr Johnson replies, that by presuming to determine what is fit, and what is beneficial, they presuppose more knowledge of the universal system than man has attained; and therefore depend upon principles too complicated and extensive for our comprehension; and that there can be no security in the consequence when the premises are not understood; that the second sight is only wonderful because it is rare, for, considered in itself, it involves no more difficulty than dreams, or perhaps than the regular exercise of the cognitive faculty; that a general opinion of communicative impulses, or visionary representations, is prevalent in all ages and all nations; that particular instances have been given with such evidence, as neither Bacon nor Bayle has been able to retort; that sudden impressions, which the event has verified, have been felt by more than one or publish them; that the second sight of the Hebrides implies only the local frequency of a power, which is nowhere totally unknown; and that where we are unable to decide by antecedent reason, we must be content to yield to the force of testimony. By pretensions to second sight, no profit was ever sought or gained. It is an involuntary affection, in which neither hope nor fear are known to have any part. Those who profess to feel it do not boast of it as a privilege, nor are considered by others as advantageously distinguished. They have no temptation to reign, and their hearers have no motive to encourage the imposture.

SECOND TERMS, in algebra, those where the unknown quantity has a degree of power less than it has in the term where it is raised to the highest. The art of throwing these second terms out of an equation, that is, of forming a new equation where they have no place, is one of the most ingenious and useful inventions in all algebra.

SECONDARY, in general, something that acts as second or in subordination to another.

SECONDARY, or Secondary, an officer who acts as second or next to the chief officer. Such are the secondaries of the courts of king's bench and common pleas; the secondaries of the compters, who are next the lieutenants of London in each of the two compters; secondary of the pipe; secondaries to the remembrancers, &c.

SECONDARY Circles of the Ecliptic are circles of longitude of the stars; or circles which, passing through the poles of the ecliptic, are at right angles to the ecliptic. See Circles of Latitude.

SECONDARY Qualities of Bodies. See Metaphysics, n. 153.

SECONDAT. See Montesquieu.

SECRETARIES bird, the falco serpentarius and sagittarius of Linnaeus, but classed by Latham under the genus Vultur; which see.

SECRETARY, an officer who, by his master's orders, writes letters, dispatches, and other instrumments, which he renders authentic by his signet. Of these there are several kinds; as, 1. Secretaries of state, who are officers that have under their management and direction the most important affairs of the government, and are obliged constantly to attend on the executive: they receive and dispatch whatever comes to their hands, either from the cabinet, the army, private grantees, parliaments, &c. as likewise petitions to the sovereign, which, when read, are returned to them: all which they dispatch according to the king's direction. They have authority to commit persons for treason, and other offences against the state, as conferrators of the peace at common law, or as justices of the peace throughout the kingdom. They are members of the privy-council, which is seldom or never held without one of them being present. As to the business and correspondence in all parts of that kingdom, it is managed by either of the secretaries without any distinction; but with respect to foreign affairs, the business is divided into two provinces or departments, the southern and the northern, comprehending all the kingdoms and states that have any intercourse with Great Britain; each secretary receiving all letters and addresses from, and making all dispatches to, the several princes and states comprehended in his province. Ireland and the Plantations are under the direction of the elder secretary, who has the southern province, which also comprehends France, Italy, Switzerland, Spain, Portugal, and Turkey; the northern province includes the Low Countries,
tries Germany, Denmark, Sweden, Poland, and Muscovy. Each of the secretaries has an apartment in all the royal houses, both for their own accommodation and their officers; they have also a table at the king's charge, or else board-wages. The two secretaries for Britain have each two under secretaries, and one chief clerk; with an uncertain number of other clerks and translators, all wholly depending on them. To the secretaries of state belong the custody of that seal properly called the signet, and the direction of two other offices, one called the paper-office, and the other the signet office. In addition to these, there is at present (1795) a secretary for the war department, whose office must be temporary. 2. Secretary of an embassy, a person attending an ambassador, for writing dispatches relating to the negociation. There is a great difference between the secretary of an embassy and the ambassador's secretary; the last being a domestic or ministerial, and the first a servant or minister of the prince. 3. The secretary of war, an officer of the war-office, who has two chief clerks under him, the last of which is the secretary's messenger. There are also secretaries in most of the other offices.

SECRETION, in the animal economy. See Physiology, sect. VI.

SECT, a collective term, comprehending all such as follow the doctrines and opinions of famous men, divine, philosophical, &c.

SECTION, in general, denotes a part of a divided thing, or the division itself. Such, particularly, are the subdivisions of a chapter; called also paragraphs and articles: the mark of a section is §.

Section, in geometry, denotes a side or surface of a body or a figure cut off by another; or the place where lines, planes, &c. cut each other.

SECTOR, in geometry, is a part of a circle comprehended between two radii and the arch; or it is a mixed triangle, formed by two radii and the arch of a circle.

Sector, in general, is also a mathematical instrument, of great use in finding the proportion between quantities of the same kind, as between lines and lines, surfaces and surfaces, &c. whence the French call it the compass of proportion. The great advantage of the sector above the common scales, &c., is, that it is made so as to fit all radii and all scales. By the lines of chords, fines, &c., on the sector, we have lines of chords, fines, &c., to any radius between the length and breadth of the sector when open.

The real inventor of this valuable instrument is unknown; yet so much merit has the invention appeared, that it was claimed by Galileo, and disputed by nations.

The sector is founded on the fourth proposition of the sixth book of Euclid; where it is demonstrated, that similar triangles have their homologous sides proportional. An idea of the theory of its construction may be conceived thus. Let the lines AB, AC (Fig. CCXLVIII. fig. 5.) represent the legs of the sector; and AD, AE, two equal sections from the centre; if now the points CB and DE be connected, the lines CB and DE will be parallel; therefore the triangles ADE, ACB will be similar; and consequently the sides AD, DE, AB, and BC, proportional; that is, as AD : DE :: AB : BC: whence, if AD be the half, third, or fourth part of AB ; DE will be a half, third, or fourth part of BC: and the same holds of all the rest. If, therefore, AD be the chord, fine, or tangent, of any number of degrees to the radius AB; DE will be the same to the radius DC.

DESCRIPTION OF THE SECTOR. The instrument consists of a divided plane, two rulers or legs, of brass or ivory, or any other matter, representing the radius, moveable round an axis or joint, the middle of which expresses the centre; whence are drawn on the faces of the rulers several scales, which may be distinguished into single and double.

The double scales, or lines graduated upon the face of the instrument, and which are to be used as sector lines, proceed from the centre; and are, 1. Two scales of equal parts, one on each leg, marked 1, 2, or each of these scales, from the great extentions of its use, is called the line of lines. 2. Two lines of chords marked cuo. or c. 3. Two lines of segments marked sin. or s. A line of polygons marked pol. Upon the other face the sectorial lines are, 1. Two lines of fine, marked sin. or s. 2. Two lines of tangents marked tan. or t. 3. Between the lines of tangents and lines there is another line of tangents to a lesser radius, to supply the defect of the former, and extending from 45° to 75°, marked t. Each pair of these lines (except the line of polygons) is to adjusted as to make equal angles at the centre; and consequently at whatever distance the sector is opened, the angles will be always respectively equal. That is, the distance between 10 and 10 on the line of lines, will be equal to 60 and 60 on the line of lines, 90 and 90 on the line of lines, and 45 and 45 on the line of tangents.

Besides the sectorial scales, there are others on each face, placed parallel to the outward edges, and used as those of the common plane scale. 1. These are a line of inches. 2. A line of latitudes. 3. A line of hours. 4. A line of inclination of meridians. 5. A line of chords. Three logarithmic scales, namely, one of numbers, one of lines, and one of tangents: these are used when the sector is fully opened, the legs forming one line (a).

The value of the divisions on most of the lines are to be read determined by the figures adjacent to them; these represent the value of the divisions on the line of lines, that are distinguished by figures, is entirely arbitrary, and may represent any value that is given to them; hence the figures 1, 2, 3, 4, &c., may denote either 10, 20, 30, 40, or 100, 200, 300, 400, and so on.

The line of lines is divided into ten equal parts, numbered 1, 2, 3, to 10; these may be called divisions of the first order; each of these are again subdivided into 10 other equal parts, which may be called divisions of the second order; each of these is divided into two equal parts, forming divisions of the third order. The divisions on all the scales are contained between four parallel lines; thus:

(a) The lines are placed in different orders on different sedors, but they may easily be found by these general directions.
those of the first order extend to the most distant; those of the third to the least; those of the second to the intermediate parallel.

When the whole line of lines represents 100, the divisions of the first order, or those to which the figures are annexed, represent tens; those of the second order units; those of the third order the halves of these units. If the whole line represent ten, then the divisions of the first order are units; those of the second tenths; those of the third twentieths.

In the line of tangents, the divisions to which the numbers are affixed, are the degrees expressed by those numbers. Every fifth degree is denoted by a line somewhat longer than the rest; between every number and each fifth degree, there are four divisions, longer than the intermediate adjacent ones, these are whole degrees; the shorter ones, or those of the third order, are 3° minutes.

From the centre, to 60 degrees, the line of lines is divided like the line of tangents, from 60 to 70; it is divided only to every degree, from 70 to 80, to every two degrees, from 80 to 90; the division must be estimated by the eye.

The divisions on the line of chords are to be estimated in the same manner as the tangents.

The latter line of tangents is graduated every two degrees, from 45 to 50; but from 50 to 50 to every degree; from 60 to the end, half degrees.

The line of recants from 0 to 10 is to be estimated by the eye; from 20 to 50, it is divided to every two degrees; from 50 to 60 to every degree; from 60 to the end, to every half degree.

**Use of the Line of Equal Parts on the Sector.**

1. To divide a given line into any number of equal parts, suppose seven. Take the given line in your compasses, and setting one foot in a division of equal parts, that may be divided by seven, for example 20, whose seventh part is 10, open the sector till the other point fall exactly on 70, in the same line on the other leg. In this disposition, applying one point of the compasses to 10 in the same line; then till them till the other fall in it, they will fall in the same line on the other leg, and this opening will be the seventh part of the given line. Note, if the line to be divided be too long to be applied to the legs of the sector, divide only one half or one fourth by seven, and the double or quadruple thereof will be the seventh part of the whole.

2. To measure the lines of the perimeter of a polygon, one of which contains a given number of equal parts. Take the given line in your compasses, and set it parallel, upon the line of equal parts, to the number on each leg expressing its length. The sector remaining thus, set off the length of each of the other lines parallel to the former, and the number each of them falls on will express its length.

3. A right line being given, and the number of parts it contains, suppose 120, to take it from it a shorter line, containing any number of the same parts, suppose 25. Take the given line in your compasses, open the sector till the two feet fall on 25 each leg; then will the distance between 25 on one leg, and the same number on the other, give the line required.

4. To multiply by the line of equal parts on the sector. Take the lateral distance from the centre of the line to the given multiplicator; open the sector till you fit that lateral distance to the parallel of 1 and 1, or 10 and 10, and keep the sector in that disposition; then take in the compasses the parallel distance of the multiplicand, which distance, measured laterally on the same line, will give the product required. Thus, suppose it were required to find the product of 8 multiplied by 4: take the lateral distance from the centre of the line to 4, in your compasses, i.e. place one foot of the compasses in the beginning of the divisions, and extend the other along the line to 4. Open the sector till you fit this lateral distance to the parallel of 1 and 1, or 10 and 10. Then take the parallel distance of 8, the multiplicand; i.e., extend the compasses from 8, in this line, on one leg, to 8 in the same line on the other, and that extent, measured laterally, will give the product required.

5. To divide by the line of equal parts on the sector. Extend the compasses laterally from the beginning of the line to 1, and open the sector till you fit that extent to the parallel of the divisor; then take the parallel distance of the dividend, which extent, measured in a lateral direction, will give the quotient required. Thus, suppose it was required to divide 36 by 4: extend the compasses laterally, the beginning of the line to 1, and fit to that extent the parallel, of 4, the divisor; then extend the compasses parallel, from 36 on one leg to 36 on the other, and that extent, measured laterally, will give 9, the quotient required.

6. Proportion by the line of equal parts. Make the proportion. Lateral distance of the second term the parallel distance of the first term, the parallel distance of the third term is the fourth proportional. Example. To find a fourth proportional to 8, 4, and 6, take the lateral distance of 4, and make it the parallel distance of 8; then the parallel distance of 6, extended from the centre, shall reach to the fourth proportional.

In the same manner, a third proportional is found to two numbers. Thus, to find a third proportional to 8 and 4, the sector remaining as in the former example, the parallel distance of 4, extended from the centre, shall reach to the third proportional. In all these cases, if the number to be made a parallel distance be too great for the sector, some aliquot part of it is to be taken, and the addiver is to be multiplied by the number by which the first number was divided.

**Use of the Line of Chords on the Sector.**

1. To open the line of the sector so as the two lines of chords may make an angle or number of degrees, suppose 40. Take the distance from the joint to 40, the number of the degrees proposed, on the line of chords; open the sector till the distance from 60 to 60, on each leg, be equal to the given distance of 40; then will the two lines on the sector form an angle of 40 degrees, as was required.

2. The sector being opened, to find the degrees of its aperture. Take the extent from 60 to 60, and lay it off on the line of chords from the centre; the number wherein it terminates will show the degrees, &c. required.

3. To lay off any number of degrees upon the circumference of a circle. Open the sector till the distance between 60 and 60 be equal in the radius of the given circle; then take the parallel extent of the chord of the number of degrees on each leg of the sector, and
lay it off on the circumference of the given circle. Hence any regular polygon may be easily inscribed in a given circle.

Use of the Line of Polygons on the Sector. 1. To inscribe a regular polygon in a given circle. Take the semidiameter of the given circle in the compasses, and adjust it to the number 6, on the line of polygons, on each leg of the sector: then, the sector remaining thus opened, take the distance of the two equal numbers, expressing the number of sides the polygon is to have; e. gr. the distance from 5 to 5 for a pentagon, from 7 to 7 for a heptagon, &c. These distances, carried about the circumference of the circle, will divide it into so many equal parts.

2. To describe a regular polygon, e. gr. a pentagon, on a given right line. Take the length of the line in the compasses, and apply it to the extent of the number 5, 5, on the lines of polygons. The sector thus opened, upon the same lines take the extent from 6 to 6: this will be the semidiameter of the circle the polygon is to be inscribed in. If then, with this distance, from the ends of the given line, you describe two arches of a circle, their interlacement will be the centre of the circle.

3. On a right line, to describe an isosceles triangle, having the angles at the base double that at the vertex. Open the sector, till the ends of the given line fall on 10 and 10 on each leg; then take the distance from 6 to 6. This will be the length of the two equal sides of the triangle.

Use of the Lines of Sines, Tangents, and Secants, on the Sector. By just severall lines disposed on the sector, we have scales to several radii, so that having a length or radius given, not exceeding the length of the sector when opened, we find the chord, line, &c. thereto: e. gr. Suppose the chord, line, or tangent, of 10 degrees, to a radius of 3 inches required; make 3 inches the aperture, between 60 and 60, on the line of chords of the two legs; then will the same extent reach from 45 to 45 on the line of tangents, and from 90 to 90 on the line of the other side; so that whatever radius the line of chords is set, to the same are all the other sides. In this disposition, therefore, if the aperture between 10 and 10, on the lines of chords, be taken with the compasses, it will give the chord of 10 degrees. If the aperture of 10 and 10 be in like manner taken on the lines of tangents, it will give the tangent of 10 degrees.

If the chord, or tangent, of 70 degrees were required; for the chord, the aperture of half the arch, viz. 35, must be taken, as before; where distance, repeated twice, gives the chord, of 70 degrees. To find the tangent of 70 degrees to the same radius; the small line of tangents must be used, the other only reaching to 45: making, therefore, 3 inches the aperture between 45 and 45 on the small line, the extent between 70 and 70 degrees on the same, will be the tangent of 70 degrees to 3 inches radius.

To find the secant of an arch, make the given radius, the aperture between 0 and 0 on the lines of secants; then will the aperture of 10 and 10, or 70 and 70, on the said lines, give the tangent of 10° or 70°.

If the converse of any of these things were required, that is, if the radius be required, to which a given line is the fine, tangent, or secant, it is but making the given line, if a chord, the aperture on the line of chords, between 10 and 10, and then the sector will stand at the radius required; that is, the aperture between 60 and 60 on the said line is the radius. If the given line were a fine, tangent, or secant, it is but making it the aperture of the given number of degrees; then will the distance of 90 and 90 on the lines of 45 and 45 on the tangents, of 0 and 0 on the secants, be the radius.


Secular, that which relates to affairs of the present world, in which fende the word stands opposed to spiritual, ecclesiastical: thus we say secular power, &c.

Secular Games, in antiquity, solemn games held among the Romans once in an age. These games lasted three days and as many nights; during which time sacrifices were performed, theatrical shows exhibited, with combat, sports, &c. in the circus. The occasion of these games, according to Valerius Maximus, was to stop the progress of a plague. Valerius Publius was, the first who celebrated them at Rome in the year of the city 215. The solemnity was as follows: The whole work was invited by a herald to a feast which they had never seen already, nor ever should see again. Some days before the games began, the quindecviri in the Capitol and the Palatine temple, distributed to the people purifying compositions, of various kinds, as flambeau, sulphur, &c. From hence the populace passed to Diana's temple on the Aventine mount, with wheat, barley, and oats, as an offering. After this, whole nights were spent in devotion to the Dianies. When the time of the games was fully come, the people assembled in the Campus Martius, and sacrificed to Jupiter, Juno, Apollo, Latona, Diana, the Parn, Core, Pluto and Proserpine. On the first night of the feast the emperor, with the quindecviri, caused three altars to be erected on the banks of the Tiber, which they sprinkled with the blood of three lambs, and then proceeded to regular sacrifice. A space was next marked out for a theatre, which was illuminated with innumerable flambeaus and fires. Here they sung hymns, and celebrated all kinds of sports. On the day after, having offered victims at the Capitol, they went to the Campus Martius, and celebrated spitious to the honour of Apollo and Diana. These lasted till next day, when the noblematrons, at the hour appointed by the oracle, went to the Capitol to sing hymns to Jupiter. On the third day, which concluded the solemnity, twenty-seven boys, and as many girls, sung in the temple of Palatine Apollo, hymns and verses in Greek and Latin, to recommend the city to the protection of those deities whom they designed particularly to honour by their sacrifices.

The imitable Carmen Seculare of Horace was composed for this last day, in the Secular Games, held by Augustus.
It has been much disputed whether these games were held every hundred, or every hundred and ten years. Valerius Antias, Varro, and Livy, are quoted in support of the former opinion. In favour of the latter may be produced the quindecimval registries, the edicts of Augusitus, and the words of Horace in the Secular poem.

Catus undens dies per annum.

It was a general belief, that the girls who bore a part in the long should be soonest married; and that the children who did not dance and sing at the coming of Apollo, should die unmarried, and at an early period of life.

Secular Poem, a poem sung or recited at the secular games, of which kind we have a very fine piece among the works of Horace, being a sapphic ode at the end of his epodes.

Secularization, the act of converting a regular person, place, or benefice, into a secular one. Almost all the cathedral churches were anciently regular, that is, the canons were to be religious; but they have been since secularized. For the secularization of a regular church, there is required the authority of the pope, that of the prince, the bishop of the place, the patron, and even the consent of the people. Religious that want to be released from their vow, obtain briefs of secularization from the pope.

Secundines, in anatomy, the several coats or membranes wherein the fetus is wrapped up in the mother’s womb; as the chorion and amnios, with the placenta, &c.

Secundus (Joannes Nicolaius), an elegant writer of Latin poetry, was born at the Hague in the year 1511. His descent was from an ancient and honourable family in the Netherlands; and his father Nicolaius Everardus, who was born in the neighbourhood of Middleburg, seems to have been high in the favour of the emperor Charles V. as he was employed by that monarch in several stations of considerable importance. We find him first a member of the grand parliament or council of Mechelen, afterwards president of the states of Holland and Zealand at the Hague, and lastly holding a similar office at Mechelen, where he died, August 5, 1532, aged 70.

These various employments did not occupy the whole of Everardus’s time. Notwithstanding the multiplicity of his business, he found leisure to cultivate letters with great success, and even to act as preceptor to his own children, who were five sons and three daughters. They all took the name of Nicolaii from their father; but on what account our author was called Secundus is not known. It could not be from the order of his birth, for he was the youngest son. Perhaps the name was not given him till he became eminent; and then, according to the fashion of the age, it might have its rise from some pun, such as his being Paeorun nemini Secundus. Poetry, however, was by no means the profession which his father wished him to follow. He intended him for the law; and when he could no longer direct his studies himself, placed him under the care of Jacobus Valerius. This man is said to have been every way well qualified to discharge the important trust which was committed to him; and he certainly gained the affection of his pupil, who, in one of his poems,
SECUTORES, a species of gladiators among the Romans, whose arms were a helmet, a shield, and a sword or a leaden bullet. They were armed in this manner, because they had to contend with the retiarius, who were drenched in a short tunic, bore a three-pointed lance in their left hand, and a net in their right. The retiarius attempted to cast his net over the head of the secutor; and if he succeeded, he drew it together and flew him with his trident; but if he missed his aim, he immediately betook himself to flight till he could find a second opportunity of intangling his adversary with his net. He was pursued by the secutor, who endeavoured to dispatch him in his flight.

Secutores was also a name given to such gladiators who took the place of those killed in the combat, or who engaged the conqueror. This post was usually taken by lot.

SEDAN is a town of Champagne in France, in E. Long. 4. 45. N. Lat. 49. 46. This is the capital of a principality of the same name, situated on the Meuse, six miles from Bouillon, and fifteen from Charleville. Its situation on the frontiers of the territory of Lige, Namur, and Limburg, formerly rendered it one of the keys of the kingdom. It is extremely well fortified, and defended by a strong citadel. The castle is situated on a rock, surrounded with large towers and strong walls: here you see a most beautiful magazine of ancient arms. The governor's palace is oppoite the castle. From the ramparts you have a most agreeable prospect of the Meuse and the neighbouring country. Though the town is but small, yet it is full of tradesmen, as tanners, weavers, dyers, &c. the manufacture of fine cloth in this city employing a great number of hands. The principality of Sedan formerly belonged to the dukes of Bouillon, who was obliged in the beginning of the last century to resign it to the crown.

SEDAN-CHAIR is a covered vehicle for carrying a single person, suspended by two poles, and borne by two men, hence denominated chairmen. They were first introduced into London in 1634, when Sir Sanders Duncomb obtained the sole privilege to use, let, and hire a number of the said covered chairs for fourteen years.

SEDITION, among civilians, is used for a factious commotion of the people, or an assembly of a number of citizens without lawful authority, tending to disturb the peace and order of the society. This offence is of different kinds; some seditions more immediately threatens the supreme power, and the subversion of the present constitution of the state; others tending only towards the redress of private grievances. Among the Romans, therefore, it was variously punished, according as its end and tendency threatened greater mischief. See lib. I. Cod. de Seditione, and Mat. de Crimin. lib. II. p. 5. de Lega Magist. In the punishment, the authors and ringleaders were justly distinguished from those who, with less wicked intention, joined and made part of the multitude.

The same distinction holds in the law of England and in that of Scotland. Some kinds of sedition in England amount to high treason, and came within the flat. 25 Edw. III. as levying war against the king. And several seditions are mentioned in the Scotch acts of parliament as treasonable. *Bayne's Crim. Law of Scotland*, p. 53, 34. The law of Scotland makes riotous and tumultuous assemblies a species of sedition. But the law there, as well as in England, is now chiefly

**Carmina cur cpargam nunatis laeiciva libellis,**
**Queritis? Infullos arceo grammaticis,**
**Fortia magnanimi canerem fi Cafaris arma,**
**Et flave Divorum religiosa virum,**
**Quot mifer excipereique notis, patrecerque lituras?**
**Quot herem teneris sulpcticum pueros?**
**At nunc uda mihi dantunc cum Basta carmen,**
**Pruriet et veriu mentula multa meo,**
**Multaamp lacustrarum placita amoris,**
**Et placita nova blanda puella viro,**
**Et quemque juvat lepidorum de grege vatum**
**Oita festivis ludere deliciae,**
**Lucebus et laedit hinc abshiftis, savi,**
**Grammatici, injustas et cabitis manum,**
**Ne puer, ab malis caenis lacramine queritis,**
**Duram forte mosis ossibus optet humum.**

**SECUROS, a species of gladiators among the Vol. XVII.**
regulated by the riot act, made 1 Geo. I. only it is to be observed, that the proper officers in Scotland, to make the proclamation thereby enacted, are sheriffs, stewards, and bailies of regaliies, or their deputies; magistrates of royal boroughs, and all other inferior judges and magistrates; high and petty constables, or other officers of the peace, in any country, stewartry, city, or town.

And in that part of the island, the punishment of the offence is any thing short of death which the judges, in their discretion, may appoint.

SEDATIVES, in medicine, a general name for such medicines as weaken the powers of nature, such as blood-letting, cooling salts, purgatives, &c.

SE DEFENDENDO, in law, a plea used for him that is charged with the death of another, by alleging James of the empire, who usually consents the dignity of his nearest relation. The jurisdiction of the sedit extends over all effects defined for pious purposes, over all mosques, hospitals, colleges, sepulchres, and monasteries. He disposes of all ecclesiastical emoluments, and nominates all the functionaries of religious houses. His decisions in matters of religion are received as from infallible oracles; he judges of all criminal matters in his own house without appeal. His authority is balanced by that of the mediatrix, or first theologian of the empire.

SEDUCION, is the act of tempting and drawing aside from the right path, and comprehends every endeavour to corrupt any individual of the human race. This is the import of the word in its largest and most general sense; but it is commonly employed to express the act of tempting a virtuous woman to part with her chastity.

The seducer of female innocence practices the fame stratagems of fraud to get possession of a woman's person, that the pickpocket employs to get possession of his neighbour's goods or money; yet the law of honour, which pretends to abhor desis, and which impels its vortes to murder every man who presumes, however justly, to disposses them of fraud, or to question their veracity, applauds the address of a successful intrigue, for it be well known that the seducer could not have obtained his end without swearing to the truth of a thousand falsehoods, and calling upon God to witness promises which he never meant to fulfill.

The law of honour is indeed a very capricious rule, which accommodates itself to the pleasures and conveniences of higher life; but the law of the land, which is enacted for the equal protection of high and low, may be supposed to view the guilt of seduction with a more impartial eye. Yet for this offence, even the laws of England have provided no other punishment than a pecuniary satisfaction to the injured family; which, in England, can be obtained only by one of the quaintest fictions in the world, by the father's bringing his action against the seducer for the loss of his daughter's service during her pregnancy and nurturing.

The seducer, however, who estimates the merit or demerit of actions, not by laws of human appointment, but by their general consequences as established by the laws of nature, must consider the seducer as a criminal
The confidence is necessarily repose in the fidelity of women; agreeable to which, they are to guard above all things, as that on which their happiness and reputation wholly depend. At first sight this may appear a capricious regulation; but a moment's reflection will convince us of the contrary. In the married state to much confidence is necessarily reposed in the fidelity of women to the beds of their husbands, and evils so great result from the violation of that fidelity, that whatever contributes in any degree to its preservation, must be agreeable to Him who, in establishing the laws of nature, intended them to be subservient to the real happiness of all his creatures. But nothing contributes so much to preserve the fidelity of wives to their husbands, as the impressing upon the minds of women the highest estimation for the virtue of chastity. She who, when unmarried, has been accustomed to grant favours to different men, will not find it easy, if indeed possible, to resist afterwards the allures of variety. It is therefore a wise institution, and agreeable to the will of Him who made us, to train up women so as that they may look upon the loss of their chastity as the most disgraceful of all crimes; as that which sinks them in the order of society, and robs them of all their value. In this light virtuous women actually look upon the loss of chastity. The importance of that virtue has been so deeply impressed upon their minds, and is so clothe associated with the principle of honour, that they cannot think but with abhorrence upon the very deed by which it is lost. He therefore who by fraud and falsehood persuades the unsuspecting girl to deviate in one instance from the honour of the sex, weakens in a great degree her moral principle; and if he reconcile her to a repetition of her crime, he destroys that principle entirely, as she has been taught to consider all other virtues as inferior to that of chastity. Hence it is that the hearts of prostitutes are generally fleeced against the miseries of their fellow-creatures; that they lend their aid to the seducer in his practices upon other girls; that they lie and swear and steal without compunction; and that too many of them hesitate not to commit murder if it can serve any selfish purpose of their own.

The loss of virtue, though the greatest that man or woman can sustain, is not the only injury which the seducer brings upon the girl whom he deceives. She cannot at once reconcile herself to prostitution, or even to the loss of character; and while a sense of shame remains in her mind, the misery which the fillers must be exquisite. She knows that she has forfeited what in the female character is most valued by both sexes; and the multi be under the perpetual dread of a discovery. She cannot even confide in the honour of her seducer, who may reveal her secret in a fit of drunkenness, and thus rob her of her fame as well as of her virtue; and while she is in this state of anxious uncertainty, the agony of her mind must be insupportable. That it is so in fact, the many insinuations of child-murder by unmarried women of every rank leave us no room to doubt. The affection of a mother to her new-born child is one of the most unequivocal and strongest infinities in human nature (see Instinct); and nothing short of the extremity of distress could prompt any one so far to oppose her nature as to embrace her hands in the blood of her imploring infant.

Even this deed of horror seldom prevents a detection of the mother's infamy, which is indeed commonly discovered, though no child has been the consequence of her intrigue. He who can seduce is base enough to betray; and no woman can part with her honour, and retain any well-grounded hope that her amour shall be kept secret. The villain to whom the surrendered will yield in his victory, if it was with difficulty obtained; and if the surrendered at discretion, her own behaviour will reveal her secret. Her reputation is then irretrievably lost, and no future circumstance will be of the smallest avail to recover it. She will be shamed by the virtuous part of her own sex, and treated as a mere instrument of pleasure by the other. In such circumstances she cannot expect to be married with advantage. She may perhaps be able to captivate the heart of a heedless youth, and prevail upon him to unite his fate to her's before the delirium of his passion shall give him time for reflection; she may be addressed by a man who is a stranger to her story, and married while he has no suspicion of her secret; or she may be solicited by one of a faction inferior to her own, who, though acquainted with everything that has befallen her, can barter the delicacy of wedded love for some pecuniary advantage; but from none of these marriages can the look for happiness. The delirium which prompted the first will soon vanish, and leave the husband to the bitterness of his own reflections, which can hardly fail to produce cruelty to the wife. Of the secret, to which, in the second case, the lover was a stranger, the husband will soon make a discovery, or at least find room for harbouring strong suspicions; and suspicions of having been deceived in a point so delicate have hitherto been uniformly the parents of misery. In the third case, the man married her merely for money, of which having got the possession, he has no farther inducement to treat her with respect. Such are some of the consequences of seduction, even when the perfon seduced has the good fortune to get afterwards a husband; but this is a fortune which few in her circumstances can reasonably expect. By far the greater part of those who have been defrauded of their virtue by the arts of the seducer sink deeper and deeper into guilt, till they become at last common prostitutes. The public is then deprived of their service as wives and parents; and instead of contributing to the population of the state, and to the sum of domestic felicity, these outcasts of society become seducers in their turn, corrupting the morals of every young man whose appetites they can inflame, and of every young woman whom they can entice to their own practices.

All this complication of evil is produced at first by arts, which, if employed to deprive a man of his property, would subject the offender to the execution of his fellow-citizens, and to an ignominious death: but while the forger of a bill is pursued with relentless rigour by the ministers of justice, and the swindler loaded with universal reproach, the man who by fraud and forgery has enticed an innocent girl to gratify his desires at the expense of her virtue, and thus introduced her into a path which must infallibly lead to her own ruin, as well as to repeated injuries to the public at large,
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Sedum, large, is not depid by his own sex: it is also often careless even by the virtuous part of the other. Yet the loss of property may be easily repaired; the loss of honour is irreparable! It is vain to plead in alleviation of this guilt, that women should be on their guard against the arts of the seducer. Most unquestionably they shoiuld; but art|have been used which hardly any degree of caution would have been sufficient to counter. It may as well be said that the trader should be on his guard against the arts of the forger, and accept of no bill without previously confoning him in whose name it is written. Cates, indeed, occur in trade, in which this caution would be impossible; but he must be little acquainted with the workings of the human heart, who does not know that situations like-wise occur in life, in which it is equally impossible for a girl of virtue and tenderness to refilt the arts of the man who has completely gained her affections.

The mentioning of this circumstance leads us to consider another species of seduction, which, though not so highly criminal as the former, is yet far removed from innocence; we mean the practice which is too prevalent among young men of fortune employing every art in their power to gain the hearts of heedless girls whom they relieve neither to marry nor to rob of their honour.

Should a man adhere to the latter part of this resolution, which is more than common fortitude can always promise for itself, the injury which he does to the object of his amuement is yet very great: as he raises hopes of the most fanguine kind merely to disappoit them, and diverts her affections perhaps for ever from such men as, had they been fixed on one of them, might have rendered her completely happy. Disappointments of this kind have sometimes been fatal to the unhappy girl; and even when they have not deprived her of life, nor disordered her reason, they have often kept her wholly from marriage, which, whatever it be to a man, is that from which every woman expects her chief happiness. We cannot therefore conclude this article more properly than with warning our Jemale readers not to give up their hearts halflily to men whose flaton in life is much higher than their own; and we beg leave to advise every one of them, that the man who follicits the last faviour under the most solemn promise of a subsquent marriage, is a base seducer, who prefers a momentary gratification of his own to her honour and happiness through life, and has no intention to fulfill his promise. Or, if he should by any means be compelled to fulfil it, the may depend upon much ill treatment in return for her premature compliance with his base defires.

Sedum, orpinc, in botany: A genus of the pentagynia order, belonging to the decandria clas of plants; and in the natural method ranking under the 13th order, Sacculentae. The calyx is quinquefid; the corolla is pentatpedal, pointed, and spreading; there are five tellariferous squame or seales at the base of the germs. The capsules are five.


1. The telephium, common orpine, or live-long, hath a perennial root composed of many knobbled tuerecles, sending up erect, round, succulent flalks, branching half a yard or two feet high, garnithed with oblong, plane, ferrated, succulent leaves, and the flalks terminated by a leafy corymb of flowers, of different colours in the varieties. This species is an inhabitant of woods and dry places in England, &c. but has been long a re- dent of gardens for variety and medicinal use. 2. The anacampseros, or December evergreen Italian orpine, hath a fibrous perennial root, decumbent or trailing flalks, wedge-shaped entire leaves, and the flalks terminated by a corymb of purple flowers. 3. The rupeftris, rock fedum, or stone-crop of St. Vincent's rock, hath flender, trailing, purple flalks; short, thick, awl-shaped, succulent, glauceous leaves in clusters, quinqueftriously imbricated round the flalks, and the flalks terminated by roundifh cymofo bunches of bright yellow flowers. It grows naturally on St. Vincent's rock near Britof, and other rocky places in Europe. 4. The axiz, or Siberian yellow orpine, hath a tuberaceous, fibrous, perennial root; many upright, round, succulent flalks, a foot high; lanceolated, plane, ferrated, thick-leaves; and the flalks terminated by a close-fitting cymofo cluster of bright, yellow flowers. 5. The reflexum, reflexed small yellow fedum, or prick-madam, hath a flender fibrous perennial root; small trailing succulent flalks, garnished with thick, awl-shaped, succulent leaves sparingly, the lower ones recurved, and the flalks terminated by reflexed spikes of bright yellow flowers. It grows naturally on old walls and buildings in England, &c. 6. The acre, acrid fedum, common stone-crop of the wall, or wall-pepper, hath small flbry roots, very flender succulent flalks four or five inches high, very small, tuboval, gibbous, erect, alternate leaves, close together, and the flalks terminated by trifid cy- mofo bunches of small yellow flowers. This fort grows abundantly on rocks, old walls, and tops of buildings, almost everywhere, which often appear covered with the flowers in summer. 7. The sexangulare, or sexangular stone-crop, hath a fibrous perennial root; thick, short, succulent flalks; small, tuboval, gibbous, erect leaves close together, arranged fix ways imbricated, and the flalks terminated by bunches of yellow flowers. It grows on rocky and other dry places in England, &c. 8. The album, or white stone-crop, hath fibrous perennial roots; trailing flender flalks, six or eight inches long; oblong, obtuse, entire, spreading leaves; and the flalks terminated by branched cymofo bunces of white flowers. This grows on old walls, rocks, and buildings in England, &c. 9. The himpanicum, or Spanish fedum, hath fibrous perennial roots, crowned with clusters of taper, acute, succulent leaves; flender succulent flalks, four or five inches high, garnished also with taper leaves, and terminated by downy cymofo clusters of white flowers. All these species of fedum are hardy herbaceous, succulent perennials, durable in root, but mostly annual in flalk, &c. which, rising in spring, flower in June, July, and August, in different sorts; the flowers differing universally of five spreading petals, generally crowning the flalks numerous in corymbose and cymofo bunches and spikes, appearing tersely conspicuous, and are fac-
succeeded by plenty of seeds in autumn, by which they may be propagated, also abundantly by parting the roots, and by slips or cuttings of the flalks in summer; in all of which methods they readily grow and spread very fast into tufted bunches: being all of succulent growth, they consequently delight most in dry soils, or in any dry rubbishy earth.

Uses. As flowering plants, they are mostly employed to embellish rockwork, ruins, and the like places; planting either the roots or cuttings of the flalks in a little mud or any moist foil at first, placing it in the crevices, where they will soon root and fix themselves, and spread about very agreeably. For economical purposes, the reflexum and rupestris are cultivated in Holland and Germany, to mix with lettuce in salad. The wall pepper is fo acid, that it blisters the skin when applied externally. Taken inwardly, it excites vomiting. In floribonic cafes and quaran answers, it is said to be an excellent medicine under proper management. Goats eat it; cows, horses, sheep, and swine, refuse it.

SEED, in physiology, a substance prepared by nature for the reproduction and conservation of the species both in animals and plants. See BOTANY, sect. iv. p. 435: and PHYSIOLOGY, sect. xii.

SEEDLINGS, among gardeners, denote such roots of gillflowers, &c. as come from seed sown. Also, the young tender shoots of any plants that are newly sown.

SEEDY, in the brandy trade, a term used by the dealers to denote a fault that is found in several parcels of French brandy, which renders them unsaleable. The French suppose that these brandies obtain the flavour which they express from this name, from weeds that grow among the vines from whence the wine of which this brandy is made was pressed.

SEENING, the receiving of external objects by means of the eye. For an account of the organs of sight, and the nature of vision, see ANATOMY, sect. vi. and OPTICS, page 292, &c. seq.

SEEKS, a religious sect settled at Patna, and so called from a word contained in one of the commandments of their founder, which signifies learn thou. In books giving an account of oriental sects and oriental customs, we find mention made both of Seeks and Sishs; and we are strongly inclined to think that the same tribe is meant to be denominated by both words. If so, different authors write very differently of their principles and manners. We have already related what we then knew of the Sishs under the article HINDOOS, p. 530; but in the Asiatic Researches, Mr Wilkins gives a much more amiable account of the Seeks, which we lay before our readers with pleasure.

The Seeks are a sect distinguished both from the Mulumsans and the worshipping of Brahma; and, from our author's account of them, must be an amiable people. He asked leave to enter into their chapel: They said it was a place of worship, open to all men, but intimated that he must take off his shoes. On complying with this ceremony, he was politely conducted into the hall, and seated upon a carpet in the midst of the assembly. The whole building forms a square of about 40 feet. The hall is in the centre, divided from four other apartments by wooden arches, upon pillars of the fame materials. The walls above the arches were hung with European looking-glasses in gilt frames, and with pictures. On the left hand, as one enters, is the chancel, which is furnished with an altar covered with cloth of gold, raised a little above the ground in a declining position. About it were several flower-pots and rose-water bottles, and three urns to receive the donations of the charitable. On a low desk, near the altar, stood a great book, of folio size, from which some portions are daily read in the divine service. When notice was given that it was noon, the congregation arranged themselves upon the carpet on each side of the hall. The great book and desks were brought from the altar, and placed at the opposite extremity. An old silver-haired man kneeled down before the desk, with his face towards the altar, and by him sat a man with a drum, and two or three with cymbals. The book was now opened, and the old man began to chant to the time of the instruments, and at the conclusion of every verse most of the congregation joined chorus in a responsive, with countenances exhibiting great marks of joy. Their tones were not harsh; the time was quick; and Mr Wilkins learned that the subject was a hymn in praise of the unity, omnipotence, and omnipotence of the Deity. The hymn concluded, the whole company got up and presented their faces, with joined hands, towards the altar in the attitude of prayer. The prayer was a sort of litany pronounced by a young man in a loud and distinct voice; the people joining, at certain periods, in a general responsive. This prayer was followed by a short blessing from the old man, and an invitation to the assembly to partake of a friendly feast. A thare was offered to Mr Wilkins, who was too polite to refuse it. It was a kind of sweetmeat composed of sugar and flower mixed up with clarified butter. They were next served with a few figar plums; and thus ended the feast and ceremony.

In the course of conversation Mr Wilkins learned that the founder of this sect was Nanae Sad, who lived about 400 years ago, who left behind him a book, composed by himself in verse, containing the doctrines he had established; that this book teaches, that there is but one God, filling all space, and pervading all matter; and that there will be a day of retribution, when virtue will be rewarded, and vice punished. (Our author forgot to ask in what manner.) It forbids murder, theft, and such other deeds as are by the majority of mankind esteemed crimes, and inculcates the practice of all the virtues; but, particularly, a universal philanthropy and hospitality to strangers and travellers. It not only commands universal toleration, but forbids disputes with those of another persuasion. If any one show a sincere inclination to be admitted among them, any five or more Seeks being assembled in any place, even on the highway, they tend to the first shop where sweetmeats are sold, and procure a very small quantity of a particular kind called halafa (Mr Wilkins does not tell us of what it is composed), which having distilled in pure water, they sprinkle some of it on the body and eyes of the profyle, whilst one of the chief introduced repeats to him the chief canons of their faith, and extols him a solemn promise to abide by them the rest of his life. They offered to admit Mr Wilkins into their society; but he declined the honour, contenting himself with their alphabet, which they told him to guard as the apple of his eye, as it was a sacred character. Mr Wilkins finds it but little different from the Dewanagari.
The language itself is a mixture of Persian, Arabic, and Shemitic, grafted upon the provincial dialect of Persia, which is a kind of Hindoostanee. It is commonly called Moorish.

SEGEBERG, a town of Germany, in the duchy of Holstein, and in Wagria; with a cafile standing on a high mountain, consisting of limestone, large quantities of which are carried to Hamburg and Lubeck. It belongs to Denmark, and is seated on the river Treve, in E. Long. 10. 9. N. Lat. 54. 0.

SEGEDIN, a strong town of Lower Hungary, in the county of Csongrad, with a cafile. The Imperialists took it from the Turks in 1586. It is seated at the confluence of the rivers Tefe and Mafroch, in E. Long. 20. 35. N. Lat. 46. 28.

SEGMENT of a Circle, in geometry, is that part of the circle contained between a chord and an arch of the same circle.

SEGNA, a city of Croatia, belonging to the house of Austria, and seated on the coast of the Gulf of Venice. It was formerly a place of strength and great importance; but it has suffered many calamities, and its inhabitants at present do not amount to 7000. In the beginning of this century it sent 50 merchant ships to sea; but the inconvenience of its situation and badness of its harbour, in which the sea is never calm, discouraged navigation, and Segna has now very few ships belonging to it. Among the antiquities of the Segna, Mr. Forlisi mentions one relative to the dead, which forms a singular object of notice. All the relations and friends of the family go to kiss the corpse, by way of taking leave, before burial. Each of them uncovers the face, over which a handkerchief is spread, more or less rich according to the foot of the family; having kissed the dead person, every one throws another handkerchief over the face; all which remain to the heirs, and sometimes there are 20, 30, and more at this ceremony. Some throw all these handkerchiefs into the grave with the corpse; and this, in former times, was the general custom; but then they were rich. This seems to have been brought into use as a substitute for the ancient "socia lacrimationis." E. Long. 15. 0. 38. N. Lat. 45. 33.

SEGNI, an ancient town of Italy, in the Campagna of Rome, with a bishop's see, and the title of duchy. It is said that organs were first invented here. It is seated on a mountain. E. Long. 13. 15. N. Lat. 41. 50.

SEGORBE, a town of Spain, in the kingdom of Valencia, with the title of a duchy, and a bishop's see. It is seated on the side of a hill, between the mountains, in a soil very fertile in corn and wine, and where there are quarries of fine marble. It was taken from the Moors in 1245; and the Romans thought it worth their while to carry some of the marble to Rome. W. Long. 0. 3. N. Lat. 39. 48.

SEGOVIA, an ancient city of Spain, of great power in the time of the Caesars; is built upon two hills near the banks of the Araya in Old Castile. W. Long. 3. 48. N. Lat. 41. 0. It is still a bishop's see, and is distinguished for some venerable remains of antiquity. In the year 1525 the city contained 5000 families, but now they do not surpass 2000, a scanty population for 15 parishes; yet, besides 21 churches and a cathedral, there are 21 convents.

The first object in Segovia that attracts the eye is the aqueduct, which is the singular situation of the city itself. As it is built upon two hills, and the valley by which they are separated, and extends considerably in every direction, it was difficult for a part of the citizens to be supplied with water. The difficulty was removed, according to the opinion of the learned, in the reign of Trajan, by this aqueduct, which is one of the most astonishing and the best preserved of the Roman works. In the opinion of Mr. Swinburne, "it is superior in elegance of proportion to the Pont du Gard at Nimes. It is so perfectly well preserved, that it does not seem leaky in any part. From the first arch to the reenow in the town, its length is 2400 Spanish feet; its greatest height (in the Plaza de Azobejo at the foot of the wall) is 104. It is there composed of a double row of arches, built of large square stones without mortar, and over them a hollow wall of coarser materials for the channel of the water, covered with large oblong flags. Of the lower range of Arcades, which are 15 feet wide by 65 high, there are 42. The upper arches are 119 in number, their height 27 Spanish feet, their breadth seventeen, the transversal thickness, or depth of the piers, eight feet.

The cathedral is a mixture of the Gothic and Moorish, the former predominating. The inside is very spacious and light, and the windows are well disposed, but the great altar has been lately decorated with the finest Granadian marble. It is to be regretted, that in this cathedral, as well as in many others of Spain, the choir is placed in the middle of the nave. The church is nearly upon the model of the great church of Salamanca, but it is not so highly finished.

The alcazar, or ancient palace of the Moors, stands in one of the finest positions possible, on a rock rising above the open country. A very pretty river washes the foot of the precipice, and the city lies admirably well on each side on the brow of the hill; the declivity is woody, and the banks charmingly rural; the snowy mountains and dark forests of Saint Ildefonso compose an awful background to the picture. Towards the sea there is a large court, called the great outward tower, which, as the prison of Gil Bia, is so well described by Le Sage, that the subject requires no farther explanation. The rest of the buildings form an antique palace, which has seldom been inhabited by any but princes since the reign of Ferdinand and Isabella, who were much attached to this situation. There are some magnificent halls in it, with much gilding in the ceilings, in a semi-barbarous taste. All the kings of Spain are seated in state along the cornice of the great salon; but it is doubtful whether they are the princes whose names they bear; if that resemblance, however, be wanting, they have no other merit to claim. The royal apartments are now occupied by a college of young gentlemen cadets, educated at the king's expense in all the sciences requisite for forming an engineer. The grand-master of the ordnance resides at Segovia, which is the head establishment of the Spanish artillery.

The mint is below the alcazar, a large building, the most ancient place of coining in the kingdom. The machines for melting, stamping, and milling the coin, are worked by water; but there is reason to believe that...
that Seville has at present more business, as being nearer the source of riches, the port of Cadiz, where the ingots of America are landed.

The environs of the crown of the hill gives a wild look to this city. Most of the streets are crooked and dirty, the houses wooden and very wretched; nor do the inhabitants appear much the richer for their cloth manufacture. Indeed, it is not in a very flourishing condition, but what cloth they make is very fine.

The country about Segovia has the reputation of being the best for rearing the kind of sheep that produces the beautiful Spanish wool; but as those flocks wander over many other parts of the kingdom, Segovia seems to have no exclusive title to this reputation. Segovia (says Mr. Townend, whose valuable travels will be read with much pleasure) was once famous for its cloth made on the king's account; but other nations have since become rivals in this branch, and the manufacture in this city has been gradually declining. When the king gave it up to a private company, he left about 30,000 l. in trade; but now he is no longer a partner in the business. In the year 1612 were made here 25,550 pieces of cloth, which consumed 44,525 quintals of wool, employed 35,189 persons; but at present they make only about 4000 pieces. The principal imperfections of this cloth are, that the thread is not even, and that much grease remains in it when it is delivered to the dyer; in consequence of which the colour is apt to fail. Yet, independently of imperfections, so many are the disadvantages under which the manufacture labours, that foreigners can afford to pay 3 l. for the arboha fine wool, for which the Spaniards give no more than 20 shillings, and after all his charges can command the market even in the ports of Spain.

SEGOVIA (New), a town of North America, in New Spain, and in the audience of Guatimala; seated on the river Yare, on the confines of the province of Honduras. W. Long. 84. 30. N. Lat. 13. 25.

SEGOVIA, a town of America, in Terra Firma, and in the province of Venezuela, seated on a river, near a very high mountain, where there are mines of gold. W. Long. 65. 30. N. Lat. 8. 20.

SEGOVIA, a town of Asia, in the island of Manila, and one of the largest of the Philippines, seated on the north end of the island, 240 miles north of Manila, and subject to Spain. E. Long. 120. 59. N. Lat. 18. 36.

SEGRENT is the herald's word for a griffin when drawn in a leaping posture and displaying his wings as if ready to fly.

SEGUE, in the Italian music, is often found before arca, alleluia, amen, &c. to show that those portions or parts are to be sung immediately after the last note of that part over which it is writ; but if the words of paece, or ad libitum, are joined therewith, it signifies, that those portions may be sung or not at pleasure.

SEGUIERIA, in botany; a plant belonging to the class of poyandria, and the order of monogynia. The calyx is pentaphyllous; the phylla are oblong, concave, coloured, and permanent; there is no corolla. The capsule is oblong and monoperispermous, the large ala terminating in small lateral ale. There is only one species, the americana.

SEJANT, a term used in heraldry, when a lion, or other beast, is drawn in an escutcheon fitting like a cat with his face straight.
court to such as seemed disaffected; he held forth rewards and promises; and, having increased the number of his partisans, formed a bold conspiracy, resolved by any means to seize the sovereign power.

A powerful league was formed with astonishing rapidity, and great numbers of all descriptions, senators as well as military men, entered into the plot. Among these, Saturnius Secundus was the confidential friend and prime agent of the minister. Whatever was this man's nature, whether fear, or views of interest, or gratitude (for no principle of honour can be imputed to him), he resolved to betray the secret to Tiberius. For this purpose he addressed himself to Antonia, the daughter of Anthony the triumvir, the widow of Drusus, and the mother of Germanicus. When this illustrious woman, who was honoured by the court and revered by the people, heard the particulars, the first dispatches to the emperor by one of her slaves. Tiberius was astonished, but not dismayed. The danger pierced his habitual flowness; was out of fean; the time called for vigorous and decisive measures. He sent Macro to Rome, with a special commission to take upon him the command of the praetorian guards. He added full instructions to his letter, and sent dispatches. Early in the morning on the 15th, before the kalends of November, a report was spread, that letters had arrived at Rome, in which the emperor signified his intention to associate Sejanus with himself in the tribunation power. The senate was summoned to meet in the temple of Apollo, near the imperial palace. Sejanus attended without delay. A party of the praetorians followed him. Macro met him in the vestibule of the temple. He approached the minister with all demonstrations of profound respect, and taking him aside, "Be not surprised (he said) that you have no letter from the prince; it is his pleasure to declare you his colleague in the tributary power; but he thinks that a matter of so much importance should be communicated to the fathers by the voice of the consuls. I am going to deliver the emperor's orders." Sejanus, elated with joy, and flushed with his new dignity, entered the senate-house; Macro followed him. As soon as the consuls arrived, he delivered the letter from Tiberius, and immediately went forth to the praetorian guards. He informed them, that by order of the prince, a large donation was to be distributed among the soldiers. He added, that, by a new commission, he himself was appointed their commanding officer; and, if they followed him to the camp, they would receive the promised bounty. The letter was not thrown out in vain: the praetorian guards quitted their station. Laco, who stood near at hand, immediately surrounded the senate-house with a body of the city-cohorts.

The letter to the consuls was confused, obscure, and tedious, only glancing at Sejanus, till at last the language of invective left no room for doubt. Sejanus kept his seat like a man burned, sullen and stupid with astonishment. His friends, who a little before congratulated him on his new dignity, deserted him on every side. He was commanded by the consul to ride and follow him, and being loaded with iron, was conducted to prison. His downfall filled the city with exultation. The populace, who worshipped him in the hour of prosperity, rejoiced to see the bad catastrophe to which he was now reduced. They followed in crowds, rending the air with shouts, and pouring forth a torrent of abuse and scurrilous language. The prisoner endeavoured to hide his face; but the mob delighted to see remorse and shame and guilt and horror in every feature of his distracted countenance. They reviled him for his acts of cruelty; they laughed at his wild ambition; they tore down his images, and dashed his statues to pieces. He was doomed by Tiberius to suffer death on that very day; but, as he had a powerful inaction in the senate, it was not thought advisable, for the mere formality of a regular condemnation, to hazard a debate. Private orders were given to Macro to dispatch him without delay; but the consuls, seeing the dispositions of the people, and the calm neutrality of the praetorian guards, judged it best to re-assemble the fathers. They met in the temple of Concord. With one voice Sejanus was condemned to die, and the sentence was executed without delay. He was strangled in the prison. His body was dragged to the Gemonian, and, after every species of insult from the populace, at the end of three days was thrown into the Tiber. Such was the tragic end of that ambitious favourite. He fell a terrible example to all, who, in any age or country, may hereafter endeavour by their vices to rise above their fellow-citizens.

SEIGNIOR, is, in its general signification, the same with lord; but is particularly used for the lord of the fee as of a manor, as seigneur among the feudists is he who grants a fee or benefit out of the land to another; and the reason is, because having granted away the use and profit of the land, the property or dominion he still retains in himself.

SEIGNORAGE, is a royalty or prerogative of the king of England, whereby he claims an allowance of gold and silver brought in the masts to be exchanged for coins. As seigniorage, out of every pound weight of gold, the king had his coin 5 s. of which he paid to the master of the mint sometimes 1 s., and sometimes 1 s. 6 d. Upon every pound weight of silver, the seigniorage answered to the king in the time of Edward III. was 18 pennyweights, which then amounted to about 1 s. ouf of which he sometimes paid 8 d. at others 9 d. to the matter. In the reign of king Henry V. the king's seigniorage of every pound of silver was 15 d. &c.

SEIGNIORY, is borrowed from the French seigneur, i.e. dominatus, imperium, principatus; and signifies with us a manor or lordship, seignior de Jobomans. Seignior in greys, forms to be the title of him who is not lord by means of any manor, but immediately in his own person; as tenure in capite, whereby one holds of the king as of his crown, is seignior in greys.

SEIKS. See Hindostan, p. 532.

SEISIN, in law, signifies possession. In this sense we say, premier seisin, for the first possession, &c.

Seisin is divided into that in deed or in fact, and that in law. A seisin in deed is where a possession is actually taken: but a seisin in law is, where lands defend, and the party has not entered thereon; or in other words, it is where a person has a right to lands, &c. and is by wrong dispossessed of them. A seisin in law is held to be sufficient to avow; though to the bringing of an alize, actual seisin is required; and where seisin is alleged, the person pleading it must show of what estate he is seated, &c.

Seisin of a superior service is deemed to be a seisin
Livery of Seisin, in law, an essential ceremony in the conveyance of landed property; being no other than the pure feudal investiture, or delivery of corporal possession of the land or tenement. This was held absolutely necessary to complete the donation; *Nam fraudae sine investiture nulla modo confitit potuit*: and an eftate was then only perfect when, as Flavi expresses it in our law, *fit juris et seisinæ conjunctio.* See Fronment.

Investitures, in their original signification, were probably intended to demonstrate in conquered countries the actual possession of the lord; and that he did not grant a bare litigious right, which the soldier was ill qualified to prosecute, but a peaceable and firm possession. And, at a time when writing was seldom practised, a mere oral eftate, at a distance from the spot that was given, was not likely to be either long or accurately retained.

In all well-governed nations, some notoriety of this kind has been ever held requisite, in order to acquire and avert certain the property of lands. In the Roman law, *plenum dominium* was not said to subsist unless where a man had both the right and the corporeal possession; which possession could not be acquired without both an actual intention to possess, and an actual seisin, or entry into the premises, or part of them in the name of the whole. And even in ecclesiastical promotions, where the freehold pales to the person promoted, corporal possession is required at this day to vest the property completely in the new proprietor; who, according to the distinction of the canonists, acquires the *jus ad rem,* or immediate and perpetual right, by nomination and institution; but not the *jus in rem,* or complete and full right, unless by corporeal possession. Therefore in dignities possession is given by infallum; in rectories and vicarages by indiction; without which no temporal rights accrue to the minister, though every ecclesiastical power is vested in him by institution. Still even in deferts of lands, by our law, which are cast on the heir by act of the law itself, the heir has not *plenum dominium,* or full and complete ownership, till he has made an actual corporeal entry into the lands; for if he dies before entry is made, his heir shall not be entitled to take the possession, but the heir of the person who was last actually seized. It is therefore only a mere right to enter, but the actual entry, that makes a man complete owner; so as to transmit the inheritance to his own heirs: *non jus, sed seisin, facit seisinum.*

Yet the corporeal tradition of lands being sometimes inconvenient, a symbolical delivery of possession was in many cases anciently allowed; by transferring something to hand, in the presence of credible witnesses, which by agreement should serve to represent the very thing designed to be conveyed; and an occupancy of this sign or symbol was permitted as equivalent to occupancy of the land itself. Among the Jews we find the evidence of a purchase thus defined in the book of Ruth: "Now this was the manner in former time in Israel, concerning redeeming and concerning changing, for to confirm all things: a man plucked off his shoe, and gave it to his neighbour; and this was a testimony in Israel." Among the ancient Goths and Swedes, contracts for the sale of lands were made in the presence of witnesses, who extended the cloak of the buyer, while the seller cast a clod of the land into it, in order to give possession; and a staff or wand was also delivered from the vendor to the vendee, which passed through the hands of the witnesses. With our Saxon ancestors the delivery of a turf was a necessary solemnity to establish the conveyance of lands. And, to this day, the conveyance of our copyhold eftates is usually made from the seller to the buyer or his steward by delivery of a rod or verge, and then from the lord to the purchaser by re-delivery of the same in the presence of a jury of tenants.

Conveyances in writing were the last and most refined improvement. The mere delivery of possession, either actual or symbolical, depending on the occupancy or remembrance of the witnesses, was liable to be forgotten or misrepresented, and became frequently ineptible of proof. Besides, the new occasions and necessities introduced by the advancement of commerce, required means to be devised of charging and incumbering eftates, and of making them liable to a multitude of conditions and minute designations, for the purposes of raising money, without an absolute sale of the land; and sometimes the like proceedings were found useful in order to make a decent and competent provision for the numerous branches of a family, and for other domestic views. None of which could be affected by a mere, simple, corporeal transfer of the soil from one man to another, which was principally calculated for conveying an absolute unlimited dominion. Written deeds were therefore introduced, in order to specify and perpetuate the peculiar purposes of the party who conveyed: yet, a conveyance for a very long series of years, they were never made use of, but in company with the more ancient and notorious method of transfer by delivery of corporeal possession.

Livery of seisin, by the common law, is necessary to be made upon every grant of an estate of freehold in hereditaments corporeal, whether of inheritance or for life only. In hereditaments incorporeal it is impossible to be made; for they are not the object of the seisin; and in leases for years, or other chattel interests, it is not necessary. In leases for years indeed an actual entry is necessary, to vest the eftate in the lessee; for a bare lease gives him only a right to enter, which is called his interest in the term, or *interesse termini:* and when he enters in pursuance of that right, he is then, and not before, in possession of his term, and complete tenant for years. This entry by the tenant himself serves the purpose of notoriety, as well as livery of seisin from the grantor could have done; which it would have been improper to have given in this case, because that solemnity is appropriated to the conveyance of a freehold. And this is one reason why freeholds cannot be made to commence in futuro, because they cannot (at the common law) be made but by livery of seisin; which livery, being an actual manual tradition of the land, must take effect in praesenti, or not at all.

Livery of seisin is either in deed, or in law.
Livery in deed, is thus performed. The seoffor, lessee, or his attorney, together with the feoffor, lessee, or his attorney, (for this may as effectually be done by deputy or attorney as by the principals themselves in person,) come to the land or to the house; and there, in the presence of witnesses, declare the contents of the seoffment or lease on which livery is to be made. And then the seoffor, if it be of land, doth deliver to the seoffee, all other persons being out of the ground, a cloid or turf, or a twig or bough there growing, with words to this effect: "I deliver thee to you in the name of seffor of all the lands and tenements contained in this deed." But, if it be of a house, the seoffor must take the ring or latch of the door, the house being quite empty, and deliver it to the seoffee in the same form; and then the seoffor must enter alone, and shut the door, and then open it, and let in the others. If the conveyance or seffment be of divers lands, lying scattered in one and the same county, the seffor of the poisselion, livery of seffin of any parcel, in the name of the rent, suffeth for all; but if they be in several counties, there must be as many livers as there are counties. For, if the title to these lands comes to be disputed, there must be as many trials as there are counties, and the jury of one county are no judges of the seffority of a fact in another. Besides, ancients, this seffin was obliged to be delivered coram parvis de vicinato, before the peers or freholders of the neighbourhood, who attested such delivery in the body or on the back of the deed; according to the rule of the feudal law, Pars debent interesse in futura feudi, et non aliis: for which this reason is expressly given; because the peers or vassals of the lord, being bound by their oath of fealty, will take care that no fraud be committed to his prejudice, which strangers might be apt to connive at. And though afterwards the ecular attestation of the parcel was held unnecessary, and livery might be made before any credible witnesses, yet the trial, in case it was disputed, (like that of all other attestations,) was still referred to the seffor or jury of the county. Also, if the lands be out on lease, though all lie in the same county, there must be as many livers as there are tenants: because no livery can be made in this case, but by the consent of the particular tenant; and the consent of one will not bind the rest. And in all these cases it is prudent, and usual, to indorse the livery of seffin on the back of the deed, specifying the manner, place, and time of making it; together with the names of the witnesses. And thus much for livery in deed.

Livery in law is where the same is not made on the land, but in sight of it only; the seffor paying to the seffee, "I give you seffor, enter and take possession." Here, if the seffees enters during the life of the seffor, it is a good livery, but not otherwise; unless he dares not enter though fear of his life or bodily harm; and then his continual claim, made yearly in due form of law, as near as possible to the lands, will suffice without an entry. This livery in law cannot, however, be given or received by attorney, but only by the parties themselves.

SEIZE, in the sea-language, is to make fast or bind, particularly to fallen two ropes together with rope-yarn. The seizing of a boat is a rope tied to a ring or little chain in the fore-flip of the boat, by which means it is fastened to the side of the ship.

SEIZURE, in commerce, an arrest of some merchandise, moveable, or other matter, either in consequence of some law or of some order of the sovereign. Contraband goods, those fraudulently entered, or landed without entering at all, or at wrong places, are subject to seizure. In seizures in England, one half goes to the informer, and the other half to the king.

SELAGO, in botany: A genus of the angiosperma order, belonging to the didynamia class of plants; and in the natural method ranking under the 48th order, Aggregata. The calyx is quequested: the tube of the corolla capillary, with the limb nearly equal, and a single seed. There are 22 species.

SELDEN (John) called by Grotius the glory of England, was born at Salvington in Sussex, in 1584. He was educated at the free-school at Chichester; whence he was sent to Hart-Hall in Oxford, where he lived four years. In 1612, he entered himself in Clifford's Inn, in order to study the law; and about two years after removed to the Inner Temple, where he soon acquired great reputation by his learning. He had already published several of his works; and this year wrote verses in Latin, translated into English, upon Mr William Browne's Britannia's Paraphrasis. In 1614, he published his Titles of Honour; and in 1616, his Notes on Sir John Forrester's book De Legibus Legum Anglicarum. In 1618, he published his History of Tythes; which gave great offence to the clergy, and was animadverted upon by several writers; and for that book he was called before the high commissioun court, and obliged to make a public acknowledgment of his sorrow for having published it. In 1621, being sent for by the parliament, though he was not then a member of that house, and giving his opinion very strongly in favour of their privileges in opposition to the court, he was committed to the custody of the sheriff of London, but was set at liberty after five weeks confinement. In 1623, he was chosen burgess for Lancashire; but, amidst all the divisions of the nation, kept himself neutral, prohibiting his friends with such application, that though he was the next year chosen reader of Lyon's Inn, he refused to perform that office. In 1625, he was chosen burgess for Great Bedwin in Westminster, to serve in the first parliament of King Charles I. in which he declared himself warmly against the duke of Buckingham; and on his Grace's being impeached by the House of Commons, was appointed one of the managers of the articles against him. In 1627 and 1628, he opposed the court party with great vigour. The parliament being prorogued to January 20, 1629, Mr Selden retired to the earl of Kent's house at Wreth, in Bedfoirdshire, where he finished his Marmora Arundeliana. The parliament being met, he, among others, again distinguished himself by his zeal against the court; when the king dissolving the parliament, ordered several of the members to be brought before the King's-Bench bar, and committed to the Tower. Among these was Mr Selden, who imitating on the benefits of the laws, and refusing to make his subjection, was removed to the King's-Bench prison. Being here in danger of his life, as account of the plague then raging in Southwark, he petitioned the lord high treasurer, at the end of Trinity-term, to intercede with his Majesty that he might be removed to the Gate-House, Westminster, which was granted: but in Michaelmas term following, the judges objecting to the lord treasurer's warrant, by which he had
SELENITES; in natural history, the name of a large class of fossils, the characters of which are these: they are bodies composed of flender and scarce visible filaments, arranged into fine, even, and thin flakes; and those disposed into regular figures, in the several different genera, approaching to a rhomboide, or hexagonal column, or a rhomboidal parallelogram; filifile, like the talcs, but they not only lie in a horizontal, but also in a perpendicular direction: they are fibrous in a small degree, but not at all elastic; they do not ferment with acid menstrua, but readily calcine in the fire. Of this class there are seven orders of bodies, and under those ten genera. The selenite of the first order are those composed of horizontal plates, and approaching to a rhomboidal form: of the second are those whose filaments are scarce visibly arranged into plates, but which, in the whole mafles, appear rather of a fibrated than of a tubulated structure: of the fourth are those which are flat, but of no determinably angular figure: of the fifth are those formed of congruous plates, perpendicularly arranged: of the sixth are those formed of congruous plates, arranged into the figure of a star; and of the seventh are those of a complex and indeterminate figure.

Of the first of these orders there are three genera. 1. The leptidercarhombet. 2. The pachoderomaster. 3. The terraeolcarhombet. Of the second order there are also three genera. 1. The ifchamnbuces. 2. The ifambuces. 3. The osquicia. Of the third order there is only one known genus, the inammbucia. Of the fourth order there is also only one known genus, the fandelis. Of the fifth order there is also only one known genus, the cactetelis. Of the sixth order, there are two genera. 1. The lepiftra. 2. The Irichytra. Of the seventh order there is only one genus, the fynplexia.

The structure of the selenites of all the genera of the first order is exactly alike; they are all composed of a great number of broad flakes or plates, in a great measure externally resembling the flakes of the foliaceous talc; these are of the length and breadth of the whole mus, the top and bottom being each one such plate, and those between them, in like manner, each complete and single; and the body may always be easily and evenly split, according to the direction of these flakes. Those differ, however, extremely from the talcs, for they are each composed of a number of parallel threads or filaments, which are usually disposed parallelly to the sides of the body, though sometimes parallelly to its ends. In many of the species they are also divided by parallel lines, placed at a considerable distance from each other, and the plates in splitting often break at these lines; add to this, that they are not elastic, and that they readily calcine. The structure of those of the second order is the same with that of the first; but that in many of the specimens of them the filaments of which the plates are composed run in two directions, and met at an obtuse angle; and in the middle there is generally seen in this case a straight line running the whole length of the column and small parcel of clay infusing itself into this crack, represented in the figure of an ear of grass so naturally, as to have deceived many into a belief that there was really an ear of grass there. The other orders consisting only of single genera, the structure of each is explained under the generic name.

Selenites, in chemistry, called also gypsum flatus, a species of gypsum or plaster of Paris. See Gypsum.

SELENOGRAPHY, a branch of cosmography, which describes the moon and all the parts and appearances thereof, as geography does those of the earth. See Moon.

SELEUCIA, (anc. geoeg.), furnamed Babylon, because situated on its confines, at the confluence of the Euphrates and Tigris. Poliemy places it in Mesopotaemia. It is called also Seleucia ad Tigris, (Polybius, Strabo, Iudorius, Charanen); sailed on the south by the Euphrates, on the east by the Tigris, (Tepheyladus); generally agreed to have been built or urged by Seleucus Nicanor, master of the east after Alexander; by means of which Babylon came to be deserted.
SELEUCUS (Nicane), one of the chief generals under Alexander the Great, and, after his death, founder of the race of princes called Seleucidae. He is equally celebrated as a renowned warrior, and as the father of his people; yet his virtues could not protect him from the final ambition of Cæsar, one of his courtiers, by whom he was assassinated 280 B.C.  

SELF-Heal, the PRUNELLA VULGARIS of Linnaeus. The herb is erect, and about eight or ten inches high. The leaves grow on foot-stalks, are ovato-oblong, slightly indentated, and somewhat hairy. The bracteae are heart-shaped, opposite, and fringed. The flowers are white or purplish, grow in dense spikes, and are terminal. This plant is perennial, grows wild in meadows and pasture grounds, and flowers in June and July.  

This herb is recommended as a mild refrigerant and vulnerary in scabious, and other hemorrhagies and fluxes; and in gout, against rheumatism and inflamations of the febrea. Its virtues do not appear to be very great; to the taste it discovers a very slight acidity or bitterness, which is more sensible in the flower than in the leaves, though the latter are generally directed for medicinal use.  

SELF-Command, is that steady equanimity which enables a man in every situation to exert his reasoning faculty with coolness, and to do what the present circumstances require. It depends much upon the natural temperance of the body, and much upon the moral cultivation of the mind. He who enjoys good health, and has braced his frame by exercise, has always a greater command of himself than a man of equal mental powers, who has suffered his constitution to become relaxed by idleness; and he who has from his early youth been accustomed to make his passions submit to his reason, will, in any sudden emergency, be more capable of acting properly than he who has tamely yielded to his passion. Hence it is that recluse and literary men, when forced into the baffle of public life, are incapable of acting where promptness is requisite; and that men who have once or twice yielded to a sense of impending danger seldom acquire afterwards that command of themselves which may be necessary to extricate them from subsequent dangers. In one of the earliest battles fought by the late king of Prussia, the sovereign was among the first men who quitted the field; had he behaved in the same manner a second and a third time, he would never have become that hero whose actions astonished Europe. A celebrated engineer among the English, who was well known to the writer of this short article, had little science, and was a stranger to the principles of his own art; but being possessed of a firm and vigorous frame, and having been accustomed to struggle with dangers and difficulties, he had such a constant command of himself, as enabled him to employ with great coolness every necessary resource in the day of battle.  

But it is not only in battle, and in the face of immediate danger, that self-command is necessary to enable a man to act with propriety. There is no situation in life where difficulties, greater or less, are not to be encountered; and he who would pass through life with comfort to himself, and with utility to the public, must endeavour to keep his passions in constant subjection to his reason. No man can enjoy without inquietude what he cannot lose without pain; and no man who is overwhelmed with dependancy under any sudden misfortune can exert the talents necessary to retrieve his circumstances. We ought, therefore, by every means to endeavour to obtain a constant command of ourselves; and nowhere shall we find better lessons for this purpose than in ancient Lacedemon. There certain occupations were appointed for each sex, for every hour, and for every season of life. In a life always active, the passions have no opportunity to deceive, seduce, or corrupt; and the nervous system acquires a firmness which makes it a fit instrument to a vigorous mind.  

Self-Defence implies not only the preservation of one's life, but also the protection of his property, because without property life cannot be preferred in a civilized nation. The extent of property essential to life is indeed small, and this consideration may enable us to decide a question which some moralists have made intricate. By what means, it has been asked, may a man protect his property? May he kill the person who attacks it, if he cannot otherwise repel the attack?  

That a man, in a state of nature, may kill the person who makes an attack on his life, if he cannot otherwise repel the attack, is a truth which has never been controverted; and he may do the same in civil society, if his danger be so imminent that it cannot be exerted by the interposition of the protection provided for individuals by the state. In all possible situations, except the three following, whatever is absolutely necessary to the preservation of life may be lawfully performed, for the law of self-preservation is the first and most sacred of those laws which are imposed upon every mind by the author of nature.  

The three excepted situations are those of a soldier in the day of battle, of a criminal about to suffer by the laws of his country, and of a man called upon to renounce his religion. The soldier hazards his life in the most honourable of all causes, and cannot betray his trust, or play the coward, without incurring a high degree of moral turpitude. He knows that the very profession in which he is engaged necessarily subjects him to danger; and he voluntarily incurred that danger for the good of his country, which, with great propriety, annexes to his profession peculiar privileges and much glory. The criminal under sentence of death cannot, without adding to his guilt, risult the execution of that sentence;
fence; for the power of inflicting punishment is essential to society, and society is the ordinance of God, (see Society). The man who is called upon to pronounce his religion ought to submit to the cruellest death rather than comply with that request, since religion is his only security for future and permanent happiness.

But in every other situation, that, which is absolutely necessary to the preservation of life is undoubtedly lawful. Hence it is, that a person linking in water is never thought to be guilty of any crime, though he drag his neighbour after him by his endeavours to save himself; and hence, too, a man in danger of perishing by fire may drive another from a plank which cannot carry them both, for since one or two lives must be lost, no human or divine, calls upon either of them to prefer his neighbour's life to his own.

But though the rights of self-defence authorize us to repel every attack made upon our life, and in cases of extremity to save ourselves at the expense of the life of our innocent neighbour, it is not so evident that, rather than give to an unjust demand a few thimbles or pounds, we may lawfully deprive a fellow creature of life, and the property of a citizen. A few pounds lost may be easily regained; but life when lost can never be recovered. If these pounds, indeed, be the whole of a man's property; if they include his clothes, his food, and the house where he shelter—there cannot be a doubt but that, rather than part with them, he may lawfully kill the aggressor, for no man can exist without shelter, food, and raiment. But it is seldom that an attempt is made, or is indeed practicable, to rob a man at once of all that he possesse. The question then of any importance is, May a man put a robber to death rather than part with a small part of his property? Mr Paley doubts whether he could innocently do so in a state of nature, "because it cannot be contended to be for the augmentation of human happiness, that one man should lose his life or limb, rather than another a pennyworth of his property." He allows, that in civil society the life of the aggressor may be always taken away by the person aggrieved, or meant to be aggrieved, when the crime attempted is such as would justify its perpetrator to death by the laws of his country.

It is not often that we see ourselves disposed to differ in opinion from this most valuable and intelligent writer; but on the present occasion we cannot help thinking that he does not reason with his usual precision. To us it seems even to lose sight of his own principles. No legislature can have a right to take away life in civil society, but in such cases as individuals have the same right in a state of nature. If therefore a man, in a state of nature, have not a right to protect his property by killing the aggressor, when it cannot be otherwise prevented, it appears to us self-evident that no legislature can have a right to inflict the punishment of death upon such offences; but if the laws inflicting death upon the crime of robbery be morally evil, it is certain that an individual cannot be innocent when he prevents robbery by the death of the robber, merely because he knows that the laws of his country have declared that punishment against those convicted of that crime. But we think that the protection of property by the death of the aggressor may be completely vindicated upon more general principles. It is necessary, in every state, that property be protected, or mankind could not subsist; but in a state of nature every man must be the defender of his own property, which in that state must necessarily be small: and if he be not allowed to defend it by every mean in his power, he will not long be able to protect it at all. By giving him such liberty, a few individuals may, indeed, occasionally lose their lives and limbs for the preservation of a very small portion of private property; but we believe that the sum of human happiness will be more augmented by cutting off such worthless wretches than by expounding property to perpetual deprivation; and therefore, if general utility be the criterion of moral good, we must be of opinion that a man may in every case lawfully kill a robber rather than comply with his unjust demands.

But if a man may without guilt preserve his property by the death of the aggressor, when it cannot be preserved by any other means, much more may a woman have recourse to the last extremity to protect her children from forcible violation. This, indeed, is admitted by Mr Paley himself, and will be controverted by no man who reflects on the importance of the female character, and the probable consequences of the smallest deviation from the established laws of female honour. See Seduction.

Self-Knowledge, the knowledge of one's own character, abilities, opinions, virtues, and vices. This has always been considered as a difficult though important acquisition. It is difficult, because it is disagreeable to investigate our errors, our faults, and vices; because we are apt to be partial to ourselves, even when we have done wrong; and because time and habitual attention are requisite to enable us to discover our real character. But these difficulties are more than counterbalanced by the advantages of self-knowledge.

By knowing the extent of our abilities, we shall never rashly engage in enterprises where our ineffectual exertions may be productive of harm; by investigating our opinions, we may discover those which have no foundation, and those also which lead us insensibly into vice. By examining our virtues and vices, we shall learn what principles ought to be strengthened, and what habits ought to be removed.

Man is a rational and intelligent being, capable of great improvement, and liable to great vices. The acts without examining his principles, he may be hurried by blind passion into crimes. He aspires at noble and valuable acquisitions, he must act upon a plan, with deliberation and forethought; for he is not like a vegetable, which attains perfection by the influence of external causes; he has powers within himself which must be exerted, and exercised with judgment, in order to attain the perfection of his nature. To enable him to employ these powers rightly, he must know, first, what is his duty; and, secondly, he must often review his principles and conduct, that he may discover whether he is performing his duty, or in what circumstances he has failed. When he finds that he has fallen into error and vice, he will naturally inquire what causes have produced this effect, that he may avoid the same for the time to come. This is the method by which every reformation in religion and science has been produced, and the method by which the arts have been improved. Before Lord Bacon introduced the new way of philosophizing, he must first have considered wherein true philosophy consists; secondly, he must have inquire
in what respects the ancient method of philosophizing was false or useless; and after determining these two points, he was qualified to describe the way by which the study of philosophy could be successfully pursued without deviating into hypothesis and error. Luther found out the errors of the church of Rome by comparing their doctrines with the Scriptures. But had this comparison never been made, the reformation could never have taken place. Without self-knowledge, or without that knowledge of our character which is derived from a comparison of our principles and conduct with a perfect standard of morality, we can never form plans and resolutions, or make any exertion to abandon the vicious habits which we have contracted, and strengthen those virtuous principles in which we are deficient.

As much may be learned from the errors of those who have been in similar situations with ourselves; so many useful cautions may be obtained from our own errors; and he that will remember these, will seldom be twice guilty of the same vice.

It was evidently the intention of Providence that man should be guided chiefly by experience. It is by the observations which we make on what we see passing around us, or from what we suffer in our own persons, that we form maxims for the conduct of life. The more minutely therefore we attend to our principles, and the more maxims we form, we shall be the better fitted to attain moral perfection.

With respect to our understanding, to mark the errors which we have fallen into, either by its natural defects or by negligence, is also of great importance; for the greatest genius and most profound scholar are liable to these errors, and often commit them as well as the weak and illiterate. But by observing them, and tracing them to their causes, they at length acquire an habitual accuracy. It is true, that men of feeble minds can never by knowing their own defects exalt themselves to the rank of genius; but such knowledge will enable them to improve their understandings, and so to appreciate their own powers, as seldom to attempt what is beyond their strength. They may thus become useful members of society; and though they will not probably be admired for their abilities, they will yet escape the ridicule which is poured upon vanity. Should vanity arise in his mind from such a comparison, let him then compare the extent of his knowledge with what is yet to be known, and he will then be in little danger of thinking of himself more highly than he ought to think. See Prejudice and Self-Partiality.

Self-Love, is that instinctive principle which impels every animal, rational and irrational, to preserve its life and promote its own happiness. It is very generally confounded with selfishness; but we think that the one propensity is distinct from the other. Every man loves himself; but every man is not selfish. The selfish man grasps at all immediate advantages, regardless of the consequences which his conduct may have upon his neighbour. Self-love only prompts him who is actuated by it to secure to himself the greatest possible form of happiness during the whole of his existence. In this pursuit the rational self-lover will often forego a present enjoyment to obtain a greater and more permanent one in reversion; and he will as often submit to a present pain to avoid a greater hereafter. Self-love, as distinguished from selfishness, always comprehends the whole of a man's existence, and in that extended sense of the phrase, we hesitate not to say that every man is a self-lover; for, with eternity in his view, it is surely not possible for the most disinterested of the human race not to prefer himself to all other men, if their future and everlasting interests could come into competition. This indeed they never can do; for though the introduction of evil into the world, and the different ranks which it makes necessary in society, put it in the power of a man to raise himself, in the present state, by the depravity of his neighbour, or by the practice of injustice, yet is the pursuit of a prize which is to be gained only by forgers, righteounses, and piety, there can be no rivalry among the different competitors. The fewest of pinions is no injury to another; and therefore, in this sense of the phrase, self-love is not only lawful, but absolutely unavoidable. It has been a question in morals, whether it be not likewise the incentive to every action, however virtuous or apparently disinterested?

Those who maintain the affirmative side of this question say, that the prospect of immediate pleasure, or the dread of immediate pain, is the only apparent motive to action in the minds of infants, and indeed of all who look not before them, and infer the future from the past. They own, that when a boy has had some experience, and is capable of making comparisons, he will often decline an immediate enjoyment which he has formerly found productive of future evil more than equivalent to all its good; but in doing so they think, and they think justly, that he is fully actuated by the principle of self-love, pursuing the greatest good of which he knows himself to be capable. After experiencing that truth, equity, and benevolence, in all conjunctures, he will learn that they will recommend him to the Supreme Being, upon whom depends his existence and all his enjoyments, they admit that he will practice truth, equity, and benevolence; but still, from the same principle, pursuing his own ultimate happiness as the object which he has always in view. The prospect of this great object will make him feel an exquisit pleasure in the performance of the actions which he conceives as necessary to its attainment, till at last, without attending in each instance to their consequences, he will, by the great affiliating principle which has been explained elsewhere (see Metaphysics, part II, chap. 1.) feel a refined enjoyment in the actions themselves, and perform them, as occasions offer, without deliberation or reflection. Such, they think, is the origin of benevolence itself, and indeed of every virtue.

Those who take the other side of the question, can hardly deny that self-love thus modified may prompt to
virtuous and apparently disinterested conduct; but they think it degrading the dignity of man to suppose him actuated solely by motives which can be traced back to a desire of his own happiness. They observe, that the Author of our nature has not left the preservation of the individual, or the continuance of the species, to the deductions of our reason, computing the sum of happiness which the actions necessary to these ends produce to ourselves; on the contrary, He has taken care of both, by the furer impulse of instinct planted in us for these very purposes. Were it conceivable, say they, that He would leave the care of our fellow-creatures a matter of indifference, till each man should be able to discover or be taught that by loving his neighbour, and doing him all the good in his power, he would be most effectually promoting his own happiness? It is dishonouring virtue, they continue, to make it proceed in any instance from a prospect of happiness, or a dread of misery; and they appeal from theory to fact, as exhibited in the conduct of savage tribes, who deliberate little on the consequences of their actions.

Their antagonists reply, that the conduct of savage tribes is to be considered as that of children in civilized nations, regulated entirely by the examples which they have before them; that their actions cannot be the offspring of innate instincts, otherwise savage virtues would under similar circumstances, everywhere be the same, which is contrary to fact; that virtue proceeds from an interested motive on either supposition; and that the motive which the instinctive scheme holds up is the most selfish of the two. The other theory supposes, that the governing motive is the hope of future happiness and the dread of future misery; the instinctive scheme supplies a profet motive in the self-complacency arising in the heart from a consciousness of right conduct. The former is a rational motive, the latter has nothing more to do with reason than the enjoyment arising from eating or drinking, or from the intercourse between the sexes. But we mean not to pursue the subject farther, as we have said enough on it in the articles Benevolence, Instinct, Passion, and Philanthropy. We shall therefore conclude with observing, that there is certainly a virtuous as well as a vicious self-love, and that "true self-love and social are the same.*

Self-Murder. See Suicide.

Self-Partiality, is a phrase employed by some philosophers* to express that weakness of human nature through which men overvalue themselves when compared with others. It is distinguished from general partiality, by those who make use of the expression, because it is thought that a man is led to over-rate his own accomplishments, either by a particular instinct, or by a process of intellect different from that by which he over-rates the accomplishments of his friends or children. The former kind of partiality is wholly selfish; the latter partakes much of benevolence.

This distinction may perhaps be deemed plausible by those who consider the human mind as little more than a bundle of instincts; but it must appear perfectly ridiculous to such as resolve the greater part of apparent instincts into early and deep-rooted associations of ideas. If the partialities which most men have to their friends, their families, and themselves, be instinctive, they are certainly instincts of different kinds; but an instinctive partiality is a contradiction in terms. Partiality is founded on a comparison between two or more objects; but genuine instincts form no comparisons. See Instinct. No man can be said to be partial to the late Dr Johnson, merely for thinking highly of his intellectual powers; nor was the Doctor partial to himself, tho' he thought in this respect with the generality of his countrymen; but is, upon a comparison with Milton, he was deemed the greater poet of the two, such a judgment will be allowed to be partial, whether formed by himself or by any of his admirers. We apprehend, however, that the process of its formation was the same in every mind by which it was held.

The origin of self-partiality is not difficult to be found; and our partialities to our friends may be traced to a similar source. By the constitution of our nature we are impelled to shun pain and to pursue pleasure; but remorse, the severest of all pains, is the never-failing consequence of vicious conduct. Remorse arises from the dread of that punishment which we believe will in a future state be inflicted on unrepentant of this; and therefore every vicious person endeavours by all possible means to banish that dread from his own mind. One way of effecting this is to compare his own life with the lives of others; for he fancies that if numbers be as wicked as himself, the benevolent Lord of all things will not involve them in one common ruin, Hence, by magnifying to himself the temptations which led him astray, and diminishing the injuries which his conduct has done in the world, and by adopting a course diametrically the reverse, when estimating the morality or immorality of the conduct of his neighbours, he soon comes to believe that he is at least not more wicked than they. Thus is self-partiality formed in the mind, and quickly blinds him who is under its influence so completely, as to hide from him the very faults which he sees and blames in others. Hence the coward thinks himself only cautious, the miser frugal. Partiality is formed in the very same manner to natural or acquired accomplishments, whether mental or corporeal. These always procure respect to him who is possessed of them; and as respect is accompanied with many advantages, every man wishes to obtain it for himself. The ill in his attempts, he confounds himself with the persuasion that it is at least due to his merits, and that it is only withheld by the envy of the public. He compares the particular branch of science or badly accomplishment in which he humbly most excels, with those which have conferred splendour on his rival; and easily finds that his own excellencies are of the highest order, and entitled to the greatest share of public esteem. Hence the polite scholar defies the mathematician; the reader of Aristotle and Plato all the modern discoveries in physical and moral science; and the mere experimentalist holds in the most sovereign contempt a critical knowledge of the ancient languages. The pupil of the ancients denies the merits of the moderns, while the modern makes allowance nothing to the ancients; and thus each becomes partial to his own acquisitions, and of course to himself, for having been at the trouble to make them.

Partiality to our friends and families is generated in the very same way. Whenever we are the victim at
SELIM I, emperor of the Turks, was the second son of Bajazet II. He made war upon his father, and though defeated in 1511, he at last dethroned him and took him prisoner, and immediately dispatched him by poisons, together with his elder brother Achmet, and his youngest Korkud, an amiable and enlightened prince. Having established his throne by these crimes, he marched against the Governor of Egypt, gained a great victory at Aleppo, and flew their general. But though the sultan perished in that battle, the Mameluks determined to oppose the emperor. Selim entering their country at the head of his army, defeated the Egyptians in two battles, and ordered Toumouidal, the new elected sultan, who had fallen into his hands, to be hung on a gibbet. He then took Cairo and Alexandria, and in a short time reduced all Egypt to subjection. Thus ended the dominion of the Mameluks in Egypt, which had continued for more than 260 years. He confirmed the ancient privileges of the Venetians in Egypt and Syria, by which they carried on their commerce with India, and formed a league with them to destroy the power of the Portuguese in that country. (See INDIA, n° 37.) Selim had before this gained a great victory over the Persians, and stripped them of Tauris and Kerman. He was preparing to attack Christendom when he was seized with an ulcerous sore in the back. This wound deprived him of his health, and he resolved to conduct his kingdom in consequence, and led the army to Tintur. He then attached himself to be conducted thither; but he died at Clari in Thrace on his road to that city, in the year 1520, in the very spot where he had poisoned his father. He reigned 8 years, and lived 54. He was a prince of great courage, firmness, and liberality; he was fond of history, and wrote some verses. But these good qualities were obscured by the most abominable crimes that ever disgraced human nature: he made his way to the throne by shedding the blood of his father, and secured it by murdering his brothers and eight nephews, and every bawab who had been faithful to his duty.

SELENUM, in botany: A genus of the digynia order, belonging to the pentandria class of plants; and in the natural method ranking under the 45th order, Umbellata. The fruit is oval, oblong, compressed, plane, and striated in the middle: the involucre is reduced; the petals corolate and equal. There are seven species: the sylvestre, palustris, cucurbita, carthalia, chabrac, feguier, and chabracmann.

SELIKIRK (Alexander), whose adventures gave rise to a well-known historical romance, was born at Largo, in the county of Fife, about the year 1670, and was bred a seaman. He went from England, in 1703, in the capacity of sailing-master of a small vessel called the Gipsy-Finta Galley, Charles Pickering captain, burthen about 90 tons, with 16 guns and 54 men, and in September the same year sailed from Corke, in company with another ship of 26 guns and 120 men, called the St George, commanded by that famous navigator William Dampier, intending to cruise on the Spaniards in the South Sea. On the coast of Brazil, Pickering died, and was succeeded in his command by his lieutenant Thomas Stradling. They proceeded on their voyage round Cape Horn to the Island of Juan Fernandes, whence they were driven by the appearance of two French ships of 35 guns each, and left five of Stradling's men there on shore, who were taken off by the French. Hence they failed to the coast of America, where Dampier and Stradling quarrelled, and separated by agreement, on the 19th of May 1704. In September following, Stradling came again to the island of Juan Fernandes, where Selkirk and his captain had a difference, which, with the circumstance of the ship's being very leaky, and in bad condition, induced him to determine on staying there alone; but when his companions were about to depart, his refold was shaken, and he desired to be taken on board again. The captain, however, refused to admit him, and he was obliged to remain, having nothing but his clothes, bedding, a gun, and a small quantity of powder and ball; a hatchet, knife, and kettle; his books, and mathematical and nautical instruments. He kept up his spirits tolerably till he saw the vessel put off, when (as he afterwards related) his heart yearned within him, and melted at parting with his comrades and all human society at once.

"Yet believe me, Areas,
Such is the rooted love we bear mankind.
All buffalos as they were, I never heard
A sound so dismal as their parting oars."

Thomson's Agamemnon.

Thus left sole monarch of the island, with plenty of the necessaries of life, he found himself in a situation hardly supportable. He had fish, goat's flesh, turnips, and other vegetables; yet the air of Adrianople, where he lived on, was so hardy, and melancholy, to such a degree as to be fearful to refrain from doing violence to himself. Eighteen months passed before he could, by reasoning, reading his bible, and study, be thoroughly reconciled to his condition. At length, he grew happy, employing himself in decorating his huts, chafing the goats, whom he equalled in speed, and fiercely ever failed in catching. He also tamed young kids, laming them to prevent their becoming wild; and he kept a guard of tame cats about him, to defend him when asleep from the rats, who were very troublesome. When his clothes were worn out, he made others of goats skins, but could not succeed in making shoes, with the use of which, however, habit, in time, enabled him to dispense. His only liquor was water. He computed that he had caught 1000 goats during his abode in the island; of which he had let go 500, after marking them by flitting their ears. Commodore Anson's people, who were there about 30 years after, found the first goat which they shot upon landing was thus marked, and as it appeared to be very old, concluded that it had been under the power of Selkirk. But it appears by captain Carteret's account of his voyage in the Swallow sloop, that other persons practised this mode of marking, as he found a goat
goat with his ears thus fit on the neighbouring island of Mas-a-fuer, where Selkirk never was. He made companions of his tame goats and cats, often dancing and singing with them. Though he constantly performed his devotions at fixed hours, and read aloud; yet, when he was taken off the island, his language, from dulness of conversation, became scarcely intelligible. In this solitude he continued four years and four months; during which time only two incidents happened which he thought worth relating, the occurrences of every day being in his circumstances nearly similar. The one was, that, pursuing a goat eagerly, he caught it just on the edge of a precipice, which was covered with bushes, so that he did not perceive it, and he fell over to the bottom, where he lay (according to Captain Roger’s account) 24 hours senseless; but, as he related to Sir R. Steele, he computed, by the alteration of the moon, that he had lain three days. When he came to himself, he found the goat lying under him dead. It was with great difficulty that he could draw the heavy body; and, when he was enabled to sit for ten days, and did not recover of his bruises for a long time. The other event was the arrival of a ship, which he at first supposed to be French; and such is the natural love of society in the human mind, that he was eager to abandon his solitary felicity, and surrender himself to them, although enemies; but upon their landing, approached them, he found them to be Spaniards, of whom he had too great a dread to trust himself to their hands. They were by this time so near that it required all his agility to escape, which he effected by climbing into a thick tree, being shot at several times as he run off. Fortunately the Spaniards did not discover him, though they flew some time under the tree where he was hid, and killed some goats just by. In this solitude Selkirk remained until the 2d of February 1709, when he saw two ships come into the bay, and knew them to be English. He immediately lighted a fire as a signal; and on their coming on shore, found they were the Duke captain Rogers, and the Dutch captain Courney, two privateers from Britoil. He gave them the boat entertainment he could afford; and, as they had been a long time at sea with fresh provisions, the goats which he caught were highly acceptable. His habitation consisting of two huts, one to sleep in, the other to dress his food in, was to obviate solitude, and so difficult of access, that only one of the ships officers would accompany him to it. Dampier, who was pilot on board the Duke, and knew Selkirk very well, told captain Rogers, that, when on board the Cinque-Parts, he was the boat seaman on board that vessel upon which captain Rogers appointed him master’s mate of the Duke. After a fortnight’s stay at Juan Fernandez, the ships proceeded on their cruise against the Spaniards; plundered a town on the coast of Peru; took a Manila ship off California; and returned by way of the East Indies to England, where they arrived the 1st of October 1711; Selkirk having been absent eight years, more than half of which time he had spent alone in the island. The public curiosity being excited respecting him, he was induced to put his papers into the hands of Defoe, to arrange and form them into a regular narrative. These papers must have been drawn up after he left Juan Fernandez, as he had no means of recording his transactions there. Captain Cooke remarks, as an extraordinary circumstance, that he had contrived to keep an account of the days of the week and month; but this might be done, as Defoe makes Robinson Crusoe do, by cutting notches in a post, or many other methods. From this account of Selkirk, Defoe took the idea of writing a more extensive work, the romance of Robinson Crusoe, and very dishonestly defrauded the original proprietor of his share of the profits. Of the time or place or manner of this extraordinary man’s death we have received no account; but in 1752 the chieft and musket which Selkirk had with him on the island were in the possession of his grand-nephew, John Selkirk weaver in Largo, where doubtless they are at present.

Selkirk, the capital of the county of the same name, is a small town pleasantly situated on a rising ground, and enjoys an extensive prospect in all directions, especially up and down the river Etterick. It is remarkable for nothing but those plaintive airs produced in its neighbourhood, the natural simplicity of which are the boast of Scotland and the admiration of strangers. W. Long. 11° 46’. N. Lat. 55° 26’.

Selkirkshire, called also the Sheriffdom of Etterick Forest, a county of Scotland, extending about 20 miles in length from east to west, and about 12 in breadth from north to south. It borders on the north with part of Tweeddale and Mid-Lothian; on the south and east with Teviotdale; and on the west with Annandale. This county was formerly referred by the Scottish princes for the pleasure of the chase, and where they had houes for the reception of their train. At that time the face of the country was covered with woods, in which there were great numbers of red and fallow-deer, whence it had the name of Etterick Forest. The woods, however, are now almost entirely cut down, and the county is chiefly supported by the breed of sheep. They are generally folded into the fourth, and sometimes into the Highlands, about the month of March, where they are kept during summer; and after being improved by the mountain-grafs, are returned into the Lowlands in the beginning of winter.

This county, though not very populous at present, was once the nurse of heroes, who were justly accounted the bulwark of their native soil, being ever ready to brave danger and death in its defence. Of this we have a memorable proof in the pathetic lamentations of their wives and daughters for the disfarter of the field of Flodden, "where their brave fore-fathers were a wed away." The rivers Etterick and Yarrow unite a little above the town of Selkirk, and terminate in the Tweed. For five miles above its junction with the Etterick, the Tweed is still adorned with woods, and leads the pleased imagination to contemplate what this country must have been in former times. The Yarrow, for about five miles above its junction with Etterick, exhibits nature in a bold and striking aspect. Its native woods still remain, through which the stream has cut its turbid course, deeply ingulphed amidst rugged rocks. Here, certainlly in a flood, stood the pathetic Thomson when he saw it

"Work and boil, and foam and thunder through,"

Upon a peninsula, cut out by the surrounding stream, in the middle of this fantastically wild scene of grandeur and beauty, stands the castle of Newark, which has been supposed by many to be the birth place of Mary Scott, the flower of Yarrow; but this we believe to be a mistake.
SELLA TURCICA, is a deep depression between the clinoid apophyses of the sphenoid bone. See Anatomy, p. 682.

SELTZER water, is a mineral water which springs up at Lower Seltzer, a village in the electorate of Triers, about 10 miles from Frankfort on the Main. It is a very useful medicinal water. It contains, according to some, a very small portion of calcareous earth, of a native mineral alkali, and an acid; but of these the quantity is too small to attribute any medicinal virtues to; but it contains also near 1.7th of its bulk of fixed air, which is more than is found in any other mineral water, and to this it owes its principal virtues. Others have said that it is of the very same nature with Pyrmont water, and contains a subtile aqueous fluid, a volatile iron, and a predominant alkali, all joined together into one brisk spirituous water. The consequence of these different opinions respecting its constituent parts is, that different methods have been recommended for imitating it.

According to the former analysis, artificial Seltzer water may be prepared by adding one scruple of magnesia alba, six scruples of soda alkali, and four scruples of common salt, to each gallon of water, and faturating the water with fixed air or carbonic acid. According to the latter it may be imitated by adding to a quart of the purest and lightest water thirty drops of a strong solution of iron made in spirit of salt, a drachm of oil of tartar per deliquium, and thirty drops of spirit of vitriol, or a little more or less as is found necessary, not to let the alkali of the oil of tartar prevail too strongly, tho' it must prevail a little. If the proportions be carefully observed, and the whole of these ingredients shaken briskly together, the artificial Seltzer or Pyrmont water thus made will strongly resemble the natural, and have the same good effect in medicine.

But as fixed air is the only efficacious medicinal part of the composition of Seltzer water, the best method of imitating it is by impregnating common water with that acid by a process for which we are indebted to Dr Priestly. The first idea of this kind occurred to him in 1767, when, having placed shallow vessels of water within the region of fixed air, on the surface of the fermenting vessels of a brewery, and left them all night in that situation, he found that the water had acquired a very sensible and pleasant impregnation. He proceeded to accelerate the impregnation by pouring the water from one vessel into another, while they were both held within the sphere of the fixed air. The method of effecting this by air diluted from chalk and other calcareous substances did not occur to him till the year 1772, when he published his directions for this purpose, together with a drawing of the necessary apparatus, which he had before communicated to the Board of Admiralty. That apparatus has now given way to another invented by Dr Noot, which is made of glass, and stands on a wooden vessel d d (fig. 1.) resembling a tea-board: the middle vessel B has a neck which is inflected into the mouth of the vessel A, to which it is ground air-tight. The lower neck of the vessel B has a glass stopper S, composed of two parts, both having holes sufficient to let a good quantity of air pass through them. Between these two parts is left a small space, containing a plano-convex lens, which acts like a valve, in letting the air pass from below upwards, and hindering its return into the vessel A. The upper vessel C terminates below in a tube f f, which being crooked, hinders the immediate ascent of the bubbles of fixed air into that vessel, before they reach the surface of the water in the vessel B. The vessel C is also ground air-tight to the upper neck or the middle vessel B, and has a stopper p fitted to its upper mouth, which has a hole through its middle. The upper vessel C holds just half as much as the middle one B; and the end i of the crooked tube goes no lower than the middle of the vessel B.

For the use of this apparatus: Fill the middle vessel B with spring or any other wholesome water, and join to it the vessel C. Pour water into the vessel A (by the opening m, or otherwise) so as to cover the filling part of its bottom; for this about three fourths of a pint will be sufficient. Fill an ounce phial with oil of vitriol, and add it to the water, shaking the vessel so as to mix them well together. As heat is generated, it will be best to add the oil by a little at a time, otherwise the vessel may be broken. Put to this, through a wide glass or paper funnel, about an ounce of powdered chalk or marble. White marble being first granulated, or pounded like coarse sand, is better for the purpose than pounded chalk, because it is harder; and therefore the action of the diluted acid upon it is slower, and lasts to a considerable time. On this account the supply of fixed air from it is more regular than with the chalk: and besides, when no more air is produced the water may be decanted from the vessel A, and the white sediment washed off, and the remaining granulated marble may be employed again, by adding to it fresh water and a new quantity of oil of vitriol. The funnel in this process is made use of, in order to prevent the powder from touching the inside of the vessel's mouth; for if that happens, it will flick so strongly to the neck of the vessel B as not to admit of their being separated without breaking. Place, immediately the two vessels B and C (fastened to each other) into the mouth of the vessel A, as in the figure, and all the fixed air which is disengaged from the chalk or marble by the oil of vitriol will pass up through the valve in S into the vessel B. When this fixed air comes to the top of the vessel B, it will dilodge from thence as much water as is equal to its bulk; which water will be forced up through the crooked tube into the upper vessel C.

Care must be taken not to shake the vessel B when the powdered chalk is put in; otherwise a great sudden effervescence will ensue, which will perhaps expel part of the contents. In this case it may be necessary to open a little the stopper p, in order to give vent, otherwise the vessel A may burst. It will be proper also to throw away the contents and wash the vessel; for the matter will spill between the necks of the vessels, and cement them together. The operation must then be begun afresh. But if the chalk be put into the vessel loosely wrapped up in paper, this accident will be still better guarded against. When the effervescence goes on well, the vessel C will soon be filled with water, and the vessel B half filled with air; which will easily be known to be the case by the air going up in large bubbles through the crooked tube f f.

When this is observed, take off the two vessels B and C together as they are, and shake them so that the water and air within them may be much agitated. A great part
part of the fixed air will be absorbed into the water, as will appear by the end of the crooked tube being considerably under the surface of the water in the vessel. The shaking them for two or three minutes will be sufficient for this purpose. These vessels must not be shaken while joined to the under one A, otherwise the great an effervescence will be occasioned in the latter, together with the ill consequence abovementioned. After the water and air have been sufficiently agitated, loosen the upper vessel C, so that the remaining water may fall down into B, and the unabsorbed air pass out. Put these vessels together, and replace them into the mouth of A, in order that B may be again half filled with fixed air. Shake the vessels B and C, and let out the unabsorbed air as before. By repeating the operation three or four times, the water will be sufficiently impregnated.

Whenever the effervescence nearly ceases in the vessel A, it may be renewed by giving it a gentle shake, so that the powdered chalk or marble at the bottom may be mixed with the oil of vitriol and water above it; for then a greater quantity of fixed air will be disengaged. When the effervescence can be no longer renewed by shaking the vessel A, either more chalk must be put in, or more oil of vitriol; or more water, if neither of these produce the desired effect.

Mr. Magellan has still farther improved this contrivance. He has two sets of the vessels B and C. While he is shaking the air and water contained in one of these sets, the other may be receiving fixed air from the vessel A. By this means twice the quantity of water may be impregnated in the same time. He has a wooden frame on which to fix the vessels B, C, when taken off from A, which is very convenient. He has a small tin trough for measuring the quantity of chalk or marble requisite for one operation, and a wide glass funnel for putting it through into the vessel A, to prevent its sticking to the sides, as mentioned before.

He has also contrived a stopper without a hole, to be used occasionally instead of the perforated one. It must be of a conical figure, and very loose; but so exactly and smoothly ground as to be air-tight merely by its profile. Its use is to compress the fixed air on the water, and thereby increase the impregnation. For by keeping the air on the water in this compressed state, the latter may be made to sparkle like champagne. And if the vessels are strong, there will be no danger of their bursting in the operation.

The water thus impregnated may be drawn out at the opening A. But if it is not wanted immediately, it will be better to let it remain in the machine, where it has no communication with the external air; otherwise the fixed air flies off by degrees, and the water becomes acid and flat. But it may be kept a long time in bottles well stopped, especially if they are placed with their mouths downwards.

Dr. Withering of Birmingham has lately contrived a new apparatus for impregnating water with fixed air, which, he says, is preferable to that in common use, because, when the mode at first was tried, and the vessels were not sufficiently prepared; because the whole quantity of fixed air produced is converted to use, without any waste of the vitriolic acid; because it impregnates three times the quantity of water at one time more completely and with less trouble; and the impregnated water will always retain its virtue, if the joints and cocks of the machine are made perfectly air-tight; for which purpose they should once a year be tipped with a small quantity of unaltered hard. This apparatus is exhibited by fig. 2, and consists of a glass vessel A, about ten inches high, in the cylindrical part, and six inches in diameter; another glass vessel B, about twelve inches in diameter in the conical part, one inch and a half in the neck, and five inches in diameter at the bottom; a copper pipe C passing through the stopper of the vessel B, and tied fast in the flexible tube D, made of strong leather, air-tight, and kept hollow by means of a spiral wire passing through it the whole length; a conical brass pipe E, with a stop-cock fastened to the tube D; another conical pipe F, with a stop-cock G, into which the end of the tube E is accurately ground so as to be air-tight, and cutting off all communication with the atmosphere; where the pipe E is removed; two large hog's bladders H, H, each of which ought to hold two quarts; a stop-cock I to prevent the water rising into the bladders when the vessel A is agitated; a bladder K tied to the crooked tube with the stop-cock L, which occasionally opens or shuts the communication with the vessel B; a glass funnel M, accurately fitted with the glass funnel N; an aperture O, fitted with a glass stopper, of a cork, from which the impregnated water is to be drawn for use; and, lastly, the tube P opening into the vessel A. When this apparatus is used, let the vessel A be filled with pure water, and any other ingredients that are required, in a proper proportion; into the vessel B put as much marble or whiting, in small lumps, as will cover its bottom to the height of about two inches, and pour in water to the height represented by the dotted line; let the mouth of the vessel A be well fitted with a cork, and through a hole in the cork pass the tube P, putting upon the cork melted sealing-wax of the softest kind, or modelling-wax, so as to make the whole air-tight. Let the mouth of the vessel B be stopped with a piece of mahogany, turned into a conical figure in a lathe, and of a size somewhat larger than the mouth of the glass will admit; put this piece of wood into melted bees-wax, and heat the wax till the wood begins to grow black, when cool, turn it again till it fits the mouth of the vessel: the tubes C, L, and M are fitted into holes bored through the wooden stopper previous to its being immersed in the wax; pull these tubes through the holes, and press the stopper into the orifice of the vessel B, and cement the whole with sealing or modelling-wax: shut the stop-cocks I and L, having previously pressed the air out of the bladder K; open the stop-cocks G and E; and then squeeze the air out of the bladder H, H, and afterwards press the conical pipe E into the pipe F; pour about a large spoonful of oil of vitriol through the funnel M, and stop it with its stopper N. The fixed air let loose by the effervescence in the vessel B, rising through the tube C, passes into the bladders H, H, and detains them. In this case open the stop-cock I, and from the aperture O draw out about a quart of water; and the space before occupied by the water will be filled with fixed air, which soon begins to be absorbed by the remaining water, and is still supplied from the bladders H, H, and from the distilling mixture in the vessel B. When the bladders are considerably collapsed, more vitriolic acid must be added through the funnel.
funnel M, so that they may be always kept pretty fully
diluted. When an impregnation is speedily required,
turn the stop-cock at G and E, and open that at L;
then separate the pipe E from the tube F, and agitate
the vessel A; the fixable air will pass into the bladder
K, and may be pressed into the other two bladders,
when the parts of the apparatus are united. During
the agitation, the stop-cock at I should be closed,
and opened only occasionally to supply out of the bladders
H, H, the fixable air absorbed by the water. If a
strong impregnation be required, this process should be
carried on in a room, the heat of which does not ex-
ced forty-eight degrees of Fahrenheit's thermometer.
Dr Withering observes, that the impregnated water
receives no taste from the bladders; and that if the ves-
seal A with its impregnated water be separated from the
vessel B at the conical parting E, F, it may be inclosed
in a pyramidal mahogany cæse, out of the lower part
of which the silver cock at O projects; and thus serve
for an ornamental as well as luxurious and fabulous
addition to the fires-board, particularly in the summer
and autumnal seasons.

The artificial mineral waters thus made, are more
pleasant to the taste than the natural Pyrmont or Sel-
zer waters; and besides their fixed air, contain fel-
line particles of a disagreeable taste, which are known
to contribute little or nothing to their medicinal vir-
tues, and may, in some cases be hurtful. They are
likewise considerably stronger. According to Sir John
Pringle, these waters may be made more nearly to
resemble genuine Pyrmont water, by adding to each pint
of them from eight to ten drops of tinctura maris cum
spiritu falsi. Or this may be done, by adding to the
water in the middle vessel B (fig. 1.), in the propor-
tion of about thirty grains of Eplom salt, ten grains
of common salt, a scruple of magnesia alba, and a dram of
iron filings or iron wire, clean and free from rust, to
one gallon of spring water, and impregnating the whole
with fixed air in the manner already described. Let
them remain, till the other ingredients and as much
of the iron as is necessary are dissolved; which will
be in two or three days; and the magnesia may be
dissolved as the water impregnates; after which the
water may be finished in less than half that time.
These waters may be rendered fervigurous or chalybeate very easily, by putting in the
middle vessel two or three fider phials, filled with
cuttings or fine iron-binding wire, or with small iron
nails; because the impregnated water will dissolve
the iron so fast, as to become well satu rated with
it in a few hours, according to the experiments of Mr
Lane. But the method of rendering these artificial
waters chalybeate, used by Dr Helme, is to add one
grain of salt of fixed acid to each pint (sixteen ounces)
of water already impregnated with fixed air.

But the ingenious Mr Bewley has invented a still bet-
ter method of exhibiting fixed air as a medicine. He
directs a scruple of alkaline salt to be dissolved in a suf-
sicient quantity (a quarter of a pint, or less) of water,
which is to be impregnated with as much fixed air as
it can imbibe; this is to be taken at one dose. Mr
Bewley directs it to be prepared in large quantities at a
time, and calls it his mephitic julep. If immediately
after it a spouful of lemon juice, mixed with two or
three spoonfuls of water, and sweetened with sugar, be
drunk, the fixed air will be extracted in the stomatch;
and thus a much greater quantity of it may be given
than the same quantity of water alone can be made to
imbibe. Fixed air acts as a corroboration; and there-
fore may be given with successes in weaknefs of the
stomach, and in vomitings arising from that caufe. It
has also been given with successes in the stone and in nephri-
ctic complaints. When the lungs are purulent, fixed air
mixed with the air drawn into the lungs has repeatedly
been found to perform a cure. The bark also may be
given with advantage in water impregnated with fixed
air, as they both coincide in their effect. Fixed
air may be applied by means of a syringe, funnel, or
otherwise, to inflamed breasts, purid flisos, morbid
parts, ulcerated fore throats, and has been found in such
and similar cafes to have very remarkable efficacy.
It may also be given internally at the fame time.
In purid dytereries, and in purid flisos, fixed air may
be given by way of chlyer. Fermenting cataplams are
of service, chiefly as they supply fixed air to the part.
In cafes of putridity fixed air has been successfully ap-
plied to the surface of the body exposed to freams of
air. It is also found an excellent cooling as well as
strengthening beverage in hot relaxing weather, and has
the advantage of being pleasant to the taste.

SEM, or Sem, the fum of Noah, memorable for his
filial piety in concealing the folly and disgrace of his
father; for which he received a remarkable bene-
fit, about 2476 B. C. He lived to the age of 600
years.


Semecarpus, in botany: a genus of the trigya-
nia order, belonging to the pentandria class of plants.
The corolia is quinquetausal; the drupa is heart-
shaped, cellular, and monofemorous. There is but
one species.

Semmen, Seed. See Botany, sect. iv. p. 435.

With respect to number, plants are either turinifis
with one feed, as pea-pink and bilfort; two, as wood-
roof and the umbelliferous plants; three, as purpe-
four, as the lip-flowers of Tournefort and rough-leaved
plants of Ray; or many, as ranunculus, anemone, and
poison hemlock.

The form of seeds is likewise extremely various, be-
ing either large or small, round, oval, heart-shaped, kid-
ney-shaped, angular, prickly, rough, hairy, wrinkled,
fleck or thinning, black, white, or brown. Most seeds
have only one cell or internal cavity; those of lefser bur-
docer, valerian, lamb's lettuce, cornelian cherry, and fe-
bein, have two.

With respect to substance, seeds are either soft, mem-
brates, or of a hard bony substantia; as in grom-
wolf, tamarind, and all the nocifous plants.

In point of magnitude, seeds are either very large, as
in the cocoa-nut; or very small, as in canlupula, am-
mannia, rantium, and throat-wort.

With respect to situation, they are either dispersed
promiscuously through the pulp (genoa midulanzia), as
in water-lily: affixed to a future, joining of the valves
of the feed-veifel, as in the croft-shaped and pea-bloom
flowers; or placed upon a placenta or receptacle within
the feed veifel, as in tobacco and thorn-apple.

Seeds are said to be naked (genoa nudus) which are
not contained in a cover or veifel: such are those of the
lip and compound flowers, the umbelliferous and
rough-leaved plants; covered seeds (genoa tfeta) are
con-
Semen contained in some vesseL whether of the capsule, pod, berry, apple, or cherry kind.

A simple seed is such as bears neither crown, wing, nor downy pappus; the varieties in seeds, arising from these circumstances, are particularly enumerated under their respective heads.

In assimilating the animal and vegetable kingdoms, Linnaeus designates seeds the eggs of plants. The fecundity of plants is frequently marvellous; from a single plant or stalk of Indian Turkey wheat, are produced in the summer, 2000 seeds; of clematite, 3000; of sun-flower, 4000; of poppy, 32,000; of a spike of cat's tail, 10,000 and upwards: a single fruit, or seed-veil, of tobacco, contains 1000 seeds; that of white poppy, 8000. Mr Ray relates, from experiments made by himself, that 1012 tobacco-seeds are equal in weight to one grain; and that the weight of the whole quantum of seeds in a single tobacco-plant, is such as must, according to the above proportion, determine the number to be 250,000. The same author estimates the annual produce of a single stalk of fennel-wort to be upwards of one million of seeds.

The dissemination of plants respects the different methods or vehicles by which nature has contrived to disperse their seeds for the purpose of increase. These by naturalists are generally reckoned four.

1. Rivers and running waters. 2. The wind. 3. Animals. 4. An elastic spring, peculiar to the seeds themselves.

1. Those which are carried along by rivers and torrents are frequently conveyed many hundreds of leagues from their native soil, and cast upon a very different climate, to which, however, by degrees they render themselves familiar.

2. Those which are carried by the wind, are either winged, as in fir-tree, trumpet-flower, tulip-tree, birch, arbor-vitæ, meadow rue, and Jeffersonia, and some umbelliferous plants: furnished with a pappus, or downy crown, as in valerian, poplar, reed, succulent swallow-wort, cotton-tree, and many of the compound flowers; placed within a winged calyx or seed-veil, as in fæbious, fæa-pink, dock, dicentra, thistle, maple, and elm-trees, logwood and wood; or lately, contained within a fvelled calyx or seed-veil, as in winter-cherry, cuscus, melilot, bladder-nut, rumitory, bladder-fern, heart-leaf, and chick pea.

3. Many birds swallow the seeds of vanello, juniper, milletoe, oats, millet, and other grasses, and void them entire. Squirrels, rats, parrots, and other animals, suffer many of the seeds which they devour to escape, and thus, in effect disseminate them. Mice, ants, earthworms, and other insects, by ploughing up the earth, admit a free passage to those seeds which have been scattered upon its surface. Again, some seeds attach themselves to animals, by means of hooks, crotchets, or hairs, which are either affixed to the seeds themselves, as inhound's tongue, musc-yellow, vervain, carrot, butadum parley, fan他知道, water hemp-agrimony, arbovita and verbeia; to their calyx, as in burdock, agrimony, rhæsia, small wild buglos, dock, nettle, pelitory, and lead wort; or to their fruit or seed-veil, as in liquorice, enchanter's night the e, croswort, clivers, French honey-fuckle, and ramheaded graps.

4. The seeds which disperse themselves by an elastic force, have that force reduced either in their calyx, as in oats and the greater number of ferns; in their pappus, as in centaurea crupina; or in their capself, as in geranium, herb-benner, African spider, iráneellis, horse-tail, balsam, Malabar nut, cucumber, elaterium, and male balsam apple.

Semen, in the animal economy. See Physiology sect. xii. and Anatomy, n° 109.

Semen Sanduim, or Santonicum. See Artemisia.

SEMBENDRIA, a town of Turkey in Europe, in the province of Servia, with a good citadel. It is the capital of a fangiacate, was taken by the Turks in 1690, and is seated on the Danube, in E. Long. 21. 45. N. Lat. 45. 0.

SEMENTINÆ FERIÆ, in antiquity, feairds held annually among the Romans, to obtain of the gods a plentiful harvest. They were celebrated in the temple of Tellus, where solemn sacrifices were offered to Tellus and Ceres. These feairds were held about feed-time, usually in the month of January; for, as Macrobius observes, they were movable feairds.

SEMI, a word borrowed from the Latin, signifying half; but only used in composition with other words, as in the following articles.

Semi-arians, in ecclesiastical history, a branch of the ancient Arians, consisting, according to Epiphanius, of such as, in appearance, condemned the errors of that heresiarch, but yet acquiesced in some of the principles thereof, only palliating and hiding them under fomer and more moderate terms. Though they separated from the Arian faction (see Arians), they could never be brought to acknowledge that the Son was homœousios, that is, confubstantial, or of the same substance with the Father; they would only allow him to be homoiouús, that is, of a like substance with the Father, or similar to the Father in his essence, not by nature, but by a peculiar privilege.

The semi-arianism of the moderns consists in their maintaining that the Son was from all eternity begotten by the will of the Father, contrary to the doctrine of the orthodox, who feem to teach that the eternal generation is necessary. Such at least are the respective opinions of Dr Clarke and Bishop Bull. See Theology.

Semicircle, in geometry, half a circle, or that figure comprehended between the diameter of the circle and half its circumference.

Semicolon, in grammar, one of the points or stops used to distinguish the several members of a sentence from each other.

The mark or character of a semicolon is (;), and has its name as being of somewhat less effect than a colon; or as demanding a shorter pause.

The proper use of the semicolon is to distinguish the conjunct members of a sentence. Now, by a conjunct member of a sentence is meant such a one as contains at least two simple members. Whenever, then, a sentence can be divided into several members of the same degree, which are again divisible into other simple members, the former are to be separated by a semicolon. For instance: "If fortune bear a great way over him, who has nicely flated and concerted every circumstance of an affair; we must not commit every thing, without reserve, to fortune, lest she have too great a hold of us.”
In medicine, an half-bath, wherein the patient is only placed up to the navel.

Semidiameter, half the diameter, or a right line drawn from the centre of a circle or sphere to its circumference: being the fame with what is otherwise called the radius.

Semiflocculus, in botany, a term ufed to exprefs the flowers of the Syngenia class. These Semiflocculi are petals, hollow in their lower part, but in their upper flat, and continued in the shape of a tongue.

Semitones, in music. See Interval.

Seminal, something belonging to the femen or seed.

Seminary, in its primary fense, the ground where any thing is fown, to be afterwards transplanted.

Seminary, in a figurative fense, is frequently applied to places of education, whence scholars are transplanted into life. In Catholic countries it is particularly ufed for a kind of college or school, where youth are instructed in the ceremonies, &c. of the sacred miniftry. Of these there are great numbers; it being in the 6th century, the controversy between the Semipelagians; whose leading principles were,

1. That God did not dispence his grace to one more than another in confequence of predetermination. 2. That Christ died for all men. 3. That the grace purchafed by Christ, and neceffary to fafety, was offered to all men. 5. That all who are to be diftinguifhed by a semicolon. Sometimes other, but relate to the fame verb, are separated by a symbol.

Where any thing is fown, to be applied to places of education, whence fcholars are afterwards transplanted. Babylon and its environs were frequently used for ceremonies, &c. of the sacred miniftry, and eventually became the moft fuperb and magnificent city in the world. She visited every part of her dominions, and left every where immortal monuments of her greatness and benevolence. To render the roads paffable and communication easy, the hollowed mountains and filled up valleys, and water was conveyed at a great excape by large and convenient aqueducts to barren deferts and unfruitful plains. She was not lefs diftinguifhed as a warrior: Many of the neighbouring nations were conquered; and when Semiramis was once told as the she was dressing her hair, that Babylon had revoluted, the left her toilet with precipitation, and though only half defried, the refufed to have the reft of her head adorned before the fedition was quelled and tranquility re-established. Semiramis has been accufed of licentiousnefs; and fome authors have obferved that the regularly called the strongest and f stout men in her army to her arms, and afterwards put them to death, that they might not be living witneffes of her incontinence. Her paflion for her fon was alfo unnatural; and it was this criminal propensity which induced Ninyas to defoy her mother with his own hands. Some fay that Semiramis was chang'd into a dove after death, and received immortal honours in Assyria. It is fuffed that she lived about 11 centuries before the Christian era, and that she died in the 62d year of her age and the 25th of her reign. Many fabulous reports have been propagated about Semiramis, and fome have declared that for fome time the dignifhed herself and pafted for her son Ninyas. Lempriere's Bibliotheca Classica.

Semipelagians, in ecclephilical history a name ancienly, and even at this day, given to fuch as retain fome tincture of Pelagianism. See Pelagians.

Caftian, who had been a deacon of Constantinople, and was afterwards a priest at Mafelles, was the chief of thefe Semipelagians; whose leading principles were,

1. That God did not dispence his grace to one more than another in confequence of predetermination, i.e., an eternal and absolute decree, but was willing to fave all men, if they complied with the terms of his Gospel. 2. That Christ died for all men. 5. That the grace purchafed by Christ, and neceffary to fafety, was offered to all men. 4. That man, before he received grace, was capable of faith and holy desires. 5. That man was born free, and was consequently capable of re-fifting the influences of grace, or of complying with its fugu!fion. The Semipelagians were very numerous, and the doctrine of Caftian, though variously explained, was received in the greatest part of the monafic schools in Gaul, from whence it spread itself far and wide thro' the European provinces. As to the Greeks and other eastern Christians, they had embraced the Semipelagian doctrines before Caftian, and still adhere to them. In the 6th century, the controversy between the Semipelagians and the disciples of Augufinus prevailed much, and continued to divide the western churches.

SEMIRAMIS (fab. hilf.), a celebrated queen of Assyria, daughter of the goddes Derceto, by a young Assyrian. She was exposed in a defert; but her life was preferved by doves for one whole year, till Simmas, one of the priefts of Ninus, found her and brought her up as his own child. Semiramis, when grown up, married Menones, the governor of Nineveh, and accompanied him to the fiege of Baccba; where, by her advice and prudent directions, he fettled the king's op­erations, and took the city. These eminent services, together with her uncommon beauty, endeared her to Ninus. The monarch asked her of her husband, and offered him his daughter Sofana in her stead; but Menones, who tenderly loved Semiramis, refufed; and when Ninus had added threats to entreaties, he hanged himfelf. No foner was Menones dead than Semiramis, who was of a defiring foul, married Ninus, by whom she had a fon called Ninyas. Ninus was fon of Semiramis, that at her requent he refigned the crown, and commanded her to be proclaimed queen and fole emperof of Assyria. Of this, however, he had caufe to repeat: Semiramis put him to death, the better to eflablis herfelf on the throne; and when she had no enemies to fear at home, the began to repair the capital of her empire, and by her means Babylon became the moft fuperb and magnificent city in the world. She visited every part of her dominions, and left every where immortal monuments of her greatness and benevolence. To render the roads paffable and communication easy, the hollowed mountains and filled up valleys, and water was conveyed at a great excape by large and convenient aqueducts to barren deferts and unfruitful plains. She was not lefs diftinguifhed as a warrior: Many of the neighbouring nations were conquered; and when Semiramis was once told as the she was dressing her hair, that Babylon had revoluted, the left her toilet with precipitation, and though only half defried, the refufed to have the reft of her head adorned before the fedition was quelled and tranquility re-established. Semiramis has been accufed of licentiousnefs; and fome authors have obferved that the regularly called the strongest and stoutest men in her army to her arms, and afterwards put them to death, that they might not be living witneffes of her incontinence. Her paflion for her fon was alfo unnatural; and it was this criminal propensity which induced Ninyas to defoy her mother with his own hands. Some fay that Semiramis was chang'd into a dove after death, and received immortal honours in Assyria. It is fuffed that she lived about 11 centuries before the Christian era, and that she died in the 62d year of her age and the 25th of her reign. Many fabulous reports have been propagated about Semiramis, and fome have declared that for fome time the dignifhed herself and pafted for her son Ninyas. Lempriere's Bibliotheca Classica.

Sempervivum, in botany: A genus of plants belonging to the order of dodecagnia, and to the class of dodecania; and in the natural method ranking under the 13th order, Succulenta. The calyx is divided into 12 parts; the petals are 12, and the capulles
12, containing many seeds. There are 12 species; the 
argueum, canareifl, glutinum, glandulorum, tabo-
rum, globiferum, villum, tortuosum, arachnoideum, 
montanum, fefedorne, and menanthes. Linneus has 
opt only eight of these. The teftorum alone is a native 
of Britain. The flalk is about a foot high; the radical 
leaves are thick, oval, pointed, fringed, and spreading in 
a role; those on the stem are imbricated and membra-
nous: the flowers are pale red and feele, and grow on 
curved terminal bunches. It is frequent on the tops of 
houses, and flowers in July.

The following chemical description of this species is 
given by Lewis: "The leaves of house-leek, of no re-
markable smell, discover to the taste a mild subacid 
austerity; their expressed juice, of a pale yellow hue 
when filtered, yields on infipitation a deep yellow, tena-
cious, mucilaginous mafs, considerably acidulous and 
acerb: from whence it may be presumed, that this herb 
have some claim to the refirgerant and refirrangent virtues 
that have been ascribed to it. It is observable that 
the filtered juice, on the addition of an equal quantity 
of rectified spirit of wine, forms a light white coagu-
lum, like cream of fine milk, of a weak but gene-
trating faffe; this, freed from the fluid part, and ex-
posed to the air, almost totally exhales. From this ex-
periment it is concluded by fome, that house-leek con-
tains a volatile alkaline falt: but the juice coagulates 
in the fame manner with volatile alkalies themselves, as 
also with fixed alkalis: Acids produce no coagula-
tion."

SENAAR, or Sennaar. See SENNAAR.

SENATE, in general, is an afsembly or council of 
fenators; that is, of the principal inhabitants of a state, 
who have a share in the government.

The senate of ancient Rome is of all others the moft 
celebrated. It exercized no contentious jurifudence; 
but appoined judges, either from among the fenate or 
knight's, to determine affairs; it also appointed go-
 vernors of provinces, and disposed of the revenues of 
the commonwealth, &c. Yet did not the whole sovereign 
power reide in the fenate, since it could not elect mag-
istrates, make laws, or decide of war and peace; in 
all which cafes the fenate was obliwed to confult the 
people.

The fenate, when first instituted by Romulus, con-
fted of 100 members; to whom he afterwards added 
the fame number when the Sabines had migrated to 
Rome. Tarquin the ancient made the fenate conflit 
of 300; and this number remained fixed for a long time; 
but afterwards it fluctuated greatly, and was increa-
sed first to 700, and afterwards to 900 by J. Caesar, who filled 
the fenate with men of every rank and order. Under Augustus 
the fenateors amounted to 1000, but this number was 
reduced, and fixed to 600. The place of a fenateor was 
always beloved upon merit: the monarchs had the privi-
lege of choosing the members; and after the expulion of 
the Tarquins, it was one of the rights of the confis-
ts, till the election of the cenfers, who from their office 
feemed moft capable of making choice of men whose 
characrer was irreproachable, whose morals were pure, 
and relations honourable. Only particular families were 
admitted into the fenate; and when the plebeians were 
permitted to share the honours of the fenate, it was then 
required that they fhould be born of free citizens. It 
was also required that the candidates fhould be knights

before their admission into the fenate. They were to 
be above the age of 25, and to have previously paffed 
through the inferior offices of quaifor, tribune of the 
people, edile, praefet, and confid.

The fenate always met of courfe on the 1st of Janu-
ary, for the inauguration of the new confis; and in all 
months, univerfally, there were three days, viz. the ta-
lends, none, and ides, on which it regularly met: but 
always met on extraordinary occurrences, when called 
together by confid, tribune, or dictator.

To render their decrees valid and authentic, a cer-
tain number of members was requisite, and such as
were abfed without fome proper cause were always 
cluded. In the reign of Augustus, 400 fenateors were 
requisite to make a fenate. Nothing was tranffed be-
fore funn-rise, or after funn-set. In their office the fenateors 
were the guardians of religion, they disposed of 
the provinces as they pleafed, they prorogued the af-
fembles of the people, they appointed thanksgivings, 
nominated their ambaffadors, distributed the public mo-
ney, and in fhort had the management of every thing 
political or civil in the republic, except the creating of 
prehitates, the enacting of laws, and the declarations 
of war or peace, which were confined to the afsemblies 
of the people.

SENATOR, in general, denotes a member of some 
fenate.

The dignity of a Roman fenateor could not be 
supported without the pofterion of 80,000 fellerces, or 
about 7000l. English money; and therefore fuch as 
flquandered away their money, and whose fortune 
required to be of any trade or profeffion. They were 
affigned to be of any trade or profeffion. They were 
only the few who had been 

SENATUS AUTORITAS. See the next article.

Senetor, 

Severus-Conflum, which made part of the Ro-
man law. When any public matter was introduced 
into the fenate, which was always called referre ad fe-
num, any fenateor whose opinion was asked, was per-
mittet to fpeak upon it a long as he pleased, and on 
that account it was often usual for the fenateors to pro-
tract their speeches till it was too late to determine.

When the question was put, they paffed to the fide 
of the fpeaker whose opinion they approved, and a ma-
Jority of votes was easily collected, without the trouble,
of counting the numbers. When the majority was known, the matter was determined, and a senatus consultum was immediately written by the clerks of the house, at the feet of the chief magistrates, and it was signed by all the principal members of the house. When there was not a sufficient number of members to make a senate, the decision was called senatus auctoritas, but it was of no force if it did not afterwards pass into a senatus consultum.

The senatus consultum were at first left in the custody of the kings, and afterward of the consuls, who could suppose or prefer them; but about the year of Rome 324, they were always deposited in the temple of Ceres, and afterwards in the treasury, by the ediles of the people.

SENECA (Lucius Annaeus), a Stoic philosopher, was born at Corduba in Spain, about the beginning of the Christian era, of an equestrian family, which had probably been transplanted thither in a colony from Rome. He was the second son of Marcus Annaeus Seneca, commonly called the rhodorian, whose remains are printed under the title of Saeculari et Controversiae, cum Declarationum Excerptis; and his youngest brother Annaeus Mela (for there were three of them) had the honour of being father to the poet Lucan. He was removed to Rome, together with his father and the rest of his family, while he was yet in his infancy. There he was educated in the most liberal manner, and under the best masters. He learned eloquence from his father; but his genius rather leading him to philosophy, he put himself under the tutes Attalus, Sotion, and Papirius Fabianus; men famous in their way, and of whom he has made honourable mention in his writings.

It is probable, too, that he travelled when he was young, since we find him, in several parts of his works, particularly in his Quaestiones Naturales, making very exact and curious observations upon Egypt and the Nile.—But this, though entirely agreeable to his own humour, did not at all correspond with that scheme or plan of life which his father had drawn out for him; who therefore forced him to the bar, and put him upon soliciting for public employments; so that he afterwards became questor, praetor, and, as Lipsius will have it, even consul.

In the first year of the reign of Claudius, when Julia the daughter of Germanicus was accus'd of adultery by Meleagris, and banished, Seneca was banished too, being charged as one of the adulterers. Corfica was the seat of his exile, where he lived eight years; "happy in the midst of those things which usually make other people miserable inter eas res brutus, quae fons miseras fierae?" and where he wrote his books of consolation, addressed to his mother Helvia, and to his friend Polybius, and perhaps some of those tragedies which go under his name; for he says, mea fe levioribus flautis ibi ollectabat. Agrippina being married to Claudius, upon the death of Meleagris, he prevailed with the emperor to recall Seneca from banishment; and afterwards procured him to be tutor to her son Nero, whom she designed for the empire. Africamus Burrus, a praetorius prefect, was joined with him in this important charge: and these two preceptors, who were entrusted with equal authority, had each his respective department. By the bounty and generosity of his royal pupil, Seneca acquired that prodigious wealth which rendered him in a manner equal to kings. His houses and walks were the most magnificent in Rome. His villas were innumerable; and he had immense sums of money placed out at interest in almost every part of the world. The historian Dio reports him to have had 250,000. Sterling at interest in Britain alone; and reckons his calling it in all at a sum, as one of the causes of a war with that nation.

All this wealth, however, together with the luxury and effeminacy of a court, does not appear to have had any ill effect upon the temper and disposition of Seneca. He continued abstemious, exact in his manners, and, above all, free from the vices so commonly prevalent in such places, flattery and ambition. "I had rather (said he to Nero) offend you by speaking the truth, than please you by lying and flattery: malum veris offenderes, quam placeris adulando." How well he acquitted himself in quality of preceptor to his prince, may be known from the five first years of Nero's reign, which have always been considered as a perfect pattern of good government; and that emperor had but been as observant of his master through the whole course of it, as he was at the beginning, he would have been the delight, and not, as he afterwards proved, the curse and detestation of mankind. But when Poppea and Tigellinus had got the command of his humour, and hurried him into the most extravagant and abominable vices, he soon grew weary of his master, whose life must indeed have been a constant rebuke to him. Seneca, perceiving that his favour declined at court, and that he had many accusers about the prince, who were perpetually whispering in his ear the great riches of Seneca, his magnificent houses and fine gardens, and what a favourite through mean of these he was grown with the people, made an offer of them all to Nero. Nero refused to accept them; which, however, did not hinder Seneca from changing his way of life; for, as Tacitus relates, he "kept no more levees, declined the usual civilities which had been paid to him, and, under a pretence of indisposition, or some engagement or other, avoided as much as possible appearing in public."

Nero, in the mean time, who, as it is supposed, had dispatched Burrus by poison, could not be easy till he had rid himself of Seneca also: For Burrus was the manager of his military concerns, and Seneca conducted his civil affairs. Accordingly, he attempted, by means of Cionicus, a freedman of Seneca, to take him off by poison; but this not succeeding, he ordered him to be put to death, upon an information that he was privy to Piso's conspiracy against his person. Not that he had any real proof of Seneca's being at all concerned in this plot, but only that he was glad to lay hold of any pretence for destroying him.—He left Seneca, however, at liberty to choose his manner of dying; who caused his veins to be opened immediately. His wife Paulina, who was a very young woman in comparison of himself, had yet the resolution and affection to bear him company, and thereupon ordered her veins to be opened at the same time; but as Nero was not willing to make his cruelty more odious and insupportable than there seemed occasion for, he gave orders to have her death prevented: upon which her wounds were bound up, and the blood stopped, in just time enough to save her; tho', as Tacitus says, the look so evidently
SENECA, a part of Negroland in Africa, the boundaries of which are not known. See GUINEA.

Isle of SENEGAL, sometimes called Saint Louis, is a small island in the mouth of the river Senegal, and according to Mâkelyne's tables is situated in N. Lat. 15° 53' W. Long. 16° 31'. The Dutch were the first Europeans who settled at Senegel; but their colony was expelled by the French in 1687. It was taken by the English in 1692; and retracted by the French the year following. It was a second time taken possession of by the English in 1758; but in 1779 the French recovered it, and it was ceded by the British crown by the treaty of 1783.

The best account of this island which we have seen, is given in the interesting voyage of M. Saugnier to the coast of Africa. This adventurer visited Senegal in June 1785.

"The island (says he), properly speaking, is only a bank of sand in the middle of the river. It is 1000 geometrical paces long, and about 60 in its greatest width; is almost on a level with the river and with the sea, being defended from the latter by Barbary coasters; which is of greater elevation than the colony. The eastern branch of the river is the more considerable of the two, being about 400 toises across; the western branch is only from 50 to 250 toises wide. The island consists entirely of burning sands, on the barren surface of which you sometimes meet with scattered flints, thrown out among their ballast by vessels coming from Goree, or with the ruins of buildings formerly erected by Europeans. There is scarcely such a thing as a garden upon the island; European seeds in general not thriving here. It is not surprizing that the soil is so unproductive; for the air is strongly impregnated with sea salt, which pervades every thing, and confurnes even iron in a very short space of time. The heated earth in consequence is the more infupportable by the reflection of the sun; so that from ten in the morning until four in the afternoon it is almost impossible to do any work. During the months of January, February, March, and April, the heats are moderated; but in August and the following months they become oppressive as ever to the natives themselves. What effect then must they have upon the Europeans, suddenly transported into this burning climate? The nights are a little less sultry; not always, however, but only when the sea-breeze sets in. It is then that the inhabitants of the colony breathe a frether air, for which they have been longing the whole of the day; but this air in our climate would seem a burning vapour. The nights are nevertheless troublesome, notwithstanding the comforts of
The inhabitants find but a poor defence in their gauze-curtains. For my own part, accustomed as I had been to live among the Moors, I was but little annoyed by these infestations. Being half a savage, I felt no desire to recommend myself to the favourable regard of the fair sex, and I was therefore under no necessity of taking care of my person. In imitation of my former masters, I smeared myself with butter, and this expedient preserved me at all times from these impertinent fliers, these spiteful enemies to the repose of the human kind.

"If the prospect of Senegal is not agreeable to the eye, much less are its environs, which are covered over only with sand, and over-run with mangles. It may be said, without exaggeration, that there is not a more forlorn situation to be found on the face of the inhabited globe, or a place in which the common necessities of life are procured with greater difficulties. Water, that indispensible aliment of man, is here not potable. Wells are dug in the sand to the depth of five or six feet, and water is obtained by these means; but whatever pails are taken to refresh it, it ever retains a brackish taste. I have distilled this water myself, and observed that it always had a disagreeable flavour, which cannot fail to be hurtful to the health: it is true, that when the river is high, its streams are fresh, but the water is only the more dangerous. It proves the cause of most of those maladies which carry off the Europeans so rapidly, that at the end of every three years the colony has a fresh set of inhabitants. The blacks themselves, although accustomcd to the climate, are not in this season free from diseases."

The fort of St. Louis is a quadrangle, and has two bastions of considerable strength; but the greatest security of the fort is its natural situation. The cannon of the fort are numerous, and the arsenal well supplied with small arms and stores. Besides this fort the French had no other upon the river, except Fort St. Joseph, which stands about four leagues below the cataract at Govina, though they had a few factories in different parts.

The principal commodity of this country is that of gum Senegal (see Gum-Senegal), which is a valuable branch of commerce, as it is used in many arts and manufactures, particularly by the painters in water-colours, the silk weavers, and dyers.

The French import from the river Senegal not only gum-arabic, but elephants teeth, hides, bees-wax, gold-dust, cotton, ostrich feathers, ambergris, indigo, and civet.

Notwithstanding the barrenness of the spot, Senegal contains more than 6000 negroes, including the captives of the Tapadas, or negroes born of the black inhabitants of the country. They are never put up to sale, unless convicted of some crime. Their huts, constructed in the form of bee-hives, and supported upon four stakes, surround the habitations of the negro inhabitants. The entire height of these huts may rise to about 12 feet, the width in every direction is commonly from 10 to 12. The beds are composed of hurdles laid upon creel' bars, supported by forked stakes at the height of about a foot from the ground. Here the slaves sleep promiscuously, men, women, girls, and boys. A fire is made in the middle of the hut, which is filled with smoke, sufficient to stifle any man but a negro.

The men are tall, and the women are accounted the handsomest negroes of all Africa. The Senegallians may be considered as the most courageous people of that part of the world, without even excepting the Moors. Their courage, however, is more nearly allied to temerity than to bravery. In the course of the voyage to Galam, they meet the greatest dangers with gaiety and long; they dread neither death nor cannon, and are equally fearless of the cayman or crocodile. Should one of their companions be killed, and devoured by the animals before their face, they are not deterred from plunging into the water, if the working of the ship require it. These excellent qualifications which distinguish them, and on which they value themselves so much, do not, however, prevent them from the common contagion of the country, which inclines them all to rapine. They are emulous to further one another in all the arts of over-reaching and fraud. The conduct of the Europeans has, no doubt, encouraged these vices as much as the lefions of the marabouts, who inculte the duty of plundering the Christians to the utmost of their power.

The Yolof negroes of Senegal are either Christians or Mahometans, or rather one and the other, or with more truth neither; religion being a matter of indifference to them. Those on the continent are of the same way of thinking, and their religious practices are kept up only for the sake of form. A bar of iron, a few beads, will make them change their opinion at will. By such means are they acted upon; a sufficient proof of their want of all religious principle. The marabouts, or priests, and the men of their law, are no better than the rest. "I have examined the character of several of this order of men (say M. Siegner), and even among the nation of the Poules, who are considered as great fanatics, I discovered that they were only publicly attached to their opinions. 'This white man (say they) does so; he is better informed than I, and why should not I imitate his example?' This way of reasoning is common to all that tract of country.

The colony of Senegal is surrounded by islands, which, on account of the proximity of the sea, are all more unhealthy than that on which the town is built. They are full of standing pools, that, when dried up by the sun, exhale a putrid vapour that carries mortality with it, and desolates these islands. It is doubtless the same cause that takes off so many of the French at Senegal during the dangerous season of the year. This also may be in part occasioned by the bad quality of the water, which flows from the pools in the neighbourhood of the colony, and thence incorporated with that of the river, comes down little agitated by the current, and is easily distinguished by a rapidness of taste. This particular is, in my opinion, essentially worthy of notice, and if properly attended to by our medical men, might become the means of preserving many lives.

Senegal-River, see Niger. As so little is known respecting this river, which is one of the greatest in Africa, any additional information must be interesting. We shall therefore present our readers with the account contained in the communications presented to the Association.
SENEGAL, on account of its being the meeting point of the Interior Parts of Africa, which, as far as we know, is the latest and most authentic.

The river known to Europeans by the name of Niger or Senegal runs on the south of the kingdom of Gambia, in its course towards Tombouctou; and if the reports which Ben Ali heard in that town may be credited, it is afterwards lost in the sands on the south of the country of Tombouctou. In the map (A), only the known part of its course is marked by a line; and the suppli­tations part by dots. It may be proper to observe, that the Africans have two names for this river; that is, Neel el Aved, or river of the Negroes; and Neel il Kileen, or the great river. They also term the Nile (that is the Egyptian river) Neel Shom; so that the term Neel, from whence our Nile, is nothing more than the appellative of river; like Ganges, or Sinde.

Of this river the rise and termination are unknown, but the course is from east to west. So great is its rap­idity, that no vessel can ascend its stream; and such is the want of skill, or such the absence of commercial inducements among the nations who inhabit its borders, that even with the current, neither vessels nor boats are seen to navigate. In one place, indeed, the traveller finds accommodations for the passage of himself and of his goods; but even there, though the ferrymen, by the indulgence of the sultan of Gambia, are exempted from all taxes, the boat which conveys the merchant­ise is nothing more than an ill-constructed raft; for the planks are fastened to the timbers with ropes, and the beams are closed both within and without by a plaster of tough clay, of which a large provi­sion is always carried on the raft, for the purpose of excluding the stream wherever its entrance is observed.

The depth of the river at the place of passage, which is more than a hundred miles to the south of the city of Gambia, the capital of the empire of that name, is estimated at 23 or 24 feet English. Its depth is from 10 to 12 pecks, each of which is 27 inches.

Its width is such, that even at the island of Gungoo, where the ferrymen reside, the sound of the loudest voice from the northern shore is scarcely heard; and at Tombouctou, where the name of Gnewa, or black, is given to the stream, the width is described as being that of the Thames at Westminster. In the rainy fea­son it swells above its banks, and not only floods the adjacent lands, but often sweeps before it the cattle and cottages of the short­fighted or too confident inhabi­tants.

The people who live in the neighbourhood of the Niger should refuse to profit by its navigation, may ju­diciously surmise the traveller; but much greater is his astonishment, when he finds that even the food which the bounty of the stream would give, is unfe­larly offered to their acceptance; for such is the want of skill, or such the felt dislike of the people to this sort of provi­sion, that the fish with which the river abounds are left in undisturbed possession of its waters.

SENEKA, or SENEGAL, Rattlesnake-root, Milk-wort, a medicinal plant. See POLEGALA.

SENESCHAL, (Seneschallos), derived from the German fein “a house or place,” and fde “an of­ficer,” is a reward, and signifies one who has the dis­pensing of justice in some particular cases. As the high seneschal or steward of England’s seneschal de la hôtel de roi, “steward of the king’s household, seneschal or steward of courts, &c.” Co. Litt. 61. Creke’s Jurid. 102. Kitch. 83. See STEWARD.

SENNA, the leaf of the cailia senna of Linnæus. See CASSIA.

Senna appears to have been cultivated in England in the time of Parkin­ton (1640); and Miller tells us, that by keeping these plants in a hot-bed all the summer, he frequently had them in flower; but adds, it is very rare that they perfect their seeds in England. There can be little doubt, however, that some of the Brit­ish po­pulations may be found well adapted to the growth of this vegetable, and that the patriotic views of the Society for encouraging Arts, &c. which has offered a reward to those who succeed in the at­tempt, will be ultimately accomplished.

Senna, which is in common use as a purgative, was first known to the Arabian physicians Serapis and Mosaic; the first among the Greeks who takes any notice of it is Aquarius, but he only speaks of the fruit, and not of the leaves. To remove the disagreeable taste of this medicine, Dr Cullen recommends cori­ander seeds; and, for preventing the gripings with which it is sometimes attended, he thinks the warmer aromatics, as cardamoms or ginger, would be more effectual.

The Sena Italica, or blunt-leaved senna, is a variety of the Alexandrian species; which, by its cultivation in the south of France (Provence), has been found to alter­mate this change. It is less purgative than the pointed­leaved senna, and is therefore to be given in larger do­ses.

It was employed as a cathartic by Dr Wright at Lond. Jamaica, where it grows on the sand-banks near the sea. Med. Jour. vol. 9.

SENNAAR, a country of Africa, bordering upon Abyflinia, with the title of a kingdom; the present go­vernment of which was established in the 16th century by a race of negroes named, in their own language, Shillook. This country, together with all the northern parts of Africa, has been over­run by the Saracens during the rapid conquests of the khilifs; but instead of eradicating any distinct principalities here, as in other parts, they had incorporated themselves with the old inhabitants called Shepherds, whom they found at their arrival; had converted them to their religion, and be­come one people with them. In 1504 the Shillook, a people before unknown, came from the western banks of the river Bahiar el Abiad, which empties itself into the Nile, and conquered the country; allowing the Arabs, however, to retain their po­pulations on condition of paying them a certain tribute. These founded the city of Sennaar, and have ever since continued to carry on an intercourse with Egypt in the way of merchandise. At the establishment of their monarchy the whole na­tion were Pagans, but soon after became converts to Mohammedanism, and took the name of Funge, an appella­tion signifying “lords or conquerors,” and like­wise
were it excefs.

This country is inhabited by a people so barbarous and brutish, that no history of them can be expected. One of the most remarkable of their custom is, that the king ascends the throne with the expectation of being murdered whenever the general council of the nation thinks proper. The dreadful office of executioner belongs to one single officer, styled, in the language of the country, Sid el Coom; and who is always a relation of the monarch himself. It was from his regiders that Mr Bruce took the title of the kings already mentionning, with the number of years they reigned, and which may therefore be received as authentic. The Sid el Coom in office at the time that Mr Bruce visited this country was named Achmet, and was one of his best friends. He had murdered the late king, with three of his sons, one of whom was an infant at its mother's breast; he was also in daily expectation of performing the same office to the reigning sovereign. He was by no means referred concerning the nature of his office, but anwered freely every question that was put to him. When asked by Mr Bruce why he murdered the king's young son in his father's presence? he answered, that he did it from a principle of duty to the king himself, who had a right to see his son killed in a lawful and regular manner, which was by cutting his throat with a fword, and not in a more painful or ignominious way, which the malice of his enemies might possibly have inflicted.

The king, he said, was very little concerned at the sight of his son's death, but he was so very unwilling to die himself, that he often pressed the executioner to let him escape; but finding its intentions ineffectual, he submitted at last without resistance. On being asked, whether he was not afraid of coming into the presence of the king, considering the office he might possibly have to perform? he replied, that he was not in the least afraid on this account; that it was his duty to be with the king every morning, and very late in the evening; that the king knew he would have no hand in promoting his death; but that, when the matter was absolutely determined, the self was only an affair of decency; and it would undoubtedly be his own choice, rather to fall by the hand of his own relation in private than by a hired assassin, an Arab, or a Christian slave, in the light of the populace. Baady the king's father, having the misfortune to be taken prisoner, was sent to Atbara to Welled Hassun the governor of that province to be put to death there. But the king, who was a strong man, and always armed, kept so much upon his guard, that Welled could find no opportunity of killing him but by running through the back with a lance as he was walking his hands. For this Welled himself was afterwards put to death; not on account of the murder itself, but because, in the first place, he, who was not the proper executioner, had presumed to put the king to death; and, in the next, because he had done it with a lance, whereas the only lawful instrument was a sword.

On the death of any of the sovereigns of this country, his eldest son succeeds to the throne of course; on which as many of his brothers as can be found are prehended, and put to death by the Sid el Coom in the manner already related. Women are excluded from the sovereignty here as well as in Abyssinia. The princesse of Sennaar, however, are worse off than those of Abyssinia, having no settled income, nor being treated in any degree better than the daughters of private person. The king is obliged, once in his lifetime, to plough and sow a piece of ground; whence he is named Baady, the "countryman or peasant," a title as common among the monarchs of Sennaar as Caesar was among the Romans. The royal family were originally negroes; but as the kings frequently marry Arab women, the white colour of the mother is communicated to the child. This, we are told by Mr Bruce, is invariably the case when a negro man of Sennaar marries an Arab woman; and it holds equally good when an Arab man marries a negro woman; and he likewise informs us, that he never saw one black Arab all the time he was at Sennaar.

The soil and climate of this country is extremely unfavourable both to man and beast. The men are strong and remarkable for their size, but short lived; and there is such a mortality among the children, that were it not for a constant importation of slaves, the metropolis would be depopulated. The shortness of their lives, however, may perhaps be accounted for, from indulging themselves from their infancy in every kind of excess. No horse, mule, nor ass, will live at Sennaar for any miles round it. The cafe is the same with bullocks, sheep, dogs, cats, and poultry; all of them must go to the fands every half-year. It is difficult to account for this mortality; though Mr Bruce assures us it is the cafe everywhere about the metropolis of this country, where the soil is a fat earth during the first season of the rains. Two greyhounds which he brought along with him from Atbara, and the mules he brought from Abyssinia, lived only a few weeks after their arrival at Sennaar. Several of the kings of Sennaar have tried to keep lions, but it was always found impossible to preserve them alive after the rains. They will live, however, as well as other quadrupeds, in the fands, at no great distance from the capital.—No species of trees except the lemon flowers near this city; the cultivation of the rose has often been attempted, but always without success. In other respecs, however, the soil of Sennaar is exceedingly fertile, being liable to yield 300 fold; but this is thought by Mr Bruce to be a great exaggeration. It is all sown with doro or millet, which is the principal food of the people; wheat and rice are also produced here, which are sold by the pound, even in years of plenty. The foil all round is strongly impregnated with salt, so that a sufficient quantity to serve the inhabitants is extracted from it.

Sennaar, a city of Africa, the capital of the kingdom of that name. It stands, according to Mr Bruce's observations, in N. Lat. 13° 54' 36" E. Long. 33° 30' 30" on the western side of the Nile, and close upon the banks of it; the ground on which it stands being just high enough to prevent the inundation. The town is very populous, and contains a great many houses. In Ponnet's time they were all of one story; but now most of the officers have houses of two stories high. They are built of clay mixed with a very little straw, and have all flat roofs, which, throws that the rains here
but never overflowing. Everywhere on the banks of the Nile Sennaar and its cultivated plains are bounded by low hills and mountains. It is in latitude 13 ° 29', and longitude 33° 57' east of the line of longitude which passes through the town of Greenwich. The thermometer, which indicates the temperature, is hotter by the summer heat when the sun is in latitude 13 ° than Constanza, which is in latitude 13 ° degrees, is hotter by the thermometer 50 degrees, when the sun is most distant from it, than Constanza, which is a degree farther south, when the sun is vertical. Cold and hot (says our author) are terms merely relative, not determined by the thermometer, but elevation of the place. When, therefore, we say hot, some other explanation is necessary concerning the place where we are, in order to give an adequate idea of the sensations of that heat upon the body, and the effects of it upon the lungs. The degree of the thermometer conveys this but very imperfectly; 90 degrees is excessively hot at Loheia in Arabia Felix; and yet the latitude of Loheia is but 15 ° degrees; whereas 90 degrees at Sennaar it only warms as to sense; though Sennaar, as we have already said, is in latitude 13 ° degrees.

"Nothing" (says Mr Bruce) is more pleasant than the country around Sennaar in the end of August and beginning of September. The grain, being now sprung up, makes the whole of this immense plain appear a level green land, interspersed with great lakes of water, and ornamented at certain intervals with groups of villages; the conical tops of the houses presenting at a distance the appearance of small encampments. Through this very extensive plain winds the Nile, a delightful river there, above a mile broad, full to the very brim, but never overflowing. Everywhere on the banks are seen herds of the most beautiful cattle of various ages. The banks of the Nile about Sennaar resemble the pleasantest part of Holland in the summer season; but soon after, when the rains cease, and the sun exercises its utmost influence, the dora begins to ripen, the leaves to turn yellow and to rot, the lakes to putrefy, small, become full of vermin, and all its beauty suddenly disappears: bare-furred Nubia returns, and all its terrors of poisonous winds and moving sands, glowing and ventilated with sultry blasts, which are followed by a troop of terrible attendants; epilepsies, apoplexies, violent fevers, obdurate agues, and lingering painful dyfenteries, full more obdurate and mortal.

"War and treason seem to be the only employment of this horrid people, whom Heaven has separated by almost impassable deserts from the rest of mankind; confining them to an accursed spot, seemingly to give them an earthen time in the only other curse which He has reserved for them for eternal hereafter." With regard to the climate of the country round Sennaar, Mr Bruce has several very curious observations. The thermometer rises in the shade to 119 degrees; but the degree indicated by this instrument does not at all correspond with the sensations occasioned by it; nor with the colour of the people who live under it. "Nations of blacks (says he) live within latitude 13 ° and 14 ° degrees; about 10 degrees south of them, nearly under the line, all the people are white, as we had an opportunity of observing daily in the Gaia Sennaar, which is in latitude 13 ° degrees, is hotter by the thermometer 50 degrees, when the sun is most distant from it, than Constanza, which is a degree farther south, when the sun is vertical. Cold and hot (says our author) are terms merely relative, not determined by the thermometer, but elevation of the place. When, therefore, we say hot, some other explanation is necessary concerning the place where we are, in order to give an adequate idea of the sensations of that heat upon the body, and the effects of it upon the lungs. The degree of the thermometer conveys this but very imperfectly; 90 degrees is excessively hot at Loheia in Arabia Felix; and yet the latitude of Loheia is but 15 ° degrees; whereas 90 degrees at Sennaar it only warms as to sense; though Sennaar, as we have already said, is in latitude 13 ° degrees.

"At Sennaar, then, I call it cold, when one fully clothed and at rest finds himself in want of fire. I call it cool, when one fully clothed and at rest feels he could bear more covering all over, or in part, than he has at that time. I call it temperate, when a man so clothed, and at rest, feels no such want, and can take moderate exercise, such as walking about a room without sweating. I call it warm, when a man, so clothed, does not sweat when at rest; but, upon taking moderate exercise, sweats, and again cools. I call it hot, when a man at rest, or with moderate exercise, sweats excessively. I call it very hot, when a man with thin, or little clothing, sweats much, though at rest. I call it excessive heat, when a man, in his shirt and at rest, sweats excessively, when all motion is painful, and the knees feel feeble, as if after a fever. I call it extreme heat, when the strength fails, a disposition to faint comes on, a faintness is found..."
in the temples, as if a small cord was drawn tight about the head, the voice impaired, the skin dry, and the head seems more than ordinarily large and light. This, I apprehend, denotes death at hand; but this is rarely or never effected by the sun alone, without the addition of that poisonous wind which pursued us through Atbara, where it has, no doubt, contributed to the total extinction of every thing that hath the breath of life.

A thermometer, graduated upon this scale, would exhibit a figure very different from the common one; for I am convinced by experiment, that a web of the finest muffin, wrapped round the body at Senaar, will occasion at mid-day a greater sensation of heat than ours.

At Senaar, from 70 to 78 degrees of Fahrenheit's thermometer is cool; from 79 to 92 temperate; at 93 degrees begins warmth. Although the degree of the thermometer marks a greater heat than is felt by the body of strangers, it seems to me that the sensations of the natives bear still a less proportion to that degree than ours. On the 2d of August, while I was lying perfectly enervated on a carpet in a room deluged with water at 12 o'clock, the thermometer at 119, I saw several black labourers pulling down a house, working with greater vigour, without any symptoms of being incommoded.

The dress of the people of Senaar consists only of a long shirt of blue cloth, which wraps them up from the under part of the neck to the feet. It does not, however, conceal the neck in the men, though it does in the women. The men sometimes have a safl tied about their middle; and both men and women, go bare-footed in the houses, whatever their rank may be. The floors of their apartments, especially those of the women, are covered with Persian carpets. Both men and women anoint themselves, at least once a-day, with camel's grease mixed with civet, which, they imagine, softens their skins, and prevents them from cutaneous eruptions; of which they are so fearful, that they confine themselves to the house if they object the smallest pimple on their skins. With the same view of preferring their skins, though they have a clean shirt every day, they sleep with a greased one at night, having no other covering but this. Their bed is a tanned bull's hide, which this constant greasing softens very much; it is also very cool, though it gives a smell to their bodies from which they cannot be freed by any washing.

Our author gives a very curious description of the queens and ladies of the court at Senaar. He had access to them as a physician, and was permitted to pay his visit alone. He was first shown into a large square apartment, where there were about 50 black women, all quite naked excepting a very narrow piece of cotton rag about their waists. As he was musing whether these were all queens, one of them took him by the hand, and led him into another apartment much better lighted than the former. Here he saw three women sitting upon a bench or sofa, covered with blue Surat cloth; they themselves being clothed from the neck to the feet with cotton shirts of the same colour. These three were the king's wives; his favourite, who was one of the number appeared to be about six feet high, and so corpulent that our traveller imagined her to be the largest creature he had seen next to the elephant and rhinoceros. Her features perfectly resembled those of a negro: a ring of gold passed through her under lip, and weighed it down, till, like a flap, it covered her chin, leaving her teeth bare, which were small and very fine. The immense her lip was made black with antimony. Her ears reached down to her shoulders, and had the appearance of wings: there was a gold ring in each of them about five inches in diameter, and some what smaller than a man's little finger; the weight of which had drawn down the hole where her ear was pierced so much that three fingers might easily pass above the ring. She had a gold necklace like that called Efeslavage, of several rows, one below another; to which were hung rows of sequins pierced. She had two manacles of gold upon her ankles larger than those used for chaining felons. Our author could not imagine how it was possible for her to walk with them, till he was informed that they were hollow. The others were dressed much in the same manner; only there was one who had chains coming from her ears to the outside of each nostril, where they were fastened. A ring was also put through the griffle of her nose, and which hung down to the opening of her mouth; having all together something of the appearance of a horse's bridle; and Mr Bruce thinks that the muzzle have breathed with difficulty.

The poorer sort of the people of Senaar live upon the flour or bread of millet; the rich make puddings of this, toasting the flour before the fire, and putting milk and butter into it; besides which they use beef partly roasted and partly raw. They have very fine and fat horned cattle, but the meat commonly sold in the market is camel's flesh. The liver and spare rib of this animal are always eaten raw; nor did our author see one instance to the contrary all the time he was in the country. Hog's flesh is not sold in the market; but all the common people of Senaar eat it openly; those in office, who pretend to be Mahometans, doing the same in secret.

There are no manufactures in this country, and the principal article of trade is blue Surat cloth. In former times, when caravans could pass with safety, Indian goods were brought in quantities from Jidda to Senaar, and then dispersed over the country of the blacks. The returns were made in gold, a powder called Tibhar, civet, rhinoceroses horn, ivory, ostrich feathers, and above all slaves or glafs, more of these being exported from Senaar than from all the East of Africa. This trade, however, as well as that of the gold and ivory, is almost destroyed; though the gold is still reputed to be the belt and purest in Africa, and is therefore bought at Mocha to be carried to India, where it all centres at Calcutta.

SENNERTUS (Daniel), an eminent physician, was born in 1772 at Breda; and in 1793 he was sent to Witterenber, where he made great progress in philosophy and physiology. He visited the universities of Leipsic, Jena, Freiberg upon the Oder, and Berlin; but soon returned to Witterenber, where he was promoted to the degree of doctor of physic, and soon after to a professorship in the same faculty. He was the first who introduced the study of chemistry into that university; he gained a great reputation by his works and practice, and was very generous to the poor. He died of the plague at Witterenber, in 1657. He raised himself enemies
the ancients. He thought the feed of all living creatures animated, and that the soul of this feed produces organization. He was accused of impiety for alleging that the souls of beings are not material; for this was affirmed to be the same thing with alleging that they are immortal; but he rejected this consequence, as he well might do. See Metaphysics, Part III. chap. vi.

SENONES, (anc. geog.), a people of Gallia Celtica, situated on the Sequana to the south of the Parthian, near the confluence of the Jena or Yonne with the abovementioned river. Their most considerable exploit was their invasion of Italy, and taking and burning Rome, as related under that article. This was done by a colony of them long before transported into Italy, and settled on the Adriatic. Their capital, Agendium in Gaul, was in the lower age called Senones, now Sens. In Italy the Senones extended themselves as far as the river Aetius; but were afterwards driven beyond the Rubicon, which became the boundary of Gallia Cisalpina, (Polybius, Strabo.)

Sensation, in philosophy, the perception of external objects by means of the senses. See Metaphysics, Part I. chap. i.

Sense, a faculty of the soul whereby it perceives external objects by means of the impressions they make on certain organs of the body. See Metaphysics, Part I. and Anatomy, no 137, &c.

Common sense, is a term that has been variously used both by ancient and modern writers. With some it has been synonymous with public sense; with others it has denoted prudence; in certain instances, it has been confounded with some of the powers of taste; and, accordingly, those who commit egregious blunders with regard to decorum, fancying and doing what is offensive to their company, and inconsequent with their own character, have been charged with a defect in common sense. Some men are distinguished by an uncommon acuteness in discovering the characters of others; and this talent has been sometimes called common sense; similar to which is that use of the term, which makes it to signify that experience and knowledge of life which is acquired by living in society. To this meaning Quintilian refers, speaking of the advantages of a public education: Senem ipsum qui communis dicitur, usi defect, cum se a congruus, qui non hominibus jolum, sed multis quoque animantibus naturalis est, secegetis? Lib. I. cap. 2.

But the term common sense hath in modern times been used to signify that power of the mind which perceives truth, or commands belief, not by progressive argumentation, but by an instantaneous, intuitive, and irresistible impulse; derived neither from education nor from habit, but from nature; acting independently of our will, whenever its object is presented, according to an established law, and therefore called sense; and acting in a similar manner upon all, or at least upon a great majority of mankind, and therefore called common sense. See Metaphysics, no 127.

Moral sense, is a determination of the mind to be pleased with the contemplation of those affections, actions, or characters, of rational agents, which we call good or virtuous.

This moral sense of beauty in actions and affections may appear strange at first view: some of our moralists themselves are offended at it in Lord Shaftesbury, as being accustomed to deduce every approbation or aversion from rational views of interest. It is certain that his lordship has carried the influence of the moral sense very far, and some of his followers have carried it farther. The advocates for the selfish system seem to drive their opinions to the opposite extreme, and we have elsewhere endeavored to show that the truth lies between the contending parties. See Moral Philosophy, no 27, 32.

Public sense is defined by the noble author of the Characteristiques to be an innate propensity to be pleased with the happiness of others, and to be uneasy at their misery. It is found, he says, in a greater or less degree in all men, and was sometimes called communis, or sens communis, by ancient writers.

Of the reality of this public sense we have great doubts. The conduct of savages, who are more under the influence of original instinct than civilized men, gives no consonance to it. Their affections seem all to be selfish, or at least to spring from self-love variously modified. For the happiness of their wives they have very little regard, considering them merely as instruments of their own pleasure, and valuing them for nothing else. Hence they make them toil, while they themselves indulge in littlest idleness. To their children we believe they exhibit strong symptoms of attachment, as soon as they derive allowance from them in war, or in the business of the chase; but during the helpless years of infancy, the child is left by the selfish father wholly to the care and protection of his wretched mother; who, impelled by the florg of all females to their young, cherishes her offspring with great fondness.

The savage is, indeed, susceptible of strong affections; similar to that which we call friendship; but such attachments are no proofs of disinterested benevolence, or what his Lordship calls the public sense. Two barbarous heroes are probably first linked together by the observation of each other's prowess in war, or their skill in pursuing their game, for such observation cannot fail to show them that they may be useful to one another; and we have elsewhere shown how real friendship may spring from sentiments originally selfish. The savage is very much attached to his horde or tribe, and this attachment resembles patriotism; but patriotism itself is not a sentiment of pure benevolence delighting in the happiness of others, and grieving at their misery; for the patriot prefers his own country to all others, and is not very scrupulous with respect to the reduction of the means by which he promotes its interest, or depresses its rivals. The savage pursues with relentless rigour the enemies of himself or of the tribe to which he belongs; shows no mercy to them when in his power, but puts them to cruel death, and carries their heads to the leader of his party. These facts, which cannot be controverted, are perfectly irreconcilable with innate benevolence, or a public sense comprehending the whole race of men, and show the truth of that theory by which we have in another place endeavoured to account for all the passions, social as well as selfish. See Passion.

Sensible note, in music, is that which contributes a third major above the dominant, and a semitone below the octave.
Sensibility. Tone beneath the tonic. \( S_i \) or \( B \), is the sensible note in the tone of \( u \) or \( C \); the \( f \); or \( G \), the tone of \( la \) or \( A \).

They call it the sensible note on this account, that it causes to be perceived the tone or natural series of the key and the tonic itself; upon which, after the chord of the dominant, the sensible note taking the shortest road, is under a necessity of rising; which has made some authors treat this sensible note as a major dissonance, for want of observing, that dissonance, being a relation, cannot be constitued unless by two notes between which it subsists.

It is not meant that the sensible note is the seventh of the tone, because, in the minor mode, this seventh cannot be a sensible note but in ascending; for, in descending, it is at the distance of a full note from the tonic, and of a third minor from the dominant.

SENSIBILITY, is a nice and delicate perception of pleasure or pain, beauty or deformity. It is very nearly allied to taste; and, as far as it is natural, seems to depend upon the organization of the nervous system. It is capable, however, of cultivation, and is experienced in a much higher degree in civilized than in savage nations, and among persons liberally educated than among boors and illiterate mechanics. The man who has cultivated any of the fine arts has a much quicker and more exquisite perception of beauty and deformity in the execution of that art, than another of equal or even greater natural powers, who has but casually inspected its productions. He who has been long accustomed to that decorum of manners which characterizes the polite part of the world, perceives almost instinctively the smallest deviation from it, and feels himself almost as much hurt by the behaviour harmful in itself, as by the grossest rudeness; and the man who has long proceeded steadily in the paths of virtue, and often painted over other passions, he is more quickly alarmed at any deviation from rectitude, than another who, though his life has been stained by no crime, has yet thought less upon the principles of virtue and consequences of vice.

Every thing which can be called sensibility, and is not born with man, may be resolved into affection, and is to be regulated accordingly; for sensibilities may be acquired which are inimical to happiness and to the practice of virtue. The man is not to be envied who has so accustomed himself to the forms of polite address as to be hurt by the unaffected language and manners of the honest peasant, with whom he may have occasion to transact business; nor is he likely to acquire much useful knowledge who has so heedlessly studied the beauties of composition as to be unable to read without disdaining a book of science or of history, of which the style comes not up to his standard of perfection. That sensibility which we either have from nature, or necessarily acquire, of the miseries of others, is of the greatest use when properly regulated, as it powerfully impels us to relieve their distress; but if it by any means become so exquisite as to make us shun the sight of misery, it counteracts the end for which it was implanted in our nature, and only deprives us of happiness, while it contributes nothing to the good of others. Indeed there is reason to believe that all such extreme sensibilities are selfish affections, employed as apologies for withholding from the miserable that relief which it is in our power to give; for there is not a fact better established in the science of human nature, than that passive perceptions grow gradually weaker by repetition, while active habits daily acquire strength.

It is of great importance to a literary man to cultivate his taste, because it is the source of much elegant and refined pleasure. (see Taste) but there is a degree of fastidiousness which renders that pleasure impossible to be obtained, and it is the certain indication of expiring letters. It is necessary to submit to the artificial rules of polite ease, for they tend to promote the peace and harmony of society, and are sometimes a useful substitute for moral virtue; but he who with respect to them has so much sensibility as to be disgusted with all those manners are not equally polished with his own, is a very troublesome member of society. It is every man's duty to cultivate his moral sensibilities, so as to make them subservient to the purposes for which they were given to him; but if he either feel, or pretend to feel, the miseries of others to so exquisite a degree as to be unable to afford them the relief which they have a right to expect, his sensibilities are of no good tendency.

That the man of true sensibility has more pains and more pleasures than the callous wretch, is universally admitted, as well as that his enjoyments and sufferings are more exquisite in their kind; and so as not to live for himself alone, no man will acknowledge his want of sensibility, or express a wish that his heart were callous. It is, however, a matter of some moment to distinguish real sensibilities from ridiculous affections; those which tend to increase the sum of human happiness from such as have a contrary tendency, and to cultivate them all in such a manner as to make them answer the ends for which they were implanted in us by the benevolent Author of nature. This can be done only by watching over them as over other associations, (see Metaphysics, Book 9.) for excessive sensibility, as it is not the gift of nature, is the bane of human happiness. "Too much tenderness (as Roufeau well observes) proves the bitterest curse instead of the most fruitful blessing; vexation and disappointment are its certain consequences. The temperance of the air, the change of the seasons, the brilliancy of the sun, or thickness of the fog, are so many moving springs to the unhappy pessilior, and he becomes the wanton sport of their arbitration."

SENSITIVE-PLANT. See Mimosa, Dionaea, and Hedyasarum.

The sensitive plants are well known to possess a kind of motion, by which the leaves and stalks are contracted and fall down upon being slightly touched, or shaken with some degree of violence.

The contraction of the leaves and branches of the sensitive plant when touched, is a very singular phenomenon. Different hypotheses have been formed by botanists in order to explain it; but we are disposed to believe that these have generally been deduced rather from analogical reasoning that from a collection of facts and observations. We shall therefore give an account of all the important facts which we have been able to collect upon this curious subject; and then draw such conclusions as obviously result from them, without, however, attempting to support any old, or to establish a new, hypothesis.

1. It is difficult to touch the leaf of a healthy sensitive plant so delicately that it will not immediately col-
Sensitive. 

lapè (5), the foliola or little leaves moving at their bite till they come into contact, and then applying themselves close together. If the leaf be touched with a little more force, the opposite leaf will exhibit the same appearance. If a little more force be applied, the partial footstalks bend down towards the common footstalk from which they issue, making with it a more acute angle than before. If the touch be more violent still, all the leaves situated on the same side with the one that has been touched will instantly collapse, and the partial footstalk will approach the common footstalk to which it is attached, in the same manner as the partial footstalk of the leaf approaches the stem or branch from which it issues; so that the whole plant, from having its branches extended, will immediately appear like a weeping birch.

2. These motions of the plant are performed by means of three distinct and sensible articulations. The first, that of the foliola or lobes of the partial footstalk; the second, that of the partial footstalk to the common one; the third, that of the common footstalk to the trunk. The primary motion of all which is the closing of the leaf upon the partial footstalk, which is performed in a similar manner, and by a similar articulation. This, however, is much less visible than the others. These motions are wholly independent on one another, as may be proved by experiment. It appears that if the partial footstalks are moved, and collapse toward the petiole, or these toward the trunk, the little leaves, whose motion is usually primary to these, should be affected also; yet experiment proves that it is possible to touch the footstalks in such a manner as to affect them only, and make them apply themselves to the trunk, while the leaves feel nothing of the touch; but this cannot be, unless the footstalks are so disposed, as that they can fall to the trunk, without suffering their leaves to touch any part of the plant in their passage, because, if they do, they are immediately affected.

3. Winds and heavy rains make the leaves of the sensitive plant contra& and close; but no such effect is produced from slight flowers.

4. At night, or when exposed to much cold in the day, the leaves meet and close in the same manner as when touched, folding their upper surfaces together, and in part over each other, like scales or tiles, so as to expose as little as possible of the upper surface to the air. The opposite sides of the leaves (foliola, do not come close together in the night, for when touched they apply themselves closer together. Dr. Darwin kept a sensitive plant in a dark place for some hours after daybreak; the leaves and footstalks were collapsed as in its most profound sleep; and, on exposing it to the light, above 20 minutes passed before it was expanded.

5. In the month of August, a sensitive plant was carried in a pot out of its usual place into a dark cave, the motion that it received in the carriage shut up its leaves, and they did not open till 24 hours afterwards; at this time they became moderately open, but were afterwards subject to no changes at night or morning, but remained three days and nights with their leaves in the same moderately open state. At the end of this time they were brought out again into the air, and there recovered their natural periodical motions, shutting every night and opening every morning, as naturally and as strongly as if the plant had not been in this forced state; and while in the cave, it was observed to be very little less affected with the touch than when abroad in the open air.

6. The great heats of summer, when there is open sunlight at noon, affect the plant in some degree like cold, causing it to shut up its leaves a little, but never in any very great degree. The plant, however, is least of all affected about nine o'clock in the morning, and that is consequtively the properest time to make experiments on it. A branch of the sensitive plant cut off, and laid by, retains yet its property of shutting up and opening in the morning for some days; and it holds it longer if kept with one end in water, than if left to dry more suddenly.

7. The leaves only of the sensitive plant shut up in the night, not the branches; and if it be touched at this time, the branches are affected in the same manner as in the day, shutting up, or approaching to the stalk or trunk, in the same manner, and often with more force. It is of no consequence what the substance is with which the plant is touched, it answers alike to all; but there may be observed a little spot, distinguishable by its paler colour in the articulations of its leaves, where the greatest and nicest sensibility is evidently placed.

8. Duhamel having observed, about the 15th of September, in moderate weather, the natural motion of a branch of a sensitive plant, remarked, that at nine in the morning it formed with the stem an angle of 90 degrees; at noon, 112 degrees; at three afternoon, it returned to 100; and after touching the branch, the angle was reduced to 90. Three quarters of an hour after it had mounted to 112; and, at eight, being touched again, without being touched, to 90. The day after, in finer weather, the same branch, at eight in the morning, made an angle of 135 degrees with the stem; after being touched, the angle was diminished to 80; an hour after, it rose again to 135; being touched a second time, it returned again to 80; an hour and a half after, it had risen to 145; and upon being touched a third time, descended to 135; and remained in that position till five o'clock in the afternoon, when being touched a fourth time it fell to 110.

9. The parts of the plants which have collapsed afterwards unfold themselves, and return to their former expanded state. The time required for that purpose varies, according to the vigour of the plant, the season of the year, the hour of the day, the state of the atmosphere. Sometimes half an hour is requisite, sometimes only ten minutes. The order in which the parts recover themselves varies in like manner: sometimes it is the common footstalk; sometimes the rib to which
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(4) As the nature of the sensitive plant is curious, we wish to make the description of it intelligible to those who are not acquainted with the technical language of botany. We have therefore used the word leaf instead of folium or lobe.
the leaves are attached; and sometimes the leaves themselves are expanded, before the other parts have made any attempt to be reinstated in their former position.

10. If, without shaking the other smaller leaves, we cut off the half of a leaf or lobe belonging to the first pair, at the extremity or summit of a wing, the leaf cut, and its antagonist, that is to say, the first pair, begin to approach each other; then the second, and so on successively, till all the lesser leaves, or lobes of that wing, have collapsed in like manner. Frequently, after 12 or 15 seconds, the lobes of the other wings, which were not immediately affected by the stroke, shut, whilst the stalk and its wing, beginning at the bottom, and proceeding in order to the top, gradually recover themselves. If, instead of one of the lesser extreme leaves, we cut off one belonging to the pair that is next the footstalk, its antagonist shuts, as do the other pairs successively, from the bottom to the top. If all the leaves of one side of a wing be cut off, the opposite leaves are not affected, but remain expanded. With some address, it is possible even to cut off a branch without hurting the leaves, or making them fall. The common footstalk of the winged leaves being cut as far as three-fourths of its diameter, all the parts which hang down collapse, but quickly recover without appearing to have suffered any considerable violence by the blow. An incision being made into one of the principal branches to the depth of one-half the diameter, the branches situated between the section and the root will fall down; those above the incision remain as before, and the nearer leaves continue open; but this direction is soon destroyed, by cutting off one of the lobes at the extremity, as was observed above. Lastly, a whole wing being cut off with precaution near its insertion into the common footstalk, the other wings are not affected by it, and its own lobes do not shut. No motion ensues from piercing the branch with a needle or other sharp instrument.

11. If the end of one of the leaves be burned with the flame of a candle, or by a burning glass, or by touching it with hot iron, it closes up in a moment, and the opposite leaf does the same, and after that the whole series of leaves on each side of the partial or little footstalk; then the footstalk itself; then the branch or common footstalk; all do the same, if the burning has been in a sufficient degree. This proves that there is a very nice communication between all the parts of the plant, by means of which the burning, which only is applied to the extremity of one leaf, diffuse its influence through every part of the stalk. If a drop of aquafortis be carefully laid upon a leaf of the sensitive plant, so as not to shake it in the leaf, the leaf does not begin to move till the acrid liquor corrodes the substance of it; but at that time not only that particular leaf, but all the leaves placed on the same footstalk, close themselves up. The vapour of burning sulphur has also this effect on many leaves at once, according as they are more or less exposed to it; but a bottle of very acrid and sulphureous spirit of vitriol, placed under the branches unlopped, produces no such effect. Wetting the leaves with spirit of wine has been observed also to have no effect, nor the rubbing of oil of almonds over them; though this latter application destroys many plants.

From the preceding experiments the following conclusions may be fairly drawn: 1. The contraction of the parts of the sensitive plant is occasioned by an external force, and the contraction is in proportion to the force. 2. All bodies which can exert any force affect the sensitive plant; some by the touch or by agitation, as the wind rain, &c.; some by chemical influence, as heat and cold. 3. Touching or agitating the plant produces a greater effect than an incision or cutting off a part, or by applying heat or cold.

Attempts have been made to explain these curious phenomena. Dr Darwin, in the notes to his admired poem, intitled, The Botanic Garden, lays it down as a principle, that "the sleep of animals consists in a suspension of voluntary motion; and as vegetables are subject to sleep as well as animals, there is reason to conclude (says he) that the various actions of closing their petals and foliage may be ascribed to a voluntary power; for without the faculty of volition sleep would not have been necessary to them." Whether this definition of sleep when applied to animals be just, we shall not inquire; but it is evident the supposed analogy between the sleep of animals and the sleep of plants has led Dr Darwin to admit this astonishing conclusion, that plants have volition. As volition presupposes a mind or soul, it was to be wished that he had given us some information concerning the nature of a vegetable soul, which can think and will. We suppose, however, that this vegetable soul will turn out to be a mere mechanical or chemical one; for it is affected by external forces uniformly in the same way, its volition is merely passive, and never makes any successful resistance against those causes by which it is influenced. All this is a mere abufe of words. The sleep of plants is a metaphorical expression, and has not the least resemblance to the sleep of animals. Plants are said to sleep when the flowers or leaves are contracted or folded together; but we never heard that there is any similar contraction in the body of an animal during sleep.

The fibres of vegetables have been compared with the muscles of animals, and the motion of the sensitive plant have been supposed the same with muscular motion. Between the fibres of vegetables and the muscles of animals, however, there is not the least similarity. If muscles be cut through, so as to be separated from the joints to which they are attached, their powers are completely destroyed; but this is not the case with vegetable fibres. The following very ingenious experiment, which was communicated to us by a respectable member of the University of Edinburgh, is decisive on this subject. He selected a growing poppy at that period of its growth, before unfolding, when the head and neck are bent down almost double. He cut the stalk where it was curved half through on the under side, and half through at a small distance on the upper side, and half through in the middle point between the two sections, so that the ends of the fibres were separated from the stalk. Notwithstanding these several cuttings on the neck, the poppy raised its head, and assumed a more erect position. There is, therefore, a complete distinction between muscular motion and the motions of a plant, for no motion can take place in the limb of an animal when the muscles of that limb are cut.

In fine, we look upon all attempts to explain the motions of plants as absurd, and all reasoning from supposed analogy between animals and vegetables as the
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Sentiments, in poetry. To talk in the language of music, each passion hath a certain tone, to which
every sentiment proceeding from it ought to be tuned
with the greatest accuracy: which is no easy work,
especially where such harmony ought to be supported
during the course of a long theatrical representation.
In order to reach such delicacy of execution, it is ne-
cessary that a writer assume the precise character and
passion of the personage represented; which requires
an uncommon genius. But it is the only difficulty;
for the writer, who, annihilating himself, can thus be-
come another person, need be in no pain about the sen-
timents that belong to the assumed character: these
will flow without the least study, or even preconce-
ption; and will frequently be as delightfully new to him-
self as to his reader. But if a lively picture even of a
single emotion require an effort of genius, how much
greater the effort to compose a passionate dialogue with
as many different tones of passion as there are spea-
ers? With what dulness of feeling must that writer
be endowed, who approaches perfection in such a work;
when it is necessary to assume different and even oppo-
te characters and passions in the quickest succession?
Yet this work, difficult as it is, yields to that of com-
pounding a dialogue in genteel comedy, exhibiting char-
acters without passion. The reason is, that the dif-
rent tones of character are more delicate, and lies in
fight, than those of passion; and, accordingly, many
writers, who have no genius for drawing characters,

make a shift to represent, tolerably well, an ordinary
passion in its simple movements. But of all works of
this kind, what is truly the most difficult, is a charac-
teristic dialogue upon any philosophical subject; to
interweave character with reason, by fusing to the
character of each speaker a peculiarity not only of
good but of expression, requires the perfection of
talent, taste, and judgment.

How difficult dialogue writing is, will be evident, even
without reasoning, from the miserable compositions of
that kind found without number in all languages. The
art of mimicking any singularity in gesture or in voice,
is a rare talent, though directed by sight and hearing,
the acutest and most lively of our external senses: how
much more rare must that talent be, of imitating char-
aacters and internal emotions, tracing all their differ-
teint, and representing them in a lively manner by
natural sentiments properly expressed? The truth is,
such execution is too delicate for an ordinary genius;
and for that reason the bulk of writers, instead of ex-
pressing a passion as one does who feels it, content
themselves with describing it in the language of a spec-
tator. To awake passion by an internal effort merely,
without any external cause, requires great sensibility;
and yet that operation is necessary, not least to the writ-
er than to the actor; because none but those who ac-
ually feel a passion can represent it to the life. The
writer's part is the more complicated: he must add
composition to passion; and must, in the quickest suc-
cession, adopt every different character. But a very
humble flight of imagination may serve to convert a
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writer
With regard to the French author, truth obliges us to acknowledge, that he describes in the style of a spectator instead of expressing passion like one who feels it; which naturally betrays him into a tiresome monotony, and a pompous declamatory style. It is scarce necessary to give examples, for he never varies from that tone. We shall, however, take two passages at a venture, in order to be confronted with those transcribed above. In the tragedy of Cinna, after the conspiracy was discovered, Emilia, having nothing in view but racks and death to herself and her lover, receives a pardon from Augustus, attended with the brightest circumstances of magnanimity and tenderness. This is a lucky situation for representing the passions of surprise and gratitude in their different stages, which seem naturally to be what follow. These passions, raised at once to the utmost pitch, and being at first too big for utterance, must, for some moments, be expressed by violent gestures only: so soon as there is vent for words, the first expressions are broken and interrupted; at last, we ought to expect a tide of intermingled sentiments, occasioned by the fluctuation of the mind between the two passions. Emilia is made to behave in a very different manner; with extreme coldness she describes her own situation, as if she were merely a spectator; or rather the poet takes the task off her hands:

"Et je me rends, Seigneur, à ces hautes bontés:
Je recouvre la vue auprè de leurs clartés.
Je connois mon forfait qui me sembloit juifize;
Et ce que n'avoit pû la terreur du supplice,
Je sens naître en mon âme un repentir puifiant,
Et mon cœur en secret me dit, qu'il y conçoit.
Le ciel a réfolu votre grandeur fuprême;
Et pour preuve, Seigneur, je n'en veux que moi-même.
J'ôte avec vanité me donner cet éclat,
Puis qu'il change mon cœur, qu'il veut changer l'état,
Ma haine va mourir,
Et pour preuve, Seigneur, je o'en veux.
Ma haine va mourir,
Et ce cœur devient fur, et fidele;
Et prenant déterminée cette haine en horreur,
L'ardeur de vous fervir succède à fa fureur."

As 3. fr. 5.

So much is general upon the genuine sentiments of passion. We proceed to particular observations. And, first, passions seldom continue uniform any considerable time: they generally fluctuate, swelling and subsiding by turns, often in a quick succession; and the sentiments cannot be just unless they correspond to such fluctuation. Accordingly, a climax never shows better than in expressing a swelling passion: the following passages may suffice for an illustration.

"Almeria——How haft thou charm'd
The wildness of the waves and rocks to this;
That thus relenting they have given thee back
To earth, to light and life, to love and me?"

"Mourning Bride, as 1. fr. 7.

I would not be the villain that thou thinkeft
For the whole space that's in the tyrant's grasp,
And the rich earth to boot."

"Macketh, as 4. fr. 4."
The following passage expresses finely the progress of conviction.

Let me not stir, nor breathe, left I dissolve
That tender, lovely form, of painted air,
So like Almeria. Ha! it sinks, it falls;
I'll catch it e'er it goes, and grasp her shade.
'Tis life! 'tis warm! 'tis she! 'tis she herself!
It is Almeria! 'tis, it is my wife!

Mourning Bride, a11 2. fc. 6.

In the progress of thought our resolutions become more vigorous as well as our passions.

If ever I do yield or give consent,
By any action, word, or thought, to wed
Another lord; may then just heav'n show'r down, &c.

Mourning Bride, a11 1. fc. 1.

And this leads to a second observation, That the different stages of a passion, and its different directions, from birth to extinction, must be carefully represented in their order; because otherwise the sentiments, by being misplaced, will appear forced and unnatural. —

Refentment, for example, when provoked by an atrocious injury, discharges itself first upon the author; sentiments therefore of revenge come always first, and must in some measure be exhausted before the person injured think of grieving for himself. In the Cid of Corneille, Don Diegue having been affronted in a cruel manner, expresses a very natural sentiment of revenge, but is totally occupied in contemplating the low situation to which he is reduced by the affront:

O rage! O defiopoir! O vieillesse ennemie!
N'ai-je donc tant vecu pour cette infamie?
Et ne fais-je blanchi dans les travaux guerriers,
Que pour voir en un jour fletrir tant de lauriers;
Mon bras, qu'avertit respect tout l'Espagne admire,
Mon bras qui tant de fois a sauvé cet empire,
Tant de fois affirmé le trône de fon tri;
Trahir donc ma querelle, et ne fait rien pour moi!
O cruel fon paizé! ouvrer de tant de jours en un jour effacé!
Nouvelle dignité faite a mon bonheur!
Précipice élevé d'où tombe mon honneur!
L'auteur de votre éclat voir triompher le comte,
Et mourir sans vengeance, ou vivre dans la honte?
Comte, foi de mon prince à prefent gouverneur,
Ce haut rang n'admet point un homme sans honneur;
Et ton jolox orgueil par cet affront infligne,
Malgré le choix du roi, m'en a rendu indignes.
Et toi, de mes exploits gloires flourish, intrinse,
Mais d'un corps tout de glace inutile ornement,
Perjus tant à craindre, et qui dans cette offense
M's servi de parade, et non pas de defense,
Va, quitte de ce dernier des humains,
Puisque pour me venger en de meilleures mains,

These sentiments are certainly not the first that are suggested by the passion of resentment. As the first movements of resentment are always directed to its object, the very fame is the cafe of grief. Yet with relation to the sudden and fierce distemper that seized Alexander bathing in the river Cydnus, Quintus Curtius describes the first emotions of the army as directed to themselves, lamenting that they were left without a leader, far from home, and had fear of any hopes of returning in safety: their king's distresses, which must naturally have been their first concern, occupies them but in the second place according to that author.

In the Aminta of Tasso, Sylvia, upon a report of her lover's death, which she believed certain, instead of bemoaning the loss of her beloved, turns her thoughts upon herself, and wonders her heart does not break:

Ohime, ben figo difatto,
Poi che quella novella non muricide,

In the tragedy of Jane Shore, Alicia, in the full purpose of destroying her rival, has the following reflection:

O jealousy! thou bane of pleasing friendship,
Thou word-invader of our tender bosoms:
How does thy rancor poison all our fons,
And turn our gentle nature into bitterness?
See where she comes! Once my heart's dearest blessings,
Now my chang'd eyes are blushed with her beauty,
Loathe that known face, and ficken to behold her.

These are the reflections of a cool spectator. A passion, while it has the ascendant, and is freely indulged, suggests not to the person who feels it any sentiment to its own prejudice: reflections like the foregoing could not readily till the passion has spent its vigour.

A person sometimes is agitated at once by different passions; and the mind in that case, vibrating like a pendulum, vents itself in sentiments that partake of the same vibration. This we give as a third observation:

Queen. Would I had never trod this English earth,
Or felt the flatteries that grew upon it.
Ye've angels faces, but heav'n knows your hearts.
What shall become of me now? wretched lady!
I am the most unhappy woman living.

Alas! poor wenches, where are now your fortunes?

To her woman.

Shipwreck'd upon a kingdom, where no pity,
No friends, no hope, no kindred, weep for me!
Almox no grave allow'd me.

Henry VIII. a11 3. fc. 1.

Gile's. Oh devil, devil!
If that the earth could team with woman's tears,
Each drop she falls would prove a crocodile.

Out of my fight!

Desdemona. I will not stay t'o'iffend you.

Gonza. Truly, an obedient lady:

I do beseech your lordship, call her back.

Obi. Miltre'es——

D.j. My lord.

Obi. What would you with her, Sir

Lod. Who, I, my lord?

Ok. Ay; you did with that I would make her turn,
Sir, she can turn and turn, and yet go on;
And turn again. And she can weep, Sir, weep;
And she's obedient: as you say, obedient:
Very obedient—proceed you in your tasks——
Concerning this, Sir,—oh well-painted passion!—
I am commanded home—get you away,
I'll fend for you anon—Sir, I obey the mandate,
And will return to Venice.——Hence, avanti!

Exit Desdemona.

Othello, a11 4. fc. 6.

Exit.
Othello, ad 5. fe. 7.

A fourth observation is, That nature, which gave us passions, and made them extremely beneficial when moderate, intended undoubtedly that they should be subjected to the government of reason and conscience. It is therefore against the order of nature, that passion in any case should take the lead in contradiction to reason and conscience: such a state of mind is a fort of anarchy which every one is ashamed of and endeavours to hide or diffimulate. Even love, however laudable, is attended with a conficious shame when it becomes immediate: it is covered from the world, and disdained only to the beloved object:

Et que l'amour souvent de remors combattu
Paroisste une foibleffe, et non une vertu.

Bolvedus, l'Art Post. chant. 3. l. 101.

O, they love least that let men know they love.

Two Gentlemen of Verona, ad 1. fe. 3.

Hence a capital rule in the representation of moderate passions, that they ought to be hid or diffimulated as much as possible. And this holds in an especial manner with respect to criminal passions: one never considers the committal of a crime in plain terms; guilt must not appear in its native colours, even in thought; the passion must be made by hints, and by representing the action in some favourable light. Of the propriety of sentiment upon such an occasion, Shakespeare, in the Tempest, has given us a beautiful example, in a speech by the usurping duke of Milan, advising Sebastian to murder his brother the king of Naples:

Antonio. —— What might,
Worthy Sebastian,—O, what might—no more.
And yet, methinks, I see it in thy face,
What thou shouldst be: the occasion speaks thee, and
My strong imagination fees a crown
Dropping upon thy head.

A picture of this kind, perhaps still finer, is exhibited in King John, where that tyrant solicits (ad 3. fe. 5.) Hubert to murder the young prince Arthur; but it is too long to be inserted here.

II. As things are best illustrated by their contraries, we proceed to faulty sentiments, distaining to be indebted for examples to any but the most approved authors. The first class shall consist of sentiments that accord not with the passion; or, in other words, sentiments that the passion does not naturally suggest. In the second class shall be ranged sentiments that may belong to an ordinary passion, but unsuitable to it as tainted by a fignar character. Thoughts that properly are not sentiments, but rather descriptions, make a third. Sentiments that belong to the passion represented, but are faulty as being introduced too early or too late, make a fourth. Vicious sentiments exposed sentiments in their native dress, instead of being concealed or disguised, make a fifth. And in the last class shall be collected sentiments suited to no character nor passion, and therefore unnatural.

The first class contains faulty sentiments of various kinds, which we shall endeavour to distinguish from each other.

1. Of sentiments that are faulty by being above the tone of the passion, the following may serve as an example:

Othello—— O my soul's joy!
If after every tempest come such calms,
May the winds blow till they have waken'd death:
And let the labouring bark climb hills of fear
Olympus high, and duck again as low
As hell's from heaven!

Othello, ad 2. fe. 6.

This sentiment may be suggested by violent and inflamed passion; but is not suited to the satisfaction, however great, that one feels upon escaping danger.

2. Influence of sentiments below the tone of the passion. Ptolemy, by putting Pompey to death, having incurred the displeasure of Caesar, was in the utmost dread of being dethroned; in that agitating situation, Corneille makes him utter a speech full of cool reflection, that is in no degree expressive of the passion.

Ah! si je t'avois cru, je n'aurois pas de maire,
Je serois dans le trone ou le ciel m'a fait naître;
Mais c'es, une imprudence affes commune aux rois,
Découter trop d'avise, et fe tromper au choix.
Le Deslin les aveugle au bord du précipice,
Ou si quelque lumière en leur âme fe glisse,
Cette fausse clarté dont ils les eblouit,
Le plonge dans une gouroufe, et puis s'évanourt.

La Mort de Pompé, ad 4. fe. 1.

3. Sentiments that agree not with the tone of the passion; as where a pleasant sentiment is graft upon a painful passion, or the contrary. In the following instances, the sentiments are too gay for a serious passion:

No happier task these faded eyes pursue;
To read and weep is all they now can do.

Eloiza to Abelard. l. 47.

Again;

Heav'n first taught letters for some wretch's aid,
Some banish'd lover, or some captive maid:
They live, they speak, they breathe what love inspires,
Warm from the foul, and faithful to its fires;
The virgin's with without her fears impart,
Excuse the blushing, and pour out all the heart;
Speed the soft intercourse from soul to soul,
And wait a figh from Indus to the pole.

Eloiza to Abelard. l. 51.

These thoughts are pretty; They suit Pope, but not Eloiza.

Satan, enraged by a threatening of the angel Gabriel, answers thus:

Then when I am thy captive, talk of chains,
Proud liminary cherub; but ere then
Far heavier load thyself expect to feel
From my prevailing arm, though heaven's King

Ride
Ride on thy wings, and thou with thy companions,
Us’d to the yoke, draw’d his triumphant wheels
In progress thro’ the road of heav’n flar-pav’d.
Paradise Lost, b. 4.

The concluding epithet forms a grand and delightful image, which cannot be the genuine offspring of fancy.

Sentiments too artificial for a serious passion. The first example is a speech of Percy expiring.

O, Harry, thou hast robb’d me of my growth;
I better brook the loss of brittle life,
Than those proud titles thou hast won of me: [a:-th.]
They wound my thoughts worse than thy sword my
But thought’s the flame of life, and life time’s fool;
And time, that takes forvy of all the world,
Might have a flap.

First Part, Henry IV. all 5. sc. 9.

The sentiments of the Mourning Bride are for the most part no less delicate than just copies of nature: in the following exception the picture is beautiful, but too artful to be suggeted by severe grief.

Almeria. O no! Time gives increas to my afflications.
The circling hours, that gather all the woes
Which are diffus’d through the revolving year,
Come heavy laden with its oppressive weight
To me; with me, facetiously, they leave
The fighs, the tears, the groans, the restless cares,
And all the damps of grief, that did retard their flight;
They flake their downy wings, and scatter all
The dire collected dew on my poor head;
Then fly with joy and triumphs from me. All 1. sc. 1.

In the same play, Almeria seeing a dead body, which the poet gave to Alphonso’s express sentiments framed and artificial, which nature suggeted not to any person upon such occasion:

Had they or hearts or eyes, that did this deed?
Could eyes endure to guide such cruel hands?
Are not my eyes guilty alike with theirs,
That thus can gaze, and yet not turn to flight?
—I do not weep! The springs of tears are dry’d,
And of a sudden I am calm, as if
I’der’d!
All things were well; and yet my husband’s murder;
Yes, yes, I know to mourn: I’ll flince this heart,
The source of woe, and let the torrent in.

Ad. 5. sc. 11.

Pope’s elegy to the memory of an unfortunate lady, expresses delicately the most tender concern and sorrow that one can feel for the deplorable fate of a person of worth. Such a poem, deeply serious and pathetic, rejects with disdain all fiction. Upon that account, the following passage deserves no quarter; for it is not the language of the heart, but of the imagination indulging its flights at ease, and by that means is eminently discordant with the subject. It would be a full more severe ceniture, if it should be ascribed to imitation, copying indiscriminately what has been said by others:

What tho’ no weeping loves thy ashes grace,
Nor polished marble emulate thy face?
What though no sacred earth allow thee room,
Nor hollow’d dirge be mutter’d o’er thy tomb?

Yet shall thy grave with rising flow’rs be drest,
And the green turf lie lightly on thy breast:
There shall the morn her earliest tears becast,
There the first roses of the year shall blow;
While angels with their silver wings o’ershade
The ground, now fixted by thy relics made.

5. fanciful or finical sentiments. Sentiments that degenerate into point or conceit, however they may amuse in an idle hour, can never be the offspring of any serious or important passion. In the frenzies of Tasso, Tancred, after a single combat, spent with fatigue and loss of blood, falls into a swoon; in which situation, understood to be dead, he is discovered by Erminia, who was in love with Limo to distraction. A more happy situation cannot be imagined, to raise grief in an infant to its highest pitch; and yet, in venting her sorrow, the descends most abominably into antithesis, and conceit even of the lowest kind:

E in lui versò d’inefficabil vena
Lacrima, e voce di lispuri mille.
In che miero punto hor qui me mena
Fortuna? a che veduta amara e trista?
Dopo gran tempo l’i ritrovò a pena
Tancredì, e ri veggio, e non fon vista
Viita non fon da te, benche presente
T trovando ti perdo eternamente.

Canto 19, sc. 105.

Armida’s lamentation respecting her lover Rinaldo is in the same vicious taste. Vid. canto 20. Stan. 124, 125, 126.

Queen. Give me no help in lamentation,
I am not barren to bring forth complaints:
All springs reduce their currents to mine eyes,
That I, being govern’d by the wat’ry moon,
May send forth plenteous tears to drown the world,
Ah, for my husband, for my dear lord Edward.

King Richard III. act. 2. sc. 2.

Jane shore utters her last breath in a witty conceit:

Then all is well, and I shall sleep in peace——
’Tis very dark and I have left you now——
Was there not something I would have bequesth you?
But I have nothing left me to beftow,
Nothing but one sad sight. Oh mercy, Heaven! [Die.

Gilford to Lady Jane Gray, when both were con
demed to die:

Thou stand’rt unmov’d;
Calm temper its upon thy beauteous brow;
Thy eyes that flow’d so fast for Edward’s loss,
Gaze unconcern’d upon the ruin round thee,
As if thou hadst reliev’d to brave thy fate,
And triumph in the midst of desolation.
Ha! see, it swells, the liquid on that side;
It starts in spite of thee——but I will catch it,
Nor let the earth be wet with dew so rich.

Lady Jane Gray, act 4. near the end.

The concluding sentiment is altogether finical, unfauble to the importance of the occasion, and even to the dignity of the passion of love.

Cowden,
Canst thou forgive me all my follies past!
I'll henceforth be indeed a father; never,
Never more thus expose, but cherish thee,
Dear as the vital warmth that feeds my life,
Dear as those eyes that weep in fondness o'er thee:
Peace to thy heart.

Immoral sentiments exposed in their native colours,
Instead of being concealed or disguised, compose the fifth class.
The Lady Macbeth, projecting the death of the king,
has the following soliloquy:

______________
The raven himself's not hoarse
That croaks the fatal entrance of Duncan
Under my battlements. Come, all you spirits
That tend on mortal thoughts, unflex me here,
And fill me from the crown to the toe, top full
Of direc cruelty: make thick my blood,
Stop up th' access and passage to remorse,
That no compunctious visitings of nature
Shake my fell purpose.  

Machiæ, act 1. sc. 7.

This speech is not natural. A treacherous murder was never perpetrated even by the most hardened miscreant without compunction: and that the lady here must have been in horrible agitation, appears from her invoking the infernal spirits to fill her with cruelty, and to stop up all avenues to remorse. But in that rate of mind it is a never-failing artifice of self-deceit to draw the thickest veil over the wicked action, and to extenuate it by all the circumstances that imagination can suggest: and if the crime cannot bear disguise, the next attempt is to thrust it out of mind altogether, and to rush on to action without thought. This last was the husband's method.

Strange things I have in head, that will to hand;
Which must be added ere they must be seen'd.

Aid 3. sc. 5.

The lady follows neither of these courses, but in a deliberate manner endeavours to fortify her heart in the commission of an execrable crime, without even attempting to colour it. This, we think, is not natural; we hope there is no such wretch to be found as is here represented.

The left class comprehends sentiments that are unnatural, as being suited to no character nor passion. These may be subdivided into three branches: first, sentiments unsuitable to the constitution of man, and to the laws of his nature; second, inconstant sentiments; third sentiments that are pure rant and extravagance.

When the fable is of human affairs, every event, every incident, and every circumstance, ought to be natural, otherwise the imitation is imperfect. But an imperfect imitation is a venial fault compared with that of running crofs to nature. In the Hippolytus of Euripides (ad 1 st. sc. 7), Hippolytus, wishing to draw himself in his own situation, "How much (says he) should I be touched with his misfortune!" as if it were natural to grieve more for the misfortune of another than for one's own.

Of my. Yet I behold her—yet—and now no more.
Turn your lights inward, eyes, and view my thought;
So shall you still behold her—'Twill not be.
SEN
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Cæsar. — Danger knows full well,
That Cæsar is more dangerous than he.
We were two lions litter’d in one day,
And I the elder and more terrible.

Julius Cæsar, ad 2. ii. 4.

Venidius. But you, ere love mifi’d your wand’ring eyes,
Were sure the chief and best of human race,
That fought in the very pride and boast of nature,
So perfect, that the gods who form’d you wonder’d
At their own skill, and cry’d, A lucky hit
Has mended our desgin. Dryden, All for Love, ad 1.

Not to talk of the impiety of this sentiment, it is ludicrous
instead of being lofty.
The famous epitaph on Raphael is not less absurd
than any of the foregoing passages:

Raphael, timuit, quo fospite, vinci,
Rerum magna parents, et moriente mori.

Imitated by Pope, in his epitaph on Sir Godfrey Kneller:

Living, great Nature fear’d he might ouvil
Her works; and dying, fears herself now die.

Such is the force of imitation; for Pope of himself
would never have been guilty of a thought so extravagant.

SENTINEL, or Sentry, in military affairs, a private soldier placed
in some post to watch the approach of the enemy, to prevent surprises, to stop such
as would pass without orders or discovering who they are. They are placed before the arms of all guards,
at the tents and doors of general officers, colonels of regiments, &c.

SENTINEL, or Sentry, in military affairs, a private soldier placed in some post to watch the approach of the enemy, to prevent surprises, to stop such
as would pass without orders or discovering who they are. They are placed before the arms of all guards,
at the tents and doors of general officers, colonels of regiments, &c.

Sen. A soldier posted near an enemy, or in some very dangerous post where he is in hazard of being lost.

All sentinels are to be vigilant on their posts; neither are they to sing, smoke tobacco, nor suffer any noise to be made near them. They are to have a watchful eye over the things committed to their charge. They are not to suffer any light to remain, or any fire to be made, near their posts in the night-time; neither is any sentry to be relieved or removed from his post but by the corporal of the guard. They are not to suffer any one to touch or handle their arms, nor in the night-time to come within ten yards of their post.

No person is to traverse or abuse a sentry on his post; but when he has committed a crime, he is to be relieved, and then punished according to the rules and articles of war.

A sentinel, on his post in the night, is to know nobody but by the counter-sign when he challenges, and is answered, Relief, he calls out, Stand, relief! advance, corporal! upon which the corporal halts his men, and advances alone within a yard of the sentry’s fire-lock (first ordering his party to relief, on which the sentry does the same), and gives him the counter-sign, taking care that no one hear it.

SEPIA, the Cuttle-Fish, a genus belonging to the order of vermes mollicus. There are eight brachia interpenetrated on the interior side, with little round ferrated cups, by the contraction of which the animal lays fast hold of any thing. Besides these eight arms,
it has two tentacula longer than the arms, and frequently pedunculated. The mouth is situated in the centre of the arms, and is horny and hooked, like the bill of a hawk. The eyes are below the tentacula, towards the body of the animal. The body is fleshy, and received into a sheath as far as the breast. Their food are tun­nies, sprats, lobsters, and other shell-fish. With their arms and trunks they tangle themselves, to refit the motion of the waves. Their beak is like that of a parrot. The females are distinguished by two paps. They co­pu­late as the polypi do, by a mutual embrace, and lay their eggs upon sea-weed and plants, in parcels like bunches of grapes. Immediately after they are laid they are white, and the males pass over and impregnate them with a black liquor, after which they grow larger. On opening the egg, the embryo-cuttle is found alive. The males are very constant, accompany their females everywhere, face every danger in their defence, and rescue them intrepidly at the hazard of their own lives. The timid females fly as soon as they see the males wounded. The noise of a cuttle-fish, on being dragged out of the water, resembles the grunting of a hog. When the male is pursued by the sea-wolf or other ravenous fih, he fluns the danger by stratagem. He squirts his black liquor, sometimes to the quantity of a drum, by which the water becomes black as ink, under the action of the black liquor in negroes dried, and made a precious dye; when dry, it is firming the remark of Pufius, that the animals emit a black liquor, by which he might darken the circumambient wave, and concealed it from the enemy.

The endanger’d cuttle thus evades his fears,
And native hoards of fluid safety bears.
A pitchy ink peculiar glands supply,
Whole shades the sharpest beam of light defy.

The officinal, or official cuttle, with an ovated body, has fih along the whole of the sides, almost meeting at the bottom; and two long tentacula. The body contains the bone, the cuttle-bone of the fhips, which was formerly used as an absorbent. The bones are frequently flung on all our fhores; the animal very rarely. The conger eels bite their arms, or feet; but they grow again, as does the lizard’s tail (Plin. ix. 29). They are preyed upon by the plaice. This fih emits (in common with the other fpecies), when fright­ened or purified, the black liquor which the ancients sup­posed darkened the circumambient wave, and concealed it from the enemy.

The ancients sometimes made use of it instead of ink.
Perfius mentions the fpecies in his description of the noble student.

Jum liber, et bicolor paffis membrana capilla,
Inque manus charte, nodaque venit arundo.

Tom querimur, craflus calamo quod pendet humo;
Nigra quod infusa verso cuttle fepia limpida.

At length, his book he spreads, his pen he takes;
His papers here in learned order lays.
And there his parchment’s smoother fide displays.

But oh! what crofles wait on fublifes men!

The cuttle’s juice hangs clotted at our pen.
In all my life fuch fluff I never knew,
So gummy thick—Dilute it, it will do.

No, now ’tis water!

Dryden.

This animal was esteemed a delicacy by the ancients, and is eaten even at prefent by the Italians. Rondeleus gives us two receipts for the dressing, which may be continued to this day. Atheneus also leaves us the method of making an antique cuttle-fish faufage; and we learn from Arifotle, that thofe animals are in highest faeon when pregnant.

SEPARIÆ, (from sepis, “a hedge”), the name of the 44th order of Linneus’s Fragments of a Natural, Method,
Method, consisting of a beautiful collection of woody plants, some of which, from their size and elegance, are very proper for furniture for hedges. See Botany, p. 467.

SEPS, in zoology, a species of Lacerta.

SEPTARIAE, in natural history, a large class of fossils, commonly known by the names of Cladium Helveticum and Avarest veins.

They are defined to be fossils not inflammable, nor soluble in water; of a moderately firm texture and dusty hue, divided by several septa or thin partitions, and composed of a sparpy matter greatly debated by earth; not giving fire with steel; fermenting with acids, and in great part dissolved by them; and calcining in a moderate fire.

Of this class there are two distinct orders of bodies, and under those fix genera. The septarites of the first order are those which are usually found in large masses, of a simple uniform construction, but divided by large septa either into larger and more irregular portions, or into smaller and more equal ones, called rafe. The genera of this order are four. 1. Thofe divided by septa of spar, called Sesamia; 2. Those divided by septa of earthy matter, called Gaugepagiades; 3. Thofe divided by septa of the matter of the pyrites, called Glyptersis; and, 4. Thofe divided by septa of spar, with an admixture of crystal, called Diastopagia.

Those of the second order are such as are usually found in smaller masses, of a crutified structure, formed by various incrustations round a central nucleus, and divided by very thin septa. Of this order are only two genera. 1. Thofe with a short roundish nucleus, inclosed within the body of the mass; and, 2. Thofe with a long nucleus, standing out beyond the ends of the mass.

SEPTAS, in botany: A genus of plants belonging to the order of Heptagynia, and the class of Heptandra; and in the natural system ranged under the 15th order, Succulenta. The calyx is divided into seven parts; the petals are seven; the germen seven; the capsules are also seven, and contain many seeds. There is only one species, the Capepina, which is a native of the Cape of Good Hope, is round-leaved, and flowers in August or September.

SEPTEMBER, the ninth month of the year, consisting of thirty days; it took its name as being the seventh month, reckoning from March, with which the Romans began their year.

SEPTENNIAL, any thing lasting seven years.

SEPTENNIAL Elections. Blackstone, in his Commentaries, Vol. I. p. 189, says, (after observing that the utmost extent of time allowed the same parliament to fit by the 8th W. and M. c. 2. was three years), "But, by the statute 1 Geo. 1. c. 2. c. 38. (in order perfectly to prevent the great and continued expenses of frequent elections, and the violent heats and animosities consequent thereupon, and for the peace and security of the government, just then recovering from the late rebellion), this term was prolonged to seven years; and what alone is an instance of the vast authority of parliament, the very same house that was chosen for three years enabled its own continuance for seven."

SEPTENTRIO, in astronomy, a constellation, more usually called wso minor.

In cosmography, the term septentrionis denotes the same with north: and hence septenfrional is applied to any thing belonging to the north; as septentrional sky, p. ralile, &c.

SEPTICS, are those substances which promote putrefaction, chiefly the calcareous and ironic powders. From the many curious experiments made by Sir John Pringle to ascertain the septic and anti-septic virtues of natural bodies, it appears that there are very few substances of a truly septic nature. Those commonly reputed such by authors, as the alkaline and volatile salts, he found to be no wise septic. However, he discovered some, where it formed least likely to find any such quality; these were chalk, common salt, and teflaceous powders. He mixed twenty grains of crabs-eyes, prepared with fix drams of ox's gall, and an equal quantity of water. Into another phial he put an equal quantity of gall and water, but no crabs-eyes. Both these mixtures being placed in the furnace, the putrefaction began much sooner, where the powder was, than in the other phial. On making a like experiment with chalk, its septic virtue was found to be much greater than that of the crabs-eyes; nor what the doctor had never met with before, in a mixture of two drams of flesh, with two ounces of water and thirty grains of prepared chalk, the flesh was resolved into a perfect mucus in a few days.

To try whether the teflaceous powders would also difsolve vegetable substances, the doctor mixed them with barley and water, and compared this mixture with another of barley and water alone. After a long maceration by a fire, the plain water was found to fwell the barley, and turn mucilaginous and four; but that with the powder kept the grain to its natural size, and though it fotted it, yet made no mucilage, and remained fweet.

Nothing could be more unexpected, than to find the salt a halfer of putrefaction; but the fact is thus; one dram of salt preferring two drams of fresh beef in two ounces of water, above thirty hours uncorrupted, in a heat equal to that of the human body; or, which is the same thing, this quantity of salt kept the flesh sweet twenty hours longer than pure water; but twice this a dram of salt does not preserve it above two hours longer. Twenty-five grains have little or no anti-septic virtue, and ten, fifteen, or even twenty grains, manifestly both soften and heighten the corruption. The quantity which had the most putrefying quality, was found to be about ten grains to the above proportion of flesh and water.

Many inferences might be drawn from this experiment; one is, that since salt is never taken in aliment beyond the proportion of the corrupting quantities, it would appear that it is subservient to digestion chiefly by its septic virtue, that is, by softening and resolvling meats; an action very different from what is commonly believed. It is to be observed, that the above experiments were made with the salt kept for domestic use. See Pringle's Observ. on the ditches of the army, p. 348, et following.

SEPTIZON, or Septizonium, in Roman antiquity, a celebrated mausoleum, built by Septimius Severus, in the tenth region of the city of Rome; it was called,
SEPTUAGESIMA, in the calendar, denotes the third Sunday before Lent, or before Quadragesima Sunday: supposed by some to take its name from its being about seventy days before Easter.

SEPTUAGINT, the name given to a Greek version of the books of the Old Testament, from its being supposed to be the work of seventy-two Jews, who are usually called the seventy interpreters, because seventy is a round number.

The history of this version is expressly written by Aristothers, an officer of the guards to Ptolemy Philopator, the substance of whose account is as follows: Ptolemy having erected a fine library at Alexandria, which he took care to fill with the most curious and valuable books from all parts of the world, was informed that the Jews had one containing the laws of Moses, and the history of that people; and being desirous of enriching his library with a Greek translation of it, applied to the high-priest of the Jews; and to engage him to comply with his request, set at liberty all the Jews whom his father Ptolemy Soter had reduced to slavery. After such a step, he easily obtained what he desired; Eleazar the Jewish high-priest sent back his ambassadors with an exact copy of the Mosaic law, written in letters of gold, and fix elders of each tribe, in all seventy-two; who were received with marks of respect by the king, and then conducted into the island of Pharos, where they were lodged in a house prepared for their reception, and supplied with every thing necessary. They set about the translation without loss of time, and finished it in seventy-two days; and the whole being read in the presence of the king, he admired the profound wisdom of the laws of Moses; and sent back the deputies laden with presents, for themselves, the high-priest, and the temple.

Aristobulus, who was tutor to Ptolemy Pherrocon, Philo who lived in our Saviour’s time, and was contemporary with the apostles, and Josephus, speaks of this translation as made by seventy interpreters, by the care of Demetrius Phalereus in the reign of Ptolemy Philopator. All the Christian writers, during the first 15 centuries of the Christian era, have admitted this account of the Septuagint as an undisputed fact. But since the reformation, critics have boldly called it in question, because it was attended with circumstances which they think inconsistent, or, at least, improbable. Du Pin has asked, why were seventy interpreters employed, since 12 would have been sufficient? Such an objection is trifling. We may as well ask, why did king James I. employ 54 translators in rendering the Bible into English, since Du Pin thinks 12 would have been sufficient?

1. Prideaux objects, that the Septuagint is not written in the Hebrew, but in the Alexandrian dialect; and could not therefore be the work of natives of Palestine. But these dialects were probably at that time the same, for both Jews and Alexandrians had received the Greek language from the Macedonians about 50 years before.

2. Prideaux farther contends, that all the books of the Old Testament could not be translated at the same time; for they exhibit great difference of style. To this it is sufficient to reply, that they were the work of 72 men, Septuagint.

3. The Dean also urges, that Aristeus, Aristobulus, Philo, and Josephus, all directly tell us, that the law was translated without mentioning any other of the sacred books. But nothing was more common among writers of the Jewish nation than to give this name to the Scriptures as a whole. In the New Testament law is used as synonymous with what we call the Old Testament.

Besides, it is expressly said by Aristobulus, in a fragment quoted by Eusebius (Prep. Evan. l. 1.), that the whole Sacred Scripture was rightly translated through the means of Demetrius Phalereus, and by the command of Philadelphia. Josephus indeed, says the learned Dean, affirms, in the preface to his Antiquities, that the Jewish interpreters did not translate for Ptolemy the whole Scriptures, but the law only. Here the evidence is contradictory, and we have to determine, whether Aristobulus or Josephus be most worthy of credit. We do not mean, however, to accuse either of forgery, but only to enquire which had the best opportunities of knowing the truth. Aristobulus was an Alexandrian Jew, tutor to an Egyptian king, and lived within 100 years after the translation was made, and certainly had access to see it in the royal library. Josephus was a native of Palestine, and lived not until 300 years or more after the translation was made, and many years after it was burnt along with the whole library of Alexandria in the wars of Julius Caesar. Supposing the veracity of these two writers equal, as we have no proof of the contrary, which of them ought we to consider as the best evidence? Aristobulus surely. Prideaux, indeed, seems doubtful whether there was ever such a man; and Dr Hody supposes that the Commentaries on the five books of Moses, which bear the name of Aristobulus, were a forgery of the second century. To prove the existence of any human being, who lived 2000 years before us, and did not perform such works as no mere man ever performed, is a task which we are not disposed to undertake; and we believe it would not be less difficult to prove that Philo and Josephus existed, than that such a person as Aristobulus did not exist. If the writings which have passed under his name were a forgery of the second century, it is surprising that they should have imposed upon Clements Alexandrinus, who lived in the same century, and was a man of abilities, learning, and well acquainted with the writings of the ancients. Eusebius, too, in his Prep. Evan. quotes the commentaries of Aristobulus. But, continues the learned Dean, “Clemens Alexandrinus is the first author that mentions them. Now, had any such commentaries existed in the time of Philo and Josephus, they would surely have mentioned them.” But is the circumstance of its not being quoted by every succeeding author a sufficient reason to disprove the authenticity of any book? Neither Philo nor Josephus undertook to give a list of preceding authors, and it was by no means the uniform practice of these times always to name the authors from whom they derived their information.

4. Prideaux farther contends, that the sum which Ptolemy is said to have given to the interpreters is too great to be credible. If his computation were just, it certainly would be so. He makes it L. 2,000,000, Sterling,
Sterling, but other writers * reduce it to L. 85,421, 
and some to L. 56,947; neither of which is a large 
sum, and may be compared to a prince 
as Philadelphus, who spent, according to a passage 
in Athenaeus (ib. v.), no less than 10,000 talents on the 
furniture of one tent; which is six times more than 
what was spent in the whole of the embassy and 
translation, which amounted only to 1552 talents.

5. Prideaux says, "that what convicts the whole 
story of Aristeas of falfity is, that he makes Demetrius Pha-
lereus to be the chief actor in it, and a great favourite 
of the king; whereas Philadelphus, as soon as his father 
was dead, call him to prison, where he soon after 
died." But it may be replied, that Philadelphus reign-
ed two years jointly with his father Lagus, and it is 
not said by Hermippus that Demetrius was out of fa-
vour with Philadelphus during his father's life. Now, 
if the Septuagint was translated in the beginning of the 
reign of Philadelphus, as Eusebius and Jerome think, 
the difficulty will be removed. Demetrius might have 
been librarian during the reign of Philadelphus, and yet 
imprisoned on the death of Lagus. Indeed, as the 
cause of Philadelphus's displeasure was the advice which 
Demetrius gave to his father, to prefer the sons of Ar-
finoe before the son of Berenice, he could scarcely show 
it till his father's death. The Septuagint translation 
might therefore be begun while Philadelphus reigned 
jointly with his father, but not be finished till after his 
father's death.

6. Besides the objections which have been considered, 
there is only one that deserve notice. The ancient 
Christians not only differ from one another concerning 
the time in which Aristobulus lived, but even contra-
dict themselves in different parts of their works. Some-
times they tell us, he dedicated his book to Ptolemy 
Philometer, at other times they say, it was addressed to 
Philadelphus and his father. Sometimes they make 
him the same person who is mentioned in 2 Maccabees, 
chap. i. and sometimes one of the 72 interpreters 152 
years before. It is difficult to explain how authors fall 
into such inconveniences, but it is probably occasioned 
by their quoting from memory. This was certainly 
the practice of almost all the early Christian writers, 
and sometimes of the apostles themselves. Mistakes 
were therefore inevitable. Josephus has varied in the 
circumstances of the same event, in his antiquities and 
wars of the Jews, probably from the same cause; but 
we do not hence conclude, that every circumstance of 
such a relation is entirely false. In the account of the 
Marquis of Argyle's death in the reign of Charles II. 
we have a very remarkable contradiction. Lord Cla-
rendon relates, that he was condemned to be hanged, 
which was performed the same day: on the contrary, 
Burnet, Woodrow, Heath, Echard, concur in relating, 
that he was beheaded; and that he was condemned 
upon the Saturday and executed upon the Monday. 

†Biograph. Britan.
About the year 300 two new editions of the LXX were published; the one by Hefychius an Egyptian bishop, and the other by Lucian a presbyter of Antioch. But as these authors did not mark with any note of distinction the alterations which they had made, their edition does not pos sess the advantages of Origens.

The best edition of the LXX is that of Dr Grabe, which was published in the beginning of the present century. He had access to two MSS, nearly of equal antiquity, the one found in the Vatican library at Rome, the other in the Royal library at St James's, which was presented to Charles I. by Cyril, patriarch of Alexandria, and hence is commonly called the Alexandrine MS. Anxious to discover which of these was according to the edition of Origen, Dr Grabe collected the fragments of the Hexapla, and found they agreed with the Alexandrian MS. but not with the Vatican where it differed with the other. Hence he concluded that the Alexandrine MS. was taken from the edition of Origen. By comparing the quotations from Scripture in the works of Athanasius and St Cyril (who were patriarchs of Alexandria at the time St Jerome says Hefychius's edition of the LXX was there used) with the Vatican MS. he found they agreed so well that he justly inferred that that MS. was taken from the edition of Hefychius.

This version was in use to the time of our blessed Saviour, and is that of most of the citations in the New Testament, from the Old, are taken. It was also the ordinary and canonical translation made use of by the Christian church in the earliest ages; and it still subsists in the churches both of the east and west.

Those who desire a more particular account of the Septuagint translations may consult Hody de Bibliorum Textibus, Prideaux's Connections, Owen's Inquiry into the Septuagint Version, Blair's Lectures on the Canon, and Michaelis's Introduction to the New Testament, last edition.

Septuagint Chronology, the chronology which is formed from the dates and periods of time mentioned in the Septuagint translation of the Old Testament. It reckons 1500 years more from the creation to Abraham than the Hebrew bible. Dr Kennicott, in the dissertation prefixed to his Hebrew bible, has shown it to be very probable that the chronology of the Hebrew scriptures, since the period just mentioned, was corrupted by the Jews, between the years 175 and 200, and that the chronology of the Septuagint is more agreeable to truth. It is a fact, that during the second and third centuries the Hebrew scriptures were almost entirely in the hands of the Jews, while the Septuagint was confided to the Christians. The Jews had therefore a very favourable opportunity for this corruption. The following is the reason which is given by oriental writers: It being a very ancient tradition, that the Messiah was to come in the sixth chilidan, because he was to come in the last days (founded on a mythical application of the six days creation), the contrivance was to foften the age of the world from about 5500 to 3760; and thence to prove that Jesus could not be the Messiah. Dr Kennicott adds, that some Hebrew copies having the larger chronology were extant till the time of Eusebius, and some till the year 700.

Septum, in anatomy, an inclosure or partition; a term applied to several parts of the body, which serve to separate one part from another; as, septum narium, or partition between the nostrils, &c.

Septulchral, something belonging to sepulchres or tombs; thus a sepulchral column is a column erected over a tomb, with an inscription on its shaft; and sepulchral lamps, those said to have been found burning in the tombs of several martyrs and others. See lamp.

Sepulchre, a tomb or place defined for the interment of the dead. This term is chiefly used in speaking of the burying-places of the ancients, those of the moderns being usually called tombs.

Sepulchres were held sacred and inviolable; and the care taken of them has always been held a religious duty, grounded on the fear of God, and the belief of the soul's immortality. Those who have searched or violated them have been thought odious by all nations, and were always severely punished.

The Egyptians called sepulchres eternal houses, in contradition to their ordinary houses or palaces, which they called inns, on account of their short stay in the one in comparison of their long abode in the other. See Tomb.

Regular Canons of St Sepulchre, a religious order, formerly instituted at Jerusalem, in honour of the holy sepulchre, or the tomb of Jesus Christ.

Many of these canons were brought from the Holy Land into Europe, particularly into France, by Louis the Younger; into Poland, by Jaza, a Polish gentleman; and into Flanders, by the counts thereof; many also came into England. This order was, however suppressed by pope Innocent VIII. who gave its revenues and effects to that of our lady of Bethlehem; which also becoming extinct, they were bestowed on the knights of St John of Jerusalem. But the suppression did not take effect in Poland, where they still subsist, as also in several provinces of Germany. These canons follow the rule of St Augustine.

Knights of the Holy Sepulchre, a military order, established in Palestine about the year 1114.

The knights of this order in Flanders chose Philip II. king of Spain for their master, in 1558, and afterwards his son; but the grand-master of the order of Malta prevailed on the last to resign; and when afterwards the duke of Nevers assumed the same quality in France, the fame grand-master, by his interest and credit, procured a like renunciation of him, and a confirmation of the union of this order to that of Malta.

SEQUANI, a people anciently forming a part of Gallia Celtaica, but annexed to Belgica by Augustus, separated from the Helvetii by mount Jura, with the Rhine on the east (Strabo), bordering on the Edui, and Seguiulfani to the south, and Lingones to the west (Tacitus). Now Franche Comte.

Sequestration, in common law, is setting aside the thing in controversy from the possession of both the parties that contend for it. In which sense it is either voluntary, as when done by the consent of the parties; or necessary, as where it is done by the judge.
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Sequestration, in the civil law, is the act of the ordinary, diluting of the goods and chattels of one deceased, whole estate man no man will meddle with.

A widow is also laid to sequestrate, when the declares having any thing to do with the estate of her deceased husband.

Among the Romans, in questions of marriage, where the wife complains of impotency in the husband, she is to be sequestrated into a convent, or into the hands of matrons, till the process be determined.

Sequestration is also used for the act of gathering the fruits of a benefice void, to the use of the next incumbent.

Sometimes a benefice is kept under sequestration for many years, when it is of so small value, that no clergyman fit to serve the cure will be at the charge of taking it by sequestration; in which case the sequestration is committed either to the curate alone, or to the curate and church-wardens jointly. Sometimes the profits of a benefice void, in controversy, either by the consent of the parties, or by the judge's authority, are sequestrated and placed for safety in a third hand, till the suit is determined, a minister being appointed by the judge to serve the cure, and allowed a certain salary out of the profits. Sometimes the profits of a living are sequestrated for neglect of duty, for dilapidations, or for satisfying the debts of the incumbent.

Sequestration, in chancery, is a commission usually directed to seven persons therein named, empowering them to seize the defendant's personal estate, and the profits of his real, and to detain them, subject to the order of the court. It issues upon the return of the sergeant at arms, wherein it is certified, that the defendant had sequestered himself.

Sequestrations were first introduced by Sir Nicholas Bacon, lord keeper in the reign of Queen Elizabeth, before which the court found some difficulty in enforcing its process and decrees; and they do not seem to be in the nature of process to bring in the defendant, but only intended to enforce the performance of the court's decree.

Sequestration is also made, in London, upon an action of debt; the course of proceeding in which case is this: The action being entered, the officer goes to the defendant's shop or warehouse, when no person is there, and takes a padlock, and hangs it on the door, uttering these words: "I do sequestrate this warehouse, and the goods and merchandise therein, of the defendant in this action, to the use of the plaintiff," &c., after which he fits on his seal, and makes a return of the sequestration in the compter, and four days being passed after the return made, the plaintiff may, at the next court, have judgment to open the shop or warehouse, and to have the goods appraised by two free en, who are to be sworn at the next court held for that compter; and then the sergeant puts his hand to the bill of appraisement, and the court grants judgment thereon; but yet the defendant may put in bail before satisfaction, and by that means disfoule the sequestration; and after satisfaction, may put in bail to disprove the debt, &c.

In the time of the civil wars, sequestration was used for a seizing of the estates of delinquents for the use of the commonwealth.

Sequestration, in Scots law. See Law, p. 683.

SEQUIN, a gold coin, struck at Venice, and in several parts of the Grand Signor's dominions. In Turkey it is called dalaab, or piece of gold, and according to Volney is in value about 6 s. 3 d. Sterling. It was, however, considerably in its value in different countries. At Venice it is equal to about 9 s. 2 d. Sterling. The Venetian sequins are in great request in Syria, from the fineness of their standard, and the practice they have of employing them for women's trinkets. The fashion of these trinkets does not require much art; the piece of gold is simply pierced, in order to suspend it by a chain, likewise of gold, which flows upon the breast. The more sequins that are attached to this chain, and the greater the number of these chains, the more is a woman thought to be ornamented. This is the favourite luxury, and the emulation of all ranks. Even the female peasants, for want of gold, wear pendants or smaller pieces; but the women of a certain rank disdain filver; they will accept of nothing but sequins of Venice, or large Spanish pieces, and coin for them. Some of them wear 200 or 300, as well lying flat, as strung one on another, and hung near the forehead, at the edge of the head-dress. It is a real load: but they do not think they can pay too dearly for the satisfaction of exhibiting this treasure at the public bath, before a crowd of rivals, to awaken whose jealousy constitutes their chief pleasure. The effect of this luxury on commerce, is the withdrawing considerable sums from circulation, which remain dead; besides, that when any of these pieces return into common use, having lost their weight by being pierced, it becomes necessary to weigh them. The practice of weighing money is general in Syria, Egypt, and all Turkey. No piece, however effaced, is refused there; the merchant draws out his scales and weighs it, as in the days of Abraham, when he purchased his sepulchre. In considerable payments, an agent of exchange is sent for, who counts paras by thousands, rejects a great many pieces of false money, and weighs all the sequins, either separately or together.

SERAGLIO, formed from the Persian word sera, or Turkish word sarat, which signifies a house, and is commonly used to express the house or palace of a prince. In this sense it is frequently used at Constantinople; the houses of foreign ambassadors are called feralo. But it is commonly used by way of eminence for the palace of the grand signor at Constantinople, where he keeps his court, and where his concubines are lodged, and where the youth are trained up for the chief poets of the empire.

It is a triangle about three Italian miles round, wholly within the city, at the end of the promontory Chryfoceras, now called the Seraglio Point. The buildings run back to the top of the hill, and from thence are gardens that reach to the edge of the sea. It is included with a very high and formidable wall, upon which there are several watch towers: and it has many gates, some of which open towards the sea-side, and the rest into the city: but the chief gate is one of the latter, which is constantly guarded by a company of capochees, or porters; and in the night it is well guarded towards
The outward appearance is not very beautiful, the architecture being irregular, consisting of separate edifices in the form of pavilions and domes.

The ladies of the seraglio are a collection of beautiful young women, chiefly sent as presents from the provinces of the Greek islands, most of them the children of Christian parents. The brave prince Herachius hath for some years past abolished the infamous custom of children of both sexes, which Georgia formerly paid every year to the Porte. The number of women in the harem depends on the state of the reigning monarch or sultan. Selim had 2000; Achmet had but 350, and the late sultan had nearly 1600. On their admission they are committed to the care of old ladies, taught sewing and embroidery, music, dancing, and other accomplishments, and furnished with the richest clothes and ornaments. They all sleep in separate beds, and between every fifth there is a screen. Their chief governess is called Kutom Kings, or governor of the noble young ladies. There is not one servant among them, or they are obliged to wait on one another by rotation; the lait that is entered serves her who preceded her and herself. These ladies are scarcely ever suffered to go abroad, except when the grand signior removes from one place to another, when a troop of black eunuchs conveys them to the boat, which are inclosed with lattices and linen curtains; and when they go by land, they are put into close chariots, and signals are made at certain distances, to give notice that none approach the roads through which they march. The boats of the harem, which carry the grand signior's wives, are manned with 24 rowers, and have white covered tilts, shut alternately with Venetian blinds. Among the emperor's attendants are a number of eunuchs, who assist and converse with signs with great quickness, and some dwarfs, who are exhibited for the diversion of his majesty.

When he permits the women to walk in the gardens of the seraglio, all people are ordered to retire, and on every side, there is a guard of black eunuchs, with sables in their bands, while others go their rounds in order to hinder any person from seeing them. If, unfortunately, any one is found in the garden, even though ignorance or inadvertence, he is undoubtedly killed, and his head brought to the feet of the grand signior, who gives a great reward to the guard for their vigilance. Sometimes the grand signior passes into the gardens to amuse himself when the women are there; and it is then that they make use of their utmost efforts, by dancing, singing, executing gestures, and amusing blandishments, to ensnare the affections of the monarch. It is not permitted that the monarch should take a virgin to his bed, except during the solemn festivals, and on occasion of some extraordinary rejoicings, or the arrival of some good news. Upon such occasions, if the sultan chooses a new companion to his bed, he enters into the apartment of the women, who are ranged in files by the governesses, to whom he speaks, and intimates the person he likes best: the ceremony of the handkerchief, which the grand signior is said to throw to the girl that he elects, in an idle tale, without any foundation. As soon as the grand signior has chosen the girl that he has defined to be the partner of his bed, all the others follow her to the bath, washing and persuming her, and dressing her superbly, conducting her fingering, dancing, and rejoicing, to the bed-chamber of the seraglio, grand signior, who is generally, on such an occasion, already in bed. Scarcely has the new-elected favourite entered the chamber, introduced by the grand eunuch who is upon guard, than the knees down, and when the sultan calls her, the creeps into bed to him at the foot of the bed, if the sultan does not order her, by especial grace, to approach by the side: after a certain time, upon a signal given by the sultan, the governesses of the girls, with all her suite, enter the apartment, and take her back again, conducting her with the same ceremony to the women's apartments; and if by good fortune she becomes pregnant, and is delivered of a boy, she is called afati falameh, that is to say, sultaness-mother; for the first son she has the honour to be crowned, and she has the liberty of forming her court. Eunuchs are also assigned for her guard, and for her particular service. No other ladies, though delivered of boys, are either crowned or maintained with such costly distinction as the first; however, they have their service apart, and handsome appointments. After the death of the sultan, the mothers of the male children are shut up in the old seraglio, from whence they can never come out any more, unless any of their sons ascend the throne. Baron de Tott informs us, that the female slave who becomes the mother of the sultan, and lives long enough to see her son mount the throne, is the only woman who at that period alone acquires the distinction of sultana-mother; she is still then in the interior of her prison with her son. The title of baee kadam, principal woman, is the first dignity of the grand signior's harem; and he hath a larger allowance than those who have the title of second, third, and fourth woman, which are the four free women the Koran allows.

This is a description of the grand signior's seraglio: we shall now add an account of the seraglio or harem, as it is often called, of the emperor of Morocco, from the very interesting tour of Mr Lempriere. This gentleman being a surgeon by profession, was admitted into the harem to prescribe for some of the ladies who were indisposed, and was therefore enabled to give a particular account of this female prison, and what is still more curious, of the manners and behaviour of its inhabitants.

The harem forms a part of the palace. The apartments, which are all on the ground floor, are square, very lofty, and four of them include a spacious square court, into which they open by means of large folding doors. In the centre of these courts, which are floored with blue and white chequered tiles, is a fountain, supplied by pipes from a large reservoir on the outside of the palace, which serves for the frequent ablutions recommended by the Mahometan religion, as well as for other purposes. The whole of the harem consists of about twelve of these square courts, communicating with each other by narrow passages, which afford a free access from one part of it to another, and of which all the women are allowed to avail themselves.

The apartments are ornamented on the outside with beautiful carved wood. In the inside most of the rooms are hung with rich damask of various colours; the floors are covered with beautiful carpets, and there are matresses disposed at different distances, for the purpose of sitting and sleeping.
Ser.

Besides these, the apartments are furnished at each extremity with an elegant European mahogany bedstead, hung with damask, having on it several matresses placed one over the other, which are covered with various coloured silks; but these beds are merely placed there to ornament the room. In all the apartments, without exception, the ceiling is wood, carved and painted. The principal ornaments in some were large and valuable looking glaftes, hung on different parts of the walls. In others, clocks and watches of different fizes, in glass cases, were disposed in the same manner.

The sultana Lalla Bat-room and another favourite were indulged with a whole square laves, who on one side of it were held by the emperor: and fome of his flets.

Their voices have that particular tone which is observable in youths who are just arriving at manhood; and their periods altogether afford a disgusting image of weakness and effeminacy.

The sultana, who has the entire charge of the women, and who in fact live always among them, are the children of Negro slaves. They are generally either very short and fat, or else tall, deformed, and lame. Their voices have that particular tone which is observable in youths who are just arriving at manhood; and their periods altogether afford a disgusting image of weakness and effeminacy.

In this group the Europeans, or their descendants, had by far the greatest claim to the character of hand-for-seen. There was one in particular, who was a native of Spain, and taken into the harem at about the fame age as Lalla Douyau, who was indeed a perfect beauty. Nor was this lady quite singular in that respect, for many others were almost equally handsome.

The eunuchs, who have the entire charge of the women, and who in fact live always among them, are the children of Negro slaves. They are generally either very short and fat, or else tall, deformed, and lame. Their voices have that particular tone which is observable in youths who are just arriving at manhood; and their periods altogether afford a disgusting image of weakness and effeminacy.

The sultana, who has the entire charge of the women, and who in fact live always among them, are the children of Negro slaves. They are generally either very short and fat, or else tall, deformed, and lame. Their voices have that particular tone which is observable in youths who are just arriving at manhood; and their periods altogether afford a disgusting image of weakness and effeminacy.

Upon their observing the unusual figure of an European, the whole multitude in a body surrounded me, and expressed the utmost astonishment in my dress and appearance. Some fwoon'd motionless, with their hands lifted up, their eyes fixed, and their mouths open, in the usual attitude of wonder and surprize. Some burst into immediate fits of laughter; while others again came up, and with uncommon attention eyed me from head to foot. The parts of my dress which seemed most to attract their notice were my buckles, buttons, and lacing; for neither men nor women in this country wear any thing of the kind. With respect to the club of my hair, they seemed utterly at a loss in what view to consider it; but the powder which I wore they conceived to be employed for the purpose of destroying vermin. Most of the children, when they saw me, ran away in the most perfect consternation; and on the whole, I appeared as singular an animal, and I dare fay had the honour of exciting as much curiosity and attention, as a lion or a man-tiger just imported from abroad, and introduced into a country town in England on a market-day. Every time I visited the harem, I was surrounded and laughed at by this curious mob.

The greatest part of the women were uncommonly fat and unwieldy; had black and full eyes, round faces, with small noses. They were of different complexions; some very fair, some fallow, and others again perfect Negroes.

One of my new patients being ready to receive me, I was desired to walk into her room; where, to my great surprize, I saw nothing but a curtain drawn quite across the apartment, similar to that of a theatre which separates the stage from the audience. A female domestic brought a very low stool, placed it near the curtain, and told me I was to sit down there, and feel her mistress's pulse.

O n

The
The lady, who had by this time summoned up courage to speak, introduced her hand from the bottom of the curtain, and desired me to inform her of all her complaints, which the deceived I might perfectly do by merely feeling the pulse. It was in vain to ask her where her pain was felt, whether in her stomach, head, or back; the only answer I could procure was a request to feel the pulse of the other hand, and then point out the seat of the disease, and the nature of the pain.

"Having neither satisfied my curiosity by exhibiting her face, nor made me acquainted with the nature of her complaint, I was under the necessity of informing her in positive terms, that to understand the disease, it was absolutely necessary to see the tongue as well as to feel the pulse; and that without it I could do nothing for her. My eloquence, or rather that of my Jewish interpreter, was, however, for a long time exerted in vain; and I am persuade he would have dismembered me without any further inquiry, had not her invention supplied her with a happy expedient to remove her embarrassment. She contrived at last to cut a hole through the curtain, through which she extruded her tongue, and thus complied with my injunction as far as it was necessary in a medical view, but most effectually disappointed my curiosity.

"I was afterwards ordered to look at another of the prince's wives, who was affected with a phænolphous swelling in her neck. This lady was, in the same manner as the other, at first exculded from my sight; but as she was obliged to show me her complaint, I had an opportunity of seeing her face, and observed it to be very handsome."

It is curious to observe the strange and childish notions of persons who have been totally excluded from the world. All the ladies of the harem expected that our author should have instantly discovered their complaints upon feeling the pulse, and that he could cure every disease instantaneously. He found them proud and vain of their persons, and extremely ignorant. "Among many ridiculous questions, they asked my interpreter (says Mr. Lempriere) if I could read and write; upon being answered in the affirmative, they expressed the utmost surprise and admiration at the abilities of the Christians. There was not one among them who could do either; these rudiments of learning are indeed only the lot of a few of their men, who on that account are named Tulas, or explainers of the Mahometan law."

It is melancholy to reflect on the situation of these unfortunate women. Being considered as the mere instruments of pleasure, no attention is paid to the improvement of their minds. They have no employment to occupy their time. Their needle-work is performed by Jewesses; their food is drest, and their chambers taken care of, by slaves and domestics. They have no amusement but a rude and barbarous kind of melancholy music, without melody, variety, or taste; and conversation with one another, which must indeed be very confined, uniform, and imitative, as they never see a new object. Excluded from the enjoyment of fresh air and exercise, so necessary for the support of health and life; deprived of all society but that of their fellow sufferers, a society to which most of them would prefer solitude itself; they are only to be considered as the most object of slaves—slaves to the vices and caprice of a licentious tyrant, who exacts even from his wives themselves a degree of submission and respect which borders upon idolatry, and which God and nature never meant should be paid to a mortal.

SERAPI, a building on the high-road, or in large cities in India, erected for the accommodation of travelers.

SERAPH, or SERAPHIM, a spirit of the highest rank in the hierarchy of angels; who are thus called from their being supposed to be most inflamed with divine love, by their nearer and more immediate attendance at the throne of God, and to communicate their fervour to the remotest and inferior orders. See ANGEL.

SERAPHIC, burning or inflamed with love or zeal, like a seraphim: thus St. Bonaventure is called the seraphic doctor, from his abundant zeal and fervour.

SERAPIAS, in botany: A genus of plants belonging to the order of diandria, and to the clafs of glycandra; and in the natural system arranged under the 7th order, Orchidæ. The nectarium is egg-shaped and gibbosous, with an egg-shaped lip. The species, according to LINNAEUS, are ten. 1. Latifolia; 2. Longifolia; 3. Grandiflora, or cauliflora; 4. Lancifolia; 5. Rubra; 6. Lingua; 7. Cordinera; 8. Capenfis; 9. Ercid; 10. Falcata. The three first are natives of Britain. 1. The Latifolia, or broad-leaved helleborine, is distinguished by fibrous bulbs, by ovate stem-clasping leaves, and pendulous flowers. The stalk is erect, about a cubit high, and furnished with five or six narrow oval leaves; the spike is about six inches long; the three upper petals are of a green colour, and of an oval acute form; the lateral ones are a little shorter, and of a white colour, with a little tinge of green. 2. The Palufris, or marsh hellebore, grows in rough boggy pastures and marshes, and flowers in July. It is distinguished by fibrous bulbs, sword-shaped sessile leaves, pendulous flowers; and the lip of the nectarium is obtuse, somewhat serrated, and longer than the petals. The flowers grow to the number of 15 or 20 in a loose spike. The three exterior petals are green mixed with red; the lateral ones are white with a red bluish; and the nectarium is marked with red lines and yellow tuberculous spots. 3. The Grandiflora, or white-flowered hellebore, grows in woods, and flowers in June. Its characteristics are, fibrous bulbs, sword-shaped leaves, erect flowers; and the lip of the nectarium is obtuse and shorter than the petals. The flowers are large and erect, and consisting of five or eight in a thin spike; the petals are all white, and connive together; the lip of the nectarium is included within the petals, is white and streaked with three yellow prominent lines.

SERAPION, a physician of Alexandria. He and Philinus of the isle of Cos were both scholars of Hero- philus, and were founders of the empire of Alexandria; which happened about 287 B. C.

SERAPIS, in mythology, an Egyptian deity, who was worshipped under various names and attributes, as the tutelary god of Egypt in general, and as the patron of several of their principal cities. Tacitus informs us, that he was worshipped as a kind of universal deity that represented Efeclapius, Osiris, Jupiter, and Pluto; and he was sometimes taken for Jupiter Ammon, the Sun, and Neptune; and the honours that were rendered to him
him at Alexandria were more solemn and extraordinary than those of any other place.

Plutarch and Clemens of Alexandria, as well as Tacitus, inform us, that while the first Ptolemy was employed in fortifying Alexandria with walls, adorning it with temples and stately buildings, there appeared to him in his sleep a young man of extraordinary beauty, of a stature more than human, admonishing him to dispatch into Pontus some of his most trusty friends to bring from thence his statue; he assured him, that the city and kingdom which possessed it should prove happy, glorious, and powerful. The young man having thus spoke disappeared, mounting up into heaven in a blaze of fire.

Ptolemy discovered his vision to the priests; but finding them ignorant of Pontus, he had recourse to an Athenian, who informed him that near Sinope, a city of Pontus, there was a temple much revered by the natives, which was consecrated to Pluto, where he had a statue, near which feldom that of a woman. Ptolemy, neglecting the injunctions of the apparition, it again appeared to him in a menacing attitude; and the king immediately dispatched ambassadors to the Serapiian monarch, loaded with presents. The king of Sinope, confented; but his subjects opposed the removal of the statue. The god, however, of his own accord, as we are informed, conveyed himself to the ambassador's ship, and in three days landed in Alexandria. The statue of Serapis was erected in one of the suburbs of the city, where a magnificent temple was afterwards reared.

The statue of Serapis, according to Macrobius, was of a human form, with a basket or budgel on his head, signifying plenty; his right hand leaned on the head of a serpent, whose body was wound round a figure with three heads of a dog, a lion, and a wolf; in his left hand he held a measure of a cubic length, as it were to take the height of the waters of the Nile. The figure of Serapis is found on many ancient medals.

The famous temple of Serapis at Alexandria was destroyed by order of Theodosius; and the celebrated statue of this deity was broken in pieces, and its limbs were carried first in triumph by the Christians through the city, and then thrown into a fierce fire, kindled for that purpose in the amphitheatre. As the Egyptians ascribed the overflowing of the Nile, to which was owing the fertility of their country, to the benign influence of their god Serapis, they concluded, that now he was destroyed, the river would no longer overflow, and that a general famine would ensue; but when they observed, on the contrary, that the Nile swelled to a greater height than had been known in the memory of man, and thereby produced an immense plenty of all kinds of provisions, many of the pagans renouncing the worship of idols, adored the God of the Christians.

SERENA GUTTAS, the fame as amaurusis. See Medicine No. 260.

SERENADE, a kind of concert given in the night by a lover to his mistress, under her window. These sometimes only consist of instrumental music, but at other times voices are added: the music and songs composed for these occasions are also called serenades.

SERENE, a title of honour given to several princes and to the principal magistrates of republics. The king of Britain, the republic and doge of Venice, and the children of the king of Spain, are called maj{t ferrenes; and when the pope or the sacred college write to the emperor, to kings, or to the doge, they give them no other title. In like manner, the emperor gives no other title to any king, except to the king of France.

SERENUS (Sammonicus), a celebrated physician in the reigns of the emperor Severus and Caracalla, in and about the year 200. He wrote several treatises on history and the works of nature; but there is only one of them extant, which is a very indifferent poem on the Remedies of Disseases. He was murdered at a festival by the order of Caracalla. He had a library that contained 62,000 volumes, which Quintus Serenus Sammonicus his son gave to Gordian the Younger, to whom he was preceptor.

SERES (Ptolemy); a people of the farther Asia; bounded on the west by Scythia extra Imannum; on the north and east, by Terra Incognita; and on the south, by India extra Ganges. According to these limits, their country answers nearly to Cathay or North China. Other authors vary greatly in placing them, though the generality agree in placing them far to the east. Mela places them between the Indi and Scythe; and perhaps beyond the Indi, if we divest the Sinus from them. The ancients composed them for their cotton manufactures, different from the produce of the bombbyces or silk-worms, called serre by the Greeks; whence ferica = silk.

SERGE, a woollen quilted stuff, manufactured on a loom with four tredles, after the manner of rateens, and other stuffs that have the whole. The goodness of serges is known by the quilting, as that of cloths by the spinning. Of serges there are various kinds, denominated either from the different qualities thereof, or from the places where they are wrought. The most considerable is the London serge, now highly valued abroad, particularly in France, where a manufacture is carried on with considerable success, under the title of serge facon de Londres.

The method of making the London serge we shall now describe: For wool, the longest is chosen for the warp, and the shortest for the woof. Before either kind is used, it is first scoured, by putting it in a copper of liquor, somewhat more than lukewarm, composed of three parts of fair water and one of urine. After having stayed long enough therein for the liquor to dissolve, and take off the grease, &c. it is stirred briskly about with a wooden peal; taken out of the liquor, drained, and washed in a running water, dried in the flade, beaten with flacks on a wooden rack to drive out the coarser dust and filth, and then picked clean with the hands. Thus far prepared, it is greased with oil of olives, and the longest part, destined for the warp, is combed with large combs, heated in a little furnace for the purpose. To clear off the oil again, the wool is put in a liquor composed of hot water, with soap melted therein: whence being taken out, washed, and dried, it is spun on the wheel.

As to the shorter wool, intended for the woof, it is only carded on the knee with small cards, and then spun on the wheel, without being scour'd of its oil. It must be remarked, that the thread for the warp is always to be spun much finer, and better twisted than that of the woof. The woof both for the warp and the woof being spun, and the thread divided into filins, that of the woof is put on spools (unless it have been spun...
When mounted on the loom, the workman raising and lowering the threads (which are passed through a reed), by means of four treadles placed underneath the loom, which he makes to act transversely, equally, and alternately, one after another, with his feet, in proportion as the threads are raised and lowered, throws the shuttle across from one side to the other; and each time that the shuttle is thrown, and the thread of the woof is crossed before those of the warp, strikes it with the frame to which the reed is fastened, through whose teeth the threads of the warp pass; and this stroke he repeats twice or thrice, or even more, till he judges the crossing of the ferge sufficient and close: thus he proceeds till the warp is all filled with woof.

The ferge now taken off the loom is carried to the fuller's, who works it in the trough of his mill with a kind of fat earth, called fuller's earth, first purged of all stones and filth. After three or four hours frowning, the fuller's earth is washed out in fair water, brought by little and little into the trough, out of which it is taken when all the earth is cleared; then, with a kind of iron pincers or pliers, they pull off all the knots, ends, straws, &c. sticking out on the surface on either side; and then returning it into the fulling trough, where it is worked with water somewhat more than lukewarm, with soap dissolved therein for near two hours; it is then washed out till such time as the water becomes quite clear, and there be no signs of soap left; then it is taken out of the trough, the knots, &c. again pulled off, and then put on the tenter to dry. When well dried, it is taken off the tenter and dyed, thorned, and pressed.

SERJEANT, or SERJEANT at Law, or of the Court, is the highest degree taken at the common law, as that of Doctor is of the civil law; and as these are supposed to be the most learned and experienced in the practice of the courts, there is one court appointed for them to plead in by themselves, which is the common pleas, where the common law of England is most strictly observed: but they are not restricted from pleading in any other court, where the judges, who cannot have that honour till they have taken the degree of fergeant at law, call them brothers.

SERGEANT at Arms, or Mace, an officer appointed to attend the person of the king; to arrest traitors, and such persons of quality as offend; and to attend the lord high steward, when sitting in judgment on a traitor.

Of these, by statute 13 Rich. II. cap. 6, there are not to be above 40 in the realm. There are now nine at court at £100 per annum salary each; they are called the king's fergeants at arms, to dethrone all them from thence: they are created with great ceremony, the person kneeling before the king, his majesty lays the mace on his right shoulder, and says, Rise up, fergeant at arms, and exercise for ever. They have, besides, a patent for the office, which they hold for life.

They have their attendance in the presence-chamber, where the band of gentlemen-pensioners wait; and, receiving the king at the door, they carry the maces before him to the chapel door, whilst the band of pensioners (hand foremost) and make a lane for the king, as they also do when the king goes to the house of lords.

There are four other fergeants at arms, created in the same manner: one, who attends the lord chancellor; a second, the lord treasurer; a third, the speaker of the house of commons; and a fourth, the lord mayor of London on solemn occasions.

They have a considerable share of the fees of honour, and travelling charges allowed them when in waiting, viz. five shillings per day when the court is within ten miles of London, and ten shillings when twenty miles from London. The places are in the lord chamberlain's gift.

There are also fergeants of the mace of an inferior kind, who attend the mayor or other head officer of a corporation.

Common SERGEANT, an officer in the city of London, who attends the lord mayor and court of aldermen on court days, and is in council with them on all occasions, within and without the precincts or liberties of the city. He is to take care of orphan's estates, either by taking account of them, or to sign their indentures, before passing the lord mayor and court of aldermen: and he was likewise to let and manage the orphan's estates, according to his judgment to their best advantage. See Recorder.

SERGEANT, in war, is an uncommissioned officer in a company of foot or troop of dragoons, armed with a halbert, and appointed to keep discipline observed, to teach the soldiers the exercise of their arms, to order, fratenize, and form their ranks, files, &c. He receives the orders from the adjutant, which he communicates to his officers. Each company generally has two fergeants.

SERGEANTY (Serjeantia), signifies, in law, a service that cannot be due by a tenant to any lord but the king; and this is either grand fergeanty, or petit. The first is a tenure by which the one holds his lands by the king by service as he ought to do in person to the king at his coronation; and may also concern matters military, or services of honour in peace; as to be the king's butler, carver, &c. Petit fergeanty is where a man holds lands of the king to furnish him yearly with some small thing towards his wars; and in effect payable as rent. Though all tenures are turned into socage by the 12 Car. II. cap. 24: ye: the honorary services of grand fergeanty still remain, being therein excepted. See Knight-Serjeant.

SERIES, in general, denotes a continual succession of things in the same order, and having the same relation or connection with each other; in this sense we say, a series of emperors, kings, bishops, &c.

In natural history, a series is used for an order or subdivision of some classes or natural bodies; comprehending all such as are distinguished from the other bodies of the same class, by certain characters which they possess in common, and which the rest of the bodies of that class have not.

SERIES, in arithmetic and algebra, a rank or number of terms in succession, increasing or diminishing in some certain ratio or proportion. These are several various kinds of series; as arithmetical, geometrical, infinite, &c. The
The two first of these are, however, more generally known or distinguished by the names of arithmetical and geometrical progression. These series have already been explained and illustrated in the article ALGEBRA, particularly the two first; it therefore only remains, in this place, to add a little to what has already been done to the last of these; namely,

**INFINITE SERIES,**

Is formed by dividing the numerator of a fraction by its denominator, that denominator being a compound quantity; or by extracting the root of a surd.

An infinite series is either converging or diverging.

A converging series is that in which the magnitude of the several terms gradually diminish; and a diverging series is that in which the successive terms increase in magnitude.

The law of an infinite series is the order in which the terms are observed to proceed. This law is often easily discovered from a few of the first terms of the series; and then the series may be continued as far as may be thought necessary, without any farther division or evolution.

An infinite series, as has already been observed, is obtained by division or evolution; but as that method is very tedious, various other methods have been proposed for performing the same in a more easy manner; as, by assuming a series with unknown coefficients, by the binomial theorem, &c.

### 1. Of the Method of Series by Division and Evolution.

**RULE.**

Let the division or evolution of the given fraction, which is to be converted into an infinite series, be performed as in Chapters I. and IV. of our article ALGEBRA; and the required series will be obtained.

**EXAMPLES.**

1. Convert the fraction \( \frac{1}{1 - x} \) into an infinite series?

\[
1 + x + x^2 + x^3 + x^4 + \ldots
\]

\[
\frac{1}{1-x} = 1 + x + x^2 + x^3 + x^4 + \ldots
\]

Hence the fraction \( \frac{1}{1-x} \) is a converging series.

From inspection of the terms of this series, it appears that each term is formed by multiplying the preceding term by \( x \); and hence it may be continued as far as may be thought necessary without continuing the division.
Series. Whence \( \frac{a^5}{x^3 + 1} = 1 - 2y + 3y^2 + \frac{4y^3}{a} + \cdots \); and each term is found by multiplying the preceding by \( \frac{y}{a} \) and increasing the coefficient by unity.

And evol.-tion.

5. Let \( \sqrt{a^2 + x^2} \) be converted into an infinite series?

\[
\begin{align*}
2a + x &= \frac{a^4}{2a} x^2 + \frac{a^4}{8a^2} x^4 + \frac{a^4}{64a^3} x^6 + \cdots \\
2a + x &= \frac{a^4}{8a^2} x^2 + \frac{a^4}{64a^3} x^4 + \cdots
\end{align*}
\]

Hence the square root of \( a^2 + x^2 = a^2 + x^2 + x^4 + \frac{x^6}{2a} \).

In continuing the operation, these terms may be neglected whose dimensions exceed those of the last term to which the root is to be continued.

II. Of the Method of Series by assuming a Series with unknown Coefficients.

Rule. Assume a series with unknown coefficients to represent that required. Let this series be multiplied or involved, according to the nature of the question; and the quantities of the same dimension being put equal to each other, the coefficients will be determined; and hence the required series will be known.

Examples. 1. Let \( \frac{1}{a^x} \) be converted into an infinite series? Assume \( \frac{1}{a^x} = A + B x + C x^2 + D x^3 + \cdots \).

Then this assumed series multiplied by \( a^{-x} \), gives \( 1 = a A + a B x + a C x^2 + a D x^3 + \cdots \). Hence \( A = \frac{1}{a} \), \( B = a \), \( C = \frac{1}{a^3} \), \( D = \frac{1}{a^4} \), etc.; and hence the required series will be known.

2. Convert the quantity \( \frac{c^3}{c + 2y^2} \) into an infinite series?
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\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Series:} & \quad \frac{1 - 2}{6} + \frac{1 - 2}{3} + \frac{1 - 2}{2} + \frac{1 - 2}{1} + \frac{1 - 2}{x} + \frac{1 - 2}{x^2} + \cdots \\
&= \frac{a}{x} + 1 + \frac{a}{2x} + \frac{a^2}{3x^2} + \frac{a^3}{4x^3} + \cdots \\
&= \frac{a}{x} \left(1 + \frac{a}{2x} + \frac{a^2}{3x^2} + \frac{a^3}{4x^3} + \cdots \right)
\end{align*}
\]

2. Required the square root of \(a^2 + b^1\).

By comparing this with the general theorem, we have \(a = a^2\), \(b = b^1\), \(m = 1\), \(n = 2\). Hence, by substitution, the series becomes \(a \times 1 + \frac{1}{2} \times \frac{a^2}{2} + \frac{1}{2} \times \frac{1}{2} \times \frac{a^2}{4} + \frac{1}{2} \times \frac{1}{2} \times \frac{1}{2} \times \frac{a^2}{8} + \cdots \).

In order to apply this to numbers, let the square root of 85 be required. Now, the square root of 85 is \(\sqrt{85} \times 4\); hence \(a = 9\) and \(x = 4\).

Then \(\frac{a}{x} = 1\) gives \(9 \times 4 = 0.024691\).

\[\frac{a^2}{x^2} = \frac{8}{2} \times 81 = 0.000304\]

\[\frac{a^3}{x^3} = \frac{8 \times 81 \times 81}{16 \times 81 \times 81} = 0.000239\]

\[\frac{a^4}{x^4} = \frac{8 \times 81 \times 81 \times 81}{16 \times 81 \times 81 \times 81} = 0.000000007\]

Square root of 85 = 9.219546.

3. Required the cube root of \(a^3 + b^1\).

This being compared with the general theorem gives \(a = \sqrt{3} + 1\), \(b = 3\). Hence \(a^3 + b^1 = a^3 + 1 = \frac{1}{3} \times 3 + \frac{1}{3} \times 3 + \frac{1}{3} \times 3 + \cdots \).

\[\frac{1}{3} \times 3 = 3 - 1 = \frac{\sqrt{3}}{3} \times 9 + \frac{\sqrt{3}}{3} \times 9 + \cdots \]

Let the cube root of 600 be required. Now \(600 = \frac{1}{3} \times 9 + \frac{\sqrt{3}}{3} \times 9 + \cdots \).

Then \(\frac{1}{3} \times 9 = 1.00000002\).

\[\frac{\sqrt{3}}{3} \times 9 = 0.05729166\]

\[\frac{\sqrt{3}}{3} \times 9 = 0.00328233\]

\[\frac{\sqrt{3}}{3} \times 9 = 0.00133144\]

\[\frac{\sqrt{3}}{3} \times 9 = 0.00033591\]

\[\frac{\sqrt{3}}{3} \times 9 = 0.0000453\]

\[\frac{\sqrt{3}}{3} \times 9 = 0.00000560\]

New
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Now each term of the given series is to be compared with the correspondent terms in the first part of the above theorem; and by substitution in the second, the several terms of the required series will be obtained.

**Examples.**

1st. What is the square of the series \( y - y^2 - y^3 + \ldots \)?

By comparing this with the general theorem, we find \( z = y, a = 1, b = y, c = -1, d = a, g = -1, \) &c. and \( m = 2; \) whence \( y - y^2 - y^3 + \ldots = z^2 \times (1 - 2 ax + x^2 + 2 b c - 2 a x^2) \) &c. = \( y^2 \times (1 - 2 y^3 + 3y^4 - 4y^5), + 2 e x^2 - 2 e x^3, \) &c.

2d. Required the fourth power of the series \( 1 + x + x^2 + \ldots \), &c.

Here \( z = 1, a = 1, b = 1, c = 1, d = 1, \) &c. = \( 1 + x + 10 x^3 + 20 x^5 + ax^6, \) &c.

3d. What is the square of \( \frac{1}{x} + \frac{1}{x^2} + \frac{1}{x^3}, \) &c.

In this case \( z = \frac{1}{x}, a = 1, b = 1, c = 1, d = 1, \) &c.

Then \( \frac{1}{x} + \frac{1}{x^2} + \frac{1}{x^3}, \) &c. = \( \frac{1}{x^2} \times \left(1 + 2b + \frac{a}{x^2} + \frac{1}{x^3} + \frac{2 b c}{x^4} + \frac{1}{x^5} + \frac{2 b d}{x^6} \) &c.

= \( \frac{1}{x^2} \times \left(1 + \frac{2}{x} + \frac{3}{x^2} + \frac{4}{x^3} + \frac{5}{x^4} \right) + \frac{2}{x^5} \) &c.

= \( \frac{1}{x^2} + \frac{2}{x^3} + \frac{3}{x^4} + \frac{4}{x^5} + \frac{5}{x^6} \) &c.

4th. What is the square root of \( r = a + \frac{a^2}{2r} + \frac{a^3}{4r^3} + \ldots \) &c.

The quantity reduced is \( \frac{1}{r} \times \left(1 - \frac{a}{r} + \frac{a^2}{2r^2} + \frac{a^3}{3r^3} \right) + \frac{a^4}{4r^4} \) &c.

In this example \( z = \frac{1}{x}, a = 1, b = \frac{1}{2r^2}, c = \frac{1}{4r^4}, \) &c. and \( m = -\frac{1}{2} \) &c.

Then \( \frac{1}{r} \times \left(1 + \frac{x}{r^3} + \frac{x^3}{2r^3} + \frac{x^5}{3r^3} \right) \) &c. = \( \frac{1}{r} + \frac{x}{4r^3} + \frac{x^3}{2r^3} + \frac{11x^5}{32r^5} \) &c.

Again, let \( x \) be the fourth term, to find which in terms of \( a \) and \( b \), we have

\[
\frac{b}{a} : x : : b - \frac{ab}{2a-b} : \frac{ab}{2a-b} - \frac{x}{2a-b}
\]

Then \( b - \frac{ab}{1a-b} - \frac{x}{2a-b} = b x \)

\[
\frac{3ab-2b^3}{2a-b} = \frac{ab}{2a-b} - \frac{x}{2a-b}
\]

\[
2a-b = \frac{3ab-2b^3}{2a-b} = \frac{3ab-2b^3}{3a-2b}
\]

Therefore the four first terms are \( a, b, \frac{ab}{2a-b}, \frac{3ab}{3a-2b} \).

Hence the law of the series is obvious, and it may be continued.
Reversion of Series is the method of finding the sum of a series, in terms of the quantity which is equal to the given series.

In order to this, a series must be assumed, which being involved and substituted for the quantity equal to the series, and its powers, neglecting those terms whose powers exceed the highest power to which it is proposed to extend the series.

Let it be required to revert the series $a \times x + b x^2 + c x^3 + d x^4 + e x^5 + \ldots$ to find $x$ in an infinite series expressed in the powers of $y$.

Substitute $y^2$ for $x$, and the indices of the powers of $y$ in the equation will be $n$, $2$, $3$, $4$, $5$, &c. Hence, in this case, the series to be assumed is $A y + B y^2 + C y^3 + D y^4 + \ldots$ &c. which being involved and substituted for the respective powers of $x$, then we have

$$a x = a A y + a B y^2 + a C y^3 + a D y^4 + \ldots$$

and

$$b x^2 = b A y^2 + 2 b A B y^3 + 2 b A C y^4 + \ldots$$

$$c x^3 = c A y^3 + 3 c A B y^4 + \ldots$$

$$d x^4 = d A y^4 + \ldots$$

Whence, by comparing the homologous terms, we have

$$a = a A - a c, \quad b = b A + 2 b A B + 2 b A C + \ldots$$

$$c = c A + 3 c A B + 3 c A C + \ldots$$

$$d = d A + \ldots$$

And consequently $x = \frac{a}{a^2} + \frac{a b y}{a^3} + \frac{a b c y^2}{a^4} + \frac{a b c d y^3}{a^5} + \ldots$

Example.

Let $x = \frac{x^6}{2} + \frac{x^7}{3} + \frac{x^8}{4} + \ldots$ and $y = \frac{x^6}{2} + \frac{x^7}{3} + \frac{x^8}{4} + \ldots$

Then $y = \frac{1}{1} + \frac{1}{1} + \frac{1}{1}$

And $x = \frac{1}{1} + \frac{1}{1} + \frac{1}{1}$

Therefore $x = \frac{1}{1} + \frac{1}{1} + \frac{1}{1}$

Hence

$$\left\{ \begin{array}{l}
15671 \\
2917
\end{array} \right.$$

$$\text{First term}$$

$$\text{Last term}$$

$$\text{Sum}$$

$$18568$$

$$\text{Sum}$$

$$37176$$

$$\text{Sum}$$

$$115541$$

$$\text{Vol. XVII.}$$
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Hence \( n^2 = 2 r^2 - \frac{24}{r^3} \), \( v^3 + \frac{1}{288} r^6 \), \( \frac{1}{144} r^9 \)

\( \therefore v^1, \text{&c.} = 2 r v + \frac{1}{3} v^3 + \frac{A}{45} r^3 + \frac{r^3}{15} v^9, \text{&c.} \)

whence \( \sqrt{2} = \frac{1}{2} + \frac{3}{12} + \frac{5}{16} \text{c., etc.} \)

**Summation of Series** is the method of finding the sum of the terms of an infinite series produced to infinity, or the sum of any number of terms of such a series.

The value of any arithmetical series, as \( t_1 + t_2 + t_3 + \ldots + t_n \), varies according as \( (n) \) the number of its terms varies; and therefore, if it can be expressed in a general manner, it must be explicable by \( n \) and its powers with determinate coefficients; and those powers, in this case, must be rational, or such whole indices are whole positive numbers; because the progression, being a whole number, cannot admit of undetermined quantities. Lastly, it will appear that the greatest of the said indices cannot exceed the common index of the series by more than one; for, otherwise, when \( n \) is taken indefinitely great, the highest power of \( n \) would be indefinitely greater than the sum of all the rest of the terms.

Thus the highest power of \( n \), in an expression exhibiting the value of \( t_1 + t_2 + t_3 + \ldots + t_n \), cannot be greater than \( n^2 \); for \( t_1 + t_2 + t_3 + \ldots + t_n \) is manifestly less than \( n^2 \), or \( n^2 + n^3 + \ldots + n^4 \), &c., continued to \( n \) terms; but \( n^2 \), when \( n \) is indefinitely great, is indefinitely greater than \( n^2 \), or any other inferior power of \( n \); and therefore cannot enter into the equation. This being premised, the method of investigation may be as follows:

**Examples.**

1. Required the sum of \( n \) terms of the series \( 1 + 2 \cdot 3 + 4 \cdot \ldots + n \).

Let \( A n^2 + A \) be assumed, according to the foregoing observations, as an universal expression for the value of \( 1 + 2 + 3 + \ldots + n \), where \( A \) and \( B \) represent unknown but determinate quantities. Therefore, since the equation is supposed to hold universally, whatever is the number of terms, it is evident, that if the number of terms be increased by unity, or, which is the same thing, if \( n + 1 \) be written therein instead of \( n \), the equation will still hold, and we shall have \( A \times n + 1^2 + B \times n + 1 = 1 + 2 + 3 + 4 + \ldots + n + (n + 1) \).

From which the first equation being subtracted, there remains \( A \times n + 1^2 + B \times n + 1 = 1 + 2 + 3 + 4 + \ldots + n + (n + 1) \);

whence we have \( 2 A = 1 \times n + A + B = n + 1 \).

Therefore, by taking \( 2 A = 1 = \alpha \), and \( A + B = 1 = 0 \), we have \( A = \frac{1}{2} \) and \( B = 1 \); and consequently \( 1 + 2 + 3 + \ldots + n \) (\( = A n^2 + B n \)) is \( \frac{n^2 + n}{2} \) or \( \frac{n \times n + 1}{2} \).

**What is the sum of the ten first terms of the series** \( 1 + 2 + 3 + \ldots + n \), &c.?

In this case \( n = 10 \), then \( \frac{n \times n + 1}{2} = \frac{10 \times 11}{2} = 55 \).

2. Required the sum of the series \( 1^3 + 2^3 + 3^3 + \ldots + n^3 \), or \( 1 + 2 + 3 + \ldots + n \).

Let \( A n^3 + B n^2 + C n \), according to the aforesaid observations, be assumed \( 1^3 + 2^3 + 3^3 + \ldots + n^3 \); then, as in the preceding case, we shall have \( A \times n + 1^4 + B \times n + 1^3 + C \times n + 1^2 + n = 1^4 + 2^4 + 3^4 + \ldots + n^4 \); that is, by involving \( n \) to its several powers, \( A n^4 + 3 A n^3 + 3 A n^2 + 2 A n + B n + C \), &c., from which subtracting the former equation, we obtain \( 3 A n^4 + 3 A n^3 + 3 A n^2 + 2 A n + B n + C = \frac{1}{1 \times 2 \times 3 \times 4} n^4 + \frac{1}{2 \times 3} n^3 + \frac{1}{3} n^2 + \frac{1}{4} n + \frac{1}{5} \).

and consequently \( 3 A = -1 \times n^2 + 3 A + 2 B - 1 = 0 \); therefore \( 3 A = -1 \times n^2 + 3 A + 2 B = \frac{1}{5} \), and consequently \( 1 + 2 + 3 + \ldots + n^2 = \frac{n^2 + n}{2} + \frac{n \times n + 1}{6} \).

What is the sum of the ten first terms of the series \( 1^3 + 2^3 + 3^3 + \ldots + 10^3 \)?

Hence \( n = 10 \), then \( n \times n + 1 \times n + 1 = \frac{10 \times 11 \times 21}{6} = 385 \).

3. Required the sum of the series \( 1^4 + 2^4 + 3^4 + \ldots + n^4 \) or \( 1 + 2 + 3 + \ldots + n \).

By putting \( A n^4 + B n^3 + C n^2 + D n + 1 = 2 + 4 + 8 + 27 + 64 + \ldots + n \); and proceeding as above, we shall have \( 4 A n^5 + 3 A n^4 + 3 A n^3 + 3 A n^2 + 2 A n + B + 2 C = A + C + D \), \( = \frac{1}{1 \times 2 \times 3 \times 4} = \frac{n^4}{2} + \frac{n^4}{4} + n + 1\) or \( \frac{1}{6} \).

Therefore \( B = \frac{1}{2} \times 3 - 6 A \), \( C = \frac{1}{2} - 4 A - 3 B = \frac{1}{5} \), and \( D = 1 - A - B - C = 0 \); and therefore \( 1 + 2^3 + 3^3 + 4^3 + \ldots + n^3 = \frac{n^4 + n^4}{2} + \frac{n^4}{6} \).

In the very same manner it will be found, that \( 1^4 + 2^4 + 3^4 + \ldots + n^4 = \frac{n^5 + n^5}{2} + \frac{n^5}{5} \).

**What is the sum of the ten first terms of the series** \( 1^3 + 2^3 + 3^3 + \ldots + 10^3 \)?

Hence \( n = 10 \), then \( n \times n + 1 \times n + 1 = \frac{10 \times 11 \times 21}{4} = 3225 \).

4. Required the sum of the terms of the series \( 1 \times 2 \times 3 \times \ldots \times n \).

Let \( A n^3 + B n^2 + C n \), according to the aforesaid observations, be assumed \( 1 \times 2 \times 3 \times \ldots \times n \); then, as in the preceding case, we shall have \( A n + 1^3 + B + n + 1^2 + C + n + 1 \).

Let \( A = 1 \times 2 \times 3 \times \ldots \times n \), &c., \( \therefore A \cdot n = 1^3 + B + n + 1^2 + C + n + 1 \).

Now the \( \frac{1}{n} \)th term of this series, by Example 2, is \( B \cdot n + 1 \).

Then \( A = \frac{1}{B + n + 1} \).

\( n + 1 = 1, \frac{n + 1}{2} \).

Now, the first equation being subtracted from this, we have \( 3 A + 3 A + 2 B \times n + A + B + C = \frac{n^2 + n}{2} + \frac{n \times n + 1}{6} \).

\( n + 1 = 1, \frac{n + 1}{2} \).

Now, the first equation being subtracted from this, we have \( 3 A + 3 A + 2 B \times n + A + B + C = \frac{n^2 + n}{2} + \frac{n \times n + 1}{6} \).
Series.

\[ A + C = \frac{n^2}{2} + \frac{1}{2} - \frac{2B \times n}{n - B}. \]

Whence, by equating the homologous terms, we have \( A = \frac{3}{4} \), and \( A + C = \frac{3}{4} - 2B = \frac{3}{4} A \). Hence \( C = \frac{-1}{4} \).

Now, these values being substituted in the above equation, gives the sum \( S = \frac{n^2}{6} - \frac{2B}{3} \).

and if \( n + 1 \) be put for \( n \), the sum of \( n \) terms of this series will be \( \frac{n^2}{6} + \frac{n}{2} + \frac{1}{3} \).

By proceeding in the same manner, the sum of \( n \) terms of pyramidal numbers, \( 1, 3, 6, \ldots \), and the sum of any series of figurate numbers is determined by a like formula, the law of continuation being obvious.

What is the sum of the ten first terms of triangular numbers \( 1, 3, 6, 10, 15, \ldots \)?

Here \( n = 10 \); then \( \frac{n(n+1)}{2} + \frac{1}{2} - \frac{n^2}{4} + \frac{1}{4} = 220. \)

5. Let the sum of the series \( \frac{1}{R} + \frac{2}{R^3} + \frac{3}{R^4} \) continued to \( n \) terms be required.

If we multiply this series indefinitely continued by \( R = I \), or \( R^2 = R + 1 \), the product is \( R \); therefore the amount of the infinite series is \( R \), and the sum of \( n \) terms may be found by subtracting the terms after the \( n \)th from that amount. Now, the terms after the \( n \)th are \( \frac{n+1}{R^2+1} + \frac{n+2}{R^3+2} \), \&c. which may be divided into the following two series:

First, \( \frac{n}{R^3} \times \frac{1}{R^2} + \frac{1}{R^3} + \frac{1}{R^4} \), \&c. \( = \frac{n}{R^3} \times \frac{1}{R^2} \).

Second, \( \frac{1}{R^n} \times \frac{1}{R^2} + \frac{1}{R^3} + \frac{1}{R^4} \), \&c. \( = \frac{1}{R^2} \times \frac{1}{R^3} - \frac{1}{R^4} \).

Now, if we write \( a \) for \( 1 \) and \( r \) for \( R - 1 \), and subtract the sum of these two series from the amount of the proposed series indefinitely continued, the remainder will be found \( 1 - a = R - \frac{n}{R} \).

6. Let the sum of the series \( \frac{n}{nR} + \frac{n-2}{nR^2} + \frac{n-3}{nR^3} \) \&c. be required.

This series is equal to the difference of the two following:

First, \( \frac{n}{nR} + \frac{n}{nR^2} + \frac{n}{nR^3} \), \&c. \( = \frac{1}{R} \times \frac{R^3}{R^3} + \frac{1}{R^3} \), \&c. \( = \frac{1}{R} - a \).

Second, \( \frac{1}{nR} + \frac{2}{nR^2} + \frac{3}{nR^3} \), \&c. \( = \frac{1}{nR} \times \frac{n}{R^2} + \frac{1}{R^3} \), \&c. \( = \frac{1}{nR} \times \frac{1}{R} - \frac{1}{R^3} \).

The difference of these series is \( \frac{1 - a}{R} \times \frac{n}{R} + \frac{1 - a}{R} \times \frac{n}{R} \), which reduced becomes \( \frac{n + a - 1}{R} \times \frac{1}{R} + \frac{n + a - 1}{R} \times \frac{1}{R} \).

To proceed further would lead us far beyond the limits assigned for this article; we must therefore refer those who require more information on this subject to the following authors.—Bertrand's Development, \&c. vol. 1; Dodson's Mathematical Repository, vol. 1; Emerson's Algebra; Appendix to Gravefend's Algebra; Hutton's Paper on Cubic Equations and Infinite Series, in the Philosophical Transactions for 1780; Maclaurin's Flights; Malcolm's Arithmetic; Maler's Annuities; and Scriptores Logarithmici, \&c. De Moivre's Doctrine of Chances, and a Paper by the same author in the Philosophical Transactions, \( n = 240 \); Simpson's Algebra, Essays, Flights, and Miscellanies; Sterling's Summatio et Summationis Serierum; Syntagma Mathematicum, \&c.

SERINGAPATAM, the capital of Mysore, was formerly the dominions of Tipu Sultan, is situated in an island of the Cavery river, about 250 or 300 miles from Madras. The island, upon survey, appeared to be about four miles in length by one and a half in breadth, across the middle, where it is likewise highest, whence it gradually falls and narrows towards the extremities. The well end of the island, on which there is a fort of considerable strength, slopes more, especially towards the north; and the ground rising on the opposite side of the river commands a distinct view of every part of the fort. The fort and outworks occupy about a mile of the well end of the island, and are distinguished by magnificent buildings, and ancient Hindu pagodas, contrasted with the more lofty and splendid monuments lately raised in honour of the Mahometan faith. The great garden, called the Lal Baug, covers about as much of the east end of the island as the fort and outworks do of the west; and the whole intermediate space, except a small enclosure, on the north bank near the fort, was, before the last war, filled with houses, and formed an extensive suburb, of which the greatest part was destroyed by Tipu to make room for batteries to defend the island when attacked by the combined forces of Earl Cornwallis and the Mahratta chiefs in February 1792. This suburb, or town of modern structure, is about half a mile square, divided into regular cross streets, all wide, and shaded on each side by trees. It is surrounded by a strong mud wall, contains many good houses, and seems to have been preserved by the Sultan for the accommodation of merchants, and for the convenience of troops stationed on that part of the island for its defence. A little to the easterly side of the town is the entrance to the great garden, which was laid out in regular shady walk of large cypresses, trees, and surrounded with fruit-trees, flowers, and vegetables of every description. It possessed all the beauty and elegance of a country residence, and was dignified by the mausoleum of Hyder the late sultan, and a superb new palace built by his son. This noble garden was devoted to delirations; and the trees which had sheltered their proud master, and contributed to his pleasures, were formed into the means of protecting his enemies in subverting his empire. Before that event, so glorious to the arms of England, this inflated metropolis (says...
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Seringham (fays Major Dirom) must have been the richest, most convenient, and beautiful spot possessed in the present age by any native prince in India; but when the allies left it, the Sultan’s fort and city only remained in repair amid all the wrecks of his former grandeur, the island presenting nothing but the appearance of wrecked barrenness. Tippoo is a man of talents, enterprising, and great wealth; but in the opinion of our author, the remaining years of his ill-fated life will be unequal to renew the beauties of his terrestrial paradise. N. Lat. 1° 31’ 45” E. Long. 96° 46’ 45”.

SERINGHAM, an island of Indostan, formed about six miles north-west of Trinchinopoly by the river Cavery, which divides itself into two branches; that to the northward takes the name of Corozen, but the southern branch preserves its old name the Cavery. Each of these rivers, after a course of about 90 miles, empty themselves into the sea; the Corozen at Devicottah, and the Cavery near Tranquebar, at about 20 miles distance from one another. In this island facing Trinchinopoly, floated a famous pagoda surrounded by seven circular walls of stone, 27 feet high and four feet thick. The space between the outward and second walls measured 510 feet, and so proportionally of the rest. Each enclosure had four large gates, with a high tower; which were placed, one in the middle of each side of the enclosure, and opposite to the four cardinal points. The outward wall was about four miles in circumference, and its gateway to the fourth was ornamented with pillars, some of which were single stones 93 feet in length and five in diameter; while those that formed the roof were still larger, and in the innermost enclosure were the chapels.—About half a mile to the east was another large pagoda called Jumlikifina, which had but one enclosure.

The pagoda of Seringham was held in great veneration, from a belief that it contained the identical image of the god Vishnu worshipped by Brahm; and pilgrims came here from all parts of India with offerings of money to procure absolution. A large part of the revenue of the island was allotted for maintenance of the Brahmans who inhabited the pagoda; and these, with their families, formerly amounted to no fewer than 40,000 persons, all maintained by the superfluous liberality of the adjacent country.

SERIOLA, in botany: A genus of plants belonging to the order of Polygygia aquilis, and to the class of syngenetia; and in the natural system ranged under the 49th order, Compositae. The receptacle is plesaceous; the calyx simple; and the pappus is somewhat plumose. There are four species: 1. The Legvitoa. 2. Ethnensia. 3. Cretensis. 4. Urens. The first is a native of the island of Candia, and flowers in July and August; the second is a native of Italy; and the fourth is a native of the south of Europe.

SERIPHUM, in botany: A genus of plants belonging to the order of monogynia, and to the class of syngenetia. The calyx is imbricated; the corolla is monopetalous and regular, with one oblong seed under it. There is only one species, the cincreum, which is a native of the Cape of Good Hope.

SERIPHUS (anc. geog.), one of the Cyclades or islands in the Aegean sea, called Sameum Seriphium by Tacitus, as if all a rock; one of the usual places of banishment among the Romans. The people, Seripheus, who, together with the Siphai, joined Greece against Xerxes, were almost the only islanders who refused to give him earth and water in token of submission, (Hérodoteus). Seripheus Rana, a proverbial saying concerning a person who can neither sing nor say; frogs in this island being said to be dumb, (Pliny).

SERMON, a discourse delivered in public, for the purpose of religious instruction and improvement.

Funeral Sermon. See Funeral Oration.

Seron of Almonds, is the quantity of two hundred weight of olive seed, it is from three to four hundred of Calamine, from two hundred and an half to three hundred and three quarters.

SEROSITY, in medicine, the watery part of the blood.

SERPENTS, in astrology, a constellation in the northern hemisphere, called more particularly Serpens Ophiuchi. The stars in the constellation Serpens, in Ptolomy’s catalogue, are 18; in Tycho’s, 13; in Helius’s, 22; and in the Britannic catalogue, 64.

Serpent Biceps, or Double-headed Snake: A monster of the serpent kind there being no permanent species of this conformation. That represented on Plate CCCCXLIX. and copied from Edwards, came from the island of Barbadoes; and was said to have been taken out of an egg of the size of a small pullet’s egg by a man who found it underground as he was digging. The heads were not in a horizontal position when the snake lay on its belly, but inclined to each other on their under-sides leaving an opening for the throat to come in between the two heads underneath, as is expressed at A. The upper side, for the whole length, was covered with small scales, falling one over another; the belly was covered with single scales running across it, in the form of half rings. It was all over of a yellowish colour, without any spots or variation. Mr Edwards also informs us, that a person brought to him a common English snake, which had two heads quite separate from each other, the necks parting about an inch from the head.

Serpent, in the Linnean system of zoology, an order of animals belonging to the class of amphibia, and comprehending six genera, viz. the crocodilus, or rattle-snake; the boa, including ten species: the coluber, or viper; the anguis, or snake; the amphibiana, or annulated snake, the body and tail of which are composed of annular segments; and the cestilla, or tentaculated snake, the body and tail of which are wrinkled, without scales, and the upper part furnished with two feelers; and including two species. See an account of these genera under their respective names.

The characters of serpents, according to Linneus, Dillen: These: They are amphibious animals, breathing through the mouth by means of lungs only; having a tapering body, no distinct neck; the jaws not articulated, but dilatable, and destitute of teeth, fins, and ears.

The serpent has from the beginning been the enemy General of man; and it has hitherto continued to terrify and obsever and annoy him, notwithstanding all the arts which have been praefed to destroy it. Formidable in itself, it deters the invader from the pursuit; and from its figure, capable of finding shelter in a little space, it is not easily discovered by those who would venture to encounter it. Thus pollefed at once of potent arms, and inaccessible or secure retreats, it baffles all the
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It is a known fact that man, though ever so comely, is bent upon its destruction. For this reason, there is a reason to believe that man will do his utmost to destroy any kind of Serpent that he come across. 

The various malignity that has been attributed to European Serpents is now utterly unknown; there are not above three or four kinds that are dangerous, and their poison operates in all the manner of tame. The drowsy death, the flapping of the blood from every pore, the inaudible and burning thirst, the melting down of the solid mass of the whole form into one heap, of putrefaction, said to be occasioned by the bites of African Serpents, are horrors with which we are entirely unacquainted.

But though we have thus reduced these dangers, having been incapable of wholly removing them, in other parts of the world they still rage with all their ancient malignity. In the warm countries that lie within the tropics, as well as in the cold regions of the north, where the inhabitants are few, the Serpents propagate in equal proportion. But of all countries those regions have them in the greatest abundance where the fields are unpeopled and fertile; and where the climate supplies warmth and humidity. All along the swampy banks of the river Niger or Oromooko, where the sun is hot, the forests thick, and the men but few, the Serpents cling among the branches of the trees in infinite numbers, and carry on an unceasing war against all other animals and their vicinity. Travellers have assured us, that they have often seen large snakes twining round the trunk of a tall tree, encompassing it like a wreath, and thus rising and descending at pleasure.

We are not, therefore, to reject as wholly fabulous the accounts left us by the ancients of the terrible devastations committed by a single Serpent. It is probable, in early times, when the arts were little known, and mankind were but thinly scattered over the earth, that Serpents, continuing undisturbed possessors of the forest, grew to an amazing magnitude; and every other tribe of animals fell before them. It then might have happened, that the Serpents reigned tyrants of the district for centuries together. To animals of this kind, grown by time and capacity to 100 or 150 feet in length, the lion, the tiger, and even the elephant itself, were but feeble opponents. That horrible factor, which even the commonest and most harmless snakes are still found to distil, might, in these larger ones, become too powerful for any living being to withstand; and while they preyed without distinction, they might also have poisoned the atmosphere around them. In this manner, having for ages lived in the hidden and unpeopled forest, and finding, as their appetites were more powerful, the quantity of their prey decreasing, it is possible they might venture boldly from their retreats into the more cultivated parts of the country, and carry contermation among mankind, as they had before distinction among the lower ranks of nature. We have many histories of antiquity, presenting as such a picture, and exhibiting a whole nation fixing under the ravages of a single Serpent. At that time man had not learned the art of uniting the efforts of many to effect one great purpose. Opposing multitudes only added new victims to the general calamity, and increased mutual embarrasment and terror. The animal was therefore to be singly opposed by him who had the greatest strength, the best armour, and the most undaunted courage. In such an encounter, hundreds must have fallen; till one, more lucky than the rest, by a fortunate blow, or by taking the monster in its torpid interval, and furcatured with spoil, might kill, and thus rid his country of the destroyer. Such was the original occupation of heroes; and those who first obtained that name, from their destroying the ravagers of the earth, gained it much more deviously than their successors, who acquired their reputation only for their skill in destroying each other. But as we descend into more enlightened antiquity, we find these animals left formidable, as being attacked in a more successful manner. We are told, that while Regulus led his army along the banks of the river Bagrada in Africa, an enormous Serpent disputed his passage over. We are assured by Pliny, that it was 120 feet long, and that it had destroyed many of the army. At last, however, the battering engines were brought out against it; and these assailing it at a distance, it was soon destroyed. Its spoils were carried to Rome, and the general was decreed an ovation for his successes. There are, perhaps, few facts better ascertained in history than this: an ovation was a remarkable honour; and was given only for some signal exploit that did not deserve a triumph: no historian would offer to invent that part of the story at all, without being subject to the most shameful detection. The skin was kept for several years after in the Capitol; and Pliny says he saw it there. At present, indeed, such ravages from Serpents are scarce seen in any part of the world; but not that, in Africa and America, some of them are powerful enough to brace the assaults of men to this day.

Nequeunt explorii corda tenui
Terribiles occidit utique fatas potentes.

If we take a survey of Serpents in general, they have marks by which they are distinguished from all the rest of animated nature. They have the length and the suppleness of the eel, but want fins to swim with; they have the scaly covering and pointed tail of the lizard, but they want legs to walk with; they have the crawling motion of the worm, but, unlike that animal, they have lungs to breathe with; like all the reptile kind, they are secretive when offended; and nature has supplied them with terrible arms to revenge every injury.

Though they are possessed of very different degrees of malignity, yet they are all formidable to man, and have a strong similitude of form to each other. With respect to their conformation, all Serpents have a very wide mouth in proportion to the size of the head; and, what is very extraordinary, they can open and swallow the head of another animal which is three times as big as their own. However, it is no way surprising that the skin of the snake should stretch to receive so large a mouth; the wonder seems how the jaws could take it.
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The eyes of all serpents are small, if compared to the length of the body; and though differently coloured in different kinds, yet the appearance of all is malign and heavy; and, from their known qualities, they strike the imagination with the idea of a creature meditating mischief. In some, the upper eyelid is wanting, and the serpent winks only with that below; in others, the animal has a nictitating membrane or skin, resembling that which is found in birds, which keeps the eye clean and preserves the sight; the substance of the eye in all is hard and horny; the crystalline humour occupying a great part of the globe.

The holes for hearing are very visible in all; but there are no conduits for smelling; though it is probable that some of them enjoy that sense in tolerable perfection.

The tongue in all these animals is long and forked. It is composed of two long fleshy substances, which terminate in sharps points, and are very pliable. At the root it is connected very strongly to the neck by two tendons, that give it a variety of play. Some of the viper kind have tongues a fifth part of the length of their bodies; they are continually darting them out; but they are entirely harmless, and only terrify those who are ignorant of the real situation of their poison.

If from the jaws we go on to the gullet, we shall find it very wide for the animal's size, and capable of being distended to a great degree; at the bottom of this lies the stomach, which is not so capacious, and receives only a part of the prey, while the rest continues in the gullet for digestion. When the substance in the stomach is dissolved into chyle, it passes into the intestines, and from thence goes to nourishment, or to be excluded by the vent.

Like most other animals, serpents are furnished with lungs, which we suppose are serviceable in breathing, though we cannot perceive the manner in which this operation is performed; for though serpents are often seen apparently to draw in their breath, yet we cannot find the smallest sign of their ever respiring it again. Their lungs, however, are long and large, and double are necessary to promote their languid circulation. The heart is formed as in the tortoise, the frog, and the lizard kinds, so as to work without the assistance of the lungs. It is single; the greatest part of the blood flows from the great vein to the great artery by the shortest course. By this contrivance of nature we easily gather two consequences; that snakes are amphibious, being equally capable of living on land and in the water; and that also they are torpid in winter, like the bea, the lizard, and other animals formed in the same manner.

The vent in these animals serves for the emission of the urine and feces, and for the purpose of generation. The instrument of generation in the male is double, being forked like the tongue: the ovaries in the female are double also; and the aperture is very large, in order to receive the double instrument of the male. They copulate in their retreats; and it is laid by the ancients, that in this situation they appear like one serpent with two heads.

As the body of this animal is long, slender, and capable of bending in every direction, the number of joints in the back-bone are numerous beyond what one would imagine. In the generality of quadrupeds, they amount to not above 30 or 40; in the serpent kind they amount to 145 from the head to the vent, and 25 more from that to the tail. The number of these joints must give the back-bone a surprising degree of pliancy; but this is still increased by the manner in which each of their joints are locked into the other. In man and quadrupeds, the flat surfaces of the bones are laid one against the other, and bound tight by sinews; but in serpents, the bones play one within the other like ball and socket, so that they have full motion upon each other in every direction.

Though the number of joints in the back-bone is Number of great, yet that of the ribs is still greater; for, from ribs to the head, there are two ribs to every joint, which makes their number 900 in all. These ribs are furnished with muscles, four in number, which being inserted into the head, run along to the end of the tail, and give the animal great strength and agility in all its motions.

The skin also contributes to its motions, being composed of a number of scales united to each other by a transparent membrane, which grows harder as it grows older, until the animal changes, which is generally done twice a year. This cover then bursts near the head, and the serpent creeps from it by an undulatory motion, in a new skin, much more vivid than the former. If the old skin be then viewed, every scale will be distinctly seen like a piece of net-work, and will be found greatest where the part of the body they covered was largest.

There is much geometrical neatness in the disposition of the serpent's scales, for afflicting the animal's luminous motion. As the edge of the foremost scales lie over the ends of their following scales, so there are edges, when the scales are erected, which the animal has a power of doing in a small degree, catch in the ground, like the nails in the wheel of a chariot, and so promote and facilitate the animal's progressive motion. The erecting these scales is by means of a multitude of distinct muscles with which each is supplied, and one end of which is stuck each to the middle of the foregoing.

In some of the serpent kind there is the exact symmetry in these scales; in others they are disposed more irregulary. In some there are larger scales on the belly, and often answering to the number of ribs; in others, however, the animal is without them. Upon this slight difference, Linnaeus has founded his divisions of the various classes of the serpent tribe.

When we come to compare serpents with each other, Their size,
the first great distinction appears in their size; no other tribe of animals differing so widely in this particular. This tribe of animals, I believe, seems to have more power on their growth; their bones are in a great measure cartilaginous, and they are consequently capable of great extension: the older, therefore, a serpent becomes, the larger it grows; and as they seem to live to a great age, they arrive at an enormous size.

Leguat assures us, that he saw one in Java that was 50 feet long. Carli mentions their growing to above 40 feet; and there is now the skin of one in the British Museum that measures 32. Mr Wentworth, who had large concerns in the Berbice in America, assures us, that in that country they grow to an enormous length. He one day got out a folder, with an Indian, to kill wild fowl for the table; and they accordingly went some miles from the fort; in pursuing their game, the Indian, who generally marched before, beginning to tire, went to rei himself upon the fallen trunk of a tree, as he tipped it to be; but when he was just going to fix down, the common monitor began to move; and the poor savage perceiving that he had approached a boa; the greatest of all the serpent kind, dropped down in an agony. The folder, who perceived at some distance what had happened, levelled at the serpent’s head, and by a lucky aim shot it dead: however, he continued his fire until he was assured that the animal was killed; and then going up to rescue his companion, who was fallen motionless by its side, he, to his astonishment, found him dead likewise, being killed by the flight. Upon his return to the fort, and telling what had happened, Mr Wentworth ordered the animal to be brought up, when it was measured, and found to be 50 feet long. He had the skin fluffed, and then sent to Europe as a present to the prince of Orange, in whose cabinet it was lately to be seen at the Hague; but the skin is shrunk, by drying, two or three feet. In the East Indies they grow also to an enormous size, particularly in the island of Java, where, we are assured, that one of them will destroy and devour a buffalo. See Boa.

But it is happy for mankind that the capacity of these frightful creatures is often their punishment; for whenever any of the serpent kind have gorged themselves in this manner, whenever their body is seen particularly glutted with food, they then become torpid, and may be approached and destroyed with safety. Patient of hunger to a surprising degree, whenever they cease and swallow their prey, they seem, like surfeited gluttons, unwieldy, stupid, helpless, and sleepy; they at that time seek some retreat, where they may lie for several days together, and digest their meal in safety: the smallest effort at that time is capable of destroying them; they can scarce make any resistance; and they are equally unqualified for flight or opposition: that is the happy opportunity of attacking them with success; at that time the naked Indian himself does not fear to affail them. But it is otherwise when this sleepy interval of digestion is over; they then issue, with famished appetites, from their retreats, and with accumulated terrors, while every animal of the forest flies before them.

But though these animals are of all others the most voracious, and though the mosse which they swallow without chewing is greater than what any other creature, either by land or water, can devour; yet no animals upon earth bear anulence so long as they. A single meal, with many of the snake kind, seems to be the adventure of a season; it is an occurrence, of which they have been for weeks, nay sometimes for months, in patient expectation. When they have seized their prey, their industry for several weeks is entirely discontinued; the fortunate capture of an hour often satisfies them for the remaining period of their annual activity. As their blood is colder than that of most other terrestrial animals, and as it circulates but slowly through their bodies, so their powers of digestion are but flexible. Their prey continues, for a long time, partly in the stomach, partly in the gullet, and is often seen in part hanging out of the mouth. In this manner it digests by degrees; and in proportion as the part below is dissolved, the part above is taken in. It is not therefore till this tedious operation is entirely performed, that the serpent renew its appetite and its activity. But should any accident prevent it from finding once more its cell, it will continue to behold its prey for weeks, months, nay for years together. Vigils are often kept in boxes for six or eight months, without any food whatever; and there are little serpents sometimes sent over to Europe from Grand Cairo, that live for several years in glasses, and never eat at all, nor even sniff the glads with their excrements.

Other creatures have a choice in their provifion: but the serpent indiscriminately preys upon all; the buffalo, the tiger, and the gazelle. One would think that the porcupine’s quills might be sufficient to protect it; but whatever has life serves to appease the hunger of these devouring creatures: porcupines, with all their quills, have frequently been found in their stomachs when killed and opened; nay, they most frequently are seen to devour each other.

A life of savage holiness in the forest offers the imagination one of the most tremendous pictures in nature. In these burning countries, where the sun dries up every brook for hundreds of miles round; when what had the appearance of a great river in the rainy season, becomes, in summer, one dreary bed of sand; in those countries a lake that is never dry, or a brook that is perennial—is considered by every animal as the greatest convenience of nature. When they have discovered this, no dangers can deter them from attempting to flake their thirst. Thus the neighbourhood of a river, in the heart of the tropical continents, is generally the place where all the hostile tribes of nature draw up for the engagement. On the banks of this little envied spot, thousands of animals of various kinds are seen venturing to quench their thirst, or preparing to rinse their prey. The elephants are perceived in a long line, marching from the darker parts of the forest; the buffaloes, are there, depending upon numbers for security; the gazelles relying solely upon their swiftness; the lion and tiger waiting a proper opportunity to strike; but chiefly the larger serpents are upon guard there, and defend the accedes of the lake. Not an hour passes without some dreadful combat; but the serpent, defended by its scales, and naturally capable of sustaining a multitude of wounds, is, of all others, the most formidable. It is the most watchful also; for the whole tribe sleep with their eyes open, and are consequently for ever upon the watch; so that, till its capacity is exhausted, few
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few other animals will venture to approach their station.

The sound which they utter.

In comparing serpents as to their voices, some are found silent, some have a peculiar cry; but hissing is the sound which they most commonly send forth, either as a call to their kind, or as a threat to their enemies. In the countries where they abound, they are generally silent in the middle of the day, when they are obliged to retire from the heat of the climate; but as the cool of the evening approaches, they are then heard hissing from their cells with continued hissings; and such is the variety of their notes, that some have affured us they very much resemble the music of an English grove. This some will hardly credit; at any rate, such notes, however: melodious, can give but very little delight, when we call to mind the malignity of the minotæ. If considered, indeed, as they answer the animal's own occasions, they will be found well adapted to its nature, and fully answering the purposes of terrifying such as would venture to offend it.

Now they move.

With respect to motion, some serpents, particularly those of the viper kind, move slowly; while others dart with amazing swiftness. The motion in all is similar; but the strength of body in some gives a very different appearance. The viper, that is but a slow feeble-bodied animal, makes way in a heavy undulating manner; advancing its head, then drawing up its tail behind, and bending the body into a bow; then from the spot where the head and tail were united, advancing the head forward as before. This, which is the motion of all serpents, is very different from that of the earth-worm or the naked tail. The serpent, as was said before, has a back-bone, with numerous joints; and this bone the animal has power of bending in every direction, but without being able to shorten or lengthen it at pleasure. The earth-worm, on the other hand, has no back-bone; but its body is compos'd of rings, which, like a barber's puff, it can lengthen or shorten as it finds necessary. The earth-worm, therefore, in order to move forward, lengthens the body; then by the fore part clings to the ground where it has reached, and then contracts and brings up its rear; then, when the body is thus shortened, the fore-part is lengthened again for another progression, and so on. The serpent, instead of shortening the body, bends it into an arch; and this is the principal difference between serpentine and vermicular progression.

We have alluded this motion in the viper, as most easily difcerned; but there are many serpents that dart with such amazing swiftness, that they appear rather to leap than crawl. It is most probable, however, that no serpent can dart upon even ground farther than its own length at one effort. Our fears indeed may increase the force of their speed, which is sometimes found so fatal. We are told by some, that they will dart to a very great distance; but this we have never been able to ascertain. The manner of progression in the swiftest serpent we know, which is the juculus, is by instantly coiling itself upon its tail, and darting from thence to its full extent; then carrying the tail, as quick as lightning, to the head; coiling and darting again; and by this means proceeding with extreme rapidity, without ever quitting the ground. Indeed, if we consider the length and the weakness of the back-bone in all these animals; if we regard the make of the vertebrae, in which we shall find the junctions all formed to give play, and none to give power; we cannot be of opinion that they have a faculty of springing from the ground, as they entirely want a fulcrum, if we may so express it, from whence to take their spring; the whole body being composed of unsupported muscles and joints that are yielding.

Though all serpents are amphibious, some are much fonder of the water than others; and though distinct Amphibia of fins or gills, remain at the bottom, or swim along yet they die when immersed in water. From their inherent structure, we see how well adapted they are for either element: and how capable their blood is of circulating at the bottom as freely as in the frog or the tortoise. They can, however, endure to live in fresh water only; for salt is an effeaneous bane to the whole tribe. The greatest serpents are most usually found in fresh water, either choosing it as their favourite element, or finding their prey in such places in the greatest abundance. But that all will live and swim in liquors, appears from an experiment of Redi; who put a serpens into a large glass vessel of wine, where it lived swimming about fix hours; though, when it was by force immersed and put under that liquid, it lived only one hour and a half. He put another in common water, where it lived three days; but when it was kept under water it lived only about 12 hours. Their motion there, however, is perfectly the reverse of what it is upon land; for in order to support themselves upon an element lighter than their bodies, they are obliged to increase their surface in a very artificial manner. On earth their windings are perpendicular to the surface; in water they are parallel to it; in other words, if a person should wave his hand up and down, it will give an idea of the animal's progress on land; if to the right and left, it will give some idea of its progress on the water.

Some serpents have a most horrible factor attending them, which is alone capable of intimidating the brave. This proceeds from two gills near the vent, like those in the weasel or polecat; and, like those animals, in proportion as they are excited by rage or by fear the scent grows stronger. It would seem, however, that such serpents as are most venomous are least offensive in this particular; since the rattlæ snake and the viper have no smell whatever; nay, we are told, that at Calicut and Cranganor, in the East Indies, there are some very noxious serpents, who are so far from being disagreeable, that their excrements are sought after, and kept as the most pleasing perfume. The Eculapis serpens is also of this number.

Some serpents bring forth their young alive, as the viper; some bring forth eggs, which are hatched by the heat of their situation, as the common black snake, and the majority of the serpent tribe. When a reader, ignorant of anatomy, is told, that some of those animals produce their young alive, and that some produce eggs only, he is apt to suppose a very great difference in the internal conformation, which makes such a variety in the manner of bringing forth. But this is not the case: these animals are externally alike, in whatever manner they produce their young; and the variety in their bringing forth is rather a slight than a real difference. The only difference is, that the viper hatches her egg, and brings them to maturity, within her body; the snake is more premature in her produc-
Father Labat took a serpent of the viper kind that bird a few minutes, it quitted the place, and made a circle or two higher in the air, and then resumed its former flanging, fluttering and crying: Thereupon William rode the way the bird strained, and soon spied a large black snake in coil, steadily eyeing the bird. He gave the snake a lash with his whip, and this taking off the snake’s eye from his prey, the charm was broken, and away fled the bird, changing its note to a fong of joy.

Mr. Nicholas Scull, a surveyor, told me, that when he was a young man, as he happened once to be leaning upon a fence, and looking over it, he saw a large rattlesnake in coil, looking steadily at him. He found himself surprised and little the more, and had no power for about a minute (as he thinks) but to look at the snake, and then he had the resolution to push himself from the fence, and turn away, feeling such horror and confusion as he would not undergo again for any consideration.

“Doctor Chew tells me, a man in Maryland was found fault with by his companion that he did not come along; the companion flapping towards him, observed that his eyes were fixed upon a rattlesnake which was gliding slowly towards him, with his head raised as if he was reaching up at him; the man was leaning towards the snake, and trying to himself, he will bite me! he will bite me! Upon which his companion caught him by the shoulder, and pulled him about, and cried out, What the devil ails you? He will bite you sore enough! This man found himself very sick after his enchantment.”

The fascinating power of serpents was believed by Dr. Mead and other eminent men, who certainly thought they had sufficient evidence for admitting it. Incredible therefore as it appears, it ought not to be rejected without examination; though being of a very extraordinary nature, it cannot be received without unquestionable evidence. Scepticism is no less absurd than credulity; and the true philosopher will carefully avoid both. Human knowledge is founded on observation and experience; not, however, on every man’s personal observation and experience, but on the united observation and experience of all mankind. But this presupposes the credibility of human testimony in every case that does not involve an impossibility. All the laws of nature are not yet known, nor all the wonderful powers of which she is pooffessed. It is not more incredible à priori, that the eye of a serpent should attract an animal than that a magnet should attract a piece of iron, or a piece of iron attract electrical matter. The evidence of these facts rests entirely on personal observation or authentic testimony. The only thing requisite with respect to objects of testimony is, when the fact is extraordinary as has not fallen within the observation of the generality of men, the strength
No subject has excited more philosophical controversy than the poison of serpents, with regard to its nature and mode of operating. Antiquity has not been sparing in conjecture and fiction upon this subject; and its errors have been retained with the most reverential obstinacy by the vulgar: among these we are to reckon the fictitious fang fixed in the tail of the serpent, as the painters sometimes have groundlessly enough represented it; some have invented a similar fiction of a black fanged tongue, which the serpent vibrates on both sides, and have ascribed its power of producing such noxious effects to this; while others, affixing an air of superior dexterity, have, upon equally good reasons, ascribed it to the teeth in general: these are all errors of a magnitude that the most doubtful attention to the subject would have been sufficient to have removed. There is a very small bone closely fixed to the upper jaw, in the inside of the lip of a poisonous serpent, which has a power of moving backward or forward; to this two or three fangs are annexed larger than the teeth, which the serpent, by its agility, when enraged, darts forward, or withdraws and conceals at his pleasure, in a similar manner to the claws of a cat: these fangs, which the common people name the large teeth of the serpent, are excellently described by Tyson in the anatomy of the rattlesnake, which he has given in the Philosophical Transactions. In these (the fangs) we observe a considerable cavity near the base; and near the point a very discernible fissure of some length like the slit of a pen; the part of the tooth from the fissure to the root was minutely channelled, which we first discovered by lightly pricking the gums; we then saw the poison ascend through the cavity of the fang and flow out of the fissure; and as these fangs are so very acute, so firm and solid toward the point (the fissure being on the external and convex, not the internal side), nothing could be conceived more convenient either for inflicting a wound, or to diffuse the infection of the poison. Each of the fangs is surrounded with a vehicle furnished with glands secreting a certain fluid; which, upon the vehicle being pressed, seems to flow out of the point of the fang. The serpent when incensed, raising his head, extends the small bone armed with the fangs mentioned above; and attacking his enemy with a force combined of the weight of his body and the action of the muscles, he wounds him with the expanded fangs, and the vehicle being compressed the poison immediately flows into the wound: this is clear from the experience of those who, having broken off their fangs with a pair of forceps, handled the serpent thus disarmed without any hurt. The North Americans, after carefully extracting these venomous fangs, suffer the rattlesnake to bite and gnaw them with his teeth till the blood flows freely, with total impunity.

Antiquity amused itself with a false delusion of all appearance of truth, that anger was excited by black bile; they applied this fiction without hesitation to the present subject, and founded an hypothesis upon it, to account for the effects of the bite of an incensed serpent; pretending to have discovered an ideal canal which conducted the bile from its vehicle to the mouth of the serpent, whence it flowed into the part bitten, and produced the most fatal symptoms. But toward the end of the last century, this subject was greatly illustrated under the auspices of Ferdinand II. Great Duke of Tuscany: This prince, desirous of enquiring into that mysterious question, the nature of serpents, invited Steno, Rhedi, and some other philosophers of the first eminence, to his court; and a multitude of the most poisonous serpents being collected, Rhedi made several experiments upon them, which discovered to him a number of particulars before unknown; of which the following seem to have the least claim to our attention. When he either caused a living viper to bite a dog, or wounded him with the teeth of one newly dead (the poisonous vessel remaining unbroken), the event was the same. If the bite was repeated, its effect became weaker, and at last was lost, the poison contained in the vehicle being totally exhausted. That the teeth of serpents, when extended to bite, were moistened over with a certain liquor; and when the vehicle at the base was pressed, a drop of poison flowed to the point of the fang. When the poison thus flowing from the vehicle was received in soft bread or a sponge, an animal bitten by the serpent received no more harm from the wound than from being pricked by a needle, till after a few days, when the venim was restored anew: but when an animal was wounded with the point of a needle dipped in the poison, it was tormented with the same pangs as if it had been bitten by the viper itself. Preserving some of this poison in a glass, and totally evaporating the moisture in the sun, the reftidum was distilled again with water, and the point of a needle dipped in the solution, Rhedi found to his great surprize that it had the same effect as when recent. But the boldness of Tozzo, one who charmed vipers, flung all these men who were deeply versed in natural philosophy into the utmost astonishment. They happening to fall into discourse (while the prince was present) upon the certain death which would attend any person's swallowing this poison of the viper by mistake, instead of spirit of wine or water; Tozzo, confiding in his art, drank a considerable portion of it without hesitation; they were all astonished at his apparent safety, and predicted instant death to the man; however, he escaped as safely as if he had drunk only so much water. This event, which struck the prince and his illustrious associates in these philosophical enquiries by its novelty, was well known to the ancients. Lucan, in the 9th book of the Pharsalia, speaking of the serpent, says,

"Nocia serpentum eft admisso fungine p. sit."
"Morfu virus bulcent et satum dente minatur,"
"Pocastra morte carent."
"Thar. l. 9. v. 614."
"Mox id with the blood that venom flows alone,"
"His bite is poison; death is in his fang,"
"Yet is the draught innocuous."

Nor must we omit observing, that barbarous nations are perfectly acquainted with the property of the poison of serpents by which it retains its deadly power after
The symptoms attending the bite of different serpents.

The bite of the viper has been long kept; they have been polished for ages past; it being their custom to devour the points of their arrows with the juice of spurge, putrid flesh, or oil of tobacco, but more particularly with the poison of vipers. Some modern Indians continue the practice to this day; and we have the testimony of Pliny, in his Natural History, that the Scythians had long ago the same custom: "The Scythians (says that author) dip their arrows in the poison of vipers and human blood; a horrid practice, as the frightful wound inflicted by one of them defies all the art of medicine."

The poison of serpents produces fatal effects only by mixing with the blood. To confirm this principle, the Florentine philosophers collected a quantity of poison, and gave it to different animals without producing the least inconvenience; but when applied to an external wound, every one of those horrid symptoms which accompany the real bite followed, viz. inflammatory and malignant fevers, ending in death, unless nature, by a spontaneous mitigation, or some other evacuation, discharged this poison. With respect to the experiments of Aenea, every one of his observations proves, that the liquid pressed out of the vehicle which moistens the fangs of the serpents is only noxious by being conveyed into the blood, by means of a puncture or wound; and this is of course, who drank a considerable quantity of this fluid without suffering injury, proves that it hurts the body only when externally mixed with it.

The symptoms of the bite of the viper have already been described under "Medicine," n° 408, with the cures recommended by Dr. Mead for the bite of serpents in general. Under the article Poison, p. 269, we have mentioned the Ascan Fontana's method of cure, viz. ligatures, and the beneficial effects of the volatile alkali. We shall now therefore supply what has been omitted in these articles, by describing the symptoms which accompany the bite of other serpents.

The symptoms attending the bite of the coluber prescr, a native of Sweden, are: pain in the wound, tumor, thirst, atonie, anxiety, convulsions, and death.

There is a serpent ill more dreadful than any of the former, found in Sweden, called coluber caro. The bite of this is followed by immediate change of colour, coldness, stupor, palpitation of the heart, acute pain all over the body, and death. Linnaeus tried oil in this case, but it proved ineffectual.

The crotalus horridus of Linnaeus, the rattlesnake, kills in a very sudden manner; its bite usually producing death within twelve hours.

The following account of the poison of the Eel Indians is given by M. d'Olfonville. "Among the serpents of India, that which I believe to be most formidable is but about two feet long, and very small. Its skin is streaked with little traits of brown or pale red, and contrasted with a ground of dirty yellow; it is mostly found in dry and rocky places, and its bite mortal in less than two minutes. In the year 1759, and in the province of Cadapet, I saw several instances of it; and among others, one very singular, in the midst of a corps of troops commanded by M. de Buly. An Indian Gento merchant perceived a Mahometan fellow of his acquaintance going to kill one of these reptiles, which he had found sleeping under his packet, the Gento flew to beg his life, pretending it would do no hurt if it was not first provoked; pitting at the same time his hand under his belly to carry it out of the camp, when suddenly it twisted round, and bit his little finger; upon which this unfortunate martyr of a fanatic charity gave a shriek, took a few steps, and fell down insensible. They flew to his assistance, applied the serpent-plant, fire, and scarification, but the wound, though all the blood was already coagulated. About an hour after, I saw the body as they were going to burn it, and I thought I perceived some indications of a complete dissolution of the blood."

The venom of serpents is nearly of the same form with the latter mentioned; its skin is not quite of so deep a brown, and is speckled with dark green spots; its poison is almost as dangerous, but it is less active, and its effects are very different: in some persons it is a devouring fire, which, as it circulates through the veins, prefently occasions death; the blood diffolves into a lymphatic liquor, resembling thin broth, without apparently having passed through the intermediate state of coagulation, and runs from eyes, nose, and ears even through the pores. In other subjects, the poison seems to have changed the very nature of the humours in dissolving them; the skin is chapped and become scaly, the hair falls off, the members are tumefied, the patient feels all over his body the most racking pains, numbness, and is not long in perishing. It is hid, however, that people have been cured by remedies well and soon applied. Be that as it may, it seems to me that the poison of these different reptiles is in general more powerful the more they live in hot and dry places, where they feed upon insects that are full of fine, volatile, and acrimonious particles.

We are ignorant of what species the hemorrhois was, which is described by Lucan as causing by its bite a flux of blood from every part of the body. But the bite of an American serpent named de la croix kills in the same manner.

The diphasis is at present likewise unknown. Lucan informs us, that the person wounded by it was attacked by an unquenchable thirst. This is finely painted by him; where A. Tophus, standard-bearer of Cato, is described as bitten by that serpent:

Non decus imperii, non magis juda Catonis 
Ardentem tenuere virum, quem spargere signa
Aunte's, totiusque funere atque acrierat ophis 
Quos pulsat aqua fulcis in corde venenum.

Phar. 1. 9.

His wild impatience, not his honour'd state, 
Nor sorrowing Cato's high command, restrain; 
Furious, dishonour'd in the field, he fly's, 
His sacred eagle, and o'er all the fields 
Rapid he bursts to seek the cooling stream, 
To quench the thirsty poison in his breast.

And a few verses after:

Ser tatur venas; gentis squalentis arenae
Now rev. et Syrtes, fl. Jus accepist ore,
Appropinquat placis; sed omni subiectum humor, 
Iac, intulitque genus, mortemque venenum, 
Salis at officet; forisque operire turgentes 
Signavit venas, utque imps creueras.

Q. 2: Now
The phlegm, or cudgel, of Linnaeus, or according to others, the cobra's spit, seems to have been the serpent made use of by Cleopatra to destroy herself. This woman, to terminate a dispirited life with an easy death, ordered her physicians to prepare a poison for her which might best effect this purpose. Having tried a number of different experiments upon condemned criminals, they at last discovered this species of aip, which brings on death without any previous appearance of distemper or bicornuia: the face swells in a fright perspiration, an easy insensibility and lethargy creeps upon the whole frame, and the person bitten seems totally ignorant of his approaching dissolution. Having acquainted the queen with their discovery, she applied the aip to her bosom or her arms; or, according to some authors, dipping the point of a needle in the poison, and prickling herself with it, the expired in an easy sleep.

The bite of the naja is so fatal, that a man dies by it in the space of an hour, his flesh entirely falling off his bones in a fennised putrid state: this makes it probable that it is the same serpent which the ancients named the fepe.

The experiments of Rhedi have not, in the opinion of some celebrated philosoperas, so far cleared the theory of the operation of the poison of the viper, as to leave nothing further to be defined upon that subject. Fontana and Carminati have endeavored to investigate its operation more clearly. Carminati, from 11° experiments, deduces the following conclusions: 1. That if poison be introduced into a nerve, the animal wounded dies almost instantly; and the whole nervous system, to which it is rapidly conveyed, is deprived of its quality called fuible. 2. If a muscle be wounded, it is deprived of its irritability. This is confirmed by the experiments of Fontana. 3. The poison injected into a wounded muscle or tendon is considerably longer in killing an animal than that introduced into a nerve. 4. The symptoms which precede the death of the animal bitten are, a fluster, lethargy, tremors, convulsions, paralysis of the legs (part wounded), entire dissolution of the limbs. The blood is not always coagulated, nor its crafts dissolvd. Marks of inflammation are sometimes discovered in certain parts of the animal after death, sometimes not: these are the effects of spasm and convulsions, not of the poison. 5. Not the least sign of the jaundice was discoverable in the eyes of any of the animals upon which Carminati made his experiments. 6. The stomach in every one of them was very much infected; a symptom remarked only by Falippo and Albertini. 7. A ligature applied instantly above the part bitten, if it be so placed as to admit one, was found by some experiments a good preventive against the diffusion of the poison: its compulsion should be considerable, but not excessive.

As few serpents, comparatively speaking, are poifonous, it may be interesting to our readers to know what are the characteristics which distinguish poisonous from harmless serpents. The external characteristics of the poisonous tribe are these:

1. A broad head, covered with small scales, though it be not a certain criterion of venomous serpents, as in some few exceptions, a general character of them.

2. A tail under one-fifth of the whole length is also a general character of venomous serpents; but, since many of those which are not venomous have tails shorter, little dependence can be placed upon that circumstance alone. On the other hand, a tail exceeding that proportion, is a pretty certain mark that the species to which it belongs is not venomous.

3. A thin and acute tail is by no means to be considered as peculiar to venomous serpents, though a thick and obtuse one is only to be found among those which are not venomous.

4. Carinated scales are, in some measure, characteristic of venomous serpents, since in them they are more common than smooth ones, in the proportion of nearly four to one; whereas smooth scales are, in those serpents which are not venomous, more common in the proportion of nearly ten to one.

Upon the whole therefore, it appears, that though a pretty certain conjecture may, in many instances, be made from the external characters, yet, in order to determine with certainty whether a serpent be venomous or not, it becomes necessary to have recourse to some certain diagnostic. This can only be sought for in the mouth; we must therefore next consider how the fangs, with which the mouths of venomous serpents are furnished, are to be distinguished from common teeth.

To those who form their ideas of the fangs of a venomous serpent, from those of the rattlesnake, or even from those of the English viper, it will appear strange that there should be any difficulty in distinguishing those weapons from common teeth; and indeed the distinction would really be very easy, were all venomous serpents furnished with fangs as large as those of the fore mentioned species. But the fact is, that in many species the fangs are full as small as common teeth, and consequently cannot, by their size, be known from them; this is the case with the cobra latitundinos, latitum, and several others.”

Linnaeus thought that the fangs might be distinguished by their mobility and situation; but other naturalists have not found it a general fact that fangs are loose in their sockets, nor have they observed any difference in situation between the fangs of venomous serpents and the teeth of others. The following distinction is established by Dr Gray in a paper inserted in the Philosophical Transactions, Vol. lxxix. All venomous serpents have only two rows of teeth in the upper jaws, and all others have four.

In the preface to the Musèum Regis, and in the introduction to the class amphibia in the Systema Natura, Linnaeus says, that the proportion of venomous serpents to others is one in ten; yet, in the Systema Natura, of which the form total in species in 131, he has marked 23 as venomous, which is somewhat more than one in ten. How he came to be so much at variance with himself, it is not easy to say; but the last mentioned proportion seems to be not far from the truth, as Dr Gray, after examining 134 species of serpents, found only 26 that seemed to be venomous.
The coluber fimbriatus and muscaria, though marked by Linnaeus, we are assured by Dr Gray are not poisonous; he thinks the same may be said of the loricis and dyads. On the other hand, he observes, that the Ha contortor, coluber cordatus, laticaudatus, and coluber fulvus, none of which are marked in the Systema Naturae, are all poisonous.

In addition to the method of cure mentioned in the articles referred to above, we shall add the prescription of a new author, Dr Mofet, who spent 12 years in the West Indies, and whose abilities and executive practice very justly entitle his opinion to a place in this work, to the attention of the public, and to all medical gentlemen going to the West Indies.

"The bites and stings of all venomous animals are cured by the same local means; which are very simple, if they were always at hand. The injured part must be instantly destroyed or cut out. Destroying it is the most direct, and equally certain; and the best application for that purpose is the lapis infernalis or the butter of antimony. These are preferable to any iron, which the ancients used, because any hot iron forms a crust, which acts as a defence to the under parts, instead of destroying them. The lapis infernalis is much better than any other cautery, as it melts and penetrates during its application. The bitten part must be destroyed to the bottom, and where there is any doubt that the bottom of the wound is not sufficiently exposed, butter of antimony should be introduced into it on the following day, as deep as possible; and incisions should be made to let every part open to the action of these applications. Besides destroying, burning, or cutting out the part, incisions should be made round the wound, to prevent the communication of the virus. The wound is to be dried for some time with poultices, to allay the inflammation caused by the cautery; and afterwards with acid dressings and hot elixirs to drain the injured part.

"Where the above-mentioned cautery cannot be procured, corrosive sublimate, oil of vitriol, aquafortis, spirit of salt, common cautery, or a plaster made of quicklime and poppy, may be applied to the wound. Gunpowder laid on the part, and fired, has been used with effects. When a person is bitten remote from any assistance, he should make a tight figure above the part, until proper application can be made. The Spanish writers say, that the habilla de Carthagene, or Carthagena bean, is a specific for poisonous bites, taken inwardly.

"Ulica says, it is one of the most effectual antidotes known in that country (Carthagena) against the bites of vipers and serpents; for a little of it being eaten immediately after the bite, it quickly stops the effects of the poison; and accordingly all who frequent the woods, either for felling trees or hunting, never fail to eat a little of this habilla fasting, and repair to their work without any apprehension.

The natives tell you, that this habilla being hot in the highest degree, much of it cannot be eaten; that the common dose of it is less than the fourth part of a small grain; and that no hot liquor, as wine, brandy, &c. must be drunk immediately after taking it."

"The Carthagena bean, or habilla, is found in great abundance in the West Indian islands, where it is generally known by the name of Antidote or Carthage, or Antidi Carthage. In small doses it is medicinable and diuretic and in large doses emetic and purgative. In several diarrhoeas it is said to be useful; but its virtues are not sufficiently known, except among the Indians and negroes, who chiefly use an infusion of it made in rum. This is externally as well as internally used for many complaints (a).

"I have been informed by some intelligent Indians, that all of the red peppers, such as bird pepper, or bell pepper, or what is called Cayenne pepper, powdered and taken in a glass of rum as much as the stomach can possibly bear, to as to cause, and keep up for some time, great heat and inflammation in the body and a vigorous circulation, will stop the progress of the poison of serpents, even after its effects are visible, and that the bitten part only afterwards resolves and separates, and that the patient, with bark, wine, and cordials, soon recovers.

"This fiery practice is certainly agreeable to that of the ancients, and probably the only internal treatment that can have any good effect; as in these cases the powers of life, and the action of the heart, are suddenly extinguished, and the pulse in strength and frequency deserves almost a regular declension from the time of the bite until it entirely ceases in death."

Polygala fonda, or rattlesnake-root, was formerly considered as a sovereign remedy for the bite of the serpent, but this opinion is now exploded.

If it be asked for what purpose were serpents created with such destructive weapons? we answer, that they were given for self-defence. Without these, serpents, of all other animals would be the most exposed and defenceless; without feet for escaping a pursuer, without teeth capable of inflicting a dangerous wound, or without strength for resistance; incapable, from their size, of finding security in very small retreats like the earthworm, and disgusting all from their deformity, nothing was left for them but a speedy extermination. But furnished as they are with powerful poison, every rank of animals approach them with dread, and never seize them, but at an advantage. Nor is this all the benefit they derive from it. The malignity of a few serves for the protection of all. Though not above a tenth of their number are actually venomous, yet the timidity they all bear to each other excites a general terror of the whole tribe; and the uncertainty of their enemies about what serpents are poisonous makes even the mildest harmless formidable. Thus Providence seems to have acted with double precaution: it has given some of them poison for the general defence of a tribe naturally feeble; but it has thinned the numbers of those which are venomous, lest they should become too powerful for the rest of animated nature.
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From these noxious qualities in the serpent kind, it is no wonder that not only man, but beasts, and birds, carry on an unceasing war against them. The ichneumon of the Indians, and the pecary* of America, destroy them in great numbers. These animals have the art of feizing them near the head; and it is said that they can skin them with great dexterity. The vulture and the eagle also prey upon them in great abundance; and often, fouling down from the clouds, drop upon a long serpent, which they snatch up struggling and writhing in the air. Dogs also are bred up to oppose them. Father Faulléus tells us, that being in the woods of Martinico, he was attacked by a large serpent, which he could not easily avoid, when his dog immediately came to his relief, and seized the assailant with great courage. The serpent entwined him, and pressed him so violently, that the blood came out of his mouth, and yet the dog never ceased till he had torn it to pieces. The dog was not sensible of his wounds during the fight; but soon after his head swelled prodigiously, and he lay on the ground as dead. But his master having found a banana tree hard by, he applied its juice mixed with treacle to the wounds, which recovered the dog, and quickly healed his fores.

The Pylvii of old were famous for charming and destroying serpents $. Some modern pretend to the same art. Cafaubon says that he knew a man who could at any time summon ten serpents together, and draw them into the fire. Upon a certain occasion, when one of them, bigger than the rest, would not be brought in, he only repeated his charm, and it came forward, like the rest, to submit to the flames. Philostratus describes particularly how the Indians charms serpents. "They take a scarlet robe, embroidered with golden letters, and spread it before a serpent's hole.—The golden letters have a fascinating power; and by looking steadfastly, the serpent's eyes are overcome and laid asleep." These and many other feats have been often practised upon these animals by artful men, who had first prepared the serpents for their exercise, and then exhibited them as adventitiously assembled at their call. In India there is nothing so common as dancing serpents, which are carried about in a broad flat vessel, somewhat resembling a sieve. These erect and put themselves in motion at the word of command. When their keeper sings a slow tune, they seem by their heads to keep time; when he sings a quicker measure, they appear to move more brisk and lively. All animals have a certain degree of docility; and we find that serpents themselves can be brought to move and approach at the voice of their master. From this trick, successfully practised before the ignorant, it is most probable has arisen most of the boasted pretensions which some have made to charming of serpents; an art to which the native Americans pretend at this very day, but the existence of which we are assured of by Mr Haffelquint among the native Egyptians.

Though the generality of mankind regard this formidable race with horror, yet there have been some nations, and there are some at this day, that consider them with veneration and regard. The adoration paid by the ancient Egyptians to a serpent is well known: many of the nations at present along the western coast of Africa retain the same unaccountable veneration. Upon the gold and slave coasts, a stranger, upon entering the cottages of the natives, is often surprised to see the roof swarming with serpents, that cling there without molesting and unmolested by the natives. But this surprise will increase upon going farther southward to the kingdom of Widah, when he finds that a serpent is the god of the country. This animal, which travellers describe as a huge overgrown creature has its habitation, its temple, and its priests. These imparts the vulgar with an opinion of its virtues; and numbers are daily seen to offer not only their goods, their provisions, and their prayers, at the shrine of their hideous deity, but also their wives and daughters. These the priests readily accept of, and after some days of penance return them to their suppliants, much benefited by the serpent's supposed embraces.

SERPENT, a musical instrument, serving as a base to the cornet, or small flautum, to sustain a chorus of fingers in a large edifice. It has its name serpent from its figure, as consisting of several folds or wrinkles, which serve to reduce its length, which would otherwise be six or seven feet.

It is usuall covered with leather, and consists of three parts, a mouth-piece, a neck, and a tail. It has six holes, by means whereof it takes in the compass of two octaves.

Merennus, who has particularly described this instrument, mentions some peculiar properties of it, e. gr. that the found of it is strong enough to drown 20 robust voices, being animated merely by the breath of a boy, and yet the sound of it may be at times so finely modulated, that the choirs of the sweeter voice. Another peculiarity to this instrument is, that great as the distance between the third and fourth hole appears, yet whether the third hole be open or shut, the difference is but a tone.

SERPENT, in mythology, was a very common symbol of the sun, and he is represented biting his tail, and with his body formed into a circle, in order to indicate the ordinary course of this luminary, and under this form it was an emblem of time and eternity. The serpent was also the symbol of medicine, and of the gods which presided over it, as of Apollo and Asculapius; and this animal was the object of very ancient and general worship, under various appellations and characters. In most of the ancient rites we find some allusion to the serpent, under various titles of Oub, Ops, Python, &c. This idolatry is alluded to by Moses, (Lev. xx. 27.) The woman at Endor who had a familiar spirit is called Oub, or Ob, and it is interpreted Pythonis. The place where she resided, says the learned Mr Bryant, seems to have been named from the worship then instituted; for Endor is compounded of En-ador, and signifies font Pythonis, "the fountain of light," the oracle of the god Ador, which oracle was probably founded by the Canaanites, and had never been totally suppreffed. His pillar was also called Abbadir or Ab-adir, compounded of ab and adir, and meaning the serpent deity Addir, the same as Adors.

In the orgies of Bacchus, the person who partook of the ceremony used to carry serpents in their hands, and with horrid screams call upon Eva! Eva! Eva! being, according to the writer just mentioned, the same as epha, or opia, which the Greeks rendered ophsis, and by it denoted a serpent. These ceremonies and this
this symbolic worship began among the Magi, who were the sons of Chus; and by them they were propagated in various parts. Wherever the Ammonians founded any places of worship, and introduced their rites, there was generally some story of a serpent. There was a legend about a serpent at Colchis, at Thebes, and at Delphi; and likewise in other places. The Greeks called Apollo himself Pythion, which is the same as Opis, Oupis, and Oub.

In Egypt there was a serpent named Thermuthis, which was looked upon as very sacred; and the natives are said to have made use of it as a royal tiara, with which they ornamented the statues of Isis. The kings of Egypt wore high bonnets, terminating in a round ball, and surrounded with figures of aeps; and the priests likewise had the representation of serpents upon their bonnets.

Abadon, or Abaddon, mentioned in the Revelations xx. 2. is supposed by Mr Bryant to have been the name of the Ophite god, with whose worship the world had been so long involved. This worship began among the people of Cadea, who built the city of Ophis upon the Tigris, and were greatly addicted to divination, and to the worship of the serpent. From Cadea the worship passed into Egypt, where the serpent deity was called Canoph, Caneph, and Culex. It had also the name of O or Oub, and was the same as the Baalibitius or royal serpent, the same as the Thermuthis, and made use of by way of ornament to the statues of their gods. The chief deity of Egypt is said to have been Vulcan, who was stilled Opas. He was the same as Olibis, the Sun, and hence was often called Obel, or Pytho-folk; and there were pillars set up to him, with curious hieroglyphical inscriptions bearing the same name; whence among the Greeks, who copied from the Egyptians, every thing gradually tapering to a point was stilled obelos or obelicks.

As the worship of the serpent began among the sons of Chus, Mr Bryant conjectures, that from hence they were disseminated Ethiopians and Africanians, from Ath ope or Atho-ops the god whom they worshipped, and from their complexion: the Ethiops brought these rites into Greece, and called the island where they first established them Elopia, Sais Serpentis infalsa, the same with Eubia, or Oubia, i.e. the serpent island. The same learned writer discovers traces of the serpent worship among the Hyperboreans, at Rhodes named Ophius, in Phrygia, and upon the Hellespont, in the island Cypryn, in Crete, among the Athenians, in the name of Cercop, among the natives of Thebes in Boeotia, among the Iacceanians, in Italy, in Syria, &c, and in the names of many places, as well as of the people where the Ophies settled. One of the most early heresies introduced into the Christian church was that of the Ophites. Bryant's Analysis of Ancient Mythology, vol. i. p. 43., &c. p. 473, &c.

Serpent Sence. See Conchi Ammonis.

Serpen-}. See Serpent.

SERPENTARIA, snare-root; a species of Aristolochia.

SERPENTARUS, in astronomy, a constellation of the northern hemisphere, called also Ophiuchus, and anciently Oculapius. The stars in the constellation Serpenterarius, in Ptolemy's catalogue, are 29; in Tycho's 15; in Hevelius's 49; in the Britannic catalogue they are 74.

Serpentine, in general, denotes any thing that resembles a serpent; hence the worm or pipe of a still, twisted in a spiral manner, is termed a serpentine worm.

Serpentine Stone, a genus of magnetian earths, of which there are different species: 1. The fibrous, composed of fibrous and coherent particles. This resembles the asbestos so much that it might be confounded with it; were not the fibres of the serpentine so closely coherent, that they cannot be distinguished when the stone is cut or polished. The fibres themselves are large, and seem to be twirled. There are two varieties, a dark green and a light one; the former from Germany, the latter from Sweden. 2. The zoobita serpentine, found near that place, of many different colours, as black, deep green, light green, red, bluish grey, and white; but the green colour is most prominent. 3. Porcelain earth mixed with iron. It is met with either diffusible in water or indurated. The former is found of a red colour from Circa and Montmartre. The water-clinkers, imported from some places in Germany, seem to be made of this kind of earth. There are two varieties of the indurated kind, viz. the martial soap-earth, of a red colour, from Jafburg and other places in Norway, or black from some parts of Sweden. 4. The telogion of the Swedes, the same with the laes ollaria. It is found in various places of Norway, as light grey, dark grey, whitish yellow, and dark green. It is employed with great advantage for building fire-places, furnaces, &c, the extremities of the strata being turned toward the fire when it is flatty.

M. Magellan observes, that there is a great variety of colour as well as composition in this kind of stones; it being found either white, green, brown, yellow, light-blue, black, spotted, or streaked with veins of different colours. Its texture is either indifferently, opaque, in-
Serpent, keeping in the void space, called the liberty of the tongue.

**Serpentum**, in botany; a genus of plants belonging to the class of monocotyledons, and to the order of triternaria. The male calyx is quardridentate, and the corolla consists of four petals. The female calyx is divided into four parts, and pericarpium is a tomentose nut. There are two species, the verticillata and repens.

**Serpico**, in surgery, a kind of horse, popularly called a tetter or ringworm. See Surgery.

**Serpula**, in natural history; a genus belonging to the class of vermices, and to the order of telesias. The shell is single, tubular, and adhering to other bodies. The animal which inhabits it is the terebellum.

**Serranus**, (Joannes), or John de Serres, a learned French Protestant, was born about the middle of the sixteenth century. He acquired the Greek and Latin languages at Lauffaune, and grew very fond of the philosophy of Aristotle and Plato. On his return to France he studied divinity. He began to distinguish himself in 1572 by his writings, but was obliged to forsake his country after the dreadful massacre of St Bartholomew. He became minister of Nimes in 1582, but was never regarded as a very zealous Calvinist: he has even been suspected, though without reason, of having actually abjured the Protestant religion. He was one of the four clergymen whom Henry IV, consulted about the Roman religion, and who returned for answer, that Catholics might be saved. He wrote afterwards a treatise in order to reconcile the two communions, entitled De fide Catholicis, seu de principiis religionis Christianorum, communi omnium Christianorum confessi, seniper et ubique ratis. This work was disliked by the Catholics, and received with such indignation by the Calvinists of Geneva, that many writers have affirmed that they poisoned the author. It is certain at least that he died at Geneva in 1598, at the age of 50. His principal works are, 1. A Latin Translation of Plato, published by Henry Stephens, which owes much of its reputation to the elegance of the Greek copy which accompanies it. 2. A Treatise on the Immortality of the Soul. 3. De fato religione et republica in Francia. 4. Memorie de la guerre civile et d'autres troublis de France sous Charles IX, etc. 5. Inventaire général de l'Histoire de France, illustrée par la confrérence de l'Episcop et de l'Empereur, etc. 6. Recueil de choses memorables et en France sous Henri II. Francois II. Charles IX. Henri III. These three historical treatises have been justly accused of partiality and passion; faults which it is next to impossible for a contemporary writer to avoid, especially if he bore any part in the transactions which he describes. His style is exceedingly incorrect and inelegant; his mistakes too and contradictions of facts are very numerous.

**Serrataed**, in general, somethings intendent or notched in the manner of a saw; a term much used in the description of the leaves of plants. See Botany.

**Serrata**, saw-wort, in botany: A genus of plants belonging to the class of angiospermae, and to the order of polygamia euidala. In the natural system it is ranged under the 49th order, Compositae. The calyx is subcylindrical, imbricated; the scales of it pointed, but not fimbriate. There are 15 species: The *tintoria* is the richest: alpina, arvensis, coronata, japonica, falcifolia, multiflora, nivoseboracens, praelata, glanca, squarrosa, scariflora, ficiata, amara, and centaureoides. The three first species are British.

1. The *tintoria* is distinguished by a stem erect and slender, branched at the top, and three feet high. The leaves are smooth, pinnatifid, and serrate: The flowers are purple, in umbels, and terminal. The down of the seed is glowy, with a brown or gold tinge. It grows in woods and wet pastures. It dyed cloth of an exceeding fine yellow colour, which stands well when fixed with alum. Goats eat this plant; horses are not fond of it; cattle, swine, and sheep, leave it untouched. 2. The *alpina*, or mountain saw-wort. The root and stem are woody; the latter being from one to two feet high. The leaves are numerous, triangular, long, pointed, subfluenls, dark green above, white beneath, and serrated, with round intervals between the teeth, on footstalks. The flowers are purple. The scales of the calyx are very short and downy. It grows on high mountains, and flowers commonly in July or August. 3. The *arvensis*, corn saw-wort, or way-thistle. The stem is generally erect, branched, and two or three feet high. The leaves are serrated, serrated, and spiny; those above being almost entire. The flowers are of a pale purple, the down is very long. This plant grows in cultivated grounds and by waysides, and flowers in July or August. When burnt it yields good ashes for making glafs or fixed alkali.

**Serratula**, in anatomy, a name given to several muscles, from their resemblance to a saw. See Anatomy, Table of the Muscles.

**Sertorius** (Quintus), an eminent Roman general; (see Spain), under the history of which his exploits are related.

**Sertularia**, in natural history, a genus belonging to the class of vermices, and to the order of zoophyta. The stem is radicent, fibrous, naked, and jointed; the florets are hydrea, and there is one at each joint. This genus comprehends 42 species of corallines.

**Serval**, mountain cat. See Felis, xvi.

**Servandoni** (John Niclaus), was born at Florence in 1695. He rendered himself famous by his exquisite talis in architecture, and by his genius for decorations, fets, and buildings. He was employed frequently in Paris, but was rewarded by most of the princes in Europe. He was honourd in Portugal with the order of Christ : In France he was architct and painter to the king, and member of the different academies established for the advancement of those arts. He received the famous titles from the kings of Britain, Spain, Poland, and from the duke of Wirtemberg. Notwithstanding theadvantages, his want of economy was so great, that he left nothing behind him. He died at Paris in 1766.

Paris is indebted to him for many of its ornaments. He made decorations for the theatres of London and Drefden. The French king's theatre, called la falle des Machines, was under his management for some time. He was permitted to exhibit thows confining of siple decorations; Some of these were alofningly sublime; his "Defeat of Eneas into Hell" in particular, and his "Enchanted Forell," are well known. He built and embellished a theatre at Chamber for Marechal Saxe; and furnished the plan and model of the theatre royal at Drefden. His genius for fets was remarkable; he had the management of a great number in Paris, and even in London. He conducted one at Lodon given on account of a victory gained by the duke of Cumberland. He was employed frequently by the king of Portugal,
PORTUGAL, to whom he presented several elegant plans and models. The prince of Wales, too, father to the present king, engaged him in his service; but the death of that prince prevented the execution of the designs which had been projected. He presided at the magnificent fest given at Vienna on account of the marriage of the archduke Joseph and the Infanta of Parma. But it would be endless to attempt an enumeration of all his performances and exhibitions.

SERVANT, a term of relation, signifying a person who owes and pays obedience for a certain time to either before or at the end of his term, without enduring the service of John or Thomas, this will remain visible. Much may be discharged in the same manner, whereby an absolute and unlimited power is given (from the principles serve their acts) to one of the parties; but winter, 3. A third species of servants are labourers, who are only hired by the day or the week, and do not live in the same house, as part of the family; concerning whom the statutes before-cited have made many very good regulations; 1. Directing that all persons who have no visible effects may be compelled to work: 2. Defining how long they must continue at work in summer and in winter; 3. Punishing such as leave or desert their employers. 4. Empowering the justices at fequisitions, or the sheriffs of the county, to settle their wages: and, 5. Inflicting penalties on such as either give or exact more wages than are so settled. 4. There is yet a fourth species of servants, if they may be so called, being rather in a superior, a ministerial, capacity; such as stewards, factorers, and bailiffs: whom, however, the law considers as servants pro tempore, with regard to such of their acts as affect their master's or employer's property.

As to the manner in which this relation affects the master, the servant himself, or third parties, see the article Master and Servant.
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For the condition of servants by the law of Scotland, see Law.

SERVETISTS, a name given to the modern An-
citrinitarians, from their being supposed to be the fol-
lowers of Michael Servetus; who, in the year 1553, was burnt at Geneva, together with his books.

SERVETUS (Michael), a learned Spanish phy-
cian, was born at Villanueva, in Arragon, in 1509. He was sent to the university of Toulouse to study the civil law. The Reformation, which had awakened the most polished nations of Europe, directed the attention of thinking men to the errors of the Romish church and to the study of the Scriptures. Among the reft Servetvs applied to this study. From the love of novelty, or the love of truth, he carried his inquiries far beyond the other reformers, and not only denounced the false opinions of the Roman Catholics, but went so far as to question the doctrine of the Trinity. Accordingly, after spending two or three years at Toulouse, he determined to go into Germany to propagate his new opinions, where he could do it with most safety. At Bas-fil he had some conferences with Oecolampadius. He went next to Straffsburgh to visit Bucer and Capito, two eminent reformers of that town. From Straffsburgh he went to Hugenau, where he printed a book, intitled De Trinitatis Erroribus, in 1531. The ensuing year he published two other treatises on the same subject: in an advertisement to which, he informs the reader that it was not his intention to retract any of his former fen-
timents, but only to state them in a more distinct and accurate manner. To these two publications he had the courage to put his name, not suspecting that in an age when liberty of opinion was granted, the exercise of that liberty would be attended with danger. After publishing these books, he left Germany, probably finding his doctrine not so cordially received as he expected. He went first to Basil, and thence to Lyons, where he lived two or three years. He then removed to Pa-
ris, where he studied medicine under Sylvius, Fernelius, and other professors, and obtained the degree of master of arts and doctor of medicine. His love of controversy involved him in a furious dispute with the physicians of Paris; and he wrote an Apology, which was suppressed by command of the Parliament. The latter publication, which this dispute produced with his colleagues, and the chaplain, which so unfavourable a termination occasioned, made him leave Paris in disgust. He settled two or three years in Lyons, and engaged with the Fre'rons, eminent printers of that age, as a corrector to their press. At Lyons he met with Pierre Palmier, the archbishop of Vienne, with whom he had been acquainted at Paris. That Prelate, who was a great en-
courager of learned men, prevailed him to accompany him to Vienne, offering him at the same time an apartment in his palace. Servetus accepted the offer, and might have lived a tranquil and happy life at Vienne, if he could have confined his attention to medicine and liter-
ature. But the love of controversy and an eagerness to establish his opinions, always perplexed him. At this time Calvin was at the head of the reformed church at Geneva. With Servetus he had been acquainted at Pa-
ris, and had there opposed his opinions. For 16 years Calvin kept up a correspondence with him, endeavour-
ing to reclaim him from his errors. Servetus had read the works of Calvin, but did not think they merited the high eulogies of the reformers, nor were they sufficient to convince him of his errors. He continued, however, to consult him; and for this purpose sent from Lyons to Geneva three questions which respected the divinity of Jesus Christ, regeneration, and the necessity of baptism. To these Calvin returned a civil answer. Servetus treated the answer with contempt, and Calvin replied with warmth. From reasoning he had recourse to abusive lan-
guage; and this produced a polemical hatred, the most implacable disposition in the world. Calvin having ob-
tained some of Servetvs's papers, by means, it is said, not very honourable, sent them to Vienne along with the private letters which he had received in the course of their correspondence. The consequence was, that Servetus was arrested; but having escaped from prison, he resolved to retire to Naples, where he hoped to practice medicine with the fame reputation which he had to long enjoyed at Vienne. He imprudently took his route through Geneva, though he could not but know that Calvin was his mortal enemy. Calvin informed the magistrates of his arrival; Servetus was apprehended, and appointed to stand trial for heresy and blasphemy. It was a law at Geneva, that every accuser should render himself a prisoner, if the charge should be found false, the accuser should suffer the punishment in which he meant to involve the accused. Calvin not choosing to go to prison himself, sent one of his domestics to present the impeachment against Servetus. The articles brought against him were collected from his writings with great care; an employment which took up three days. One of these articles was, that Servetus had denied that Jesus was a beautiful, rich, and fertile coun-
try; and affirmed, on the authority of travellers, that it was poor, barren, and disagreeable. He was also charged with 'corrupting the Latin Bible, which he was employed to correct at Lyons, by introducing impertinent, trifling, whimsical, and impious notes of his own through every page." But the main article, which was certainly fatal to him, was, 'that in the per

son of Mr. Calvin, minister of the word of God in the church of Geneva, he had defamed the doctrine that is preached, uttering all imaginable injurious, blasphemous words against it." Calvin visited Servetus in prison, and had frequent conferences with him; but finding that, in opposition to all the arguments he could employ, the prisoner re-
mained inflexible in his opinions, he left him to his fate.

Before sentence was passed, the magistrates of Geneva consulted the ministers of Bale, of Bern, and Zurich; and, as another account informs us, the magistrates of the Protestant Cantons of Switzerland. And to enable them to form a judgment of the criminality of Ser-
vetus, they transmitted the writings of Calvin, with his answers. The general opinion was, that Servetus ought to be condemned to death for blasphemy. He was ac-
cordingly sentenced to be burnt alive on the 27th of October 1553. As he continued alive in the midst of the flames more than two hours, it is said, finding his torment thus protracted, he exclaimed, "Unhappy wretch that I am! Will the flames be insufficient to terminate my misery! What then! Will the hundred pieces of gold, and the rich collar which they took from me, not purchase wood enough to consume me more quickly!" Though the sentence of death was passed against Servetus by the magistrates of Geneva, with the appro-
Servetus was a man of great acuteness and learning, and well versed in the arts and sciences. In his own profession his genius exerted itself with success. In his tract intitled "Christianii Refutation," published in 1554, he remarks, that the whole mass of blood passes through the lungs by the pulmonary artery and vein, in opposition to the opinion which was then universally entertained, that the blood passes through the partition which divides the two ventricles. This was an important step towards the discovery of the circulation of the blood.

His works consist of Controversial Writings concerning the Trinity; an edition of Pagninus's Version of the Bible, with a preface and notes, published under the name of Michael Villanevanus; an Apology to the Physicians of Paris; and a book intitled Ratio Sympomunum. Mofheim has written in Latin a History of the Heresy and Misfortunes of Servetus, which was published at Helmstadt, in 140, in 1728. From the curious details which it gives it is extremely interesting.

SERVIA, a province of Turkey in Europe, bounded on the north by the rivers Danube and Save, which separate it from Hungary; on the east, by Bulgaria; on the west, by Bosnia; and on the south, by Albania and Macedonia. It is about 190 miles in length from east to west; 95 in breadth from north to south; and is divided into four faguncles. Two of these were ceded to the Chrillians in 1719, who united them into one. This continued till 1739, when the Turks were victorious; and then they were abandoned to the Turks by the treaty of Belgrade. Belgrade is the capital town.

SERVICE, in law, is a duty which a tenant, on account of his fee, owes to his lord.

There are many divisions of service; as, 1. Into personal, where something is to be done by the tenant in person, as homage and fealty. 2. Real, such as wards, marriages, &c. 3. Accidental, including bequests, reliefs, and the like. 4. Entire, where, on the alienation of any part of the lands by a tenant, the services become multiplied. 5. Frank-service, which was performed by freemen, who were not obliged to perform any base service, but only to find a man and horse to attend the lord into the army or to court.

As in every free and well regulated society there must be a diversity of ranks, there must be a great number of persons employed in service, both in agriculture and domestic affairs. In this country, service is a contract into which the servant voluntarily enters; and the master's authority extends no farther than to the performance of that species of labour for which the agreement was made.

"The treatment of servants (says that respectable moralist Mr. Paley), as to diet discipline, and accommodation, the kind and quantity of work to be required of them, the intermission, liberty, and indulgence to be allowed them, must be determined in a great measure by custom; for where the contract involves so many particulars, the conflicting parties express a few perhaps of the principal, and by mutual understanding refer the rest to the known custom of the country in like cases."

"A servant is not bound to obey the unlawful commands of his master; to minifter, for instance, to his unlawful pleasures; or to affit him in unlawful practices in his profession; as in smuggling or adulterating the articles which he deals in. For the servant is bound by nothing but his own promise; and the obligation of a promise extends not to things unlawful."

"For the same reason, the master's authority does not justify the servant in doing wrong; for the servant's own promise, upon which that authority is founded, would be none."

"Clerks and apprentices ought to be employed entirely in the profession or trade which they are intended to learn. Instruction is their wages; and to deprive them of the opportunities of instruction, by taking up their time with occupations foreign to their business, is to defraud them of their wages."

"The master is responsible for what a servant does in the ordinary course of his employment; for it is done under a general authority committed to him, which is in justice equivalent to a specific direction. Thus, if I pay money to a banker's clerk, the banker is accountable: but not if I had paid it to his butler or his footman, whose business it is not to receive money. Upon the same principle, if I once lend a servant to take up goods upon credit, whatever goods he afterwards takes up at the same shop, so long as he continues in my service, are justly chargeable to my account."

"The law of this country goes great lengths in intending a kind of concurrence in the master, so as to charge him with the confquences of his servant's conduct. If an innkeeper's servant rob his guests, the innkeeper must make retribution; if a farrier's servant lame your horse, the farrier must answer for the damage; and still farther, if your coachman or carter drive over a passenger in the road, the paffenger may recover from you a satisfaction for the hurt he suffers. But these determinations stand, I think, rather upon the authority of the law, than any principle of natural justice."

"There is a grievance which has long and justly been
From Antioch the practice soon spread through the other churches of the East; and in a few ages after its first introduction in the divine service, it not only received the sanction of public authority, but those were forbidden to join in it who were ignorant of music. A canon to this purpose was made by the council of Laodicea, which was held about the year 372; and Zonaras informs us, that these canonical fingers were reckoned a part of the clergy. Singing was introduced into the western churches by St. Ambrose about the year 374, who was the institutor of the Ambrosian chant established at Milan about the year 386; and Eusebius (lib. ii. cap. 17.) tells us, that a regular choir, and method of singing the service, were first established, and hymns used, in the church at Antioch during the reign of Constantine, and that St. Ambrose, who had long refused there, had his melodies thence. This was about 230 years afterwards amended by Pope Gregory: the Great, who established the Gregorian chant; a plain, unison kind of melody, which he thought consistent with the gravity and dignity of the service to which it was to be applied. This prevails in the Roman church even at this day: it is known in Italy by the name of *canto fermo*; in France by that of *plain chant*; and in Germany and most other countries by that of the *cants Gregorianus*. Although no satisfactory account has been given of the specific difference between the Ambrosian and Gregorian chants, yet all writers on this subject agree in saying, that St. Ambrose only used the four authentic modes, and that the four plagal were afterwards added by St. Gregory. Each of these had the same final, or key-note, as its relative authentic; from which there is no other difference, than that the melodies in the four authentic or principal modes are generally confined within the compass of the eight notes above the key-note, and those in the four plagal of relative modes, within the compass of the eight notes below the fifth of the key. See *Mons*.

Ecclesiastical writers seem unanimous in allowing that Pope Gregory, who began his pontificate in 590, collected the musical fragments of such ancient psalms and hymns as the first fathers of the church had approved and recommended to the first Christians; and that he selected, methodized, and arranged them in the order which was long continued at Rome, and soon adopted by the chief part of the western church. Gregory is also said to have banished from the church the *canto figurato*, as too light and dissonant; and it is added, that his own chant was called *canto fermo*, from its gravity and simplicity.

It has been long a received opinion, that the ecclesiastical tones were taken from the reformed modes of Potamien; but Dr. Burney observes, that it is difficult to discover any connection between them, except in their names; for their number, upon examination, is not the same; those of Potamien being seven, the ecclesiastical eight; and indeed the Greek names given to the ecclesiastical modes do not agree with those of Potamien in the single influence of key, but with those of higher antiquity. From the time of Gregory to that of Guido, there was no other diatonic of keys than that of authentic and plagal; nor were any femitones used but those from E to F, B to C, and occasionally A to B.

With respect to the music of the primitive church, it may
may be observed, that though it consisted in the singing of psalms and hymns, yet it was performed in many different ways; sometimes the psalms were sung by one person alone; whilst the rest attended in silence; sometimes they were sung by the whole assembly; sometimes alternately, the congregation being divided into separate choirs; and sometimes by one person, who repeated the first part of the verse, the rest joining in the close of it. Of the four different methods of singing now recited, the second and third were generally distinguished by the names of symphony and antiphony; and the latter was sometimes called recitation, in which women were allowed to join. St Ignatius, who, according to Socrates (lib. vi. cap. 8.), converted with the apostles, is generally supposed to have been the first who suggested to the primitive Christians in the East the method of singing hymns and psalms alternately, or in dialogue; and the custom soon prevailed in every place where Christianity was established; though Theodoret in his history (lib. ii. cap. 24.) tells us, that this manner of singing was first practiced at Antioch. It likewise appears, that almost from the time when music was first introduced into the service of the church, it was of two kinds, and consisted in a gentle inflection of the voice, which they termed plain song, and a more elaborate and artificial kind of music, adapted to the hymns and solemn offices contained in its ritual; and this distinction has been maintained even to the present day.

Although we find a very early distinction made between the manner of singing the hymns and chanting the psalms, it is, however, the opinion of the learned Martini, that the music of the first five or six ages of the church consisted chiefly in a plain and simple chant of unisons and octaves, of which many fragments are still remaining in the canto fermo of the Roman missals. For with respect to music in parts, as it does not appear, in these early ages, that either the Greeks or Romans were in possession of harmony or counterpoint, which has been generally ascribed to Guido, a monk of Arezzo in Tuscany, about the year 1022, though others have traced the origin of it to the eighth century, it is in vain to seek it in the church. The choral music, which had its rise in the church of Antioch, and from thence spread through Greece and Italy, France, Spain, and Germany, was brought into Britain by the fingers who accompanied Augustine the monk, when he came over, in the year 596, charged with a commission to convert the inhabitants of that country to Christianity. Bede tells us, that when Augustine and the companions of his mission had their first audience of king Ethelbert, in the isle of Thanet, they approached him in procession, singing litanies; and that afterwards, when they entered the city of Canterbury, they sang a litany, and at the end of it Alleluja. But though this was the first time the Anglo Saxons had heard the Gregorian chant, yet Bede likewise tells us, that our British ancestors had been instructed in the rites and ceremonies of the Gallican church by St Germanus, and heard him sing Alleluja many years before the arrival of St Augustine. In 680, John, precentor of St Peter's in Rome, was sent over by pope Agapetus to instruct the monks of Weremouth in the art of singing; and he was prevailed upon to open schools for teaching music in other places in Northumberland. Benedict Biscop, the precentor of Bede, Adrian the monk, and many others, contributed to disseminate the knowledge of the Roman chant. At length the successors of St Gregory, and of Austin his missionary, having established a school for ecclesiastical music at Canterbury, the rest of the island was furnished with masters from that seminary. The choral service was first introduced in the cathedral church of Canterbury; and till the arrival of Theodore, and his settlement in that see, the practice of it seems to have been confined to the churches of Kent; but after that, it spread over the whole kingdom; and we meet with records of very ample endowments for the support of this part of public worship. This mode of religious worship prevailed in all the European churches till the time of the Reformation; the first deviation from it is that which followed the Reformation by Luther, who, being himself a lover of music, formed a liturgy, which was a musical service, contained in a work entitled Psalmus, or Cantica sacra Victis Ecclesiae sancia, printed at Norimberge in 1533, and at Wittering in 1561. But Calvin, in his establishment of a church at Geneva, reduced the whole of divine service to prayer, preaching, and singing; the latter of which he restrained. He excluded the offices of the antiphon, hymn, and motet, of the Roman service, with that artificial and elaborate music to which they were sung; and adopted only that plain metrical psalmody, which is now in general use among the reformed churches, and in the parochial churches of Great Britain. For this purpose he made use of Marot's version of the Psalms, and employed a musician to set them to easy tunes only of one part. In 1555, he divided the Psalms into parts or small portions, and appointed them to be sung in churches. Soon after they were bound up with the Geneva catechism; from which time the Catholics, who had been accustomed to sing them, were forbidden the use of them, under a severe penalty. Soon after the Reformation commenced in England, complaints were made by many of the dignified clergy and others of the intricacy and difficulty of the church music of those times: in consequence of which it was once proposed, that organs and curious instruments of harmony or counterpoint, clergy and others of the intricacy and difficulty of Reformation should be removed from the churches. Latimer in his Institutes of the Christian Religion, in the year 1640, charged with a commission to convert the inhabitants of that country to Christianity. Bede tells us, that when Augustine and the companions of his mission had their first audience of king Ethelbert, in the isle of Thanet, they approached him in procession, singing litanies; and that afterwards, when they entered the city of Canterbury, they sang a litany, and at the end of it Alleluja. But though this was the first time the Anglo Saxons had heard the Gregorian chant, yet Bede likewise tells us, that our British ancestors had been instructed in the rites and ceremonies of the Gallican church by St Germanus, and heard him sing Alleluja many years before the arrival of St Augustine. In 680, John, precentor of St Peter's in Rome, was sent over by pope Agapetus to instruct the monks of Weremouth in the art of singing; and he was prevailed upon to open schools for teaching music in other places in Northumberland. Benedict Biscop, the precentor of Bede, Adrian the monk, and many others, contributed to disseminate the knowledge of the Roman chant. At length the successors of St Gregory, and of Aus tin his missionary, having established a school for ecclesiastical music at Canterbury, the rest of the island was furnished with masters from that seminary. The choral service was first introduced in the cathedral church of Canterbury; and till the arrival of Theodore, and his settlement in that see, the practice of it seems to have been confined to the churches of Kent; but after that, it spread over the whole kingdom; and we meet with records of very ample endowments for the support of this part of public worship. This mode of religious worship prevailed in all the European churches till the time of the Reformation; the first deviation from it is that which followed the Reformation by Luther, who, being himself a lover of music, formed a liturgy, which was a musical service, contained in a work entitled Psalmus, or Cantica sacra Victis Ecclesiae sancia, printed at Norimberge in 1533, and at Wittering in 1561. But Calvin, in his establishment of a church at Geneva, reduced the whole of divine service to prayer, preaching, and singing; the latter of which he restrained. He excluded the offices of the antiphon, hymn, and motet, of the Roman service, with that artificial and elaborate music to which they were sung; and adopted only that plain metrical psalmody, which is now in general use among the reformed churches, and in the parochial churches of Great Britain. For this purpose he made use of Marot's version of the Psalms, and employed a musician to set them to easy tunes only of one part. In 1555, he divided the Psalms into parts or small portions, and appointed them to be sung in churches. Soon after they were bound up with the Geneva catechism; from which time the Catholics, who had been accustomed to sing them, were forbidden the use of them, under a severe penalty. Soon after the Reformation commenced in England, complaints were made by many of the dignified clergy and others of the intricacy and difficulty of the church music of those times: in consequence of which it was once proposed, that organs and curious instruments of harmony or counterpoint, clergy and others of the intricacy and difficulty of
and in less than two years after the compiling of King Edward's liturgy, a formula was composed, which continues, with scarce any variation, to be the rule for choral service even at this day. The author of this work was John Marbecke, or Marbeike; and it was printed by Richard Grafton, in 1550, under the title of the Book of Common Prayer, noted. Queen Mary laboured to re-establish the Romish choral service; but the accession of Elizabeth was followed by the act of uniformity; in conformance of which, and of the queen's injunctions, the Book of Common Prayer, noted by Marbecke, was considered as the general formula of choral service. In 1560, another musical service, with some additions and improvements, was printed by John Day; and in 1565, another collection of offices, with musical notes. Many objections were urged by Cartwright and other Puritans against the form and manner of cathedral service, to which Hooker replied in his Ecclesiastical Polity. In 1664, the statutes of Edward VI. and Elizabeth, for uniformity in the Common Prayer, were repealed; and the Directory for Public Worship, which allows only of the singing of psalms, established. But upon the restoration of Charles II. choral service was again revived, and has since uniformly continued. See on this subject Hawkins's History of Music, vol. i. p. 204. vol. ii. p. 264. vol. iii. p. 58-468, &c. vol. iv. p. 44·347.

Service, See Sorbus.

Servites, a religious order in the church of Rome, founded about the year 1233, by seven Florentine merchants, who, with the approbation of the bishop of Florence, renounced the world, and lived together in a religious community on mount Sena, two leagues from that city.

Servitor, in the university of Oxford, a student who attends on another for his maintenance and learning. See Sizar.

Servitude, the condition of a servant, or rather slave.

Under the declension of the Roman empire, a new kind of servitude was introduced, different from that of the ancient Romans: it consisted in leaving the lands of subdued nations to the first owners, upon condition of certain rents, and servile offices, to be paid in acknowledgment. Hence the names of servi congiti, a-firitus and addisti globi; some whereof were taxable at the reasonable discretion of the lord; others at a certain rate agreed on; and others were inalienable, who, having no legitimate children, could not make a will to above the value of five pence, the lord being heir of all the rest; and others were prohibited marrying, or going to live out of the lordship. Most of these services existed lately in France; but they were long ago abolished in England. Such, however, was the original of our tenures, &c. See Slav.


Servius (Maurus Honoratus) a celebrated grammarian and critic of antiquity, who flourished about the time of Arcadius and Honorius; now chiefly known by his Commentaries on Virgil. There is also extant a piece of Servius upon the feet of verbes and the quantity of syllables, called Centistramus.

Serum; a thin, transparent, fluidish liquor, which makes a considerable part of the mass of blood. See Anatomy, n° 126. and Blood.

Sesamoidea, certain small bones some-what resembling the seeds of sesamum, whence their name. They are placed at the under part of the bones of the left joints of the fingers and toes.

Sesamum, ory grain, in botany: A genus of plants belonging to the class of didynamia, and to the order of angio sperma; in the natural system ranging under the 20th order, Lurida. The calyx is divided into five parts. The corolla is campanulated, the tube of which is nearly the length of the calyx; the throat is inflated, and very large; the border is divided into five parts, four of which are spreading and nearly equal; the fifth is the lowest and largest. There are four filaments, and the stamens of a fifth. The stigma is lanceolate, and the capsule has four cells. There are only two species, the orientale and indicum. 1. The orientale has ovate, oblong, entire leaves. It is an annual, and grows naturally on the coast of Malabar and in the island of Ceylon; rising with an herbaceous four-cornered stalk, two feet high, sending out a few short side-branches; the leaves are oblong, oval, a little hairy, and stand opposite. The flowers terminate the stalks in loose spikes; they are small, of a dirty white colour, shaped somewhat like those of the fox-glove. After the flowers are past, the germen turns to an oval acute-pointed capsule with four cells, filled with oval compressed seeds, which ripen in autumn. 2. The indicum, with trifid lower leaves grows naturally in India: this is also an annual plant; the stalk rises taller than that of the former; the lower leaves are cut into three parts, which is the only difference between them.

The first is frequently cultivated in all the eastern countries, and also in Africa, as a pulse; and of late years the seeds have been introduced into Carolina by the African negroes, where they succeed extremely well. The inhabitants of that country make an oil from the seed, which will keep good many years, without having any rancid smell or taint, but in two years become quite mild; so that when the warm taste of the seed, which is in the oil when first drawn, is worn off, they use it as a salad-oil, and for all the purposes of sweet oil. The seeds of this plant are also used by the negroes for food; which seeds they parch over the fire, and then mix them with water, and add other ingredients with them, which makes an hearty food. Sometimes a sort of pudding is made of these seeds, in the same manner as with millet or rice, and is by some persons esteemed, but is rarely used for these purposes in Europe. This is called benne or bonny in Carolina. In England these plants are preserved in botanic gardens as curiosities. Their seeds must be sown in the spring upon a hot bed; and when the plants are come up, they must be transplanted into a fresh hot-bed to bring them forward. After they have acquired a tolerable degree of strength, they should be planted into pots, and plunged into another hot-bed, managing them as hath been directed for amaranths; for if these plants are not thus brought forward in the former part of the summer, they will not produce good seeds in this country.

From nine pounds of this seed which came from Carolina,
Seseli

Seseli, meadow saxifrage, in botany: A genus of plants belonging to the class of pentandria, and to the order of digynia; and in the natural system, ranging under the 45th order, Umbellata. The umbels are globular; the involucres consist of one or two leaves, and the fruit is egg-shaped and beaked. There are 13 species, the pinnamphodelis, menthanum, glutaminum, ammoids, tortufrum, turbitis, hypomorpharithrum, pyrenium, jasfragum, and elatum. The mintanum grows naturally in France and Italy; the glutaminum is a native of France; the ammoids and tortufrum grow in the south of Europe; and the hypomorpharithrum is a native of Austria.

Sesostris, king of Egypt. See Egypt, p. 368.

Sesqui, a Latin particle, signifying a whole and a half; which, joined with altera, terza, quarta, &c. is much used in the Italian music to express a kind of ratios, particularly several species of triples.

Sesquialterate, in geometry and arithmetic, is a ratio between two lines, two numbers, or the like, where one of them contains the less twice, and half the less remains; as in
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This matter has been accurately stated by Mr. Raper, in the following manner. The subtantive to which severius referred, is either as or pondus; and severius as is two asses and a half; and severius as is two asses and a half; and severius pondius, two pondera and a half; or two hundred and fifty denarii. When the denarius passed for ten asses, the festerces of two asses and a half was a quarter of it; and the Romans continued to keep their accounts in these festerces long after the denarius passed for sixteen asses; till, growing rich, they found it more convenient to reckon by quarters of the denarius, which they called nummi, and used the words nummum and festerius indifferently, as synonymous terms, and sometimes both together, as festerius nummum; in which case the word sesterius, having lost its original signification, was used as a substantive; for sesterius nummum was not two nummi and a half, but a single nummus of four asses. They called any sum under two thousand festerces to many festeri in the masculine gender; two thousand festerces they called duo or dena festeria, in the neuter; so many quarters making five hundred denarii, which was twice the sesterium; and they said dena, vicena, &c., festeria, till the sum amounted to a thousand festeria, which was a million of sesterces. But, to avoid ambiguity, they did not use the neuter festerium in the singular number, when the whole sum amounted to no more than a thousand festerces, or one festerius. They called a million of sesterces decies nummudm, or decies festeriwm, for decies centena millia nummorum, or festeriorum (in the masculine gender), omitting centena millia for the sake of brevity. They likewise called the same fum decies festerium (in the neuter gender) for decies centes festerium omitting centes for the same reason; or simply decies, omitting centena millia festeriwm, or centes festerium; and with the numeral adverbs decies, vicies, centes, millies, and the like, either centena millia or centes was always understood. These were their most usual forms of expression; though for bina, dena, vicena festeria, they frequently said bina, dena, vicena millia nummum. If the conular denarius contained 60 troy grains of fine silver, it was worth somewhat more than eight-pence farthing and a half sterling; and the as, of 16 to the denarius, a little more than a half-penny. To reduce the ancient festerces of two asses and a half, when the denarius passed for 16, to pounds sterling, multiply the given number by 5434, and cut off fix figures on the right hand for decimals. To reduce nummi festerii, or quarters of the denarius, to pounds sterling; if the given sum be conular money, multiply it by 8727, and cut off six figures on the right hand for decimals; but for imperial money diminish the said product by one-eighth of itself. Phil. Trans. vol. 1st. part ii. art. 48.

To be qualified for a Roman knight, an estate of 400,000 sesterces was required; and for a senator, of 600,000. Authors also mention a copper sesterce, worth about one-third of a penny English.

Sestertius, or festerius, was also used by the ancients for a thing containing two wholes and an half of another, as if was taken for any whole or integer.
brown upon the back, and white under the belly, and the tail is white on every part.

SETH, the third son of Adam, the father of Enos, was born 3874 B.C. and lived 912 years.

SETHIANS, in church history, Christian heretics; so called because they paid divine worship to Seth, whom they looked upon to be Jesus Christ the son of God, but who was made by a third divinity, and substituted in the room of the two families of Abel and Cain, which had been destroyed by the deluge. These heretics appeared in Egypt in the second century; and as they were added to all sorts of debauchery, they did not want followers; and continued in Egypt above 200 years.

SETTIMO, a town of Italy, in the province of Piedmont, situated on the river Po, eight miles north of Turin.

SETON, in surgery, a few horse hairs, small threads, or large packthread, drawn through the skin, chiefly the neck, by means of a large needle or probe, with a view to relieve or prevent health.

We find by experience, that fetons are very useful in catarrhs, inflammations, and other disorders, particularly those of the eyes, as a gutta serena, catarrh, and incipient suffusion; to these we may add intense headache, with stupidity, drowsiness, epilepsies, and even the apoplexy itself.

SETTEE, in sea-language, a vessel very common in the Mediterranean with one deck and a very long and sharp prow. They carry some two masts, some three, without top-masts. They have generally two masts, equipped with triangular sails, commonly called lateen sails. The leaf of them are of 60 tons burden. They serve to transport cannon and provisions for ships of war and the like. These vessels are peculiar to the Mediterranean sea, and are usually navigated by Italians, Greeks, or Mahometans.

SETTING, in astronomy, the withdrawing of a star or planet, or its sinking below the horizon. Astronomers and poets make three different kinds of setting of the stars, viz. the comical, acronybal, and heliacal. See these articles.

SETTING, in the sea-language. To set the land or the sun by the compass, is to observe how the land bears on any point of the compass, or on what point of the compass the sun is. Also when two ships fail in sight of one another, to mark on what point the chafed beares, is termed setting the chase by the compass.

SETTING, among sportsmen, a term used to express the manner of taking partridges by means of a dog peculiarly trained to that purpose. See SHOOTING.

ACT or SETTLEMENT, in British history, a name given to the statute 12 and 13 W. III. cap. 2, whereby the crown was limited to its present majesty's illustrious house; and some new provisions were added, at the same fortunate era, for better securing their religion, laws, and liberties; which the statute declares to be the birthright of the people of England, according to the ancient doctrine of the common law.

SEVENTH, in music, an interval called by the Greeks heptachordon. See INTERVAL.

SEVERANCE in law, the singling or severing two or more that join or are joined in the same writ or action. As if two in in a writ, de libertate præbenda, and the one be afterwards nonsuit; here severance is permitted, so as not withstanding the nonsuit of the one, the other may feverally proceed.

There is also severance of the tenants in affize: when one, two, or more driftees appear upon the writ, and not the other. And severance in debt, where two executors are named plaintiffs, and the one refuses to prosecute. We also meet with severance of summons, severance in attaints, &c. An estate in joint tenancy may be severed and destroyed by destroying any of its units. 1. That of time, which respects only the original commencement of the joint estate, cannot indeed (being now part) be affected by any subsequent transaction. But, 2. The joint-tenants estate may be destroyed without any alienation, by merely disuniting their possession.

The jointure may be destroyed, by destroying the unity of title. And, 4. By destroying the unity of interest. SEVERIA, a province of the Russian empire, with the title of a duchy, bounded on the north by Smolensko and Muskow, on the east by Vorotindi and the country of the Colacks, on the south by the same, and on the west by Zernegavia. It is a country over-run with woods, and on the south part is a forest of great length. Novgorodee, or Novogorod, is the capital town.

SEVERINA, a town of Italy, in the kingdom of Naples, and in Lower Calabria, with an archbishop's see. It is very well fortified, and seated on a craggy rock, on the river Neeto; in E. Long. 17. N. Lat. 39. 15.

SEVERINO, a town of Italy, in the territory of the church, and in the Marche of Ancona, with a bishop's see. It has fine vineyards, and is seated between two hills on the river Petenza, in E. Long. 17. 6. N. Lat. 43. 16.

SEVERN, a river which rises near Plimlimmon-Hill in Montgomeryshire, and before it enters Shropshire receive about 30 streams, and falls down to Loundring, where it receives the Morda, that flows from Oswestry. When it arrives at Monford, it receives the river Mon, passing on to Shrewbury, which it almost surrounds, then to Bridgewater; afterwards it runs through the shirks of Staffordshire, enters Worcestere, and passes by Worcester; then it runs to Tewkebury, where it joins the Avon, and from thence to Gloucester, keeping a north-westly course, till it falls into the Brittcl Channel. It begins to be navigable for boats at Welchpool, in Montgomeryshire, and takes in several other rivers in its course, besides those already mentioned, and is the second in England. By the late inland navigation, it has communication with the rivers Mersey, Dee, Ribble, Ouse, Trent, Derwent, Humber, Thames, Avon, &c. which navigation, including its windings, extends above 500 miles in the counties of Lincoln, Nottingham, York, Lancaster, Westmoreland, Chester, Stafford, Warwick, Leicester, Oxford, Worcester, &c. A canal from Stroud-Water, a branch of the Severn, to join the Thames, is lately been undertaken, by which great undertaking of conveying a tunnel 16 feet high and 15 feet wide, under Sapperton-Hill and Hayley-wood (very high ground), for two miles and a quarter in length, through a very hard rock, lined and arched with brick, is entirely completed, and boats passed through it the 21st of May 1788. By this opening, a communication is made between the river Severn at
Framiload and the Thames near Leechlade, and will be continued over the Thames near Inglelham, into deep water in the Thames below S. John-Bridge, and on to Oxford, &c. and London, for conveyance of coals, goods, &c. It is now navigable from the Severn to Themsford, by way of Stroud, Cirencester, Cricklade, &c., being filled with water for that purpose near 40 miles.

SEVERUS (Cornelius), an ancient Latin poet of the Augustan age; whose Annales, together with a fragment De morte Caesaris, were published, with notes and an interpretation, by Le Clerc, a man of letters, and he even composed an imitation of the same, published by Scaliger; whose notes, with others, Le Clerc has received among his own.

SEVERUS (Septimus), a Roman emperor, who has been so much admired for his military talents, that some have called him the most warlike of the Roman emperors. As a monarch he was cruel, and it has been observed that he never did an act of humanity or forgave a fault. In his diet he was temperate, and he always showed himself an open enemy to pomp and splendor. He loved the appellation of a man of letters, and he even composed an history of his own reign, which some have praised for its correctness and veracity. However cruel Severus may appear in his punishments and in his revenge, many have endeavored to exculpate him, and observed that there was need of severity in an empire where the morals were so corrupted, and where no less than 3000 persons were accused of adultery during the space of 17 years. Of him, as of Augustus, we are told to deny, that it would have been better for the world if he had never been born, or had never died. See Rome, v. 372.

SEVERUS'S Wall, in British topography, the fourth and last barrier erected by the Romans against the incursions of the North Britons. See the articles Adriana, and Antoninus's Wall.

We learn from several hints in the Roman historians, that the country between the walls of Hadrian and Antoninus continued to be a scene of perpetual war and subject of contention between the Romans and British, from the beginning of the reign of Commodus to the arrival of the emperor Septimius Severus in Britain, A. D. 206. This last emperor having subdued the Caledonians, and expelled the Caledonians, determined to erect a stronger and more impenetrable barrier than any of the former, against their future incursions.

Though neither Dio nor Herodian make any mention of a wall built by Severus in Britain for the protection of the Roman province, yet we have abundant evidence from other writers of equal authority, that he really built such a wall. “He fortified Britain (says Athenaeus) with a wall drawn crofs the land from sea to sea, which is the greatest glory of his reign. After the wall was finished, he retired to the next flation (York), not only a conqueror, but the founder of an eternal peace.” To the fame purpose, Aurelius Victor and Orosius, to say nothing of Eutropius and Cassiodorus: “Having repelled the enemy in Britain, he fortified the country, which was fitted to that purpose, with a wall drawn crofs the land from sea to sea.”

“Severus drew a great ditch, and built a strong wall, fortified with several turrets, from sea to sea, to protect that part of the island which he had recovered from the yet unconquered nations.” As the residence of the emperor Severus in Britain was not quite four years, it is probable that the two last of them were employed in building this wall; according to which account, it was begun A. D. 209, and finished A. D. 210.

This wall of Severus was built nearly on the same tract with Hadrian's rampart, at the distance only of a few pace north. The length of this wall, from Coufnis's house near the mouth of the river Tyne on the east, to Boulne's on the Solway frith on the west, hath been found, from two actual measurements, to be little more than 68 English miles, and a little less than 74 Roman miles. To the north of the wall was a broad and deep ditch, the original dimensions of which cannot now be ascertained, only it seems to have been larger than that of Hadrian. The wall itself, which flood on the north brink of the ditch, was built of freestone, and where the foundation was not good, it is built on piles of oak; the intrenchments between the two faces of this wall are filled with broad thin stones, placed not perpendicularly, but obliquely on their edges; the running mortar or cement was then poured upon them, which, by its great strength and tenacity, bound the whole together, and made it firm as a rock. But though these materials are sufficiently known, it is not easy to guess where they were procured, for many parts of the wall are at a great distance from any quarry of freestone; and, though stone of another kind was within reach, yet it does not appear to have been anywhere used. The height of this wall was 12 feet besides the parapet, and its breadth 8 feet, according to Bede, who lived only at a small distance from the exit end of it, and in whose time it was almost quite entire in many places. Such was the wall erected by the command and under the direction of the emperor Severus in the north of England; and, considering the length, breadth, height, and solidity, it was certainly a work of great magnificence and prodigious labour. But the wall itself was but a part, and not the most extraordinary part, of this work. The great number and different kinds of fortresses which were built along the line of it for its defence, and the military ways with which it was attended, are still more worthy of our admiration, and come now to be described.

The fortresses which were erected along the line of Severus's wall for its defence, were of three different kinds, and three different degrees of strength; and were called by three different Latin words, which may be translated stations, castles, and turrets. Of each of these in their order.

The stations, or fortresses, were so called from their stability and the fluted residence of garrisons. They were also called castra, which hath been converted into chetres, a name which many of them still bear. There were by far the largest, strongest, and most magnificent of the fortresses which were built upon the wall, and were designed for the head-quarters of the cohorts of troops which were placed there in garrison, and from whence detachments were sent into the adjoining castles and turrets. These stations, as appears from the vestiges of them which are still visible, were not all exactly of the same figure nor of the same dimensions; some of them being exactly squares, and others oblong, and some of them a little larger than others. These variations were no doubt occasioned by the difference of situation.
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The stations were fortressed with deep ditches and strong walls, the wall itself coinciding with and forming the north wall of each station. Within the stations were lodgings for the officers and soldiers in garrison; the smallest of them being sufficient to contain a cohort, or 600 men. Without the walls of each station was a town, inhabited by labourers, artificers, and others, both Romans and Britons, who chose to dwell under the protection of these fortresses. The number of the stations upon the wall was exactly 18; and if they had been placed at equal distances, the interval between every two of them would have been four miles and a few paces; but the intervention of rivers, marshes, and mountains, the conveiiency of situations for strength, prospect, and water; and many other circumstances, determined them to place these stations at unequal distances. The situation which was always chosen by the Romans, both here and everywhere else in Britain where they could obtain it, was the gentle declivity of a hill, near a river, and facing the meridian sun. Such was the situation of the far greatest part of the stations on this wall. In general, we may observe, that the stations stood thickest near the two ends and in the middle, probably because the danger of invasion was greatest in those places. But the reader will form a clearer idea of the number of these stations, their Latin and English names, their situation and distance from one another, by inspecting the following table, than we can give him with equal brevity in any other way. The first column contains the number of the station, reckoning from east to west; the second contains its Latin, and the third its English name; and the third its distance from the next to the west of it, in miles, furlongs, and chains.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Latin Name.</th>
<th>English Name.</th>
<th>M.</th>
<th>F.</th>
<th>C.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Segedunum</td>
<td>Coulin's-house</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Pons Ellii</td>
<td>Newcastle</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Condercum</td>
<td>Benwell hill</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Vindobala</td>
<td>Rutchester</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Hunnum</td>
<td>Halton-chopters</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>18</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Cilurnum</td>
<td>Walwick-chopters</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>18</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Procolitia</td>
<td>Carrawburgh</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Borovica</td>
<td>Houre tedes</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>38</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Vindolana</td>
<td>Little Chester</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Aedica</td>
<td>Great Chester</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Magna</td>
<td>Carvoran</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Ambyglaena</td>
<td>Burford wsd</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Petriana</td>
<td>Cambeck</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Abalaba</td>
<td>Watchers</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>19</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>Congavata</td>
<td>Stanwix</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>34</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Axedonum</td>
<td>Brugh</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>Gabrotenum</td>
<td>Barmbrain</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>Tuniculum</td>
<td>Boulnes</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

|     | Length of the wall | 68 | 3 | 3 |

The castella, or castles, were the second kind of fortifications which were built along the line of this wall for its defence. These castles were neither so large nor strong as the stations, but much more numerous, being no fewer than 81. The shape and dimensions of the castles, as appears from the foundations of many of them which are still visible, were exact squares of 66 feet every way. They were fortified on every side with thick and lofty walls, but without any ditch, except on the north side, on which the wall itself, raised much above its usual height, with the ditch attending it, formed the fortification. The castles were situated in the intervals between the stations, at the distance of about seven furlongs from each other; though particular circumstances sometimes occasioned a little variation. In these castles, guards were constantly kept by a competent number of men detached from the nearest stations.

The turrets, or turrets, were the third and last kind of fortifications on the wall. These were still smaller than the castles, and formed only a square of about 12 feet, standing out of the wall on its south side. Being so small, they are more entirely ruined than the stations and castles, which makes it difficult to discover their exact number. They stood in the intervals between the castles; and from the faint vestiges of a few of them, it is conjectured that there were four of them between every two castles, at the distance of about 300 yards from one another. According to this conjecture, the number of the turrets amounted to 324. They were designed for watch-towers and places for the sick, who, being within hearing of one another, could convey an alarm or piece of intelligence to all parts of the wall in a very little time.

Such were the stations, castles, and turrets, on the wall of Severus; and a very considerable body of troops was constantly quartered in them for its defence. The usual complement allowed for this service was as follows:

1. Twelve cohorts of foot, consisting of 600 men each, - 7,200
2. One cohort of marines in the station at Boulness, - 600
3. One detachment of Moors, probably equal to a cohort, - 600
4. Four ale or wings of horse, consisting at the lowest computation, of 400 each, - 1,600

For the convenience of marching these troops from one part of the wall to another, with the greater ease and expedition, on any service, it was attended with two military ways, paved with square stones, in the most solid and beautiful manner. One of these ways was smaller, and the other larger. The smaller military way ran close along the south side of the wall, from turret to turret, and castel to castel, for the use of the soldiers in relieving their guards and sentinels, and such services. The larger way did not keep so near the wall, nor touch at the turrets or castles, but pursed the most direct course from one station to another; and was designed for the convenience of marching larger bodies of troops.

It is to be regretted, that we cannot gratify the reader's curiosity, by informing him by what particular bodies of Roman troops the several parts of this great work were executed; as we were enabled to do with regard to the wall of Antoninus Pius from inscriptions. For though it is probable that there were
flones with inscriptions of the same kind, mentioning the several bodies of troops, and the quantity of work performed by each of them, originally inserted in the face of this wall, yet none of them are now to be found. There have indeed been discovered, in or near the ruins of this wall, a great number of small square flones, with very short, and generally imperfect, inscriptions upon them; mentioning particular legions, cohorts, and centuries; but without directly admitting that they had built any part of the wall, or naming any number of those of these inscriptions, the reader may see no fewer that twenty-nine among the Northumberland and Cumberland inscriptions in Mr Horlsey's Britannia Romana. As the flones on which these inscriptions are cut are of the same shape and size with the other facing-flones of this wall, it is almost certain that they have been originally placed in the face of it. It is equally certain, from the uniformity of these inscriptions, that they were all intended to imitate some one thing, and nothing so probable as that the adjacent wall was built by the troops mentioned in them. This was, perhaps, so well understood, that it was not thought necessary to be expressed; and the distance of these inscriptions from one another showed the quantity of work performed. If this was so, as we readily admit, we know in general, that this great work was executed by the second and fifth legions, these being the only legions mentioned in these inscriptions. Now, if this prodigious wall, with all its appendages of ditches, raptures, castles, turrets, and military ways, was executed in the space of two years by two legions only, which, when molt complete, made no more than 12,000 men, how greatly must we admire the skill, the industry, and excellent discipline of the Roman soldiers, who were not only the valiant guardians of the empire in times of war, but its molt active and useful members in times of peace?

This wall of Severus, and its fortresses, proved an impenetrable barrier to the Roman territories for near 200 years. But about the beginning of the 4th century, the Roman empire being afflicted on all sides, and the bulk of their forces withdrawn from Britain, the Mævæ and Caledonians, now called Scots and Picts, became more daring; and some of them breaking through the wall, and others going round about it, they carried their ravages in the very heart of Provincial Britain. These invaders were indeed several times repulsed after this by the Roman legions sent to the relief of the Britons. The latt of these legions, under the command of Gallio of Ravenna, having, with the affiance of the Britons, thoroughly repaired the breaches of Severus's wall and its fortresses, and exhorted the Britons to make a brave defence, took their final farewell of England. It soon appeared, that the strong walls and ramparts were no security to an undisciplined and disorderly rabble, as the unhappy Britons then were. The Scots and Picts met with very little resistance in breaking through the wall, while the towns and castles were tamely abandoned to their destructive rage. In many places they leveled it with the ground, that it might prove no obstruction to their future inroads.—From this time no attempts were ever made to repair this noble work. Its beauty and grandeur procured it no respect in the dark and taleful ages which succeeded. It became the common quarry for more than a thousand years, out of which all the towns and villages around were built; and is now so entirely ruined, that the penetrating eyes of the most perceiving and patient antiquarian, can hardly trace its vanishing foundations.

SEVIGNÈ (Marie de Rabutin, Marquise de), a French lady, was born in 1626. When only a year old the loit her father, who was killed in the defcent of the English on the isle of Rhô, where he commanded a company of volunteers. In 1644 the marquis was taken in a duel by the Champion d'Albret, in 1651. She had by him a son and a daughter, to the education of whom the afterwards religiously devoted herself. Her daughter was married in 1669 to the Count of Grignan, who conducted her to Provence. Madame de Sevigne cultivated herself by writing frequent letters to her daughter. She felt at first the victim to her maternal tenderness. In one of her visits to Grignan, the fatigue of the journey, the sickness of her daughter, that she was seized with a fever, which carried her off on the 14th of January 1696. We have two portraits of Madame de Sevigne; the one by the Compte de Buffi, the other by Madame de la Fayette. The first exhibits her defects; the second her excellencies. Buffi describes her as a lively gay coquette, a lover of flattery, fond of titles, honour, and distinction; M. de la Fayette as a woman of wit and good sense, as perfected of a noble soul, formed for dispensing benefits, incapable of debasing herself by avarice, and blessed with a generous, obliging, and faithful heart. Both these portraits are in some measure just. That she was vanguardious, appears evident from her own letters, which, on the other hand, exhibit undoubted proofs of her virtue and goodness of heart.

This illustrious lady was acquainted with all the wits of her age. It is said that she decided the famous dispute between Perrault and Boileau concerning the preference of the ancients to the moderns, thus, "The ancients are the finest, and we are the prettiest." She left behind her a most valuable collection of letters, the best edition of which is that of 1775, in 8 vols 12mo. ("Thése letters (fays Voltaire) are filled with anes: of letters which, written with freedom, and in a natural and animating style, were an excellent criticism upon all letters of wit, and still more upon those fublime letters which aim at the epistolar style, by a recital of false sentiments and feigned adventures to an imaginary correspondent." It were to be wished that a proper selection had been made of these letters. It is difficult to read eight volumes of letters, which, though inimitably written, present frequent repetitions, and are often filled with trifles. What makes them in general perhaps so interesting is, that they are in part historical. They may be looked upon as a relation of the manners, the ton, the genius, the fhalions, the etiquette, which reigned in the court of Louis XIV. They contain many curious anecdotes nowhere else to be found: But these excellencies would be still more striking, were they sometimes striped of that multitude of domestic affairs and minute incidents which ought naturally to have died with the mother and the daughter. A volume entitled Sevigniana was published at Paris in 1756, which is nothing less than a collection of the fine sentiments, literary and historical anecdotes, and moral apophthegms, scattered throughout these letters.

SEVILLE,
SEVILLE, a large and populous city of Spain, stands on the banks of the Guadalquivir, in the midst of a rich, and to the eye a boundless, plain; in W. Long. 5° 5' N. Lat. 37° 20'. This city is supposed to have been founded by the Phoenicians, who gave it the name of Hipolis. When it fell under the power of the Romans, it was called Julia; and at last, after a variety of corruptions, was called Sebilla or Sevilla; both of which names are retained by theSpaniards. The Romans embellished it with many magnificent edifices; of which scarce any vestige now remains. The Gothic kings for some time made it their residence, but in process of time they removed their court to Toledo; and Seville was taken by storm soon after the victory obtained at Xeres over the Gothic king Rodrigo.—

In 1027, Seville became an independent monarchy; but it was conquered 70 years afterwards by Yulaf Almoravides, an African prince. At last it was taken by Ferdinand III., after a year's siege; and 300,000 Moors were then obliged to leave the place. Notwithstanding this prodigious emigration, Seville continued to be a great and populous city, and soon after it was enlarged and adorned with many magnificent buildings, the chief of which is the cathedral. Seville arrived at its utmost pitch of grandeur a little after the discovery of America, the reason of which was, that all the valuable productions of the West Indies were carried thither. Its court was then the most splendid in Europe; but in the course of a few years all this grandeur disappeared, owing to the impediments in navigating the Guadalquivir. The superior excellence of the port of Cadiz induced government to order the galleons to be flattened there in time to come.

Seville is of a circular form, and is surrounded by a wall about five miles and a half in circumference, containing 176 towers. The ditch in many places is filled up. The streets of Seville are crooked and dirty, and most of them so narrow that two carriages can scarcely pass one another abreast.

Seville is said to contain 80,268 souls, and is divided into 30 parishes. It has 84 convents, with 24 hospitals.

Of the public edifices of this city the cathedral is the most magnificent;[255] Its dimensions are 420 feet in length, 263 in breadth within the walls, and 126 feet in height. It has nine doors, 80 altars, at which 500 masses are daily celebrated, and 80 windows of painted glass, each of which cost 1000 ducats. At one angle stands a tower of Moorish workmanship 350 feet high. On the top of it is the giralda, or large brass image, which, with its palm branch, weighs near one ton and a half, yet turns as a weathercock with the slightest variation of the wind. The whole work is brick and mortar. The passage to the top is on an inclined plane, which winds about in the inside in the manner of a spiral staircase, so easy of ascent that a horse might trot from the bottom to the top; at the same time it is so wide that two horses may ride abreast. What appears very unaccountable, the solid masonry in the upper half is just as thick again as that in the lower, though on the outside the tower is all the way of the same dimensions. In the opinion of Mr. Swinburne, this cathedral is inferior to Yorkminster. Its treasures are ineradicable; one altar with all its ornaments is solid silver; of the same metal are the images of St. Lidore and St. Leander, which are as large as the life; and a tabernacle for the host more than four yards high, adored with eight and forty columns. Before the choir of the cathedral is the tomb of the celebrated Christopher Columbus, the discoverer of America. His monument consists of one stone only, on which these words are inscribed, A Catedra y Arregen con mucho Benigno Colon, that is, "To Cadiz and Aregen Columbus's Travels gave another world!" An inscription simple and expressive, the fulness of which will be acknowledged by those who have read the adventures of this ill-fated but unfortunate man.

The cathedral was begun by Don Sancho the Brave, about the clofe of the 13th century, and finished by John II. about an hundred years after. To the cathedral belongs a library of 20,000 volumes, collected by Hernando the son of Columbus; but, to the disgrace of the Spaniards, it has scarcely received any addition since the death of the founder. The organ in this cathedral is a very ingenuous piece of mechanism. "I was much pleased," says Mr. Townend in his interesting travels, with the construction of a new organ, containing 5300 pipes, with 110 stops, which latter, as the builder told me, is more than are in the famous one of Harlem; yet, so ample are the bellows, that when stretched they supply the full organ 15 minutes. The mode of filling them with air is singular; for instead of working with his hands, a man walks backwards and forwards along an inclined plane of about 15 feet in length, which is balanced in the middle on its axis; under each end is a pair of bellows, of about six feet by three and a half; but these communicate with five other pair united by a bar; and the latter are so contrived, that when they are in danger of being overstrained, a valve is lifted up, and gives them relief. Passing 10 times along the inclined plane fills all these veffels."

The Canus de Carmone, or great aqueduct of Seville, is reckoned by the historians of this city one of the most wonderful works of antiquity. Mr. Townend, in his interesting travels, remarks, that it is ugly, crooked, the arches unequal, and the architecture neglected. The conduit is so leaky, that a rivulet is formed by the waste water. Nevertheless, it still conveys to the city an ample supply of water sufficient to turn several mills, and to give almost every house in town the benefit of it.

Many of the convents are remarkable for the beauty of their architecture; but in Seville the eye covets only pictures, of which there is a wonderful profusion. Among these are the works of the famous painter Murillo, with many others universally admired.

The convent of the Franciscans contains 15 cloisters, with apartments for 200 monks, though, when Mr. Townend visited them, they amounted only to 140. The annual expenditure of these, who are all led on Townend's charity, is about L. 4000 Sterling. "In the principal convent's cloister (fays the same intelligent traveller), which is entirely included by a multitude of little chapels, are present, in 14 pictures, each called a fation, all the sufferings of the Redeemer. These are so arranged as to mark given distances by walking round the cloister from the first to the second, and so in order to the rest. Over them is mentioned the number of steps taken by our Lord between the several incidents of his passion in his way to Calvary; and these precisely are the places me-
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measured for the penitents in their progress from one station to another. Over one is the following inscription: 'This station consists of 1087 steps. Here the blessed Redeemer fell a second time under the weight of his cross, and here is to be gained the indulgence of seven years and forty quarantines. Mental prayer, the Paternoster, and the Ave Maria.' This may serve as an example for the rest."

The principal manufacture of Seville is snuff. Mr Townend, who paid particular attention to it, informs us, that the building in which it is carried on is elegant and ample in its form, and is about 600 feet by 450, and not less than 60 feet in height, with four regular fronts, including 24 quadrangles. It cost 37,000,000 of reals, or about L. 370,000 Sterling. At present (1787), no more than 1700 workmen are employed, and 100 horses or mules; but formerly 3000 men were engaged, and near 400 horses. This falling off is attributed by Mr Swinburne to a practice which the directors followed, of adulterating the tobacco with the red earth of Almazon. When Mr Townend visited this manufacture, they had changed their system. From the year 1780, he informs us, the annual sale of tobacco from Brazil has been 1,500,000 pounds, purchased from the Portuguese at three reals a pound, and of snuff from the produce of their own colonies 1,600,000 pounds, besides cigars (a) to a very considerable amount. They have lying by them more than 3,000,000 of pounds of snuff unfastened; but as it will not suffer by age, they are not uneasy at this accumulation. Besides the peculiar kind of snuff with which Spain was accustomed to supply the market, they have lately introduced the manufacture of rappers. In this branch alone are employed 220 persons, old and young, with 16 mules.

"All the workmen (continues Mr Townend) deposit the cloaks at the door; and when they go out are strictly examined, that they have little chance of being able to conceal tobacco; yet they sometimes venture to hide it about their persons. An officer and a guard is always attending to take delinquents into custody; and that they may prevent relapse, no workman is permitted to enter with a knife. Were it not for this precaution, the consequence of a detection might be fatal. The whole business is conducted by a director, with a salary of 40,000 reals a-year, and 54 superior officers, assisted by as many subordinate to them. For grinding their snuff, they have 40 mills, each consisting of a flone roller, moved by a large horse or mule, with the traces fastened to a beam of eight feet in length, in the angle of 45 degrees, consequently losing precisely half his force."

Before Mr Townend left Seville, according to his usual practice, which was truly laudable, he enquired into the prices of labour and provisions. As a piece of curious and useful information, and as an example to other travellers, we present them to our readers. They are as follow:

| Day labourers | 4 ½ reals, about L. 0 0 10½ |
| Carpenters from 7 to 11 | ——— or 0 4 9 |
| Joiners, if good workmen | ——— |

Weavers, if good workmen, 15 reals, about L. 0 0 3 0

Bread, for 3 lb. of 16 oz. or 16 quartos, or 0 4 ½
— sometimes 28 quartos, or 0 0 7½

Beef, 50 quartos for 32 oz. per lb. about 0 4 ½

Mutton, 38 do. do. ——— or 0 5 ½

Kid, 24 do. ——— or 0 3 ½

Fork from 36 to 42 quartos, do. { or 0 5 ½ to 0 5 ½

The price of wheat has at different periods been very remarkable. In 1652, it sold at the rate of 15 s. 3d. the bushel; and in 1657, it fell so low as 1 s. 4¾d. per bushel, reckoning the tanega at 19½ lb. and the bushel at 70.

SEVUM MINERALE, mineral tallow; a substance somewhat resembling tallow, found on the coasts of Finland in the year 1736. It burns with a blue flame, and smells of grease, leaving a black vitriolic matter which cannot easily be consumed. It is extremely light; being only of the specific gravity of 0.770; whereas tallow is not less than 0.969. It is partly soluble in highly rectified spirit of wine; but entirely so in expressed oils when boiling. It is met with in some of the rocky parts of Perussia, but there it appears to be mixed with petroleum. Dr Herman of Strafsburg mentions a spring in the neighbourhood of that city which contains a substance of this sort diffused through it, separating, and capable of being collected on ebullition.—A fat mineral matter resembling butter or tallow has lately been extracted from peat in Lancashire. See Peat.

SEWARY, a Hindo word used in Bengal, and signifying the train of attendants that accompany a nabob or great man.

SEWER, in the Household, an officer who arranges on the table the dishes of a king or nobleman.

SEWER is also a passage or gutter made to carry water into the sea or a river, whereby to preserve the land, &c. from inundations and other annoyances.

Court of Commissions of Sewers in England, a temporary tribunal, erected by virtue of a commission under the great seal; which formerly used to be granted pro re nata at the pleasure of the crown, but now at the discretion and nomination of the lord chancellor, lord treasurer, and chief justices, pursuant to the statute 23 Hen. VIII. c. 9. Their jurisdiction is to overlook the repairs of sea-banks and sea-walls, and the cleaning of rivers, public streams, ditches, and other conduits, whereby any waters are carried off; and is confined to such county or particular district as the commission shall expressly name. The commissioners are a court of record, and may fine and imprison for contempts; and in the execution of their duty may proceed by jury, or upon their own view, and may take order for the removal of any annoyances, or the safeguard and conservation of the sewers within their commission, either according to the laws and customs of Romney-marsh, or otherwise at their own discretion. They may also affes such rates or fees upon the owners of lands within their district as they shall judge necessary; and if any person refuses to pay them, the commissioners may levy the

(a) These are little rolls of tobacco which the Spaniards smoke without a pipe.
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the same by dility of his goods and chattels; or they may, by statute 23 Hen. VIII. c. 5. sell his freeholdlands (and by the 7 Ann. c. 10. his copyhold also), in order to pay such debts or affinements. But their conduct is under the control of the court of King's-bench, which will prevent or punish any illegal or tyrannical proceedings. And yet in the reign of King James I. (8th Nov. 1616.), the privy-council took upon them to order, that no action or complaint should be preferred against the commissioners unless before that board; and committed several to prison who had brought such actions at common law, till they should release the same; and one of the reasons for discharging Sir Edward Coke from his office of lord chief-judicat, was for countenancing those legal proceedings. The pretense for these arbitrary measures was no other than the tyrant's plea of the necessity of unlimited powers in works of evident utility to the public, "the supreme reason above all reasons, which is the salvation of the king's lands and people." But now it is clearly held, that this (as well as all other inferior jurisdictions) is subject to the discretionary coercion of his majesty's court of King's-bench.

Common Sewers, in Rome, were executed at a great expense. It was proposed that they should be of sufficient dimensions to admit a waggon loaded with hay. When their common sewers came to be obstructed, or out of repair, under the republic, the centres contracted to pay a thousand talents, or about 193,000 l. for clearing and repairing them. They were again in disorder at the accession of Augustus Caesar, and the re-instituting them is mentioned among the great works of Agrippa. He is said to have turned the course of seven rivers into those subterraneous passages, to have made them navigable, and to have actually passed in barges under the streets and buildings of Rome. These works are still suppos'd to remain; but as they exceed the power and resources of the present city to keep them in repair, they are quite concealed, except at one or two places. They were in the midst of the Roman greatness, and still are, reckoned among the wonders of the world; and yet they are said to have been works of the elder Tarquin, a prince whole territory did not extend, in any direction, above 16 miles; and on this supposition, they must have been made to accommodate a city that was calculated chiefly for the reception of cattle, herdsmen, and banditti. Rude nations sometimes execute works of great magnificence, as fortresses and temples, for the purposes of war and superstition; but seldom palaces, and still more seldom works of mere convenience and cleanliness, in which for the most part they are long defective. It is not unreasonable, therefore, to question the authority of tradition in respect to this singular monument of antiquity, which so greatly exceeds what the best accommodated city of modern Europe could undertake for its own convenience. And as those works are still entire, and may continue so for thousands of years, it may be suspected that they were even prior to the settlement of Romulus, and may have been the remains of a more ancient city, on the ruins of which the followers of Romulus settled, as the Arabs now built for encamp on the ruins of Palmyra and B.ibeck. Livy owns, that the common sewers were not accommodated to the plan of Rome, as it was laid out in his time; they were carried in directions across the streets, and passed under buildings of the greatest antiquity. This derangement indeed he imputes to the hasty rebuilding of the city after its destruction by the Gauls; but, if it is probable, would have determined the people to build on their old foundations, or at least not to change them so much as to cross the direction of former streets.

SEX, the property by which any animal is male or female.

Lavater has drawn the following characteristic distinctions between the male and female of the human species.

"The primary matter of which women are constituted appears to be more flexible, irritable, and elastic, than that of man. They are formed to maternal mildness and affection; all their organs are tender, yielding, easily wounded, sensible, and receivable. Among a thousand females there is scarcely one without the generic feminine signs; the flexible, the circular, and the irritable.

"They are the counterpart of man, taken out of the same stock, to be subject to man; to comfort him like angels, and to lighten his cares. 'She shall be saved in child-bearing, if they continue in faith, and charity, and holiness, with sobriety' (1 Tim. ii. 15.) This tenderness, this sensitivity, this light texture of their fibres and organs, this volatility of feeling, render them so easy to conduct and to tempt; so ready of submission to the enterprize and power of the man; but more powerful through the aid of her charms than man, with all his strength. The man was not first tempted, but the woman, afterward the man by the woman. And, not only easily to be tempted, she is capable of being formed to the purest, noblest, most seraphic virtue; to every thing which can deserve praise or approbation. Highly sensible of purity, beauty, and symmetry, she does not always take time to reflect on internal life, internal death, internal corruption. 'The woman faw that the tree was good for food, and that it was pleasant to the eye, and a tree to be desired to make one wise, and the took of the fruit thereof.' (Gen. iii. 6.)

"The female thinks not profoundly; profound thought is the power of the man. Women feel more. Sensibility is the power of woman. They often rule more effeetually, more sovereignly, than man. They rule with tender looks, tears, and sighs; but not with passion and threats; for if, or when, they do rule, they are no longer women but abortions. They are capable of the sweetest sensibility, the most profound emotion, the utmost humility, and the excess of enthusiasm. In their countenances are the signs of fanaticity and inviolability, which every feeling man honours, and the effects of which are often miraculous. Therefore, by the irritability of their nerves, their incapacity for deep inquiry and firm decision, they may easily from their extreme sensibility become the most irreclaimable, the most rapturous enthusiasts. Their love, strong and rooted as it is, is very changeable; their hatred almost incurable, and only to be effaced by continued and inward flattery. Men are most profound; women are more sublime.

"Men mortally embrace the whole; women remark individually, and take more delight in selecting the minute which form the whole. Man hears the burning thunders,
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thunder, views the destructive bolt with serene aspect, and stands erect amid the fearful majesty of the streaming clouds. Woman trembles at the lightning, and the voice of distant thunder; and shrinks into herself or flinks into the arms of man. Man receives a ray of light single, woman delights to view it through a prism in all its dazzling colours. She contemplates the rainbow as the promise of peace; he extends his inquiring eye over the whole horizon. Woman laughs, man smiles; woman weeps, man remains silent. Woman is in anguish when man weeps, and in despair when man is in anguish; yet has the often more faith than man. Man without religion, is a deified creature, who would persuade himself he is well, and needs not a physician; but woman without religion, is raging and miferous. A woman with a beard is not so dignifying as a woman who acts the freethinker; her sex is formed to piety and religion; to them Christ first appeared; but he was obliged to prevent them from too ardently, and too hastily, embracing him: 'Touch me not.' They are prompt to receive and seize novelty, and become enthusiastic. The whole world is forgotten in the emotion caused by the presence and proximity of him they love. They link into the most incorrupt melancholy, as they also ride to the most enraptured heights.

Male senation is more imagination, female more heart. When communicative, they are more communicative than man; when secret, more secret. In general they are more patient, long-suffering, credulous, benevolent, and modell. Woman is not a foundation on which to build. She is the gold, silver, precious stones, wood, hay, stubble (1 Cor. iii. 12); the materials for building on the male foundation. She is the leaven, or more expressively the oil to the vinegar of man: the second part of the book of man.

"Man singly is but half man; at least but half human; a king without a kingdom. Woman, who feels properly what the is, whether full or in motion, rests upon the man; nor is man what he may and ought to be, but in conjunction with woman: therefore, it is not good that man should be alone, but that he should leave father and mother, and cleave to his wife, and they two shall be one flesh."

They differ also in their exterior form and appearance. "Man is the most firm; woman the most flexible. Man is the straightest; woman the most bending. Man stands steadfast; woman gently retires. Man surveys and observes; woman glances and feels. Man is serious; woman is gay. Man is the talliest and broadest; woman the smallest and weakest. Man is rough and hard; woman smooth and soft. Man is brown; woman is fair. Man is wrinkled; woman is not. The hair of man is more strong and short; of woman more long and pliant. The eyebrows of man are compressed; of woman let down. Man has most convex lines; woman most concave. Man has most straight lines; woman most curved. The countenance of man taken in profile is more faldom perpendicular than that of the woman. Man is most angular; woman most round."

In determining the comparative merit of the two sexes, it is no derogation from female excellency that it differs in kind from that which distinguishes the male part of our species: and if, in general, it should be found (what upon an impartial inquiry will most certainly be found) that women fill up their appointed circle of action with greater regularity than men, the claim of preference cannot justly be decided in our favour. In the prudential and economical parts of life, it is undeniable that they ride far above us: and if true fortitude of mind is best discovered by a cheerful resignation to the measures of Providence, we shall not find reason, perhaps, to claim that most singular of the human virtues as our peculiar privilege. There are numbers of the other sex who, from the natural delicacy of their constitution, pass through one continued scene of suffering from their cradles to their graves, with a firmness of resolution that would deserve so many flatures to be erected to their memories, if heroism were not esteemed more by the splendor than the merit of actions.

But whatever real difference there may be between the moral or intellectual powers of the male and female mind, Nature does not seem to have marked the distinction so strongly as our vanity is willing to imagine; and after all, perhaps, education will be found to constitute the principal superiority. It must be acknowledged, at least, that in this article we have every advantage over the softer sex that art and industry can possibly secure to us. The most animating examples of Greece and Rome are set before us, as early as we are capable of any observation; and the noblest compositions of the ancients are given into our hands almost as soon as we have strength to hold them; while the employments of the other sex, at the same period of life, are generally the reverse of every thing that can open and enlarge their minds, or fill them with just and rational notions. The truth of it is, female education is so much worse than none, as it is better to leave the mind to its natural and un instructed suggestions, than to lead it into false pursuits, and contest its views, by turning them upon the lowest and most trifling objects. We seem, indeed, by the manner in which we suffer the youth of that sex to be trained, to consider women agreeably to the opinion of certain Mahometan doctors, and treat them as if we believed they had no souls; why else are they

Bred only, and completed to the tale
Of lawful appetite, to sing, to dance,
To dress, and troul the tongue, and roll the eye."

Milton.

This strange neglect of cultivating the female mind can hardly be allowed as good policy, when it is considered how much the interest of society is concerned in the rectitude of their understandings. That season of every man's life which is most susceptible of the strongest impressions, is necessarily under female direction; as there are few influences, perhaps, in which that sex is not one of the secret springs which regulates the most important movements of private or public transactions. What Cato observes of his countrymen is in one respect true of every nation under the sun: "the Romans (said he) govern the world, but it is the women that govern the Romans."

If it be true then (as true beyond all peradventure it is) that female influence is thus extensive, nothing certainly can be of more importance than to give it a proper tendency, by the assistance of a well directed education. Far are we from recommending any attempts to
to render women learned; yet surely it is necessary
they should be raised above ignorance. Such a general
erdinate of the most useful sciences as may serve to free
the mind from vulgar prejudices, and give it a relish
for the rational exercise of its powers, might very justly enter
into a plan of female erudition. That he might may
be taught to turn the course of their reflections into a
proper and advantageous channel, without any danger
of rendering them too elevated for the feminine duties
of life. In a word, they ought to be considered as de-
signed by Providence for use as well as show, and trained
eup, not only as women, but as rational creatures.

**Sex of Bee.** See Bee.

**Sex of Plants.** See Botany, p. 448.

**Sexagenary,** something relating to the num-
ber sixty: thus sexagenary or sexagesimal arithmetic is
a method of computation proceeding by sixties; such is
that used in the division of a degree into sixty minutes,
of the minute into sixty seconds, of the second into sixty thirds, &c. Also sexagenary tables are tables of
proportional parts, shewing the product of two sexages-
naries that are to be multiplied, or the quotient of the
two that are to be divided.

**Sexagesima,** the second Sunday before Lent,
or the second to Shrove-Sunday, so called as being about
the 6th day before Easter.

**Sexagesimals, or Sexagesimal Fractions,** fractions whose denominators proceed in a sexagucouple ra-

tio: that is, a prime, or the first minute, = \(*\); a

second = \(*\); a third = \(*\). Anciently, there
were no other than sexagesimals used in astronomy; and
they are still retained in many cases, though decimal
arithmetic begins to grow in use now in astronomical
calculations. In these fractions, which some call astro-

nomical fractions, the denominator being always 60, or a
multiple thereof, is usually omitted, and the numerato

or only written down: thus 4\(\frac{\text{a}}{\text{b}}\), 59\(\frac{\text{a}}{\text{b}}\), 32\(\frac{\text{a}}{\text{b}}\), 50\(\frac{\text{a}}{\text{b}}\), 16\(\frac{\text{a}}{\text{b}}\) is to be read, 4 degrees, 59 minutes, 32 seconds, 50 thirds, 16 fourths, &c.

**Sextans, Sextant, Sextal** a sixth part of certain things. The Romans having divided their into 12 ounces or
uncia, the sixth part of that, or two ounces, was a sexta-

nus—Sextans was also a measure which contained
two ounces of liquor, or two cyathi.

**Sextans,** in astronomy, a constellation of the

southern hemisphere, made by Hevelius out of unformed
flats. In Hevelius's catalogue it contains 11, but in the Britonnic catalogue 41 flats.

**Sextant,** in mathematics, denotes the sixth part
of a circle, or an arch comprehending 60 degrees.

The word sextant, is more particularly used for an
astromehical instrument made like a quadrant, excepting
that its limb only comprehends 60 degrees. The
use and application of the sextant is the same with that of the quadrant. See Quadrant; and Navigation,
p. 717, &c.

**Sextile, Sextils,** the position or aspect of two
planets when at 60 degrees distance, or at the distance
of two signs from one another. It is marked thus (\(^\odot\)).

**Sextius (Quintus),** a Pythagorean philosopher,
flourished in the time of Augustus. He seemed for-
made to rise in the republic; but he shrank from civil ho-

nours, and declined accepting the rank of senator when
it was offered him by Julius Caesar, that he might have
time to apply to philosophy. It appears that he wishe-
ed to establish a school at Rome, and that his tenets,
though chiefly drawn from the doctrines of Pythagoras,
in some particulars resembled those of the Stoics.

He soon found himself involved in many difficulties.
His laws were tainted with great severity; and in an early period of his establishment, he found his mind to
harassed, and the hardships of the doctrines which he
wished to establish so repulsive to his feelings, that he
had nearly worked himself up to such a height of de-
peration as to resolve on putting a period to his exis-
tence.

Of the school of Sextius were Fabianus, Sotion, Flavi-

anus, Crassilthus, and Celsis. Of his works only a
few fragments remain; and whether any of them formed
a part of the work which Seneca admired so much,
cannot now be determined. Some of his maxims are
valuable. He recommended an examination of the ac-
tions of the day to his scholars when they retired to
ref; he taught, that the road to Heaven (ad astra) was
by frugality, temperance, and fortitude. He urged to
recommend holding a looking-glass before persons dif-
ordered with passion. He enjoined his scholars to aban-
don from animal food.

**Sexton,** a church-officer, thus called by corrup-
tion of the Latin sacrificial, or Saxon seotgafon, which de-
notes the same. His office is to take care of the ves-
ells, vestments, &c. belonging to the church; and to attend
the minifter, church-warden, &c. at church. He is
usually chosen by the parfon only. Sextons, as well as
parish-clerks, are regarded by the common law as per-
sons who have freedom in their offices; and, therefore,
though they may be punished, yet they cannot be de-
privedit by ecclesiastical cures.

The office of Sexton in the pope's chapel is appropria-
ted to the order of the hermits of St Augustine.
He is generally a bishop, though sometimes the pope
only gives a bishopric, in partibus, to him on whom he
considers the poet. He takes the title of Prefet of the
Pope's Sacrifice, and has the keeping the vessels of gold
and silver, the relics, &c. When the pope says mass,
the Sexton always takes the bread and wine first. If it
be in private he says mass, his holines, or two wafer,
gives him one to eat; and, if in public, the cardinal,
who assists the pope in quality of deacon, of three wa-
er, gives him two to eat. When the pope is desper-
ately sick, he administers to him the sacrament of ex-
treme undition, &c. and enters the conclave in quality
of first conclavit.

The office of a Sexton in Sweden is somewhat sin-
gular. During M. Outhier's stay at Stockholm in 1736
he visited the church of St Clara, and during divine ser-
vice he observed a sexton going about with a long rod,
walking those persons who had fallen asleep.

**Sextuple, in music,** denotes a mixed fort of tri-
ple, which is beaten in double time.

**Sextus Empiricus,** a famous Pyrrhonian philo-
osopher, lived in the second century, under the reign
of Antoninus the Debonair. He was a physician of the
school of the Empirics, and is said to have been one of
the preceptors of Antoninus the philosopher. There
are still extant his Pyrrhonian Institutions, and a large
work against the mathematicians, &c. The best edition
of Sextus Empiricus is that of Fabriciis in Greek and
Latin, printed at Leipfic in 1718, folio.
S F O

SEXUALISTÆ, among botanical writers, those who have established the classes of plants upon the differences of the sexes and parts of fructification in plants, according to the modern method; as LINNAEUS, &c.

SEZAWUL, a Hindoo word, used in Bengal to express an officer employed at a monthly salary to collect the revenues.

SFORZA (James), was the founder of the illustrious house of Sforza, which acted to conspicuous a part in Italy during the 15th and 16th centuries, which gave six dukedoms to Milan, and contracted alliances with almost every sovereign in Europe. James Sforza was born on the 28th of May 1431, at Catignola, a small town in Italy, lying between Imola and Faenza. His father was a day-labourer, or, according to Commynes, a shoemaker. A company of soldiers happening one day to pass through Catignola, he was seized with the desire of accompanying them to the wars. "I will go (said he to himself), and dart my hatchet against that tree, and if it flinch half in the wood, I will immediately become a soldier." The hatchet accordingly stuck fast, and our adventurer enlisted; and because, says the Abbé de Choisy, he had thrown the axe with all his force, he assumed the name of Sforza; for his true name was Giacomuzzo, or James Attendido. He rose rapidly in the army, and soon became commander of 7000 men. He defended the cause of Jane II., queen of Naples for many years, and was made confidurable of her kingdom. He was created Count of Catignola by pope John XXII. by way of paying a debt of 14,000 ducats which the church of Rome owed him. His exploits became every day more illustrious; he obliged Alphonso king of Aragon to raise the siege of Naples; and reduced several places that had revolted in Abruzzo and Le Labour; but while in pursuit of his enemies he was unfortunately drowned in the river Aterno on the 3d January 1424, at the age of 54 years. His heroic qualities and the continual wars in which he was engaged, did not hinder him from forming an attachment to the fair sex. In his youth he fell in love with a woman called Lucia Tresana, whom he married after he had born him several children. He married afterwards Antoinette Sablemini, who brought him several excellent estates; the bore him Boior Sforza, comte of Santa Flora, a warrior and governor of Orvieto, and Pope Martin V. His third wife was Catérine Alepa, sister of Rodolpho, grand chamberlain to the sovereign of Naples. His last wife, for he was four times married, was Mary Marzana, daughter to the duke of Seffi. She bore him Charles Sforza, who was general of the order of Augustines, and archbishop of Milan.

Sforza (Francis), the son of James Sforza by Lucia Tresana, was born in 1401, and trained up by his father to the profession of arms. At the age of 23 he defeated the troops of Braccio, who disputed with him the paffage of the Aterno. In this action his father was drowned, and Francis, though illegitimate, succeeded him. He fought successfully against the Spaniards, and contributed a great deal both towards raising the siege of Naples, and towards the victory which was gained over the troops of Braccio near Aquilla in 1425, where that general was killed. After the death of queen Jane, in 1435, he espoused the interests of the duke of Anjou, to whom she had left her crown, and by his courage and abilities ably supported that unfortunate prince. He made himself master of several places in Ancona, from which he was driven by pope Eugenius IV. who defeated and excommunicated him; but he soon re-established his affairs by a victory. His reputation was now so great, that the pope, the Venetians, and the Florentines, chose him for their general against the duke of Milan. Sforza had already conducted Venetian armies against that prince, though he had espoused his daughter. The duke dying in 1447, the inhabitants of Milan invited Sforza, his son-in-law, to lead them against that duke. But, after some excites in their favour, he turned his arms against themselves, laid siege to Milan, and obliged them to receive him as duke, notwithstanding the rights of Charles duke of Orleans, the son of Valentine of Milan. In 1454, Louis XI. who hated Orleans, gave up to Sforza the rights which the crown of France had over Genoa, and even put into his hands Savona, a town belonging to that republic. The duke of Milan soon after made himself master of Genoa. He died in 1456, with the reputation of a man who was willing to tell his blood to the best purchaser, and who was not too suspicious an observer of his word. His second wife was Blanche Marie, natural daughter of Philip Marie, duke of Milan. She bore him Galenson Marie, and Ludovic Marie, dukes of Milan, Philip Marie count of Pavia, Sforza Marie duke of Bari, A. Ignaz Marie bishop of Pavia and Cremona, and a cardinal. He was taken prisoner by the troops of Louis XII. and confined for some time in the tower of Bourges. He was a cunning man, and deceived Cardinal d'Amboise when that prelate aspired at the papacy. His daughters were Hyppolita, married to Alphonso of Arragon, afterwards king of Naples; and Elizabeth, married to William marquis of Montferrat. He had besides several natural children.

SHACK, in ancient customs, a liberty of winter-pillage. In the counties of Norfolk and Suffolk, the lord of the manor has shacks, i.e. a liberty of feeding his sheep at pleasure in his tenants lands during the fix winter months. In Norfolk, shacks also extends to the common for hogs, in all men's grounds, from the end of harvest till feed-time. Whence to go a shack is to feed at large.

SHACKLES, aboard a ship, are those oblong iron rings, bigger at one end than at the other, with which the ports are shut fast, by thrusting the wooden bar of the port through them. There is also a fort of shackles to lift the hatches up with, of a like figure, but smaller. They are fastened at the corners of the hatches.

SHAD, in ichthyology, a species of Clupea.

SHADDOK, a species of Citrus.

SHADOW, in optics, a privation or diminution of light by the interposition of an opaque body; or it is a plane where the light is either altogether obstructed, or greatly weakened, by the interposition of some opaque body between it and the luminary.

Shadow, in painting, an imitation of a real shadow, effected by gradually heightening and darkening the colours of such figures as by their dispositions cannot receive any direct rays from the luminary that is supposed to enlighten the piece.

Shadow, in perspective, the appearance of an opaque body, and a luminous one, whose rays diverge (e.g. a candle, lamp, &c.), being given; to find the just appearance
bearance of the shado\n according to the laws of per-
pective. The method is this: From the luminous bo-
dy, which is here considered as a point, let fall a per-
pendicular to the perspective point or table; i.e. find
the appearance of a point upon which a perpendicular,
drawn from the middle of the luminary, falls on the per-
pective plane; and from the several angles, or raised
points of the body, let fall perpendiculars to the plane.
These points, wherein the perpendiculars fall, connect
by right lines, with the point upon which the perpen-
dicular let fall from the luminary falls; and continue
the line to the side opposite to the luminary. Lastly,
through the raised points draw lines through the centre
of the luminary, intersecting the former; the points of
intersection are the terms or bounds of the shadow.

SHADWELL (Thomas), descended of an ancient
family in Staffordshire, was born in 1640, and educated
at Caius college, Cambridge. He then was placed in
the Middle Temple to study the laws; where having
spent some time, he travelled abroad. Upon his return
home, he became acquainted with the most celebrated
persons of wit in that age. He applied himself chiefly
to dramatic writing, in which he had great success; and
upon the revolution was made poet laureat and hilo-
riographer to king William and queen Mary, in the
room of Mr Dryden. These employments he enjoyed till
his death, which happened in 1682. Besides his dramatic
writings, he composed several other pieces of poetry;
the chief of which are his congratulatory poem on the
prince of Orange's coming to England; another on
queen Mary; his translation of Juvenal's 10th satire, &c.
Mr Dryden treats him with great contempt, in his
futile called Mac-Flecknoe. The petty judges of that
age, however, gave their testimony in favour of his co-
medies, which have in them fine stokes of humour; it is ufed to denote a lord or chief, a man of eminence
and property. See SCHIECHS.

SHAKESPEARE, in forgging. See TRILL.

SHAKESPEARE, or SHAKESPEARE (William) the
prince of dramatic writers, was born at Stratford
upon Avon in Warwickshire, on the 23d of April
1564. From the register of that town, it appears that
a plague broke out there on the 30th of June follow-
ing, which raged with great violence; but fortunately
it did not reach the house in which this infant prodigy
lay. His father, John Shakespeare, enjoyed a small
patrimonial estate, and was a considerable dealer in
wool; his mother was the daughter and heir of Robert
Arden of Wellingcote. Our illustrious poet being de-
dsigned for the business of his father, received no better
education than the instructions which the free-school
of Stratford could afford. After applying some time
to the study of Latin, he was called home to assist his
father, who seems by some accident to have been redu-
ced in his circumstances. Before arriving at the age
of 10, he married the daughter of Mr Hathaway, a
substantial yeoman in the neighbourhood of Stratford.
This lady was eight years older than her husband.
Having the misfortune to fall into bad company, he was
feized into some profligate actions, which drew on
him a criminal prosecution, and at length forced
him to take refuge in the capital. In concert with
his associates, he broke into a park belonging to Sir
Thomas Lucy of Charlecote, and carried off some
of his deer. Every admirer of Shakespeare will regret
that such a blinism should have stained his character;
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but perhaps, if any thing can extenuate his guilt, we
might ascribe it to the opinions of the age, which per-
haps, as was formerly the case in Scotland, might not
diluting with the killing of deer by any mark of disgrace,
or any charge of criminality. One thing at least is
certain, that Shakespeare himself thought that the pro-
secution which Sir Thomas raised against him was car-
ried on with too great severity; an opinion which he
could not have entertained had this action been at that
time viewed in the same criminal light as it is at pre-
sent. Shakespeare testified his repentance against Sir
Thomas, by writing a satirical ballad, which exaspera-
ted him so much, that the process was carried on with
dreadful violence; and the young poet, in order to
avoid the punishment of the law, was obliged to make
his escape. This ballad would be considered as a curi-
ous relic, on account of its being the first production
of Shakespeare; it would also be interesting to peruse
a poem which could irritate the baronet to so high a de-
gree. Tradition has preferred the first stanza:

A parliament member, a justice of peace,
At home a poor scare-crow, at London an affe.
If lowlie is Lucy, as some volke miscalle it,
Then Lucy is lowlie whatever befell it:
He thinks himselfe great,
Yet an affe in his state,
We allowe by his ears, but with affes to make.
If Lucy is lowlie, as some volke miscalle it,
Sing lowlie Lucy whatever befell it.

If the rest of the ballad was of a piece with this
stanza, it might afford us to form some opinion of the
irritability of the baronet, but will enable us to form no
idea of the opening genius of Shakespeare.

Thus expelled from his native village, he repaired to
London, where he was glad to accept a subordinate of-
lice in the theatre. It has been said that he was first
engaged, while the play was acting, in holding the boxes
of those who rode to the theatre; but this story rests
on a slender foundation. As his name is found print-
ed among those of the other players before some old
plays, it is probable that he was sometime employed
as an actor; but we are not informed what characters
he played; we are only told, that the part which he
acted best was that of the Ghost in Hamlet; and that
he appeared in the character of Adam in As you like
it. If the names of the actors prefixed to Ben
Johnson's play of Every Man in his Humour were ar-
ranged in the same order as the persons represented,
which is very probable, Shakespeare played the part of
Old Knowell. We have reason therefore to suppose,
as far as we can argue from these few facts, that he ge-
nerally represented old men. See Malone's Chronolo-
gy, in his edition of Shakespeare.

But though he was not qualified to shine as an ac-
ctor, he was now in the situation which could most ef-
effually rouse those latent sparks of genius which af-
weries burst forth with so refulgent a flame. Be-
ing well acquainted with the mechanical busineses of
the theatre and the tastes of the times; possessed of a know-
ledge of the characters of men resembling intuition,
an imagination that ranged at large through nature, fe-
lecting the grand, the sublime, and the beautiful; a ju-
dicious caution, that disposed him to prefer those plots
which had already been found to please; an uncommon

Among his patrons, the earl of Southampton is
particularly honoured by him, in the dedication of
two poems, Venus and Adonis, and Lucrece; in the
latter especially, he expressed himself in such terms as
gives countenance to what is related of that patron's
distinguished generosity to him. In the beginning of
king James I.'s reign (if not sooner) he was one of
the principal managers of the playhouse, and con-
tinued in it several years afterward; till, having ac-
quainted such a fortune as satisfied his moderate wills
and views in life, he quitted the stage, and all other busi-
nesses, and passed the remainder of his time in an ho-
nourable cafe, at his native town of Stratford, where he
lived in a handsome house of his own purchasing, to
which he gave the name of New Place; and he had
the good fortune to save it from the flames in the dread-
ful fire that consumed the greatest part of the town in
1614.

In the beginning of the year 1616, he made his
will, wherein he testified his respect to his quondam
partners in the theatre; he appointed his youngest
dughter, jointly with her husband, his executors, and
bequeathed to them the half part of his estate, which
they came into the possession of not long after. He
died on the 23d of April following, being the 53d year
of his age; and was interred among his ancestors on
the north side of the chancel, in the great church of
Stratford, where there is a handsome monument erected
for him, inscribed with the following elegiac distich in
Latin.

Judicio Pylius, genio Socratem, arte Marcomen,
Terra tegit, Populus mare, Olympus habet.

In the year 1740, another very noble one was raised to
his memory, at the public expense, in Westminster-abbey;
an ample contribution for this purpose being made
upon exhibiting his tragedy of Julius Caesar, at the
theatre-royal in Drury-Lane, April 28th 1738.

Nor must we omit mentioning another testimony of
the veneration paid to his name by the public in general,
which is, that a mulberry-tree planted upon his estate
by the hands of this reverend bard, was cut down not
many years ago; and the wood being converted to
several domestic uses, was all eagerly bought at a high
price, and each fingle piece treasured up by its purcha-
sers as a precious memorial of the planter.

The character of Shakespeare as a dramatic writer
has been often drawn, but perhaps never with more ac-
curacy than by the pen of Dr Johnson: "Shakespeare
(fays he) is above all writers, at least above all modern
writers, the poet of nature; the poet that holds up to
his readers a faithful mirror of manners and of life,
His characters are not modified by the customs of particular places, unprejudiced by the rest of the world; by the peculiarities of studies or professions, which can operate but upon small numbers; or by the accidents of transient fashions or temporary opinions: they are the genuine progeny of common humanity, such as the world will always supply, and observation will always find. His persons act and speak by the influence of those general passions and principles by which all minds are agitated, and the whole system of life is continued in motion. In the writings of other poets, a character is too often an individual; in those of Shakespeare, it is commonly a species.

"It is from this wide extension of design that so much instruction is derived. It is this which fills the plays of Shakespeare with practical axioms and domestic wisdom. It was said of Euphrides, that every verse was a precept; and it may be said of Shakespeare, that from his works may be collected a system of civil and economical prudence. Yet his real power is not shown indiscriminated and preserved; yet perhaps no poet ever so clearly discerned and preserved; yet perhaps no poet ever

"Upon every other stage the universal agent is love, by whose power all good and evil is distributed, and every action quickened or retarded. Love is only one of many passions; and as it has no great influence upon the sum of life, it has little operation in the dramas of a poet who caught his ideas from the living world, and exhibited only what he saw before him. He knew that any other passion, as it was regular or exorbitant, was a cause of happiness or calamity.

"Characters thus ample and general were not easily discriminated and preferred; yet perhaps no poet ever kept his personages more distinct from each other.

"Other dramatists can only gain attention by hyperbolical or aggravated characters, by fabulous and unexampled excellence or depravity, as the writers of barbarous romances invigorated the reader by a giant and a dwarf; and he that should form his expectations of human affairs from the play, or from the tale, would be equally deceived. Shakespeare has no heroes, his scenes are occupied only by men, who act and speak as the reader thinks that he should himself have spoken or acted on the same occasion: Even where the agency is supernatural, the dialogue is level with life. Other writers disguise the most natural passions and most frequent incidents; so that he who contemplates them in the book will not know them in the world. Shakespeare approximates the remote, and familiarizes the wonderful; the event which he represents will not happen, but if it were possible, its effects would probably be such as he has adjusted; and it may be said, that he has not only drawn human nature as it acts in real exigencies, but as it would be found in trials to which it cannot be exposed.

"This therefore is the praise of Shakespeare, that his drama is the mirror of life; that he who has mazed his imagination, in following the phantoms which other writers raise up before him, may here be cured of his delirious ecstasies, by reading human sentiments in human language; by scenes from which a hermit may ellate the transactions of the world, and a confessor predict the progress of the passions."

The learning of Shakespeare has frequently been a subject of inquiry. That he possessed much classical knowledge does not appear, yet he was certainly acquainted with the Latin poets, particularly with Terence, as Colman has justly remarked, which appears from his using the word *thralesional*. Nor was he unacquainted with French and Italian. We are indeed told, that the passages in which these languages occur might be impertinent additions of the players; but it is probable, that any of the players so far surpassed Shakespeare?

That much knowledge is scattered over his works is very justly observed by Pope; but it is often such knowledge as books did not supply. "There is, however, proof enough (says Dr Johnson) that he was a very diligent reader; nor was our language then so indigent of books, that he might very liberally indulge his curiosity without excursion into foreign literature. Many of the Roman authors were translated, and some of the Greek; the Reformation had filled the kingdom with theological learning; most of the topics of human disquisition had found English writers; and poetry had been cultivated, not only with diligence, but success. This was a stock of knowledge sufficient for a mind so capable of appropriating and improving it."

The works of Shakespeare consist of 35 dramatic pieces. The following is the chronological order which Mr Malone has endeavoured to establish, after a minute investigation, in which he has in general been successful:

1. First Part of King Henry VI. 1589
2. Second Part of King Henry VI. 1591
3. Third Part of King Henry VI. 1591
4. A Midsummer Night's Dream 1592
5. Comedy of Errors 1592
6. Taming of the Shrew 1594
7. Love's Labour Lost 1594
8. Two Gentlemen of Verona 1595
9. Romeo and Juliet 1595
10. Hamlet 1596
11. King John 1596
12. King Richard II. 1597
13. King Richard III. 1597
14. First Part of King Henry IV. 1597
15. Second Part of King Henry IV. 1598
16. The Merchant of Venice 1598
17. All's Well that Ends Well 1598
18. King Henry V. 1599
19. Much Ado about Nothing 1600
20. As you like it 1600
21. Merry Wives of Windsor 1601
22. King Henry VIII. 1601
23. Trilium and Cressida 1602
24. Measure for Measure 1603
25. The Winter's Tale 1603
26. King Lear 1605
27. Cymbeline 1605
28. Macbeth 1606
29. Julius Caesar 1606
30. Anthony and Cleopatra 1608
31. Timon of Athens 1609
32. Coriolanus 1610
The three first of these, Mr Malone thinks, there is very strong reason to believe are not the original productions of Shakspeare; but that he probably altered them, and added some new scenes.

In the first folio edition in 1623, these plays were entitled "Mr William Shakespear's Comedies, Histories, and Tragedies." They have been published by various editors. The first folio edition by Isaac Jaggard and Edward Blount; the second, folio, 1632, by Thomas Cotes for Robert Allot; the third folio, 1664, for P. C; the fourth, 1685, for H. Herringman, E. Brewster, and R. Bentley. Rowe published an 8vo edition in 1709, in 7 vols, and a 12mo edition in 1714, in 9 vols, for which he received L. 36 10s. Pope published a 4to edition in 1725, in 6 vols, and a 12mo edition in 1728, in 10 vols; for which he was paid L. 217 13s. 4d. Theobald gave a new edition in 8vo in 1733, in 7 vols, another in 12mo in 1740, in 8 vols; and received for his labour L. 652. 10s. Sir Thomas Hanmer published an edition 1744, in 4 to 40 vols. Dr Warburton's 8vo edition came out in 1747, in 8 vols; for which he was paid L. 560. The editions published since that time, are Dr Johnson's, in 1765, in 8 vols 8vo. Stevens's in 1766, in 4 to 40 vols. Capell's in 1768, in 10 vols, crown 8vo; for this the author was paid L. 300. A second edition of Hanmer's in 1771, 6 vols. Johnson's and Stevens's in 1773, in 10 vols 8vo; a second edition in 1778; a third by Reed in 1785; and Malone's crown 8vo edition in 1789, in 10 vols.

The most authentic of the old editions is that of 1623. "At last (says Dr Johnson) an edition was undertaken by Rowe; not because a poet was to be published by a poet, for Rowe seems to have thought very little on correction or explanation, but that our author's works might appear like those of his fraternity, with the appendages of a life and recommendatory preface. Rowe has been clamorously blamed for not performing what he did not undertake, and it is time that justice be done him, by confessing, that though he seems to have had no thought of corruption beyond the printer's errors, yet he has made many emendations, if they were not made before, which his successors have received without acknowledgment, and which, if they had produced them, would have filled pages with censures of the fluidity by which the faults were committed, with displays of the absurdities which they involved, with ostentations explications of the new reading, and self-congratulations on the happiness of discovering it."

The nation had been for many years content enough with Mr Rowe's performance, when Mr Pope made them acquainted with the true state of Shakspeare's text, flowed that it was extremely corrupt, and gave reason to hope that there were means of reforming it. Mr Pope's edition, however, he observes, fell below his own expectations; and he was so much offended, when he was found to have left any thing for others to do, that he passed the latter part of his life in a state of hostility with verbal criticism.

The only talk, in the opinion of Mr Malone, for which Pope was eminently and indisputably qualified, was to point the faults and beauties of his author. When he undertook the office of a commentator, every anomaly of language, and every expression that was currently in use, were considered as errors or corruptions, and the text was altered or amended, as it was called, at pleasure. Pope is openly charged with being one of the great corrupters of Shakspeare's text.

Pope was succeeded by Theobald, who collected the ancient copies, and redid them many errors. He was, however, a man of narrow comprehension and of little learning, and what is worse, in his reports of copies and editions, he is not to be trusted without examination. From the liberties taken by Pope, the edition of Theobald was justly preferred, because he professed to adhere to the ancient copies more stiffly, and illustrated a few passages by extracts from the writers of our poet's age. Still, however, he was a considerable innovator; and while a few arbitrary changes made by Pope were detected, innumerable sphenifications were silently adopted.

Sir Thomas Hanmer, who comes next, was a man of critical abilities, and of extensive learning. His corrections are commonly just, but sometimes capricious. He is contented too, for receiving without examination almost all the innovations of Pope.

The original and predominant error of Warburton's commentary, is acquiescence in his first thoughts; that precipitation which is produced by a consciousness of quick discernment; and that confidence which presumes to do, by conjecturing the surface, what labour only can perform, by penetrating to the bottom. His notes exhibit sometimes perverse interpretations, and sometimes improbable conjectures; he at one time gives the author more profundity of meaning than the sentence admits, and at another discovers absurdities where the sense is plain to every other reader. But his emendations are likewise often happy and just; and his interpretation of obscure passages learned and sagacious.

It has indeed been paid by his defenders, that his great object was to display his own learning; and certainly, in spite of the clamour raised against him for substituting his own chimerical conceits instead of the genuine text of Shakspeare, his work increased his reputation. But as it is of little value as a commentary on Shakspeare, since Warburton is now gone, his work will probably soon sink into oblivion.

In 1765 Dr Johnson's edition, which had long been impatiently expected, was given to the public. His vigorous and comprehensive understanding threw more light on his author than all his predecessor's had done. The character which he gave of each play is generally just. His refutation of the false glosses of Theobald and Warburton, and his numerous explications of involved and difficult passages, entitle him to the gratitude of every admirer of Shakspeare.

The last editor is Mr Malone, who was eight years employed in preparing his edition. By collating the most authentic copies, he has been careful to purify the text. He has been so industrious, in order to discover the meaning of the author, that he has ransacked many volumes, and traits that, besides his additional illustrations, not a single valuable explication of any obscure passage in these plays has ever appeared, which he has not inferred in his edition. He rejects Titus Andronicus, as well as the three plays formerly mentioned, as not
not being the authentic productions of Shakespeare. To the
whole he has added an appendix, and a copious
glossary.—Of this work a less expensive edition has been
published in 7 vols 12mo, in which the general intro-
ductive observations prefixed to the different plays are
preferred, and the numerous notes abridged.

This judicious commentator has certainly done more
for the elucidation and correction of Shakespeare than all
who came before him; and has followed with inde-
finable patience the only road which a commentator
of Shakespeare ought to observe.

Within 50 years after our poet’s death, Dryden says
that he became “a little obfolute;” and in the be-
ginning of the present century Lord Shaftesbury com-
plains of his rude and unpolished style, and his antiquated
phrase and wit. These complaints were owing to the
great revolution which the English language has under-
gone, and to the want of an enlightened commentator.
Their complaints are now removed, for an enlightened
commentator has been found in Mr Malone.

We have only farther to add, that in the year 1790
a copious index to the remarkable passages and words
in the plays of Shakespeare was published by the Re-
verend Mr Aylenough; a gentleman to whom the litera-
tory world is much indebted for several very valuable
keys of knowledge. In fine, the admirers of Shakes-
peare are now, by the labours of several eminent men,
armed with every help that can enable them to un-
derstand the fence and to taste the beauties of this illu-
sionary poet.

SHAKLES. See Shackles.

SHALE, in natural history, a species of Schistus.
It is a black flaky substance, or a clay hardened into
a stony consistence, and so much impregnated with bitu-
men that it becomes somewhat like a coal. The acid
emitted from shale, during its calcination, uniting itself
to the argillaceous earth of the shalfe, forms alum. About
120 tons of calcined shale will make one ton of alum.
The shale, after being calcined, is steeped in water, by
which means the alum, which is formed during the cal-
cination of the shalfe, is dissolved; this dissolved alum
undergoes various operations before it is formed into
the alum of the shops. Waton’s Chemical Essays,
vol. ii. p. 315. See ALUM.

This kind of shalfe forms large shafte in Derbyshire;
and that which lies near the surface of the earth is of a
fother and more shivery texture than that which lies
deeper. It is also found in large shafte, generally above
the coal, in most coal counties of Great Britain. Dr
Short informs us, that the shale wades the lead ore near
it, by its strong acid; and that it corrodes and destr:...
bundled into the river for 12 hours, then laid in the
mill-trough, and filled without oil till they be well soft-
ened; then oiled with the hand, one by one, and thus
formed into parcels of four skins each; which are mill-
ed and dried on cords a second time; then a third; and
then oiled again, and dried. This process is repeated
as often as necessity requires; when done, if there be
any moisture remaining, they are dried in a floe, and
made up into parcels wrapped up in wood; after some
time they are opened to the air, but wrapped up again
as before, till such time as the oil seems to have lost
to its force, which it ordinarily does in 24 hours. The
lixivium, wrung again; and this is repeated till all the
must be screwed; which is done by putting them in
a lixivium of

SHANK, in ichthyology. See **SQUASK**.

SHARON, a name common to three cantons of Pa-
letine. The first lay between mount Tabor and the
sea of Tiberias; the second between the city of Cæsarea of
Palestine, and Joppa; and the third lay beyond Jordan.
To give an idea of perfect beauty, Isaiah said, the glory
of Lebanon and the beauty of Carmel must be joined to
the abundance of Sharon. (Isaiah xxxii. 9; xxxii. 2.)
The plains of Sharon are of vast extent; and, when
surveyed by the Abbé Mariti a few years ago, they
were fown with cucumbers; and he informs us, that
tuch a number is annually produced, as not only to
supply the whole neighbourhood, but also all the coasts
of Cyprus and the city of Damæta. In the middle
of the plain, between Arbus and Lydda, rises a small
mountain, upon the ridge of which there is a small vil-
lage called Sharon, from the name of the ancient city
whose king was conquered by Josuia.

SHARP (James), Archbishop of St Andrew's, was
born of a good family in Banffhire in 1618. He de-

SHANNON, the largest river in Ireland, and one
of the finest in the British dominions, not only on
account of its rolling 200 miles, but also of its great
depth in most places, and the gentleness of its current,
by which it might be made exceedingly servicable to
the improvement of the country, the communication of
its inhabitants, and consequently the promoting of inland
trade, through the greatest part of its long course.
But the peculiar prerogative of the Shannon is its situ-
ation, running from north to south, and separating
the province of Connaught from Leinster and Munster,
and of consequence dividing the greatest part of Ireland
into what lies on the east and that on the west of the ri-
er; watering in its passage the valuable county of Leitrim, the plentiful shire of Roscommon, the fruitful
county of Galway, and the pleasant county of Clare;
the small but fine shire of Longford, the King's coun-
ty, and fertile county of Meath in Leinster, the popu-

SHANSCRIT the language of the Bramins of Hind-

SHARE, of a **PLOUGH**, that part which cuts the
ground; the extremity forwards being covered with a
sharp-pointed iron, called the **point of the flare**, and
the end of the wood behind the **tail of the flare**.

SHARK, in ichthyology. See **SQUASK**.
Sharp was sent over to the king at Breda to procure from him, if possible, the establishment of presbyterianism. On his return, he allied his friends with King Charles, and prevailed upon him to establish the presbyterian government. Sharp's conduct rendered him very obnoxious in the eyes of his fellow-countrymen, and as a reward for his compliance, the king ordered him to be inspected in his pocket. The laws passed in Scotland since the year 1633 were repealed; the king and his ministers resolved at all hazards to restore the presbyterian government. Mr. Sharp, who had been commissioned by the Scotch preachers to manage their interests with the king, was prevailed upon to abandon the party; and, as a reward for his compliance, he was made archbishop of St. Andrew's. This conduct rendered him very obnoxious in Scotland; he was accused of treachery and perfidy, and reproached by his old friends as a traitor and a renegade. The absurd and wanton cruelties which were afterwards committed, and which were imputed in a great measure to the archbishop, rendered him still more detested. Nor is it probable that these accusations were without foundation: the very circumstance of his having been formerly of the presbyterian party would induce him, after forsaking them, to treat them with severity. Besides, it is certain, that when after the rout at Pentland-hills he received an order from the king to fly the executions, he kept it for some time before he produced it to council.

There was one Mitchell a preacher, who had formed the design of taking vengeance for these cruelties by assassinating the archbishop. He fired a pistol at him as he was sitting in his coach; but the bishop of Orkney, lifting up his hand at the moment, intercepted the ball. Though this happened in the midst of Edinburgh, the primates was so much detested, that nobody stopped the assassin; who, having walked leisurely home, and thrown off his disguise, returned, and mixed unobserved with the crowd. Some years after, the archbishop observing a man eyeing him with keenness, suspected that he was the assassin, and ordered him to be brought before him. It was Mitchell. Two loaded pistols were found in his pocket. The primates offered him a pardon if he would confess the crime; the man complied; but Sharp, regardless of his promise, conducted him to the council. The council also gave him a solemn promise of pardon if he would confess his guilt, and discover his accomplices. They were much disapprobation of this evidence, and to appeal to the promise of pardon previously given. The council took an oath that they had given no such promise; and Mitchell was condemned. Lauderdale, who at that time governed Scotland, would have pardoned him, but the primates insisted on his execution; observing, that if assassins were permitted to go unpunished, his life must be continually in danger. Mitchell was accordingly executed.

Sharp had a servant, one Carmichael, who by his cruelty had rendered himself particularly obnoxious to the zealous. Nine men formed the resolution of waylaying him in Magus-muir, about three miles from St. Andrew's. While they were waiting for this man, the primates appeared with very few attendants. They looked upon it as a declaration of heaven in their favour; and calling out, "the Lord has delivered him into our hands," they ran up to the carriage. They fired at him without effect; a circumstance which was afterwards imputed to magic. They then dispatched him with swords, regardless of the tears and intreaties of his daughter, who accompanied him (A).

Thus fell archbishop Sharp, whose memory is even at present detested by the common people of Scotland. His abilities were certainly good, and in the early part of his life he appears with honour and dignity. But his conduct afterwards was too cruel and infanguine to merit approbation. His treatment of Mitchell was mean and vindictive. How far he contributed to the measures adopted against the prebysitrians is not certain. They were equally cruel and impolitic; nor did their effects cease with the measures themselves. The unheard-of cruelties exercised by the ministers of Charles II. against the adherents of the covenant, raised such a flame of enthusiasm and bigotry as is not yet entirely extinguished.

Sharp (Dr. John), archbishop of York, was defended from the Sharps of Little Norton, a family of Bradford Dale in Yorkshire; and was son of an eminent tradesman of Bradford, where he was born in 1644. He was educated at Cambridge, and in 1667 entered into orders. That same year he became domestic chaplain to Sir Heneage Finch, then attorney-general. In 1672 he was collated to the archdeaconry of Berkshire. In 1675 he was installed a prebendary in the cathedral church of Norwich; and the year following was instituted into the rectory of St. Bartholomew, near the Royal Exchange, London. In 1681 he was, by the interest of his patron Sir Heneage Finch, then lord high chancellor of England, made dean of Norwich; but in 1686 was suspened for taking occasion, in some of his sermons, to vindicate the doctrine of the church of England in opposition to Popery. In 1688 he was sworn chaplain to king James II. being then probably restored after his suspension; for it is certain that he was chaplain to king Charles II. and attended as a court chaplain.

---

(A) Such is the account given by all our historians of the murder of archbishop Sharp; and that he fell by the hands of fanatics, whom he persecuted, is certain. A tradition, however, has been preferred in different families descended from him, which is highly improbable; and is in itself certainly not incredible. The primates, it seems, who, when minister of Crail, was peculiarly severe in punishing the sin of fornication, had, in the plenitude of his archiepiscopal authority, taken notice of a criminal amour carried on between a nobleman high in office and a lady of some fashion who lived within his diocese. This interference was in that licentious age deemed very impertinent; and the archbishop's descendants believe that the proud peer instigated the deluded rabble to murder their ancestor.
plain at the coronation of King James II. In 1689 he was declared dean of Canterbury; but never could be persuaded to fill up any of the vacancies made by the deprived bishops. Upon the death of Dr Lamplugh, he was promoted to the see of York. In 1703 he preached the sermon at the coronation of Queen Anne; and the same year was sworn of the privy-council, and made lord almoner to her majesty. He died at Bath in 1713; and was interred in the cathedral of York, where a monument is erected to his memory.—His sermons which were collected after his death and published in 7 vols 8vo, are justly admired.

SHARP, in music. See INTERVAL.

SHASTER, or Bedang, the name of a sacred book, in high estimation among the idolaters of Hindostan, containing all the dogmas of the religion of the bramins, and all the ceremonies of their worship; and giving a commentary on the Vedam.

The term Shafter denotes "science" or "system," and is applied to the works of astronomy and philosophy, which have no relation to the religion of the Indians. None but the bramins and rajahs of India are allowed to read the Vedam; the priests of the Banians, called janaderas, may read the Shafter; and the people, in general, are allowed to read only the Peran or Pouvan, which is a commentary on the Shafter.

The Shafter is divided into three parts: the first containing the moral law of the Indians; the second, the rites and ceremonies of their religion; and the third, the distribution of the people into tribes or classes, with the duties pertaining to each class.

The principal precepts of morality contained in the first part of the Shafter are the following: that no animal be killed, because the Indians attribute fouls to brute animals as well as to mankind; that they neither hear nor speak evil, nor drink wine, nor eat flesh, nor touch any thing that is unclean; that they observe the feasts, prayers, and washings, which their law prescribes; that they tell not lies, nor be guilty of deceit in trade; that they neither oppress nor offer violence to one another; that they celebrate the solemn feasts and fasts, and appropriate certain hours of ordinary sleep to cultivate a disposition for prayer; and that they do not steal or defraud one another.

The ceremonies contained in the second part of the Shafter are such as these: that they wash often in the rivers, whereby obtaining the pardon of their sins; that they mark their forehead with red, in token of their relation to the Deity; that they present offerings and prayers under certain trees, set apart for this purpose; that they pray in the temples, make oblations to their gods, or idols, sing hymns, and make proceedings, &c. that they make pilgrimages to distant rivers, and especially to the Ganges, there to wash themselves, and make offerings; that they make vows to particular fountains, according to their respective departments; that they render homage to the Deity at the first flight of the sun; that they pay their respect to the sun and moon, which are the two eyes of the Deity; and that they treat with particular veneration those animals that are deemed more pure than others; as the cow, buffalo, &c.; because the fouls of men have transmigrated into these animals.

The third part of the Shafter records the distribution of the people into four classes: the first being that of the bramins or priests, appointed to instruct the people; the second, that of the kutteris or nobles, who are the magistrates; the third, that of the shudderis or merchants; and the fourth, that of the mechanics. Each person is required to remain in the class in which he was born, and to pursue the occupation assigned to him by the Shafter. According to the bramins, the Shafter was imparted by God himself to Brahma, and by him to the Bramins; who communicated the contents of it to the people.

Modern writers have given us very different accounts of the antiquity and importance of the Shafter. Mr Holwell, who had made considerable progress in the translation of this book, apprehends, that the mythology as well as the colomony of the Egyptians, Greeks, and Romans, were borrowed from the doctrines of the bramins, contained in it, even to the copying of their exteriors of worship, and the distribution of their idols, though grossly mutilated and adulterated. With respect to the Vedam and Shafter, their scriptures of the Gentoo, this writer informs us, that Vedam, in its language, signifies the same as Shafter in the Shafter; and that the first book is followed by the Gentoo of the Malabar and Coromandel coast, &c. and also of the island of Ceylon. The Shafter is followed by the Gentoo of the provinces of Bengal, and by all the Gentoo of the rest of India, commonly called India Proper, along the course of the rivers Ganges and Jumna to the Indus. Both these books (he says) contain the institutes of their respective religion and worship, as well as the history of their ancient rajahs and princes, often couched under allegory and fable. Their antiquity is contended for by the partisans of each; but he thinks, that the similitude of their names, idols, and great part of their worship, leaves little room to doubt, hay plainly evinces, that both these scriptures were originally one. He adds, if we compare the great purity and chaste manners of the Shafter with the great absurdities and impurities of the Vedam, we need not hesitate to pronounce the latter a corruption of the former.

With regard to the high original of these scriptures, the account of the bramins is as follows: Brahma (that is, "Mighty Spirit"), about 4866 years ago, assumed the form of man and the government of Indostan. He translated the divine law (designed for the restoration of mankind, who had offended in a pre-existent state, and who are now in their last scene of probation, to the dignity from which they were degraded) out of the language of angels into the well known Shanfrit language, and called his translation the Chartah Bhade Shaflah of Birmah, or the Six Scriptures of Divine Words of the Mighty Spirit. He appointed the bramins, deriving their name from him, to preach the word of God; and the doctrines of the Shafter were accordingly preached in their original purity 1600 years. About this time there was published a paraphrase on the Chartah Bhade; and about 500 years afterwards a second exposition, called the Ayglistob Bhade Shaflah, or Eighteen Books of Divine Words, written in a character compounded of the common Indostan and the Shanfrit. This innovation produced a schism among the Gentoo; on which occasion, it is said, those of Coromandel and Malabar formed a scripture of their own, which they pretended to be founded on the Chartah Bhade.
Bhade of Brimha, and called it the Vedam of Birnashes, or Divina Words of the Mighty Spirit. The original Chartah Bhade was trurned aside, and at length wholly unknown, except to a few families; who can still read and expound it in the Shanderit character. With the establishment of the Aughtorrah Bhade, and Vedam, which, according to the Gentoo account, is 3366 years ago, their polytheism commenced; and the principles of religion became so obscure, and their ceremonies so numerous, that every head of a family was obliged to keep a bramin as a guide both in faith and practice. Mr Holwell is of opinion, that the Chartah Bhade, or Original Scriptures, are not copied from any other system of theology, promulgated to or obtruded upon mankind. The Gentoes do not attribute them to Zoroaftter; and Mr Holwell supposes, that both Zoroaftter and Pythagoras visited India, not to instruct, but to be instructed.

From the account of Mr Dow, we learn, that the books which contain the religion and philosophy of the Hindoes are distinguished by the name of Bedas, that there are four in number, and, like the sacred writings of other nations, fail to be paraled by the Divinity. Beda, he says, in the Shanderit language, literally signifies sciences; and these books treat not only of religion and moral duties, but of every branch of philosophic knowledge. The bramins maintain, that the Bedas are the divine laws, which Brimha, at the creation of the world, delivered for the instruction of mankind; but they affirm, that their meaning was perverted in the first age by the ignorance and wickedness of some princes, whom they represent as evil spirits, who then haunted the earth.

The first credible account we have of the Bedas is, that about the commencement of the Cal Jug, of which era the year 1768 was the 4886th year, they were written, or rather collected, by a great philopher and reputed prophet, called Beifs Muni, or Beifs the Instructed.

The Hindoes, says Mr Dow, are divided into two great religious sects: the followers of the doctrine of Bedang, which is the original Shafter, or commentary upon the Bedas; and those who adhere to the principles of the Neadifhen. The original Shafter is called Bedang, and is a commentary upon the Bedas. This book, he says, is erroneously called in Europe the Vedam. It is ascribed to Beifs Muni, and is said to have been revised six years after by one Serrider Swami, since which it has been reckoned sacred, and not subject to any farther alterations.

Almost all the Hindoes of the Decan, and those of the Malabar and Coromandel coasts, are of this sect. The followers of the Bedang Shafter do not allow that any physical evil exists; they maintain that God created all things perfectly good; but that man, being a free agent, may be guilty of moral evil, which may be injurious to himself, but can be of no detriment to the general system of nature. God, they say, being perfectly benvolent, never punished the wicked otherwise than by the pain and affliction which are the natural consequences of evil actions; and hell, therefore, is no other than a consciousness of evil.

The Neadifhen Shafter is said to have been written by a philosopher called Gotham, near four thousand years ago. The bramins, from Mr Dow's account of their sacred books, appear to believe invariably in the unity, eternity, omnificiency, and omnipotence of God; and the polytheism of which they have been accused is no more than a symbolical worship of the divine attributes, which they divide into three classes. Under the name of Brimha, they worship the wisdom and creative power of God; under the appellation of Bifhen, his providential and preserving quality; and under that of Shafter, that attribute which tends to destroy.

As few of our readers may have an opportunity of perusing the Shafter, we shall, by way of specimen subjoin a passage from it, which, though it contains some philosophical mysteries concerning the creation, yet discloses views of God so enlightened that they would not disgrace more refined nations. The passage which we shall quote is the first chapter of the Shafter, which is a dialogue between Brimha the Wisdom of the Divinity, and Narud or Reafon, who is represented as the son of Brimha. Narud desires to be instructed by his father; and for that purpose puts the following questions to him:

"Narud! O father! thou first of God, thou art said to have created the world, and thy son Narud, astonished at what he beholds, is desirous to be instructed how all these things were made.

"Brimha. Be not deceived, my son! do not imagine that I was the creator of the world, independent of the Divine Mover, who is the great original essence and creator of all things. Look, therefore, only upon me as the instrument of the great will, and a part of his being, whom he called forth to execute his eternal designs.

"Narud. What shall we think of God?

"Brimha. Being immaterial, he is above all conception; being invisible, he can have no form; but, from what we behold in his works, we may conclude that he is eternal, omnipotent, knowing all things and present everywhere.

"Narud. How did God create the world?

"Brimha. Affection dwelt with God from all eternity. It was of three different kinds; the creative, the preferving, and the destructive. This first is represented by Brimha, the second by Bifhen, and the third by Shiah. You, O Narud! are taught to worship all the three in various shapes and likenesses, as the Creator, the Preserver, and the Destroyer. The affection of God then produced power, and power, at a proper conjunction of time and fate, embraced goodness, and produced matter. The three qualities then acting upon matter, produced the universe in the following manner: From the opposite actions of the creative and destructive quality in matter, self-motion first arose. Self-motion was of three kinds; the first inclining to platicity, the second to disorder, and the third to rest. The discordant actions then produced the Akath (a kind of celestial element), which invisible element poffefled the quality of conveying found; it produced air, a palpable element; fire, a visible element; water, a fluid element; and earth, a solid element.

"The Akath departed itself abroad. Air formed the atmosphere; fire, collecting itself, blazed forth in the hot of heaven; water, the surface of the earth, being forced from beneath by the gravity of the latter element. Thus broke forth the world from the veil of darkness, in which it was formerly comprehended. U

U
...ed by God. Order reigned over the universe. The seven heavens were formed, and the seven worlds were fixed in their places; there to remain till the great dissolution, when all things shall be absorbed into God.

"God seeing the earth in full bloom, and that vegetation was strong from its seeds, called forth for the first time intellect, which he endowed with various organs and shapes, to form a diversity of animals upon the earth. He endowed the animals with five senses; feeling, seeing, smelling, tasting, and hearing; but to man he gave reflection, to raise him above the beasts of the field.

"The creatures were created male and female, that they might propagate their species upon the earth. Every herb bore the seed of its kind, that the world might be clothed with verdure, and all animals provided with food.

"Narud. What dost thou mean, O father! by intellect?"

"Brimha. It is a portion of the great soul of the universe breathed into all creatures, to animate them for a certain time.

"Narud. What becomes of it after death?"

"Brimha. It animates other bodies, or returns, like a drop, into that unbounded ocean from which it first arose.

"Narud. Shall not then the souls of good men receive rewards? or the souls of the bad meet with punishment?"

"Brimha. The souls of men are distinguished from those of other animals; for the first are endowed with reason, and with a conscience of right and wrong. If therefore man shall adhere to the first, as far as his powers shall extend, his soul, when dissipated from the body by death, shall be absorbed into the divine essence, and shall never more remain flesh: but the souls of those who do evil are not, at death, dissipated from all the elements. They are immediately clothed with a body of fire, air, and akasha, in which they are for a time punished in hell. After the season of their grief is over, they reanimate other bodies; but till they shall arrive at a state of purity they can never be absorbed into God.

"Narud. What is the nature of that absorbed state which the souls of good men enjoy after death?"

"Brimha. It is a participation of the divine nature, where all passions are utterly unknown, and where conscience is lost in bliss.

"Narud. Thou sayest, O father, that unless the soul is perfectly pure it cannot be absorbed into God: now, as the actions of the generality of men are partly good and partly bad, whither are their spirits sent immediately after death?"

"Brimha. They must abide for their crimes in hell, where they must remain for a space proportioned to the degree of their iniquities; then they are to be rewarded for a time for their virtues; and from thence they will return to the world to reanimate other bodies.

"Narud. What is time?"

"Brimha. Time existed from all eternity with God: but it can only be estimated since motion was produced, and only be conceived by the mind, from its own constant progress.

"Narud. How long shall this world remain?"

"Brimha. Until the four lungs shall have revolved, Then Rudder (the same with Shilah, the destroying quality of God), with the ten spirits of dissolusion, shall roll a comet under the moon, that shall involve all things in fire, and reduce the world into ashes. God shall then exit alone, for matter will be totally annihilated."

Those who desire more information on this subject may consult Dow's History of India, and Hotwell's Interpreting Historical Events.

SHAW (Dr Thomas), known to the learned world by his travels to Barbary and the Levant, was born at Kendal in Westmoreland (England) about the year 1692. He was appointed chaplain to the English consuls at Algiers, in which station he continued for several years; and from thence took proper opportunities of travelling into different parts. He returned in 1733, was elected fellow of the Royal Society; and published the account of his travels at Oxford, folio, 1738. In 1740 he was nominated principal of St Edmund's Hall, which he raised from a ruinous state by his munificence, and was regius professor of Greek at Oxford until his death, which happened in 1751. Dr Clayton, Bp. of Clogher, having attacked these Travels in his Defence of the East, Dr Shaw published a supplement by way of vindication, which is incorporated into the second edition of his Travels, prepared by himself, and published in 1757.

SHAWLS, are woolen handkerchiefs, an eell wide, and near two long. The wool is so fine and silky, that the whole handkerchief may be contained in the two hands closed. It is the produce of a Thibet sheep; but some say that no wool is employed but that of lambs torn from the belly of their mother before the time of birth. The most beautiful shawls come from Cashmir: their price is from 150 livres (about five guineas) to 1200 livres (or £50 Sterling.)

In the Transactions of the Society for Encouraging Arts, Manufactures, &c. for the year 1792, we are informed that a shawl counterpane, four yards square, manufactured by Mr P. J. Knights of Norwich, was presented to the society; and that, upon examination, it appeared to be of greater breadth than any goods of equal fineness and texture that had ever before been presented to the society, or to their knowledge woven in England. The shawls of Mr Knights's manufacture, it is said, can scarcely be distinguished from Indian shawls, though they can be afforded at one-twentieth part of the price. When the shawl is 16 quarters square, Mr Knights says it may be retailed at £20; if it consisted of 12 quarters, and embroidered as the former, it will cost £15; if plain, with a fringe only, a shawl of 16 quarters square may be sold at £8. 5s.; if 12 quarters and fringed, at £6. 6s.

Mr Knights maintains, that his counterpane of four yards square is equal in beauty, and superior in strength, to the Indian counterpanes which are sold at 200 guineas. The principal consumption of this cloth is in train-dresses for ladies; as likewise for long scarfs, in imitation of the real Indian laces, which are sold from L. 60 to L. 80; whereas scarfs of this fabric are sold for as many shillings, and the ladies' square shawls in proportion.

SHEADING, a riding, tithing, or division, in the Isle of Man; the whole island being divided into six headships; in every one of which is a coroner or chief constable.
Shearbill, the Rhynchoeis Nigra of Linnaeus, the Black Skimmer of Pennant and Latham, and Cutwater of Catesby. Its bill is much compressed; the edges are sharp; the lower mandible is four inches and a half long; the upper only three; the base red; the rib is black; the forehead, chin, front of the neck, the breast, and belly, are white: the head and whole upper part of the body are black: the wings are of the same colour: the lower part of the inner webs of the primaries is white: the tail is short, and a little forked; the middle feathers are dull; the others are white on their sides: the legs are weak and red: the length is one foot eight inches: the extent is three feet seven inches. It inhabits America from New York to Guatemala. It swims mainly along the water, with its under mandible just beneath the surface, feeding on the insects and small fish as it goes. It frequents also estuaries, and its bill being partly like that of the stilt-catcher, adapted for preying on these shell-fish.

Sheathing, in the sea-language, is the eating that part of a ship which is to be under water with firthboard an inch thick: first laying hair and tar mixed together under the boards, and then nailing them on, in order to prevent worms from eating the ship's bottom. Ships of war are now generally sheathed with copper: but copper sheathing is liable to be corroded by the action of salt water, and something is still wanting to effect this purpose. It is very probable that tar might answer very well.

In the Cornish mines, copper or brass pumps are often placed in the deepest parts, and are consequently exposed to the vitriolic or other mineral waters with which some of these mines abound, and which are known to have a much stronger effect on copper than sea-water. These pumps are generally about six feet long, and are screwed together, and made tight by the interposition of a ring of lead, and the joints are afterwards tanned. One of these pumps was so corroded as to render it unfit for use; but the spots of tar, which by accident had dropped on it, preserved the parts they covered from the action of the water. These projected in some places more than a quarter of an inch; and the joints were so far defended by the thin coat of tar, that it was as perfect as when it came from the hands of the manufacturer. If tar thus effectually defends copper from these acrimonious waters, can there remain a doubt of its preferring it from the much milder waters of the sea?

Sheats, in a ship, are ropes bent to the clews of the sails; serving in the lower hulls to haul aft the clews of the sail; but in topmasts they serve to haul home the clew of the sail close to the yard-arms.

Sheep, in zoology. See Ovis and Wool.

Sheep, in various occupations. A valuable commodity and clothing, to the sheep, as is the case with many other occupations. Every lock of wool that grows on its back becomes the means of support to flappers, dyers, pickers, fencers, fribblers, carders, combers, spinners, spoolers, warpers, quellers, weavers, fullers, tuckers, burlers, shearmen, potters, clothiers, and packers, who, after another,umble and toil, and toil, and bake, and boil, turn raw material, till they have each extracted a livelihood out of it; and then comes the merchant, who, in his turn, slips it (in its highest state of improvement) to all quarters of the globe, from whence he brings back every kind of riches to his country, in return for this valuable commodity which the sheep affords.

Besides this, the useful animal, after being deprived of his coat, produces another against the next year; and when we are hungry, and kill him for food, he gives up his skin to employ the fell-mongers and parchment-makers, who supply us with a durable material for securing our estates, rights, and possessions; and if our enemies take the field against us, supplies us with a powerful instrument for routing our courage to repel their attacks. When the parchment-maker has taken as much of the skin as he can use, the glue-maker comes after and picks up every model that is left, and there-with supplies a material for the carpenter and cabinet-maker, which they cannot do without, and which is essentially necessary before we can have elegant furniture in our houses, tables, chairs, looking-glass, and a hundred other articles of convenience: and when the winter nights come on, while we are deprived of the cheering light of the sun, the sheep supplies us with an artificial mode of light, whereby we preserve every pleasure of domestic society, and with whose affinities we can continue our work, or write or read, and improve our minds, or enjoy the social mirth of our tables. Another part of the slaughtered animal supplies us with an ingredient necessary for making good common soap, a useful store for producing cleanliness in every family, rich or poor. Neither need the horns be thrown away; for they are converted by the button-makers and turners into a cheap kind of buttons, tips for bows, and many useful ornaments. From the very trotters an oil is extracted useful for many purposes, and they afford good food when baked in an oven.

Even the bones are useful allo; for by a late invention of Dr Higgins, they are found, when reduced to ashes, to be an useful and essential ingredient in the composition of the finest artificial bone in ornamental work for chimney-pieces, cornices of rooms, houses, &c. which renders the composition more durable by effectually preventing its cracking.

If it is objected to the meek inoffensive creature, that

---

(4) Any curious person would be much entertained to see the manufacture of bone-ash, now carried on by Mr Minsh of White-chapel, New Road, wherein the bones of sheep and cows undergo many ingenious processes. 1. There is a mill to break them; 2. A cauldron to extract their oil, marrow, and fat; 3. A reverberatory to heat them red-hot; 4. An oven for these bones to moulder to ashes; 5. A stile to collect the fumes of the burnt bones.
he is expensive while living, in eating up our grass, &c., it may be answered that it is quite the contrary; for he can feed where every other animal has been before him and grazed all they could find; and that if he takes a little grass on our downs or in our fields, he amply repays us for every blade of grass in the richness of the manure which he leaves behind him. He protects the hands from the cold winter blast, by providing them with the softest leather gloves. Every gentleman's library is also indebted to him for the neat binding of his books, for the sheath of his sword, and for cases for his instruments; in short, not to be tedious in mentioning the various uses of leather, there is hardly any furniture or utensil of life but the sheep contributes to render either more useful, convenient, or ornamental.

As the sheep is so valuable an animal, every piece of information concerning the proper method of managing it must be of importance. It will not therefore be useless nor uninteresting to give some account of the manner of managing sheep in Spain, a country famous for producing the best wool in the world.

In Spain there are two kinds of sheep: the coarse-woollen sheep, which always remain in their native country, and are houled every night in winter; and the fine-woollen sheep, which are always in the open air, and travel every summer from the cool mountains of the northern parts of Spain, to feed in winter on the southern warm plains of Andalusia, Mancha, and Extremadura. Of these latter, it appears from accurate computations, that there are about five millions (a); and that the wool and fleece of a flock of 10,000 sheep produce yearly about 24 reals a head, or about the value of 12 English sixpences, one of which belongs to the owner, three to the king, and the other eight are allowed for the expenses of pasture, tythes, shepherds, dogs, felt, shearing, &c. Ten thousand sheep form a flock, which is divided into ten tribes, under the management of one person, who has absolute dominion over fifty shepherds and fifty dogs.

M. Bourgoanne, a French gentleman, who resided many years in Spain, and directed his inquiries chiefly to the civil government, trade, and manufactures, of that country, gives the following account of the wandering sheep of Segovia. "It is (says he) in the neighbouring mountains that a part of the wandering sheep feed during the fine season. They leave them in the month of October, pass over those which separate the two Castiles, cross New Castile, and dispire themselves in the plains of Extremadura and Andalusia. For some years past those of the two Castiles, which are within reach of the Sierra-Morena, go thither to past the winter; which, in that part of Spain, is more mild: the length of their day's journey is in proportion to the pasture they meet with. They travel in flocks from 1000 to 1200 in number, under the conduct of two shepherds, one of whom is called the Mayor, the other the Zagal. When arrived at the place of their destination, they are distributed in the pastures previously assigned to them. They return in the month of April, and whether it be habit or natural instinct that draws them towards the climate, which at this season becomes most proper for them, the inquietude which they manifest might, in case of need, serve as an almanac to their conductors."

Mr Arthur Young, in that patriotic work which he conducted with great industry and judgment, the Annals of Agriculture, gives us a very accurate and interesting account of the Pyrenean or Catalonian sheep.

"On the northern ridge, bearing to the north, are the pastures of the Spanish flocks. This ridge is not, however, the whole; there are two other mountains, quite in a different situation, and the sheep travel from one to another as the pasture is short or plentiful. I examined the foil of these mountain pastures, and found it in general foamy; what in the west of England would be called a stone brack, with some mixture of loam, and in a few places a little peaty. The plants are many of them untouched by the sheep; many fenn, narcissus, violets, &c., but burnet (poterium sanguisorba) and the narrow-leaved plantain (plantago lanceolata) were eaten, as may be supposed, close. I looked for trefoils, but found scarcely any: it was very apparent that soil and peculiarity of herbage had little to do in rendering these heights proper for sheep. In the northern parts of Europe, the tops of mountains half the height of these (for we were above snow in July) are bogs, all are so which I have seen in our islands, or at least the proportion of dry land is very trifling to that which is extremely wet: Here they are in general very dry. Now a great range of dry land, let the plants be what they may, will in every country suit sheep. The flock is brought every night to one spot, which is situated at the end of the valley on the river I have mentioned, and near the port or passage of Zicada: it is a level spot sheltered from all winds. The soil is 8 or 9 inches deep of old dung, not at all inclosed: from the freedoom from wood all around, it seems to be chosen partly for safety against wolves and bears. Near it is a very large stone, or rather a rock, fallen from the mountain. This the shepherds have taken for a shelter, and have built a hut against it; their beds are sheep fkins, and their door so small that they crawl in. I saw no place for fire; but they have it, since they dress here the flesh of their sheep, and

bones into a brown fluid, from whence hartshorn is made; 6. Furnaces for making parts thereof into Glauber's salts; 7. A lead heat containing twelve jars, for collecting a crystallizing vapour into sal-ammoniac."

(a) In the 16th century the travelling sheep were estimated at seven millions: under Philip III. the number was diminished to two millions and a half. Utzinger, who wrote at the beginning of this century, made it amount to four millions. The general opinion is, that at present it does not exceed five millions. It to this number the eight millions of stationary sheep be added, it will make nearly thirteen millions of animals, all more or less contrary to the true interest of Spain, for the advantage of a few individuals. For the proprietors of flatairy flocks also have privileges which greatly remelble those of the members of the Mesta. According to Arqués, Spain contains eight millions of fine-woollen sheep, ten millions of coarse-woollen, and five hundred thousand bulls, oxen and cows.
Sheep and in the night sometimes keep off the bears, by whirl-
ing fire-brands: four of them belonging to the flock mentioned above lie here. I viewed their flock very care-
fully, and by means of our guide and interpreter, made
some inquiries of the shepherds, which they answered
very civilly. The Spaniard at Vence, a city in the
Pyrenees, gives 600 livres French (the livre is 10.7
English) a-year for the pasturage of this flock of
2000 sheep. In the winter he sends them into the
lower parts of Catalonia, a journey of 12 or 13 days,
and when the snow is melted in the spring, they are
conducted back again. They are the whole year
kept in motion, and moving from spot to spot, which is
owing to the great range they everywhere have of
pasture. They are always in the open air, never houfed
or under cover, and never taste of any food but what
they can find on the hills.

"Four shepherds, and from four to six large Spanish
dogs, have the care of this flock; the latter are in France
called the Pyrenean breed; they are black and white,
of the size of a large wolf, a large head and neck, arm-
ed with collars flock with iron spikes. No wolf can stand
against them; but bears are more potent adversaries:
if a bear can reach a tree, he is safe; he rides on his
hind legs, with his back to the tree, and sets the dogs at
defance. In the night the shepherds rely entirely on
their dogs; but on hearing them bark, are ready with
fire-arms, as the dogs rarely bark if a bear is not at
hand. I was surprised to find that they are fed only
with bread and milk. The head shepherd is paid 120
livres a-year wages and bread; the others 80 livres and
bread. But they are allowed to keep goats, of which
they have many which they milk every day. Their
food is milk and bread, except the flesh of such sheeps or
lams as accidents give them. The head shepherd
keeps on the mountain top, or an elevated spot, from
whence he can see the border around while the flock trav-
sers the declivities. In doing this, the sheep are ex-
ploited to great danger in places that are hilly; for by
walking among the rocks, and especially the goats,
they move the stones, which, rolling down the hill,
acquire an accelerated force enough to knock a man
down, and sheep are often killed by them; yet we saw
how alert they were to avoid such stones, and cautious
ly on their guard against them. I examined the sheep
attentively. They are in general polled, but some have
horns; which in the Rams turn backwards behind the
ears and project half a circle forward; the ewes have
them also behind the ears, but do not project: the legs
white or reddish; speckled faces, some white, some
reddish; they would weigh 84 lb. or 90 lb., reckoned on an average,
from 15 lb. to 18 lb. a quarter. Some tails short, some
long. A few black sheep among them; some with a
very little tuft of wool on their foreheads. On the whole
they resemble those on the South Downs; their legs
are as short as those of that breed; a point which
marks observation, as they travel so much and so well.
Their shape is very good; round ribs and straight
backs, and would with us be reckoned handsome sheep; all
in good order and flesh. In order to be still
better acquainted with them, I defied one of the shep-
thers to catch a ram for me to feel, and examine the
wool, which I found very thick and good of the card-
ing sort, as may be supposed. I took a specimen of it,
and also of a hoggit, or lamb of last year. In regard
to the mellow formes under the skin, which, in Mr.
Bakewell's opinion, is a strong indication of a good
breed, with a disposition to fatten, he had it in a much
superior degree to many of our English breeds, to the
extent as much so as the South Downs, which are for that
point the best short-woolled sheep which I know in
England. The fleece was on his back, and weighed, as
I guessed, about 8 lb. English; but the average, they
say, of the flock is from four to five, as I calculated by
reducing the Catalan pound of 12 oz. to ours of 16.
and is all sold to the French at 30 s. the lb. French. This
had the wool of the back part of the neck tied close,
and the upper tuft tied a second knot by way of orna-
ment; nor do they ever tear this part of the fleece for
that reason; we saw several in the flock with this spe-
cies of decoration. They said that this ram would fall
in Catalonia for 20 livres. A circumstance which can-
not be too much commended, and deserves universal
imitation, is the extreme docility they accustom
them to. When I defied the shepherd to catch one of his
rams, I supposed he would do it with his crook, or prob-
ably not be able to do it at all; but he walked into
the flock, and fingling out a ram and a goat, bid them
follow him, which they did immediately; and he talked
to them while they were obeying him, holding out
his hand as if to give them something. By this
method he brought me the ram, which I caught, and hid
without difficulty."

The best sort of sheep for fine wool are those bred
in Herefordshire, Devonshire, and Worc'shire; but
they are small, and black-faced, and bear but a small
quantity. Warwick, Leicestershire, Buckingham, and
Northamptonshire, breed a large-boned sheep, of the
bell shape and deepset English wool. The marbles
of Lincolnshire breed a very large kind of sheep, but
their wool is not good, unless the breed be mended by
bringing in sheep of other countries among them, which
is a scheme of late very profitably followed there. In
that county it is no uncommon thing to give fifty guin-
ness for a ram, and a guinea for the admision of an
ewt to one of these valuable males, or twenty guineas
for the use of it for a certain number of ewes during
one season. Suffolk also breeds a very valuable kind
of sheep. The northern counties in general breed sheep
with long but hairy wool; however, the wool which
is taken from the neck and shoulders of the Yorkshire
sheep is used for mixing with Spanish wool in some
of their finest cloths.

Wales bears a small hardy kind of sheep, which has
the bell tailed flesh, but the worst wool of all. Never-
theless it is of more extensive ufe than the finest Sego-
vian fleeces; for the benefit of the flannel manufac-
ure is universally known. The wool of Ireland vary like-
thofe of Great Britain: those of the south and east
bring large and their flesh rank; those of the north and
the mountainous parts small and their flesh sweet. The
fleeces in the same manner differ in degrees of value.
Scotland breeds a small kind, and their fleece are
course.

But the new Leicestershire breed is the most favor-
able, and of course the most profitable breed in the
island. Joseph Aitom of Clifton, who raised himself
from a ploughboy, was the first who distinguished him-
self.
The breed surpasses every other in beauty of form; Patten re-
they are full and weighty in the fore-quarters; and are markable-
well.

The manner in which Mr Bakewell raised his sheep to the degree of celebrity in which they deservedly stand, is, notwithstanding the recentness of the improvement, and its being done in the day of thousands now living, a thing in dispute; even among men high in the profession, and living in the very district in which the improvement has been carried on!

Some are of opinion that he effected it by a cross with the Wiltshire breed; an improbable idea, as their form altogether contradicts it: others, that the Ryeland breed were used for this purpose; and with some show of probability. If any cross whatever was used, the Ryeland breed, whether we view the form, the size, the wool, the flesh, or the fatting quality, is the most probable instrument of improvement.

These ideas, however, are registered merely as matters of opinion. It is more than probable that Mr Bakewell alone is in possession of the several mil-
itude of improvement; and the public can only hope that at a proper time the facts may be communicated for the direction of future improvers.

Whenever this shall take place, it will most probably come out that no crosses with any alien breed what-
ever has been used; but that the improvement has been ef-
cted by selecting individuals from kindred breeds; from the several breeds or varieties of long-woolled sheep, with which Mr Bakewell was surrounded on almost every side, and by breeding, inadim (c), with this selection; solicitorly favoring the superior accidental varieties produced; associating these varieties; and still continuing to select, with judgment, the superior individuals.

It now remains to give a description of the superior class of individuals of this breed especially ewes and wethers, in full condition, but not immoderately fat. The rams will require to be distinguished afterwards.

The breed is long, small, and hornless, with ears somewhat long, and standing backward, and with the nose shooting forward. The neck thin, and clean toward the head; but taking a conical form; standing low, and enlarging every way at the base; the fore-end alto-
gether short. The bottom broad, with the shoulders, ribs, and chine extraordinary full. The loin broad, and the back level. The hauches comparatively full to-
ward the hips, but light downward; being altogether small in proportion to the fore-parts. The legs, at present, of a moderate length; with the bone externally fine. The bone throughout remarkably light. The circuit, when fully fat, takes a remarkable form; much wider than it is deep, and almost as broad as it is long.

Full on the shoulder, widest on the ribs, narrowing with a regular curve towards the tail; approaching the form of the turtle nearer perhaps than any other animal. The pelvis is thin, and the tail small. The wool is shorter than long wools in general, but much longer than the middle wools; the ordinary length of staples: five to seven inches, varying much in fineness and weight.

(c) Inadin is a term used in the midland counties of England to express breeding from the same family.
ther we consider the degree of fatness, or their natural propensities to a state of fatness, even at an early age, the improved breed of Leicestershire sheep appear with many superior advantages.

The degree of fatness to which the individuals of this breed are capacious of being raised, will perhaps appear incredible to those who have not had an opportunity of being convinced by their own observation. I have seen wethers (says Mr. Marshall) of only two shears (two to three years old) so loaded with fat as to be scarcely able to make a run; and whose fat lay so much without the bone, it seemed ready to be shaken from the ribs on the smallest agitation.

It is common for the sheep of this breed to have such a projection of fat upon the ribs, immediately behind the shoulder, that it may be easily gathered up in the hand, as the flank of a fat bullock. Hence it has gained, in technical language, the name of the fore-flank; a point which a modern breeder never fails to touch in judging of the quality of this breed of sheep.

What is, perhaps, still more extraordinary, it is not rare for the rams, at least of this breed, to be 'cracked on the back': that is, to be cloven along the top of the ribs, in the manner fat sheep generally are upon the rump. This mark is considered as an evidence of the best blood.

Extraordinary, however, as are these appearances while the animals are living, the facts are still more striking after they are slaughtered. At Litchfield, in February 1785, I saw a fore quarter of mutton, fattened by Mr. Princep of Croxall, and which measured upon the ribs four inches of fat. It must be acknowledged, however, that the Leicestershire breed do not produce so much wool as most other long-wooled sheep.

As the practice of letting rams by the season is now become profitable, it may be useful to mention the method of rearing them.

The principal ram-breeder have annually twenty, thirty, or perhaps forty ram lambs; castration being seldom applied, in the first instance, to the produce of a valuable ram; for in the choice of those th3e lambs are led more by blood, or parentage, than by form; on which, at an early age, little dependence can be placed. Their treatment from the time they are weaned, in July or August, until the time of their first, the first week in June, confin in giving them every indulgence of keep, in order to push them forward for the season; it being the common practice to let rams as soon as they are fit to be let the first season, while they are yet yearlings—provincially 'tharhogs.'

Their first picture, after weaning, is pretty generally, I believe, clover that has been mown early, and has got a second time into head; the heads of clover being considered as a most forcing food of sheep. After this goes off; turnips, cabbages, celery, with hay, and (report says) with corn. But the use of this the breeders generally deny, though collectively they may be liable to the charge.

'Be this as it may, something considerable depends on the art of making up, not lambs only, but rams of all ages. Fat, like charity, covers a multitude of faults; and besides, is the best evidence of the fattening quality which their owners can produce (i.e. their natural propensity to a state of fatness), while in the fatness of the


the females employed likewise inherit a large proportion of the genuine blood, be the species or variety what it may. Hence no prudent man ventures to give the higher prices for the Dihley rams, unless his ewes are deeply tinted with the Dihley blood. Next to breed is fleith, fat, form, and wool.

After the lambs are weaned, the ewes are kept in common feeding places, with no alteration of pasture.
Sheep.

In winter they are kept on grass, hay, turnips, and cabbages. The heads of the modern breed are much finer than are kept on grazes, hay, turnips, and cabbages.

The ewes, on being weaned, are put to good keep, but have not such high indulgence shown them as the males; the prevailing practice being to keep them from the ram the first autumn.

At weaning time, or previously to the admission of the ram, the ewes are culled, to make room for the thaves or shearlings, whose superior blood and fashion intitle them to a place in the breeding flock. In the work of culling, the ram-breeder and the mere grazier go by somewhat different guides. The grazier’s guide is principally age, seldom giving his ewes the ram after they are four shears. The ram-breeder, on the contrary, goes chiefly by merit: an ewe that has brought him a good ram or two is continued in the flock so long as she will breed. There are instances of ewes having been prolific to the tenth or twelfth year; contrary, goes chiefly by merit; an ewe that would fetch at auction much higher than the same ewe would fetch at the time of the present spirit of contention, much higher than they are sold for.

There are others, however, who sell them; and sometimes at extraordinary prices. Three, four, and even five shears, guineas each have been given for these outcasts.

There are in the flocks of several breeders ewes that would fetch at auction twenty guineas each. Mr. Bakewell is in possession of ewes which, if they were now put up to be sold to the best bidder, would, it is estimated, fetch no less than fifty each; and perhaps, through the present spirit of contention, much higher prices.

The following instructions for purchasing sheep, we hope, will be acceptable to our country readers.—The farmer should always buy his sheep from a worse land than his own, and they should be big-boned, and have a long greasy wool, curling close and well. These sheep always breed the finest wool, and are also the most approved of by the butcher for sale in the market. For the choice of these, a wool of a good grade is a great help, and his skin of the same colour with his wool, for the lambs will be of the same colour with his skin. He should have a large body; a broad forehead, round, and well rufing; large eyes; and straight and shorn nostrils. The polled sheep, that is, those which have no horns, are found to be the best breeders. The ewe should have a broad back; a large bending neck; small, but short, clean, and nimble legs; and a thick, deep wool covering her all over.

To know whether they be found or not, the farmer should examine the wool that none of it be wanting, and see that the gums be red, the teeth white, and even, and the brisket-skin red, the wool firm, the breath sweet, and the feet not hot. Two years old is the time for beginning to breed; and their first lambs should not be kept too long, to weaken them by fuctting, but be fed as soon as conveniently may be. They will breed advantageously till they are seven years old. The farmers have a method of knowing the age of a sheep, as a horse’s is known, by the mouth. When a sheep is one shear, as they express it, it has two broad teeth before; when it is two shear, it will have four; when three, fix; and when four, eight. After this their mouths begin to break.

The difference of land makes a very great difference in the sheep. The fat pastures breed straight tail sheep, and the barren hills and downs breed square short ones; woods and mountains breed tall and slender sheep; but the best of all are those bred upon new-ploughed land and dry grounds. On the contrary, all wet and moindy lands are bad for sheep, especially such as are subject to be overflowed, and to have sand and dirt left on them. The fat marishes are, however, an exception to this general rule, for their fatness makes amends for their moisture; fat, by reason of its drying quality, being of great advantage to sheep.

As to the time of putting the rams to the ewes, the farmer must consider at what time of the spring his grazis ought to be fit to maintain them and their lambs, and when he has turnips to do it till the grass comes; for very often both the ewes and lambs are destroyed by the want of food; or if this does not happen, if the lambs are only stinted in their growth by it, it is an accident that they never recover. The ewe goes 20 weeks with lamb, and according to this it is easy to calculate the proper time. The best time for them to be in the fold is in April, unless the owner has very forward grazes or turnips, or the sheep are field sheep. Where you have not inclosures to keep them in, then it may be proper they should yean in January, that the lambs may be strong by May-day, and be able to follow the dam over the fallows and water-furrows; but then the lambs that come so early must have a great deal of care taken of them, and so indeed should all other lambs at their first falling, else while they are weak the crows and magpies will pick their eyes out.

When the sheep are turned into fields of wheat or rye to feed, it must not be too rank at first, for if it be, it generally throws them into fourcings. Ewes that are big should be kept but bare, for it is very dangerous to them to be fat at the time of their bringing forth their young. They may be well fed, indeed, like cows, a fortnight beforehand, to put them in heart. Mortimer’s Husbandry, p. 243.

The feeding sheep with turnips is one great advantage to the farmers. When they are made to eat turnips they soon fatten, but there is some difficulty in bringing this about. The old ones always refuse them at first, and will sometimes fast three or four days, till almost famished; but the young lambs fall to at once. The common way, in some places, of turning a flock of sheep at large into a field of turnips, is very disadvantageous, for they will thus destroy as many in a fortnight as would keep them a whole winter. There are three other ways of feeding them on this food, all of which have their several advantages.

The first way is to divide the land by hurdles, and allow the sheep to come upon such a portion only at a time as they can eat in one day, and so advance the feeding of the ewes farther into the ground daily till all be eaten; sheep with this is infinitely better than the former random method. This is not only advantageous to the farmer, but it leaves the bottoms and outfields fowed in the ground; the people pull up these indeed with iron coops, and lay them before the sheep again, but they are common-
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16. The second way is by inclosing the sheep in hurdles, as in the former; but in this case pull up all the turnips which they supposé the sheep can eat in one day, and daily remove the hurdles over the ground whence they have pulled up the turnips: by this means there is no waste, and less expense, for a person may in two hours pull up all those turnips; the remaining shells of which would have employed three or four labourers a day to get up with their crooks out of the ground trodden hard by the feet of the sheep; and the worst is, that in the method of pulling up first, the turnips are eaten up clean; in this way, by the hook, they are wafted, the sheep do not eat any great part of them, and when the ground comes to be tilled afterwards for a crop of corn, the fragments of the turnips are seen in such quantities on the surface, that half the crop at least seems to have been wafted.

The third manner is to pull up the turnips, and remove them in a cart or waggon to some other place, spreading them on a fresh place every day, by this method, the sheep will eat them up clean, both root and leaves. The advantage of this method is, when there is a piece of land not far off which wants dung more than others, the sheep do not care for it noxious, or why any herb should at one feast produce fatal effects, by the admission of pure water only into its component parts, which at other times is perfectly innocent, although brought to its utmost strength and maturity by the genial influence of the sun. Besides, the constant practice of most farmers in the kingdom, who, with the greatest security feed their meadows in the spring, when the grass shoots quick and is full of juices, militates directly against this opinion.

Mr Arthur Young, to whom agriculture is much indebted, ascribes this disease to moisture. In confirmation of this opinion, which has been generally adopted, we are informed in the Bath society papers, by a correspondent, that there was a paddock adjoining to his park which had for several years caused the rots in most of the sheep which were put into it. In 1759 he drained it, and from that time his sheep were free from this malady. But there are facts which render it doubtful that moisture is the sole cause. We are told, the dry limed land in Derbyshire will produce the rot as well as water meadows and flagrant marshes; and in some wet grounds sheep sustain no injury for many weeks.

Without attempting to enumerate other hypotheses its cause, which the ingenious have formed on this subject, we shall pursue a different method in order to discover the cause. On dissecting the sheep that die of this disorder, a great number of insects called flukes (See Fasciola) are found in the liver. That these flukes are the cause of the rot, therefore, is evident; but to explain how they come into the liver is not so easy. It is probable that they are swallowed by the sheep along with their food while in the egg state. The eggs deposited in the tender germen are conveyed with the food into the stomach and intestines of the animals, whence they are received into the lachrymal vessels, carried off in the chyle, and pass into the blood; nor do they meet with any obstruction until they arrive at the capillary vessels of the liver. Here, as the blood filters through the extreme branches, anwering to those of the vena porta in the human body, the fecerning vessels are too minute to admit the impregnated ova, which, adhering to the membrane, produce those animalculae that feed upon the liver and destroy the sheep. They much resemble the flat fish called plaice, are sometimes as large as a silver two-pence, and are found both in the liver and in the vein (anwering to that of the vena cava) which conveys the blood from the liver to the heart.

The common and most obvious objection to that opinion is, that this insect is never found but in the liver, or in some parts of the vicera, of sheep that are diseased more or less; and that they must therefore be bred there. But this objection will lose its force, when we consider that many insects undergo several changes, and eixt under forms extremely different from each other. Some of them may therefore appear and be well known under one shape, and not known to be the same under a second or third. The fluke may be the flat blade of some aquatic animal which we at present very well know under one or other of its previous forms.

If this be admitted, it is easy to conceive that sheep may, on wet grounds especially, take multitudes of these ova or eggs in with their food; and that the stomach and vicera of the sheep being a proper nidus for them, they of course hatch, and appearing in their fluke
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or last rate, feed on the liver of the animal, and occasion this disorder.

It is a singular fact, "that no ewe ever has the rot, while she has a lamb by her side." The reason of this may be, that the impregnated ovum passes into the milk, and never arrives at the liver. The rot is fatal to sheep, hares, and rabbits, and sometimes to calves; but never infects animals of a larger size.

Miller says that parsley is a good remedy for the rot in sheep. Perhaps a strong decoction of this plant, or the oil extracted from its seeds, might be of service. Salt is also a useful remedy. It seems to be an acknowledged fact that salt marl is never produced from the rot. Salt indeed is pernicious to most insects. Common salt and water expel worms from the human body; and tea-weed, if laid in a garden, will drive away insects; but if the salt is separated by steeping it in the purest spring water for a few days, it abounds with animalculae of various species.

Left, in his book of husbandry, informs us of a farmer who cured his whole flock of the rot by giving each sheep a handful of Spanish salt for five or six mornings successively. The hint was probably taken from the Spaniards who frequently give their sheep salt to keep them healthy. On some farms perhaps the utmost caution cannot always prevent this disorder. In wet and warm seasons the prudent farmer will remove his sheep from the lands liable to rot. Those who have it not in their power to do this may give each sheep a spoonful of common salt, with the same quantity of flour, in a quarter of a pint of water, once or twice a-week. When the rot is recently taken, the same remedy given four or five mornings successively will in all probability effect a cure. The addition of the flour and water (in the opinion of Mr Price of Salford, to whose excellent paper in the Bath Society's Transactions we own ourselves much indebted) will not only abate the pungency of the salts, but dispose it to mix with the chyle in a more gentle and efficacious manner.

A farmer of a considerable lordship in Bohemia visiting the hot-wells of Carlbad, related how he preferred his flocks of sheep from the mortal distemper which raged in the wet year 1769, of which so many perished. His preservative was very simple and very cheap: "He fed them every night, when turned under ashed, cover, or flait, with hulled fodder straw; and, by eating it greedily, they all cleared."

Red-water. "Red-water is a disorder most prevalent on wet grounds. I have heard (says Mr Arthur Young) that it has sometimes been cured by tamping, as for a droppy. This operation is done on one side of the belly towards the flank, just below the wool."

Foot-rot. "The foot-rot and house, which is very common on low feney grounds, is cured by keeping the part clean, and lying at rest in a dry pasture."

Scab. "The scab is a cutaneous disease owing to an impurity of the blood, and is most prevalent in wet lands or in rainy seasons. It is cured by tobacco-water, brimstone, and alum, boiled together, and then rubbed over the sheep. If only partial, burn and grease may be sufficient. But the simplest and most efficacious remedy for this disease was communicated to the Society for the Encouragement of Arts, &c. by Sir Joseph Banks.

"Take one pound of quicksilver, half a pound of Venice turpentine, half a pint of oil of turpentine, and four pounds of hog's lard. Let them be rubbed in a mortar till the quicksilver is thoroughly incorporated with the other ingredients; for the proper mode of doing which, it may be proper to take the advice, or even the assistance, of some apothecary or other person used to make such mixtures.

"The method of using the ointment is this: Beginning at the head of the sheep, and proceeding from between the ears along the back to the end of the tail, the wool is to be divided in a furrow till the skin can be touched; and as the furrow is made, the finger slightly dipped in the ointment is to be drawn along the bottom of it, where it will leave the blue tint on the skin and adjoining wool; and from this furrow similar ones must be drawn down the shoulders and thighs to the legs, as far as they are woolly; and if the animal is much infected two or more should be drawn along each side parallel to that on the back, and one down each side between the fore and hind legs.

"Immediately after being dressed, it is usual to turn the sheep among other stock, without any fear of the infection being communicated; and there is scarcely an instance of a sheep suffering any injury from the application. In a few days the blotches dry up, the itching ceases, and the animal is completely cured: it is generally, however, thought proper not to delay the operation beyond Michaelmas.

"The hippobosca veina, called in Lincolnshire sheep fags, an animal well known to all shepherds, which lives among the wool and is hurtful to the thriving of sheep both by the pain its bite occasions and the blood it sucks, is destroyed by this application, and the wool is not at all injured. Our wool-buyers purchase the fleeces on which the skin of the ointment is visible, rather in preference to others, from an opinion that the use of it having preferred the animal from being vexed either with the scab or fags, the wool is less liable to the defects of joints or knots; a fault observed to proceed from every sudden stop in the thriving of the animal, either from want of food or from disease.

"This mode of curing was brought into that part of Lincolnshire where my property is situated about 12 years ago, by Mr Stephenson of Marcham, and is now so generally received, that the scab, which used to be the terror of the farmers, and which frequently deterred the more careful of them from taking the advantage of pasturing their sheep in the fertile and extensive commons with which that district abounds, is no longer regarded with any apprehension; by far the most of them have their flock anointed in autumn, when they return from the common, whether they show any symptoms of scab or not; and having done so, conclude them (c) By some unaccountable mistake the last ingredient, the four pounds of hog's lard, is omitted in the receipt published in the Transactions of the Society: a circumstance that might be productive of bad effects.—The leaf which contained the receipt has since been cancelled, and a new one printed.
The Fly-truck, Flux, and burn-fillet is a hereditary disease for which no antidote is known. The first symptom is a kind of light-headedness, which makes the affected sheep appear wilder than usual when the shepherd or any person approaches him. He bounces up suddenly from his lane, and runs to a distance, as though he were purfued by dogs. In the second stage, the principal symptom is the sheeple's rubbing himself against trees, &c., with such fury as to pull off his wool and tear away his flesh.

The diseased animal has now a violent itch in his skin, the effect of an highly inflamed blood; but it does not appear that there is ever any cutaneous eruption or suppurative critical discharge. In short, from all circumstances, the fever appears now to be at its height."—The last stage of this disease "seems only to be the progress of dissolution, under an unfavourable crisis. The poor animal, as condemned by Nature, appears stupid, walks irregularly (whence probably the name ricketts), generally lies, and eats little; these five symptoms increase in degree till death, which follows a general consumption, as appears upon fascination of the carcass; the juices and even folds have suffered a general dissolution.

In order to discover the seat and nature of this disease, the sheep that die of it ought to be dissected. This is said to have been done by the gentleman, Mr. Beal; and he found in the brain or membranes adjoining a maggot about a quarter of an inch long, and of a brownish colour. A few experiments might easily determine this fact.

The fly-truck is cured by clipping the wool off as far as infected, and rubbing the parts dry with lime or wood ashes; curries oil will heal the wounds, and prevent their being struck any more; or they may be cured with care, without clipping, with oil of turpentine; which will kill all the vermin where it goes; but the former is the foreway.

The disease is an universal disease to which sheeple are subject. The best remedy is said to be, to house the sheeple immediately when this dissembler appears, to keep them very warm, and feed them on dry hay, giving them frequefly gyllters of warm milk and water. The cause of that dissembler is either their feeding on wet lands, or on greens that are become mossy by the lands having been fed many years without being ploughed. When the farmer perceives his sheeple-walks to become mossy, or to produce bad greens, he should either plough or masure with hot lime, making kilns either very near or in the sheeple walks, because the hotter the lime is put on, the sweeter the greens come up, and that early in the year.

Burffing, or as it is called in some places the blæs, attacks sheeple when driven into fresh greens or young clover. They overeat themselves, foam at the mouth, swell exceedingly, breathe very quick and short, then jump up, and instantly fall down dead. In this case, the only chance of saving their life is by rubbing them in the maw with an instrument made for the purpose. The instrument is a hollow tube, with a pointed weapon passing through it. A hole is made with the pointed weapon; which is immediately withdrawn, and the hole is kept open by infusing the tube till the wind is discharged.

Sheep are infested with worms in their nose called Account of frus over, and produced from the egg of a large two-winged fly. The frontal flitches above the nose in sheep and other animals are the places where these worms live and attain their full growth. These flitches are always full of a soft white matter, which furnishes these worms with a proper nourishment, and are sufficiently large for their habitation; and when they have here acquired their defined growth, in which they are to undergo their changes for the fly-state, they leave their old habitation, and, falling to the earth, bury themselves there; and then these are hatched into flies, the female, when she has been impregnated by the male, knows that the nose of a sheep or other animal is the only place for her to deposit her eggs, in order to their coming to maturity. Mr. Vallinieri, to whom the world owes so many discoveries is the insect class, in the foit who has given any true account of the origin of these worms. But, though their true history had been till that time unknown, the creatures themselves were very early discovered, and many ages since were esteemed great medicines in epilipples.

The fly produced from this worm has all the time of its life a very lazy disposition, and does not like to make any use either of its legs or wings. He head and corselet together are about as long as its body, which is composed of five rings, streaked on the back; a pale yellow and brown are there disposed in irregular spots; the belly is of the same colour, but they are there more regularly disposed, for the brown here makes three lines, one in the middle, and one on each side, and all the intermediate spaces are yellow. The wings are nearly of the same length with the body, and are a little inclined in their position, so as to lie upon the body: they do not, however, cover it; but a naked space is left between them. The alernons or patty wings which are found under each of the wings are of a whitish colour, and perfectly cover the balancers, so that they are not to be seen without lifting up their.

The fly will live two months after it is first produced, but will take no nourishment of any kind; and probably it may be of the same nature with the butterflies, which never take any food during the whole time of their living in this state. Radamur, Hist. Nat. iv. p. 552, &c.

To find a proper composition for marking sheep is Composition for marking sheep a matter of great importance, as great quantities of wool are every year rendered useless by the pitch and tar with which they are usually marked. The requisite qualities for such a composition are, that it be cheap, that the colour be strong and lasting, so as to bear the changes of weather, and not to injure the wool. Dr. Lewis recommends for this purpose melted tallow, with so much charcoal in fine powder stirred into it as is sufficient to make it of a full black colour, and of a thick consistence. This mixture, being applied warm with a marking iron, on pieces of flannel, quickly fixed or hardened, bore moderate rubbing, red leisurely in the sun and rain.
and yet could be washed out freely with soap, or ley, or stale urine. In order to render it still more durable, and prevent its being rubbed off, with the tallow may be melted an eighth, sixth, or fourth, of its weight of tar, which will readily wash out along with it from the wool. Lewis's Com. Phil. Techn. p. 361.

Sheep-Steaing. See SHEET.

Sheering, in the sea-language. When a ship is not fleered readily, they say sheeers, or goes sheeering; or when at anchor, she goes in and out by means of the current of the tide, they also say sheeers.

Sheerness, a fort in Kent, seated on the point where the river Medway falls into the Thames. It was built by King Charles II. after the inful of the Dutch, who burnt the men of war at Chatham. The buildings belonging to it, in which the officers lodge, make a pretty little neat town; and there is also a yard and a dock, a chapel and a chaplain. Mr. Lyons, who failed with the Honourable Captain Phipps in his voyage towards the pole, fixed the longitude of Sheernefs to o. 48'. E. its latitude 51° 25'.

SHEERS, a name given to an engine used to hoist or displace the lower masts of a ship. The sheers employed for this purpose in the royal navy are composed of several long masts, whose heels rest upon the side of the hull, and having their heads declining outward from the perpendicular, so as to hang over the vessel whose masts are to be fixed or displaced. The tackles, which extend from the head of the mast to the sheer-heads, are intended to pull in the latter toward the windward, and the former to leeward; the tack, however, is entirely diffused with a stern wind, whereas the sail is never spread without the assistance of one or both of the sheers. The staysails and floating-sails have only one tack and one sheet each: the staysail-tacks are always fastened forward, and the sheet drawn aft; but the floating-sail tack draws the under clue of the sail to the extremity of the boom, whereas the sheet is employed to extend the inmoll.

Sheffield. Sheffield, a town in the west riding of Yorkshire, about 162 miles from London, is a large, thriving, populous town on the borders of Derbyshire; it has a fine stone bridge over the Don, and another over the Sheaf, and a church built in the reign of Henry I.

It had a castle built in the reign of Henry III. in Sheffield, which, or else i. the manor-house of the Park, Mary Queen of Scots was prisoner 16 or 17 years; but after the death of Charles I. it was, with several others, by order of parliament demolished. In 1673 an hospital was erected here, and endowed with 200l. a-year. There is a charity-school for 30 boys, and another for 30 girls. This town has been noted several hundred years for cutters and smiths manufactures, which were encouraged and advanced by the neighbouring mines of iron, particularly for files and knives, or whittles; for the last of which especially it has been a staple for above 300 years; and it is reputed to excel Birmingham in these wares, as much as it is surpased by it in locks, hinges, nails, and polished steel. The first mills in England for turning grindstones were also set up here. The houses look black from the continual smoke of the forges. Here are 600 mauer cutters, incorporated by the style of the Cutlers of Hallamshire (of which this is reckoned the chief town), who employ not less than 40,000 persons in the iron manufactures; and each of the masons gives a particular stamp to his wares. There is a large market on Tuesday for many commodities, but especially for corn, which is brought up here for the whole West Riding, Derbyshire, and Nottinghamshire. It has fairs on Tuesday after Trinity Sunday, and November 28.

In the new market-place, erected by the Duke of Norfolk, the shambles are built upon a most excellent plan, and strongly inclosed. There are several other new good buildings, such as a large and elegant octagon-chapel belonging to the hospital or almshouses; likewise a good assembly-room and theatre. We must not omit the large steam-engine, lately finished, for the purpose of polishing and grinding the various sorts of hardware. The parish being very large, as well as populous, Mary I. incorporated 12 of the chief inhabitants, and their successors for ever, by the style of the Twelve Capital Burgesses of Sheffield, empowering them to elect and ordain three priests to assist the vicar, who were to be paid out of certain lands and rents which he gave out of the crown; and since this settlement two more chapels have been built in two hamlets of this parish, which are served by two of the assistants, while the third, in his turn, helps the vicar in his parish-church. James I. founded a free grammar-school here, and appointed 13 school-burgesses to manage the revenue, and appoint the master and usher. A new chapel was built lately by the contributions of the people of the town and of the neighbouring nobility and gentry. Water is conveyed by pipes into Sheffield, whose inhabitants pay but a moderate rent for it. In the neighbourhood there are some mines of alum. The remains of the Roman fortification between this town and Rotherham, which is six miles lower down the river, are still visible; and here is also the famous trench of five miles long, by some called Devil's or Dane's Bank, and by others Kemp Bank and Temple's Bank. W. Long. 1. 29. N. Lat. 53. 20.

Sheffield (John), duke of Buckinghamshire, an eminent writer of the last and present century, of great personal bravery, and an able minister of state, was born about 1650. He loft his father at nine years of age; and his mother marrying Lord Offington, the care of his education was left entirely to a governor, who did not greatly improve him in his studies. Finding that he was deficient in many parts of
of hours every day to his studies; and thereby improved himself to the degree of learning he afterwards attained. Though possessed of a good estate, he did not abandon himself to pleasure and idleness, but entered a volunteer in the second Dutch war; and accordingly was in that famous naval engagement where the duke of York commanded as admiral; on which occasion his lordship behaved so gallantly, that he was appointed commander of the Royal Catharine. He afterward made a campaign in the French service under M. de Turenne. As Tangier was in danger of being taken by the Moors, he offered to head the forces which were sent to defend it; and accordingly was appointed to command them. He was then earl of Mulgrave, and one of the lords of the bed-chamber to king Charles II. The Moors retired on the approach of his majesty's forces; and the result of the expedition was the blowing up of Tangier. He continued in several great poets during the short reign of king James II. till that unfortunate prince was dethroned. Lord Mulgrave, though hitherto respected by king William before he was advanced to the throne, yet did not accept of any post in the government till some years after. In the sixth year of William and Mary he was created marquis of Normandy in the county of Lincoln. He was one of the most active and zealous opposers of the bill which took away Sir John Fenwick's life; and exerted the utmost vigour in carrying through the Treason Bill, and the bill for Triennial Parliaments. He enjoyed some considerable posts under king William, and enjoyed much of his favour and confidence. In 1702 he was sworn lord privy-seal; and in the same year was appointed one of the commissioners to treat of an union between England and Scotland. In 1703 he was created duke of Normandy, and soon after duke of Buckinghamshire. In 1711 he was made steward of her majesty's household, and president of the council. During queen Anne's reign he was but once out of employ- ment; and then he voluntarily resigned, being attached to what were called the Tory principles. Her majesty offered to make him lord chancellor; but he declined the office. He was instrumental in the change of the ministry in 1716. A circumstance that reflects the highest honour on him is, the vigour with which he acted in favour of the unhappy Catalans, who afterward were so inhumanly sacrificed. He was survived by only one legitimate son (who died at Rome in 1735); but left several natural children. His word enemies allow that he lived on very good terms with his half wife, natural daughter to king James II. the late duchess of Buckingham, a lady who always behaved with a dignity fit- able to the daughter of a king. He died in 1721. He was admired by the poets of his age; by Dryden, Prior, and Garth. His Essay on Poetry was applauded by Addison; and the work of the earl of Shaftesbury still read with pleasure. His writings were splendidly printed in 1723, in two volumes 4to; and have since been reprinted in 1729, in two vols 8vo. The first contains his poems on various subjects: the second, his prose works: which consist of historical memoirs, speeches in parliament, characters, dialogue, critical observations, essays, and letters. It may be proper to observe, that the edition of 1729 is corrected; some particular errors, in the revolution that of 1729 having given offence.

SHEFFIELD. In botany; a genus of plants belonging to the class of pentandria, and to the order of monogynia. The corolla is bell-shaped; the filaments are 10, of which every second is barren. The capsule consists of one cell, which has four valves. There is only one species, the rotundifolia.

SHEIK, in the oriental customs, the person who has the care of the mosques in Egypt; his duty is the same as that of the imams at Constantinople. There are more or fewer of these to every mosque, according to its size or revenue. One of these is head over the rest, and answers to a parish-priest with us; and has under him, in large mosques, the readers, and people who cry out to go to prayers; but in small mosques the sheik is obliged to do all this himself. In such it is their business to open the mosque, to cry to prayers, and to begin their short devotions at the head of the congregation, who stand rank and file in great order, and make all their motions together. Every Friday the sheik makes an harangue to his congregation.

SheLBEL, the name of an officer in the Oriental nations. In Egypt the sheek-bellet is the head of a city, and is appointed by the pacha. The business of this officer is to take care that no innovations be made which may be prejudicial to the Porte, and that they fend no orders which may hurt the liberties of the people. But all his authority depends on his credit and interest, not his office: for the government of Egypt is of such a kind, that often the people of the least power by their poits have the greatest influence; and a caia of the janizaries or Arabs, and sometimes one of their meanest officers, an oda-basha, finds means, by his parts and abilities, to govern all things.

SHEILDs. See SHIELDS.

SHEKEL, the name of a weight and coin current among the ancient Jews. Dr Arbuthnot makes the weight of the shekel equal to 9 pennyweights 25 grains Troy weight; and the value equal to 2 s. 3d. Sterling. The golden shekel was worth L. 1 : 16 : 6.

SHELDRAKE, in ornithology. See ANAS.

SHELF, among miners, the space with what they otherwise call solid ground or solid country; being that part of the internal structure of the earth which they find lying even and in an orderly manner, and evidently retaining its primitive form and situation.

SHELL, in natural history, a hard, and, as it were, flinty covering, with which certain animals are defended, and thence called shellfish.

The singular regularity, beauty and delicacy in the formation of the shells of animals, and the variety and brilliancy in the colouring of many of them, at the same time that they strike the attention of the most curious observers, have at all times excited philosophers to inquire into and detect, if possible, the causes and manner of their formation. But the attempts of naturalists, ancient and modern, to discover this proceeds, have contantly proved unsuccessful. M. de Reaumur hitherto appears alone to have given a plausible account, at least, of the formation of the shell of the garden-snail in particular, founded on a course of very ingenious experiment, related in the Paris Memoirs*. He there endeavored to show, that this substance is produced de l'Acad. anné 1709, Edit. de l'Hollande, 12mo.

*See Mem.
feiled of shells, was only the product of a vicous transmogrification from the body of the animal, containing earthy particles united by mere juxtaposition. This hypothesis, however, is liable to very great and insurmountable difficulties, if we apply it to the formation of some of the most common shells: for how, according to this system, it may be asked, can the oyster, for instance, considered simply as a mould, form itself a covering so much exceeding its own body in dimensions?

M. Herissant, in the Memoirs of the Academy of Sciences for 1766, has discovered the structure of shells to be organical. In the numerous experiments that he made on an immense number, and a very great variety, of animal shells, he constantly found that they were composed of two distinct substances; one of which is a calcareous or earthy matter: and the other appeared, from many experiments made upon it by burning, dissolving, and otherwise, to be evidently of an animal nature. These two substances he separated from each other by a very easy chemical analysis; by the gentle operation of which they were exhibited distinctly to view, without any material alteration from the action of the solvent, or instrument employed for that purpose. On an entire shell or a fragment of one, contained in a glass vessel, he poured a sufficient quantity of the nitrous acid, considerably diluted either with water or spirit of wine. After the liquor has dissolved all the earthy part of the shell (which may be collected after precipitation by a fixed or volatile alkali), there remains floating in it a solid substance, consisting of innumerable membranes of a reticulated appearance, and disposed, in different fells, in a variety of positions, which constitutes the animal part of it. This, as it has not been affected by the solvent, retains the exact figure of the shell; and, on being viewed through a microscope, exhibits satisfactory proofs of a vascular and organical structure. He shows that this membranous substance is an appendix to the body of the animal, or a continuation of the tendinous fibres that compose the ligaments by which it is fixed to its shell; and that this last owes its hardness to the earthy particles conveyed through the vessels of the animal, which fix themselves into, and incrust, as it were, the meshes formed by the reticulated filaments of which this membranous substance is composed. In the shell called porcelaine, in particular, the delicacy of these membranes was so great, that he was obliged to put it into spirit of wine, to which he had the patience to add a single drop of spirit of nitre day by day, for the space of two months; left the air generated, or let loose by the action of the acid on the earthy substance, should tear the compages of its fine membranous substance into flakes; as it certainly would have done in a more hotly and les gently dissolution. The delicate reticulated film, left after this operation, had all the tenacity of a spider's web; and accordingly he does not attempt to delineate its organization. In other shells he employed even five or six months in demonstrating the complicated membranous substance of this animal-substance by this kind of chemical anatomy. In general, however, the process does not require much time.

Of the many singular configurations and appearances of the membranous part of different shells, which are described in this memoir, and are delineated in several well-executed plates, we shall mention only, as a specimen, the curious membranous structure observed in the lamen of mother-of-pearl, and other shells of the same kind, after having been exposed to the operation of the author's solvent. Beside the great variety of fixed or permanent colours with which he found the animal-limbs of these shells to be adorned, it is known, that the shell itself presents to the view a succession of rich and changable colours, the production of which he easily explains from the configurations of their membranes. Nature, he observes, always magnificent in her designs, but singularly frugal in the execution of them, produces these brilliant decorations at a very small expense. The membranous substance above-mentioned is plated and rumpled, as it were, in such a manner, that its exterior lamina, incrusted with their earthy and semi-transparent matter, form an infinite number of little prisms, placed in all kinds of directions, which reflect the rays of light, and produce all the changes of colour observable in these shells.

With respect to the figures and colours of shells, it is observed, that river shells have not so agreeable or diversified a colour as the land and sea shells; but the variety in the figure, colours, and other characters of sea shells, is almost infinite. The number of distinct species we find in the cabinets of the curious is very great; and doubtless the deep bottoms of the sea, and the shores yet unexplored contain multitudes full unknown to us. Even the same species differ in some degree in almost every individual; so that it is rare to find any two shells which are alike in all respects.

This wonderful variety, however, is not all the produce of one sea or one country; the different parts of the world afford us their different beauties. Bosanquet observes, that the most beautiful shells we are acquainted with come from the East Indies and from the Red Sea. This is in some degree counterbalanced by what is found to this day; and from the general observations of the curious, it seems, that the fun, by the great heat that it gives to the countries near the line, exerts the coloured matter of the shells there; and gives them a lustre and brilliancy that those of colder climates always want; and it may be, that the waters of those vast seas, which are not subject to be weakened by fresh rivers, give a nourishment to the shell, that may add to the brilliancy of their shells.

The shores of Asia furnish us with the pearl-oysters shells and scallops in great perfection. About Ambonaya are found the most beautiful specimens of the cabbige-shell, Asia, the arafoir, the ducal mantle, and the coral oysters, or echinated oysters. Here also are found a great variety of extremely beautiful muscles, telline, and volute; some fine buccinum, and the shell called the Ethiopian crown, in its greatest perfection. The dolia, the musices, and the esanorae, are also found on these coasts in great beauty. Many elegant snails and screw-shells are also brought from thence; and finally, the ferapion and spider shells. The Maldives and Philippine islands, Bengal, and the coast of Malabar, abound with the most elegant of all the species of snails, and furnish many other kinds of shells in great abundance and perfection. China abounds in the finest species of porcelain shells, and has also a great variety of beautiful snails. Japan furnishes us with all the thicker and larger bivalve; and the isle of Cyprus is famous above all other parts of the world for the beauty and variety of the perilla or limpet found there.

America
America affords many very elegant shells, but neither in so great abundance nor beauty than those of Africa. Panama is famous for the cylinders or rhombi, and we have beside, from the same place, some good porcelains, and a very fine species of *dolium*, or *concha globosa*, called from this place the *Panama purple shell*. One of the most beautiful of the cylinders is also known among our naturalists under the name of the *Panama shell*. About Brazil, and in the gulf of Mexico, there are found mus-rices and dia of extreme beauty; and also a great variety of porcelains, purpura, pectens, naurii, baccared or heart shells, and elegant limpets. The *Isle of Cayenne* affords one of the most beautiful of the buccinum kind, and the Midas ear is found principally about this place. Jamaica and the island of Barbadoes have their shores covered with porcelains, chame, and baccare; and at St Domingo there are found almost all the same species of shells that we have from the East Indies; only they are less beautiful, and the colour more pale and dead. The pearl-oyster is found also on this coast, but smaller than in the Perian gulf. At Martinico there are found in general the same shells as at St Domingo, but yet less beautiful. About Canada are found the violet chame, and the lakes of that country abound with mus-rices of a very elegant pale blue and pale red colours. Some species of these are remarkably light and thin; others are very thick and heavy. The Great Bank of *Newfoundland* is very barren in shells; the principal kind found there are mus-ries of several species, some of which are of considerable beauty. About *Cathagena* there are many mother-of-pearl shells, but they are not of so brilliant colours as those of the Perian gulf. The island of *Magellan*, at the southern point of America, furnishes us with a very remarkable species of muscle called by its name; and several very elegant species of limpets are found there, particularly the pyramidal.

In Africa, on the coast of Guinea, there is a prodigious quantity of that small species of porcelain which is used there as money: and there is another species of porcelain on the same coast which is all over white: the women make bracelets of these, and the people of the Levant adorn their hair with them. The coast of Zanguebar is very rich in shells: we find there a vast variety of the large porcelains, many of them of great beauty; and the *nux maris* or sea-nut is very frequent there. Beside these, and many other shells, there are found on this coast all the species of naurius, many of which are very beautiful. The Canary islands are a coast with a vast variety of the mus-ries, and some other good shells; and we have from Madeira a great variety of the *celini* or *sea-eggs* different from those of the European sea. Several species of mus-ries are also common there, and the auris marina is nowhere more abundant. The Red sea is beyond all other parts of the world abundant in shells, scarce any kind is wanting there; but what we principally have from thence are the purpura, porcelains, and pellet marini.

The Mediterranean and northern ocean contain a great variety of shells, and many of very remarkable elegance and beauty; they are upon the whole, however, greatly inferior to those of the East Indies. The Mediterranean abounds much more in shells than the Ocean. The gulf of *Tarentum* affords great variety of purpura, of porcelains, naurius, and elegant oysters; the coasts of Naples and Sardinia afford also the same, and
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with them a vast number of the folens of all the known species. The island of *Sicily* is famous for a very elegant kind of oyster which is white all over; *pinna marina* and porcelains are also found in great plenty there, with tellinæ and chame of many species, and a great variety of other beautiful shells. *Corvica* is famous, beyond all other places, for vast quantities of the *pinna marina*; and many other very beautiful shells are found there. (Lanier, *Hist. Conchyl.*) About *Syacuse* are found the gondola shell, the slat ed mus-rix, and a great variety of elegant inlets, with some of the *cliona* and *retira*. The Adriatic sea, or gulf of *Veneice*, is lefs furnished with shells than almost any of the seas thereabout. Mus-les and oyfters of several species are however found there, and some of the cordiform or heart-shells are of *forma tellinæ*. About *Ancona* there are found vast numbers of the pholades buried in stone; and the aures marina are particularly frequent about *Puzzoli*. *(Panani, Recreat. Melt. et Ocul.*)

On the coast of *France*,

The ports of *Marseille*, *Toulon*, and *Antibes*, are full of *pinna marine*, mus-les, *tellinæ*, and *chama*.

The coast of *Bretagne* affords great numbers of the *conchæ mattiferæ* and poufpeïps; they are found on old rotten boards, on sea substances, and among clusters of *sponges*. The other ports of *France*, as *Rochelle*, *Dunkirk*, *Breis*, *St Maloes*, and others, furnish oyfters excellent for the table, but of the common kind, and of no beauty in their shells; great numbers of mus-les are also found there; and the common *tellinæ*, the *onion-peel oyfters*, the *folens*, and *conchæ mattiferæ*, are also frequent there. At *Granville*, in Lower Normandy, there are found very beautiful pedests, and some of the cordiform or heart-shells.

The English coasts are not the least fruitful in shells, but they do not produce such elegantly painted ones as the *Indies*. About *Plymouth* are found oyfters, mus-les, and *folens*, in great abundance; and there, and on coast of the other shores, are numbers of the aures marina and dentalia, with pedests, which are excellent food; and many elegant species of the *chama* and *tellinæ* are filled up in the sea about *Scarborough* and other places. *Ireland* affords great numbers of mus-les, and some very elegant fealion-shells in great abundance, and the pholades are frequent on noft of the *Baltic* shores. They have also a great variety of the *buccinæ* and *cochæ*, *some volemute*; and, on the *Guerney* coast, a particularly beautiful *inula*, called thence the *Guerney inula*.

The coast of *Spain* and *Portugal* afford much of the *Spain* fame species of shells with the *East Indies*, but they are and *Porto* of much greater beauty, and generally inferior in beauty. *Gal. &c.* There are, according to *Tavernier* and others, some rives in Bavaria in which there are found shells of a fine water. *About Cadiz* there are found very large *pinna marina*, and some fine *buccinæ*. The isles of *Majorca* and *Minorca* afford a great variety of extremely elegant shells. The *pinna marina* are also very numerous there, and their *slk* is wrought into *gloves*, *stockings*, and other things. The *Baltic* affords a great many beautiful species, but particularly an *orange-coloured pedest*, or *fealion-shell*, which is not found in any other part of the world.

The fresh water shells are found much more frequently, and in much greater plenty than the sea-kinds; there is scarce a pond, a ditch, or a river of fresh water in any part of the world in which there
are not found vast numbers of these shells with the fish living in them. All these shells are small, and they are of very little beauty, being usually of a plain greyish or brownish colour. Our chame, buccina, nerita, and some patellæ; but the Nile, and some other rivers, furnished the ancients with a species of tellina which was large and establishe, and so much superior to the common sea tellina in flavour, that it is commonly known by the name of tellina regis, or the royal tellina. We have a small species of buccinum common in our fresh waters, which is very elegant, and always has its operculum in the manner of the larger buccina; a small kind of mufle is also very common, which is so extremely thin and tender, that it can hardly be handled without breaking to pieces. The large fresh water mufles, commonly called in England the horse-mufle, is too well known to need a description; and the size sufficiently distinguishes it from all other fresh water shells.

In collecting shells, it is most advisable, whenever it can be done, to get those which have in them the living animals; because we shall thus obtain the natural history of the animals, and the shells themselves in their natural beauty, and the full glow of their colours. Shells should be also procured from the deeper parts of their reforts, and immediately after storms on the sea beaches and shores; because, by being much exposed to the sun, their colours fade, and they are liable to other accidents that injure them. In order to kill the fish that inhabits them, Mr Da Costa advises to give them a quick dip in boiling water, and when they are cooled, to lay them in cold water till they are cleaned; and in this operation they should not be touched with aquafortis, or any other acid, nor exposed to the heat of the fire and sun.

The art of polishing shells arrived but lately at its present state of perfection; and as the love of sea-shells is become so common among us, it may not be disagreeable to the reader to find some instructions in executing so pleasing a method of adding to their natural beauty, the rules for which are at present so little known, though the effect of them be so much esteemed.

Among the immense variety of shells which we are acquainted with, some are taken up out of the sea, or found on its shores in all their perfection and beauty; their colours being all spread by nature upon the surface, and their natural polish superior to any thing that art could give. Where nature is in herself thus perfect, it was madness to attempt to add anything to her charms; but in others, where the beauties are latent and covered with a coarser outer skin, art is to be called in; and the outer veil being taken off, all the internal beauties appear.

Among the shells which are found naturally polished are the porcelains, or cowries; the caffandras; the dolia, or concha globosae, or runs; some buccinas, the volutes, and the cylinders, or olives, or, as they are generally though improperly called, the rhombi; excepting only two or three, as the tara, the plumb, and the butter-tub rhombus, where there is an unpromising film on the surface, hiding a very great share of beauty within. Though the generality of the shells of these genera are taken out of the sea in all their beauty, and in their utmost natural polish, there are several other genera, in which all or most of the species are taken up naturally rough and foul, and covered with an epidermis, or coarse outer skin, which is in many rough and downy or hairy. The tellins, the mufles, the cochlææ, and many others, are of this kind. The more nice collectors, as naturalists, insist upon having all their shells in their native and genuine appearance, as they are found when living at sea; but the ladies, who make collections, hate the disagreeable outside, and will have all such polished.

It would be very advisable, however, for both kinds of collectors to have the same shells in different specimens both rough and polished: the naturalist would by this means, besides knowing the outside of the shell, be better acquainted with its internal characters than he otherwise could be, and the lady would have a pleasure in comparing the beauties of the shell, in its wrought state, to its coarse appearance as nature gives it. How many elegancies in this part of the creation must be wholly lost to us, if we were not for the affiduity of an art of this kind! Many shells in their native state are like rough diamonds; and we can form no idea of their beauties till they have been polished and wrought into form.

Though the art of polishing shells is a very valuable one, yet it is very dangerous to the shells; for without the utmost care, the means used to polish and beautify a shell often wholly destroy it. When a shell is to be polished, the first thing to be examined is whether it has a smooth surface, or be covered with tubercles or prominences.

A shell which has a smooth surface, and a natural dull polish, need only be rubbed with the hand, or with a piece of chamoy leather, with some tripoli, or fine rotten stone, and will become of a perfectly bright and fine polish. Emery is not to be used on this occasion, because it wears away too much of the shell. This operation requires the hand of an experienced person, that knows how superficial the work must be, and where he is to stop; for in many of these shells the lines are only on the surface, and the wearing away ever so little of the shell defaces them. A shell that is rough, foul, and crusty, or covered with a tartarous crust, must be left a whole day steeping in hot water when it has imbibed a large quantity of this, it is to be rubbed with rough emery, or a piece of leather, and then the shell is to be polished in order to get off the coat. After this, it may be dipped in diluted aquafortis, spirit of salt, or any other acid; and after remaining a few moments in it, be again plunged into common water. This will add greatly to the speed of the work. After this it is to be well rubbed with linen cloths, impregnated with common soap; and when by these several means it is made perfectly clean, the polishing is to be finished with fine emery and a hair-brush. If after this the shell when dry appears not to have a good a polish as was desired, it must be rubbed over with a solution of gum arabic, and this will add greatly to its gloss, without doing it the smallest injury. The gum-water must not be too thick, and then it gives no sensible coat, only brightening the colours. The white of an egg answers this purpose also very well; but it is subject to turn yellow. If the shell has an epidermis, which will by no means admit the polishing of it, it is to be dipped several times in diluted aquafortis, that this may be eaten off; and then the shell is to be polished in the usual way with potty, fine emery, or tripoli, on the hair of a fine brush. When it is only a pellicle that hides the colours, the shell must be steeped in hot water, and after this the skin.
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Skin worked off by degrees with an old file. This is the case with several of the cylinders, which have not the natural polish of the rest.

When a shell is covered with thick and fatty epidermis, as is the case with several of the muscles and telline; in this case aquafortis will do no service, as it will not touch the skin; then a rough brush and coarse emery are to be used; and if this does not succeed, felt-kin, or, as the workmen call it, *fibo/kin* and *pumice stones*, are to be employed.

When a shell has a thick crust, which will not give way to any of these means, the only way left is to plunge it several times into strong aquafortis, till the stubborn crust is wholly eroded. The limps, auris marina, the helmet-shells, and several other species of this kind, must have this fort of management; but as the design is to show the hidden beauties under the crust, and not to destroy the natural beauty and polish of the inside of the shell, the aquafortis must be used in this manner: A long piece of wax must be provided, and one end of it made perfectly to cover the whole mouth of the shell; the other end will then serve as a handle, and the mouth being stopped by the wax, the liquor cannot get in to the inside to spoil it; then there must be placed on a table a vessel full of aquafortis, and another full of common water.

The shell is to be plunged into the aquafortis; and after remaining a few minutes in it, is to be taken out, and plunged into the common water. The progress the aquafortis makes in eroding the surface is thus to be carefully observed every time it is taken out: the point of the shell, and any other tender parts, are to be covered with wax, to prevent the aquafortis from eating them away; and if there be any wormholes, they also must be stopped up with wax, otherwise the aquafortis would soon eat through in those places. When the repeated dipping into the aquafortis show that the coat is sufficiently eaten away, then the shell is to be wrought carefully with fine emery and a brush; and when it is polished as high as can be by this means, it must be wiped clean, and rubbed over with gun-water or the white of an egg. In this fort of work the operator must always have the caution to wear gloves; otherwise the leaf touch of the aquafortis will burn the fingers, and turn them yellow; and often, if it be not regarded, will eat off the skin and the nails.

These are the methods to be used with shells which require but a moderate quantity of the surface to be taken off; but there are others which require to have a larger quantity taken off, and to be uncovered deeper; this is called entirely scaling a shell. This is done by means of a horizontal wheel of lead or tin, impregnated with rough emery; and the shell is wrought down in the same manner in which stones are wrought by the lapidary. Nothing is more difficult, however, than the performing this work with nicety: very often shells are cut down too far by it, and wholly spoiled; and to avoid this, a coarse vein must be often left standing in some place, and taken down afterwards with the file, when the cutting it down at the wheel would have spoiled the adjacent parts.

After the shell is thus cut down to a proper degree it is to be polished with fine emery, tripoli, or rotten stone, with a wooden wheel turned by the same machine as the leaden one, or by the common method of working with the hand with the same ingredients. When a shell is full of tubercles, or protuberances, which must be preferred, it is then impossible to use the wheel; and if the common way of dipping into aquafortis be attempted, the tubercles being harder than the rest of the shell, will be eaten through before the rest is sufficiently scaled, and the shell will be spoiled. In this case, industry and patience are the only means of effecting a polish. A camel's-hair pencil must be dipped in aquafortis, and with this the intermediate parts of the shell must be wetted, leaving the protuberances dry; this is to be often repeated; and after a few moments the shell is always to be plunged into water to stop the erosion of the acid, which would otherwise eat too deep, and destroy the beauty of the shell. When this has sufficiently taken off the softness of the shell, it is to be polished with emery of the finest kind, or with tripoli, by means of a small stick, or the common polishing-flake used by the goldsmiths may be used.

This is a very tedious and troublesome thing, especially when the echinated oysters and muricles, and some other such shells, are to be wrought; and what is worth of all is, that when all this labour has been employed, the business is not well done; for there still remains several places which could not be reached by any instrument, so that the shell must necessarily be rubbed over with gum-water or the white of an egg afterwards, in order to bring out the colours and give a gloss; in some cases it is even necessary to give a coat of varnish.

These are the means used by artists to brighten the colours and add to the beauty of shells; and the changes produced by polishing in this manner are so great, that the shell can scarcely be known afterwards to be the same it was; and hence we hear of new shells in the cabinets of collectors, which have no real existence as separate species, but are shells well known, disguised by polishing. To caution the reader against errors of this kind, it may be proper to add the most remarkable species thus usually altered.

The onyx-shell or volute, called by us the *purple* or the onyx-violet-tipped, which in its natural state is of a fine pale shell, brown, when it is wrought lightly, or polished with just the superficialities taken off, is of a fine bright yellow; and when it is eaten away deeper, it appears of a fine white, with the lower part bluish: it is in this state that it is called the onyx-shell; and it is preferred in many cabinets in its rough state, and in its yellow appearance, as different species of shells.

The violet shell, so common among the curious, is violet a species of porcelain, or common cowry, which does not appear in that elegance till it has been polished; and the common auris marina shows itself in two or three different forms, as it is more or less deeply wrought. In its rough state it is dusky and coarse, of a pale brown on the outside, and pearly within; when it is eaten down a little way below the surface, it shows variegations of black and green; and when still farther eroded, it appears of a fine pearly hue within and without.

The nautilus, when it is polished down, appears all Nautilus over of a fine pearly colour; but when it is eaten away but to a small depth, it appears of a fine yellowish colour with dusky hairs. The bursted, when entirely cleared of its coat, is of the most beautiful perl...
Shells are subject to several imperfections; some of which are natural and others accidental. The natural defects are the effect of age, or sickness in the fish. The greatest mischief happens to shells by the fish dying in them. The curious in these things pretend to be always able to distinguish a shell taken up with the fish alive from one found on the shores: they call the first a living, the second a dead shell; and say that the colours are always much fainter in the dead shells. When the shells have lain long dead on the shores, they are subject to many injuries, of which the being eaten by sea-worms is not the least: age renders the finest shells livid or dead in their colours.

Besides the imperfections arising from age and sickness in the fish, shells are subject to other deformities, such as morbid cavities, or protuberances, in parts where there should be none. When the shell is valuable, these faults may be hid, and much added to the beauty of the specimen, without at all injuring it as an object of natural history, which should always be the great end of collecting these things. The cavities may be filled up with mastic, dissolved in spirit of wine, or with linseed; these substances must be either coloured to the tinge of the shell, or else a pencil dipped in water-colours must fill them up to the semblance of the reef; and then the whole shell being rubbed over with gum-water, or with the white of an egg, scarce any eye can perceive the artifice: the same substances may also be used to repair the blunter edge of a shell provided the pieces chipped off be not too large. And when the excrescences of a shell are faulty, they are to be taken down with a fine file. If the lip of a shell be battered, it will not admit of repairing by any cement, the whole must be filed down or ground on the wheel till it become even.

**Egg Shells.** These are found buried at great depths in the earth.

Of these some are found remaining almost entirely in their native state, but others are variously altered by being impregnated with particles of stone and of other shells; in the place of others there is found mere flint or spar, or some other mineral body, expressing all their lineaments in the most exact manner, as having been formed wholly from them, the shell having been first deposited in some solid matrix, and thence dissolved by very slow degrees, and this matter left in its place, on the cavities of stones and other solid substances, out of which shells had been dissolved and washed away, leaving afterwards filled up by slow flow with these different substances, whether flint or whatever else: these substances, filling the cavities, can neither be of no other form than that of the shell, to the absence of which the cavity was owing, though all the nicer lineaments may not be so exactly expressed. Besides these, we have also in many places masses of flint formed within various shells; and these have been received into the cavities of the shells while they were perfectly fluid, and having therefore nicely filled all their cavities, must retain the perfect figures of the internal part of the shell, when the shell itself should be worn away or purified from their outside.

**Shells**

This is another kind of work bestowed on certain species of shells, particularly the nautilus; namely, the engraving on it lines and circles, and figures of stars, and other things. This is too obvious a work of art to suffer any one to suppose it natural. Buonani has figured several of these wrought shells at the end of his work; but this was applying his labour to very little purpose: the shells are spoiled as objects of natural history by it, and the engraving is seldom worth any thing. — They are principally done in the East Indies.
also many species, and those in great numbers, which are in their recent state, the inhabitants of other yet unknown or unsearched seas and shores. The cockles, muscles, oysters, and the other common bivalves of our own seas, are very abundant: but we have also an amazing number of the nautilus kind, particularly of the nautilus graceron, which though a shell not found living in our own or any neighbouring sea, yet is found buried in all our clay-pits about London and elsewhere; and the most frequent of all fossil shells in some of our counties are the conch anomic, which yet we know not of in any part of the world in their recent state. Of this sort also are the cornua ammonis and the Gryphite, with several of the echinates and others.

The exact similitude of the known shells, recent and fossil, in their several kinds, will by no means suffer us to believe that these, though not yet known to us in their living state, are, as some have idly thought, a sort of lyias nature. It is certain, that of the many known shells, very few, not even those of Great Britain, have been yet carefully searched for the shell-fish that inhabit them; and as we see in the nautilus graceron an infall of shells being brought from very distant parts of the world to be buried here, we cannot wonder that yet unknown shores, or the unknown bottoms of deep seas, should have furnished us with many unknown shell-fish, which may have been brought with the reit; whether that were at the time of the general deluge, or the effect of any other cataclysm of a like kind, or by whatever other means, to be left in the yet unremoved matter of our flinty and clayey flrata.

Shells, in gunny-y, are hollow iron balls to throw out of mortars or howitzers, with a fuse-hole of about an inch diameter, to load them with powder, and to receive the fuse. The bottom, or part opposite to the fuse, is made thicker than the rest, that the fuse may fall uppermost. But in small elevations this does not always happen, nor indeed is it necessary; for, let the shell fall as it will, the fuse fits fire to the powder within, which bursts the shell, and causes great devastation. The shells had much better be of an equal thickness; for then they burst into more pieces.

Musk: Shells are nothing more than howitz-shells, in the mode of which a letter or other papers are put; the fuse-hole is plugged up with wood or cork, and the shells are fired out of a royal or howitz, either into a garden or camp. It is supposed, that the perforin to whom the letter is first knows the time, and accordingly appoints a guard to look out for its arrival.

Shell-Fish. These animals are in general oviparous, very few inlarces having been found of such as are viviparous. Among the oviparous kinds, anatomists have found that some species are of different sexes, in the different individuals of the same species; but others are hermaphrodites, every one being in itself male and female. In both cases their increase is very numerous, and scarce inferior to that of plants, or of the most fruitful of the insect casts. The eggs are very small, and are hung together in a sort of clusters by means of a glutinous humour, which is always placed about them, and is of the nature of the jelly of frog's spawn. By means of this, they are not only kept together in a parcel, but the whole cluster is hardened to the rocks, shells, or other solid substances; and thus they are preserved from being driven on shore by the waves, and left where they cannot succeed. See Testacea.

Shell-Gold. See Gold.

Sheltie, a small but strong kind of horse, so called from Shetland, and Zetland, where they are produced.

Shelves, in sea-language, a general name given to any dangerous shallows, sand banks, or rocks, lying immediately under the surface of the water, so as to intercept any ship in her passage, and endanger her destruction.


Shenstone (William), an admired English poet, the eldest son of a plain country gentleman, who farming his own estate in Shropshire, was born in November 1714. He learned to read of an old dame, whom his poem of the “School mistref” has delivered to posterity; and soon received such delight from books, that he was always calling for new entertainment, and expected that, when any of the family went to market, a new book should be brought him, which, when it came, was in fondness carried to bed, and laid by him. It is said, that when his request had been neglected, his mother wrapped up a piece of wood of the same form, and pacified him for the night. As he grew older, he went for a while to the grammar-school in Hales-Owen, and was placed afterwards with Mr. Crumpton, an eminent school-master at Solihul, where he distinguished himself by the quickness of his progress. When he was young (June 1724), he was deprived of his father; and soon after (August 1726) of his grandfather; and was, with his brother, who died afterwards unmarried, left to the care of his grandmother, who managed the estate. From school he was sent, in 1729, to Pembroke college in Oxford, a society which for half a century has been eminent for English poetry and elegant literature. Here it appears that he found delight and advantage; for he continued his name there ten years, though he took no degree. After the first four years he put on the civilian’s gown, but without having any intention to engage in the profession. About the time when he went to Oxford, the death of his grandmother devolved his affairs to the care of the reverend Mr. Dolman, of Brome, in Staffordshire, whose attention he always mentioned with gratitude. At Oxford he applied to English poetry; and, in 1732, published a small Mirecall, without his name. He then for a time wandered about, to acquaint himself with life, and was sometimes at London, sometimes at Bath, or any place of public resort; but he did not forget his poetry. He published, in 1740, his “Judgment of Hercules,” addressed to Mr. Lyttleton, whose interest he supported with great warmth at an election; this was two years afterwards followed by the “School-mistref”. Mr. Dolman, to whose care he was indebted for his ease and leisure, died in 1745, and the care of his fortune now fell upon himself. He tried to escape it a while, and lived at his house with his tenants, who were diligently related; but, finding that imperfect pollien inconvenient, he took the whole estate into his own hands, an event which rather improved its beauty than increased its produce. Now began his delight in rural pleasures, and his fatlure of rural elegance; but in time his expenses occasioned.
occasioned clamours that overpowered the lamb's beat, and the linnet's song, and his groves were haunted by beings very different from fawns and fairies. He spent his estate in adorning it, and his death was probably hastened by his anxieties. He was a lamp that spent its oil in blazing. It is said, that if he had lived a little longer, he would have been afflicted by a penfion; such bounty could not have been more properly bestowed, but that it was ever asked is not certain; it is too certain that it never was enjoyed.

—He died at the Leaflowes, of a putrid fever, about five on Friday morning, Feb. 21. 1763; and was buried by the side of his brother, in the churchyard of Hales Owen.

In his private opinions, our author adhered to no particular sect, and hated all religious disputes. Tenderness, in every sense of the word, was his peculiar characteristic; and his friends, domestics, and poor neighbours, daily experienced the effects of his benevolence. This virtue he carried to an excess that seemed to border upon weakness; yet if any of his friends treated him ungenerously, he was not easily reconciled. On such occasions, however, he used to say, "I never will be a revengeful enemy; but I cannot, it is not in my nature, to be half a friend." He was no economist; for the generosity of his temper prevented his paying a proper regard to the nse of money: he exceeded therefore the bounds of his paternal fortune. But, if we consider the perfect paradise into which he had converted his estate, the hospitality with which he lived, his charities to the indigent, and all out of an estate that did not exceed 300 l. a-year, one should rather wonder that he left any thing behind him, than blame his want of economy: he yet left more than sufficient to pay all his debts, and by his will appropriated his whole estate to that purpose. Though he had a high opinion of many of the fair sex, he forbore to marry. A passion he entertained in his youth was with difficulty surmounted. The lady was the subject of that admirable pastoral, in four parts, which has been so universally and so justly admired, and which, one would have thought, must have softened the proud and moft obdurate heart. His works have been published by Mr. Doddy, in 3 vols 8vo. The first volume contains his poetical works, which are particularly distinguished by an amiable elegance and beautiful simplicity; the second volume contains his prose works; the third his letters, &c. Biographical Dictionary.

SHERIDAN, (Thom. D. D.) the intimate friend of Dean Swift, is said by Shield in Cibber's "Lives of the Poets," to have been born about 1684, in the county of Cavan, where, according to the same authority, his parents lived in no very elevated state. They are described as being unable to afford their son the advantages of a liberal education; but he, being obferved to give early indications of genius, attracted the notice of a friend to his family, who sent him to the college of Dublin, and contributed towards his support while he remained there. He afterwards entered into orders, and set up a school in Dublin, which long maintained a very high degree of reputation, as well for the attention bestowed on the morals of the scholars as for their proficiency in literature. So great was the estimation in which this seminary was held, that it is asserted to have produced in some years the sum of L. 1500. It does not appear that he had any considerable preferment; but his intimacy with Swift, in 1725, procured for him a living in the south of Ireland, worth about L. 150 a-year; which he went to take possession of, and, by an act of inadvertence, destroyed all his future expectations of rising in the church; for being at Croke on the 18th of August, the anniversary of King George's birth-day, he preached a sermon, which had for its text, "Sufficient for the day is the evil thereof." On this being known, he was struck out of the list of chaplains to the lord lieutenants, and forbidden the castle.

This living Dr Sheridan afterwards changed for that of Dunboyne, which, by the knavery of the farmers, and power of the gentlemen in the neighbourhood, fell so low as L. 80 per annum. He gave it up for the free school of Cavan, where he might have lived well in so cheap a country on L. 80 a-year salary, besides his scholars; but the air being, as he said, too moist and unhealthy, and being disgraced with some persons who lived there, he sold the school for about L. 400; and having soon spent the money, he fell into bad health, and died Sept. 10. 1738, in his 55th year.

Lord Croke has given the following character of him: "Dr Sheridan was a school-master; and in many instances perfectly well adapted for that station. He was deeply versed in the Greek and Latin languages, and in their customs and antiquities. He had that kind of good nature which absence of mind, indolence of body, and carelessness of fortune, produce; and although not over strict in his own conduct, yet he took care of the morality of his scholars, whom he sent to the university remarkably well founded in all kinds of classical learning, and not ill instructed in the social duties of life. He was sly, indigent, and cheerful. He knew books much better than men; and he knew the value of money leaf of all. In this situation, and with this disposition, Swift fastened upon him as upon a prey, with which he intended to regale himself whenever his appetite should prompt him." His Lordship then mentions the event of the unlucky sermon, and adds: "This ill-starred, good-natured, improvident man, returned to Dublin, unhinged from all favour at court, and even banished from the castle. But still he remained a punter, a quibbler, a fiddler, and a wit. Not a
Sheridan, day passed without a rebus, an anagram, or a madrigal.

His pen and his fiddlestick were in continual motion; and yet to little or no purpose, if we may give credit to the following verses, which shall serve as the conclusion of his poetical character:

"With music and poetry equally blest'd,
A bard thus Apollo most humbly address'd;
Great author of poetry, music, and light,
Instructed by thee, I both fiddle and write;
Yet unheeded I fcare, or I fcarcely all day,
My tunes are neglected, my verse flung away.
Thy substitute here, Vice Apollo diadum
To vouch for my numbers, or lift to my strain.
Thy manual sign he refuses to put
To the air I produce from the pen or the gut.
Be thou then propitious, great Ihabus, and grant
Relief, or reward, to my merit or want.
To the Dean and Delany transcendantly shine,
O! brighten one folo or sonnet of mine:
Make one work immortal, 'tis all I requite.
Apollo look'd pleas'd, and resolving to jest,
Replied— Honesty friend, I've consider'd your cafe,
Nor dislike your unmeaning and innocent face.
Your petition I grant, the boon is not great,
Your works shall continue, and here's the receipt,
On roundels hereafter your fiddle-strings spend,
Write verses in circles, they never shall end."

One of the volumes of Swift's miscellanies contains almost entirely of letters between him and the dean. He published a prose translation of Pericles; to which he added the belt notes of former editors, together with many judicious ones of his own. This work was printed at London, 1739, in 12mo. Biographical Dictionary. SHERIDAN (Mrs Frances), wife to Thomas Sheridan, M. A. was born in Ireland about the year 1724, but descended from a good English family which had removed thither. Her maiden name was Chamberlaine, and she was grand-daughter of Sir Oliver Chamberlaine. The first literary performance by which she distinguished herself was a little pamphlet at the time of a violent party-dispute relative to the theatre, in which Mr Sheridan had newly embarked his fortune. So well-timed a work excited the attention of Mr Sheridan, and by an accident discovered his fair patroness, to whom he was soon afterwards married. She was a person of the most amiable character in every relation of life, with the most engaging manners. After lingering some years in a very weak state of health she died at Blois in the south of France, in the year 1767. Her "Sydney Biddulph" may be ranked with the first productions of that class in ours or in any other language. She also wrote a little romance in one volume called Newfand, in which there is a great deal of imagination productive of an admirable moral. And she was the author of two comedies, "The Discovery" and "The Dupe."

SHERIFF, an officer, in each county in England, nominated by the king, invested with a judicial and ministerial power, and who takes place of every nobleman in the county during the time of his office. The sheriff is an officer of very great antiquity in this kingdom, his name being derived from two Saxon words, signifying the regio, bibliis, or officer of the shire. He is called in Latin vice-comes, as being the deputy of the earl or comitatus, to whom the custody of the shire is said to have been committed at the first division of this kingdom into counties. But the earl, in process of time, by reason of their high employments and attendance on the king's person, not being able to transact the business of the county, were delivered of that burden; referring to themselves the honour, but the labour was laid on the sheriff. So that now the sheriff does all the king's business in the county; and though he be still called vice-comes, yet he is entirely independent of, and not subject to, the earl; the king, by his letters patent, committing custodia comitatus to the sheriff, and to him alone.

Sheriffs were formerly chosen by the inhabitants of the several counties. In confirmation of which it was ordained, by statute 28 Edw. I. c. 8, that the people should have an election of sheriffs in every shire where the sheriffalty is not of inheritance. For anciently in some counties the sheriffs were hereditary; as we apprehend they were in Scotland till the statute 20 Geo. II. c. 43; and still continue in the counties of Wiltmore, and day; the city of London having also the inheritance of the sheriffalty of Middlesex vested in their body by charter. The reason of these popular elections is assigned in the same statute, c. 13: "that the commons might choose such as would not be a burden to them." And herein appears plainly a strong trace of the democratic part of our constitution; in which form of government it is an indispensible requisite, that the people should choose their own magistrates. This election was in all probability not absolutely vested in the commons, but required the royal approbation. For in the Gothic constitution, the judges of their county-courts (which office is executed by the sheriff) were elected by the people, but confirmed by the king; and the form of their election was thus managed; the people, or incola territorii, chose twelve electors, and they nominated three persons, ex quibus rex unum confirmabit. But, with us in England, these popular elections, growing tumultuous, were put an end to by the statute 9 Edw. II. ft. 2, which enacted, that the sheriffs should from thenceforth be appointed by the chancellor, treasurer, and the judges; as being persons in whom the same trust might with confidence be reposed. By statutes 14 Edw. III. c. 7. 23 Hen. VI. c. 8. and 21 Hen. VIII. c. 20. the chancellor, treasurer, precentor of the king's council, chief justices, and chief barons, are to make this election; and that on the morrow of All Souls, in the exchequer. And the king's letters patent, appointing the new sheriffs, used commonly to bear date the first day of November. The statute of Cambridge, 12 Ric. II. c. 2. ordains, that the chancellor, treasurer, keeper of the privy-sale, steward of the king's house, the king's chamberlain, clerk of the rolls, the justices of the one bench and the other, barons of the exchequer, and all other that shall be called to ordain, name, or make justices of the peace, sheriffs, and other officers of the king, shall be sworn to adjudge independently, and to name no man that faith to be put in office, but such only as they shall judge to be the best and most sufficient. And the custom now is (and has been at least ever since the time of Fortescue, who was chief justice and chancellor to Henry the sixth), that all the judges, together with the other great officers, meet in the exchequer chamber on the morrow of All Souls yearly, (which day is now altered to the morrow of
of St Martin by the last act for abbreviating Michaelmas term, and then and there propose three persons to the king, who afterwards appoints one of them to be sheriff. This custom of the twelve judges proposing three persons seems borrowed from the Gothic constitution before-mentioned; with this difference, that among the Goths the 12 nominors were first elected by the people themselves. And this usage of ours, at its first introduction, there is reason to believe, was founded upon some statute, though not now to be found among our printed laws; first, because it is materially different from the direction of all the statutes before-mentioned; which it is hard to conceive that the judges would have countenanced by their concurrence, or that Fortescue would have inserted in his book, unless by the authority of some statute; and also, because a statute is expressly referred to in the record, which Sir Edward Coke tells us he transcribed from the council book of 3d March, 34 Hen. VI. and which is in substance as follows. The king had of his own authority appointed a man sheriff of Lincolnshire, which office he refused to take upon him; whereupon the opinions of the judges were taken, what should be done in this behalf. And the two chief judges, Sir John Fortescue and Sir John Prichard, delivered the unanimous opinion of them all; "that the king did an error when he made a person sheriff that was not chosen and preferred to him according to the statute; that the person refusing was liable to no fine for disobedience, as if he had been one of the three persons chosen according to the tenor of the statute; that they would advise the king to have recourse to the three persons that were chosen according to the statute, or that some other person might be introduced to occupy the office for this year; and, that the next year, to eschew such inconveniences, the order of the statute in this behalf made be observed." But, notwithstanding this unanimous resolution of all the judges of England, thus entered in the council-book, and the statute 34 and 35 Hen. VIII. c. 25. § 61. which expressly recognizes this to be the law of the land, some of our writers have affirmed, that the king, by his prerogative, may name whom he pleases to be sheriff, whether chosen by the judges or not. This is grounded on a very particular case in the fifth year of queen Elizabeth, when, by reason of the plague, there was no Michaelmas term kept at Westminster; so that the judges could not meet there in cragg a unnanimem to nominate the sheriff; whereupon the queen named them herself, without such previous assembly, appointing for the most part one of two remaining in the last year's list. And this case, thus circumstanced, is the only authority in our books for the making these extraordinary sheriffs. It is true, the reporter adds, that it was held that the queen by her prerogative might make a sheriff without the election of the judges, non obstante alio, statute in contradistinction; but the doctrine of non obstante, which fets the prerogative above the laws, was officially demolished by the bill of rights at the revolution, and abdicated Westminster-hall when king James abdicated the kingdom. However, it must be acknowledged, that the practice of occasionally naming what are called per-kef-farrants, by the sole authority of the crown, hath uniformly continued to the reign of his present majesty; in which, it is believed, few (if any) instances have occurred. Sheriffs, by virtue of several old statutes, are to continue in their office no longer than one year; and yet it hath been said that a sheriff may be appointed durantem bene placito, or during the king's pleasure; and so is the form of the royal writ. Therefore, till a new sheriff be named, his office cannot be determined, unless by his own death, or the demise of the king; in which last case it was usual for the successor to find a new writ to the old sheriff; but now, by statute 1 Anne, c. 8. all officers appointed by the preceding king, may hold their offices for six months after the king's demise, unless sooner displaced by the successor. We may further observe, that by statute 1 Will. III. c. 11. no man that has served the office of sheriff for one year can be compelled to serve the same again within three years after. We shall find it is of the utmost importance to have the sheriff appointed according to law, where we consider his power and duty. These are either as a judge, as the keeper of the king's peace, as a magistrate or officer of the superior courts of justice, or as the king's bailiff.

In his judicial capacity he is to hear and determine all causes of 40 shillings value and under, in his county-court; and he has also a judicial power in divers other civil cases. He is likewise to decide the elections of knights of the shire (subject to the control of the House of Commons), of coroners, and of verderors; to judge of the qualification of voters, and to return such as he shall determine to be duly elected.

As the keepers of the king's peace, both by common law and special commission, he is the first man in the county, and superior in rank to any nobleman therein, during his office. He may apprehend, and commit to prifon, all persons who break the peace, or attempt to break it; and may bind any one in a recognizance to keep the king's peace. He may, and is bound, ex officio, to pursue and take all traitors, murderers, felons, and other misdeemers, and commit them to goal for false custody. He is also to defend his country against any of the king's enemies when they come into the land; and for this purpose, as well as for keeping the peace and pursuing felons, he may command all the people of his county to attend him; which is called the poissa comitatus, or power of the county; which sum is every person above 15 years old, and under the degree of a peer, bound to do without warning, under pain of fine and imprisonment. But though the sheriff is thus the principal conservator of the peace in his county, yet, by the express directions of the great charter, he, together with the confiable, coroner, and certain other officers of the king, are forbidden to hold any pleas of the crown, or, in other words, to try any criminal offence. For it would be highly unbecoming, that the executioners of justice should be also the judges; should impose, as well as levy, fines and amercements; should one day condemn a man to death, and personally execute him the next. Neither may he act as an ordinary justice of the peace during the time of his office; for this would be equally incon-
SHERLOCK, in Scotland. See Law, Part iii. sect. 3.

SHERLOCK (William), a learned English divine in the 17th century, was born in 1641, and educated at Eaton school, where he distinguished himself by the vigour of his genius and his application to study. Thence he was removed to Cambridge, where he took his degree. In 1669 he became rector of the parish of St George, Botolph-lane, in London; and in 1671 was collated to the prebend of Paneras, in the cathedral of St Paul's. He was likewise chosen master of the Temple, and had the rectory of Thetford in Hertfordshire. After the Revolution he was furnished from his preferment, for refusing the oaths to king William and queen Mary; but at last he took them, and publickly justified what he had done. In 1691 he was installed dean of St Paul's. His Vindication of the Doctrine of the Trinity engaged him in a warm controversy with Dr South and others. Bishop Burnet tells us, he was "a clear, a polite, and a strong writer; but apt to assume too much to himself, and to treat his adversaries with contempt." He died in 1707. His works are very numerous; among these are, 1. A discourse concerning the knowledge of Jesus Christ, against Dr Owen. 2. Several pieces against the Papists, the Socinians, and Dissenters. 3. A practical Treatise on Death, which is much admired. 4. A practical Discourse on Providence. 5. A practical Discourse on the future Judgment; and many other works.

Vol. XVII.

SHERLOCK (Dr Thomas), bishop of London, was the son of the preceding Dr. William Sherlock, and was born in 1678. He was educated in Catherine-hall, Cambridge, where he took his degrees, and of which he became master; he was made master of the Temple very young, on the resignation of his father; and it is remarkable that this mastership was held by father and son successively for more than 70 years. He was at the head of the opposition against Dr Hoadley bishop of Bangor; during which contest he published a great number of pieces. He attacked the famous Collins's "Grounds and Reasons of the Christian Religion," in a course of six sermons, preached at the Temple-church, which he entitled, "The use and Intent of Prophecy in the several Ages of the World." In 1728, Dr Sherlock was promoted to the bishopric of Bangor; and was translated to Salisbury in 1734. In 1747 he refused the archbishopric of Canterbury, on account of his ill state of health; but recovering in a good degree, accepted the see of London in the following year. On occasion of the earthquakes in 1750, he published an excellent Pastoral Letter to the clergy and inhabitants of London and Westminster; of which it is said there were printed in 4to, 50,000; 8vo, 20,000; and in 12mo, about 30,000; besides pirated editions, of which not less than 50,000 were supposed to have been sold. Under the weak state of body in which he lay for several years, he revised and published 4 vols of sermons in 8vo, which are particularly admired for their ingenuity and elegance. He died in 1762, and by report worth 150,000l. "His learning," says Dr Nicholas, "was very extensive: God had given him a great and an understanding mind, a quick comprehension, and a solid judgment. These advantages of nature he improved by much industry and application. His skill in the civil and canon law was very considerable; to which he had added such a knowledge of the common law of England as few clergymen attain to. This it was that gave him that influence in all causes where the church was concerned; as knowing precisely what it had to claim from its constitutions and canons, and what from the common law of the land." Dr Nicholas then mentions his confitant and exemplary piety, his warm and fervent zeal in preaching the duties and maintaining the doctrines of Christianity, and his large and diffusive munificence and charity; particularly by his having given large sums of money to the corporation of clergyman's sons, to several of the hospitals, and to the society for propagating the Gospel in foreign parts; also his bequesting to Catherine-hall in Cambridge, the place of his education, his valuable library of books, and his donations for the founding a librarian's place and a scholarship, to the amount of several thousand pounds.

SHERRIFFE of Mecca, the title of the descendants of Mahomet by Hassan ibn Ali. These are divided into several branches, of which the family of Ali Binuni, consisting at least of three hundred individuals, enjoy the sole right to the throne of Mecca. The Ali Binuni are, again, subdivided into two subordinate branches, Darii Sajid, and Darii Barkad, of whom sometimes the one, sometimes the other, have given sovereigns to Mecca and Medina, when these were separate states.

Not only is the Turkish Sultan indifferent about the order of succession in this family, but he seems even to
Sheriff's foment the dissensions which arise among them, and favours the strongest, merely that he may weaken them all. As the order of succession is not determinately fixed, and the sheriffs may all aspire alike to the sovereign power, this uncertainty of right, aided by the intrigues of the Turkish officers, occasions frequent revolutions. The grand sheriff is seldom able to maintain himself on the throne; and it often happens that his reign is not disturbed by the revolt of his nearest relatives. There have been instances of a nephew succeeding his uncle, an uncle succeeding his nephew; and sometimes of a person from a remote branch, coming in the room of the reigning prince of the ancient house.

When Niebuhr was in Arabia, in 1763, the reigning Sheriff of Mefad had reigned fourteen years on the throne, and, during all that period, had been continually at war with the neighbouring Arabs, and with his own nearest relations sometimes. A few years before, the Pacha of Syria had deposed him, and raised his younger brother to the sovereign dignity in his stead. But after the departure of the caravan, Jafar, the new sheriff, not being able to maintain himself on the throne, was obliged to resign the sovereignty again to Mefad. Achmet, the second brother of the sheriff, who was much beloved by the Arabs, threatened to attack Mecca while Niebuhr was at Jadda. Our traveller was soon after informed of the termination of the quarrel, and of Achmet's return to Mecca, where he continued to live peaceably in a private character.

These examples show that the Mussulmans observe not the law which forbids them to bear arms against their holy places. An Egyptian Bey even presumed, a few years since, to plant some small cannons within the compass of the Kaba, upon a small tower, from which he fired over that sacred mansion, upon the palace of Sheriff Mefad, with whom he was at variance.

The dominions of the sheriff comprehend the cities of Mecca, Medina, Jambo, Taif, Sadie, Ghunude, Hali, and thirteen others less considerable, all situated in Hejjas. Near Taif is the lofty mountain of Gazzan, which, according to Arabian authors, is covered with snow in the middle of summer. As these dominions are neither opulent nor extensive, the revenue of their sovereign cannot be considerable.

He finds a rich resource, however, in the imposts levied on pilgrims, and in the gratuities offered him by Mussulman monarchs. Every pilgrim pays a tax of from ten to an hundred crowns, in proportion to his ability. The Great Mogul remits annually sixty thousand rupees to the sheriff, by an allusion upon the government of Surat. Indeed, since the English made themselves masters of this city, and the territory belonging to it, the Nabob of Surat has no longer been able to pay the sum. The sheriff once demanded it of the English, as the possessors of Surat; and, till they should satisfy him, forbade their captains to leave the port of Jadda. But the English disregarding this prohibition, the sheriff complained to the Ottoman Porte, and they communicated his complaints to the English ambassador. He at the same time opened a negotiation with the nominal Nabob, who resides in Surat. But these steps proved all fruitless: and the sovereign of Mecca seems not likely to be ever more benefited by the contribution from India.

The power of the sheriff extends not to spiritual matters; these are entirely managed by the heads of the clergy, of different sects, who are resident at Mecca. Rigid Mussulmans, such as the Turks, are not very favourable in their sentiments of the sheriffs, but suspect their orthodoxy, and look upon them as secretly attached to the tolerant sect of the Zeidi.

SHELTAND, the name of certain islands belonging to Scotland, and lying to the northward of Orkney. There are many convincing proofs that these islands were very early inhabited by the Picts, or rather by those nations who were the original possessors of the Orkneys; and at the time of the total destruction of these nations, if any credit be due to tradition, their woods were entirely ruined. It is highly probable that the people in Shetland, as well as in the Orkneys, flourished under their own princes dependent upon the crown of Norway; yet this seems to have been rather through what they acquired by fishing and commerce, than by the cultivation of their lands. It may also be reasonably presumed, that they grew thinner of inhabitants after they were annexed to the crown of Scotland; and it is likely that they revived again, chiefly by the very great and extensive improvements which the Dutch made in the herring-fisery upon their coasts, and the trade that the crews of their buffs, then very numerous, carried on with the inhabitants, necessarily resulting from their want of provisions and other conveniences, which in those days could not be very considerable.

There are many reasons which may be assigned why these islands, though part of the British dominions, have not hitherto been better known. They were commonly placed two degrees too far to the north in all the old maps, in order to make them agree with Ptolemy's description of Thule, which he affected to be in the latitude of 63 degrees; which we find urged by Camden as a reason why Thule must be one of the Shetland isles, to which Speed also agrees, though from their being thus wrong placed he could not find room for them in his maps. Another, and that no light cause, was the many fabulous, fabulous, and impertinent relations published concerning them, as if they were countries inhospitable and uninhabitable; and lazzily, the indolence, or rather indifference, of the natives, who, contenting themselves

(a) The tradition is, that this was done by the Scots when they destroyed the Picts; but is more probably referred to the Norwegians rooting out the original possessors of Shetland.

(b) They represented the climate as intensely cold; the soil as composed of crags and quagmire, so barren as to be incapable of bearing corn; to supply which, the people, after drying fish-bones, powdered them, then kneaded and baked them for bread. The large fish-bones were told to be all the fuel they had. Yet, if so dreary a country, and in such miserable circumstances, they were acknowledged to be very long-lived, cheerful, and contented.
She is a very curious and interesting country, as far as the Shetland and Orkney islands are concerned. These islands are well situated for trade, being near three times as much land as the Orkneys; they are far better off than the islands of Madeira, and not inferior to the provinces of Utrecht, Zealand, and all inaccessable places, the mountain ash is still found growing wild. That is difficult, says the want of wood at present does not arise entirely from the soil or climate, appears from various experiments; some gentlemen having raised ash, maple, horse chestnuts, etc., in their gardens. Though the inhabitants are without either wood or coal, they are very well supplied with fuel, having great plenty of heath and peat. The black cattle in this country are in general of a larger size than in Orkney, which is owing to their having more extensive pastures; a clear proof that further improvements might be made in respect to this. Their hores are small, but strong, stout, and well-shaped, live very hardy, and to a great age. They have likewise a breed of small swine, the feth of which, when fat, is esteemed very delicious. They have no goats, hares, foxes, and in general no wild or venomous creatures of any kind except rats in some few islands. They have no moor-fowl, which is perhaps the more remarkable, as there are everywhere immense quantities of heath; but there are many sorts of wild and water fowl, particularly the dunter-goos, clack-goos, solan-goos, swans, duck,
Shetland. Ducks, teal, whaps, foils, lyres, kitiwalks, maws, plows, cormorants, &c. There is likewise the amber-goofes, which is said to hatch her egg under her wing. Eagles and hawks, as also ravens, crows, mews, &c., abound here.

All these islands are well watered; for there are everywhere excellent springs, some of them mineral and medicinal. They have indeed no rivers; but many pleasant rills or rivulets, which they call burns, of different sizes; in some of the largest they have admirable trouts, some of which are of 15 and even of 20 pounds weight. They have likewise many fresh water lakes, well floted with trout and eels, and in most of them there are also large and fine flounders; in some very excellent cod. These fresh-water lakes, if the country was better peopled, and the common people more at their ease, are certainly capable of great improvements. The sea-coasts of the main land of Shetland, in a straight line, are 55 leagues; and therefore there cannot be a country conceived more proper for establishing an extensive fishery.

What the inhabitants have been hitherto able to do, their natural advantages considered, does not deserve that name, notwithstanding they export large quantities of cod, tulk, ling, and skate, in such quantities that the bounty allowed by acts of parliament amounts from L. 1400 to L. 2000 annually. They have, besides, haddocks, whiting, turbot, and a variety of other fish. In many of the inlets there are prodigious quantities of excellent oysters, lobsters, mussels, cockles, and other shell-fish. As to amphibious creatures, they have multitudes of otters and seals; add to these, that amber, ambergris, and other spoils of the ocean, are frequently found upon the coasts.

The inhabitants are a stout, well-made, comely people; the lower sort of a swarthy complexion. The gentry are allowed, by all who have conversed with them, to be most of them polite, shrewd, sensible, lively, active, and intelligent persons; and these, to the number of 100 families, have very handsome, strong, well-built houses, neatly furnished; their tables well served, polished in their manners, and exceedingly hospitable and civil to strangers. Those of an inferior rank are a hardy, robust, and laborious people, who, generally speaking, get their bread by fishing in all weathers in their yaws, which are little bigger than Graveend wherries; live hardily, and in the summer feast mostly on fish; their drink, which, in reference to the British dominions, is peculiar to the country, is called bland, and is a sort of butter-milk, long kept, and very strong. Many live to great ages, though not so long as in former times. In respect, however, to the bulk of the inhabitants, from the poorness of living, from the nature of it, and from the drinking great quantities of corn-spirits of the very worst sort, multitudes are afflicted with an invertebrate scurvy; from which those in better circumstances are entirely free, and enjoy as good health as in any other country in Europe. As they have no great turn to agriculture, and are persuaded that their country is not fit for it, they do not (though probably they might) raise corn enough to support them for more than two-thirds of the year. But they are much more successful in their pasture-grounds, which are kept well inclosed, in good order, and, together with their common, supply them plentifully with beef and mutton. They pay their rents generally in butter at Lammas, and in money at Martinmas. As to manufactures, they make a strong coarse cloth for their own use, as alp. linen. They make likewise of their own wool very fine stockings. They export, besides the different kinds of fish already mentioned, some herrings, a considerable quantity of butter and train-oil, otter and seal skins, and no inconsiderable quantity of the fine stockings just mentioned. Their chief trade is to Leith, London, Hamburgh, Spain, and to the Straits. They import timbers, deals, and some of their beet oats, from Norway; corn and flour from the Orkneys, and from North Britain; spirits, and some other things from Hamburgh; cloths and better sort of linen from Leith; groceries, houfehld furniture, and other necessaries from London. The superior-duties to the earl of Morton are generally let in farm; and are paid by the people in butter, oil, and money. The remains of the old Norwegian constitution are still visible in the division of their lands; and they have some udalmen or freeholders amongst them. But the Scots laws, customs, manners, drefs, and language, prevail; and they have their shire, and other magistrates for the administration of justice, as well as a custom-house, with a proper number of officers. In reference to their ecclesiastical concerns, they have a prebendary, 12 ministers, and an itinerant for Foula, Fair Island, and the Skerries. Each of these ministers has a stipend of between 40 and 50 pounds, besides a house and glebe free from taxes. The number of souls in these islands may be about 20,000.

SHEW-BREAD, the loaves of bread which the priest of the week put every Sabbath-day upon the golden table in the sanctuary, before the Lord, in the temple of the Jews. They were twelve in number, and were offered to God in the name of the twelve tribes of Israel. They were shaped like a brick, were ten palms long and five broad, weighed about eight pounds each. They were unleavened, and made of fine flour by the Levites. The priests set them on the table in two rows, fix in a row, and put frankincense upon them to preserve them from moulding. They were changed every Sabbath, and the old ones belonged to the priest upon duty. Of this bread none but the priests might eat, except in cases of necessity. It was called the bread of faces, because the table of the shew-bread, being almost over against the ark of the covenant, the loaves might be said to be set before the face of God. The original table was carried away to Babylon, but a new one was made for the second temple. It was of wood overlaid with gold. This, with the candlestick and some other spoils, was carried by Titus to Rome.

SHIELD, an ancient weapon of defence, in form of a light buckler, borne on the arm to fend off lances, darts, &c. The form of the shield is represented by the escutcheon in coats of arms. The shield was that part of the ancient armour on which the perons of distinction in the field of battle always had their arms painted; and most of the words used at this time to express the place that holds the arms of families are derived from the Latin name for a shield, scutum. The French escu and escuison, and the English escutcheon, or, as we commonly speak it, escutcheon, are evidently from this origin; and the Italian scudo signifies both the shield of arms and that used in war. The Latin name scutum, for the same thing, seems also to be derived from
The shield in war, among the Greeks and Romans, was not only useful in the defence of the body, but it was also a token, or badge of honour, to the wearer; and he who returned from battle without it was always treated with infamy afterwards. People have at all times thought this honourable piece of the armour the properest place to engrave, or figure on the signs of dignity of the possessor of it; and hence, when arms came to be painted for families in aftertimes, the heralds always chose to represent them upon the figure of a shield, but with several exterior additions and ornaments; as the helmet, supporters, and the ruff.

The form of the shield has not only been found different in various nations, but even the people of the same nation, at different times, have varied its form exceedingly; and among several people there have been shields of several forms and fizes in use, at the fame period of time, and suited to different occasions. The most ancient and universal form of shields, in the earlier ages, seems to have been the triangular. This we see from the several figures engraved on it, as marks of distinction of the person who wore it.

The shield in war, among the Greeks and Romans, was not only useful in the defence of the body, but it was also a token, or badge of honour, to the wearer; and he who returned from battle without it was always treated with infamy afterwards. People have at all times thought this honourable piece of the armour the properest place to engrave, or figure on the signs of dignity of the possessor of it; and hence, when arms came to be painted for families in aftertimes, the heralds always chose to represent them upon the figure of a shield, but with several exterior additions and ornaments; as the helmet, supporters, and the ruff.

The form of the shield has not only been found different in various nations, but even the people of the same nation, at different times, have varied its form exceedingly; and among several people there have been shields of several forms and sizes in use, at the same period of time, and suited to different occasions. The most ancient and universal form of shields, in the earlier ages, seems to have been the triangular. This we see from the several figures engraved on it, as marks of distinction of the person who wore it.

The shield in war, among the Greeks and Romans, was not only useful in the defence of the body, but it was also a token, or badge of honour, to the wearer; and he who returned from battle without it was always treated with infamy afterwards. People have at all times thought this honourable piece of the armour the properest place to engrave, or figure on the signs of dignity of the possessor of it; and hence, when arms came to be painted for families in aftertimes, the heralds always chose to represent them upon the figure of a shield, but with several exterior additions and ornaments; as the helmet, supporters, and the ruff.

The form of the shield has not only been found different in various nations, but even the people of the same nation, at different times, have varied its form exceedingly; and among several people there have been shields of several forms and sizes in use, at the same period of time, and suited to different occasions. The most ancient and universal form of shields, in the earlier ages, seems to have been the triangular. This we see from the several figures engraved on it, as marks of distinction of the person who wore it.

The shield in war, among the Greeks and Romans, was not only useful in the defence of the body, but it was also a token, or badge of honour, to the wearer; and he who returned from battle without it was always treated with infamy afterwards. People have at all times thought this honourable piece of the armour the properest place to engrave, or figure on the signs of dignity of the possessor of it; and hence, when arms came to be painted for families in aftertimes, the heralds always chose to represent them upon the figure of a shield, but with several exterior additions and ornaments; as the helmet, supporters, and the ruff.

The form of the shield has not only been found different in various nations, but even the people of the same nation, at different times, have varied its form exceedingly; and among several people there have been shields of several forms and sizes in use, at the same period of time, and suited to different occasions. The most ancient and universal form of shields, in the earlier ages, seems to have been the triangular. This we see from the several figures engraved on it, as marks of distinction of the person who wore it.

The shield in war, among the Greeks and Romans, was not only useful in the defence of the body, but it was also a token, or badge of honour, to the wearer; and he who returned from battle without it was always treated with infamy afterwards. People have at all times thought this honourable piece of the armour the properest place to engrave, or figure on the signs of dignity of the possessor of it; and hence, when arms came to be painted for families in aftertimes, the heralds always chose to represent them upon the figure of a shield, but with several exterior additions and ornaments; as the helmet, supporters, and the ruff.
Shifters.  

SHIFTERS, on board a man of war, certain men who are employed by the cooks to shift and change the water in which the fish or fish is put, and laid for some time, in order to fit it for the kettle.

SHIFTING a tackle, in sea language, the act of removing the blocks of a tackle to a greater distance from each other, on the object to which they are applied in order to give a greater scope or extent to their purchase. This operation is otherwise called shifting. Shifting the helm denotes the alteration of its position, by putting it towards the opposite side of the ship. Shifting the royal, signifies changing its position on the capterm, from the right to the left, and vice versa.

SILLING, an English silver coin equal to twelve pence or the twentieth part of a pound.

Freherus derives the Saxon silling, whence our shilling, from a corruption of fitqua; proving the derivation by several texts of law, and, among others, by the 26th law, De annuis legatis. Skinner deduces it from the Saxon feild " shield," by reason of the escutcheon of arms thereon.

Bishop Hooper derives it from the Arabic scheed, signifies a weight; but others, with greater probability, deduce it from the Latin siliquae, which signified in that language a quarter of an ounce, or the 48th part of a Roman pound. In confirmation of this etymology, it is alleged, that the shilling kept its original significane, and bore the same proportion to the English pound as siliquae did to the Roman and the Greek, being exactly the 48th part of the Saxon pound; a discovery which we owe to Mr. Lambard*

However, the Saxon laws reckon the pound in the round number at 50 shillings, but they really coined out of it only 48; the value of the shilling was fivepence; but it was reduced to fourpence above a century before the conquest; for several of the Saxon laws, made in Athelstan's reign, oblige us to take this at its true value. Thus it continued to the Norman times, as one of the Conqueror's laws sufficiently arients; and it seems to have been the common coin by which the English payments were adjusted. After the conquest, the French sildus of twopence, which was in use among the Normans, was called by the English name of silling, and the Saxon shilling of fourpence took a Norman name, and was called the great, or great coin, because it was the largest English coin then known in England.

It has been the opinion of the bishops Fleetwood and Gibbon, and of the antiquaries in general, that, though the method of reckoning by pounds, marks, and shillings, as well as by pence and farthings, had been in constant use even from the Saxon times, long before the Norman conquest, there never was such a coin in England as either a pound or a mark, nor any shilling, till the year 1504 or 1505, when a few silver shillings or twelve-pences were coined, which have long since been solely confined to the cabinets of collectors.

Mr. Clark combats this opinion, alleging that some coins mentioned by Mr. Folkes, under Edward I. were probably Saxon shillings new minted, and that the archbishop Aelric expressly says, that the Saxons had three names for their money, viz. mancuses, shillings, and pennies. He also urges the different value of the Saxon shilling at different times, and its uniform proportion to the pound, as an argument that their shilling was a coin; and the testimony of the Saxon glossars, in which the word we have translated pieces of silver is rendered shillings, which, he says, they would hardly have done, if there had been no such coin as a shilling then in use. Accordingly the Saxons expressed their shilling in Latin by felius and argentus. He further adds, that the Saxon shilling was never expressed by solidus till after the Norman settlements in England; and howsoever it altered during the long period that elapsed from the conquest to the time of Henry VII. it was the most constant denomination of money in all payments, though it was then only a species of account, or the twentieth part of the pound Sterling; and when it was again revived as a coin, it leftened gradually as the pound Sterling leftened, from the 28th of Edward III. to the 43d of Elizabeth.

In the year 1560 there was a peculiar sort of shilling struck in Ireland, of the value of ninepence English, which passed in Ireland for twopence. The motto on the reverse was, posid Deum adjutorem meum. Eighty-two of these shillings, according to Malynes, went to the pound; they therefore weighed 69 grains, one-fourth each, which is somewhat heavier in proportion than the English shilling of that time, 62 grains. Whereof went to the pound, each weighing 92 grains, seven-eighths; and the Irish shilling being valued at the Tower at ninepence English, that is, one-fourth part less than the English shilling, it should therefore proportionably weigh one-fourth part less, and its full weight be somewhat more than 62 grains; but some of them found at this time, though much worn, weighed 69 grains. In the year 1598, five different pieces of money of this kind were struck in England for the service of the kingdom of Ireland. These were shillings to be current in Ireland at twopence each; half shillings to be current at sixpence, and quarter shillings at threepence. Pennies and halfpennies were also struck of the same kind, and sent over for the payment of the army in Ireland. The money thus coined was of a very base mixture of copper and silver, and the two years after there were more pieces of the same kinds struck for the same service, which were still worse; the former being three ounces of silver to nine ounces of copper; and the latter only two ounces eighteen pennyweights to nine ounces two pennyweights of the alloy.

The Dutch, Fleming, and Germans, have likewise their shilling, called fielun, sfellings, galin, &c. but these not being of the same weight or fineness with the English shilling, are not current at the same value. The English shilling is worth about 23 French sols; those of Holland and Germany about 11 sols and an half; those of Flanders about nine. The Dutch shillings are also called fol de gros, because equal to twelve gros. The Danes have copper shillings worth about one-fourth of a farthing Sterling.

SHILOH is a term famous among interpreters and commentators upon Scripture. It is found (Gen. xlix. 10.) to denote the Messiah. The patriarch Jacob foretells his coming in these words; "The sceptre shall not depart from Judah, nor a lawgiver from between his feet, until Shiloh come; and unto him shall the gathering of the people be." The Hebrew text reads, עלש מהלל כי עד שילה קומ, All Christian commentators agree, that this word ought to be understood of the Messiah, or Jesus Christ; but all are not agreed about

---


† Gram. Saxonic. p. 15.
about its literal and grammatical signification. St Jerome, who translates it by *Quis intendat ejf,* manifestly reads *Shiloh* "he went," instead of *Shiloh.* The Septuagint have it

衣物的

(As if they had read καὶ instead of ἐκ, i.e. "Until the coming of him to whom it is reserved," or, "Till we see arrive that which is reserved for him.")

It must be owned, that the signification of the Hebrew word *Shiloh* is not well known. Some translate, "the sceptre shall not depart from Judah, till he comes to whom it belongs!" יִשָּׁלוֹה or יִשָּׁלֹה instead of יִשָּׁבָה. Others, "till the coming of the peace-maker!" or, "the pacific;" or, "of prosperity," יִשָּׁלוֹה propterus ejf. *Shiloh* signifies, "to be in peace, to be in prosperity;" others, "till the birth of him who shall be born of a woman that shall conceive without the knowledge of a man," יִשָּׁלוֹה or יִשָּׁלֹה.

Sometimes *Shiloh* signifies, "his kingdom will be established among his people;" but soon after the coming of the Messiah, it was because the kingdom of Saul at Shiloh was acknowledged as king, or confirmed at Shiloh. But in what part of Scripture is it said, that Saul was acknowledged as king or confirmed at Shiloh? If we would understand it of Jeroboam, son of Nebat, the matter is still as uncertain. The Scripture mentions no assembly at Shiloh that admitted him as king. A more modern author derives *Shiloh* from יִשָּׁלֹה, *fatigare,* which sometimes signifies to be weary, to suffer; "till his labour, his sufferings, his passion, shall happen."

But not to amuse ourselves about seeking out the grammatical signification of *Shiloh,* it is sufficient for us to know, that the ancient Jews are in this matter perfectly agreed with the Christians: they acknowledge, that this word stands for the *Messiah* the King. It is thus that the paraphrasts Onkelos and Jonathan, that the ancient Hebrew commentators upon Genesis, and that the Talmudists themselves, explain it. If Jesus Christ and his apostles did not make use of this passage to prove the coming of the Messiah, it was because then the completion of this prophecy was not sufficiently manifest. The sceptre still continued among the Jews; they had still kings of their own nation in the persons of the Herods; but soon after the sceptre was entirely taken away from them, and has never been restored to them since.

The concealed Jews seek in vain to put forced meanings upon this prophecy of Jacob; saying, for example, that the sceptre intimates the dominion of strangers, to which they have been in subjection, or the hope of seeing one day the sceptre or supreme power betted again among themselves. It is easy to perceive, that all this is contrived to deliver themselves out of perplexity. In vain likewise they take refuge in certain princes of the captivity, whom they pretend to have fulfilled beyond the Euphrates, exercising an authority over their nation little differing from absolute, and being of the race of David. This pretended succession of princes is perfectly chimerical; and through at certain times they could show a succession, it continued but a short time, and their authority was too obscure, and too much limited, to be the object of a prophecy so remarkable as this was.

**SHINGLES,** in building, pieces of wood fawn to a certain scantling, or, as is more usual, cleat and made like wedges. There are different sizes; the largest three feet by about six inches, and in thickness tapering from less than three fourths to about the ninth of an inch. There are some two feet, and others eighteen inches in length; these have breadth and thickness corresponding to their length. They are made of different kinds of wood, but cedar affords the lightest and most durable.

**Shingles** are made in, and great numbers annually exported from, many parts of the United States. The want of them is in many countries supplied by thatch, tiles, and slates: the first of these is inferior in every respect; the two others are more secure from fire, but on account of their great weight embarrass the architect, and are not so fit for the construction of large roofs.

**SHIP,** a general name for all large vessels, particularly those equipped with three masts and a bowprit: the masts being composed of a lower mast, topmast, and top-gallant-mast: each of these being provided with yards, sails, &c. Ships, in general, are either employed for war or merchandise.

**Sails of War** are vessels properly equipped with artillery, ammunition, and all the necessary martial weapons and instruments for attack or defence. They are distinguished from each other by their several ranks or classes, called *rates,* as follows: Ships of the first rate mount from 100 guns to 110 guns and upwards; second rate, from 90 to 98 guns; third rate, from 64 to 74 guns; fourth rate, from 50 to 60 guns; fifth rate, from 32 to 44 guns; and sixth rates, from 20 to 28 guns. See the article *Rates.* Vessels carrying less than 20 guns are denominated *flops,* *cutters,* *fire ships,* and *bombs.*

It has lately been procured to reduce the number of these rates, which would be a saving, and also productive of several material advantages.

In Plate CCCCL, is the representation of a first rate, with rigging, &c. the several parts of which are as follow:

Bunt-lines, 68; Cross-trees, 69; Cap., 70; Foretop-gallant-mast, 71; Shrouds, 72; Yard and fall, 73; Backstays, 74; Stay, 75; Lifits, 76; Clew-lines, 77; Braces and pendants, 78; Bowlines and bridles, 79; Flag-staff, 80; Truck, 81; Flag-strap, 82; Flag of the lord-high admiral, 83; Mainmast, 84; Shrouds, 85; Laniards, 86; Runner and tackle, 87; Futtock-shrouds, 88; Top-lantern, 89; Crane of ditch, 90; Stay, 91; Preventer stay, 92; Stay-tackles, 93; Wobbling of the masts, 94; Jeets, 95; Yard-tackles, 96; Lifits, 97; Braces and pendants, 98; Horfes, 99; Sheets, 100; Tacks, 101; Bowlines and bridles, 102; Crow-foot, 103; Cap, 104, 160; Backstays, 161; Derrick and bridles, 123; Birds, 124; Clew-bits, 125; Cross-trees, 126; Stay, 127; Main-topmast, 128; Shrouds and laniards, 129; Yard and fall, 130; Backstays, 131; Stay, 132; Stay-fall and halliards, 133; Lifits, 134; Braces and pendants, 135; Bowlines and bridles, 136; Clew-lines, 137; Flagstaff, 138; Truck, 139; Flag-strap, 140; Flag-standard, 141; Main-topmast, 142; Shrouds and laniards, 143; Cap, 144; Yard and fall, 145; Block for signal halliards, 146; Sheets, 147; Pendant lines, 148; Peck-brails, 149; Stayfall, 150; Stay, 151; Derrick and span, 152; Top, 153; Crossjack-yard, 154; Crossjack-lifits, 155; Crossjack braces, 156; Crossjack slings, 157; Main-topmast, 158; Shrouds and laniards, 159; Yard and fall, 160; Backstays, 161; Stay, 162; Halliards, 163; Lifits, 164; Braces and pendants, 165; Bowlines and bridles, 166; Sheets, 167; Clew-lines, 168; Stayfall, 169; Cross-trees, 170; Cap, 171; Flagstaff, 172; Flag-strap, 173; Truck, 174; Flag-union, 175; Ensign-strap, 176; Truck, 177; Ensign, 178; Stern ladder, 179; Bower cable.

Fig. 2. Plate CCCCLI is a vertical longitudinal section of a drift rate ship of war, with references to the principal parts, which are as follow:


E, The lower gun-deck forward, 34, The knees fore and aft, 35, The spirketings, or the drift break next to each deck, the next under the beams being called clamps, 36, The beams of the middle gun-deck fore and aft, 37, The carlings of the middle gun-deck fore and aft, 38, The fore-bits, 39, The after or main bits, 40, The hatchway to the gunner's and boatswain's forecastle rooms, 44, The jec-capitan.

F, The orlop, 42, 43, 44, The gunner's, boatswain's, and carpenter's forecastle rooms, 45, The beams of the lower gun-deck, 46, 47, The pillars and the riders, fore and aft, 48, The bulkhead of the fore-rooms.


I, The orlop amidships, 63, The cable tire, 64, The main hatchway.

K, The lower gun-deck amidships, 65, The ladder leading up to the middle gun-deck, 66, The lower tire of ports.


N, About the mainmait, 84, The gangways off the quarter-deck, 85, The bulkhead of the coach, 86, The forecastle down to the middle gun-deck, 87, The beams of the upper deck, 88, The gratings about the mainmait, 89, The coach or council-chamber, 90, The forecastle up to the quarterdeck.


S, The state-room, out of which is made the bed-chamber and other conveniences for the commander in chief, 98, The entrance into the gallery, 99, The bulkhead of the great cabin, 100, The stern lights and after galleries.

T, The ward-room, allotted for the lieutenants and marine officers, 101, The lower gallery, 102, The steerage and bulkhead of the wardroom, 103, The whipstaff, commanding the tiller, 104, The after forecastle leading down to the lower gun-deck.

V, Several officers cabins about the mainmait, where the folders generally keep guard.

The section of a windlass ship of war, showing the various frames and hatchways.
Ships are also sometimes named according to the different modes of their construction. Thus we say, a cat-built ship, &c.

To Ship, is either used actively, as to embark any person or put any thing aboard ship; or passively, to receive any thing into a ship; as, "we flapped a heavy tea at three o'clock in the morning."

To Ship, also implies to fix anything in its place; as, to ship the oars, that is, to put them in their rowlocks; to ship the swivel guns, is to fix them in their sockets; to ship the handspikes, &c.

Machine for drawing Bolts out of Ships, an instrument invented by Mr. William Hill for this purpose. His account of which is as follows.:

"First, The use of this machine is to draw the kelson and dead-wood bolts out, and to draw the knee of the head bolts. Secondly, The heads of the kelson bolts heretofore were all obliged to be driven thro' the kelson, the timbers, and keel, to get them out: by this means the kelson is often entirely destroyed, and the large hole the head makes materially wounds the floors; and frequently, when the bolt is much corroded, it tears, and the bolt comes out of the side of the keel.—Thirdly, The dead wood bolts that are driven with two or three drizels, are seldom or never get out, by which means the dead-wood is condemned, when some of it is really serviceable. Fourthly, In drawing the knee of the head-bolts, sometimes the knee starts off, and cannot be got to again, but the upper is forced up, and with this machine may be drawn in; for it has been proved to have more power in lifting a bolt than the machinery."
**Management of Swings at Single Anchor.** is the method of taking care of a ship while riding at single anchor in a tide-way, by preventing her from fouling her anchor, &c. The following rules for this purpose, with which we have been favoured by Mr. Henry Taylor* of North Shields, will be found of the utmost consequence.

1. **When the ship will back.**

   - If the wind is cro's, or nearly cro's, off shore, or in the opposite direction, ships will always back. This is done by the mizen-topgallant, as it is, by the mizen-topgallant, and, if possible, by the topgallant staysail.
   - In backing, a ship should always wind with a taught cable, that it may be certain the anchor is drawn round. In case there is not a sufficiency of wind for that purpose, the ship should be hove up.

2. **How the yards ought to be braced.**

   - When the wind is so far aft that the ship will not back (which should not be attempted if, when the tide eases, the ship forges ahead, and brings the buoy on the lee quarter), the main yards must be set ahead; if the wind is far aft, and blows fresh, the utmost care and attention is necessary, as ships riding in this situation often break their braces and come to windward of their anchors again.
   - It should be observed, that when the ship lies in the rock light situation, the after yards must be braced forward, and the fore yards the contrary way; the will lay fife, as the buoy can be kept on the lee quarter, or suppoze the helm is sport, as long as the buoy is on the larboard quarter. With the helm thus, and the wind right ait, or nearly so, the larboard main and fore braces should be hauled in. This supposes the main braces to head forward.

3. **Riding windward side in danger of breaking her helm.**

   - When the ship begins to tend to leeward, and the buoy comes on the weather quarter, the first thing to be done is to brace about the fore yard; and when the wind comes near the beam, set the fore-bygallant, and keep it flanging until it shakes; then brace all the yards sharp forward, especially if it is likely to blow strongly.

   - When laying in the aforesaid position, and the breaks her sheer, brace about the main yard immediately; if she recovers and brings the buoy on the lee or larboard quarter, let the main yard be again braided about; but if she comes to a leeward the other way, by bringing the buoy on the other quarter, change the helm and brace the fore-yard to.

4. **Tending to leeward when the ship must be let as head.**

   - When the ship tends to windward and must be let as head, hoist the fore-topgallant as soon as it will stand, and when the buoy comes on the lee quarter, haul down the fore-bygallant, brace to the fore-yard, and put the helm a-lee; for till then the helm must be kept a-weather and the yards full.

   - When the ship rides leeward tide, and the wind in.

   - How to create care should be taken to give her more care manageable in time, otherwise the anchor may flart, and probably it will be troublesome to get her brought up again; and this care is the more necessary when the ship rides in the hause of another ship. Previous to giving a long service it is usual to take a weather-bit, that is, a turn of the cable over the windlass end, so that in veering away the ship will be under command. The service ought to be greased, which will prevent its chafing in the hause.

   - If the gale continues to increase, the topmasts should be struck in time; but the fore-yard should seldom, if ever, be lowering down, that in case of parting the fore staysail may be ready to be set. At such times there should be more on deck than the common anchor-watch, that no accident may happen from inattention or falling asleep.

   - In a tide-way a second anchor should never be let go but when absolutely necessary; for a ship will sometimes ride easier and safer, especially if the sea runs high, with a very long scope of cable and one anchor, than with two.

---

* It has been thought by some theorists, that ships should be sheeted to leeward of their anchors; but experience and the common practice of the best informed seamen are against that opinion; for it is found, that when a ship rides leeward tide and sheeted to windward, with the wind two or three points upon the bow, and blowing hard in the interval between the squalls, the sheet will draw her towards the wind's eye; so that when the next squall comes, before she be profit able of her anchor, it is probable there will be a lull again, and the spring which she is got by the sheet will greatly ease her during the squall.

Every seaman knows that no ship without a rudder, or the helm left loose, will wear; they always stand in such situations fly to; this proves that the wind pressing upon the quarter and the helm alee, a ship will be left liable to break her sheet than when the helm is a-weather. Besides, if the helm is a-lee when the breaks her sheet, it will be a-weather when the wind comes on the other quarter, as it ought to be until the either swinging to leeward, or bringing the buoy on the other quarter. Now if the ship breaks her sheet with the helm a-weather, it throws her head to the wind suddenly as fierce to give time to brace the yards about, and very probably she will fall over her anchor before the fore staysail can be got up.
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Method for the safe removal of sunk Ships as have been driven on shore.
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left length and two cables, however, it is advisable, as a preventive, when ships have not room to drive, and the night is dark, to let fall a second anchor under foot, with a range of cable along the deck. If this is not thought necessary to be done, the deep-sea lead should be thrown overboard, and the line frequently handled by the watch, that they may be assured the rides fall.

If at any time the anchor-watch, presuming on their own knowledge, should wind the ship, or suffer her to break her anchor without calling the mate, he should immediately, on the very first opportunity, oblige the crew to heave the anchor in sight; which will prevent the committal of the like fault again; for besides the share of trouble the watch will have, the rest of the crew will blame them for neglecting their duty.

Prudent mates seldom lie a week in a road-stead without having their anchor in sight, even though they have not the least suspicion of its being foul. There are other reasons why the anchor should be looked at; sometimes the cable receives damage by sweeping wrecks or anchors that have been lost, or from rocks or fiones; and it is often necessary to trip the anchor, in order to take a clearer birth, which should be done as often as any ship brings up too near.

On January 1, 1779 (says Mr. Barnard), in a most dreadful storm, the York East Indiaman, of eight hundred tons, homeward bound, with a pepper cargo, parted her cables in Margate roads, and was driven on shore, within one hundred feet of the head and thirty feet of the side of Margate pier, then drawing twenty-two feet six inches water, the flow of a good spring tide being only fourteen feet at that place.

On the third of the same month I went down, as a ship-builder, to assist, as much as lay in my power, my worthy friend Sir Richard Hodham, to whom the ship belonged. I found her perfectly upright, and her shore (or side appearing) the same as when first built, but sunk to the twelve feet water-mark fore and aft in a bed of chalk mixed with a stiff blue clay, exactly the shape of her body below that draft of water, and from the rudder being torn from her as the struck coming on shore, and the violent agitation of the sea after her being there, her stem was so greatly injured as to admit free access thereto, which filled her for four days equal to the flow of the tide. Having fully informed myself of her situation and the flow of spring tides, and being clearly of opinion she might be again got off, I recommended, as the first necessity (step) the immediate discharge of the cargo; and, in the progress of that business, I found the tide always flowed to the same height in the hold. The firm tight bulkheads or partitions were made as near the extremes of the ship as possible. The ceiling or inlaid planks of the ship were very securely caulked up to the lower deck, and the whole formed a complete ship with a flat bottom within side, to swim the outside leaky one; and the bottom being deprived of fix feet below the external water, refitted the ship's weight above it equal to five hundred and eighty-one tons, and safely conveyed her to the dry-dock at Deptford."

"The moment the ship lifted I discovered she had received more damage than was at first apprehended, her leaks being such as filled her from four to eighteen feet water in an hour and an half. As nothing effectual was to be expected from pumping, several scuttles or holes in the ship's side were made, and valves fixed thereon, to draw off the water at the lowest ebb of the tide, to facilitate the discharge of the remaining part of the cargo; and, after many attempts, I succeeded in an external application of sheepskin sewed on a fall and thrust under the bottom, to stop the body of water from running so furiously into the ship. This business effected, moderate pumping enabled us to keep the ship to about six feet water at low water, and by a vigorous effort we could bring the ship so light as (when the cargo should be all discharged) to be easily removed into deeper water. But as the external application might be disturbed by so doing, or totally removed by the agitation of the ship, it was absolutely necessary to provide some permanent security for the lives of those who were to navigate her to the river Thames. I then recommended as the cheapest, quickest, and most effectual plan, to lay a deck in the hold, as low as the water could be pumped to, framed so firmly and securely, and caulked so tight, as to swim the ship independent of her own leaky bottom.

"Beams of fir timber twelve inches square were placed in the hold under every lower deck beam in the ship, as low as the water would permit; these were in two pieces, for the convenience of getting them down, and also for the better fixing them of an exact length, and well bolted together when in their places. Over these there were laid long Damicke deals of two inches and an half thick, well nailed and caulked. Against the ship's side, all fore and aft, was well nailed a piece of fir twelve inches broad and fix inches thick on the lower and three inches on the upper edge, to prevent the deck from rising at the side. Over the deck, at every beam, was laid a crofs piece of fir timber fix inches deep and twelve inches broad, reaching from the pillar of the hold to the ship's side, on which the shores were to be placed to refit the pressure of the water beneath. On each of these, and against the lower-deck beam, at equal distances from the side and middle of the ship, was placed an upright shore, fix inches by twelve, the lower end let two inches into the crofs piece. From the foot of this shore to the ship's side, under the end of every lower deck beam, was placed a diagonal shore fix inches by twelve, to eafe the ship's deck of part of the strain by throwing it on the side. An upright shore of three inches by twelve was placed from the end of every crofs piece to the lower deck beams at the side, and one of three inches by twelve on the midship end of every crofs piece to the lower deck beam, and nailed to the pillars in the hold. The firm tight bulkheads or partitions were made as near the extremes of the ship as possible. The ceiling or inlaid planks of the ship were very securely caulked up to the lower deck, and the whole formed a complete ship with a flat bottom within side, to swim the outside leaky one; and the bottom being depressed fix feet below the external water, refitted the ship's weight above it equal to five hundred and eighty-one tons, and safely conveyed her to the dry-dock at Deptford."
SHIP-BUILDING.

SHIP-BUILDING, or NAVAL ARCHITECTURE, is the art of constructing a ship so as to answer a particular purpose either of war or merchandise. To whom the world is indebted for the invention of ships is, like all other things of equal antiquity, uncertain. A very small portion of art or contrivance was seen in the first ships; they were neither strong nor durable; but confided only of a few planks laid together, without beauty or ornament, and just so compassed as to keep out the water. In some places they were only the hulks or flocks of trees hollowed, and then confided only of one piece of timber. Nor was wood alone applied to this use; but any other buoyant materials, as the Egyptian reed papyrus, or leather, of which the primitive ships were frequently composed; the bottom and sides being extended on a frame of thin battens or scantlings, of flexible wood, or begirt with sarsens, such as we have frequently beheld amongst the American savages. In this manner they were often navigated upon the rivers of Ethiopia, Egypt, and Salaman Arabia, even in later times. But in the third of them, we find no mention of any thing but leather or hides sewed together in a vessel of this kind, Dardanus secured his retreat to the country afterwards called Troy, when he was compelled by a terrible deluge to forsake his former habitation of Samothrace. According to Virgil, Charon's infernal boat was of the same composition. But as the other arts extended their influence, naval architecture likewise began to emerge from the gloom of ignorance and barbarism; and as the ships of those ages were increased in bulk, and better proportioned for commerce, the appearance of those floating citadels of martial form, full of living men, flying with seemingly expanded wings over the surface of the untravelled ocean, struck the ignorant people with terror and astonishment; and hence, as we are told by Aristophanes, arose the fable of Perseus flying to the Gorgons, who was actually carried thither in a ship! Hence, in all probability, the famous story of Triplexanus riding on a winged dragon is deduced, only because he failed from Athens, in the time of a great dearth, to a more plentiful country, to supply the necessities of his people. The fiction of the flying horse Pegasus may be joined with these, who, as several mythologists report, was nothing but a ship with feet, and thence fled to be the offspring of Neptune the sovereign of the sea; nor does there appear any other foundation for the stories of griffins, or of ships transformed into birds and fishes, which we so often meet with in the ancient poets. So acceptable to the world ages of the world were inventions of this nature, that whoever made any improvements in navigation or naval architecture, building new ships better fitted for strength or swiftness than those used before, or rendered the old more commodious by additional contrivances, or discovered countries unknown to former travellers, were thought worthy of the greatest honours, and often associated into the number of the deified heroes. Hence we have in astronomy the signs of Aries and Taurus, which were no other than two ships: the former transported Phryxus from Greece to Colchos, and the latter Europa from Phoenicia to Crete. Argos, Pegaseus, and Perseus, were likewise new ships of a different sort from the former, which being greatly admired by the barbarous and uninstructed people of those times, were translated among the stars, in commemoration of their inventors, and metamorphosed into constellations by the poets of their own and of succeeding ages.

The chief parts, of which ships anciently consisted, were three, viz. the belly, the prow, and the stern: these were again composed of other smaller parts, which shall be briefly described in their order. In the description, we chiefly follow Scheffer, who hath so copiously treated this subject, and with such industry and learning collected whatever is necessary to illustrate it, that very little room is left for enlargement by those who incline to pursue this investigation.

In the belly, or middle part of the ship, there was carina, or the "keel," which was composed of wood; it was placed at the bottom of the ship, being designed to cut and glide through the waves, and therefore was not broad, but narrow and sharp; whence it may be perceived that not all ships, but only the greves, which ships of war are called, whose bellies were straight and of a small circumference, were provided with keels, the rest having usually flat bottoms. Around the outside of the keel were fixed pieces of wood, to prevent it from being damaged when the ship was first launched into the water, or afterwards struck on any rocks; these were called circumutorum, in Latin circuli.

Next to the keel was the "pump," or "well-room," within which was contained the actum, or "pump," through which water was conveyed out of the ship.

After this, there was immersum, or the "second keel," somewhat resembling what is now called the keelson, it was placed beneath the pump, and called fundatus, or "sunken." By some it is falsely supposed to be the same with foresi.

Above the pump was an hollow place, called by Herodotus nagean, by Pollux nutes, and by others, because large and capacious, after the form of a belly; by the Latin, fonsa. This was formed by crooked ribs, with which it was surmounted, which were pieces of wood rising from the keel upwards, and called by Hesychius ruma, and by others, rima, the belly of the ship being contained within them: in Latin, cotl, and in English, timbers. Upon these were placed certain planks, which Aristophanes calls ekerum, or "corkings.

The termus, latus, or "sides" of the ship, compassed all the former parts on both hands; these were composed of large rafters extending from prow to stern, and called latera, and enkerum, because by them the whole fabric was begirt or surrounded.

In both these sides the rowers had their places, called ruma, and erume, in Latin fori, and transi, placed above one another; the lowest was called subi, and those that laboured therein, superi, in the middle, ej, the man ej, the uppermost ej, whence the
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2. πρώην, the "prow or fore-deck," whence it is sometimes called μερών, and commonly distinguished by other metaphorical titles taken from human faces. In some ships there is mention of two prows, as also two sterns; such was Danaë's ship adorned by Minerva when she fled from Egypt. It was usual to beautify the prow with gold and various sorts of paint and colours; in the primitive times red was most in use; whence Homer's ships were commonly dignified with the titles of μερών, and μερώνωρ, or "red-faced," the blue likeness, or sky-like, was frequently made use of, as bearing a near resemblance to the colour of the sea; whence we find ships called by Homer μερώνες, and by Ἀρίστοφανας κόσμια μοίες. Several other colours were also made use of; nor were they barely varnished over with them, but very often annealed by wax melted in the fire, so as neither the sun, winds, nor water, were able to deface them. The art of doing this was called from the wax τετρισσαμένος, from the fire θυσία, which is described by Vitruvius, and mentioned in Ovid.

Carulea cerata acceptaundo ratas.

The azure waves receive the waxed ships.

After all, the ship being bedecked with garlands and flowers, the mariners also adorned with crowns, the was launched into the sea with loud acclamations and other expressions of joy; and being purified by a priest with a lighted torch, an epistle and brimstone, or after some other manner, was consecrated to the god whose image the bore.

The ships of war of the ancients were distinguished from other kinds of vessels by various turrets and accommodations of building, some to defend their own soldiers, and others to annoy the enemy; and from one another, in latter ages, by several degrees or ranks of oars, the most usual number of which was four or five, which appear not to have been arranged, as some imagine, on the same level in different parts of the ship; nor yet, as others have supposed, directly above one another's heads; but their seats being placed one behind another, ascended gradually, like stairs. Ptolemy Philopater, urged by a vain-glorious desire of exceeding all the world besides in naval architecture, is said to have enlarged the number of banks to 40; and the ship being otherwise in equal proportion, raised her to such an enormous bulk, that the appeared at a distance like a floating mountain or island; and, upon a nearer view, like a prodigious castle on the ocean. She was 280 cubits long, 38 broad, and 48 high (each cubic being 1 English foot 5½ inches), and carried 400 rowers, 400 oarsmen, and 3000 soldiers. Another which the same prince made to sail on the Nile, we are told, was half a stadium long. Yet these were nothing in comparison of Hiero's ship, built under the direction of Archimedes; on the structure whereof Mofchion wrote a whole volume. There was wood enough employed in it to make 50 galleys; it had all the variety of apartments of a palace; such as banqueting-rooms, galleries, gardens, fishponds, stables, mills, baths, and a temple to Venus. The floors of the middle apartment were all laid, and represented in various colours the stories of Homer's Iliad. The ceilings, windows, and all other parts, were finished with wonderful art, and embellished with all kinds of ornaments. In the uppermost apartment there was a spacious gymnium, or place for exercise, and water was conveyed to the garden by pipes, some
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Some of hardened clay, and others of lead. The floors of the temple of Venus were inlaid with agates and other precious stones; the inside lined with cypress wood; the windows adorned with ivory paintings and small statues. There was likewise a library. This vessel was adorned on all sides with fine paintings. It had 20 benches of oars, and was encompassed with an iron rampart, eight towers, with walls and bulwarks, furnished with machines of war, particularly one which threw a stone of 500 pounds, or a dart 12 cubits long, the space of half a mile, with many other particulars related by Athenaeus. Caligula likewise built a vessel adorned with jewels in the poop, with fans of many colours, and furnished with large porticoes, banquets, and banquet-rooms, besides rows of vines, and fruit-trees of various kinds. But these, and all such monstrous fabrics, served only for show and ostentation, being rendered by their vast bulk unwieldy and unfit for service. Athenaeus informs us, the common names they were known by, were Cyclopes, or Ætna, i.e. "islands, or mountains," to which they seemed nearly equal in bigness; confounding, as some report, of as many materials as would have composed 50 triremes, or ships of three banks.

The vessels employed by the northern nations appear to have been still more imperfect than those of the Romans; for a law was enacted in the reign of the emperor Honorius, 24th September, A. D. 418, inflicting capital punishment on any who should intrude the barbarians in the art of ship-building; a proof at once of the great estimation in which this science was then held, and of the ignorance of the barbarians with regard to it.

The fleet of Richard I. of England, when he weighed anchor for the holy war from Messina, in Sicily, where he had passed the winter, A. D. 1190-1, is said to have consisted of 150 great ships and 53 galleys, besides banks, tartans, &c. What kinds of ships these were is not mentioned. To the crusaders, however pernicious in other respects, this science seems to owe some improvements; and to this particular one we are indebted for Richard's marine code, commonly called the "Laws of Oleron," from the name of a small island on the coast of France, where he composed them, and which most of the nations in Europe have made the basis of their maritime regulations. Those ships, if they merited the name of ships, were probably very small, as we find that so long after as the time of Edward I. anno 1304, 40 men were deemed sufficient to man the belt and largest vessels in England; and that Edward the Third, anno 1335, ordained the mayor and sheriffs of London to "take up all ships in their port, and all other ports in the kingdom, of the burden of 40 tons and upwards, and to furnish the same with armed men and other necessaries of war, against the Scots his enemies, confederated with certain persons of foreign nations." Edward the Third's fleet before Calais, anno 1347, consisted of 738 English ships, carrying 14,926 mariners, being on an average but 20 men to each ship; 15 ships and 459 mariners, from Bayonne in Guiprue, being 30 men to each ship; 7 ships and 184 men from Spain, which is 26 men to each ship; one from Ireland, carrying 25 men; 14, from Flanders, with 133 men, being scarcely 10 men to each ship; and one from Guelder, with 24 mariners. Fifteen of these were called the king's own ships, manned with 419 mariners, being somewhat under 17 to each ship.

Historians represent the vessels of Venice and Genoa as the largest and the best about this time, but they were soon exceeded in size by the Spanish vessels called carracks, some of which carried cannon; and these again were exceeded by the vessels built by the northern people, particularly those belonging to the Hanse towns.—In the 14th century, the Hanseatics were the sovereigns of the northern seas, as well without as within the Baltic; and their ships were so large, that foreign princes often hired them in their wars. According to Hakluyt, an English ship from Newcastle, of 200 tons burden, was feized in the Baltic by those of Wismar and Rølck, anno 1394; and another English vessel of the same burden was violently feized in the port of Libron, anno 1412.

Soon after ships of a much larger size were constructed. It is mentioned that a very large ship was built, anno 1449, by John Taverner of Hull; and in the year 1455, king Henry IV., at the request of Charles king of Sweden, granted a licence for a Swedish ship of the burden of a thousand tons or under, laden with merchandise, and having 120 persons on board, to come to the ports of England, there to dipose of their lading, and to trade back with English merchandise, paying the usual customs. The invention of the trombon, an eminent merchant, who had been five times mayor of Bristol, in Ratcliff-church at Bristol, anno 1474, mentions his having forfeited the king's peace, for which he was condemned to pay 300 marks; in lieu of which sum, king Edward IV. took of him 2470 tons of shipping, amongst which there was one ship of 900 tons burden, another of 500 tons, and one of 400, the rest being smaller.

In the year 1506, king James IV. of Scotland built the largest ship which had hitherto been seen, but which was lost in her way to France in the year 1512, owing probably to a defective construction, and the unskilfulness of the crew in managing so large a ship—About this time a very large ship was likewise built in France. In the fleet fitted out by Henry VIII., anno 1512, there was one ship, the Regent, of 1000 tons burden, one of 500, and three of 400 each. A ship still larger than the Regent was built soon after, called Henri Grace Dieu! In the year 1522 the first voyage round the globe was finished.

The English naval historians think that ships carried cannon on their upper decks only, and had not gunsports before the year 1545; and it is certain that many of the largest ships in former times were fitted out from harbours, where ships of a moderate size now would not have water enough to float them. In 1575 the whole of the royal navy did not exceed 24 ships, and the number of merchant-ships belonging to England amounted to no more than 135 vessels above 100 tons, and 656 between 40 and 100 tons. At Queen Elizabeth's death, anno 1603, there were not above four naval merchant-ships in England of 400 tons burden each.—Trad,
the smallest 600 tons, carrying 150 men and 30 guns. Smaller vessels were occasionally hired by her from private owners.

In the memorable sea-fight of Lepanto between the Turks and Christians, anno 1571, no vessels were employed but galleys; and it would appear from the carcases of some of them, which are still preserved in the arsenal at Venice, that even these were not so large or so well constructed as those of our times. The Invisible Armada, as Spanish vanity styled it, once the terror and admiration of nations, in the pompous and exaggerated descriptions of which the Spanish authors of those times dwelt with so much apparent pleasure, consisted of 130 ships, near 100 of which were the flanched that had yet been seen on the ocean. The largest of these, however, would be no more than a third-rate vessel in the British navy, and they were so ill constructed that they would neither move easily, fail near the wind, nor be properly worked in tempestuous weather. The whole of the naval force collected by Queen Elizabeth to oppose this formidable fleet, including hired vessels, tenders, storeships, &c. amounted to no more than 1,300 ships, near 100 of which were the flanched that had yet been seen on the ocean.

Ship-building began now to make a considerable progress in Britain. Both war and trade required an increase of shipping; so that, in the year 1670, the annual charge of the navy was reported to be £7,500,000; and in 1678 the navy consisted of 83 ships, of which 58 were of the line. At this time the exports amounted to ten millions per annum; and the balance of trade was two millions. In 1689 there were 173 ships, great and small, in the royal navy, and it has been constantly increasing; so that in 1761 the ships in the navy amounted to 372, of which 129 were of the line; and in the beginning of the year 1795, the total amount was above 430.

As ships of the common construction are found to be very defective in many particulars, various methods have therefore from time to time been proposed to remove some of the bad qualities they possess. As it would be an endless task to enumerate the different inventions for this purpose, therefore a few of them only will be mentioned.

In 1663 Sir William Petty constructed a double ship, or rather a single ship with a double bottom, which was found to fail considerably farther than any of the ships with which it had an opportunity of being tried. Her first voyage was from Dublin to Holyhead; and in her return, she turned into that narrow harbour against wind and tide, among rocks and ships, with such dexterity as many ancient seamen confessed they had never seen the like.

This vessel with 70 tons load was lost in a dreadful tempest.

This subject was again revived by Mr. Gordon, in his Principles of Naval Architecture, printed at Aberdeen anno 1784; where, having delivered his sentiments on the construction of large mails, he says: "These experiments likewise point out to us methods by which two vessels may be laterally connected together, though at a considerable distance from each other, in a manner sufficiently strong, with very little increase of weight or expense of materials, and without exposing much surface to the action or influence of the wind or the waves, or obstructing their motion in any considerable degree, and consequently without being much opposed by them on that account under any circumstances; and if vessels are judiciously constructed with a view to such a junction, it would be no easy matter to enumerate all the advantages that may be obtained by this mean."

He then enumerates the advantages that double vessels would have over those of the common construction. Soon after double ships were actually built by Mr. Miller of Dallington.

Another plan was proposed by Mr. Gordon to make a ship fail fast, draw little water, and to keep a good wind. For this purpose, the bottom (he says) should be formed quite flat, and the sides made to rise perpendicular from it, without any curvature; which would not only render her more steady, as being more opposed to the water in rolling, but likewise more convenient for rowing, &c. while the simplicity of the form would contribute greatly to the ease and expedition with which she might be fabricated. Though diminishing the draught of water of the ship, ceteris paribus, undoubtedly the most effectual method of augmenting the velocity with which vessels go before the wind; yet, as it proportionally diminishes their hold of the water, it renders them extremely liable to be driven to leeward, and altogether incapable of keeping a good wind. This defect may, however, be remedied, in a simple and effectual manner, by proportionally augmenting the depth of keel, or, as far as a keel would be inconvenient on many accounts, proportionally increasing their number; as, in place of adding a keel eight feet deep to a vessel drawing fix feet water, to afford to different parts of her flat bottom, which would be well adapted for receiving them, fix different keels of two feet deep each at equal distances from each other, with proper intervals between; which will be found equally effectual for preventing these pernicious effects. Four such, indeed, would have answered the purpose as well as the eight feet keel, were it not for the superior preservation or resistance of the lower water (A).

Thus then it appears, that a vessel drawing eight feet water only, keels and all, may be made to keep as good a wind, and perhaps as well as if the whole were not so much opposed, or by the creating the number of keels or the raising the depth of the keel is increased, the vessel would be rendered more steady, and be enabled to face the wind better.
SHIP-BUILDING.

Book I. Containing the Method of delineating the Form of Sections of a Ship.

Chap. I. Of the Properties of Ships.

A ship ought to be constructed so as to answer the particular purpose for which she is intended. It would be an easy matter to determine the form of a ship intended to fail by means of oars; but, when sails are used, a ship is then acted upon by two elements, the wind and water: and therefore it is much more difficult than is commonly imagined to ascertain the form of a ship so as to answer in an unfavourable as well as a favourable wind; the ship at the same time having a cargo of a certain weight and magnitude. Every ship ought to fail well, but particularly when the wind is upon the beam; for this purpose a consideration of the length in proportion to the breadth is necessary; and the plane of resistance should be the least possible. The main frame should also be placed in a proper situation. A ship, or according to the experiments of Mr. Chapmann, its place is variable with the velocity of the wind; the mean place of the main frame has, however, been generally eliminated to be about one-twelfth of the length of the keel before the middle. Without a sufficient degree of stability a ship will not be able to carry a press of sail: a great breadth in proportion to the length and low upper-works will augment the stability. The following particulars being attended to, the above property will be gained, and the ship will also steer well. The wing tricorn should be carried pretty high; the fathom-pieces well formed, and not fall below the load water-line: the lower part of the frame to be a portion of a circle, and to have a considerable rake; the forecastle to be nearly perpendicular to the keel; and all the upper works kept as low as possible.

Many ships from construction are liable to make much lee-way. This may in a great measure be avoided by giving the ship a long keel, little breadth, and a considerate good depth in the hold; whence the bow will meet with little resistance in comparison to the side, and therefore the ship will not fall much to the leeward.

Another very great retardation to the velocity of a ship is her pitching. The principal remedy for this is to smoothly increase the length of the keel and floor, to diminish the rising afore and abaft, and to construct the hull in such a manner that the contents of the fore-body may be duly proportioned to the contents of the after-body.

In a ship of war the lower tier of guns ought to be of a sufficient height above the water, otherwise it will be impossible to work the lee-guns when it blows hard. This property will be obtained by giving her a long floor-timber, little rising, a full midship frame, light upper works, and the wing tricorn not too high: And in every ship the extreme breadth ought always to be higher afore and abaft than at midships.

A merchant ship, besides being a fast sailor, ought Properties to carry a considerable cargo in proportion to its length, to fail with little ballast, and to be navigated with few hands.

That a ship may take in a considerable cargo, it should to take in a great cargo,
should have a great breadth and depth in proportion to its length, a full bottom, and a long and flat floor. But a ship of this construction will neither fail fast, nor carry much fail.

If a ship be filled out much towards the line of flotation, together with low upper works, she will require little ballast: and that ship which is stiff from construction is much better adapted for failing fast than one which, in order to carry the same quantity of canvas, is obliged to be loaded with a much greater weight: for the resistance is as the quantity of water to be removed, or nearly as the area of a transverse section of the immersed part of the body at the midship frame; and a body that is broad and shallow is much stiffer than one of the same capacity that is narrow and deep.

"The advantages (says Mr Gordon) are numerous, important, and obvious. For it is evident, that by enlarging, perhaps doubling, the breadth of vessels, and forming their bottoms flat and well furnished with keels, they must, in the full place, become much fleadier, roll little, if any, and be enabled to carry greatly more load,: and that in a manner inferior to the same time that they would be in no danger of being dismantled or overfet, unless the masts were of a molt extraordinary height indeed. Secondly, They would have little or no occasion for ballast, and if any was used, could incur less danger from its shifting. Thirdly, That there would be much more room upon deck, as well as accommodation below; the breadth being so much increased without any diminution of the height above the load-water line. Fourthly, That they would deviate much from the intended course, and penetrate the water much easier in the proper direction: for doubling the breadth, without any increase of weight, would diminish the depth or draught of water one half; and though the extent of the directly opposing surface would be the same as before, yet the vessel in moving would meet with half the former resistance only: for the great is the difference between the preflure, force, or reaction, of the upper and the under water. Fifthly, That they would by this means be adapted for lying unsupported in docks and harbours when dry, be rendered capable of being navigated in shallow water, and of being benefited by all the advantages attending that very important circumstance; and it is particularly to be observed, that making vessels which may be navigated in shallow water, may, in many respects, justly be regarded as a matter of equal importance with increasing the number of harbours, and improving them, as having identically the same effects with regard to navigation; at the same time, that the benefits which would result from such circumstances are obtained by this means without either expence, trouble, or inconvenience: besides, it would not only enable vessels to enter many rivers, bays, and creeks, formerly inaccessible to ships of burden, but to proceed to such places as are most land-locked, where they can lie or ride most secure, and with least expence of men and ground tackle. As ships of war would carry their guns well by being fo steady, there could be but little occasion for a high topside, or much height of hull above water; and as little or no ballast would be required, there would be no necessity, as in other vessels, for increasing their weight on that account, and thereby precluding them deeper into the water. These are very important circumstances, and would contribute much to improve the failing of such vessels." From whence it appears, that there would be united, what has hitherto been deemed irreconcilable, the greatest possible stability, which is nearly as the area of a transverse section of the immersed part of the body at the midship frame: and a body that is broad and shallow is much stiffer than one of the same capacity that is narrow and deep. A ship of this construction may take in a considerable cargo in proportion to her size; but if deeply loaded will not fail fast, for then the area of a section of the immersed part at the midship frame will be very considerable; and as the falls of such a ship must necessarily be large, more hands will therefore be required.

The less the breadth of a ship, the fewer hands will be necessary to work her; as in that case the quantity of fail will be less, and the anchors also of less weight. We shall gain much (says M. Bouguer) by making the extreme breadth no more than the fifth or sixth part Navire.

In order to obtain the preceding properties, very opposite rules must be followed; and hence it appears to be impossible to construct a ship so as to be possessed of them all. The body, however, must be so formed, that as many of these properties may be retained as possible, always observing to give the preference to those which are most required. If it is known what particular trade the ship is to be employed in, those qualities are then principally to be adhered to which are most essentially necessary for that employment.

It may easily be demonstrated that small ships will not have the same advantages as large ones of a similar form, when employed in the same trade: for a large ship will not only fail faster than a small one of a similar form, but will also require fewer hands to work her. Hence, in order that a small ship may possess the same advantages as a large one, the corresponding dimensions will not be proportional to each other. The reader will see in Chapman's Architetaura Nuvalis Mercatoria ample tables of the several dimensions of ships, of different classes and sizes, deduced from theory combined with experiments. Tables of the dimensions of the principal ships of the British navy, and of other ships, are contained in the Ship-builder's Repository, and in Murray's Treatise on Ship-building.

CHAP. II. Of the different Plans of a Ship.

When it is proposed to build a ship, the proportional size of every part of her is to be laid down; from whence the form and dimensions of the timbers, and of every particular piece of wood that enters into the construction, is to be found. As a ship has length, breadth, and depth, three different plans at least are necessary to exhibit the form of the several parts of a ship: these are usually denominated the sheer plan, the half breadth and body plan.

The sheer plan or draught, otherwise called the plan of elevation, is that section of the ship which is made on a vertical plane passing through the keel. Upon elevation, this plan is laid down the length of the keel; the height and rake of the stem and sternpost; the situation
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and height of the midship and other frames; the place
of the masts and channels; the projection of the head
and quarter gallery, and their appendages; and in a ship
of war the positions and dimensions of the gun-ports.
Several imaginary lines, namely, the upper and lower
heights of breadth lines, water lines, &c. are also drawn
in this plan.

The \textit{half-breadth} or \textit{floor-plan}, or, as it is frequently
called the \textit{horizontal} plane, contains the several half-
breadths of every frame of timbers at different heights;
ribs, water lines, &c. are also described on this
plane.

The \textit{body plan}, or \textit{plane of section}, is a section of the
ship at the midship frame or breadth frame, perpendicular
to the two former. The several breadths, and the
particular form of every frame of timbers, are described
on this plane. As the two sides of a frame are similar to
each other, it is therefore unnecessary to lay down both;
hence the frames contained between the main frame and
the flem are described on one side of the middle line,
commonly on the right hand side, and the after frames
are described on the other side of that line.

Several lines are described on these planes, in order
the more readily to affilt in the formation of the tim-
ers; the principal of which are the following:

The \textit{top-timber line}, is a curve limiting the height of
the ship at each timber.

The \textit{top-timber half-breadth line}, is a section of the
ship at the height of the top-timber line, perpendicular
to the plane of elevation.

The \textit{height of breadth lines}, are two lines named the
upper and lower heights of breadth. These lines are
described on the plane of elevation to determine the
height of the breadth part of the ship at each timber;
and being described in the body plan, limits the height
and breadth of each frame at its breadth part.

The \textit{half-breadth}, is a section of the ship at the
breadth part, perpendicular to the sheer plan, and
represents the greatest breadth at the outside of every
timber.

\textit{Water lines}, are lines supposed to be described on the
bottom of a ship when afloat by the surface of water;
and the uppermost of these lines, or that described by
the water on the ship's bottom when sufficiently load-
ed, is called the \textit{load water line}. According as the ship
is lightened, she will rise higher out of the water;
and hence new water lines will be formed. If the ship
be lightened in such a manner that the keel may preserve
the same inclination to the surface of the water, these
lines will be parallel to each other; and if they are par-
allel to the keel, they will be represented by straight
lines parallel to each other in the body plan; otherwise
by curves. In the half-breadth plan, these lines are
curves limiting the half-breadth of the ship at the height
of the corresponding lines in the sheer plan. In or-
der to distinguish the lines, they are usually drawn in
green.

\textit{Rikhard lines}, are curves on a ship's bottom by the in-
tersection of a plane inclined to the plane of elevation;
and are denominated \textit{diagonal} or \textit{horizontal}, according
as they are measured upon the diagonal, or in a direc-
tion perpendicular to the plane of elevation. Both
these answer to the same curve on the ship's bottom,
but give very different curves when described on the
half-breadth plan.
Principal pieces that compose a ship.

1. The rising of the floor, is a curve drawn in the floor plan, at the height of the ends of the floor timbers. It is limited at the main frame or dead flat by the dead rising, and in flat ships is nearly parallel to the keel for some timber's fore and abaft the midship frame; for which reason those timbers are called flat; but in sharp ships it rises gradually from the main frame, and ends on the stem and poop.

2. Cutting down line, is a curve drawn on the plane of elevation. It limits the depth of every floor timber at the middle line, and also the height of the upper part of the dead wood afore and abaft.

3. Timber and room, or room and space, is the distance between the moulding edges of two timbers, which must always contain the breadth of two timbers and an interval of about two or three inches between them. In forming the timbers, one mould serves for two, the foreside of the one being suppoied to unite with the aftside of the other, and so make only one line, which is called the joint of the timbers.

In order to illustrate the above, and to explain more particularly the principal pieces that compose a ship, it will be necessary to give a description of them. These pieces are for the most part represented according to the order of their disposition in fig. 1. Plate CCCCLIV.

A. Represents the pieces of the keel to be securely bolted together and clinched.

B. The sternpost, which is tenanted into the keel, and connected to it by the knee G.

C. The back of the poop, which is also tenanted into the keel, and securely bolted to the poop; the intention of it is to give sufficient breadth to the poop, which seldom can be got broad enough in one piece. C is the self poop, which is fayed (a) to the fore part of the sternpost.

D. The stem, in two pieces, to be scarfined together. The item is joined to the fore foot, which makes a part of both.

E. The apron in two pieces, to be scarfined together, and fayed on the inside of the stem, to support the scarf thereof; and therefore the scarf of the apron must be at some distance from that of the stem.

F. The stem fores, in two pieces, to support the scarf of the apron.

G. The beams which support the deck; and F the knees by which the beams are fainted to the sides of the ship.

H. The wing transom; it is fayed across the sternpost, and bolted to the head of it, and its extremities are fainted to the fashion pieces. L, is the deck transom, parallel to the wing transom. M, N. Two of the lower transoms; these are fainted to the sternpost and fashion pieces in the same manner as the wing transom.

Q. The knee which fants the transom to the ship's side. And, O. The fashion-piece, of which there is one on each side. The keel of the fashion piece is connected with the dead-wood, and the head is fainted to the wing transom.

R. S. Breast-hooks: these are fayed in the inside to the item, and to the bow on each side of it, to which they are fainted with proper bolts. There are generally four or five in the hold, in the form of that marked K, and one in the form of that marked S, into which the lower deck planks are rabbed: There is also one immediately under the haufe holes, and another under the second deck.

T. The rudder, which is joined to the sternpost by the rudder irons, upon which it turns round in the goings, fastened to the sternpost for that purpose. There is a mortise cut in the head of the rudder, into which a long bar is fitted called the tiller, and by which the rudder is turned.

U. A floor timber; it is laid across the keel, to which it is fastened by a bolt through the middle. V, W, V, V, V, The lower, the second, third and fourth futtocks. W, W, The top timbers. These represent the length and scarf of the feveral timbers in the midship frame.

X. The pieces which compose the kelfon. They are scarfined together in the same manner as the keel, and placed over the middle of the floor-timbers, being fcoarsed about an inch and a half down upon each side of them, as represented in the figure.

Y. The favelor pieces of the knee of the head; the lower part of which is fayed to the item, and its keel is scarfined on the head of the fofront. It is fainted to the bow by two knees, called checks, in the form of that represented by Z; and to the item, by a knee called a standard, in the form of that marked r.

a. The cathead, of which there is one on each side of the bow, projecting so far as to keep the anchor clear of the ship when it is hove up.

b. The bits, to which the cable is fainted when the ship is at anchor.

c. The fide counter timbers, which terminate the ship abaft within the quarter gallery.

d. Two pieces of dead wood, one afore and the other abaft, fayed on the keel.

Fig. 2. is a perspective representation of a ship framed and ready for the planking; in which A, A is the keel; B, the sternpost; C, the item; K, L, M, the transoms; F, F, F, F, F, F, the ribsband.

CHAP. III. Containing Preliminary Problems, &c.

The general dimensions of a ship are the length, breadth and depth.

To ascertain those dimensions that will best answer the intended purpose, is no doubt, a problem of considerable difficulty; and, from theory, it may be shewn, that there are no determinate proportions subsisting between the length, breadth and depth, by which these dimensions may be settled; yet, by combining theory and practice, the proportional dimensions may be approximated to pretty nearly.

As ships are confructed for a variety of different purposes, their principal dimensions must therefore be altered accordingly, in order to adapt them as nearly as possible to the proposed intention; but since there is no fixed standard whereby to regulate those dimensions, the methods therefore introduced are numerous, and in a great measure depend upon custom and fancy.

With regard, however, to the proportional dimen-
fions, they perhaps may be inferred from the circle. Thus, if the extreme breadth be made equal to the diameter, the length at the load water line, or the distance between the rabbits at the stem and poilt at that place, may be made equal to the circumference of the same circle; and the depth of the hold equal to the radius, the upper works being continued upwards according to circumstances. A ship formed from these dimensions, with a bottom more or less full according as may be judged necessary, will no doubt answer the proposed intention. Nevertheless, one or other of these dimensions may be varied in order to gain some essential property, which the trade that the vessel is intended for may require.

The following hints are given by Mr Hutchinfon towards fixing rules for the best construction of ship bottoms.

1. I would recommend (says he), to prevent ships-bottoms from hogging* upwards amidship, to have the fore and after part of their keels deep enough, that the upper part may be made to admit a rabbit for the garboard strake, that the main body and bearing part of the ship bottoms may be made to form an arch downwards in their length, supposing with the same heer as their bends, at the rate of about 2 inches for every 30 feet of the extreme length of the keel towards the midship or main frame, which may be reckoned the crown of the arch; and the lower part of the keel to be made straight, but laid upon blocks so that it may form a regular convex curve downwards at the rate of about an inch for every 30 feet of the extreme length of the keel, the lowest part exactly under the main frame; which curve, I reckon, is only a sufficient allowance for the keel to become straight below, after they are launched afloat, by the pressure of the water upwards against their floors amidship, which causes their tendency to hog. And certainly a straight keel is a great advantage in sailing, as well as to support them when laid upon level ground or on straight blocks in a repairing dock, without taking damage.

2. As square sterned ships, from experience, are found to answer all trades and purposes better than round or pink squared ships, I would recommend the fore part of the stern to be took on account of drawing the water lines in the draught, only to have a few inches rake, that the after part may stand quite upright perpendicular to the keel: and for the sake of the stem I would propose the rabbit for the hudding ends for the entrance, and bows from the keel upwards, to form the same curve as the water line from the stem at the harp pin towards the main breadth, and the bows at the harpin to be formed by a sweep of a circle of half the threes-fourths of the main breadth; and the main trunm to be three-fourths of the main breadth: and the buttocks, at the load or failing mark aft, to be formed, in the same manner as the bows at the harpin, with a sweep of a circle of half the three-fourths of the main breadth, to extend just as far from the stem and stern poilt as to admit a regular convex curve to the main frame, and from there down to the keel to form regular convex water lines, without any of those unnatural, hollow, concave ones, either in the entrance or run; which rules, in my opinion, will agree with the main body of the ship, whether she is designed to be built full for burden or sharp below for sailing.

3. This rule for taking the stem will admit all the water-lines in the ship's entrance to form convex curves all the way from the stem to the midship or main frame, which answers much better for sailing as well as making a ship more easy and lively in bad weather. And the bows should flange off, rounding in a circular form from the bends up to the gunwale, in order to meet the main breadth the sooner, with a sweep of half the main breadth at the gunwale amidships; which will not only prevent them greatly from being plunged under water in bad weather, but spread the landing fore-stripping the more, to support these material masts and falls forward to much greater advantage than in those over sharp bowed ships, as has been mentioned. And as the failing trim of ships in general is more or less by the stern, this makes the water-lines of the entrance in proportion the sharper to divide the particles of water the easier, so that the ship may pass through it with the least refistance.

4. The run ought to be formed shorter or longer, fuller or sharper, in proportion to the entrance and main body, as the ship is designed for burden or falling fast. The convex curves of the water lines should lessen gradually from the load or falling mark aft, as has been mentioned, downwards till a fair straight taper is formed from the after part of the floor to the sternpost below, without any concavity in the water lines, which will not only add buoyancy and burden to the after body and run of the ship, but, in my opinion, will help both her falling and steering motions; for the pressure of the water, as it closes and rises upon it to come to its level again, and fill up that hollow which is made by the fore and main body being pressed forward with fall, will impinge, and act with more power to help the ship forward in her progressive motion, than upon those unnatural concave runs, which have so much more flat dead wood, that must, in proportion, be a hindrance to the stern being turned so easily by the power of the helm to steer the ship to the greatest advantage.

Many and various are the methods which are employed to describe the several parts of a ship. In the following problems, however, these methods only are given which appear to be most easily applied to practice, and which, at the same time, will answer any proposed purpose.

PROB. 1. To describe in the plane of elevation the form or curvature of the top-timbers. Let QR (fig. 3) be the length of the ship between the wing trammel and the rabbet of the stem. Then, since it is generally agreed, especially by the French contructors, that the broadest part of the ship ought to be about one-twelfth of the length before the main frame or dead flat; therefore make $C$ equal to five-twelfths of QR, and $C$ will be the elevation of the main frame: space the other frames on the keel, and from these points let perpendiculars be drawn to the keel. Method of determining the top-timber line. Let $OP$ be the height of the ship at the main frame, $VF$ the height at the aftermost frame, and $RK$ the height at the stem. Through $P$ draw $EPL$ parallel to the keel; describe the quadrants $PGI$, $PMN$, the radius being $PG$; make $PH$ equal to $EPL$, and $PQ$ equal to $KL$, and draw the parallels $GH$, $OM$: Divide $GH$ similar to $GC$, and $OM$ similar to $OR$. Through these points of division draw lines perpendicular to $EL$, and the several portions of these perpendiculars contained between $EL$ and the arch will be the risings of the top.
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These rules, it is evident, are variable at pleasure; and any person acquainted with the first principles of mathematics may apply calculation to find the radii of the several sweeps.

Pro. V. To describe the main frame or dead-flat.

This frame is that which contains the greatest space, of the and the particular form of each of the other frames depends very much on it. If the ship is intended to carry a great burden in proportion to her principal dimensions, this frame is made very full; but if the ship is intended to sail fast it is usually made sharp. Hence arises diversity of opinions respecting its form; each constructor using that which to him appears preferable. In order to save repetition, it is judged proper to explain certain operations which necessarily enter into all the different methods of constructing this frame.

In the plane of the upper side of the keel produced, draw the line AB (fig. 5) equal to the proposed breadth of the ship; bisect AB in C, and draw AD, CE, and BF, perpendicular to AD. Then, since the two sides of a ship are similar, it is therefore thought sufficient to describe the half of each frame between the main line and the stern on one side of the middle line CE, and the half of each of those before the main frame on the other side of it. The first half is called the after-body, and the other the fore-body. The after-body is commonly described on the left side of the middle line; and the fore-body on the right side of it; hence the line AD is called the side line of the after-body, and BF the side line of the fore-body. Make AD and BF each equal to the height of the ship at the main frame. Make AG, BG, and AH, BH, equal to the lower and upper heights of breadth respectively, taken from the sheer plan. Let I be the load water line, or line of floatation when the ship is loaded, and KK the height of the rising line of the floor at this frame. Make CN, CO, each equal to half the length of the timber, and JO, ON, equal to the heads of the frames at the main frame. From the centre of the reconciling arch made on the floor timber, thro' which draw perpendiculars to AD. Make CM, EM, each equal to half the thickness of the sternpost, and CN, EN, equal to half the thickness of the stern, and join m, n, m, n, m.

Method I. Of describing a main frame. — From the centre a (fig. 5), in the lower breadth line, describe the lower breadth sweep GC, make NB equal to the proposed radius of the floor sweep, and from the centre b describe the floor sweep NF. Let the radius of the reconciling sweep be AG, equal to about the half of AC; then make AB equal to NB, and AM equal to GA. Now from the centre a, with an extent equal to GM, describe an arch, and from the centre b, with the extent GB, describe an arch intersecting the former in c, which will be the centre of the reconciling sweep. Join Nm, by an inverted curve, the centre of which may be in the line b N produced downwards; or it may be joined by two curves, or by a straight line if there is little rising; and hence the lower post of the main frame will be described.

In order to form the top timber, make Fk equal to such part of the half breadth, agreeable to the proposed round of the side, as one-seventh; join Hl, and make k i equal to about two-thirds of Hk; make the angle HI/ equal to i H l/; and from the centre l at the distance...
To describe a main frame of an intermediate capacity, that is neither too flat nor too sharp.—Divide the line AX (fig. 6), which limits the head of the floor timber, into three equal parts; and make a b equal to one of them. Divide the line a b, the perpendicular distance between the load water line and the plane of the upper side of the keel, into seven equal parts; and set off one of these parts from d to e, and from e to m. Let GH be the lower deck, join G m, and produce it to q. Draw the straight line V a, bisect it in n, and from the points m, n, describe arches with the radius G q intersecting each other in P, which will be the centre of the arch n a.

The centre of the arch V n is found by describing arches downwards with the same radius. With an extent equal to one a, and a half of b s, describe arches from the points b, s, intersecting each other in A, and from this point as a centre describe the arch e b; make a d equal to d m, and join A m, A l. Then, in order to reconcile two arches so as to make a fair curve, the centres of these arches, and of the points of contact, must be in the same straight line. Hence the point k will be the centre of the arch a m, and s the centre of the arch a l. The arch l m is described from the centre A.

To form the top timber, set back the tenth part of the half breadth from K to S upon the line of the second deck; then with an extent equal to two-thirds of the whole breadth describe an arch through the points S and H, the upper height of breadth. Again, make M I equal to the fifth part of the half breadth; describe an arch of a circle through the points S and T, taking the diagonal G B for the radius. As this arch is inverted in respect of the arch d S, the centre will be without the figure. Hence one-half of the main frame is formed, and the other half is described by similar operations.

Remark. This frame may be made more or less full by altering the several radii.

II. To describe a main frame of a circular form.—Let the several lines be drawn as before: Then make O a (fig. 7) equal to the half breadth G a, and from the centre a, with the radius G a, describe the arch b G c O. Let d be the head of the floor-timber, and d x the riving. Assume the point f in the arch, according to the proposed round of the second futtock, and describe the arch d f; the centre of which may be found as in the former method: from the centre a, with the distance a d, describe the arch d e O; make d e equal to one-third of d O, and the angle d e b equal to c d b, and from the centre b describe the arch d e. The inverted arch e o may be described as before.

IV. To describe a very full main frame.—Let the vertical and horizontal lines be drawn as before: Let b, fig. 8, be the floor-head, and b x the riving. Divide G c into two equal parts in the point d, and upon c d describe the square b d a c, in which inscribe the quadrant d e a. Divide the line d e into any number of equal parts in the points O, N, M, L, and draw the lines L m, M e, N b, perpendicular to d b. Divide the line G C, the depth of the hold, the riving being deducted, into the same number of equal parts in the points E, F, I, K, and make the lines E p, F q, I r, K s, in the frame, equal to the lines O b, N n, M m, L m, in the squares each.
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mixtlineal space DNY. Hence the capacity of the frame formed by the straight lines MN, NY will be equal to that of the frame formed by the curve M a D Y; and the frame formed by the straight lines will for the most part be always more susceptible of receiving a bow that will easily divide the fluid. It is also evident, that the cargo or ballast, being lower in the frame formed of straight lines than in the other, it will therefore be more advantageously placed, and will enable the ship to carry more sail (c); so that having a bow equally well or better formed, she will sail faster.

PROB. VI. To describe a stern having a square tuck. Let AB (fig. 114) be the middle line of the port, and let CD be drawn parallel therto at a distance equal to half the thinnest of the port. Make CE equal to the height of the lower part of the fashion-piece above the keel: make GT equal to the height of the extremity G of the transom above the plane of the keel produced, and CH equal to the height of the transom on the port. BT is then to be drawn equal to one sixth or one tenth of GT, and describe the arch CH, the centre of which will be in BA produced: make EH equal to five twelfths of ET: through K draw KL perpendicular to CD, and equal to KE; and with an equal extent to EL describe the arch EL. Make GI equal to the half of ET, and from the centre I describe the arc GM, and draw the reconciliating curve ML:—

Let the curve of the fashion-piece be produced upwards to the point representing the upper height of breadth, as at O. Make ON equal to the top of the timbers, and BN equal to the half-breadth at that place, and join ON. Through N and the upper part of the corner, let arches be described parallel to GH. The taffereå, windows, and remaining part of the stern, may be finished agreeable to the fancy of the artist.

In fig. 12. the projection of the stern on the plane of elevation is laid down, the method of doing which is obvious from inspection.

If the transom is to round aft, then since the fashion pieces are always fixed straight, their planes will intersect the keel or floor planes in a straight line. Let Gg (fig. 14.) be the intersection of the plane of the fashion-piece with the floor plane. From the point g draw W perpendicular to g M: make Wg equal to the height of the tuck, and Wk equal joined will be the intersection of the plane of the fashion-piece with the floor plane. Let the water lines in the floor plane produced meet the line Wk in the points a, b, and draw the perpendiculars na, fa, ba. From the points a, b, (fig. 14.) draw lines parallel to Gg to intersect each corresponding water line in the floor plane in the points 3, 2, 1. From the points G, 3, 2, 1 in the floor plane draw lines perpendicular to Gg, intersecting the water lines (fig. 13.) in the points G, 3, 2, 1; and through these points describe the curve 3, 2, 1 k; and Wg 3, 2, 1 k will be the projection of the plane of the fashion-piece on the floor plane. Through the points G, 3, 2, 1 (fig. 13) draw the lines GF, 3 A, 2 S, 1 H, perpendicular to Wk; and make the lines WF, a A, 3, b H, equal to the lines 2 G, 3, 2, 1, respectively, and Wf is the true form of the plane of the aft side of the fashion-piece. When it is in its proper position, the line WF will be in the same plane with the sheer line; the line a A in the same plane with the water line a 3; the line s S in the same plane with the water line s 2; and the line b H in the same plane with the water line b 1. If lines be drawn from the several points of intersection of the water lines with the rabot of the port (fig. 13.), perpendicular to g M, and curved lines being drawn from these points to G, 3, 2, 1 (fig. 14.) respectively, will give the form and dimensions of the tuck at the several water lines.

PROB. VII. To bevel the fashion-piece of a square tuck by water-lines. As the fashion-piece both rakes and cants, the planes of the water-lines will therefore intersect it higher on the aft than on the fore-side; but before the heights on the fore-side can be found, the breadth of the timber must be determined, which let be b s (fig. 15). Then as it cants, the breadth in the direction of the water-line will exceed the true breadth. In order to find the true breadth, from the aft side of the fashion-piece as directed in the last problem.

Let 15 (fig. 13) be the side of the rabot on the outside of the port, WM the common section of the plan of the fashion-piece and the sheer-plan. Before this last line can be determined, the several water-lines 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5, must be drawn parallel to the keel, which may represent so many tramforms. Let these water lines be formed and ended at the side of the rabot, as in fig. 14. where the rounds aft of the several tramstands are described, limiting the curves of the water lines. Now the line WM must rake so as to leave room for half the thickness of the port, at the tuck: in order to which, produce Wg to r; make r g half the thickness of the port; through r draw a line parallel to g M to intersect g M in b: then with the radius r k, from a the point of the tuck as a centre, describe an arch, and draw the line WM, just to touch the back of that arch.

The line WM being drawn, let any point k in it be assumed at pleasure: from k draw k y perpendicular to g M: through y draw y f (fig. 14.) parallel to g G, intersecting the line M f drawn perpendicular to g M in the point f. From M draw M i perpendicular to y f, and from y draw y n perpendicular to WM (fig. 13.) Make M k (fig. 15) equal to M i (fig. 14.); then M i (fig. 15) being equal to k (fig. 13), join k 1, and the angle 1 sb will be the bevelling to the horizontal plane. Again, make M s M f (fig. 15.) respectively equal to y n (fig. 13.) and M f (fig. 14.), and join z f, and the angle M z f will be the bevelling to the sheer plane.

The bevelling being now found, draw the line a b (fig. 15.) parallel to a n, as or b n being the scantling of the timber. Then a b will be the breadth of the timber on the horizontal plane, and a e is its breadth on the sheer plane, and a e is what it is within a square.

Now as the lines G g, 3 a, 2 b, 1, y s, represent

(c) It is not a general rule, that lowering the cargo of a ship augments her stability. This is demonstrated by the Chevalier de Borda, in a work published by M. de Goimpy upon this subject. See also L'Architecture Na"

vale per M. Vial de Caireix, p. 25.
the aft side of the fashion-piece on the horizontal plane (fig. 14.), dotted lines may be drawn parallel to them to represent the fore-side, making \( n = (\text{fig. } 15.) \) the perpendicular distance between the lines representing fore and aft sides of the fashion-piece. By these lines form the fore-side of the fashion-piece in the same manner as the aft-side was formed. The water lines on the fore-side of the fashion-piece must, however, be first drawn in fig. 15.; thus: Draw the lines \( e, d \) parallel to \( W M \), and whose perpendicular distances therefore may be equal to \( a e \) and \( s e \) (fig. 15.) respectively. Draw a line parallel to \( W F \) (fig. 13.) through the point where the line \( c d \) intersects the fifth water line. Draw a line parallel to \( a A \) through the point where the fourth water line intersects the line \( c d \); in like manner proceed with the other water lines. The fore-side of the fashion-piece is now to be described by means of these new water lines, observing that the distances in the floor plane may be set off from the line \( e b \) and not from \( W M \), as in the former case; and a curve described through the points 5, 3, 2, 1, where these distances reach to, will represent the fore-side of the fashion-piece.

The nearest distance between the points 5, 3, 2, 1, and the aft side of the fashion-piece is what the bevelling is beyond the square when both flock and tongue of the bevel are parallel to the timber. Make \( M p \) (fig. 16.) equal to the breadth of the timber, and \( M 5 \) equal to the perpendicular distance of the point 5 (fig. 13.) from the aft side of the fashion-piece, and join 5 \( p \). In like manner proceed with the others, and the bevellings at these points will be obtained; but, in order to avoid confusion, the perpendiculares 4, 3, 2, (fig. 13.), instead of being laid off from \( M \) (fig. 16.), were set off from points as far below \( M \) as the other extremities of the lines drawn from these points are below the point \( p \).

**Prob. VIII.** To describe the transoms of a round poop.

The transoms are fastened to the stern-post in the same manner that the floor timbers are fastened to the keel, and have a rising called the "flights" similar to the rising of the floor timbers. The upper transom is called the "wing transom," the next the "deck transom," and the others the "first," "second," and "third" transoms, in order. The wing transom has a round aft and a round up; the round up of the deck transom is the same as that of the beams.

The fashion-piece of a square tuck must be first described, together with the three adjacent frames, by the method to be explained. The part of the stern above the wing transom is to be described in the same manner as before, and may therefore be omitted in this place. The part below the keel of the fashion-piece is also the same in both cases. Let fig. 17. represent the fashion-piece of a square tuck, and the three adjoining frames. Divide the interval \( A B \) into four equal parts in the points \( C, D, E, \) and draw the perpendiculares \( A F, C G, D H, E I, \) and \( B K \); these will be portions of water lines answering to the several transoms.

Let these wate lines be described on the floor plan (fig. 18.), in which \( ABC \) represents the wing transom. Describe the arch \( b C \) to reconcile the curves \( A b \) and \( CE \). Let \( L F G \) be the water-line answering to the lower part of the fashion-piece, the distance between the points \( L \) and \( A \) being equal to the excess of the projection of the point \( A \) beyond that of \( B \) (fig. 20.). Draw \( C K \) (fig. 18.) perpendicular to \( AM \), and make the angle \( K C M \) equal to about 25 degrees, and \( C N \) will be the projection of the fashion-piece on the floor plane. Make \( A B \) (fig. 19.) equal to \( AB \) (fig. 17.). Divide it into four equal parts, and draw the perpendiculares \( AF, CH, DI,EK, \) and \( BG \). Make \( AF \) equal to \( CM \), and \( BG \) equal to \( MN \); and draw the curve \( F H I K G \), having a less curvature than the fashion-piece of the square tuck, and \( F H I K \). Make \( M O \), \( MP \), \( MQ \), equal to \( CH, DI, \) and \( EK \) respectively. Divide \( AL \) (fig. 18) into four equal parts, and to these points of division draw curves through the points \( O, P, Q, \) so as to partake partly of the curvature of \( A b C \), partly of that of \( A b C \), and partly of that of \( A b C \). From the line \( D F \) (fig. 18.), and through the extremities of these lines, draw the curve \( F G H I K \). It remains to lay down the projection of the fashion-piece on the plane of elevation. In order to which, divide the line \( AB \), fig. 20. (equal to \( A B \), fig. 17.) into four equal parts, and through the points of division draw the perpendiculares \( AF, CG, DH, EI, \) and \( BK \); make \( AF \) (fig. 20.) equal to the perpendicular distance of the point \( C \) from the line \( BL \) (fig. 18.). In like manner make the lines \( CG, DH, EI, \) and \( BK \) (fig. 20.) respectively equal to the perpendicular distance of the points \( O, P, Q, \), and \( N \), from the line \( BL \) (fig. 18.); and a curve drawn through these points will be the projection of the fashion-piece on the plane of elevation.

**Prob. IX.** To describe the intermediate frames in the after body.

For this purpose the midship and stern frames must be drawn in the plane of projection. As the main frame contains the greatest capacity, and the stern frame is that having the least, it hence follows that the form and dimensions of the intermediate frames will be between these; each frame, however, partaking most of the form of that to which it is nearest.

Let \( ACDE \) (fig. 21.) be the main frame on the plane of projection, and \( FGH \) the stern frame; and let there be any convenient number of intermediate frames, as nine. Draw the floor ribband \( CF \), and the breadth ribband \( GD \). Divide the curves \( CD, FG \) each into the same number of equal parts, as three, in the points \( K, M, L, N \); and draw the second and third ribbands \( KL, MN \). In order to divide these ribbands so as to form fair curves in different sections, various methods have been proposed. One of the best of these, being that which is chiefly employed by the French constructors, is by means of an equilateral triangle, which is constructed as follows.

Draw the line \( ME \) (fig. 21.), limited at \( M \), but produced towards \( E \); take \( M 1 \) equal to any convenient extent; make \( 1, 2 \) equal to twice that extent, \( 2, 3 \) equal to five times, and \( 3, 4 \) equal to seven times the above extent; and continue this division to \( E \), always increasing by two, until there be as many points as there
are frames, including the main and stern frames. Upon ME describe the equilateral triangle MSE, and draw lines from the vertex S to each point of division; then the line SM will be that answering to the main frame, and SE that corresponding to the poop; and the other lines will be those answering to the intermediate frames in order.

Let fig. 23. be the projection of part of the stern on the plane of elevation, together with the eighth and ninth frames. From the points \( L, N, G \), (fig. 21.) draw the lines LO, NP, GQ, perpendicular to the plane of the upper edge of the keel. Make AB (fig. 23.) equal to AF (fig. 21.), and draw the water line BCD. Draw the line BC (fig. 23.) so that it may be parallel to the base of the triangle, and equal to CD (fig. 23.), which produce indifferently towards H. Make BD equal to BC (fig. 23.), and draw the dotted line SD (fig. 22.). The ribbon FC (fig. 21.) is to be applied to the triangle, so that it may be parallel to the base, and contained between the line MS and the dotted line SD. Let CF represent this line; then transfer the several divisions from CF to the ribbon CF (fig. 21.), and number them accordingly. Again, make EF (fig. 23.) equal to LO (fig. 21.), and draw the water line FGH; make BF (fig. 22.) equal to FG (fig. 23.), and draw the dotted line SF; apply the second ribbon KL to the triangle, so that the extremity K may be on the line SM, and the other extremity L on the dotted line SF, and making with SM an angle of about 62° degrees. Let \( K \) be this line, and transfer the divisions from it to the ribbon KL. In like manner make IK (fig. 23.) equal to NP (fig. 21.), and draw the water line KLM. Make BG (fig. 22.) equal to KL (fig. 23.), and draw the dotted line SG; then the ribbon MN is to be applied to the triangle in such a manner that its extremities M and N may be upon the lines SM, SG respectively, and that it may make an angle of about 68 degrees with the line SM; and the divisions are to be transferred from it to the ribbon MN.

The same processes is to be followed to divide the other ribbons, observing to apply the fourth ribbon to the triangle, so that it may make an angle of 86 degrees with the line SM; the fifth ribbon to make an angle of 67 degrees, and the sixth an angle of 60 degrees with the line SM.

The quantities of these angles are, however, far from being rigidly fixed. Some constructors, in applying the ribbons to the triangle, make them all parallel to its base; and others vary the measures of these angles according to fancy. It may also be remarked, that a different method of dividing the base of the triangle is used by some. It is certainly proper to try different methods; and that is to be preferred which best answers the intended purpose.

Besides the frames already mentioned, there are other two laid down by some constructors in the several plans, called balance frames. The after balance frame is placed at one fourth of the length of the ship before the stern-poll; and the other, commonly called the loof frame, at one fourth of the ship’s length aft of a perpendicular to the keel from the rabbit of the stern. Let the dotted line at X, between the fifth and sixth frames, (fig. 23.) be the place of the after balance frame in the plane of elevation. Then, in order to lay down this frame in the plane of projection, its representation must be previously drawn in the triangle. To accomplish this, draw the line SV (fig. 22.) so that the internal \( 5^\circ \) may have the same ratio to \( 5^\circ \) (fig. 22.) that 5 X has to 5 (fig. 24.) (d). Then the several points in the ribbons in the plane of projection answering to this frame are to be found by means of the triangle in the same manner as before.

The loof frame is nearly of the same dimensions as the after balance frame, or rather of a little greater capacity, in order that the centre of gravity of that part of the ship may be nearly in the plane of the midship frame. Hence the loof frame may be easily drawn in the plane of projection, and hence also the other frames in the fore body may be readily described.

PROB. X. To describe the frames in the fore body.

Draw the middle line of the stern AB (fig. 24.); make AC, BD each equal to half the thickness of the stern, and draw the line CD; describe also one half of the main frame CEGFIH. Let \( eF, fG, gH, \) be water lines at the heights of the ribbons on the main frame; also let a be the termination of the floor ribbon, and b that of the breadth ribbon on the item. Divide the interval \( a b \) into three equal parts in the points \( c, d, \) and draw the ribbons \( eF, cG, dH, \) and \( eH. \) Make \( eF, fG, gH, hM \) (fig. 24.) equal to \( e, f, g, h \) (fig. 21.) respectively, and draw the curve \( C I K L M, \) which will be the projection of the loof frame. Or since it is necessary that the capacity of the loof frame should be a little greater than that of the after balance frame, each of the above lines may be increased by a proportional part of itself, as one tenth or one-twentieth, as may be judged proper.

Construct the triangle (fig. 25.) in the same manner as fig. 22. only observing, that as there are fewer frames in the foremost than in the after body, its base will therefore be divided into fewer parts. Let there be eight frames in the fore body, then there will be eight divisions in the base of the triangle before the extremes.

Let fig. 26. represent the item and part of the fore-body in the plane of elevation, and let \( O \) be the place of the loof frame. Divide the interval \( 4, 5 \) (fig. 25.) so that 4, 5 may be to 4Z as 4, 5 to 4, 0 (fig. 26.), and draw the dotted line \( S Z, \) which will be the line denoting the loof frame in the triangle.

Draw the lines \( AB, CD, EF, GH \) (fig. 26.) parallel to the keel, and whose perpendicular distances therefrom may be equal to \( CA, CE, CD, CB \) (fig. 24.), the intersections of these lines with the rabbit of the item, namely, the points I, K, L, M will be the points of termination of the several ribbons on the item in the plane of elevation. Divide 8 A (fig. 25.) so that 8 B, 8 C, 8 D, and 8 E, may be respectively equal to \( BI, DK, FL, \) and \( HM \) (fig. 26.), and draw the dotted lines \( SB, SC, SD, SE \) (fig. 23.) Apply the edge of a slip of card to the first ribbon (fig. 24.), and mark 3 thereon.

(d) It is evident, from the method used to divide the base of the triangle, that this proportion does not agree exactly with the construction; the difference, however, being small, is therefore neglected in practice.
thereon the extremities of the ribband $a, E$, and also the point of intersection of the loft frame. Then apply this slip of card to the triangle in such a manner that the point $a$ may be on the dotted line $SB$, the point $E$ on the line $SM$, and the point answering to the loft frame on the dotted line $SZ$; and mark upon the card the several points of intersection of the lines $S, T, S, Z, \&c.$ Now apply the card to the ribband $aE$ (fig. 24.) as before, and transfer the several points of division from it to the ribband. In like manner proceed with the other ribbands; and lines drawn through the corresponding points in the ribbands will be the projection of the lower part of the frames in the fore body. The projections of the top-timbers of the several frames may be taken from the half breadth plan; and hence each top-timber may be easily described.

In large ships, particularly in those of the French navy, a different method is employed to form the top-timbers in the fore body, which is as follows:

Let $BI$ (fig. 27.) be one fourth of the breadth of the ship, and draw $IK$ parallel to $AB$. Take the height of the foremost frame from the plane of elevation, and lay it off from $A$ to $B$; from the point $B$ draw $EH$ perpendicular to $AB$, and equal to half the length of the wing transom. Let $E$ be the place of the breadth ribband on the main frame, and $F$ its place on the line at the height of the wing transom. With a radius equal to five-sixths of the greatest breadth of the ship describe the quadrant $EFG$ (fig. 28.): Make $EH$ equal to $FG$ (fig. 27.), the point $F$ being at the height of the wing transom. Through $H$ draw $HO$ perpendicular to $EH$, and intersecting the circumference in $O$; then draw $OL$ parallel to $HE$, and $EL$ parallel to $HO$. Divide $EL$ into as many equal parts as there are frames in the fore body, including the main frame, and from these points of division draw the perpendiculars $11, 22, \&c.$ meeting the circumference as in the figure. Take the distance $11$, and lay it off from $G$ (fig. 27.) towards $F$ to the point $t$; and from the same point $G$ lay off towards $F$ the several perpendiculars contained between the straight line and the curve to the points $2, 3, \&c.$ and through these points draw lines parallel to $EG$.

Take any line $AB$ (fig. 29.) at pleasure; divide it equally in two in the point $8$; divide $8B$ in two parts in the point $7$, and continue this method of division until there are as many points as there are frames in the fore body, including the main frame. Upon $AB$ continue the equilateral triangle $ACB$, and draw the lines $C8, C7, \&c.$ Place a slip of card on the parallel $aK8$ (fig. 27.), and mark thereon the points opposite to $a, K, \&c.$; and let them be denoted accordingly. Then apply this slip of card to the triangle, so that the point $a$, which is that answering to the racket of the stem, may be on the line $AC$; that the point answering to $K$ may be on $C8$, and the extremity on the line $CB$; and mark on the card the points of intersection of the lines $C7, C6, \&c.$, and number them accordingly. Now apply this slip of card to the seventh parallel (fig. 23.), the point $a$ being on the line $CD$, and mark on this parallel the point of intersection $7$; slide the card down to the fifth parallel, to which transfer the point $5\times 6$. In like manner proceed with the other parallels.

The point $K$, at the intersection of the line $IK$ with the eighth parallel, is one point through which the tenth frame passes. From this point upwards a curve is to be described as to reconcile with the lower part of this frame already described, and the upper part, forming an inverted arch, which is to terminate at $E$. This top-timber may be formed by two sweeps, whose radii and centres are to be determined partly from circumferences and partly according to fancy. It however may be more readily formed by hand. Let $LM$ (fig. 27.) be the line of the second deck at the main frame, and let $LN$ be the diffuseness of the draught of water, if any. Make $GN$ (fig. 28.) equal to $LN$; draw $NM$ perpendicular to $GN$, meeting the circle in $M$; and through the points $G$ and $M$ draw the parallels $GV$ and $MV$; divide $GN$ as before, and from the several points of division draw perpendiculars terminating in the curve. Transfer these perpendiculars from $L$ upwards (fig. 27.), and through the points thus found draw the lines $11, 22, \&c.$ parallel to $LM$.

Apply a slip of card to the eighth parallel, and mark upon it the point answering to the stem, the eighth and main frames: carry this to the triangle, and place it so that these points may be on the corresponding lines. Then the points of intersection of the lines $C7, C6, \&c.$ are to be marked on the card, which is now to be applied first to the eighth parallel (fig. 27.), then to the seventh, &c. transferring the several points of division in order as before.

Draw the line $HO$ (fig. 27.); mark its length on a slip of card, and apply it to the triangle, so that it may be parallel to its base, and its extremities one on the eighth and the other on the main frame: mark on the card the points of intersection of the several intermediate lines as before; then apply the card to $H0$, and transfer the divisions.

There are now three points determined through which each top-timber must pass, namely, one in the breadth ribband, one in the fifth, and one in the upper ribband. Through these curves are to be described, so as to reconcile with the lower part of the frame, and partake partly of the curvature of the eighth frame, and partly of that of the main frame, but most of that of the frame to which it is nearest; and hence the plane of projection is so far simplified, that it only remains to prove the several frames by water lines.

Another method of describing the frames in the body plan is by sweeps. In this method it is necessary, in the first place, to describe the height of the breadth lines, and the rising of the floor, in the plane of elevation. The half breadth lines are next to be described in the floor plan. The main frame is then to be described by three or more sweeps, and giving it such a form as may be most suitable to the service the ship is designed for. The lower, upper, and top-timber heights of breadth, and the risings of the floor, are to be set upon the middle line in the body plan, and the several half breadth lines are then to be laid off on lines drawn through these points perpendicular to the middle line. A mould may then be made for the main frame, and laid upon the several risings, as in whole mouldings, explained in Chapter V. with this difference, that here an under breadth sweep is described to pass through the point which limits the half breadth of the timber, the centre of which will be in the breadth line of that timber. The proper centres for all the frames being found, and
Preliminary Problem.

The arches described, the bend mould must be so placed on the rising line of the floor, that the back of it may touch the back of the under breadth sweep. But the general practice is, to describe all the floor sweeps with compasses, as well as the under breadth sweeps, and to reconcile those two by a mould which is an arch of a circle, its radius being the same with that of the reconciling sweep by which the midship frame was formed. It is usual for all the floor sweeps to be of the same radius; and in order to find their centres a line is formed on the floor plan for half the breadth of the floor. As this line cannot be described on the surface of a ship, it is therefore only an imaginary line. Instead of it some make use of a diagonal in the body plane to limit the half breadth of the floor upon every rising line, and to erect perpendiculars at the several intersections, in the same manner as for the midship frame.

After the sweeps are all described, recourse is had to moulds, or some such contrivance, to form the hollow of the timbers, much in the same manner as in whole moulding; and when all the timbers are formed, they must be proved by ribbon and water lines, and altered, if necessary, to make fair curves.

The preceding methods of describing the several planes or sections of a ship being well understood, it will be a very easy matter to construct draughts for any proposed ship: and as the above planes were described separately and independent of each other, it is therefore of little consequence which is first described. In the following application, however, the plane of elevation will be first drawn, then part of the floor plan, and lastly the body plan: and in connecting these plans the most rational and simple methods will be employed.

Chapter IV. Application of the foregoing Rules to the Construction of Ships.

Section I. To construct a Ship intended to carry a considerable Burden in proportion to her general Dimensions, and to draw little Water.

Dimensions.

Length between the wing transom and a perpendicular from the rabbit of the item at the height F In.

- 80 0

Of breadth line - 11 0

Main half breadth moulded - 7 6

Half breadth at the height of breadth line at the stern - 6 0

Top-timber half breadth - 17 0

Height of the item above the upper edge of the keel - 13 6

Height of the breadth line at the stern - 12 3

Upper height of breadth at the main frame - 7 4

Lower height of breadth - 5 10

Height of middle line of wales at the stern - 10 0

Height of middle line of wales at the main frame - 6 10

Height of middle line of wales at the stern - 10 6

Breath of the wales - 1 9

Height of top-timber at midships - 14 0

Draw the line a b (fig. 37.) equal to 80 feet, from Apply a convenient scale: divide it into as many equal parts of the plus one as there are to be frames, which let be 10, and through each point of division draw parallel the Construction of Ships.

Make b c equal to 17 feet, the perpendicular height of the stern of the item above the upper edge of the keel, and describe the item by Prob. II. Make a d equal to 10 feet, the height of the middle line of the wales at the item, and d e equal to the proposed rake of the poop, which may be about 2 feet; join d e; and draw the line f g representing the after-side of the poop. Describe the counter and stern by Problem VI. and VII. Make b f equal to 14 feet, the top-timber height at the main frame, and e k equal to 18 feet, the height at the item; and through the three points c, b, k, describe the curve limiting the top-timbers by Problem I. Make b d equal to 10 feet, the height of the middle line of the wales at the item, and b f equal to 6 feet 10 inches, the height at the stern frame; and the curve d H d being described will represent the middle line of the wales. At the distance of 10 feet on each side of this line draw two curves parallel thereto, and the wales will be completed in this plan. Make b l equal to 13 feet, the height of the breadth line at the stern; a m equal to 12 feet, the height at the stern; and h k equal to 5 feet 10 inches and 7 feet 4 inches respectively; and draw the upper breadth line k m and lower breadth line l l. From the line a b lay downwards the breadth of the keel, which may be about one foot, and draw the line l t parallel to a b.

Let the line L r, which is the lower edge of the keel, represent also the middle line of the floor plan. Produce all the perpendiculars representing the frames; make o M (fig. 31.) equal to 11 feet, the main half breadth at midships; through m (fig. 30.) draw the line m n perpendicular to a b, and make p n equal to 7 feet, and draw the main half breadth line NM r by Problem IV. Describe also the top-timber half breadth line PO r, O being equal to 10 feet, and form the projecting part of the item g r s t.

In order that the top-timber line may look fair on the bow, and to prevent the foremost top-timbers from being too short, it is necessary to lift or raise the foot from the round of the bow to the stern. For this purpose the following method is usually employed: Produce the circular tierce before the item in the plane of elevation at pleasure; then place a button to the round of the bow in the half breadth plan, and mark on it the flations of the square timbers and the foot of the item; apply the button to the tierce plan, and place it to the tierce of the ship, keeping the flations of the timbers on the button well with those on the tierce plan for several timbers before dead-flat, where they will not alter; then mark the other timbers and the item on the tierce line produced; through these points draw lines parallel to the keel, to intersect their corresponding timbers and the item in the tierce plan: then a curve described these last points will be the tierce of the ship round the bow, lifted as required: and the heights of the timbers thus lengthened are to be transferred to the body plan as before.

Draw the line AB (fig. 32.) equal to 22 feet, the whole breadth; from the middle of which draw the perpendicular CD; make CE equal to half the thickness of
of the post, and CF equal to half that of the stem, and from the p's into A, E, F, B, draw lines parallel to CD. Make AG, BG each equal to 14 feet, the height at the main frame, and draw the line GG parallel to AB. Make GH, GH each equal to half a foot, the difference between the main and top timber half breadths. From A and B set up the heights of the lower and upper breadth lines to I and K, and draw the straight lines IK, IK. Let CL be the rising at the main frame, and N, P, the extremities of the floor timber. Hence, as there are now five points determined in each half of the main frame, it may be very easily described.

Make CM equal to IA, join MI, and draw the other ribbands NO, PQ. In order, however, to simplify this operation, the rectilinear distance of CM was transferred, and through the points of division the lines NO, PQ were drawn parallel to the floor ribband MI.

Take the distance be (fig. 30.), and lay it off from F to (fig. 32.); also make FB (fig. 32.) equal to F a (fig. 30.); through b draw a parallel to AB, and equal to FR (fig. 31.). In like manner take the heights of each top-timber from fig. 30., and lay them off from C towards D (fig. 32.); through these points draw lines parallel to AB, and make them equal each to each, to the corresponding half-breadth lines taken from the floor plan: Then through the several points a, c, &c., thus found, draw a line c H, which will be the projection of the top-timber line of the fore body in the body plan. Proceed in the same manner to find the top-timber line in the after body.

Transfer the height of the main-breadth line on the stem b l (fig. 30.) from F to a (fig. 32.). Transfer also the heights of the lower and upper breadth lines at timber F (fig. 30.); namely, FW, FX, from F to e and f (fig. 32.); through which draw the parallel eg, fh; make them equal to FS (fig. 31.), and draw the straight line gh. In this manner proceed to lay down the portions of the extreme breadth at each frame, both in the fore and in the after body in the body plan, and draw the upper and lower breadth lines d k, dg I in the fore body and K J, I i in the after body. Hence the portions of the several top-timbers contained between the top-timber and main breadth lines may be easily described. It was before remarked that their forms were partly arbitrary. The midship top-timber has generally a hollow, the form of which is left entirely to the artist, though in some slips, especially small ones, it has none. It is the common practice to make a mould for this hollow, either by a sweep or some other contrivance, which is produced considerably above the top-timber line, in a straight line or very near one. The midship top-timber is formed by this mould, which is so placed that it breaks in four with the back of the upper breadth sweep. The other top-timbers are formed by the same mould, observing to place it so that the straight part of it may be parallel to the straight part of the midship timber, and moved up or down, still keeping it in that direction till it just touches the back of the upper breadth sweep. Some constructors begin at the upper timber, after the mould is made for the midship top-timber, because they think it easier to keep the straight part of the mould parallel to this than to the midship timber; and by this means the top fide is kept from winding. Others, again, make a mark upon the mould where the breadth line of the midship timber crosses it, and with the same mould they form the after timber: this will occasion the mark that was made on the mould when at the main frame to fall below the breadth line of the after timber, and therefore another mark is made at the height of the breadth line at the after timber; the straight part of the mould is then laid obliquely across the breadth lines of the top-timbers, in such a manner that it may intersect the breadth line of the midship timber at one of these marks and the breadth line of the after timber at the other mark; then the several intersections of the breadth lines of the timbers are marked upon the mould; which must now be so placed in forming each timber, that the proper mark may be applied to its proper breadth, and it must be turned about so as just to touch the upper breadth sweep. Any of these methods may make a fair fide, and they may be easily proved by forming another intermediate half-breadth line.

The remaining parts of the frames may be described by either of the methods laid down in Problems IX. and XI. In order, however, to illustrate this still farther, it is thought proper to subjoin another method of forming the intermediate frames, the facility of which will recommend it.

Take FZ (fig. 30.), and lay it from F to k (fig. 32.); then describe the lower part of the foremost frame, making it more or less full according as proposed; and intersecting the ribbands in the points I, m, n. Describe also the aftermost frame o, p, q. Make a β (fig. 30.) equal to F r (fig. 32.), and produce it to a (fig. 31.); also draw γ α, and z (fig. 30.) equal to E r, and E s (fig. 32.) respectively; and produce them to b and c: Make F, s, r, F R (fig. 31.); equal to M, l, M n, P s (fig. 32.) each to each. Let also b h, b, d, and b, h, l, b, l, m, n (fig. 31.) be made equal to M b, NO, PQ, and M o, NG, P q (fig. 32.); then through these points trace the curves a, b, l, b, r, f, i, m, c, and r R k, n, p, and they will be the projections of the ribbands in the floor plane. Now transfer the several intervals of the frames contained between the middle line and the ribbands (fig. 31.) to the corresponding ribbands in the body plan (fig. 32.). Hence there will be five points given in each frame, namely, one at the lower breadth line, one at each ribband, and one at the keel; and consequently these frames may be easily described. In order to exemplify this, let it be required to lay down the frame E in the plane of projection. Take the interval E a (fig. 31.), and lay it from M to a (fig. 32.). Lay off also E v, E e (fig. 31.) from M to v and from P to n (fig. 32.) then through the points F, a, v, and the lower breadth line describe a curve, and it will be the representation of the frame E in the body plan. In like manner the other frames may be described.

The ribbands may now be transferred from the body plan to the plane of elevation, by taking the several heights of the intersection of each ribband with the frames, and laying them off on the corresponding lines in the floor plan; and if the line drawn through these points make a fair curve, it is presumed that the curves of the frames are rightly laid down in the body plan. Only one of these ribbands, namely, the first, is laid down in fig. 30. These curves may also be farther proved, by drawing water lines in the plane of elevation.
SHIP BUILDING.

Fig. 27.

Fig. 28.

Fig. 29.

Plate CCCCLIX.

Fig. 32.
**S H I P - B U I L D I N G.**

**Lengths.**—Length on the gun or lower deck from the aft part of the rabbet of the stem to the aft part of the rabbet of the poop — 182 0
Length from the foremost perpendicular to dead flat — 63 11/2
Length from the foremost perpendicular to timber Y — 4 0
Length from after perpendicular to timber 37 — 3 4
Room and space of the timbers — 2 5/8
Length of the quarter deck from the aft part of the stem — 95 0
Length of the forecastle from the fore part of the beak-head — 49 0
Length of round-house deck from the aft part of the stem — 51 8

**Heights.**—Height of the gun or lower deck from the upper edge of the keel to the under side of the plank at dead flat — 24 0
Height of the gun or lower deck from the upper edge of the keel to the under side of the plank at foremost perpendicular — 26 3
Height of the gun or lower deck from the upper edge of the keel to the under side of the plank at after perpendicular — 26 3
Height from the upper side of the gun-deck plank to the water side of the upper deck plank — 7 0

**F. In.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Height from the upper side of the upper deck plank to the under side of the</td>
<td>182</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>greater deck plank</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Height from the under side of forecastle plank, afore and abaft</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Height from the upper side of the quarter-deck plank to the under side of</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>the round-house plank</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Height of the lower edge of the main wales at foremost perpendicular</td>
<td>24 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Height of the lower edge of the main wales at dead flat</td>
<td>20 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Height of the lower edge of the main wales at after perpendicular</td>
<td>26 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Height of the lower edge of the channel wales at foremost perpendicular</td>
<td>32 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Height of the lower edge of the channel wales at dead flat</td>
<td>29 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Height of the lower edge of the channel wales at after perpendicular</td>
<td>34 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Height of the upper side of the wing transom</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Height of the touch of the lower counter at the middle line</td>
<td>28 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Height of the touch of the upper counter at the middle line</td>
<td>33 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Height of the top timber line at the after part of the timber bar</td>
<td>36 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Breadths. — Main wales in breadth from lower to upper edge</td>
<td>44 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Channel wales in breadth from lower to upper edge</td>
<td>4 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Waist rail in breadth</td>
<td>3 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distance between the upper edge of the channel wales and the under edge of</td>
<td>3 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>the waist rail</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sheer rail in breadth</td>
<td>3 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distance between the sheer rail and the rail above from timber 13 to the</td>
<td>2 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>stern</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distance between the sheer rail and the rail above from timber 7 to timber 11</td>
<td>1 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>And the faid rail to be in breadth</td>
<td>1 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plank sheer to be in thicknesses</td>
<td>0 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Centres of the mastes. — From the foremost perpendicular to the centre of</td>
<td>0 2 1/2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>the mainmast on the gun-deck</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>From the foremost perpendicular to the centre of the mainmast on the gun-deck</td>
<td>103 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>From the after perpendicular to the centre of the mainmast on the gun-deck</td>
<td>20 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>From the after perpendicular to the centre of the mizzenmast on the gun-deck</td>
<td>28 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stem. — The centre of the sweep of the stem abaft timber P</td>
<td>0 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Height of ditto from the upper edge of the keel</td>
<td>26 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stem-moulded</td>
<td>1 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foremost part of the head afore the perpendicular</td>
<td>2 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Height of ditto from the upper edge of the keel</td>
<td>38 3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
perpendicular on the upper edge of the keel.
Aft part of the port abaft the rabbet at the upper edge of the keel.
Aft part of the port abaft the rabbet at the wing transom.
Stern port fore and aft on the keel.
Ditto square at the head.
Counters.—The touch of the lower counter at the middle line, abaft the aft part of the wing transom.
Round aft of the lower counter.
Round up of the lower counter.
The touch of the upper counter at the middle line, abaft the aft part of the wing transom.
Round aft of the upper counter.
Round up of the upper counter.
Aft part of the stern-timber at the middle line, at the height of the top timber line, abaft the aft part of the wing transom.
Round aft of the wing transom.
Round up of the wing transom.

### Draught of water.
- Load draught of water from the upper edge of the keel.

### Channels.
- Foremost end of the fore channel.
- Aftmost end of the mizen-channel.
- Touch of the upper counter at the middle line.
- Height of the keel.
- Diameter.
- The dead eyes to be 12 in number and in diameter.

### Dimensions of the Several Parts of the Bodies.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fore Body</th>
<th>C</th>
<th>G</th>
<th>L</th>
<th>P</th>
<th>T</th>
<th>W</th>
<th>Y</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lower height of breadth</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upper height of breadth</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Height of the top-timber line</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Height of the riling line *</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Height of the cutting down</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Main half breadth</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Top-timber half breadth</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Half breadth of the rising</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Length of the lower breadth sweeps</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First diagonal line</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Second ditto</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Third ditto</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fourth ditto</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fifth ditto</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sixth ditto</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seventh ditto</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Rising height 11 feet 10 inches at dead flat, from which all the other risings must be set off.

After
DIAGONAL LINES for both the Fore and After Bodies.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fore and After Bodies.</th>
<th>Names of the Diagonal LInes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1ft</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Height up the middle line</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distance from the middle line on the base line</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Height up the side line</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

I. Of the Sheer Draught or Plane of Elevation.

Draw a straight line (fig. 53) to represent the upper edge of the keel, erect a perpendicular on that end to the right, and from thence set off 182 feet, the length on the gun deck, and there erect another perpendicular; that to the right is called the foremost perpendicular, and the other the after one: upon these two perpendiculars all the foremost and aftermost heights must be set off, which are expressed in the dimensions.

Then set off the distance of the main frame or dead flat from the foremost perpendicular, and at that place erect a third perpendicular, which must be distinguished by the character (9). From dead flat the room and space of all the timbers must be set off; but it will only be necessary to erect a perpendicular at every frame timber; which in the fore body are called dead flat, A C E, &c. and in the after body (2), 1, 3, 5, &c.: hence the distance between the frame perpendiculars will be double the room and space expressed in the dimensions. Then set off the heights of the gun deck afore at midship or dead flat, and abaft from the upper side of the keel; and a curve drawn through these three points will be the upper side of the gun-deck. Set off the thickness of the gun-deck plank below that; and another curve being drawn parallel to the former, the gun deck will then be described at the middle line of the fore body. The centre of the stem is then to be laid down by means of the table of dimensions; from which centre, with an extent equal to the nearest distance of the upper edge of the keel, describe a circle upwards; describe also another circle as much above this first mentioned point, and cutting the inner circle, and the after part of the stern is drawn. Draw another line from the foremost point downwards, parallel to the former, and breaking in fair with the inner circle, and the after part of the stern is drawn. Draw another line from the foremost point downwards, parallel to the former, and breaking in fair with the outer circle, then the whole stern will be formed, except the after or lower end, which cannot be determined till hereafter.

The stern-post must be next formed. Set off on the upper edge of the keel a spot for the aft part of the riblet taken from the dimensions, and from that forward let off another point at the distance of the thickness of the plank of the bottom, which is 4½ inches; and from this last mentioned point draw a line upwards, intersecting the perpendiculars at the height of the lower deck;
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wing transom, and draw another horizontal line in pencil: then take the round aft of the wing transom, and set it forward on the upper line from the point representing the aft side of the wing transom; square it down to the lower line, and the intersection will be the touch of the wing transom; then a curve, similar to that at the middle line, being drawn from the touch of the wing transom to the touch of the lower counter at the side, will be the lower counter at the side. Draw a line from the upper counter upwards, and the whole stern timber at the side will be represented. But as the straight line drawn for the upper part of the side timber should not be parallel to that at the middle line, its rake is therefore to be determined as follows.

Draw a line at pleasure, on which set off the breadth of the stern at the upper counter; at the middle of this line set off the round ast of the upper counter, then through this point and the extremities of the stern describe a curve. Now take the breadth of the stern at the top-timber line, and through the point where that breadth will intersect the curve for the round ast of the stern draw a line parallel to that first drawn, and the distance from the line last drawn to the curve at the middle of the line is the distance that the side timber must be from the middle line at the height of the top-timber line.

The sheer is to be described, which is done by setting off the heights aforesaid, at midship, and aft, and a curve described through these three points will be the sheer. But in order that the sheer may correspond exactly with the dimensions laid down, it will be necessary to proceed as follows: The perpendicular representing timber dead flat being already drawn, set off from that the distances of the other frame timbers, which is double the room and space, as the frames are only every other one; and erect perpendiculars, writing the name under each; then on each of these perpendiculars set off the corresponding heights of the top-timber line taken from the table of dimensions for constructing the bodies, and through these points a curve being described, will represent the sheer of the ship or top timber line agreeable to the dimensions.

The quarter-deck and forecastle are next to be described, which may be done by taking their respective heights and lengths from the dimensions, and describing their curves. In the same manner also, the round-housé may be drawn. The decks being described representing their heights at the middle line, it is then necessary to represent them also at the side. For this purpose take the round of the decks from the dimensions, and set them off below the lower line drawn for the middle, and a curve described both fore and aft, observing to let it be rather quicker than the former, will be the representation of the decks at the side.

The ports come next under consideration. In the placing of them due attention must be paid, so as to preserve strength; or that they shall be so disposed as not to weaken the ship in the least, which is often done by cutting off principal timbers, placing them in too large openings, having too short timbers by the side of them, &c. The frames represented by the lines already drawn must be first consulted. Then with a pencil draw two curves, for the lower and upper parts of the lower deck posts, parallel to the line representing the lower deck; the distances of these lines from

deck; then set up the perpendicular the height of the wing transom, and draw a level line, and where that line intersects, the line first drawn will be the ast side of the wing transom; on the upper part of the middle line set off from that place the distance of the ast side of the stern-post; set off also the distance of the after part from the rabbet on the upper edge of the keel, and a line drawn through these two points will be the ast side of the pole. A line drawn parallel to the first drawn line at the distance of 4 1/2 inches, the thickness of the plank on the bottom, will be the ast side of the rabbet; and hence the stern-post is described, except the head, which will be determined afterwards.

From the dimensions take the several heights of the upper-deck above the gun-deck, aforesaid, and abaft, and set them off accordingly; through these points describe a curve, which will be the under side of the upper deck; describe also another curve parallel thereto, at the distance of the thickness of the plank, and the upper deck will be then represented at the middle line of the ship.

Set off the height of the lower counter, at the middle line, from the upper edge of the keel, and draw a horizontal line with a pencil; then on the pencil line set off the distance the touch of the lower counter is abaft the ast side of the wing transom; from this point to that where the fore part of the rabbet of the stern-post intersects the line drawn for the upper part of the wing transom, draw a curve at pleasure, which curve will represent the lower counter at the middle line. The height of the upper counter is then to be set off from the upper edge of the keel, and a horizontal line is to be drawn as before, setting off the distance the touch of the upper counter is abaft the ast side of the wing transom; and a curve described from thence to the touch of the lower counter will form the upper counter at the middle line.

Both counters being formed at the middle line, the upper part of the stern timber above the counters is to be described as follows: On the level line drawn for the upper side of the wing transom set off the distance of the ast side of the stern timber at the middle line from the ast side of the wing transom, at the height of the top-timber line, and erect a perpendicular; then upon this perpendicular, from the upper edge of the keel, set off the height at the middle line of the top timber line at the ast side of the stern timber; through this point draw a straight line to the touch of the upper counter, and the upper part of the stern timber will be described.

As the stern rounds two ways, both up and ast, the stern timber at the side will consequently alter from that at the middle line, and therefore remains to be represented. Take the round up of the upper counter from the dimensions, and set it below the touch at the middle, and with a pencil draw a level line; take also the round ast, and set it forward from the touch on the touch line, and square it down to the pencil line last drawn, and the point of intersection will be the touch of the upper counter at the side. In the same manner find the touch of the lower counter; and a curve, similar to that at the middle line, being described from the one touch to the other, will form the upper counter at the side.

Take the round up of the wing transom, and set it off below the line before drawn for the height of the stern.
the deck are to be taken from the dimensions, observing, however, to add to these heights the thickness of the deck, as the deck line at the side represents the under part of the deck.

The foremost port is then to be described, observing to place it as far aft as to give sufficient room for the manger; the most convenient place will therefore be to put it between the frames R and T, and equally distant from each. It will then be placed in the most conspicuous point of strength, as it will have a long top-timber on the aft side and a long fourth futtock on the fore side of it. The second port may be placed in like manner between the next two frames, which will be equally well situated for strength as the former; and by proceeding in this manner, the ports on the gun-deck may also be placed, taking care to have two frames between every two ports, all fore and aft.

The upper deck ports are then to be described; and in order to dispose of them in the strongest situation possible, they must be placed over the middle between the gun-deck ports, so that every frame in the ship will run up to the top of the side, by their coming between a gun and upper deck port; and every port will be between the frames, which will in a great measure contribute towards the strength of the ship. With regard to the ports on the quarter-deck, it is not of such material consequence if they cut the head of the frame, as in placing them the situation of the dead eyes must be considered; placing a port where there is a vacancy between the dead eyes large enough to admit of one; observing always to place them as nearly as possible at equal distances from each other and where it happens that they do not fall in the wake of a frame, then that frame must by all means be carried up to the top of the side. The necessary length of the round-house being determined in the dimensions, it may be set off; observing however, to let it be no longer than is just sufficient for the necessary accommodations, as the shorter the round-house the works abaft may be kept lower, and a low flung stern is always accounted the handsomer. Then set off the round of the deck at the foremost end, below the line drawn; the deck at the side may be described by another curve drawn quite ait. Now, from the point for the round of the deck to the stern timber, draw a curve parallel to the top-timber line, and that will be the extreme height of the top of the side abaft, which height continues to range fair along to the foremost end of the round-house, and at that place may have a fall about 14 inches, which may be turned off with a drift scroll. At the fore part of the quarter-deck, the topside may have a rise of 14 inches, which may also be turned off with a scroll. But as the railing of the topside only 14 inches at that place will not be sufficient to unite with the heights abaft, it will therefore be necessary to raise 14 inches more upon that, and break it off with a scroll inverted on the first scroll, and continue these two lines, parallel to the top-timber line, to the distance of about seven feet aft. At the foremost end of the round-house there is a break of 14 inches already mentioned, and in order to make that part uniform with the breaks at the foremost end of the quarter-deck, there must be set down 14 inches more below the former; and at these two heights continue two curves parallel to the top-timber line, from the aft part of the stern to the ends of the two curves already drawn at the foremost end of the quarter-deck. If they should happen not to break in fair with them, they must be turned off with a round; but to make them appear more handsome, the lower line may be turned off with a scroll. These lines being drawn will represent the upper edges of the rails.

The height of the top side at the foremost part of the ship must next be considered; which, in order to give proper height for the forecastle, must have a rise there of 14 inches, the break being at the after end of the forecastle, and turned off as before. But as this part of the ship is still considerably flatter than the after part, it will be necessary to give another of edge, and the wales upon the former, and turn it off with a scroll inverted. Hence this part of the ship will appear more uniform to the after part.

The finishing parts, namely the wales, stern, head, rails, &c. remain to be described. The wales may be first drawn; and as the strength of the ship depends very much on the right placing of them, great care must therefore be taken that they may be as little as possible wounded by the lower deck ports, and so placed that the lower deck bolts shall bolt in them, and also that they come as near as possible on the broadest part of the ship. In the first place, therefore, the height of breadth lines must be chosen for our guide. These heights of breadth are to be taken from the dimensions, and set off on the respective frames, and curves drawn through these points will be the upper and lower heights of the breadth lines. The height of the wales may now be determined; which in general is in such a ship that the upper height of breadth line comes about six inches below their upper edge, and the wales are then placed right upon the breadth lines. Take the heights and breadths of the wales afore, at midhips, and abaft from the table of dimensions; draw curves through the points thus found, and the wales will be represented.

The channel wales are then to be described. They are principally intended to strengthen the top side, and must be placed between the lower and upper deck ports; and the lower edge of them at midships should be placed as low as possible, in order to prevent them from being cut by the upper deck ports afore and abaft. Take their heights and breadths from the dimensions; lay them off, and describe curves through the corresponding points, and the channel wales will be represented.

Lay off the dimensions of the wale rail found in the table; and through the points draw a line parallel to the top-timber line all fore and aft. This rail terminates the lower part of the paint work in the top side; as all the work above this rail is generally painted, and the work of the top side below it painted with a varnish, except the main wales, which are always payed with pitch.

Take the draught of water from the dimensions, and draw the load water-line, which is always done in green. Divide the distance between the load water-line and the upper edge of the keel into five equal parts, and through these points draw four more water-lines.

Set off the centres of the masts on the gun-deck; their rate may likewise be taken from the dimensions. Set off also the centre of the bow-sprit, letting it be
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The fenders may be then drawn, observing to place them right abreast of the main hatchway, in order to prevent the ship’s side from being hurt by whatever may be hoisted on board. The proper place for them will therefore be at timber 3; and the distance between them may be regulated by the distance between the ports. The cheek-tree may also be drawn, which must be placed at a proper distance abaft the foremast, for the convenience of hoisting home the fore-tack. It may therefore be drawn at the aft side of timber C, from the top of the fiddle down to the upper edge of the channel wales; and the fenders may reach from the top of the fiddle down to the upper edge of the main wales. As the fenders and cheek-tree are on the outside of the planks, wales, &c. the lines representing the wales, &c. should not be drawn through them.

Draw the steps on the side, which must be at the fore part of the main drift or break, making them as long as the distance between the upper and lower deck ports will admit of. They may be about six inches afender, and five inches deep, and continued from the top of the side down to the middle of the main wales.

In order to describe the head, the height of the beak-head must be first determined, which may be about two feet above the upper deck. At that place draw a horizontal line, upon which set off the length of the beak-head, which may be 7½ feet abaft the fore part of the stem, and from thence square a line up to the forecastle deck, which line will represent the aft part of the beak-head, and will likewise terminate the foremost end of the forecastle. The length of the head may now be determined, which by the proportions will be found to be 3½ feet six inches from the fore part of the stem. Set it off from the fore part of the stem, and erect a perpendicular, which will be the utmost limits of the figure forward; then take the breadth of the figure from the proportions, which is four feet four inches, and let it off forward; and another perpendicular being drawn will give the utmost extent of the hair bracket forward, or aft part of the figure. Then draw the lower cheek, letting the upper edge be well with the upper edge of the main wales, and the after end ranging well with the beak-head line; set off the depth of it on the stem; which is about 1½ inches, and let a curved line pass from the after end through the point on the stem, and to break in fair with the perpendicular first drawn for the length of the head, the fore part of the curve will then represent the position of the figure.

The upper cheek may be next drawn; but, in order to know the exact place of it on the stem, the place of the main rail must first be set off on the stem, the upper edge of which may be kept on a level with the beak-head; then setting off the depth of it below that, the place for the upper cheek may be determined, letting it be exactly in the middle between that and the lower cheek: then, by drawing curves for the upper and lower edges of the cheek from the after end parallel to the lower cheek, to break in fair with the perpendicular, drawn for the back of the figure: then the upper cheek will be formed. The upper part may run in a perpendicular as high as where the shoulder of the figure is supposed to come, at which place it may be turned off with a fillet. The distance from the fillet to the heel of the figure is called the hair-bracket.

The head of the block may be formed by continuing the line at the breast round to the top of the hair-bracket, observing to keep the top of it about six inches clear of the upper side of the bowsprit.

Having the distance set off on the stem for placing the main rail, it may next be described, keeping the bag of it as level as possible for the convenience of the gratings, and letting the foremost end rise gradually according to the rise of the upper cheek and hair-bracket, and may turn off on the round of the fillet before drawn for the hair-bracket. To form the after end, set off the size of the head of the rail abaft the beak-head line, and erect a perpendicular; then describe the arch of a circle that perpendicular to break in fair with the lower side of the rail in the middle, and also another from the beak-head perpendicular, to break in fair with the upper side of the rail at the middle, observing to continue the head of it sufficiently high to range with the timber heads above the forecastle.

The head timbers are next to be drawn, placing the stem timber its own thickness abaft the stem, and the foremost must be so placed that the fore side may be up and down with the heel of the block or figure, which has not yet been set off. Take therefore the distance from the breast to the heel on a square which is seven feet, and erect a perpendicular from the lower part of the lower cheek to the lower part of the upper cheek; which perpendicular will terminate the foremost end of the lower cheek and the heel of the figure, and will also terminate the lower end of the hair-bracket; then, by continuing the fame perpendicular from the upper part of the lower deck to the under part of the main rail, the fore side of the foremost head timber will be described; and by setting off its thickness aft, the other side may be drawn. The middle head timber may be spaced between the two former ones; and there may also be one timber
timber placed abaft the stem, at a distance from the stem, equal to that between the others, and the lower end of it may stop on the upper edge of the lower rail.

To describe the middle and lower rails, divide the distance between the lower part of the main rail and the upper part of the upper check equally at every head timber; and curves being described through these points will form the middle and lower rails. The after end of the lower rail must terminate at the after edge of the after head timber.

The cat-head ought to be represented in such a manner as to come against the aft side of the head of the main rail, to rake forward four inches in a foot, and to steve up 5½ inches in a foot, and about one foot six inches figure. The lower part of it comes on the plank of the deck at the side, and the supports under it must form a fair curve to break in with the after end of the middle rail.

The hawse holes must come between the checks, which is the most convenient place for them; but their place fore and aft cannot be exactly determined until they are laid down in the half-breadth plan.

The knee of the head is to project from the breadth of the figure about two inches; and particular care must be taken that in forming it downwards it be not too full, as it is then liable to rub the cable very much: it may therefore have no more substance under the lower check at the heel of the figure than is just sufficient to admit of the hawser holes, and may be 3½ feet distant from the stem at the load water-line, making it run in an agreeable curve to the heel, where it may be 1½ feet from the stem. By continuing the same line downwards, keeping it more distant from the stem as it comes down, the gripe will be formed. The lower part of it must break in fair with the under part of the false keel; and the breadth of the gripe at the broadest place will be found by the proportions to be 4½ feet. As the aft part of the gripe is terminated by the fore foot, or foremost end of the keel, it will now be proper to finish that part as follows: From the line representing the upper edge of the keel set up the depth of the keel, through which draw a line parallel to the former, and it will be the lower edge of the keel. From that point, where the aft side of the stem is distant from the upper edge of the keel by a quantity equal to the breadth of the keel at midships, erect a perpendicular, which will limit the foremost end of the keel; and the after or lower end of the stem may be represented by setting off the length of the scarf from the foremost end of the keel, which may be six feet. Set down from the line representing the lower edge of the keel the thickness of the false keel, which is seven inches; and a line drawn through that point parallel to the lower edge of the keel will be the under edge of the false keel, the foremost end of which may be three inches above the foremost end of the main keel.

The head being now finished, proceed next to the stern, the false and middle timbers of which are already drawn. From the false timber set off forward 14 feet, the length of gallery, and draw a pencil line parallel to the false timber; draw also a line to intersect the touch of the upper counter at the false, producing it forwards parallel to the false as far as the pencil line first drawn; and this line will represent the upper edge of the gallery rim. From which set down eight inches, the breadth of the gallery rail, and draw the lower edge of the rail. At the distance of eight inches from the fore side of the false timber draw a line parallel thereto; and from the point of intersection of this line with the upper edge of the gallery rim, draw a curve to the middle timber parallel to the touches of the upper counter, which line will represent the upper edge of the upper counter rail as it appears on the fore draught. The lower edge of this rail may be formed by setting off its depth from the upper edge. In the same manner the lower counter rail may be described; then take the distance between that and the upper counter rail, and set it off below the rim rail; and hence the rail that comes to the lower floor may be drawn, keeping it parallel to the rim rail. Underneath that, the lower finishing may be formed, making it as light and agreeable as possible.

Set off from the middle timber on the end of the quarter-deck the projection of the balcony, which may be about 2 feet, and draw a line with a pencil parallel to the middle timber. On this line set off a point 1½ inches below the under side of the quarter-deck, from which draw a curve to the false timber parallel to the upper counter rail, which curve will represent the lower side of the foot space rail of the balcony as it appears in the fore draught.

Take the distance between the point of intersection of the upper edge of the upper counter with the middle line, and the point of intersection of the under side of the foot space rail with the middle line, which may be four feet above the floor, and this curve run nearly parallel to it. Then set off the same distance above the curve drawn for the lower edge of the foot space rail, and the upper edge of that rail may then be drawn.

The quarter-piece must be next described, the heel of which must step on the after end of the middle floor. Draw a line with a pencil parallel to the middle timber, and at a distance therefrom, equal to the projection of the balcony. Upon this line set off the round house deck the height of the upper part of the stem or false rail, which may be four feet above the deck. At that height draw with a pencil a horizontal line, and from its intersection with the line first drawn describe a curve to the middle floor rail, observing to make the lower part of this curve run nearly parallel to the false timber, and the lower part about three inches abaft the false timber; and this curve will represent the ait side of the quarter-piece at the outside. There set off the thickness of the quarter-piece, which is one foot six inches, above the curve already drawn; and another curve being described parallel to it from the lower part to the top of the floor, and the quarter-piece...
at the outside will be represented. On the horizontal line drawn for the upper part of the taff-rail set off toward the thickness of the taff-rail, which is one foot; then a curve down to the head of the quarter-piece parallel to the first, and that part of the taff-rail will be described. Instead of a fair curve, it is customary to form the upper part of the taff-rail with one or two breaks, and their curves inverted. Either way may, however, be used according to fancy.

Set off the depth of the taff-rail, which may be about 3½ feet from the deck; set off the number of pieces and middle one of the gallery will then be drawn. The breadth of the rudder at the lower end, which will be determined by the proportions and set off, and a line drawn from the lower hance to the lower end, will represent the back. The head of the rudder should be as high as to receive a tiller above the upper deck. Therefore set off the size of the head above the upper deck, and draw a line from thence to the break at the upper hance, and the aft part of the rudder will be represented all the way up. The boarding should be drawn, by setting off the breadth of it at the keel from the fore side of the rudder, which may be nine inches. Set off also the breadth at the head of the wing transom, which may be a foot. Then a line being drawn through these two points, from the lower part of the rudder to about a foot above the wing transom, and the boarding will be represented. As the boarding is a very nice point, and the working of the rudder depending very much upon it, it should always be very particularly considered. It has been customary to be the rudder to a sharp edge at the middle line, by which the main piece is reduced more than necessary. The rudder should, however, be bearded from the side of the pinnacles and the fore side made to the form of the pinnacles.

The pinnacles and braces may next be drawn. In order to which determine the place of the upper one, which must be so disposed that the flap shall come round the head of the standard, which is against the head of the stern-post on the gun-deck, and meet at the middle line. By this means there is double security both to the brace and standard. To obtain these advantages, it must therefore be placed about four inches above the wing transom; the second must be placed just below the upper one, which may be above the upper one, which may be above the upper one, which may be above the upper one, which may be above the upper one, which may be about the proper lengths.

If, of the half-breath and body plans.—The half-breath
breadth plan must be first drawn. Then produce the lower edge of the keel both ways, and let it also represent the middle line of the half-breadth plan. Produce all the frames downwards, and also the fore and after perpendiculars. Then from the place in the sheer-plan, where the height of breadth-lines intersect the item, square down to the middle line the fore and aft part of the rabbit and the fore part of the item. Take from the dimensions what the item is fitted at that place, and set off half of it from the middle line in the half-breadth plan, through which draw a line parallel to the middle line through the three lines squared down, and the half-breadth of the item will be represented in the half-breadth plan. Take the thickness of the plank of the bottom, which is 4\text{\textfrac{1}{2}} inches, and describe the rabbit of the item in the half-breadth plan.

From the points of interception of the height of breadth lines with the counter timber at the side, and with the counter timber at the middle line, draw lines perpendicular to the middle line of the half-breadth plan, from which set off the half breadth of the counter on the line first drawn; and from this point, to the interception of the line half breadth line with the middle line drawn upwards, and the half-breadth of the counter will be represented at the height of breadth, which will be the breadth part of the item.

Take the main half breadth of timber dead flat from the dimensions, and lay it off from the middle line on dead flat in the half-breadth plan. Take also from the dimensions the main half breadth of every timber, and set off each from the middle line on the corresponding timbers in the half-breadth plan. Then a curve drawn from the end of the line representing the half breadth of the counter through all the points, set off on the timbers, and terminating at the aft part of the item, will be the main half breadth line. Take from the dimensions the top-timber half-breadth, and describe the top-timber half-breadth line in the half-breadth plan, in the same manner as the main half-breadth line.

Take from the dimensions the half breadth of the risings and set it off from the middle line on the corresponding timbers in the half-breadth plan, observing, where the word outside is expressed in the tables, the half breadth for that timber must be set off above or on the outside of the middle line. Then a curve drawn through these points will be the half breadth of rising in the half-breadth plan.

It will now be necessary to proceed to the body plan. Draw a horizontal line (fig. 35.), which is called the base line, from the right hand extremity of which erect a perpendicular. Then set off on the base line the main half breadth at dead flat, and erect another perpendicular, and from that set off the half breadth again, and erect a third perpendicular. The first perpendicular, as already observed, is called the side line of the fore body; the second the middle line; and the third the side line of the after body.

Take from the dimensions the heights of the diagonals up the middle line, and set them from the base up the middle line in the body plan. Take also their distances from the middle line on the base, and set them off. Set off also their heights up the side lines, and draw the diagonals. Then take from the sheer plan the heights of the lower height of breadth line, and set them off upon the middle line in the body plan; through these points lines are to be drawn parallel to the base, and terminating at the side lines. In like manner proceed with the upper height of breadth line.

The rising is next to be set off on the body plan; it must, however, be first described in the floor plan. Take, therefore, the heights from the dimensions, and set them off on the corresponding timbers in the sheer plan, and a curve described through these points will be the rising line in the sheer plan. Then take from the dimensions the rising heights of dead flat. Set it off in the body plan, and draw a horizontal line. Now take all the rising heights from the sheer plan, and set them off in the body plan from the line drawn for the rising height of dead flat, and draw horizontal lines through these points. Take from the half-breadth plan the half breadthths of the rising, and set them off from the middle line in the body plan, and the centres of the floor sweeps of the corresponding timbers will be obtained.

From the half-breadth plan take the main half-breadth lines, and set them off from the middle line in the body plan on the corresponding lines before drawn for the lower height of breadth; and from the extremities of these lines set off towards the middle line the lengths of the lower breadth sweeps respectively.

Take from the dimensions the distance of each frame from the middle line on the diagonals, and set them off from the middle line on their respective diagonal lines. Now these distances being set off, and the lower breadth and floor sweeps described, the shape of the frames below the breadth line may easily be drawn as follows: Place one point of a compass in the distance set off for the length of the lower breadth sweep, and extend the other to the point which terminates the breadth, and describe an arch of a circle downwards, which will intersect the points set off on the upper diagonal lines, letting it pass as low as convenient. Then fix one point of the compasses in the centre of the floor sweep, and extend the other to the point set off on the fourth diagonal, which is the floor head; and describe a circle intersecting as many of the points set off on the diagonals as it will. Then draw a curve from the base of the lower breadth sweep, through the points on the diagonals, to the back of the floor-sweep. Describe also another curve from the back of the floor-sweep through the points on the lower diagonal, and terminating at the upper part of the rabbit of the keel, and that part of the frame below the breadth will be formed. In like manner describe the other frames. Through the extremities of the frames at the lower height of breadth draw lines parallel to the middle line, and terminating at the upper height of breadth line and from thence set off the upper breadth sweeps; now fix one point of the compasses in the centre of the upper breadth sweeps successively, and the other point to the extremities of the frames, and describe circles upwards. Then from the sheer plan take off the heights of the top timber lines, and set them off in the body plan, drawing horizontal lines upon which set off the top-timber half breadthths taken from the corresponding timbers in the half-breadth plan; and by describing curves from the back of the upper breadth sweeps through the points set off on the seventh or upper diagonal; and intersecting the top-timber half breadthths, the timbers will then be formed from the keel.
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keel to the top of the side. The upper end of the timbers may be determined by taking the several heights of the upper part of the top side above the top-timber line, and setting them off above the top-timber line on the corresponding timbers in the body plan. The lower parts of the timbers are ended at the rabbet of the keel as follows: With an extent of 4½ inches, the thickness of the bottom, and one leg of the companies at the place where the line for the thickness of the keel intersects the base line; with the other leg describe an arch to intersect the keel line and base. Then fix one point at the intersection of the arch and keel, and from the point of intersection of the keel and base describe another arch to intersect the former. Then from the intersection of theses arches draw one straight line to the intersection of the keel and base, and another to the intersection of the lower arch and keel, and the rabbet of the keel will be described at the main frame. All the timbers in the middle part of the ship which have no rising terminate at the intersection of the upper edge of the rabbet with the base line; but the lower part of the timbers, having a rising, end in the centre of the rabbet that is where the two circles intersect. Those timbers which are near the after end of the keel must be ended by setting off the half-breadth of the keel at the port in the half-breadth plan, and describe the tapering of the keel. Then at the corresponding timbers take off the half-breadth of the keel; set it off in the body plan, and describe the rabbet as before, letting every timber end where the two circles for its respective rabbet intersect.

To describe the side counter or stern timber, take the height of the wing transom, the lower counter, upper counter, and top-timber line at the side; from the shear plan transfer them to the body plan, and through these points draw horizontal lines. Divide the distance between the wing transom and lower counter into three equal parts, and through the two points of division draw two horizontal lines. Draw also a horizontal line equidistant from the upper counter and the top-timber line in the shear plan, and transfer them to the body plan. Now, from the point of intersection of the aft side of the stern timber at the side, with the wing transom at the side in the shear plan, draw a line perpendicular to the middle line in the half-breadth plan. Draw also perpendicular lines from the points where the upper and lower transoms touch the stern-post; from the points of intersection of the stern timber with the two horizontal lines drawn between, and from the intersection of the stern timber with the horizontal line drawn between the upper counter and top-timber line. Then curves must be formed in the half-breadth plan for the shape of the body at each of these heights. In order to which, begin with the horizontal or level line representing the height of the wing transom in the body plan. Lay a slip of paper on that line, and mark on it the middle line and the timbers 37, 35, 33, and 29; transfer the slip to the half-breadth plan, placing the point marked on it for the middle line exactly on the middle in the half-breadth plan, and set off the half-breadths on the corresponding timbers 37, 35, 33, and 29, and describe a curve through these points, and to intersect the perpendicular drawn from the shear plan. In like manner proceed with the horizontal lines at the heights of the counters, between the lower counter and wing transom, above the upper counter and top-timber line; and from the intersections of the curve drawn in the half-breadth plan, with the perpendicular lines drawn from the shear plan, take the distances to the middle line, and set them off on the corresponding lines in the body plan: formation of the half-breadth plan, then a curve described through the several points, thus set off will be the representative of the stern timber.

The round-up of the wing transom, upper and lower counter, may be taken from the sheer draught, and set off at the middle line above their respective level lines in the body plan, by which the round-up of each may be drawn. The round aft of the wing transom may also be taken from the sheer plan, and set off at the middle line, abeam the perpendicular for the wing transom in the half-breadth plan, whence the round aft of the wing transom may be described.

The after body being now finished, it remains to form the fore body: but as the operation is nearly the same in both, a repetition is therefore unnecessary, except in those parts which require a different process.

The foremost timbers end on the stern, and consequently the method of describing the ending of them differs from that which is used in the after body. Draw a line in the body plan parallel to the middle line, at a distance equal to the half of what the stem is sided. In the sheer plan take the height of the point of intersection of the lower part of the rabbet of the stem with the timber which is required to be ended, and set it off on the line before drawn in the body plan. Then take the extent between the points of intersection of the timber with the lower and upper parts of the rabbet, and with one leg of the companies at the extremity of the distance laid off in the body plan describe a circle, and the timbers may then pass over the back of this circle. Now, by applying a small square to the timber, and letting the back of it intersect the point set off for the lower part of the rabbet, the lower part of the rabbet and the ending of the timbers will be described.

The foremost timbers differ also very much at the head from those in the after body; for since the ship carries her breadth so far forward at the top-timber line, it therefore occasions the two foremost frames to fall out at the head beyond the breadth, whence they are called knuckle timbers. They are thus described; The height of the top-timber line being set off in the body plan, set off on it the top half-breadth taken from the half-breadth plan, and at that place draw a perpendicular; then from the sheer plan take the height of the top of the side, and set it off on the perpendicular in the body plan: Take also the breadth of the rail at the top-timber line in the sheer plan, and set it off below the top-timber line at the perpendicular line in the body plan, and the straight part of the knuckle timber to be drawn will be determined. Then from the last mentioned point set off describe a curve through the points set off for the timber down to the upper breadth, and the whole knuckle timber will be formed. It will hence be seen that those timbers forward will fall out beyond the main breadth with a hollow, contrary to the rest of the top side, which falls within the main breadth with a hollow.

The fore and after bodies being now formed, the water lines must next be described in the half-breadth plan, in order to prove the fairness of the bodies. In this draught the water lines are all represented parallel to
the keel; their heights may, therefore, be taken from the sheer plan, and transferred to the body plan, drawing horizontal lines, and the water lines will be represented in the body plan. In ships that draw more water abaft than aforc, the water lines will not be parallel to the keel; in this case, the heights must be taken at every timber in the sheer plan, and set off on their corresponding timbers in the body plan; and curves being described through the several points, will represent the water lines in the body plan.

Take the distance from the middle line to the points where the water lines intersect the different timbers in the body plan, and set them off on their corresponding timbers in the half-breadth plan. From the points where the water lines in the sheer plan intersect the aft part of the rabbet of the sternpost draw perpendiculars to the middle line of the half-breadth plan, and upon these perpendiculars set off from the middle line the half thickness of the sternpost at its corresponding water line; which may be taken from the body plan, by setting off the size of the post at the head and the keel, and drawing a line for the tapering of it; and where the line so drawn intersects the water lines, that will be the half thickness required: then take an extent in the compasses equal to the thickness of the plank, and fix one point where the half thickness of the post intersects the perpendicular, and with the other describe a circle, from the back of which the water lines may pass through their respective points set off, and end at the fore part of the half breadth plan, proceeding in the same manner as with the after part. A line drawn from the water line to the point set off for the half thickness of the post will represent the aft part of the rabbet of the post; and in like manner the rabbet of the stem may be represented. The water lines being all described, it will be seen if the body is fair; and if the timbers require any alteration, it should be complied with.

The cant timbers of the after body may next be described in the half-breadth plan; in order to which the cant of the fashion-piece must first be represented. Having therefore the round aft of the wing transom represented in the half-breadth plan, and also the shape of a level line at the height of the wing transom; then set off the breadth of the wing transom at the end, which is one foot four inches, and that will be the place where the head of the fashion-piece will come: now to determine the cant of it, the shape of the body must be considered; as it must be canted in such a manner as to preserve as great a straightness as is possible for the shape of the timber, by which means the timber will be much stronger than if it were crooked; the cant must also be considered, in order to let the timber have as little bevelling as possible. Let, therefore, the heel of the timber be set off on the middle line, two feet aorc timber 35; and then drawing a line from thence to the point set off on the level line for the wing transom, the cant of the fashion-piece will be described, and will be found situated in the best manner possible to answer the before mentioned purposes.

The cant of the fashion-piece being represented, the cant of the other timbers may now be easily determined. Let timber 29 be the foremost cant timber in the after body, and with a pencil draw timber 28; then observe how many frames there are between timber 28 and the fashion-piece, which will be found to be nine. Apply the following rule to the construction of ships.

Divide the distance between timber 28 and the fashion-piece on the middle line into 10 equal parts: divide also the corresponding points of the main half-breadth section of lines into the same number of equal parts; and draw lines joining the corresponding points as the mistake line with those in the half-breadth line will represent the cant timbers in the after body.

The line drawn for the cant of the fashion-piece represents the aft side of it, which comes to the end of the transoms; but in order to help the construction with regard to the lower transoms, there may be two more fashion-pieces abaft the former; therefore the foremost fashion-piece, or that which is already described in the half-breadth plan, may only take the ends of the three upper transoms, which are, the wing, filling, and deck; the middle fashion-piece may take the four next, and the after fashion-piece the lower ones: therefore set off in the half-breadth plan the siding of the middle and after fashion-piece, which may be 13 inches each; then by drawing lines parallel to the foremost fashion-piece, at the aforesaid distance from each other, the middle and after fashion-piece will be represented in the half-breadth plan.

The fashion-piece and transoms yet remain to be represented in the sheer plan; in order to which, let the number of transoms be determined, which, for large a buck, may be ten below the deck transom: draw them with a pencil, beginning with the wing, the upper side of which is represented by a level line at its height; set off its siding below that, and draw a level line for the lower edge. The filling transom follows; which is merely for the purpose of filling the vacancy between the under edge of the wing and the upper part of the deck plank: it may therefore be represented by drawing two level lines for the upper and lower edge, leaving about two inches between the upper edge and lower edge of the wing transom, and four inches between the lower edge of the gun deck plank; then the deck transom must be governed by the gun-deck, letting the under side of the gun deck plank represent the upper side of it, and setting off its siding below that; the under edge may also be drawn; the transoms below the deck may all be fitted equally, which may be 11 inches; they must also have a sufficient distance between to admit the circulation of the air to preserve them, which may be about three inches.

The transoms being now drawn with a pencil, the fashion-piece must next be described in the sheer plan, by which the length of the transoms as they appear in that plan will be determined. As the foremost fashion-piece reaches above the upper transom, it may therefore be first described: in order to which, draw a sufficient number of level lines in the sheer plan; or, as the water lines are level, draw therefore one line between the upper water line and the wing transom, and one above the wing transom at the intended height of the head of the fashion-piece, which may be about five feet: then take the height of these two level lines, and transfer them to the body plan; and take off two or three timbers and run them in the half-breadth plan, in the same manner as the water lines were done; then from the point where the line drawn for the cant of the fashion-piece, in the half-breadth plan, intersects the
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The half-breadth line drawn for the head of the fashion-piece, draw up a perpendicular to the said line in the sheer plan, making a point. Again, from the intersection of the cant line, with the level line for the wing transom in the half-breadth plan draw a perpendicular to the wing transom in the sheer plan. Also draw perpendiculars from the points where the cant line in the half-breadth plan intersects the level line below the wing transom, and also the water lines to the corresponding lines in the sheer plan; then a curve described through these points will be the representation of the foremost fashion-piece in the sheer plan. In the same manner the middle and after fashion-pieces may be described; observing to let the middle one run up no higher than the under part of the deck transom, and the after to the under side of the fourth transom under the deck. The transoms may now be drawn with ink, as their lengths are limited by the fashion-pieces.

Neither the head nor the foreside of the sternpost are yet described; take, therefore, from the dimensions, the breadth of the post on the keel, and set it off on the upper edge of the keel from the aft side of poit. The head of the post must next be determined, which must just be high enough to admit of the helm-post transom and the tilter coming between it and the upper deck beam; the height therefore that is necessary will be one foot nine inches above the wing transom. Now draw a level line at that height, upon which let off the breadth of the sternpost at that place, taken from the dimensions, and a line drawn from thence to the point let off on the level will be the foreside of the sternpost; observing, however, not to draw the line through the transoms, as it will only appear between them. The inner post may be drawn, by letting off its thickness forward from the sternpost, and drawing a straight line as before, continuing it no higher than the under side of the wing transom.

The cant-timbers in the after body being described, together with the parts dependent on them, those in the fore body may be next formed; in order to which, the foremost and aftermost cant-timbers must first be determined, and also the cant of the foremost ones. The foremost cant-timber will extend far forward as to be named &; the cant on the middle line may be one foot four inches above square timber W, and on the main half-breadth line one foot nine inches above timber Y; in which situation the line may be drawn for the cant; the aftermost may be timber Q. The cant timbers now may be described in the same manner as those in the after body, namely, by tracing them equally between the cant timber & and the square timber P, both on the main half breadth and middle lines, and drawing straight lines between the corresponding points, observing to let them run out to the top-timber half-breadth line, where it comes without the main half-breadth line.

The hawse pieces must next be laid down in the half-breadth plan; the sides of which must look fore and aft with the ship upon account of the round of the bow. Take the fiding of the apron, which may be about four inches more than the item, and set off half of it from the middle line, drawing a line from the main half-breadth to the foremost cant timber, which will represent the foremost edge of the knight head; then from that set off the fiding of the knight-head, which may be one foot four inches, and draw the aft side of it.

The hawse pieces may then be drawn, which are the four in number, by setting off their fodings, namely, one foot six inches parallel from the knight-head and from each other; and straight lines being drawn from the main half-breadth line to the foremost cant timber will represent them.

The hawse holes should be described in such a manner as to wound the hawse pieces as little as possible; they may therefore be placed so that the joint of the hawse pieces shall be in the centre of the holes, whence they will only cut half the hawse pieces. Take the dimensions of the hawse holes, which is one foot six inches, and set off the foremost one, or that next the middle line, on the joint between the first and second hawse piece; then set off the other on the joint between the third and fourth hawse piece; and small lines being drawn across the main half-breadth at their respective places will represent the hawse holes in the half-breadth plan.

The hawse holes should next be represented in the sheer plan. In this class of ships they are always placed in the middle between the cheeks; therefore set off their diameter, namely, one foot six inches, between the cheeks, and draw lines parallel to the cheeks for their upper and lower part. Then to determine their situation agreeable to the half-breadth plan, which is the fore and aft way, draw perpendiculars from the intersections with the main half-breadth line to the lines drawn between the cheeks, and their true situations, the fore and aft way, will be obtained; and, by describing them round or circular, according to the points set off, they will be represented as they appear in the sheer plan.

The apron may be drawn in the sheer plan, setting off its bigness from the item, and letting it come so low that the scarfs may be about two feet higher than the foremost end of the fore foot; by which it will give ship to the scarfs of the item. It may run up to the head of the item.

- The cutting down should next be drawn. Take therefore from the tables of dimensions the different heights there expressed, and set them off from the upper edge of the heel on the corresponding timbers in the sheer plan; then a curve described through the points set off, from the inner post aft to the apron forward, will be the cutting down. Next set off from the cutting down the thickness of the timber strike, which is 3½ inches, and a curve described parallel to the former will represent the timber strike, from which the depth of the hold is always measured.

The kelson is drawn, by taking its depth from the dimensions, and setting it off above the cutting down line, and a curve described parallel to the cutting down will represent the kelson.

The cutting down line being described, the knee of the dead wood abait timber 27, being the after floor timber, may then be represented. Set off the fiding of the floor abait it, and erect a perpendicular in the sheer plan, which will terminate the foremost end of the dead wood; then the fore and aft arm of the knee may be half the length of the whole dead wood, and the up and down arm may reach to the under part of the lower transom; and the whole knee may be placed in such a manner that the upper piece of the dead wood...
wood shall bolt over it, and be of as much substance as
the knee itself; therefore the knee must conseq
sequently be placed its whole thickness below the cutting down
line representing the upper part of the dead wood.

The sheer draught, the body, and half-breadth plans are now finished, from whence the ship may be laid
down in the mould loft, and also the whole frame erect-
ed. As, however, the use of the diagonal lines in the
body plan has not been sufficiently explained, it is therefore thought proper to subjoin the following illu-
nation of them.

The diagonal lines in the body plan are mentioned
in the tables of dimensions merely for the purpose of
forming the body therefrom; but after the body is
formed, they are of very principal use, as at their
stations the ribbands and harpins which keep the body of
the ship together while in her frames are all described,
and the heads of the different timbers in the frame like-
wise determined.

The lowermost diagonal, or No. 1, which is named the
lower firnark, at which place the bevellings are taken
for the hollow of the floors; its situation is gener-
ally in the middle between the keel and the floor
firnark.

Second diagonal is placed in the midhips, about 18
inches below the floor head, and is the station where the
floor ribband is placed in midhips, and likewise the floor
harpin forward; there is also a beveling taken at this
diagonal all the way fore and aft, from which it is termed
the floor firnark.

Third diagonal, terminates the length of the floors,
and is therefore called the floor head. There are likewise
bevellings taken at this diagonal as far forward and aft
as the floor extends. The placing of this diagonal is
of the utmost consequence to the strength of the ship,
it being so near to that part of the bulge which takes
the ground, and of consequence is always liable to the
greatest strain; it should therefore be placed as much
above the bearing of the body in midhips as could be
conveniently allowed by conversion of the timber;
but aore and abaft it is not of so much consequence.

Fourth diagonal is placed in the middle between the
floor head and the fifth diagonal, at which place a rib-
band and harpin are fastened for the security of the first
or lower futtock, from whence it is named the first
futtock firnark. There are also bevellings taken at this
diagonal all fore and aft, which being part of the body
where the timbers most vary, occasions them to be the
greatest bevellings in the whole body.

Fifth diagonal terminates the heads of the first fut-
tocks, and is therefore called the first futtock head. It
should be placed at a convenient distance above the
floor head, in order to give a sufficient scarf to the lower
part of the second futtocks. There are likewise
bevellings for the timbers taken at this diagonal, all fore
and aft.

Sixth diagonal should be placed in the middle be-
tween the first futtock head and the seventh diagonal;
at which place the ribband and harpin are fastened for
the support of the second futtocks. Bevellings are tak-
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should be introduced to make good the deficiency. Every beam, and also the beam arms, should be stayed at each end with one lodging and one hanging knee; and in those parts of the ship which require the knees to be very acute, such as the after beams of the gun-deck, and in some ships, whose bodies are very sharp, the foremost beams of the gun-deck, there should be knees of iron. Care should be always taken to let the upper side of the knees be below the surface of the beams in large ships one inch and a half, and in small ships an inch, by which means the air will have a free passage between the knees and under part of the deck.

In the conversion of the beams the side next the lodging knee should be left as broad at the end of the beam as can possibly be allowed by the timber, the beam retaining its proper scantling at the end of the lodging knee: by so doing the lodging knees will be more without a square, which consequently makes them the more easy to be provided.

In ships where the beams can be got in one piece, they should be disposed as to have every other one with the butt end the same way; for this reason, that the butts will decay before the tops. In large ships the beams are made in two or three pieces, and are therefore allowed to be stronger than those that are in one piece. The beams in two pieces may have the scarf one-third of the length, and thole in three pieces should have the middle piece half the length of the whole beam. The customary way of putting them together is to table them; and the length of the tablings should be one-half more than the depth of the beam. It is very common to divide the tablings in the middle of the beam, and that part which is taken out at the upper side to be left at the lower side, and then kerfey or flannel is put into the scarf; but in this case the water is liable to lie in the scarf, and must be the means of rotting the beams. If, however, the beams were tabled together in dovetails, and taken through from side to side, putting tar only between them, which hardens the wood; then the water occasioned by the leaking of the decks would have a free passage, and the beam would dry again; and this method would not be found inferior in point of strength to the other. The length of the fore and aft arm of the lodging knee should extend to the side of the hanging knee next to it; but there is no necessity for that arm to be longer than the other. In fastening the knees, care should be taken to let one bolt pass exactly through the middle of the throat, one foot six inches from each end, and the rest divided equally between; observing always to have the holes bored square from the knee. The bolts for the thwartships arms of both hanging and lodging knees may go through the arms of each knee, and drive every one the other way.

In order to draw the beams in the draught, take the moulding of the lower deck beams, and set it off below the line representing the deck at the side, and draw a line in pencil parallel thereto, which will represent the under side of the beams. In like manner represent the under side of the beams for the upper deck, quarter deck, forecastle, and roundhouse. Then take the fiding of the lower deck beams, and place one under and one between each port, all fore and aft, drawing them in pencil. Determine the dimensions of the well fore and aft, which is ten feet, and set it off abait the beam under the eighth port, placing the beam under the ninth port at that distance: those two beams may then be drawn in ink, and will terminate the extent of the well the fore and aft way; and as a beam cannot go across the ship at that place upon account of its being the well and main room, there must therefore be a beam arm between these two beams.

The main hatchway should then be determined, letting the beam that forms the fore part of the well form the aft part of it, and the beam under the next part may form the fore side of it, which beam may also be now drawn in ink; there should also be another beam arm introduced in the wake of the main hatchway.

The fore hatchway may be next determined; the fore side of which should range well up and down with the after end of the forecastle, and it may be fore and aft about four-sevenths of the main hatchway. At the fore side of the fore hatchway there must be a ladderway down to the orlop, which may be as much fore and aft as the beams will allow. The rest of the beams above the fore hatchway may remain as first placed, there being nothing in the way to alter the ship. Then determine on the after hatchway, the foreside of which comes to the aft side of the mainmam room.

There should also be a hatchway, the fore side of which may be formed by the aft side of the beam under the twelfth port; which is for the convenience of the spirit and fish rooms: and there should be a ladderway abaft it to lead down to the cockpit. There may be also another hatchway, the foreside of it to be formed by the aft side of the beam under the eleventh port. The size of the ladder and hatchways must be governed by the beams, as when there is a good shift of beams they should not be altered for ladder and hatchways, unless it is the three principal hatchways, which must always be of a proper size, according to the size of the ship.

The after capstan must be placed between the two hatchways last described, and the beams abaft may stand as they are already shifted, observing only the misenmalt. There should be a small scuttle placed after the second beam from the end of the beam under the bread room: it must be on one of the middle lines, as there is a calling at the middle under the four or five after beams to receive the pillars for the support thereof.

The bits may be placed, letting the foreside of the after ones come against the aft side of the beam abaft the third port, and the foreside of the foremost ones against the next beam but one forward; then at the foreside of each bit there should be drawn a small scuttle for the convenience of handing up the powder from the magazine. The breast hook should also be drawn, which may be three feet the moulding away, and fixed nine tenths of the beams of the lower deck.

The hatchways are to be placed exactly over those on
on the lower deck, each over each; and therefore, where there is a beam arm in the lower deck there must also be one above it in the upper deck, and the same in the middle deck in three-deck ships. It commonly happens in ships of the line that there cannot be a whole beam between the deck below and the beam that supports the floor of the bowspirit, because the bowspirit plies through that place; in this case, there must be a beam arm placed, letting the end come at each beam and the beamhead both: but in ships that the bowspirit will allow of a whole beam, then the ports and the rest of the beams must be consulted in order to space it; and when it so happens that the forecastle comes in the way of a port, then a beam arm must be necessarily introduced.

Having placed the beams according to the disposition of the other beams below, the ladder-ways should be contrived; there should be one next abaft the fore hatchway, which is a single ladder-way; and one next before the main hatch, which is a double ladder-way; the ladders flanding the fore and aft way. There should also be another next abaft the after hatch, and one over the cockpit corresponding with that on the lower deck.

The capstans are next to be considered; the after one is already placed on the lower deck, the barrel of which must pass through the upper deck to receive the wheel and drumhead of the main capstan. In ships having three decks, the upper part of each capstan is in the middle deck; but in ships with one deck there is only one capstan, the upper part of which is placed on the quarter deck. The foremost capstan should be placed in the most convenient spot, to admit of its being lowered down to the orlop out of the way of the long boat; it may therefore be placed between the main and fore hatchways; the beam under the firther part of the lower deck may form the aft side of its room, and the beams on each side of it should be placed exactly over or under the beams on the other decks, and they should be at a distance from each other sufficient to let the drumheads pass between them. The centre of the capstan should then be placed in the middle between the beams which comprise its parts, and the partners should be fitted in such a manner as to shift occasionally when wanted, which is by letting them be in two pieces fitted together. The partners on the lower deck, wherein the capstan stops, must be supported by a pillar on the orlop deck, the lower part of which may be fitted in an oak chock; so that when the pillar is taken away, and the capstan lowered down, that chock serves as a step for the capstan. Those two beams on the orlop, by having the pillar and chock upon them, have therefore the whole weight of the capstan pressing downwards; for the support of them, there should be a carling placed underneath the fore and aft way, with three pillars, one under each beam, and one between; all of them being kept in the kelson, by which the orlop deck will be well supported in the wake of the capstan, and the other decks will feel no strain from it.

The fire hearth is next to be disposed; which is placed differently according to the size of the ship. In three-deckers it is found most convenient to place it on the middle deck; whence there is much more room under the forecastle than there would have been had it been placed there. In all two-deck ships it is placed under the forecastle, because on the deck under them the bits are in the way. It is also under the forecastle in one-deck ships, though confined between the bits; in this case it should be kept as near as possible to the after bits, that there may be more room between it and the foremost bits to make a good galley.

The positions of the main-top- and main-fleet bits are next to be determined; the foremost of which must be placed as to let its foreside come against the aft side of the beam abaft the main hatchway, and pass down to the lower deck, and there step in the beams: admitting it to be a straight piece, it would come at the aft side of the lower deck beam the same as it does at the upper deck beam, in consequence of those two beams ranging well up and down with each other; it must therefore have a cast under the upper deck beam, by which the lower part may be brought forward sufficient to float in the lower deck beam. The aftermost must be placed against the foreside of the beam abaft the mizzen, and step on the beam below; but there is no necessity to provide a crooked piece as before, for the beam of the upper deck may be moved a little farther aft, till it admit of the bit floating on the lower deck beam, unless the beam comes under a port, as in that case it must not by any means be moved. The crooks to the bits should be on the foreside, and in height from the upper deck about one third of the height between it and the quarter deck. With regard to the heads of the bits, the length of the ship's waste should be considered; and if there is length enough from the forecastle to the foremost bits to admit of the spare gear being flowed thereon without reaching farther aft, the quarter deck may then run so far forward that the head of the foremost bits shall tenon in the foremost beam; this gives the mainmast another deck, and admits of the quarter deck being all that the longer; but if there is not the room before mentioned, then the quarter deck must run no farther forward than the after bits, which will then tenon in the foremost beam; and the foremost bits must have a crook piece set on their heads, which is termed a horse, and will be for the purpose of receiving the ends of the cable and the cable hogs.

The length of the quarter deck being now determined, the beams are then to be placed. For this purpose the several contrivances in the quarter deck must be previously consulted. It is necessary to observe, that there are neither carlings nor lodges, the carlings of the hatches excepted, in the quarter deck, round-house, and forecastle; as they would weaken instead of strengthening the beams, which should be as small as the size of the ship will permit, in order that the upper works may be as light as possible. Hence, as there are to be neither carlings nor lodges, the deck will require a greater number of beams, and a good round up, as on the contrary the deck would be apt to bend with its own weight. The most approved rule is therefore to have double the number of beams in the quarter deck as there are in a space of the same length in the upper deck.

Then proceed to shift the beams to the best advantage, consulting the hatchways, ladder-ways, masts, bits, wheel, &c. With respect to the ladder-ways on the quarter decks of all ships, there should be one near the fore part of the great cabin for the officers, and another...
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Other near the foremost end of the quarter deck containing double ladders for the conveyance of the men up from the other decks in cases of emergency; and likewise one on each side of the fore part of the quarter deck from the gangway: and in every ship of the line all the beams from the foremost ladder-way to the after one should be open with gratings, both for the admission of air, and for the greater expedition of conveying different articles in the time of action.

Two fuites are to be disposed one on each side of the mainmast, if it happens to come through the quarter deck, for the top tackles to pass through, to hook to the eye bolts drove in the upper deck for that purpose.

The steering wheel should be placed under the forepart of the roundhouse, and the two beams of the quarter deck, which come under it, should be placed conformable to the two uprights, so that they may tenon in them. The quarter deck beams, should be kneed at each end with one hanging and one lodging knee; which adds greatly to the strength of the side. The hanging knees which come in the great cabin may be of iron; their vertical arms to be two-thirds of the length of that of wood, and to reach the spirketing. It should be observed, that the beam abatt, which comes under the screen bulkhead, should round aft agreeable to the round of the bulkhead, for the support of the same.

The forecastle beams should be placed according as the works of the deck will admit. The hatchways are therefore to be considered first. There should be one for the funnel of the fire hearth to pass through, and one over the galley as the funnel of the spirit room to pass through, and a line drawn parallel thereto which will be under that beam of the gun-deck that comes at the second part from aft. The after beam being drawn in, proceed to space the other beams, placing them exactly under those of the gun-deck; and that which comes under the foremost beam of the gun-deck may terminate the fore part of the orlop. Draw the limber strake, by setting off its thickness above the cutting down line, and a line drawn parallel thereto will represent the limber strake. That part of the orlop which is over the after magazine, spirit room, and fifth room, and also that which is over the fore magazine, is laid with thicker planks than the rest of the deck; which is for the better security of those places, the planks being laid over the beams; but in the midhips, from the fore part of the spirit room to the after part of the fore magazine, the beams are laid level with the surface of the deck, and the planks are rabbeted in from one beam to the other.

In order to represent the orlop as just described, the dimensions of the different apartments above mentioned must be determined: Let the aft side of the after beam be the aft side of the after magazine, and from thence draw the bulkhead down to the limber strake; and the foreside of the third beam may be the foreside of the after magazine, drawing that bulkhead likewise, which will also form the aft side of the fifth room; the foreside of the fifth room may be drawn from the aft side of the fifth beam, which will also represent the aft side of the spirit room; then the foreside of the spirit room may be drawn from the foreside of the sixth beam. Hence from the foreside of the sixth beam quite aft the deck will be represented by the two lines already drawn, and the upper side of the beams will be represented by the lower line.

Proceed next to the forepart of the orlop, letting the fore-
foreside of the after bits be the aft part of the foremost magazine, drawing the bulkhead thereof which will come to the aft side of the sixth beam; therefore, from the sixth beam to the foremost end of the orlop, the plank and beams will be represented just in the same manner as before mentioned for the after part of the orlop: then the midship part of the deck will be represented by letting the upper line be the upper side of the plank, and likewise the upper side of the beams; and the lower line will represent the lower edge of the plank, only drawing it from beam to beam, and obverting not to let it pass through the whole moulding.

The hatchways, &c. may now be represented on the orlop, letting the main, fore, and after hatchways, be exactly under those of the gun-deck: there must be one over the fifth room, and one over the spirit room. There must be two fecttles over the after magazine for the passage to the magazine and light room. There should also be one above the fourth beam from forward for the passage to the fore magazine, and one above the well: there should also be one abaft the well: there should also be one above the fifth room, and one above the spirit room.

There should also be two fecttles over the after magazine, for the passage to the main and light room. There should also be one above the fourth beam from forward for the passage to the fore magazine, and one above the well: there should also be one above the fifth room, and one above the spirit room.

The bulkheads for the fore and after parts of the well may be drawn from the lower deck beams to the orlop, and from thence to the limber flrake in the hold. The loft lockers may also be represented, having one above and one abaft the well; there should also be one abaft the foremost magazine, the ends of which may be formed by the after bits. The slips of the mafts may be drawn in by continuing their centres down to the limber slrake; and likewise two crutches abaft the midship slrake divided equally between that and the after part of the cutting down: the breast hooks may also be drawn letting them be five in number below the lower deck hook, and all equally divided between that and the fore slrake. Hence every part of the inboard is described as far as necessary.

CHAP. V. Of the Method of Whole-moulding.

Having now finished the methods of laying down the several plans of a ship, any farther addition on this subject might appear unnecessary. We cannot, however, with propriety, omit to describe the method called whole-moulding, used by the ancients, and which still continues in use among those unacquainted with the more proper methods already explained. This method will be illustrated by laying down the several plans of a long-boat: the length of the keel being 29 feet, and breadth moulded nine feet.

Draw the straight line PO (fig. 37.) equal to 29 feet, the extreme length of the boat, and also to represent the upper edge of the keel. Let \( \odot \) be the station of the midship frame. From the points P, O, and D, draw the lines PT, \( \odot \)M, and OS, perpendicular to PO. Make \( \odot \)M, \( \odot \)N, equal to the upper and lower heights of breadth respectively at the main frame, PT the height of breadth at the transom, and OS the height at the stem. Describe the curve TMS to represent the faer or extreme height of the side, which in a ship would be called the upper height of breadth lines, or upper edge of the wale. Through the points N draw a curve parallel to TMS, to represent the breadth of the upper flrake of a boat, or lower edge of the wale if in a ship. The dotted line TNS may also be drawn to represent the lower height of breadth.

Set off the rake of the port from P to \( \rho \), and draw the line \( \rho T \) to represent the aft side of the port; then \( \rho T \) will represent the round up of the tranom. Set off the breadth of the port from \( \rho \) to \( \sigma \), and from \( \sigma \) to \( \zeta \), and draw the line \( \sigma \zeta \) to represent the foreside of the port, which may either be a curve or a straight line at pleasure. Set up the height of the tuck from \( \rho \) to \( \kappa \).

Let \( \lambda X \) be the thickness of the tranom, and draw the line \( \lambda X \) to represent the foreside of the tranom. There is given the point \( \delta \), the height of the flrake on the foreside of the item; now that side of the item is to be formed either by sweeps or some other contrivance. Set off the breadth of the item, and form the aft side of it.

Set up the dead-rising from \( \odot \) to \( \delta \), and form the rising line \( \rho \) is. Draw the line KL parallel to PO to represent the lower edge of the keel, and another to represent the thickness of the planks or the rabbit. The rabbit on the port and item may also be represented; and the stations of the timbers aligned, as \( \odot \), \( (1) \), \( 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 \); and \( \odot \), \( (A) \), \( A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H \); and the sheer plan will be completed.

The half-breadth plan is to be formed next; for this purpose the perpendiculars TP, \( 9, 8 \), &c. must be produced. Upon \( M \) produced set off the half breadth from the line KL to \( R \) (fig. 38.); set off also the half breadth at the transom from \( K \) to \( L \), and describe the extreme half breadth line \( l \; R \; X \), making the fortop of the curve agreeable to the proposed round of the tranom.

We may next proceed to form the timbers in the body plan. Let \( AB \) (fig. 39.) be the breadth moulded at \( \odot \). Erect the perpendicular CD in the middle of the line \( AB \); draw the line \( m n \) distant therefrom the half thickness of the port, and \( x y \) the half thickness of the stern. Then take off the several portions of the perpendiculars \( \odot, 1, 2, \) &c. intercepted between the upper edge of the keel and the rising line in the forer line, and set them up from \( C \) upon the line \( CD \); through these points draw lines parallel to \( AC \); take off also the several lower heights of breadth at \( \odot, 1, 2, \) &c. from the forer line; and set them up from \( C \) upon the middle line in the body plan; and draw lines parallel to \( AC \) through these points.

Then take off the several half breadths corresponding to each from the floor plan; and set them off on their proper half-breadth lines from the middle line in the body plan.

Construct the midship frame by Problem V. the form of which will in some measure determine the form of the reef. For if a mould be made on any side of the middle line to fit the curve part of it, and the rising line, or that marked bend mould (fig. 40.), and laid in such a manner that the lower part of it, which is straight, may be set upon the several rising lines, and the upper part just touch the point of the half breadth in the breadth line corresponding to that rising upon which the mould is placed, a curve may then be drawn by the mould to the rising line. In this manner we may proceed so far as the rising line is parallel to the lower height of the breadth line. Then a hollow mould must be made, the upper end of which is left straight, as
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1. In such a manner, that some part of the hollow may touch the side of the keel and the straight part touch the back of the curve before described by the bend mould; and, beginning abaft, the straight part will always come lower on every timber, till we come to the middle timber, when it comes to the side of the keel. Having thus formed the timbers, so far as the whole mouldings will serve, the timbers abaft them are next formed. Their half breadths are determined by the sheer and floor plans, which are the only fixed points through which the curves of these timbers must pass. Some form these after timbers before the whole is moulded, and then make the hollow mould, which will be firther than the hollow of either of these timbers. It is indifferent which are first formed, or what methods are used; for after the timbers are all formed, though every timber may appear very fair when considered by itself, it is uncertain what the form of the side will be. In order to find which, we must form several ribbands and water lines; and if these do not make fair curves, they must be rectified, and the timbers formed from these ribbands and water lines. To using the hollow mould, when it is applied to the curve of each timber, if the straight part is produced to the middle line, we shall as many points of intersection as there are timbers; and if the heights above the base be transferred to the corresponding timbers in the sheer plan, a curve passing through these points is what is called a rising spiral. This may be formed by fixing a point for the aftermost timber that is whole moulded, and transferring that height to the sheer plan. The curve must pass through this point, and fall in with the rising line somewhere abaft dead flat; and if the several heights of this line be transmitted from the sheer to the middle line in the body plan, these points will regulate what is called the bailing down of the hollow mould.

The timbers in the after body being all formed, those in the fore body are formed in the same manner, by transferring the several heights of the rising and breadth lines from the sheer to the body plan; the half breadths corresponding to each height must also be transferred from the floor to the body plan. The fame hollow mould will serve both for the fore and after body; and the level lines, by which the water lines to prove the after body were formed, may be produced into the fore body, and by them, the water lines to prove the fore body, may be described.

Another method of proving the body is by ribband lines, which are formed by defections of planes inclined to the sheer plan, and intersecting the body plan diagonally, as before observed, of which there may be as many as may be judged necessary. As this has been already explained, we shall therefore lay down only one, represented in the body plan by the lines marked dia. These are drawn in such a manner as to be perpendicular to as many timbers as conveniently may be. After they are drawn in the body plan, the several portions of the diagonal intercepted between the middle line and each timber must be transferred to the floor plan. Thus, fix one foot of the compasses in the point where the diagonal intercepts the middle line in the body plan; extend the other foot to the point where the diagonal intercepts the timber; for example, timber 9; set off the fame extent upon the perpendicular representing the plane of timber 9 from the point where it intercepts the line KL on the floor plan; in like manner proceed with all the other timbers both in the fore and after body; and thence shall have the points thro' which the curve must pass. If this should not prove a fair curve, it must be altered, observing to conform to the points as nearly as the nature of the curve will admit; so it may be carried within one point, and without another, according as we find the timbers will allow. For after all the ribband lines are formed, the timbers must, if needful, be altered by the ribband lines: this is only the reverse of forming the ribband lines; for taking the portions of the several perpendiculars intercepted between the line KL and the curve of the ribband line in the floor plan, and setting them off upon the diagonal from the point where it intercepts the middle line, we shall have the points in the diagonal through which the curves of the timbers must pass. Thus the distance between the line KL and the ribband at timber 3 on the floor plan, when transferred to the body plan, will extend on the diagonal from the middle line to the point where the curve of timber 3 intersects that diagonal. The like may be said of all the other timbers; and if several ribband lines be formed, they may be so contrived that their diagonals in the body plan shall be at such distances, that a point for every timber being given in each diagonal, will be sufficient to determine the form of all the timbers.

In laying the timbers upon the keel for a boat, there must be room for two futtocks in the space before or abaft; for which reason, the distance between these two timbers will be as much more than that between the other as the timber is broad. Here it is between \( \alpha \) and \( \beta \); which contains the distances between \( \beta \) and \( \gamma \), and the breadth of the timber besides.

The timbers being now formed, and proved by ribband and water lines, proceed then to form the transom, fashion-pieces, &c. by Problem VI.

This method of whole moulding will not answer for the long timbers afore and abaft. They are generally caulked in the same manner as those for a ship. In order to render this method more complete, we shall here describe the manner of moulding the timbers after they are laid down in the mould loft, by a rising square, bend, and hollow mould.

It was shown before how to form the timbers by the bend and hollow mould on the draught. The fame method must be used in the loft; but the moulds must be made to their proper scantlings in real feet and inches. Now when they are set, as before directed, for moulding each timber, let the middle line in the body plan be drawn across the bend mould, and draw a line across the hollow mould at the point where it touches the upper edge of the keel; and let them be marked with the proper name of the timber, as in fig. 40. The graduations of the bend mould will therefore be exactly the same as the narrowing of the breadth. Thus, the distance between \( \alpha \) and 7 on the bend mould is equal to the difference between the half breadth of timber 7 and that of \( \beta \). The height of the head of each timber is likewise marked on the bend mould, and also the floor and breadth firmarks. The floor firmark is in that point where a straight edged batten touches the back of the bend mould, the batten being so placed...
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as to touch the lower edge of the keel at the same time. The several riseings of the floor and heights of the cutting down line are marked on the rising square, and the half breadth of the keel set off from the side of it.

The moulds being thus prepared, we shall apply them to mould timber 7. The timber being first properly fixed to its breadth, lay the bend mould upon it, so as may best answer the round according to the grain of the wood; then lay the rising square to the bottom of the bend mould, so that the line drawn across the bend mould at timber 7 may coincide with the line representing the middle of the keel upon the rising square; and draw a line upon the timber by the side of the square, or let the line be scored or cut by a tool made for that purpose, called a raising knife (e); this line so raised will be the side of the keel. Then the square must be moved till the side of it comes to 7 on the bend mould, and another line must be raised in by the side of it to represent the middle of the keel. The other side of the keel must likewise be raised after the same manner, and the point 7 on the rising square be marked on each side of the keel, and a line raised across at these points to represent the upper edge of the keel. From this line the height of the cutting down line at 7 must be set up, and then the rising square may be taken away, and the timber may be raised by the bend mould, both inside and outside, from the head to the floor firmark; or it may be carried lower if necessary. After the firmarks and head of the timbers are marked, the bend mould may likewise be taken away, and then the hollow mould applied to the back of the sweep in such a manner that the point 7 upon it may intersect the upper side of the keel, before set off by the rising square; and when in this position the timber may be raised by it, which will complete the outside of the timbers. The inside of the timbers may likewise be formed by the hollow mould. The beveling at the keel is given by the cutting down, and the riseings of the floor and head firmarks may be compared and coincide. Notwithstanding which, if the timbers are not very carefully trimmed, the head of the bent mould may be other within or without its proper half breadth; to prevent which a hair breadth staff is made use of.

The half breadth staff may be one inch square, and of any convenient length. Upon one side of it are set off from one end the several half breadths of all the timbers in the after body, and those of the fore body upon the opposite side. On the other two sides are set off the several heights of the sheers, the after body on one side, and the fore body on the opposite. Two sides of the staff are marked half breadths, and the other two sides breadth of the floor.

The staff being thus prepared, and the floor-timbers fastened on the keel, and levelled over, the futtocks must next be fastened to the floor timbers; but they must be set first to their proper half in each and height. The half breadth staff, with the assistance of the rising line 6, leaves to set them to the half breadth; for as the keel of a boat is generally parallel to the horizon, therefore the line at which the plummet is suspended and which is moveable on the ram line, will be perpendicular to the keel. Whence we may by it set the timbers perpendicular to the keel, and then set them to their proper half breadths by the staff; and when the two firmarks coincided, the futtock will be at its proper height, and may be nailed to the floor timbers, and also to the breadth ribband, which may be set to the height of the sheers by a level laid across, taking the height of the sheers by the staff from the upper side of the keel; by which means we shall discover if the ribband is exactly the height of the sheers; and if not, the true height may be set off by a pair of compasses from the level, and marked on the timbers.

Chap. VI. Of the Practice of Ship-building.

The elevation, projection, and half-breadth plans, of a proposed ship being laid down on paper, we must next proceed to lay down these several plans on the mould loft of the real dimensions of the ship proposed to be built, and from which moulds for each separate part are to be made. The method of laying down these plans, from what has been already said, will, it is presumed, be no very difficult task to accomplish, as it is no more than enlarging the dimensions of the original draughts; and with respect to the moulds, they are very easily formed agreeable to the figure of the several parts of the ship laid down in the mould loft. Blocks of wood are now to be prepared upon which the keel is to lie. These blocks are to be placed at nearly equal distances, as of five or six feet, and in such a manner that their upper surfaces may be exactly in the same plane, and their middle in the same straight line. This line is easily done by means of a line stretched a little more than the proposed length of the keel; and the upper planes of these blocks may be verified by a long and straight rule; and the utmost care and precaution must be taken to have these blocks properly bedded. Each block may be about six or eight inches longer than the keel is in thickness; their breadth from 12 to 14 inches, and their depth from a foot to a foot and half.

The dimensions of the keel are to be taken from the mould loft, and the keel is to be prepared accordingly. As, however, it is seldom possible to procure a piece of wood of sufficient length for a keel, especially if for a large ship, it is therefore, for the most part necessary to compound it of several pieces, and these pieces are to be scarf together, and securely bolted, so as to make one entire piece. It must, however, be observed, that the pieces which compose the keel ought to be of such lengths, that a scarf may not be opposite to the step of any of the mast. Rabbets are to be formed on each side of the keel to receive the edge of the planks next to

(e) The term raising is used when any line is drawn by such an instrument instead of a pencil.
to it, or garboard strake, and the keel is to be laid on the blocks (p).

The stem, and the poth, and the several transoms belonging to it, are to be prepared from the moulds, and rabbed in like manner as the keel, to receive the ends of the plank. The transoms are to be bolted to the poth at their middle, each at its respective height, taken from the elevation in the mould loft, and the extremities of the transoms are to be firmly connected with the fashion-pieces. Both stem and poth are then to be erected, each at its respective extremity of the keel. The tenons at the keel of each being let into mortises prepared to receive them, and being fe to their proper rakes or angles with the keel, are to be supported by props or shores. Pieces of wood called dead wood are to be laid upon and fixed to the upper side of the keel towards the fore and aft parts of it; the deepness of the dead wood increasing with its distance from the middle, agreeable to the proposed form of the cutting down line.

A line is to be stretched from the middle of the head of the stem to that of the poth, called the raw line, upon which is a moveable line with a plummet affixed to it. The midship and other frames are to be erected upon the keel at their proper stations. The extremities of each frame are set at equal distances from the vertical longitudinal section of the ship, by moving the frame in its own plane until the plumbline coincides with a mark at the middle between the arms of each frame; and although the keel is inclined to the horizon, yet the frames may also be set perpendicular to the keel by means of the plumbline. The shores which are supporting the frames are now to be securely fixed, that the position of the frames may not be altered. The rigbands are now to be nailed to the frames at their proper places, the more effectually to secure them; and the intermediate vacancies between the frames filled up with felling timbers. For a perspective view of a ship framed, see Plate CCCCLIV. fig. 2.

The frames being now stationed, proceed next to fix on the planks, of which the wales are the principal, being much thicker and flinpler than the rest, as it is represented in the midship frame, Plate CCCXIV. The harpins, which may be considered as a continuation of the wales at their fore ends, are fixed across the hawle pieces, and surround the fore part of the ship. The planks that incline the ship's sides are then brought about the timbers; and the clamps, which are of equal thicknesses with the wales, fixed opposite to the wales within the ship. These are used to support the ends of the beams, and accordingly stretch from one end of the ship to the other. The thickest or strongest planks of the bottom within board are then placed opposite to the several scarfs of the timbers, to reinforce them throughout the ship's length. The planks employed to line the ship, called the ceiling or foot-walling, is next fixed in the interval between the thick stuff of the hold. The beams are afterwards laid across the ship to support the decks, and are connected to the side by lodging and hanging knees; the former of which are exhibited at F, Plate CLVI. See also the article DECK; and the hanging-knees, together with the breadth, thickness, and position of the keel, floor timbers, futtocks, top-timbers, wales, clamps, thick stuff, planks within and without, beams, decks, &c. are seen in the midship frame, Plate CCCXIV, and in that article their several parts have already been explained.

The cable-bits being next created, the carlings and ledges, represented in Plate CLVI, are disposed between the beams to strengthen the deck. The quarter-ways are then laid on the ends of the beams throughout the ship's length, and the spiking fixed close above them. The upper deck is then planked, and the firing placed under the gunnel, or plans, in the waist. The disposition of the latter pieces on the timbers, viz., the water-ways, spiking, upper deck, firing, and gunnel, are also represented in the midship frame, Plate CCCXIV.

Then proceed next to plank the quarter-deck and forecastle, and to fix the partners of the masts and capsterns with the carlings of the hatches. The broad-books are then bolted across the stem and bow within-board, the flap of the forecastle placed on the keel, and the riders, exhibited in the Midship Frame, fayed to the inside of the timbers, to reinforce the sides in different parts of the ship's length. The pointers, if any, are afterwards fixed across the hold diagonally to support the beams; and the crotches flattened in the after hold to unite the half timbers. The steps of the mainmast and capsterns are next placed; the planks of the lower decks and orlop laid; the navel-books fayed to the hawse holes; and the knees of the head, or cutwater, connected to the stern. The figure of the head is then erected, and the trail-board and cheeks fixed on the side of the knee.

The taffarel and quarter-pieces, which terminate the ship's shaff, the former above and the latter on each side, are then disposed, and the stern and quarter galleries framed and supported by their brackets. The pumps, with their well, are next fixed in the hold; the timber boards laid on each side of the keel, and the garboard strake fixed on the ship's bottom next to the heel without.

The hull being thus fabricated, proceed to separate the apartments by bulkheads or partitions, to frame the port-lids, to fix the catheads and chef-trees; to form the hatchways and scuttleways, and fit them with proper covers or gratings. Next fix the ladders at the different hatchways, and build the manger on the lower deck, to carry off the water that runs in at the hawseholes when the ship rides at anchor in a sea. The bread-room and magazines are there lined; and the gunnel, rails, and gangways fixed on the upper part of the ship. The cleats, keels, and ranges, by which the ropes are fastened, are afterwards bolted or nailed to the sides in different places.

The rudder, being fitted with its iron, is next hung to the stern-post, and the tiller or bar, by which it is managed, let into a mortice at its upper end. The

(f) In ships of war, which are a long while in building, it has been found that the keel is often apt to rot before they are finished. Upon this account, therefore, some builders have begun with the floor timbers, and added the keel afterwards.
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Scuppers, or leaden tubes, that carry the water off from the decks, are then placed in holes cut through the ship's sides; and the leaded hemp represented in the Midship Frame, Plate CCCXIV, bolted to the beams and sides above the deck to which they belong. The poop lanterns are last fixed upon their cranes over the stern, and the bilge-waves or cradles placed under the bottom to conduct the ship steadily into the water whilst launching.

As the various pieces which have been mentioned above are explained at large in their proper places, it is therefore superfluous to enter into a more particular description of them here.

CHAP. VII. Of Improvements in the Masts and Rudder.

Since the article Mast was printed, an account of a method for repairing masts of ships when wounded, or otherwise injured, in an easy, cheap, and expeditious manner, by Captain Edward Pakenham of the royal navy, has been published in the tenth volume of the Transactions of the Society for the Encouragement of Arts, &c. Captain Pakenham introduces his invention with the following observations:

"Among the various accidents which ships are liable to at sea, none call more for the attention and exertion of the officer than the speedy refitting of the masts; and having observed, in the course of late war, the very great destruction made among the lower masts of our ships from the enemy's mode of fighting, as well as the very great expense and delay in resubmitting a fleet after an action, particularly across the Atlantic—a very simple expedient has suggested itself to me as a resource in part, which appears to be very speedy and sure, in that the capacity of the meanest seaman will at once conceive it. I therefore think it my duty to state my ideas of the advantages likely to result from it; and I shall feel myself exceedingly happy should they in anywise contribute to remedy the evil.

"My plan, therefore, is, to have the heels of all lower masts fixed as to become the heads; but it is not the intention of the above plan to have the small, slight alteration made in the heels of the present lower masts; for as all line-of-battle ships masts are nine inches in diameter larger at the heel than at the head, it will follow, that by letting in the trellis-trees to their proper depth, the mast will form its own checks or bounds; and I flatter myself the following advantages will result from the above alteration.

"First, I must beg to observe, that all line-of-battle ships bury one-third of their lower masts, particularly three-deckers; therefore, it follows, that if the wounds are in the upper third, by turning the mast so as to make the heel the head, it will be as good as new; for, in eight actions I was present in late war, I made the following observations:

"That in the said actions forty-eight lower masts were wounded, and obliged to be shifted, thirty-two of which had their wounds in the upper third, and of course the ships detained until new masts were made. And when it is considered that a lower mast for a 92 or 74 fliants government in a tum not less than 2000 l. to 2500 l. the advantages across the Atlantic resulting from the above plan will be particularly obvious; not to mention the probability of there being no fit spars in the country, which was the case in the instance of the Iris and Princess Royal: and as I was one of the lieutenants of the Iris at that time, I am more particular in the circumstance of that ship. The Iris had both her lower masts wounded above the other pins in her action with the Car- far, a French 74; and as there were no spars at New York, the Iris was detained five weeks at that place.

Now, if her masts had been fitted on the plan I have proposed, I am confident she would have been ready for sea in 48 hours; and as a further proof, I beg leave to add, that the whole fleet, on the glorious 12th of April, had not the least accident of any consequence except what befell their lower masts, which detained them between eight and ten weeks at Jamaica."

"The delay of a ship while a new mast is making, and probably the fleet being detained for want of that ship, which frequently occurred in the course of late war, the taking of ships'wrights from other work, with a variety of inconveniences not necessary to mention here, must be obvious to every officer that has made the smallest observations on sea actions.

"You will further observe, that this substitute is formed on the most simple principle, fitted to the meanest capacity, and calculated to benefit all ships, from a first-rate down to the smallest merchantmen, in cases of an accident by shot, a spring, or a rottenness, particularly as these accidents generally happen in the upper third of the mast and above the cheeks.

"It might probably be objected, that a difficulty and some danger might arise from the wounded part of the mast being below; but this will at once be obviated, when it is remembered, that as the wounded part is below the wedges, it may with ease be both filled, caulked, and secured, to any size or degree you please, with the addition of its being wedged on each deck."

Fig. 41. represents a mast of a first-rate in its proper state, the figures representing its thickness at the different divisions.

Fig. 42. the same mast inverted, the heel forming the head, and the trellis-trees let into their proper depth, the additional thickness of the mast forming its own cheeks.

Fig. 43. the proposed mast, the figures representing the thickness of the mast in the proposed alteration; a, the heel made square; b, the letting in of the trellis-trees; c, the third proportion of thickness continued up to where the fourch is in the present mast, or at least some little distance above the lower part of the cheeks, which is always looked upon as the weakest part of the mast; and by its being so proportioned, the mast, when turned, will be nearly as strong in the partners as before.

As the expense of a mast is much greater than is generally imagined, it is therefore thought proper to subjoin the following statement of the several articles used in making a 74 gun ship's mainmast.

| Value  | L.  | 3 11 Papers on Two side filches, 22 inches, 2 ditto, 133 10 N. 
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fishes for a spindle, 21 inches, 2 nails of</td>
<td>101</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>Part 2.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>two masts,</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Fore and aft filches, 22 inches, 2 nails of (ne mast,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>66 13 10</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fish.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Carried over L. 344. 5 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 F 21½ inches, 1 nail of half a mast, 29 8 5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iron</td>
<td>3 qr. 19 lbs</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aries load bulk, 2 loads 22 feet</td>
<td>1 5 9</td>
<td>12 2 5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In order to lessen the enormous expense of masts, a proposal was made some years ago to construct them hollow; and the author having premised several experiments which he had made, proceeds as follows:

"Galileo taught us, that the resistance or strength of a hollow cylinder is to that of a full cylinder, containing the same quantity of matter, as the total diameter of the hollow one is to the diameter of the full one; and these experiments show us, that the strength or resistance of two or more pieces of wood, fastened together at each end, and connected by a pillar, pillars, or framing, in a certain degree, ceteris paribus, as the distance between them and number of pillars, provided the force is applied in the line or direction of the pillars.

"It is surprising that this discovery of Galileo has not been made subversive to more useful purposes. It is particularly applicable to the construction of masts, as not requiring that the hollow cylinder should be made of one solid piece of wood (a).

"However, the foregoing experiments teach us, that the same advantages may be obtained by other forms besides that of a cylinder; and that perhaps not only in a superior degree, but likewise with greater facility of execution; as by adopting a square figure, but more particularly by constructing them of separate pieces of wood, placed at proper distances from each other, in the following or any other manner that may be found most convenient. Fig. 44, 45, and 46, exhibit each the transverse section of a mast, in which the small circles represent the trees or upright pieces of wood, and

the lines the beams or framing of wood, which are employed at proper places and at proper distances from each other, for connecting them together. Perhaps for lid frames of wood, placed at proper distances from each other, and filling up the whole dotted space, would answer better; in which event, the mast could be strongly hooped with iron at those places, and the upright trees formed square, or of any other convenient form.

"It will be evident to those acquainted with this subject, that such masts would be greatly stronger than common ones containing the same quantity of materials. It is likewise evident that they would be less apt to spring, as being supported on a more extended base, and affording many conveniences for being better secured; and that they might be constructed of such wood as at present would be deemed altogether improper for masts: a circumstance of importance to Britain at all times, but more particularly now, when there is such difficulty in procuring wood proper for the kind of masts in common use."

An improvement in the rudder has lately taken place in several ships, particularly in some of those in the service of the East India Company. It will, however, be necessary to describe the usual form of the rudder, in order to shew the advantages it possesses when constructed agreeably to the improved method.

N° 1. (Fig. 47.) represents the rudder according to Papers on the common method of construction; in which AB is Naval Architecture, the axis of rotation. It is hence evident that a space considerably greater than the transverse section of the rudder at the counter must be left in the counter for the rudder to revolve in. Thus, let CAB (N° 2.) be the section of the rudder at the counter; then there must be a space similar to CDE in the counter, in order that the rudder may be moveable as required. Hence, to prevent the water from washing up the rudder, a rudder coat, that is, a piece of tarred canvas, is nailed in such a manner to the rudder and counter as to cover the intermediate space: but the canvas being continually wafted by the sea, soon becomes brittle, and unable to yield to the various turns of the rudder without breaking; in which case the ship is of course left pervious to the waves, even of three or four feet high; in fact, there are few men bred to the sea who have not been witness to the bad effects of such a space being left. So ill guarded against the stroke of the waves; and many ships have, with great probability, been suppoed to foundered at sea, from the quantity of water shipped between the rudder and counter.

It was to remedy this defect that the alteration above alluded to took place; which consists in making the upper part AFG (Fig. 48, N° 1.) of the rudder ABD cylindrical, and giving that part at the same time a cast forward, so that the axis of rotation may by that means be the line AD, passing as usual from E to D, through the centres of the braces which attach the rudder to the stern-post, and from E to A through the

(a) The strength of these cylinders would be still further augmented by having solid pieces of wood placed within them at proper distances, and securely fastened to them, in the same manner, and on the same principles, that nature has furnished reeds with joints; and answering, in some respects, the same purpose as the pillars in the experiments alluded to.
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Load-water Line and Ship's Capacity.

The weight of the quantity of water displaced by the two parts will be equal, that is, each will be found to be equal, the body of the ship may then be said to be constructed in all respects suitable to her swimming on an even keel, let the shape of the body be whatever it will; and which will be found to be her natural position at the load-water line. But if either of the parts should contain a greater number of cubic feet than the other, that part which contains the great-est will swim the most out of the water, and consequently the other will swim deepest, supposing the ship in her natural position for that construction. In order, therefore, to render the ship suitably constructed to the load-water line in the draught, which is parallel to the keel, the number of cubic feet in the less part must be subtracted from the number contained in the greater part, and that part of the body is to be filled out till it has increased half the difference of their quantities, and the other part is to be drawn in as much: hence the two parts will be equal, that is, each will contain the same number of cubic feet, and the ship's body will be constructed in a manner suitable to her swimming on an even keel.

If it is proposed that the ship laid down on the draught shall not swim on an even keel, but draw more water abaft, then fore, then the fore and after parts of the ship's body below the load-water line are to be compared; and if those parts are unequal, that part which is least is to be filled out by half the difference, and the other part drawn in as much as before.

It will be necessary, in the first place, to calculate the weight of a ship ready equipped for sea, from the knowledge of the weight of every separate thing in her and belonging to her, as the exact weight of all the timber, iron, lead, masts, sails, rigging, and in short all the materials, men, provisions, and every thing else on board of her, from which we shall be able afterwards to judge of the truth of the calculation, and whether the load-water line in the draught be placed agreeable thereto. This is indeed a very laborious task, upon account of the several pieces of timber, &c. being of so many different figures, and the specific gravity of some of the timber entering the construction not being precisely determined.

In order to ascertain the weight of the hull, the timber is the first thing which comes under consideration: the number of cubic feet of timber contained in the whole fabric must be found; which we shall be able to do by help of the draught and the principal dimensions and scantling; observing to distinguish the different kinds of timber from each other, as they differ considerably in weight; then the number of cubic feet contained in the different sorts of timber being reduced into pounds, and added, will be the weight of the timber. In like manner proceed to find the weight of the iron, lead, paint, &c. and the true weight of the whole will be found.

In reducing quantity to weight, it may be observed that a cubic foot of oak is equally to 60 pounds, and the specific gravity of the other materials are as follow:

- Water being 1000
- Lead is 11345
- Iron 7643

Oak is 891.89
Dry elm 702.70
Dry fir 648.64
SHIPBUILDING.

Load-water Line and Ship's Capacity.

**Weight of the Hull.**

Estimate of the weight of the eighty gun ship before laid down.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No. lb.</th>
<th>No. lb.</th>
<th>Tons</th>
<th>Lbs.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>48497</td>
<td>3200802</td>
<td>1428</td>
<td>2082</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4457</td>
<td>213936</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>1136</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>520</td>
<td>27040</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>160</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4571</td>
<td>4571</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>171</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8854</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>894</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17920</td>
<td>8</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16123</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>443</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sum

35687261593 406

**Weight of the Furniture.**

Complete set of masts and yards, with the spare gear

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No. lb.</th>
<th>Tons</th>
<th>Lbs.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>16100</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>1960</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39906</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>1916</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>69128</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>1928</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32008</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>648</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>73332</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>1652</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>62056</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>1576</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sum

437520195 720

**Weight of the Guns and Ammunition.**

Guns with their carriages

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No. lb.</th>
<th>Tons</th>
<th>Lbs.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>37793</td>
<td>168</td>
<td>714</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>116320</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>2080</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6500</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21573</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>1413</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sum

5214721322 1747

**Weight of the Officers' Stores, &c.**

Carpenter's stores

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No. lb.</th>
<th>Tons</th>
<th>Lbs.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>20187</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21112</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>952</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8964</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5200</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>720</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11064</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2136</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sum

66559 29 1599

**Weight of the Provisions.**

Provisions for six months for 700 men with all their equipment

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No. lb.</th>
<th>Tons</th>
<th>Lbs.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>828970</td>
<td>383</td>
<td>1050</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>935000</td>
<td>416</td>
<td>2060</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sum

1792870 800 870

Agreeable to the above estimate, we find that the eighty gun ship, with everything on board and fit for sea, when brought down to the load water line, weighs 8,182,463 pounds, or nearly 3653 tons. It may now be known if the load water line in the draught be properly placed, by reducing the immersed part of the body into cubic feet. For if the eighty gun ship, when brought down to the load water line, weighs 3653 tons, the quantity of water displaced must also be 3653 tons: now a cubic foot of salt-water being supposed to weigh 74 pounds, if therefore 8182463 be divided by 74, the quotient is 110573, the number of cubic feet which the ship displaces agreeable to her weight.

It is now necessary to find the number of cubic feet contained in the ship's bottom below the load water line by calculation. If the bottom was a regular solid, this might be very easily done; but as it is otherwise, we must be satisfied with the following method by approximation, first given by M. Bouguer.

Take the lengths of every other of the lines that represent the frames in the horizontal plane upon the upper water line; then find the sum of these together, with half the foremost and aftermost frames. Now multiply that sum by the distance between the frames, and the product is the area of the water line contained between the foremost and aftermost frames: then find the area of that part abaft the after frame, which forms a trapezium, and also the part and rudder; find also the area of that part afore the foremost frame, and also the stem and gripe; then these areas being added to that first found, and the sum doubled will be the area of the surface of the whole water line. The reason of this rule will be obvious to those acquainted with the first principles of mathematics.

The areas of the other water line may be found in the same manner: then the sum of all these areas, except that of the uppermost and lowermost, of which only one half of each must be taken, being multiplied by the distance between the water lines (these lines in the plane of elevation being equidistant from each other), and the product will be the solid content of the space contained between the lower and lead water lines.
Add the area of the lower water line to the area of the upper side of the keel; multiply half that sum by the distance between them, the product will be the fo- lid content of that part between the lower water line and upper edge of the keel, supposing them parallel to each other. But if the lower water line is not parallel to the keel, the above half sum is to be multiplied by the distance between them at the middle of the ship.

The solid contents of the keel must be found, by multiplying its length by its depth, and that product by the breadth. Then the sum of these solid contents will be the number of cubic feet contained in the immersed part of the ship's bottom, or that part below the load water line.

Determination of the number of Cubic Feet contained in the Bottom of the Eighty Gun Ship. See Plates CCCCLX. and CCCCLXI.

The fore body is divided into five, and the after body into ten, equal parts in the horizontal plane; besides the parts contained between the foremost timber and the stem, and the aftermost timber and the poilt. The plane of elevation is also divided into five equal parts by water lines drawn parallel to the keel. Thee water lines are also described upon the horizontal plane.

It is to be observed that there must be five inches added to each line that represents a frame in the horizontal plane for the thickness of the planking, that being nearly a mean between the thickness of the plank next the water and that on the lower part of the bottom.

**Upper Water Line abaft Dead Flat.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Frame</th>
<th>Ft.</th>
<th>In.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dead flat</td>
<td>24.10</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(4)</td>
<td>24.10</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>24.10</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>24.10</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>24.10</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>24.9</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>24.5</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>23.10</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>22.9</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31</td>
<td>20.11</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>16.3</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Second Water Line abaft Dead Flat.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Frame</th>
<th>Ft.</th>
<th>In.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dead flat</td>
<td>23.10</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(4)</td>
<td>23.10</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>23.10</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>23.10</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>23.10</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>23.10</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>22.9</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>22.9</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>22.9</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31</td>
<td>22.9</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>8.1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Third Water Line abaft Dead Flat.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Frame</th>
<th>Ft.</th>
<th>In.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dead flat</td>
<td>22.10</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(4)</td>
<td>22.10</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>22.10</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>22.10</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>22.10</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>22.10</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>22.10</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>22.10</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>22.10</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31</td>
<td>22.10</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Fourth Water Line abaft Dead Flat.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Frame</th>
<th>Ft.</th>
<th>In.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dead flat</td>
<td>20.10</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(4)</td>
<td>20.10</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>20.10</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>19.10</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>19.10</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>19.10</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Area of the load water line from dead flat aft.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Frame</th>
<th>Ft.</th>
<th>In.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dead flat</td>
<td>53.32</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Brought
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**Load-water Line and Ship's Capacity.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Frame</th>
<th>Breadth at</th>
<th>Length</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Frame 19</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>108 9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frame 23</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>17 7 1/2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frame 27</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>14 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frame 31</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>10 11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frame 35</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>5 11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frame 35 is 1 foot 11 1/2 inches - half</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0 11 1/2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sum</strong></td>
<td>-</td>
<td>159 0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Area of that part abaft frame 35 rudder and post**

| Area of the 4th water line from dead flat aft | 3501/4 |

**Fifth or Lower Water Line abaft Dead Flat.**

| Frame dead flat is 17 feet 2 inches - half | 8 7 |
| Frame (4) | - | 17 2 |
| Frame 3 | - | 17 2 |
| Frame 7 | - | 17 2 |
| Frame 11 | - | 16 4 |
| Frame 15 | - | 15 4 |
| Frame 19 | - | 13 1 |
| Frame 23 | - | 8 9 |
| Frame 27 | - | 4 10 |
| Frame 31 | - | 2 11 |
| Frame 35 is 1 foot 24 inches - half | - |
| **Sum** | - | 121 10 1/2 |

**Area of that part abaft frame 35 rudder and post**

| Area of the 5th or lower water line from dead flat aft | 2678 10 |
| Half the area of the load water line | 2666 3/4 |
| Area of the second water line | 4868 |
| Area of the third water line | 4203 3 |
| Area of the fourth water line | 3501 0 |
| Half the area of the lower water line | **Sum** |
| **Distances between the water lines** | 16578 6 1/4 |

**Content in cubic feet between the lower and load water lines**

| Area of the lower water line | 2678 10 |
| Area of the upper side of the keel | 206 4 |
| **Sum** | 2885 2 |

**Half**

| Half | 1443 7 |

**Distance between the lower water line and the keel**

| Cubic feet between lower water line and the keel | 5890 6 1/2 |
| Content of the keel, lower part of rudder, and false keel | 5890 6 1/2 |

**Cubic feet abaft the midship frame under water when loaded**

| Cubic feet abaft the midship frame under water when loaded | 74050 6 |

**Upper or Load water Line abaft Dead Flat.**

| Frame dead flat is 24 feet 10 inches - half | 12 5 |
| Frame E | - | 24 10 |
| Frame I | - | 24 8 1/2 |
| Frame N | - | 24 0 |
| Frame Q | - | 21 10 1/2 |
| Frame W is 15 feet 1 inch - half | 7 6 1/4 |

**Sum**

| 115 4 1/2 |

**Distance between the frames**

| 10 11 |

**Product**

| 1259 6 |

**Area of the part abaft frame W with the stem and knee**

| 80 3 |

**Sum**

| 1343 9 |

**Multiply by**

| 2 |

**Area of the load water line from dead flat forward**

| 2687 6 |

**Second Water Line abaft Dead Flat.**

| Frame dead flat is 23 feet 10 1/2 inches - half | 11 1 1/2 |
| Frame E | - | 23 10 |
| Frame I | - | 23 5 |
| Frame N | - | 22 5 |
| Frame Q | - | 19 11 |
| Frame W is 11 feet 11 inches - half | 5 11 1/4 |

**Sum**

| 107 5 1/2 |

**Distance between the frames**

| 10 11 |

**Product**

| 1173 9 |

**Area of the part abaft frame W, with the stem and knee**

| 43 9 |

**Sum**

| 1217 6 |

**Area of the second water line from dead flat forward**

| 2435 0 |

**Third Water Line abaft Dead Flat.**

| Frame dead flat is 22 feet 1 1/2 inch - half | 11 0 1/2 |
| Frame E | - | 22 1 |
| Frame I | - | 21 8 |
| Frame N | - | 20 1 |
| Frame Q | - | 16 1 1/2 |
| Frame W is 7 feet - half | 3 6 |

**Sum**

| 94 6 1/2 |

**Distance between the frames**

| 10 11 |

**Product**

| 1031 10 |

**Area of the part abaft W, with the stem and knee**

| 25 10 |

**Sum**

| 1057 8 |

**Area of the third water line from dead flat forward**

| 2115 4 |

**Fourth**
Fourth Water Line off Dead Flat.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Frame</th>
<th>Dead Flat</th>
<th>Feet</th>
<th>Inches</th>
<th>Sum</th>
<th>Distance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dead Flat</td>
<td>20 feet 1 inch</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>15</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frame E</td>
<td></td>
<td>20</td>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frame I</td>
<td></td>
<td>19</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frame N</td>
<td></td>
<td>16</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frame Q</td>
<td></td>
<td>11</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frame W</td>
<td>2 feet 9 inches</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Product

| Area of Part before W, with the Iern and Grips | 854 8 |
| Sum | 863 6 |

Area of Fourth Water Line from Dead Flat Forward

| Sum | 1727 1 |

Fifth Water Line off Dead Flat.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Frame</th>
<th>Dead Flat</th>
<th>Feet</th>
<th>Inches</th>
<th>Sum</th>
<th>Distance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dead Flat</td>
<td>17 feet 2 inches</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>27</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frame E</td>
<td></td>
<td>16</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frame I</td>
<td></td>
<td>14</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frame N</td>
<td></td>
<td>10</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frame Q</td>
<td>5 feet</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Product

| Area of Part Afore Q, Stem and Knee | 583 7 |
| Sum | 615 9 |

Area of the Fifth or Lower Water Line from Dead Flat Forward

| Sum | 1231 6 |
| Half | 615 3 |

Distance between the Lower Water-line and Keel

| Content of the Part Contained between the Lower Water-line and the Keel in Cub. Feet | 2692 7 |
| Sum | 8236 11 |

Cubic Feet contained between the lower and load water lines

| Sum | 33634 |

As the weight of the ship, with every thing on board, found by this calculation, is equal to that found by estimate; it hence appears that the water line is properly placed in the draught. It now only remains to find whether the body is constructed suitably there to, that is, whether the ship will be in her natural position when brought down to that line. For this purpose a perpendicular must be erectcd 27 feet 2 inches abaft dead flat, which will be the middle between the two perpendiculars and the place where the centre of gravity should fall, that the ship may swim on an even keel. The solidity of that part of the bottom contained between the said perpendicular and dead flat is then to be calculated, which will be found to be 25846 feet 7 inches.

Solidity of the Bottom Afore Dead Flat

| Sum | 36523 4 |

Solid content of the Fore Part of the Bottom

| Sum | 62269 11 |

Solidity of the Bottom Aft of Dead Flat

| Sum | 74050 6 |

Solid content of the Aft Part of the Bottom

| Sum | 62269 11 |

Difference

| Sum | 14166 |

Hence the after part of the ship's bottom is too lean by 7083 cubic feet, and the fore part as much too full. The after part must therefore be filled out until it has received an addition of 7083 feet, and the fore part must be drawn in till it has lost the same quantity, and the bottom will then be constructed suitable to the ship's swimming on an even keel.

Chapter IX. Of the Tonnage of a Ship.

This is a question of equal importance and difficulty. By the tonnage of a ship is meant the weight of everything that can with safety and expediency be taken on board that ship for the purpose of conveyance; it is also called the ship's burthen; and it is totally different from the weight of the whole as she floats in the water. It is perhaps best expressed by calling it the weight of the cargo. It is of importance, because it is by this that the merchant or freighter judges of the fitness of
of the ship for his purpose. By this government judge of the ships requisite for transport service, and by this are all revenue charges on the ship computed. It is no less difficult to answer this question by any general rule which shall be very exact, because it depends not only on the cubical dimensions of the ship's bottom, but also on the scantling of her whole frame, and in short on the weight of every thing which properly makes part of a ship ready to receive on board her cargo. The weight of timber is variable; the scantling of the frame is no less so. We must therefore be contented with an average value which is not very remote from the truth; and this average is to be obtained, not by any mathematical discussion, but by observation of the burthen or cargo actually received, in a great variety of cases. But some sort of rule of calculation must be made out. This is and must be done by persons not mathematicians. We may therefore expect to find it incapable of being reduced to any principle, and that every builder will have a different rule. Accordingly the rules given for this purpose are in general very whimsical, measures being used and combined in a way that seems quite unconnected with Aerocometry or the measurement of solids. The rules for calculation are even affected by the interests of the two parties oppositely concerned in the result. The calculation for the tonnage by which the customs are to be exacted by government are quite different from the rule by which the tonnage of a transport hired by government is computed; and the same ship hired as a transport will be computed nearly one half bigger than when paying importation duties. Yet the whole of this might be made a very simple business and very exact. When the ship is launched, let her light-water line be marked, and this with the cubical contents of the immersed part be noted down, and be engrossed in the deed by which the property of the ship is conveyed from hand to hand. The weight of her masts, sails, rigging, and sea-fires, is most easily obtained; and every builder can compute the cubical contents of the body when immered to the load-water line. The difference of these is unquestionably the burthen of the ship.

It is evident from what has been already said in the last chapter, that if the number of cubic feet of water which the ship displaces when light, or, which is the same, the number of cubic feet below the load-water line, found by the preceding method of calculation, be subtracted from the number of cubic feet contained in the bottom below the load water line, and the remainder reduced to tons by multiplying by 74, the number of pounds in a cubic foot of sea water, and divided by 2240, the number of pounds in a ton, the quotient will be the tonnage.

But as this method is very troublesome, the following rule for this purpose is that which is used in the British king's and merchant's service.

Let fall a perpendicular from the fore side of the item at the height of the hawse-holes (u), and another perpendicular from the back of the main poft at the height of the wing transom. From the length between these two perpendiculars deduct three-fifths of the extreme breadth (1), and also at may times 2½ inches as there are feet in the height of the wing transom above the upper edge of the keel; the remainder is the length of the keel for tonnage. Now multiply this length by the extreme breadth, and the product by half the extreme breadth, and this last product divided by 94 is the tonnage required.

Or, multiply the length of the keel for tonnage by the square of the extreme breadth, and the product divided by 188 will give the tonnage.

Calculation of the Tonnage of an Eighty Gun Ship.

I. According to the true method.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Weight of the ship at her Launching</th>
<th>tons</th>
<th>lbs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Real burthen</td>
<td>149</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Length from the fore side of the item at the height of the hawse holes, to the after side of the main poft at the height of the wing transom</td>
<td>185</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Half the extreme breadth</td>
<td>7416</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Height of the wing transom</td>
<td>28 f. 4 in.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surface of the bottom of the cargo</td>
<td>688</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sum</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product</td>
<td>7416</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Real burthen</td>
<td>1959</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

II. By the common rule.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Length of the keel for tonnage</th>
<th>ft.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Length from the fore side of the item at the height of the hawse holes, to the after side of the main poft at the height of the wing transom</td>
<td>149</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Half the extreme breadth</td>
<td>49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product</td>
<td>7416</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Real burthen</td>
<td>1959</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Hence an eighty gun ship will not carry the ton. The common rule gives the tonnage she is rated at by about 95 tons. As the body of this ship is fuller than in ships of war in general, there is therefore a nearer agreement between the tonnages found by the two different methods. It may be observed that ships of war carry less tonnage than they are rated at by the common rule, and that most merchant ships carry a great less, than the truth.

(u) In the merchant service this perpendicular is let fall from the fore side of the item at the height of the wing transom, by reason of the hawse-holes being generally so very high in merchant ships, and their items also having a great rake forward.

(1) The breadth underfoot in this place is the breadth from outside to outside of the plank.
Book I. SHIP-BUILDING.

1. Audacious of seventy four guns.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Length on the gun deck</td>
<td>168 ft.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Length of the keel for tonnage</td>
<td>138 ft</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extreme breadth</td>
<td>46 ft</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Depth of the hold</td>
<td>19 ft</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Launching draught of water</td>
<td>12 in.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Load draught of water</td>
<td>20 in.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The weight of the ship at her launching</td>
<td>1509 t.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The weight of the furniture</td>
<td>120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weight of the ship at her light water mark</td>
<td>1629</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weight of the ship at her load water mark</td>
<td>2776</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Real burthen</td>
<td>1146</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>By the common rule</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Length of the keel for tonnage</td>
<td>138 ft.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extreme breadth</td>
<td>46 ft</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product</td>
<td>6451</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Half the extreme breadth</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tonnage according to the common rule</td>
<td>1604</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Real burthen</td>
<td>1146</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Difference</td>
<td>458</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2. An East Indiaman.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Length between the perpendiculars forward and aft</td>
<td>132 ft.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Length of the keel for tonnage</td>
<td>105 ft</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extreme breadth</td>
<td>38 ft</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Depth in hold</td>
<td>16 ft</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Launching draught of water</td>
<td>7 in.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Load draught of water</td>
<td>19 in.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The weight of the ship at her launching</td>
<td>602 t.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The weight of the furniture</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weight of the ship at her light water mark</td>
<td>653</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weight of the ship at her load water mark</td>
<td>1637</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Real burthen</td>
<td>984</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>By the common rule</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Keel for tonnage</td>
<td>105 ft</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extreme breadth</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product</td>
<td>3999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Half extreme breadth</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tonnage according to the common rule</td>
<td>602</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The impropriety of the common rule is hence manifest, as there can be no dependence on it for ascertaining the tonnage of vessels.

We shall now subjoin the following experimental method of finding the tonnage of a ship.

Construct a model agreeable to the draught of the proposed ship, to a scale of about one-fourth of an inch to a foot, and let the light and load water lines be marked on it. Then put the model in water, and load it until the surface of the water is exactly at the light water line; and let it be suspended until the water drains off, and then weighed. Now since the weights of similar bodies are in the triplicate ratio of their homologous dimensions, the weight of the ship when light is, therefore, equal to the product of the cube of the number of times the ship exceeds the model by the weight of the model, which is to be reduced to tons. Hence, if the model is constructed to a quarter of an inch scale, and its weight expressed in ounces; then to the constant logarithm of the weight of the model in ounces, and the sum will be the logarithm of the weight of the ship in tons.

Again, the model is to be loaded until the surface of the water coincides with the load water line. Now the model being weighed, the weight of the ship is to be found by the preceding rule: then the difference between the weights of the ship when light and loaded is the tonnage required.
SHIP-BUILDING.

Book I.

Scale of Solidity.

In order to construct this scale for a given ship, it is necessary to calculate the quantity of water displaced by the keel, and by that part of the bottom below each water line in the draught. Since the areas of the several water lines are already computed for the eighty gun ship laid down in Plates CCCCXL. and CCCCLX., the contents of these parts may hence be easily found for that ship, and are as follows.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Draught of water.</th>
<th>Water displaced in</th>
<th>Cubic feet</th>
<th>tons, lbs.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Keel and rabbet keel</td>
<td>2 ft. 3 in.</td>
<td>660.9</td>
<td>21 1853</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diff. bet. keel and 5th w. line</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>8583.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sum</td>
<td></td>
<td>6 4</td>
<td>9243.1 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diff. 5th and 4th w. line</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>18657.8 1 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sum</td>
<td></td>
<td>10 5</td>
<td>27901.7 1 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diff. 4th and 3d w. line</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>23574.6 1 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sum</td>
<td></td>
<td>14 6</td>
<td>51476 2 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diff. 3d and 2d w. line</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>27812.1 1 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sum</td>
<td></td>
<td>18 7</td>
<td>79238 3 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diff. 2d and 1st w. line</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>312857 4 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sum</td>
<td></td>
<td>22 8</td>
<td>110573 11 1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Construct any convenient scale of equal parts to represent tons, as scale n° 1, and another to represent feet, as n° 2.

Draw the line AB (fig. 36.) limited at A, but produced indefinitely towards B. Make AC equal to the depth of the keel, 2 feet 3 inches from scale n° 2, and through C draw a line parallel to AB, which will represent the upper edge of the keel; upon which set off C = equal to 21 tons 1853 lbs., taken from scale n° 12.

Again, make AD equal to the distance between the lower edge of the keel and the fifth water line, namely, 6 feet 4 inches, and a line drawn through D parallel to AB will represent the lower water line; and make DB equal to 305 tons 848 lbs., the corresponding tonnage. In like manner draw the other water lines, and lay off the corresponding tonnages accordingly: then through the points A, c, b, e, f, g, h, draw the curve A b e f g h. Through b draw b B perpendicular to AB, and it will be the greatest limit of the quantity of water expressed in tons displaced by the bottom of the ship, or that when she is brought down to the load water line. And since the ship displaces 1788 tons at her light water mark, take therefore that quantity from the scale n° 1, which being laid upon AB from A to K, and KL drawn perpendicular to AB, will be the representation of the light water line for tonnage. Hence the scale will be completed.

Let:

CHAP. X. Of the Scale of Solidity.

By this scale the quantity of water displaced by the bottom of the ship, for which it is constructed, answering to a given draught of water is easily obtained; and also the additional weight necessary to bring her down to the load water line.

1. For Men of War.

Take the length of the gun-deck from the rabbet of the stem to the rabbet of the stern-post; \( \frac{3}{4} \) of this is to be assumed as the height for tonnage, \( L \).

Take the extreme breadth from outside to outside of the plank; add this to the length, and take \( \frac{3}{4} \) of the sum; call this the depth for tonnage, \( D \).

Set up this height from the rabbet, and at that height take a breadth also from outside to outside of plank in the timber when the extreme breadth is found, and another breadth in the middle between that and the rabbet; add together the extreme breadth and these three breadths, and take \( \frac{3}{4} \) of the sum for the breadth for tonnage, \( B \).

Multiply \( L \), \( D \), and \( B \) together, and divide by 49. The quotient is the burthen in tons.

The following proof may be given of the accuracy of this rule. Column 1. is the tonnage or burthen by the king's measurement; col. 2. is the tonnage by this rule; and, col. 3. is the weight actually taken on board these ships at Blackfriars:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ship</th>
<th>Guns</th>
<th>1828</th>
<th>1829</th>
<th>1830</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Victory</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>2162</td>
<td>1839</td>
<td>1840</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>London</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>1845</td>
<td>1575</td>
<td>1677</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arrogant</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>1614</td>
<td>1308</td>
<td>1314</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diadem</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>1369</td>
<td>1141</td>
<td>905</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adamant</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>1034</td>
<td>870</td>
<td>886</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dolphin</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>879</td>
<td>737</td>
<td>758</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amphion</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>667</td>
<td>554</td>
<td>549</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daphne</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>449</td>
<td>349</td>
<td>374</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2. For Ships of Burthen.

Take the length of the lower deck from the rabbet of the stem to the rabbet of the stern-post; then \( \frac{3}{4} \) of this is the length for tonnage, \( L \).

Add the length of the lower deck to the extreme breadth from outside to outside of plank; and take \( \frac{3}{4} \) of the sum for the depth for tonnage, \( D \).

Set up that depth from the rabbet, and at this height take a breadth from outside to outside. Take another at \( \frac{3}{4} \) of this height, and another at \( \frac{3}{4} \) of the height. Add the extreme breadth and these three breadths, and take \( \frac{3}{4} \) of the sum for the breadth for tonnage, \( B \).

Multiply \( L \), \( D \), and \( B \), and divide by 364. The quotient is the burthen in tons.

This rule rests on the authority of many such trials, as the following:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ship</th>
<th>King's Mean.</th>
<th>Actually recd. on b'.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Northington Indiaman</td>
<td>675</td>
<td>1053 1064</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grandby Indiaman</td>
<td>786</td>
<td>1179 1179</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Union coaller</td>
<td>193</td>
<td>256 289</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Another coaller</td>
<td>182</td>
<td>254 277</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

CHAP. X. Of the Scale of Solidity.
The text contains a mathematical problem related to the pressure on a surface due to fluid and the division of a length. It involves calculations and geometric constructions, likely related to the study of shipbuilding. The text is quite detailed and technical, requiring a background in mathematical and physical principles to understand fully.
provided it has a sufficient degree of stiffnes: but as soon as it begins to give way, it is evident it must bend in a convex manner, since its middle would obey the forces C e and D d, while its extremities would be actually drawn downwards by the forces A a and B b.

The vessel is generally found in such a situation; and since similar effects continually act whilst the vessel is immersed in the water, it happens but too often that the keel experiences the bad effect of a strain. It is therefore very important to inquire into the true cause of this accident.

For this purpose, let us conceive the vessel to be divided into two parts by a transverse section through the vertical axis of the vessel, in which b is the centre of gravity (fig. 51.) of the whole vessel and that of the immersed part are situated: so that one of them will represent the head part, and the other that of the stern, each of which will be considered separately. Let g be the centre of gravity of the entire weight of the first, and $\gamma$ that of the immersed part corresponding. In like manner, let $\gamma$ be the centre of gravity of the whole after part, and $\omega$ that of its immediate portion.

Now it is plain, that the head will be acted upon by the two forces g m and $\gamma$ n, of which the first will press it down, and the latter push it up. In the same manner, the stern will be pressed down by the force, $\omega$ m, and pulled up by the force $\omega$ n. But these four forces will maintain themselves in equilibrium, as well as the total forces reunited in the points G and O, which are equivalent to them; but whilst neither the forces before nor those behind fall in the same direction, the vessel will evidently fulfill efforts tending to bend the keel upwards, if the two points $\gamma$ n are nearer the middle than the two other forces g m and $\omega$ m. A contrary effect would happen if the points $\omega$ n were more distant from the middle than the points $\gamma$ m.

But the first of these two causes usually takes place almost in all vessels, since they have a greater breadth towards the middle, and become more and more narrow towards the extremities; whilst the weight of the vessel is in proportion much more considerable towards the extremities than at the middle. From whence we see, that the greater this difference becomes, the more also will the vessel be subject to the forces which tend to bend its keel upwards. It is therefore from thence that we must judge how much strength it is necessary to give to this part of the vessel, in order to avoid such a consequence.

If other circumstances would permit either to load the vessel more in the middle, or to give to the part immersed a greater capacity towards the head and stern, such an effect would no longer be apprehended. But the definition of most vessels is entirely opposite to such an arrangement: by which means we are obliged to strengthen the keel as much as may be necessary, in order to avoid such a failure.

We shall conclude this chapter with the following practical observations on the hogging and fagging of ships by Mr. Hutchinson of Liverpool:

"When ships with long floors happen to be laid dry upon mud or sand, which makes a solid resistance against the long straight floors amidships, in comparison with the two sharp ends, the entrance and run meet with little support, but are pressed down lower than the flat of the floor, and in proportion hogs the ship amidships; which is too well known from experience in our navigation many total losses, do so much damage by hogging them, as to require a vast deal of trouble and expense to save and repair them, so as to get the hog taken out and brought to their proper heater again: and to do this the more effectually, the owners have often been induced to go to the expense of lengthening them; and by the common method, in proportion as they add to the burden of these ships, by lengthening their too long straight floors in their main bodies amidships, so much do they add to their general weaknees to bear hardships either on the ground or afloat; for the scantling of their old timber and plank is not proportionable to bear the additional burden that is added to them.

"But defects of this kind are best proved from real and incontrovertible facts in common practice. At the very time I was writing upon this subject, I was called upon by my advice by the commander of one of those strong, long, straight floored ships, who was in much trouble and distraction of mind for the damage his ship had taken by the pilot laying her on a hard, gentle flooding sand, at the outside of our docks at Liverpool, where it is common for ships that will take the ground to lie for a tide, when it proves too late to get into our wet docks. After recommending a proper ship carpenter, I went to the ship, which lay with only a small keel, yet was greatly hogged, and the butts of her upper works strained greatly on the lee side; and the teams of her bottom, at the lower futtock heads, vastly opened on the weather side: all which strained parts were agreed upon not to be caulked, but filled with tallow, putty, or clay, &c. with raw bullocks hides, or canvas nailed with battens or her bottom, which prevented her sinking with the flow of the tide, without hindering the preflure of water from righting and clofing the teams again as she floated, so as to enable them to keep her free with pumping. The vessel, like many other instances of ships of this construction which I have known, was saved and repaired at a very great expense in our dry repairing docks. And that their bottoms not only hog upwards, but fag (or curve) downwards, to dangerous and fatal degrees, according to the strain or preflure that prevails upon them, will be proved from the following facts:

"It has been long known from experience, that when ships load deep and very heavy cargoes or materials that are flowed too low, is makes them so very laboursome at sea, when the waves run high, as to roll away their masts; and after that misfortune causes them to labour and roll the more, so as to endanger their working and straining themselves to pieces: to prevent which, it has been long a common practice to leave a great part of their keel and after holds empty, and to flow them so high as possible in the main body at midships, which causes the bottoms of these long straight floored ships to fag downwards, in proportion as the weight of the cargo flowed there exceeds the preflure of the water upwards, so much so as to make them dangerously and fatally leaky.

"I have known many instances of those strong ships of 500 or 600 tons burdens built with long straight floors, on the east coast of England, for the coal and timber trade, come loaded with timber from the Baltic
to Liverpool, where they commonly load deep with rock fall, which is too heavy to hold their holds, so that for the above reasons they flowed it high amidships, and left large empty spaces in their fore and after holds, which caused their long straight floors to sag downward, so much as to make their hold flàunions amidships, at the main hatchways, settle from the beams three of four inches, and their mainmasts fell so much as to oblige them to set up the main rigging when rolling hard at sea, to prevent, the masts being rolled away; and they were rendered so leaky as to be obligèd to return to Liverpool to get their leaks stopped at great expense. And in orde to save the time and expense in discharging them, endeavors were made to find out and stop their leaks, by lacing them afove dry on a level sand; but without effect; for though their bottoms were thus fagged down by their cargoes when afloat, yet when they came a-dry upon the sand, some of their bottoms hogged upwards so much as to raise their mainmasts and pumps so high as to tear their coats from their decks: that they have been obliged to discharge their cargoes, and give them a repair in the repairing dock, and in some to double their bottoms, to enable them to carry their cargoes with safety, flowed in this manner. From this cause I have known one of these large ships to founder.

Among the many instances of ships that have been disfitted by carrying cargoes of lead, one failed from hence bound to Marseilles, which was soon obliged to put back again in great difficulties, having had four feet water in the hold, by the commander’s account, owing to the ship’s bottom fagg ing down to such a degree as made the hold flàunions settle six inches from the lower deck beams amidsthips; yet it is common with these long straight floored ships, when these heavy cargoes are discharged that makes their bottom fagg down, then to hog upwards; so that when they are put into a dry repairing dock, with empty holds, upon straight blocks, they commonly either split the blocks close fore and aft, or damage their keels there, by the whole weight of the ship lying upon them, when none lies upon the blocks under the flat of their floor amidships, that being hogged upwards which was the case of this ship’s bottom; though fagged downwards six inches by her cargo, it was now found hogged so much that her keel did not touch the blocks amidships, which occasioned so much damage to the after part of the keel, as to oblige them to repair it; which is commonly the cafe with these ships, and therefore deserving particular notice.

In order to prevent these defects in ships, “they should all be built with their floors or bottoms lengthwise, to form an arch with the projecting part downwards, which will naturally not only contribute greatly to prevent their taking damage by their bottoms hogging and straining upwards, either aground or afloat, as has been mentioned; but will, among other advantages, be a help to their failing, freeting, flaying, and warming.”

**CHAP. III. Of the Stability of Ships.**

When a vessel receives an impulse or preffure in a horizontal direction, so as to be inclined in a small degree, the v.s.f. will then either regain its former position as the pressure is taken off, and is in this case said to be possessed of stability; or it will continue in its inclined state; or, lastly, the inclination will increase until the vessel is overturned. With regard to the first case, it is evident that a sufficient degree of stability is necessary in order to sustain the efforts of the wind; but neither of the other two cases must be permitted to have place in vessels.

Let CED (fig. 52.) be the section of a ship passing through its centre of gravity, and perpendicular to the ship’s floor and floor plans; which let be in equilibrium in a fluid; AB being the water line, G the centre of gravity of the whole body, and g that of the immersed part AEB. Let the body receive now a very small inclination, so that A E b becomes the immersed part, and g its centre of gravity. From g draw M perpendicular to a b, and meeting G G, produced, if necessary, in M. If, then, the point M thus found is higher than G the centre of gravity of the whole body, the bow will, in this case, return to its former position, the pressure being taken off. If the point M coincides with G, the vessel will remain in its inclined state; but if M be below G, the inclination of the vessel will continually increase until it is entirely overturned.

The point of intersection M is called the metacenter, and is the limit of the altitude of the centre of gravity of the vessel, to which it is impossible for the whole body to remain in a horizontal position, without the assistance of an inclining force. If M be below G, the metacenter coincides with the centre of gravity, the vessel has no tendency whatever to move out of the situation into which it may be put. Thus, if the vessel be inclined either to the right or left side, it will remain in that position until a new force is impressed upon it; in this case, therefore, the vessel would not be able to carry itself, and is hence unfit for the purposes of navigation. If the metacenter is below the common centre of gravity, the vessel will instantly overturn.

As the determination of the metacenter is of the utmost importance in the construction of ships, it is therefore thought necessary to illustrate this subject more particularly.

Let AEB (fig. 52.) be a section of a ship perpendicular to the keel, and also to the plane of elevation, and passing through the centre of gravity of the ship, and also through the centre of gravity of the immersed part, which let be g.

Now let the ship be supposed to receive a very small inclination, so that the line of floatation is a b, and g the centre of gravity of the immersed part a E b. From g draw M perpendicular to a b, and intersecting GM in M, the metacenter, as before. Hence the pressure of the water will be in the direction g M.

In order to determine the point M, the metacenter, the position of g with respect to the lines AB and g G, must be previously ascertained. For this purpose, let the ship be supposed to be divided into a great number of sections by planes, perpendicular to the keel, and parallel to each other, and to that formerly drawn, these planes being fagged equidistant. Let AEB (fig. 53.) be one of these sections, g the centre of gravity of the immersed part before inclination, and g the centre of gravity of the immersed part when the ship is in its inclined state; the distance g g between the two centres of
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Now let, H, I, K, be the centres of gravity of the spaces \(AO_a\), \(AE_b\), and \(BO_b\), respectively. From these points draw the lines \(Hb\), \(Ia\), and \(Kb\), perpendicular to \(AB\), and let \(IL\) be drawn perpendicular to \(EO\). Now to ascertain the distance \(y\) of the centre of gravity \(y\) of the part \(AE\) from the line \(AB\), the momentum of \(AE\) with respect to this line must be equal to the difference of the momentums of the parts \(AE\), \(AO\), which are upon different fides of \(AB\). Hence \(AE\times y = \frac{1}{2} \cdot AO \times H\). But since \(g\) is the common centre of gravity of the parts \(AE\), \(BO\), we have the equation \(AE\times y = \frac{1}{2} \cdot AB \times K\). Hence, by expunging the term \(AE\times y = \frac{1}{2} \cdot AO \times H\), and comparing them, we obtian \(AE\times y = \frac{1}{2} \cdot AO \times K\).

Now, since the triangles \(AO\), \(BO\), are supposed infinitely small, their momentums or products, by the infinitely little lines \(Hb\), \(K\), will also be infinitely small with respect to \(AE\times y = \frac{1}{2} \cdot AO \times H\); which therefore being rejected, the former equation becomes \(AE\times y = \frac{1}{2} \cdot AO \times K\) and \(y\) equal to \(\frac{1}{2} \cdot AO \times K\). Whence the centres of gravity \(y\), \(g\), being at equal distances below \(AB\), the infinitely little line \(y\) is therefore perpendicular to \(EO\). For the same reason \(y\), fig. 52., may be considered as an arch of a circle whose centre is \(M\).

To determine the value of \(y\), the momentum of \(AE\) with respect to \(EO\) must be taken, for the same reason as before, and put equal to the momentums of the two parts \(AO\), \(AB\); and we shall then have \(AE\times y = \frac{1}{2} \cdot AO \times K\) and \(AE\times y = \frac{1}{2} \cdot AO \times K\). But since \(g\) is the common centre of gravity of the two spaces \(AE\), \(BO\), we shall have \(AE\times y = \frac{1}{2} \cdot AO \times K\) and \(g\) equal to \(\frac{1}{2} \cdot AO \times K\). Hence \(AE\times y = \frac{1}{2} \cdot AO \times K\) and \(g\) equal to \(\frac{1}{2} \cdot AO \times K\). Because the two triangles \(AO\), \(BO\) are equal, and that the distances \(O\), \(b\), are also evidently equal.

Let \(x\) be the thickness of the section represented by \(AE\). Then the momentum of this section will be \(\frac{1}{2} \cdot BO \times x \times O\), which equation will also serve for each particular section.

Now let \(f\) represent the sum of the momentums of all the sections. Hence \(f\) equal to \(\frac{1}{2} \cdot BO \times x \times O\). Now the first member being the sum of the momentums of each section, in proportion to a plane passing through the keel, ought therefore to be equal to the sum of all the sections, or to the volume of the immersed part of the bottom multiplied by the distance \(y\). Hence \(V\) representing the volume, we shall have \(V \times y = f\), \(\frac{1}{2} \cdot BO \times x \times O\).

In order to determine the value of the second member of this equation, it may be remarked, that when the ship is inclined, the original plane of floatation \(C\) becomes \(C\) when \(Q\) becomes \(Q\). Now the triangles \(NI\), \(BO\), being the same as those in figures 52. and 53.; and as each of these triangles have one angle equal, they may, upon account of their infinite smallness, be considered as similar; and hence \(BO\times N\) = \(\frac{1}{2} \cdot BO\times NI\). Moreover, we have \(\frac{1}{2} \cdot BO\times O\), for the points \(K\) and \(b\) may be considered as equidistant from the point \(O\):

\[\frac{1}{2} \cdot BO \times O \times k = \frac{1}{2} \cdot BO \times O \times \frac{1}{2} \cdot BO \times N,\]

Now, let \(H, I, K\), be the centres of gravity of the spaces \(AO\), \(AE\), and \(BO\), respectively. From these points draw the lines \(Hb, Ia, Kb\), perpendicular to \(AB\), and let \(IL\) be drawn perpendicular to \(EO\). Now to ascertain the distance \(y\) of the centre of gravity \(y\) of the part \(AE\) from the line \(AB\), the momentum of \(AE\) with respect to this line must be equal to the difference of the momentums of the parts \(AE\), \(AO\), which are upon different sides of \(AB\). Hence \(AE\times y = \frac{1}{2} \cdot AO \times H\). But since \(g\) is the common centre of gravity of the parts \(AE\), \(BO\), we have the equation \(AE\times y = \frac{1}{2} \cdot AB \times K\). Hence, by expunging the term \(AE\times y = \frac{1}{2} \cdot AO \times H\), and comparing them, we obtain \(AE\times y = \frac{1}{2} \cdot AO \times K\).

Now, since the triangles \(AO\), \(BO\), are supposed infinitely small, their momentums or products, by the infinitely little lines \(Hb\), \(K\), will also be infinitely small with respect to \(AE\times y = \frac{1}{2} \cdot AO \times H\); which therefore being rejected, the former equation becomes \(AE\times y = \frac{1}{2} \cdot AO \times K\) and \(y\) equal to \(\frac{1}{2} \cdot AO \times K\). Whence the centres of gravity \(y\), \(g\), being at equal distances below \(AB\), the infinitely little line \(y\) is therefore perpendicular to \(EO\). For the same reason \(y\), fig. 52., may be considered as an arch of a circle whose centre is \(M\).

To determine the value of \(y\), the momentum of \(AE\) with respect to \(EO\) must be taken, for the same reason as before, and put equal to the momentums of the two parts \(AO\), \(AB\); and we shall then have \(AE\times y = \frac{1}{2} \cdot AO \times K\) and \(AE\times y = \frac{1}{2} \cdot AO \times K\). But since \(g\) is the common centre of gravity of the two spaces \(AE\), \(BO\), we shall have \(AE\times y = \frac{1}{2} \cdot AO \times K\) and \(g\) equal to \(\frac{1}{2} \cdot AO \times K\). Hence \(AE\times y = \frac{1}{2} \cdot AO \times K\) and \(g\) equal to \(\frac{1}{2} \cdot AO \times K\). Because the two triangles \(AO\), \(BO\) are equal, and that the distances \(O\), \(b\), are also evidently equal.

Let \(x\) be the thickness of the section represented by \(AE\). Then the momentum of this section will be \(\frac{1}{2} \cdot BO \times x \times O\), which equation will also serve for each particular section.

Now let \(f\) represent the sum of the momentums of all the sections. Hence \(f\) equal to \(\frac{1}{2} \cdot BO \times x \times O\). Now the first member being the sum of the momentums of each section, in proportion to a plane passing through the keel, ought therefore to be equal to the sum of all the sections, or to the volume of the immersed part of the bottom multiplied by the distance \(y\). Hence \(V\) representing the volume, we shall have \(V \times y = f\), \(\frac{1}{2} \cdot BO \times x \times O\).

In order to determine the value of the second member of this equation, it may be remarked, that when the ship is inclined, the original plane of floatation \(C\) becomes \(C\) when \(Q\) becomes \(Q\). Now the triangles \(NI\), \(BO\), being the same as those in figures 52. and 53.; and as each of these triangles have one angle equal, they may, upon account of their infinite smallness, be considered as similar; and hence \(BO\times N\) = \(\frac{1}{2} \cdot BO\times NI\). Moreover, we have \(\frac{1}{2} \cdot BO\times O\), for the points \(K\) and \(b\) may be considered as equidistant from the point \(O\):

\[\frac{1}{2} \cdot BO \times O \times k = \frac{1}{2} \cdot BO \times O \times \frac{1}{2} \cdot BO \times N,\]
vertical section passing through the keel, and dividing the ship into two equal and similar parts, at a certain distance from the stern, and altitude above the keel.

In order to determine the centre of gravity of the immersed part of a ship's bottom, we must begin with determining the centre of gravity of a section of the ship parallel to the keel, as ANDFB (fig. 56.), bounded by the parallel lines A B, DF, and by the equal and similar curves AND, BPF.

If the curve of this section were known, its centre of gravity would be easily found: but as this is not the case, let therefore the line C E be drawn through the middle C, E, of the lines AB, DF, and let this line C E be divided into four equal parts by the perpendiculars TH, KM, &c. that the arches of these curves contained between the extremities of any two adjacent perpendiculars may be considered as straight lines. The momentums of the trapeziums DTHF, TKMH, &c. relative to the point E, are then to be found, and the sum of these momentums is to be divided by the sum of the trapeziums, that is, by the surface ANDFB.

The distance of the centre of gravity of the trapezium THED from the point E is: 

$$\frac{1}{6} IE \times (DF + 2 TH)$$

For the same reason, and because of the equality of the lines IE, IL, the distance of the centre of gravity of the trapezium TKMH from the same point E will be:

$$\frac{1}{6} IE \times (TK + 2 KM)$$

In like manner the distance of the centre of gravity of the trapezium NKMP from the point E will be:

$$\frac{1}{6} IE \times (KM + 2 NP)$$

Now, if each distance be multiplied by the surface of the corresponding trapezium, that is, by the product of half the sum of the two opposite sides of the trapezium into the common altitude IE, we shall have the momentums of these trapeziums, namely, 

$$\frac{1}{6} IE \times (DF + 2 TH), \frac{1}{6} IE \times (TK + 2 KM), \frac{1}{6} IE \times (KM + 2 NP)$$

Hence the sum of these momentums will be:

$$\frac{1}{6} IE \times (DF + 2 TH + 2 TK + 2 KM + 2 KM + 2 NP) + 4 QS + 14 AB$$

Whence it may be remarked that if the line C E be divided into a great number of equal parts, the factor or coefficient of the last term, which is here 14, will be $2 + 3 (n - 2)$ or $3 n - 4$, n being the number of perpendiculars. Thus the general expression of the sum of the momentums is reduced to:

$$\frac{1}{6} IE \times (DF + TH + 2 KM + 3 NP + 4 QS + 14 AB)$$

The area of the figure A N D F P B is equal to:

$$IE \times \left(\frac{1}{6} DF + TH + KM + NP + 14 AB\right)$$

Hence the distance E G of the centre of gravity from one of the extreme ordinates D F is equal to:

$$IE \times \left(\frac{1}{6} DF + TH + 2 KM + 3 NP + 14 AB\right)$$

Whence the following rule to find the distance of the centre of gravity G from one of the extreme ordinates D F. To the sixth of the first ordinate add the sixth of the last ordinate multiplied by three times the number of ordinates minus four; then the second ordinate, twice the third, three times the fourth, &c. the sum will be the first term. Then to half the sum of the extreme ordinates add all the intermediate ones, and the sum will be a second term. Now the first term divided by the second, and the quotient multiplied by the interval between two adjacent perpendiculars, will be the distance sought.

Thus, let there be seven perpendiculars, whose values are 18, 23, 28, 30, 31, 30, 25, feet respectively, and the common interval between these perpendiculars 20 feet. Now the sixth of the first term is 18; and as the last term is 0, therefore to add 23, twice 28 or 56, thrice 30 or 90, four times 31 or 120, five times 30 or 150; and the sum is 597. Then to the half of 18+0, or 9, add the intermediate ordinates, and the sum will be 141. Now 597 X 20 = 9940, or 59 feet 4 inches nearly, the distance of the centre of gravity from the first ordinate.

Now, when the centre of gravity of any section is determined, it is easy from hence to find the centre of gravity of the solid, and consequently that of the bottom of a ship.

The next step is to find the height of the centre of gravity of the bottom above the keel. For this purpose the bottom must be imagined to be divided into sections by planes parallel to the keel or water-line (figs. 57, 58.) Then the solidity of each portion contained between two parallel planes will be equal to half the sum of the two opposed surfaces multiplied by the distance between them; and its centre of gravity will be at the same altitude as that of the trapezium abc, (fig. 58.), which is in the vertical section passing through the keel. It is hence obvious, that the same rule as before is to be applied to find the altitude of the centre of gravity, with this difference only, that the word perpendicular or ordinate is to be changed into section. Hence the rule is, to the sixth part of the least section add the product of the sixth part of the uppermost section by three times the number of sections minus four; the second section in ascending twice the third, three times the fourth, &c. the sum will be a first term. To half the sum of upper and lower sections add the intermediate ones, the sum will be a second term. Divide the first term by the second, and the quotient multiplied by the difference between the sections will give the altitude of the centre of gravity above the keel.

With regard to the centre of gravity of a ship, whether it is considered as loaded or light, the operation becomes more difficult. The momentums of every different part of the ship and cargo must be found separately with respect to a horizontal and also a vertical plane. Now the sums of these two momentums being divided by the weight of the ship, will give the altitude of the centre of gravity, and its distance from the vertical plane; and as this centre is in a vertical plane passing through the axis of the keel, its place is therefore determined. In the calculation of the momentums, it must be observed to multiply the weight, and not the magnitude of each piece, by the distance of its centre of gravity.

A more easy method of finding the centre of gravity of a ship is by a mechanical operation, as follows: Construct a block
a block of as tight wood as possible, exactly similar to the parts of the proposed draught or ship, by a scale of about one-fourth of an inch to a foot. The block is then to be suspended by a silk-thread or very fine line, placed in different situations until it is found to be in a state of equilibrium, and the centre of gravity will be pointed out. The block may be proved by fastening the line which suspends it to any point in the line joining the middles of the stem and poa, and weights are to be suspended from the extremities of this middle line at the stem and poa. If, then, the block be properly constructed, a plane passing through the line of suspension, and the other two lines, will also pass through the keel, stem, and poa. Now, the block being suspended in this manner from any point in the middle line, a line is to be drawn on the block parallel to the line of suspension, so that the plane passing through these two lines may be perpendicular to the vertical plane of the ship in the direction of the keel. The line by which the block is suspended is then to be removed to some other convenient point in the middle line; and another line is to be drawn on the block parallel to the line suspending it, as before. Then the point of intersection of this line with the former will give the position of the centre of gravity on the block, which may now be laid down in the draught.

### Table: Ordinates and Double Ordinates

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>165</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>165</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>294</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>294</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>294</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>294</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>459</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>474</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>451</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
<td>179</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\[
291 \times 13 = 3897.26 \times \frac{1}{6} = 554.43
\]

Now \( \frac{3897.26}{554.43} \times 10 = 70.5 \)

Hence the distance of the centre of gravity of double the plane \( 8g \) from the first ordinate \( 8g \), is

Distance of this ordinate from the after side of stern-post,

- 13.5

Distance of the centre of gravity from the after side of poa,

- 84.0

Distance of the centre of gravity of double the trapezium \( AR8 \) from its ordinate \( AR \),

Distance of this ordinate from the after side of the stern-post,

- 9.0

Distance of the centre of gravity of this plane from the after side of the stern-post,

- 9.0

Distance of the centre of gravity of double the trapezium \( G \) from its ordinate \( G \),

Distance of this ordinate from the after side of the poa,

- 159.22

Distance of the centre of gravity of this trapezium from the after side of the poa,

- 159.22

Distance of the centre of gravity of the fection of the stern-post from the after part of the poa,

- 0.29

Distance of the centre of gravity of the fection of the stern from the after side of the poa,

- 169.76

The
The areas of these several planes, calculated by the common method, will be as follow:

\[ \text{Gravity} \quad \text{Gravity} \]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>11 2 3 22 4 6 0</td>
<td>3 8 9 0</td>
<td>11 2 3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15 3 0 30 6 0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>30 6 0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>30 6 0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17 5 0 34 10 0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>69 8 0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>34 10 0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18 10 3 37 8 6</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>113 1 6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>37 8 6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19 10 6 39 9 0</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>159 0 0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>39 9 0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20 7 0 41 2 0</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>205 10 0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>41 2 0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21 0 3 42 0 6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>252 3 0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>42 0 6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21 2 0 42 4 0</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>296 4 0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>42 4 0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20 10 9 41 9 6</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>376 1 6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>41 9 6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20 10 9 41 9 6</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>410 10 0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>41 1 0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19 10 6 39 8 0</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>436 4 0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>39 8 0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18 6 0 37 0 0</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>444 0 0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>37 0 0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15 9 6 31 7 0</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>410 7 0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>31 7 0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11 2 9 22 5 6</td>
<td>( (3 \times 15) - 4 )</td>
<td>153 5 6</td>
<td>( \frac{1}{6} )</td>
<td>11 2 9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>273 2 3</td>
<td>546 4 6</td>
<td>3698 5 3</td>
<td>523 11 6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Hence the distance of the centre of gravity of double the plane \( 8f \) from its first ordinate \( 8n \) is \( \frac{2698}{523} \frac{5}{11} \frac{3}{6} \)

\[ \times 10.03 \times \frac{3698.43}{523.95} = 70.79 \]

Distance of this ordinate from the aft side of the stern-post

Distance of the centre of gravity of the above plane from the aft side of post

Distance of the centre of gravity of double the trapezium \( A \) \( R \) \( f \) \( 8 \) from its ordinate \( A \) \( R \)

Distance of this ordinate from aft side of stern-post

Distance of the centre of gravity of the trapezium from the aft side of the post

Distance of the centre of gravity of the trapezium before the ordinate \( G \) \( n \) from that ordinate

Distance of that ordinate from the aft side of the post

Distance of the centre of gravity of the trapezium from the aft side of the post

Distance of the centre of gravity of the section of the stern-post from the aft side of the post

Distance of the centre of gravity of the section of the stern-post from the aft side of the post

Distance of the centre of gravity of the section from the aft side of the post

Distance of the centre of gravity of the section from the aft side of the post

The areas of these several planes being calculated, will be as follow:

\[ \frac{5355.22}{442962.491} \text{ for that of the plane } 8 \text{ } f \text{ } n \text{ } G \text{, and its momentum } 5355.22 \times 84.29 = 442962.491 \]
\[ \frac{153.11}{1370.3345} \text{ for that of double the trapezium } A \text{ } R \text{ } f \text{ } 8 \text{, and its momentum } 153.11 \times 8.95 = 1370.3345 \]
\[ \frac{182.40}{29006.4429} \text{ the area of the trapezium before, and its momentum } 182.40 \times 159.52 = 29006.4429 \]
\[ \frac{0.77}{0.2233} \text{ the area of the section from the stern-post, and its momentum } 0.77 \times 0.29 = 0.2233 \]
\[ \frac{0.77}{130.7152} \text{ the area of the section from the stern-post, and its momentum } 0.77 \times 169.76 = 130.7152 \]

\[ \frac{5592.27}{478560.2148} \text{ Sum} \]
III. Determination of the Centre of Gravity of the third Horizontal Section.

Distance of the centre of gravity of double the plan $s e m G$ from its first ordinate $s e$.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6 7 6</td>
<td>13 3 0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2 6</td>
<td>6 7 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11 7 6</td>
<td>23 3 0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>3 0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15 1 0</td>
<td>30 2 0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>4 0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17 1 3</td>
<td>34 2 6</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>102</td>
<td>7 6</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18 3 0</td>
<td>36 6 0</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>146</td>
<td>0 0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19 3 0</td>
<td>38 6 0</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>192</td>
<td>6 0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19 9 0</td>
<td>39 6 0</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>237</td>
<td>0 0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20 0 0</td>
<td>40 0 0</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>280</td>
<td>0 0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19 8 3</td>
<td>39 4 6</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>354</td>
<td>4 6</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19 1 3</td>
<td>38 2 6</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>382</td>
<td>1 0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18 1 0</td>
<td>36 2 0</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>397</td>
<td>0 0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16 3 9</td>
<td>32 7 6</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>391</td>
<td>6 0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13 2 3</td>
<td>25 4 6</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>342</td>
<td>10 6</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\[ (3 \times 15 - 4) \times \frac{1}{6} = 114.5 \text{, } 6 \text{, } 0 \frac{1}{2} \]

\[ 8 \text{, } 4 \text{, } 6 \]

\[ 242 \text{, } 5 \text{, } 3 \text{, } 48 \text{, } 10 \text{, } 6 \]

\[ 3347 \text{, } 0 \text{, } 6 \]

\[ 469 \text{, } 10 \text{, } 6 \]

Hence the distance of the centre of gravity of double the plane $s e m G$ from its first ordinate $s e$ is

\[ = \frac{3347 \text{, } 0 \text{, } 6 \times 10 \text{, } 0 \text{, } 4}{469 \text{, } 10 \text{, } 6} = 71.44 \]

Distance of this ordinate from the aft side of the post

Hence the distance of the centre of gravity of this plan from the aft side of the post is

Distance of the centre of gravity of double the trapezium $A R e 8$, from its ordinate $A R$,

Distance of this ordinate from the aft side of the post

Distance of the centre of gravity of this trapezium from the aft side of the post

Distance of the centre of gravity of the foremoft trapezium from its ordinate $G m$

Distance of this ordinate from the aft side of the post

Distance of the centre of gravity of this trapezium from the aft side of the post

Distance of the centre of gravity of the secon of the post from the aft side of the post

Distance of the centre of gravity of the section of the post from the aft side of the post

Distance of the centre of gravity of the section of the stem from the aft side of the post

The areas of these several planes will be found to be as follow:

\[ 4712.7961 \text{, } 4939.2761 \text{, } 84.94 \text{, } 311.1 \text{, } 0.77 \text{, } 422084.7766 \text{, } 47812.9207 \text{, } 8077624 \text{, } 20840.967 \text{, } 0.2233 \text{, } 20.7192 \text{, } 422084.7766 \text{, } 85.45 \]

Now \[ \frac{422084.7766}{4939.2761} = 85.45 \] the distance of the centre of gravity of the whole section from the aft side of the post

IV. De-
I. Determination of the Centre of Gravity of the Fourth Horizontal Section.

Distance of the centre of gravity of double the plane 8 d G from its first ordinate 8 A.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3 3 6</td>
<td>6 7 0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 9 0</td>
<td>15 6 0</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>15 6 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11 11 0</td>
<td>23 10 0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2 4 7</td>
<td>8 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14 8 9</td>
<td>29 5 6</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>4 6</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16 3 0</td>
<td>32 6 0</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17 4 9</td>
<td>34 9 6</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>173</td>
<td>11 5</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18 1 9</td>
<td>36 3 6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>217</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15 5 0</td>
<td>36 10 0</td>
<td>257</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17 3 0</td>
<td>36 6 0</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>292</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18 10 9</td>
<td>35 9 6</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>322</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17 2 6</td>
<td>34 5 0</td>
<td>340</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15 10 3</td>
<td>31 8 6</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>348</td>
<td>9 6</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13 6 0</td>
<td>27 0 0</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>324</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 7 6</td>
<td>19 3 0</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>3 0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 4 9</td>
<td>10 9 6</td>
<td>((3\times15) - 4) \times \frac{1}{2}</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\[ \text{Hence the distance of the centre of gravity of double the plane } 8 d G \text{ from its first ordinate } 8 A, \text{ is:} \]
\[ \frac{2883}{402} \times 10 \times 0 \times 4 \times 2883.916 \times 10.03 = 71.85 \]

1. Distance of the centre of gravity of the plan from the aft side of the post: 85.35
2. Distance of the centre of gravity of the double trapezium A R d 8 from its ordinate A R: 7.8
3. Distance of this ordinate from aft side of the post: 0.58
4. Distance of the centre of gravity of the foremost trapezium from its ordinate G I: 8.47
5. Distance of this ordinate from aft side of the post: 153.78
6. Distance of the centre of gravity of the trapezium from the aft side of the post: 158.61
7. Distance of the centre of gravity of the section of the post from its aft side: 0.29
8. Distance of the centre of gravity of the section of the trapezium from the aft side of the post: 169.76

The areas of these several plans being calculated, will be as follows:

\[ \text{4037.676} = \text{the area of double the plane } 8 d G, \text{ and its moment} \frac{4037.676}{40429} \times 85.35 = 344651.749 \]
\[ \text{51.12} = \text{the area of double the trapezium A R d 8, and its moment} \frac{51.12}{40429} \times 85.35 = 432980.64 \]
\[ \text{79.16} = \text{the area of the foremost trapezium, and its moment} \frac{79.16}{40429} \times 158.61 = 12555.576 \]
\[ \text{0.77} = \text{the area of the section of the post, and its moment} 0.77 \times 0.29 = 0.2233 \]
\[ \text{0.77} = \text{the area of the section of the trapezium, and its moment} 0.77 \times 169.76 = 130715.28 \]

\[ \text{4169.4968} = \text{Sum} \]
\[ \text{357735.2074} = \text{the distance of the fourth horizontal section from the aft side of the stern-post.} \]

V. Determination of the Centre of Gravity of the Fifth Horizontal Section.

Distance of the centre of gravity of double the plane 8 e G from its first ordinate 8 e.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 9 0</td>
<td>3 6 0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>7 0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 6 0</td>
<td>9 0 0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>9 0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Over 6 3 0 12 6 0 3 H 2 9 7 0 10 9 0
### SHIP-BUILDING

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3 0</td>
<td>12 6 0</td>
<td>9 7 0</td>
<td>10 9 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>11 8 3</td>
<td>23 4 6</td>
<td>3 3</td>
<td>23 4 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>13 10 3</td>
<td>27 8 6</td>
<td>4 110 10</td>
<td>27 8 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>15 3 0</td>
<td>30 6 0</td>
<td>5 152 6</td>
<td>30 6 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>16 3 0</td>
<td>32 0 6</td>
<td>6 192 3</td>
<td>32 0 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>16 5 0</td>
<td>32 10 0</td>
<td>7 229 10</td>
<td>32 10 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>16 3 0</td>
<td>32 6 0</td>
<td>8 260 0</td>
<td>32 6 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>15 9 0</td>
<td>31 6 0</td>
<td>9 283 3</td>
<td>31 6 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>14 10 0</td>
<td>29 8 0</td>
<td>10 296 8</td>
<td>29 8 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>12 10 3</td>
<td>25 8 6</td>
<td>11 282 9</td>
<td>25 8 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>9 8 9</td>
<td>19 5 6</td>
<td>12 233 6</td>
<td>19 5 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>6 1 6</td>
<td>12 3 0</td>
<td>13 159 3</td>
<td>12 3 0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\[ 3 \times 3 \times 6 = 333 \times 6 \times 6 \times \left( \frac{3 \times 15}{4} \right) \times \frac{1}{2} = 44 \times 5 \times 0 \times 6 = 3 \times 3 \times 0 \]

\[ \text{Hence the distance of the centre of gravity of double the plane } 8 \text{ } k \text{ } G \text{ from its first ordinate is } \frac{2358}{328} = 3 \text{ } 3 \text{ } 0 \]

\[ \times 10 0 4 = \frac{2358.25}{328.04} \times 10.03 = 72.10 \]

\[ \text{Distance of this ordinate from the aft side of the post} = 72.10 \]

\[ \text{Distance of the centre of gravity of the whole section} \]

\[ \text{Distance of the centre of gravity of the foremost trapezium from its ordinate } G \text{ } k \]

\[ \text{Distance of this ordinate from aft side of post} = 13.59 \]

\[ \text{Distance of the centre of gravity of double the trapezium } AR \text{ } 8 \text{ from its ordinate } AR \]

\[ \text{Distance of this ordinate from aft side of post} = 7.42 \]

\[ \text{Distance of the centre of gravity of the foremost trapezium from its ordinate } G \text{ } k \]

\[ \text{Distance of this ordinate from aft side of post} = 8.00 \]

\[ \text{Distance of the centre of gravity of the section of the post from the aft side of post} = 153.78 \]

\[ \text{Distance of the centre of gravity of the section of the item from the aft side of post} = 158.00 \]

\[ \text{Distance of the centre of gravity of the section of the item from the aft side of post} = 169.76 \]

The areas of these several planes being calculated, will be as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Area</th>
<th>Sum</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3290.2412</td>
<td>288729.2052</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31.21</td>
<td>281644.6467</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42.43</td>
<td>6703.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>0.2233</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>130.7152</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\[ \text{Now} \frac{288729.2052}{3305.4212} = 85.79, \text{ the distance of the centre of gravity of the whole section from the aft side of the stern.} \]

### VI. Determination of the Centre of Gravity of the sixth Horizontal Section

Distance of the centre of gravity of double the plane } 8 \text{ } b \text{ } i \text{ } G \text{ from its first ordinate } 8 \text{ } b \text{.}

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ordinates</th>
<th>Double Ord.</th>
<th>1st Factors</th>
<th>1st Products</th>
<th>2d Factors</th>
<th>2d Products</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 0 0</td>
<td>2 0 0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0 0 4</td>
<td>0 0 0</td>
<td>1 0 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 5 0</td>
<td>4 10 0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4 10 0</td>
<td>1 4 10 0</td>
<td>1 0 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 5 0</td>
<td>8 10 0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>17 8 0</td>
<td>1 8 10 0</td>
<td>1 0 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 3 6</td>
<td>14 7 0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>43 9 0</td>
<td>1 14 7 0</td>
<td>1 0 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 1 9</td>
<td>20 3 6</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>81 2 0</td>
<td>1 20 3 6</td>
<td>1 0 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12 1 3</td>
<td>24 2 6</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>121 0 6</td>
<td>1 24 2 6</td>
<td>1 0 0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\[ \text{Over } 37 4 6 74 9 \text{ 0} \]

\[ 268 9 6 73 9 0 \]
Book II. SHIP-BUILDING.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Book II. SHIP-BUILDING.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Centre of Gravity. Brought over 37 4 6 74 9 7 268 9 6 73 9 0 0 23 66 .4 6 4 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13 3 0 26 6 0 6 159 0 0 1 26 6 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13 9 9 27 7 6 7 192 4 6 1 27 7 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13 7 0 27 2 0 8 217 4 0 1 27 2 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12 8 0 25 4 0 9 223 0 0 1 25 4 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 6 6 21 1 0 10 210 10 0 1 21 1 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 1 0 14 2 0 11 155 10 0 1 14 2 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 7 3 9 2 6 12 230 6 0 1 9 2 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 10 6 5 9 0 13 74 9 0 1 5 9 0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\[
169.76 = (3 \times 15) - 4 \times \frac{1}{9} \times 21.43 \times 0.4 \]

Hence the distance of the centre of gravity of double the plane 8 b v G from its first ordinate 8 b, is 16.39. 46. 42 |

\[
\times 10 = 169.77 \times 10.03 = 16930.9642 |
\]

Distance of this ordinate from the side of the post

\[
13.56 |
\]

Hence the distance of the centre of gravity of the plane from the side of the post is

\[
84.34 |
\]

Distance of the centre of gravity of the trapezium AR 8 b from its ordinate AR

\[
2.92 |
\]

Distance of this ordinate from the side of the post

\[
153.78 |
\]

Distance of the centre of gravity of the trapezium from the side of the post

\[
156.79 |
\]

Distance of the centre of gravity of the section of the post from its side

\[
0.29 |
\]

Distance of the centre of gravity of the section of the post from the side of the post

\[
169.76 |
\]

The areas of these plans will be found to be as follow:

\[
2356.4642 \text{ for that of double the plane 8 b v G, and its momentum } 2328.3642 \times 84.34 = 196374.266 |
\]

\[
21.52 \text{ for the area of double the trapezium AR b 8, and its momentum 21.52 \times 7.46 = 160.5702 |
\]

\[
15.04 \text{ the area of the forepart trapezium, and its momentum } 15.04 \times 156.7 = 2356.7680 |
\]

\[
0.77 \text{ the area of the section of the post, and its momentum } 0.77 \times 0.29 = 0.2233 |
\]

\[
0.77 \text{ the area of the section of the post, and its momentum } 0.77 \times 169.76 = 130.7125 |
\]

\[
2366.4642 \text{ Sum } 199022.4823 |
\]

Now \[
\frac{199022.4823}{2366.4642} = 84.1, \text{ the distance of the centre of gravity of the whole from the side of the post.}
\]

VII. Determination of the Centre of Gravity of the Seventh Horizontal Section.

Distance of the centre of gravity of double the plane 8 a b G from its first ordinate 8 a.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0 8 0 1 4 0 0</td>
<td>0 2 8 0 0</td>
<td>0 8 0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 1 6 2 3 0 1</td>
<td>2 3 0 1</td>
<td>2 3 0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 7 6 3 3 0 2</td>
<td>6 6 0 1</td>
<td>3 3 0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 10 9 3 9 6 3</td>
<td>11 4 6 1</td>
<td>3 9 6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 1 3 4 2 6 4</td>
<td>16 10 0 1</td>
<td>4 2 6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 1 0 4 2 0 5</td>
<td>20 10 0 1</td>
<td>4 2 0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 10 9 2 9 6 6</td>
<td>22 9 0 1</td>
<td>3 9 6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 8 0 3 4 0 7</td>
<td>23 4 0 1</td>
<td>3 4 0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 1 0 2 2 0 8</td>
<td>17 4 0 1</td>
<td>2 2 0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0 9 0 1 6 0 9</td>
<td>13 6 0 1</td>
<td>1 6 0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0 8 0 1 4 0 10</td>
<td>13 4 0 1</td>
<td>1 4 0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\[
Over 15 \text{ 6 9 30 1 6 148 3 2 30 5 6.}
\]
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>148</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>205</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Hence the distance of the centre of gravity of double the plane from its first ordinate is \(\frac{205.46}{35.16} \times 10.04 = 13.59\)

The distance of this ordinate from the forefoot is \(7.03\)

The product is the area of this plane \(208.2\)

The distance of its centre of gravity from the aft side of the post, being equal to half its length, is \(78.06\)

The centres of gravity of these eight planes being found, the distance of the centre of gravity of the bottom of the ship from the aft side of the post, and also its altitude, may from thence be easily determined.

From the principles already explained, the distance of the centre of gravity of the bottom from the aft side of the post, is equal to the sum of the momentums of an infinite number of horizontal planes, divided by the sum of these planes, or, which is the same, by the solidity of the bottom. As, however, we have no more than eight planes, we must therefore conceive their momentums as the ordinates of a curve, whose distances may be the same as that of the horizontal planes. Now the sum of these ordinates minus \(h\) of the sum of the extreme ordinates being multiplied by their distance, gives the surface of the curve; of which any ordinate whatever represents the momentum of the horizontal plane at the same altitude as those ordinates; and the whole surface will represent the sum of the momentums of all the horizontal planes.

**VIII. Determination of the Centre of Gravity of the eighth Plane.**

This plane is equal in length to the seventh horizontal plane, and its breadth is equal to that of the keel.

The distance between the seventh and eighth planes is three feet, but which is here taken equal to 2 feet 11\(\frac{1}{4}\) inches.

Distance between the aft side of the post and the first ordinate \(13.5\)

Fourteen intervals between the fifteen ordinates, each interval being 10.03 feet \(140.42\)

Distance of the last ordinate from the forefoot \(2.2\)

Hence the length of the eighth plane \(156.12\)

Which multiplied by the breadth \(1.33\)

Now the areas of these several plans being calculated will be as follows.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Area of Double Plane</th>
<th>352.2536</th>
<th>Product of Area and Moment</th>
<th>25415.0972</th>
<th>Sum of Areas</th>
<th>374.2756</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8 a b G, and its moment</td>
<td>352.2536 \times 72.15</td>
<td>25415.0972</td>
<td>374.2756</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17.1570, the area of double the rectangle AR a 8, and its moment</td>
<td>352.2536 \times 72.15</td>
<td>25415.0972</td>
<td>374.2756</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.3250, the area of the foremost rectangle, and its moment</td>
<td>3.3250 \times 155.03</td>
<td>515.4774</td>
<td>374.2756</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(0.77) the area of the section of the port, and its moment</td>
<td>(0.77 \times 0.29 = 0.2233)</td>
<td>0.2233</td>
<td>374.2756</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(0.77) the area of the section of the stem, and its moment</td>
<td>(0.77 \times 169.76 = 130.7152)</td>
<td>130.7152</td>
<td>374.2756</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Then \(\frac{26182.1242}{374.2756} = 69.95\), the distance of the centre of gravity of the whole section from the aft side of the post.

Now \(\frac{202451.06}{23898.27} = 84.63\), the distance of the
The height of the centre of gravity of the bottom of the ship may be determined by
the same principles. Thus,

To one sixth of the lowermost horizontal section added the product of one sixth of the uppermost section by times the number of sections minus four the second section in ascending, twice the third, three times the fourth, &c.; and to half the sum of the extreme planes and divided by the second sum, gives the altitude of the centre of gravity from the lower edge of the keel.

It now remains to find the height of the metacenter above the lower edge of the keel.

Now \[ \text{Ordinate at 10.03 feet abaft the ordinate } \frac{23}{4}, \text{ of which the cube is } 64, \text{ and } 64 \times \frac{1}{4} = 32. \]

Half the cube of the aftermost ordinate – 32.

Half the cube of the thick-
ness of the stem also 3.14.

Multiply by the distance
between the ordinates

Product \[ \frac{32.14 \times 96.4}{2} = \frac{3094.77}{2} \]

Half the cube of the fore-
most ordinate – 108.

Half the cube of the thick-
ness of the stem also 3.14.

Multiply by the distance
between the ordinates

Product \[ \frac{108.14 \times 5.5}{2} = \frac{594.77}{2} \]

\[ \frac{1}{3} \times 7751726 = 70018.67 \text{ cubic feet; hence } \frac{23}{8} = 70018.67, \]

The solility of the bottom is 2572 \( \frac{1}{3} \) tons = 70018.67.

When a ship is built, she must determine the centre of gravity of the bottom of the ship above the lower edge of the keel.

Now apply to determine the metacenter of the ship of 74 guns, whose centre of gravity we have already found.

Ord. of the Plane of Floatation. Cub. of Ordinates.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ft.</th>
<th>Inch.</th>
<th>Ft. &amp; dec. of Foot.</th>
<th>2391 1 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>14.7</td>
<td>3209 046</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>17.1</td>
<td>5000 211</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>18.7</td>
<td>6591 797</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>19.8</td>
<td>7762 352</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>20.6</td>
<td>8741 816</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>21.2</td>
<td>9595 795</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>21.5</td>
<td>9539 785</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>21.7</td>
<td>10289 109</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>21.7</td>
<td>10289 109</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>21.7</td>
<td>10289 109</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>21.3</td>
<td>9663 597</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>20.9</td>
<td>9129 329</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>19.7</td>
<td>7737 734</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>17.4</td>
<td>5268 024</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>13.1</td>
<td>2248 091</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The solid of the bottom is 7572 \( \frac{1}{3} \) tons = 70018.67.

New work on the subject is left to us here, except we were to state in a few words the progressive method of rigging ships; but there is no one undertaking more which is purposed, as the nature of the operation is such that all the parts of it may be advancing at the same time. We shall therefore take our leave of ships and ship-building with a few general observations on sail-making, which were omitted under the article Sail, referring our readers for further information to the very elegant work lately published, in
S H I P - B U I L D I N G.

Appendix. two volumes, to, on the Elements and Practice of Rigging and Seamanship.

Sails are made of canvas, of different textures, and are extended on or between the masts, to receive the wind that forces the vessel through the water. They are quadrilateral or triangular, as has been elsewhere described, and are cut out of the canvas cloth by cloth. The width is governed by the length of the yard, gaff, boom, or flap; the depth by the height of the mast.

In the valuable work to which we have just referred, the following directions are given for cutting sails.

"The width and depth being given, find the number of cloths the width requires, allowing for seams, tacking on the leeches, and slack cloth; and, in the depth, allow for tacking on the head and foot. For cuts square on the head and foot, with gores only on the leeches, as some topgallants, &c. the cloths on the head, between the leeches, are cut square to the depth, and the gores on the leeches are found by dividing the depth of the sail by the number of cloths gored, which gives the length of each gore. The gore is set down from a square with the opposite selvage; and the canvas being cut diagonally, the longest gored side of one cloth makes the shortest side of the next; consequently, the first gore being known, the rest are cut by it. In the leeches of topgallants cut hollow, the upper gores are longer than the lower ones; and in falls cut with a roach-leech, the lower gores are longer than the upper ones. This must be regulated by judgment, and care taken that the whole of the gores do not exceed the depth of the leech. Or, by drawing on paper the gored side of one cloth next the selvage; from the square of the given depth on each cloth, and are cut as above; the longest selvage of one serving to measure the shortest selvage of the next, beginning with the first gored cloth next the middle in some falls, and the first cloth next the mast leech in others. For those gores that are irregular no strict rule can be given; they can only be determined by the judgment of the sail-makers, or by a drawing."

"In the royal navy, mizen topfals are cut with three wide; jib and other boom-falls, 3 inches and a half; topgallant and sprit topfals, 3 inches; royal fails, 2 inches and a half; jib and other stay-falls, 3 inches to 4 inches and a half; topgallant and sprit topfals, 3 inches; royal falls, 2 inches and a half; jib and other stay-falls, 3 inches to 4 inches and a half; on the flap or hoist; and for shudding falls, 3 inches to 4 inches on the head. Tablings on the foot and leeches of main and fore courses to be 3 inches to 5 inches broad; sprit course and topfals, 3 inches; topgallant and sprit topfals, 2 inches and a half; royal fails, 2 inches and a half; fore leeches of mizen, driver, and other boom-falls, 3 inches and a half to 4 inches; after leech, 3 inches; and on the foot 2 or 3 inches. Tablings on the after leech of jibs and other stay-falls to be from 2 to 3 inches broad; and, on the foot, 2 to 2 inches and a half; on shudding fall leeches one inch and a half to two inches and a half; and on the foot, from one to two inches.

"Main."

(1) The dipping of the twine in tar, we are persuaded, is a very bad practice, for the reason assigned in Rope-Making. See that article, p. 32.

Elements and practice of Rigging and Seamanship vol. I. p. 91.
Main and fore courses are lined on the leeches, from clue to earing, with one cloth fastened on and twerked or fleted in the middle, and have a middle band half way between the lower reef band and the foot, also four buntline cloths, and eight distances between the leeches, the upper ends of which are carried under the middle band, that the lower side of the band may be rolled up or fleted over the end of the buntline pieces. They have likewise two reef bands; each in breadth one third of the breadth of the canvas; the upper one is one fifth of the depth of the fail from the head, and the lower band is at the same distance from the upper one; the ends of the buntline cloths, which are fleted over the reef bands. All linings are fleted on, and are fleted with 68 to 72 fitches in a yard.

Main, fore, and mizen, topfails have leech linings, main and top linnings, buntline cloths, middle bands and reef bands. The leech linings are made of one breadth of cloth, so cut and fleted as to be half a cloth broad at the head, and a cloth and a half broad at the foot; the piece cut out being half the breadth of the cloth at the one end, and tapering to a point at the other. The middle bands are put on half way between the lower reef and foot, the buntline cloths join the top-linings, and the buntline cloths and top-linings are carried up to the lower side of the middle band, which is fleted on them. The maft lining is of two cloths, and extends from the foot of the fail to the lower reef, to receive the beat or chafe of the mast. The middle band is made of one breadth of canvas, of the same number as the top-lining. It is fleted folded and rubbed down, to make a crease at one third of the breadth; then rolled on the selvages, and fleted along the crease; then turned down, and fleted through both the double and single parts, with 68 to 72 fitches in a yard. It is the opinion of many, that middle bands should not be put on until the fail is half worn.

Main and fore topfails have three and sometimes four reef bands from leech to leech, over the leech linings; the upper one is one eighth of the depth of the fail from the head, and they are the same distance aunder in the royal navy, but more in the merchant service. The reef bands are each of one breadth of canvas put on double; the first flet is fleted twice, and the last turned over, so that the reef holes may be worked upon the double part of the band, which is also fleted with 68 to 72 fitches in a yard.

The top-lining of topfails is of canvas no. 6 or 7. The other linings of this, and all the linings of other fails, should be of the same quality as the fails to which they belong.

Top-linings and mast cloths are put on the fore side, and all other linings on the fore side of fails. Mizzen are lined with one breadth of cloth from the clue five yards up the leech, and have a reef band sewed on, in the same manner as on other fails, at one third the depth of the fail from the head; they have also a neck-piece and a peck-piece, one cut out of the other, so that each contains one yard. Mizzen topfails of 50 guns flits and upwards have three reefs, the upper one is one eighth of the depth of the fail from the head, and the reefs are at the same distance aunder. Mizzen topfails of ships of 44 guns and under have two reefs, one seventh part of the depth of the fail aunder, the upper one being at the same distance from the head. Main and main top
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Main and fore courses are lined on the leeches, from clue to earing, with one cloth fleted on and twerked or fleted in the middle, and have a middle band half way between the lower reef band and the foot, also four buntline cloths, at equal distances between the leeches, the upper ends of which are carried under the middle band, that the lower side of the band may be rolled up or fleted over the end of the buntline pieces. They have likewise two reef bands; each in breadth one third of the breadth of the canvas; the upper one is one fifth of the depth of the fail from the head, and the lower band is at the same distance from the upper one; the ends of the buntline cloths, which are fleted over the reef bands. All linings are fleted on, and are fleted with 68 to 72 fitches in a yard.

Main, fore, and mizen, topfails have leech linings, main and top linnings, buntline cloths, middle bands and reef bands. The leech linings are made of one breadth of cloth, so cut and fleted as to be half a cloth broad at the head, and a cloth and a half broad at the foot; the piece cut out being half the breadth of the cloth at the one end, and tapering to a point at the other. The middle bands are put on half way between the lower reef and foot, the buntline cloths join the top-linings, and the buntline cloths and top-linings are carried up to the lower side of the middle band, which is fleted on them. The maft lining is of two cloths, and extends from the foot of the fail to the lower reef, to receive the beat or chafe of the mast. The middle band is made of one breadth of canvas, of the same number as the top-lining. It is fleted folded and rubbed down, to make a crease at one third of the breadth; then rolled on the selvages, and fleted along the crease; then turned down, and fleted through both the double and single parts, with 68 to 72 fitches in a yard. It is the opinion of many, that middle bands should not be put on until the fail is half worn.

Main and fore topfails have three and sometimes four reef bands from leech to leech, over the leech linings; the upper one is one eighth of the depth of the fail from the head, and they are the same distance aunder in the royal navy, but more in the merchant service. The reef bands are each of one breadth of canvas put on double; the first flet is fleted twice, and the last turned over, so that the reef holes may be worked upon the double part of the band, which is also fleted with 68 to 72 fitches in a yard.

The top-lining of topfails is of canvas no. 6 or 7. The other linings of this, and all the linings of other fails, should be of the same quality as the fails to which they belong.

Top-linings and mast cloths are put on the fore side, and all other linings on the fore side of fails. Mizzen are lined with one breadth of cloth from the clue five yards up the leech, and have a reef band sewed on, in the same manner as on other fails, at one third the depth of the fail from the head; they have also a neck-piece and a peck-piece, one cut out of the other, so that each contains one yard. Mizzen topfails of 50 guns flits and upwards have three reefs, the upper one is one eighth of the depth of the fail from the head, and the reefs are at the same distance aunder. Mizzen topfails of ships of 44 guns and under have two reefs, one seventh part of the depth of the fail aunder, the upper one being at the same distance from the head. Main and main top
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SHIP-BUILDING.

On main and fore courses, two inches slack cloth should be allowed in the head and foot, and one inch and a half in the leeches, in every yard in length. Topgallant sails have two inches slack in every cloth in the foot, and one inch in every yard in the leech. Studding sails have an inch and a half slack in every yard in going leeches, but no slack in square leeches, and one inch in every cloth in the head and foot.

These directions for sailmaking, we trust may be useful. They are indeed very general, but the limits prescribed will not permit of more minute detail. The sailmaker will find every instruction that he can want in the Elements of Rigging and Seamen's, a work which we therefore recommend to his attention.

SHIP.

Stowing and Trimming of Ships, the method of disposing of the cargo in a proper and judicious manner in the hold of a ship.

A ship's falling, steering, laying, and wearing, and being lively and comparatively easy at sea in a storm, depends greatly on the cargo, ballast, or other materials, being properly stowed, according to their weight and bulk, and the proportional dimensions of the built of the ship, which may be made too crank or too stiff to pass on the ocean with safety. These things render this branch of knowledge of such consequence, that rules for it ought to be endeavoured after, if but to prevent, as much as possible, the danger of a ship over-filling at sea, or being too loose at sea to roll away her masts, &c. by being improperly stowed, which is often the case.

When a ship is new, it is prudent to consult the builder, who may be supposed but acquainted with a ship of his own planning, and most likely, to judge what her properties will be, to advise how the cargo or materials, according to the nature of them, ought to be disposed of to advantage, so as to put her in the best falling trim; and at every favourable opportunity afterwards it will be proper to endeavour to find out her best trim by experiment.

Ships must differ in their form and proportional dimensions; and to make them answer their different purposes, they will require different management in the stowing, which ought not to be left to mere chance, or done at random, as goods or materials happen to come to hand, which is too often the cause that such improper stowage makes ships unfit for sea; therefore the stowage should be considered, planned, and contrived, according to the built and properties of the ship, which if they are not known should be inquired after. If the hold is narrow and high-built in proportion, so that she will not shift herself without a great weight in the hold, it is a certain sign such a ship will require a great part of heavy goods, ballast, or materials, laid low in the hold, to make her stiff enough to bear sufficient sail without being in danger of overfilling. But if a ship be built broad and low in proportion, so that she is stiff and will support herself without any weight in the hold, such a ship will require heavy goods, ballast, or materials, stowed higher up, to prevent her from being too stiff and labourome at sea, so as to endanger her masts being Millions away, and the hull worked loose and made leaky.

In order to help a ship's falling, that she should be lively and easy in her pitching and ascending motions,
ship. it should be contrived by the flowage, that the principal and weightiest part of the cargo or materials should lie as near the main body of the ship and as far from the extreme ends, fore and aft, as things will admit of. For it should be considered, that the roomy part of our ships lengthwise forms a sweep or curve near four times as long as they are broad; therefore those roomy parts at and above the water's edge, which are made by a full harping and a board transm to support the ship steady and keep her from plunging into the sea, and also by the entrance and run of the ship having little or no bearing body under for the preasure of the water to support them, of course should not be flowed with heavy goods or materials, but all the necessary vacancies, broken flowage, or light goods, should be at those extreme ends fore and aft; and in proportion as they are kept lighter by the flowage, the ship will be more likely to fall and rise easy in great seas; and this will contribute greatly to her working and failing, and to prevent her from straining and hogging; for which reason it is a wrong practice to leave such a large vacancy in the main hatchway, as is usual, to coil and work the cables, which ought to be in the fore or after hatchway, that the principal weight may be more easily flowed in the main body of the ship, above the flatteft and lowest floorings, where the preasure of the water acts the more to support it.

Machine for measuring a Ship's Way. We have already described a variety of machines or instruments which have been propofed for this purpofe under the article Log. In this place, therefore, we shall confine ourselves to the machine invented by Francis Hopkinfon, Esq; Judge of the Admiralty in Pennsylvania.—After having thrown the ballfacks to which the common log, and also that particular kind of instrument invente by M. Sauvarez, are liable, he proceeds to difcribe his own machine as follows:

This machine, in its moft simple form, is reprefented by fig. 5. Plate CCCCLIII. wherein A B is a strong rod of iron moveable on the fulcrum C. D is a thin circular plate of brafs rivetted to the lower extremity of the rod. E an horizontal arm connected at one end with the top of the rod A B by a moveable joint F, and at the other end with the bottom of the index H, by a like moveable joint G. H is the index turning on its centre I, and travelling over the graduated arch K; and L is a strong spring, bearing against the rod A B, and contrarily counteracting the preasure upon the palate D. The rod A B should be applied close to the cut water or flem, and should be of fuch a length that the palate D may be no higher above the keel than is neceffary to fecure it from injury when the veffel is aground, or fails in falt water. As the bow of the ship curves inwards towards the keel M, the palate D will be thrown to a distance from the bottom of the veffel, although the perpendicular rod to which it is annexed lies close to the bow above; and therefore the palate will be more faperly acted upon. The arm E should enter the bow somewhere near the hiwic hole, and lead to any convenient place in the focellare, where a smooth board or plate may be fixed, having the index H, and graduated arch K, upon it.

It is evident from the figure, that as the ship is urged forward by the wind, the palate D will be prefled upon by the retailing medium, with a greater or les force, according to the progressive motion of the ship; and this will operate upon the levers so as to immediately affect the index, making the least increafe or diminution of the ship's way visible on the graduated arch; the spring L always counteracting the preasure upon the palate, and bringing back the index, on any relaxation of the force impressed.

This machine is advantageously placed at the bow of the ship, where the current first begins, and acts fairly upon the palate, in preference to the flem, where the tumultuous clashing of the waters caufes a wake, visible to a great distance. The palate D is funk nearly as low as the keel, that it may not be influenced by the heaping up of the water and the damping of the waves at and near the water line. The arch K is to afcerain how many knots or miles the would run in one hour at her then rate of failing. But the graduations on this arch must be unequal; because the reluctance of the spring L will increafe as it becomes more bent, fo that the index will travel over a greater space from one to five miles than from five to twelve. Lastly, the palate, rod, fpring, and all the metallic parts of the instrumt, should be covered with a strong varnish, to prevent ruin from the corrosive quality of the salt water and falt air.

This machine may be coniderably improved as follows: Let the rod or fpear A B (fig. 5.) be a round rod of iron or fteel, and instead of moving on the fulcrum or joint, as at C, let it pas through and turn freely in a focket, to which focket the moveable joint must be annexed, as reprefented in fig. 6. The rod must have a fhoudder to bear on the upper edge of the focket, to prevent its flipping quite down. The rod must alfo pas through a like focket at F, fig. 5. The joint of the lower focket must be fixed to the bow of the ship, and the upper joint or focket must be connected with the horizontal arm E. On the top of the upper focket let there be a small circular plate, bearing the 32 points of the mariner's compafs; and let the top of the rod AB come through the centre of this plate, so as to carry a small index upon it, as is reprefented in fig. 7. This small index must be fixed to the top of the rod on a fquare, fo that by turning the index round the plate, the rod may alfo turn in the fockets, and of course carry the palate D round with it; the little index always pointing in a direction with the face of the palate. The small compafs plate should not be fenned to the top of the focket, but only fitted tightly on, that it may be moveable at pleasure. Suppose then the intended port to bear S. W. from the place of departure, the compafs must be turned on the focket till the fourth-point thereon looks directly to the ship's bow; fo that the fourth-point and north-eaft line on the compafs plate may be precisely parallel with the ship's keel, and in this position the plate must remain during the whole voyage. Suppose, then, the ship to be falling in the direct course of her intended voyage, with her bow-point pointing fourth-welf. Let the little index be brought to the fourth-point on the compafs plate, and the palate D will necessarily precent its bow face towards the point of definition; and this it must always be made to do, be the ship's course what it may. If, on an account of unfavourable winds, the ship is obliged to deviate from her intended course, the little index must be moved fo many points from the fourth-welf
line of the compass plate as the compass in the binnacle shall show that the deviates from her true course; so that in whatever direction the ship shall sail, the plate \(D\) will always look full to the south-west point of the horizon, or towards the part of destination, and consequently will present only an oblique surface to the refilling medium, more or less oblique as the ship deviates more or less from the true course of her voyage. As, therefore, the resistance of the water will operate less upon the plate in an oblique than in a direct position, in exact proportion to its obliquity, the index \(H\) will not show how many knots the vessel runs in her then course, but will indicate how many the gains in the direct line of her intended voyage. Thus, in fig. 9, if the ship's course lies in the direction of the line \(A\) \(B\), but she can sail by the wind no nearer than \(A\) \(C\); suppose, then, her progressive motion such as to perform \(A\) \(C\) equal to five knots or miles in an hour, yet the index \(H\) will only point to four knots on the graduated arch, because the gains no more than at the line \(A\) \(C\) on the true line of her voyage, viz. from \(A\) to \(B\). Thus will the difference between her real motion and that pointed out by the index be always in proportion to her deviation from her intended port, until the ship sails in a line at right angles therewith, as \(A\) \(D\); in which case the plate would present only a thin sharp edge to the refilling medium, the pressure of which should not be sufficient to overcome the friction of the machine and the bearing of the spring \(L\). So that at whatever rate the ship may sail on that line, yet the index will not be affected, showing that she gains nothing on her true course. In this case, and also, when the vessel is not under way, the action of the spring \(L\) should cause the index to point at \(O\), as represented by the dotted lines in fig. 5, and 8.

As the truth of this instrument must depend on the equal pressure of the refilling medium upon the plate \(D\), according to the ship's velocity, and the proportionable action of the spring \(L\), there shou'd be a pin or screw at the joints \(C\) and \(E\), so that the rod may be readily unshipped and taken in, in order to clean the plate from any fouls which it may contract, which would greatly increase its operation on the index \(H\) and thereby render the graduated arch false and uncertain.

Further, the spring \(L\) may be exposed too much to injury from the salt water, if fixed on the outside of the ship's bow. To remedy this, it may be brought under cover, by constructing the machine as represented by fig. 8, where \(A\) \(B\) is the rod, \(C\) the fulcrum or centre of its motion, \(D\) the plate, \(E\) the horizontal arm leading through a small hole into the forecastle; \(M\) is a strong chain fastened at one end to the arm \(E\), and at the other to a rim or barrel on the wheel \(G\), which by means of its teeth gives motion to the semicircle \(I\) and index \(H\). The spring \(L\) is spiral, and enclosed in a box or barrel, like the main spring of a watch. A small chain is fixed to, and passing round the barrel \(N\), is fastened by the other end to the fuzee \(W\). This fuzee is connected with the wheel \(G\), and counteracts the motion of the plate \(D\). \(N\), \(N\) are the two sockets through which the rod \(A\) \(B\) passes, and in which it is turned round by means of the little index \(S\). \(S\) is the small compass plate, moveable on the top of the upper socket \(N\). The plate \(S\) hath an upright rim round its edge, cut into teeth or notches, so that when the index \(K\) is a little raised up, in order to bring it round to any intended point, it may fall into one of these notches, and be detained there; otherwise the preface of the water will force the plate \(D\) from its oblique position, and turn the rod and index round to the direction in which the ship shall then be going. Should it be apprehended that the plate \(D\), being placed so far forward, may affect the ship's litigation or obstruct her rate of sailing, it should be considered that a very small plate will be sufficient to work the machine, as one of three or four inches in diameter would probably be sufficient, and yet not large enough to have any sensible effect on the helm or ship's way.

The greatest difficulty, perhaps, will be in graduating the arch \(K\), (if the machine is constructed as in fig. 5;) the unequal divisions of which can only be ascertained by actual experiment on board of each ship respectively, inasmuch as the accuracy of these graduations will depend on three circumstancies, viz. the position of the fulcrum \(C\) with respect to the length of the rod, the size of the plate \(D\), and the strength or bearing of the spring \(L\). Whether these graduations, however, are once ascertained for the machine on board of any one vessel, they will not want any future alterations, provided the plate \(D\) be kept clean, and the spring \(L\) retains its elasticity.

But the unequal divisions of the graduated arch will be unnecessary, if the machine is constructed as in fig. 8; as for the chain goes round the barrel \(L\), and then winds through the spiral channel of the fuzee \(W\), the force of the main spring \(M\) operates equally, or nearly so, in all positions of the index, and consequently the divisions of the arch \(K\) may in such case be equal.

For all this, it is not expected that a ship's longitude can be determined to a mathematical certainty by this instrument. The irregular motions and impulses to which a ship's continually exposed, make such an accuracy unattainable perhaps by any machinery: But if it should be found, as we flatter ourselves, it will be a fair experiment, that it answers the purpose much better than the common log, it may be considered as an acquisition to the art of navigation.

It should be observed, that in ascertaining a ship's longitude by a time-piece, this great inconvenience occurs, that a small and trifling mistake in the time makes a very great and dangerous error in the distance run: Whereas the errors of this machine will operate no farther than their real amount; which can never be great or dangerous, if corrected by the usual observations made by mariners for correcting the common log.

A-like machine, made in its simple form (as at fig. 5), so constructed as to ship and unship, might occasionally be applied alongside about midships, in order to ascertain the lee-way; which, if rightly shown, will give the ship's precise longitude. As to sea-currents, this and all other machines hitherto invented must be subject to their influence and proper allowances must be made according to the skill and knowledge of the navigator.

Lastly, some discretion will be necessary in taking observations from the machine to be entered on the log-book: that is, the most favourable and equitable moment should be chosen for the observation; not whilst the ship is rapidly descending the declivity of a wave, or is suddenly checked by a stroke of the sea, or is in the very act of plunging. In all cases, periods may be found in which a ship proceeds with a true average velocity;
velocity; to discover which, a little experience and attention will lead the skilful manner (a).

SHIARAUS. See SHRAS.

SHIRE, is a Saxon word signifying a division; but according to some, the same import, is plainly derived from comus, the count of the Franks; that is, the bailiff or alderman (as the Saxons called him) of the shire, to whom the government of it was entrusted. This he usually exercised by his deputy, still called in Latin vicarius, and in English the sheriff, shire or shire-reve, signifying the “officer of the shire,” upon whom, in process of time, the civil administration of it totally devolved. In some counties there is an intermediate division between the shire and the hundred; as lathes in Kent and rapes in Suffolk, each of them containing about three or four hundreds apiece. These had formerly their lathes-reeves and rape-reeves, acting in subordination to the shire-reeve. Where a county is divided into three of these intermediate jurisdictions, they are called triplings, which were usually governed by a tripping reeve. These triplings still subsist in the large county of York, where, by an early corruption, they are denominated ridings; the north, the east, and the west riding.

SHIRL, or Cockle, in mineralogy. See Cockle.

SHIRT, a loose garment, commonly of linen, worn next the body.—Some doubt the propriety of changing the linen when a person is sick. Clean linen promotes perspiration; and it may be renewed as often as the patient pleased, whether the disorder be of the acute or the chronic kind. Except during a crisis in fevers, whilst the patient is in a sweat, a change of linen, if well dried and warmed, may be daily used.

Shirts were not worn by Jews, Greeks, or Romans, but their place was supplied by this twelve of wool. The want of linen among the ancients made frequent washings and ablutions necessary.

SHIVER. See Schissus and Shale.

SHIVERS, in the sea-language, names given to the little rollers, or round wheels of pulleys.

SHOAL, among miners, denotes a train of metallic stones, serving to direct them in the discovery of mines.

SHOE, a term used by the miners of Cornwall and other parts of Great Britain, to express such loose masses of stone as are usually found about the entrances into mines, sometimes running in a straight course from the load or vein of ore to the surface of the earth. These are stones of the common kinds, appearing to have been pieces broken from the strata or larger masses; but they usually contain mindle, or marcellite matter, and more or less of the ore to be found in the mine. They appear to have been at some time rolled about in water, their corners being broken off, and their surface smoothed and rounded.

The antiquity mines in Cornwall are always easily discovered by the sand-stones, these usually lying up to the surface, or very nearly so; and the matter of the stone being a white spar, or debased crystal, in which the native colour of the ore, which is a fining black, easily discovers itself in streaks and threads.

Shoal-stones are of many kinds and the such various appearances, that it is not easy to describe or know them: but the miners, to whom they are of greatest use in the tracing or searching after new mines, distinguish them from other stones by their weight; for if very ponderous, though they look very much like common stones, there is great reason to suspect that they contain some metal. Another mark of them is their being spongy and porous; this is a sign of especial use in the tin countries; for the tin shoal-stones are often so porous and spongy, that they resemble large bodies thoroughly calcined. There are many other appearances of tin shoal-stones, the very hard and firmest stones often containing this metal.

When the miners, in tracing a shoal up hill, meet with such odd stones and earths that they know not what to make of them, they have recourse to sifting, that is, they calcine and powder the stone, etc.; whatever else is supposed to contain the metal, and then washing it in an instrument, prepared for that purpose; and called a washing-boat, they find the earthy matter washed away, and of the remainder, the fony or gravelly matter lies behind, and the metallic matter at the point of the shoal. If the person who performs this operation has any judgment, he easily discovers not only what the metal is that is contained in the shoal, but also will make a very probable guess at what quantity the mine is likely to yield of it in proportion to the ore.

SHOAL, in the sea-language, denotes a place where the water is shallow; and likewise a great quantity of fish, such as a shoal of herrings.

SHOCK, in electricity. The effect of the explosion of a charged body, that is, the discharge of its electricity on any other body, is called the electric shock.

SHOE, a covering for the foot, usually of leather. Shoos, among the Jews, were made of leather, linen, rust, or wood: these of foldiers were sometimes of brass or iron. They were tied with thongs which passed under the soles of the feet. To put on their shoes was an act of veneration; it was also a sign of mourning and humiliation: to bear one’s shoes, or to untie the latchet of them, was considered as the nearest service.

Among the Greeks shoes of various kinds were used. Sandals were worn by women of distinction. The Macedonians wore red shoes. The Grecian shoes generally reached to the middle of the leg. The Romans used two kinds of shoes; the calceus, which covered the whole foot somewhat like our shoes, and was tied above with latchets or finings; and the fies or flipper, which covered only the sole of the foot, and was fastened with leathern thongs. The calceus was always worn along

(a) An ingenious mechanic would probably construct this machine to better advantage in many respects. The author only meant to suggest the principle; experiment alone can point out the best method of applying it. He is sensible of at least one deficiency, viz. that the little index R, fig. 4, will not be strong enough to retain the palate D in an oblique position when the hip is falling by the wind; more especially as the compound plate S, in which notched rim the index R is to fall, is not fixed to, but only fitted tight on the socket N. Many means, however, might not be contrived to remedy this inconvenience.
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Shoes, shooting.

The shoes were put on during a journey and at feasts, but it was reckoned effeminate to appear in public with them. Black shoes were worn by the citizens of ordinary rank, and white ones by the women. Red shoes were sometimes worn by the ladys, and purple ones by the coscombos of the other sex. Red shoes were put on by the chief magistrates of Rome on days of ceremony and triumphs. The shoes of senators, patricians, and their children, had a crest upon them which served for a buckle; these were called calcei latici. Slaves wore no shoes; hence they were called creasti from their dusty feet. Phoenix alfo and Caro Uticensis went without shoes. The toes of the Roman shoes were turned up in the point; hence they were called calcei reftrati, repandi, &c.

In the 9th and 10th centuries the greatest princes of Europe were wooden shoes, or the upper part of leather and the sole of wood. In the reign of William Rufus, a great bear, Robert, surnamed the borned, used shoes with long sharp points, buffed with tow, and twisted like a ram’s horn. It is said the clergy, being highly offended, deklaimed against the long-pointed shoes with great vehemence. The point, however, continued to increafe till, in the reign of Richard II. they were of fo enormous a length that they were tied to the knees with chains, sometimes of gold, sometimes of silver. The upper parts of these shoes in Chancer’s time were cut in imitation of a church window. The long-pointed shoes were called pracockes, and continued in fashion for three centuries in spite of the bulls of popes, the decrees of councils, and the declamations of the clergy. At length the parliament of England interposed by an act A.D. 1453, prohibiting the use of shoes or boots with pikes exceeding, two inches in length, and prohibiting all shoemakers from making shoes or boots with longer pikes under severe penalties. But even this was not sufficient: it was necessary to demont the dreadful sentence of excommunication against all who wore shoes or boots with points longer than two inches. The present fashon of shoes was introduced in 1633, but the buckle was not used till 1670.

In Norway they use shoes of a particular construction, confiding of two pieces, and without heels: in which the upper leather fits close to the foot, the sole being joined to it by many plaits or folds.

The shoes or slippers of the Japanese, as we are informed by Professor Thumberg, are made of rice-straw woven, but sometimes for people of distinction of fine slips of rattan. The shoe consists of a sole without upper leather or hind-piece; forwards it is croffed by a strap, of the thickness of one’s finger, which is lined with linen; from the tip of the shoe to the strap a cylindrical ftring is carried, which pairs between the great and second toe, and keeps the shoe fll on the foot. As these shoes have no hind-piece, they make a noise, when people walk in them like slippers. When the Japanef travel, their shoes are flurnished with three ftrings made of twifled straw, with which they are tied to the legs and feet, to prevent them from falling off. Some people carry one or more pairs of shoes with them on their journeys, in order to put on new, when the old ones are worn out. When it rains, or the roads are very dirty, these shoes are soon wetted through, and one continually fees a great number of worn out shoes lying on the roads, especially near the brooks, where travelers have changed their shoes after washing their feet. Instead of these, in rainy or dirty weather they wear high wooden clogs, which underneath are hollowed out in the middle, and at top have a band across like a firrup, and a ftring for the great toe; fo that they can walk without foiling their feet. Some of them have their fraw shoes fastened to these wooden clogs. The Japanef never enter their houses with their shoes on; but leave them in the entry or place them on the bench near the door, and thus are always barefooted in their houses, fo as not to dirty their neat mats. During the time that the Dutch live at Japan, when they are sometimes under an obligation of paying visits at the houses of the Japanef, their own room at the factory being likewise covered with mats of this kind, they wear, instead of the usual shoes, red, green, or black slipppers, which on entering the house they pull off; however, they have flocks on, and shoes made of cotton fuff with buckles in them, which shoes are made at Japan, and can be walked whenever they are dirty. Some have them of black fatin, in order to avoid walking them.

Shoes of an Anchor, a small block of wood, convex on the back, and having a small hole, fufficient to contain, the point of the anchor fluke, on the forefide. It is used to prevent the anchor from tearing or wounding the planks on the ship’s bow, when afcending or descending; for which purpose the flue fides up and down along the bow between the fluke of the anchor and the planks, as being proffed close to the latter by the weight of the former.

To Shoes an Anchor, is to cover the flukes with a broad triangular piece of plank, whose area or superficies is much larger than that of the flukes. It is intended to give the anchor a stronger and safer hold of the bottom in very fift and oozy ground.

Horfe-Shoe. See Farriery, Sect. 47.

SHOOTING, in the military art. See Artillery, Gummer, and Projectiles.

Shooting, in sportmanship, the killing of game by the gun, with or without the help of dogs.

Under this article we shall lay down all the rules which are necessary to be observed in order to render one accomplished and fucceful in the art of shooting.

The first thing which the sportman ought to attend to is the choice of his fowing-piece. Convenience requires that the barrel be as light as possible, at the fame time it ought to poiffes that degree of strength which will make it not liable to burft. Experience, has proved, that a thin and light barrel, which is of equal thickness in every part of its circumference, is much less liable to burft than one which is considerably thicker and heavier, but which, from being badly fired or bored, is of unequal strength in different places.

It is alfo of importance to determine of what length the barrel ought to be, in order to acquire that range which the sportman has occasion for. On this subject we have received the following information from an experienced sportman. We have, at different times, compared barrels of all the intermediate lengths between 28 and 40 inches; and of nearly the fame caliber, that is to lay, from 22 to 26; and these trials were made
The next thing to be considered is, of course, the barrel of the gun. There is a rule in this matter, that the difference of 10 inches in the length of the barrel, which seems to be more than is ever intimated upon among sportsmen, produces no sensible difference in the range of the piece; and therefore, that every one may please himself in the length of his barrel, without either detriment or advantage to the range.

It may appear as an objection to this, that a duck-gun which is five or six feet long kills at a greater distance than a bowing-piece; but this is not owing to its length, but to its greater weight and thickness, which give it such additional strength, that the shot may be increased, and the charge of powder doubled, trebled, and even quadrupled. But a barrel of five or six feet length would be very inconvenient for bowing. Tho' who confult the appearance of the piece, lightness, and the ease with which it is man- aged, will find that a barrel from 32 to 38 inches will answer best.

The next thing to be considered is, of what dimensions the caliber or bore of a bowing-piece ought to be. This matter has been subjected to experiment, and it has been found, that a barrel of 22 or 24, which is the largest caliber usually employed in bowing-pieces, throws its shot as closely as one of the smallest caliber, viz. of 30 or 32 (a).

As to the length and form of the stock, it may be laid down as a principle, that a long stock is preferable to a short one, and at the same time rather more bent than usual; for a long stock fits firmer to the shoulder than a short one, and particularly so when the shotter is accustomed to place his left hand, which principally supports the piece, near to the entrance of the ramrod into the stock.

It is certain, however, that the stock may be so formed as to be better suited to one man than another. For a tall, long-armed man, the stock of a gun should be longer than for one of a short stature and shorter arm. That a straight stock is proper for him who has high shoulders and a short neck; for, if it be much bent, it would be very difficult for him, especially in the quick motion required in bowing at a flying or running object, to place the butt of the gun- stock firmly to the shoulder, the upper part alone would in general be fixed; which would not only raise the muzzle, and consequently shot float high, but make the recoil much more sensible felt, than if the whole end of the stock were firmly placed on his shoulder. Besides, supposing the shotter to bring the butt home to his shoulder, he would scarcely be able to level his piece at the object. On the contrary, a man with low shoulders, and a long neck, requires a stock much bent; for if it is straight, he will, in the act of lowering his head to that place of the stock at which his cheek should rest in taking aim, feel a constraint which he never experiences, when by the effect of the proper degree of bent, the stock lends him some assistance, and, as it were, meets his aim half way.

Having now described the bowing-piece which has been found to answer best, it will next be proper to give some instructions for the choice of gunpowder, shot, and wadding.

The various kinds of gunpowder are well known; but, in the opinion of some experienced sportsmen, Hervey's battle powder is the best. Those who wish to examine the strength of powder, may determine it by drying some of it very well, and then trying how many sheets of paper it will drive the shot through, at the distance of 12 or 15 yards. In this trial, we should be careful to employ the same fixed shot in each experiment, the quantity both of shot and the powder being regulated by exact weight; otherwise we cannot, even in this experiment, arrive to any certainty in comparing the strength of different powders, or of the same powder at different times.

Powder ought to be kept very dry, for every degree of moisture injures it; and if considerable, the tappet (b) is disolved, and the intimate combination of the several ingredients is entirely destroyed. It is observed, that after firing with damp powder the piece becomes very foul, which seems to arise from the diminution of the activity of the fire in the explosion. Flakes of copper or tin are much better for keeping powder in than those made of leather, or than small corks. Their necks ought to be small and well stopped with cork.

The patent milled shot is now very generally used, and size No. 3 is reckoned superior to any other. The size of the shot must vary according to the particular species of game which is the object of the sportsman's pursuit, as well as be adapted to the season. In the first month of partridge shooting, No. 1 is most proper; for, at this time the birds spring near at hand, and we seldom fire at more than the distance of 40 paces; if the shotter takes his aim but tolerably well, it is almost impossible for a bird at this distance to escape in the circle which the shot forms.

As hares fit closer, and are thinly covered with fur at this season, they may easily be killed with this shot at 35 or 35 paces. No. 1 is equally proper for hunting foxes or quails. About the beginning of October, when the partridges are stronger, No. 3 is the most proper shot to be used. Many sportsmen use no powder during the whole season. The directions which have now been given refer only to the patent shot.

We shall now subjoin a table, which will show at a view the number of pellets composing an ounce weight of each sort of shot, the patent and the common, beginning with the smallest size.

---

(a) In speaking of the size of the caliber, we mean by 22 or 24, that so many balls exactly fitting its weight, just one pound; and every caliber is marked in the same way.
For a fouling piece of a common caliber, which is from 2½ to 30 balls to the pound weight, a dram and a quarter, or at most a dram and a half of good powder; and an ounce, or an ounce and a quarter of shot, is sufficient. But when shot of a larger size is used; such as No. 5, the charge of shot may be increased one-fourth, for the purpose of counterbalancing in some degree what the size of the shot loses in the number of pellets, and also to enable it to garnish the more. For this purpose the sportsman will find a measure marked with the proper gauges very convenient to him. An instrument of this nature has been made by an ingenious artist of London, Egg of the Haymarket.

A coincidence of overloading with shot, is the powder has not sufficient strength to throw it to its proper distance; for if the object fired at be distant, one-half of the pellets composing the charge, by their too great quantity and weight, will strike against each other, and be the one which reach the mark will have small force, and will produce but little or no effect.

The use of the wadding is to carry the shot in a body to a certain distance from the muzzle of the piece. It ought to be of soft and pliable materials. The best kind of wadding, in the opinion of an experienced fowler, is a piece of an old hat; but this cannot be obtained in sufficient quantity. Next to it nothing is better than soft brown paper, which combines suppleness with confidence, moulds itself to the barrel, and never falls with the ground within 12 or 15 paces from the muzzle of the piece. Tow answers very well, and cork has been extolled for possessing the peculiar virtue of increasing the range and cleavage of the shot.

The wadding ought to be quite close in the barrel, but not rammed too hard; for if it be rammed too close, or be of a rigid substance, the piece will recoil, and the fact will spread too much. On the other hand, if the wadding be very loose, or composed of too soft materials, such as wool or cotton, the discharge will not possess proper force.

In loading a piece, the powder ought to be slightly rammed down by only pressing the ramrod two or three times on the wadding, and not by drawing up the ramrod and then returning it into the barrel with a jerk of the arm several times. For when the powder is violently compressed, some of the grains must be bruised, which will prevent the explosion from being quick, and will spread the shot too wide. In pouring the powder into the barrel, the measure ought to be held so as that the powder may fall most readily to the bottom. That no grains may adhere to the sides of the barrel, the butt end of the piece may be struck against the ground.

The shot ought never to be rammed down with force; it is sufficient to strike the butt-end of the gun against the ground as before. Then the wadding is to be put down gently. A sportsman ought never to carry his gun under his arm with the muzzle inclined downwards, for this practice loosens the wadding and charge too much.

Immediately after the piece is fired it ought to be re-loaded; for while the barrel is still warm, there is no danger of any moisture lodging in it to hinder the powder and firing, but from falling to the bottom. As it is found that the cinders of the barrel, and perhaps the moisture condensed in it, diminishes the force of the powder in the first shot; it is proper to fire off a little powder before the piece is loaded. Some prime before loading, but this is not proper unless the touch-hole be very large. After every discharge the touch-hole ought to be pricked, or a small feather may be inserted to clear away any humidity or foulness that has been contracted.

The sportsman having loaded, his piece must next prepare to fire. For this purpose he ought to place his hand near the entrance of the ramrod, and at the same time grasp the barrel firmly. The muzzle should be a little elevated, for it is more usual to shoot low than high. This direction ought particularly to be attended to when the object is a little distant; because shot as well as ball only moves a certain distance point blank, when it begins to describe the curve of the parabola.

Practice soon teaches the sportsman the proper distance at which he should shoot. The distance at which the sportsman ought to kill, is from 25 to 35 paces for the footed, and from 40 to 45 paces for the winged, game. Beyond this distance even to 50 or 55 paces, both partridges and hares are sometimes killed; but in general the hares are only slightly wounded, and carry away the shot; and the partridges at that distance present so small a surface, that they frequently escape untouched between the spaces of the circle. Yet it does not follow that a partridge may not be killed with No. 3 patent shot at 60 and even 70 paces distance; but then these shots are very rare.

In shooting at a bird flying, or a hare running across, it is necessary to take aim before the object in proportion to its distance at the time of firing. If a partridge flies across at the distance of 30 or 35 paces, it will be sufficient to aim at the head, or at most but a small foot before it. If it be 50, 60, or 70 paces distant, it is then requisite to aim at at least half a foot before the head. The same practice ought to be observed in shooting at a hare, rabbit, or fox, when running in a cross direction; at the same time making due allowance for...
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for the distance and quickness of the pace. Another thing to be attended to is, that the shooter ought not involuntarily to stop the motion of the arms at the moment of pulling the trigger; for the instant the hand stops in order to fire, however insensible the time be, the bird gets beyond the line of aim, and the shot will miss it. A sportman ought therefore to accustom himself to have hand while he is taking aim to follow the object. When a hare runs in a straight line from the shooter, he should take his aim between the ears, otherwise he will run the hazard either of missing, at least not of killing dead, or as it is sometimes called clean.

Every part of the piece to be kept clean and dry.

A fowling-piece should not be fired more than 20 or 25 times without being washed; a barrel when foul neither shoots so ready, nor carries the shot so far as when clean. The flint, pan, and hammer, should be well wiped after each shot; this contributes greatly to make the piece go off quick, but then it should be done with such expedition, that the barrel may be reloaded whilst warm, for the reasons we have before advanced. The flint should be frequently changed, without waiting until it misses fire, before a new one is put in. Fifteen or eighteen shots, therefore, should only be fired with the same flint; the expense is too trifling to be regarded, and by changing it thus often much vexation will be prevented.

A gun also should never be fired with the prime of the piece; it may happen that an old priming will sometimes go off well, but it will more frequently contract moisture and freeze in the firing; then the object will most probably be missed, and that because the piece was not fresh primed.

For the information of the young sportman we shall add a few more general directions. In warm weather he ought to seek for game in plains and open grounds, and in cold weather he may search little hills exposed to the sun, along hedges among heath, in fluffles, and in pastures where there is much furze and fern. The morning is the best time of the day, before the dew is exhaled, and before the game has been disturbed. The colour of the shooter's dress ought to be the same with that of the fields and trees; in summer it ought to be green, in winter a dark grey. He ought to hunt as much as possible with the wind, not only to prevent the game from preceiving the approach of him and his dog, but also to enable the dog to scent the game at a greater distance.

He should never be discouraged from hunting and ranging the same ground over and over again, especially in places covered with heath, brambles, high grass, or young coppice wood. A hare or rabbit will frequently suffer him to pass several times within a few yards of its form without getting up. He should be still more patient when he has marked partridges into such places, for it often happens, that after the birds have been sprung many times, they lie so dead that they will suffer him almost to tread upon them before they will rise. Pheasants, quails, and woodcocks do the same.

He ought to look carefully about him, never pausing a bush or tuft of grass without examination; but he ought never to strike them with the muzzle of his gun for it will loosen his wadding. He who patiently beats and ranges his ground over again, without being dis-couraged, will always kill the greatest quantity of game; and if he is shooting in company, he will find game where others have passed without discovering any.

When he has fired he should call in his dog, that he may not have the mortification to see game rise which he cannot shoot. When he has killed a bird, instead of being anxious about picking it up, he ought to follow the reit of the covert with his eye till he see them fly.

Three species of dogs are capable of receiving the due proper instruction, and of being trained. These are for point, the smooth pointer, the spaniel, and the rough pointer. The first is a dog with long curled hair, and seems to be a mixed breed of the water-dog and the spaniel. The smooth pointer is active and lively enough in his range, but in general is proper only for an open country.

The greatest part of these dogs are afraid of water, brambles, andthicknesses; but the spaniel and the rough pointer are easily taught to take the water, even in cold weather, and to range the woods and rough places as well as the plain. Greater dependence may therefore be had on these two last species of dogs than on the smooth pointer.

The education of a pointer may commence when he is only five or six months old. The only lessons which he can be taught at this time are to fetch and carry any thing when desired; to come in when he runs far off, and to go behind when he returns; using, in the one case, the words here, come in, and in the other back or behind. It is also necessary at this period to accustom him to be tied up in the kennel or stable; but he ought not at first to be tied too long. He should be let loose in the morning, and fastened again in the evening. When a dog is not early accustomed to be chained, he disturbs every person in the neighbourhood by howling.

It is also of importance that the person who is to train him should give him his food.

When the dog has attained the age of 10 or 12 months, he may be carried into the field to be regularly trained. At first he may be allowed to follow his own inclination, and to run after every animal he sees. His indiscriminating eagerness he soon abates, and he will pursue only partridges and hares. He will soon become tired of following partridges in vain, and will content himself after having flushed them to follow them with his eyes. It will be more difficult to prevent him from following hares.

All young dogs are apt to rake; that is, to hunt with their noses close to the ground, to follow birds rather by the track than by the wind. But partridges lie much better to dogs that wind them, than to those that follow them by the track. The dog that winds the scent approaches the birds by degrees and without disturbing them; but they are immediately alarmed when they see a dog tracing their footsteps. When you perceive that your dog is committing this fault, call to him in an angry tone hold up: he will then grow uneasy, and agitated, going first to the one side and then to the other, until the wind brings him the scent of the birds. After finding the game four or five times in this way, he will take the wind or himself, and hunt with his nose high. If it be difficult to correct this fault, it will be necessary to put the puzzle peg upon him. This is of very simple construction, consisting of
only of a piece of oak or deal inch board, one foot in
length, and an inch and a half in breadth, tapering a
little to one end; at the broader end are two holes run-
ing longitudinally, through which the collar of the
dog is put, and the whole is buckled round his neck; the
piece of wood being projected beyond his note, is then
fallen with a piece of leather thong; to his under jaw.
By this means the peg advancing seven or eight inches
beyond his front, the dog is prevented from putting his
note to the ground and taking.

As soon as the young dog knows his game you must
bring him under complete subjection. If he is tractable,
this will be easy; but if he is stubborn, it will be nec-
ecessary to use the trailing cord, which is a rope or cord of
20 or 25 fathoms in length fastened to his collar. If
he refuse to come back when called upon, you must
check him smartly with the cord, which will often bring
him upon his haunches. But be sure you never call to
him except when you are within reach of the cord.
After repeating this several times he will not fail to
come back when called; he ought then to be cared for,
and a bit of bread should be given him. He ought now
constantly to be tied up, and never unchained, except
when you give him his food, and even then only when
he has done something to deserve it.

The next step will be to throw down a piece of
bread on the ground, at the same moment taking hold
of the dog by the collar, calling out to him, "take
heed,—softly." After having held him in this manner
for some space of time, say to him, "FEIZE—LAY HOLD."
If he is impatient to lay hold of the piece of bread
before the signal is given, correct him gently with a small
whip. Repeat this lesson until he "takes heed" well,
and no longer requires to be held fast to prevent him
from laying hold of the bread. When he is well ac-
customed to this manage, turn the bread with a flick,
holding it in the manner you do a fowling-piece, and
having done so, cry "FEIZE." Never suffer the dog to eat
either in the house or field without having first made
him take heed in this manner.

Then, in order to apply this lesson to the game, fry
small pieces of bread in hogs lard, with the dung of par-
tridge; take these in a linen bag into the fields, stub-
bles, ploughed grounds, and pastures, and there put the
pieces in several different places, marking the spots with
little cleft pickets of wood, which will be rendered
more distinguishable by putting pieces of card in the
nicks. This being done, call off the dog and conduct
him to these places, always hunting in the wind. After
he has caught the scent of the bread, if he approaches
too near, and seems eager to fall upon it, cry to him in
a menacing tone, "take heed!" and if he does not stop
immediately, correct him with a whip. He will soon
comprehend what is required of him, and will stand.

At the next lesson, take your gun charged only with
powder, walk gently round the piece of bread once or
twice, and fire instead of crying "feize." The next time of
practising this lesson, walk round the bread four or five
times, but in a greater circle than before, and continue to
do this, until the dog is conquered of his, impatience,
and will stand without moving until the signal is given.
When he keeps his point well, and "stands steady" in
this lesson, you may carry him to the birds; if he runs
in upon them, or barks when they spring up, you must
correct him; and if he continues to do so, you must return
to the fired bread; but this is seldom necessary.

When the dog has learned by this use of the bread
to take heed, he may be carried to the fields with the
trail cord dragging on the ground. When he springs
birds for the first time, if he runs after them or barks,
check him by calling out to him, "TAKE HEED." If he point
properly, caress him; but you ought never to hunt
without the cord until he point staunchly.

If the dog runs after sheep, and it is difficult to cure
him, couple him with a ram, and then whip the dog as
long as you can follow him. His cries will at first
alarm the ram; he will run with all his speed, and drag
the dog along with him; but he will at length take
courage, turn upon the dog, and butt him severely with
his horns. When you think the dog is sufficiently chas-
tised, untie him; he will never run at sheep again.

Having now given a few general instructions con-
cerning the best method of training pointers, we shall
subjoin a few observations respecting the most common
species of game, the partridge, pheasant, grouse, wood-
cock, snipe, and wild duck.

Partridges pair in the spring, and lay their eggs (ge-
erally from 15 to 20) during May and part of June.
The young begin to fly about the end of June, and their
plumage is complete in the beginning of October. The
male has a conspicuous horsethief upon his breast, and
an obtuse spur on the hinder part of the leg, which dis-
inguishes him from the female. He is also rather lar-
g than the female.

When a sportsman is shooting in a country where
the birds are thin, and he no longer chooses to range
the field for the bare chance of meeting with them,
the following method will show him where to find them
on another day. In the evening, from sun-set to night-
fall, he should point himself in a field, at the foot of a
tree or a bush, and there wait until the partridges begin
to call or juck, which they always do at that time;
not only for the purpose of drawing together when se-
parated, but also when the birds composing the covey
are not disturbed. After calling in this manner for
some little space of time, the partridges will take to
flight; then, if he mark the place where they alight,
he may be assured they will lie there the whole night,
unless disturbed. Let him return to the same point the
next morning by break of day, and there watch a while;
being careful to keep his dog in a firing, if he is not
under perfect command.

As soon as the dawn begins to peep, the partridges
will begin to call, and soon afterwards will perform
the same manoeuvre as on the preceding evening; that is,
after having called a while, they will take their
flight, and will most commonly settle at a little distance.
There in a few minutes they will call again, and some-
times take a second flight, but that will be to no great
extent. Then as soon as the sun is riven, and the
sportsman can see to shoot, he may cast off his dog and
pursue them.

The pheasant is of the size of a common dunghill Pea-
cock, and lays its eggs generally in the woods, the
number of which is 10 or 12.

Pheasants are accounted stupid birds; for when they
are surprised they will frequently squat down like a rab-
bit, supposing themselves to be in safety as soon as their
heads
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The woodcock, is a bird of passage; it commonly goes forthward about the end of October, and remains until the middle of March. Woodcocks are fatte in December and January, but from the end of February they are lean. At their arrival they drop anywhere, but afterwards take up their residence in copses of nine or ten years growth. They seldom, however, fly in one place longer than 12 or 15 days. During the day they remain in those parts of the woods where there are void spaces or glades, picking up earth-worms and grubs from the fallen leaves. In the evening they go to drink and wash their bills at pools and springs, after which they repair to the open fields and meadows for the night. It is remarkable, that when a woodcock springs from a wood to go into the open country, he always endeavours to find some glade or opening, which he follows to the boundaries of the wood. In his return he pursues the same path in a good way, and then turns to the right or left opposite to some glade, in order to drop into a thick part of the wood, where he may be sheltered from the wind. He may therefore be watched with advantage in those narrow passes and little alleys on the edges of woods which lead to a pool or spring, or he may be watched in the dusk of the evening near the pools which he frequents.

The *suife* is a bird of passage as well as the woodcock. This bird is scarcely worth shooting till the fruit commences. In the month of November they begin to grow fat. Snipes, like woodcocks, frequent springs, bogs, and marshy places, and generally fly against the wind. The blunt and crook shots are rather difficult; as the birds are small and fly very quickly. The sportman ought to look for them in the direction of the wind; because then they will fly towards him, and present a fairer mark.

Wild duck is also a bird of passage, and arrives here in great flocks from the northern countries in the beginning of winter. Still, however, a great many remain in our marshes and fens during the whole year, and breed.

The wild duck differs little in plumage from the tame duck, but is easily distinguished by its size, which is less; by the neck, which is more slender; by the foot, which is smaller; by the nails, which are more black; and above all, by the web of the foot, which is much finer and fatter to the touch.

In the summer season, when it is known that a team of young ducks are in a particular piece of water, and just beginning to fly, the sportman is sure to find them early in the morning dabbling at the edges of the pool, and amongst the long grass, and then he may get very near to them: it is usual also to find them in those places at noon.

In the beginning of autumn almost every pool is frequented by teams of wild ducks, which remain there during the day, concealed in the rushes. If these pools are of small extent, two shooters, by going one on each side, making a noise, and throwing stones into the rushes, will make them fly up; and they will in this way frequently get shots, especially if the pool is not broad, and contracts at one end. But the surest and most successful way, is to launch a small boat or trow on the pool, and to traverse the rushes by the openings which are found; at the same time making as little noise as possible. In this manner the ducks will suffer the sportsmen to come sufficiently near them to shoot flying; and it often happens that the ducks, after having flown up, only make a circuit, return in a little time, and again alight upon the pool. Then the sportmen endeavour a second time to come near them. If several shooters are in company, they should divide, two should go in the boat, whilst the others spread themselves about the edge of the pool, in order to shoot the ducks in their flight. In pools which will not admit a trow, water spaniels are absolutely necessary for this sport.

In winter they may be found on the margins of little pools; and when pools and rivers are frozen up, they must be watched for in places where there are springs and waters which do not freeze. The sport is then much more certain, because the ducks are confined to those places in order to procure aquatic herbs, which are their only food at this period.

**SHOP-LEITERS.** are those that deal goods privately out of shops; which, being to the value of 5s, though no perfon be in the shop, is felony without the benefit of clergy by the 10 and 11 W. III. c. 23.

**SHORE.** A place washed by the sea, or by some large river.

Count Marigli divides the sea-shore into three portions: the first of which is that track of land which the sea just reaches in storms and high tides, but which it never covers; the second part of the shore is that which is covered in high tides and storms, but is dry at other times; and the third is the defile from this, which is always covered with water.

The first part is only a continuation of the continent, and suffers no alteration from the neighbourhood of the sea, except that it is rendered fit for the g owth of forn plants, and wholly unfit for that of others, by the saline trains and impregnations; and it is scarce to be conceived by any, but those who have observed it, how far on land the effects of the sea reach, to as to make the earth proper for plants which will not grow without this influence; there being several plants frequently found on high hills and dry places, at three, four, and five miles from the sea, which yet would not grow unless in the neighbourhood of it, nor will ever be found elsewhere.
SHORE

The second part or portion of the shore is much more affected by the sea than the former, being frequently washed and beaten by it. Its productions are rendered flat by the water, and it is covered with sand, or with the fragments of shells in form of sand, and in some places with a tartarous matter deposited from the water; the colour of this whole extent of ground is usually dusty and dull, especially where there are rocks and stones, and these covered with a filthy manner.

The third part of the shore is more affected by the sea than either of the others; and is covered with an uniform crust of the true nature of the bottom of the sea, except that plants and animals have their residence in it, and the decayed parts of these alter it a little.

SHORE (Jane), the celebrated concubine of the licentious king Edward IV. was the wife of Mr Matthew Shore, a goldsmith in Lombard street, London. Kings are seldom unsuccessful in their amorous pursuits; therefore there was nothing wonderful in Mrs Shore's removing from Lombard-street to shine at court as the royal favourite. Historians represent her as extremely beautiful, remarkably cheerful, and of most uncommon generosity. The king, it is said, was not less captivated with her temper than with her person: he never made use of her influence over him to the prejudice of any person; and if ever he imported him, it was in favour of the unfortunate. After the death of Edward, she attached herself to the lord Hastings; and when Richard III. cut off that nobleman as an obstacle to his ambitious schemes, Jane Shore was arrested as an accomplice, on the ridiculous accusation of witchcraft. This, however, terminated only in a public penance; excepting that Richard rified her of all her little property: but whatever severity might have been exercised towards her, it appears that she was alive, though sufficiently wretched, under the reign of Henry VIII. when Sir Thomas More saw her poor, old, and thrivel'd, without the least trace of her former beauty. Mr Rowe, in his tragedy of Jane Shore, has adopted the popular story related in the old historical ballad, of her perishing by hunger in a ditch where Shoreditch now stands. But Shaw affirms that the street was so named before her time.

SHORL. See SHORE.

SHORLING and MORTING, are words to distinguish falls of sheep a flouting being the falls after the sheeze are shorn off the sheeps back; and morting, the falls head off after they die or are killed. In some parts of England they understand by a flouting, a sheep whose fleece is shorn off; and by a morting, a sheep that dies.

SHORT (James), an eminent optician, was born in Edinburgh on the 10th of June, O.S. in the year 1716. At ten years of age, having lost his father and mother, and being left in a state of indigence, he was received into Heriot's Hospital, (see Edinburgh Public Buildings, n° 16), where he soon displayed his mechanical genius in constructing, for himself, little chells, bookcases, and other conveniences, with such tools as fell in his way. At the age of twelve he was removed from the Hospital to the High School, where he showed a considerable taste for classical literature, and generally kept at the head of his forms. In the year 1736 he was entered into the university, where he passed through the usual course of education, and took his master's degree with great applause.

By his friends he was intended for the church; but after attending a course of theological lectures, his mind revolted from a profession which he thought little adapted to his talents; and he devoted his whole time to mathematical and mechanical pursuits. He had been fortunate enough to have the celebrated McClaurin for his preceptor, who having soon discovered the bent of his genius, and made a proper estimate of the extent of his capacity, encouraged him to prosecute those studies in which nature had qualified him to make the greatest figure. Under the eye of that eminent master, he began in 1732 to construct Gregorian telescopes; and, as the professor observed in a letter to Dr Jolin, "by taking care of the figure of his specula, he was enabled to give them larger apertures, and to carry them to greater perfection, than had ever been done before him." See Optics, n° 97.

In the year 1736 Mr Short was called to London, at the desire of Queen Caroline, to give instructions in mathematics to William duke of Cumberland; and immediately on his appointment to that very honourable office, he was elected a fellow of the royal society, and patronized by the earls of Morton and Marchfield. In the year 1749 he accompanied the former of those noble lords to the Orkney Isles, where he was employed in adjusting the geography of that part of Scotland; and happy it was for him that he was so employed, as he might otherwise have been involved in a scuffle which took place between the retainers of Sir James Stewart of Barn and the attendants of the earl, in which some of the latter were dangerously wounded.

Mr Short having returned to London, and finally established himself there in the line of his profession, was in 1743 employed by lord Thomas Spencer to make for him a reflector of twelve feet focus, for which he received 660 guineas. He made several other telescopes of the same focal distance with greater improvements and higher magnifiers; and in 1753 finished one for the king of Spain, for which, with its whole apparatus, he received 1200l. This was the noblest instrument of that kind that had then been constructed, and perhaps it has never yet been surpassed except by the astonishing reflectors of Herschel. See Telescopes.

Mr Short was wont to visit the place of his nativity once every two or three years during his residence in London, and in 1766 he visited it for the last time. On the 13th of June 1768 he died, after a very short illness, at Newington Butts, near London, of a mortification in his bowels, and was buried on the 22d of the same month, having completed, within a few days, his fifty-eighth year. He left a fortune of about 20,000l. of which 15,000l. was bequeathed to two nephews, and the rest in legacies to his friends. In gratitude for the hearty patronage of the earl of Morton, he left to his daughter the Lady Mary Douglas, afterwards countess of Aboyne, 1000l. and the reversion of his fortune, should his nephews die without issue; but this reversionary legacy the lady, at the desire of her father, seriously relinquished by a deed in favour of Mr Short's brother Mr Thomas Short and his children. Mr Short's eminence as an artificer is universally known; and we have often heard him spoken of by those who had known.
known him from his youth, as a man of virtue and of very amiable manners.

Short-Hand Writing. See STENOGRAHY.

Short-jointed, in the manage. A horse is said to be short-jointed that has a short pattern; when this joint, or the pattern is too short, the horse is said to have his fore legs from the knee to the coronet all in a straight line. Commonly your short-jointed horses do not manage as well as the long-jointed; but out of the manage the short-jointed are the best for travel or fatigue.

Short-sightedness, a certain defect in vision, by which objects cannot be distinctly seen unless they are very near the eye. See Optical, n. 155.

SHORTFORD, q. d. were close, an ancient custom in the city of Exeter, when the lord of the fee cannot be answered rent due to him out of his tenement, and no dilatory can be levied for the same. The lord is then to come to the tenement, and there take a fone, or some other dead thing off the tenement, and bring it before the mayor and bailiff, and this must do seven quarter days successively; and if on the seventh quarter day the lord is not satisfied of his rent and arrears, then the tenement shall be adjudged to the lord to hold the same a year and a day; and forthwith proclamation is to be made in the court, that if any man claims any title to the said tenement, he must appear within the year and day next following, and satisfy the lord of the said rent and arrears; but if no appearance be made, and the rent not paid, the lord comes again to the court, and prays that, according to the custom, the said tenement be adjudged to him in his demesne as of fee, which is done accordingly, so that the lord hath from thenceforth the said tenement, with the appurtenances to him and his heirs.

SHOT a denomination given to all sorts of balls for fire-arms; those for cannon being of iron, and those for guns, pibols, &c. of lead. See SHOOTING.

Cafe Shot formerly consisted of all kinds of old iron, nails, musket-balls, stones &c. used as above.

Shot of a cable, on ship-board, is the splicing of two cables together, that a ship may ride safe in deep waters and in great roads; for a ship will ride easier by one shot of a cable, than by three short cables out ahead.

Grape Shot. See GRAPE-SHOT.

Patent mild Shot is thus made: Sheets of lead, whose thicknesses corresponds with the size of the shot required, are cut into small pieces, or cubes, of the form of a die. A great quantity of these little cubes are put into a large hollow iron cylinder, which is mounted horizontally and turned by a winch; when by their friction against one another and against the sides of the cylinder, they are rendered perfectly round and very smooth. The other patent shot is cast in moulds, in the same way as bullets are.

Shot-Flags, a fort of flaggon somewhat bigger than ordinary, which in some counties, particularly Derbyshire, it is the custom for the holt to serve his guests in, after they have drank above a halfing.

Small Shot, or that used for fowling, should be well sized, and of a moderate bigness; for should it be too great, then it flies thin, and feathers too much; or if too small, then it hath not weight and strength to penetrate far, and the bird is apt to fly away with it. In order, therefore, to have it suitable to the occasion, it not being always to be had in every place fit for the purpose, we shall let down the true method of making all sorts and sizes under the name of real shot. Its principal good properties are to be round and solid. Take any quantity of lead you think fit, and melt it down in an iron vessel; and as it cools keep it stirring with an iron ladle, skimming off all impurities whatever that may arise at the top; when it begins to look of a greenish colour, stir it round and yellow opium, finely powdered, as will be on aalluring to every 12 or 14 pound of lead; then stirring them together, the ornament will flame.

The ladle should have a notch on one side of the brim, for more easily pouring out the lead; the ladle must remain in the melted lead, that its heat may be the same with that of the lead, to prevent inconveniences, which otherwise might happen by its being either too hot or too cold: then, to try your lead, drop a little of it into water, and if the drops prove round, then the lead is of a proper heat; if otherwise, and the shot have tails, then add more ornament to increase the heat, till it be found sufficient.

Then take a plate of copper, about the bigness of a thumb, which must be made with a hollowness in the middle, about three inches compass, within which must be bored about 40 holes according to the size of the shot which you intend to cast: the hollow bottom should be thin; but the thicker the brim, the better it will retain the heat. Place this plate on a frame of iron, over a tub or vessel of water, about four inches from the water, and spread burning coals on the plate, to keep the lead melted upon it; then take some lead and pour it gently on the coals on the plate, and it will make its way through the holes into the water, and form itself into shot; do this till all your lead be run through the holes of the plate taking care, by keeping your coals alive, that the lead do not cool, and so stop up the holes.

While you are casting in this manner, another person with another ladle may cast some of the shot, placing the ladle four or five inches underneath the plate in the water, by which means you will see if they are defective, and rectify them.

Your chief care is to keep the lead in a just degree of heat, that it be not too cold as to stop up the holes in your plate, nor so hot as to cause the shot to crack: to remedy the heat, you must refrain working till it is of a proper coolness; and to remedy the coolness of your lead and plate, you must blow your fire; observing, that the cooler your lead is, the larger will be your shot; as the hotter it is, the smaller they will be.

After you have done casting, take them out of the water, and dry them over the fire with a gentle heat, stirring them continually that they do not melt; when dry, you are to separate the great shot from the small, by the help of a sieve made for that purpose, according to their several sizes. But those who would have very large shot, make the lead trickle with a flick out of the ladle into the water, without the plate.

If it float on the plate, and yet the plate be not too cool, give but the plate a little knock, and it will run again; care must be had that none of your implements be greasy, oily, or the like; and when the shot, being separated, are found too large or too small for your purpose,
pes, or otherwise imperfect, they will serve again at the next operation.

The sizes of common shot for fowling are from No. 1 to 6, and smaller, which is called musket shot, or duft shot; but No. 5 is small enough for any shooting whatever. The No. 1 may be used for wild geese; the No. 2 for ducks, widgeons, and other water-fowl; the No. 3 for partridges, after the first month, and all the fowl; the No. 4 for partridges, woodcocks, &c.; and the No. 5 for snipes and all the smaller birds.

Tim-Cafe SHORe, in artillery, is formed by putting a great quantity of small iron shot into a cylindrical tin-box called a cannister, that just fits, the bore of the gun. Leaden bullets are sometimes used in the same manner, and it must be observed, that whatever number or sizes of the shots are used, they must weigh with their cases nearly as much as the shot of the piece.

SHOVEL (Sir Claudelye), was born about the year 1600 of parents rather in the lower rank of life. He was put apprentice to a shoemaker; but dreading this profession, determined to make a living by it a few years after, and went to sea. He was at first a cabin boy with Sir Christopher Mynnns, but applying to the study of navigation with indefatigable industry, his skill as a seaman soon raised him above that station.

The coasts of Tripoli having committed great outrages on the English in the Mediterranean, Sir John Narborough was sent in 1674 to reduce them to reason. As he had received orders to try the effects of negotiation before he proceeded to hostilities, he sent Mr Shovel, who was at that time a lieutenant in his fleet to demand satisfaction. The Dey treated him with a great deal of deference, and sent him back without an answer. Sir John dispatched him a second time, with orders to remark particularly the situation of things on shore. The behaviour of the Dey was worse than ever. Upon Mr Shovel’s return, he informed Sir John that it would be possible, notwithstanding their fortifications, to burn all the ships in the harbour. The boats were accordingly manned, and the command of them given to Lieut. Shovel, who seized the guardship, and burnt four others, without losing a man. This action to terrify the Tripolins, that they feared for peace. Sir John Narborough gave so favourable an account of this exploit, that Mr Shovel was soon after made captain of the Sapphire, a fifth rate ship.

In the battle of Bantry-Bay, after the revolution, he commanded the Edgar, and, for his gallant behaviour in that action, was soon after knighted by king William. Next year he was employed in transporting an army into Ireland; a service which he performed with so much diligence and dexterity, that the king raised him to the rank of rear-admiral of the blue, and delivered his commission with his own hands. Soon after he was made rear-admiral of the red, and shared the glory of the victory at La Hogue. In 1694, he bombarded Dunkirk. In 1703, he commanded the grand fleet in the Mediterranean, and did every thing in his power to aid the Protestants who were in arms in the Severn.

Soon after the battle of Malaga, he was prefented by prince George to Queen Anne, who received him graciously, and next year employed him as commander in chief.

In 1705 he commanded the fleet, together with the earls of Peterborough and Monmouth, which was sent into the Mediterranean; and it was owing to him chiefly that Barcelona was taken. After an unsuccessful attempt upon Toulon, he failed for Gibraltar, and from thence homeward with a part of the fleet. On the 22d of October, at night, his ship, with three others, was cast away on the rocks of Scilly. All on board perished. His body was found by some fishermen on the island of Scilly, who stripped it of a valuable ring, and afterwards buried it. Mr Paxton, the purser of the Arundel, hearing of this, found out the fellows, and obliged them to discover where they had buried the body. He carried it on board his own ship to Portsmouth, from whence it was conveyed to London, and interred with great solemnity in Westminster abbey. A monument was afterwards erected to his memory by the direction of the Queen. He married the widow of his patron, Sir John Narborough, by whom he left two daughters, co-heiresses.

SHOVELER, in ornithology, a species of Anas, "SHOULDER-BLADe," a bone of the shoulder, of a triangular figure, covering the hind part of the ribs, called by anatomists the scapula and omaloid. See Anatomy.

SHOUT, CLAMOUR, in antiquity, was frequently used on ecclesiastical, civil, and military occasions, as a sign of approbation, and sometimes of indignation. Thus as Cicer, in an assembly of the people, was exposing the arrogance of L. Antony, who had laid the impudence to cause himself to be inscribed the patron of the Romans, the people on hearing this raised a shout to show their indignation. In the ancient military discipline, shouts were used. 1. Upon occasion of the general’s making a speech or harangue to the army from his tribunal. This they did in token of their approving what had been proposed. 2. Before an engagement, in order to encourage and spur their own men, and fill the enemy with dread. This is a practice of great antiquity; besides which, it wants not the authority of reason to support it; for as mankind are endowed with two senses, hearing and seeing, by which fear is raised in the mind, it may be proper to make use of the ear as well as the eye for that purpose. Shouts were also raised in the ancient theatre, when what was acted pleased the spectators. It was usual for those present at the burning of the dead to raise a great shout, and call the dead person by his name before they set fire to the pile.

SHOWER, in meteorology, a cloud condensed into rain.

SHREWMOUSE. See SORRE.

SHREWSBURY, the capital of Shropshire in England. This town, the metropolis of the county, grew up out of the ruins of Uriconium, an ancient city, now a village called Wrexeter, about four miles from it. The Saxons called it Scrobes Bircg, from the thorns that grew about it; and from hence the present name of Shrewsbury is supposed to have been formed. It is pleasantly situated upon a hill near the Severn, over which there are two handsome bridges. It was a place of note in the Saxon times; after which it was granted by William the Conqueror, together with the title of earl and most of the county, to Roger de Montgomery, who built a castle upon the north side of it, where the Severn, that accompanies it on all other sides, leaves an opening. His son Robert built also a wall across this neck of land, when he revolted from
from Henry I. We learn from *doomday* book, that at that time, when a widow of this town married, the paid 20 shillings to the king, and a virgin to. The abovementioned Roger founded also, and endowed here, a Benedictine monastery and a collegiate church. When old age came upon him, he quitted the world, and spent the rest of his days as a monk in the abbey, and when he died was interred in its church. From the history of this church and monastery, it appears, that ecclesiastical benefits about that time were hereditary. The abbey became so rich afterwards, that the abbots were wealthy, and fat in parliament. Besides this abbey, in after times there were there others, viz. a Franciscan, Dominican, and Augustinian, and likewise two collegiate churches; one dedicated to St Chad and the other to St Mary. In the contest between the emperors Maud and Stephen, this town, and its governor William Fitz-Alan, sided with the emperors. In Henry III.'s time, a part of it was burnt down by the Welsh; and in Richard II.'s reign a parliament was held in it. At a place called *Battlefield*, near this town, Henry Percy the younger, surnamed Hotspur, was killed in an engagement with Henry IV. against whom he had rebelled. The king afterwards built a chapel upon the spot, and endowed it for the support of two priests to pray for the souls of the slain. Two of Edw. IV.'s sons were born here: namely, Richard, duke of York, whom Perkin Warbeck afterwards perforated, and who was murdered in the Tower; and George Plantagenet, who died before his brothers. Here first broke out the sweating-sickness, which carried off great numbers, so suddenly, that those who were seized with it either died or recovered in the space of 2 hours. In the beginning of the civil wars, King Charles I. came hither, and formed an army, with which he marched towards London; but was met by the parliament's forces at Edgehill. He continued here from the 20th of September to the 13th of October, during which time he was joined by prince Rupert, and many of the gentry and nobility of that parts. This town anciently gave title of earl to the Montgomeries, and afterwards to the Talbots, by whom it is still retained. Here is a free grammar-school, with three masters, and several scholars, well endowed by Edward VI. and Queen Elizabeth, and not inferior to many colleges in the universities. It has a good library and chapel, and there are several fellowships appropriated to it in the university of Cambridge. Here are also several hospitals, almshouses, and charity-schools. This town is one of the most flourishing in England, having two great weekly markets for corn, cattle, and provisions; and another for Welch cottons and flannels, of which great quantities are sold. A great trade is carried on with the Welch, who bring their commodities hither, as to the common mart of both nations. The town in large and well-built, and the situation extremely pleasant. There is a very beautiful walk called the *quarry*, between the town walls and the Severn, delightfully shaded with rows of lime-trees, so that it is not inferior to the Mall in St James's Park. The town is also noted for its gallantry and politer, being full of gentry, for whom there are always balls and assemblies once a-week all the year round.-

Here is a fine house and gardens, which belonged to the earl of Bradford; and in the neighbourhood, as Wroxeter, the Roman highway, called Watling-street, may be seen for several miles, where Roman coins are frequently found. In Shrewsbury are 12 incorporated trading companies; and the corporation has a power to try even capital causes of itself, except high treason. It is said that thigh-bones of dead men have been found here a yard long, and teeth three inches round and three long.

SHRIKE. See *LANIER.*

SHRIMP, ichthyology. See *CANCER, n° 5. and 6."

SHRINE, in ecclesiastical history, a place to hold the relics of some saint.

SHROPSHIRE, a county of England, bounded on the north by Worcestershire, Herefordshire, and Radnorshire; on the north by Cheshire; on the west, by Staffordshire; on the south, by Montgomeryshire and Denbighshire, in Wales. Its length is between 40 and 50 miles, its breadth about 36, and its circumference about 210. It is an inland county, containing 890,000 acres, 113,650 inhabitants, and 15 hundreds, in which are 170 parishes, and 15 market towns. It makes a part of three bishoprics, viz. Hereford, Coventry and Lichfield, and St Asaph. Some part of it lies on the north, and some on the south side of the Severn. Besides the Severn, it is also watered by the Teme and Telford, as it is called in Welch, which flows from the mountains of Radnorshire; and by the Tern, which has its rise and name from one of those pools called *leernes,* in Staffordshire. All these abound with fish, especially eels, pikes, lampreys, grayslings, carp, and eels. The air, especially upon the hills, with which the county abounds, is very wholesome. There is as great a diversity of soil as in most other counties. On the hills, where it is poor, is very good pasture for sheep; and in the low grounds, where it is very rich, along the Severn in particular, there is plenty of grass for hay and black cattle, with all sorts of corn. No county is better provided with fuel than this, having in it many inexhaustible pits of coal, and also mines of lead and iron. Over most of the coal-pits in this county lies a stratum or layer of blackish porous rock, of which, by grinding and boiling, they make pitch and tar, which are rather better than the common for caulking ships, as they do not crack, but always continue close and smooth. Quarries of limestone and ironstone are common enough in the county, and the coal in many places is a reddish clay. As it lies, upon the borders of Wales, it was anciently full of castles and walled towns. On the side next that country there was an almost continuous line of castles, to guard the county against the intruders and depredations of the Welch. The borders here, as those between England and Scotland, were called *Marches,* and there were certain noblemen intitule bizones marchies, marchiones de marcha Wallis, "lords of the marches, or magnificies of the marches of Wales," who were vested with a fort of patinaire juriadmin, held courts of justice to determine controversies, and enjoyed many privileges and immunities, the better to enable and encourage them to protect the county against the incursions of the Welsh, and to maintain order amongst the borderers; but they often abused their power, and were the greatest of tyrants.

As to the ecclesiastical government of the county, the far greater part, namely, all that belongs to the bishoprics of Hereford, and of Lichfield and Coventry,
is under the jurisdiction and visitation of the archbishop of Shrewsbury or Salop, and is divided into several

dioceses.

The Oxford circuit includes in it this county, which

furnishes members to parliament, viz. two for the three,

and two for each of the following towns, Shrewsbury,

Ludlow, Wenlock, and Bishop's Castle.

SHROVE-TUESDAY, is the Tuesday after Quin

quagesima Sunday, or the day immediately preceding

the start of Lent; being so called from the Saxon word

shrofit, which signifies "to confess." Hence Shrove-

Tuesday signifies Confession-Tuesday; on which day

all the people in every parish throughout England

(during the Romish times) were obliged to confess their

sins, one by one, to their own parish-priests, in their own

parish-churches; and, that this might be done the more

regularly, the great bell in every parish was rung at ten

o'clock (or perhaps sooner), that it might be heard by

all, and that they might attend, according to the cus

tom then in use.

And though the Roman religion has now given way to

the Protestant religion, the custom of ringing the great
ell in the ancient parish-churches, at least in some of

them, still remains, and obtains in

and about London the name of Pancake bell; perhaps,
because after the confession it was customary for

the several persons to dine on pancakes or fritters.

Mix churches, indeed, have rejected that custom of ringing

the bell on Shrove-Tuesday; but the usage of dressing

on pancakes or fritters, and such like provision, still

continues.

SHROUDS (fervd. Sur.), a range of large ropes

extending from the malt-heads to the right and left side

of the ship, to support the masts, and enable them to
carry sail, &c.

The threads as well as the sails are denominated from

the masts to which they belong. Thus they are the

main, fore, and mizen shrouds; the main-top-mast,

fore-top-mast, or mizen-top-mast shrouds; and the

main-top-gallant, fore-top-gallant, or mizen-top-gallant

shrouds. The number of threads by which a mast is

furnished, as well as the size of rope of which they are

formed, is always in proportion to the size of the mast

and the weight of the sail it is intended to carry.

Bowsprit shrouds are those which support the bows-

prit. Bumkin shrouds are those which support the

bunkins. Futtock shrouds are those which connect the

efforts of the topmast shrouds to the lower threads.

Bentinnick-shrouds are additional threads to support

the masts in heavy gales. Preventer shrouds are similar to

bentinck-shrouds, and are used in bad weather to ease

the lower rigging. See Mast and Sail.

SHRUB, fruit, a little, low, dwarf tree, or a

woody vegetable, of a size less than a tree; and which,

instead of one single stem, frequently from the same

root puts forth several fets or items. See Plant and

Tree. Such are privet, phillyrea, holly, box, honey-

cobble, &c. Shrubs and trees put forth in autumn a kind

of buttons, or gems, in the axis of the leaves; these

buttons are as so many little oval, which, coming to

expand by the warmth of the following spring, open

into leaves and flowers. By this, together with the

height, some distinguishes shrubs from sapranchy, or under

shrubrubs, which are low bushes, that do not put forth

any of these buttons, as lage, thyme, &c.

The two hardiest shrubs we are possessed of are the

ivy and box; these stand the severity of our sharpest

winters unhurt, while other shrubs perish, and trees

have their solid bodies split and torn to pieces. In the

hard winter of the year 1642, these two shrubs suffered

no injury any where; though the yews and holleys,

which are generally supposed very hardy, were that

winter in some places killed, and in others stripped of

their leaves, and damaged in their bark. Ficus-muhla

seem to be somewhat harder than box, but they

sometimes perished, of a great deal of the

broom seemed to occupy the next step of hardiness

beyond those. This lived where the others died, and

where even this died, the juniper shrubs were sometimes

found unhurt. This last is the only shrub that

approaches to the hardiness of the box and ivy, but even

it does not quite come up to them; for while they suffer

nothing in whatever manner they are exposed, the ju

niper, though it bears cold well under the shelter of

other trees, yet cannot bear the vicissitudes of heat and

cold; infomuch that some juniper shrubs were found

half dead and half vigorous; that side which faced the

mid-day sun having perished by the successive thaw

and freezings of its sap; while that which was not ex

posed to the vicissitudes of heat had been the cold

perfectly well. Such shrubs as are not hardy enough to

delay the winter, but appear half dead in the spring,

may often be recovered by Mr Evelyn's method of bear

ing their branches with a flender hazel-rod, to fill

the withered leaves and buds, and give a free pas

sage to the air to the internal parts. Where this fails,

the method is to cut them down to the quick, and if

no part of the trunk appears in a growing condition,

they must be taken off down to the level of the ground.

Philosophical Transactions, Nov. 165.

SHUCKFORD (Samuel), curate of Sheldon in

Norfolk, prebendary of Canterbury, and chaplain in

ordinary to the king, was a learned Englishman. His

manners were those of a philosopher, uncorrupted by

the manners of the world. He wrote a history of the

world, sacred and profane, to serve as an introduction

to Prideaux, in 3 vols 8vo. It is heavily written, but
displays a great deal of erudition. His death, which

happened in 1756, prevented him from carrying it

down to the year 1747 before Chrift, while Prideaux

begins. He wrote also a treatise on the Creation and

Fall of Man, to serve as a supplement to the preface to

his history.

SHUTTLE, in the manufactures, an apparatus

used by the weavers, which guides the thread it contains,
either of woollen, silk, flax, or other matter, so as to make
it form the woof of stuffs, cloths, linens, ribbands, &c.

by throwing the shuttle alternately from left to right,

and from right to left, across between the threads on the

warp, which are stretched out lengthwise on the loom.

In the middle of the shuttle is a kind of cavity, called

the eye or chamber of the shuttle; wherein is included

the spool, which is a part of the thread destined for the

woof; and this is wound on a little tube of paper, rush

or other matter.

The ribband-weiaver's shuttle is very different from

that of most other weavers, though it serves for the

same purpose: it is of box, fix or seven inches long,

one broad, and as much deep; hold with iron at both

ends,
They have no European fruits except oranges, lemons, citrons, and pomegranates. They have bananas, Indian figs, jaques, durions, mangoes, mangofruits, tamarinds, ananas, and cocoa-nuts; they have also abundance of pepper and sugar-canes. The mountains are covered with trees which make good masts. The vegetable of greatest use in the country is the bamboo, which grows chiefly in marshy soils, and is often found of a prodigious size. Cotton trees are found in great numbers; and others that yield kapok, a very fine cotton wool, but so short as to be unfit for spinning, though it answers very well for stuffing mattresses and pillows.

There is no country where elephants abound more than in Siam, or where they are held in greater veneration. They have a few horses, sheep, and goats, besides oxen and buffaloes; but they have no good animal food except the flesh of hogs, their beef and mutton being of a very indifferent quality.

The Siamese are of small stature, but well proportioned; their complexions are swarthy; the faces of both the men and women are broad, and their foreheads, suddenly contracting, terminate in a point, as well as their chins. They have small black eyes, hollow jaws, large mouths made thick pale lips. Their teeth are dyed black, their noses are short and round at the end, and they have large ears, which they think very beautiful. Their hair is thick and lank, and both sexes cut it so short that it reaches no lower than their ears; the women make it stand up on their foreheads; and the men have their beards.

People of distinction wear a piece of calico tied Dres. about their loins, that reaches down to their knees. The men bring up this cloth between their legs, and tuck it into their girdles, which gives it the appearance of a pair of breeches. They have also a muffin shirt without a collar, with wide sleeves, no wrists, and the bottom open. In winter they wear a piece of stuff or painted linen over their shoulders, like a mantle, and they are only worn when the wind is at the east, or when the king's presence, or when any extraordinary occasion. The king of Siam is distinguished by wearing a veil of brocaded satin, with straight sleeves that reach down to the wrists, under such a shirt as we have just described, and it is unlawful for any subject to wear this dress unless he receives it from the king. They wear slippers with piked toes turned up, but no stockings. The king sometimes presents a military vest to the generals; this is buttoned before, and reaches to the knees; but the sleeves are wide, and come no lower than the elbows. All the retinue of the king, either in war or in hunting, are clothed in red. The king wears a cap in the form of a sugar-loaf, encompassed by a coronet of precious stones, and those of his officers have a circle of gold, silver, or of vermilion gilt, to distinguish their quality; and these caps are fastened with a flap under the chin; they are only worn when they are in the king's presence, or when they preside in courts of justice, and on other extraordinary occasions. They have also hats for travelling, but, in general, few people cover their heads notwithstanding the scorching heat of the sun.

The women also wrap a cloth about their middle, which hangs down to the calf of their legs. They cover their breasts with another cloth the ends of which hang over their shoulders. But they have no garment...
corresponding to a shift, nor any covering for their heads but their hair. The common people are almost naked, and wear neither shoes nor flippers. The women wear as many rings on the three left fingers of each hand as they can keep on, and bracelets upon their wrists and ankles, with pendants in their ears shaped like a heart.

For an inferior to stand before a superior is deemed insolent; and therefore slaves and people of inferior rank sit upon their heels, with their heads a little inclined, and their joined hands lifted up to their foreheads. In passing by a superior they bend their bodies, joining their hands, and lifting them towards their heads in proportion to the respect they would show. When an inferior pays a visit, he enters the room sweeping, prostrates himself, and then remains upon his knees, sitting upon his heels without speaking a word till he is addressed by the person whom he visits; for that is of the highest quality must always speak first. If a person of rank visits an inferior, he walks upright, and the master of the house receives him at the door, and waits on him so far as he goes away, but never farther.

The highest part of the house is esteemed the most honourable, and no person comes to lodge under another's feet. The Siamese indeed have but one story, but the rooms rise gradually, and the innermost, which are the highest, are always the most honourable. When the Siamese ambassador came to the French court, some of his retinue were lodged in a floor over the ambassador's head; but they no sooner knew it, than they were struck with the greatest consternation, and ran down tearing their hair at the thoughts of being guilty of what they considered as so unpardonable a crime.

The Siamese never permit such familiarities as are practiced by gentlemen in Europe. Eauniness of access, and affability to inferiors, is in that part of the world thought a sign of weakness, and yet they take no notice of some things which would be looked upon as ill breeding among us, such as belching in company, which no man endeavours to prevent, or so much as holds his hands before his mouth. They have an extraordinary respect for the head, and it is the greatest affront to strike or touch that of another person; nay, their cap must not be used with too much familiarity; for when a servant carries it, it is put on a flick, and held above his head; and when the master stands flick is set down, it having a foot to stand upon. They also show their respect by lifting their hands to the head; and therefore, when they receive a letter from any one for whom they have a great respect, they immediately hold it up to their heads, and sometimes lay it upon their heads.

They are esteemed an ingenious people, and though rather indolent than active in disposition, they are not addicted to the voluptuous vices which often accompany a lapse of ease, being remarkably chaste and temperate, and even holding drunkenness in abhorrence. They are, however, accounted insolent towards their inferiors, and equally obsequious to those above them; the latter of which qualities appears to be particularly inculcated from their earliest youth. In general, their behaviour is extremely modest, and they are averse to loquacity. Like the Chinese, they avoid speaking in the first person; and when they address a lady, it is always with some respectful epithet, intimating personal accomplishments.

No man in this country learns any particular trade, but has a general knowledge of all that are commonly practiced, and every one works six months for the king by rotation; which time, if he should be found perfectly ignorant of the business he is set about, he is doomed to suffer the bastinado. The consequence of this burdensome service is, that no man endeavours to excel in his business, lest he should be obliged to practice it as long as he lives for the benefit of the crown.

The government of this country is extremely oppressive, the king being not only sovereign but proprietor of all the lands, and chief merchant likewise; by which means he monopolizes almost the whole traffic, to the great prejudice of his subjects. The crown is said to be hereditary, but it is often transferred by revolutions, on account of the exorbitant abuse of power in those who exercise the royal office. In his palace, the king is attended by women, who not only prepare his food, and wait on him at table, but even perform the part of valets, and put on all his clothes, except his crown, which is considered as too sacred to be touched by any hand but his own. He shows himself to the people only twice a year, when he distributes his arms to the talismans or priests; and on those occasions he always appears in an elevated situation, or mounted on the back of an elephant. When he takes the diversion of hunting, he is as usual attended by his women on foot, preceded by a guard of 200 men, who drive all the people from the roads through which they are to pass; and when the king stops, all his attendants fall upon their faces on the ground.

All their proceedings in law are committed to writing, and none is suffered to exhibit a charge against another, without giving security to prosecute it, and answer the damages if he does not prove the fact against the person accused. When a person intends to prosecute another, he draws up a petition, and then he sets forth his complaint, and presents it to the assize or head of the band to which he belongs, who transmits it to the governor; and if the complaint appears frivolous, the prosecutor, according to the laws of the country, should be punished; but the magistrates generally encourage prosecutions on account of the perquisites they bring to their office.

Every thing being prepared for hearing, the parties are several days called into court, and persuaded to agree; but this appears to be only a matter of form. At length the governor appoints a day for all parties to attend; and being come into court, the clerk reads the process and opinion of his associates, and then the governor examines upon what reasons their opinions are founded; which being explained to him, he proceeds to pass judgment.

When sufficient proofs are wanting, they have recourse to an ordeal trial, like that of our Saxon ances.

Trial by flours: both the plaintiff and the defendant walk upon burning coal; and he that escapes unhurt is adjudged to be in the right; sometimes the proof is made by putting their hands in boiling oil; and in both these trials, by some peculiar management, one or the other is said to remain unhurt. They have also a proof by water, in
in which he who remains longest under it is esteemed innocent. They have another proof, by swallowing pills, which their priests administer with severe impreca-
tions; and the party who keeps them in his stomach without vomiting is thought to be innocent.

All these trials are made in the presence of the magistrates and people; and the king himself frequently directs them to be performed, when crimes come before him by way of appeal. Sometimes he orders both the informer and prisoner to be thrown to the tigers: and the person that escapes by his not being feized upon by those beasts, is sufficiently justified.

They maintain the doctrine of transmigration, believing in a pre-existent state, and that they shall pass into other bodies till they are sufficiently purified to be received into paradise. They believe likewise that the soul is material, but not subject to the touch; that it retains the human figure after quitting a body of that species; and that when it appears to persons with whom it was acquainted, which they suppose it to do, the wounds of one that has been murdered will then be visible. They are of opinion that no man will be eternally punished; that the good, after several transmigrations, will enjoy perpetual happiness; but that those who are not reformed will be doomed to transmigration to all eternity. They believe in the existence of a Supreme Being; but the objects of their adoration are departed saints, whom they consider as mediators or intercessors for them; and to the honour of this numerous tribe both temples and images are erected.

The men of this country are allowed a plurality of women; but excepting one, who is a wife by contract, the other, are only concubines, and their children deemed incapable of any legal inheritance. Previous to every nuptial contract, an astrologer must be consulted, who calculates the nativity of the parties, and determines whether their union is likely to prove fortunate or otherwise. When his prognostication is favourable, the lover is permitted to visit his mistress three times, at the last of which interviews the relations being present, the marriage portion is paid, when, without any ceremony, the nuptials are reckoned complete, and soon after consummated. A few days after the talap-in visits the married couple, sprinkles water on them, and repeats a prayer for their prosperity.

The practice in Siam respecting funerals, is both to burn and bury the dead. The corpse being laid upon the pile, it is suffered to burn till a considerable part is consumed, when the remainder is interred in a burning-place contiguous to some temple. The reason which they give for not burning it entirely to ashes is, that they suppose the deceased to be happy when part of his remains escapes the fire. Instead of a tombstone, they erect a pyramid over the grave. It formerly was the custom to bury treasures with the corpse; but longer experience evincing, that the sacrilegious light in which robbing the graves was considered did not prevent the crime, they now discontinue the ancient practice, and instead of treasure bury only painted papers and other trifles.

The two principal rivers are the Menan and the Mecon, which rise in the mountains of Tartary, and run to the south; the former passing by the city of Siam, falls into the bay of the same name, in the 13th degree of north latitude; and the latter running through Laos and Cambodia, discharges itself into the Indian ocean in the 9th degree of north latitude.

The capital of the country is Siam, called by the natives Siyothya, situated in the 101st degree of east longitude; and in the 14th degree of north latitude, being almost encompassed by the branches of the river Menan. It is about 10 miles in circumference within the walls, but not a sixth part of the ground is occupied by buildings. In the vacant spaces there are near 300 pagodas or temples, round which are gathered the convents of the priests and their burying-places. The streets of the city are spacious, and some have canals running through them, over which is a great number of bridges. The houses stand on pillars of the bamboo cane, and are built of the same materials; the communication between different families, during the winter season, being carried on as in other tropical countries by means of boats. The grounds belonging to the several tenements are separated by a pallizado, within which the cattle are housed in barns, erected likewise upon pillars, to preserve them from the annual inundation.

SIBBALDIA, in botany: A genus of plants belonging to the class of pentandria, and to the order of pentagonia; and in the natural system arranged under the 5th order, Serulinae. The corypheid is divided into ten segments. The petals are five, and are inserted into the calyx. The styles are attached to the side of the germen. The seeds are five. There are three species belonging to this genus, the procumbens, erecta, and altaica. The procumbens, or reclining fibbaldia, is a native of North Britain, having never been discovered in the southern parts of the island. It grows on Ben-Lo-
mond and Ben-Mor, within a mile of the summit. It is distinguished by a procumbent or trailing stem; by three leaves growing on the top of a small footstalk, which is trifid at the extremity, and somewhat hairy. The flowers are yellow, and blossom in July or Au-
gust.

SIBENICO, or Bibenico, the name of a city and province of Dalmatia. The province of Sibenico runs along the sea for more than 30 miles, and comprehends above 70 islands. The city of Sibenico is situated near the mouth of the river Cherca, in the Gulf of Venice, 35 miles north of Spalato, and 25 south-east of Zara. E. Long. 16° 46', N. Lat. 44° 17'. It belongs to the Venetians. It is defended on one side by a castle, which held out against repeated attacks of the Turks, and towards the sea by a fort.

SIBERIA, a large country, comprehending the most northerly parts of the Russian empire in Asia. It is bounded on the east by the eastern ocean; on the south by Great Tartary; on the west by Russia; and on the north by the Frozen Ocean. It is about 2000 miles in length from east to west, and 750 miles in breadth from north to south.

At what time this country was first inhabited, or by whom it was peopled, we are entirely ignorant: but writings have been found in it when it was discovered, which shows that it must have been early known to a civilized people. The Russians, from whom we have received our knowledge, knew nothing of it before the middle of the 16th century. In the reign of John Baslo-
witz I. indeed, an incursion was made into Siberia,
and some Tartar tribes subdued; but these conquests were not permanent; and we hear of no further communication between Russia and Siberia till the time of John Baflovitz II. It was opened again at that time by means of one Anika Strogonoff, a Russian merchant who had established some salt-works at a town in the government of Archangel. This man carried on a trade with the inhabitants of the north-west parts of Siberia, who brought every year to the town above-mentioned large quantities of the finet fur. Thus he acquired a very considerable fortune in a short time; when at last the czar, perceiving the advantages which would accrue to his subjects from having a regular intercourse with Siberia, determined to enlarge the communication which was already opened. With this view he sent into Siberia a body of troops, which afterwards was increased by Yermac, however, being soon after drowned in an unsuccessful excursion, the Russians began to lose their footing in the country. But fresh reinforcements having feanably been sent, they not only recovered their ground, but pushed their conquests far and wide; wherever they appeared, the Tartars were either reduced or exterminated. New towns were built, and colonies were planted on all sides. Before a century had well elapsed, all that vast tract of country now called Siberia, which stretches from the confines of Europe to the Eastern Ocean, and from the Frozen Sea to the present frontiers of China, was annexed to the Russian dominions.

The air of Siberia is in general, extremely piercing; the cold there being more severe than in any other part of the Russian dominions. The Siberian rivers are frozen very early, and it is late in the spring before the ice is thawed (a). If the corn does not ripen in August, there is little hope of a harvest in this country; and in the province of Jenissei it is sometimes covered with snow before the peasants can reap it. To defend the inhabitants against this extreme severity of the climate, Providence seems more liberally to have dealt out to them wood for fuel and furs for clothing. As the winter's day in the north parts of Siberia lasts but a few hours, and the storms and fakes of snow darkest in the air so much, that the inhabitants, even at noon, cannot see to do any thing without artificial lights, they sleep away the greatest part of that season at

(a) M. Gmelin, M. Muller, and two other philosophers, sat out in the 1733, to explore the dreary regions of Siberia, by desire of the empress Anne of Russia. After spending nine years and a half in observing every thing that was remarkable, they returned to Petterburgh; and an account of this journey was published by M. Gmelin. In order to examine how far the frost had penetrated into the ground M. Gmelin, on the 18th of June, at a place called Jacutia, ordered the earth to be dug in high ground; they found mould to the depth of 11 inches, under which they met with loose sand to two feet and a half further, after which it grew harder, and at half a foot deeper so hard as scarcely to give way to the tools; so that the ground still remained unthawed at not less than the depth of four feet. He made the same experiment in a lower situation; the soil was 10 inches deep, after that a loose sand for two feet and ten inches, below which all was frozen and hard. At Jacutia the inhabitants prefer use cellars several fots of berries, which they reckon among their dainties, perfectly good and fresh all the whole year, though these cellars are scarce fathom deep. At the forrest of Argun, in little more than 30 degrees of latitude, the inhabitants relate that the earth in many places is never thawed above a yard and half, and that the internal cold of the earth will scarce permit a well to be dug, of which they bring an influence that happened not long before the author's arrival at that place. They designed to sink a well near a house at some
Some distance from the river Argun, for which purpose they thawed the earth by degrees, and dug some fathoms till they had penetrated a fathom and a half below the level of the river, but found no spring. Hence perhaps we may venture to assert, that besides the great elevation of the earth in these countries, there is another cause, perhaps latent in the earth itself, of this extraordinary cold, naturally suggested to us by considering the cavity of an old silver mine at Argun, which being exhausted of its ore, now serves the inhabitants in summer time for a cellar to keep their provisions: this place is so extremely cold as to preserve flesh meats from putrefaction in the hottest summers, and to sink the mercury in de L'Ille's thermometer to 146 and 147.

The author travelling from Nerchoi towards Argun, to visit the works of the silver mines in that place, August 1735, came to the river Orkija, near Solonichaia, on July the 11th, from whence he arrived a little before dark at the village of Selventa, distant from the 27 leagues. In this journey he and his fellow travellers for more than four leagues felt it nightly cold soon after they came into a warm air, which continued some leagues; after which the cold returned; and thus are travellers subjected to perpetual vicissitudes of warmth and cold. But it is observed, in general, that the eastern parts are colder than the western, though situated in the same latitude; for as in those eastern regions some tracts of land are much colder than the west, their effects must be felt by the neighbouring parts.

And this conjecture is favoured by the thermometrical observations made with M. de L'Ille's instrument in all parts of Siberia, in which the mercury was depressed to the 226th degree, even in those parts that lie very much towards the south, as in the territory of Selengi, which paid degree answers in Fahrenheit's thermometer to about 55.5 below 0, but the same thermometer sometimes indicated a much greater cold.

At the fort of Kiringa, on Feb. 10. 1738, at 8 in the morning, the mercury stood at 249, which answers nearly to 72 below 0 in Fahrenheit's. On the 23d of the same month it was a degree lower. At the same place, December 11. at three in the afternoon, it stood at 254 in de L'Ille's thermometer, and very near 90 in Fahrenheit's; on December 29. at four in the afternoon, at 263; on November 27. at noon, at 270; January 9. at 275, which several depressions answer in Fahrenheit's to 99.44, 107.73 and 113.65; on January 5. at 5 in the morning, at 264, an hour after at 281, but at eight o'clock it returned to 256, and there remained till 6 in the afternoon; and then rose by degrees till an hour before midnight, when it stood at 202. So that the greatest depression of the mercury answers in Fahrenheit's thermometer to 120.76 degrees below 0, which is indeed very surprising, and what no body ever imagined before.

While this cold lasted at Jenifa, the sparrows and magpies fell to the ground, truck dead, as it were, with the frost, but revived if they were soon brought into a warm room. The author was told also that numbers of wild beasts were found in the woods dead and stiff with the frost, and several travellers had their blood and juices quite frozen in their veiils. The air itself at that time was so dlim, that you would think it changed to ice, as it was a thick fog, which was not dissipable by any exhalations, as in the spring and autumn, and the author could scarce stand three minutes in the porch of his house for the cold.

(a) The oak, though frequent in Russia, it is said, is not to be found through this vast region nearer than the banks of the Argun and Amur, in the dominions of China. The white poplar, the aspen, the black poplar, the common fallow, and several species of the willow, are very common. The Norway and silver fir form great forests; but the former does not grow beyond the 60th degree of north latitude, and the latter not beyond 58 degrees. To this dreary region of Siberia, Europe is indebted for that excellent species of oats called *Avena Sibirica*, and our gardens are enlivened with the gay and brilliant flowers brought from the same country.
The famous marienglas, or lapis specularis, great quantities of which are dug up in Siberia, is by some called Mufcovy or Russian glass; and by others, though with less propriety, ifnglas. It is a particular species of transparent stone, lying in strata like so many sheets of paper. The matrix, or stone in which it is found, is partly a light yellow quartz, or marcaffa, and partly a brown indurated fluid; and this stone contains in it all the species of the marienglas. To render the marienglas fit for use, it is split with a thin two-edged knife; but care is taken that the lamina be not too thin. It is used for windows and lanterns all over Siberia, and indeed in every part of the Russian empire, and looks very beautiful; its lustre and clearness surpassing that of the finest glass, to which it is particularly preferable for windows and lanterns of ships, as it will stand the explosion of cannon. It is found in the greatest plenty near the river Vitim.

Siberia affords magnets of an extraordinary size, and even whole mountains of lodestone. Pit-coal is also dug up in the northern parts of this country. The kamennoe malo, a yellowish kind of alum, im導致ous and smooth to the touch, like tophus, is found in the mountains of Krafnoiarik, Ural, Altaï, Jeniseï, Baidak, Barguzin, Lena, and several others in Siberia.

In this country are not only a great number of fresh water lakes, but likewise several whose waters are salt; and these reciprocally change their nature, the salt sometimes becoming fresh, and the fresh changing into saline. Some lakes also dry up, and others appear where none were ever seen before. The salt lake of Yarmutka, in the province of Tobolsk, is the most remarkable of all, for it contains a salt as white as snow, consisting entirely of cubic crystals. One finds also in Siberia saline springs, salt water brooks, and a hill of salt.

Siberia affords many other things which deserve notice. That useful root called rhubarb grows in vast quantities near the city of Scheginsk. The curious mammoth's bones and horns, as they are called, which are found along the banks of the Oby, Jeniseï, Lena, and Irtish, are unquestionably the teeth and bones of elephants. But whether these elephants teeth and bones were conveyed to these northern regions by the general deluge, or by any other inundation, and were by degrees covered with earth, is a point which might lead us into long and very ruinous disquisitions; we shall therefore only observe, that such bones have likewise been found in Russia, and even in several parts of Germany. A kind of bones of a still larger size than these have also been dug up in Siberia, and seem to have belonged to an animal of the ox kind. The horn of the whale called narval has been found in the earth near the rivers Indigirka and Anadir; and the teeth of another species of whales, called Wolros, about Anadirskoi. The latter are larger than the common tooth, which are brought from Greenland, Archangel, and Kola.

The chain of Siberian mountains reaches from that Mountain, of Werchoturie towards the south as far as the neighbourhood of the city of Orenburg, in a continued ridge, under the name of the Uralian mountains; but from thence it alters its direction westward. These mountains are a kind of boundary between Russia Proper and Siberia. Another chain of hills divides Siberia from the country of the Calmucks and Mongolians. These mountains, between the rivers Irtish and Oby, are called the Altai or Golden Mountains, which name they afterwards lose, particularly between the river Jeniseï and the Baïkal lake, where they are called the Sayanian mountains.

(c) The copper mines of Koliwan, from which gold and silver are extracted, employ above 40,000 people. The silver mines of Nerthinik, beyond the lake Baïkal, employ above 14,000. The whole revenue arising from these mines, according to Mr. Core, is not less than L. 697,182,138.
The inhabitants of Siberia consist of the Aborigines or ancient inhabitants, the Tartars, and Russians.

Some of these nations have no other religion but that of nature; others are Pagans or Mahometans, and some of them have been converted to Chriftianity, or rather only baptized by the Russian missionaries.

SIBITHORIA, in botany: A genus of plants belonging to the class of didyma, and to the order of angiosperma; and in the natural system claffed with those the order of which is doubtful. The calyx is spreading, and divided into five parts, almost to the base. The corolla is divided into five parts in the fame manner, which are rounded, equal, spreading, and of the length of the calyx. The flamina grow in pairs at a distance from each other. The capsule is compressed, orbicular, bilocular, the partition being tranfverfe.- flagration; and to repair the loss which the republic have delivered oracles, have been endowed with a sphere to the cla[f of fpecies, the europea and evolufa. The europea, or baldur money-wort, is a native of South Britain. The items of it are slender, and crepeeping. The leaves are small, round, and notched. The flowers grow under the wings of the leaves, are small, and of a pale red colour. It blooms from July to September, and is found in Cornwall on the banks of rivulets.

SIBYLs, in pagan antiquity, certain women faid to have been endowed with a prophetic spirit, and to have delivered oracles, showing the fates and revolutions of kingdoms. Their number is unknown. Plato speaks of one, others of two, Pliny of three, Aelian of four, and Varro of ten; an opinion which is universally adopted by the learned. These ten Sibyls generally resided in the following places, Peria, Libya, Delphi, Cumae in Italy, Erythraea, Samos, Cumae in Asia, Marape in the Hellepont, Ancony in Phrygia, and Tibirtis. The moft celebrated of the Sibyls is that of Cumae in Italy, whom some have called by the different names of Amalthea, Demiphile, Herophile, Daphne, Manto, Phemonoe, and Daphne. It is faid, that Apollo became enamoured of her, and that to make her felonble of his passion he offered to give her whatever she should ask. The Sibyl demanded to live as many years as the had grains of sand in her hand, but unfortunately forgot to ask for the enjoyment of the health, vigour, and bloom, of which she was then in possession. The god granted her request, but the refus'd to gra- fify the passion of her lover, though he offered her perpetual youth and beauty. Some time after he became old and decrepit, her form decayed, melancholy paleness and haggard looks succeded to bloom and cheerfulness. She had already lived about 700 years when Eneas came to Italy, and, as soon as he had imagined, the had three centuries more to live before her years were as numerous as the grains of sand which she had in her hand. She gave Eneas instructions how to find his father in the infernal regions, and even conducted him to the entrance of hell. It was usual for the Sibyl to write her prophecies on leaves, which she placed at the entrance of her cave; and it required particular care in such as cons- ulated her to take up these leaves before they were dif- perfed by the wind, as their meaning then became incomprehensible. According to the moft authentic his- torians of the Roman republic, one of the Sibyls came to the palace of Tarquin the Second, with nine volumes, which she offered to sell for a very high price. The monarch disregarded her, and the immediately disappeared, and soon after returned, when she had burned three of the volumes. She asked the fame price for the remaining six books; and when Tarquin refused to buy them, she burned three more, and still persisted in demanding the fame sum of money for the three that were left. This extraordinary behaviour astonifhed Tarquin; he bought the books, and the Sibyl intantly vanifhed, and never after appeared to the world. These books were preferred with great care by the monarch, and called the Sibyline verfes. A college of priefts was appointed to have the care of them; and such reverence did the Romans entertain for these prophetick books, that they were consulted with the graetefi feomnity, and only when the state feemed to be in danger. When the capi- tol was burnt in the troubles of Sylla, the Sibylline verfes which were deposited there perifhed in the con- figuration; and to repair the lofs which the republic feemed to have obtained, prieffons were immediately fen to different parts of Greece to collect whatever verfes could be found of the inspired writings of the Sibyl. The fate of three Sibylline verfes which were collected after the conflagration of the capitol is unknown. There are now many Sibylline verfes extant, but they are reckoned universally fpurious; and it is evi- dent that they were composed in the second century by fome of the followers of Chriftianity, who withed to convince the heathens of their error, by affifting the caufe of truth with the arms of pious artifice.

SICERA, a name given to any inebriating liquor by the Hellenic Jews. St Chryfoftom, Theodore, and Theophilus of Antioch, who were Syrians, and who therefore ought to know the signification and nature of sicera, assure us, that it properly signifies palm wine. Pliny acknowledges, that the wine of the palm tree was very well known through all the east, and that it was made by taking a bushel of the dates of the palm tree, and throwing them into three gallons of water; then fqueezing out the juice, it would intoxicate like wine. The wine of the palm tree is white: when it is drunk new, it has the taste of the cocoa, and is sweet as hone- ncy. When it is kept longer, it grows strong, and in- toxicates. After long keeping, it becomes vinegar.

SICILLIAN, in music, denotes a kind of gay sprightly air, or dance, probably invented in Sicily, somewhat of the nature of an English jig; usually marked with the characters, or. It consists of two • rains, the first of four, and the second of eight, bars or measures.

SICILY, is a large ifland in the Mediterranean Sea, adjoining to the southern extremity of Italy, and ex- tends from latitude 36° 25' to latitude 38° 25', and from longitude 12° 30' to longitude 16° 30' east from London. Its greatest length 270 miles, breadth 133; circumference 600; its form triangular, the three an- gles being the promontories of Pelorium, Pachynum, and Lilybium, or as they are now called the Faro, Cape Pafiaro, and Cape Boco. It is divided from Italy by the straits of Messina, reaching from the Tower of Faro, which is the moft northerly part of the ifland, to the Cape dell' Armi, or the Cape of Arms, the moft fem- th part of Calabria. These straits, by the Latins called Freium Siculum, by the Italians Il Faire di Mef- sina, and by us the Faire of Messina, are between 12 and 15 miles over in the broadest places, and in the nar- rowest about a mile and a half; infomuch that when
Mezzina was taken by the Carthaginians, many of the inhabitants are said to have faved themselves by swimming to the opposite coasts of Italy. Hence has arisen an opinion that the island of Sicily was originally joined to the continent, but afterwards separated by an earthquake or some other natural cause. This separation, however, is reckoned by the most judicious among the ancients to be fabulous; and they content themselves with speaking of it as a thing said to have happened.

Anciently this island was called Sicelica, Sicily, and Trinacria or Tritepeta; the two former it held from the Sicelians and Siculi, who peopled a considerable part of the country; the two latter from its triangular figure. Its first inhabitants, according to the most respectable ancient authors, were the Cyclopes and Lastrigones, who are said to have settled in the countries adjoining to Mount Etna; but of their origin we know nothing, except what is related by the poets. After them came the Sicelians, who called themselves the original inhabitants of the country; but several ancient historians inform us that they came from a country in Spain watered by the river Sicenus. Diodorus, however, is of opinion, that the Sicelians were the most ancient inhabitants of this island. He tells us that they were in possession of the whole, and applied themselves to cultivate and improve the ground in the neighbourhood of Etna, which was the most fruitful part of the island: they built several small towns and villages on the hills to secure themselves against thieves and robbers; and were governed, not by one prince, but each city and district by its own king. Thus they lived till Etna began to throw out flames, and forced them to retire to the western parts of the island, which they continued to inhabit in the time of Thucydides. Some Trojans, after the destruction of their city, landed in the island, settled among the Sicelians, and built the cities of Eryx and Egela, uniting themselves with them, and taking the general name of Elymni or Elymnes. They were afterwards joined by some Phoenicians, who settled here on their return from the siege of Troy.

After the Sicelians had for many ages enjoyed an undisturbed possession of the whole of Sicily, or such parts of it as they chose to inhabit, they were visited by the Siculi, who were the ancient inhabitants of Aetolia, properly so called; but being driven out from thence by the Opici, they took refuge in the island of Sicily. Not being contented with the narrow bounds allowed them by the Sicelians, they began to encroach upon their neighbours; upon which a war ensuing, the Sicelians were utterly defeated, and confined to a corner of the island, the name of which was now changed from Sicelica into that of Sicily.

About 300 years after the arrival of the Siculi, the island first began to be known to the Greeks, who established various colonies, and built many cities in different parts of the island; and it is only from the time of their arrival that we have any history of the island. The first of the Greeks that came into Sicily were the Chalcidians of Euboea, under the conduct of Thucylides, who built Naxus, and a famous altar of Apollo, which, as Thucydides tells us, was still standing in his time without the city. The year after, which was according to Dionysius Halicarnassensis, the third of the 17th Olympiad, Archias the Corinthian, one of the Heraclids, laid the foundations of Syracuse. Seven years after, a new colony of Chalcidians founded Leontini and Catana, after having driven out the Siculi, who inhabited that tract. About the same time Lamis, with a colony from Megara, a city of Achaia, settled on the river Fantanuse, at a place called Trotilus, where his adventurers lived some time in common with the Chalcidians of Leontini; but, being driven from thence by the Leontines, he built the city of Thaples, where he died. Upon his death, the colony left Thaples; and under the conduct of Hyblon king of the Siculi, founded Megara Hyblae, where they resided 245 years, till they were driven out by Gelon tyrant of Syracuse. During their abode at Megara, they sent one Pambus, who was come from Megara in Achaia, their original city, to build Selinus. This city was founded about 100 years after the foundation of Megara. Antiphenes and Eunimus, the former a Rhodian, the other a Creton, led each a colony of their countrymen, and jointly built the city of Gela on a river of the same name, establishing in their new settlement the Doric customs, about 45 years after the founding of Syracuse. The inhabitants of Gela founded Argentum 108 years after their arrival in Sicily, and introduced the same customs there. A few years after, Zancle was built by the pirates of Cumæ in Italy; but chiefly peopled by the Chalcidians, Samians, and Ionians, who chose rather to seek new settlements than live under the Periptan yoke. Some time after, Anaxiales, tyrant of Rhegium, drove out the ancient proprietors; and, dividing his lands amongst his followers, called the city Mezzina or Megale, which was the name of his native city in Peloponnesus. The city of Himera was founded by the Zancleans under the direction of Euclides, Simus, and Soclon; but peopled by the Chalcidians and some Syracusan exiles, who had been driven out by the contrary faction.

The Syracusans built Acer, Chalinna, and Camarina; the first 70 years, the second 90, and the third 135, after the foundation of their own city. This is the account which Thucydides, a most judicious and exact writer, gives us of the various nations, whether Greeks or Barbarians, who settled in Sicily. Strabo counts among the ancient inhabitants of Sicily the Mortgetes, who being driven out of Italy by the Oenotrians, settled in that part of the island where the ancient city of Morgantina stood. The Campanians, who assumed the name of Mamertina, that is, invincible warriors, and the Carthaginians, who settled very early in Sicily, ought likewise to be counted among the ancient inhabitants of the island.

Before this period the history of Sicily is blended with fables like the early history of almost every other country. After the settlement of the Greeks in the island, its various revolutions have been traced by their several sources by many writers; but by none with greater accuracy than Mr Swinburne. From his account of his Travels in the Two Sicilies, we have therefore taken the following concise history of this kingdom, which will at once gratify such of our readers as are interested in the fate of a generous people who long struggled in vain for freedom; and at the same time afford them a specimen of the entertainment they may receive from the very elegant work of the author.

"Ari..."
Sicily.

Sicily.


3 Greek colonies in Sicily.

4 Carthaginians conquer great part of it.

5 Gelo chosen king.

6 Is succeeded by Hiero.

7 Dionysius the elder and younger.

8 Agathocles.

9 Pyrrhus.

10 The Mamertini, whose Mr Swinburne indignantly styles a crew of miscreants, furnishes Melfina, and, after a general massacre of the citizens, established a republican form of government. Their commonwealth became to troubleform a neighbour to the Greeks, that Hiero II. who had been raised to the chief command at Syracuse in consideration of his superior wisdom and warlike talents, found himself necessitated to form a league with Carthage, in order to destroy this nett of villains. In their defense the Mamertini implored the assistance of Rome, though the Senate had recently punished with exemplary severity one of their own legions for a similar outrage committed at Rhegium. The troops of the Romans gave way to the temptation, and the desire of extending their empire beyond the limits of Italy, called a veil over every odious circumstance attending this alliance. A Roman army crossed the Faro, relieved Melfina, defeated the Carthaginians, and humbled Hiero into an ally of the republic.

Thus began the first Punic war, which was carried on for many years in Sicily with various успехі. The genius of Hamilcar Barca supported the African cause under numberless disappointments, and the repeated overthrows of his colleagues. At last, finding his exertions
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He was succeeded by his son Simon, whose reign was short, and made way for a second son called Roger. In 1127 this prince joined to his Sicilian possessions the whole inheritance of Robert Guiscard (see Naples, dominion 23), and assumed the regal style. The greater part of his reign was taken up in quelling revolts in Italy mainly, but Sicily enjoyed profound peace. In 1154, his son William ascended the throne, and passed his life in war and confusion. William II succeeded his father, and died without issue. Tancered, though badly born, was elected his successor, and after him his son William III, who was vanquished by Henry of Swabia. During the troubles that agitated the reign of his son the emperor Friedrich, peace appears to have been the lot of Sicily. A short lived feudation, and a revolt of the Saracens, are the only commotions of which we read. For greater security, the Saracens were removed to Puglia 400 years after the conquest of Sicily by their ancestors. Under Conrad and Manfred Sicily remained quiet; and from that time the history of Sicily is related under the article Naples, no. 26, 80.

At the death of Charles II, of Spain, his spoils, became an object of furious contention among the princes of Europe. Sicily was ceded to Victor duke of Savoy, by the Spanish, who, not many years after, was forced by the emperor Charles VI. to relitig that fine island, and take Saragossa as an equivalent. But as the Spaniards had no concern in these belligerent, they made a sudden attempt to recover Sicily, in which they failed through the vigilance of the English admiral Bligh. He destroyed their fleet in 1718, and compelled them to drop their scheme for a time. In 1734 the Spanish court resumed their designs with success. The inf. Don Carlos drove the Germans out, and was crowned king of the two Sicilies at Palermo. When he passed into Spain to take possession of that crown, he transferred the Sicilian dominions to his son Ferdinand III. of Sicily and IV. of Naples, and it has ever since remained in the possession of the same family.

Sicily is separated, as we have already observed, from Italy by a narrow strait called the Form of Messina. This strait is still remarkable for the rapidity of its currents of Messina, and the irregular ebbing and flowing of the sea, which sometimes rushes in with such violence as to endanger ships riding at anchor. Anciently it was much more remarkable for Scylla and Charybdis, the one a rock, and the other a whirlpool, between which it was very dangerous to steer, and concerning which so many fables have been related by the ancients. Scylla is a rock on the Italian side, opposite to Cape Pylees, which runs out into the sea on the Sicilian side. Mr. Blaydon informs us, that the navigation of the strait is not even yet performed without danger. He informs us, that the gulf of the current which flows through the strait may be heard for several miles, like the roaring of some large impetuous river confined between narrow banks. In many places the water roves into whirlpools and eddies, which are dangerous to shipping. The current sets exactly for the rock of Scylla, and would certainly have carried any thing thrown into it against that point. Our author, however, is by no means of opinion that the strait is so dangerous as the ancients have represented it; though he thinks that the strait is now probably much wider than formerly, which may have diminished the danger. See Scylla. There are many small rocks, which,
Of the mountains in this island the most noted is Mount Etna, now called Monte Gisello or Mongiello, a volcano whose eruptions have often proved fatal to the neighbouring country.

Were the Sicilians a cultivated people, among whom those arts were encouraged which not only promote the wealth and comfort of a nation, but also exercise the nobler faculties and extend the views of mankind, the circumstances of their government are such, that it might gradually be improved into a free constitution; but to this, the ignorance, superstition, and poverty, of the people seem to be insurmountable obstacles. The monarchical power in Sicily is far from being absolute; and the parliament claims a share of public authority independently of the will of the king, deduced from a compact made between Roger and the Norman barons after the expulsion of the Saracens. This claim is denied by the king, who wishes the nobles to consider their privileges as derived solely from his favour. Hence the government is in a situation which greatly resembles that of England and the other kingdoms of Europe in the feudal times; there are continual jealousies and oppositions between the king and the barons, of which an enlightened people might easily take advantage, and obtain that share in the constitution which might secure them from future oppression. In these disputes, the king has the advantage at least of power if not of right; and several works, in which the claims of the Sicilian barons have been asserted, were publicly burned a few years ago.

As the sovereign holds his court at Naples, Sicily is governed by a viceroy, who is appointed only for three years, though at the end of that term his commission is sometimes renewed. He lives in great state, and, as the representative of the king, his power is very considerable. He precludes in all the courts and departments of government, and is commander in chief of all the forces: he calls or dissolves the parliament when he pleases; and by him all orders, laws, and sentences, must be signed: but his office is far from being desirable, as it generally renders him the object either of the jealousy of the court of Naples, or of the hatred of the Sicilians.

The parliament consists of the nobles, the bishops, and abbots, and the representatives of 43 cities, which are immediately subject to the crown. Those cities which are subject to any of the nobles send no members to the parliament; in these the king has not much authority, and derives little advantage from them. According to the laws, the parliament ought to be assembled at the end of every three years; but the government pays little attention to this rule. The common people are in general very much attached to the nobles, and are inclined to take their part in all their differences with the court; but the magistrates and principal inhabitants of the cities which belong to their feudal lords, with to get rid of their authority, and imagine that they should be left oppressed, if immediately subject to the king; these inclinations are not difficult to the court, and are encouraged by most of the lawyers, who are of great service to government in contending the privileges of the nobles. Many of these privileges are now abridged; and the power of the barons, with respect to the administration of justice in their domains, was very properly limited by the viceroy Caracciolo.
The government of this nobleman was very beneficial to Sicily, as he, in a great measure, cleared the island of the banditti that used to infest it, and made several excellent Regulations for the establishment of social order and personal security. He deserves the thanks of every well-disposed to mankind for having abolished the court of inquisition, which had been established in this country by Ferdinand the Catholic, and made dependent on the authority of the grand inquisitor of Spain. Its last auto da fé was held in the year 1724, when two persons were burned. At length Charles III. rendered it independent of the Spanish inquisitor, and abridged its power, by forbidding it to make use of the torture, and to inflict public punishment. The Marchese Turracci, and his successor the Marchese Tanucci, were both enemies to the hierarchy; and, during their viceregalities, took care to appoint sensible and liberal men to the office of inquisitor: the latter of whom was Ventimiglia, a man of a most humane and amiable character, who heartily wished for the abolition of this diabolical court, and readily contributed toward it. While he held the office of inquisitor, he always endeavored to procure the acquittal of the accused; and when he could succeed no other way, would pretend some informality in the trial. The total abolition of this instrument of the worst tyranny was revered for Caraccioli. A priest being accused to the inquisition, was dragged out of his house and thrown into the dungeon. He was condemned; but, on account of informality, and a violation of justice in the trial, he appealed to the viceroy, who appointed a committee of jurists to examine the proofs. The inquisitor refused to acknowledge the authority of this commission; pretending that to expose the secrets of the holy office, and to submit its decisions to the examination of lay judges, would be so inconsistent with his duty, that he would see the inquisition abolished rather than content it. Caraccioli took him at his word, and procured a royal mandate by which the holy office was at once annihilated. He assembled all the nobility, judges, and bishops, on the 27th of March 1782, in the palace of the inquisition, and commanded the king’s order to be read; after which he took possession of the archives, and caused all the prison to be set open: in these were at that time only two prisoners, who had been condemned to perpetual confinement for witchcraft. The papers relating to the finances were preserved; but all the rest were publicly burned. The positions of the holy office were assigned to the use of churches and charitable institutions; but the officers then belonging to it retained their salaries during their lives. The palace itself is converted into a Colbert House, and the place where heretics were formerly roasted alive for the honour of the Catholic faith, is now changed into a public garden. The cognizance of offences against orthodoxy is committed to the bishops: but they cannot cite any one to appear before them without permission from the viceroy; neither can they confine any person to a solitary prison, nor deny him the privilege of writing to his friends, and conversing freely with his advocate. The nobility are so numerous in this island, that Labat says it is paved with noblemen. The general assembly of parliament is composed of 66 archbishops, bishops, abbots, and priors, which form the Braccio eclesiastico.
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Abolished by Caraccioli.

Fifty-eight princes, 27 dukes, 27 marquises, 27 counts, 1 viscount, and 79 barons, form the militia; and the demanial confides of 43 representatives of free towns. Out of each braccio four deputies are chosen to conduct public business. But the viceroy, the prince of Butera, and the praetor of Palermo, are always the three first. N. B. There are many titled persons that have no seat in the assembly, viz. 62 princes, 55 dukes, 87 marquises, 1 count, and 282 other feudatories. There are three archbishops and seven bishops; and the island, ever since it was conquered by the Saracens, has been divided into three parts or valleys; namely, the Val di Dracce, Val di Noto, and Val di Mazara.

SICINNIUS (Denatus), a tribune of the people, lived a little after the expulsion of the kings from Rome. He was in 120 battles and skirmishes, besides single combats, in all of which he came off conqueror. He served under nine generals, all of whom triumphed by his means. In three of their battles he received 45 wounds in the fore-part of his body, and not one in his back. The senate made him great presents, and he was honoured with the name of the Roman Achilles.

SICYOS, in botany: A genus of plants belonging to the class of monocotyledon, to the order of Jyngeena; and in the natural system arranged under the 34th order, Cucurbitaceae. The male flowers have their calyx quinquedentato, their corolla quinquapartite, and there are three filaments. The female flowers have their calyx and corolla similar; but their style is trident, and their drupa monomero. There are three species, the anguifata, laxiflata, and garcini, which are all foreign plants.

SIDA, fellow or Indian Mustard, in botany: A genus of plants belonging to the class of monadophia, and to the order of polyantra; and in the natural system ranging under the 37th order, Compositae. The calyx is simple and angulate; the style is divided into many parts; there are several capsules, each containing one seed. There are 27 species. 1. The Spinoa; 2. Anguifolia; 3. Alba; 4. Rhombifolia; 5. Almisfolia; 6. Cirtis; 7. Retusa; 8. Triguetra; 9. Jamaica; 10. Carpinifolia; 11. Viscifolia; 12. Cordifolia; 13. Umbelcit; 14. Paniculata; 15. Arostigenuea; 16. Pericifolia; 17. Urens; 18. Arborosa; 19. Occidentalis; 20. Americana; 21. Abutilon; 22. Mauritiana; 23. Alatica; 24. Indica; 25. Cripta; 26. Criptiflata; 27. Ternata. The first 18 species have 15 capsules; the rest are multipapular. They are all natives of warm climates; and most of them are found in the East or West Indies.

The Chinese make cords of the fida abutilon. This plant loves water, and may be advantageously planted in marshes and ditches, where nothing else will grow. From experiments made by the Abbé Cavannilles, a Spaniard, which are inserted in the Mem. de l’Aca.d. Roy., it appears that the plants succeed best when sown in May, and they arrive at perfection in three months and a half. The maceration of the smaller stalks is finished in about 15 days; of the larger in a month. The strength and goodness of the thread appeared to be in proportion to the perfection of the vegetation, and to the distance the plant was kept at from other plants. The fibres lie in strata, of which there are some times six; they are not quite straight, but preserve an undulating direction, so as to form a network in their natu-
SIDDEE, or Sede; an Arabic title, by which the Abyssinians or Habalys are always distinguished in the courts of Hindostan; where, being in great repute for firmness and fidelity, they are generally employed as commanders of forts or in polls of great trust.

SIDEREAL YEAR. See Astronomy-Index.

SIDERIA, in natural history, the name of a genus of crytals, used to express those altered in their figure by particles of iron. These are of a rhomboidal figure, and composed only of six planes. Of this genus there are four known species. 1. A colourless, pellucid, and thin one; found in considerable quantities among the iron ores of the forest of Dean in Gloucestershire, and in several other places. 2. A dull, thick, and brown one; not uncommon in the same places with the former. And, 3. A black and a very glossy kind, a foil of great beauty; found in the same place with the others, as also in Leicestershire and Suff.ck.

SIDERITE, a substance discovered by Mr. Meyer, and by him supposed to be a new metal; but Meffrs. Bergman and Kirwan have discovered that it is nothing else than a natural combination of the phosphoric acid with iron. Mr. Klaproth of Berlin also came to the same conclusion, without any communication with Mr. Meyer. It is extremely difficult to separate this acid from the metal; however, he found the artificial compound of phosphoric acid and iron to agree in its properties with the calx sideri alba obtained by Bergman and Meyer from the cold-short iron extracted from the swampy or marshy ores. The discovery of this substance, however, may be accounted an important affair in chemistry, as we are thus furnished with an immense quantity of phosphoric acid, which might be applied to useful purposes if it could be separated from the metal.

SIDERITIS, IRONWORT, in botany: A genus of plants belonging to the class of didynamia, and to the order of gynoipermia; and in the natural system ranging under the 43d order, Verticillata. The flamina are within the tube of the corolla. There are two rigmas, one of which is cylindrical and concave; the other, which is lower, is membranous, shorter, and theathing the other. The species are 1. The Canariensis, or Canary ironwort, which is a native of Madeira and the Canary islands; 2. The Candicans, which is also a native of Madeira; 3. The Syriaca, a native of the Levant; 4. The Perfilata, a native of the Levant; 5. The Montana, a native of Italy and Aulia; 6. The Elegans; 7. The Romana, a native of Italy; 8. The Iucana, a

native of Spain; 9. The Hyphipillo, a native of Italy and the Pyrenees; 10. The Scordioides, a native of the south of France; 11. The Hirutia, which is indigenous in the south of Europe; 12. The Clasta; 13. The Lanata.

SIDEROXYLON, Iron-wood, in botany: A genus of plants belonging to the class of pentandria, and to the order of monogynia; and in the natural system ranging under the 43d order, Dumpy. The corolla is cut into 10 parts, the laciniae or segments being inclosed alternately; the stigma is simple; the berry contains five seeds. There are several species.

SIDNEY, Sir Philip, was born, as is supposed, at Penhurst in Kent in the year 1554. His father was Sir Henry Sidney, an Irish gentleman, and his mother, Mary the eldest daughter of John Dudley duke of Northumberland. He was sent when young to Christchurch college at Oxford, but left the university at 17 to set out on his travels. After visiting France, Germany, Hungary, and Italy, he returned to England in 1575, and was next year sent by Queen Elizabeth as her ambassador to Randolph emperor of Germany. On his return he visited Don John of Austria, governor of the Netherlands, by whom he was received with great respect. In 1579, when Queen Elizabeth seemed on the point of concluding her long projected marriage with the duke of Anjou, Sir Philip wrote her a letter, in which he dissuaded her from the match with unusual elegance of expression, as well as force of reasoning. About this time a quarrel with the earl of Oxford occasioned his withdrawing from court; during which retirement he is supposed to have written his celebrated romance called Arcadia.

In 1585, after the queen's treaty with the United States, he was made governor of Flushing and master of the horse. Here he distinguished himself so much both by his courage and conduct, that his reputation rose to the highest pitch. He was named, it is pretended, by the republic of Poland as one of the competitors for that crown, and might even have been elected had it not been for the interference of the queen. But his illustrious career was soon terminated; for in 1586 he was wounded at the battle of Zutphen, and carried to Antwerp, where he soon after died. His body was brought to London, and buried in St Paul's cathedral. He is described by the writers of that age as the most perfect model of an accomplished gentleman that could be formed even by the wanton imagination of poetry or fiction. Virtuous conduct, polite conversation, heroic valour,
lour, and elegant erudition, all concurred to render him the ornament and delight of the English court; and as the credit which he enjoyed with the queen and the earl of Leicester was wholly employed in the encouragement of genius and literature, his praises have been transmitted with advantage to posterity. No person was so low as not to become an object of his humanity. After the battle of Zutphen, while he was lying on the field mangled with wounds, a bottle of water was brought him to relieve his thirst; but observing a woe­der near him in a like miserable condition, he said, This man's necessity is still greater than mine: and resigning to him the bottle of water. Besides his Arcadia, he wrote several smaller pieces both in prose and verse, which have been published.

Sidney (Algernon), was the second son of Robert earl of Leicester, and of Dorothy elder daughter of the earl of Northumberland. He was born about the year 1584. During the civil wars he took part against the king, and distinguished himself as a colonel in the army of the parliament. He was afterwards appointed one of king Charles's judges, but declined appearing in that court. During the usurpation of Cromwell, Sidney, who was a violent republican, retired to the country, and spent his time in writing those discourses on government which have been so deservedly celebrated. After the death of the Protector, he again took part in the public transactions of his country, and was abroad on an embassy to Denmark when king Charles was re­stored. Upon this, he retired to Hamburg, and afterwards to Francfort, where he resided till 1657, when he returned to England and obtained from the king a pardon. It has been affirmed, but the story deserves no credit, that during his residence abroad king Charles hired ruffians to affright him. After his return he made repeated attempts to procure a seat in parliament but all of them proved unsuccessful. After the intention of the commons to exclude the duke of York from the throne had been defeated by the sudden dissolution of parliament, Sidney joined with egerneus the councils of Ruflol, Elfex, and Moumouth, who had resolved to oppose the duke's succession by force of arms. Fre­quent meetings were held at London; while, at the same time, a fleet of subordinated conspirators, who were not, however, admitted into their confidence, met and embraced the most desperate resolutions. Keithing, one of these men, discovered the whole conspiracy; and Algernon Sidney, together with his noble associates, was immediately thrown into prison, and no art was left unattempted in order to involve them in the guilt of the meaner conspirators.

Howard, an abandoned nobleman, without a single spark of virtue or honour, was the only witness against Sidney; but as the law required two, his discourses on government, found unpublished in his closet, were conse­quently tried as treason, and declared equivalent to another witness. It was in vain for Sidney to plead that papers were no legal evidence; that it could not be proved they were written by him; and that if they were, they contained nothing treasonable. The defence was over-rulled; he was declared guilty, condemned, and exe­cuted! His attainder was reversed in the first year of king William.

He was a man of extraordinary courage; steady even to obstinacy; of a sincere but rough and boisterous temper. Though he professed his belief in the Christian religion, he was an enemy to an established church, and even, according to Burnet, to every kind of public worship. In his principles he was a zealous republican: government was always his favourite study; and his effo­rds on that subject are a proof of the progress which he made.

Sidon, or Sido, an ancient city of Phoenicia in Asia, famous in Scripture for its riches, arising from the exten­sive commerce carried on by its inhabitants. Heavy judgments were denounced against the Sidonians in account of their wickedness, which were accomplished in the time of Ochus king of Peræa: for that monarch having come against them with an army on account of their rebellion, the city was betrayed by its king; upon which the wretched inhabitants were seized with despair; they set fire to their houses, and 40,000, with their wives and children, perished in the flames.

This city is now called Saida, and, according to Mr Bruce's account, not only its harbour is filled up with fand, but the pavement of the ancient city stood 71 feet lower than the ground on which the present city stands. Volney describes it as an ill-built dirty city. Its length along the sea-shore is about 600 paces, and its breadth 150. At the north­west side of the town is the castle, which is built in the sea itself, 60 paces from the main land, to which it is joined by arches. To the west of this castle is a foreshore 15 feet high above the sea, and about 200 paces long. The space between this foreshore and the castle forms the road, but vessels are not safe there in bad weather. The foreshore, which extends along the town, has a baftion inclosed by a decayed pier. This was the ancient port; but it is so choked up by fand, that boats alone can enter its mouth near the castle. Frak-er-din, emir of the Druses, destroyed all the little ports from Bairout to Acre, by sinking boats and ftones to prevent the Turkish ships from entering them. The bafton of Saida, if it were emptied, might contain 20 or 25 small vessels. On the side of the sea, the town is absolutely without any wall; and that which encloses it on the land side is no better than a prifer wall. The whole artillery does not exceed six cannons, and these are without carriages and gomers. The gar­rison scarcely amounts to 100 men. The water comes from the river Aoula, through open canals, from which it is fetched by the women. These canals serve also to water the orchards of mulberry and lemon trees.

Saida is a considerable trading town, and is the chief emporium of Damascus and the interior country. The French, who are the only Europeans to be found there, have a consul, and five or six commercial houses. Their exports consist in silks, and particularly in raw and spun cottons. The manufacture of this cotton is the principal art of the inhabitants, the number of whom may be estimated at about 5000. It is 45 miles west from Damas­cus. E. Long. 36°. 5'. N. Lat. 37°.

Sidus Georgium, in astronomy, a new primary planet, discovered by Dr Hertouch in the year 1781. By mon­tage foreign, and even by some British philosophers, it is known by the name of Hefchel; an honour which is due to the discoverer. As the other planets are distin­guished by marks or characters, the planet Hertoulch is distinguished by an H, the initial letter of the disco­verer's name, and a cross to show that it is a Christian planet. From many calculations of our best astronom­ers
### SEIGE

**Siege of Siena.**

Siena, in the art of war, is to surround a fortified place with an army, and approach it by passages made in the ground, so as to be covered against the fire of the place.

**Siegen.** A town of Germany in Wetteravia, with a castle and the title of a principality, which it gives to a branch of the house of Nassau. It is seated on a river of the same name in E. Long. 8° 5'. N. Lat. 50° 57'.

**Sienna.** A large, ancient, and celebrated city of Tuscany in Italy; capital of the Siennese, with an archbishop's see, a famous university, and a citadel. It is about four miles in circumference, and surrounded with an old wall. The metropolitan church is much esteemed by travellers; and though it is a Gothic structure, the architecture is admirable. It is built with black and white marble, and the pavement is of Mosaic work. The town is adorned with a great number of palaces, fountains, and superb churches, as also a magnificent hospital. The great area is round, and the houses about it are of the same height, supported by piazzas, under which people may walk in hot or rainy weather; in the middle is a bason, which can be filled with water at any time, to represent a sea-fight with small vessels. The Italian language is taught here with such purity, that a great many foreigners frequent it in that account. It is seated on three eminences, in tertié soil, in E. Long. 11° 11'. N. Lat. 43° 10'.

**Siennese.** A duchy in Italy; bounded on the north by the Florentino, on the south by the Mediterranean sea and the duchy of Calabria, on the east by the Pentingino and Ovietano, and on the west by the Florentino and the Tuscan sea; being about 55 miles in length, and as much in breadth. The soil is pretty tertié, especially in mulberry trees, which feed a great number of silk-worms; and there are several mineral springs. Siena is the capital town.

**Sierra Leona.** A large country on the west coast of Africa, which some extend from the Grain Coast on the south, east to Cape Verga or Vega on the north-west, i.e. between 7° and 16° N. Lat. Others, however, confine the country between Cape Verga and Cape Tagrin. There runs through it a great river of the same name, of which the source is unknown, but the mouth is in longitude 12° 30'. west lat. 8° 5'. north, and is nine miles wide. The climate and soil of this tract of country appear to be, on both sides of the river, among the best in Africa, or at least the most favourable to European constitutions. The heat is much the same as that of the West Indies; but on the higher grounds there is a cool sea breeze, and in the mountainous parts the air is very temperate. According to Lieutenant Matthew, "Sierra Leona, if properly cleared and cultivated, would be equal in fertility and superior in produce to any of the islands in the West Indies;" and others have affirmed, that "the air is better for a man's health than in many places of Europe." These advantages of climate induced the English to establish a factory at Sierra Leona; but they chose not the most healthful situation. For the benefit of a spring of good water they fixed their residence in a low valley, which is often overspread with mists and noisome vapours, while the air is clear and serene on the summits of the hills, to which water from the well might be easily carried.

The animal productions of this country are lions, from which it has its name; leopards, hyenas, musk-cats, and many kinds of weasels; the jimpanze or chimpanzee, a species of simia, which has a still more striking resemblance to the human figure than even the orang outang; porcupines, wild hogs, squirrels, and antelopes. Besides these, which are natives of the country, oxen thrive in it, and even grow fat; oysters are employed in labour, and do not suffer by the climate; but sheep suffer much from the heat, change their wool into hair, grow lean and increase very little; while the hardy goat is here as prolific and large as in any other country. Of the birds which frequent the woods of Sierra Leona we can give no perfect account. A species of crane in mentioned as easily tamed; common poultry multiply fast; ducks thrive well, but geese and turkeys seem not to agree with the climate. Turkeys of all kinds are very common, and sometimes of a large size. Crocodiles or alligators of a non-descript species have been found ten or twelve feet in length, and lizards of six different species. Snakes, which are almost innumerable, haunt the houses in the night in search of poultry; and one was observed with measured 18 feet, but was happily found not to be venomous. Fishes are in great variety both in the sea and in the river. Besides the white, the shark, flunging ray, and porpoise, there are eels, horse-mackerel, tarpons, cavillons, mullets, snappers, yellow-tails, old-maid's, ten-pounders, and some other fishes, all of which, except the eels and ten-pounders, are esteemed fine eating. Oysters are found in great abundance, and another shellfish, which the natives eat. Among the zoophites, none is more worthy of notice than the common sponge, which covers all the sandy beaches of the river, particularly on the Bullock shore, and would fetch a high price in Great Britain.

Of the numerous vegetable productions of Sierra Leona, our limits will permit us only to mention the following. Rice, which is the plant chiefly cultivated, as the natives habitually upon it, grows both...
It prospers indeed best in swamps, though the grain is better in a drier soil. Next to rice the caffado constitutes the chief food of the inhabitants, and is cultivated with great care. The country likewise produces yams, various kinds of potatoes, eddoes, or the arum esculentum. Oil-palm, plantains, and bananas; papaw, guava, oranges and limes; pomelons, melons, and cucumbers; pine-apples, peaches, which dressed like English peas are a good pulse; maize or Indian corn; milk, of which the tallow-tree; nutmeg, yields a fine white juice resembling sugar or molasses, and gums, of great value; cotton, of which the indigo, rape contains with them a friendly intercourse, and a commerce for a better purpose. The king of the island and his neighbours were conducted by the council to another colony founded on the globe, the time, and by the education of children. But no person was to be tried by jury, as well as others; and the council was directed to allot to the blacks employments suited to their present abilities, and to afford them every opportunity of cultivating their talents. All practicable means of maintaining their situation were directed to be used; and the council was especially instructed to promote religion and morals, by supporting public worship and the due observance of the Sabbath, and by the instruction of the people, and the education of children. But no person was to be prevented from performing or attending religious worship in whatever place, time, or manner, he might think fit, or from peaceably inculcating his own religious opinions. Orders were given in choosing the site of a town, to consider health as the first object; and the first town was directed to be called Free Town. Articles for building and cultivation were sent out, besides the cargoes for prosecuting the company's commerce; and schools for reading, writing, and accounts were ordered to be set up for the purpose of instructing the children of such natives as should be willing to put them under the company's care. The leading object of the company was to sublimate, for that disgraceful traffic which has too long fulfilled a fair

The directors having stated the natural advantages of Sierra Leone, and its present miserable condition, observed, that they had not merely to establish a commercial factory, but that, to introduce civilization, cultivation, and a sale trade, the company must provide for the security of the persons and property of the colony. The directors therefore resolved, that three or four vessels should sail at once, with such a number of people as would be able to protect and assist each other; with goods both for trade and for the supply of the colony. Accordingly several vessels failed, having on board a council for the government of the colony and the management of the company's affairs; a number of artists and other servants of the company, some soldiers, and a very few English settlers. The directors were ludicrously cautious in the choice of colonists. They admitted into the society no white man of bad character, or who was not a declared enemy to the slave-trade; and as the chief object of their enterprise was the civilization of the natives, it was with great propriety that they chose more than three-fourths of their settlers from the free negroes in Nova Scotia, who had borne arms for the British government during the American war. The superintendent and council were particularly instructed to secure to all blacks and people of colour, at Sierra Leone, equal rights and equal treatment, in all respects, with whites. They were to be tried by jury, as well as others; and the council was directed to allot to the blacks employments suited to their present abilities, and to afford them every opportunity of cultivating their talents. All practicable means of maintaining their situation were directed to be used; and the council was especially instructed to promote religion and morals, by supporting public worship and the due observance of the Sabbath, and by the instruction of the people, and the education of children. But no person was to be prevented from performing or attending religious worship in whatever place, time, or manner, he might think fit, or from peaceably inculcating his own religious opinions. Orders were given in choosing the site of a town, to consider health as the first object; and the first town was directed to be called Free Town. Articles for building and cultivation were sent out, besides the cargoes for prosecuting the company's commerce; and schools for reading, writing, and accounts were ordered to be set up for the purpose of instructing the children of such natives as should be willing to put them under the company's care. The leading object of the company was to sublimate, for that disgraceful traffic which has too long fulfilled a fair

The directors having stated the natural advantages of Sierra Leone, and its present miserable condition, observed, that they had not merely to establish a commercial factory, but that, to introduce civilization, cultivation, and a sale trade, the company must provide for the security of the persons and property of the colony. The directors therefore resolved, that three or four vessels should sail at once, with such a number of people as would be able to protect and assist each other; with goods both for trade and for the supply of the colony. Accordingly several vessels failed, having on board a council for the government of the colony and the management of the company's affairs; a number of artists and other servants of the company, some soldiers, and a very few English settlers. The directors were ludicrously cautious in the choice of colonists. They admitted into the society no white man of bad character, or who was not a declared enemy to the slave-trade; and as the chief object of their enterprise was the civilization of the natives, it was with great propriety that they chose more than three-fourths of their settlers from the free negroes in Nova Scotia, who had borne arms for the British government during the American war. The superintendent and council were particularly instructed to secure to all blacks and people of colour, at Sierra Leone, equal rights and equal treatment, in all respects, with whites. They were to be tried by jury, as well as others; and the council was directed to allot to the blacks employments suited to their present abilities, and to afford them every opportunity of cultivating their talents. All practicable means of maintaining their situation were directed to be used; and the council was especially instructed to promote religion and morals, by supporting public worship and the due observance of the Sabbath, and by the instruction of the people, and the education of children. But no person was to be prevented from performing or attending religious worship in whatever place, time, or manner, he might think fit, or from peaceably inculcating his own religious opinions. Orders were given in choosing the site of a town, to consider health as the first object; and the first town was directed to be called Free Town. Articles for building and cultivation were sent out, besides the cargoes for prosecuting the company's commerce; and schools for reading, writing, and accounts were ordered to be set up for the purpose of instructing the children of such natives as should be willing to put them under the company's care. The leading object of the company was to sublimate, for that disgraceful traffic which has too long fulfilled a fair
a fair commerce with Africa, and all the blessings which might be expected to attend it. Considerable advantages appeared hereby likely to result to Great Britain, not only from its obtaining several commodities cheaper, but also from opening a market for British manufactures, to the increasing demands of which it is difficult to assign a limit. From this connection, Africa was likely to derive the still more important benefits of religion, morality, and civilization. To accomplish these purposes, it was necessary for the company to possess a tract of land, as a repository for their goods, and which the Africans might cultivate in peace, secure from the ravages of the slave trade. It had been ascertained, beyond a doubt, that the climate and soil of Africa were admirably suited to the growth of sugar, spices, coffee, cotton, indigo, rice, and every other species of tropical produce. The company proposed to instruct the natives to raise these articles, and to let them the seaman, by a spirited cultivation, on its own count. Directions were given to the company's commercial agent to push forward a trade, in a mode prescribed, in the present produce of Africa. Measurers were taken for cultivating, on the company's account, the most profitable tropical produce; and in particular, a portion of long experience in the West Indies was ordered to begin a sugar plantation. A mineralogist and botanist were likewise engaged to go out and explore the country for new articles of commerce.

"Everything being thus settled upon the most equitable and benevolent principles, the ships sailed with the British colonists, to whom, in March 1792, were added 1131 blacks from Nova Scotia. The native chiefs being reconciled to the plan, and made to understand its beneficial tendency towards their people, the colony proceeded to build Free-Town, on a dry and rather elevated spot on the fourth side of the river. It occupied between 70 and 80 acres, its length being about one third of a mile, and its breadth nearly the same; and it contained near 400 houses, each having one-twelfth of an acre annexed, on which a few vegetables were raised. There were nine streets running from north-west to south-east, and three crofs streets, all 80 feet wide, except one of 150 feet, in the middle of which were all the public buildings. These consisted of a governor's house and offices; a large store-house; a large hospital; six or eight other houses, offices, and shops, occupied by the company's servants; and a church capable of containing 800 people. The colonists at first suffered much from the rainy season, against which it was not in their power to provide sufficient protection; but at the end of it they recovered in great measure their health and spirits, and proceeded with alacrity to execute the various purposes of their settlement. To excite emulation in culture, the government gave premiums to those colonists who raised the greatest quantities of rice, yams, eddoes, cabbages, indian corn, and cotton, respectively. To limit the excess of the slave-trade, and gain the favour of the neighbouring chiefs, the directors instructed the governor and council to redeem any native from the neighbourhood, who should be unjustly sold either to or by a British subject. The servants of the company conducted themselves with the utmost propriety, being sober, moral, and exemplary; and from the labours of the clergymen were derived services highly important in every point of view. Before the end of two years from the institution of the colony, order and industry had begun to show their effects in an increasing prosperity. The woods had been cut down to the distance of about three English miles all round the town. By these means the climate had become healthier, and sickness had diminished. The fame of the colony had spread not only along the whole western coast of Africa, but also to parts far distant from the coast; embassies had been received of the most friendly nature from kings and princes several hundred miles distant; and the native chiefs had begun to lend their children to the colony, with full confidence, to be taught reading, writing, and accounts, and to be brought up in the Christian religion. In a word, it was not without grounds that the directors looked forward to that joyful period when, by the influence of the company's measures, the continent of Africa should be rescued from her present state of darkness and misery, and exhibit a delightful scene of light and knowledge, of civilization and order, of peaceful industry and domestic comfort. On their beneficent exertions they hoped with confidence for the blessing of Providence; they were countenanced and supported by the British government; and upon the breaking out of the present war, the French Convention authorized one of their agents to write to the directors, requesting a full account of the design of the institution, and the names of the ships employed in their service, and affuring them of the good wishes of the French government to a noble undertaking. How completely that government fulfilled its promise is very generally known. Having vindicated the rights of man in Europe by the violation of every principle of truth and justice, they determined by the same means to give light and liberty to the Africans; and that they have fully carried their determination into effect will be seen by the following extract of a letter from Mr. Azzelius, the company's botanist, dated Sierra Leone, 15th November 1794. "The West from French have been here and have ruined us. They arrived on the 28th of September last, early in the morning, with a fleet consisting of one large ship, two frigates, two armed brigs, and one cutter, together with two large armed merchant ships, taken by them at the Iles de Los, an English slave factory to the north of our colony, and which they have also destroyed and burnt. So well had they concealed their nation, that we took them at first for English. They had English-built vessels, which were rigged in the English way. They showed the English flag, and had their sails, at least those we saw on deck, dressed like English. In short, we did not perceive our mistake till we observed them pointing their guns. We had not strength sufficient to resist, and therefore our governor gave orders, that as soon as they should begin to fire, the British flag should be struck, and a flag of truce hoisted. Accordingly this was done, but still they continued firing, and did much damage, both within and without the town. They killed two people and wounded three or four. But, as we did not understand the meaning of this proceeding, we asked them for an explanation; and they answered us, that we should displace the flag of liberty, as a proof of our submission. We assured them that it should already have been done, if we had had any, which terminated the hostilities from the ships. In the mean time, most of the inhabitants had fled from the town, having taken with them as much of their property as they could.
property as they conveniently could in such a hurry. I was with the governor, together with a number of others; but as soon as I was certain they were enemies, I went towards my own house with a view to save as much as possible of my property and natural collections; but was received in such a manner, that I could not venture to proceed. My house was situated near the shore, and unfortunately just opposite the frigate which fired. I saw the balls passing through the house, and heard them whizzing about my ears. I saw that I should lose all my property; but life was dearer to me, and I hastened to the woods.

In the afternoon the enemy landed, finding the town almost destitute of people, but rich in provisions, clothing, and other stores. They began immediately to break open the houses and to plunder. What they did not want, they destroyed, burnt, or threw into the river. They killed all the cattle and animals they found in the fields or streets, yards, or elsewhere, not sparing even asses, dogs, and cats. These proceedings they continued the whole succeeding week, till they had entirely ruined our beautiful and prospering colony; and when they found nothing more worth plundering, they set fire to the public buildings and all the houses belonging to the Europeans; and burnt, as they said, by mistake nine or ten houses of the colonists. In the mean time, they were not left idle on the water. They sent three of their vessels to Banca island, a small island several miles higher up the river, which they plundered and burnt, together with some slave ships lying there. They took besides about 10 or 12 prizes, including the company's vessels. Most of these they unloaded and burnt. They took along with them also two of our armed vessels, one of which was a large ship, laden with provisions, and which had been long expected; but the unfortunately arrived a few days too soon, and was taken with her whole cargo. We expected at least to receive our private letters, but even this was refused, and they were thrown overboard. At last, after insisting on us every hardship we could suffer, only sparing our lives and the houses of the colonists, they sailed on the 15th of October last, at noon, proceeding downwards to the Gold Coast, and left us in the most dreadful situation, without provisions, medicines, clothes, houses, or furniture, &c. &c. and I feared much, that most of us should have perished, had not our friends in the neighbourhood, both natives and Europeans, who were so happy as to escape the enemy, been so kind as to find us what they could spare. In the mean time, most of us have either been, or still are, very sick, and many have died for want of proper food and medicine. The worst, however, is now past. At least we are not in any want of provision, although of the coarsest kind, but are deficient of the most necessary articles and utensils for the house, the table, and the kitchen.

"The Sierra Leone colony was established for no other end than to abolish the slave-trade, to enlighten the Africans, and to render them virtuous rational, free, and happy; and those powerful patrons of the rights of man destroyed that colony with many circumstances of the most wanton cruelty. Though Mr Azeez is a Swede, and ought therefore to have been protected by the laws of neutrality, they burnt his house with the red flag deprived him of his trunks, his clothes, and his bed; destroyed the natural curiosities which he had collected at the hazard of his life; and carried away the instruments by means of which only, he could collect more. It is with pleasure, however, that we learn from the proceedings of the general court held on the 25th of February 1795, that the directors do not yet despair of the colony; and that they have adopted the most prudent measures to avert all such calamities in future. That their benevolent labours may be finally crowned with success is our earnest prayer, in which we shall, doubtless, be joined by every good Christian."
SIG

SIGAULTIAN operation, a method of delivery in cases of difficult labour, first practiced by M. Sigault. It consists in enlarging the dimensions of the pelvis, in order to procure a safe passage to the child without injuring the mother. See Midwifery, chap. vii.

SIGEBSECKIA, in Botany: A genus of plants belonging to the class of the Caryophyllaceaem and to the order of Polygynium superflua; and in the natural system ranging under the 49th order, Compositae. The receptacle is paleaceous; the pappus is wanting; the exterior calyx is pentaphyllous, proper, and spreading; the radius is halved. There are three species: 1. The orientalis, which is a native of India and China. 2. The occidentalis, which is a native of Peru.

SIGETH, a town of Lower Hungary, and capital of a county of the same name. It is seated in a morass, which is a native of Virginia. 3. The fixiloloba, a native of Peru.

SIGHT, or Vision. See Anatomy, no. 142. and Index subjoined to Optics.

Imperfections of Sight with regard to Colours. Under the article Colours is given an instance of a strange deficiency of light in some people who could not distinguish between the different colours. In the Phil. Trans. Vol. LXVIII. p. 611, we have an account of a gentleman who could not distinguish a claret colour from black. These imperfections are totally unaccountable from any thing we yet know concerning the nature of this sense.


SIGN, in general, the mark or character of something absent or invisible. See Character.

Among physicians, the term sign denotes some appearance in the human body which serves to indicate or point out the condition of the patient; with regard to health or disease.

SIGN, in algebra. See Algebra, Part I.

SIGN, in astronomy, a constellation containing a 12th part of the zodiac. See Astronomy, no. 318.

Naval SIGNALS. When we send out our fire-fide the account of an engagement, or other interesting operation of an army, our attention is generally so much engaged by the results, that we give but little to the movements which led to them, and produced them; and we seldom form to ourselves any distinct notion of the conduct of the day. But a professional man, or one accustomed to reflection, and who is not satisfied with the mere indulgence of eager curiosity, follows every movement in its movements, endeavours to see their connection, and the influence which they have had on the fate of the day, and even to form to himself a general notion of the whole scene of action at its different interesting periods. He looks with the eye of the general, and sees his orders succeed or fail.

But few trouble themselves farther about the narrative. The movement is ordered; it is performed; and the fortune of the day is determined. Few think how all this is brought about; and when they are told that during the whole of the battle of Culrun, Frederic the Great was in the upper room of a country inn, from whence he could view the whole field, while his ships de camp, on horseback, waited his orders in the yard below, they are struck with wonder, and can hardly conceive how it can be done: but, on reflection, they see the possibility of the thing. Their imagination accompanies the messenger from the inn yard to the scene of action; they hear the General's orders delivered, and they expect its execution.

But when we think for a moment on the situation of the commander of a fleet, confined on board one ship, and this ship as much, or more closely, engaged, than any other of the fleet; and when we reflect that here are no messengers ready to carry his orders to ships of the squadron at the distance of miles from him, and to deliver them with precision and distinctness, and that even if this were possible by sending small ships or boats, the vicissitudes of wind and weather may render the communication tedious that the favourable moment may be irretrievably lost before the order can be conveyed. — When we think of all these circumstances, our thoughts are bewildered, and we are ready to imagine that a sea-battle is nothing but the unconnected struggle of individual ships; and that when the admiral has once "cried havoc, and let slip the dogs of war," he has done all that his situation empowers him to do, and he must leave the fate of the day to the bravery and skill of his captains and sailors.

Yet it is in this situation, apparently the most unfavourable, that the orders of the commander can be conveyed, with a dispatch that is not attainable in the operations of a land army. The scene of action is unincumbered, so that the eye of the General can behold the whole without interruption. The movements which it is possible to execute are few, and they are peculiar. A few words are sufficient to order them, and then the mere fighting the ships must always be left to their respective commanders. This simplicity in the duty to be performed has enabled us to frame a language fully adequate to the business involved, by which a correspondence can be kept up as far as the eye can see. This is the

SIG
...of ancient times.

In the naval occurrences of modern Europe, mention is frequently made of signals. Indeed, as we have already observed, it seems impossible for a number of ships to act in any kind of concert, without some method of communication. Numberless situations must occur, when it would be impossible to convey orders or information by messengers from one ship to another, and certain signals had long been practised by every nation. The idea was therefore, familiar. We find, in particular, that Queen Elizabeth, on occasion of the expedition to Cadiz, ordered her secretaries to draw up instructions, which were to be communicated to the admiral, the general, and the five councilors of war, and by them to be copied and transmitted to the several ships of the navy, not to be opened till they should arrive in a certain latitude. It was on this occasion, (says the historian Guthrie), "that we meet with the first regular set of signals and orders to the commander of the English fleet." But till the movements of a fleet have attained some form of uniformity, regulated and connected by some principles of propriety, and agreed on by perils in the habit of directing a number of ships, we may find that the formation of such signals would be nothing but a parcel of arbitrary marks, appropriated to particular pieces of naval service, such as attacking the enemy, landing the soldiers, &c.; and that they would be considered merely as referring to the final result, but by no means pointing out the mode of execution, or directing the movements which were necessary for performing it.

It was James II. when duke of York, who first considered this practice as capable of being reduced into a system, and who saw the importance of such a composition. He, as well as the king's brother, had always showed a great predilection for the sea service; and, when appointed admiral of England, he turned his whole attention to its improvement. He had studied the art of war under Turenne, not as a paralytic, but as a science, and was a favourite pupil of that most accomplished general. Turenne one day pointed out, saying, "I hold one who will be one of the first princes and greatest generals of Europe." When admiral of England, he endeavoured to introduce into the maritime service all those principles of concert and arrangement which made a number of individual regiments and squadrons compose a great army. When he commanded in the Dutch war, he found a fleet to be little better than a collection of ships, on board of each of which the commander and his ship's company did their best to annoy the enemy, but with very little dependence on each other, or on the orders of the general; and in the different actions which the English fleet had with the Dutch, every thing was confusion as soon as the battle began. It is remarkable that the famous pensiory De Witt, who from a flatefman became a navigator and a great sea commander in a few weeks, made the same representation to the States General on his return from his first campaign.

"In the memoirs of James II. written by himself, we have the following passage: "1665. On the 15th of March the duke of York went to Capeflew, the general rendezvous of the fleet, and hallowed their equipment. He ordered all the flag officers on board with him every morning, to agree on the order of battle and rank. In former battles, no order was kept, and this under the duke of York was the first in which standing in a line and regular form of battle was observed."

"This must be considered as full authority for giving the duke of York the honour of the invention. For whatever faults may be laid to the charge of this unfortunate prince, his word and honour stand unimpeached. And we are anxious to vindicate his claim to it, because our neighbours the French, as usual, would take the merit of this invention, and of the whole of naval tactics, to themselves. True it is, that Colbert, the great and justly celebrated minister of Louis XIV., created a navy for his ambitious and vain-glorious son, and gave it a constitution which may be a model for other nations to copy. By his encouragement, men of the greatest scientific eminence were engaged to contribute to its improvement: and they gave us the first treaties of naval evolutions. But it must ever be remembered, that our accomplishments, though misguided sovereign, was then refusing..."
refiding at the court of Louis; that he had formerly
acted in concert with the French as a commander and
flag officer, and was at this very time aiding them with
his knowledge of sea affairs. In the memorable day at
La Hogue, the gallant Raflle, observing one of Tour-
ville's movements, exclaimed, "There they have got
Pepys's [among them]." This anecdote we give on the
authority of a friend, who heard an old and respectable
officer (Admiral Clinton) say, that he had it from a
gentleman who was in the action, and heard the words
spoken; and we trust that our readers will not be dis-
pleased at having this matter of general opinion es-
tablifhed on some good grounds.

"It was on this occasion, then, that the duke of York
made the movements and evolutions of a fleet the ob-
ject of his particular study, reduced them to a sys-
lem, and composed that "System of Sailing and Fighting
Instructions," which has ever since been confedered as
the code of discipline for the British navy, and which
has been adopted by our rivals and neighbours as the
foundation of their naval tactics. It does great honour
to its author, although its merit will not appear very
 eminent to a careless surveyor, on account of that very
simplicity which confutes its chief excellence. It
unquestionably the result of much judicious reflection
and a skilful combination of innumerable circumstances,
all of which have their influence; and it is remarkable,
that although succeeding commanders have improved
the subject by several subordinate additions, no change
has to this day been made in its general principles or
maxims of evolution.

"Till some such code be established, it is evident that
signals can be nothing but arbitrary and unconnected
hieroglyphics, to be learned by rote, and retained by
memory, without any exercise of the judgment; and the
acquisition of this branch of nautical skill must be a
more trifling task than that of learning the Chinese
writing. But such a code being once settled, the cha-
acter in which it may be exprest becomes a matter of
rational discussion.

"Accordingly, the sailing and fighting instructions of
the duke of York were accompanied by a few of signals
for directing the chief or mobile movements of the
command. These signs were contrived with so much
judgment, and such attention to distinction, simplicity,
and propriety, that there has hardly been any change
found necessary; and they are still retained in the
British navy as the usual signals in all cases where we
are not anxious to conceal our movements from an enemy.

"Notwithstanding this acknowledged merit of the
duke of York's signals, it must be admitted that great
improvements have been made on this subject, considered
as an art. The art military has, in the course of a
century past, become almost an appropriate calling,
and has therefore been made the peculiar study of its
professors. Our rivals the French were sooner, and
more formally, placed in this situation, and the minis-
ters of Louis XIV. took infinite and most judicious pains
to make their military men superior to all others by
their academical education. A more scientific turn was
given to their education, and the advancement of scien-
tific men was liberally given them; and all the nations of
Europe must acknowledge some obligations to them for
information on every thing connected with the art of
war. They have attended very much to this subject,
which has greatly improved it, and have even introduced a
new principle into the art; and by this means have re-
duced it to the most simple form of reference to the
code of sailing and fighting instructions, by making the
signals immediately expressive, not of orders, but of
simple numbers. Those numbers being predicated to the
various articles of the code of instructions, the officer
who sees a signal thrown out by the admiral reads the
number, and reports it to his captain, perhaps without
knowing what it relates. This simplicity and fe-
cency, with an unlimited power of variation, are con-
bined. We believe that M. de la Bourdonnais, a brave
and intelligent officer, during the war 1758, was the
author of this ingenious thought.

"We do not propose to give a System of British sig-
nals. This would evidently be improper. But we shall
shew our readers the practicality of this curious lan-
guage, the extent to which it may be carried, and the
methods which may be practiced in accomplishing this
purpose. This may make it an object of attention to
scientifc men, who can improve it; and the young of-
cier will not only be able to read the orders of the com-
mander in chief, but will not be at a loss, should cir-
cumstances place him in a situation where he must give
orders to others.

"Signals may be divided into

I. DAY SIGNALS.
II. NIGHT SIGNALS; and,
III. SIGNALS IN A FOG.

They must also be distinguished into. 1. Signals of
EVOLUTION, addressed to the whole FLEET, or to
Squadrons of the fleet, or to Divisions of these
squadrons. 2. Signals of MOVEMENTS to be made by
particular ships; and, 3. Signals of SERVICE, which
may be either general or particular.

The great extent of a large fleet, the smoke in time
of battle, and the situation of the commander in chief,
who is commonly in the midst of the greatest confu-
sion, calls for a correspondent language to its
signals and huzzas, frequently makes it very difficult for
the officers of distant ships to perceive his signals with
distinctness. Frigates, therefore, are stationed out of
range of the common signals, to observe the admiral's
signals, and instantly to repeat them. The eyes of all the
signals officers in the private signal-board of war are di-
cussed to the repeating frigates, as well as to the admiral;
and the officers of the repeating frigate, having no other
duty, observe the admiral incessantly, and, being unemblem-
abled by the action, can display the signal with delifercation,
so that it may be very distinctly seen. Being minutely acquainted with
the substitutions, which must be made on board the admiral
when his masts and rigging are in disorder, his (perhaps
imperfect) signal is exhibited by the repeating frigate
in its proper form, so as to be easily understood. And
to facilitate this communication, the commanders of the
different squadrons repeat the signals of the commander
in chief, and the commanders of division repeat the sig-
nals of the commanders of their squadron.

"Every evolution signal is preceded by a signal of AD,
"Evolution:
"ADDITION and PREPARATION, which is general, and
"frequently by a gun, to call attention; and when all the
"signals have been made which direct the different parts
"of that evolution, another signal is made, which marks the
"end of the chief of the complex signal, and divides it from others
"which may immediately follow it: and as the orders of
"the commander in chief may relate either to the move-
"ments of the whole fleet, those of a single division, or
"thos.
Anfwered by the commander to (which signifies, that he intimates this by another general signal. And here it is to be observed, that as soon as the signal is answered by the ships to which it is addressed, it is usual to haul it down, to avoid the confusion which might arise from others being hoisted in the same place. The order remains till executed, notwithstanding that the signal is hailed down.

It may happen that the commander who throws out the signal for any piece of service, fees reasons for altering his plan. He intimates this by a general Annulling signal, accompanying the signal already given. This will frequently be more simple than to make the signals for the movements which would be required for re-establishing the ships in their former situation. All these things are of very easy comprehension, and require little thought for their contrivance. But when we come to the particular evolutions and movements, and to combine these with the circumstances of situation in which the fleet may be at the time, it is evident, that much reflection is necessary for framing a body of signals which may be easily exhibited, distinctly perceived, and well understood, with little risk of being mistaken one for another. We shall take notice of the circumstances which chiefly contribute to give them these qualities as we proceed in describing their different classes.

### I. Of Day Signals.

These are made by means of the ship's fails, or by colours of various kinds.

Those made with fails are but few in number, and are almost necessarily limited to the situation of a fleet at anchor. Thus,

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Signal Description</th>
<th>Usual Signification</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Main top-gallant fail hoisted</td>
<td>Officers and men belonging to the ship to come on board.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fore top-fall loose</td>
<td>To prepare for falling.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Main top-fall loose</td>
<td>To unmoor.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Main top-fall sheets hauled home</td>
<td>To weigh.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Main top-fall sheets clewed up, and the yard hoisted</td>
<td>Annull the former signal, and the ship to come to an anchor.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Top-gallant fails loose, and the sheets flying</td>
<td>Discovering strange fails.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Main top-gallant fall loose and hoisted. Topfall spread down</td>
<td>Recal ships in chase.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mizen top-fall hoisted, and the sheets clewed up</td>
<td>Moor.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Before we proceed to the description of the signals by means of colours, such as flags, banners (or triangular flags), pendants or vane, we must take notice of the offensive distinctions of the various divisions and subdivisions of a fleet, so that we may understand how the same signal may be addressed to a squadron, division, or single ship or ships. We suppose it known that a fleet of ships of war is distributed into three grand divisions (which we shall term squadrons), called the van, centre, and rear. These denominations have not always a relation to the one being more advanced than the other, either towards the enemy, or in the direction of their course.

In a land army, the position of every part is conceived from its reference to the enemy; and the reader, conceiving himself as facing the enemy, easily understands the terms van, centre, and rear, the right and left wing, &c. But the movements of a sea army having a necessary dependence on the wind, they cannot be comprehended unless expressed in a language which keeps this circumstance continually in view. The simplest and most easily conceived disposition of a fleet, is that in which it is almost indispensably obliged to form in order to engage an enemy. This is a straight line, each ship directly ahead of its neighbour, and close hauled. This is therefore called the line of battle. In this position, the two extremities of the fleet correspond to the right and left wings of an army. Suppose this line to be in the direction east and west, the wind blowing from the north-north-west, and therefore the fleet on the starboard tack; the ships heads are to the west, and the weathermost division is undoubtedly the van of the fleet, and the weathermost division is the rear. And it is in conformity to this arrangement and situation that the list of the fleet is drawn up. But the ships may be on the same east and west line, close hauled, with their heads to the west, but the wind blowing from the south-south-west. They must therefore be on the larboard tack. The same ships, and the same division, are still, in fact, the van of the fleet. But suppose the ships heads to be to the eastward, and that they are close hauled, having the wind from the south-south-east or the north-north-east, the ships which were the real van on both tacks in the former situation are now, in fact, the rear on both tacks; yet they retain the denomination of the van squadron of this fleet, and are under the immediate direction of the officer of the second rank, while the other extremity is under the direction of the third officer. This subordination therefore is rather an arrangement of rank and precedence than of evolution. It is, however, considered as the natural order to which the general signals must be accommodated. For this reason, the division which is denominated van in the list of this fleet, is generally made to lead the fleet when in the line of battle on the larboard tack, and to form the weathermost column in the order of sailing in columns; and, in general, it occupies that station from which it can most easily pass into the place of the leading division on the larboard line of battle ahead. Although this is a technical nicety of language, and may frequently puzzle a landman in reading an account of naval operations, the reflecting and intelligent reader will see the propriety of retaining this mode of conceiving the subordinate arrangement of a fleet, and will comprehend the employment of the signals which are necessary for re-establishing this arrangement, or directing the movements while another arrangement is retained.

This being understood, it is easy to contrive various methods...
methods of distinguishing every ship by the place, which the occupies in the fleet, both with respect to the whole line, with respect to the particular squadron, the particular division of that squadron, and the particular place in that division. This may be done by a combination of the position and colour of the pantards and vanes of each ship. Thus, the colour of the pantards may indicate the squadron, their position or mast on which they are hoisted may mark the division of that squadron, and a distinguishing vane may mark the place of the private ship in her own division. The advantages attending this method are many. In a large fleet it would hardly be possible for the commander in chief to find a sufficient variety of single signals to mark the ship to which an order is addressed, by hoisting it alone with the signal appropriated to the intended movement. But by this contrivance one third part of these signals of address is sufficient. It also enables the commander in chief to order a general change of position by a single signal, which otherwise would require several. Thus, suppose that the fore, main, and mizen masts, are appropriated (with the proper modifications) for exhibiting the signals addressed to the van, the centre, and the rear squadrons of the fleet, and that a red, a white, and a blue flag, are chosen for the distinguishing flags of the officers commanding these squadrons; then, if the commander in chief shall hoist a red flag at his mizen top-gallant main head, it must direct the van squadron to take the position then occupied by the rear squadron the evolution necessary for accomplishing this being suppos’d known by the commander of the squadron, who will immediately make the necessary signals to the squadron under his particular direction. In the same manner the distinguishing signal for the leading ship of a squadron being hoisted, along with the signal’s flaggers to the whole fleet, and the signal for any particular service, will cause the three or the nine leading ships to execute that order, &c. &c.

All that has been said hitherto may be considered as so many preparations for the real issu’ of orders by the commander in chief. The most difficult part of the language remains, viz. to invent a number of signals which shall correspond to that almost infinite variety of movements and services which must be performed.

Distinctness, simplicity, and propriety, are the three essential qualities of all signals. A signal must be some object easily seen, strongly marked, so that it may be readily understood, with little risk of its being mistaken for another. When made by flags, banners, or pantards, they must be of the fullest colours, and strongly contrasted. The ships are frequently at a very great distance, so that the intervening air occasions a great degradation of colour. They are seen between the eye and a very variable sky; and in this situation, especially in the morning or evening, or a dark day, it is not easy to distinguish one full colour from another, all of them approaching to the appearance of a black. At the distance of a very few miles hardly any full colours can be distinguished but a scarlet and a blue. Red, blue, yellow, and white, are the colours which can be distinguished at greater distances than any others, and are therefore the only colours admitted as signals. Even these are sometimes distinguished with difficulty. A yellow is often confounded with a dirty white, and a blue with a red. All other dark colours are found totally unitive. But as there are not but a small variety, we must combine them in one flag, by making it striped, spotted, or chequered, taking care that the opposition of colour may be as great as possible, and that the pieces of which the flags are made up may not be too minute. Red must never be striped nor spotted with blue, and the stripes, spots, or chequers, should never be less than one third of the breadth of the flag. Plate CCCCLXVI is a selection by an officer of experience as a set very easily recognized, and little liable to be confounded. Their colours are rereflected by hatching, in the same manner as in her dry (See Heraldry).

Difference of flags, as flags, banners, or pantards, is another distinction by which the expression may be varied. And in doing this, we must recollect, that in light winds it may be difficult to distinguish a flag from a banner as neither are fully displayed for want of wind to detach the fly from the fluff.

And lastly signals may be varied by their position, which may be on any lofty and well detached part of the masts, yards, or rigging.

Simplicity is an eminent property in all signals. They are addressed to persons not much accustomed to combinations, and who are probably much occupied by other pressing duties. It was to be wished that every piece of service could be indicated by a single flag. This is peculiarly desirable with respect to the signals used in time of battle. The rapid succession of events on this occasion call for a multitude of orders from the commander in chief, and his flag is frequently clad over with flags and pantards, so that it is exceedingly difficult for the signal officer of a private ship to distinguish the different groups, each of which make a particular signal.

These considerations are the foundation of a certain and propriety in signals, which directs us to a choice among triety, which, appear altogether arbitrary. Signals which run any risk of being confounded, on account of some resemblance, or because their position hinder us from immediately perceiving their difference, should be appropriated to pieces of service which are hardly possible to be executed, or can hardly be wanted, in the same situation. No bad consequence could easily result though the signal for coming to closer action should resemble that for unmooring, because the present situation of the ships makes the last operation impossible or absurd. Such considerations direct us to select for battle signals, those which are of easy exhibition, are the most simple, and have the least dependence on the circumstance of position; 5o that their signification may not be affected by the damages sustained in the masts or rigging of the flag ship. Such signals as are left easily seen at a distance, should be appropriated to orders which can occur only in the middle of the fleet, &c. &c. Signals which are made to the admiral by private ships may be the same with signals of command from the flag ship, which will considerably diminish the number of signals perfectly different from each other.

By what means signals are distinguished is a subject of great importance. It is accompanied by another small flag for the duty of conveyance. It must be engraved in two books; one for the officer of the flag ship, who is to make the signals, and the other is used
delivered to every private ship. In the first, the evolu-
tions, movements, and other operations of service, are
set down in one column, and their corresponding sig-
nals in another. The first column is arranged, either
alphabetically, by the distinguishing phrase, or systema-
tically, according to the arrangement of the failing and
fighting instructions. The officer whose duty it is to
make the signals, turns to this column for the order
which he is to communicate, and in the other column
he finds the appropriated signal.

In the other book, which is consulted for the inter-
pretation of the signals, they are arranged in the lead-
ing column, either by the flags, or by the places of
their exhibition. The first is the best method, because
the derangement of the flag ship's masts and rigging in
time of action may occasion a change in the place of
the signal.

"The Tactique Navale of the Chevalier de Morogues
contains a very full and elaborate treatise on signals.
We recommend this work to every sea-officer, as full of
information. The art of signals has been greatly sim-
plified since the publication of this work, but we can-
not but ascribe much of the improvements to it. We
believe that the author is the inventor of that sytema-
tic manner of addressing the order or effective signal
to the different squadrons and divisions of the fleet, by
which the art of signals is made more concise, the exe-
cution of orders is rendered more systematic, and the
commanders of private ships are accustomed to consider
themselves as parts of an army, with a mutual depend-
ence and connection. We are ready enough to ac-
knowledge the superiority of the French in manoeuv-
ring, but we affect to consider this as an imputation on
their courage. Nothing can be more unjust; and dear-
ought experience should long ere now have taught us
the value of this superiority. What avails that cour-
age which we would willingly arrogate to ourselves, if
we cannot come to action with our enemy, or must do
it in a situation in which it is almost impossible to suc-
cede, and which needlessly throws away the lives of our
gallant crews? Yet this must happen, if our admirals
do not make evolutions their careful study, and our
captains do not habituate themselves, from their first
hoisting a pendant, to consider their own ship as con-
nected with the masts remote ship in the line. We
cannot think that this view of their situation would be
a least lien the character which they have so justly ac-
brained, of fighting their ship with a courage and firm-
nets unequalled by those of any other nation. And
we may add, that it is only by such a rational study of
their profession, that the gentleman can be distinguished
from the mercenary commander of a privateer."

II. NIGHT SIGNALS.

It is evident, that the communication of orders by
night must be more difficult and more imperfect than
by day. We must, in general, content ourselves with
such orders as are necessary for keeping the fleet toget-
er, by directing the more general movements and
evolutions which any change of circumstances may re-
nder necessary. And here the division and subordinate
arrangement of the fleet is of indispensable necessity,
it being hardly possible to particularise every ship by a
signal of address, or to see her situation. The orders
are therefore addressed to the commanders of the dif-
rent divisions, each of whom is distinguished by his poop
and top-lights, and is in the midst of, and not very re-
move from, the ships under his more particular charge.
Yet even in this unfavourable situation, it is frequently
necessary to order the movements of particular ships.
Actions during the night are not uncommon. Pursuits
and rallyings are still oftener carried on at this time.
The common dangers of the sea are as frequent and
more disastrous. The system of signals therefore is
very incomplete till this part be accomplished.

Night signals must be made by guns, or by lights,
or by both combined.

Gun-signals are susceptible of variety both in num-
ber and in disposition. The only distinct variation which
signals may be varied.

Half-minute guns are as slow as can easily be listened
to as pertaining to one signal. Quarter-minute guns
are much better, and admit of two: very distinct subdivisions. When the gunners, therefore, are well trained
to this service (especially since the employment of
firelocks for cannon), intervals of 15 or 12 seconds
may be taken for slow firing, 8 or 10 seconds for mo-
derate, and 4 or 5 seconds for quick firing. If these
could be reduced one half, and made with certainty and
precision, the expression would be incomparably more
distinct. A very small number of firings varied in this
way will give a considerable number of signals. Thus
five guns, with the variety of only quick and moderate,
will give 20 very distinguishable signals. The same
principle must be attended to here as in the flag signals.
The most simple must be appropriated to the most im-
portant orders, such as occur in the worst weather, or
such as are most liable to be mistaken. Quick firing
should not make part of a signal to a very distant
ship, because the noise of a gun at a great distance is a
lengthened sound, and two of them, with a very short
interval, are apt to coalesce into one long continued
sound. This mode of varying gun-signals by the time
must therefore be employed with great caution, and
we must be very certain of the steady performance of
the gunners.

Note, that a preparatory signal or advertisement
that an effective signal is to be made, is a very neces-
ary circumstance. It is usual (at least in hard weather)
to make this by a double discharge, with an interval of
half a second, or at most a second.

Gun-signals are seldom made alone, except in or-
dinary situations and moderate weather; because ac-
cident may derange them, and inattention may cause
them to close notice, and, once made, they are over,
and their repetition would change their meaning. They
are also improper on an enemy's coast, or where an en-
emy's cruisers or fleets may be expected.

Signals by lights are either made with lights simply signals by
so called, i.e. lanterns thrown in different parts of the
ship, or by rockets. Lights may differ by number, and
by position, and also by figure. For the flag ship al-
ways carrying poop or top-lights, or both, presents an
object in the darkest night, so that we can tell whether
the additional lights are exhibited about the mainmast,
the foremast, the mizenmast, &c. And if the lights
thrown from any of these situations are arranged in cer-
tain distinguishable situations in respect to each other, the
number
Naval Sig. number of signals may be greatly increased. Thus
three lights may be in a vertical line, or in a horizontal
line, or in a triangle, and the point of this triangle may be
up, or down, or forward, or aft, and thus may have many significations.

Lights are also exhibited by signal fires or rockets:
These can be varied by number, and by such differences
of appearance as to make them very distinguish-
able. Rockets may be with flares, with rain fire, or
simple squares.

21. These two species of signals may be combined.

By varying and combining these, a very great number
of signals may be produced, fully sufficient to direct
every general movement or evolution, or any ordinary
and important service. The Chevalier de Morogues
has given a specimen of such a system of night signals,
into which he has even introduced signals of address or
direction to every ship of a large fleet; and has also
given signals of number, by which depths of soundings,
points of the compass, and other things of this kind,
may be expressed both easily and distinctly. He has
made the signals by rockets perfectly similar in point of
number to thse by lanterns, so that the commander
can take either; a choice which may have its use, be-
cause the signals by rockets may cause the presence of a
fleet to be more extensively known than may be conven-
ient.

The commander in chief will inform the fleet by signal,
that guns, or perhaps rockets, are not to be used
that night. This signal, at the same time, directs
the fleet to close the line or columns, that the light sig-

It is indeed a general rule to show as few lights as
possible; and the commander frequently puts out his
own poop and top-lights, only showing them from time
to time, that his ships may keep around him.

The signal lanterns on board the flag ship,
and a lantern kept in readiness on board of every pri-

The signal lanterns on board the flag ship,
and a lantern kept in readiness on board of every pri-

The signal lanterns on board the flag ship,
and a lantern kept in readiness on board of every pri-

22. General observations concerning night sig-

It is of particular importance that the fleet be kept
together. Therefore the leading ships of the fleet, on ei-
then tack, are enjoined to acknowledge the signals of
the commander in chief by a signal peculiar to their
station. Thus the commander in chief learns the posi-
tion of the extremities of his fleet.

In framing a set of night signals, great attention
must be given to their position, that they be not obscured
by the falls. The nature of the order to be given
will frequently determine this. Thus, an order for the
rear ships to make more sail, will naturally direct us to
exhibit the signal at the mainmast; and fo of other
pieces of service. Lanterns exposed in groups, such
as triangles, lozenges, &c. are commonly suspended at
the corners of large frames of laths, at the distance of a
fathom at least from each other. Attempts have been
made to show lights of different colours; but the risk of
mistake or failure in the composition at the laboratory,
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that guns, or perhaps rockets, are not to be used
that night. This signal, at the same time, directs
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It is indeed a general rule to show as few lights as
possible; and the commander frequently puts out his
own poop and top-lights, only showing them from time
to time, that his ships may keep around him.

The signal lanterns on board the flag ship,
and a lantern kept in readiness on board of every pri-

The signal lanterns on board the flag ship,
and a lantern kept in readiness on board of every pri-

24. This precaution is indispensible to prevent mistakes.
Along with this advertising signal he makes the signal of
the movement intended. This not only calls the
attention of the fleet, but makes the ships prepare for
the precise execution of that movement. The com-
manders of divisions repeat the advertising signal, which
informs their ships of their situation, and the private
ships beat their drums or chime their bells. Thus the
whole ships of the fleet close a little, and become a little
better acquainted with their mutual position. It is
now understood that a movement is to be made prece-
tly a quarter of an hour after the advertisement. At
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It is of particular importance that the fleet be kept
together. Therefore the leading ships of the fleet, on ei-
then tack, are enjoined to acknowledge the signals of
the commander in chief by a signal peculiar to their
station. Thus the commander in chief learns the posi-
tion of the extremities of his fleet.

In framing a set of night signals, great attention
must be given to their position, that they be not obscured
by the falls. The nature of the order to be given
will frequently determine this. Thus, an order for the
rear ships to make more sail, will naturally direct us to
exhibit the signal at the mainmast; and so of other
pieces of service. Lanterns exposed in groups, such
as triangles, lozenges, &c. are commonly suspended at
the corners of large frames of laths, at the distance of a
fathom at least from each other. Attempts have been
made to show lights of different colours; but the risk of
mistake or failure in the composition at the laboratory,
Naval Signal: The expiration of this time, the effective signal for this movement is made by the commander in chief, and must be instantly repeated by the commanders of divisions, and then the movement must be made by each ship, according to the failing and fighting instructions. This must be done with the utmost attention and precision, because it produces a prodigious change in the relative position of the ships; and even although the good sense of the commander in chief will select such movements for accomplishing his purpose as produce the smallest alterations, and the least risk of separation or running foul of each other; it is still extremely difficult to avoid these misfortunes. To prevent this as much as possible, each ship which has executed the movement, or which has come on a course thwarting that of the fleet, intimates this by a signal properly adapted, often adding the signal of the tack on which it is now intending, and even its particular signal of recognition. This is particularly incumbent on the flag ships and the leading ships of each division.

After a reasonable interval, the commander in chief will make proper signals for bringing the fleet to a knowledge of their reunion in this new position.

This must serve for a general account of the circumstances which must be attended to in framing a code of signals. The arbitrary characters in which the language is written must be left to the sagacity of the gentlemen of the profession. It must be observed, that the stratagems of war make secrecy very necessary. It may be of immense hazard if the enemy should understand our signals. In time of battle it might frequently frustrate our attempts to destroy them, and at all times would enable them to escape, or to throw us into disorder. Every commander of a squadron, therefore, issues private signals, suited to his particular destination; and therefore it is necessary that our code of signals be susceptible of endless variations. This is exceedingly easy without any increase of their number. The commander needs only intimate that such and such a signal is so and so changed in its meaning during his command.

We cannot leave this article without returning to an observation which we made almost in the beginning, viz. that the system of signals, or, to speak more properly, the manner of framing this system, has received much improvement from the gentlemen of the French navy, and particularly from the most ingenious thought of M. de la Bourdonnais, of making the signals the immediate expressions of numbers only, which numbers may be afterwards used to indicate any order whatever. We shall present our readers with a scheme or two of the manner in which this may be done for all signals, both day, night, and fog. This alone may be considered as a system of signals, and is equally applicable to every kind of information at a distance. Without detracting in the smallest degree from the praise due to M. de la Bourdonnais, we must observe, that this principle of notation is of much older date. Bishop Wilkins, in his Secret and Swift Messenger, expressly recommends it, and gives specimens of the manner of execution; so does Dr Hooke in some of his proposals to the Royal Society. Caspar Schottus also mentions it in his Technica Curiosa; and Kircher, among others of his Curious Projects.

M. de la Bourdonnais's method is as follows:

He chooses pendants for his effective signals, because they are the most easily displayed in the proper order. Several pendants, making part of one signal, may be hoisted by one halyard, being flopped on it at the distance of four or five feet from each other. If it be found proper to throw out another signal at the same time and place, they are separated by a red pendant without a point. His colours are chosen with judgement, being very distinctly recognised, and not liable to be confounded with the addressing signals appropriated to the different ships of the fleet. They are:

For No. 1. Red. For No. 6. Red, with blue tail.
2. White. 7. White, with blue tail.
5. Red, with white tail.
6. Red, with blue tail.

Three sets of such pendants will express every number under a thousand, by hoisting one above the other, and reckoning the uppermost, the next below it, and the lowest unit. Thus the number 973 will be expressed by a red pendant with blue tail, a yellow pendant below it, and a blue one below the last.

This method has great advantages. The signals may be hoisted in any place where best seen, and therefore the signification is not affected by the derangement of the flag ship's masts and rigging. And by appropriating the smaller numbers to the battle signals, they are more simple, requiring fewer pendants.

As this method requires a particular set of colours, it might be its inconveniences. An admiral is often obliged to refit his flag, even in time of action. He cannot much easily take the colours along with him. It is therefore better to make use of such colours as every private ship is provided with. One set of 11 will do with the addition of three, at most of four pendants, of singular make, to mark 100, 200, 300, 400. Two of these flags, one above the other, will express any number under 100, by using the 11th as a substitute for any flag that should be repeated. Thus the 11th flag, along with the flag for eight or for six, will express the number of 88 or 66, &c. Thus we are able to express every number below 500, and this is sufficient for a very large code of signals.

And in order to diminish as much as possible the number of these compound signals, it will be proper that a number of single flag signals be preferred, and even varied by circumstances of position, for orders which are of very frequent occurrence, and which can hardly occur in situations where any obstructions are occasioned by lots of masts, &c. And farther, to avoid all chance of mistake, a particular signal can be added, intimating that the signals now exhibited are numerary signals; or, which is still better, all signals may be considered as numerary signals; and those which we have just now called single flag signals may be set down opposite to, or as expressing, the largest numbers of the code.

This method requires the signal of advertisement, the nulling signal, the signal of address to the particular ship or division, the signal of acknowledgment, the signal of indifference, of difficulty, of danger, and one
It is equally easy to express numbers by night signals. Thus M. de la Bourdonnais proposes, that one discharge of a great gun shall express 7, and that 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 shall be expressed by lights. Therefore, to express 24, we must fire three guns, and show three lights. This is the most perfect of all forms of night and fog signals. For both the manner of firing guns and of exhibiting lights may be varied to a sufficient extent with very few guns or lights, and with great distinctness.

Thus, for guns. Let F mark the firing of a single gun at moderate intervals, and J, a double gun, that is, two discharged at the interval of a second. We may express numbers thus:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Signal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>FF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>FFF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>F,F,F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>F,F,FF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>F,FF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>F,F,F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>F,F,FF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>F,FF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>FF,FF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>F,F,F,FF</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This might be done with fewer guns if the F's were admitted as the first firing. But it seems better to begin always with the single gun, and thus the double gun beginning a signal distinguishes the tens, &c.

In like manner, a small number of lights will admit of a great variety of very distinct signals, which may serve for all signals to ships not very remote from the commander in chief. For orders to be understood at a very great distance, it will be proper to appropriate the numbers which are indicated by signals made with rockets. These can be varied in number and kind to a sufficient extent, so as to be very easily distinguished and understood. It is sufficient to have shown how the whole, or nearly the whole, notation of signals may be limited to the expression of numbers.

We have taken little notice of the signals made by Dr. Hooke for the coast and alarm signals, where, by the by, he shews a method for conveying intelligence over land very similar to what is now practised by the French with their telegraph.

One great advantage of these numerical signals is, that they may be changed in their signification at pleasure. Thus, in the first method, it can be settled, that on Sundays the colours A, B, C, D, &c. express the cyphers 1, 2, 3, 4, &c. and on Mondays they express the cyphers 0, 1, 2, 3, &c. and on Tuesdays the cyphers 0, 1, 2, &c.; and so on through all the days of the week. This means of secrecy is mentioned by Dr. Hooke for the coast and alarm signals, where, by the by, he shews a method for conveying intelligence over land very similar to what is now practised by the French with their telegraph.
The retreat, - To retreat.
Draw curtains, - To halt.
Two short rolls, - To perform the rank firing.
The bugle march, - To open the battalion.
The grenadier march, - To form the column.
The troope, - To double divisions.
The long roll, - To form the square.
The grenadier march, - To reduce the square to the column.
The preparatives, - To make ready and fire.
The general, - To cease firing.
Two long rolls, - To bring or lodge the colours.

SIGNATURE, a sign or mark impressed upon any thing, whether by nature or art. Such is the general signification of the word; but in the plural number it has been used, in a particular sense, to denote those external marks by which physiognomists and other dabbles in the occult sciences pretend to discover the nature and internal qualities of every thing on which they are found. According to Law, every corporeal object is characterized by signatures peculiar to itself.

The doctrine of signatures, like alchemy and astrology, was very prevalent during the 15th and 16th centuries; and was considered as one of the occult sciences which conferred no small degree of honour on their respective professors. Some of these philosophers, as they thought fit to style themselves, maintained that plants, minerals, and animals, but particularly plants, had signatures impressed on them by the hand of nature, indicating to the adept the therapeutia uses to which they might be applied. Others, such as the mystical theosophists and chemists of that day, proceeded much farther in absurdity, maintaining that every substance in nature had either external signatures immediately discernible, or internal signatures, which, when brought into view by fire or mithrum, denoted its connection with some fidelial or celestial archetype. Of the doctrine of signatures, as it relates merely to the therapeutic uses of plants and minerals, traces are to be found in the works of some of the greatest authors of antiquity; but the celestial signatures, we believe, were discovered only by the moonlight of the monkish ages. Hirlin informs us*, that the marble called aphites, from its being spotted like a serpent, was discovered by those spots to be a sovereign remedy for the bite of that animal; and that the colour of the heamatites or blood-stone intimated that it was fit to be employed to stop an hemorrhage; but we do not recollect his attributing the virtues of these minerals to a fidelial or celestial influence.

SIGNATURE, a signifying of a person's name at the bottom of an act or deed written by his own hand.

SIGNATURE, in printing, is a letter put at the bottom of the first page at left, in each sheet, as a direction to the binder in folding, gathering, and collating them. The signatures consist of the capital letters of the alphabet, which change in every sheet; if there be more sheets than letters in the alphabet, to the capital letter is added a small one of the same form, as A a, B b; which are repeated as often as necessary. In large volumes it is easy to distinguish the number of alphabets, after the first three or four, by placing a figure before the signature, as 5 B, 6 B, &c.

SIGNET, one of the king's seals, made use of in sealing his private letters, and all grants that pass by bill signed under his majesty's hand; it is always in the custody of the secretaries of state.

SIGNET, in Scots law. See Law, Part III. § 17.

SILENE, Catchfly, or Visayan Camomile, in botany: A genus of plants belonging to the class of decandria, and order of trigynia; and in the natural system arranged under the 2nd order, carphylline. The calyx is venticenic; the petals are five in number, bised and unscissored, and crowned by a nectarium; the capsule is cylindrical, covered, and trilocular. There are 26 species, of which 7 are natives of Britain and Ireland. 1. Anglica, the small corn campion or catchly. The stem is weak, hairy, and above a foot high; the leaves are obovate, and grow in pairs at the joints; the flowers are small, white, and entire; they stand on footstalks which issue from the side of the leaves; they are erect, alternate, simple, and lateral. It grows in corn-fields, and flowers in June and July. 2. Nemorum, Nottingham catchly. The stem is about two feet high, and firm; the radical leaves are broad, obtuse, and grow in a tuft; those on the stem are narrow and acute; the flowers are white, and grow in lateral panicles; the petals are bised and curred; the calyx is long, bulbling a little, with ten longitudinal striae. It grows in pastures, and flowers in June and July. 3. Anamna, Tea campion. The stem is two or three feet long, slender, procumbent, and branched alternately: the leaves are long and narrow; the flowers are white, and grow on opposite footstalks, three on each, in unilater al bunches: the calyx is hairy and purplish, and has ten angles. It grows on the south coast, and flowers in June and July. 4. Co- noides, greater corn catchly, or campion. The leaves are narrow and soft; the calyx is conical, with 30 striae; the flowers proceed from the divergences of the stems; the petals are entire. It grows in corn fields, and flowers in June. 5. Nandina, night flowering catchly. The stem is about two feet high, and forked; the calyx has ten angles, is somewhat clammy, and oval, with longer teeth than the other species; the petals are of a reddish white. 6. Armeria, broad-leaved catchly. The stem is about 18 inches high, and erect; with few branches; the leaves are smooth, fleshy, and broad at the base; the flowers terminal, in fayliform bundles, small and red. It may be seen on the banks of rivers, and is in flower in July and August. 7. Acaulis, moss campion. The radical leaves are spread on the ground like a tuft of mosses; the flowers are about an inch long, and naked, bearing each a single purple flower. This last species grows on mountains, and has been found, in Wales and Scotland, within half a mile from their top. It is in flower in July.

SILESIA, a duchy of Germany, bounded on the east by Poland; on the west, by Bohemia and Lower Lusatia; on the south, by a chain of mountains, and a thicket of considerable extent which separates it from Hungary; and to the north, by the marquisate of Brandenburg and Poland. From north west to south east it is about 274 miles, and about 100 where broadest; but it is much contracted at both ends. Upon the frontiers of this country, to the west and south, are very high mountains, and some likewise in other parts of it. One of the ridges upon the frontiers is called the Riphaean mountains, another the Moravian, another the Bohemian, and another the Hungarian, Graspeck, or Carpathians.
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SILICERNIUM. A branch of the Bohemian is called the Giant Mountains. The winter on these hilly tracks is more severe, sets in sooner, and lasts longer, than in the low lands. The inhabitants use a kind of flakes which they find is deep, as they do in Carniola. Little or no snow is raised in the mountains and some sandy tracks; but the rest of the country is abundantly fruitful, not only in grain, but fruits, roots, pasture, fiax, hops, mad- der, tobacco, and hemp, yielding also fine wine, with considerable quantities of silk and honey. In many places are great woods of pines, fir, beech, larch, and other trees, affording tar, pitch, rosin, turpentine, lamp-black, and timber for all ues. In this country is also found marble of several sorts, some precious flones, lime-flone, millstone, pitcoal, turf, vitriol, some silver ore, copper, lead, iron, and mineral springs. Great numbers of black cattle and hores are brought hither from Poland and Hungary for sale, those bred in the country not being sufficient; but of sheep, goats, game, and venison, they have great plenty. As for wild beasts, here are lynxes, foxes, weasels, otters, and beavers. The rivers, lakes, and ponds, yield fish of several sorts, partic- ularly sturgeons several ells in length, and salmon. Bes- ides a number of smaller streams to water this country, there is the Oder, which traverses it almost from one end to the other; and the Vistula, which after a very long course through it enters Poland. The number of the cities and market-towns is said to be about 200, the county of Glatz included, and that of the villages 5000. The inhabitants, who are computed to be about a million and an half, are a mixture of Germans, Poles, and Moravians. The language generally spoken is Ger- man; but in some places the vulgar tongue is a dialect of the Slavonie. The states consist of the princes and dukes, and those called state-holders, with the nobil- ity, who are immediately subject to the sovereign, and the representatives of the chief cities; but since the country fell under the dominion of the king of Pruf- sia, no diets have been held. The kings, however, when he took possession of the country, confirmed all the other privileges of the inhabitants. With respect to religion, not only Protestants, but Papists, Jews, and Greeks, enjoy full liberty of conscience. The greatest part of Sile sia lies in the diocese of Breslau, but some part of it in the Polish dioceses of Posen and Cracow. The bishop of Breslau holds immediately under the pope with regard to spiritual; but all ecclesiastical benefices, excepting the fee of Breslau, are in the king’s gift. Besides Latin schools, colleges, and seminaries, at Breslau is an university, and at Lignitz an academy for mart- rial exercises. The principal manufactures here are woollen, linens, and cottons of several sorts, with hats, glafs- ware, gunpowder, and iron manufactures. Of these there is a considerable exportation. Accounts are gene- rally kept in rix-dollars, silver groshen, and ducats. With respect to its revolutions and present go- vernment, it was long a part of the kingdom of Poland; afterwards it had several dukes and petty princes for its sovereigns, who by degrees became subject to the kings of Bohemia, until at last king Charles IV. incorporated the whole duchy with Bohemia; and thus it continued in the possession of the house of Austria, until the king of Prussia in 1742, taking advantage of the troubles that ensued upon the death of the emperor Charles VI. and pretending a kind of claim, wrested a great part of it, together with the county of Glatz, from his daughter and heiress Maria Theresa, the late empress dowager; so that now only a small part of it is possessed by the house of Austria, and connected with the empire, the rest being governed by the king of Prussia, without acknowledging any sort of dependence on the crown of Bohemia or the empire. For the administration of justice in all civil, criminal, and feudal cases, and such as relate to the revenue, the king of Prussia has established three supreme judicatories, to which an appeal lies from all the inferior ones, and from which, when the sum exceeds 500 rix-dollars, causes may be moved to Berlin. The Lutheran churches and schools are under the inspection of the upper consiftories, and those of the Papists under that of the bishop’s court at Breslau; but from both an appeal lies to the tribunal at Berlin. As to the revenue, the excite here is levied only in the walled towns, being on the fame footing as in the marquisate of Brandenburg; but in the rest of the country the contributions are fixed, and the fame both in peace and war. The several branches of the revenue are under the management of the war and domain of- ficers of Breslaw and Glogau. The whole revenue aris- ing to the king of Prussia from Silezia and the county of Glatz amounts to about four millions of rix-dollars per annum.

Silezia is divided into Upper and Lower, and each of these again into principalities and lordships; of some of which both the property and jurisdiction belong imme- diately to the sovereign, but of others to his subjects and vassals. In regard to the character of the people, the boors are accounted very dull and stupid; but of those of a higher rank, many have distinguished themselves by their wit and learning, as well as by their military and political talents. However, in general, like their neigh- bours the Germans and Bohemians, they have more of Mars than Mercury in their composition, and their parts are more solid than refining.

SILESIAN EARTH, in the materia medica, a fine astringent bote. It is very heavy, of a firm compact texture, and in colour of a brownish yellow. It breaks easily between the fingers, and does not stain the hands; is naturally of a smooth surface, is readily diffusible in water, and melts freely into a butter-like sub stance in the mouth. It leaves no grittiness between the teeth, and does not ferment with acid men truia. It is found in the perpendicular fissures of rocks near the gold mines at Strigonium in Hungary, and is supposed to be impregnated with the sulphur of that metal. It is a good astringent, and better than most of the boles in use.

SILICERNIUM, among the Romans, was a feast of a private nature, provided for the dead some time after the funeral. It consisted of beans, lettuce, bread, eggs, &c. There were laid upon the tomb, and they foolishly believed that the dead would come out for the repast. What was left was generally burnt on the flone. The word silicernium is derived from flex and causa, i.e. “a supper upon a stone.” Eating what had thus been provided for the dead, was esteemed a mark of the most miserable poverty. A similar entertainment was made by the Greeks at the tombs of the deceased; but it was usual among them to treat the ghosts with the fragments from the feast of the living. See Fu.

SILEX,
SIL, a very soft, fine, bright thread, the work of an insect called bombyx, or the silkworm.

As the silkworm is a native of China, the culture of silkworm in ancient times was entirely confined to that country. We are told that the emperors, surrounded by their women, spent their leisure hours in catching and rearing silkworms, and in weaving tissues and silk veils. That this example was soon imitated by persons of all ranks, we have reason to conclude; for we are informed that the Chinese, who were formerly clothed in fkins, in a short time after were drest in vestments of silk. Till the reign of Justinian, the silkworm was unknown beyond the territories of China, but silk was introduced into Persia long before that period. After the conquest of the Persian empire by Alexander the Great, this valuable commodity was brought into Greece, and thence conveyed to Rome.

The first of the Roman writers extant by whom silk is mentioned, are Virgil and Horace; but it is probable that neither of them knew from what country it was obtained, nor how it was produced. By some of the ancients it was supposed to be a fine down adhering to the leaves of certain trees or flowers. Others imagined it to be a delicate species of wool or cotton; and even those who had learned that it was the work of an insect, shew by their descriptions that they had no distinct idea of the manner in which it was formed. Among the Romans, silk was deemed a drees too expensive and too delicate for men, and was appropriated wholly to women of eminent rank and opulence.

Elaegubulus is said to have been the first man among the Romans who wore a garment of fine silk. Aurelian complained that a pound of silk was sold at Rome for 12 ounces of gold; and it is said he refused to give his wife permission to wear it on account of its exorbitant price.

For several centuries the Persians supplied the Roman empire with the silks of China. Caravans from China verfied the whole latitude of Asia in 243 days, from the Persian Chinef ocean to the sea-cotf of Syria, carrying men till this commodity. Sometimes it was conveyed to the perfons of Guzerat and Malabar, and thence transported by sea to the Persian Gulf. The Persians, with the usual rapidity of monopolists, raised the price of silk to Robertfon's such an exorbitant height, that Jullian, on that part of the great Disquisition concerning India, p. 88, was become of indispenfable ufe, but folicitous to deliver the commerce of his fubjefts from the exactions of his enemies, endeavoured by means of his ally, the Chris- tian monarch of Abyssinia, to wrest fome portion of the filk trade from the Persians. In this attempt he failed; but when he leeff expected it, he by an unfore- seen event, attained, in fome meaure, the object which he had in view. Two Persian monks having been employed as miflamaries in fome of the Chriftian churches, which were elfablifhed (as we are informed by Coimbas) in different parts of India, had penetrated into the coun- try of the Sors, or China. There they observed the labours of the filk worm, and became acquainted with monks, who had attained to the art of working up its productions into fuch a variety of elegant fabrics. The prospect of gain, or perhaps an indignant zeal, excited by feenmg this ini- getive branch of commerce engroffed by unbelieving nations,
There they explained to the emperor the origin of filk, as well as the various modes of preparing and manufacturing it, mysteries hitherto unknown, or very imperfectly understood in Europe; and encouraged by his liberal promises, they undertook to bring to the capital a sufficient number of those wonderful insects, to whose labours man is so much indebted. This they accomplished, by conveying the eggs of the filk worm in a hollow cane. They were hatched by the heat of a dunhill, fed with the leaves of a wild mulberry tree, and they multiplied and worked in the same manner as in those climates where they first became objects of human attention and care. Vault numbers of these insects were soon reared in different parts of Greece, particularly in the Peloponnesus. Sicily afterwards undertook to breed filk worms with equal success, and was imitated, from time to time, in several towns of Italy. In all these places extensive manufactures were established and carried on with filk of domestic production. The demand for filk from the east diminished of course, the republics of the Greek emperors were no longer obliged to have recourse to the Persians for supply of it, and a considerable change took place in the nature of the commercial intercourse between Europe and India.

As filk is the production of a worm, it will be first necessary to give a description of its nature and mode of manufacturing. But before we give any account of the most approved methods of managing filk worms in Europe, it will be proper to present a short description of the method practised in China, the original country of the filk worm. These are two: they either permit them to remain at liberty on mulberry trees, or keep them in rooms. As the finest filk is produced by worms confined in rooms, and as the first method is very simple, it will suffice to describe the second.

To begin with the eggs, which are laid on large sheets of paper, to which they firmly adhere. The sheets are hung up on a beam of the room, with the eggs inward, and the windows are opened in the front to allow the wind; but no hempen ropes must ever come near the worms or their eggs. After some days the sheets are taken down, rolled up loosely with the eggs inward, and then hung up again, during the summer and autumn. At the end of December, or the beginning of January, the eggs are put into cold water, with a little salt dissolved in it. Two days after they take them out, hang them up again, and when dry roll them a little tighter, and enclose each separately, standing on one end in an earthen vessel. Some put them into a lye made of mulberry tree ashes, and then lay them some moments in snow-water, or else hang them up three nights on a mulberry tree to receive the snow rain, if not too violent. The time of hatching them is when the leaves of the mulberry trees begin to open, for they are hatched or impeded according to the different degrees of heat or cold to which they are exposed. When they are ready to come forth, the eggs swell, and become a little pointed.

The third day before they are hatched, the rolls of paper are taken out of the vessel, stretched out, and hung up with their backs toward the sun, till they receive a kindly warmth; and then being rolled up close, they are set upright in a vessel in a warm place. This is repeated the next day, and the eggs change to an alhel grey. They then put two sheets together, and rolling them close tie the ends.

The third day, towards night, the sheets are unrolled and stretched on a fine mat, when the eggs appear blackish. They then roll three sheets together, and carry them into a pretty warm place, sheltered from the south wind. The next day the people taking out the rolls, and opening them, find them full of worms like small black ants.

The apartment chosen for filk worms is on a dry ground, in a pure air, and free from noise. The rooms are square, and very close, for the sake of warmth; the door faces the south, and is covered with a double mat, to keep out the cold; yet there should be a window on every side, that when it is thought necessary the air may have a free passage. In opening a window to let in a refreshing breeze, care must be taken to keep out the gnats and flies. The room must be furnished with nine or ten rows of frames, about nine inches above the other. On these they place rush hurdles, upon which the worms are led till they are ready to spin; and, to preserve a regular heat, loose fires are placed at the corners of the room, or else a warming pan is carried up and down it; but it must not have the least flame or smoke. Cow dung dried in the sun is esteemed the most proper fuel.

The worms eat equally day and night. The Chinese give them on the first day forty-eight meals that is, one every half hour; the next thirty; and third day they have still less. A cloudy and rainy weather takes away their appetite, just before their repast a wisp of very dry straw, the flame of which must be all alike, is held over the worms to free them from the cold and moisture that burdens them, or else the blinds are taken from the windows to let in the full day-light.

Eating so often hastens their growth, on which the chief profit of the filk worm depends. If they come to maturity in 23 or 25 days, a large sheet of paper covered with worms, which at their first coming from the eggs weigh little more than a drachm, will produce 25 ounces of filk; but if not till 28 days, they then yield only 20 ounces; and if they are a month or 40 days in growing, they then produce but ten.

They are kept extremely clean, and are often removed; and when they are pretty well grown, the worms belonging to one hurdle are divided into three, afterwards they are placed on fix, and placed on the number of 20 or more; for being full of humours, they must be kept at a due distance from each other. The critical moment for removing them is when they are of a bright yellow and ready to spin; they must be surrounded with mats at a small distance, which must cover the top of the place to keep off the outward air; and because they love to work in the dark. However, after the third day's labour, the mats are taken away from one o'clock till three, but the rays of the sun must not shine upon them. They are at this time covered with the sheets of paper that were used on the hurdles.

The cocoons are completed in seven days, after which the worm is metamorphosed into a chrysalis; the cocoons are then gathered, and laid in heaps, having first spat apart those designed for propagation upon a hurdle, in a cool airy place. The next care is to kill the moths in these cocoons which are not to be bored. The best way of doing this is to fill large earthen vessels with...
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cones in layers of ten pounds each, throwing in four
ounces of salt with every layer, and covering it with
large dry leaves like those of the water-lily, and closely
fopping the mouth of the vessels. But in laying the
cones into the vessels, they separate the long, white, and
glittering ones, which yield a very fine silk, from those
that are thick, dark, and of the colour of the skin of an
onion, which produce a coarser silk.

The silk worm is a species of caterpillar, which, like
all others of the same class, undergoes a variety of
changes, that, to persons who are not acquainted with
objects of this kind, will appear to be not a little fur-
prising.

It is produced from a yellowish coloured egg, about
the size of a small pin head, which has been laid by
a kind of greyish coloured moth, which the vulgar con-
found with the butterfly.

These eggs, in the temperature of this climate, if
kept beyond the reach of the fire and sun shine, may be
preferred during the whole of the winter and spring
months without danger of hatching; and even in sum-
mer they may easily be prevented from hatching if they
be kept in a cool place; but in warmer climates it is
fearfully possible to preserve them from hatching, even
for a few days, or from drying so much as to destroy
them. Hence it is easy in this country to keep the
eggs till the food on which the worm is to be feed be
ready for that purpose. When this food is in perfect-
ion, the eggs need only be exposed to the sun for a day
or two, when they will be hatched with great facility.

When the animal is first protruded from the egg, it
is a small black worm, which is active, and naturally
ascends to the top of the heap in search of food. At this
stage of his growth the silk worm requires to be fed
with the youngest and most tender leaves. On these
leaves if good, he will feed very freely for about eight
days, during which period he increases in size to about
a quarter of an inch in length. He is then attacked
with his first sickness, which confines him in a kind of
lethargic sleep for about three days continuance; during
which time he refuses to eat, and changes his skin, pre-
erving the same bulk. This sleep being over, he begins
to eat again, during five days, at which term he is
grown to the size of full half an inch in length; after
which follows a second sickness in every respect like
the former.

He then feeds for other five days; during which time
he will have increased to about three quarters of an inch
in length, when he is attacked with his third sickness.
This being over, he begins to eat again, and continues
to do so for five days more, when he is attacked by
his fourth sickness, at which time he is arrived at his full
growth. When he recovers this sickness, he feeds once
more during five days with a most voracious appetite;
after which he disdains his food, becomes transparent,
a little on the yellowish cast, and leaves his silky traces
on the leaves where he passes. These signs denote that
he is ready to begin his cocoon, and will eat no more.

Thus it appears that the whole duration of the life
of the worm, in this state of its existence, in our climate,
is usually about 46 days; 28 of which days he takes
food, and remains in his sick or torpid state; but it is
lack to be observed, that during warm weather the periods
of sickness are shortened, and in cold weather lengthen-
ed, above the terms here specified. In very hot cli-
mates it may be said to live faster, and sooner to attain
maturity, than in those that are colder. Dr Anderson
informs us, that at Madras the worm undergoes its
whole evolutions in the space of 22 days. It appears,
however, that it feeds fully as many days in India as in
Europe, the difference being entirely occasioned by
shortening the period of sickness. The longest sickness
he had seen them experience there did not exceed two
days; and during summer it only lasts a few hours.

When the worm has attained its full growth, it
searches about for a convenient place for forming its
cocon, and mounts upon any branches or twigs that are
put in its way for that purpose. After about two days
spent in this manner, it settles in its place, and forms
the cocoon, by winding the silk which it draws from
its bowels round itself into an oblong roundish ball.

During this operation it gradually loses the appear-
ance of a worm; its length is much contracted, and its
thicknes augmented. By the time the web is finisned,
it is found to be transformed into an oblong roundish
ball, covered with a smooth fl filmy skin, and appears
to be perfectly dead. In this state of existence it is called
an aura. Many animals in this state may be often
seen flicking on the walls of out houfes, somewhat re-
sembling a small bean.

In this state it remains for several days entirely mo-
tionless in the heart of the cocoon, after which it bursts
like an egg hatching, and from that comes forth a
heavy dull looking moth with wings; but these wings
never use for flying; it only crawls slowly about in
the place it has been hatched. This creature forces its
way through the silk covering which the worm had
woven, goes immediately in quest of its mate, after
which the female lays her eggs; and both male and fe-
male, without tasting food in this stage of its exis-
tence, die in a very short time.

The silk worm, when at its full size, is from an
inch and a quarter to an inch and a half in length, and
about half an inch in circumference. He is either of a
milk or pearl colour, or blackish; these last are esteem-
ed the best. His body is divided into seven rings, to
each of which are joined two very short feet. He has
a small point like a thorn exactly above the anus. The
fustulence which forms the silk is in his thorax, which
is very long, wound up, as it were, upon two spindles,
as some say, and surrounded with a gum, commonly
yellowish, sometimes white, but seldom greenish. When
the worm spins his cocoon, he winds off a thread from
each of his spindles, and joins them afterwards by
means of two hooks which are placed in his mouth, so
that the cocoon is formed of a double thread. Having
opened a silk worm, you may take out the spindles,
which are folded up in three plaits, and, on stretching
them out, and drawing each extremity, you may extend
them to near two ells in length. If you then scrape the
thread so stretched out with your nail, you scrape off
the gum, which is very like bees wax, and performs
the same office to the silk it covers as gold leaf does to
the ingot of silver it surrounds, when drawn out by the
wire drawer. This thread, which is extremely strong
and even, is about the thickness of a middling pin.

Of silk worms, as of most other animals, there is a
considerable variety of breeds, some of which are much
more hardy, and posses qualities considerably different
from others. This is a particular of much importance
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to be adverted to at the time of beginning to breed these creatures in any place; for it will make a great difference in the profit on the whole to the undertaker if he rears a good or a bad sort (a). This is a department in respect to the economy of animals that has been in every case much less adverted to than it deserves; and in particular with regard to the silk worm it has been almost entirely overlooked. A few eggs of the silk worm can be easily transported by post in a letter from any part of Europe to another, especially during the winter season. It would therefore be an easy matter for the four different nations, and even of Siberia. Of the seven species of the mulberry (see below) enumerated by Linnaeus, four of these (viz. the white, red, black, and Tartarian), there is every reason to believe could be reared both in Britain and Ireland. The white grows in Sweden; the red is abundant round Quebec; the black delights in bleak situations, exposed to wind on the sea shore; and the Tartarian mulberry is represented as growing in the chilly regions of Siberia. As to the superior qualities of the different species, probably there is very little to be pointed out amongst the four just mentioned with regard to nourishment, except what may be drawn from the following fact: that if the first three are laid down together, the silk worm will first eat the white, then the red, and next the black, in the order of the tendernees of the leaves. The Tartarian seems to hold as high a place in its esteem as either the red or black; but all mulberry yield the white, which seems to be its natural food. In Calabria the red mulberry is used; in Valencia the white; and in Granada, where excellent silk is produced, the mulberries are all black. The white seems to prosper very well in a moist mulberry soil: the black agrees well with a dry, sandy, or gravelly soil; and the white is most luxuriant in a moist rich loam.

Whether any species of mulberry tree be superior to others.

But may be easily reared in temperate climates.
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of this insect, indeed, require a considerable degree of warmth to hatch them, but they can also endure a severe frost. No less than 5400 lbs of silk was raised in 1789 in the cold, sandy territories of Prussia. In the province of Pekin, in China, where great quantities of silk are fabricated, the winter is much colder than even in Scotland. From the information of some Russians who were sent thither to learn the Chinese language, we find that Reaumur’s thermometer was observed from 10 to 15, and even 20 degrees below the freezing point. Nor is it difficult to rear the food of the silk worm in a temperate climate. The mulberry-tree is a hardy vegetable, which bears, without injury, the winters of Sweden, and even of Siberia. Of the seven species of the mulberry (see Morus) enumerated by Linnaeus, four of these (viz. the white, red, black, and Tartarian), there is every reason to believe could be reared both in Britain and Ireland. The white grows in Sweden; the red is abundant round Quebec; the black delights in bleak situations, exposed to wind on the sea shore; and the Tartarian mulberry is represented as growing in the chilly regions of Siberia.

As to the superior qualities of the different species, probably there is very little to be pointed out amongst the four just mentioned with regard to nourishment, except what may be drawn from the following fact: that if the first three are laid down together, the silk worm will first eat the white, then the red, and next the black, in the order of the tendernees of the leaves. The Tartarian seems to hold as high a place in its esteem as either the red or black; but all mulberry yield the white, which seems to be its natural food. In Calabria the red mulberry is used; in Valencia the white; and in Granada, where excellent silk is produced, the mulberries are all black. The white seems to prosper very well in a moist mulberry soil: the black agrees well with a dry, sandy, or gravelly soil; and the white is most luxuriant in a moist rich loam. It may justly be asserted, that Britain possesses some advantages in the rearing of raw silk which are not enjoyed by warmer countries. Even in the south of France, Mr Arthur Young informs us, the mulberry leaves are often nipped by frosts in the bud; but this is for raising fearfully ever the cane in Britain. It is well known that silk, thunder and lightning are hurtful to the silk worm. Now that climate can boast that it is almost wholly exempted from those dreadful storms of thunder and lightning which prevail so much in hot climates. Nature has then furnished us with every thing requisite for the silk manufacture; it remains only for us to improve the advantages which we possess. Let mulberry trees be planted by proprietors of lands, and let a few persons...
Letters on the Culture of Raw Silk on the Coast of Coromandel.

The following method of raising mulberry trees from feed is practised in the south of France, and has been repeated with success in the East Indies by Dr. Anderson of Madras. “Take the ripe berries of the mulberry when it is full of juice and of seeds. Next take a rough horse hair line or rope, such as we dry linen on, and with a good handful of ripe mulberries run your hand along the line bruising the berries and mashing them as much as possible as your hand runs along, so that the pulp and seeds of the berries may adhere in great abundance to the rope or hair line. Next dig a trench in the ground where you wish to plant them, much like what is practised in kitchen gardens in England for crops of various kinds. Next cut the rope or hair line into lengths according to the length of the trench you think fit to make, and plunge the line full of mulbed berries into the trench, and then cover it over with earth, always remembering afterwards to water it well, which is essential to success. The seeds of the berries thus sown will grow, and soon shoot out young suckers, which will bear young leaves, which are the best food for the silk worms.

The facility and rapidity with which young leaves may by this means be produced is evident, for many rows of trenches may thus be filled as can be wished; and it can never be necessary to have mulberry trees higher than our raspberries, currants, or gooseberry bushes. Whenever they get beyond that, they lose their value; and if these trenches succeed, you may have a supply coming fresh up day after day, or any quantity you please.” Thus abundance of these trees might be reared. But as mulberry trees are not yet found in abundance in Britain it were to be wished that some other food could be substituted in their place: attempts have accordingly been made by those who have reared silk worms, and has been found possible to support the silk worms upon lettuce (a).

Miss Henrietta Rhodes, a lady who has made some successful experiments on raising silk worms in England had found that this food could have safety be kept on lettuce for some time. This is pretty generally known by ladies who have turned their attention to this subject; but the found that in general they could not with safety be kept upon that food above three weeks. If longer fed upon that plant, the worms for the most part die without spinning a web at all. She found, however, that they did not always die, but that in some cases they produced very good cocoons, even when fed entirely on lettuce. She therefore with reason supposed that the death of the animal must be occasioned by some extraneous circumstance, and not from the poisonous quality of the food itself; the circumstance the suspected, from some incidental observations, was the coldness of that food; and therefore she thought it was not impossible, but if they were kept in a very warm place, while fed on lettuce, they might attain, in all cases, a due perfection.

General Mordaunt having been informed of this conjecture, resolved to try the experiment. He got some silk worms eggs, had them hatched in his hot-house, and caused them to be all fed upon lettuce and nothing else. They prospered as well as any worms could do, few or none of them died; and they afforded as fine cocoons as they had been fed upon mulberry leaves. As far as one experiment can go, this affords a very exhilarating prospect in many points of view. If one kind of food has been noxious, merely on account of an improper temperature, others may be found which have been hurtful only from a simular cause; so that it is not impossible but we may at last find that this delicate creature may be supported by a variety of kinds of food. Few, however, could be more easily obtained than lettuce; and this plant, when cabbaged (the cobs, or ice lettuce especially, would poisons one quality that the mulberry leaf never can possess, from the want of which many millions of worms die in those countries where silk is now reared; for it is observed, that when the leaves are gathered wet, it is scarcely possible to preserve the worms alive for any length of time; so that during a continuance of rainy weather many of them are unavoidably cut off; but a lettuce, when cabbaged, retains moisture. If gathered, even during rain, the heart of it is dry; so that if the outer leaves be thrown aside at that time, the worms would be continued in perfect health. The expense, too, of cultivating and gathering lettuce, would be so much less than that of gathering mulberry leaves, as to occasion a saving that would be much more than sufficient to counterbalance the expence of heating the conservatory, as a little reflection will show.

But the great point to be now ascertained is, whether it is a fact that worms fed on lettuce, if kept in a due temperature, will continue in good health, in general, till they shall have perfected their cocoon? One experiment is too little to establish this fact with perfect certainty. It would therefore be necessary that more experiments should be made on this subject.

It is said that Dr. Lodovico Bellardi, a learned and ingenious botanist of Turin, has, after a number of experiments, discovered a new method of feeding silk worms, when they are hatched before the mulberry trees have produced leaves, or when it happens that the frost destroys the tender branches. This new method consists in giving the worms dried leaves of the mulberry-tree. One would think that this dry nourishment

(a) It is not improbable, says Dr. Anderson, to whose valuable work entitled the Bee, we have been much indebted in the drawing up of this article, that other kinds of food may be found which will answer the same purpose. The chicorium intybus and common endive might be tried, as they have the same laudable quality with the lettuce.
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Silk would not be much relished by these insects; but repeated experiments made by our author, prove that they prefer it to any other, and eat it with the greatest avidity. The mulberry leaves must be gathered about the end of autumn, before the fruit commences, in dry weather, and at times when the heat is greatest. They must be dried afterwards in the sun, by spreading them upon large cloths, and laid up in a dry place after they have been reduced to powder. When it is necessary to give this powder to the worms, it should be gently moistened with a little water, and a thin coat of it must be placed around the young worms, which will immediately begin to feed on it.

We have mentioned all the different kinds of food, which, as far as we have heard, have been tried with any success to nourish the silk worm; not, however, with great confidence; but as experiments which it might be worth while carefully to consider and perform. We must not omit to mention that one person, who has had much experience in the managing of silk worms, assures us, that the silk produced from any other food than mulberry leaves is of an inferior quality, and that the worms are weaker. We think, however, that there is reason to suspect that the experiment has not been skillfully performed; and therefore, before every other food except mulberry leaves is discarded, the experiment ought to be performed with more attention and care.

We know that many animals in a domestic state can live upon food very different from that which supported them when running wild in the fields. Certain it is, however, that every animal, in its state of nature, partakes of a food peculiar to itself, which is rejected by other animals as if it were of a poisonous quality; and it may be mentioned as a curious fact, as well as an admirable instance of the care of that Being who feeds the fowls of heaven, that notwithstanding the numberless insects that prey upon animals and vegetables, the mulberry tree is left untouched by them all, as the exclusive property of the silk worm, the chief of the insect tribe, which toils and spins for the use of man.

Having now considered the food proper for the silk worm, we shall next consider what situation is most favourable to them. In the opinion of some persons in Britain who have been in the practice of rearing silk worms, they ought always to be kept in a dry place, well sheltered, and possessing a considerable degree of warmth, and which is not exposed to sudden transitions from heat to cold. If the weather be too cold, a small fire must be made; this is of most importance when the worms are ready for spinning. A southern exposure is therefore preferable. Some think light is of great utility to silk worms, others think that they thrive better in the dark. As to what apartments are best accommodated for promoting the health of silk worms, and most convenient for those who have the care of them, they may be various according to the extent of the manufacture or the wealth of the proprietors. Silk worms may be kept in boxes or in shelves. When shelves are to be used, they may be constructed in the following manner: The shelves may be of wicker, ranged at the distance of a foot and a half, and fixed in the middle of the room; their breadth ought to be such, that any person can easily reach to the middle from either side. This is perhaps the simplest and cheapest apparatus for rearing silk worms; but there is another apparatus which may be recommended to those who are anxious to unite some degree of elegance with convenience. This apparatus is the invention of the Rev. George Swayne of Pucklechurch, a gentleman who, greatly to his honour, has studied this subject much, in order to find out the way for promoting the culture of silk among the poor.

This apparatus, with the description of it, we have borrowed from that valuable and patriotic work, the Transactions of the Society for encouraging Arts, Manufactures, and Commerce, Vol. VII. p. 148. The apparatus consists of a wooden frame four feet two inches high, each side six inches and a half wide, divided into eight partitions by small pieces of wood which form grooves, into which the slides run, and are thus easily thrust into or drawn out of the frame. The upper slide (a) in the model sent to the society by Mr. Swayne is of paper only; and designed to receive the worms as soon as hatched; the two next (b, c) are of catgut, the threads about one-tenth of an inch distant from each other; there are for the insects when a little advanced in size; the five lower ones, marked e, f, g, h, i, are of wicker one foot wide, and intended to receive the worms when they are ready for spinning. Under each of these, as well as under those of catgut, are slides made of paper, to prevent the dung of the worms from falling on those feeding below them.

The management of silk worms is next to be attended to. The proper time for hatching them is when the leaves of the mulberry are fully grown, or nearly so; that as soon as these insects are capable of receiving food they may obtain it in abundance. To attempt to hatch them sooner would be hurtful, as the weather would not be sufficiently warm. Besides, as the leaves are necessary to the life of a vegetable, if the young leaves of the mulberry tree are cropped as soon as they are unfolded, the tree will be so much weakened as not to be capable of producing so many leaves as it would otherwise have done; and if this practice be frequently repeated, will inevitably be destroyed.

When the proper season is arrived, the eggs may be hatched either by the heat of the sun, when it happens to be strong enough, or by placing them in a small glass room moderately heated by a stove or fire; and after being exposed for six or seven days to a gentle heat, the silk worms issue from the egg in the form of a small black hairy caterpillar. When Mr. Swayne's apparatus is used, the worms are to be kept on the drawers with paper bottoms till they are grown so large as not readily to creep through the gauze-bottomed drawers; they are then to be placed on those drawers, where they are to remain till their excrements are so large as not readily to fall through; when this is the case, they must be removed to the drawers with the wicker or netting bottoms, and fed thereon till they show symptoms of being about to spin. It is scarcely necessary to mention that the paper slides beneath the gauze and wicker drawers are intended to receive the dung, which should be emptied as often as the worms are fed, at least once a day; or to direct, that when the worms are fed, the slides are to be first drawn out a considerable way, and the drawers to rest upon them.

It has already been mentioned, that wet or damp food is exceedingly prejudicial to these insects. It produces contagious and fatal diseases. To prevent the necessity of giving them wet or damp food, attention ought...
Ought to be kept as clean as possible.

The utmost attention must be paid to preserve the place where silk worms are kept as clean as possible: the house or room must be well ventilated, that no noxious vapours be accumulated. By some experiments of M. Fantus de S. Fond, which are recorded in his history of Languedoc, it appears that the silk worm is much injured by foul air. All decayed leaves must be removed from them, as it is now well known that they emit bad air in great abundance.

One of the most difficult branches of the management of silk worms has hitherto been the cleaning without breaking them. To avoid this inconvenience, the peasants in France and Italy frequently allow the whole litter to remain without ever cleaning them, which is the cause of that unwholesome stench that has been so often remarked by those who visit the places for rearing silk worms in those countries. This difficulty may be effectually removed by providing a net, or, what would be still better, a wire-bottomed frame, wrought into large meshes like a riddle. Have that made of a size exactly sufficient to cover the wooden box in which the worms are kept. When you mean to shift them, spread fresh leaves into the wire basket; and let it down gently over the worms till it comes within their reach. They no sooner perceive the fresh food than they abandon the rubbish below, and creep through the meshes, so as to fix themselves upon the leaves; then by gently raising the fresh basket, and drawing out the board below (which ought to be made to flip out like the flip bottom of a bird's cage), you get off all the excrements and decayed leaves, without commending the worms in the smallest degree; and along with the litter you will draw off an inch or two in depth of the foulest mephitic vapours. To get entirely rid of these, the board, when thus taken out, should be carried without doors, and there cleaned; and the flip board immediately replaced to receive all the excrements and offals. After it is replaced, the wire frame that had been elevated a little, may be allowed to descend to a convenient distance above the board without touching it. Thus will there, be left a vacant space for the mephitic air to fall below the worms, so as to allow them to inhabit a wholesome region of the atmosphere.

When a fresh supply of food is to be given before cleaning, the wire frame ought to be let down as close to the board as can be safely done, and another wire-bottomed frame put over it, with fresh leaves, as before described. When the worms have abandoned that in their turn, let the flip-board, together with the lower wire frame, be drawn out and removed, and so on as often as necessary. To admit of this alternate change, every table, consisting of one flip-board, ought to have two sets of wire-bottomed frames of the same size; the flip-board to be always put into its place immediately after it is cleaned, and the wire frames referred to be afterwards placed over the other. By this mode of management, it is probable that the worms would be saved from the diseases engendered by the mephitic air, and the numerous deaths that are the consequence of it avoided.

Dr Anderson, to whom we have already acknowledged our obligations, and to whom Britain has been much indebted for valuable works on agriculture, for all the fisheries &c. advises those who have the management of silk worms to shew a thin stratum of fresh flaked quicklime upon the flip-board each time it is cleaned, immediately before it is put into its place. This would abhor the mephitic gas, for as soon as it is generated it would descend upon the surface of the quicklime. Thus would the worms be kept continually in an atmosphere of pure air (c). Were the walls of the apartments to be frequently washed with quicklime and water, it would tend much to promote cleanliness at a small expense, and augment the healthiness of the worms as well as that of the persons who attend them.

When the silk worm refuses its food, and leaves filky Mr Swaine's traces on the leaves over which it passes it is a proof that it is ready to begin its cocoon. It is now necessary to form a new receptacle, which is commonly done by pinning together wipers in the shape of inverted cones with broad base. "This method (says Mr Swaine), is utterly fallacious; for below where there are many worms, is exceedingly tedious. Instead of the wipers, the silk worm always weaves an outer cover. The Society for ing or defensive web before it begins the cocoon or the Enclosure oval ball, I apprehended that it caused a needless waste of silk in forming the broad web at the top. The method I made use of is, to roll a small piece of paper (an uncut otau leaf, such as that of an old magazine, is sufficient...
The cocoons which are kept for breeding are called royal cocoons. For selecting and preserving these, we have been favoured with some valuable instructions by Mr. Wright of Piedmont, which we shall present to our readers.—The large and belt cocoons ought to be kept for breed, about an even number of males and females; the cocoons that contain the former are sharper pointed at the ends than those that contain the latter royal cocoons.

Although it should happen that there are more females than males, little inconvenience or ill consequences can arise from it, as one male will serve two or three females, if the time of their coming out of the cocoons answer. About 12 or 15 days after they begin to spin, the cocoons for breed may be laid on sheets of white paper; about this time the moth opens itself a passage through the end of its cocoon, and flutters out. When the female has laid her eggs, which on an average may amount to 250, they are spread upon sheets of paper and hung up to dry in some place where they may not be exposed to the heat of the sun: after being dried they must be kept in a cool well- aired place, where neither vapours nor moisture can reach them. That they may be preserved from external accidents, as insects of different kinds, will destroy them, and mice is their enemy in all the flages of their existence, they should be kept in stone pots or glass bottles with their mouths stopped, and there remain until brought out next season to be hatched.

The cocoons from which the Silk is to be immediately prepared are not to be exposed to the heat of an oven, in order to kill the chrysalis or auricle, which would otherwise ruin the silk. The following directions are given for managing this process by one of the first Silk manufacturers in Italy.

Put your cocoons in long shallow baskets, and fill the spaces within an inch of the top. You then cover them with paper, and put a wrapper over that. These baskets are to be disposed in an oven, whose heat is as near 80 as can be that of an oven from which the bread is just drawn, and after being baked. When your cocoons have remained therein near an hour, you may draw them out: and to see whether all the worms are dead, draw out a dupion from the middle of your basket and open it; if the worm be dead, you may conclude all the rest are so, because the texture of the dupion being stronger than that of other cocoons, it is consequently less easily to be penetrated by the heat. You must observe to take it from the middle of the basket, because in that part the heat is least perceptible. After you have drawn your cocoons from the oven, you must first cover each of them with a woollen blanket or rug, leaving the wrapper beside; and then you pile them above one another. If your baking has succeeded, your woollen cover will be all over wet with a kind of dew, the thickness of your little finger. If there be less, it is a sign your cocoons have been too much or too little baked. If too much baked, the worm, being over-dried, cannot transpire a humour he no longer contains, and your cocoon is burnt. If not enough baked, the worm has not been sufficiently generated by the heat to distil the liquor he contains, and in that case is not dead.

You must let your baskets stand thus covered five or six hours if possible, in order to keep in the heat, as this makes an end of stifling these worms which might have avoided the first impression of the fire. You are like-
How the silk is to be wound from the cocoons.

1. In stripping them of that waste silk that surrounds them, and which served to fallent them to the twigs. This burr is proper to stuff quilts, or other such uses; you may likewise spin it to make stockings, but they will be coarse and ordinary.

2. You must sort your cocoons, separating them into different classes in order to wind them apart. These classes are, the good white cocoons; the good cocoons of all the other colours; the dupions; the cocalons, among which are included the weak cocoons; the good choquette; and, lastly, the bad choquette. In forting the cocoons, you will always find some perforated cocoons amongst them, whose worm is already born; these you must set apart for fleurets. You will likewise find some fouflons, but very few; for which reason you may put them among the bad choquette, and they run up into waste.

The good cocoons, as well white as yellow, are the easiest to wind; those which require the greatest care and pains are the cocalons; you must wind them in cooler water than the others, and if you take care to give them to a good windter, you will have as good silk from them as the rest. You must likewise have a careful windter for the dupions and choquettes. These two species require hotter water than the common cocoons.

The good cocoons are to be wound in the following manner: First, choose an open convenient place for your filature, the longer the better, if you intend to have many furnaces and copperers. The building should be high and open on one side, and walled on the other, as well to screen you from the cold winds and receive the sun, as to give a free passage to the steam of your bacon or copperers.

These copperers or baconers are to be disposed (when the building will admit of it) in a row on each side of the filature, as being the most convenient method of placing them, for by that means in walking up and down you see what every one is about. And these baconers should be two and two together, with a chimney between every couple.

Having prepared your reels (which are turned by hands, and require a quick eye), and your fire being a light one under every bacon, your windter must lay till the water is as hot it can be without boiling. When every thing is ready, you throw into your baconers two or three handfuls of cocoons, which you gently brush over with a wiff about five inches long, cut flumpy like a broom worn out; by these means the threads of the cocoons flick to the wiff. You must disengage these threads from the silk, and purge them by drawing these ends with your fingers till they come off entirely clean. This operation is called la Battue.

When the threads are quite clear, you must pass four of them (if you will wind fine silk) through each of the holes in a thin iron bar that is placed horizontally at the edge of your bacon; afterwards you twit the two ends (which consist of four cocoons each) twenty or twenty-five times, that the four ends in each thread may the better join together in drawing each other, and that your silk may be plump, which otherwise would be flat.

Your windter must always have a bowl of cold water by her, to dip her fingers in, and to sprinkle very often the said bar, that the heat may not burn the thread.

Your threads, when thus twit, go upon two iron hooks called rampins, which are placed higher, and from thence they go upon the reel. At one end of the axis of the reel is a cog-wheel, which catching in the teeth of the post-rampin, moves it from the one to the left, and consequently the thread that is upon it; so that your silk is wound on the reel crosways, and your threads form two hanks of about four fingers broad.

As often as the cocoons you wind are done, or break or diminish only, you must join fresh ones to keep up the number requisite, or the proportions; because, as the cocoons wind off, the thread being finer, you must join two cocoons half wound to replace a new one; thus you may wind three new ones and two half wound, and your silk is from four to five cocoons.

When you would join a fresh thread, you must lay one end on your finger, which you throw lightly on the other threads that are winding, and it joins them immediately, and continues to go up with the reel. You must not wind off your cocoons too bare or to the laft, because when they are near at an end, the barres, that is, the husks, joins in with the other threads, and makes the silk foul and gouty.

When you have finished your first parcel, you must clean your bacons, taking out all the striped worms, as well as the cocoons, on which there is a little silk, which you first open and take out the worm, and then throw them into a basket by you into which you likewise cast the loose silk that comes off in making the Battue.

You then proceed as before with other two or three handfuls of cocoons; you make a new Battue; you purge them, and continue to wind the same number of cocoons as their equivalent, and so to the end.

As was already mentioned, the windter must always have a bowl of cold water by her, to sprinkle the bar, to cool her fingers every time she dips them in the hot water, and to pour into her bacon when necessary, that is, when her water begins to boil. You must be very careful to twit your threads a sufficient number of times, about 25; otherwise your silk remains flat, instead of being round and full; besides, when the silk is not well crossed, it never can be clean, because a gout or rub that comes from a cocoon will pass through a small number of these twils, though a greater will stop it. Your thread then breaks, and you paes what foulness there may be in the middle of your reel be-
the advantages of this construction are, the gaining light, a power of shortening the porty occasion, so as to suit any kind of work, being more portable, and having the gibbet firmly fixed, together with the diminution of price; which, compared with the old loom, is as five pounds, the price of a loom on the old construction, to three pounds ten shillings, the price of one of these contrived by Mr Sholl; and that, as the proportion of light work is to strong work as nine to one, this fort of loom promises to be of very considerable advantage, particularly in making modes, or other black work.

As a plate of this loom, with proper references, will description render its advantages most intelligible, we shall subjoin of it there: Plate CCCCLXV. A, A, The falls; B, D, The break-roll pots; C, The cut tree; D, D, The uprights; E, The burdowm; F, The button; G, The reeds; H, The harness; I, The breast-roll; K, The cheese; L, The gibbet; M, The treddles; N, The tumblers; O, Short counter-frames; P, Long counter-frames; Q, The porry; R, R, Cane-roll pots; S, The cane-roll; T, The weight bar and weight; U, U, Counter-weights; W, The breaking rod; X, X, Cross rods.

SILPHIA, CARRION-BEETLE, in natural history; a genus of animals belonging to the class of insects, and to the order of coleoptera. The antennae are clavate; the clava are perforated; the elytra marginated; the head is prominent; and the thorax marginated. There are 94 species, of which seven only are natives of Britain and Ireland. 1. The cephalus. The margin of the thorax broad. The shells abbreviated, black, with two yellow belts. The thighs of the hind legs large, with a spine near their origin. Length near one inch. It infests dead bodies. 2. The biphylus, is black; the antennae are long and small, and there are two red spots on the middle of each shell. The length is one-third of an inch. 3. The pulybata, is black and oblong; there are four brown spots on the shells: the length is one-fifth of an inch. It lives on trees. 4. The quadriplana. The head, antennae, and legs black. Margin of the thorax and shells are of a pale yellow, with four black spots. The length half an inch. It is found in Cane-wood, near Hampstead. 5. The fabulus, is black; the antennae are short and globular; there are five dries each shell. The shells and wings are short. There are five joints on the two first feet, four on the rest. It lives in sand. 6. The aquatica, is brown, with a green bronze tinge. There are four ribs on the thorax. On each shell there are two dries. The length is one-fifth of an inch. 7. The pulicaria, is black and oblong; the shells are abbreviated; the abdomen is rounded at the extremity; the thorax and shells are black margined; the length is one line. It is found frequently running on flowers.

SILPHIUM, in botany; A genus of plants belonging to the class of syngenesia, and to the order of polygamy necessaria; and in the natural system arranged under the 49th order, composite. The receptacle is paeceous; the pappus has a two-horned margin, and the calyx is squarrose. There are eight species; the laminatum, teresclamatium, perfoliatum, connati, altericum, trilobatum, foliaginoides, and trilobatum. The first six of these are natives of North America.
SILVER, one of the perfect metals, and the whitest and most brilliant amongst them all, is of the specific gravity, according to Bergman, of 10.552; but according to Kirwan, of 11.095. Its ductility is not greatly inferior to that of gold, as a grain of silver leaf measures somewhat more than 51 square inches; and the silver wire used for alchemical purposes measures only the 750th part of an inch in diameter; which is no more than half the thickness of the hair of the human head. It is harder and more elastic than lead, tin, or gold; but leaves so than copper, platinum, or iron: like other metals it grows hard by hammering; but is easily reduced to its former state by annealing. It is more delectable than gold, and is particularly acted upon by sulphurous vapours; hence its surface tarnishes in the air, and assumes a dark brown colour.

"It has been long thought (says Mr. Fourcroy) that silver is indelible by the combined action of heat and air. It is certain, that this metal kept in fusion, without contact of air, does not appear to be feebly altered; yet Junker had affirmed, that by treating it a long time in the reverberatory furnace, in the manner of Isaac Hollandus, silver was changed into a vitreous salt. This experiment has been confirmed by Macquer. That learned chemist exposed silver 20 times successively in a porcelain crucible to the fire of the furnace at Sevres, and at the 20th fusion he obtained a vitriform matter of a golden green, which appeared to be a true glafs of silver. This metal, when heated in the focus of a burning glafs, has always exhibited a white pulvourous matter on its surface, and a greenish vitreous covering on the support it rested upon. These two facts remove all doubt respecting the alteration of silver; though it is much more difficult to calcine than other metallic matters, yet it is capable of being converted after a long time into a white caal, which, treated in a violent fire, affords an olive coloured glafs. It may be possible perhaps to obtain a calx of silver by heating this metal when reduced into very fine laminae, or into leaves, for a very long time in a muftra, as is done with mercury."

Magellan informs us, that by melting in a due proportion with gold or silver, gold becomes greenish or bluish; so that it is capable of producing the white, yellow, red, blue, and green, or silver, colours, or more or less confpicuously according to the various circumstances of heat and proportions of the mixture. Though he makes mention of the vitrifications by Macquer already taken notice of, he denies that it can be calcined by heat alone. "Silver (says he) is so fixed by itself in the fire, that, after being kept a whole month in fusion, it had only lost one sixt part of its weight, which might be on account of some alloy. It is therefore incapable of being calcined by mere heat; and the caal of silver, which can only be made by means of its solution in acids, is reducible to its metallic form without the addition of any oxygenous substance. But when silver is exposed to the violent heat of the solar rays collected by a powerful lens, a kind of smoke is seen surrounding it, which proves at last to be the minute particles of the metal raiied and dispersed by heat, as is evident if a thin plate of gold be exposed to it; for then the particles of silver are seen upon the gold in the same manner as those of gold are seen upon silver in a similar experiment."

By slow cooling after it has been melted, silver crystallizes into quadrangular pyramids. M. Baume observes, that, in cooling, it assumes a symmetrical form, observable on the surface by small fibres resembling the feathers of a pen. M. Fourcroy observes, that the fine button obtained by cupellation, often presents on its surface five or six sides arranged amongst each other like a pentagon; but the crystallization in tetrahedral pyramids has not been observed particularly excepting by Mefirs Tillet and Mongez. It has been supposed that silver melts with a smaller degree of heat than copper; but the late improved thermometer of Mr. Wedgewood shows that this is a mistake; silver requiring 130° of Fahrenheit more than copper to bring it into fusion. It is found in the earth.

1. Native, generally of the fines of 16 carats; and of this there are several varieties. 1. Thin plated or leaved. 2. Capillary, of fine or coarse fibres or arborecent, from Potosi in America and Kuniberg in Norway. 3. A kind is also met with resembling coarse linen in the surface, which in Saxony is called kust钴al. Abundance of this kind is to be met with in Potosi, but more rarely in Saxony and Norway.

4. Sometimes native silver is met with in a crystalline or regularly figured plate with shining surfaces. This is found at Kuniberg, but is very scarce. There appears likewise a kind of crystallization on the thin plates of native silver, their surfaces being full of minute pyramidal crystals. Most of the American silver is of the native kind; so is that at Kuniberg in Norway. It is not, however, met with native so commonly in other European mines. A very small quantity of it is found in the mines of Salberg in Westmanland, and of Loifen in Dalmar, and several other places in Sweden. It has been found in pretty large lumps in clay mixed with nickel, partly decayed or withered; in which situation it formed the compound called the fercus aurifnum, or goode dung ore. 5. A piece of native silver in coal is shewn in the mineralogical academy at Frelberg; and Lohman, quoted by Le Camus, speaks also of a similar silver ore found in a mine of pit-coal. The capillary silver, according to the observations of Henckel and Rome de Lisle, seems to have been produced by a decomposition of red silver ore; and Wallerius affirms, that if sulphur is mixed in a gentle heat with silver, the latter takes a capillary form. 6. Native silver is likewise sometimes found in the form of spider's webs, and for that reason called by the Spaniards aranea.

7. It is met with in branches formed by oolaeadons inferted into one another. Some of these show the mark of a leaf of fern or of a tree; others are cubes or tingle oolaeadons, whose angles are truncated, though these latt are but rare. 8. It is often found discoverd through sand and ochre, as well as in grey limestone in Lower Austria, and in a greenish clay near Schernitz, or mixed with ochre, clay, and calciiform nickel. It is generally alloyed with copper, sometimes with gold, iron, or regulus of antimony; and sometimes it contains even five per cent. of arsenic. That found near Kuniberg contains so much gold, that the colour of it is yellow.

Wallerius distinguishes seven species of native silver; viz. 1. In irregular masses and lumps, at Kuniberg in Norway and other places, in a bed of clay. 2. In a granular and jagged form in America and Norway. 3. Arborecent, in the places already mentioned. 4. In thin
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thin leaves, between the fissures of stones, in Norway and Germany. In a capillary form, in the places already mentioned, including the cobweb silver of the Spaniards already mentioned. 6. Crystallized. 7. Superficial. Mr Daubenton enumerates eight varieties of native white silver, of different forms, most of which have been already enumerated. The materials in which this metal is most commonly found in its native state are, baro-selenite, lime-silver, selenite, quartz, chart, flint, ferrapente, gneiss, agate, mica, calcareous sapphire, pyrites, schistus, clay, &c. Sometimes it is met with in large masses, of the weight of 60 pounds or more, in or near the veins of most metallic ores, particularly in Peru and in various parts of Europe, of a white, brown, or yellowish colour. In Norway and at Allsea it is found in the form of solitary cubes and octahedral lumps, of 50 and 60 pounds weight.

2. Native silver alloyed with other metals. 1. With gold, as in Norway, where it contains so much as to appear of a yellow colour. 2. With copper. 3. With gold and copper. 4. Amalgamated with mercury, as in the mines of Salberg. M. Rome de Lisle mentions a native amalgam of silver and mercury found at Mnschel Landberg, in the duchy of Deux Ponts, in a ferruginous matrix, mixed with cinnabar, and crystallized in a hexagonal form, and of a large size. It was before the French revolution preferred in the king's cabinet at Paris. 5. With iron. According to Bergman, this ore contains two per cent. of iron; but Mongez informs us, that it often does not exceed one per cent.

6. With lead, "Silver (says Mr Magellan) is always contained in lead, though the quantity is generally insufficient to deprive the efficacy of separating it. In the reign of Edward I. of England, however, near 1600 pounds weight of silver were obtained, in the course of three years, from a lead mine in Devonshire, which had been discovered about the year 1250. The lead mines in Cardiganshire have at different periods afforded quantities of silver, so that Sir Hugh Middleton is said to have cleared from them £10000 in a month. The same mines in the year 1753 yielded 80 ounces of silver out of every ton of lead. This in lead only one of the foundling houses at Holywell in Flintshire produced, no less than 37521 ounces, or 31263 pounds of silver from the year 1754 to 1756, and from 1754 to 1776. There are some lead ores in England, which, though very poor in that metal, contain between 300 and 400 ounces of silver in a ton of lead; and it is commonly observed, that the poorest lead ores are the richest in silver; so that a large quantity of silver is probably thrown away in England by not having the poorest part of the lead ores properly essayed." 7. Mr Monnet found silver united with arsenic among the ores which came from Guadalcanal canal in Spain, and an ore of the same kind is furnished by the Samion mine near Andenrungen in the Hartz; but Mr Mongez very properly remarks, that these ores must be distinguished from such as have the arsenic in the form of an acid; for in this case they are properly mineralized by it, whilst there can only be a mixture of native silver, or some of its alloys with arsenic in its reguline form. 8. Bergman mentions silver in a flake of union with antimony. The ore yields some smoke when roasted, but has not the garlic smell observable in the arseneous ores. 9. The white silver ore, found in the mines near Freyberg, has the metal united to the regulus of arsenic and iron, the three metallic ingredients being nearly in equal proportions. All the extraneous matters with which the silver is united are sometimes in exceedingly small proportion, but not to be neglected where they exceed the hundredth part of the whole mass.

10. A particular kind of fine silver ores is mentioned by Wallerius under the title of lapis deo, and which contain the following varieties, viz. the calcarious silver ore at Annaberg in Austria, when the metal is mixed with an alkaline lime-stone; the fissafo ore, either white, variegated, or yellowish, found at Schernitz in Hungary; the quartzose white ore in a powdery form, mixed with ferruginous scoria, found at Potosi in America; the dark and variegated quartz-oxide silver ores, with many other subdivisions dishinigished from one another by little citr than their colour.

Silver is found mineralized by various substandes, as,

1. With sulphur in the glassy or vitreous silver ore; though this name seems rather to belong to the minera argentii corona or horn silver ore, to be afterwards taken notice of more particularly. It is dusky, and of the same colour with lead, but quickly becomes very black by exposure to the air, though sometimes it is grey or black even when first broken. It is found either in large lumps, or inherning in quartz, gypsum, gneiss, pyrites, &c. Its specific gravity, according to Kirwan, is 7:200. An hundred parts of it, containing 72 to 77 of silver, and it is rarely contaminated with any other metal.

Professor Brunnic says, it contains 80 marks of silver in the hundred weight. The medium between the glassy ore and the rod silver ore is called rogey, or braustil in Hungary, and brittle glassy ore in Saxony. It is black, and affords a powder of the same colour when pounded. In the mines of Himmelsfort near Freyberg, it is said to have held 140 marks, but these pieces are very scarce at present; and indeed the Hungarian glassy ores in general are now very scarce, as Professor Brunnic informs us, though they are now and then found in the wind-shits, which are frequently covered with a thin membrane or rather crust, of the colour of pyrites. Mr Magellan says, that this ore is nothing else but native silver penetrated by sulphur; for, on being exposed to a flow heat, the former flies off, and the silver remains in the same form. There are nine varieties of it, like sand, flint, or plumbago, the most common kind of any. 1. Brückmann mentions a kind brown on the outside and greenish within. 3. The yellow ore has its colour from some arsenic contained in it, which forms an opusinum with the sulphur. 4. It is also found of a greenish, and blueb colour; the latter is friable, like the foria of metals, and is called at Freyberg Schleirekorn, or the ore of foria. 6. It is found also in the arborescent. 7. Laminated. 8. Crystallized into octahedral or hexagonal prisms, and into ten pyramids with ten faces. 9. Lastly, it is found of a partial, or covering the stones or masses of other ores.

2. The pyrites argenteus of Hencel contains silver 2% combat, and iron mineralized with arsenic. There are three varieties of it. 1. Hard, white, and shining ore, of a compact, lamello, or fibrous texture. The brightest kind has lead silver, only giving 6 to 8 ounces per quintal, and the richest about ten per cent. It is found in Germany and Spain. It contains no sulphur. 2. Of yellowish white colour, and striped texture resembling bismuth, but much harder. It is found in Spain, and yields about 6% per cent. of silver. 3. In the lead lode close to...
the quantity of arsenic is so great, that it would scarcely deserve the name of silver ore if the arsenic were not very easily distilled. It is soft and easily cut; it has a brilliant metallic appearance, and consists of conchoïdal lamines. A quintal contains only from four to six ounces of silver, but it is easily reduced by evaporating the arsenic, after which the silver is left behind slightly contaminated with iron.

3. The red or ruby silver ore, the rothgolden of the Germans, has the metal combined with fulphur and arsenic. It is a heavy shining sub stance, sometimes transparent and sometimes opaque; the colour generally crimson, though sometimes grey or blackish. It is found in stope's mafles, or crystallized in pyramids or polygones, sometimes dendritic or plate, or with radiated inclusions. It is found in quartz, flint, spar, pyrites, sparry iron ore, lead ore, cobalt ore, jasper, baro-felinite, gneifs, &c. When radiated or interlaced, it is called rothgulden blut. It cracks in the fire, and detonates with nitre. Its specific gravity is from 5,400 to 5,684. Bergman informs us, that this kind contains, in the hundred, 60, sometimes 70, pounds of silver, 27 of arsenic, and 13 of sulphur. The darkest coloured ores are the richest, the yellow kinds much poorer; but the most yellow do not belong to this species; being in fact an orniment with 6 or 7 per cent. of silver. This last kind is brought chiefly from Potosi in America, and is called reflector by the Spaniards.

4. The febouris golden, or silver mulm, contains the metal mineralized by sulphur and a small quantity of arsenic and iron. It is of a black footy colour, and was supposed by Cronstedt to contain a good quantity of copper, to which its colour was owing; but later experiments have evinced, that there is no copper at all in it. It is either of a solid or brittle consistence, and of a glafty appearance when broken, or of a hoover texture, and footy or deep black colour; or it is found like mofs, or thin leaves, lying on the surface of other silver ores, of those of lead and cobalt, or in clays, ponderous spar, gneifs, &c. It contains from 25 to 60 per cent. of silver.

5. The miniara argentia alba, the Weißgoldn ore of the Germans, is a heavy, soft, opaque sub stance, fine grained or icily, bright and shining in its fractures, of a white, footy, or lead colour, sometimes crystalized in pyramidal or cylindrical forms, but often in amorphous grains, or resembling mofs, or in the form of thin lamines in crusting other bodies, found in quartz, sparr, feltein, pyrites, blend, lead-ore, cobalt ore, sparry iron ore, fluor, &c. It is very fusible. Its specific gravity is from 5 to 5,300. Its proportion of silver from 10 to 30 per cent. It is found, though not commonly, in Saxony, Hungary, the Hartz, and St Marie aux Mines.

6. The lehferitz, or white silver ore, is an arséneous pyrites, containing silver. It is met with in the Saxony mines so exactly resembling the common arsénical pyrites, that it cannot be distinguished from it by inspection. Cronstedt supposes, that the silver it contains may exist in a capillary form; but Professor Brunnich thinks this is not altogether the case. It is very scarce, but met with near Freyberg. There is likewise a brown mulm having the appearance of rags, met with in the crevasses and upon the lumps of cubic lead ore in a mine near Clauflhal and other places, which contains a great quantity of silver. It is of a whitish shining colour; hard, granulated, and solid, sometimes striking fire with steel. It discovers a mixture of arsenic, by emitting a garlic smell when heated.

7. The lehferitz of the Germans has the metal combined with sulphurated antimony. It is of a dark grey and somewhat brownish colour. A variety of a blackish blue colour is found in the form of capillary crystals, and called febouritz or plumose silver ore. It is met with in Saxony, and contains sometimes a mark or half a pound, sometimes only two, three, or four ounces, and sometimes only a mere trifle of silver, per cent. There is another silver ore, also called lehferitz by the Germans, which contains arsenic and regulus of antimony. This ore is sometimes also found of a dark grey colour; for the most part amorphous, but sometimes crystallized into pyramids. It appears red when scraped, and contains from one to five per cent. of silver. The greatest part of this ore is copper, and the next arsenic. According to Bergman, the copper amounts to 24 per cent. It is found in Transylvania, and a kind was lately discovered in Spain, of a hard solid consistence, and of a greyish blue colour.

8. The goose dung ores contain silver mineralized with sulphur in combination with iron, arsenic, and cobalt. It looks like the weißgulden, excepting that the cobalt, by its decomposition, gives it a rosy appearance. There are two varieties; one of a dull tarnished surface and ferrougous look; the other has a shining appearance like the lehferitz. It contains from 10 to 40 or 50 per cent. of silver. The arsenic is in an acide state, and united to the cobalt.

9. The dal sulphurts contains silver mineralized with sulphurated copper and antimony, and resembles the dark-coloured weißgulden, giving a red powder when rubbed. It is found either solid or crystallized, and is met with in the province of Dal, where it is melted by a very difficult procèss, calculated to determine the different metals it contains. There is another kind which has arsenic united to the rest of the ingredients. It is only the grey copper ore impregnated with silver, of which it contains from one to twelve per cent. the quantity of copper being from 12 to 23 per cent. and the remainder consisting either of sulphur or arsenic, with a little iron. It is the most common of all silver ores; and M. Monnet remarks, that where copper is united to arsenic, silver is always to be found. A variety has been found at Schenmitz, containing a portion of gold also.

10. The pecheblende is an ore of zinc containing silver, and is met with in the Saxon and Hungarian mines among the rich gold and silver ores. It is either of a metallic changeable colour or black. Of these there were formerly two varieties, viz. either in the form of fing scales or in balls, but the latter is now entirely unknown. A black blend is found in Bohemia, which is very heavy, with the surface somewhat elevated like some kinds of hematites, but no silver has yet been extracted from it.

11. The bleigan, potters ore, or galena, contains silver mineralized with sulphurated lead. It is also called pyritic silver, and is of a brown colour, yielding but a very small portion of metal. It is met with at Kunf-
be silver in Norway. When the silver is combined with sulphurated lead and antimony, the ore is called silverda.

12. The mareaeite containing silver has the metal united with sulphurated iron. There are great varieties of this ore holding different proportions of the metal; some produce only half an ounce of silver per cent. A liver-coloured maraeeite is found at Kunberg in Norway, containing from three to three ounces and a half of silver per cent.

13. Silver is found mineralized with sulphurated and arhenical cobalt; the stone sometimes containing denrites. These kinds keep well in water, but generally decay in the air, and lose the silver they contain. It is found at Morgenfern near Freyberg and Annaberg.

14. The butter-riek ore contains silver mineralized by sulphur, with regulars of antimony and barytes. It is found in the form of thin particles or granular spar. Walleius says that it is soft like mud, and feels like butter. He supposes it to be produced from other silver ores washed away by running waters. Boman adds, that the miners look upon it as a certain sign of other ores in the neighbourhood, though some are perfused that it is only an unimpured silver ore, which soon becomeperfect.

15. The combustible silver ore is a black brittle substance, leaving about six per cent. of silver in its ashes. It is in fact a perfect coal in which silver is found.

16. The hornails, or horn silver ore, in which the silver is united with the muriatic acid, is the safest of all the silver ores. It is sometimes found in flowy cubical crystals, but is met with of many different colours. Its principal characteristic is to change to a violaceous brownish colour when exposed to the sunbeams, as happens also to the artificial luna cornea. It is frequently crystallized in a cubic form, though not always of a white colour. Sometimes it resembles an earth easily fusible without smoke. There is a black kind, friable, and easily reducible to powder; the other is in some degree malleable, may be cut with a knife, and takes a sort of polish when rubbed. The vitreous silver ore, which is sometimes mixed with the horn silver, is fusible in nitrous acid; and this affords a method of separating them, the horn silver ore being insoluble in that menstruum. When the horn silver is free from iron, it generally contains 70 per cent. of silver at least; but these ores mostly contain some portion of iron, a small part of which is even united to the marine acid. This kind of ore was first analyzed by Mr. Woule, who discovered the presence of the vitriolic acid in it.

17. Another kind of horn silver ore is mentioned by Mr. Bergman, in which the metal is mineralized by the vitriolic and marine acids, along with some sulphur. He doubts, however, whether the mineralization be perfect in this case, as the sulph and sulphur do not admit of any other than a mechanical union. But since iron is often found in these ores, a maraeeite may thus be sometimes formed.

18. The silver golde dung ore is of a greenish colour, with a mixture of yellow and red. Some think it is a mixture of red silver ore and calx of nickel.

19. The foliaceae silver ore. The colour of this ore is marlode. Some imagine it to be a native silver ore; others that it is a mixture of galena, ochre, and silver. It is sometimes found in the mountain cork, and is so light that it will swim upon water. It contains but one ounce of silver per quintal.

These are all the varieties hitherto observed in which silver is met with in the earth, though it may perhaps occur in various other forms. It would be worth while to examine whether, in those count ies where gold and silver are found in large quantities, the precious metals may not be contained in some proportion in the molten common ores, more especially when the particles of gold and silver have not been able to extricate themselves in such a manner as to lie separate in figures, veins, or hollow places of the mine. A mineralization of silver with alkali is said to have been lately met with at Annaberg in Austria; but the account of it as yet can scarcely be depended upon. Professor Brunniach says, that the silver contained in the limestone at that place appears to be native when the stone is polished.

The purest silver is that which is extracted from luna corneas, and is the only kind that ought to be trusted in the nice operations of chemistry. The process, however, is very tedious, and presents a very unexpected phenomenon, as this metal, though one of the most fixed, is nevertheless volatilized in the operation in such a manner that it exhaled though the pores of the crucible; and small globules of silver are afterwards found in the cover, and even in the support of the crucible. According to Cramer, this loss may be prevented by finewing the crucible with black soaps, and mixing with the luna concia half its weight of oil or tallow, which last must also be added by little and little during the operation.

M. Magellan takes notice of a remarkable appearance observable in dissolving silver in the nitrous acid. He observes, that this acid is its specific menstruum, attacking it even when cold with considerable effervescence, growing hot, and emitting a considerable quantity of orange-coloured fumes, which diminish in proportion as the saturation advances. The metal appears of a pale brown colour in the confide, and the solution becomes quite black. This last appearance, however, is owing to a thin, black, fuliginous sublimation like smut, which is at once formed into a crust on the surface of the thin plates of silver in the first attack of the acid upon them. This is a very singular phenomenon, and hitherto unaccounted for; these black crusts being comminuted into smaller and smaller particles by the action of the acid; and, when the effervescence is over, they are seen distinctly to fall to the bottom of the vessel, and to form a black sediment, leaving the liquid solution quite transparent, but of a blue colour inclining to green.

This colour might be attributed to some small mixture of copper, though the silver used in the experiment was of the purer kind. The chemists of Dijon say, that the nitrous solution of silver looks of a fine blue colour, if the acid be pure and well concentrated; but if it has any mixture of vitriolic or marine, a precipitation of vitriolated silver or luna concia takes place. Afterwards the solution becomes as colourless as water, but gives a lasting black tinge to animal substances. This solution is of great use in chemistry, serving to form the lunar caustic, to purify the common aquafortis from a mixture of the vitriolic and marine acids, and is a very nice test of the excellence of these acids in mineral waters.

Silver does not combine with earth, even by the most violent heat, though Mr. Fourcroy supposes that it might...
ILURIS, in ichthyology, a genus belonging to the order of fishes abdominales. The head is naked; the mouth set round with hairy filaments; the branches have from 4 to 13 rays, the rays of the pectoral fins, or the first dorsal one, is prickly, and dentated backwards. There are 21 species, most of them natives of the Indian and American seas. Mr Hallequin mentions one called the claires by Linneus, and fibilian by the Abbei. If it pricks one with the bone of the breadth-fin, it is dangerous; and our author fav the cook of a Swedish merchant ship die of the poison communicated by the prick of one of these fish. See Electricity, n2. 261.

SIMEON of Durham, the contemporary of William of Malabury, took great pains in collecting the monuments of British history, especially in the north of England, after they had been scattered by the Danes. From these he composed a history of the kings of England, from A.D. 610 to 1135; with some smaller historical pieces. Simeon both studied and taught the sciences, and particularly the mathematics at Oxford; and became preacher of the church at Durham, where he died, probably soon after the conclusion of his history, which was continued by John, prior of Hexham, to A.D. 1156.

SIMIA, the Monkey, a genus of quadrupeds belonging to the class of mammals, and order of primates, in the Linnean system, but by Mr Pennant, he is under the dignoted quadruped. According to the Linnean system, the characteristic of this genus are these: There are four close set teeth on each jaw; single tufts on each side in both jaws, which are longer than the rest, and somewhat remote from them. The grinds are obtuse, and the feet are formed like hands. Mr Pennant gives the following generic description of the simia. There are four cutting teeth in each jaw, and two canine. Each of the feet are formed like hands, generally with flat nails, and, except in one instance, four fingers and a thumb. There are eyebrows both above and below. They are a numerous race; but almost all confined to the torrid zone. They fill the woods of Africa from Senegal to the Cape, and thence to Ethiopia. They are found in all parts of India, and its islands; in Cochin-China, in the south of China, and in Japan; and one is met with in Arabia; and they swarm in the forests of South America, from the I l mus of Darien as far as Paraguay. They are lively, agile, full of frolic, chatter, and grimace. From the structure of their members, they have many actions in common with the human kind. Most of them are fierce and unamiable; some are of a milder nature, and will show a degree of attachment; but in general they are endowed with mischievous intellects; and are filthy, obscene, lascivious, and thieving. They inhabit the woods, and live on trees; feeding on fruits, leaves, and insects. In general they are gregarious, going in vast companies; but the different species never mix with each other, always keeping apart and in different quarters. They leap with vast activity from tree to tree, even
when young, not the Animal}

Simia, Ape, such as wanted tails.

Ceropithecus, Monkeys, such as had tails.

Papions, Baboons, those with short tails; to distinguish them from the common monkeys, which have very long ones.

The principal marks by which the species of this genus are distinguishable from each other, are derived, according to the editors of LINNÆUS, by Ker.

The chimpanzee, the simia troglodytes of LINNÆUS, common in the mountains of Sierra Leone, resembles man more than the orang-outang. This animal was first brought to Europe in 1738, when it was exhibited as a show in London. The following description of one that was kept some months at the colony of Sierra Leone is given by Waddilow, in his Essay on Colonization. He was nearly two feet high; but the full stature is nearly five feet. He was covered with black hair, long and thick on the back, but short and thin on the breast and belly. His face was bare; his hands and his head resembled those of an old black man, except that the hair on his head was straight. He ate, drank, slept, and sat at table, like a human being. At first he crept on all fours, on the outside of his hands; but, when grown larger, he endeavored to go erect, supporting himself by a stick. He was melancholy, but always good natured.

The fos, orang-outang, or great ape, has a flat face, and a deformed resemblance of the human; like those of a man; the hair on the head longer than on the body. The body and limbs are covered with reddish and shaggy hair; longed on the back, thinned on the fore parts. The face and paws are hairy; the buttocks covered with hair. They inhabit the interior parts of Africa, the isles of Sumatra, Borneo, and Java. Are solitary, and live in the most desolate places. They grow to the height of six feet; have prodigious strength, and will overpower the strongest man. The old ones are shot with arrows, the young alone can be taken alive. They live entirely on fruits and nuts. They will attack and kill the negroes who wander in the woods; will drive away the elephants, and beat them with their sticks or pieces of wood; and will throw stones at people that offend them. They sleep in trees; and make a sort of shelter from the inclemency of the weather. They are of a grave appearance and melancholy disposition, and even when young not inclined to frolic. They go erect, and are very swift and agile. These accounts are chiefly taken from Andrew Bate, an English sailor, who was taken prisoner 1599, and lived many years in the inner parts of Congo; his narrative is plain, and forms very authentic. It is preserved in Pott's collection.

The old Simia, of Borneo, was made in Europe in 1741, and was named by WADDILLOW, in his Essay on Colonization. He was nearly two feet high; but the full stature is nearly five feet. He was covered with black hair, long and thick on the back, but short and thin on the breast and belly. His face was bare; his hands and his head resembled those of an old black man, except that the hair on his head was straight. He ate, drank, slept, and sat at table, like a human being. At first he crept on all fours, on the outside of his hands; but, when grown larger, he endeavored to go erect, supporting himself by a stick. He was melancholy, but always good natured.

The chimpanzee, the simia troglodytes of LINNÆUS, common in the mountains of Sierra Leone, resembles man more than the orang-outang. This animal was first brought to Europe in 1738, when it was exhibited as a show in London. The following description of one that was kept some months at the colony of Sierra Leone is given by Waddilow, in his Essay on Colonization. He was nearly two feet high; but the full stature is nearly five feet. He was covered with black hair, long and thick on the back, but short and thin on the breast and belly. His face was bare; his hands and his head resembled those of an old black man, except that the hair on his head was straight. He ate, drank, slept, and sat at table, like a human being. At first he crept on all fours, on the outside of his hands; but, when grown larger, he endeavored to go erect, supporting himself by a stick. He was melancholy, but always good natured.

The chimpanzee, the simia troglodytes of LINNÆUS, common in the mountains of Sierra Leone, resembles man more than the orang-outang. This animal was first brought to Europe in 1738, when it was exhibited as a show in London. The following description of one that was kept some months at the colony of Sierra Leone is given by Waddilow, in his Essay on Colonization. He was nearly two feet high; but the full stature is nearly five feet. He was covered with black hair, long and thick on the back, but short and thin on the breast and belly. His face was bare; his hands and his head resembled those of an old black man, except that the hair on his head was straight. He ate, drank, slept, and sat at table, like a human being. At first he crept on all fours, on the outside of his hands; but, when grown larger, he endeavored to go erect, supporting himself by a stick. He was melancholy, but always good natured.
The figure of this ape had a very great resemblance to that of man, &c. Gmelii Carreri tells us, that he saw one of these apes, which cried like an infant, walked upon its hind-feet, and carried a matt under his arm to lie down and sleep upon.

An orang-outang which Buffon saw is described by him as mild, affectionate, and good-natured. His air was melancholy, his gait grave, his movements measured, his dispositions gentle, and very different from those of other apes. He had neither the impatience of the Barbary ape, the maliciousness of the baboon, nor the extravagance of the monkeys. "It may be alleged, (says our author,) that he had the benefit of instruction; but the other apes which I shall compare with him, were educated in the same manner. Signs and words were alone sufficient to make our orang-outang act; but the baboon required a cudgel, and the other apes a whip; for none of them would obey without blows. I have seen this animal present his hand to conduct the people who came to visit him, and walk as gravely along with them as if he had formed a part of the company. I have seen him sit down at table, unfold his towel, wipe his lips, use a spoon or a fork to carry the viands to his mouth, pour his liquors into a glass, and make it touch that of the person who drank along with him. When invited to take tea, he brought a cup and a saucer, placed them on the table, put in sugar, poured out the tea, and allowed it to cool before he drank it. All these actions he performed without any other instruction than the signs or verbal orders of his master, and often of his own accord. He did no injury to any person: he even approached company with circumspection, and preferred himself as if he wanted to be cared for. He was very fond of dainties, which every body gave him; and as his breast was diseased, and he was afflicted with a tasting cough, this quantity of sweetmeats undoubtedly contributed to shorten his life. He lived one summer in Paris, and died in London the following winter. He ate almost every thing; but preferred ripe and dried fruits to all other kinds of food. He drank a little wine, but spontaneously left it for milk, tea, or other mild liquors. This was only two feet four inches high, and was a young one. There is great possibility that these animals may vary in size and colour, some being covered with black, others with reddish hairs,—They are not the satyrs of the ancients; which had tails (a), and were a species of monkey. Linnaeus's Homo neandrum, an animal of this kind, is unnecessarily separated from his simia satyrus.

To enable the reader to form a judgment of this animal, which has so great a resemblance to man, it may not be unacceptable to quote from Buffon the differences and conformities which make him approach or recede from the human species. "He differs from Id. p. 95, man externally by the flatness of his nose, by the shortness of his front, and by his chin, which is not elevated at the base. His ears are proportionally too-large, his eyes too near each other, and the distance between his nose and mouth is too great. These are the only differences between the face of an orang-outang and that of a man. With regard to the body and members, the thighs are proportionally too short, the arms too long, the fingers too small, the palm of the hands too long and narrow, and the feet rather resemble hands than the human foot. The male organs of generation differ not from those of man, except that the prepuce has no frunum. The female organs are extremely similar to those of a woman.

"The orang-outang differs internally from the human species in the number of ribs: man has only 12, but the orang-outang has 13. The vertebrae of the neck are also shorter, the bones of the pelvis narrower, the buttocks flatter, and the orbits of the eyes funk deeper. He has no spinal procès on the first vertebra of the neck. The kidneys are rounder than those of man, and the ureters have a different figure, as well as the bladder and gall-bladder, which are narrower and longer than in the human species. All the other parts of the body, head, and members, both external and internal, do perfectly resemble those of man, that we cannot make the comparison without being astounded that such a similarity in structure and organization should not produce the same effects. The tongue, and all the organs of speech, for example, are the same in man; and yet the orang-outang enjoys not the faculty of speaking; the brain has the same figure and proportions; and yet he poiffesses not the power of thinking. Can there be a more evident proof than is exhibited in the orang-outang, that matter alone, though perfectly organized, can produce neither language nor thought, unless it be animated by a superior principle? Man and the orang-outang are the only animals who have buttocks and the calf of the legs, and who, of course, are formed for walking erect; the only animals who have a broad chest, flat shoulders, and vertebrae of the same structure; and the only animals whose brain, heart, lungs, liver, spleen, stomach, and intestines, are perfectly similar, and who have an appendix vermiformis, or blind-gut. In fine, the orang-outang has a greater resemblance to man than even to the baboons or monkeys, not only in all the parts we have mentioned, but in the largeness of the face, the figure of the cranium, of the jaws, of the teeth, and of the other bones of the head and

(a) Aelian gives them tails, lib. xvi. c. 21. Pliny says they have teeth like dogs, lib. vii. c. 2. circumstances common to many monkeys. Ptolemy, lib. 7. c. 2. speaks of certain islands in the Indian ocean inhabited by people with tails like those with which satyrs are painted, whence called the illes of satyrs. Keoping, a Swede, pretended to have discovered these bonines causa i; that they would have trafficked with him, offering him live parrots; that afterwards they killed some of the crew that went on shore, and eat them, &c. &c. Annal. Acad. vi. 71.
and face; in the thickness of the fingers and thumb, the figure of the nails, and the number of vertebrae; and, lastly, in the conformity of the articulations, the magnitude and figure of the hands, sternum, &c. Hence, as there is a greater similarity between this animal and man, than between those creatures which resemble him most, as the Barbary ape, the baboon, and monkey, who have all been designed by the general name of _apes_, the Indians are to be excused for associating him with the human species, under the denomination of _orang-outang_, or _wold man_. In fine, if there were a scale by which we could descend from human nature to that of the brutes, and if the essence of this nature confined entirely in the form of the body, and depended on its organization, the orang-outang would approach nearer to man than any other animal. Placed in the second rank of beings, he would make the other animals feel his superiority, and oblige them to obey him. If the principle of imitation, by which he seems to mimic human actions, were a result of thought, this ape would be still farther removed from the brutes, and have a greater affinity to man. But the interval which separates them is immense. Mind, reflection, and language, depend not on figure or the organization of the body. These are endowments peculiar to man. The orang-outang, though, as we have seen, he has a body, members, fenes, a brain, and a tongue, perfectly similar to those of man, neither speaks nor thinks. Though he counterfeit every human movement, he performs no action that is characteristic of man, no action that has the same principle or the same design. With regard to imitation, which appears to be the most striking character of the ape kind, and which the vulgar have attributed to him as a peculiar talent, before we decide, it is necessary to inquire whether this imitation be spontaneous or forced. Does the ape imitate us from inclination, or because, without any exertion of the will, he feels the capacity of doing it? I appeal to all those who have examined this animal without prejudice; and I am convinced that they will agree with me, that there is nothing voluntary in this imitation. The ape, having arms and hands, uses them as we do, but without thinking of us. The similarity of his members and organs necessarily produces movements, and sometimes succession of movements, which resemble ours. Being endowed with the human structure, the ape must move like man; but the same motions imply not that he acts from imitation. Two bodies which receive the same impulse, two similar pendulums or machines, will move in the same manner; but these bodies or machines can never be said to imitate each other in their motions. The ape and the human body are two machines similarly constructed, and necessarily move nearly in the same manner; but parity is not imitation. The one depends on matter, and the other on mind. Imitation presupposes the design of imitating. The ape is incapable of forming this design, which requires a train of thinking; consequently, if he inclines, he can imitate the ape; but the ape cannot even incline to imitate man.

3. Pongo, or Jocko, are considered as one species by Pennant and Gmelin. It inhabits the island of Java, and the interior parts of Guinea. Has no pouches within his cheeks, no tail, and no callosities on the buttocks; which latter are plump and gelly. All the teeth are similar to those of man. The face is flat, naked, and tawny: the ears, hands, feet, breath, and belly, are likewise naked; the hair of the head descends on both temples in the form of trefoils; the hair on the back and loins is in small quantities. It is five or six feet high, and walks always erect on the two hind feet. It has not been ascertained whether the females, of this species or variety, are subject to periodic discharges; but analogy renders this almost unquestionable. This animal is, by Dr Gmelin, considered only as a variety of the orang-outang.

4. The great gibbon, long-armed ape, or _simia lar_, Fig. 3, with a flat swarthy face surrounded with grey hairs: hair on the body black and rough; buttocks bare; nails on the hands flat; on the feet long; arms of a most disproportioned length, reaching quite to the ground when the animal is erect, its natural posture; of a hideous deformity.—Inhabits India, Malacca, and the Molucca isles; a mild and gentle animal; grows to the height of four feet. The great black _ape_ of Mangil, a province in China, seems to be of this kind.

5. The lesser gibbon, or _simia lar minor_, but is much like the former, being only about a foot and a half high; the body and face are of a brown colour, resembles the former. The _simia lar argentea_ is probably a variety of this species.

6. The pigmy, or _simia silvanus_, has no tail; the Fig. 5, buttocks are naked; the head roundish, and the arms shorter than the body. It inhabits Africa; and is not uncommon in our exhibitions of animals; is very tractable and good-natured, and was most probably the pigmy of the ancients. It abounds in Ethiopia, one feat of that imaginary nation; was believed to dwell near the fountains of the Nile, whence it defended annually to make war on the cranes, _i.e._ to steal their eggs, which the birds may be supposed naturally to defend; whence the fiction of their combats.

7. The magot, _simia inanus_, or Barbary ape, has a Fig. 6, long face, not unlike that of a dog; canine teeth, long and strong; ears like the human; nails flat; buttocks bare; colour of the upper part of the body a dirty greenish brown; belly, of a dull pale yellow; grows to above the length of four feet.—They inhabit many parts of India, Arabia, and all parts of Africa except Egypt, where none of this genus are found. A few are found on the hill of Gibraltar, which breed there; probably from a pair that had escaped from the town; as they are not found in any other part of Spain. They are very ill-natured, mischievous, and fierce; agreeing with the character of the ancient Cynocephali. They are a very common kind in exhibitions. By force of discipline they are made to play some tricks; otherwise they are more dull and foolish than the rest of this genus. They assemble in great troops in the open fields in India, and will attack women going to market, and take their provisions from them. The females carry the young in their arms, and will leap from tree to tree with them. Apes were worshipped in India, and had magnificent temples erected to them. When the Portuguese plundered one in Ceylon, they found in a little golden casket the teeth of an ape; a relic held by the natives in such veneration, that they offered 700,000 ducats to redeem it, but in vain; for it was burnt by the viceroy, to stop the progress of idolatry.

11. Papiones, or Baroons. These have short tails, a long face; a broad high muzzle; longish dog-like tusks, or canine teeth; and naked callosities on the buttocks. They are only found in the old world, and are the papiones and _kambir_ of the ancients.

8. The maimon, _simia papio nemestrina_, or pig-tailed baboon,
The baboon, with a pointed face, which is naked, of a swarthy redness; two sharp canine teeth; ears like the human; hair on the limbs and body brown inclosing to all-colour, palest on the belly; fingers black; nails long and flat; thumbs on the hind feet very long, connected to the nearest toe by a broad membrane; tail four inches long, slender, exactly like a pig's, and almost naked; the base spars on the rump red, but small: length, from head to tail, 22 inches. Inhabits the isles of Sumatra and Japan; is very docile. In Japan it is taught several tricks, and carried about the country by mountebanks. Kempfer was informed by one of these people, that the baboon he had was 102 years old.

The great baboon, or Simia papio sphinx, with hazel irides; ears small and naked; face canine, and very thick; middle of the face and forehead naked; and of a bright vermilion colour; tip of the nose of the fame, and ending truncated like that of a hog; sides of the nose broadly ribbed, and of a fine violet hue; the opening of the mouth very small; cheeks, throat, and goat-like beard yellow; hair on the forehead very long, turns black, is black, and forms a kind of pointed crest. Head, arms, and legs, covered with short hair, yellow and black intermixed; the breast with long whitish yellow hairs, the shoulders with long brown hair. Nails flat; feet and hands black; tail four inches long, and very hairy; buttocks bare, red, and dirty; but the face about them is of a most elegant purple colour, which reaches to the middle of the upper part of the thighs.

This was described by Mr. Pennant from a stuffed specimen in Sir Adlton Lever's museum. In August 1779, a live animal of this species was shown at Edinburgh, and in October following at Chester, where being seen by Mr. Pennant, that inquisitive naturalist has described it in his History of Quadrupeds. "It differed little (he observes) in colour from the above, being in general much darker. Eyes much sunk in the head, and small. On the internal side of each ear was a white line, pointing upwards. The hair on the forehead turned up like a tuft. Feet black; in other respects resembling the former. In this I had an opportunity of examining the teeth. The cutting teeth were like those of the rest of the genus; but, in the upper and lower jaw, were two canines, or rather tusks, near three inches long, and exceedingly sharp and pointed. This animal was five feet high, of a most tremendous strength in all its parts, was excessively fierce, libidinous, and strong."

Mr. Schreber says, that this species lives on succulent fruits, and on nuts; is very fond of eggs, and will put eight at once into its pouches, and, taking them out one by one, break them at the end, and swallow the yolks and whites; rejects all flesh-meat, unless it be dressed; would drink quantities of wine or brandy; was less agile than other baboons; very communicative; for it would immediately fling its excrements out of its pouch. That which was shown at Chester was particularly fond of cheese. Its voice was a kind of roar, not unlike that of a lion, but low and somewhat inward. It went upon all fours, and never stood on its hind legs, unless forced by the keeper; but would frequently sit on its rump in a crouching manner, and drop its arms before the belly. Inhabits the hotter parts of Africa.

The little baboon, or Simia papio apesida, has a roundish head, with a projecting muzzle, and roundish naked ears; the hair on the body is yellow, tip with black; the face is brown, and almost naked, having only a few scattered hairs; the nails are all compressed and oblong, except on the thumbs and great toe, the nails of which resemble man; the tail is very short, being hardly an inch long; the body is about the size of a cat. It is uncertain, says Gmelin, if this animal should be considered as a distinct species, or only as a variety of the Simia fciurea.

The mantega, or Simia papio mermon, common, fig. 17, called the assegai apes, but it is improperly named an ape, as it has a tail. It is described in the abridgment of the Philosophical Transactions, n. 290. It had a nose and head 14 inches in length; the nose of a deep rose, face blue, both naked; black eye-brows; ears like the human; on the top of the head a long upright point of hair; on the chin another; two long tufts in the upper jaw; fore feet exactly resembling hands, and the nails on the fingers flat; the fore-part of the body, and the inside of the legs and arms, naked; the outside covered with mottled brown and olive hair. Length, from the nose to the rump, three feet two inches. It was very fierce and falcatus; went on all fours, but would sit up on its rump, and support itself with a flick; in this attitude, it would hold a cup in its hand, and drink out of it. Its food was fruits.

The mandrill, Simia papio maimon, or ribbed nose, fig. 12, baboon, has a short tail, and a thin beard on the chin; and 13, the cheeks are blue and striped, and the buttocks are naked. This species of baboon is found on the Gold Coast, and in the other southern provinces of Africa, where he is called kogho by the negroes, and mandri by the Europeans. Next to the orang-outang, he is the largest of all the apes or baboons. Smith relates, that he had a present of a female mandrill, which was only six months old, and that it was as large as an adult baboon. He adds, that these mandrills walk always on two feet; that they weep and groan like men; that they have a violent passion for women, which they never fail to gratify when they find a woman at a distance from relief. We have given figures both of the male and female, which may be easily distinguished by their size and appearance.

The wood-baboon, or Simia papio sylvatica, with fig. 14, a long dog-like face, covered with a small glossy black skin; hands and feet naked, and black like the face; hair on all parts long, elegantly mottled with black and tawny; nails white; about three feet high when erect; tail not three inches, and very hairy on the upper top. Inhabits Guinea, where it is called by the English the man of the wood.

The brown baboon, or Simia papio platygyros, with pointed ears; face of a dirty white; nose large and broad; hairs round the face short and straight; colour of the upper part of the body brown; of the under, ash-colour; tail about four inches long; taper, and almost bare of hair; beneath is quite naked. The animal which Mr. Pennant called the new baboon, in the first edition, seems by the taperness of the tail, and general form, to be of this kind.

The hog-gig baboon, or Simia papio porcaria, has a short tail, and coloured buttocks; the head is like that of a hog, with a naked snout; the body is of an olive brown colour; the nails are sharp and compressed. Inhabits Africa, and is about three feet and a half high when
Plate 16. The Tartarin, dog-faced baboon of Pennant, and cercopithecus hamadryas of Gmelin, with a long, thick, and strong nose, covered with a smooth red skin; ears pointed, and hid in the hair; head great, and flat; hair on the head, and fore-part of the body as far as the waist; very long and shaggy; grey and olive-brinded; the hair of the head very full, the hair on the limbs and hind part of the body very short; limbs strong and thick; hands and feet dextrous; the nails on the fore-feet flat; those on the hind like a dog's; buttocks very bare, and covered with a skin of a bloody colour; tail scarce the length of the body, and carried generally erect. They inhabit the hottest parts of Africa and Asia; where they keep in vast troops, and are very fierce and dangerous. They rob gardens. They will run up trees when passengers go by, shake the boughs at them with great fury, and chatter very loud. They are exceedingly impudent, indecent, lascivious; most detestable animals in their manners as well as appearance. They range the woods in hundreds; which obliges the owners of the coffee-plantations to be continually on their guard against their depredations. One of them was shown in London some years ago: it came from Mocha, in the province of Yemen, in Arabia Felix in the Perian gulf; and was above five feet high. It was very fierce and untameable; so strong as easily to master its keeper, a stout young man. Its inclinations to women appeared in the most violent manner. A footman, who brought a girl to see it, in order to tease the animal, kifsee, and hugged her: the beast, enraged at being so tantalized, caught hold of a quart pewter-pot, which he threw with such force and to tire an aim, that, had not the man's hat and wig fastened the blow, his skull must have been fractured: but he fortunately escaped with a common broken head.

The white-bearded black wanderer, the Simia filius of Linnaeus, the ouanderou of Buffon, and horn-tailed baboon of Pennant, the cercopithecus filius of Gmelin, has a dog-like face, is naked, and of a duffy colour; a very large and full white or hoary beard; large canine teeth; body covered with black hair; belly of a light colour; tail terminated with a tuft of hair like that of a lion. Its bulk that of a middling fixed dog. It inhabits the East Indies and the hot parts of Africa.

The purple-faced monkey, cercopithecus purpuratus, with a great triangular white beard, short and pointed at the bottom, and on each side of the ears, extended a winged fashion far beyond them; face and hands purple, body black. Inhabit Ceylon. They are very harmless; live in the woods, and feed on leaves and buds of trees; and when taken soon become tame.

Malbrouck, or cercopithecus fuscus, has a long tail, and is bearded; the tail is bushy at the extremity. It is a native of Bengal. This species has cheek pouches, and calluscis on the buttocks; the tail is nearly as long as the body and head; and it is a mistake of Cuvier that this is called a tail; the face is of a cinereous grey colour, with a large muzzle, and large eyes, which have flesh-colored eyelids, and a grey band cross the forehead in the place of eye-brows; the ears are large, thin, and flesh-colored; the upper parts of the body are of a uniform yellowish brown colour, and the lower of a yellowish grey. It walks on all fours, and about a foot and a half from the muzzle to the extremity of the tail. The females menstruate.

Macaque, or cercopithecus cynocephalus, the hare-lipped monkey of Pennant, has no beard; the nostrils are thick and divided; the tail is long and arched, and the buttocks are naked. He has cheek-pouches and calluscis on the buttocks. His tail is from 18 to 20 inches long. His head is large, his muzzle very thick, and his face naked, livid, and wrinkled. His ears are covered with hair. His body is short and stout, and his limbs thick and short. The hair on the superior parts of his body is of a greenish ash-colour, and of a yellowish grey on the breast and belly. He has a small crest of hair on the top of the head. He walks on four and sometimes on two feet. The length of his body, comprehending that of the head, is about 18 or 20 inches.

The dog-headed monkey, cercopithecus cynocephalus, has no beard, and is of a yellow colour; the muzzle is long; the tail long and straight, and the buttocks naked. It is a native of Africa.

The spotted monkey, cercopithecus Diana, with a long white beard; colour of the upper parts of the body reddish, as if they had been tinged, marked with white specks; the belly and chin whitish; tail very long; is a species of a middle size. It inhabits Guinea and Congo, according to Maregrave; the Congolese call it exouima. M. de Buffon denies it to be of that country; but from the circumstance of the curl in its tail, in Maregrave's figure, and the description of some voyagers, he supposes it to be a native of South America. Linnaeus describes his S. Diana somewhat differently: he says it is of the size of a large cat; black, spotted with white; hind part of the back ferruginous; face black; from the top of the nose is a white line palling over each eye to the ears, in an arched form; beard pointed, black above, white beneath, placed on a fatted excrecence; breast and throat white; from the romp, crofs the thighs, a white line; tail long, straight, and black; ears and feet of the same colour; canine teeth, large.

The green monkey, cercopithecus sabaeus, has a black and fatish face; the side of it bounded by long black hairs, falling backwards, and almost covering the ears, which are black, and like the human; head, limbs, and whole upper part of the body and tail covered with soft hair, of a yellowish green colour at their ends, cinereous at their roots; under side of the body and tail, and inner side of the limbs, of a silvery colour; tail very long and slender. Size of a small cat. Inhabit different parts of Africa: keep in great flocks, and live in the woods: are scarce discernible among the leaves, except by their breaking the boughs with their
...about the size of a cat; it was lately in the possession of Mr. Brook, an animal merchant and exhibitor in London. The upper parts of the body are covered with a pale tawny-coloured fur, which is ash-coloured at the roots; the hinder part of the back is orange-coloured, the legs ash-coloured, the belly white, and the tail shorter than the body.

29. King monkey, full-bottom monkey, or cercopithecus regalis, has no thumb on the hands; the head, cheeks, throat, and shoulders, are covered with long, flowing, coarse hairs. Inhabits the forests of Sierra Leona in Guinea, where it is called joy, or, king monkey. It is above three feet high when erect: The head is small, with a short, black, naked face; and the head, cheeks, throat, neck, and shoulders, are covered with long, coarse, flowing hairs, of a dirty yellowish colour, mixed with black, and resembling a full-bottomed wig; the body, arms, and legs, are covered with short hairs of a fine glossy black colour; the hands are naked, and have no thumbs; the feet have five very long slender toes, which are armed with narrow pointed claws; the tail is very long, and is covered with snow-white hairs, having a tuft at the end; the body and limbs are very slender: Its skin is held in high estimation by the negroes for making pouches and gun cases.

IV. SAPAJUS, SAPAI, have prehensile tails, and no cheek-pouches. These animals have long tails, which, at the extremity, is generally deprived of hair on the under side, and covered with a smooth skin; this part they can fold, extend, curl up, and unfold at pleasure; by which they are enabled to hang upon branches, or to lay hold of any thing which is beyond the reach of their hands, using the extremity of the tail like a finger or hand; the partition between the nostrils is very thick, and apertures are situated, on the sides of the nose; the buttocks are clothed with hair, and have no callosities; the females of this subgenus do not menstruate; and this race of animals is only to be found in America: This subdivision of the genus is made with great propriety by Dr. Gmelin, in imitation of the Count de Buffon.

30. The guariba, sapajus Deelezobub, or the preacher monkey, has black shining eyes; short round ears; and a round beard under the chin and throat. The hairs on the body are of a shining black, long, yet lie so close on each other that the animal appears quite smooth: the feet and end of the tail are brown; the tail very long, and always twisted at the end. Size of a fox. Inhabit the woods of Brazil and Guiana in vast numbers, and make a most dreadful howling. Sometimes one mounts on a higher branch, the rest leap, themselves beneath: the first begins as if it was to harangue, and sets up so loud and sharp a howl as may be heard a vast way, and a person at a distance would think that a hundred joined in the cry: after a certain space, he gives a signal with his hand, when the whole assembly joins in chorus; but on another signal is silent, and the orator finishes his address (a). Their clamour is the most disagreeable and tremendous that can be conceived; owing to a hollow and hard bone placed in the throat, which ...

(a) A singular account, yet related by Maregraves and several other writers. Maregraves is a writer of the highest authority, and a most able naturalist, long resident in the Brazils, speaks from his own knowledge.
31. The quato, sapajus panicicus, or four-fingered monkey, has a long flat face, of a swarthly fesh colour: the eyes are sunk in the head; ears like the human; limbs of a great length, and uncommonly slender: the hair is black, long, and rough. There are only four fingers on the hands, being quite deficiente of a thumb; five toes on the feet. The tail is long, and naked below, near the end. The body is slender; about a foot and an half long; the tail near two feet, and so prehensile as to serve every purpose of a hand. They inhabit the neighbourhood of Carthage, Guiana, Brazil, and Peru; associate in wall herds; and are scarce ever seen on the ground. Dampier describes their gambols in a lively manner: "There was (says he) a great company dancing from tree to tree over my head, chattering, and making a terrible noise and a great many grim faces and antic gestures; some broke down dry limbs and flung them at me, others scattered their urine and dung about my ears: at last one bigger than the rest came to a small limb just over my head, and leaping directly at me, made me leap back; but the monkey caught hold of the bough with the tip of its tail, and there continued swinging to and fro, making mouths at me. The females with their young ones are much troubled to leap after the males; for they have commonly two, one fle carries under her arm, the other sits on her back, and claps its two fore-paws about her neck: are very full when taken; and very hard to be got when shot, for they will cling with their tail or feet to a bough as long as any life remains. When I have shot at one, and broke a leg or arm, I have pitied the poor creature to see it lock and handle the broken limb, and turn it from side to side."—They are the most active of monkeys, and quite enliven the forests of America. In order to pass from top to top of lofty trees, whose branches are too dilatan for a leap, they will form a chain, by hanging down, linked to each other by their tails, and swinging in that manner till the lowest catches hold of a bough of the next tree, and draws up the rest; and sometimes they pass rivers by the SAME expedient. They are sometimes brought to Europe; but are very tender, and seldom live long in our climate.

32. The tat, sapajus, capucinus, or weeper, with a round and flat face, of a reddish brown colour, very deformed: the hair on the head and upper part of the body black, tinged with brown; beneath and on the limbs tinged with red: tail black, and much longer than the head and body: the young excessively deformed; their hair very long, and thinly dispersed. In the British museum are specimens of old and young. M. de Buffon has a variety with a white throat. Inhabits Surinam and Brazil: appear as if it was always weeping; of a melancholy disposition; but very full of imitating what it sees done. These probably are the monkeys Dampier saw in the Bay of All Saints, which he says are very ugly, and smell strongly of musk. They keep in large companies; and make a great chattering, especially in stormy weather, feed much on a species of tree which bears a podded fruit, which they feed on.

33. Sapajus laterrillls, or horned sapajus, has two tufts of hair on the head, resembling little horns: is beardles. Inhabits South America. The face, sides, belly, and fore-pants of the thighs are brown; the top of the head, middle of the back, tail, legs, and posterior parts of the thighs, are black; the nails are long and rather blunt; the tail is prehensile and twilled. Perhaps of the same species with the simia apella or capucinus. This, in all probability, is one of the fictitious species, purposefully deformed, by exhibitors of wild beasts, to impose on the public.

34. Saimiri, sapajus fuscus, or orange monkey, has no beard; the hinder part of the head is prominent; and the nails on the four toes of the hind paws are narrower and pointed. It inhabits South America, and is the most beautiful of all the sapajus; its movements are graceful; its face small; its colour a bright yellow; its vifage round, with large vivacious eyes, surrounded by feth coloured rings; it has hardly any forehead; the nose is elevated at the base, and flattened at the point: the mouth is small, the face flat and naked, and the ears are garnished with hair, and a little pointed; the tail is only half prehensile: It bands with ease on two feet, but commonly walks on all four.

V. Sagoins, Sagoins. These have long tails, which are proportionally longer than those of the sapajus, straight, flaccid, entirely covered with hair, and not prehensile; that is, incapable of laying hold of any object: the cheeks have no pouches; and the buttocks, which are covered with hair, have no callosities; the partition between the nostrils is very thick, and the apertures are placed on the sides of the nose. The females do not menstruate. This race of animals is only found in America. The faki, fagonius pinhecia, or fox-tailed monkey, with a swarthly face, covered with short white down: forehead and sides of the face with whitith, and pretty long hair: body with long duncky brown hairs: white or yellowish at their tips: hair on the tail very long and bushy: sometimes black, sometimes reddish; belly and lower part of the limbs a reddish white: length from nose to tail near a foot and a half; tail longer, and like that of a fox: hands and feet black, with claws instead of nails. Inhabits Guiana.

36. The langlin, fagonius iacchus, or blackened mon Fig. 24.
Besides these which we have described, there are a great many species which we have omitted. Those who wish to be better acquainted with the simile, may consult Buffon, Pennant, and Gmelin's edition of the Zoology of Animals by Mr. Ker.

SIMILE, or Similitude, in rhetoric, a comparison of two things, which though different in other respects, yet agree in some one. The difference between a simile and comparison is said to consist in this, that the simile properly belongs to whatever we call the quality of a thing, and the comparison to the quantity. See Comparison, and Ornament, n° 118.

SIMILOR, a name given to an alloy of red copper and zinc, made in the best proportions, to imitate silver and gold.

Simon Maccabees, a celebrated leader and high prist of the Jews, who, after rendering the most important services to his country, was laid trencherously slain by his son-in-law. See the History of the Jews, n° 15.

Simon Magnus, or the Sorcerer, was a native of Gittaon, a village of Samaria. According to the usual practice of the Athenians of that age, he visited Egypt, and there probably became acquainted with the sublime mysteries taught in the Alexandrian school, and learned those theurgy or magical operations by means of which it was believed that men might be delivered from the power of evil demons. Upon his return into his own country, the author of the Clementine Recognitions relates, that he imposed upon his countrymen by high pretensions to supernatural powers. And St Luke attests, that this artful facetious, using forcery, had bewitched the people of Samaria, giving out that he was Jesus great one; and that he obtained such general attention and reverence in Samaria, that the people all gave heed to him from the least to the greatest, saying, "This man is the Great Power of God."

By the preaching of Philip the Deacon, he was with other Samaritans converted to the Christian faith, and admitted into the infant church by the ordinance of baptism. His conversion, however, seems not to have been real; for, upon seeing the miraculous effects of the laying on of the apostles' hands, he offered them money, saying, "Give me also this power, that on whomsoever I lay hands he may receive the Holy Ghost." He probably thought Peter and John magicians like himself, but better skilled in the art of deceiving the multitude.

Being sharply reprievd for this impety, he seems by his answer to have been made siable of his fault; but his repentance, if sincere, was of short duration. Returning to his former practices of imposture, he travelled through various provinces of the empire, oppressing the progres of the Gospel; and arriving at Rome, he led alfarvait numbers of people by his pretended miracles. How long he lived in that metropolis of the world, or in what manner he died, we have no accounts that
SIMILE. Apes.

Plate CCCCLXVII.

1. Ateles Cacany Cacany. 2. Puage or Locke. 3. Semia Car. or Great Gibbon.
4. Semia Car. Minor or Little Gibbon. 5. Silvanus or Pyg. 6, 7. Ateles Magus.
SIMLE Baboons

Plate CCCCLXVIII.

Plate CCCCLXIX.

SIMIAE. Sapajous.

Plate CCCCLXX.

SIMIAE. Sagoinus.

24. Bedzeluk or Blackee, monkey.
25. Capucinns, Sini or Bepor.
26. Fluitellos or Hornet Sapajen.
27. Sagoinus or Pointed Monkey.
28. Cacipuas or Red tailed Monkey.
29. Rosaline or Silky Monkey.
30. Maltesex or Great cored Monkey.
that can be fully depended on. The Christian writers tell us, that being raised in the air by two demons, he was deprived of their support by the prayers of St Peter and St Paul, and falling, broke his legs. By some he is thought to have been the person mentioned by Suetonius, who, undertaking to fly in the presence of Nero, fell to the ground with such violence, that his blood spat up to the gallery where the emperor was sitting.

The sum of this impostor's doctrine, divested of allegory, was, that from the Divine Being, as a fountain of Light, flow various orders of sons, or eternal natures, subsisting within the plurality of the divine essence, that beyond these, in the order of emanation, are different classes of intelligences, among the lowest of which are human souls; that matter is the most remote production of the emanative power, which, on account of its infinite distance from the Fountain of Light, possesses flagitious and malignant qualities, which oppose the divine operations, and are the source of evil; that it is the great defect of philosophy to deliver the soul from its tribulations, in matter, and refute it to that divine light from which it was derived; and that for this, a male God had sent one of the first sons among men. To his wife Helen a he also ascribed a similar kind of divine nature, pretending that a female sex inhabited the body of this woman, to whom he gave the name of Eras, Wifeline; whence some Christian fathers have said, that he called her the Holy Spirit. He also taught the transmigration of souls, and disbelieved the resurrection of the body.

Simon (Richard), was born at Dieppe the 15th May 1638. He began his studies among the priests of the Oratory in that city, but quitted their society in a short time. From Dieppe he went to Paris, where he made great progress in the study of the oriental languages. Some time afterwards he joined the society of the Oratory again, and became a priest of it in 1660. In 1670 he published some pieces of a smaller kind. In 1678 his Critical History of the Old Testament appeared, but was immediately suppressed by the intrigues of Melleleus du Parnassus. It was republished the next year after, and its excellence soon drew the attention of foreigners; an edition of it was accordingly published at Amsterdam in Latin, and at London in English.

He died at Dieppe in 1712, at the age of 74.

He certainly possessed a vast deal of learning; his criticism is exact, but not always moderate, and these reigns in his writings a spirit of a sly and singularity which raised him a great many enemies. The most celebrated of these were Le Clerc, Voltaire, Jurieu, Du Pin, and Bedier. Simon wrote an entire volume of the book that were published against him, and displays a pride and obstinacy in his controversial writings which do him little honour.

He was the author of a great many books. The following are the principal: 1. The Ceremonies of the Jews, translated from the Italian of Leo o. Modena, with a supplement concerning the cliés of the Barabians and Samaritans. 2. L'Histoire Critique du Vieux Testament, The Critical History of the Old Testament. This is a very important work, and deserves the attention of every clergyman. He sometimes, however, deviates from the road of integrity, to serve the cause of the church of Rome, particularly in his endeavours to prove the uncertainty of the Hebrew language. These passages have been very justly exposed and corrected by Dr Campbell, in his ingenious Preliminary Difficulties to his new Translation of the Gospels. 3. Critical History of the Text of the New Testament. 4. Critical History of the Versions of the New Testament. 5. Critical History of the principal commentators on the New Testament. 6. Inspiration of the Sacred Books. 7. A Translation of the New Testament. This book was confounded by Cardinal Sarrallez and Bofflet. 8. The History of the rise and progress of Ecclesiastical Revenues, which is commended by Voltaire, as is his Critical History of The Old Testament. It resulted from a quarrel with a community of Benedictines. 9. A new Select Library, which points out the good books in various kinds of literature; and the use to be made of their contents. 10. Critical History of the Belief and Customs of the Nations on the Levant. 11. Critical Letters, &c.

SIMONICAL, is applied to any person guilty of simony. See SIMONY.

Simonides, the name of several poets celebrated in antiquity; but by the Marbles it appears that the eldest and most illustrious of them was born in the 5th Olympiad, 538 years B. C. and that he died in his 90th year; which nearly agrees with the chronology of Eusebius. He was a native of Ceos, one of the Cyclades, in the neighbourhood of Attica, and the preceptor of Pindar. Both Plato and Cicero gave him the character not only of a good poet and musician, but speak of him as a person of great virtue and wisdom. Such longevity gave him an opportunity of knowing a great number of the first characters in antiquity with whom he was in some measure connected. It appears in Fabricius, from ancient authority, that Simonides was contemporary and in friendship with Pittacus of Mytilene, Hipparchus tyrant of Athens, Peuesius king of Sparta, Hiero tyrant of Syracuse, with Themistocles, and with Alcadas king of Thessaly. He is mentioned by Herodotus; and Xenophon, in his Dialogue upon Tyranny, makes him one of the interlocutors with Hiero king of Syracuse. Cicero alludes, what he often has quoted in proof of the modesty and wisdom of Simonides, when Heracles asked him for a definition of God, the poet required a whole day to meditate on so important a question; at the end of which, upon the prince putting the same question to him a second time, he asked two days respite; and in this manner always doubled the delay each time he was required to answer it; till at length, to avoid offending his patron by more disappointment, he frankly confessed that he found the question so difficult, that the more he meditated upon it, the less was his hope of being able to solve it.

In his old age, perhaps from seeing the ref, et which money procured to such as had lost the charms of youth, and the power of attracting mankind by other means, he became somewhat mercenary and avaricious. He was frequently employed by the victors at the games to write panegyrics and odes in their praise, before his pupil Pindar had exercised his talents in their behalf; but Simonides would never gratify their vanity in this particular, till he had first tied them down to a stipulated sum for his trouble; and upon being upbraided for his
meneis, he said, that he had two coffers, in one of which he had for many years put his pecuniary rewards; the other was for honours, verbal thanks, and promises; that the first was pretty well filled, but the last remained always empty. And he made no scruple to confess, in his old age, that of all the enjoyments of life, the love of money was the only one of which time had not deprived him.

He was frequently reproached for this vice; however, he always defended himself with good humour. Upon being asked by Hiero's queen, Whether it was most desirable to be learned or rich? he answered, that it was far better to be rich; for the learned were always dependent on the rich, and waiting at their doors; whereas, he never saw rich men at the doors of the learned. When he was accused of being so fond as to fell part of the provisions with which his table was furnished by Hiero, he said he had done it in order "to display to the world the magnificence of that prince and his own frugality." To others he said, that his reason for accumulating wealth was, that "he would rather leave money to his enemies after death, than be troublesome to his friends while living."

He obtained the prize in poetry at the public games when he was fourscore years of age. According to Suidas, he added four letters to the Greek alphabet; and Pliny assigns to him the eighth string of the lyre; but ten rather leave money to his enemies after death, than be corrupt of the following fragment of this poet. Daedalus had not deprived him. He was called by the learned. When he promised that he would deprive him of all the enjoyments of clerkship after death, admittin, instituting, he, weeping, asked by Hiero's queen, whether in like manner forfeit the true idea of simony, shall forfeit two years value of the benefice or dignity; one moiety to the king, and the other to any one who will sue for the same. If persons also corruptly resign or exchange their benefices, both the giver and taker shall in like manner forfeit double the value of the money or other corrupt consideration. And persons who shall corruptly ordain or license any minister, or procure him to be ordained or licenced (which is the true idea of simony), shall incur a like forfeiture of forty pounds; and the minister himself of ten pounds, besides an incapacity to hold any ecclesiastical prebend for seven years afterwards. Corrupt elections and renunciations in colleges, hospitals, and other elemeny corporations, are also punished, by the same statute, with forfeiture of the double value, vacating the place or office, and a devotion of the right of election, for that term, to the crown.

SIMOON, a hot wind which blows occasionally in the deserts of Africa, and probably in other widely extended countries parched in the same manner by a vertical sun. Its effects on the human body are dreadful. If inhaled in any quantity, it produces instant suffocation, or at least leaves the unhappy sufferer oppressed with asthma and lowness of spirits. The approach of this awful scourge of God is indicated by a redness in the air, well understood by those who are accustomed to journey through the desert; and the only refuge which they have from it, is to fall down with their faces close to the ground, and to continue as long as possible without drawing in their breath.

Mr Bruce, who, in his journey through the desert, suffered from the simoon, gives it the following graphical description: "At eleven o'clock, while we contemplated with great pleasure the rugged top of Cimg, so noble, to which we were fast approaching, where we were to lodge ourselves with plenty of good water, P. 559. Diris our guide cried out, with a loud voice, fall upon your faces, for here is the simoon. I saw from the south-east a haze come, in colour like the purple part of the rainbow, but not so compressed or thick. It did not occupy twenty yards in breadth, and was about twelve feet high from the ground. It was a kind of bluster upon the air, and it moved very rapidly; for I scarce could turn to fall upon the ground with my head to the northward, when I felt the heat of its current plainly upon my face. We all lay flat on the ground as if dead, till Diris told us it was blown over. The meteor or purple haze which I saw was indeed pass'd, but the light air that still blew was of heat to threaten
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thunder itself. For my part, I found diligently in my breast that I had imbibed a part of it, nor was I free of an astralamic sensation till I had been some months in Italy, at the baths of Poreta, near two years afterwards." Though the severity of this blast seems to have passed over them almost insensibly, it continued to blow so as to exhaust them till twenty minutes before five in the afternoon, lasting through all its stages very near six hours, and leaving them in a state of the utmost depression.

SIMPLE, something not mixed or compounded; in which sense it stands opposed to compound.

SIMPLE, in the materia medica, a general name for all herbs or plants, as having each its particular virtue, whereby it becomes a simple remedy.

SIMPLICITY IN WRITING. If we examine the writers whose compositions have stood the test of ages, and obtained that highest honour, "the concurrent approbation of distant times and nations," we shall find that the character of simplicity is the unvarying circumstance which alone hath been able to gain this universal homage from mankind. Among the Greeks, whose writers in general are of the simple kind, the divine poet, the most commanding orator, the finest historian, and deepest philosopher, are, above the rest, conspicuously eminent in this great quality. The Roman writers rise towards perfection according to that measure of simplicity which they mingle in their works; indeed they are all inferior to the Greek models. But who will deny that Lucretius, Horace, Virgil, Livy, Terence, Tully, are at once the simplest and best of Roman writers? unless we add the noble annalist who appeared in after-times; who, notwithstanding the politic turn of his genius, which sometimes intermixes, is admirable in this great quality, and by it far superior to his contemporaries. It is this one circumstance that hath raised the venerable Dante, the father of modern poetry, above the succeeding poets of his country, who could never long maintain the local and temporary honours bestowed upon them; but have fallen under that just neglect which time will ever decrees to those who deform a just simplicity for the florid colourings of fable, contrived phantasies, affected conceits, the mere trapings of composition and Gothic minuteness. It is this hath given to Boileau the most lasting wreath in France, and to Shakespeare and Milton in England; especially to the former, whose writings contain specimens of perhaps the purest and simplest English that is anywhere to be found, except in the Bible or Book of Common Prayer. As it appears from these inferences, that simplicity is the only universal characteristic of just writing, so the superior eminence of the sacred Scriptures in this quality hath been generally acknowledged. One of the greatest critics in antiquity, himself conspicuous in the sublime and simple manner, hath borne this testimony to the writings of Moses and St Paul; and by parity of reason we must conclude, that had he been conversant with the other sacred writers, his taste and candour would have allowed them the same eumenium.

It hath been often observed even by writers of no mean rank, that the "Scriptures suffer in their credit by the disadvantage of a literal version, while other ancient writings enjoy the advantage of a free and embellished translation." But in reality these gentlemen's concern is ill-placed and groundless: for the truth is, "that most other writings are impaired by a literal translation; whereas giving only a due regard to the idiom of different languages, the sacred writings, when literally translated, are then in their full perfection."

Now this is an internal proof, that in all other writings there is a mixture of local, relative, exterior ornament, which is often lost in the translation from one language to another. But in the internal beauty which depend not on the particular construction of tongue, no change of tongue can destroy. Hence the Bible preserves its native beauty and strength alike in every language, by the sole energy of unadorned phrases, natural images, weight of sentiment, and great simplicity.

It is in this respect like a rich vein of gold, which, under the severest trials of heat, cold, and moisture, retains its original weight and splendour, without either loss or alloy; while bolder metals are corrupted by earth, air, water, fire, and asphaltted to the various elements through which they pass.

This circumstance, then, may be justly regarded as sufficient to vindicate the composition of the sacred Scriptures, as it is at once their chief excellence and greatest security. It is their excellence, as it renders them intelligible and useful to all; it is their security, as it prevents their being disfigured by the false and capricious ornaments of vain or weak translators. We may safely appeal to experience and fact for the confirmation of their remarks on the superior simplicity, utility, and excellence, of the fable of the Holy Scripture. Is there any book in the world so perfectly adapted to all capacities? that contains such sublime and exalted precepts, conveyed in such an artless and intelligible strain, that can be read with such pleasure and advantage by the lettered sage and the unlettered peasant?

SIMPOLE. See Oratory, p. 72.

SIMPSON (Thomas), professor of mathematics at the royal academy at Woolwich, fellow of the Royal Society, and member of the Royal Academy at Stockholm, was born at Market Belfworth in Leicestershire in 1710. His father, a stuff-weaver, taught him only to read English, and brought him up to his own business; but meeting with a scientific pedlar, who likewise practised fortune-telling, young Simpson by his advice left off weaving, and professed astrology. As he improved in knowledge, however, he grew disgusted with his pretended art; and renouncing it, was driven to such difficulties for the subsistence of his family, that he came up to London, where he worked as a weaver, and taught mathematics at his spare hours. As his scholars increased, his abilities became better known, and he published his Treatise on Fluxions, by subscription, in 1737: in 1740, he published his Treatise on the Nature and Laws of Chance; and Essays in Speculative and Mixed Mathematics. After these appeared his Doctrine of Annuities and Reversions; Mathematical Diferations; Treatise on Algebra; Elements of Geometry; Trigonometry, Plane and Spherical; Select Exercises; and his Doctrine and Application of Fluxions, which he professes to be rather a new work, than a second edition of his former publication on fluxions. In 1745, he obtained the mathematical professorship at Woolwich academy, and soon after was chosen a member of the Royal Society, when the president and council, in consideration of his moderate circumstances, were pleased to excise his admission-
him. Sometimes even this could not relieve his fatigue. He then had recourse to mathematics, which never failed to satisfy and refresh him. For a long while he restricted himself to a very moderate use of the cordial, fearing that he would soon exhaust the small stock which so limited and abstract a science could yield; till at last he found, that the more he learned, a wider field opened to his view, and scenes that were inexhaustible. Becoming acquainted with subjects far beyond the elements of the science, and with numbers of men celebrated during that period of ardent research all over Europe, he found it to be a more and important study, by which he was as likely to acquire reputation as by any other. About this time, too, a prospect began to open of making mathematics his profession for life. He then gave himself up to it without reserve.

His original incitement to this study as a treat, as something to please and refresh his mind in the midst of feverish tasks, gave a particular turn to his mathematical studies, from which he never could afterwards deviate. Perseverance and elegance are more attainable, and more delightful, in pure geometry, than in any other parts of the science of measure. To this therefore he chiefly devoted himself. For the same reason he preferred the ancient method of studying pure geometry, and even felt a dislike to the Cartesian method of substituting symbols for operations of the mind, and still more was he disgusted with the substitution of symbols for the very objects of discussion, for lines, surfaces, solids, and their affections. He was rather disposed to the solution of an algebraical problem, where quantity alone was considered, to substitute figures and its affections for the algebraic symbols, and to convert the algebraic formula into an analogous geometrical theorem. And he came at last to consider algebraic analysis as little better than a kind of mechanical knack, in which we proceed without ideas of any kind, and obtain a result without meaning, and without being conscious of any processes of reasoning, and therefore without any conviction of its truth. And there is no denying, that if genuine un sophisti cated taste alone is to be consulted, Dr Simson was in the right; for though it must also be acknowledged, that the reasoning in algebra is as strict as in the pure geometry of Euclid or Apollonius, the \textit{report} analyst has little perception of it as he goes on, and his final equation is not felt by himself as the result of ratiocination, any more than if he had obtained it by Pafcal’s arithmetical mill. This does not in the least diminish our admiration of the algebraic analysis; for its almost boundless grasp, its rapid and certain procedure, and the delicate metaphysics and great address which may be displayed in conducting it. Such, however, was the ground of the strong bias of Dr Simson’s mind to the analysis of the ancient geometers. It increased as he went forward; and his veneration (we may call it his love or affection) for the ancient geometry was carried to a degree of idolatry. His chief labours were exerted in efforts to restore the works of the ancient geometers; and he has nowhere bestowed much pains in advancing the modern discoveries in mathematics. The noble inventions, for example, of fluxions and of logarithms, by which our progres in mathematical knowledge, and in the useful application of this knowledge, is so much promoted, attracted the notice of Dr Simson; but he has contented himself with de-
monstrating their truth on the genuine principles of the ancient geometry. Yet was he very thoroughly acquainted with all the modern discoveries; and there are to be seen among his papers discussions and investigations in the Cartesian method, which show him thoroughly acquainted with all the principles, and even expert in the *tours de main,* of the most refined syphobitical analysis (A).

About the age of 25 Dr Simfon was chosen regius professor of mathematics in the university of Glasgow. He went to London immediately after his appointment, and there formed an acquaintance with the most eminent men of that bright era of British science. Among these he always mentioned Captain Halley (the celebrated Dr Edmund Halley) with particular respect; saying, that he had the most acute penetration, and the most just taste in that science, of any man he had ever known. And, indeed, Dr Halley has strongly exemplified both of these in his divination of the work of *Apollonius de Sectiune Solutis,* and the 8th book of his *Conic,* and in some of the most beautiful theorems in Sir Isaac Newton's *Principia.* Dr Simfon also admired the wide and matterly steps which Newton was accustomed to take in his investigations, and his manner of substituting geometrical figures for the quantities which are observed in the phenomena of nature. It was from Dr Simfon that the writer of this article had the remark which has been oftener than once repeated in the course of this Work, "That the 39th proposition of the first book of the *Principia* was the most important proposition that had ever been exhibited to the phyico-mathematical philosopher," and he used always to illustrate to his more advanced scholars the superiority of the geometrical over the algebraic analysis, by comparing the solution given by Newton of the inverse problem of centripetal forces, in the 42d proposition of that book, with the one given by John Bernoulli in the *Memoirs of the Academy of Sciences* at Paris for 1713. We have heard him say, that to his own knowledge Newton frequently investigated his propositions in the syphobitical way, and that it was owing chiefly to Dr Halley that they did not finally appear in that dress. But if Dr Simfon was well informed, we think it great credit was due to him in the syphobitical analysis, when this most successful *practical artificer* (for so we must call Newton when engaged in a task of discovery) found it conducive either to dispatch or perhaps to his very progress.

Returning to his academical chair, Dr Simfon discharged the duties of a professor for more than 50 years with great honour to the university and to himself. It is almost needless to say, that in his prelections he followed strictly the Euclidian method in elementary geometry. He made use of Theodorus as an introduction to spherical trigonometry. In the higher geometry he proceeded from his own Conics; and he gave a small specimen of the *difficult problems* of the ancients, by explaining the properties, sometimes of the conchoid, with their application to the solution of such problems. In the more advanced classes he was accustomed to give Napier's mode of conceiving logarithms, *i.e.* quantities as generated by motion; and Mr Cotes's view of them, as the sums of racinulae; and to demonstrate Newton's lemmas concerning the limits of ratios; and then to give the elements of the fluxionary calculus; and to finish his course with a select set of propositions in optics, gnomonics, and central forces. His method of teaching was simple and perspicuous, his elocution clear, and his manner easy and impressive. He had the respect, and still more the affection, of his scholars.

With respect to his studies, we have already informed the reader that they got an early bias to pure geometry, and to the elegant but perspicuous methods of the ancients.

We have heard Dr Simfon say, that it was in a great measure owing to Dr Halley that he so early directed his efforts to the restoration of the ancient geometries. He had recommended this to him, as the most certain way for him, a very young man, both to acquire reputation, and to improve his own knowledge and talents, and he presented him with a *copy* of Pappus's *Mathematical Collections,* enriched with some of his own notes. The peripatetic of the ancient geometrical analysis, and a certain elegance in the nature of the solutions which it affords, especially by means of the local theorems, soon took firm hold of his fancy, and made him with the fanguine expectation of a young man, direct his very first efforts to the recovery of this in toto; and the restoration of Euclid's *Porisms* was the first task which he set himself. The accomplished geometer knows what a desperate task this was, from the scanty and mutilated account which we have of this work in a single passage of Pappus. It was an ambition which nothing but success could justify in so young an adventurer. He succeeded; and so early as 1718 seemed to have been in complete possession of this method of investigation, which was considered by the eminent geometers of antiquity as their safest guide through the labyrinth of the higher geometry. Dr Simfon gave a specimen of this discovery in 1723 in the *Philosophical Transactions.* And after this time he ceased not from his endeavours to recover that choice collection of *Porisms* which Euclid had collected, as of the most general use in the solution of difficult questions. What some of these must have been is pointed out to Dr Simfon by the very nature of the general proposition of Pappus, which he has restored. Others were pointed out by the lemmas which Pappus has given as helps to the young mathematician towards their demonstration. And, being thus in possession of a considerable number, their mutual relations pointed out a fort of system, of which these made a part, and of which the blanks now remained to be filled up.

Dr Simfon, having thus gained his favourite point, had

(A.) In 1752 the writer of this article being then his scholar, requested him to examine an account which he gave him of what he thought a new curve (a conchoid having a circle for its bafe). Dr Simfon returned it next day with a regular lift of its leading properties, and the investigation of such as he thought his scholar would not so easily trace. In this half scrawl the lines related to the circle were familiarly considered as arithmetical fractions of the radius considered as unity. This was before Euler published his *Arithmetic of the Sines* and Tangents, now in universal use.
had leisure to turn his attention to the other works of the ancient geometers, and the porisms of Euclid now had only an occasional share. The book plan of Apollonius was another task which he very early engaged in, and completed about the year 1758. But, after it was printed, he imagined that he had not given the **posthumous propinquitatis** of Apollonius, and in the precise spirit and order of that author. The impression lay by him for some years; and it was with great reluctance that he yielded to the intreaties of his mathematical friends, and published the work, in 1766, with some emendations, where he thought he had deviated farthest from his author. He quickly repented of this scanty conception, and recalled what he could of the small number of copies which he had given to the bookellers, and the impression again lay by him for years. He afterwards re-corrected the work, and filled with some reluctance allowed it to come abroad as the Re-institution of Apollonius. The public, however, had not been so fallacious as Dr. Simson, and the work had acquired great celebrity, and he was now considered as one of the first and most elegant geometers of the age: for, in the mean time, he had published his Conic Sections, a work of uncommon merit, whether we consider it as equivalent to a complete restitution of the celebrated work of Apollonius Pergaeus, or as an excellent system of this important part of mathematics. It is marked with the same features as the book plan, the most anxious solicitude to exhibit the very text of Apollonius, even in the propositions belonging to the books which had been completely lost. These could be recovered in no other way but by a thorough knowledge of the precise plan proposed by the author, and by taking it for granted that the author had accurately accomplished this plan. In this manner did Viviani proceed in the first attempt which was made to restore the conics of Apollonius; and he has given us a detail of the processes of his conjectures, by which we may form an opinion of its justice, and of the probability how far he has attained the desired object. Dr. Simson's view in his performance was something different; deviating a little in this one case from his general track. He was not altogether pleased with the work of Viviani, even as augmented by the eighth book added by Halley, and his wish was to restore the ancient original. But, in the mean time, an academical text book for conic sections was much wanted. He was much dissatisfied with those in common use; and he was not insensible of the advantage resulting from the consideration of these sections, independent of the cone first introduced by Dr. Wallis. He therefore composed this excellent treatise as an elementary book, not to supercede, but to prepare for the study of Apollonius; and accordingly accommodates it to this purpose, and gives several important propositions in their proper places, expressly as restitution of Apollonius, whom he keeps constantly in view through the whole work.

Much about this time Dr. Simson seriously began to prepare a perfect edition of Euclid's Elements. The intimate acquaintance which he had by this time acquired with all the original works of the ancient geometers, and their ancient commentators and critics, encouraged him to hope that he could restore to his original lustre this leader in mathematical science; and the errors which had crept into this celebrated work, and which still remained in it, appeared of magnitude sufficient to merit the most careful efforts for their removal. The data also, which were in like manner the introduction to the whole art of geometrical investigation, seemed to call more loudly for his amending hand. For it appears that the Saracens, who have preferred to us the writings of the ancients, have consented themselves with admiring these celebrated works, and have availed themselves of the knowledge which they contain; but they have shown no inclination to add to their stock, or to promote the sciences which they had received. They could not do any thing without the synthetical books of the geometers; but, not meaning to go beyond the discoveries which they had made, they neglected all the books which related to the analytic art alone, and the greatest part of them (about 15 out of 30) have irrecoverably perished. The data of Euclid have fortunately been preserved, but the book was neglected, and the only ancient copies, which are but three or four, are miserably erroneous and mutilated. Fortunately, it is no very arduous matter to reinstate this work in its original perfection. The plan is precise, both in its extent and its method. It had been restored, therefore, with success by more than one author. But Dr. Simson's comprehensive view of the whole analytical system point out to him many occasions for amendment. He therefore made its inquisition a joint task with that of the elements. All the data of true geometry will acknowledge their obligations to him for the edition of the Elements and data which he published about 1758. The text is corrected with the most judicious and scrupulous care, and the notes are inestimable, both for their information, and for the tendency which they must have to form the mind of the student to a true judgment and taste in mathematical subjects. The more accomplished reader will perhaps sometimes dispoed to smile at the axioms which seem to pervade the notes, that a work of Euclid must be supposed without error or defect.
SIMSON

Selecion of such as would serve to support and increase his well earned reputation as the RESTORER OF ANCIENT GEOMETRY.

We have been thus particular in our account of Dr Simson's labours in their works, because his manner of execution, while it does honour to his inventive power, and shows his revolt table in mathematical composition, also maintains his reputation, that he carried his respect for the ancient geometers to a degree of superfluous idolatry, and that his fancy, unchecked, viewed them as incapable of error or imperfection. This is difficult to be seen in the emendations which he has given of the texts, particularly in his editions of Euclid. Not only every imperfection of the reading is ascribed to the ignorance of copyists, and every indiftness in the conception, inconclusiveness in the reasoning, and defect in the method, is ascribed to the ignorance or mistake of the commentators; but it is all along asumed that the work was perfect in its kind; and that by exhibiting a perfect work, we restore the genuine original. This is surely gratuitous; and it is very possible that it has, in some instances, made Simson fall in his anxious purpose, and give us even a better than the original. It has undoubtedly made his fault in what should have been his great purpose, viz., to give the world a connected system of the ancient geometrical analyses; such as would, in the first place, exhibit it in its most engaging form, elegant, perspicuous, and comprehensible; and, in the next place, such as should engage the mathematicians of the present age to adopt it as the most certain and successful conductor in those labours and difficult researches in which the demands of modern science continually engage them. And this might have been expected, in the province of speculative geometry at least, from a person of such extensive knowledge of the properties of figure, and who had so eminently succeeded in the many trials which he had made of its powers. We might have expected that he would at least have exhibited in one systematic point of view, what the ancients had done in several detached branches of the science, and how far they had proceeded in the solution of the several speculative classes of problems; and we might have hoped, that he would have instructed us in what manner we should apply that method to the solution of problems of a more elevated kind, daily presented to us in the questions of phisicalo-mathematical science. By this he would have acquired distinguished honour, and science would have received the most valuable improvement.

But Dr Simson has done little of all this; and we cannot say that great helps have been derived from his labours by the eminent mathematicians of this age, who are successfully occupied in advancing our knowledge of nature, or in improving the arts of life. He has indeed contributed greatly to the entertainment of the speculative mathematician, who is more delighted with the conscientious exercise of his own reasoning powers, than with the final refutation of his researches. Yet we are not even certain that Dr Simson has done this to the extent he wished and hoped. He has not engaged the liking of mathematicians in this analysis, by presenting it in the most agreeable form. His own extreme anxiety to tread in the very footsteps of the original authors, has, in a thousand instances, precluded him from using his own extensive knowledge, that he might not employ principles which were not of a class inferior to that of the question in hand. Thus, of necessity, did the method appear tampered. We are deferred from employing a process which appears to restrain us in the application of the knowledge which we have already acquired; and, disgusted with the tedious, and perhaps indited paths, by which we arrive at an object which we see clearly over the hedge, and which we could reach by a few steps, of the facility of which we are otherwise perfectly assured. These prepositions are indeed founded on mistake; but the mistake is such, that all fall into it, till experience has enlarged their views. This circumstance alone has hitherto prevented mathematicians from acquiring that knowledge of the ancient analysis which would enable them to proceed in their researches with certainty, dispatch, and delight. It is therefore deeply to be regretted, that this eminent genius has occupied, in this superfluous paleology, a long and busy life, which might have been employed in original works of infinite advantage to the world, and honour to his country.

Our readers will, it is hoped, consider these observations as of general scientific importance, and as intimately connected with the history of mathematics; and therefore as not improperly introduced in the biographical account of one of the most eminent writers on this science. Dr Simson claimed our notice as a mathematician; and his affectionate admiration of the ancient analysis is the prominent feature of his literary character. By this he is known all over Europe; and his name is never mentioned by any foreign author without some very honourable allusion to his distinguished geometrical elegance and skill. Dr James Moor, professor of Greek in the university of Glasgow, no less eminent for his knowledge in ancient geometry than for his professional talents, put the following apposite inscription below a portrait of Dr Simson:

**GEOMETRIAM, sub TYPANO BARBARO SAVIA**

**SERVITUTE DIU SQUALENTEM, in LIBERTALM ET DECUS ANTIQUUM VINDICAVIT**

**UNUS.**

Yet it must not be understood that Dr Simson's predilection for the geometrical analysis of the ancients did so far mislead him as to make him neglect the sylbo-logical analysis of the present times; on the contrary, he was completely master of it, as has been already observed, and frequently employed it. In his academical lectures to the students of his upper classes, he used to point out its proper province (which he by no means limited by a feantry boundary), and in what cases it might be applied with safety and advantage even to questions of pure geometry. He once honoured the writer of this article with the sight of a very short dissertation on this subject (perhaps the one referred to in the preface to his Conic Sections). In this piece he was perhaps more liberal than the most zealous partisans of the sylbo-logical analysis could desire, admitting as a sufficient equation of the Conic Sections $\ell = \frac{\ell}{p}$, where $\ell$ is the latus rectum, $x$ is the distance of any point of the curve from the focus, $p$ is the perpendicular drawn from the focus to the tangent in the given point, and $\ell$ is the chord of the equicurve circle drawn through the focus. Unfortunately this dissertation was not found among his papers.
Mr. M'Laurin during the progress of his incomparable Treatise of Fluxions, and contributed not a little to the reputation of that work. The spirit of that most ingenious algebraic demonstration of the fluxions of a rectangle, and the very process of the argument, is the same with Dr. Simson's in his dissertation on the limits of quantities. It was therefore from a thorough acquaintance with the subject, and by a just taste, that he was induced to prefer his favourite analysis, or, to speak more properly, to exhort mathematicians to employ it in its own sphere, and not to become ignorant of geometry, while they successfully employed the symbological analysis in cafés which did not require it, and which suffered by its admission. It must be acknowledged, however, that in his later years, the difficulty which he felt at the artificial and frowzy employment on subjects of pure geometry, sometimes hindered him from even looking at the most refined and ingenious improvements of the algebraic analysis which occur in the writings of Euler, D'Alembert, and other eminent masters. But, when properly informed of the subject, he never failed to give them their due praise; and we remember him speaking, in terms of great satisfaction, of an improvement of the infinitesimal calculus, by D'Alembert and De la Grange, in their researches concerning the propagation of sound, and the vibrations of musical cords.

And that Dr. Simson not only was master of this calculus and the symbological calculus in general, but held them in proper esteem, appears from two valuable dissertations to be found in his posthumous works: the one on logarithms, and the other on the limits of ratios. The last, in particular, shows how completely he was satisfied with respect to the solid foundation of the method of fluxions; and it contains an elegant and strict demonstration of all the applications which have been made of the method by its illustrious author to the objects of pure geometry.

We hoped to have given a much more complete and instructive account of this eminent geometer and his works, by the aid of a person fully acquainted with both, and able to appreciate their value; but an accident has deprived us of this visitation, when it was too late to procure an equivalent: and we must request our readers to accept of this very imperfect account, since we cannot do justice to Dr. Simson's merit, unlefs almost equally conversant in all the geometry of the ancient Greeks.

The life of a literary man rarely teems with anecdote; and a mathematician, devoted to his studies, is perhaps more abstained than any other person from the ordinary occurrences of life, and even the ordinary topics of conversation. Dr. Simson was of this class; and having never married, lived entirely a college life. Having no occasion for the commodious house to which his place in the university entitled him, he contented himself with chambers, good indeed, and spacious enough for his sober accommodation, and for receiving his choice collection of mathematical writers, but without any decoration or commodious furniture. His official servant sufficed for valet, footman, and chambermaid. As this retirement was entirely devoted to study, he entertained no company in his chambers, but in a neighbouring house, where his apartment was sacred to him and his guests.

Having in early life devoted himself to the restoration of the works of the ancient geometers, he studied them with unremitting attention; and, retiring from the profligate intercourses of the world, he contented himself with a small society of intimate friends, with whom he could lay aside every restraint of ceremony or reserve, and indulge in all the innocent frivolities of life. Every Friday evening was spent in a party at which he excelled, and took delight in instructing others, till increasing years made him less patient with the dulness of a scholar. The card-party was followed by an hour or two dedicated solely to playful conversation. In like manner, every Saturday he had a less select party to dinner at a house about a mile from town. The Doctor's long life gave him occasion to see the amanuenses of this little theatre several times completely changed, while he continued to give it a personal identity: to that, without any design or wish of his own, it became, as it were, his own house and his own family, and went by his name. In this fate did the present writer first see it, with Dr. Simson as its father and head, respected and beloved by every branched that was for relaxation, and not for the enjoyment of his acknowledged superiority, that he continued this habit of his early youth; and as his notions of a fine talk did not confine in the pleasure of having tossed and gored a good many at day,' his companions were as much at their ease as he wished to be himself; and it was no small part of their entertainment (and of his too), to smile at those innocent deviations from common forms, and those mishakes with respect to life and manners, which an almost total retirement from the world, and incessant occupation in an abstruse science, caused this venerable president frequently to exhibit. These are remembered with a more affecting regret, that they are now 'with the days that are past,' than the mort than pithy apophthegms, uttered in with an emphatical, 'Why, Sir!' or 'No, Sir!' which precludes all reply.

Dr. Simson never exerted his prelatical authority, unless it were to check some infringement of good breeding, or any thing that appeared unkindly to religion or purity of manners; for these he had the highest reverence. We have twice heard him sing (he had a fine voice and most accurate ear) some lines of a Latin hymn to the divine geometer, and each time the rapturous tear flood in his eye.

But we ask the reader's pardon for this digression; it is not however useless, since it paints the man as much as any recital of his studies; and to his acquaintances we are certain that it will be an acceptable memorandum. To them it was often matter of regret, that a person of such eminent talents, which would have made him shine equally in any line of life, should have allowed himself to be so completely devoted to a study which abstracted him from the ordinary pursuits of men, unfitted him for the active enjoyment of life, and kept him out of those walks which they frequented, and where they would have rejoiced to meet him.

Dr. Simson was of an advantageous figure, with a fine countenance, and even in his old age had a graceful carriage and manner, and always, except when in mourning, dressed in white cloth. He was of a cheerful disposition; and though he did not make the first advances
Much has been said of the writings to be found at Sinai and in the plain about it; and such were the hopes of discoveries respecting the wanderings of the Israelites from these writings, that Dr Clayton bishop of Clogher offered L. 500 Sterling to defray the expenses of journey to any man of letters who would undertake to copy them. No man, we believe, undertook this task: and the accurate Danish traveller Niebuhr found no writings there but the names of persons who had visited the place from curiosity, and of Egyptians who had chosen to be buried in that region.

**SINAPIS. Mustard, in botany:** A genus of plants belonging to the class of *Brassicaceae,* and to the order of *Crucifera.* The calyx consists of four expanding strap-shaped deciduous leaves: the integумент of the petals are broad; two glands between the shorter lamina and pellucid, also between the larger and the calyx. There are 17 species; the arvensis, orientalis, batrachites, alba, nigra, pyrenica, peduncularia, chinenis, juncea, crucistaur, alliacea, hispida, milotolga, mea, lavigna, cernua, and japa. Three of these are natives of Britain; the alba, nigra, and arvensis.

1. The *alba,* or white mustard, which is generally cultivated as a salad herb for winter and spring use. This rife with a branching hairy stalk two feet high; the leaves are deeply jagged on their edges and rough. The flowers are disposed in loose spikes at the end of the branches, standing upon horizontal stalks; they have four yellow petals in form of a cross, which are succeeded by hairy pods, that end with long, compressed, oblique beaks; the pods generally contain four white seeds.

2. The *nigra,* or common mustard, which is frequently found growing naturally in many parts of Britain, but is also cultivated in fields for the seed, of which the juice called *mustard oil* is made. This rife with a branching stalk four or five feet high; the lower leaves are large, rough, and very like those of turnip; the upper leaves are smaller and less jagged. The flowers are small, yellow, and grow in spike clusters at the end of the branches; they have four petals placed in form of a cross, and are succeeded by smooth four-cornered pods.

3. The *arvensis,* grows naturally on arable land in many parts of Britain. The seed of this is commonly sold under the title of *Durham mustard.* Of this there are two varieties, if not different species; one with cut, the other with entire leaves. The stalks rise two feet high; the leaves are rough; in the one they are jagged like turnip-leaves, in the other they are long and entire. The flowers are yellow; the pods are turgid, angular, and have long beaks.

**Mustard,** by its acrimony and pungency, stimulates the bowels, and attenuates viscid juices; and hence stands deservedly recommended for exciting appetite, afflicting digestion, promoting the fluid secretions, and for the other purposes of the acrid plants called *mustariis.* It imparts its taint and smell in perfection to aqueous liquors, and by distillation with water yields an essential oil of great acrimony. To rectified spirit its seeds give out very little either of their smell or taste. Subjected to the press, they yield a considerable quantity of mild insipid oil, which is as free from acrimony as that
of almonds. They are applied as an external stimulant to
numb or paralytic limbs; to parts affected with fixed
rheumatic pains; and to the soles of the feet, in the
low stage of acute diseases, for raising the pulse: in this
intention, a mixture of equal parts of the powdered
seed and crumb of bread, with the addition sometimes
of a little bruised garlic, are made into a cataplasm with
a sufficient quantity of vinegar.

SINAPISM, in pharmacy, an external medicine, in
form of a cataplasm, composed chiefly of mustard-seed
pulverized, and other ingredients mentioned in the pre-
ceeding article.

SINCERITY, honesty of intention, freedom from
hypocrisy. See Moral Philosophy, n° 157. SINCIPUT, in anatomy, the foremost of the head,
reaching from the forehead to the coronal future.

SINDY, a province of Hindostan Proper, bounded
on the west by Macran, a province of Perfa; on the
north by the territories of the king of Cabudabar; on the
north-east by those of the Sikhs; on the east by a
sandy desert; and on the south-east by Cutch. It ex-
tends along the course of the river Sinde or Indus from
its mouth to Behker or Bhakor, on the frontiers of
Moulcan. Reckoned that way, it is 300 miles long
and its breadth, in its widest part, is about 160. In
many particulars of soil and climate, and in the general
appearance of the surface, Sindy resembles Egypt; the
lower part of it being composed of rich vegetable mould,
and extended into a wide dell; while the upper part of
it is a narrow slip of country, confined on one side by
a ridge of mountains, and on the other by a sandy desert,
the river Indus, equal at least to the Nile, winding
through the midst of this level valley, and annually
overflowing it. During great part of the south-west
monsoon, or at least in the months of July, August,
and part of September, which is the rainy season in moit
other parts of India, the atmosphere is here generally
clouded; but no rain falls except very near the sea.
Indeed, very few showers fall during the whole year;
owing to which, and the neighbourhood of the sandy
defects, which bound it on the east and on the north-
west, the heats are so violent, and the winds from these
quarters so powerful, that the houses are contrived so
as to be occasionally ventilated by means of apertures on
the tops of them, resembling the funnels of small chimneys.
When the hot winds prevail, the windows are closely
closed; and the lowest part of the current of air, which is always the hottest, being thus excluded,
a cooler, because more elevated, part descends into
the houses through the funnels. By this contrivance
also vast clouds of dust are excluded; the entrance of
which would alone be sufficient to render the houses
uninhabitable. The roofs are composed of thick layers
of earth instead of terraces. Few countries are more
unwholesome to European constitutions, particularly
the lower part of the Delta. The prince of this pro-
vince is a Mahometan, tributary to the king of Can-
dubhar. He resides at Hyderabad, although Tatta is the
capital. The Hindoos, who were the original inhabi-
tants of Sindy, are by this Mahometan governors treat-
ed with great rigour, and denied the public exercise of
their religion; and this severity drives vast numbers of
them into other countries. The inland parts of Sindy
produce faltpetre, sal-ammoniac, borax, bezoor, lapis
lazuli and raw silk. They have also manufacturies of
cotton and silk of various kinds; and they make fine
cabinets, lined with ivory, and finely lacquered. They
also export great quantities of butter, clarified and
wrapt up in duppas, made of the hides of cattle. The
ladies wear hoops of ivory on both their arms and legs,
which when they die are burnt with them. They have
large black cattle, excellent mutton, and small hardy
horses. Their wild game are deer, hares, antelopes,
and foxes, which they hunt with dogs, leopards, and
small fierce creature called a shiahgull.

SINE or Right Sine of an Arch, in trigonometry,
is a right line drawn from one end of that arch, perpen-
dicular to the radius drawn to the other end of the
arch; being always equal to half the cord of twice the
arch. See Trigonometry and Geometry.

SINECURE, a nominal office, which has a revenue
without any employment.

SINEW, a tendon, that which unites the muscles to
the bones.

SINGING, the action of making divers inflections
of the voice, agreeable to the ear, and correspondent to the
notes of a fong or piece of melody. See Music.

The first thing to be done in learning to sing, is to
raise a scale of notes by tones and semitones to an oc-
tave, and descend by the same notes; and then to rise
and fall by greater intervals, as a third, fourth, fifth,
&c. and to do all this by notes of different pitch. Then
these notes are represented by lines and spaces, to which
the syllables fa, sol, la, mi, are applied, and the pupil
taught to name each line and space therein; whence
this practice is called fal-faing, the nature, reason, effects,
&c. whereof see under the article SOLFAING.

SINGING of Birds. It is worthy of observation, that
the female of no species of birds ever fings: with birds it
is the reverse of what occurs in human kind. Among
the feathered tribe, all the cares of life fall to the lot of
the tender sex; theirs is the fatigue of incubation; and
the principal care in nursing the helpless brood: to al-
leviate these fatigues, and to support her under them,
nature hath given to the male the fong, with all the
little blandishments and soothing arts; these he fondly
exerts (even after courtship) on some female contiguous
to the nest, during the time his mate is performing her
parental duties. But that she should be silent is also
another wise provision of nature, for her fong would
discover her nest; as would a gaudiness of plumage,
which, for the same reason, seems to have been denied
her.

On the song of birds several curious experiments and
observations have been made by the Hcn. Daines Bar-
rington. See Phil. Trans. vol. lxxii.

SINGULAR NUMBER, in grammar, that number of
nouns and verbs which stands opposed to plural. See
Grammar, n° 14.

SINISTER, something on or towards the left hand.
Hence some derive the word sinifler, à sinistro; because
the gods, by such auguries, permit us to proceed in our
designs.

SINISTER, is ordinarily used among us for unlucky;
though, in the sacred rites of divination, the Romans
used it in an opposite sense. Thus auro sinistra, or a bird
on the left hand, was esteemed a happy omen; whence,
in
SIR

in the law of the 12 tables, Ave semistra populi magnifier ego.

SINISTER, in heraldry. The sinister side of an effe
celeon is the left-hand side: the sinister chief, the left angle of the chief; the sinister base, the left-hand part of the base.

SINISTER EFFECT, among astrologers, is an appearance of two planets happening according to the succession of the signs; as Saturn in Aries, and Mars in the same degree of Gemini.

SINISTRI, a sect of ancient heretics, thus called because they held the left hand in abhorrence, and made it a point of religion not to receive any thing therewith.

SINKING FUND, a provision made by parliament, confining of the surplusage of other funds, intended to be appropriated to the payment of the national debt; on the credit of which very large sums have been borro
ved for public uses. See National Debt and Revenue.

SIPUNCULA, a genus of the intestina class of worms in the Linnaean system. Its characters are these: the body is round and elongated; the mouth attenuated and cylindrical; and the lateral aperture of the body ragged. There are two species; one found under stones in the European, and the other in the Indian ocean.

SIR, the title of a knight or baronet, which, for dilution's sake, as it is now given indiscriminately to all men, is always prefixed to the knight's Christian name, either in speaking or writing to them.

SIRC-R, any office under the government in Hindo
dostan. It is sometimes used for the state or govern
tment itself. Likewise a province, or any number of Perumals placed under one head in the government books, for convenience in keeping accounts. In common usage in Bengal, the under banyans of European gentle
men are called sirars.

SIRE, a title of honour formerly given to the king of France as a mark of sovereignty.

SIR, was likewise anciently used in the same sense with flour and flegans, and applied to barons, gentle
men, and citizens.

SIRENS, in fabulous history, certain celebrated songresses who were ranked among the demigods of antiquity. Hyginus places their birth among the consequences of the rape of Protopena. Others make them daughters of the river Achelous and one of the muses. The number of the Sirens was three; and their names were Parthenope, Lycas, and Lenara. Some Met. lib. make them half women and half birds; others, half women and half birds. There are antique representations of them still subsisting under both these forms. Pausa
nias tells us, that the Sirens, by the persuasion of Juno, challenged the Muses to a trial of skill in singing; and these having vanquished them, plucked the golden feathers from the wings of the Sirens, and formed them into crowns, with which they adorned their own heads. The Argonauts are said to have been diverted from the enchantment of their songs by the supertlira strain of Orpheus: Ulysses, however, had great difficulty in se
cing himself from seduction. See Odys. lib. xii.

Pope, in his notes to the twelfth book of the Odys
sey, observes, the critics have greatly laboured to explain what was the foundation of this fiction of the Sirens. We are told by some, that the Sirens were queens of certain small islands named Sirinfa, thus lie near Ca-
SIFON, SISON, BASTARD-STONE PARSLEY, blows from the ten inches high. Linnæus first apprehended, that it was the larva of a kind of lizard; but as its fingers are furnished with claws, and it makes a cracking noise, he concluded from these properties, as well as from the situation of the anus, that it could not be the larva of the lizard, and therefore formed of it a new genus under the name of Siren. He was also obliged to establish for this uncommon animal a new order called merenter or gliders; the animals of which are amphibious, breathing by means of gills and lungs, and furnished with arms and claws.

SIREX, in zoology, a genus of animals belonging to the class of insects, and to the order of hymenoptera. The mouth has two strong jaws; there are two truncated palpi or feelers, filiform antennæ, an exserted, stiff, serrated sting, a fuille, mueronated abdomen, and lanceolated wings. There are seven species.

SIRIUS, in botany; a genus of plants belonging to the class of tetrandria and order of manyangled. The calyx is quadrifid; there is no corolla; the nectarium is quadrifid, and crowing the throat of the calyx; the stigmas are below the corolla; the stigma is triad, and the berry trilocular. There is only one species, the myrtillium.

SIRIUS, in astronomy, a bright star in the constellation Canis. See Astronomy, no. 142, &c.

SIRET (Flavius), an eminent Roman engraver on precious stones; his Lacoos, and representations in miniature of antique statues at Rome, are very valuable and scarce. He died in 1737.

SIROCCO, a periodical wind which generally blows in Italy and Dalmatia every year about Easter. It blows from the south-east by south: it is attended with heat, but not rain; its ordinary period is twenty to forty days, and it usually ceases at funet. When the sirocco travels in does not blow in this manner, the summer is almost free to Dalmatia from weatly winds, whirlwinds, and storms. This is, in p. 277.

SISKIN. See Fringilla.

SISON, BASTARD-STONE PARSLEY, in botany: A genus of plants belonging to the class of pentandria, and to the order of digynia; and in the natural system arranged under the 45th order, umbellata. The fruit is egg-shaped and streaked; the involucra are subtetrasiaphraghal. There are seven species; the amomum, inmandatum, foogum, verticillatum, falbum, canadens, and ammi. The four first are natives of Great Britain. 1. The amomum, common bastard parsley, or field fowenwort, is a biennial plant about three feet high, growing wild in many places of Britain. Its seeds are small, fritated, of an oval figure and brown colour. Their tale is warm and aromatic. Their whole flavour is extracted by spirit of wine, which elevates very little of it in diffillation; and hence the spirituous extract has the flavour in great perfection, while the watery extract has very little. A tincture drawn with pure spirit is of a green colour. The seeds have been esteemed apertent, diuretic, and carminative; but are little regarded in the present practice. 2. The inmandatum, leaf water-parnep. The stem is about eight or ten inches high, branched, and...
and creeping; the leaves, below the water, are capillary; above it are pinnated; the umbels are bifid. It grows in ditches and ponds. 3. *Sprintum*, corn parcy, or honeywort. The stems are numerous, slender, trifoliated, branched, and leaning; the leaves are pinnated; the bracteae are ovate, pointed, and ferrated, fix or eight pair, and one at the end; the umbels small and drooping; the flowers minute and white. It grows in corn-fields and hedges. 4. *Verticillatum* verticillate fion, has small leaves in whorls, and capitillary; the stem is long; with few leaves; the common umbel is composed of eight or ten rays, the partial of 18 or 20; both involucres are composed of five or six acute foliols; the flowers are all hermaphrodite, and the petals white.

SISTRUMID, or CISTRUM, a kind of ancient musical instrument used by the priests of Isis and Osiris. It is described by Spon as of an oval form, in manner of a racket, with three fliers traversing it breadthwise; which playing freely by the agitation of the whole instrument, yielded a kind of sound which to them seemed melodious. Mr Malcolm takes the filum to be no better than a kind of a rattle. Osiris observes, that the filum is found represented on several medals, and on talismans.

SISYMTRIUM, water-cresses, in botany: A genus of plants belonging to the class of *tetradyinia*, and to the order of *siliqua*; and in the natural system ranged under the 399th order, *Siliquina*. The silique, or pod, opens with valves somewhat straight. The calyx and corolla are expanded. There are 29 species, of which eight are natives of Britain; the naturmum, or common water-cress; *Sylvestre, water-corrected; Amphibium, water-radish; terrestrum, annual water-radish; Monenfe: Sphorgia, firhweed; *Irio*, broad-leaved hedge-rocker. 1. The naturntum grows on the brinks of rivulets and water ditches. The leaves have from 6 to 8 pair of smooth succulent and seillie pinnae; the flowers are small and white, and grow in short spikes or tufts. The leaves of water-cresses have a moderately pungent taste, emit a quick penetrating smell, like that of mustard seed, but much weaker. Their pungent matter is taken up both by watery and spirituous menstrua, and accompanies the aqueous juice, which ifbs copiously upon expression. It is very volatile, so as to arise in great part in distillation with redilid spirit, as well as with water, and almost totally to exhale in drying the leaves, or infusing by the gentle heat to the confidence of an extract, either the expressed juice, or the watery or spirituous tinctures. Both the infusdified juice, and the watery extract, diffuse to the tafe a saline impregnation, and in keeping throw up crystralline efflorescences to the surface. On distilling considerable quantities of the herb with water, a small proportion of a fusible volatile very pungent oil is obtained.

Water-cresses obtain a place in the Materia Medica for their antiscorbutio qualities, which have been long very generally acknowledged by physicians. They are also supposed to purify the blood and humourus, and to open viliceal obstructions. They are nearly ailed to scceuery-grass, but are more mild and pleasant, and for this reason are frequently eaten as salad. In the pharma- copoeia, the juice of this plant is directed with that of scceuery-grass and Seville oranges: and Dr Cullen has remarked, that the addition of acids renders the juices of the plants siliquose more certainly effectual, by determining them more powerfully to an acecent fermentation.

2. *Silyleire*, or water-rocket. The stem is weak, branched, and above a foot high. The leaves are pinnated; the bracteae lance-shaped, and ferrated; the flowers small, and yellow; and grow frequently in shallow water.

3. *Amphiium*, or water-radish. The stem is firm, erect, and two or three feet high; the leaves are pinnatifid, and ferrated; the flowers are yellow, and in spikes; the pods are somewhat oval, and short. It grows in water.

4. *Terrestrum*, or land-rocket. The leaves are pinnatifid; the pods are filled with seed; the root is annual, and white; the stem is angular, red-green, and smooth.

5. *Murus*, or wall-rocket. The stems are rough, and about eight inches high; the leaves grow on foot-italks, lance-shaped, smooth, lined, and ferrated: the flowers are yellow; the pods a little compressed, and slightly carinated. It grows on sandy ground in the North, Anglefes, &c.

6. *Monenfe*, or yellow rocket. The stem is smooth, and about 6 or 8 inches high; the leaves are pinnatifid; the bracteae remote, generally 7 pair; the flower is yellow; the petals entire; the calyx is cloved. It grows in the Isle of Man.

7. *Irio*, broad-leaved rocket, or hedge mustard; the stem is smooth, and about two feet high; the leaves are broad, naked, pinnated, and helbard-shaped at the end; the flowers are yellow, and the pods erect. It grows on or near the ground.

8. *Sophia*, flixweed. The stem is firm, branched, and two or three feet high; the leaves are multitudinous; the segments are narrow; the flowers are yellow; the petals much less than the calyx; the pods are long, stiff, curved, without style, and erect; the seeds are minute, and yellow. It grows on walls, wall ground, &c.

SISYPHUS, in fabulous history, one of the de- scendants of Eclus, married Merope, one of the pleiades, who bore him Glauceus. He refided at E- pyra in Peloponnesus, and was a very crafty man. Others say, that he was a Trojan secretary, who was punished for discovering secrets of state; and others again, that he was a notorious robber, killed by The- sus. However, all the poets agree that he was puni- shed in Tartarus for his crimes, by rolling a great stone to the top of a hill, which constantly recouled, and, rolling down incessantly, renewed his labour.

SISYRINCHIUM, in botany: A genus of plants belonging to the class of *gynandra*, and order of *irian- dria*; and in the natural system ranged under the 6th order, *Eniate*. The *fpatha* is diphylous; there are 6 plane petals. The capsule is trilocular and inferior.— There are two species, the bermudiana and palmifo- lium.

SITE, denotes the situation of an house, &c. and sometimes the ground-plot or spot of earth it stands on.

SITTA NUTHACH, in ornithology: A genus belong- ing to the class of *acer*, and order of *picus*. It is thus characterized by Dr Latham. The bill is for the Latham's molt part straight; on the lower mandible there is a Ornitholo- small angle; nostrils small, covered with bristles reflect; ey, vol. ii. ed over them; tongue short, horny at the end, and P. 647, &c. jagged; toes placed three forward and one backward;
the middle toe joined closely at the base to both the outermost; back toe as large as the middle one. There are 11 species: the europæa, canadensis, carolinensis, jamaicensis, pusilla, major, navia, furinamenis, cafra, longirostra, and chloris. The europæa, or nut-hatch, is in length near five inches three-quarters, in breadth nine inches; the bill is strong and straight, about three-quarters of an inch long; the upper mandible black, the lower white; the irides are hazel; the crown of the head, back, and coverts of the wings, of a fine bluish grey; a black stroke passes over the eye from the mouth: the cheeks and chin are white; the breast and belly of a dull orange-colour; the quill-feathers dusky; the wings underneath are marked with two spots, one white at the root of the external quills, the other black at the joint of the baffle-wing; the tail consists of twelve feathers; the two middle are grey, the two exterior feathers tint with grey; then succeeds a transverse white spot beneath that the ruff is black: the breast is of a pale yellow; the back toes very strong, and the claws large. The female is like the male, but less in size, and weighs commonly 5 or at most 6 drams. The eggs are six or seven in number, of a dirty white, dotted with rufous; these are deposited in some hole of a tree, frequently one which has been defecated by a woodpecker, on the rotten wood mixed with a little moss, &c. If the entrance be too large, the bird nicely steps up part of it with clay, leaving only a small hole for itself to pass in and out by. While the hen is sitting, if any one puts a bit of flake into the hole, the hifties like a snake, and is so attached to her eggs, that she will sooner suffer any one to pluck off her feathers than fly away. During the time of incubation, the male supplies her with sufficient, with all the tenderness of an affectionate mate.

The bird runs up and down the bodies of trees, like the woodpecker tribe; and feeds not only on insects, but nuts, of which it lays up a considerable provision in the hollows of trees. It is a pretty sight, says Mr. Willoughby, to see her fetch a nut out of her hoard, place it fast in a chink, and then, standing above it with its head downwards, striking it with all its force, break the shell, and catch up the kernel. It is supposed not to sleep perched on a twig like other birds; for when confined in a cage, it prefers sleeping in a hole or corner. When at rest it keeps the head down. In autumn it begins to make a chattering noise, being silent for the greatest part of the year. Dr. Plott tells us, that this bird, by putting its bill into a crack in the bough of a tree, can make such a violent sound as if it was rending afunder, so that the noise may be heard at least twelve score yards.

SITOPHYLAX, ♂ & ♀, formed from sita"corn," and φυλακέω, "keeper," in antiquity, an Athenian magistrate, who had the superintendence of the corn, and was to take care that nobody bought more than was necessary for the provision of his family. By the Attic laws, particular persons were prohibited from buying more than fifty measures of wheat a man; and that such persons might not purchase more, the sitophylax was appointed to see the laws properly executed. It was a capital crime to prevareicate in it. There where 15 of these sitophylaces, ten for the city, and five for the Persians. SIVA, a name given by the Hindoos to the Supreme Being, when considered as the avenger or destroyer. Sir William Jones has shown that in several respects the character of Jupiter and Siva are the same. As Jupiter overthrew the Titans and giants, so did Siva overthrow the Dityas, or children of Diti, who frequently rebelled against Heaven; and as during the contell the god of Olympus was furnished with lightening and thunderbolts by an eagle, so Brahma, who is sometimes represented riding on the Garuda, or eagle, presented the god of destruction with fiery shafts. Siva also corresponds with the Stygian Jove, or Pluto; for, if we can rely on a Persian translation of the Bhâgavat, the fore-reign of Pâtâla, or the infernal regions, is the king of serpents, named Sûranâgâ, who is exhibited in painting and sculpture, with a diadem and sceptre, in the same manner as Pluto. There is yet another attribute of Siva, or Mahâdeva, by which he is visibly distinguished in the drawings and temples of Bengal. To destroy, according to the Vedantas of India, the Sûtras and Pûrânas, and many philosophers of our European schools, is only to generate and reproduce in another form. Hence the god of destruction is held in this country to predominate during the generation, as a symbol of which he rides on a white bull. Can we doubt that the loves and feats of Jupiter Genitor (not forgetting the white bull of Europa), and his extraordinary title of Lapis, for which no satisfactory reason is commonly given, have a connection with the Indian philosophy and mythology?

SIUM WATER PARSNIP, in botany: A genus of plants belonging to the class of pentandria, and order of digynia, and in the natural system ranging under the 45th order, Umbellatae. The fruit is a little ovoid, and streaked. The involucrum is polyphyllous, and the petals are heart-shaped. There are 12 species: the latifolium, angulatifolium, nodiflorum, fiorum, nini rigidius, japonicum, fœae, græcum, fœculum, repens, and decumbens. The three frills are natives of Britain. 1. The latifolium, or great water-parsnip, which grows spontaneously in many places both of England and Scotland on the sides of lakes, ponds, and rivulets. The stalk is erect and furrowed, a yard high or more. The leaves are pinnated with three or four pair of large elliptic pinnas, with an odd one at the end, all serrated on the edges. The stalk and branches are terminated with erect umbels, which is the chief characteristic of the species. Cattle are said to have run mad by feeding upon this plant. 2. The angulatifolium, or narrow-leaved water-parsnip, has pinnated leaves; the axillary umbels are pedunculated, and the general involucrum is pinnatifid. It grows in ditches and rivulets, but is not common. 3. The nodiflorum, reclining water-parsnip, has pinnated leaves, but the axillary umbels are sessile. It grows on the sides of rivulets.

The fum florum, or orikirret, is a native of China, but has been a long time cultivated in Europe, and particularly in Germany. The root is a bunch of flabby fibres, each of which is about as thick as a finger, but very uneven, covered with a whitish rough bark, and has a hard core or pith running thro' the centre. From the crown of this bunch come several winged leaves, consisting of two or three pair of oblong dentated lobes each, and terminated by an odd one. The stalk rises to about two feet, is set with leaves at the joints, and breaks into branches towards the top, each terminating with an umbel of small white flowers, which are succeeded by ariated feec's.
Six

Six clerks extracted from 1 lb. of skirret root 1/2 ounces of pure sugar.

Six clerks, officers in chancery of great account, next in degree below the twelve masters, whose business is to enrol commissions, pardons, patents, warrants, &c., which pass the great seal, and to transact and file all proceedings by bill, answer, &c. They are occasionally clerks, and forfeited their places, if they married; but when the constitution of the court began to alter, a law was made to permit them to marry. Stat. 14. and 15. Hen. VIII. cap. 8. They are also solicitors for parties in suits depending in the court of chancery. Under them are 6 deputies and 60 clerks, who, with the under clerks, do the business of the office.

Six Nations. See Niagara.

Sixth, in music, one of the simple original concords, or harmonic intervals. See Interval.

Sixtus V. (Pope), was born the 13th December 1521, in La Marca, a village in the signiority of Montalto. His father, Francis Peretti, was a gardener, and his mother a servant maid. He was their eldest child, and was called Felix. At the age of nine he was hired out to an inhabitant of the village to keep sheep; but disobliging his master, he was soon after degraded to be keeper of the hogs. He was engaged in this employment when Father Michael Angelino Selleri, a Franciscan friar, asked the road to Ascoli, where he was going to preach. Young Felix conducted him thither, and struck the father so much with his conversation and eagerness for knowledge, that he recommended him to the fraternity to which he had come. Accordingly he was received among them, invested with the habit of a lay brother, and placed under the superintendence, to assist in sweeping the church, lighting the candles, and other offices of that nature; for which and that he would leave the cloister and habit of a gardener, paid him no greater respect. His progress in learning was so surprising, that at the age of 14 he was thought qualified to begin his novitate, and was admitted the year following to make his profession.

He pursued his studies with such unwearying assiduity, that he was soon reckoned equal to the best disputants. He was ordained priest in 1545, when he assumed the name of Father Montalto; soon after he took his doctor's degree, and was appointed professor of theology at Sienna. It was then that he so effectually recommended himself to Cardinal di Carpi, and his secretary Boffius, that they ever remained his steady friends. Meanwhile the severity and obstinacy of his temper incessantly engaged him in disputes with his monastic brethren. His reputation for eloquence, which was now spread over Italy, about this time gained him some new friends. Among these were the Colonna family, and Father Ghiliieri, by whose recommendation he was appointed inquisitor-general at Venice; but he exercised that office with so much severity, that he was obliged to flee precipitately from that city. Upon this he went to Rome, where he was made procurator-general of his order, and soon after accompanied Cardinal Buon Compagnon into Spain, as a chaplain and consultant to the inquisition. There he was treated with great repect, and liberal offers were made him to induce him to continue in Spain, which, however, he could not be prevailed on to accept.

In the mean time, news were brought to Madrid that Pius IV. was dead, and that Father Ghiliieri, who had been made Cardinal Alexandrino by Paul IV. had succeeded him under the name of Pius V. These tidings filled Montalto with joy, and not without reason, for he was immediately invested by the pontiff with new dignities. He was made general of his order, bishop of St. Agatha, was soon after raised to the dignity of cardinal, and received a pension. About this time he was employed by the Pope to draw up the bill of excommunication against Queen Elizabeth.

He began now to cast his eyes upon the papacy; and, in order to obtain it, formed and executed a plan of hypocrisy with unparalleled conftancy and success. He became humble, patient, and affable. He changed his dress, his air, his words, and his actions, so completely, that his most intimate friends declared him a new man. Never was there such an absolute victory gained over the prejudices; never was a fictitious character so long maintained, nor the foibles of human nature so artfully concealed. He courted the ambassadors of every foreign power, but attached himself to the interests of none; nor did he accept a single favour that would have laid him under any peculiar obligation. He had formerly treated his relations with the greatest tenderness, but he now changed his behaviour altogether. When his brother Anthony came to visit him, he lodged him in an inn, and sent him home next day, charging him to inform his family that he was now dead to his relations and the world.

When Pius V. died in 1572, he entered the conclave with the other cardinals, but seemed altogether indifferent about the election, and never left his apartment except to his devotion. When solicited to join any party, he declined it, declaring that he was of no consequence, and that he would leave the choice of a Pope entirely to persons of greater knowledge and experience. When Cardinal Buon Compagnon, who assumed the name of Gregory XIII. was elected, Montalto assured him that he never wished for anything so much in his life, and that none would always recommend him to their confidants, and the favours he had conferred on him in Spain. But the new Pope treated him with the greatest contempt, and deprived him of his pension. The cardinals also, deceived by his artifices, paid him no greater respect, and used to call him, by way of ridicule, the Roman bull: the aat of La Marca.

He now assumed all the infirmities of old age; his head hung down upon his shoulders; he tottered as he walked, and supported himself on a staff. His voice became feeble, and was often interrupted by a cough so exceedingly severe, that it seemed every moment to threaten his dissolution. He interfered in no public transactins, but spent his whole time in acts of devotion and benevolence. Mean time he constantly employed the ablest spies, who brought him intelligence of every particular.

When Gregory XIII. died in 1585, he entered the conclave with the greatest reluctance, and immediately that himself up in his chamber, and was no more thought of than if he had not existed. When he went...
to mafs, for which purpose alone he left his apartment, he appeared perfectly indifferent about the event of the election. He joined no party, yet flattered all.

He knew early that there would be great divisions in the conclave, and he was aware that when the leaders of the different parties were disappointed in their own views, they all frequently agreed in the election of some old and infirm cardinal, the length of whose life would merely enable them to prepare themselves sufficiently for the next vacancy. These views directed his conduct, nor was he mistaken in his hopes of success.

Three cardinals, the leaders of opposite factions, being unable to procure the election which each of them wished, unanimously agreed to make choice of Montalto. When they came to meet him with their intention, he fell into such a violent fit of coughing that every person thought he would expire on the spot. He told them that his reign would last but a few days; that, besides a continual difficulty of breathing, he wanted strength to support such a weight, and that his small experience rendered him very unfit for so important a charge. He conjured them all three not to abandon him, but to take the whole weight of affairs upon their own shoulders; and declared that he would never accept the mitre upon any other terms: "If you are resolved," he added, "to make me Pope, it will only be placing yourselves on the throne. For my part, I shall be satisfied with the bare title. Let the world call me Pope, and I make you heartily welcome to the power and authority." The cardinals swallowed the bait, and exerted themselves so effectually that Montalto was elected. He now pulled off the mask which he had worn for 14 years. No sooner was his election secured, than he started from his seat, flung down his staff, and appeared almost a foot taller than he had done for several years.

When he was asked, according to custom, if he would accept of the Papacy, he replied, "It is trifling to ask whether I will accept what I have already accepted. However, to satisfy any scruple that may arise, I tell you that I accept it with great pleasure, and would accept another if I could get it; for I find myself able, by the Divine assistance, to manage two papacies." His former complaisance and humility disappeared, together with his infirmities, and he now treated all around him with reverence and haughtiness. The first care of Sixtus V., the name which Montalto assumed, was to correct the abuses, and put a stop to the enormities, which were daily committed in every part of the ecclesiastical state. The lenity of Gregory's government had introduced a general licentiousness of manners, which burst forth with great violence, after that Pontiff's death. It had been usual with former Popes to release delinquents on the day of their coronation, who were therefore accustomed to forreder themselves voluntary prisoners immediately after the election of the Pope. At present, however they were fatally disappointed.

When the governor of Rome and the Keeper of St. Angelo waited on his Holiness, to know his intention in this particular, he replied, "What have you to do with pardons, and releasing of prisoners? Is it not sufficient that our predecessor has suffered the judges to remain unemployed these 13 years? Shall we also stain our pontificate with the name of neglect of justice? We have too long seem, with inexpressible concern, the prodigious degree of wickedness that reigns in the state to think of granting pardons. Let the prisoners be brought to a speedy trial, and punished as they deserve, to show the world that Divine Providence has called us to the chair of St Peter, to reward the good, and chastise the wicked; that we bear not the sword in vain, but are the ministers of God, and a revenger to execute wrath on them that do evil."

He appointed commissioners to inspect the conduct of the judges, displaced those who were inclined to lenity, and put others of severe dispositions in their room. He offered rewards to any person who could convict them of corruption or partiality. He ordered the synods of all the towns and fignatories to take a complete list of the disorderly persons within their districts, and threatened the strapado for the smallest omission. In consequence of this edict, the synodic of Albino was scourged in the market-place, because he had left his nephew, an incorrigible libertine, out of his list.

He made very severe laws against robbers and assassins. Adulterers, when discovered, suffered death; and they who willingly submitted to the prostitution of their wives, a custom then common in Rome, received the same punishment. He was particularly careful of the purity of the female sex, and never forgave those who attempted to debauch them.

His execution of justice was as prompt as his edicts were rigorous. A Swiss happening to give a Spanish gentleman a blow with his halberd, was struck by him so rudely with a pilgrim's staff that he expired on the spot. Sixtus informed the governor of Rome that he was to dine early, and that justice must be executed on the criminal before he sat down to table. The Spanish ambassadour and the native introduced him out as disgracing the gentleman by suffering him to die on a gibbet, but to order him to be beheaded. "He shall be hanged (replied Sixtus), but I will alleviate his disgrace by doing him the honour to assist personally at his death." He ordered a gibbet to be erected before his own windows, where he continued sitting during the whole execution. He then called to his servants to bring in dinner, declaring that the act of justice which he had just seen had increased his appetite. When he rose from table, he exclaimed, "God be praised for the good appetite with which I have dined!"

When Sixtus ascended the throne, the whole ecclesiastical state was infested with bands of robbers, who, from their numbers and outrages, were exceedingly formidable; by his prudent and vigorous conduct, however, he in a short time extirpated the whole of these banditti.

Nor was the vigour of his conduct less conspicuous in his transactions with foreign nations. Before he had been pope two months he quarrelled with Philip II. of Spain, Henry III. of France, and Henry king of Navarre. His intrigues indeed in some measure influenced all the councils of Europe.

After his accession to the pontificate, he sent for his family to Rome, with express orders that they should appear in a decent and modest manner. Accordingly, his sister Camilla came thither, accompanied by her daughter and two grandchildren. Some cardinals, in order to pay court to the pope, went out to meet her, and introduced her in a very magnificent dress. Sixtus pretended not to know her, and asked two or three times...
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times who she was: Upon this one of the cardinals said, "It is your father, holy father." "I have but one father (replied Sixtus with a frown), and she is a poor woman at Le Grotte; if you have introduced her in this disguise, I declare I do not know her; yet I think I would know her again, if I saw her in the clothes she used to wear."

Her conduct at last found it necessary to carry her to an inn, and strip her of her finery. When Camilla was introduced a second time, Sixtus embraced her tenderly, and said, "No, we know indeed that it is our father; nobody shall make a prince of you but ourselves." He flipp'd with his father, that she should neither ask any favour in matters of government, nor intercede for criminals, nor interfere in the administration of justice; declaring that every request of that kind would meet with a certain refusal. These terms being agreed to, and punctually observed, he made the most ample provision not only for Camilla but for his whole relations.

This great man was also an encourager of learning. He caused an Italian translation of the Bible to be published, which raised a good deal of discontent among the Catholics. When some cardinals reproached him for his conduct in this respect, he replied, "It was published for the benefit of you cardinals who cannot read Latin."

Sixtus died in 1590, after having reigned little more than five years. His death was ascribed to poison, laid to have been administered by the Spaniards; but the story seems rather improbable. It was to the indulgence of a disposition naturally formed for severity, that all the defects of this wonderful man are to be ascribed. Clemency was a stranger to his bosom; his punishments were often too cruel, and seemed sometimes to border on revenge. Pasquin was dressed one morning in a very nasty shirt, and being asked by Martorio why he wore such dirty linen? replied, that he could get no other, for the pope had made his waferwoman a princess, alluding to Camilla, who had formerly been a laundress. The pope ordered strict search to be made for the author of this lampoon, and offered him his life and a thousand pistoles if he would discover himself. The author was simple enough to make his appearance and claim the reward. "It is true (said the pope), we made such a prince, and we shall keep it; your life shall be spared, and you shall receive the money presently; but we have referred to ourselves the power of cutting off your hands and boring your tongue through, to prevent your being so witty for the future." It is needless to add, that the sentence was immediately executed. This, however, is the only instance of his resorting the many severe satires that were published against him.

But though the conduct of Sixtus seldom excites love, it generally commands our esteem, and sometimes our admiration. He strenuously defended the cause of the poor, the widow, and the orphan: he never refused audience to the injured, however wretched or forlorn their appearance was. He never forgave those magistrates who were capable of partiality or corruption; nor suffered crimes to pass unpunished, whether committed by the rich or the poor. He was frugal, temperate, sober, and never neglected to regard the smallest favour which had been conferred on him before his elevation.

When he mounted the throne, the treasury was not only exhausted, but in debt: at his death it contained five millions of gold.

Rome was indebted to him for several of her greatest embellishments, particularly the Vatican library: it was by him, too, that trade was first introduced into the Ecclesiastical State.

"EYÂ-GUSH, the caracal of Buffon, an animal of the cat kind. See Feli, p. xviii.

SIZAR, or SIZER, in Latin Sinater, an appellation by which the lowest order of students in the universities of Cambridge and Dublin are distinguished, is derived from the word sizer, which in Cambridge, and probably in Dublin likewise, has a peculiar meaning. To sizer, in the language of the university, is to get any fort of viâluts from the kitchens, which the students may want in their own rooms, or in addition to their commons in the hall, and for which they pay the cooks or butchers at the end of each quarter. A size of any thing is the smallest quantity of that thing which can be thus bought: two sizes, or a part of beef, being nearly equal to what a young person will eat of that dish to his dinner; and a size of ale or beer being equal to half an English pint.

The fizaris are divided into two classes, viz. subfizaris or fizaris, and fizaritos or proper fizaris. The former of these are supplied with commons from the table of the fellows and fellow-commoners; and in former times, when these were more scanty than they are now, they were obliged to supply the deficiency by fishing, as is sometimes the case. The proper fizaris had formerly no commons at all, and were therefore obliged to fish the whole. In St John's college they have now some commons allowed them for dinner, from a benefaction, but they are still obliged to fish their supper; in the other colleges they are allowed a part of the fellow-commons, but must size the rest, and from being thus obliged to fish the whole or part of their victuals, the whole order derived the name of fizaris.

In Oxford, the order similar to that of fizar is denominated servitor, a name evidently derived from the ministerial duties which they perform. In both universities these orders were formerly distinguished by round caps and gowns of different materials from those of the pensioners or commoners, the order immediately above them. But about thirty years ago the round cap was entirely abolished in both universities. There is still, however, in Oxford, we believe, a distinction in the gowns, and there is also a trifling difference in some of the small colleges in Cambridge; but in the large colleges the dress of the pensioners and fizaris is entirely the same.

In Oxford, the servitors are still obliged to wait at table on the fellows; and gentlemen-commoners; but much to the credit of the university of Cambridge, this most degrading and disgraceful custom was entirely abolished about 10 or 12 years ago, and of course the fizaris of Cambridge are now on a much more respectable footing than the servitors of Oxford.

The fizaris are not upon the foundation, and therefore while they continue fizaris are not capable of being elected fellows; but they may at any time, if they choose,
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chooses, become pensioners; and they generally fit for scholarships immediately before they take their first degree. If successful, they are then on the foundation, and are entitled to become candidates for fellowships when they have got that degree. In the mean time, while they continue fixture, besides free commons they enjoy many benefactions, which have been made at different times, under the name of fixture's prater, exhibitions, &c. and the rate of tuition, the rent of rooms, and other things of that sort within their respective colleges, is less than to the other orders. But that their education is thus obtained at a less expense, they are not inconsiderable, for fixtures, pensioner-scholars, and even sometimes fellow-commoners, mix together with the utmost cordiality. It is worthy of remark, that at every period this order has supplied the university with its most distinguished officers; and that many of the most illustrious members of the church, many of the most distinguished men in the other liberal professions, have, when under-graduates, been fixtures, when that order was on a less respectable footing than it is now.

SIZE, the name of an instrument used for finding the bigness of fine round pearls. It consists of thin pieces or leaves, about two inches long, and half an inch broad, fastened together at one end by a rivet. In each of these are round holes drilled of different diameters. Those in the first leaf serve for measuring pearls from half a grain to seven grains; those of the second, for pearls from eight grains or two carats to five carats, &c.; and those of the third, for pearls from fix carats and a half to eight carats and a half.

SIZE, is also a sort of paint, varnish, or glue, used by painters, &c.

The threads and parings of leather, parchment, or vellum, being boiled in water and strained, make size. This substance is much used in many trades. The manner of using size is to melt some of it over a gentle fire; and fcooping as much whiting into it as will just colour it, let them be well incorporated together; after which you may whiten frames, &c. with it. After it dries, melt the size again, and put more whiting, and whiten the frames, &c. seven or eight times, letting it dry between each time: but before it is quite dry, between each washing with size, you must smooth and wet it over with a clean brush-pencil in fair water.

To make gold-size. Take gum-animal and asphaltum, of each one ounce; minium, lighthouse of gold, and amber, of each half an ounce; reduce all into a very fine powder, and add to them four ounces of linseed oil, and eight ounces of drying oil: digest them over a gentle fire that does not flame, so that the mixture may only simmer, but not boil; let it stand till it is almost cold, and then strain it through a coarse linen cloth, and keep it for use. To prepare it for working, put what quantity you please in a horse-muscle shell, adding as much oil of turpentine as will difiove it; and making it as thin as the bottom of your feed-lac varnish, hold it over a candle, and then strain it through a linen-rag into another shell; add to these as much vermilion as will make it of a darkish red: if it is too thick for drawing, you may thin it with some oil of turpentine. The chief use of this size is for laying on metals.

The gold-size for burnishing is made as follows: Take fine bole, what quantity you please; grind it finely on a piece of marble, then scrape into it a little beef-suet; grind all well together; after which mix in a small proportion of parchment-size with a double proportion of water, and it is done.

To make silver-size. Take tobacco-pipe clay in fine powder, into which scrape some black-lead and a little Genoa soap, and grind them all together with parchment-size as already directed.

SKATING, an exercise on ice, both graceful and healthy. Although the ancients were remarkable for their dexterity in most of the athletic sports, yet skating seems to have been unknown to them. It may therefore be considered as a modern invention; and probably it derived its origin in Holland, where it was practised, not only as a graceful and elegant amusement, but as an expedient mode of travelling when the lakes and canals were frozen up during winter. In Holland long journeys are made upon skates with ease and expedition; but in general less attention is there paid to graceful and elegant movement, than to the expedition and celerity of what is called journey skating. It is only in those countries where it is considered as an amusement, that its graceful attitudes and movements can be studied; and there is no exercise whatever better calculated to set off the human figure to advantage. The acquirement of most exercises may be attained at an advanced period of life; but to become an expert skater, it is necessary to begin the practice of the art at a very early age. It is difficult to reduce the art of skating to a system. It is principally by the imitation of a good skater that a young practitioner can form his own practice. The English, though often remarkable for feats of agility upon skates, are very deficient in gracefulness; which is partly owing to the construction of the skates. They are too much curved in the surface which embraces the ice, consequently they involuntarily bring the users of them round on the outside upon a quick and small circle; whereas the skater, by using skates of a different construction, lefs curved, has the command of his stroke, and can enlarge or diminish the circle according to his own will and desire. The metropolis of Scotland has produced as many instances of elegant skaters as perhaps any other country whatever; and the institution of a Skating Club about 40 years ago, has contributed not a little to the improvement of this elegant amusement. We are indebted for this article to a gentleman of that Club, who has made the practice and improvement of skating his particular study; and as the nature of our work will not permit the infliction of a full treatise on skating, we shall present our readers with a few instructions.

Those who wish to be proficient should begin at an early period of life; and should first endeavour to throw off the fear which always attends the commencement of an apparently hazardous amusement. They will soon acquire a facility of moving on the inside; when they have done this, they must endeavour to acquire the movement on the outside of the skates; which is nothing more than throwing themselves upon the outer edge of the skate, and making the balance of their body tend towards that side,
SKIDS, or SKEEKS, in sea-language, are long compalling pieces of timber, notched below so as to fit closely upon the wales, extending from the main-wale to the top of the side, and retained in this position by bolts or spike-nails. They are intended for preferring the planks of the side, when any heavy body is hoisted or lowered.

SKIES, or SKY, the blue expanse of air or atmosphere. For the reason of its blue colour and concave figure see OPTICS.

SKILL-CADE. See SCUTELLARIA.

SKULL, in anatomy, the bony case in which the brain is inclosed. See ANATOMY, p. 11. &c.

SKUNK, or SAUKY, a species of ESIX, which see.

SKIRMSH, in war, a slight engagement between small parties, without any regular order; and is therefore easily distinguished from a battle, which is a general engagement between two armies continued for some time.

SKULL-CAP. See SCUTELLARIA.

SKIN, in anatomy, the general covering of the body of any animal. See ANATOMY, p. 74.

SKIN, in commerce, is particularly used for the membrane stripped off the animal to be prepared by the tanner, skinner, parchment maker, &c. and converted into leather, &c. See TANNING.

SKINNER (Stephen), an English antiquarian, born in 1622. He travelled, and studied in several foreign universities during the civil wars; and in 1654, returned and settled at Lincoln, where he practised physic with success until the year 1667, when he died of a malignant fever. His works were collected in folio in 1671, by Mr Henfaw, under the title of Etymologicum Lingue Anglicana, &c.

SKIPP, or SAWY, a species of ESOX, which see.

SKIRS, or SKEERS, in sea-language, are long compalling pieces of timber, notched below so as to fit closely upon the wales, extending from the main-wale to the top of the side, and retained in this position by bolts or spike-nails. They are intended for preferring the planks of the side, when any heavy body is hoisted or lowered.

SKIES (Isle of). See SKY.

SKIFF, a small boat resembling a yawl, usually employed for palling rice.

SKIMMIA, in botany: A genus of the Monogynia order; belonging to the Tetrandria class of plants; and in the natural method ranking under the 40th order, Perannata. The calyx is quadripartite; the corolla consists of four concave petals; and the berry contains four seeds. There is only one species, viz. the japonica.

SKIMMER, BLACK. See SHEARBILL.

SKULL, in anatomy, the bony case in which the brain is inclosed. See ANATOMY, p. 11. &c.

SKULL-CAP. See SCUTELLARIA.

SKY, the blue expanse of air or atmosphere. For the reason of its blue colour and concave figure see OPTICS.

SKY, one of the greatest of the Western Islands of Scotland, so called from Skineath, which in the Erse dialect signifies unget, because the two promontories of Valerinea and Troternish, by which it is bounded on the north-west and north-east, are supposed to resemble wings. The island lies between the thire of Ross and the western part of Lewis. According to the computation of Mr Pennant, Dr Johnson, and Dr Campbell, it is 60 miles in length, and nearly the same in width where broadest; accordingly to others it is 50 miles in length, and in some places 30 broad. The island of Sky is divided between two proprietors; the southern part belongs to the Laird of Macleod, said to be lineally descended from Leod ton to the black prince of Man; the northern district, or barony of Troternish, is the property of Lord Macdonald, whose ancestor was Do
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Sky, pald, king, or lord of the Isles, and chief of the numerous clan of Macdonalds, who are counted the most warlike of all the Highlanders. Sky is part of the shire of Inverness, and formerly belonged to the diocese of the Isles: on the south it is parted from the main land by a channel three leagues in breadth; tho' at the ferry of Glenelly, it is so narrow that a man may be heard calling for the boat from one side to the other. Sky is well provided with a variety of excellent bays and harbours.

The face of the country is roughened with mountains, some of which are so high as to be covered with snow on the top at midsummer; in general, their sides are cloathed with heath and grafs, which afford good pasturage for sheep and black cattle. Between the mountains there are some fertile valleys, and the greater part of the land towards the sea-coast is plain and arable. The island is well watered with a great number of rivers, above 30 of which afford salmon: and some of them produce black mussels in which pearls are brotth. The hills, even in the middle of June, some spots of it are covered with snow on the top, and at the end of winter. Thefe, sometimes break in useful torrents that deluge the plains below, and are bred, particularly, the rivers Kilmartin and Ord.

When Mr Knox visited this island in 1786, the number of inhabitants amounted to 15,000; but some gentlemen who refided there affirmed there were 16,000. It is divided into eight parishes, in each of which there is a school, besides three charity-schools in different places.

The minerals found here are lead and iron ore, which, however, have never been wrought to any advantage. Near the village of Sartle, the natives find black and white marcasites, and variegated pebbles. The Appleglen, in the neighbourhood of Loch-fallart, produces beautiful agates of different sizes and colours: stones of a purple hue are, after great rains, found in the rivulets; cryftal, of different colours and forms, abounds in several parts of the island, as well as black and white marble, free-stone, lime-stone, and tale: small red and white coral is found on the southern and western coasts in great abundance. The fuel consists chiefly of peat and turf, which are impregnated with iron ore and falt-petre; and coal has been discovered in several dit restricted places.

The wild birds of all forts most common in the country are, falon geese, gulls, cormorants, cranes, wild geese, and wild ducks; eagles, crows, ravens, rooks, cuckoos, rails, woodcocks, moor-fowl, partridges, plover, wild pigeons, and blackbirds, owls, hawks, nipes, and a variety of small birds. In mild feasons, the cuckoo and rail appear in the latter end of April; the former disappears always before the end of June; the latter sometimes not till September. The woodcock comes in October, and frequently remains till March. The tame forts of fowl are geese, ducks, turkeys, cocks, pullets, and tame pigeons.

The black cattle are here exposed to all the rigours of the severer winter, without any other provender than the tops of the heath and the alga marina: so that they appear like mere skeletons in the spring; though, as the grafs grows up, they soon become plump and juicy, the beef being very tender, and finely interlarded. The amphibious animals are seals and otters. Among the reptiles they reckon vipers, adders, weasels, frogs, toads, and three different kinds of serpents; the firft spotted black and white, and very poisonous; the second yel-
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low, with brown spots, and the third of a brown colour, the smallest and least poisonous.

Whales and cairns, or fun-fish, come in some times to the sounds after their prey, but are rarely pursued with any success. The fishes commonly caught on the coast are herrings, ling, cod, skate, haddock, mackerel, lythe, sge, and dog fish. The average price of hussels at home is L. 13, 13 s. per ton; when fresh, the price is from 3 d. to 5 d.; if cured, from 3 d. to 7 d. The barrel of herrings seldom sells under 19 s., which is owing to the great difficulty of procuring salt, even sometimes at any price; and the same cause prevents many from taking more than are sufficient for their own use.

The kyle of Scalpe teems with oysters, in such a manner, that after some spring-tides, 20 horse-loads of them are left upon the sands. Near the village of Barn- full, the beach yields muscles sufficient to maintain 50 persons per day: this providential supply helps to support many poor families in times of scarcity.

The people are strong, robust, healthy, and prolific. They generally profess the Protestant religion; are honest, brave, innocent, and hospitable. They speak the language, wear the habiliments, and observe the customs that are common to all the Hebrides. The meconium in new-born infants is purged away with fresh butter: the children are bathed every morning and evening in water, and grow up so strong, that a child of 10 months is able to walk alone: they never wear shoes or stockings before the age of eight or ten, and night-caps are hardly known; they keep their feet always wet; they lie on beds of straw or heath, which last is an excellent restorative: they are quick of apprehension, ingenious, and very much addicted to music and poetry. They eat heartily of fish; but seldom regale themselves with fish-meal: their ordinary food consists of butter, cheese, milk, potatoes, colewort, brocolii, and a dish called comb, which indeed is no other than the froth of boiled milk or whey raised with a flick like that used in making chocolate.

A sort of coarse woollen cloth called cloac, or codden, the manufacture of their wives, made into short jackets and stayers, is the common dress of the men. The philibeg is rarely worn, except in summer and on Sundays; on which days, and some other occasions, those in better circumstances appear in tartans, a bonnet, and short hose, and some in a hat, short coat, waistcoat, and breeches, of Scotch or English manufacture. The women are in general very cleanly, and so excessively fond of drefs, that many maid-servants are often known to lay out their whole wages that way.

There are two fairs held annually at Portree, to which almost every part of Skye tends cattle. The first is held in the end of May, and the second in the end of July. The fair commonly continues from Wednesday till the Saturday following. The commodities which are sold in these are horses, cows, sheep, goats, hides, butter, cheese, fish, and wool. The cattle sold in these fairs swim over to the mainland through a mile or half a mile of sea. Thousands of these are yearly exported, at from L. 2 to L. 3 each. Many of them are driven to England, where they are fattened for the market, and counted delicious eating.

In Skye appear many ruins of Danish forts, watch-towers, beacons, temples, and sepulchral monuments. All the forts are known by the term Dun; such as Dun-Skudborg, Dun-Derig, Dun-Skerineis, Dun-David, &c.

Skei-Colour. To give this colour to glafs, set in the furnace a pot of pure metal of fritt from rochetta or bariola, but the rochetta fritt does not; as soon as the metal is well purified, take for a pot of twenty pounds of metal fix ounces of brafs calcined by itself; put it by degrees at two or three times into the metal, flirling and mixing it well every time, and diligently skimming the metal with a ladle: at the end of two hours the whole will be well mixed, and a proof may be taken; if the colour be found right, let the whole stand 24 hours longer in the furnace, and it will then be fit to work, and will prove of a most beautiful sky colour.

SLAB, an outside fappy plank or board sawed of from the fides of a timber-tree. The word is also used for a flat piece of marble.

SLACK-WATER, in sea-language, a small cord passing behind a ship's main-fail or fore-fail, and being reeved through a block attached to the lower part of the yard, is thence transmitted in two branches to the foot of the fall, to which it is fastened. It is used to trufls up the fall as occasion requires, and more particularly for the convenience of the pilot or steerman, that they may look forward beneath it as the ship advances.

SLACK-WATER, in sea-language, denotes the interval between the flux and reflux of the tide, or between the lait of the ebb and the fritt of the flood, during which the current is interrupted, and the water apparently remains in a state of repose.

SLACKEN, in metallurgy, a term used by the miners to express a spongy and semi-vitrified substance, which they used to mix with the ores of metals, to prevent their fusion. It is the fettoria or fettum separated from the surface of the former fusions of metals. To this they frequently add lime-stone, and sometimes a kind of coarse iron-ore, in the running of the poorer gold ores.

SLATE (Steigania), a stone of a compact texture and laminated structure, splitting into fine plates.

Dr. Hill distinguishes four species of steigania. 1. The whitish steigania, being a soft, friable, flaty stone, of a tolerably fine and close texture, considerably heavy, perfectly dull and delititious of brightness, variegated with a pale brown or brownish yellow. This species is common in many counties of England, lying near the surface of the ground. It is generally very full of perpendicular as well as horizontal cavities, many of which are filled up with a spar a little purer and more crystalline than the rest; and is commonly used for covering houses. 2. The red steigania is a very fine and elegant slate, of a smooth surface, firm and compact texture, considerably heavy, and of a very beautiful pale purple, glittering all over with small glossy spangles: it is composed of a multitude of very thin plates or flakes, laid closely and evenly over one another, and cohering pretty firmly; this is very common in the northern parts of England, and is much valued as a strong and beautiful covering for houses. 3. The common blue steigania is very well known as an useful and valuable stone, of a fine smooth texture and glossy surface, moderately heavy, and of a pale greyish blue; composed of a multi-
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tude of even plates, laid close upon one another, and easily splitting at the commissures of them: this is also very common in the north parts of England, and is used in most places for the covering of houses. There are other species of this slate, viz., the brownish blue friable Reganum, usually called Coal slate; the greyish black friable Reganum, commonly called fliver; and the greyish blue sparkling Reganum. 5. The friable, luminous, black Reganum, being the Irish slate of the shops: this is composed of a multitude of thin flakes, laid very evenly and regularly over one another, and splits very regularly at the commissures of them. It is common in many parts of Ireland, and is found in some places in England always lying near the surface in very thick strata. In medicine it is used in hemorrhages of all kinds with success, and is taken often as a good medicine in fevers.

The island of Eufdale, one of the Hebrides on the west coast of Scotland, is entirely composed of slate. The stratum it 36 feet thick. About two millions and half, at the rate of twenty shillings per thousand, are sold annually to England, Canada, the West Indies, and Norway.

SLAVE. See Slavery.

SLAVERY is a word, of which, though generally understood, it is not easy to give a proper definition. An excellent moral writer has defined it to be "an obligation to labour for the benefit of the master, without the contract or consent of the servant." But may not be properly called a slave who has given up his freedom to discharge a debt which he could not otherwise pay, or who has thrown it away at a game of hazard? In many nations, debts have been legally discharged in this manner; and in some savage tribes, such is the universal ardour for gaming, that it is no uncommon thing for a man, after having lost at play all his other property, to play on a single throw of dice, himself, his wife, and his children. That persons who have thus lost their liberty are slaves, will hardly be denied; and surely the gratuitous gamester is a slave by his own contract. The debtor, too, if he was aware of the law, and contracted debts larger than he could reasonably expect to be able to pay, may justly be considered as having come under an obligation to labour for the benefit of a master with his own consent; for every man is answerable for all the known consequences of his voluntary actions.

This definition of slavery seems to be defective as well as inaccurate. A man may be under an obligation to labour through life for the benefit of a master, and yet that master have no right to dispose of him by sale, or in any other way to make him the property of a third person; but the word slave, as used among us, always denotes a person who may be bought and sold like a beast in the market. In its original sense, indeed, it was of the same import with noble, illustrious; but vast numbers of the people among whom it had that signification being, in the decline of the Roman empire, by their countrymen to the Venetians, and by them dispersed over all Europe, the word slave came to denote a person in the lowest state of servitude, who was considered as the absolute property of his master. See Phiol., n. 220.

As nothing can be more evident than that all inequalities of rank are, by the law of nature, an equal right to life, liberty, and the produce of their own labour (see Right, n. 5.), it is not easy to conceive what can have first led one part of them to imagine that they had a right to enslave another. Inequalities of rank are indeed inevitable in civil society; and from them results that servitude which is founded in contract, and is of temporary duration. (See Mor. Philos., n. 141.) He who has much property has many things to attend to, and must be disposed to hire persons to attend and serve him; while those who have little or no property must be equally willing to be hired for that purpose. And if the master be kind, and the servant faithful, they will both be happier in this connection than they could have been out of it. But from a state of servitude, where the slave is at the absolute disposal of his master in all things, and may be transferred without his own consent from one proprietor to another, like an ox or an ass, happiness must be for ever banished. "How then came a traffic so unnatural and unjust as that of slaves to be originally introduced into the world?"

The common answer to this question is, that it took its rise among savages, who, in their frequent wars with each other, either massacred their captives in cold blood, or condemned them to perpetual slavery. In support of this opinion we have heard it observed, that the Latin word servus, which signifies not a hired servant, but a slave, is derived from servare, "to preserve," and that such men were called servi, because they were captives, whose lives were preferred on the condition of their becoming the property of the victor.

That slavery had its origin from war, we think extremely probable (c), nor are we inclined to controvert slavery, this etymology of the word servus; but the traffic in men prevailed almost universally long before the Latin lan.

---

(a) Aleam (quod mirere) fobrii inter fera eexerent, tanta lucrandi perdendive temeritate, ut cum omnia dececerunt, extremo ac novilimo jacta de libertate et corpore contendan. Vicit voluntarium servitutem adit; quamvis junior, quamvis robustior, alligari fac et venire patitur.—Tacitus de Mor. Germ.

The savages of North America are equally addicted to gaming with the ancient Germans, and the negroes on the Slave Coast of Guinea perhaps still more.

(e) The Roman orator's definition of slavery, Parad. V. is as accurate as any that we have seen. "Servitus est obedientia fratri ani et abi et atri et carentis fui? whether the unhappy person fell into that state with or without his own contract or consent.

(c) In the article Society, the reader will find another account of the origin of slavery, which we like-wis probable, though we have not transferred it to this place; as it would, in our opinion, be wrong to give to one writer what we know to belong to another. It may be proper, however, to observe here, that between the two articles there is no contradiction, as barbarous wars were certainly our source of slavery.
Slavery.

language or Roman name was heard of; and there is no good evidences that it began among savages. The word נָאָב in the Old Testament, which in our version is rendered servant, signifies literally a slave, either born in the family or bought with money, in contradistinction to יָבִיָּם, which denotes a hired servant: and as Noah makes use of the word גֵּר in the curse which he denounced upon Ham and Canaan immediately after the deluge, it would appear that slavery had its origin before that event. If so, there can be little doubt but that it began among these violent perfons whom our translators have called giants, though the original word גֵּר denotes a right to the land, or is considered as part of the latter's property, and chaffed with his flocks and herds. Thus, when the fared historian describes the wealth of Abraham, he says, that "he had sheep and oxen, and he had maid-servants, and maid-servants, and she-asses, and camels." And when Abimelech wished to make some preparation to the patriarch for the unintended injury that he had done him, "he took sheep and oxen, and maid-servants, and women-servants, and gave them unto Abraham, and restored to him Sarah his wife." The riches and power of Isaac and Jacob are eminated in the very fame manner. Of the former it is said, that "the man waxed great, and went forward and grew, until he became very great; for he had possession of flocks, and possession of herds, and great store of servants, and daughters of slaves; and the Philistines envied him." The latter, we are told, "increased exceedingly, and had much cattle, and maid-servants, and men-servants, and camels, and assss." that we should be put to death.

That the practice of buying and selling servants thus early began among the patriarchs defended to be treated. They were to be bought only of the heathen, but, for if an Israelite grew poor and sold himself either to discharge a debt, or to procure the means of subsistence, he was not be put to death as a slave, but as a hired servant, and restored to freedom at the year of Jubilee. "Both thy bond-men and thy bondmaids (says Moses) shall be of the heathen that are round about you: of them shall ye buy bond-men and bondmaids. And ye shall take them as an inheritance for your children after you, to inherit them for a possession; they shall be your bond-men for ever." unlimited as the power thus given to the Hebrews over their bond-servants of heathen extraction appears to have been, they were strictly forbidden from acquiring such property by any other means than fair purchase: "he that flealeth a man and selleth him," said their great lawgiver, "shall surely be put to death." Whilft slavery, in a mild form, was permitted among the people of God, a much worse kind of it prevailed among the heathen nations of antiquity. With other Spread over the abominable customs, the traffic in men quickly spread from Chaldea into Egypt, Arabia, and over all the world, and by degrees found its way into every known region under heaven (a).

Of this hateful commerce we shall not attempt to trace the progress thro' every age and country, but shall

---

(a) If credit be due to a late account of China, the people of that vast empire have never made merchandise of men or women. The exception however, is so singular, that we should be glad to see it better authenticated; for it is apparent from works of the most undoubted credit, that over all the other eastern countries with which we are acquainted slavery has prevailed from time immemorial, and that some of the Indian nations make long journeys into Africa for the sole purpose of buying slaves.
At that early period, the Phoenicians, and probably the Greeks themselves, had such an established commerce in slaves, that, not satisfied with reducing to bondage their prisoners of war, they scraped not to kidnap in cold blood persons who had never kindled their resentment, in order to supply their foreign markets. In the 14th book of the Odyssey, Ulysses represents himself as having narrowly escaped a snare of this kind laid for him by a sly Phoenician, who had doomed the hero to Libyan slavery; and as the whole narrative, in which this circumstance is told, is an artful fiction, intended to have the appearance of truth to an Italian peafant, the practice of kidnaping slaves could not then have appeared incredible to any inhabitant of that island.

Such were the manners of the Greeks in the heroic age; nor were they much improved in this respect at periods of greater refinement. Philip of Macedon having conquered the Thesians, not only sold his captives, but even took money for premitting the dead to be buried *; and Alexander, who had more generosity than Philip, afterwards razed the city of Thbes, and sold the inhabitants, men, women, and children, for slaves. This cruel treatment of a brave people may indeed be supposed to have proceeded, in the first instance, from the avarice of the conqueror; and in the second, from the momentary resentment of a man who was savage and generous by turns, and who had no command of his passions. We shall not positively assign it to other causes; but from the manner in which the Spartans behaved to their slaves, there is little reason to imagine that had they received from the Thesians the fame provocation with Alexander, they would have treated their captives with greater lenity. "As Sparta (says a humane and elegant writer) slaves were treated with a degree of rigour that is hardly conceivable; although to them, as their husbands and artificers, their spoil and idle matters were indebted for all the necessaries of life. The Macedonian youth, trained up in the practice of deceiving and butchering those poor men, were from time to time let loose upon them in order to show their proficiency in fratageme and massacre. And once, without any provocation, and merely for their own amusement, we are told that they murdered three thousand in one night, not only with the connivance of law, but by its avowed permission. Such, in promoting the happiness of one part of society and the virtue of another, are the effects of slavery."

It has been said, that in Athens and Rome slaves were better treated than in Sparta: but in the former city their treatment cannot have been good, nor their lives comfortable, where the Athenians relished that tragedy of Euripides in which Hecuba, the wife of Priam, is introduced as lamenting that he was chained like a dog at Agamemnon's gate! Of the estimation in which slaves were held in Rome, we may form a tolerable notion from the well known fact, that one of those unhappy beings was often chained at the gate of a great man's house, to give admittance to the guests invited to a feast. In the early periods of the commonwealth, wealth it was customary, in certain fared shews exhibitations, to bid on solemn occasions, to drag through the circus a slave, who had been furoaged to death holding in his hand a fork in the form of a gibbet. But we need not multiply proofs of the cruelty of the Romans to their slaves. If the human combat of the gladiators admet of any apology on account of the martial spirit with which they were thought to inspire the spectators, the conduct of Vedius Pollio must have proceeded from the mofl wanton and brutal cruelty. This man, who flourished not in the earliest periods of the republic, when the Romans were little better than a savage banditti, but in the polished age of Augustus, frequently threw such slaves as gave him the slightest offence into his fishponds to fatten his lampreys; and yet he was suffered to die in peace! The emperor, indeed, upon coming to the knowledge of his cruelty, ordered his lampreys to be destroyed, and his ponds to be filled up; but we do not recollect that any other punishment was inflicted on the savage master. Till the reign of the same emperor the depoitions of slaves were never admitted in the courts of judicature; and then they were received only when persons were accused of treasonable practices.

The origin of slavery in Rome was the same as in every other country. Prisoners of war were of course reduced to that state, as if they had been criminals. The slavery of the Hetrurians, one of the most accomplished generals of the republic, sold his Hetrurian captives to pay the Roman ladies for the jewels which they had presented to Apollo. Fabius, whose cautious conduct saved his country when Hannibal was victorious in Italy, having subdued Tarentum, reduced 30,000 of the citizens to slavery, and sold them to the highest bidder. Coriolanus, when driven from Rome, and fighting for the Volscii, scurped not to make slaves of his own countrymen; and Julius Caesar, among whose faults was cruelty.

(e) In those early times drawing water was the office of the meanest slaves. This appears from Joshua's curse upon the Gibeonites who had deceived him—" Now therefore ye are cursed, and there shall none of you be freed from being bondmen and hewers of wood, and drawers of water, for the house of my God." To this state of bondage Homer makes Hector say, that Andromache would necessarily be brought upon the destruction of Troy.
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(cruelty has never been reckoned, sold at one time fifty-
three thousand captives for slaves. Nor did the slaves
in Rome conduit only of foreigners taken in war. By
one of the laws of the twelve tables, creditors were
empowered to seize their insolvent debtors, and keep them
in their houses till, by their services or labour, they had
discharged the sum they owed; and in the beginning of
the commonwealth they were authorized to sell such
debtors, and even to put them to death. The children
of slaves were the property not of the common-
wealth, or of their own parents, but of their masters;
and thus was slavery perpetuated in the families of
such unhappy men as fell into that state, whether
through the chance of war or the cruelty of a fordid cre-
ditor (a). The consequence was, that the number of
slaves belonging to the rich Patricians was almost incre-
dible. Caius Cæcilius Isidorus, who died about seven
years before the Christian era, left to his heirs 4116
slaves; and if any one of those wretched creatures made
an unsuccessful attempt to regain his liberty, or was
even suspected of such a design, he was marked on the
forehead with a red hot iron (b). In Sicily, during the
most florishing periods of the commonwealth, it seems
to have been customary for masters to mark their
slaves in this manner: at least we know that such was
the practice of Damophilus, who, not satisfied with this
security, put up his slaves every night in close prisons,
and led them out like beasts in the morning to their
daily labour in the field. Hence arose the servile war
in Sicily.

Though many laws were enacted by Augustus and
other patriotic emperors to diminish the power of cre-
ditors over their insolvent debtors; though the influence
of the mild spirit of Christianity tended much to mel-
orate the condition of slaves, even under Pagan masters,
and though the emperor Adrian made it capital to kill
a slave without a just reason; yet this infamous com-
merce prevailed universally in the empire for many ages
after the conversion of Constantine to the religion of
Christ. It was not indeed completely abolished even in
the reign of Justinian; and in many countries which had
once been provinces of the empire it continued long
after the empire itself had fallen to pieces.

It has already been observed, that among the ancient
Germans it was not uncommon for an ardent collector
to lose his personal liberty by a throw of the dice. This
was indeed a strong proof of savage manners; but the
general condition of slaves among those savages seems
to have been much better than among the polished Greeks
and Romans. In Germany the slaves were generally
attached to the soil, and only employed in tending cat-
tle, and carrying on the business of agriculture; for
the menial offices of every great man’s house were per-
formed by his wife and children. Such slaves were fel-
dom beaten, or chained, or imprisoned. Sometimes in-
deed they were killed by their masters in a fit of fo-
den passion; but none were considered as materials of
commerce, except those who had originally been freed-
men, and lost their freedom by play. These, indeed,
the successful gambler was very ready to sell, both be-
cause he felt them an useless burden, and because their
preference continually put him in mind of that state to
which a throw of the dice might one day reduce him-
sel.

Such is the account which Tacitus gives of slavery
among the ancient Germans. The Anglo-Saxons, how-
ever, after they were settled in Britain seem not to
have carried on that traffic so honourably. By a statute
of Alfred the Great, the purchase of a man, a here
or an os, without a voucher to warrant the sale, was
strictly forbidden. That law was, doubtless, enacted
to prevent the selling of men and cattle; but it shows

(p) After a certain number of citations, the law granted to the debtor thirty days of grace to raise the sum
for which he was accountable. The words of the law are: "Exire confellis, rebisque iure judicatis, triginta dieis
jutii fontis. Post dein manum endojacito. Vincito aut nervo, aut compeditibus." "When the debt is confessed,
and the trial past, let there be thirty days of forbearance: afterwards lay hands on him; bind him either with
a cord or fetters." After the thirty days were expired, if the debtor had not discharged the debt, he was led
to the praetor, who delivered him over to the mercy of his creditors; these bound him and kept him in chains
for the space of sixty days. Afterwards, for three market-days successively, the debtor was brought to the tri-
bunal of the praetor; then a public crier proclaimed in the forum the debt for which the prisoner was detained.
It often happened, that rich persons redeemed the prisoner by paying his debts; but if nobody appeared in be-
half of the debtor after the third market-day, the creditor had a right to inflict the punishments appointed by the
law. "Tertius nudinis capite poenas dato aut trans Tiberim peregere venum ducto," that is, "Let him on the
third market-day be punished with death, or fold beyond the Tiber as a slave." If there were several creditors,
they were allowed, in consequence of this severe law, to divide the body of the prisoner into several parts, and
share it among them in proportion to the sum which they demanded.

(c) This is evident from the story of Appius and Virgilia. See Rome, no. 113.

(h) How capriciously and unjustly this infamous mark was imposed, we learn from the story of Reffio. This
man being proscribed, and a reward offered for his head by the triumvirs Octavius, Antony, and Lepidus,
concealed himself from the fury of the tyrants in the bell way that he could. A slave whom he had marked with
the hot iron having found out the place of his retreat, conducted him to a cave, and there supported him for
some time with what he earned by his daily labour. At length a company of soldiers coming that way, and
approaching the cave, the faithful slave, alarmed at the danger his master was in, followed them close, and falling
upon a poor peasant, killed him in his presence, and cut off his head, crying out, "I am now revenged on my master
for the marks with which he has branded me." The soldiers, seeing the infamous marks on his forehead,
and not doubting but he had killed Reffio, snatched the head out of his hand, and returned with it in all
haste to the triumvirs. They were no sooner gone, than the slave conveyed his master to the sea-side, where
they had the good luck to find one of Sextius Pompeius's vessels, which transported them safe into Sicily.
Slavery among the Carthaginians, was that so late as the ninth or tenth century a man, when fairly purchased, was, in England, as much the property of the buyer as the horse on which he rode, or the ox which dragged his plough. In the same country, now so nobly tenacious of freedom and the rights of man, a species of slavery similar to that which prevailed among the ancient Germans (fubmitted even to the end of the sixteenth century. This appears from a commiilion issued by Queen Elizabeth in 1574, for inquiring into the lands and goods of all her bond-men and bond-women in the counties of Cornwall, Devon, Somerset, and Gloucester, in order to compound with them for their manumission, that they might enjoy their lands and goods as freemen. In Scotland they continued an order of slaves or bond-men, who tilled the ground, were attached to the soil, and with it were transferable from one proprietor to another, at a period so late as the thirteenth century; but when or how those villains, as they were called, obtained their freedom, seems to be unknown to every lawyer and antiquary of the present day. Coalliers and salters were, in the same country, slaves till little more than 20 years ago, that they were manumitted by an act of the British legislation, and restored to the rights of freemen and citizens. Before that period the sons of coalliers could follow no business in the town Capua, although they were not allowed to employ slaves in the town Capua, although they might enjoy liberty to seek employment in some of the provinces, exempted from this opprobrium of slavery. The Tyrian traffic in the cities of Lybia and the Carthaginians, was at any period the most extensive and unexampled, found in the camp of Hannibal and Bolimicar, were twenty thousand pair of fletters and manacles, which those generals had provided for such of the Sicilian prisoners as they intended to preserve alive and reduce to a state of slavery.

With the ancient state of the other African nations we are but very little acquainted. The Numidians, And Mauritanians, Getulians, and Garamantes, are indeed mentioned by the Roman historians, who give us ample evidence of the fables which they fought in attempting to preserve their national independence, but we have no particular account of their different manners and customs in that age when Rome was disarming with Carthage the sovereignty of the world. All the African nations of which we know anything, were in alliance with one or other of those rival republics; and as the people of those states appear to have been less enlightened than either the Romans or the Carthaginians, we cannot suppose that they had purer morals, or a greater regard for the sacred rights of man, than the powerful nations by whom they were either protected or oppressed. They would, indeed, infensibly adopt their customs; and the ready market which Marius found for the prisoners taken in the town Capua, although Sallust acknowledges that the fate was contrary to the laws of war, shows that slavery was then no strange thing to the Numidians. It seems indeed to have prevailed through all Africa from the very first peopling of that unexplored country; and we doubt if in any age of the world the unhappy negro was absolutely free of his personal freedom, or even of not being sold to a foreign trader.

It is the common opinion that the practice of making slaves of the negroes is of a very modern date; that it owes its origin to the inroads of the Portuguese on the western coast of Africa; and that but for the cunning or cruelty of Europeans, it would not now exist and would never have existed. But all this is a compilation of mistakes. A learned writer has lately proved, with a force of evidence which admits of no reply, that from the Coast of Guinea a great trade in slaves was carried on.
Slavery was carried on by the Arabs for hundreds of years before the Portuguese embarked in that traffic; or had even seen a woolly-headed negro. Even the wandering Arabs of the desert, who never had any friendly correspondence with the Christians of Europe, have from time immemorial been served by negro slaves. "The Arab must be poor indeed (says M. Sagnier) not to have at least one negro slave. His sole occupation is the care of the herd. They are never employed in war, but they have it in their power to marry. Their wives, who are captive negroes, do all the domestic work, and are roughly treated by the Arabian women, and by the Arabs themselves. Their children are slaves like them, and put to all kinds of drudgery." Surely no man whose judgement is not completely warped by prejudice, will pretend that those roving tribes of savages, so remarkable for their independent spirit and attachment to ancient customs, learned to enslave the negroes from the Europeans. In all probability they have, without interruption, continued the practice of slavery from the days of their great ancestor Ishmael; and it seems evident, that "among the European nations had even seen a woolly-headed negro till the year 1100, when the crusaders fell in with a small party of them near the town of Hebron in Judaea, and were so struck with the novelty of their appearance, that the army burst into a general fit of laughter." Long before the crusades, however, we know with certainty that the natives of Guinea had been exported to sell in foreign countries. In 651 the Mahometan Arabs of Egypt harboured the king of Nubia or Ethiopia, who was a Christian, that he agreed to fend them annually, by way of tribute, a vast number of Nubian or Ethiopian slaves into Egypt. Such a tribute as this at that time, we are told, was more agreeable to the khalif than any other, as the Arabs then made no small account of these slaves. The very proposal of such a tribute, and the elevation in which black slaves were held in Egypt, shows that a commerce in bond-servants could not then be a new branch of trade either to the Arabs or the Ethiopians; but the vast number which the Ethiopian monarch was now compelled to furnish every year, induced him to feed this great drain upon his subjects from the natives of the neighbouring countries. "He ranged accordingly into all that vast blank of geography, upon the map of the world, the spreading bottom of the African continent; and even pushed through it to its farthest extremities in the west. He thus brought the blacks of Guinea, for the first time, into the service and families of the east; and the slaves which he paid in tribute to the Arabs, whether derived from the nearer neighbourhood of Ethiopia, fetched from the Mediterranean regions of Africa, or brought from the distant shores of the Atlantic, were all denominated Ethiopians, from the country by which they were conveyed into Egypt. "At this time, therefore, according to Mr. Whitaker, began that kind of traffic in human flesh, which spoils unhappy Guinea of its sons." 

There are not many authors from whom, in questions of antiquity, we differ with greater hesitation; but, as we meet with a female Ethiopian slave in the Ennuch of Terence, we cannot help suspecting that Guinea was occasionally "spoiled of its sons" at a much earlier period. At any rate, from the observations made by the European travellers who first penetrated into that continent, it appears undeniable that slavery must have prevailed from time immemorial among such of the tribes as had never carried on any commerce with foreign nations. When Battel first visited the Giass*, those people had never before seen a white man; yet they welcomed him and the English, with whom he had come, to their country, invited them to bring their goods on shore, and without hesitation loaded the ship with slaves. The Giass were indeed waging war with the kingdom of Benguela; and being cannibals, who prefer human flesh to all others, the slaves whom they had sold to the English were probably prisoners whom they would have killed and eaten if they had not found an opportunity of otherwise dis-posing of them to greater advantage. But as they had not been invited by the Europeans to eat their prisoners, there can be no reason to suppose that by the Europeans they might have first induced to sell them: for we have seen that this kind of commerce prevailed in Africa among people much more polished than the Giass so early as in the reign of Jugurtha.

That it was not introduced among the negroes either by the Arabs or by the Portuguese, appears still more evident from the behaviour of the Dahomans at the conquest of Whidah, and from the manner in which the people of Angola at the earliest stage of their foreign trade procured a supply of slaves for the Portuguese market. The greater part of the slaves whom the Angolans exported from St. Paul de Louanda were brought from interior countries, some hundreds of leagues distant, where they could not have been regularly purchased had that commerce been till then unknown in those countries. The Dahomans, in the beginning of the year 1727, had never seen a white man: and when their victorious prince and his army, in their rout through Whidah, first met with some Europeans in the town of Sabi, they were so shocked at their complexion and their dress, that they were afraid to approach them, and could not be persuaded that they were men till they heard them speak, and were assured by the Whidaneese that these were the merchants who purchased all the slaves that were sold in Guinea. Slavery, therefore, if it prevailed among the Dahomans before that period, could not have been introduced among them by European or African intrigues: but we are assured by Suelgrave, who was then in the army, that those people treated their captives with such horrid cruelty as was shocking to the natives of the sea-coast, and leaves no room for doubt but that slavery had been practised among them from the earliest ages. A great part of their prisoners were sacrificed to their gods or eaten by the soldiers; and when our author expressed to a colonel of the guard some surprise that a prince so enlightened as the sovereign of Dahomy should sacrifice so many men whom he might have sold to great advantage, he was gravely told, that it had been the custom of the nation, from time immemorial, to offer, after victory, a certain number of prisoners to the gods; and that they elected the old men for victims, because they were of less value at market, and more dangerous from their experience and cunning, than the young men. To those persons who fancy that the wars between the African princes are carried on for the sole purpose of supplying the European ships with slaves, it may be proper to remark, that one of the kings of Dahomy slaughtered at once not only all the captives taken
The facts and numberless others which the reader will find detailed in the 13th volume of the Modern Universal History, by writers who were at the greatest pains to procure authentic information; who were neither biased by interest nor blinded by enthusiasm; and who appear to have held the infamous traffic in utter abhorrence—prove beyond the possibility of doubt, that slavery of the worst kind must have prevailed among all the negro nations before they were visited either by the Portuguese or by the Arabs. These two nations may indeed have been the first who dragged the unhappy negro from his native continent, and made his slavery doubly severe, by compelling him to labour, without his own consent, for masters whom he hardly considered as human beings.

On the beginning of this commerce, or the dreadful cruelty with which it has been carried on to the present day, it is impossible to reflect without horror; but there is some consolation, however small, in knowing that its original authors were not Europeans. The purchase of Guinea blacks for slaves by foreign nations commenced ages before the Portuguese had laid that country open to the intercourse of Europe. Even after they had made many incursions into it, the inhabitants were as regularly purchased for slaves by foreigners as they are now by the maritime Europeans.

"The Arabs of Egypt having reduced all the north of Africa, and carrying with them their love of black servants, would be sure to open a ready communication for themselves to their country. They certainly had one so early as 1512, and before the Europeans had any for that purpose. They went from Barbary by a route that was so much practised, as to be denominated expressly the way of the camels. Meeting together at the town of Cape Canton, that of Valadie near it, the commercial caravan traversed the vaft deserts, of Sarra, which run like the tropic of Cancer over them in a long line across the country; to a place of great population called Had, the Woden or Hoden of our maps, and a little to the south-west of Cape Blanco. From Hoden they turned to the left, and pushed directly into the interior of the continent, to reach Tagaza, the Tagasse or Tagaza of our maps, and lying nearly east of Hoden. Here assuredly they did, as the caravan does certainly at this day; and added to the other wares upon their camels a quantity of salt from those mines of rock-salt, which are extraordinary enough to be noticed as rocks in our maps. This they carried, as they still carry it, to Tombut, the Tombut of the maps, and a town in the heart of the African continent. And from this town they turned on the right for the sea coast again, and reached it in the great kingdom of Mele, the Meli of our maps, to the south of the Gambia, and just at the springing as it were of that grand arch of sea which curves so deeply into the body of the land, and constitutes the extensive gulf of Guinea. At Meli and at Tombut they received a measure of gold for a measure of salt. The caravan collects gold at Tombut to the present time; but at Meli they purchased gold, and also silver, in pieces as large as pebbles. At and Hoden they had a great mart for slaves; the blacks being brought thither from the countries adjoining, and bartered away to the traders. Such was the Slave Coast and the Gold Coast of former days. The staple commodity of Hoden is only transferred now to Whidah; and diverted from the Arabs of Barbary to the Christians of Europe;" by whom the negroes are carried to the continent of America or to the Sugar Islands in the West Indies. In these countries they are all sold as chattels in the market; but they experience very different degrees of servitude from the different masters who hold them as property. Such of them as are reconciled to the appearance of white men, or have been born in the European colonies, feel themselves as happy under a humane master as they could be in their native continent; and we believe that few of them in such circumstances have expressed a desire to return."

In the French West India islands, before the late revolution

(1) The same thing appears from the voyages of M. Sagnier, who had an opportunity of conversing with many tribes of negroes, and who always speaks of slavery as an established practice among them; adding, that such as are sold for crimes are put to death by their own countrymen if they fly from their master. It appears likewise in a still more striking light from Dalzel's History of Dahomy, where we are told that all the Dahomans, from the lowest to the highest, acknowledge the right of the sovereign to dispose of their persons and properties at pleasure; and where we learn, that the sovereign himself assisted Mr Abdon the English governor at Whidah, that all his ancestors had from time immemorial put to death every prisoner of war whom they could not sell as a slave.

(2) In the year 1442, Anthony Gonfalez, a Portuguese adventurer, restored to their native country some Moorish prisoners whom he had two years before forcibly carried off from the coast of Africa. He landed them at Rio del Oro, and received from the Moors in exchange ten blacks and a quantity of gold dust. This transaction proves, that a commerce in black servants was then regularly carried on by the Moors and not by the Portuguese. So early as the year 1502, the Spaniards began to employ a few negroes in the mines of Hispaniola; but in the year following, Orrando, the governor of that island, forbade the further importation of them, alleging that they taught the Indians all manner of wickedness, and rendered them less tractable than formerly; and it was not till the year 1517 that the supply of negroes to the Spanish American plantations became an established and regular branch of commerce. Edward's History of the West Indies, Book IV. Chap. ii.

(3) "I have observed many of my slaves go on board the vessel with joy, on my assurance that they would be well treated and happy on the plantation where I was going to send them. When the Banbarans find that they are trusted by the whites, they never think of making their escape, choosing to be the slaves of Europeans rather than..."
voluntary in the mother country, which has produced in all its dependencies anxiety and mischief, the condition of the negro slaves was better than that of the bondmen among the ancient Germans. "Those of them who cultivated the plantations were attached to the soil, and could not be drawn off to pay debts, or be sold separately from the estate on which they lived. This gave them a lasting property in their huts and little spots of ground, which they might easily cultivate without dread of being turned out of possession, or transferred contrary to their interest and feelings from one proprietor to another. They were under the protection of law as soon as they arrived in the colony. Property millionaires were appointed for the purpose of training them up to a certain degree of religious knowledge, and ample funds were allotted for the maintenance of those celestial bodies. Ill treatment received from his master, or being deprived of his allowance of food and raiment, the slave was directed to apply to the king's attorney, who was obliged to prosecute the master forthwith. That officer was also to prosecute, if by any other means he heard of the abuse; the law adding as the reason, This was to be observed, to check the abuse of power in the magistrate.

We will not in our power to say, that in the British West India colonies slaves are equally protected by law as they were in the West Indies under the old government, and that the same care is taken of their moral and religious improvement. This, however, we are afraid, cannot be said with truth. In the island of Jamaica, before the passing of the consolidated slave act, not many years ago, a white man, whether proprietor or not, who had killed a negro, or by an act of severity been the cause of his death, was, for the first time, entitled to benefit of clergy, and not liable to capital punishment till a repetition of the crime. By the present law, it is enacted, "That if any person, whether owner or superintendent of slaves, shall be convicted of having, by any act of palliation or cruelty, occasioned the death of any negro, it shall be capital for the feu offeree; and for the security of the property, and as a check on those who may have: the punishment of slaves in their power, it is particularly required, that every surgeon or doctor belonging to each estate shall swear to the cause of the death of each negro, to the benefit of his knowledge and belief; and if any negro dies, and is interred by the owner or overseer, without the doctor's having seen or been sent for to fetch negro, in this case, the owner or overseer causing the negro to be so interred is liable to a prosecution for such conduct."

This law must doubtless be productive of good effects; but being a colonial act, it cannot have the vigour of the Code Noir; nor do we know of any attorney in the island who is obliged to defend the rights of the negroes, or prosecute the master whose cruelty has by any means come to his knowledge. The justices and vestry of each parish are indeed constituted a council of precaution, for the express purpose of making full enquiry into the barbarities exercised on slaves, and bringing the authors to punishment at the public expense; and by a new act of Grenada, the justices are required annually to nominate three freeholders to be guardians of the slaves, who are to take an oath to see the law duly executed. These are benevolent regulations; but we doubt if ours are as efficient. History of the West Indies, 2d ed., chap. 5.

In some of the other British islands, we have been confidentially told that the unfortunate sons of Africa have no protection whatever against the tyranny of a feudal owner, or the caprice of a boyish overseer: though it is added, that the humanity of many masters more than supplies the want of laws in every respect; but that of improvement, and that the attachment of others has in them a like effect. In some cases good fence, a regard for their reputation, and a well-informed conviction of their interest, induce men to treat their slaves with discretion and humanity. The slaves of many a planter possess advantages beyond what the labourer even of Britain enjoys; yet these advantages - Ramoyn's 2d ed., p. 60, and in no part of the British colonies are the slaves attached to the soil. This single circumstance, together with the total neglect of their moral and religious culture, makes their situation much less eligible than was that of the French slaves under the old government; and affords a striking proof of what the humane author whom we have just quoted well observes, that "these men and nations whom liberty has exalted, and who therefore ought to regard it tenderly in others, are constantly for restraining its blessings within their own little circle, and delight more in augmenting the train of their dependants than in adding to the rank of fellow-citizens, or in diffusing the benefits of freedom among their neighbours."

Having given this ample detail of the rite and proof of slavery in the world, and shown that it has prevailed in every age, and under all religions, we shall now slavery inquired into in order to proceed to enquire whether a practice so general be in any instance lawful; and if it be, how it must be modified, in order to be rendered consistent with the rights of man and the immutable laws of nature.

That in a state of nature one man has a right to seize upon another, and to compel him by force to labour for his subsistence, is a point which we believe has never been seriously maintained. But independent communities find to each other in the very same relation that individuals do in a state of nature; and therefore it in such a state the man of greater bodily strength or mental sagacity would have no right to convert his weaker neighbour into personal property, neither can the black man who would treat them with the greatest cruelty. Voyages to the Coasts of Africa by M. Ch. Salleri and Brissot, p. 332. 335. English Travels in the Ion.
the more powerful and enlightened nation have a right to carry off by force, or entice by fraud, the subjects of a weaker and more barbarous community for the purpose of reducing them to a state of servitude. This is a truth so obvious as to admit neither of proof nor of denial.

In thus judging the case between two independent nations, we have in our eye that traffic in slaves which is carried on between the civilized Europeans and the barbarous Africans; and the utmost length which we think an apologizing for that trade can go is to contend, that we may lawfully purchase slaves in those countries where from time immemorial they have been a common branch of commerce. But the European right to purchase cannot be better than the African right to sell; and we have never yet been informed what gives one African a right to sell another. Such a right cannot be natural, for the reason which we have elsewhere assigned (see Right): neither can it be adventitious; for adventitious rights are immediately derived from the municipal law, which is the public will of the state. But the state has no authority to deprive an innocent man of his personal freedom, or of the produce of his own labour; for it is only to secure these, by protecting the weak from the violence of the strong, that states are formed, and individuals united under civil government.

It may perhaps be said, that by patiently submitting to governments which authorize the traffic in human flesh, men virtually give up their personal liberty, and yield their governors with a right to sell them as slaves: but no man can yield another with a right which he possesses not himself; and we shall not hesitate to affirm, that in a state of nature, where all have equal rights, no individual can submit himself to the absolute disposal of another without being guilty of the greatest crime. The reason is obvious. From the relation in which men stand to one another as fellow-creatures, and to God as their common Creator, there are duties, incumbent upon each peculiar to himself; in the performance of which he can be guided only by his own reason, which was given him for that very purpose. But he who renounces his personal freedom, and submits unconditionally to the caprice of a master, impiety attempts to fet himself free from the obligation of that law which is interwoven with his very being, and chooses a director of his conduct different from that which God has assigned him. A man therefore cannot put himself in a state of unconditional servitude; and what he cannot do for himself, he fully cannot authorize others to do for him either by a tacit or by an open consent.

These considerations have often made us regret that writers, for whose talents and integrity we have the highest respect, should, without accurately defining what they mean by slavery, have peremptorily affirmed, that, consistently with the laws of nature men may be reduced to servitude as a punishment for crimes, or to discharge debts which they cannot otherwise pay. That such a criminal, who has forfeited his life to the laws of his country, may have his punishment commuted for hard labour, till death in the course of nature shall put a period to his terrestrial existence, is a truth which we apprehend cannot be controverted; but to make such a commutation of punishments consistent with the laws of nature and of nature's God, it appears to us that the kind and degree of labour must be precisely ascertained, and the conduct of the criminal not left to the capricious direction of any individual.

Punishments can be justly inflicted only for one or other of two ends, or for both. They may be calculated either to reform the criminal or to be a warning to the innocent; and those which most effectually answer both these purposes are surely to be preferred to such as answer but one of them. For this reason we consider hard labour as a much fitter punishment for most crimes than death: but to intitle it to preference, the kind and degree of the labour must be ascertained by the law; for if these circumstances be omitted, and the offender delivered over as a slave to the absolute disposal and caprice of a private master, the labour to which he is condemned, instead of operating to his reformation, may be converted into the means of tempting him to the commission of new crimes. A young woman, in the state of servitude, would hardly be able to maintain her virtue against the solicitations of a master who should promise her liberty or a remission of toil upon her yielding to his desires; and the felon, who had long been accustomed to a life of vagrancy and idleness, would not strenuously object to the perpetration of any wickederd to obtain his freedom, or even a diminution of his daily task. Indeed such temptations might be thrown in his way, as human nature could not resist but by means of much better principles than seizers can be supposed to possess. He might be scourged into compliance; or his labour might be increased as to make him for a little reprieve eagerly embrace the most nefarious proposal which his master could make: for being absolute property, there is no earthly tribunal to which he could appeal for justice; and felons do not commonly support themselves under trials by pious meditation on a future state.

By reasoning in this way, we are far from meaning to intimize that slave-holders in general torture their slaves into the commission of crimes. God forbid! Many of them we know to be religious, humane, and benevolent: but they are not infallible; and some of them may be inigated, some of them undoubtedly have been intigated, by avarice and other worse principles, to compel creatures, who are so absolutely their dependents, to execute deeds of darkness too hazardous for themselves. But the morality or immorality of any action, and the moral fitness of any fate, are to be judged of by their natural tendency, if the one were universally practiced and the other universally prevalent (see Moral Philosophy, II. 156.) and as the natural tendency of absolute domestic slavery among such creatures as men is to throw the most powerful temptations to vice in the way both of master and slave, it must be in every instance, even when employed as a punishment, inconvenient with the fundamental principles of moral virtue.

Some writers indeed have maintained, and the civil law seems to suppose, that children are the property of their parents, and may by them be sold as slaves in cases of urgent necessity; but if we duly consider how property is acquired (see Property), and attend to the natural consequences of slavery, we shall soon be convinced that this opinion is very ill founded. The rights of parents refute from their duties; and it is certainly the duty of that man who has been the instrument of bringing into the world an intellectual and moral being,
to do everything in his power to render the existence of that being happy both in the present life and in that which is to come. If this duty be conscientiously discharged, the parent has a manifest right to the gratitude, love, and reasonable obedience, of his child; but he cannot, in consequence of any duty performed, claim a right to transfer that child as property to the uncontrolled disposal of any private matter; for this plain reason, that the man who is considered as the private property of another, cannot reasonably be supposed to enjoy happiness in this world, and is under many temptations to do what most necessarily render him miserable in the next. See Moral Philosophy, n° 138.

If criminals cannot be lawfully reduced to a state of absolute private slavery, much less surely can it be lawful to reduce insolvent debtors and prisoners of war to that state. Many a virtuous man, who has contracted debts with the fairest prospect of paying them, has been suddenly rendered insolvent by fire, by shipwreck, or by the bankruptcy of others with whom he was necessarily engaged in the course of his trade. Such a man can be considered in no respect as criminal. He has been indeed unfortunate; but it would be greatly unjust, as well as shockingly cruel, to add to his misfortune by reducing him to a state to which we have just seen that the vilest felon cannot be reduced without a violation of the laws of morality. Fraudulent bankrupts, indeed, of whom we daily see many, might with great propriety and the freest justice be compelled to extenuate their debts by labouring for the benefit of those whom they have injured; and criminals of other descriptions might be made to work for the benefit of the public: but in both cases the talk to be performed should be ascertained by the law, and the persons of the labourers be protected by the state. If such can be called slaves, their slavery is undoubtedly consistent with every principle of virtue and religion; for they suffer nothing but the due reward of their deeds. Prisoners of war, however, can upon no honest principle be reduced even to this state of mitigated bondage; for they are far from incurring guilt by fighting for their country, that even to their enemies their courage and conduct in such a cause must procure a reward of reward. A vigorous and general war on slavery would certainly a right to prevent the prisoners taken in battle from again drawing their swords against him during the continuance of the war; but there are many ways by which this may be done effectually without chaining the unfortunate captives to the oar, or selling them like cattle to private purchasers, by whom they may be treated with capricious cruelty, and driven to the perpetration of the greatest crimes.

To these conclusions, and the reasoning on which they are built, we are aware it may be objected, that if private slavery were in every instance unlawful and inconsistent with the fundamental principles of morality, it would not have prevailed among the ancient patriarchs, and far less have been authorized by the Jewish law.

In reply to this objection, it may be observed, that Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob, though excellent men, were not characters absolutely perfect; that as their practice does not authorize polygamy or incest among us, it will not authorize the reducing of our fellow-creatures to a state of their servitude; and that from the circumstances of the age in which they lived, many things were permitted to them, and were indeed harmless, which are forbidden to us, and would now be pernicious. The character of Abraham appears to have been much more perfect than that of his son or grandson; and was certainly equal, if not superior, to that of any other mere man of whom we read either in profane or even in sacred history. We are to remember, however, that he was born amidst idolaters, and was probably an idolater himself till enlightened by the inspiration of Jehovah, and called from his kindred and from his father's house. Before his conversion, he must have had much cattle and many slaves, which constituted the riches of that early period; and his case would indeed have been peculiarly hard, had he been commanded to divest himself of his servants, and to depart into a strange country very thinly inhabited, without people to protect his flocks and herds from beasts of prey. Nor would his losses have contributed in any degree to the benefit of his slaves, who, as the ranks of men were then adjusted, could not long have preferred their liberty. Had they not been forcibly reduced to their former state by their idolatrous countrymen, in all probability they would have been, they might have been submitted to it, or perished by hunger. Let it be remembered, too, that the bond-servants of Abraham, though constituting the most valuable part of his property, were not considered as a species of inferior beings, but were treated rather as children than as slaves. This is evident from his speaking of the steward of his house as his heir, when explaining to God of the want of seed. Indeed the manner in which this circumstance is mentioned, shows that it was then the general practice to consider domestic slaves as members of the family; for the patriarch does not say, "I will leave my substance to this Eliezer of Damaicus," but his words are, "Behold to me thou hast given no seed; and lo! one born in my house is my heir!" From this mode of expression, we are strongly inclined to think that captives taken in war were in that age of simplicity incorporated into the family or tribe of the conqueror, as they are said to be at present among the North American Indians, to supply the place of those who had fallen in battle. If so, slavery was then a very mild thing, unattended with the evils which are now in its train, and must often have been highly beneficial to the captive.

The other part of the objection appears at first sight Answer to more formidable; but perhaps a little attention to the other, design of the Mosaic economy may enable us to remove it even more completely than this. We need not inform our theological readers that one great purpose for which the posterity of Abraham were separated from the heathen nations around them, was to preserve the knowledge of the true God in a world run headlong into idolatry. As idolatry appears to have had something in its forms of worship extremely captivating to rude minds, and as the minds of the Israelites at the era of their departure from Egypt were exceedingly rude, every method was taken to keep their separation from their idolatrous neighbours as complete as possible. With this view they were commanded to sacrifice the animals which their Egyptian masters had worshipped as gods, and were taught to consider hogs and such other creatures as the heathen offered in sacrifice, when celebrating their mythical and magic rites, as too unclean to be eaten or even to be touched. Of this di-
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Section between clean and unclean beasts, God himself aligns the reason: "I am the Lord your God (says he,) who have separated you from other people; ye shall therefore put difference between clean and unclean beasts, and between unclean fowls and clean." For the same reason they were prohibited from intermarrying with the heathen, or having any transaction whatever with them as neighbours; and the seven idolatrous nations of Canaan they were strictly commanded to exterminate. "When the Lord thy God (says Moses) shall deliver them before thee, thou shalt imitate them, and utterly destroy them: thou shalt make no covenant with them, nor show mercy unto them: neither shalt thou make marriages with them: thy daughter thou shalt not give unto his son, nor his daughter shalt thou take to thy son; for they will turn away thy son from following me, that they may serve other gods." 

Under these laws, it is plain that no intercourse whatever could have place between an Israelite and a man of any other nation, unless the latter was reduced to such a state as that he could neither tempt the former nor preside himself the rites of his idolatrous worship. But the Israelites were not separated from the rest of the world for their ownakes only: They were intended to be the repositories of the lively oracles of God, and gradually to spread the light of divine truth thro' other nations, till the fulness of time should come, when in Christ all things were to be gathered together in one. To answer this end, it was necessary that there should be some intercourse between them and their Gentile neighbours; but we have seen that such an intercourse could only be that which subsists between masters and their slaves.

Should this apology for the slavery which was authorized by the Jewish law be deemed fanciful, we beg leave to submit to the consideration of our readers the following account of that matter, to which the same objection will hardly be made. It was morally impossible that between nations differing so widely in religion, customs, and manners, as the Jews and Gentiles, peace should for ever reign without interruption; but when wars broke out, battles would be fought, and prisoners would be taken. How were these prisoners to be disposed of? Cartels for exchange were not then known: it was the duty of the Israelites to prevent their captives from taking up arms a second time against them; they could not establish them among themselves either as artificers or as husbandmen; for their law enjoined them to have no communication with the heathen. There was therefore no other alternative but either to massacre them in cold blood, or to reduce them to the condition of slaves. It would appear, however, that these slaves were raised to the rank of citizens, or at least that their burdens were much lightened, as soon as they were convinced of the truth of the Mosaic revelation, and received into covenant with God by the rite of circumcision. They were then admitted to the celebration of the passover; concerning which one law was decreed to the stranger, and to him that was home-born. Indeed, when we consider who was the legislator of the Jews; when we reflect upon the number of laws enacted to mitigate slavery among them; and call to mind the means by which the due execution of all their laws was enforced, we cannot help being of opinion that the heathen, who was reduced to slavery in Judea, might be happier, if he pleased, than when living as a freeman in his own country. But whether this be so or not, is a matter with which we have no concern. On account of the hardships of their hearts, and the peculiarity of their circumstances, many things, of which slavery may have been one, were permitted to the Jews, which, if practised by Christians, would render them highly guilty.

After treating thus largely of slavery in general, we need not occupy much of the reader's time with the SLAVE-TRADE carried on at present by the merchants of Europe with the natives of Africa. It is well known that the Portuguese were the first Europeans who embarked in this trade, and that their example was soon followed by the Dutch and the English. Of the rise and progress of the English commerce in slaves, the reader will find a sufficient account in other articles of this work. That commerce, though long cherished by the government as a source of national and colonial wealth, was from its commencement considered by the thinking part of the nation as a traffic inconsistent with the rights of man, and suspected to be carried on by acts of violence. These suspicions have been gradually spread through the people at large, and confirmed, in many instances, by evidence incontrovertible. Laws have in consequence been enacted to make the negroes more comfortable on what is called the middle passage, and to protect them against the wanton cruelty of their masters in the West Indies; but the humanity of the nation was roused; and in many years ago a number of gentlemen, of the most respectable characters, finding that no adequate protection can be afforded to persons in a state of hopeless servitude, formed themselves into a society at London, for the purpose of procuring a total abolition of the slave-trade. That the motives which influence the leading men of this society are of the purest kind, cannot, we think, be questioned; for their object is to deliver those who had none to help them, and from whom they can expect no other reward for their labours of love than the blessings of them who are ready to perish. To a cause so truly Christian, who would not pray for success? or who but must feel the most pungent regret, if that success has been rendered doubtful, or even been delayed, by the imprudence of some of the agents employed by the society? This we apprehend to have been really the case. Language calculated only to exasperate the planters cannot serve the negroes; and the legislature of Great Britain will never suffer itself to be forced into any measure by the menace of individuals.

In the year 1793, petitions were presented to parliament for the abolition of this inhuman traffic, which gave a pleasing picture of the philanthropy of the nation; but, unfortunately for the cause of freedom, it was discovered that many of the names subscribed to those petitions had been collected by means not the most honourable. This discovery, perhaps, would never have been made, had not the indecent epithets indiscriminately heaped upon the slave-holders provoked those men to watch with circumspection over the conduct of their opponents. The consequence was, that fulpifications of unfair dealing on the part of the petitioners were exhibited.
slaves... north, being conveyed to the coast of Abyssinia, and there embarked in war merely for the sake of procuring slaves to barter for European commodities.
may enable them to support the rank and discharge the duties of freemen. This is doubtless the reason why it was not expressly prohibited by the divine Author of our religion, but suffered to vanish gradually before the mild influence of his Heavenly doctrines. It has vanished before these doctrines in most countries of Europe; and we trust that the time is at hand when our traffic in human flesh with the inhabitants of Africa shall cease; and that the peril is not very distant when the slaves in the West Indies shall be so much improved in moral and religious knowledge, as they may be safely trusted with their own freedom. To fet them free in their present state of ignorance and depravity, is one of the wilder propositions that the ardour of innovation has ever made. Such freedom would be equally ruinous to themselves and to their masters; and we may say of it what Cicero said of some unmentionable indulgences proposed to be granted to the slaves in Sicily: _Quae cum accidisse, nemo efi, quin intelligat vrere ilias rempelcam; hac ubi veniant, nemo efi, qui ullam fem falultis reliquam efi arbitetur._

**SLAUGHTER.** See Man-Slaughter, Homicide, Murder, &c.

**Sledge,** a kind of carriage without wheels, for the conveyance of very weighty things, as huge stones, bells, &c. The sledge for carrying criminals, condemned for high treason, to execution, is called Murder. The Dutch have a kind of sledge on which they can carry a vessel of any burden by land. It consists of a plank of the length of the keel of a moderate ship, raised a little behind, and hollow in the middle; so that the fides go a little alope, and are furnished with holes to receive pins, &c. The sledge is quite even.

**SLEEP.** See Dreams and Physiology, p. 287.

**Sleep-Walker,** one who walks in his sleep. Many instances might be related of persons who were addicted to this practice; but it will be sufficient to select one remarkable instance from a report made to the Physical Society of Lauffane, by a committee of gentlemen appointed to examine a young man who was accustomcd to walk in his sleep.

The disposition to sleep-walking seems, in the opinion of this committee, to depend on a particular affection of the nerves, which both feizes and quits the patient during sleep. Under the influence of this affection, the imagination represents to him the objects that struck him while awake, with as much force as if they really affected his senses; but does not make him perceive any of those that are actually presented to his senses, except in so far as they are connected with the dreams which engross him at the time. If, during this state, the imagination has no determined purpose, he receives the impression of objects as if he were awake; only, however, when the imagination is excited to bend its attention towards them. The perception obtained in this state are very accurate, and, when once received, the imagination renewes them occasionally with as much force as if they were again acquired by means of the senses. Lastly, these academicians suppose, that the impressions received during this state of the senses disappear entirely when the person awakes; and do not return till the return of the same disposition, in the nervous system.

Their remarks were made on the Sieur Devaud, a lad thirteen years and a half old, who lives in the town of Vevey, and who is subject to that singular affection or disease called Somnambulism or sleep-walking. This lad possesses a strong and robust constitution, but his nervous system appears to be organized with peculiar delicacy, and to discover marks of the greatest sensibility and irritability. His senses of smell, taste, and touch, are exquisite; he is subject to fits of immoderate and involuntary laughter, and he sometimes likewise weeps without any apparent cause.

This young man does not walk in his sleep every night; several weeks sometimes pass without any appearance of a fit. He is subject to the disease generally in the two nights preceding, one fit lasting for several hours. The longest are from three to four hours, and they commonly begin about three or four o'clock in the morning.

The fit may be prolonged, by gently paffing the finger or a feather over his upper lip, and this slight irritation likewise accelerates it. Having once fallen asleep upon a flat surface, his upper lip was thus irritated with a feather, when he immediately ran down the steps with great precipitation, and returned up his walking. This experiment was repeated several times.

The young Devaud thinks he has observed, that, on the evenings previous to a fit, he is sensible of a certain heaviness in his head, but especially of a great weight in his eyelids.

His sleep is at all times unquiet, but particularly when the fits are about to feize him. During his sleep, motions are observable in every part of his body, with startings and palpitations; he utters broken words, sometimes fits up in his bed, and afterwards lies down again. He then begins to pronounce words more distinctly, he rises abruptly, and acts as if he is excited by the dream that then possesses him. He is sometimes in sleep subject to continued and involuntary motions.

The departure of the fit is always preceded by two or three minutes of calm sleep, during which he fliores. He then awakes rubbing his eyes like a person who has slept quietly.

It is dangerous to awaken him during the fit, especially if it is done suddenly; for then he sometimes falls into convulsions. Having risen one night, with the intention of going to eat grapes, he left the house, passed through the town, and went to a vineyard where he expected good cheer. He was followed by several persons, who kept at some distance from him, one of whom fired a pistol, the noise of which instantly awakened him, and he fell down without sense. He was carried home and brought to himself, when he recollected very well the having been awakened in the vineyard; but nothing more, except the fright at being found there alone, which had made him swoon.

"After the fits he generally feels a degree of lati-
tude: sometimes, though rarely, of indisposition. At
the end of one of those fits, of which the gentlemen
of the committee were witness; he was afflicted with
vomiting; but he is always soon restored.
When he is awakened, he never for the most part
recalls any of the actions he has been doing during
the fit.

"The subject of his dreams is circumstanced in
a small circle of objects, that relate to the few ideas
with which at his age his mind is furnished; such as his
lessons, the church, the bells, and especially tales of
ghosts. It is sufficient to strike his imagination the evening
before a fit with some tale, to direct his somnambulism
towards the object of it. There was read to him while
in this situation the story of a robber; he imagined the
very next moment that he saw robbers in the room.
However, as he is much disposed to dream that he is
surrounded with them, it cannot be affirmed that this
was an effect of the reading. It is observed, that when
his supper has been more plentiful than usual, his dreams
are more vivid.

"In their report, the gentlemen of the committee
dwell much on the state of this young man’s senses, on
the impression made upon them by strange objects, and
on the voice they are of to him.

"A bit of strong smelling wood produced in him a
degree of restlessness; the fingers had the same
effect, whether from their smell or their transpiration.
He knew wine in which there was wormwood by the smell,
and said that it was not wine for his table. Metals
make no impression on him.

"Having been presented with a little common wine
while he was in a state of apathy, and all his motions
were performed with languor, he drank of it willingly;
but the irritation which it occasioned produced a deal
of vivacity in all his words, motions, and actions, and
caused him to make involuntary grimaces.

"Once he was observed drolling himself in perfect
darkness. His clothes were on a large table, mixed
with those of some other persons; he immediately per-
cieved this, and complained of it much; at last a small
light was brought, and then he droll’d himself with
sufficient precision. If he is teased, or graven pinched,
he is always able of it, except he is at the time
strongly engross’d with some other thing, and wishes to
strike the offender; however, he never attacks the per-
son who has done the ill, but an ideal being whose
imagination presents to him, and whom he punishes thro’
the chamber without running against the furniture, nor
can the persons whom he meets in his way divert him
from his pursuit.

"While his imagination was employed on various
subjects, he heard a clock strike, which repeated at eve-
ry stroke the note of the cuckoo. There are cuckoos
here, said he; and, upon being desired, he imitated the
song of that bird, immediately.

"When he wishes to see an object, he makes an ef-
fort to lift his eyelids; but they are too light under his
command, that he can hardly raise them a line or two,
while he draws up his eyebrows; the iris at that time
appears fixed, and his eye dim. When any thing is
presented to him, and he is told of it, he always half
opens his eyes with a degree of difficulty; and then
flutters them after he has taken what was offered to him.

"The report infers from these facts, and from many
others relative to the different senses, that their functions
are not suspended as to what the sleep-walker wishes to
two letters, and he eras’d it without injuring them.
Lastly, he made some arithmetical calculations with
great accuracy.

"In order to explain some of the facts observed by
the academicians which we have here mentioned, they
establish two general observations, which result from
what they have said with respect to the senses and the
dreams of this sleep-walker.

1. That he is obliged to open his eyes, in order to
remember objects which he wishes to see; but the
impression once made, although rapidly, is vivid
enough to supercede the necessity of his opening them again, to
view the same objects anew; that is, the same objects
are afterwards preferred to his imagination with as
much force and precision as if he actually saw them.

2. That his imagination, thus warmed, represents
to him objects, and such as he figures to himself, with
as much vivacity as if he really saw them; and, lastly,
that all his senses, being subordinate to his imagination,
seem concentrated in the object with which it is occu-
pied, and have at that time no perception of any thing
but what relates to that object.

"These two causes united seem to them sufficient
for explaining one of the most singular facts that occurred to his observation, to wit, how the young Devaud can write, although he has lost his eyes that, and an obstacle before them. His paper is imprinted on his imagination, and every letter which he means to write is also painted there, at the place in which it ought to stand on the paper, and without being confounded with the other letters; now it is clear that his hand, which is obedient to the will of his imagination, will trace them on the real paper, in the same order in which they are represented on that which is pictured in his head. It is thus that he is able to write several letters, several sentences, and entire pieces of writing; and what seems to confirm the idea, that the young Devaud writes according to the paper painted on his imagination, is that a certain sleep-walker, who is described in the French Encyclopédie (article Somnambulism), having written something on a paper, another piece of paper of the same size was substituted in its stead, which he took for his own, and made upon this blank paper the corruptions he meant to have made on the other which had been taken away, precisely in the places where they would have been.

"It appears from the recital of another fact, that Devaud, intending to write at the top of the first leaf of a white-paper book, Vevey, leaped a moment as if to recollect the day of the month, left a blank space and then proceeded to December 1787; after which he asked for an almanac; a little book, such as is given to children for a new year's gift, was offered to him; he took it, opened it, brought it near his eyes, then threw it down on the table. An almanac which he knew was then presented to him; this was in German, and of a form similar to the almanac of Vevey: he took it, and then said, 'What is this they have given me! here, there is your German almanac.' At last they gave him the almanac of Berne; he took this likewise, and went to examine it at the bottom of an alcove that was perfectly dark. He was heard turning over the leaves, and saying 23, then a moment afterwards 24. Returning to his place, with the almanac open at the month of December, he laid it on the table and wrote in the space which he had left blank the 24th. This scene happened on the 23rd; but as he imagined it to be the 24th, he did not mistake. The following is the explanation given of this fact by the authors of the report.

"The dates 23rd, 24th, and 25th, of the month of December, had long occupied the mind of the young Devaud. The 23rd and 25th were holidays, which he expected with the impatience natural to persons of his age, for the arrival of these moments when their little daily labours are to be suspended. The 25th especially was the object of his hopes; there was to be an illumination in the church, which had been described to him in a manner that quite transported him. The 24th was a day of labour, which came very disagreeably between the two happy days. It may easily be conceived, how an imagination so irritable as that of the young Devaud would be struck with those pleasing epochs. Accordingly, from the beginning of the month he had been perpetually turning over the almanac of Vevey. He calculated the days and the hours that were to elapse before the arrival of his wished-for hol.

...
SLEEPERS, in natural history, a name given to those animals which sleep all winter; such as bears, marmots, dormice, bats, hedgehogs, swallows, &c. These do not feed in winter, have no sensible evacuations, breathe little or none at all, and most of the viscera cease from their functions. Some of these creatures seem to be dead; and others return to a state like that of the fetus before birth: in this state they continue, till by new heat the fluids are attenuated, the animal is restored to life, and the functions begin where they left off.

SLEEPERS, in a ship, timbers lying before and aft in the bottom of the ship as the rungheads do; the lowermost of them is bolted to the rungheads and the uppermost to the futtocks and rungs.

SLEIDIAN (John), an excellent German historian, born of obscure parents, in 1506, at Sleidan, a small town on the confines of the duchy of Juliers. After studying some time in his own country, together with his townsmen the learned John Sturmius, he went to France, and in 1535 entered into the service of the cardinal and archbishop John du Bellay. He retired to Strafburg in 1542, where he acquired the esteem and friendship of the most considerable persons, particularly of James Sturmius; by whose advice and assistance he was enabled to write the history of his own time. He was employed in some public negotiations; but the death of his wife, in 1555, plunged him into such deep melancholy, that he left his memory entirely, and died the year following. In 1555 came out, in folio, De fina Religiosis et Republicis fab Caroli Quinti, &c. in 25 books; from the year 1517, when Luther began to write to the year of its publication; which history was presently translated into most of the languages of Europe. Besides this great work, he wrote, De quaer summis Imperii, libri tres; with some other historical and political pieces.

SLEIGHT of Hand. See Legerdemain.

SLEUTH-HOUNDS, the ancient Scots name of the bloodhound. The word is from the Saxon flæ¡, “the impression that a dear leaves of its foot in the mire,” and bound “a dog”; so they derive their name from following the track. See the article Blood-Hound.

SLEWICK, an ancient and considerable town of Denmark, and capital of a duchy of the same name in the province of Gottorp, with a bishop’s see, secularized in 1586. Chief to it is the old palace of Gottorp, formerly the ducal residence, but at present inhabited by the head or governor. This town was once much more considerable than it is at present, having suffered greatly by the wars of Germany. It is situated on the south of Sley, where there is a good harbour, 60 miles north-west of Lubeck, and 125 south-west of Copenhagen. E. Long. 10; N. Lat. 51° 40'.

SLEWICK, the duchy of, or South Jutland, is about 100 miles in length and 60 in breadth. It is bounded on the north by North Jutland, on the east by the Baltic Sea, on the south by Holstein, and on the west by the ocean. It contains 14 cities, 17 towns, 13 castles, 278 parishes, 1,480 villages, 162 farms, 116 water-mills, and 166 gentlemen’s seats. It is a pleasant, fertile, populous country, and a foreign duchy. Formerly the king of Denmark had half of it, and the other belonged to the house of Holstein-Gottorp; but the former having conquered this duchy, had the possession of it confirmed to him by the treaty of the north in 1720. In 1731, a prince of Bremen-Culmbach was made governor of this duchy, who resides at Gottorp.

SLICH, in metallurgy, the ore of any metal, particularly of gold, when it has been pounded, and prepared for farther working.

The manner of preparing the flitch at Chemnitz in Hungary is this; they lay a foundation of wood three yards deep, upon this they place the ore, and over this there are 24 beams, armed at their bottoms with iron; these, by a continual motion, heat and grind the ore, till it is reduced to powder; during this operation, the ore is covered with water. There are four wheels used to move these beams, each wheel moving six; and the water, as it runs off, carrying some of the metallic particles with it, is received into several basins, one placed behind another; and finally, after having passed through them all, and deposited some sediment in each, it is let off into a very large pit, almost half an acre in extent; in which it is suffered to stand so long, as to deposit all its sediment, of whatever kind, and after this it is let out. This work is carried on day and night, and the ore taken away and replaced by more as often as occasion requires. That ore which lies next the beams, by which it was pounded, is always the cleanest or richest.

When the flitch is wafted as much as they can, a hundred weight of it usually contains about an ounce, or perhaps but half an ounce of metal, which is not all gold; for there is always a mixture of gold and silver, but the gold is in the largest quantity, and usually is two-thirds of the mixture: they then put the flitch into the furnace with some limestone, and thence, or the coir or former molten, and ran them together. The first melting produces a substance called lech; this lech they burn with charcoal, to make it lighter, to open its body, and render it porous, after which it is called soft; to this roth they add sand in such quantity as they find necessary, and then melt it over again.

At Chemnitz they have many other ways of reducing gold out of its ore, but particularly one, in which they employ no lead during the whole operation; whereas, in general, lead is always necessary, after the before mentioned processes. See Gold.

SLIDING Rule, a mathematical instrument, serving to work questions in gauging, measuring, &c. without the use of compasses; merely by the sliding of the parts of the instrument one by another, the lines and divisions whereof give the answers by inspection.

This instrument is variously contrived, and applied by various authors, particularly Everard, Coggehall, Gunter, Hunt, and Partridge; but the most common and useful are those of Everard and Coggehall.

SLIGO, a county, in the province of Connaught, Ireland, 25 miles in length, and as much in breadth; bounded on the east by that of Leitrim, on the west by the county of Mayo, on the north and north-west by the western ocean, and on the south and south-west by
SLING, an instrument serving for casting stones with great violence. The inhabitants of the Balearic islands were famous in antiquity for the dexterous management of the sling: it is said they used three kinds of slings, some longer, others shorter, which they used according as their enemies were either nearer or more remote. It is added, that the first served them for a head-band, the second for a girdle, and that the third they constantly carried in their hand.

SLINGING is used variously at sea; but chiefly for hoisting up casks or other heavy things with slings, i.e. contrivances of ropes spliced into themselves at either end, with one eye big enough to receive the cask or whatever is to be hauled. There are other slings, which are made longer, and with a small eye at each end; one of which is put over the breech of a piece of ordnance, and the other eye comes over the end of an iron crow, which is put into the mouth of the piece, to weigh and hoist the gun as they please. There are also slings by which the yards are bound fast to the cross-tree aloft, and to the head of the mast, with a strong rope or chain, that if the tide should happen to break, or to be frost to pieces in fight, the yard, nevertheless, may not fall upon the hatches.

Slinging a Man overboard, in order to stop a leak in a ship, is done thus: the man is trussed up about the middle in a piece of canvas, and a rope to keep him from sinking, with his arms at liberty, a mallet in one hand, and a plug, wrapped in oakum and well tarred in a tarpawling cloath, in the other, which he is to beat with all dispatch into the hole or leak.

SLOANE (Sir Hans), baronet, eminently distinguished as a physician and a naturalist, was of Scotch extraction, his father Alexander Sloane being at the head of that colony of Scots which King James I. settled in the north of Ireland, where our author was born, at Killiecagh, on the 16th of April 1660. At a very early period, he displayed a strong inclination for more than a common love of nature, and contemplating her works. When about sixteen, he was attacked by a spitting of blood which threatened to be attended with considerable danger, and which interrupted the regular course of his application for three years; he had, however, already learned enough of physic to know that a malady of this kind was not to be removed suddenly, and he prudently abstained from wine and other liquors that were likely to increase it.

By strictly observing this severe regimen, which in some measure he continued ever after, he was enabled to prolong his life beyond the ordinary bounds; being an example of the truth of his own favourite maxim, that sobriety, temperance, and moderation, are the best and most potent preservatives that nature has granted to mankind.

As soon as he recovered from this infirmity, he resolved to perfect himself in the different branches of physic, which was the profession he had made choice of; and with this view he repaired to London, where he hoped to receive that assistance which he could not find in his own country.

On his arrival in the metropolis, he entered himself as a pupil to the great Stafforth, an excellent chemist, bred under the illustrious Stahl; and by his instructions he gained a perfect knowledge of the composition and preparation of the different kinds of medicines then in use. At the same time, he studied botany at the celebrated garden at Chelsea, affiduously attended the public lectures of anatomy and physic, and in short neglected nothing that he thought likely to prove serviceable to him in his future practice. His principal merit, however, was his knowledge of natural history; and it was this part of his character with introduced him early to the acquaintance of Mr Boyle and Mr Ray, two of the most eminent naturalists of that age. His intimacy with these distinguished characters continued as long as they lived; and as he was careful to communicate to them every object of curiosity that attracted his attention, the observations which he occasionally made often excited their admiration and obtained him the applause.

After studying four years at London with unremittent severity, Mr Sloane determined to visit foreign countries for further improvement. In this view he set out for France in the company of two other students, and having crossed to Dieppe, proceeded to Paris. In the way thither they were elegantly entertained by the famous M. Lemery the elder; and in return Mr Sloane presented that eminent chemist with a specimen of four different kinds of phosphorus, of which, upon the credit of other writers, M. Lemery had treated in his book of chemistry, though he had never seen any of them.

At Paris Mr Sloane lived as he had done in London. He attended the hospitals, heard the lectures of Tournemont, De Verney, and other eminent masters; visited all the literati, who received him with particular marks of esteem, and employed himself wholly in study.

From Paris Mr Sloane went to Montpellier; and, being furnished with letters of recommendation from M. Tournemont to M. Chirac, then chancellor of that university, he found easy access, through his means, to all the learned men of the province, particularly to M. Magnol, whom he always accompanied in his botanical excursions in the environs of that city, where he beheld with pleasure and admiration the spontaneous productions of nature, and learned under his instructions to classify them in a proper manner.

Having here found an ample field for contemplation, which was entirely suited to his taste, he took leave of his two companions, whom a curiosity of a different kind led into Italy.

After spending a whole year in collecting plants, he travelled through Languedoc with the same design; and passing through Thoulouse and Bordeaux, returned to Paris, where he made a short stay. About the end of the year 1684 he set out for England, with an intention of settling there as a physician. On his arrival in London, he made it his first business to visit his two illustrious friends Mr Ray and Mr Boyle, in order...
Sloane. [539] Sloane.

Sloane to communicate to them the discoveries he had made in his travels. The latter he found at home, but the former had retired to Essex, to which place Mr. Sloane transmitted a great variety of plants and seeds, which Mr. Ray has described in his History of Plants, and for which he made a proper acknowledgment.

About the year 1705 our author became acquainted with the celebrated Sydenham, who soon contracted so warm an affection for him that he took him into his house, and recommended him in the strongest manner to his patients. He had not been long in London before he was proposed by Dr. Martin Liller as a candidate to be admitted a member of the Royal Society, on the 26th of November 1684; and being approved he was elected on the 21st of January following.

In 1685 he communicated some curiosities to the Society; and in July the same year he was a candidate for the office of their affiiancy secretary, but without success, as he was obliged to give way to the superior interest of his competitor Dr. Halley. On the 12th of April 1687, he was chosen a fellow of the college of physicians in London; and the same year his friend and fellow traveller Dr. Tamarid Robinson, having mentioned to the Society the plant called the flour of the earth, as a remedy newly discovered for the bite of a mad dog, Dr. Sloane acquainted them that this virtue of the plant was to be found in a book called Dr. Grey's Farmacy; and that he knew a man who had cured with it twenty couples of dogs. This observation he made on the 13th of July, and on the 12th of September following he embarked at Portsmouth for Jamaica with the duke of Albemarle, who had been appointed governor of that island. The doctor attended his grace in quality of physician, and arrived at Jamaica on the 15th of December following.

Here a new field was opened for fresh discoveries in natural productions; but the world would have been deprived of the fruits of them, had not our author, by incredible application, converted, as we may say, his minutes into hours. The duke of Albemarle died soon after he landed, and the duchess determined to return to England whenever an answer should be received to the letter she had sent to court on that melancholy occasion. As Dr. Sloane could not think of leaving her grace in her distress, whilst the reit of her retinue were preparing for their departure he improved it in making collections of natural curiosities; so that though his whole stay at Jamaica was not above fifteen months, he brought together such a prodigious number of plants, that on his return to England Mr. Ray was astonished that one man could procure in one island, and in so short a space, so vast a variety.

On his arrival in London he applied himself to the practice of his profession; and soon became so eminent, that he was chosen physician to Christ's Hospital on the 17th of October 1694; and this office he held till the year 1730, when, on account of his great age and infirmities, it found necessary to resign. It is somewhat singular, and redounds much to the Doctor's honour, that though he received the endowments of his office punctually, because he would not lay down a precedent which might hurt his successors, yet he conscientiously applied the money to the relief of those who were the greatest objects of compassion in the hospital, that it might never be said he enriched himself by giving health to the poor. He had been elected secretary to the Royal Society on the 30th of November 1693; and upon this occasion he revived the publication of the Philosophical Transactions, which had been omitted for some time. He continued to be the editor of this work till the year 1712; and the volumes which appeared during that period are monuments of his industry and ingenuity, many of the pieces contained in them being written by himself.

In the mean time he published Catalogus Plantarum que in Insula Jamacia sponte proveniunt, &c. Seu Prodrum Historiae Naturalis pars primo, which he dedicated to the Royal Society and College of Physicians. About the same time he formed the plan of a dictionary, where the poor might be furnished at prime cost with such medicines as their several maladies might require; which he afterwards carried into execution, with the assistance of the president and other members of the college of physicians.

Our author's thirst for natural knowledge seems to have been born with him, so that his cabinet of curiosities may be said to have commenced with his being. He was continually enriching and enlarging it; and the fame which, in the course of a few years, it had acquired, brought every thing that was curious in art or nature to be first offered to him for purchase. These acquisitions, however, increased it but very slowly in comparison of the augmentation it received in 1701 by the death of William Courten, Esq; a gentleman who had employed all his time, and the greater part of his fortune, in collecting rarities, and who bequeathed the whole to Dr. Sloane, on condition of his paying certain debts and legacies with which he had charged it. These terms our author accepted, and he executed the will of the donor with the most scrupulous exactness; on which account some people have said, that he purchased Mr. Courten's curiosities at a dear rate.

In 1707 the first volume of Dr. Sloane's Natural History of Jamaica appeared in folio, though the publication of the second was delayed till 1725. By this very useful as well as magnificent work the materia medica was enriched with a great number of excellent drugs not before known. In 1708 the Doctor was elected a foreign member of the Royal Academy of Sciences at Paris, in the room of Mr. Tchirnhaus; an honour so much the greater, as we were then at war with France, and the queen's express consent was necessary before he could accept it. In proportion as his credit rose among the learned, his practice increased among the people of rank; Queen Anne herself frequently consulted him, and in her last illness was bled by him.

On the advancement of George I. to the throne, that prince, on the 3d of April 1716, created the Doctor a baronet, an hereditary title of honour to which no English physician had before attained; and at the same time made him physician general to the army, in which station he continued till 1727, when he was appointed physician in ordinary to George II. He attended the royal family till his death; and was particularly favoured by Queen Caroline, who placed the greatest confidence in his prescriptions. In the mean time he had been unanimously chosen one of the electors of the college of physicians June 1, 1716, and he was elected president of the same body on September 30, 1719, an office which he held for sixteen years. During
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ing that period he not only gave the highest proofs of
his zeal and assiduity in the discharge of his duty, but
in 1721 made a present to that society of L. 100; and
so far remitted a very considerable debt, which the cor-
poration owed him, as to accept it in such small sums as
were least inconvenient to the state of their affairs. Sir
Hans was no less liberal to other learned bodies. He
had no sooner purchased the manor of Chelsea, than he
gave the company of apothecaries the entire freehold
of their botanical garden there, upon condition only that
they should present yearly to the Royal Society fifty
new plants, till the number should amount to 2000 (a).
He gave besides several other considerable donations for
the improvement of this garden; the situation of which,
on the banks of the Thames, and in the neighbourhood
of the capital, was such as to render it useful in two
respects: First, by producing the most rare medicinal
plants; and, secondly, by serving as an excellent school
for young botanists; an advantage which he himself
had derived from it in the early part of his life.

The death of Sir Isaac Newton, which happened in
1727, made way for the advancement of Sir Hans to
the presidency of the Royal Society. He had been
vice-president, and frequently sat in the chair for that
great man; and by his long connection with this learned
body he had contrived to draw an affection for it,
that he made them a present of an hundred guineas,
caused a curious bust of King Charles II. his founder, to
be erected in the great hall where it met, and, as is
said was very instrumental in procuring Sir Godfrey
Copley's benefaction of a medal of the value of five
guineas, to be annually given as an honorary mark of
distinction to the person who communicates the best ex-
periments to the Society.

On his being raised to the chair, Sir Hans laid aside
all thoughts of further promotion, and applied himself
wholly to the faithful discharge of the duties of the of-
fices which he enjoyed. In this laudable occupation he
employed his time from 1727 to 1740, when, at the
age of fourscore, he formed a resolution of quitting the
service of the public, and of living for himself. With
this view he resigned the presidency of the Royal So-
ciety much against the inclination of that respectable
body, who chose Martin Folkes, Esq.; to succeed him,
and in a public assembly thanked him for the great and
eminent services he had rendered them. In the month
of January 1741, he began to remove his library, and
his cabinet of rarities, from his house in Bloomsbury to
that at Chelsea; and on the 12th of March following,
having settled all his affairs, he retired thither himself, to
enjoy in peaceful tranquillity the remains of a well-spent
life. He did not, however, bury himself in that soli-
tude which excludes men from society. He received
at Chelsea, as he had done in London, the visits of
people of distinction, of all learned foreigners, and of
the royal family, who sometimes did him the honour to
wait on him; but, what was still more to his praise, he
never refused admonition or advice to rich or poor who
came to confult him concerning their health. Not con-
tented with this contracted method of doing good, he
made during his retreat, presented to the public such
useful remedies as success had warranted, during the
course of a long continued practice. Among these is
the efficacious receipt for distempers in the eyes, and
his remedy for the bite of a mad dog.

During the whole course of his life, Sir Hans had
lived with so much temperance, as had preserved him
from feeling the infirmities of old age; but in his goth
year he began to complain of pains, and to be in-
fected of an universal decay. He was often heard to say,
that the approach of death brought no terrors along with
it; that he had long expected the stroke; and that he
was prepared to receive it whenever the great Author
of his being should think fit. After a short illness of
three days, he died on the 11th of January 1752, and
was interred on the 18th at Chelsea, in the same vault
with his lady, the solemnity being attended with the
greatest concourse of people, of all ranks and conditions,
that had ever been seen before on the like occasion.

Sir Hans being extremely solicitous left his cabinet
of curiosities, which he had taken so much pains to col-
lect, should be again disfigured at his death, and being
at the same time unwilling that so large a portion of
his fortune should be left to his children, be bequeathed
it to the public, on condition that L. 20,000 should be
made good by parliament to his family. This sum,
though large in appearance, was scarcely more than the
intrinsic value of the gold and silver medals, the ores
and precious stones that were found in it; for in his
last will we declare, that the first cost of the whole
amounted at least to L. 50,000. Besides his library,
consisting of more than 50,000 volumes, 347 of which
were illustrated with cuts finely engraved and coloured
from nature, there were 3560 manuscripts, and an in-
finitude number of rare and curious works of every kind.
The parliament accepted the legacy, and fulfilled the
conditions.

SLOANEA, in botany: A genus of plants be-

(a) This garden was first established by the company in 1673; and having after that period been stocked by
them with a great variety of plants, for the improvement of Botany, Sir Hans, in order to encourage so service-
able an undertaking, granted to the company the inheritance of it, being part of his estate and manor of Chelsea,
on condition that it should be for ever preserved as a physic garden. As a proof of its being so maintained, he
obliged the company, in consideration of the said grant, to present yearly to the Royal Society, in one of their
weekly meetings, fifty specimens of plants that had grown in the garden the preceding year, and which were all
to be specifically distinct from each other, until the number of two thousand should be completed. This num-
ber was completed in the year 1761. In 1733 the company erected a marble statue of Sir Hans, executed by
Ryburn, which is placed upon a pedestal in the centre of the garden, with a Latin inscription, expressing
his donation, and the design and advantages of it:
Loire into the Seine, though the ground between them rise above 150 feet higher than either of those rivers.

Sluices are made in different ways, according to the use for which they are intended; when they serve for navigation, they are shut with two gates, presenting an angle towards the stream; when they are made near the sea, two pair of gates are made, the one to keep the water out and the other in, as occasion requires; in this case, the gates towards the sea present an angle that way, and the others the contrary way; and the space inclosed by those gates is called the chamber. When sluices are made in the ditches of a fortress, to keep up the water in some parts, instead of gates, shutters are made so as to slide up and down in grooves; and when they are made to raise an inundation, they are then shut by means of square timbers let down in culfès, so as to lie close and firm.

The word *sluice* is formed of the French *eslif*, which Menage derives from the Latin *esula*, found in the Salic law in the same sense. But this is to be restrained to the sluices of mills, &c. for us through serving to raise vessels, they were wholly unknown to the ancients.

SLUR, in music, a mark like the arch of a circle, drawn from one note to another, comprehending two or more notes in the same or different degrees. If the notes are in different degrees, it signifies that they are all to be sung to one syllable; for wind instruments, that they are to be made in one continued breath; and for fringed instruments that are struck with a bow, as a violin, &c. that they are made with one stroke. If the notes are in the same degree, it signifies that it is all one note, to be made as long as the whole notes so connected; and this happens most frequently between the last note of one line and the first of the next; which is particularly called *coception*.

SLUY, a town in Dutch Flanders, opposite the island of Cadsland, with a good harbour, 10 miles north of Bruges. E. Long. 3. 25 N. Lat. 51. 19.

SMACK, a small vessel, commonly rigged as a sloop or hoy, used in the coasting or fishing trade, or as a tender in the king's service.

SMALAND, or EAST GOTHLAND, a province of Sweden, which makes part of Gothland; and is bounded on the north by Olofrottia or East Gothland, on the east by the Baltic Sea, on the south by Schonen and Blekingia, and on the west by Welfrottia or West Gothland. It is about 112 miles in length, and 62 in breadth. Calmar is the capital-town.

SMALKALD, a town of Germany, in Franconia, and in the county of Henneberg: famous for the confederation entered into by the German Protestants against the emperor, commonly called the league of Smalkald. The design of it was to defend their religion and liberties. It was seated on the river Werra, 25 miles south of Erford, and 50 north-west of Hamberg. E. Long. 10. 53. N. Lat. 50. 49. It is subject to the prince of Hesse-Cassel.

SMALLAGE, in botany. See *Afrium*.

SMALT, a kind of glass of a dark blue colour, which when levigated appears of a most beautiful colour; and if it could be made sufficiently fine, would be an excellent succedaneum for ultramarine, as not only resisting all kinds of weather, but even the most violent fires. It is prepared by melting one part of calcined cobalt with two of flint powder, and one of potash.
SMEATON, John, an eminent civil engineer, was born the 28th of May 1724, O. S., at Aulthorpe, near Leeds, in a house built by his grandfather, and where his family have resided ever since.

The strength of his understanding and the originality of his genius appeared at an early age; his playthings were not the playthings of children, but the tools which men employ; and he appeared to have greater entertainment in seeing the men in the neighbourhood work, and asking them questions, than in any thing else. One day he was seen (to the delight of his family) on the top of his father’s barn, fixing up something like a windmill; another time, he attended some men fixing a pump at a neighbouring village, and observing them cut off a piece of bored pipe, he was so lucky as to procure it, and he actually made with it a working pump that raised water. These anecdotes refer to circumstances that happened while he was in petticoats, and felt like before he attained his fifth year.

About his 14th and 15th year, he had made for himself an engine for turning, and made several presents to his friends of boxes in ivory or wood very neatly turned. He forged his iron and steel, and melted his metal; he had tools of every sort for working in wood, ivory, and metals. He had made a lathe, by which he had cut a perpetual firewood in braids, a thing little known at that day, which was the invention of Mr. Henry Hindley of York; with whom Mr. Smeaton became acquainted, and they spent many a night at Mr. Hindley’s house till day-light, conversing on these subjects.

Thus had Mr. Smeaton, by the strength of his genius and indefatigable industry, acquired, at the age of 18, an extensive list of tools, and the art of working in most of the mechanical trades, without the assistance of any master. A part of every day was generally occupied in forming some ingenious piece of mechanism.

Mr. Smeaton’s father was an attorney, and defirous of bringing him up to the same profession, Mr. Smeaton therefore came up to London in 1742, and attended the courts in Westminster hall; but finding (as his common expression was) that the law did not suit the bent of his genius, he wrote a strong memorial to his father on that subject; who, good sense from that moment left Mr. Smeaton to pursue the bent of his genius in his own way.

In 1751 he began a course of experiments to try a machine of his invention to measure a ship’s way at sea, and also made two voyages in company with Dr. Knight to try it, and a compass of his own invention and making, which was made magnetic by Dr. Knight’s artificial magnets: the second voyage was made in the Fortune fleet of war, commanded at that time by Captain Alexander Campbell.

In 1753 he was elected member of the Royal Society; the number of papers published in their Transactions will show the universality of his genius and knowledge. In 1759 he was honoured by an unanimous vote with their gold medal for his paper intitled “An Experimental Inquiry concerning the Natural Powers of Water and Wind to turn Mills, and other Machines depending on a Circular Motion.”

This paper, he says, was the result of experiments made on working models in the years 1752 and 1753, but not communicated to the Society till 1759; before which time he had an opportunity of putting the effect of these experiments into actual practice, in a variety of cafe, and for various purposes, so as to assure the Society he had found them to answer.

In December 1755, the Eddystone lighthouse was burnt down; Mr. Walton, the chief proprietor, and the others, being desirous of rebuilding it in the most substantial manner, inquired of the earl of Macclesfield (then president of the Royal Society) whom he thought the most proper to rebuild it; this Lordship recommended Mr. Smeaton.

Mr. Smeaton undertook the work, and completed it in the summer of 1759. Of this Mr. Smeaton gives an ample description in the volume he published in 1759; that edition has been sold some time ago, and a second is now in the press, under the revisal of his much esteemed friend Mr. Aubert, F. R. S. and governor of the London assurance corporation.

Though Mr. Smeaton completed the building of the Eddystone lighthouse in 1759 (a work that does him so much credit), yet it appears he did not soon get into full business as a civil engineer; for in 1764, while in Yorkshire, he offered himself a candidate for one of the receivers of the Derwentwater estate; and on the 31st of December in that year, he was appointed at a full board of Greenwich Hospital, in a manner highly flattering to himself; when two other positions strongly recommended and powerfully supported were candidates for the employment. In this appointment he was very happy, by the assistance and abilities of his partner Mr. Walton one of the receivers, who taking upon himself the management of the account, left Mr. Smeaton leisure and opportunity to exert his abilities on public works as well as to make many improvements in the mills and in the estates of Greenwich Hospital. By the year 1775 he had so much business as a civil engineer, that he wished to resign this appointment; and would have done it then, had not his friends the late Mr. Stuart the hospital surveyor, and Mr. Ibbetson their secretary, prevailed upon him to continue in the office about two years longer.

Mr. Smeaton having now got into full business as a civil engineer, performed many works of general utility. He made the river Calder navigable; a work that required great skill and judgment, owing to the very impetuous floods in that river: He planned and attended the execution of the great canal in Scotland for conveying the trade of the country either to the Atlantic or German ocean; and having brought it to the place originally intended, he declined a handsome yearly salary in order that he might attend to the multiplicity of his other business.

On the opening of the great arch at London bridge, the excavation around and under the flaring was so considerable, that the bridge was thought to be in great
Mr. Smeaton was a warm friend and admirer of Mr. Holmes, and he had several letters from him, signed with his name, but written and signed by another's pen; the dictation of them showed the strength of his mind had not left him. In one written the 26th of September, after minutely describing his health and feelings, he says, "In confederation of the foregoing, I conclude myself nine-tenths dead; and the greatest favour the Almighty can do me (as I think), will be to complete the other part; but as it is likely to be a lingering illness, it is only in His power to say when that is likely to happen."

Mr. Smeaton had a warmth of expression that might appear to those who did not know him well to border on harshness; but those more intimately acquainted with him, knew it arose from the intense application of his mind, which was always in the pursuit of truth, or engaged in investigating difficult subjects. He would sometimes break out hastily, when any thing was felt that did not tally with his ideas; and he would not give up any thing he argued for, till his mind was convinced by sound reasoning.

In all the social duties of life he was exemplary; i.e., a most affectionate husband, a good father, a warm, zealous, and sincere friend, always ready to assist those he respected, and often before it was pointed out to him in what way he could serve them. He was a lover and encourager of merit wherever he found it; and many men are in a great measure indebted to his affability and advice for their present situation. As a companion, he was always entertaining and instructive; and none could spend any time in his company without improvement.

SMELL, on the organ, is an impression made on the nose by little particles continually exuding from odorous bodies: With regard to the object, it is the figure and disposition of odorous effluvia, which, sticking on the organ, excite the sense of smelling; And with regard to the soul, it is the perception of the impression of the object on the organ, or the affection in the soul resulting therefrom. See ANATOMY, p. 140; and METAPHYSICS.

SMELLING, the act whereby we perceive smells, or whereby we become sensible of odorous bodies, by means of certain effluvia thereof; which, falling on the olfactory organ, briskly enough to have their impulses propagated to the brain, excite a sensation in the soul. The principal organs of smelling are the nostrils and the olfactory nerves; the minute ramifications of which latter are distributed throughout the whole concave of the former. For their descriptions, see ANATOMY.

Smelling is performed by drawing into the nostrils the odorous effluvia floating in the air in inspiration, which strike with such force against the fibrile of the olfactory nerves, which the figure of the nose, and the situation of the little bones, render more susceptible thereto, as to shake them, and give them a vibratory motion; which action, being communicated hence to the common-fenny, occasions an idea of a sweet, or acid, or four, or an aromatic, or a putreous object, &c. The matter in animals, vegetables, fluids, &c. which chiefly affects the sense of smelling, Bierhave observes, is that fibrile substance, inherent in their oily parts, called...
called frilly, because, when this is taken away from the most fragrant bodies, what remains has scarce any smell at all; but this, pored on the most inodorous bodies, gives them a fragrancy.

Wills observes, that brutes have generally the sense of smelling in much greater perfection than man: by this alone they distinguish the qualities of bodies, which could not otherwise be known; hunt out their food at a distance, as hounds and birds of prey; or hide among other substances, as ducks, &c. Man, having other means of judging of his food, &c. did not need so much acuteness in his nose: yet have we inferences of a great deal even in man. In the Histoire des Animaux, we are assured there are negroes that, by their sense of smell alone, can distinguish between the footsteps of a Frenchman and a negro. It is found, that the lamine, where-in the upper part of the nostrils is encased, and which serve to receive the diverticulations of the olfactory nerves, are always longer, and folded up together in greater numbers, as the animal has this sense more acute: the various windings and turnings of these laminae retaining the odoriferous particles.

The sense of smelling may be diminished or destroyed by disease; as by the moisture, dryness, inflammation, or suppuration of the olfactory membrane, the compression of the nerves which supply it, or some fault in the brain itself at their origin. A deafness, or too great a degree of solidity of the small spongy bones of the upper jaw, the caverns of the forehead, &c. may likewise impair this sense; and it may be also injured by a collection of solid matter in these caverns, which is continually exhaled from them, and also by immoderate use of snuff. For the nose abounds with moisture, after gentle evaporation, such things as tend to take that place, and coagulate the thin sharp serum may be applied: as the oil of anise mixed with fine flour, camphor dissolved in oil of almonds, &c. the vapours of amber, frankincense, gum-mastic, and benjamin, may like wise be received into the nose and mouth. For moistening the mucus when it is too dry, some recommend snuff made of the leaves of marjoram, mixed with oil of amber, marjoram, and aniseed; or a purgative of calcined white vitriol, twelve grains of which may be mixed with two ounces of marjoram water and filtrated. The steam of vinegar upon hot iron, and received up the nostrils, is also of use for softening the mucus, removing obstructions, &c. If there be an ulcer in the nose, it ought to be dressed with some emollient ointment, to which, if the pain be very great, a little laudanum may be added. If it be a venereal ulcer, 12 grains of corrosive sublimate may be dissolved in a pint and a half of brandy, a table-spoonful of which may be taken twice a day. The ulcer ought likewise to be washed with it, and the fumes of cinnamar may be received up the nostrils.

If there be reason to suspect that the nerves which supply the organs of smelling are inert, or want stimulating, volatile fumes, or strong snuff, and other things which occasion freezing, may be applied to the nose; the forehead may likewise be anointed with balsam of Peru, to which may be added a little oil of amber.

SMELTING, in metallurgy, the fusion or melting of the ores of metals, in order to separate the metallic part from the earthy, fliny, and other parts. See Metallurgy, Part III.

SMELT, in ornithology. See Margus.

SMILAX, rough bindweed, in botany: A genus of plants belonging to the class of dicot and order of besenaria; and in the natural system ranging under the 11th order, Sarmentacea. The male calyx is hexaphyllous, and there is no corolla; the female calyx is also hexaphyllous, without any corolla: there are three styles, a trilocular berry, and two seeds. There are 18 species: the aspera, excelsa, zoilaica, farfaparilla, china, rotondfolia, laurifolia, tamnoides, carduca, bona nord, herbacea, tetragona, lanceolata, and plendo-china. Of these, the farfaparilla, which affords the farfaparilla root, is the most valuable. This is well described in the London Medical Journal by Dr. Wright, who, during a long residence in Jamaica, made botany his peculiar study.

"This species (says he) has flakes of the thickness of a man's finger; they are jointed, triangular, and beset with crooked spines. The leaves are alternate, smooth and shining on the upper side; on the other side are three nerves or cotyle, with fundry small crooked spines. The flower is yellow, mixed with red. The fruit is a black-berrie, containing several brown seeds.

"Farfaparilla delights in low moist grounds and near the banks of rivers. The roots run superficially under the surface of the ground. The gatherers have only to loosen the foil a little, and to draw out the long fibres with a wooden hook. In this manner they proceed till the whole root is got out. It is then cleared of the mud, dried, and made into bundles.

"The medicinal qualities of farfaparilla are mucilaginous and farinaceous, with a slight degree of acrimony. The taste, however, is so slight as not to be perceived by many; and I am apt to believe that its medicinal powers may fairly be ascribed to its demulcent and farinaceous qualities.

"Since the publication of Sir William Fordyce's paper on Farfaparilla in the Medical Observations and Inquiries, Vol. I. farfaparilla has been in more general ufe than formerly. The planters in Jamaica supply their elates with great quantities of it; and its exhibition has been attended with very happy convequences in the yaws and in venereal affections; as nodes, tophi, and exoftosia; pains of the bones, and carious or cancerous ulcers.

"Sir William Fordyce seems to think farfaparilla a specific in all ftes of lues; but from an attentive and careful observation of its effects in some thousands of cases, I must declare I could place no dependence on farfaparilla alone. But if mercury had formerly been tried, or was used along with farfaparilla, a cure was soon effected. Where the patients had been reduced by pain, disorder, and mercury, I preferred a decoction of farfaparilla, and a table-spoonful of the powder of the same, twice a day, with the greatest successe, in the most deplorable cafes of lues, ill cured yaws, and carious or ill-disposed fore or cancers.

The china, or oriental species of china root, has roundish prickly thorns and red berries, and is a native of China and Japan. The plendo-china, or occidental species, has rounder smooth thorns and black berries, grows wild in Jamaica and Virginia, and bears the colds of our own climate.
These roots have scarce any smell or particular taste: when fresh, they are said to be somewhat acid, but as brought to us they discover, even when long chewed, no other than a slight unctuousness in the mouth. Boiled in water, they impart a reddish colour, and a kind of rapid softness: the decoction when infused yields an irritant, farinaceous, almost insipid mias, amounting to upwards of half the weight of the root. They give a gold yellow tincture to refined spirit, but make no sensible alteration in its taste: on drawing off the spirit from the filtered liquor, there remains an orange-coloured extract, nearly as insipid as that obtained by water, but faintly in half its quantity.

China root is generally supposed to promote perspiration and urine, and by its slight unctuous quality to blunt acrimonious humours. It was first introduced into Europe about the year 1535, with the character of a specific against venereal disorders: the patient was kept warm, a weak decoction of china root was used for common drink, and a stronger decoction taken twice a day in bed to promote a sweat. Such a regimen is doubtless a good auxiliary to mercurial alternatives: but whatever may be its effects in the warmer climates, it is found in this to be itself greatly insufficient. At present the china root is very rarely made use of, having for some time given place to farfaparrilla, which is supposed to be more effectual. Prosper Alpinus informs us, that this root is in great esteem among the Egyptian women for procuring faints and plumpness.

SMITH (Sir Thomas), was born at Wadlen in Eves in 1512. At 14 he was sent to Queen's College, Cambridge, where he distinguished himself so much that he was made Henry VIII. scholar together with John Cheke. He was chosen fellow of his college in 1534, and appointed two years after to read the public Greek lecture. The common mode of reading Greek at that time was very faulty; the fame found it in great esteem among the Egyptian women for procuring faints and plumpness.

SMITH (Edmund), a distinguished English poet, the only son of Mr Neale an eminent merchant, by a daughter of Baron Lechmere, was born in 1668. By his father's death he was left young to the care of Mr Smith, who had married his father's sister, and to whom he was sent at a very tender age to be educated. The father's death he was left young to the care of Mr Smith, who had married his father's sister, and to whom he was sent at a very tender age to be educated. The father's death he was left young to the care of Mr Smith, who had married his father's sister, and to whom he was sent at a very tender age to be educated. The father's death he was left young to the care of Mr Smith, who had married his father's sister, and to whom he was sent at a very tender age to be educated.
Smith, who was left happy in what he subordinated to armament. In the Kit-cat club he has poured full-bottoms chiefly over night-gowns. If those frames of hair were incommode in a battle, I know nothing (he adds) they were adapted to that can be done in a night-gown.

Smith compiled two large volumes, with proofs of his own plates, for which he asked £50. His finest works are duke Schomberg on horseback; that duke's lion and successor Maynard; the ears of Pembroke, Dorset, and Albemarle; three plates with two figures in each, of young persons or children, in which he shone; William Cowper, Gibbons and his wife; Queen Anne; the duke of Gloucester, a whole length, with a flowerpot; a very curious one of Queen Mary, in a high head, fan, and gloves; the earl of Godolphin; the duchess of Ormond, a whole length, with a black; Sir George Rooke, &c. There is a print by him of James II. with an anchor, but no inscription; which not being finished when the king went away, is so scarce that it is sometimes sold for above a guinea. Smith also performed many historic pieces; as the loves of the gods, from Titian, at Blenheim, in ten plates; Venus landing in a shell, from a picture by Correggio, and many more, of which perhaps the most delicate is the holy family with angels, after Carlo Maratti.

Smith (Dr Adam), the celebrated author of the Inquiry into the Nature and Causes of the Wealth of Nations, was the only son of Adam Smith comptroller of the customs at Kirkaldy, and of Margaret Douglas daughter of Mr Douglas of Strathenry. He was born at Kirkaldy on the 5th June 1723, a few months after the death of his father. His constitution during his infancy was infirm and sickly, and required all the care of his surviving parent. When only three years old he was carried by his mother to Strathenry on a visit to his uncle Mr Douglas; and happening one day to be amusing himself alone at the door of the house, he was stolen by a party of those vagrants who in Scotland are called dullers. Luckily he was missed immediately; and the vagrants purified and overthrown in Leslie wood; and thus Dr Smith was prefered to extend the bounds of science, and reform the commercial policy of Europe.

He received the rudiments of his education in the school of Kirkaldy under David Miller, a teacher of considerable eminence, and whose name deserves to be recorded on account of the great number of eminent men which that infancy produced while under his direction. Dr Smith, even while at school, attracted notice by his passionate attachment to books, and by the extraordinary powers of his memory; while his friendly and generous disposition gained and secured the affection of his schoolfellows. Even then he was remarkable for those habits which remained with him through life, of speaking to himself when alone and of absence in company. He was sent in 1737 to the university of Glasgow, where he remained till 1740, when he went to Balliol college Oxford, as an exhibitor on Snell's foundation. His favourite pursuits while at the university were mathematics and natural philosophy. After his removal to England he frequented himself in translating, particularly from the French, with a view to the improvement of his own style; a practice which he often recommended to all who wished to cultivate the art of composition. It was probably then also that he applied himself with the greatest care to the study of languages, of which, both ancient and modern, his knowledge was uncommonly extensive and accurate.

After seven years residence at Oxford he returned to Kirkaldy, and lived two years with his mother without any fixed plan for his future life. He had been designed for the church of England; but disliking the ecclesiastical profession, he resolved to abandon it altogether, and to limit his ambition to the prospect of obtaining some of those preferments which literary attainments lead in Scotland. In 1748 he fixed his residence in Edinburgh, and for three years read a course of lectures on rhetoric and belles lettres under the patronage of Lord Kaimes. In 1751 he was elected professor of logic in the university of Glasgow, and the year following was removed to the professorship of moral philosophy, vacant by the death of Mr Thomas Craigie the immediate successor of Dr Hutcheson. In this situation he remained 13 years, a period he used frequently to look back to as the most useful part of his life. His lectures on moral philosophy were divided into four parts: The first contained natural theology; in which he considered the proofs of the being and attributes of God, and those truths on which religion is founded: the second comprehended ethics, strictly so called, and consisted chiefly of those doctrines which he afterwards published in his theory of moral sentiments: in the third part he treated more at length of that part of morality called justice; and which, being susceptible of precise and accurate rules, is for that reason capable of a full and accurate explanation: in the last part of his lectures he examined those political regulations which are founded, not upon the principle of justice, but of expediency; and which are calculated to increase the riches, the power, and the prosperity of a state. Under this view he considered the political institutions relating to commerce, to finances, to ecclesiastical and military governments: this contained the substance of his Wealth of Nations. In delivering his lectures he trusted almost entirely to extempore eloquence: his manner was plain and unaffected, and he never failed to interest his hearers. His reputation soon rose very high, and many students resorted to the university merely upon his account.

When his acquaintance with Mr Hume first commenced it was uncertain, but it had ripened into friendship before the year 1752. In 1759 he published his Theory of Moral Sentiments; a work which deservedly extended his reputation: for, though several of its conclusions be ill-founded, it must be allowed by all to be a singular effort of invention, ingenuity, and subtlety. Besides, it contains a great mixture of important truth; and, tho' the author has sometimes been misled, he has had the merit of directing the attention of philosophers to a view of human nature, which had formerly in a great measure escaped their notice. It abounds everywhere with the purest and most elevated maxims concerning the practical conduct of life; and when the subject of his work leads him to address the imagination and the heart, the variety and felicity of his illustrations, the richness and fluency of his eloquence, and the skill with which...
SMITH, which he wins the attention and commands the applause of his reader, leave him among the British moralists without a rival.

Towards the end of 1763 Dr Smith received an invitation from Mr Charles Townend to accompany the Duke of Buccleugh on his travels; and the liberal terms in which this proposal was made induced him to resign his office at Glasgow. He joined the Duke of Buccleugh at London early in the year 1764, and set out with him for the continent in the month of March following. After a stay of about ten days at Paris, they proceeded to Thoulouse, where they fixed their residence for about 18 months; thence they went by a pretty extensive route through the south of France to Geneva, where they passed two months. About Christmas 1765 they returned to Paris, and remained there till October following. The society in which Dr Smith passed these ten months may be conceived in confluence of the recommendation of Mr Hume. Turgot, Quesnay, Necker, D'Alembert, Helvetius, Marmontel, Madame Riccoboni, were among the number of his acquaintances; and some of them he continued ever after to reckon among the number of his friends. In October 1766 the Duke of Buccleugh returned to England.

Dr Smith spent the next ten years of his life with his mother at Kirkaldy, occupied habitually in intense study, but unbending his mind at times in the company of some of his old schoolfellows, who still continued to refire near the place of their birth. In 1776 he published his Inquiry into the Nature and Causes of the Wealth of Nations; a book so universally known, that any panegyric on it would be useless. The variety, importance, and (may we not add) novelty, of the information which it contains; the skill and comprehensiveness of mind displayed in the arrangement; the admirable illustrations with which it abounds; together with a plainness and perspicuity which make it intelligible to all—render it unquestionably the most perfect work which has as yet appeared on the general principles of any branch of legislation.

He spent the next two years of his life in London, where he enjoyed the society of some of the most eminent men of the age; but he removed to Edinburgh in 1778, in consequence of having been appointed, at the request of the Duke of Buccleugh, one of the commissioners of the customs in Scotland. Here he spent the last twelve years of his life in an influence which was more than equal to all his wants. But his studies seemed entirely suspended till the infirmities of old age reminded him, when it was too late, of what he yet owed to the public and to his own fame. The principal materials of the works which he had announced had long ago been collected, and little probably was wanting but a few years of health and retirement to complete them. The death of his mother, who had accompanied him to Edinburgh in 1764, together with that of his bequest, Miss Douglas, in 1768, contrived to frustrate these projects. They had been the objects of his affection for more than 60 years, and in their society he had enjoyed from his infancy all that he ever knew of the endearments of a family. He was now alone and helpless; and though he bore his loss with equanimity, and regained apparently his former cheerfulness, yet his health and strength gradually declined till the period of his death, which happened in July 1790. Some days before his death he ordered all his papers to be burnt except a few carys, which have since been published.

Of the originality and comprehensiveness of his views, the extent, the variety, and the correctness of his information; the inexhaustible fertility of his invention—he has left behind him lasting monuments. To his private worth, the most certain of all testimonies may be found in that confidence, respect, and attachment, which followed him through all the various relations of life. He was habitually absent in conversation, and was apt when he spoke to deliver his ideas in the form of a lecture. He was rarely known to hint a new topic himself, or to appear unprepared upon those topics that were introduced by others. In his external form and appearance there was nothing uncommon. When perfectly at ease, and when warmed with conversation, his gestures were animated and graceful; and in the society of those he loved, his features were often brightened by a smile of inexpressible benignity. In the company of strangers, his tendency to silence, and perhaps still more his coldness of that tendency, rendered his manner somewhat embarrassed; an affect which was probably not a little heightened by those speculative ideas of propriety which his recluse habits tended at once to perfect in his conception, and to diminish his power of realizing.

SMITHIA, in botany: A genus of the decandra order belonging to the diadelphus class of plants; and in the natural method ranking under the 32d order, Papilionaceae. The calyx is monophyllous and bilabiated; the corolla winged; the legumen included in the calyx, with three or four joints, and contain as many seeds, which are smooth, compressed, and kidney-shaped. There is only one species, viz. the thonina.

SMITZ (Gaspard), who, from painting a great number of Magdalen's, was called Magdalen Smith, was a Dutch painter, who came to England soon after the Restoration. For these portraits he was so wretched that he kept, and called his wife. A lady, whom he had taught to draw, took him with her to Ireland, where he painted small portraits in oil, had great business, and high prices. His flowers and fruit were so much admired, that one bunch of grapes sold there for L. 40. In his Magdalen's he generally introduced a thistle on the fore ground. He had several scholars, particularly Maubert, and one Gawdy of Exeter. Yet, notwithstanding his success, he died poor in Ireland in 1707.

SMITHERY, a smith's shop; also the art of a smith, by which iron is wrought into any shape by means of fire, hammering, filing, &c.

SMITING-LINES, in a ship, is a small rope fastened to the mizen-yard-arm, below the deck, and is always furled-up with the mizen-fail, even to the upper end of the yard, and thence it comes down to the poop. Its use is to loofe the mizen-fail Without triking downs the yard, which is easily done, because the mizen-fail is furled up only with rope-yarns, and therefore when this rope is pulled hard, it breaks all the rope yarns, and to the fail falls down of itself. The sailor's phrase is, sul the mizen (whence this rope takes its name), that is, hale by this rope that the fail may fall down.

SMOKE, a dense elastic vapour, arising from burning bodies. As this vapour is extremely disagreeable to the senses, and often prejudicial to the health, many
kind have fallen upon several contrivances to enjoy the benefit of fire, without being annoyed by smoke. The most universal of these contrivances is a tube leading from the chamber in which the fire is kindled to the top of the building, through which the smoke ascends, and is diffused into the atmosphere. These tubes are called chimneys, which, when constructed in a proper manner, carry off the smoke entirely; but, when improperly constructed, they carry off the smoke imperfectly, to the great annoyance of the inhabitants.

As our masons at present seem to have a very imperfect knowledge of the manner in which chimneys ought to be built, we can hardly perform a more acceptable service to the public than to point out the manner in which they ought to be constructed, so as to carry off the smoke entirely; as well as to explain the causes from which the defects so often complained of generally proceed, and the method of removing them.

Those who would be acquainted with this subject should begin by considering on what principle smoke ascends in any chimney. At first many are apt to think that smoke is in its nature, and of itself, specifically lighter than air, and rises in it for the same reason that cork rises in water. These fee no cause why smoke should not rise in the chimney through the room over it as close. Others think there is a power in chimneys to draw up the smoke, and that there are different forms of chimneys which afford more or less of this power.

These amuse themselves with searching for the belt form. The equal dimensions of a funnel in its whole length is not thought artificial enough, and it is made, for fancied reasons, sometimes tapering and narrowing from below upwards, and sometimes the contrary, &c. &c. A simple experiment or two may serve to give more correct ideas. Having lighted a pipe of tobacco, plunge the item to the bottom of a decanter half filled with cold water; then putting a rag over the bowl, blow through it, and make the smoke descend in the item of the pipe, from the end of which it will rise in bubbles through the water; and being thus cooled, will not afterwards rise to go out through the neck of the decanter, but remain spreading itself and resting on the surface of the water. This shows that smoke is really heavier than air, and that it is carried upwards only when attached to or raised upon air that is heated, and thereby raised and rendered specifically lighter than the air in its neighborhood.

Smoke being rarely seen but in company with heated air, and its upward motion being visible, though that of the rarefied air that drives it is not so, has naturally given rise to the error. It is now well known that air is a fluid which has weight as well as others, though about 800 times lighter than water; that heat makes the particles of air recede from each other, and take up more space, so that the same weight of air heated will have more bulk than equal weights of cold air which may surround it; and in that case much rife, being forced upwards by such colder and heavier air, which prevails to get under it and take its place. That air is so rarefied or expanded by heat, may be proved to their comprehension by a lank blown blinder, which laid before a fire, will soon swell, grow light, and burst.

Another experiment may be to take a glass tube about an inch in diameter, 12 inches long, open at both ends, and fixed upright on legs so that it need not be handled, for the hands might warm it. At the end of a quill driven five or six inches of the finest light filament of silk, so that it may be held either above the upper end of the tube or under the lower end, your warm hand being at a distance by the length of the quill. If there were any motion of air through the tube, it would manifest itself by its effect on the quill; but if the tube and the air in it are of the same temperature with the surrounding air, there will be no such motion, whatever may be the form of the tube, whether crooked or straight, narrow below and widening upwards, or the contrary, the air in it will be quietest.

Warm the tube, and you will find as long as it continues warm, a constant current of air entering below and passing up through it till discharged at the top; because the warmth of the tube being communicated to the air it contains, makes it lighter than the air without: which therefore presses in below, forces it upwards, follows and takes its place, and is rarefied in its turn. And, without warming the tube, if you hold under it a knob of hot iron, the air thereby heated will rise and fill the tube, going out at its top; and this motion in the tube will continue as long as the knob remains hot, because the air entering the tube below, is heated and rarefied by passing near and over that knob.

That this motion is produced merely by the difference of specific gravity between the fluid within and that without the tube, and not by any fancied form of the tube itself, may appear by plunging it into water contained in a glass jar a foot deep, through which such motion might be seen. The water within and without the tube being of the same specific gravity, balance each other, and both remain at rest. But take out the tube, stop its bottom with a finger, and fill it with olive oil, which is lighter than water; then floating the top, place it as before, its lower end under water, its top a very little above. As long as you keep the bottom stopped the fluids remain at rest; but the moment it is unstop'd, the heavier enters below, forces up the lighter, and takes its place; and the motion then ceases, merely because the new fluid cannot be successively made lighter, as air may be by a warm tube.

In fact, no form of the funnel of a chimney has any thing in its operation but effect respecting smoke except its height. The longer the funnel, if erec't, the greater its force when filled with heated and rarefied air to draw in below and drive up the smoke, if one may, in compliance with custom, use the expression draw, when in fact it is the superior weight of the surrounding atmosphere that presses to enter the funnel below, and so drives up before it the smoke and warm air it meets with in its passage.

What is it then which makes a smoky chimney, that is, a chimney which, instead of conveying up all the smoke, discharges a part of it into the room, offending the eyes and damaging the furniture.

The causes of this effect may be reduced to nine, differing from each other, and therefore requiring different remedies.

1. Smoky chimneys in a new house are such frequently from mere want of air. The workmanship of the rooms being all good, and jut out of the workman's hands, the joints of the boards of the flooring, and of the pannels of wainscotting, are all true and tight; the more fo as
the walls, perhaps not yet thoroughly dry, preserve a dampness in the air of the room which keeps the wood work dwelled and close. The doors and the failes, too, being worked with truth, shut with exactness, so that the room is as tight as a stuff-box, no passage being left open for air to enter except the key-hole, and even that is sometimes covered by a little dropping shutter. Now if smoke cannot rise but as connected with rarefied air, and a column of such air, suppose it filling the funnel, cannot rise unless other air be admitted to supply its place; and if therefore no current of air enter the opening of the chimney—there is nothing to prevent the smoke from coming out into the room. If the motion upwards of the air in a chimney that is freely supplied, be observed by the rising of the smoke or a feather in it, and it be considered that in the time such feather takes in rising from the fire to the top of the chimney, a column of air equal to the content of the funnel must be discharged, and an equal quantity supplied from below, it will appear absolutely impossible that this operation should go on if the tight room is kept shut; for were there any force capable of drawing constantly so much air out of it, it must soon be exhausted like the receiver of an air-pump; and no animal could live in it. Tho these therefore who flop every crevice in a room to prevent the admission of fresh air, and yet would have their chimney carry up the smoke, require inconsistencies, and expect impossibilities. Yet under this situation it is not uncommon to see the owner of a new house in despair, and ready to sell it for much less than it costs; conceiving it uninhabitable because not a chimney in any one of its rooms will carry off the smoke unless a door or window be left open. Much expense has also been made to alter and amend new chimneys which had really no fault; in one house particularly which Dr. Franklin knew that belonged to a noted man in Wellminister, that expense amounted to no less than L. 200, after his house had been, as he thought, finished and all charges paid. And after all, several of the alterations were ineffectual, for want of understanding the true principles.

Remarks. When you find on trial that opening the door or a window enables the chimney to carry up all the smoke, you may be sure that want of air from without was the cause of its smoking. "I say from without" (adds Dr. Franklin), to guard you against a common mistake of those who may tell you the room is large, contains abundance of air sufficient to supply any chimney, and therefore it cannot be that the chimney wants air. These reasoning are ignorant that the large-ness of a room, if tight, is in this case of small importance, since it cannot with a chimney full of its air without occasioning so much vacuum; which it requires a great force to effect, and could not be borne if effected.

If appearing plainly then, that some of the outward air must be admitted, the question will be, how much is absolutely necessary? for you would avoid admitting more, as being contrary to one of your intentions in having a fire, viz. that of warming your room. To discover this quantity, shut the door gradually while a middling fire is burning, till you find that before it is quite shut the smoke begins to come out into the room; then open it a little till you perceive the smoke comes out no longer. There hold the door, and observe the width of the open crevice between the edge of the door and the rabbit it should shut into. Suppose the distance to be half an inch, and the door eight feet high; you find thence that your room requires an entrance for air equal to a surface of 46 half inches, or 48 square inches, or a passage of 6 inches by 8. This, however, is a large supposition; there being few chimneys that, having a moderate opening and a tolerable height of funnel, will not be satisfied with such a crevice of a quarter of an inch: Dr. Franklin found a square of 6 by 6, or 36 square inches, to be a pretty good medium that will serve for most chimneys. High funnels with small and low openings may indeed be supplied through a less space; because, for reasons that will appear hereafter, the force of levity, if one may so speak, being greater in such funnels, the cool air enters the room with greater velocity, and consequently more enters in the same time. This, however, has its limits; for experience shows, that no increased velocity so occasioned has made the admission of air, through the key-hole equal in quantity to that through an open door, though through the door the current moves slowly, and through the key-hole with great rapidity.

It remains then to be considered, how and where this necessary quantity of air from without is to be admitted so as to be least inconvenient: for if at the door, left too much open, the air thence proceeds directly to the chimney; and in its way comes cold to your back and heels as you sit before your fire. If you keep the door shut, and raise a little the fath of your window, you feel the same inconvenience. Various have been the contrivances to avoid this; such as bringing in fresh air through pipes in the jambs of the chimney, which pointing upwards should blow the smoke up the funnel; opening passages into the funnel above, to let in air for the same purpose. But these produce an effect contrary to that intended: for it is the constant current of air passing from the room through the opening of the chimney into the funnel which prevents the smoke from coming out into the room, if you supply the funnel by other means or in other ways with the air which it wants; and especially if that air be cold, you diminish the force of that current, and the smoke in its efforts to enter the room finds less resistance.

The wanted air must then indispensible be admitted into the room, to supply what goes off through the opening of the chimney. M. Gauger, a very ingenious and intelligent French writer on the subject, proposes with judgment to admit it above the opening of the chimney; and to prevent inconvenience from its coldness, he directs that it may be so made, that it shall pass in its entrance through winding cavities made behind the iron back and sides of the fire-place, and under the iron hearth plate; in which cavities it will be warmed, and even heated, so as to contribute much, instead of cooling, to the warming of the room. This invention is excellent in itself, and may be used with advantage in building new houses; because the chimneys may then be so disposed as to admit conveniently the cold air to enter such passages: but in houses built without such views, the chimneys are often so situated as not to afford that convenience without great and expensive alterations. Easy and cheap methods, though not quite so perfect in themselves, are of more general utility; and such are the following.
In all rooms where there is a fire, the body of air warmed and rarefied before the chimney is continually changing place, and making room for other air that is to be warmed in its turn. Part of it enters and goes up the chimney, and the rest rises and takes place near the ceiling. If the room be lofty, that warm air remains above our heads as long as it continues warm, and we are little benefited by it, because it does not descend until it is cooler. Few can imagine the difference of climate between the upper and lower parts of such a room, who have not tried it by the thermometer, or by going up a ladder till their heads are near the ceiling. It is then among this warm air that the coldness is abated, and its inconvenience diminished so as to become scarcely observable. This may be easily done by drawing down about an inch the upper half of a window; or, if not movable, by cutting such a crevice through its frame; in both which cases it will be well to place a thin pane of glass in one of your father's, set it in a tin frame, giving it two springing angular sides, and then replacing it, with hinges below on which it may be turned to open more or less above. It will then have the appearance of an internal sky-light. By drawing this pane in, more or less, you may admit what air you find necessary. Its position will naturally throw that air up and along the ceiling. This is what is called in France a [illegible]. As this is a German question, the invention is probably of that nation, and takes its name from the frequent asking of that question when it first appeared. In England some have of late years cut a round hole about five inches diameter in a pane of the sash, and placed against it a circular plate of tin hung on an axis, and cut into vanes; which, being separately beat a little oblique, are acted upon by the entering air, so as to force the plate continually round like the vanes of a windmill. This admits the outward air, and by the continual whirling of the vanes, does in some degree diffuse it. The noise only is a little inconvenient.

2. A second cause of the smoking of chimneys is, their openings in the room being too large; that is, too wide, too high, or both. Architects in general have no other ideas of proportion in the opening of a chimney than what relate to symmetry and beauty respecting the dimensions of the room; while its true proportion respecting its function and utility depends on quite other principles; and they might as properly proportion the step in a staircase to the height of the story, instead of the natural elevation of men's legs in mounting. The proportion then to be regarded, is what relates to the height of the funnel. For as the funnels in the different stories of a house are necessarily of different heights or lengths, that from the lowest floor being the highest or longest, and those of the other floors shorter and shorter, till we come to those in the garrets, which are of course the shortest; and the force of draft being, as already said, in proportion to the height of funnel filled with rarefied air, and a current of air from the room into the chimney, sufficient to fill the opening, being necessary to oppose and prevent the smoke from coming out into the room, it follows, that the openings of the longest funnels must be large, and that those of the shorter funnels should be smaller. For if there be a large opening to a chimney that does not draw strongly, the funnel may happen to be furnished with the air which it demands by a partial current entering on one side of the opening, and leaving the other side free of any opposing current, may permit the smoke to issue there into the room. Much too of the force of draft in a funnel depends on the degree of rarefaction in the air it contains, and that depends on the nearness to the fire of its passage in entering the funnel. If it can enter far from the fire on each side or far above the fire, in a wide or high opening, it receives little heat in passing by the fire, and the contents of the funnel are by those means less different in levity from the fire, undisturbing atmosphere, and its force in drawing consequently weaker. Hence if too large an opening be given to chimneys in upper rooms, those rooms will be smoky: On the other hand, if too small openings be given to chimneys in lower rooms, the entering air operating too directly and violently on the fire, and afterwards strengthening the draft as it attends the funnel, will consume the fuel too rapidly.

Remedy. As different circumstances frequently mix themselves in these matters, it is difficult to give precise dimensions for the openings of all chimneys. Our fathers made them generally much too large; we have lessened them; but they are often still of greater dimensions than they should be, the human eye not being easily reconciled to sudden and great changes. If you suspect that your chimney smokes from the too great dimension of its opening, contract it by placing movable boards so as to lower and narrow it gradually till you find the smoke no longer issues into the room. The proportion so found will be that which is proper for that chimney, and you may employ the bricklayer or mason to reduce it accordingly. However, as in building new houses something must be sometimes hazarded, Dr Franklin proposes to make the openings in the lower rooms about 30 inches square and 18 deep, and those in the upper only 18 inches square and not quite so deep; the intermediate ones diminishing in proportion as the height of the funnel is diminished. In the larger openings, billets of two feet long, or half the common length of cordwood, may be burnt conveniently; and for the smaller, such wood may be sawed into thirds. Where coals are the fuel, the grates will be proportioned to the openings. The same depth is nearly necessary to all, the funnels being all made of a size proper to admit a chimney-sweeper. If in large and elegant rooms custom or fancy should require the appearance of a larger chimney, it may be formed of expensive marginal decorations, in marble, &c. But in time perhaps, that which is fittest in the nature of things may come to be thought handiwork.

3. Another cause of smoky chimneys is too short a funnel. This happens necessarily in some cases, as where a chimney
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a chimney is required in a low building; for, if the funnel be raised high above the roof, in order to strengthen its drafts, it is then in danger of being blown down, and crushing the roof in its fall.

Remedies. Contract the opening of the chimney, so as to oblige all the entering air to pass through or very near the fire; whereby it will be more heated and rarified, the funnel itself be more warmed, and its contents have more of what may be called the force of levity, so as to rise strongly and maintain a good draft at the opening.

Or you may in some cases, to advantage, build additional stories over the low building, which will support a high funnel.

If the low building be used as a kitchen, and a contraction of the opening therefore inconvenient, a large one being necessary, at least when there are great dinners for the free management of so many cooking utensils; in such case the best expedient perhaps would be to build two more funnels joining to the first, and having three moderate openings, one to each funnel, instead of one large one. When there is occasion to use but one, the other two may be kept shut by sliding plates, hereafter to be described; and two or all of them may be used together when wanted. This will indeed be an expense, but not an useless one, since your cooks will work with more comfort, fee better than in a smoky kitchen what they are about; your viands will be cleaner drest and not taint of smoke, as is often the case; and to render the effect more certain, a flack of three funnels may be safely built higher above the roof than a single funnel.

The cafe of too short a funnel is more general than would be imagined, and often found where one would not expect it. For it is not uncommon, in ill contrived buildings, instead of having a funnel for each room or fire-place, to bend and turn the funnel of an upper room so as to make it enter the side of another funnel that comes from below. By these means the upper room funnel is made short of course, since its length can only be reckoned from the place where it enters the lower room funnel; and that funnel is also shortened by all the distance between the entrance of the second funnel and the top of the flack: for all that part being readily supplied with air through the second funnel, adds no strength to the draft, especially as that air is cold when there is no fire in the second chimney. The only easy remedy here is, to keep the opening of that funnel shut in which there is no fire.

4. Another very common cause of the smoking of chimneys is, their overpowering one another. For instance, if there be two chimneys in one large room, and you make fires in both of them, the doors and windows close shut, you will find that the greater and stronger fire shall overpower the weaker, from the funnel of which it will draw air down to supply its own demand; which air descending in the weaker funnel, will drive down its smoke, and force it into the room. If, instead of being in one room, the two chimneys be in two different rooms, communicating by a door, the cafe is the same whenever that door is open. In a very tight house, a kitchen chimney on the lowest floor, when it had a great fire in it, has been known to overpower any other chimney in the house, and draw air and smoke into its room as often as the door communicating with the stair-case was opened.

Remedy. Take care that every room have the means of supplying itself from without with the air which its chimney may require, so that no one of them may be obliged to borrow from another, nor under the necessity of lengthening. A variety of these means have been already described.

5. Another cause of smoking is, when the tops of chimneys are commanded by higher buildings, or by a hill, so that the wind blowing over such eminences falls like water over a dam, sometimes almost perpendicularly on the tops of the chimneys that lie in its way, and beats down the smoke contained in them.

To illustrate this, let A (fig. 3.) represent a small building at the side of a great rock B, and the wind coming in the direction CD; when the current of air comes to the point D, being hurried forward with great velocity, it goes a little forward, but soon descends downward, and gradually is reflected more and more inward, as represented by the dotted lines EE, &c. so that, descending downwards upon the top of the chimney A, the smoke is beat back again into the apartments.

It is evident that houses situated near high hills or thick woods will be in some measure expos’d to the same inconvenience; but it is likewise plain, that if a house be situated upon the slope of a hill (as at F, fig. 3.), it will not be in any danger of smoke when the wind blows towards that side of the hill upon which it is situated; for the current of air coming over the house-top in the direction GH, is immediately changed by the slope of the hill to the direction HC, which powerfully draws the smoke upward from the top of the chimney. But it is also evident, that a house in this situation will be liable to smoke when the wind blows from the hill; for the current of air coming downward in the direction CH, will beat downward on the chimney F, and prevent the smoke from ascending with freedom. The effect will be much heightened if the doors and windows are chiefly in the lowermost side of the house.

Remedy. That commonly applied to this case is a turn-cap made of tin or plate iron, covering the chimney above and on three sides, open on one side, turning on a spindle; and which, being guided or governed by a vane always presents its back to the current. This may be generally effectual, though not certain, as there may be cases in which it will not succeed. Raising your funnels if practicable, so as their tops may be higher, or at least equal, with the commanding eminence, is more to be depended on. But the turning cap, being easier and cheaper, should first be tried. "If obliged to build in such a situation, I would choose (says Dr Franklin) to place my doors on the side next the hill, and the backs of my chimneys on the farthest side; for then the column of air falling over the eminence, and of course preffing on that below, and forcing it to enter the doors or wind-inf-arces on that side, would tend to balance the pressure down the chimneys, and leave the funnels more free in the exercise of their functions."

6. There is another case which is the reverse of that last mentioned. It is where the commanding eminence
To explain this figure may be necessary. Suppose a chimney being built whose side AB happens to be exposed to the wind, and forms a kind of dam against its progress. Suppose the wind blowing in the direction EF. The air obstructed by this dam or building AB will, like water waves, pass through it; but finding none, it is beat back with violence, and spreads itself on every side, as is represented by the curved lines. It will therefore force itself down the small chimney C, in order to get through by some door or window open on the other side of the building. And if there be a fire in such chimney, its smoke is of course beat down, and fills the room.

There is but one remedy, which is to raise such a funnel higher than the roof, supporting it if necessary by iron bars. For a turncap in this case has no effect, the dammed up air pressing down through it in whatever position the wind may have placed its opening.

Dr. Franklin mentions a city in which many houses are rendered smoky by this operation. For their kitchens being built behind, and connected by a passage with the houses, and the tops of the kitchen-chimneys lower than the tops of the houses, the whole side of a street when the wind blows against its back forms such a dam as above described; and the wind so obstructed forces down those kitchen-chimneys (especially when they have but weak fires in them) to pass through the passage and house into the street. Kitchen-chimneys so formed and situated have another inconvenience. In summer, if you open your upper room windows for air, a light breeze blowing over your kitchen chimney towards the house, though not strong enough to force down its smoke as before, is sufficient to waft it into your windows, and fill the rooms with it; which, besides the disagreeableness, damages your furniture.

Chimneys, otherwise drawing well, are sometimes made to smoke by the improper and inconvenient situation of a door. When the door and chimney are on the same side of the room, if the door being in the corner is made to open against the wall, which is common, as being there, when open, more out of the way, it follows, that when the door is only opened in part, a current of air rushing in paffes along the wall into and across the opening of the chimney, and flits some of the smoke out into the room. This happens more certainly when the door, is flutting, for then the force of the current is augmented, and becomes very inconvenient to those who, warming themselves by the fire, happen to sit in its way.

The remedy is obvious and easy. Either put an intervening screen from the wall round great part of the fireplace; or, which is perhaps preferable, shift the position of your door, so as it may open the other way, and when open throw the air along the other wall.

A room that has no fire in its chimney is sometimes filled with smoke which is received at the top of its funnel and descends into the room. Funnels without fires have an effect according to their degree of coldness or warmth on the air that happens to be contained in them. The surrounding atmosphere is frequently changing its temperature; but flocks of funnels covered with winds and fun by the house that contains them, retain a more equal temperature. If, after a warm season, the outside air suddenly grows cold, the empty warm funnels begin to draw strongly upward; that is, they rarely admit the air in the chamber, which of course rises, cooler air enters below to supply its place, is rared up in its turn, and rises; and this operation continues till the funnel grows cooler, or the outward air warmer, or both, when the motion ceases. On the other hand, if after a cold season the outward air suddenly grows warm and of course lighter, the air contained in the cool funnels being heavier descends into the room; and the warmer air which enters their tops being cooled in its turn, and made heavier, continues to descend; and this operation goes on till the funnels are warmed by the palling of warm air through them, or the air itself grows cooler. When the temperature of the air and of the funnels is nearly equal, the difference of warmth in the air between day and night is sufficient to produce these currents: the air will begin to ascend the funnels, as the cool of the evening comes on, and this current will continue till perhaps nine or ten o'clock the next morning, when it begins to heat up; and as the heat of the day approaches, it sets downwards, and continues so till towards evening, when it again heats up for some time, and then goes upwards constantly during the night, as before mentioned. Now when smoke issuing from the tops of neighbouring funnels passes over the tops of funnels which are at the time drawing downwards, as they often are in the middle part of the day, such smoke is of necessity drawn into these funnels, and descends with the air into the chamber.

The remedy is to have a sliding plate that will shut perfectly the offending funnel. Dr. Franklin has thus described it: ‘The opening of the chimney is contracted by brick-work faced with marble flaps to about two feet between the jams, and the brick brought down to within about three feet of the hearth. An iron frame is placed just under the bread, and extending quite to the back of the chimney, so that a plate of the same metal may slide horizontally, backwards and forwards in the grooves on each side of the frame. This plate is just so large as to fill the whole space, and shut the chimney entirely when shut quite in, which is convenient when there is no fire. Draw it out, so as to leave between its further edge and the back a space of about two inches; this space is sufficient for the smoke to pass; and so large a part of the funnel being left open by the rest of the plate, the passage of warm air out of the room, up the chimney, is obstructed and retarded; and by those means much cold air is prevented from coming in through crevices, to supply its place. The effect is made manifest three ways. 1. When the fire burns briskly in cold weather, the howling or whistling noise made by the wind, as it enters the room through the crevices, when the chimney is open as usual, ceases as soon as the plate is slid into its proper distance. 2. Opening the door of the room about half an inch, and holding your hand against the opening, near the top of the door, you feel the cold air coming in against your hand, but weakly, if the plate be in. Let another person suddenly draw it out, so as to let the air of the room go up the chimney, with its usual freedom where chimneys are open, and you immediately feel the cold air rushing in strongly. 3. If something be set against the door, just sufficient, when the plate is in, to keep the door nearly shut, by refusing the pressure of the air.
air that would force it open; then, when the plate is drawn out, the door will be forced open by the increased preffure of the outward cold air endeavouring to get in to supply the place of the warm air that now passes out of the room to go up the chimney. In our common open chimneys, half the fuel is wafted, and its effect loft; the air it has warmed being immediately drawn off.

9. Chimneys which generally draw well, do nevertheless sometimes give smoke into the rooms, it being driven down by strong viols passing over the tops of their funnels, though not depending from any commanding eminence. This case is most frequent where the funnel is short and the opening turned from the wind. It is the more grievous, when it happens to be a cold wind that produces the effect, because when you most want your fire you are sometimes obliged to extinguish it. To understand this, it may be considered that the rising light air, to obtain a free issue from the funnel, must pull out of its way or oblige the air that is over it to rise. In a time of calm or of little wind this is done visibly; for we see the smoke that is brought up by that air in a column above the chimney: but when a violent current of air, that is, a strong wind, passes over the top of a chimney, its particles have received so much force, which keeps them in a horizontal direction and follow each other so rapidly, that the rising light air has not strength sufficient to oblige them to quit that direction and move upwards to permit its issue.

Remedies. In Venice, the custom is to open or widen the top of the fine rounding it in the true form of a funnel. In other places the contrary is practised; the tops of the flues being narrowed inwards, so as to form a slit for the issue of the smoke, long as the breadth of the funnel, and only four inches wide. This seems to have been contrived on a supposition that the entry of the wind would thereby be obstructed, and, perhaps it might have been imagined, that the whole force of the rising warm air being condensed, as it were, in the narrow opening, would thereby be strengthened, so as to overcome the refistance of the wind. This, however, did not always succeed; for when the wind was at north-eaft and blew fresh, the smoke was forced down by fits into the room where Dr Franklin commonly sat, so as to oblige him to shift the fire into another. The position of the slit of this funnel was indeed north-eaft and south-west. Perhaps if it had lain across the wind, the effect might have been different. But on this we can give no certainty. It seems a matter proper to be referred to experiment. Possibly a turncap might have been serviceable, but it was not tried.

With all the science, however, that a man shall suppose himself possessed of in this article, he may sometimes meet with cafes that shall puzzle him. "I once lodged (says Dr Franklin) in a house at London, which in a little room had a single chimney and funnel. The opening was very small, yet it did not keep in the smoke, and all attempts to have a fire in this room were fruitless. I could not imagine the reason, till at length observing that the chamber over it, which had no fireplace in it, was always filled with smoke when a fire was kindled below, and that the smoke came through the cracks and crevices of the wainscot; I had the wainscot taken down, and discovered that the funnel which went up behind it had a crack many feet in length, and wide

enough to admit my arm; a breach very dangerous with regard to fire, and occasioned probably by an apparent irregular settling of one side of the house. The air entering this breach freely, destroyed the drawing force of the funnel. The remedy would have been, filling up the breach, or rather rebuilding the funnel: but the landlord rather chose to stop up the chimney."

Another puzzling cafe I met with at a friend's country house near London. His bedroom had a chimney in which he told me, he never could have a fire, for all the smoke came out into the room. I flattered myself I could easily find the cause and prescribe the cure. I had a fire made there, and found it as he said. I opened the door, and perceived it was not want of air. I made a temporary contraction of the opening of the chimney, and found that it was not its being too large that caused the smoke to issue. I went out and looked up at the top of the chimney: Its funnel was joined in the same fork with others; some of them being shorter, that drew very well, and I saw nothing to prevent its doing the same. In fine, after every other examination I could think of, I was obliged to own the insufficiency of my skill. But my friend, who made no pretension to such kind of knowledge, afterwards discovered the cause himself. He got to the top of the funnel by a ladder, and looking down found it filled with twigs and straw cemented by earth and lined with feathers. It seems the house, after being built had stood empty some years before he occupied it; and he concluded that some large birds had taken the advantage of its retired situation to make their nest there. The rubbish, considerable in quantity, being removed, and the funnel cleared, the chimney drew well, and gave satisfaction."

Chimneys whose funnels go up in the north wall of a house, and are exposed to the north winds, are not so apt to draw well as those in a south wall; because when rendered cold by those winds, they draw downwards. Chimneys inclosed in the body of a house are better than those whose funnels are exposed in cold walls.

Chimneys in slots are apt to draw better than separate funnels, because the funnels that have constant fires in them warm the others in some degree that have none.

Smoke-fuck. This ingenious machine is of German extraction; and Meffinger, in his Collecles of Mechaniical Performances, says it is very ancient, being represented in a painting at Nuremberg, which is known to be older than the year 1530.

Its construction is abundantly simple. An upright iron spindle GA (fig. 5.), placed in the narrow part of the kitchen chimney, turns round on two pivots I and L. The upper one H passes through an iron bar, which is built in across the chimney; and the lower pivot I is of tempered steel, and is conical or pointed, reeling in a conical bell-metal socket fixed on another crofs bar. On the upper end of the spindle is a circular gdy G, consisting of 4, 5, 6, or more thin iron plates, fast obliquely on the spindle like the rails on a grindmill, as we shall describe more particularly by and by. Near the lower end of the spindle is a pinion A, which works in the teeth of a contrate or face wheel B, turning on a horizontal axis BC. One pivot of this axis turns in a cock fixed on the crofs bar, which supports the lower end of the upright spindle III, and the other pivot
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The air which contributes to the burning
of the fuel, and passes through the middle of it,
is greatly heated, and expanding prodigiously in bulk,
becomes lighter than the neighbouring air, and is there-
fore pulled by it up the chimney. In like manner, all
the air which comes near the fire is heated, expanded,
becomes lighter, and is driven up the chimney.
It is
called the draught or suction, but would with greater
propriety be termed the drift of the chimney. As
the chimney gradually contracts in its dimensions,
and as the same quantity of heated air passes through
every section of it, it is plain that the rapidity of its
ascent must be greatest in the narrowest place. There the
fly G should be placed, because it will then be exposed
to the strongest current. This air, striking the fly vanes
obliquely, pulls them aside, and thus turns them round
with a considerable force. If the joint of meat is
exactly balanced on the spit, it is plain that the only
resistance to the motion of the fly is that which arises
from the friction of the pivots of the upright spindle,
the friction of the pin and wheel, the friction of the pivots
of the horizontal axis, the friction of the small end of the
spit, and the friction of the chain in the two pulleys.
The whole of this is but a mere trifle. But there is
frequently a considerable superiority in the weight of the
spit on different sides of the fly; that must therefo-
re be a sufficient re-straint in the impulsus of the
ascending air on the vanes of the fly, to over-
come this want of equilibrium occasioned by the unskill-
fulness or negligence of the cook. There is, how-
erver, commonly enough of power when the machine is
properly contrived. The utility of this machine will,
we hope, procure us the indulgence of some of our
readers, while we point out the circumstances on which
its performance depends, and the maxims which should
be followed in its construction.

The upward current of air is the moving power, and
should be increased as much as possible, and applied
in the most advantageous manner. Every thing will in-
crease the current which improves the draught of the
chimney, and figures it from-smoking. A defective
chimney must always have a weak current. For this par-
ticular, therefore, we refer to what has been delivered in
the article

While apposing to the manner of applying this force,
it is evident that the belt construction of a windmill fails
will be nearly the best construction for the fly. Ac-
ting to the usual theory of the impulse of fluids,
It is always of importance to avoid this slipping of the chain by balancing the loaded spit. For this purpose it will be extremely convenient to have what is called a balance fower. Let a part of the spit, immediately adjoining to the pulley, be made round, and let an arm be made to turn on it freely, so that it may be made fast in any position by a screw. Let a leaden ball be made to slide along this arm, with a screw to fasten it at any distance from the spit. When the meat is spitted, lay it on the racks, and the heaviest side will immediately place itself underfoot. Now turn round the balance-fower, so that it may point straight upwards, and make it fast in that position by the screw. Put the leaden ball on it, and slide it inwards or outwards till it exactly balances the heavy side, which will appear by the spit's remaining in any position in which it is put.

The greatest difficulty is to keep the machine in repair. The most confidential part of it, the first mover, the fly, and the pinion and wheel, by which its motion is transmitted to the rest of the machine, are situated in a place of difficult access, and where they are exposed to violent heat and to the smoke and foot. The whole weight of the fly, resting on the lower pivot, must exert a great pressure there, and occasion great friction, even when this pinion is reduced to the smallest size that is compatible with the necessary strength. The pivot must be of hardened steel, tapered, like an obtuse cone, and must turn in a conical socket, also of hardened steel or of bell metal; and this sort of pressure and friction must be continually supplied with oil, which it consumes very quickly. It is not sufficient that it be from time to time smeared with an oiled feather; there must be an iron cup formed round the socket, and kept filled with oil. It is surprising how quickly it disappears: it soon becomes clammy by evaporation, and by the foot which gathers about it. The continued rubbing of the pivot and socket wears them both very fast; and this is increased by hard powders, such as sandy duff, that are hurried up by the rapid current every time that the cook lights the fire. These, getting between the rubbing parts, cause them to grind and wear each other prodigiously. It is a great improvement to invent these rubbing parts. Let the lower end of the spindle be of a considerable thickness, and have a conical hollow nicely drilled in its extremity. Let a blunt pointed conical pin rise up in the middle of the oil-cup, on which the conical hollow of the spindle may rest. Here will be the same steady support, and the same friction as in the other way; but no grinding duff can now lodge between the pivot and its socket: and if this upright pin be screwed up through the bottom of the cup, it may be screwed farther up in proportion as it wears; and thus the upper pivot will never defect its hole, a thing which soon happens in the common way. We can say from experience, that a jack constructed in this way will not require the fifth part of the repairs of one done in the other way.

It is of importance that the whole be so put together as to be easily taken down, in order to sweep the vent, or to be repaired, &c. For this purpose, let the crofs bar which carries the lower end of the straight spindle be placed a little on one side of the perpendicular line from the upper pivot hole. Let the crofs which
The incidents that befell him during his continuance in this capacity served as a foundation for Roderic Random, one of the most entertaining novels in the English tongue. He was present at the siege of Carthage; and in the before-mentioned novel he has given a faithful, though not very pleasing, account of the management of that ill-conducted expedition, which he censures in the warmest terms, and from circumstances which fell under his own particular observation.

His connection with the sea seems not to have been of long continuance; and it is probable that he wrote several pieces before he became known to the public by his capital productions. The first piece we know of with certainty is a Satire in two parts, printed first in the years 1746 and 1747, and reprinted in a Collection of Plays and Poems in 1777. About this period, or some time before, he wrote for Mr Rich an opera intitled Alcist, which has never been performed nor printed.

At the age of 38 he wrote a tragedy intitled The Regicide, founded on the story of the assassination of James I. of Scotland. In the preface to this piece, published by subscription in the year 1749, he bitterly exclaimed against false patrons, and the duplicity of theatrical managers. The warmth and impetuosity of his temper hurried him, on this occasion, into unjust reflections against the late George Lord Lyttleton and Mr Garrick: the character of the former he characterized in the novel of Peregrine Pickle, and he added a burlesque of the monody written by that nobleman on the death of his lady. Against Mr Garrick he made illiberal ill-founded criticisms; and in his novel of Roderic Random gave a very unfair representation of his treatment of him respecting this tragedy. Of this conduct he afterwards repented, and acknowledged his errors; though in the subsequent editions of the novel the passages which were the bulky effusions of disappointment are not omitted.

However, in giving a sketch of the liberal arts in his history of England, he afterwards remarked, "the exhibitions of the stage were improved to the most exquisite entertainment by the talents and management of Garrick, who greatly surpassed all his predecessors of this and perhaps every other nation, in his genius for acting, in the sweetness and variety of his tones, the irresistible magic of his eye, the fire and vivacity of his action, the eloquence of attitude, and the whole pathos of expression."

"Candidates for literary fame appeared even in the higher sphere of life, embellished by the nervous sente and extensive erudition of a Corke; by the delicate talents, the polished muse, and the tender feelings, of a Lyttleton." Not satisfied with this public declaration, he wrote an apology, to Mr Garrick in still stronger terms. With these ample concessions, Mr Garrick was completely satisfied; so that in 1757, when Mr Smollett's comedy of the Refrains, an afterpiece of two acts, was performed at Drury Lane theatre, the latter acknowledged himself highly obliged for the friendly care of Mr Garrick, exalted in preparing it for the stage; and still more for his acting the part of Lafignan in Zara for his benefit, on the sixth instead of the ninth night, to which he was only intitled by the custom of the theatre.

The Adventures of Roderic Random, published in 1748, 2 vols 12mo, a book which still continues to have a most extensive
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extensive sale first established the Doctor’s reputation. All the first volume and the beginning of the second appears to consist of real incident and character, the certain good deal heightened and digusted. The Judge his grandfather, Crab and Potion the two apothecaries, and Sir Gregewy were characters well known in that part of the kingdom where the scene was laid. Captains oakum and Whipple, Doctors Mackshane and Morgan, were also said to be real personages; but their names we have either never learned or have new forgotten. A bookbinder and barber long eagerly contended for being shadowed under the name of Strap. The Doctor seems to have enjoyed a peculiar felicity in describing sea characters, particularly the officers and sailors of the navy. His Trinumin, Harchway, and Pipes, are highly finished originals; but what exceeds them all, and perhaps equals any character that has yet been painted by the happiest genius of ancient or modern times, is his Lieutenant Bowling. This is indeed nature itself, original, unique, and of genius.

By the publication of this work the Doctor had acquired so great a reputation, that henceforth a certain degree of success was insured to every thing known or suspected to proceed from his hand. In the course of a few years, the Adventures of Peregrine Pickle appeared; a work of great ingenuity and contrivance in the composition, and in which an uncommon degree of erudition is displayed, particularly in the description of the entertainment given by the Republican Doctor, after the manner of the ancients. Under this preface the late Dr Akinade, author of The Pleasures of Imagination, is supposed to be typified; and it would be difficult to determine whether profound learning or genuine humour predominated most in this episode. Another episode of the Adventures of a Lady of Quality, likewise inferred in this work, contributed greatly to its success, and is indeed admirably executed; the materials, it is said, the lady herself (the celebrated lady Van) furnished.

There were not the only original compositions of this stamp with which the Doctor has favoured the public; Sir James French, and Sir Lawrence Greaves, are still in the list of what may be called running novels, and have gone through several editions; but there is no injustice in placing them in a rank far below the former. No doubt invention, character, composition, and contrivance, are to be found in both; but then situations are described which are hardly possible, and characters are painted which, if not altogether unexampled, are at least incompatible with modern manners; and which ought not to be, as the scenes are laid in modern times.

The last work which we believe the Doctor published was of much the same species, but cut into a different form—The Expedition of Humphry Clinker. It consists of a series of letters, written by different personages to their respective correspondents. He has here carefully avoided the faults which may be justly charged to his two former productions. Here are no extravagant characters or unnatural situations. On the contrary, an admirable knowledge of life and manners is displayed; and most useful lessons are given applicable to interesting but to very common situations.

We know not whether the remark has been made,
health was continuing to decline, and meeting with fresh molestations and disappointments, he went back to Smollett, Italy, where he died in October 21, 1771. He was employed, during the last years of his life, in abridging the Modern Universal History, great part of which he had originally written himself, particularly the histories of France, Italy, and Germany.

He certainly met with many mortifications and disappointments; which, in a letter to Mr Garrick, he thus feelingly expresses: "I am old enough to have seen and observed, that we are all playthings of fortune; and that it depends upon something as insignificant and precarious as the tossing up of a halfpenny, whether a man rises to influence and honours, or continues to his dying day struggling with the difficulties and disgrace of life."

It would be needless to expatiate on the character of a man so well known as Dr Smollet, who has, besides, given so many strictures of his own character and manner of living in his writings, particularly in Humphrey Clinker; where he appears under the appellation of Mr Serf, and has an interview with Mr Bramble; and his manner of living is described in another letter, where young Melford is supposed to dine with him at his house in Chelsea. No doubt he made money by his connections with book-fellers; and he had been a rigid economist, or ended with the gift of retention (an expression of his own), he might have lived and died very independent. However, to do justice to his memory, his difficulties, whatever they were, proceeded not from extravagance or want of economy. He was hospitable, but not ostentatiously so; and his table was plentiful, but not extravagant. No doubt he had his failings; but still it would be difficult to name a man who was so respectable for the qualities of his head, or more amiable for the virtues of his heart.

Since his death a monument has been erected to his memory near Leghorn, on which is inscribed an epitaph written in Latin by his friend Dr Arm-ington, author of The Art of Preserving Health, and many other excellent pieces. An inscription written in Latin was likewise inscribed on a pillar erected to his memory on the banks of the Leven, by one of his relations.

To these memoirs we are extremely sorry to add, that so late as 1785 the widow of Dr Smollet was residing in indigent circumstances at Leghorn. On this account the tragedy of Venice Preferred was acted for her benefit at Edinburgh on the 5th of March, and an excellent prologue spoken on that occasion.

The pieces inserted in this posthumous collection of Dr Smollet's plays and poems are, The Regicide, a tragedy; The Repriël, a comedy; Advice and Reproof, two faires; The Tears of Scotland; Verses on a Young Lady; a Love Elegy, in imitation of Tibullus; two Songs; a Burlesque Ode; Odes to Mirth, to Sleep, to Leven Water, to Blue-eyed Ann, and to Independence.

SMUGGLERS, persons who import or export prohibited goods without paying the duties appointed by the law. The duties of smugglers, it is said, were originally instituted, in order to enable the government to afford protection to trade against pirates; they have since been continued as a branch of the public revenue. As duties
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imposed upon the importation of goods peculiarly raises their price above what they might otherwise have been for, a temptation is presented to import the commodity clandestinely and to evade the duty. Many persons, prompted by the hope of gain, and considering the violation of a positive law of this nature as in no respect criminal (an idea in which they have been encouraged by a great part of the community, who make no scruple to purchase smuggled goods), have engaged in this illicit trade. It was impossible that government could permit this practice, which is highly injurious to the fair trader, as the smuggler is enabled to undersell him, while at the same time he impairs the national revenue, and thus wholly destroys the end for which these duties were appointed. Such penalties are therefore inflicted as it was thought would prevent smuggling.

Many laws have been made with this view. If any goods be shipped or landed without warrant and presence of an officer, the vessel shall be forfeited, and the wharfinger shall forfeit L. 100, and the master or mariner of any ship inward bound shall forfeit the value of the goods; and any carman, porter, or other affilting, shall be committed to gaol, till he find surety of the good behaviour, or until he shall be discharged by the court of exchequer (13 & 14 C. II. c. 11.) If goods be relanded after drawback, the vessel and goods shall be forfeited; and every person concerned therein shall forfeit double the value of the drawback (8 An. c. 13.)

Goods taken in at sea shall be forfeited, and also the vessel into which they are taken; and every person concerned therein shall forfeit treble value (9 G. II. c. 35.) A vessel hovering near the coast shall be forfeited, it under 50 tons burden; and the goods shall also be forfeited, or the value thereof (5. G. III. c. 43.) Persons receiving or buying run goods shall forfeit L. 20 (8 G. c. 18.) A concealer of run goods shall forfeit treble value (8 G. c. 18.) Offering run goods to sale, the same shall be forfeited, and the person to whom they are offered may seize them; and the person offering them shall forfeit treble value (11 G. c. 30.) A porter or other person carrying run goods shall forfeit treble value (9 G. II. c. 35.) Persons armed or disguised carrying run goods shall be guilty of felony, and transported for seven years (8 G. c. 18. 9 G. II. c. 35.)

But the last statute, 19 G. II. c. 34. is for this purpose in vante omium; for it makes all forcible acts of smuggling, carried on in defiance of the laws, or even in disguise to evade them, felony without benefit of clergy: enabling, that if three or more persons shall assist, with fire-arms or other offensive weapons, to affist in the illegal importation or exportation of goods, or in refusing the same after seizure, or in refusing offenders in custody for such offences; or shall pass with such goods in disguise; or shall wound, shoot at, or assault, any officers of the revenue when in the execution of their duty; such persons shall be felons, without the benefit of clergy.

When we consider the nature, and still more the history of mankind, we must allow that the enacting of severe penal laws is not the way to prevent crimes. It was much to be wished that there were no such thing as a political crime; for the generality of men, and especially the lower orders, not differing in the propriety or utility of such laws, consider them as a positive and tyrannical, and never hesitate to violate them when they can do it with impunity. Instead therefore of punishing smugglers, it would be much better to reduce the high duties which have been imposed upon the importation of different sorts of foreign goods, in order to discourage their consumption in Great Britain; because in many cases served only to encourage smuggling; and in all cases have reduced the revenue of the customs below what moderate duties would have afforded. The laying of the Swift, that in the arithmetic of the customs two and two, instead of making four, makes sometimes only one, holds perfectly true with regard to such heavy duties, which never could have been imposed, had not the mercantile system taught us, in many cases, to employ taxation as an instrument, not of revenue, but of monopoly.

The bounties which are sometimes given upon the exportation of home produce and manufactures, and the drawbacks which are paid upon the re-exportation of the greater part of foreign goods, have given occasion to many frauds, and to a species of smuggling more destructive of the public revenue than any other. In order to obtain the bounty or drawback, the goods, it is well known, are sometimes shipped and sent to sea, but soon afterwards clandestinely relanded in some other part of the country.

Heavy duties being imposed upon almost all goods imported, our merchant importers smuggle as much, and make entry of as little as they can. Our merchant-exporters, on the contrary, make entry of more than they export; sometimes out of vanity, and to pass for great dealers in goods which pay no duty; and sometimes to gain a bounty or a drawback. Our exports, in consequence of these different frauds, appear upon the custom-house books greatly to overbalance our imports; to the unspeakable comfort of those politicians who measure the national prosperity by what they call the balance of trade.

S M U, in husbandry, a disease in corn, when the grains, instead of being filled with flour, are full of a blackish powder. See Wheat.

SMYRNA, or ISMI, is preeminent the largest and richest city of Asia Minor, is situated in north latitude 38° 28', and in E. Long. 27° 25' from Greenwich, and about 172 miles west by south of Constantinople. The town extends along the shore about half a mile on a gentle declivity. The houses of the English, French, and Dutch consuls are handsomely situated; these, with most of those occupied by the Christian merchants, are walled on one side by the sea, forming a street named Frank-street, from its being solely inhabited by European Christians. In the year 1753 the whole of this quarter was confiscated by fire; the flocks sustained by this calamity in merchant was estimated at a million and a half of Turkish dollars, or near L. 200,000 Sterling. The port is one of the finest of the Levant, it being able to contain the largest fleet; and indeed there are seldom in it fewer than 100 ships of different nations.

A cable lands at its entrance, and commands all the Payne, which fall in or out. There is likewise an old Grand Canal, near a mile in circumference, which lands ships in the upper part of the city, and, according to tradition,
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Smyrna, was built by the empress Helen; and near it is an ancient structure, said to be the remains of a palace where the Greek council was held when Smyrna was the metropolis of Asia Minor. They also show the ruins of an amphitheatre, where it is said St Polycarp, the first bishop, fought with lions.

This city is about four miles in circumference, and near it is a triangular form; but the side next the mountain is much longer than the other sides. The houses are low, and mostly built with clay-walls, although a continued basar, in which a great part of the mercantile of Europe and Asia is exported, with plenty of provisions; though these are not so cheap as in many other parts of Turkey, on account of the population of the place, and the great resort of foreigners. It is said to contain 15,000 Turks, 10,000 Greeks, 1,800 Jews, 200 Armenian, and 200 Franks. The Turks have nine mosques; two churches belonging to the Greeks; one to the Armenians; and the Jews have eight synagogues. The Romanists have three convents. There is also one of the fathers Della Terra Santa. Here resides an archbishop of the Greek church; a Latin bishop who has a salary from Rome, with the title of bishop of Smyrna in partibus infidelium; and the English and Dutch factories have each their chaplain.

The walks about the town are extremely pleasant, particularly on the west side of Frank street, where there are several little groves of orange and lemon trees, which being always clothed with leaves, blossoms, and fruits, regard several of the fountains at the same time. The vines which cover the little hills about Smyrna afford both a delightful prospect and plenty of grapes, not which good wine is made. These hills are agreeably interspersed with fertile plains, little forests of olives and other fruit-trees, and many pleasure-houses, to which the Franks usually retire during the summer. In the neighbourhood of Smyrna is a great plenty of game and wild-fowl, and particularly deer and wild-hogs. The sea also abounds with a variety of good fish. The European Christians are here allowed all imaginable liberties, and usually clothe themselves after the European manner.

The chief commerce of this city consists in raw silk, silk-bluffs, proverbs, and cotton yarn. However, the unhealthfulness of the situation, and more especially the frequent earthquakes, from which it is said, they are scarcely ever free for two years together, and which have been felt 40 days successively, are an abatement of the pleasure that might otherwise be enjoyed here. A very dreadful one happened in June 1688, which overthrew a great number of the houses; and the rock opening where the cisterns, swallowed it up, and no less than 3000 persons perished in this occurrence.

In the year 1758, to deploring a plague raging here, that feared a sufficient number of the inhabitants survived to gather in the fruits of the earth. In the year 1772, three-fourths of the city were consumed by fire; and 5 years after it was visited by the most dreadful earthquakes, which continued from the 25th of June to the 7th of July; by which successive calamities the city had been so much reduced, that its former consequence is never likely to be restored.

The ladies here wear the oriental dress, consisting of large trowsers or breeches, which reach to the ankle; long veils of rich silk or velvet, lined in winter with costly furs; and round their waist an embroidered zone with clasps of silver or gold. Their hair is platêt, and defended down the back often in great profusion. The girls have sometimes above twenty thick trefoils, besides two or three encircling the head as a coronet, and set off with flowers and plumes of feathers, pearls, or other jewels. They commonly inlet it of a chestnut colour, which is the most desired. Their apparel and carriage are alike antique. It is remarkable that the trowsers are mentioned in a fragment of Sopho as part of the female dress.

Smyrnioum. Alexanders: A genus of plants belonging to the class of pannoniace, and to the order of clipeata; and in the natural syfem ranging under the 45th order, Umbellata. The fruit is oblong and ariated; the petals have a sharp point, and are keel-shaped. There are five species: 1. The perlfoliata, or perlolate alexanders, which is a native of Canda and Italy; 2. The nigrum, or golden alexanders, which is a native of North America; 3. The inconstans; 5. The olfaxum, common alexanders, a native of Britain; the leaves of which are cauline, ter-rate petiolated, and ferrated. It grows on the sea-coast at Dunkens on the borders of Berwickshire North Britain. Since the introduction of celery into the garden, the alexanders is almost forgotten. It was formerly cultivated for salading, and the young shoots or flaks blanched were eaten either raw or stewed. The leaves too were boiled in broths and soups. It is a warlike comfortable plant to a cold weak stomach, and was in much esteem among the monks, as may be inferred by its still being found in great plenty by old abbey walls.

Snaffle, in the manage, is a very slender bit-mouth without any branches, much used in England; the true bridles being reserved for war.

Snail, in zoology. See Helix and Limax.

Snake, in zoology. See Anguis and Serpents.

Method of Preparing Snakes. When the snake is killed, it must first be washed clean, and freed from all filth and naftines; then it is to be put into a glafs of a proper size, the tail first, and afterwards the rest of the body, winding it in spirals ascending circles, and disposing the back which is always the most beautiful, outwardly. A thread connected with a small glass head, is, by the help of a needle, to be passed through the upper jaw from within outwardly, and then through the cork of the bottle, where it must be fastened; by this means the head will be drawn into a natural posture, and the mouth kept open by the head, whereby the teeth, &c. will be discovered: the glass is then to be filled with rum, and the cork sealed down to prevent its exhalation. A label, containing the name and properties of the snake, is then to be affixed to the wax over the cork, and in this manner the snake will make a beautiful appearance, and may be preferred a great number of years; nor will the spirits impair or change the lustr of its colours.
SNAKE-STONES, Ammonites, in natural history, the name of a large genus of fossil shells, very few if any of which are yet known in their recent state, or living either on our own or any other shores; so that it seems wonderful whence so vast a number and variety of them should be brought into subterranean regions. They seem indeed dispersed in great plenty throughout the world, but nowhere are found in greater numbers, beauty, and variety, than in Great Britain.

Mr. Harenberg found prodigious numbers of them on the banks of a river in Germany. He traced this river through its several winding; for many miles, and among a great variety of boulders, corona ammonis, amonites, and coccoliths, of various kinds; he found also great quantities of wood of recent petrifaction, which still preserved plain marks of the axe by which it had been cut from the trees then growing on the shore. The water of this river he found in dry seasons, when its natural springs were not diluted with rains, to be considerably heavier than common water; and many experiments showed him that it contained ferruginous, as well as quantity, in great quantity, whence the petrifications in it appeared the less wonderful, though many of them of recent date.

Of the corona ammonis, or serpent-flones, he there observed more than 30 different species. They lieimmered in a bluish fossil stone, of a soft texture and fatty appearance, in prodigious numbers, and of a great variety of sizes, from the larger known sorts down to such as could not be seen without very accurate inspection or the aid of a microscope. Such as lie in the foifet of these stones are soft like their matrix, and easily crumble to pieces; others are harder. In a piece of this stone, of the bigness of a finger, it is common to find 30 or more of these fossils; and often they are seen only in form of white specks, so minute that their figure cannot be distinguished till examined by the microscope.

They all consist of several volutes, which are different in number in the different species, and their flizes also are extremely various; some very deep with very high ridges between them, others very light; some straight, others crooked; others undulated, and some terminating in dots, tubercles, or cavities, towards the back, and others having tubercles in two or three places. They are all composed of a great number of chambers or cells, in the manner of the scutellus Gracorura, each having a communication with the others, by means of a pipe or siphunculus. There is a small white shell fish of Barbadoes, which seems truly a recent animal of this genus; and in the East Indies there is another also, small and greyish; but the large and beautifully marked ones are found only fossil. They are composed of various fossil bodies, often of quartz flizes, sometimes of the matter of the common pyrites, and of a great variety of other substances; and though they appear usually more flones, yet in some the pearly part of the original flile is preferred in all its beauty. Sometimes also, while the outer substance is of the matter of the pyrites, or other opaque, flony, or mineral matter, the inner cavity is filled with a pure white spar of the common platted texture. This gives a great beauty to the specimen. The corona ammonis, or snake-flones, are found in many parts of England, particularly in Yorkshire, where they are very plentiful in the alun rocks of several fizes.
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who endeavour to procure sneezing by external aid. Montaigne, on the contrary, explains this fact in a tone rather cynical. It is singular enough, that so many ridiculous, contradictory, and superstitious opinions, have not abolished those customary civilities which are still preferred equally among high and low; and which only the Anabaptists and Quakers have rejected, because they have renounced professions in every café.

Among the Greeks sneezing was almost always a good omen. It excited marks of tenderness, of respect, and attachment. The genius of Socrates informed him by sneezing, when it was necessary to perform any action. The young Parthenis, hurried on by his passion, resolved to write to Sarpedon an avowal of his love; she sneezes in the most tender and impassioned part of her letter: This is sufficient for her; this incident supplies the place of an answer, and persuades her that Sarpedon is her lover. Penelope, harassed by the vexatious courtship of her suitors, begins to curse them all, and to pour forth vows for the return of Ulysses. Her son Telemachus interrupts her by a loud sneeze. She instantly exults with joy, and regards this sign as an assurance of the approaching return of her husband. Xenophon was haranguing his troops; a soldier sneezed in the moment when he was exhorting them to embrace a dangerous and necessary resolution. The whole army, moved by this preface, determine to pursue the project of their general; and Xenophon orders sacrifices to Jupiter the Preserver.

§ Xenoph. Anab.

This religious reverence for sneezing, so ancient and so universal even in the times of Homer, always excited the curiosity of the Greek philosophers and of the orators. Thales left have spread a tradition, that, after the creation of the world, God made a general law to this purport, that every living man should sneeze but once in his life, and that at the same instant he should render up his soul into the hand of his Creator, without any preceding indiffposition. Jacob obtained an exemption from the common law, and the favour of being informed of his last hour: He sneezed and did not die; and this sign of death was changed into a sign of life. Notice of this was sent to all the princes of the earth; and they ordained, that in future sneezing should be accompanied with forms of blessing, and vows for the persons who sneezed.

Ariflotole remonstrates likewise to the sages of natural religion. He observes, that the brain is the origin of the nerves, of our sentiments, of our sensations, the seat of the soul, the image of the Divinity; that upon all these accounts, the substance of the brain has ever been held in honour; that the first men swore by their head; that they did not touch nor eat the brains of any animal; that it was even a sacred word which they dared not to pronounce. Filled with these ideas, it is not wonderful that they extended their reverence even to sneezing. Such is the opinion of the most ancient and sagacious philosophers of Greece.

According to mythology, the first sign of life Prometheus's artificial man gave was by sneezing. This supposed creator is said to have stolen a portion of the solar rays; and filling them with a phial, which he had made on purpose, sealed it up hermetically. He instantly flies back to his favourite automatons, and opening the phial it holds close to the statute; the rays still retaining all their activity, infatuate themselves through the pores, and set the fantastical man a sneezing. Prometheus, transported with the success of his machine, offers up a sacrifice, with wishes for the preservation of so singular a being. His automatons observed him, remembering his ejaculations, was very careful, on the like occasions, to offer these wishes in behalf of his descendants, who perpetuated it from father to son in all their colonies.

SNIPE, in ornithology. See SCOLOPAX and SNORING.

SNIPE, in medicine, otherwise called feterus, is a found like that of the cerchon, but greater and more manifest.

Many confound these affections, and make them to differ only in place and magnitude, calling by the name of feterus that found or noise which is heard or supposed to be made in the passage between the palate and the nostrils as in those who sleep; that boiling or bubbling noise, which in respiration proceeds from the larynx, or head, or orifice of the alpea arteria, they call cerchon; but if the sound comes from the alpea arteria itself, they will have it called cerchon, that is, as some understand it, a rattling, or as others a stridulous or sneezing roughness of the alpea arteria. In dying persons, the affection is called by the Greeks, apera arteria, which is a roaring or rattling kind of noise, proceeding as it were from a conflict between the breath and the humours in the alpea arteria.

This and such like affections are owing to a weakness of nature, as when the lungs are full of pus or humours; to which purpose we read in the Prognostics of Hippocrates, "it is a bad sign when there is no expectoration, and no discharge from the lungs, but a noise as from an ebullition is heard in the alpea arteria from a plenitude of humour." Expectoration is suppressed either by the vicissitude of the humour, which requires to be discharged, and which adhering to the alpea arteria, and being there agitated by the breath, excites that bubbling noise or feterus; or by an obliteration of the bronchia; or, lastly, by a compulsion of the alpea arteria and throat, whence the passage is thinned, in which the humours being agitated, excite such a kind of noise as before described. Hence Galen calls those who are fyrart-breathed, feterus. That author assigns but two causes of this symptom, which are either the stridulousness of the passage of respiration or redundancy of humours, or both together; but it is necessary to add a third, to wit, the weakness of the faculty, which is the cause of the cerchon in dying persons, where nature is too weak to make discharges.

From what has been said we conclude, that this symptom, or this sort of fervour or ebullition in the throat, is not always mortal, but only when nature is oppressed with the redundancy of humour, in such a manner, that the lungs cannot discharge themselves by spitting; or the passage appointed for the breath (being the alpea arteria) is very much obstructed, upon which account
SNOW, a well-known meteor, formed by the freezing of the vapours in the atmosphere. It differs from hail and hoar-frost, in being as it were crystallized, which they are not. This appears on examining a flake of snow by a magnifying glass; when the whole of it will appear to be composed of fine shining spicula diverging like rays from a centre. As the flakes fall down through the atmosphere, they are continually joined by more of these radiated spicula, and thus increase in bulk like the drops of rain or hailstones. Dr. Grew, in a discourse on the nature of snow, observeth, that many parts thereof are of a regular figure, for the most part flats of six points, and are as perfect and transparent ice as any we see on a pond, &c. Upon each of these points are other collateral points, set at the same angles as the main points themselves: among which there are divers other irregular, which are chiefly broken points, and fragments of the regular ones. Others also, by various winds, seem to have been thawed and frozen again into irreguler clusters; so that it seems as if the whole body of snow were an infinite mass of icicles irregularly figured. That is, a cloud of vapours being gathered into drops, the said drops forthwith with deceit; upon which deceit, meeting with a freezing air as they pass through a colder region, each drop is immediately frozen into an icicle, freezing itself forth into several points; but these fill succeeding their deceit, and meting with some intermitting gales of warmer air, or in their continual waftage to and fro touching upon each other, some of them are a little thawed, blunted, and again frozen into clusters, or en­ tangled so as to fall down in what we call flakes.

The lightness of snow, although it is firm ice, is owing to the excess of its surface, in comparison to the matter contained under it; as gold itself may be extended in surface till it will ride upon the least breath of air.

The whiteness of snow is owing to the small particles into which it is divided; for ice, when pounded, will become equally white. An artificial snow has been made by the following experiment. A tall phial of aquafortis being placed by the fire till it is warm, and filings of pure silver, a few at a time, being put into it; after a brisk ebullition, the silver will dissolve slowly. The phial being then placed in a cold window, as it cools the silver particles will float into crystals, several of which running together will form a flake of snow, which will descend to the bottom of the phial. While they are descending, they represent perfectly a shower of silver snow, and the flakes will lie upon one another at the bottom like real snow upon the ground.

According to Signior Becarina, clouds of snow differ in nothing from clouds of rain, but in the circumstance of cold that freezes them. Both the regular diffusion of the snow, and the regularity of the structure of its parts (particularly some figures of snow or hail which fall about Turin, and which he calls rosette), show that clouds of snow are acted upon by some uniform cause like electricity; and he endeavours to shew how electricity is capable of forming these figures. He was confirmed in his conjectures by observing, that his apparatus for observing the electricity of the atmosphere never failed to be electrified by snow as well as rain. Professor Winthrop sometimes found his apparatus electrified by snow when driven about by the wind, though it had not been affected by it when the snow itself was falling. A more intense electricity, according to Becarina, unites the particles of hail more closely than the more moderate electricity does those of snow, in the same manner as we see that the drops of rain which fall from thunder-clouds are larger than those which fall from others, though the former descend through a less space.

But we are not to consider snow merely as a curious and beautiful phenomenon. The Great Dipenser of universal bounty has so ordered it, that it is eminentlysubservient, as well as all the works of creation, to his beneficent designs. Were we to judge from appearances only, we might imagine, that so far from being useful to the earth, the cold humidity of snow would be detrimental to vegetation. But the experience of all ages affords the contrary. Snow, particularly in those northern regions where the ground is covered with it for several months, fructifies the earth, by guarding the corn or other vegetables from the intense cold of the air, and especially from the cold piercing wind. It has been a vulgar opinion, very generally received, that nitre, as a fertilizer in preference to rain, fertilizes the lands on which it falls more than rain, in consequence of the nitrous salts which it is supposed to acquire by freezing. But it appears from the experiments of Marggraf (a) in the year 1751, that the chemical difference between rain and snow-water is exceedingly small; that the latter is somewhat less nitrous, and contains a somewhat less proportion of earth than the former; but neither of them contain either earth or any kind of salt in any quantity which can be feebly efficacious in promoting vegetation. Allowing, therefore, that nitre is a fertilizer of lands, which many are upon good grounds disposed utterly to deny, yet to very small is the quantity of it contained in snow, that it cannot be supposed to promote the vegetation of plants upon which the snow has fallen. The peculiar agency of snow, as a fertilizer in preference to rain, may admit of a very rational explanation, without recurring to nitrous salts supposed to be contained in it. It may be rationally ascribed to its furnishing a covering to the roots of vegetables, by which they are guarded from the influence of the atmospheric cold, and the internal heat of the earth is prevented from escaping.

The internal parts of the earth, by some principle which

(a) Marggraf collected of the purest snow he could find as much as when melted afforded 100 measures of water, each measure containing 36 ounces. By distilling this quantity he obtained 60 grains, not of nitre but of calcareous earth, with some grains of the acid of sea-fall, impregnated with a nitrous vapour. The same quantity of rain-water collected in the winter months with equal attention, when distilled yielded 100 grains of calcareous earth with some grains of the acid of nitre and sea-fall. The chemical difference therefore between rain and snow is very small.
which we do not understand, is heated uniformly to the 45th degree of Fahrenheit's thermometer. This degree of heat is greater than that in which the watery juices of vegetables freeze, and it is propagated from the inward parts of the earth to the surface, on which the vegetables grow. The atmosphere being variably heated by the action of the sun in different climates, and in the same climate at different seasons, communicates to the surface of the earth and to some distance below it the degree of heat or cold which prevails in itself. Different vegetables are able to preserve life under different degrees of cold, but all of them perish when the cold which reaches their roots is extreme. Providence has therefore, in the coldest climates, provided a covering of snow for the roots of vegetables, by which they are protected from the influence of the atmospheric cold. The snow keeps in the internal heat of the earth, which surrounds the roots of vegetables, and defends them from the cold of the atmosphere.

Snow or ice water is always deprived of its fixed air, which escapes during the process of congelation. Accordingly, as some of the inhabitants of the Alps who use it for their constant drink have enormous wens upon their throats, it has been ascribed to this circumstance. If this were the cause of these wens, it would be easy to remove it by exposing the snow-water to the air for some time. But several eminent physicians have rejected the notion that snow-water is the cause of these wens; for in Greenland, where snow-water is commonly used, the inhabitants are not affected with such swellings: on the other hand, they are common in Sumatra where snow is never seen.

Snow, in sea-affairs, is generally the largest of all two-masted vessels employed by Europeans, and most convenient for navigation.

The sails and rigging on the main-mast and fore-mast of a snow are exactly similar to those on the same masts in a ship; only that there is a small mast behind the main-mast of the former, which carries a sail nearly resembling the mizen of a ship. The foot of this mast is fixed on a block of wood on the quarter-deck abaft the main-mast; and the head of it is attached to the after-top of the main-top. The sail which is called the try-fall is extended from its mast towards the stern of the vessel.

When the fleets of war are rigged as snows, they are furnished with a horse, which answers the purpose of the try-fall, the fore-part of the fall being attached by rings to the said horse, in different places of its height.

Snow-Grotto, an excavation made by the waters on the side of Mount Etna, by making their way under the layers of lava, and by carrying away the bed of pozzolana below them. It occurred to the proprietor, this place was very suitable for a magazine of snow: for in Sicily, at Naples, and particularly at Malta, they are obliged for want of ice to make use of snow for cooling their wine, fierbet, and other liquors, and for making sweetmeats.

This grotto was hired or bought by the knights of Malta, who having neither ice nor snow on the burning rock which they inhabit, have hired several caverns on Etna, into which people whom they employ collect and preserve quantities of snow to be sent to Malta when needed. This grotto has therefore been repaired with

in at the expense of that order; flights of steps are cut into it, as well as two openings from above, by which they throw in the snow, and through which the grotto is enlightened. Above the grotto they have also levelled a piece of ground of considerable extent; this they have inclosed with thick and lofty walls, so that when the winds, which at this elevation blow with great violence, carry the snow from the higher parts of the mountain, and deposits it in this inclosure, it is retained and amassed by the walls. The people then remove it into the grotto through the two openings, and it is there laid up, and preferred in such a manner as to refill the force of the summer heat, as the layers of lava with which the grotto is arched above prevent them from making any impression.

When the season for exporting the snow comes on, it is put into large bags, into which it is pressed as closely as possible; it is then carried by men out of the grotto, and laid upon mules, which convey it to the shore, where small vessels are waiting to carry it away.

But before those lumps of snow are put into bags, they are wrapped in fresh leaves; so that while they are conveyed from the grotto to the shore, the leaves may prevent the rays of the sun from making any impression upon them.

The Sicilians carry on a considerable trade in snow, which affords employment to thousands of mules, horses, and men. They have magazines of it on the summits of their loftiest mountains, from which they distribute it through all their cities, towns, and houses; for every person in the island makes use of snow. They consider the practice of cooling their liquors as absolutely necessary for the preservation of health; and in a climate the heat of which is constantly relaxing the fibres, cooling liquors, by communicating a proper tone to the fibres of the stomach, must greatly strengthen them for the performance of their functions.

In this climate a scarcity of snow is no less dreaded than a scarcity of corn, wine, or oil. We are informed by a gentleman who was at Syracuse in the year 1777, when there was a scarcity of snow, the people of the town learned that a small vessel loaded with that article was paling the coast; without a moment's deliberation they ran in a body to the shore and demanded her cargo; which when the crew refused to deliver up, the Syracusans attacked and took, though with the loss of several men.

Snow-Drop, in botany. See CHIONANTHUS.

SNOWDON-HILL, the name of a mountain in Caernarvonshire in Wales, generally thought to be the highest in Britain; though some have been of opinion that its height is equalled, or even exceeded, by mountains in the Highlands of Scotland. The mountain is surrounded by many others, called in the Welsh language CRIB COCH, CRIBY DIJIFI, LIWADDY BI, Arran, &c.

According to Mr. Pennant, this mountainous tract yields scarcely any corn. Its produce is cattle and sheep; and which, during summer, keep very high in the mountains, followed by their owners with their families, who reside during that season in baronial, or "summer dairies," as the farmers in the Swiss Alps do in their fames. These houses consist of a long low room, with a hole at one end to let out the smoke from the fire which is made beneath. Their furniture is very simple; flues are substituted for floors, and their beds are of
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hay, ranged along the sides. They manufacture their own clothes, and dye them with the helix amphibiae and helix parietinus, mosses collected from the rocks. During summer the men pass their time in tending their herds or in making hay, &c., and the women in milling or in making butter and cheese. For their own use they milk both cows and goats, and make cheese of the milk. Their diet consists of milk, cheese, and butter: and their ordinary drink is whey; though they have, by way of reserve, a few bottles of very strong beer, which they use as a cordial when sick. They are people of good understanding, wary, and circumspect; tall, thin, and of strong constitutions. In the winter-time they descend into the fen-dref, or "old dwellings," where they pass their time in inactivity.

The view from the highest peak of Snowdon is very extensive. From it Mr Pennant saw the county of Chelmer, the high hills of Yorkshire, part of the north of England, Scotland, and Ireland; a plain view of the Fjord of Man; and that of Anglesea appeared like a map extended under his feet, with every rivulet visible. Our author took much pains to have this view to advantage; sat up at a farm on the west till about 12, and walked up the whole way. The night was remarkably fine and flurry; towards morning the stars faded away, leaving an interval of darkness, which, however, was soon dispelled by the dawn of day. The body of the sun appeared most distinct, with the roundness of the moon, before it appeared too brilliant to be looked at. The sea, which surrounded the western part of the prospect, appeared gilt with the fun-beams, fir in slender streaks, and at length glowing with redness. The prospect was dilated like the gradual drawing up of a curtain in a theatre; till at last the heat became sufficiently strong to raise the milk from the various lakes, which in a flight of degree obscured the prospect. The shadow of the mountain extended many miles, and showed its bicipitated form; the Wyddef making one head, and Uriq Y Dilfill the other. At this time he counted between 20 and 30 lakes either in Caernarvon or in Meirionethshire. In making another visit, the sky was obscured very soon after he got up. A veil misted the whole circuit of the mountain, and the prospect down was horrible. It gave an idea of numbers of abysmes, concealed by thick smoke furiously circulating around them. Very often a gust of wind made an opening in the clouds, which gave a fine and distinct view of lake and valley. Sometimes they opened in one place, at others in many at once; exhibiting a most strange and perplexing sight of water, fields, rocks, and chains. They then closed again, and every thing was obscured in darkness in a few minutes they would separate again, and repeat the abovementioned scene with infinite variety. From this prospect one Traveller declared with great reluctance; but before he had reached the place where his horses were left, he was overtaken by a thunder storm. The rolling of the thunder-claps, being reiterated by the mountains, was insufferably awful; and after he had mounted, he was in great danger of being swept away by the torrents which poured down in consequence of a very heavy rain.

It is very rare (Mr Pennant observes) that the traveller gets a proper day to ascend this hill; it indeed often appears clear; but by the evident attraction of the clouds by this lofty mountain, it becomes suddenly and unexpectedly enveloped in mist, when the clouds have just before appeared very high and very remote. At times he observed them lower to half their height; and notwithstanding they have been dispersed to the right and left, yet they have met from both sides, and seemed to involve the summit in one great obscurity.

The height of Snowdon was measured, in 1564, by Mr Cawdor, with instruments made by Flamstead: according to his mensuration, the height is 3720 feet; but more modern computations make it only 3560, reckoning from the quay at Caernarvon to the highest peak. The fume that compus this mountain is exceedingly hard. Large coarse crystals, and frequently cubic pyrites, are found. In quantity of water rushes down the sides of Snowdon and the neighbouring mountains, in such that Mr Pennant supposes, if collected into one stream, they would exceed the waters of the Thames.

SNUFF, a powder chiefly made of tobacco, the use of which is too well known to need any description here.

Tobacco is usually the basis of snuff; other matters being only added to give it a more agreeable scent, &c. The kinds of snuff, and their several names, are infinite, and new ones are daily invented; so that it would be difficult, not to say impossible, to give a detail of them. We shall only say, that there are three principal sorts: the first granulated; the second an impalpable powder; and the third the bran, or coarse part remaining after sifting the second sort.

"Every professed, inveterate, and incurable snuff-taker (says Lord Stanhope), at a moderate computation, takes one pinch in ten minutes. Every pinch, with the agreeable ceremony of blowing. Admiring the nose and other incidental circumstances, consumes a minute and a half. One minute and a half out of every ten, allowing 16 hours to a snuff-taking day, amounts to two hours and 24 minutes out of every natural day or one day out of every ten. One day out of every 10 amounts to 36 days and a half in a year. Hence if we suppose the practice to be perished in 40 years, two entire years of the snuff-taker’s life will be dedicated to tickling his nose, and two more to blowing it. The expense of snuff, snuff-boxes, and handkerchiefs, will be the subject of a second essay; in which it will appear, that this luxury encroaches as much on the income of the snuff-taker as it does on his time; and that by a proper application of the time and money thus left to the public, a fund might be constituted for the discharge of the national debt."—See NICOTTIAN.

SNDERS (Francis), a Flemish painter, born at Antwerp in 1579, and bred under his countryman Henry Van Balen. His genius first displayed itself in painting fruit; he afterwards attempted animals, hunting, &c. in which he exceeded all his predecessors. He also painted kitchens, &c. and gave dignity to subjects that seemed incapable of it. He was made painter to Ferdinand and Isabella, archduke, and duchess, and became attached to the house of the cardinal infant of Spain. The king of Spain and the elector Palatine adorned their palaces with paintings by this artist. Rubens, Jordaeus, and Snyders used to co-operate in the enriching of each other’s pictures according to their several
In manufactures where large quantities of it are prepared, soap is made with heat. A lixivium of quicklime and soda is made, but is less concentrated than that above referred to, and only so much that it can sustain a fresh egg. A part of this lixivium is to be even diluted and mixed with an equal weight of oil of olives. The mixture is to put on a gentle fire, and agitated, that the union may be accelerated. When the mixture begins to unite well, the rest of the lixivium is to be added to it; and the whole is to be digested with a gentle heat, till the soap be completely made. A trial is to be made of it, to examine whether the just proportion of oil and alkali has been observed. Good soap of this kind ought to be firm, and very white when cold; not subject to become moist by exposure to air, and entirely miscible with pure water, to which it communicates a milky appearance, but without any drops of oil floating on the surface. When the soap has not these qualities the combination has not been well made, or the quantity of salt or of oil is too great, which faults must be corrected.

In soft or liquid soaps, green or black soaps, cheaper oils are employed, as oil of nuts, of hemp, of flax, &c. These soaps, excepting in confidence, are not essentially different from white soap.

Fixed alcalis are much disposed to unite with oils that are not volatile, both vegetal and animal; since this union can be made even without heat. The compound resulting from this union partakes at the same time of the properties of oil and of alkali; but these properties are modified and tempered by each other, according to the general rule of combinations. Alkali formed into soap has not nearly the same acrimony as when it is pure; it is even deprived of almost all its causticity, and its other saline alkaline properties are almost entirely abolished. The fame of contained in soap is less combustible than when pure, from its union with the alkali, which is an inflammable body. It is miscible, or even soluble, in water, to a certain degree, by means of the alkali. Soap is entirely soluble in spirit of wine; and still better in aquavitæ sharpened by a little alkaline salt, according to an observation of Mr. Geoffroy.

The manufacture of soap in London first began in the year 1524; before which time this city was served with white soap from foreign countries, and with grey soap speckled with white from Bristol, which was sold for a penny a pound; and also with black soap, which sold for a half-penny the pound.

The principal soaps of British manufacture are the soft, the hard, and the ball soap. The soft soap is either white or green. The process of making each of these shall now be described.

Green soft soap. The chief ingredients used in making this are lees drawn from pot-ash and lime, boiled up with tallow and oil. First, the ley of a proper degree of strength (which must be estimated by the weight of the liquor), and tallow, are put into the copper together, and then from the ley boiled, the oil is added; the fire is then damped or stopped up, while the ingredients remain in the copper to unite; when they are united, the copper is again made to boil, being fed or filled with lees as it boils, till there be a sufficient quantity put into it; then it is boiled off and put into caisks. When this soap is first made it appears uniform; but in about a week's time the tallow separates from the oil into those white grains which we see in common soap. Soap thus made would appear yellow, but by a mixture of indigo added at the end of the boiling, it is rendered green, that being the colour which results from the mixture of yellow and blue.

White soap. Of this one sort is made after the same manner as green soft soap, oil alone excepted, which is not used in white. The other sort of white soft soap is made from the lees of ashes of lime boiled up two different times with tallow and alkaIi, a quantity of lees and tallow are put into the copper together, and the boiling is kept with lees as they boil, until the whole is boiled sufficiently; then the lees are separated or discharged from the tallow with part, which part is removed into a tub, and the lees are thrown away; this is called the first half-boil; then the copper is filled again with fresh tallow and lees, and the half-boil of the tub put into the copper a second time, where it is kept boiling with fresh lees and tallow till the soap is produced. It is then put out of the copper into the same sort of caisks as are used for green soft soap.

The common soft soap used about London, generally of a greenish hue, with some white-lumps, is prepared chiefly with tallow: a blackish fort, more common in some other places, is said to be made with whale oil.

Hard soap is made with lees from ashes and tallow, and most commonly boiled twice: the first, called the half-boil, hath the same operation as the first half-boil of soft white soap. Then the copper is charged with fresh lees again, and the half-boil put into it, where it is kept boiling, and fed with lees as it boils, till it grains or is boiled enough; then the ley is discharged from it, and the soap put into a frame to cool and harden.

Common salt is made of for the purpose of graining the soap; for when the oil or tallow has been united with the ley, after a little boiling, a quantity of salt is thrown into the mass, which dissolving readily in water, but not in the oil or tallow, draws out the water in a considerable degree, so that the oil or tallow united with the salt of the ley swins on the top. When the ley is of a proper strength, lees salt is necessary to raise the curd than when it is too weak. It must be observed, that there is no certain time for bringing off a boiling of any of these sorts of soap; it frequently takes up part of two days.

Ball soap, commonly used in the north, is made with lees from ashes and tallow. The lees are put into the copper, and boiled till the watery part is quite gone, and there remains nothing in the copper but a fort of saline matter (the very strength or essence of the ley); to this the tallow is put, and the copper is kept boiling and stirring for above half an hour, in which time
the soap is made; and then it is put out of the copper into tubs or baskets with sheets in them, and immediately (whilst soft) made into balls. It requires near 24 hours in this process to boil away the water part of the ley.

When oil unites with alkali in the formation of soap, it is little altered in the connection of its principles; for it may be separated from the alkali by decomposing soap with any acid, and may be obtained nearly in its original state.

Concerning the decomposition of soap by means of acids, we must observe, first, that all acids, even the weakest vegetable acids, may occasion this decomposition, because every one of them has a greater affinity than oil with fixed alkali. Secondly, these acids, even when united with any base, excepting fixed alkali, are capable of occasioning the same decomposition; whereas all ammonial salts, all salts with bases of earth, and all those with metallic bases, are capable of decomposing soap, in the same manner as disengaged acids are; with this difference, that the oil separated from the fixed alkali, by the acid of these salts, may unite more or less intimately with the substance which was the base of the neutral salt employed for the decomposition.

Soap may also be decomposed by distillation, as Lemery has done. When first exposed to fire, it yields a phlegm called by him a spirit; which nevertheless is neither acid nor alkaline, but some water which enters into the composition of soap. It becomes more and more coloured and empyreumatic as the fire is increased, which shows that it contains the most subtle part of the oil. It seems even to raise along with it, by help of the oil and action of the fire, a small part of the alkali of the soap; for, as the same chemists observe, it occasions a precipitate in a solution of corrosive sublimate.

After this phlegm the oil rises altered, precisely as if it had been distilled from quicklime, that is, empyreumatic, soluble in spirit of wine, at first sufficiently subtle and afterwards thicker. An alkaline residue of coal remains in the retort, containing chiefly of the mineral alkali contained in the soap, and which may be disengaged from the coal by calcination in an open fire, and obtained in its pure state.

Alkaline soaps are very useful in many arts and trades, and particularly in chemistry and medicine. Their principal utility consists in a destructive quality that they receive from their alkali, which, although it is in some measure saturetated with oil, is yet capable of acting upon oily matters, and of rendering them saponaecous and miscible with water. Hence soap is very useful to cleanse any substances from all fat matters with which they happen to be soiled. Soap is therefore daily used for the washing and whitening of linen, for the cleaning of woollen cloths from oil, and for whitening silk and freeing it from the reinous varnish with which it is naturally covered. Pure alkaline liniments being capable of disolving oils more effectually than soap, might be employed for the same purposes; but when this activity is not mitigated by oil, as it is in soap, they are capable of altering, and even of destroying entirely by their cauticity, most substances, especially animal matters, as silk, wool, and others: whereas soap cleanses from oil almost as effectually as pure alkali, without danger of altering or destroying; which renders it very useful.

Soap was imperfectly known to the ancients. It is mentioned by Pliny as made of fat and ashes, and as an invention of the Gauls. Aretaeus and others inform us that the Greeks obtained their knowledge of its medicinal and useful virtues, according to Medical Bergius, are deterrent, resolvent, and aperient, and its saline nature recommended it in jaundice, gout, calculous complaints, and in obstructions of the vescera. The efficacy of soap in the first of these diseases was experienced by Sylvius, and since recommended very generally by various authors who have written on this complaint; and it has also been thought of use in supplying the place of bile in the prime vit. The utility of this medicine in medical cases was inferred chiefly from its supposed power of dissolving biliary concretions; but this medicine has lost much of its reputation in jaundice, for since it is now known that gall-stones have been found in many after death who had been daily taking soap for several months and even years. Of its good effects in urinary calculous affections, we have the testimony of several, especially when dissolved in lime-water, by which its efficacy is considerably increased; for it thus becomes a powerful solvent of mucus, which an ingenious modern author supposes to be the chief agent in the formation of calculi: it is, however, only in the incipient state of the diseafe that their remedies promise effectual benefit; though they generally abate the more violent symptoms where they cannot remove the cause. With Boerhaave soap was a general medicine: for as he attributed most complaints to the vicissitudes of the fluids, he, and most of the Boerhaave school, prescribed it in conjunction with different remedies in gout, rheumatism, and various vesical complaints. Soap is also externally employed as a resolvent, and gives name to several officinal preparations.

From the properties of soap we may know that it must be a very effectual and convenient anti-acid. It absorbs acids as powerfully as pure alkali and absorbs earths, without having the cauticity of the former, and without oppressing the stomach by its weight like the latter.

Lastly, we may perceive that soap must be one of the belt of all antitoxes to foop quickly, and with the least inconvenience, the bad effects of acid corrosive potions, as aquafortis, corrosive sublimate, &c.

Soap imported is subject by 10 Ann. cap. 19. to a British duty of 2d. a pound (over and above former duties); but by 12 Ann. flat. 2. cap. 9. to the further sum of 3d. a pound. And by the same acts, the duty on soap made in the kingdom is 1d. a pound. By 17 G. III. cap. 52. no person within the limits of the head office of excise in London shall be permitted to make any soap unless he occupy a tenement of 10 l. a year, be afeigned, and pay the parifh rates; or elsewhe, unless he be afeigned, and pay to church and poor.

Places of making are to be entered on pain of 50 l. and covers and locks to be provided under a forfeiture of 100 l.; the furnace-door of every utensil used in the manufacture of soap shall be locked by the excise officer, as soon as the fire is damped or drawn out, and fastenings provided, under the penalty of 50 l.; and opening or damaging such fastening incurs a penalty of 100 l. Officers are required to enter and survey at all times, by day or night, and the penalty of obtruding is 20 l. and they may unlock and examine every corpor, &c. between the hours of five in the morning and eleven
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SOCIETY, a number of rational and moral beings, united for their common preservation and happiness.

There are hordes of fishes, herds of quadrupeds, and flocks of birds. But till observation enable us to determine with greater certainty, how far the inferior animals are capable of moral sentiments—whether they are capable of moral sentiments—we cannot with propriety apply to them the term Society. We call cows, and beavers, and several other species of animals, gratarious; but it is hardly good English to say that they are social.

It is only human society, then, that can become the subject of our present investigation. The phenomena which it presents are highly worthy of our notice.

Such are the advantages which each individual evidently derives from living in a social state; and so helpless does any human being appear in a solitary state, that we are naturally led to conclude, that if there ever was a period at which mankind were solitary beings, that period could not be of long duration; for their averting of solitude and love of society would soon induce them to enter into social unions. Such is the opinion which we are led to conceive, when we consider our own condition as members of civilized and enlightened society with that of the brutes around us, or with that of savages in the earlier and ruder periods of social life. When we hear of Indians wandering naked through the woods, delirious of arts, unskilled in agriculture, scarce capable or moral dispositions, void of all religious sentiments, or possessed with the most absurd notions concerning superior powers, and procuring means of subsistence in a manner equally precarious with that of the beasts of prey—we look down with pity on their condition, or turn from it with horror. When we view the order of cultivated society, and consider our institutions, arts, and manners—we rejoice over our superior wisdom and happiness.

Man in a civilized state appears a being of a superior order to man in a savage state; yet some philosophers tell us, that it is only he who, having been educated in society, has been taught to depend upon others, that can be helpless or miserable when placed in a solitary state. They view the savage who exerts himself with intrepidity to supply his wants, or bears them with fortitude, as the greatest hero, and possessing the greatest happiness. And therefore if we agree with them, that the propensities of nature may have prompted men to
enter into social union, though they may have hoped to enjoy superior security and happiness by engaging to protect and support each other, we must conclude that the Author of the universe has designed man to obtain greater dignity and happiness in a savage and solitary than in a social state; and therefore that the dispositions and views which lead us to society are fallacious and inimical to our real interest.

Whatever be the supposed advantages of a solitary state, certain it is that mankind, at the earliest periods, were united in society. Various theories have been formed concerning the circumstances and principles which gave rise to this union; but we have elsewhere shown, that the greater part of them are founded in error; that they suppute the original state of man to have been that of savages; and that such a supposition is contradicted by the most authentic records of antiquity. For though the records of the earlier ages are generally obscure, fabulous, and imperfect; yet happily there is one free from the imperfections of the rest, and of undoubted authenticity, to which we may safely have recourse. This record is the Pentateuch of Moses, which presents us with a genuine account of the origin of man and of society, perfectly consonant to what we have laid down in the article referred to (see Savage).

According to Moses, the first society was that of a husband and wife united in the bonds of marriage; the first government that of a father and husband, the master of his family. Men lived together under the patriarchal form of government while they employed themselves chiefly in tending flocks and herds. Children in such circumstances cannot soon rise to an equality with their parents, where a man's importance depends on his property, not on his abilities. When flocks and herds are the chief articles of property, the son can only obtain these from his father; in general therefore the son must be entirely dependent on the father for the means of subsistence. If the parent during his life befall on his children any part of his property, he may do it on such conditions as shall make their dependence upon him continue till the period of his death. When the community are by this event deprived of their head, instead of continuing in a state of union, and feleecting some one from among themselves whom they may invest with the authority of a parent, they separate into so many distinct tribes, each subjected to the authority of a different lord, the master of the family, and the proprietor of all the flocks and herds belonging to it. Such was the state of the first societies which the narrative of Moses exhibits to our attention.

Those philosophers who have made society, in its various stages between rudeness and refinement, the subject of their speculations, have generally considered mankind, in whatever region of the globe, and under whatever climate, as proceeding uniformly through certain regular gradations from one extreme to the other. They regard them, first, as gaining a precarious subsistence by gathering the spontaneous fruits of the earth, preying on the inhabitants of the waters, if placed on the sea shore, or along the banks of large rivers; or hunting wild beasts, if in a situation where there are to be found in abundance, without foresight or industry to provide for future wants when the present call of appetite is gratified. Next, they say, man rises to the shepherd state, and next to that of husbandmen, when they turn their attention from the management of flocks to the cultivation of the ground. Next, these husbandmen improve their powers, and better their condition, by becoming artisans and merchants; and the beginning of this period is the boundary between barbarity and civilization.

These are the stages through which they who have employed themselves on the natural history of society have generally conducted mankind, for their progress from rudeness to refinement; but they seem to have overlooked the manner in which mankind where at first established on this earth; for the circumstances in which the parents of the human race were originally placed; for the degree of knowledge communicated to them; and for the instruction which they must have been capable of communicating to their posterity. They rather appear to consider the inhabitants of every different region of the globe as aborigines, springing at first from the ground, or dropped on the spot where they inhabit; no less ignorant than infants of the nature and relations of the objects around them, and of the purposes which they may accomplish by the exercise of their organs and faculties.

The absurdity of this theory has been fully demonstrated in another place: and if we agree to receive the Mosaic account of the original establishment of mankind, we shall be led to view the phenomena of social life in a light very different. We must first allow, that though many of the rudest tribes are found in the state of hunters or fishers; yet the hunting or fishing state cannot have invariably been the primary form of society. Notwithstanding the powers with which we are endowed, we are in a great measure the creatures of circumstances. Physical causes exert, though indirectly, a mighty influence in forming the character and directing the exertions of the human race. From the information of Moses we gather, that the first societies of men lived under the patriarchal form of government, and employed themselves in the cultivation of the ground and the management of flocks. And as we know that mankind, being subjected to the influence both of physical and moral causes, are no less liable to degeneracy than capable of improvement; we may easily conceive, that though defending all from the same original pair, and though enlightened with much traditional knowledge relative to the arts of life, the order of society, moral distinctions, and religious obligations; yet as they were gradually, and by various accidents, dispersed over the earth, being removed to situations in which the arts with which they were acquainted could but little avail them, where industry was overpowered, or indolence encouraged by the severity or the profusion of nature, they might degenerate and fall into a condition almost as humble and precarious as that of the brutal tribes. Other moral causes might also concur to debase or elevate the human character in that early period. The particular character of the original settlers in any region, the manner in which they were connected with one another, and the arts which they were best qualified to exercise, with various other causes of a similar nature, would have considerable influence in determining the character of the society.

When laying aside the spirit of theory and system, we set ourselves, with due humility, to trace facts, and to listen to evidence, though our discoveries may be
fewer than we should otherwise fancy them; yet the knowledge which we thus acquire will be more useful and solid, and our speculations more consistent with the spirit of true philosophy. Here, though we learn from the information of the sacred writings, that the first family of mankind was not cruelly exposed in this world, as children whom the inhumanity of their parents induces them to defert; yet we are not, in consequence of admitting this fact, led under any necessity of denying or explaining away any of the other phenomena which occur to our observation when tracing the natural history of society. Tradition may be corrupted; arts and sciences may be lost; the sublimest religious doctrines may be debased into absurdity.

If then we are discerning of surveying society in its rudest form, we must look, not to the earliest period of its existence, but to those districts of the globe where external circumstances concur to drive them to a state of stupidity and wretchedness. Thus in many places of the happy clime of Asia, which a variety of ancient records concur with the sacred writings in representing as the first peopled quarters of the globe, we can trace the form of society backwards beyond the shepherd state. In that state even the bonds which confect society extend not to a wide range of individuals, and men remain for a long period in distinct families; but yet that state is highly favourable to knowledge, to happiness, and to virtue. Again, the torrid and the frozen regions of the earth, though probably peopled at a later period, and by tribes sprung from the same stock—where the shepherds of Asia, have yet exhibited mankind in a much lower state. It is in the parched deserts of Africa and the wilds of America that human beings have been found in a condition approaching the nearest to that of the brutes.

We may therefore with some propriety deter the order of time, and take a view of the different stages through which philosophers have conceived mankind as advancing, beginning with that of rudeness, though we have shown that it cannot have been the first in the progress.

Where the human species are found in the lowest and rudest state, their rational and moral powers are very faintly displayed; but their external senses are acute, and their bodily organs active and vigorous. Hunting and fishing are then their chief employments on which they depend for support. During that portion of their time which is not spent in their pursuits, they are sunk in idleness and indolence. Deficient of foresight, they are routed to active exertion only by the pressure of immediate necessity or the urgent calls of appetite. Accustomed to endure the severity of the elements, and but scantily provided with the means of subsistence, they acquire habits of resignation and fortitude, which are beheld with astonishment by those who enjoy the plenty and indulgence of cultivated life. But in this state of want and depression, when the powers and sensations of every individual are scarce sufficient for his own support, when even the calls of appetite are repressed because they cannot always be gratified, and the more refined passions, which either originate from such as are merely animal, or are intimately connected with them, have not yet been felt—in this state all the milder affections are unknown; or if the breath is at all sensible to their impulsion, it is extremely feeble. Husband and wife, parent and child, brother and brother, are united by the weakest ties. Want and misfortune are not pitied. Why indeed should they, where they cannot be relieved? It is impossible to determine how far beings in this condition can be capable of moral distinctions. One thing certain is, that in no state are the human race entirely incapable of these. If we listen, however, to the relations of respectable travellers, we must admit that human beings have sometimes been found in that abject state where no proper ideas of subordination, government, or distinction of ranks, could be formed. No distinct notions of Deity can be here entertained. Beings in so humble a condition cannot, look through the order of the universe and the harmony of nature to that Eternal Wisdom and Goodness which contrived, and that Almighty Power which brought into existence, the system of things. Of arts they must be almost totally destitute. They may use some instruments for fishing or the chase; but these must be extremely rude and simple. If they be acquainted with any means to shelter them from the inclemency of the elements, both their houses and clothing will be awkward and inconvenient.

But human beings have not often found in so rude a state as this. Even those tribes which we denote in minute savage, are for the most part farther, removed from more animal life. They generally appear united under some species of government, exercising the powers of reason, capable of morality, though that morality be not always very refined; displaying some degree of social virtues, and acting under the influence of religious sentiments. Those who may be considered as but one degree higher in the scale than the rapid and wretched beings, whose condition we have surveyed, are to be found still in the hunting and fishing state; but they are farther advanced towards social life, and are become more sensible to the impulsion of social affection. By unavoidable intercourse in their employments, a few individual hunters or fishers contract a certain degree of fondness for each other's company, and are led to take some part in each other's joys and sorrows; and when the social affections thus generated (see Passion) begin to exert themselves, all the other powers of the mind are at the same time called forth, and the circumstances of the little society are immediately improved. We behold its members in a more comfortable condition, and find reason to view the human character with more complacency and respect. Huts are now built, more commodious clothes are fashioned, implements for the annoyance of wild beasts and even of enemies are contrived; in short, arts, and science, and social order, and religious sentiments, and ceremonies, now make their appearance in the rising society, and serve to characterize it by the particular form which distinguishes each of them. But though social order is no longer unknown nor unobserved, yet the form of government is still extremely simple, and its ties are but loose and feeble. It will perhaps bear some resemblance to the patriarchal; only all its members are on a more equal footing, and at the same time less closely connected than in the shepherd state, to which that form of government seems almost peculiar. The old men are treated with veneration; but the young are not entirely subject to them. They may listen respectfully to their advice; but they do not submit to their arbitrary commands.
commands. Where mankind are in the state of hunters and fishers, where the means of subsistence are precariously acquired, and prudent foresight does not prompt to accumulate much provision for the future, no individual can acquire commensurate wealth. As soon as the son is grown up, he ceases to be dependent on his father, as well as on the society in general. Difference of experience therefore constitutes the only distinction between the young and the old; and if the old have experience, the young have strength and activity. Here, then, neither age nor property can give rise to any striking distinction of ranks. All who have attained to manhood, and are not disabled by unusual deficiency of strength or agility, or by the infirmities of old age, are on equal footing; or if any one poffesses a pre-eminence over the rest, he owes it to superior address or fortitude. The whole tribe deliberate; the old give their advice; each individual of the assembly receives or rejects it at his pleasure (for the whole body think not of exercising any compulsory power over the will of individuals); and he who is most distinguished for strength, address, and valor, leads out the youth of the tribe to the chase or against the enemy. War, which in the former stage did not prevail, as they who were strangers to social sentiments were, at the same time, scarce capable of being enemies, now first begins to depopulate the thinly inhabited regions where those hunters and fishers pursue their prey. They are scattered, possibly in scanty and separate tribes, over an immense tract of country; but they know no medium between the affection which brethren of the same tribe bear to each other and the hatred of enemies. Though thinly scattered over the earth, yet the hunting parties of different tribes will sometimes meet as they range the forests; and when they meet, they will naturally view each other with a jealous eye; for the fuccefs of the one party in the chase may cause the other to be unsuccessful; and while the one snatches the prey, the other must return home to all the pangs of famine. Invertebrate hostility will therefore long prevail among neighbouring tribes in the hunting state.

If we find them not incapable of social order, we may naturally expect that their conduct will be influenced by some sentiments of religion. They have at this period ideas of superior beings. They also practise certain ceremonies to recommend them to those beings; but both their sentiments and ceremonies are superficial and absurd.

We have elsewhere shewn (see Polytheism) how savage tribes have probably degenerated from the pure worship of the one true God to the adoration of a multitude of imaginary divinities in heaven, earth, and hell. We have traced this idolatrous worship from that of the heavenly bodies, through all the gradations of demon-worship, hero-worship, and nature-worship, to that wonderful instance of absurd superstitious which induced the inhabitants of some countries to fall prostrate in adoration before the vilest reptiles. But though we are convinced that the heavenly bodies have by all idolaters been considered as their first and greatest gods, we pretend not that the progress through the other stages of polytheism has been everywhere in the very same order. It is indeed impossible to exhibit under one general view an account of arts, manners, and religious sentiments, which may apply to some certain period in the history of every nation. The characters and circumstances of nations are scarce less various and anomalous than those of individuals. Among many of the American tribes living the ancient inhabitants of the forests of Germany, whole manners have been accurately delineated by the masterly pen of Tacitus, and in some of the islands scattered over the southern ocean, religion, arts, and government, have been found in that state which we have described as characterizing the second stage of social life. But neither can we pretend that all those simple and rude societies have been described by historians and travellers as agreeing precisely in their arts, manners, and religious sentiments; or that the difference of circumstances always enables us to account in a satisfactory manner for the distinction of their characters. There is a variety of facts in the history of the early periods of society, which no ingenuity, no industry however painful, can reduce under general heads. Here, as well as when we attempt to philosophize on the phenomena of the material world, we find reason to conceive that our powers are weak, and our observation confined within a narrow sphere.

But we may now carry our views a little forward, and survey human life as approaching somewhat nearer to the periods of society, in which we have described as exhibiting the phenomena of the material world, we find reason to conceive that our powers are weak, and our observation confined within a narrow sphere. But we may now carry our views a little forward, and survey human life as approaching somewhat nearer to the civilized and enlightened state. As property is acquired, inequality and subordination of ranks necessarily follow; and when men are no longer equal, the many are soon subjected to the will of the few. But what gives rise to these new phenomena is, that after having often suffered from the precariouslyness of the hunting and fishing state, men begin to extend their cares beyond the present moment, and to think of providing some supply for future wants. When they are enabled to provide such a supply, either by pursuing the chase with new eagerness and perseverance, by gathering the spontaneous fruits of the earth, or by breeding tame animals—these acquisitions are at first the property of the whole society, and distributed from a common store to each individual according to his wants. But as various reasons will soon concur to convince the community, that by this mode of distribution, industry and activity are treated with injustice, while negligence and indolence receive more than their due, each individual will in a short time become his own reward, and a community of goods will be abolished. As soon as distinct ideas of property are formed, it must be unequally distributed; and as soon as property is unequally distributed there arises an inequality in ranks. Here we have the origin of the depradation of the female sex in rude ages, of the tyrannical authority exercised by parents over their children, and perhaps of slavery. The women cannot display the same perseverance, or activity, or address, as the men in pursuing the chase. They are therefore left at home; and from that moment are no longer equals, but slaves and dependants, who must subsist by the bounty of the males, and must therefore submit with implicit obedience to all their capricious commands. Even before the era of property, the female sex were viewed as inferiors; but till that period they were not reduced to a state of absolute slavery.

In this period of society new notions are formed of the relative duties. Men now become citizens, masters, and servants; husbands, parents, &c. It is impossible to enumerate all the various modes of government which take place among the tribes who have advanced...
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...t to this flage; but on: thing certain is, that the authority of the few over the many is now firft established, and that the rule of property firft introduces inequality of ranks. In one place, we shall perhaps find the community subjectd during this period to the will of a single perfon; in another, power may be lodged in the hands of a number of chiefs; and in a third, every individual may have a voice in creating public officers, and in enfainting laws for the support of public order. But as no code of laws is formed during this period, justice is not very impartially administered, nor are the rights of individuals very faithfully guarded. Many actions, which will afterwards be considered as heinous and immoral, are now considered as praiseworthy or indifferent. This is the age of hero-worship, and of household and tutelary gods; for it is in this flage of society that the invention of arts, which gave rise to that worship, contributes most conspicuously to the public good. War, too, which we consider as beginning first to ravage the earth during the former period, and which is another cause of the dedication of dead men, will still prevail in this age, and be carried on with no less ferocity than before, though in a more systematic form.

The prevalence of war, and the means by which subsistence is procured, cannot but have considerable influence on the character and sentiments of societies and individuals. The hunter and the warrior are characters in many respects different from the shepherd and the husbandman. Such, in point of government, arts, and manners, religious and moral sentiments, were several of the German tribes described by Tacitus; and the Britons whose character has been sketched by the pen of Cæsar: such, too, were the Romans in the early period of their history; such too the inhabitants of Asia Minor about the time of the siege of Troy, as well as the Greeks whom Homer celebrates as the destroyers of the Trojan flate: the northern tribes also, who poured throu' Asia, Africa, and Europe, and overthrew the Roman empire, appear to have been of a nearly similar character. It seems to be a general opinion among those who have directed their attention to the history of society, that, in the scale ascending from the lowest condition of human beings to the most civilized and enlightened state of society, the shepherd state is the next in order above the hunting; and that as mankind improve in knowledge and in moral sentiments, and as the forests are gradually depopulated of their inhabitants, instead of destroying the inferior animals, men become their guardians and protectors. But we cannot unreverently subscribe to this opinion: we believe, that in the shepherd state societies have been sometimes found superior to the most polished tribes of hunters; but upon viewing the annals of mankind in early ages, we observe that there is often no inconsiderable resemblance even between hunters and shepherds in point of the improvement of the rational faculties and the moral sense; and we are therefore led to think, that these two states are sometimes parallel; for instance, several of the American tribes, who still procure their subsistence by hunting, appear to be nearly in the state which we have described as the third stage in the progress of society; and the ancient shepherds of Asia do not appear to have been much more cultivated and refined. We even believe that men have sometimes turned their attention from hunting to agriculture without passing through any intermediate state. Let us remember, that much depends upon local circumstances, and somewhat undoubtedly on original inspiration and traditionary influence. In this period of society the state of the arts well deserves our attention. We shall find, that the shepherds and the hunters are in that respect on a pretty equal footing. Whether we examine the records of ancient history, or view the islands scattered through the South Sea, or range the wilds of America, or survey the snowly valleys of Lapland and the frozen coast of Greenland—still we find the useful arts in this period, though known and cultivated, in a very rude state; and the fine arts, or such as are cultivated merely to please the fancy or to gratify caprice, displaying an odd and fantastic, not a true or natural, taste; yet this is the period in which eloquence shines with the truest luster: all is metaphor or glowing sentiment. Languages are not yet copious; and therefore speech is figurative, expressive, and forcible. The tones and gestures of nature, not being yet laid aside, as they generally are, from regard to decorum, in more polished ages, give a degree of force and expression to the harmonics of the rustic or savage orator, which the most laborious study of the rules of rhetoric and elocution could not enable even a more polished orator to display.

But let us advance a little farther, and contemplate our species in a new light, where they will appear with a greater dignity and amiability of character. Let us view them as husbandmen, artisans, and legislators. Whatever circumstances might turn the attention of any people from hunting to agriculture, or cause the herdman to yoke his oxen for the cultivation of the ground, certain it is that this change in the occupation would produce an happy change on the character and circumstances of men; it would oblige them to exert a more regular and persevering industry. The hunter is like one of those birds that are described as passing the winter in a torpid flate. The shepherd's life is extremely indolent. Neither of these is very favourable to refinement. But different is the condition of the husbandman. His labours proceed each other in regular rotation through the year. Each season with him has its proper employments; he therefore must exert active persevering industry; and in this state we often find the virtues of rude and polished ages united. This is the period where barbarism ends and civilization begins. Nations have existed for ages in the hunting or the shepherd state, fixed as by a kind of stagnation, without advancing farther. But fear the insensibly occur in the history of mankind of those who once reached the state of husbandmen, remaining long in that condition without rising to a more civilized and polished state. Where a people turn their attention to any considerable degree to the objects of agriculture, a distinction of occupations naturally arises among them. The husbandman is so closely employed thro' the several seasons of the year in the labours of the field, that he has no longer leisure to exercise all the rude arts known among his countrymen. He has not time to fashion the instruments of husbandry, to prepare his clothes, to build his house, to manufacture household utensils, or to tend those tame animals which he continues to rear. Those different departments therefore now begin to employ different persons; each of whom dedicates
Society dedicates his whole time and attention to his own occupation. The manufacture of cloth is for a considerable time managed exclusively by the women; butsmiths and joiners arise from among the men. Metals begin now to be considered as valuable materials. The intercourse of mankind is now placed on a new footing. Before, every individual practised all the arts that were known, as far as was necessary for supplying himself with the conveniences of life. Now he confines himself to one or a few of them; and, in order to obtain a necessary supply of the productions of those arts which he does not cultivate himself, he gives in exchange a part of the productions of his own labours. Here we have the origin of commerce.

After continuing perhaps for some time in this state, as arts and distinctions multiply in society, the exchange of one commodity for another is found troublesome and inconvenient. It is ingeniously contrived to adopt a medium of commerce, which being estimated not by its intrinsic value, but by a certain nominal value which it receives from the agreement of the society among whom it is used, serves to render the exchange of property, which is so necessary for the purposes of social life, easy and expedient. Wherever metals have been known, they appear to have been adopted as the medium of commerce as soon as such a medium began to be used: and this is one important purpose for which they serve; but they have still more important uses. Almost all the necessary arts depend on them. Where the metals are known, agriculture practised, and the necessary arts distributed among different orders of artificers—civilization and refinement, if not obstructed by some accidental circumstances, advance with a rapid progress. With regard to the first applying of the precious metals as the medium of commerce, we may observe, that this was probably not accomplished by means of a formal contract. They might be first used as ornaments; and the love of ornament, which prevails among rude as much as among civilized nations, would render every one willing to receive them in exchange for such articles as he could spare. Such might be the change produced on society with regard to the necessary arts by the origin of agriculture. As soon as ornament and amument are thought of the fine arts begin to be cultivated. In their origin therefore they are not long posterior to the necessary and useful arts. They appear long before men reach the comfortable and respectable condition of husbandmen; but so rude is their character at their first origin, that our Didotnii would probably view their productions of that period with unspeakable contempt and disgust. But in the period of society which we now consider, they have acquired to a higher character; yet poetry is now perhaps less generally cultivated than during the shepherd state. Agriculture, considered by itself, is not directly favourable either to refinement of manners or to the fine arts. The conversion of herdsmen is generally supposed to be far more elegant than that of husbandmen; but though the direct and immediate effects of this condition of life be not favourable to the fine arts, yet directly it has a strong tendency to promote their improvement. Its immediate influence is extremely favourable to the necessary and useful arts; and these are not less favourable to the fine arts.
neighbours the Athenians, we behold in their history the natural progress of opinions, arts, and manners. The useful arts are first cultivated with such steady industry, as to raise the community to opulence, and to furnish them with articles for commerce with foreign nations. The useful arts cannot be raised to this height of improvement without leading man to the pursuit of science. Commerce with foreign nations, skill in the useful arts, and a taste for science, mutually aid each other, and confpire to promote the improvement of the fine arts. Hence magnificent buildings, noble statues, paintings expressive of life, action, and passion; and poems in which imagination adds new grace and sublimity to nature, and gives the appearances of social life more irresistible power over the affections of the heart. Hence are moral distinctions more carefully studied, and the rights of every individual and every order in society better understood and more accurately defined. Moral science is generally the first scientific pursuit which strongly attracts the attention of men. Lawgivers appear before geometers and astronomers. Some particular circumstances may cause these sciences to be cultivated at a very early period. In Egypt the overflowing Nile caused geometry to be early cultivated. Causes so less favourable to the study of astronomy, concurred to recommend that science to the attention of the Chaldeans long before they had attained the height of refinement. But, in general, we find, that the laws of morality are understood, and the principles of morals inquired into, before men make any considerable progress in physical science, or even prosecute it with any degree of keenness. Accordingly, when we view the state of literature in this period (for it is now become an object of so much importance as to force itself on our attention), we perceive that poetry, history, and morals, are the branches chiefly cultivated. Arts are generally casual inventions, and long practised before rules and principles on which they are founded assume the form of science. But morality, if considered as an art, is that art in which men have soonest and most constantly occasion to practise. Besides, we are so constituted by the wisdom of nature, that human actions, and the events which befal human beings, have more powerful influence than any other object to engage and fix our attention. Hence we are enabled to explain why morality, and those branches of literature more immediately connected with it, are almost always cultivated in preference to physical science. Though poetry, history, and morals, be purged with no small eagerness and success in that period of society which we now consider, we need not therefore be greatly surprised that natural philosophy is neither very general nor very successfully cultivated. Were we to consider each particular in that happy change which is now produced on the circumstances of mankind, we should be led to a too minute and perhaps unimportant detail. This is the period when human virtue and human abilities shine with most splendour. Radenees, ferocity, and barbarism, are now banished. Luxury has made her appearance; but as yet she is the friend and benefactress of society. Commerce has stimulated and rewarded industry, but has not yet contradicted the heart and debased the character. Wealth is not yet become the sole object of pursuit. The charms of social intercourse are known and relished; but domestic duties are not yet deftuted for public amusements. The female sex acquire new influence, and contribute much to refine and polish the manners of their lords. Religion now assumes a milder and more pleasing form; splendid rites, magnificent temples, pompous sacrifices, and gay festivals, give even superstition an influence favourable to the happiness of mankind. The gloomy notions and barbarous rites of former periods fall into disuse. The system of theology produced in former ages still remains; but only the mild and amiable qualities of the deities are celebrated; and none but the gay, humane, and laughing divinities, are worshipped. Philosophy also teaches men to discard such parts of their religion as are unfriendly to good morals, and have any tendency to call forth or cherish unocial sentiments in the heart. War (for in this period of society enough of causes will arise to arm one nation against another)—war, however, no longer retains its former ferocity; nations no longer strive to extirpate one another; to procure redress for real or imaginary injuries; to humble, not to destroy, is now its object. Prisoners are no longer cut to pieces in cold blood, subjected to horrid and excruciating tortures, or condemned to hopeless slavery. They are ransomed or exchanged; they return to their country, and again fight under its banners. In this period the arts of government are likewise better understood, and practised so as to contribute most to the interests of society. Whether monarchy, or democracy, or aristocracy, be the established form, the rights of individuals and of society are in general respected. The interests of society are so well understood, that the few, in order to preserve their influence over the many, find it necessary to act rather as the faithful servants than the impetuous lords of the public. Though the liberties of a nation in this state be not accurately defined by law, nor their property guaranteed to them by any legal institutions, yet their governors dare not violate their liberties, nor deprive them wantonly of their properties. This is truly the golden age of society: every trace of barbarism is entirely effaced; and vicious luxury has not yet begun to sap the virtue and the happiness of the community. Men live not in idleis indolence; but the industry in which they are engaged is not of such a nature as to overpower their strength or exhaust their spirits. The social affections have now the strongest influence on men's sentiments and conduct.

But human affairs are scarce ever stationary. The degeneracies of mankind are almost always changing, either growing better or worse. Their manners are ever in the same fluctuating state. They either advance towards perfection or degenerate. Scarcely have they attained that happy period in which we have just contemplated them, when they begin to decline till they perhaps fall back into a state nearly as low as that from which we suppos them to have emerged. Instances of this unhappy degeneracy occur more than once in the history of mankind; and we may sketch this short sketch of the history of society by mentioning in what manner this degeneracy takes place. Perhaps, first by speaking, every thing but the simple necessities of life may be denominated luxury: for a long time, however, the welfare of society is best promoted, while its members aspire after something more than the mere necessaries of life. As long as these superfluities are to be obtained only by active and honest exertion; as long as
The period arrives, however, when luxury is no longer serviceable to the interests of nations; when she is no longer a graceful, elegant, active form, but a languid, overgrown, and bloated carcase. It is the love of luxury, which contributed so much to the civilization of society, that now brings on its decline. Arts are cultivated and improved, and commerce extended, till enormous opulence be acquired; the effect of opulence is to increase ideas of new and capricious wants, and to inflame the breast with new desires. Here we have the origin of that selfishness which, operating in conjunction with caprice and the violence of unbridled passions, contributes so much to the corruption of virtuous manners. Selfishness, caprice, indolence, celnamiveness, all join to loosen the bonds of society, to bring on the degeneracy both of the useful and the fine arts, to banish at once the mild and the amiable virtues, to destroy civil order and subordination, and to introduce in their room anarchy or despotism.

Scarcely could we have found an example of the beautiful form of society which we last attempted to describe. Never, at least, has any nation continued long to enjoy such happy circumstances, or to display so amiable and respectable a character. But when we speak of the declining state of society, we have no difficulty in finding instances to which we may refer. History tells us of the Arians, the Egyptians, and the Persians all of them once flourishing nations, but brought down by luxury and a wanton fancy, to degrade their characters, and to introduce in their room anarchy or despotism.

If we suppose the principle of selfishness to be the same, and the arts the same, in all ages, we may account for the gradations between barbarism and refinement; and as the painter who is to exhibit a series of portraits representing the human form in infancy, puerility, youth, and manhood, will not think of delineating all that variety of figures and faces which each of those periods of life affords, and will find himself unable to represent in any single figure all diversities of form and features; so we have not once thought of describing particularly under this article, all the various national characters reducible to any one of those divisions under which we have divided the progress of society, nor have we found it possible to comprehend under one confident view, all the particulars which may be gathered from the remains of antiquity, from the relations of later travellers, and the general records of history concerning the progressive character of mankind in various regions, and under the influence of various accidents and circumstances. This indeed would have even been improper, as all that information appears under other articles in this Work.

SOCIETIES, associations voluntarily formed by a number of individuals for promoting knowledge, industry, or virtue. They may therefore be divided into three classes; societies for promoting science and literature, societies for encouraging and promoting arts and manufactures, and societies for diffusing religion and morality and relieving distresses. Societies belonging to the first class extend their attention to all the sciences and literature in general, or, devote it to one particular science. The same observation may be applied to those which are instituted for improving arts and manufactures. Those of the third class are established, either with a view to prevent crimes, as the Philanthropic Society; or for the diffusion of the Christian religion among unenlightened nations, as the Society for the Propagation of the Gospel in Foreign Parts; or for introducing arts and civilization, along with a knowledge of the Christian religion, as the Sierra Leone company.

The honour of planning and instituting societies for those valuable purposes is due to modern times. A literary association is said to have been formed in the reign of Charlemagne (see Academy); but the plan seems to have been rude and defective. Several others were instituted in Italy in the 16th century; but from the accounts which we have seen of them, they seem to have been far inferior to those which are most flourishing at present. The most enlarged idea of literary societies seems to have originated with the great Lord Bacon, the father of modern philosophy, who recommended to the reigning prince to institute societies of learned men, who should give to the world from time to time a regular account of their researches and discoveries. It was the idea of this great philosopher, that the learned world should be united, as it were, into one immense republic; which, though consisting of many detached states, should hold a strict union and preferre a mutual intelligence with each other, in every thing that regards the common interest. The want of this union and intelligence he laments as one of the chief obstacles to the advancement of science; and, justly considering the institution of public societies, in the different countries of Europe, under the auspices of the sovereign, to be the best remedy for that defect, he has given, in his facile work, the New Atlantis, the delineation of a philosophical society.
Society on the most extended plan, for the improvement of all arts and sciences; a work which, though written in the language, and tinted with the colouring of romance, is full of the noblest philosophic views. The plan of Lord Bacon, which met with little attention from the age in which he lived, was designed to produce its effect in a period not very distant. The scheme of a philosophical colloberry Cowley is acknowledged to have had a powerful influence in procuring the establishment of the Royal Society of London by charter from Charles II.; and Cowley's plan is manifestly copied in almost all its parts from that in the New Atlantis. The institution of the Royal Society of London was soon followed by the establishment of the Royal Academy of Sciences at Paris; and these two have served as models to the philosophical academies of highest reputation in the other kingdoms of Europe.

The experience of ages has shown, that improvements of a public nature are best carried on by societies of liberal and ingenious men, uniting their labours without regard to nation, sect, or party, in one grand pursuit alike interesting to all, whereby mutual prejudices are worn off, and a humane philosophical spirit is cherished. Men united together, and frequently meeting for the purpose of advancing the sciences, the arts, agriculture, manufactures, and commerce, may oftentimes suggest such hints to one another as may be improved to important ends; and such societies, by being the repositories of the observations and discoveries of the learned and ingenious, may from time to time furnish the world with useful publications which might otherwise be lost; for men of ingenuity and modesty may not choose to risk their reputation, by sending abroadapatronized knowledge both serenely and without regard to the invariable and enterprising with pecuniary premiums or honorary rewards.

Societies instituted for promoting knowledge may also be of eminent service, by exciting a spirit of emulation, and by enkindling those sparks of genius which otherwise might for ever have been concealed; and if, when possessed of funds sufficient for the purpose, they reward the exertions of the industrious and enterprising with pecuniary premiums or honorary medals, many important experiments and useful discoveries will be made, from which the public may reap the highest advantages.

Eminent instances of the beneficial effects of such institutions we have in the Royal academy of Sciences at Paris, the Royal Society, and the Society instituted for the Encouragement of Arts, Manufactures, and Commerce, in London, and many others of a similar kind. Hereby a spirit of discovery and improvement has been excited among the ingenious in almost every nation; knowledge of various kinds, and greatly useful to mankind, has taken place of the dry and uninteresting speculations of scholiasts; and bold and erroneous hypotheses has been obliged to give way to demonstrative experiment. In short, since the establishment of these societies, solid learning and philosophy have more increased than they had done for many centuries before.

As to these societies established for promoting industry, religion, and morality, and relieving distress, the design is laudable and excellent, and presents a beautiful picture of the philanthropy of modern times. We are happy to find, from the minutes of some of their proceedings, that their beneficial effects are already conspicuous.

We will now give some account of the most eminent societies; arranging them under the three classes into which we have divided them: I. Religious and Humane Societies. II. Societies for Promoting Science and Literature. III. Societies for Encouraging Arts, Manufactures, &c.

I. Religious and Humane Societies.

1. Society for the Propagation of the Gospel in Foreign Parts was instituted by King William III. in 1701, in order to secure a maintenance for an orthodox clergy, and to make other provisions for propagating the Gospel in the plantations, colonies, and islands beyond the seas. To that end he incorporated the archbishops, several of the bishops, and others of the nobility, gentry, and clergy, to the number of 90, into one body, which, by the name of The Society for the Propagation of the Gospel in Foreign Parts, was to plead and be implored to have perpetual succession, with privilege to purchase L. 2000 a-year inheritance, and citates for lives or years, with other goods and chattels to any value. By its charter the society is authorized to use a common seal; and to meet annually on the third Friday in February for the purpose of choosing a president, vice president, and officers of the year ensuing; and on the third Friday in every month, or oftener if there should be occasion, to transact business, and to depute persons to take subscriptions, and collect money contributed for the purposes aforesaid; and of all moneys received and laid out, it is obliged to give account yearly to the lord-chancellor or keeper, the lord chief-justice of the common-law, and to make other provisions for propagating the canons of the church; and when the new society was formed, they had already transmitted to America and the West Indies L. 800 worth of Bibles, Books of Common Prayer, and tracts of practical religion, besides securing a tolerable maintenance to several clergy-men on this continent. This association still subsists under the denomination of The Society for Propagating Christian Knowledge and has been productive of much good in the cities of London and Westminster; but upon the formation of the new society into which all its original members were incorporated by name, the care which the voluntary association had taken of the colonies devolved of course upon the incorporated society; of which incorporation we believe the object has been sometimes mislaiden, and the labours of its missionaries grossly misrepresented. It has by many been supposed that the society was incorporated for the sole purpose of converting the savages Americans; and it has been much blamed for sending missionaries into provinces where, in the delpicable cant of the complainers, a Gospel-ministry was already established. But an impartial view of the
life and progress of the American provinces, now become independent states, will show the folly and injustice of those complaints.

The English colonies in North America were in the last century formed and first peopled by religious men; who, made uneasy at home by their intolerant brethren, left the old world to enjoy in peace that first and chief prerogative of man, the free worship of God, according to his own conscience. At one time Puritans were driven across the Atlantic by the episcopal church; at another, Churchmen were forced away by the presbyterians just as the revolutions of state threw the civil power into the hands of the one or the other party; and not a few members of the Church of Rome were chased to the wilds of America by the united exertions of both. It has often observed, that people persecuted for their religion become for the most part enthusiastically attached to it; and the conduct of these colonists was in perfect harmony with this observation. Their zeal, inflamed by their violent removal to the other hemisphere, kept religion alive and active among themselves; but their poverty disabled them from supplying fuel to the flame, by making provision for a ministry to instruct their offspring. The consequence was, that the new Christian commonwealth, without the kindly assistance of its mother-country, would have been, in the words of the Roman historian, Res unius statis. Against this danger a timely aid was to be provided by the society; which, as it consisted not of fanatical members, would not intrust the important business of the mission to fanatical preachers, who, though always ready for such spiritual enterprizes, are never qualified to carry them on with success.

It was therefore thought fit to assign a decent maintenance for clergymen of the church of England, who might preach the gospel to their brethren in America; and though these missionaries in general carefully avoided the conduct of those of Rome, whose principal aim is to reduce all churches under submission to the papal tyranny; yet so lately as 1765, did some of the colonies, in which the puritanic spirit of the last century characterized the church established by law, raise a hideous outcry against the society for sending a mission into their quarters, though only for the service of the dispersed members of the Episcopal church residing among them, and for the conversion of those men whom their rigid fanaticism had prejudiced against Christiannity itself.

Indeed the commodity called freethinking, as Bishop Warburton expresses it, was at an early period imprudently by the opulent and fashionable colonists. The celebrated Berkeley, who had resided some years in Rhode Island, and at his return was called upon to preach the anniversary sermon before the society, informs us, that the island where he lived was inhabited by an English colony, consisting chiefly of seafarers of many different denominations; that several of the better sort of the inhabitants of towns were accustomed to assemble themselves regularly on the Lord's day for the performance of divine worship; but that most of those who were dispersed through the colony rivalled some well bred people of other countries, in a thorough indifference for all that is sacred, being equally careless of outward worship and of inward principles. He adds, that the missionaries had done, and were continuing to do, good service in bringing those planters to a serious sense of religion. "I speak it knowingly (says he), that the missionaries of the Gospel, in those provinces which go by the name of New England, sent and supported at the expense of the society, have, by their sobriety of manners, discreet behaviour, and a competent degree of useful knowledge, shown themselves worthy of the choice of those who sent them." We have the honour to be acquainted with some of the missionaries sent at a later period, and have reason to believe that, down to the era of the American revolution, they had the same virtues, and were doing the same good services, which procured to their predecessors this honourable testimony from one of the greatest and the best of men. Surely such a mission deferred not to be evil spoken of by feds of any denomination who believe in Christ; especially as the very charter of incorporation alluded in a reason for missionaries being sent to the colonies, "that by reason of their poverty those colonies were destitute and unprovided of a maintenance for ministers and the public worship of God."

The society, however, was incorporated for other purposes than this. It was obliged by its charter to attempt the conversion of the native Americans and the negro slaves; and we have reason to believe, that, as soon as the spiritual wants of the colonists were decently supplied, it was not inattentive to these glorious objects. Its succés indeed in either pursuit has not been so great as could be wished; but it would be rash and unfair to attribute this failure to the president, vice-president, or other officers of the corporation at home. An erroneous notion, that the being baptized is inconsistent with a state of slavery, rendered the selfish colonists for a long time averse from the conversion of their negroes, and made them throw every obstacle in the way of all who made the attempt; while the difficulties of the Indian mission are such as hardly any clergymen educated in a Protestant country can be supposed able to surmount.

He who hopes to successfully preach the Gospel among a tribe of savage wanderers, must have an ardent zeal and unwearied diligence; appetites subdued to all the difficulties of want; and a mind superior to all the terrors of mortality. These qualities and habits may be acquired in the church of Rome by him who from infancy has been trained up in the severities of some of the monastic orders, and afterwards sent to the college de propaganda fide to be instructed in the languages, and inured to the manners and customs of the barbarous nations whose conversion he is defined to attempt. But in the reformed churches of Britain there are no monastic orders, nor any college de propaganda fide; and yet without the regular preparation, which is to be looked for in such institutions alone, it is not in nature, whatever grace may effect, for any man cheerfully and at the same time fairly to undertake all the accumulated difficulties ever ready to overtake a faithful missionary among savage idolaters. A fanatical zealot will indeed undertake it, though he is totally unqualified for every sober and important work; and a man of ruined fortunes may be pressed into the service, though the impotency of his mind has shown him unable to bear either poverty or riches. The failure of the society therefore in its attempts to convert the American Indians may be attributed, we think, in the first instance,
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Soc, to the want of a college de propaganda for training up young men for the American mission.

Perhaps another cause of this failure may be found in the conduct of the missionaries, who, it is to be presumed, have not always employed in a proper manner even the scanty qualifications which they actually possessed. The Gospel plain and simple as it is, and fitted in its nature for what it was ordained to effect, cannot be understood but by an intellect somewhat raised above that of a savage. Such of the missionaries therefore as began their work with preaching to savage and brutal men, certainly set out at the wrong end; for to make the Gospel understood, and much more to propagate and establish it, those savages should have been first taught the necessary arts of civil life, which, while they improve every bodily accommodation, tend at the same time to enlarge and enlighten the understanding. For want of this previous culture, we doubt not, it hath happened that such of the savages as have been baptised into the faith have so seldom persevered themselves, or been able in any degree to propagate among their tribes the Christianity which they had been taught, and that successful missions have always found it necessary to begin anew the work of conversion.

To one or other of these causes, or to both, may justly be attributed the little progress which reformed Christianity has made among the Indians of North America; and not to any want of zeal, attention, or liberality, in the directors of the society at home. During the dependence of the United States on the mother-country, great part of the society's funds was properly expended in keeping alive a just sense of religion among the Christian colonists from Europe, who had hitherto the first claims upon this best of charities; but now that America has separated herself from Great Britain, and shows that she is able to maintain her independence, and to make ample provision for a regular clergy of her own, the members of the corporation must feel themselves at liberty to bestow greater attention, and to expend more money than they could formerly do, on the conversion of such Indians as have any intercourse with the settlements which Britain still possesses. To a body so respectable, we presume not to offer advice; but we cannot help thinking, with Bishop Berkeley, that the most successful missionaries would be children of Indians, educated in a considerable number together from the age of ten or twelve in a college de propaganda fide, where they should be in no danger of losing their mother-tongue while they were acquiring a competent knowledge of religion, morality, history, practical mathematics, and agriculture. "If there were a yearly supply (says he) of a dozen such missionaries sent abroad into their respective countries, after they had received the degree of master of arts, and been admitted into holy orders, it is hardly to be doubted but that in a little time the world would see good and great effects of their mission."

2. Society in Scotland for propagating Christian Knowledge, was instituted in the beginning of the present century. At that period the condition of the Scotch Highlanders was truly deplorable. Shut up in desolate islands by tempestuous seas, or dispersed over a wide extent of country, intersected by high mountains, rapid rivers, and arms of the sea, without bridges or highways, by which any communication could be kept open either with remote or neighbouring districts, they lived in small detached companies in hamlets or solitary huts. Being thus excluded from intercourse with the more civilized part of the island, they could not enjoy the advantages of trade and manufactures. As their soil was barren and their climate severe, in agriculture no progress was to be expected; and as they were acquainted with no language but Gaelic, in which no books were then written, to possess knowledge was impossible. Their parishes being of great extent, often 30 or 40 miles long and of a proportionable breadth, and sometimes consisting of several islands separated by seas, which are often impassable, a considerable number of the inhabitants was entirely deprived of religious instruction or fell a prey to Pagan emiaries. A single school in such extensive parishes could be of little benefit; yet many parishes were entirely destitute even of this resource: and whereas schools were established, the want of books prevented them from producing the useful effects otherwise to have been expected from them (a). To all this we must add, that they lived in a state of the greatest oppression: For though the Highlands formed a part of the British empire, the blessings of the British constitution had not reached them. The feudal fylem reigned in its utmost rigour; the chieftains exercising the most despotic sway over the inferior Highlanders, whom at their pleasure they deprived of their lives or property (b).

Thus the Highlanders were ignorant, oppressed, and uncivilized; slaves rather than subjects; and either entirely destitute of the advantages of the Christian religion, or unqualified to improve them. Hitherto they had been unhappy and destitute to themselves and dangerous to the state; for they were ready at the call of their chieftains to issue from their mountains, and to turn their arms against their lawful king and his loyal subjects. This character, however, arose from their situation. It was therefore impossible for benevolent minds to contemplate this unhappy situation of their countrymen without feeling a desire to raise them to the dignity of rational beings, and to render them useful as citizens.

Accordingly, in the year 1701, some private gentlemen of the city of Edinburgh, who had formed themselves into a society for the reformation of manners, directed their attention to the Highlands of Scotland, and endeavoured to devise some plan for alleviating the distresses of the inhabitants. The remedy which promised to be most efficacious was, to establish charity schools in different places. But as the exigency was great, it was no easy matter to raise a sufficient fund for this

(a) Even so late as the year 1758, no fewer than 175 parishes, within the bounds of 30 presbyteries, had no parochial school. We are sorry to add, that even in the present enlightened and benevolent age the complaint is not entirely removed.

(b) The feudal system was at length abolished in the year 1748 by the jurisdicition act.
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This purpose. They began therefore with what voluntary subscriptions they could procure, hoping afterwards to increase their capital by vacant stipends and public contributions. A memorial with this view was presented to the General Assembly in 1704, which received their approbation; and they accordingly 팔led an act, recommending a general contribution. In 1706 the General Assembly appointed some of their number to inquire more carefully into the state of the Highlands, and the year following appointed a select committee to confer with the gentlemen who had suggested the plan. The result of these conferences was the publication of proposals "for propagating Christian knowledge in the Highlands and islands of Scotland, and in foreign parts of the world." Copies of these proposals, with subscription papers, were distributed through the kingdom; and the contributions having soon amounted to L. 1000, her majesty Queen Anne encouraged this infant society by her royal proclamation, and at the same time issued letters patent under the great seal of Scotland for erecting certain of the subscribers into a corporation; the first nomination of whom was lodged with the lords of council and session.

This corporation held its first meeting on Thursday 3d November 1709. It was attended by several of the nobility, fourteen of the lords of session, many gentlemen of rank, together with most of the ministers of the city of Edinburgh and neighbourhood. A president, secretary, and treasurer, with a committee of fifteen directors, were appointed for the dispatch of business. At their second meeting in January 1710, a scheme of management was formed and approved; in which it was proposed, 1. To erect and maintain schools in such places of Scotland, particularly in the Highlands and islands, as should be found to need them most; in which schools all persons whatsoever should be taught by fit and well qualified schoolmasters, appointed by the society, to read the Holy Scriptures and other pious books; as also to write, and to understand the common rules of arithmetic, with such other things as should be thought suitable to their circumstances. 2. That the schoolmasters should be particularly careful to instruct their scholars in the principles of the Christian reformed religion; and for that end should be obliged to catechise them at least twice a week, and to pray publicly with them twice a day. 3. That not only such as were unable to pay should be taught gratis, but that those whose circumstances required it, should have such farther encouragement as the society should think fit in a conformity with their patent. 4. To name some prudent persons, ministers and others, to be overseers of those schools, who should take care that the schoolmasters do their duty, and that the instructions to be given from time to time by the society or their committee be punctually observed; which overseers should make their report to the society quarterly or half-yearly at farthest. 5. To give suitable encouragement to such ministers or catechists as should be willing to contribute their assistance towards the farther instruction of the scholars remote from church, by not only catechising, but preaching to them; which ministers or catechists should take the same care of the other inhabitants as of the scholars. 6. To extend their endeavours for the advancement of the Christian religion to heathen nations; and for that end to give encouragement to ministers to preach the Gospel among them.

Having thus formed a plan, they immediately proceeded to establish schools in the most useful and economical manner; and as the capital continued to accumulate, the interest was faithfully applied, and the utility of the institution was more extensively diffused.

Until the year 1738 the attention of the society had been wholly directed to the establishment of schools; but their capital being then considerably augmented, they began to extend their views of utility much farther. The grand object of all public associations ought certainly to be the promoting of religion and morality. It must, however, be evident to every man of reflection, that these can neither be propagated nor preserved among a people without agriculture, unaccustomed to commerce and manufactures, and consequently without labour or exertion. Langour and debility of mind must always be the companions of idleness. While the Highlanders roved about with arms in their hands, the latent vigour of their minds must often have been called forth into action; but when their arms were taken away, and themselves confined to a domestic life, where there was nothing to rouse their minds, they must have sunk into indolence and inactivity. All attempts therefore to instruct them in religion and morality, without introducing among them some of the necessary arts of life, would probably have been unavailing. The society accordingly resolved to adopt what appeared to them the most effectual methods of introducing industry among the Highlanders. But as their patent did not extend far enough, they applied to his majesty George II. for an enlargement of their powers; and accordingly obtained a second patent, by which they are empowered, besides fulfilling the purposes of their original patent, to cause such of the children as they shall think fit to be bred to husbandry and houfework, to trades and manufactures, or in such manual occupations as the society shall think proper.

The objects of this second patent the society have not failed to pursue; and though many obstacles and discouragements to their efforts occurred among a rude and barbarous people, yet their perseverance, and the obvious utility of their plans, at length so far overcame the reluctance of the inhabitants, that no less than 94 schools of industry in various parts of the Highlands and islands are now upon their establishment, at which are educated 3360 scholars.

The society, while anxiously endeavouring to diffuse a spirit of industry through the Highlands, were still equally solicitous to promote the knowledge of the Christian religion. As the English language had been the only channel by which knowledge was conveyed to them (a language which, being not used in conversation, was in all respects foreign to them), it was judged requisite that they should have the Scriptures in their vernacular tongue. The society therefore first appointed a translation of the New Testament to be made into Gaelic: A translation was accordingly undertaken by the Rev. Mr Stewart minister of Killin in Perthshire, and printed in 1767, which is said to be executed with much fidelity. Of this work many thousand copies have been distributed in the Highlands. The greater part of the Old Testament has also been translated.
by the Rev. Dr Smith of Campbelton and others, but chiefly by the Rev. Dr Stewart of Luss, by the appointment and at the expense of the society; and as soon as the remaining part can be got ready, the whole will be sold at so low a price as the poor may without difficulty afford. This plan the society have judiciously chosen, in order to prevent discontent and murmuring; effects which the diffusion of the Scriptures ought never to produce; but which could not possibly have been prevented, had the distribution been gratuitous, and of course partial.

For some years past the funds of the society have rapidly accumulated, from the very liberal donations of several individuals.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lady Glenorchy</th>
<th>L. 5,000</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>By a person unknown</td>
<td>10,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lord Van Vryhouven of Holland</td>
<td>20,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miss Gray of Teneffes</td>
<td>3,500</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In consequence of these great additions to their stock, insufficiencies have been thrown out that the society have become so wealthy as to be at a loss for proper objects on which to bestow their increased revenue. If such an opinion be seriously entertained by any one, we must beg him to remember, that the society have erected and endowed no less than 323 schools for religion, the first principles of literature and industry, at the annual expense of L. 3214, 10s. Sterling; and that at these seminaries are educated from 14,000 to 15,000 children; who, but for the means of instruction thus obtained, would in all probability be bred up in ignorance and idleness: That they employ 12 missionary ministers and catechists in remote parts of the Highlands and islands, or among the ignorant Highlanders settled in the great towns of Scotland, at the annual expense of L. 296: That they bestow a burse or pension of L. 15 per annum on each of six students of divinity having the Gaelic language: That they employ two missionary ministers and one schoolmaster among the Oneida and Stockbridge Indians of North America (being the definition of certain legacies bequeathed to them for that purpose), at the annual expense of L. 140. Such is their fixed scheme of annual expenditure, amounting in all to L. 3740, 10s. Sterling—a sum it will be acknowledged of very considerable magnitude. The whole of their incidental expenses arising from the Gaelic translation of the Scripture of the Old Testament; from annuities which they have to pay, in consequence of sums left them as fundatory legacies; from land and house taxes; from enabling candidates for the office of schoolmaster to come to Edinburgh for examination; from furnishing books to poor scholars in their various schools; and from removing schoolmasters from one station to another, is generally about L. 875, which added to the former sum makes the whole annual expense amount to L. 4615, 10s.

If it be inquired at what expense, in the management of it, this extensive and complicated charity is annually conducted, we are authorized to say, that the treasurer, bookholder, and clerk, are allowed each L. 25 per annum, the same salaries which were annexed to these offices from the commencement of the society. The beadle or officer is allowed L. 12 per annum. No salary whatever is enjoyed by any of the other officers of the society. The secretary, comptroller, accountant, and librarian, although subjected, some of them especially, to no small expense of time and labour, have no pecuniary recompense or emolument. Theirs are labours of love, for which they seek and expect no other reward than the confciences of endeavours to promote the best interest of mankind. The whole amount of the expense of managing the business of the society, including the above salaries, and candles, stationery, war, postages, and other incidents, exceeds not at an average L. 115 per annum. From this statement it appears, that hitherto at least the directors have been at no loss for important objects within the proper sphere of their institution on which to bestow their increased funds. They have, it is true, the dispositions of very considerable sums for promoting the objects of the institution; but they are so far from accumulating wealth, that every year their expenditure, notwithstanding the late increase of their capital, exceeds rather than falls short of their income. They have depended upon a kind Providence and a generous public to refund these anticipations of their revenue, and hitherto they have never been disappointed.

Thus has the Society for Propagating Christian Knowledge proceeded for almost a century. It was founded by the pious exertions of a few private individuals, whose names are unknown to the world; and its funds, by faithful and judicious management, as well as by generous contributions, have now become of such magnitude, as to excite the hope that they will be productive of the most valuable effects. The benefits arising from public societies, it is well known, depend entirely upon the management of their directors. If so, the advantages which have accrued from this society intitle it to the praise and gratitude of the nation. While eager to increase the number of schools, the society have not been inattentive to their prosperity. In the year 1771 Mr. Lewis Drummond, a gentleman in whom they placed great confidence, was commissioned by them to visit their schools, and to make an exact report of their state and circumstances. Again, in the year 1795, a commission was granted to the Rev. Dr Kemp, one of the ministers of Edinburgh and secretary to the society, to visit all the schools on their establishment. This laborious and gratifying task he accomplished in the course of four summers with much ability and care, and highly to the satisfaction of the society. At his return he communicated a variety of important information respecting the state of the Highlands and islands, and the means necessary for their improvement in religion, literature, and industry; an abstract of which was published by the society in appendices to the anniversary sermons preached before them in the years 1789, 90, 91, and 92 (c).

(c) It is well known, that the number of Roman Catholics in the Highlands is considerable; but it must give much pleasure to the Protestant reader to be informed, that the ancient maligniant spirit of Popery has in that district given place to mildness and liberality. This is chiefly owing to the gentleman who superintends the priests in that quarter, whose mind is enlightened by science and learning. So far from being hostile to the
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The following table will exhibit at a glance the funds, establishment, and expenditure, of the society, from a few years after its commencement to the present time. Where the number of scholars is not mentioned, the defects may be supplied by taking an average from those years, where a computation has been made. Where the capital is not mentioned, it may easily be made out by considering the salaries as the interest.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>A. D.</th>
<th>Capital.</th>
<th>School.</th>
<th>Scholars.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1713</td>
<td>12</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1715</td>
<td>L. 6,177</td>
<td>25</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1719</td>
<td>8,168</td>
<td>48</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1720</td>
<td>9,131</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>2757</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1732</td>
<td>13,318</td>
<td>109</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1742</td>
<td>19,287</td>
<td>128</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1733</td>
<td>24,308</td>
<td>152</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1758</td>
<td>28,413</td>
<td>175</td>
<td>6409</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1781</td>
<td>54,000</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>7000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1793</td>
<td>3,080</td>
<td>307</td>
<td>12,013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1794</td>
<td>3,214</td>
<td>323</td>
<td>14,270</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Hitherto we have taken no notice of the corresponding board which was established at London so early as the year 1729, to receive subscriptions and lay out sums. That board indeed remained long inactive; but in 1773 its members began to co-operate more cordially with their brethren in Scotland. Since that period an annual sermon has been preached in recommendation of the charity; and the preacher is now selected without any regard to the religious denomination to which he belongs; sometimes from the church of England, sometimes from the church of Scotland, and sometimes from sectaries of different persuasions. The meetings of the corresponding board have been attended by many of the nobility and gentry, who have made great exertions to promote the views of the society. From its present flourishing state therefore, from the indefatigable exertion and laudable zeal of the managers, and from the countenance and support which they have received from persons of the first rank and reputeability in the nation, the benevolent mind may look forward with much confidence and satisfaction to a period not very distant, when its beneficial effects shall be felt not only in the Highlands, but shall be communicated to the rest of the nation. We have been thus particular in our account of the Society for Propagating Christian Knowledge, because we have had access to the most authentic sources of information, and because we know it to be an institution calculated to enlighten and improve a considerable part of the British nation.

3. Society of the Sons of the Clergy, was incorporated by King Charles II. in 1675, by the name of The Governor of the Charity for Relief of the Poor Widows and Children of Clergymen. This society is under the direction and management of a president and vice-president, three treasurers, and a court of affiliat...
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Societies for Promoting Science and Literature.

I. The Royal Society of London is an academy or body of persons of eminent learning, instituted by Charles II. for the promoting of natural knowledge. The origin of this society is traced by Dr Sprat, its earliest historian, no farther back than to "some space after the end of the civil wars" in the last century. The scene of the first meetings of the learned men who laid the foundation of it, is by him fixed in the university of Oxford at the lodgings of Dr Wilkins warden of Wadham college. But Dr Birch, on the authority of Dr Wallis, one of its earliest and most considerable members, assigns it an earlier origin. According to him, certain persons residing in London about the year 1645, being "inquisitive into natural and the new and experimental philosophy, agreed to meet weekly on a certain day, to discourse upon such subjects, and were known by the title of The Invisible or Philosophical College." In the years 1648 and 1649, the company who formed these meetings were divided, part retiring to Oxford and part remaining in London; but they continued the fame pursuits as when united, corresponding with each other, and giving a mutual account of their respective discoveries. About the year 1650 the greater part of the Oxford society returned to London, and again uniting with their fellow-labourers, met once, if not twice, a week at Gresham college, during term time, till they were scattered by the public disaffections of that year, and the place of their meeting made a quarter for soldiers. On the restoration 1660 their meetings were revived, and attended by a greater concourec of men eminent for their rank and learning. They were at first taken notice of by the king, who having himself a considerable taste for physical science, was pleased to grant them an ample charter, dated the 15th of July 1662, and afterwards a second dated 17th April 1663, by which they were erected into a corpo

To carry into effect these desirable purposes, it is the first business of the society to select from prisons, and from the haunts of vice, profligacy, and beggary, such objects as appear most likely to become obnoxious to the laws, or prejudicial to the community; and, in the execution of this duty, the assistance of the magistrates, the clergy, and all who are interested in the promotion of good morals and good government, is most earnestly requested. For the employment of the children, several houses are supported, at Cambridge Heath, near Hackney, in each of which a master-workman is placed for the purpose of teaching the children some useful trade. The trades already established are those of printer, carpenter, shoemaker, and tailor. The girls are at present educated as domestic servants.

In the year 1791 no less than 70 children were under the protection of this society, among whom were many who had been guilty of various felonies, burglaries, and other crimes. Yet, singular as it may appear, in less than two years those very children became no less remarkable for industry, activity, decency, and obedience, than they formerly were for the contrary vices. Such are the grounds on which the Philanthropic Society now claims the attention and solicits the patronage of the public. If we regard humanity and religion, this institution opens an asylum to the most forlorn and abject of the human race; it befriends the most friends; it saves from the certain and fatal consequences of infamy and vicious courses orphans and deserted children. If we regard national prosperity and the public welfare, it is calculated to increase industry; and it directs that industry into the most useful and necessary channels. If we regard self-interest, its immediate object is to protect our persons from assault and murder, our property from depredation, and our peaceful habitations from the derelicts of midnight incendiaries.

One guinea per annum constitutes a member of the society; and an annual payment of at least two guineas, is a necessary qualification for being elected into the committee.

II. Societies for Promoting Science and Literature.

6. The Philanthropic Society, was instituted in September 1788. It aims at the prevention of crimes, by removing out of the way of evil counsel, and evil company, tho' those children who are, in the present state of things, defined to ruin. It proposes to educate and instruct in some useful trade or occupation the children of convicts or other infant poor who are engaged in vagrant or criminal courses; thus to break the chain of those pernicious confederacies, deprive the wicked of their victims, and by all these means add citizens to the two cafes of the society, their places of meeting.

The society has published an 8vo volume with plates, containing a variety of interesting matter relating to the object of this benevolent institution.

The society was at first composed of members of the learned professions, and at first it was called the "Philanthropic Society," but it was soon afterwards changed to its present name. The society is supported by subscriptions, and the annual subscription is one guinea. The society has a house of correction, where the children are instructed in various trades, and are afterwards placed in the service of respectable families. The society has also a hospital for the care of the sick, and a school for the instruction of the deaf and dumb. The society has a library, and a museum, and a lending library.

The society has also a library, and a museum, and a lending library.

The society has also a library, and a museum, and a lending library.

The society has also a library, and a museum, and a lending library.
Society for Promoting Science and Literature.

...Ruddiman and others, which in 1731 was succeeded by a society instituted for the improvement of medical knowledge. In the year 1731 the celebrated Mac- 


lawr von conceived the idea of enlarging the plan of this society, by extending it to subjects of philosophy and literature. The institution was accordingly new modelled by a printed set of laws and regulations, the number of members was increased, and they were dis-


tinguished from that time by the title of The Society for Improving Arts and Sciences, or more generally by the title of The Philosophical Society of Edinburgh. Its meetings, however, were soon interrupted by the disorders of the country during the rebellion in 1745; and they were not renewed till the year 1752. Soon after this period the first volume of the Transactions of the Philosophical Society of Edinburgh was published under the title of Essays and Observations, Physical and Literary, and was followed by other volumes of acknowledged merit. About the end of the year 1782, in a meeting of the professors of the university of Edinburgh, many of whom were likewise members of the Philosophical Society, and warmly attached to its interests, a scheme was proposed by the Rev. Dr Robertson, principal of the university, for the establishment of a new society on a more extended plan, and after the model of some of the foreign academies. It appeared an expedient measure to solicit the royal patronage to an institution of this nature, which promised to be of national importance, and to request an establishment by charter from the crown. The plan was approved and adopted; and the Philosophical Society, joining its influence as a body inseconding the application from the university, his majesty, as we have already observed, was pleased to incorporate The Royal Society of Edinburgh by charter.

This society consists of ordinary and honorary members; and the honorary places are restricted to persons residing out of Great Britain and Ireland. The election of new members is appointed to be made at two stated general meetings, which are to be held on the fourth Monday of January and the fourth Monday of June. A candidate for the place of an ordinary member must signify by a letter, addressed to one of the members, his wish to be received into the society. He must then be publicly proposed at least a month before the day of election. If the proposal be seconded by two of the members present, his name is to be inserted in the list of candidates, and hung up in the ordinary place of meeting. The election is made by ballot, and is determined in favour of a candidate, if he shall have the votes of two thirds of those present, in a meeting consisting of at least 21 members. The general business of the society is managed by a president, two vice-presidents, with a council of 12, a general secretary, and a treasurer. The officers are chosen by ballot annually on the first Monday of November. All public deeds, whether of a civil or of a literary nature, are transacted by this board, and proceed in the name of the president or vice president.

As it was thought that the members would have a greater inducement to punctual attendance on the meetings of the society, if they had some general intimation of the nature of the subjects which were to be considered, and made the topic of conversation, it was there-
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fore resolved to divide the society into two classes, which should meet and deliberate separately. One of these classes is denominated the Physical Clas, and has for its department the sciences of mathematics, natural philosophy, chemistry, medicine, natural history, and whatever relates to the improvement of arts and manufactures. The other is denominated the Literary Clas, and has for its department literature, philology, history, antiquities, and speculative philosophy. Every member is entitled at his admission to intimate which of these classes he wishes to be more particularly associated with; but he is at the same time intimated to attend the meetings of the other class, and to take part in all its proceedings. Each of the classes has four presidents and two secretaries, who officiate by turns. The meetings of the physical class are held on the first Mondays of January, February, March, April, July, August, November, and December; and the meetings of the literary class are held on the third Mondays of January, February, March, April, June, July, November, and December, at 7 o'clock afternoon.

At these meetings the written essays and observations of the members of the society, on their researches, are read publicly, and become the subjects of conversation. The subjects of these essays and observations are announced at a previous meeting, in order to engage the attendance of those members who may be particularly interested in them. The author of each dissertation is likewise desired to furnish the society with an abstract of it, to be read at the next ensuing meeting, when the conversation is renewed with increased advantage, from the knowledge previously acquired of the subject. At the same meetings are exhibited such specimens of natural or artificial curiosities, such remains of antiquity, and such experiments, as are thought worthy of the attention of the society. All objects of natural history presented to the society, are ordered by the charter of the institution to be deposited, on receipt, in the museum of the university of Edinburgh; and all remains of antiquity, public records, or ancient manuscripts, in the library belonging to the faculty of advocates at Edinburgh.

The ordinary members, whose usual residence is in the city of Edinburgh or its immediate neighbourhood, are expected to attend regularly the monthly meetings; and are required to defray, by an annual contribution, the current expenses of the institution. The members who reside at such a distance from Edinburgh, that they cannot enjoy the advantages arising from a regular attendance on the meetings of the society, are not subjected to any contribution for defraying its expenses, but have a right to attend those meetings when occasionally in Edinburgh, and to take part in all their proceedings.

Three volumes of the Transactions of the society have been published, which bear ample testimony to the learning and acuteness of their various authors.

3. Medical Society of London, instituted in the year 1752, on the plan recommended by Lord Bacon (De Augm. Scient. lib. iv. cap. 2.), to revive the hippocratic method of composing narratives of particular cases, in which the nature of the disease, the manner of treating it, and the consequences, are to be specified; to attempt the cure of those diseases which, in his opinion, have been too boldly pronounced incurable; and, lastly, to extend their inquiries after the powers of particular medicines in the cure of particular cases; the collections of this society have been already published under the title of Medical Observations and Inquiries, in several volumes.

4. The Medical Society of Edinburgh was incorporated by royal charter in 1778; but there appears to have been in that city a voluntary association of the same name from the first establishment of a regular school of physic in the university. To the voluntary society the public is indebted for six volumes of curious and useful essays, collected principally by the late Dr Monro from June 1731 to June 1736; but in the year 1739 that society was united to another, as we have already observed, in a former article. The ordinary members of the present medical society are elected by ballot, and three dissententent exclude a candidate; an ordinary member may also be elected an honorary member, who enjoys the privileges of the others, and receives a diploma, but is freed from the obligation of attendance, delivering papers in rotation, &c. to which the ordinary members are subjects; but in this case the votes must be unanimous. The meetings of their society are held every Saturday evening in their own hall, during the winter season, when papers on medical subjects are delivered by the several members in rotation; and four of these are annually elected to fill the chair in rotation, with the title of annual presidents.

5. The Royal Medical Society was instituted in 1776. The members are divided into associates ordinary, limited to 30, honorary to 12, extraordinary to 60, and foreign to 60, and correspondents. This society has published several volumes of Memoirs in 4to.

6. Asiatic Society, an institution planned by the late illustrious Sir William Jones, and actually formed at Calcutta on the 15th of January, 1784, for the purpose of tracing the history, antiquities, arts, sciences, and literature, of the immense continent of Asia. As it was resolved to follow as nearly as possible the plan of the Royal Society of London, of which the king is patron, the patronage of the Asiatic Society was offered to the governor-general and council, as the executive power in the territories of the company. By their acceptance of this offer, Mr Hatfield, as governor-general, appeared among the patrons of the new society; but he seemed in his private station as the first liberal promoter of useful knowledge in Bengal, and especially as the great encourager of Persian and Sanscrit literature, to deserve a particular mark of distinction; he was requested, therefore, to accept the honorary title of president. This was handsomely declined in a letter from Mr Hatfield, in which he requested, 'to yield his pretensions to the gentleman whose genius planned the institution, and who was most capable of conducting it to the attainment of the great and splendid purposes of its formation.' On the receipt of this letter, Sir William Jones was nominated president of the society; and we cannot give the reader a view of the object of the institution in clearer language than that which he employed in his first discourse from the chair.

"It is your design, I conceive (said the president) to take an ample space for your learned investigations, bounding them only by the geographical limits of Asia; so that, considering Hindostan as a centre, and turning your eyes in idea to the north, you have on your right many
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many important kingdoms in the eastern peninsula, the ancient and wonderful empire of China with all her Tartarian dependencies, and that of Japan, with the cluster of precious islands, in which many singular curiosities have too long been concealed; before you lies that prodigious chain of mountains, which formerly perhaps were a barrier against the violence of the sea, and beyond them the very interesting country of Tibet, and the vast regions of Tartary, from which, as from the Trojan horse of the poet, have issued so many formidable warriors, whose domain has extended at least from the banks of the Ilyus to the mouths of the Ganges: on your left are the beautiful and celebrated provinces of Iran or Persia, the unmeasured and perhaps unmeasurable deserts of Arabia, and the once flourishing kingdom of Yemen, with the pleasant isles that the Arabs have subdued or colonized; and farther westward, the Asiatic dominions of the Turkifh sultans, whose moon seems approaching rapidly to its wane. By this great circumference the field of your useful researches will be inclosed; but since Egypt had unquestionably an old connection with this country, if not with China, since the language and literature of the Abyllinians bear a manifest affinity to those of Asia, since the Arabian arms prevailed along the African coast of the Mediterranean, and even erected a powerful dynasty on the continent of Europe, you may not be displeased occasionally to follow the streams of Asiatic learning a little beyond its natural boundary; and, if it be necessary or convenient that a short name or epithet be given to our society, in order to distinguish it in the world, that of Asiatic appears both classical and proper, whether we consider the place or the object of the institution, and preferable to Oriental, which is in truth a word merely relative, and though commonly used in Europe, conveys no very distinct idea.

"If now it be asked, What are the intended objects of our inquiries within these spacious limits? we answer, Man and Nature; whatever is performed by the one or produced by the other. Human knowledge has been elegantly analyz'd according to the three great faculties of the mind, memory, reason, and imagination, which we constantly find employed in arranging and retaining, comparing and distinguishing, combin'd and diversifying, the ideas, which we receive through our senses, or apperception; hence the three main branches of learning are, History, Science, and Art: the first comprehends either an account of natural productions, or the genuine records of empires and states; the second embraces the whole circle of pure and mixed mathematics, together with ethics and law, as far as they depend on the reasoning faculty; and the third includes all the beauties of imagery and the charms of invention, displayed in modulated language, or represented by colour, figure, or sound.

"Agreeably to this analysis, you will investigate whatever is rare in the stupendous fabric of nature, will correct the geography of Asia by new observations and discoveries; will trace the annals and even traditions of those nations who from time to time have peopled or defolated it; and will bring to light their various forms of government, with their institutions civil and religious; you will examine their improvements and methods in arithmetic and geometry; in trigonometry, mensuration, mechanics, optics, astronomy, and general philosophy; their systems of morality, grammar, rhetoric, and dialectic; their skill in chirurgery and medicine; and their advancement, whatever it may be, in anatomy and chemistry. To this you will add researches into their agriculture, manufactures, trade; and whilst you inquire with pleasure into their music, architecture, painting, and poetry, you will not neglect the inferior arts by which the comforts and even elegancies of social life are supplied or improved. You may observe, that I have omitted their languages, the diversity and difficulty of which are a sad obstacle to the progress of useful knowledge; but I have ever considered languages as the mere instruments of real learning, and think them improperly confounded with learning itself: the attainment of them is, however indispensably necessary; and if to the Persian, Armenian, Turkifh, and Arabic, could be added not only the Shanfrit, the treasures of which we may now hope to see unlocked, but even the Chinefe, Tartarian, Japanese, and the various infori diries, an immense mine would then be open, in which we might labour with equal delight and advantage."

Of this society three volumes of the Transactions have been published, which are replete with information in a high degree curious and important; and we hope that the European world shall soon be favored with another. The much to be lamented death of the accomplished president may indeed damp the spirits of investigation among the members; for to conquer difficulties so great as they must meet with, a portion seems to be necessary of that enthusiasm which accompanied all the pursuits of Sir William Jones; but his successor is a man of great worth and learning, and we trust will use his utmost endeavors to have the plan completed of which Sir William gave the outlines.

5. The American Philosophical Society, held at Philadelphia, was formed in January 1769 by the union of two societies which had formerly subsisted in that city. This society extends its attention to geography, mathematics, natural philosophy, and astronomy; medicine and anatomy; natural history and chemistry; trade and commerce; mechanics and architecture; husbandry and American improvements. Its officers are a president, three vice-presidents, one treasurer, four secretaries, and three curators, who are annually chosen by ballot. The duty of the president, vice-presidents, treasurer, and secretaries, is the same as in other societies. The business of the curators is to take the charge of all specimens of natural productions, whether of the animal, vegetable, or fossil kind; all models of machines and instruments; and all other matters belonging to the society which shall be intrusted to them. The ordinary meetings are held on the first and third Fridays of every month from October to May inclusive. This society was incorporated by charter 15th March 1780; and has published three volumes of its Transactions, containing many ingenious papers on general literature and the sciences, as well as respecting those subjects peculiar to America. It is a delightful prospect to the philosopher to consider, that Asia, Europe, and America, though far separated and divided into a variety of political states, are all three combined to promote the cause of knowledge and truth.

6. A Literary and Philosophical Society of considerable reputation has been lately established at Manchester, under the direction of two presidents, four vice-presidents,
Society for Promoting the Discovery of the Interior Parts of Africa. This society or association first sprang up in the internal districts of Africa, of which so little is at present known, were formed in London by some opulent individuals in 1788; who, strongly impressed with a conviction of the practicability and utility of thus enlarging the fund of human knowledge, determined, if possible, to rescue the age from that stagnation which attaches to its ignorance of so large and so near a portion of the globe. The founders of this society resolved to admit no man a member for a shorter period than three years, during which he must pay annually into the public fund five guineas. After three years, any member, upon giving a year's notice, may withdraw himself from the association. During the first 12 months each of the members was allowed to recommend for the approbation of the society such of his friends as he might think proper to be admitted into it; but since that period we believe all additional members have been elected by a ballot of the association at large. A committee was chosen by ballot to manage the funds of the society, to choose proper persons to be sent on the discovery of the interior parts of Africa, and to carry on the society's correspondence, with express injunctions to disclose no intelligence received from their agents but to the society at large. But a fuller account of the nature of this establishment, and the very happy efforts they have made, may be seen in the superb edition of their proceedings printed in 1790, 4to for their own use; or in the 8vo edition since made public. They soon found two gentlemen, Mr Lucas and Mr Ledyard, who were singularly well qualified for the important mission. The information they have acquired will be found in the above work; with a new map by Mr Rennel, exhibiting the geographical knowledge collected by the African association. Mr Ledyard very unfortunately died during his researches at Cairo.

8. The Society of Antiquaries of London, was founded about the year 1752 by Archbishop Parker, a munificent patron of learned men. For the space of 20 years it flourished in the house of Sir Robert Cotton; in 1759 they resolved to apply to Queen Elizabeth for a charter and a public building where they might hold their meetings; but it is uncertain whether any such application was ever made. In the mean time, the reputation of the society gradually increased, and at length it excited the jealousy of James II. who was afraid lest it should prejudice to canvass the secret transactions of his government. He accordingly dissolved it. But in the beginning of the present century, the Antiquarian Society began to revive; and a number of gentlemen, eminent for their affections to this science, had weekly meetings, in which they examined the antiquities and history of Great Britain preceding the reign of James I. but without excluding any other remarkable antiquities that might be offered to them. From this time the society grew in importance; and in 1750 they unanimously resolved to petition the king for a charter of incorporation. This they obtained the year following, by the influence of the celebrated earl of Hardwicke, then lord-chancellor, and Martin Folkes, Esq; who was then their president. The king declared himself their founder and patron, and empowered them to have a body of officers, and a common seal, and to hold in perpetuity lands, &c., to the yearly value of L. 1000.

The chief object of the inquiries and researches of the society are British antiquities and history; nor, however, wholly excluding those of other countries. It must be acknowledged, that the study of antiquity offers to the curious and inquisitive a large field for research and amusement. The inquirer in this branch furnishes the historian with his best materials, while he distinguishes from the fictions of a bold invention, and ascertains the credibility of facts; and to the philosopher he presents a fruitful source of ingenious speculation, while he points out to him the way of thinking, and the manners of men, under all the varieties of aspect in which they have appeared.

An antiquarian ought to be a man of solid judgment, possessed of learning and science, that he may not be an enthusiastic admirer of every thing that is ancient merely because it is ancient; but be qualified to distinguish between those researches which are valuable and important and those which are trifling and useless. It is from the want of these qualifications that some men have contracted such a blind passion for every thing that is ancient, that they have expatriated themselves to ridicule, and their study to contempt. But if we regard utility we were always to regulate the pursuits of the antiquarian, the shafts of future would no longer be levelled at him; but he would be respected as the man who labours to restore or to preserve such ancient productions as are suited to illuminate religion, philosophy, and history, or to improve the arts of life.

We by no means intend to apply these observations to any particular society of antiquarians; but we throw them out, because we know that an affiduous study of antiquity is apt, like the ardent pursuit of money, to lose light of its original object, and to degenerate into a passion which mingles the mean for the end, and considers perfidious without a regard to utility as enjoyment.

An association similar to that of the Antiquarian Society of London was founded in Edinburgh in 1780, and received the royal charter in 1783.

Besides these literary societies here mentioned, there are a great number more in different parts of Europe, some of which are noticed under the article Academy. Those which are omitted are not omitted on account of any idea of their inferior importance; but either because we have had no access to authentic information; or because they resemble the societies already described so closely, that we could have given nothing but their names.

III. Societies for Encouraging and Promoting Arts, Manufactures, \&c.

1. London Society for the Encouragement of Arts, Manufactures, and Commerces, was instituted in the year 1754 by Lord Folkestone, Lord Romney, Dr Stephen Hales, and a few private gentlemen; but the merit of this institution chiefly belonged to Mr William Shipley,
The office-bearers of this society are a president, 12 vice-presidents, a secretary, and registrar. Their proceedings are regulated by a body, of rules and orders established by the whole society, and printed for the use of the members. All questions and debates are determined by the holding up of hands, or by ballot if required; and no matter can be confirmed without the assent of a majority at two meetings. They invite all the world to propose subjects for encouragement; and whatever is deemed deserving attention, is referred to the consideration of a committee, which, after due inquiry and deliberation, make their report to the whole society, where it is approved, rejected, or altered. A list is printed and published every year of the matters for which they propose to give premiums; which premiums are either sums of money, and those sometimes very considerable ones; or the society's medal in gold or silver, which they consider as the greatest honour they can bestow. All possible care is taken to prevent partiality in the distribution of their premiums, by deferring the claimants' names to be concealed, and by appointing committees (who when they find occasion call to their assistance the most skilful artists) for the strict examination of the real merit of all matters and things brought before them, in conformance of their premiums.

The chief objects of the attention of the Society for the Encouragement of Arts, Manufactures, and Commerce, in the application of their rewards, are ingenuity in the several branches of the polite and liberal arts, useful discoveries, and improvement in agriculture, manufactures, mechanics, and chemistry, or the laying open of any such to the public; and, in general, all such useful inventions, discoveries, or improvements (though not mentioned in the book of premiums), as may appear to have a tendency to the advantage of trade and commerce.

The following are some of the most important regulations of this society. It is required that the matters for which premiums are offered be delivered in without names, or any intimation to whom they belong; that each particular thing be marked in what manner each claimant thinks fit, such claimant sending with it a paper sealed up, having on the outside a corresponding mark, and on the inside the claimant's name and address; and all candidates are to take notice, that no claim for a premium will be attended to, unless the conditions of the advertisement are fully complied with. No papers shall be opened but such as shall gain premiums, unless where it appears to the society absolutely necessary for the determination of the claim; all the referees shall be returned unopened, with the matters to which they belong, if inquired after by the marks within two years; after which time, if not demanded, they shall be publicly burnt unopened at some meeting of the society. All the premiums of this society are designed for that part of Great Britain called England, the dominion of Wales, and the town of Berwick upon Tweed, unless expressly mentioned to the contrary.

No person shall receive any premium, bounty, or encouragement, from the society for any matter for which he has obtained or proposes to obtain a patent. No member of this society shall be a candidate for or intitled to receive any premium, bounty, or reward whatsoever, except the honorary medal of the society.

The respectability of the members who compose it may be seen by perusing the list which generally accompanies their transactions. In the last volume (vol. xii.) it occupies no less than 43 pages. Some idea may be formed of the wealth of this society, by observing that the list of their premiums fills 96 pages and amounts to 250 in number. These consist of gold medals worth from 30 to 50, and in a few instances to 100, guineas; and silver medals valued at 10 guineas.

This society is one of the most important in Great Britain. Much money has been expended by it, and many are the valuable effects of which it has been productive. Among these we reckon not only the discoveries which it has excited, but the institution of other societies on the same principles to which it has given birth; and we do not hesitate to conclude, that future ages will consider the founding of this society as one of the most remarkable epochs in the history of the arts. We contemplate with pleasure the beneficial effects which must result to this nation and to mankind by the diffusion of such institutions; and rejoice in the hope that the active minds of the people of Great Britain, instead of being employed as formerly in controversies about religion, which engender strife, or in discussions concerning the theory of politics, which lead to the adoption of schemes inconsistent with the nature and condition of man, will soon be more generally united into affiliations for promoting useful knowledge and solid improvement, and for alleviating the diffculties of their fellow-creatures.

2. Society instituted at Bath for the Encouragement of Agriculture, Arts, Manufactures, and Commerce. It was founded in the year 1777 by several gentlemen who met at the city of Bath. This scheme met with a very favourable reception both from the wealthy and learned. The wealthy subscribed very liberally, and the learned communicated many important papers. On application to the London and provincial societies instituted for the like purposes, they very politely offered their assistance. Seven volumes of their transactions have already been published, containing valuable experiments and observations, particularly respecting agriculture, which well deserve the attention of all farmers in the kingdom. We have consulted them with much satisfaction on several occasions, and have frequently referred to them in the course of this work; and therefore, with pleasure, embrace the present opportunity of repeating our obligations. We owe the same acknowledgment to the Society for the Improvement of Arts, &c. of London.

3. Society for Working Mines, an association lately formed on the continent of Europe. This institution arose from the accidental meeting of several mineralogists at Sklene near Schenmuntz in Hungary, who were collected in order to examine a new method of amalgamation. Struck with the shackles imposed on mineralogy by monopolizers of new and useful processes, they thought no method so effectual to break them, as forming a society, whose common labours should be directed to fix mining on its solid principles; and whose memoirs, spread
deferving those premiums, in the same manner. By these means they supposed, that there would be a mass of information collected; the interests of individuals would be lost in the general interest; and the one would materially affect the other. Impudence and quackery would, by the same means, be banished from a science, which must be improved by philosophy and experience; and the society, they supposed, would find, in the confidence which they inspired, the reward and the encouragement of their labours. They design, that the memoirs which they publish shall be short and clear; truth must be their basis; and every idle discussion, every foreign digression, must be banished; politics and finance must be avoided, though the discussions may seem to lead towards them; and they oblige themselves to oppose the affectation of brilliance, and the ostentation of empty speculation, when compared with plain, simple, and useful facts.

The object of the society is physical geography; mineralogy founded on chemistry; the management of ore in the different operations which it undergoes; submarine geometry; the history of mining; foundries; and the processes for the extraction of metals from the ores, either by fusion or amalgamation, in every instance applied to practice. The end of this institution is to collect, in the most extensive sense, every thing that can affect the operations of the miner, and to communicate it to the different members, that they may employ it for the public good, in their respective countries. Each member must consider himself as bound to send to the society every thing which will contribute to the end of its institution; to point out, with precision, the several facts and observations; to communicate every experiment which occurs, even the unsuccessful ones, if the relation may seem to be advantageous to the public; to communicate to the society their examination of schemes, and their opinions on questions proposed by it; and to pay annually two ducats (about 18 s. 6 d.) to the direction every Easter. The society, on the other hand, is bound to publish every novelty that shall be communicated to it; to communicate to each member, at the member's expense, the memoirs, designs, models, productions, and every thing connected with the institution; to answer all the necessary demands made, relating in any respect to mining; and to give its opinion on every plan or project communicated through the medium of an honorary member.

The great centre of all intelligence is to be at Zelfenfeld in Hartz, Brunswick; but the society is not fixed to any one spot; for every particular state some practical mineralogist is nominated as director. Among these are the names of Baron Born, M. Pallas, M. Carpenter, M. Prebr, and M. Henkel. Their office is to propose the members; to take care that the views of the society are pursued in the other provinces, where they reside; to answer the requests of the members of their country who are qualified to make them; in case of the death of a director, to choose another; and the majority is to determine where the archives and the strong box is to be placed.

All the eminent mineralogists in Europe are members of this society. It is erected on so liberal and so extensive a plan, that we entertain the highest hopes of its success; and have only to add, that we wish with much to see the study of several other sciences pursued in the same manner.

5. The Society for the Improvement of Naval Architecture, was founded in 1791. The object of it is to encourage every useful invention and discovery relating to naval architecture as far as shall be in their power, both by honorary and pecuniary rewards. They have in view particularly to improve the theories of floating bodies and of the resistance of fluids; to procure draughts and models of different vessels, together with calculations, of their capacity, centre of gravity, tonnage, &c.; to make observations and experiments themselves, and to point out such observations and experiments as appear best calculated to further their designs, and most deserving those premiums which the society can bestow.

But though the improvement of naval architecture in all its branches be certainly the principal object of this institution, yet the society do not by any means intend to confine themselves merely to the form and structure of vessels. Every subordinate and collateral pursuit will claim a share of the attention of the society in proportion to its merits; and whatever may have any tendency to render navigation more safe, salutary, and even pleasant, will not be neglected.

This institution owes its existence to the patriotic disposition and extraordinary attention of Mr Sewel, a private citizen of London, who (though engaged in a line of business totally opposite to all concerns of this kind) has been led, by mere accident, to take such peculiar notice of, and make such observations on, the actual state of naval architecture in his country, as naturally occurred to a man of plain understanding, zealous for the honour and interest of his country, and willing to bestow a portion of that time for the public good, which men of a different description would rather have devoted to their own private advantage. His attention was the more seriously excited, by finding that it was the opinion of some private ship-builders, who, in a debate on the failure of one of our naval engagements, pronounced, that such "would ever be the case while that business (the construction of our ships of war) was not studied as a science, but carried on merely by precedent; that there had not been one improvement in our navy that did not originate with the French, who had naval schools and seminaries for the study of it; and that our ships were not a match for those of that nation either singly or in a fleet, &c. &c."

In a short time the society were enabled to offer very considerable premiums for particular improvements in the construction of our shipping, &c. &c. and also to encourage our philosophers, mathematicians, and mechanics, to make satisfactory experiments, tending to ascertain the laws of resistance of water to foils of different forms, in all varieties of circumstance. On this head the reward is not less than L. 100 pounds or a gold medal. Other premiums of 50, 50, and 20 guineas, according to the importance or difficulty of the particular subje9t or point of investigation, to which the premium offered, for different discoveries, inventions, or improvements. The terms of admission into the society are a subscription of two guineas annually, or twenty guineas for life.

5. Society of Arts of Great Britain, which consists of directors and fellows, was incorporated by charter in 1765, and empowered to purchase and hold lands, not exceeding.
Society, annually elected, are to consist of 24 persons, including the president, vice president, treasurer, and secretary; and it is required that they be either painters, sculptors, architects, or engravers by profession.

6. British Society for Extending the Fisheries and Improving the Sea Coasts of Great Britain, was instituted in 1786. The end and design of this society will best appear from their charter, of which we present an abstract.

The preamble states, "the great want of improvement in fisheries, agriculture, and manufactures, in the Highlands and islands of North Britain; the prevalence of emigration from the want of employment in those parts; the prospect of a new nursery of seamen, by the establishment of fishing towns and villages in that quarter. The act therefore declares, that the persons therein named, and every other person or persons who shall thereafter become proprietors of the joint stock mentioned therein, shall be a distinct and separate body politic and corporate, by the name of The British Society for Extending the Fisheries and Improving the Sea Coasts of this Kingdom: That the said society may raise a capital joint stock not exceeding £150,000, to be applied to purchasing or otherwise acquiring lands and tenements in perpetuity, for the building thereon, and on no other land whatever, free towns, villages, and fishing stations: That the joint stock shall be divided into shares of £50 each: That no one person shall in his own or her name possess more than ten shares, or £500: That the society shall not borrow any sum or sums of money whatsoever: That the sums to be advanced for this undertaking, and the profits arising therefrom, shall be divided proportionally to the sum subscribed; and that no person shall be liable for a larger sum than he or she shall have respectively subscribed: That one or two shares shall intitle to one vote and no more, in person or by proxy, at all meetings of proprietors; three of four shares to two votes; five, six, or seven shares, to three votes; eight or nine shares to four votes; and ten shares to five votes and no more: That more persons than one inclining to hold in their joint names one or more shares shall be intitled to vote, by one of such persons, according to the priority of their names, or by proxy: That bodies corporate shall vote by proxy under their seal: That all persons holding proxies shall be proprietors, and that no one person shall hold more than five votes by proxy: That the affairs of the society shall be managed by a governor, deputy governor, and 13 other directors, to be elected annually on the 25th of March, from among the proprietors of the society, holding at least one full share, by signed lists of their names to be transmitted by the proprietors to the secretary of the society: that five proprietors, not being governor, director, or other officer, shall be in like manner annually elected to audit the accounts of the society: That there shall be one general meeting of the proprietors annually on the 25th of March: That occasional general meetings shall be called on the request of nine or more proprietors: That the general meetings of the proprietors shall make all by-laws and constitutions for the government of the society, and for the good and orderly carrying on of the business of the same: That no matter shall be made of the flock of the society for three years from the 10th of August 1786: That the cash of the society shall be lodged in the bank of England, bank of Scotland, or the royal bank of Scotland: That no director, proprietor, agent, or officer of the society, shall retain any sum or sums of money in his hands beyond the space of 30 days, on any account whatever: That all payments by the society shall be made by drafts on the said banks, under the hands of the governor or deputy-governor, countersigned by the secretary or his deputy and two or more directors: and that the books in which the accounts of the society shall be kept shall be open to all the proprietors.

The institution of this public-spirited society was in a great measure owing to the exertions of the patriotic John Knox; who, in the course of 23 years, traversed and explored the Highlands of Scotland no less than 16 times, and expended several thousand pounds of his own fortune in pursuing his patriotic designs.


Society Isles, a cluster of isles, so named by Captain Cook in 1769. They are situated between the latitudes of 16° 10', and 16° 55', and between the longitudes of 152° 37', and 152° 12'. They are eight in number; namely, Otahiite, Huhaine, Ulitea, Otaha, Bolabola, Maurua, Toobuani, and Tabooyamanoo or Saunders's Island. The soil, productions, people, their language, religion, customs, and manners, are so nearly the same as at Otahiite, that little need be added here on that subject. Nature has been equally bountiful in uncultivated plenty, and the inhabitants are as luxurious and as indolent. A plentiful branch is the emblem of peace, and exchanging names the greatest token of friendship. Their dances are more elegant, their dramatic entertainments have something of plot and confusiveness, and they exhibit temporary occurrences as the objects of praise or satire, so that the origin of ancient comedy may be already discerned among them.

The people of Huhaine are in general router and fiercer than those of Otahiite, and this island is remarkable for its populousness and fertility. Thofe of Ulitea, on the contrary, are smaller and blacker, and much less orderly. Captain Cook put on shore a Capeew at Bolabola, where a ram had been left by the Spaniards; and also an English boar and sow, with two goats, at Ulitea. The valuable animals which have been transported thither from Europe should be suffered to multiply, no part of the world will equal these islands in variety and abundance of refreshments for future navigators.

SOCINIANs, in church-history, a sect of Christian heretics, so called from their founder Fanthus Socinus (see Socinus). They maintain, "That Jesus Christ was a mere man, who had no existence before he was conceived by the Virgin Mary; that the Holy Ghost is no distinct person, but that the Father is truly and properly God. They own, that the name of God is given in the Holy Scriptures to Jesus Christ; but contend, that it is only a deputed title, which, however, invests him with an absolute sovereignty over all created beings, and renders him an object of worship to men and angels. They deny the doctrines of satisfaction and imputed righteousness; and say that Christ only preached the truth to mankind, yet before them in himself an example of heroic virtue, and sealed his doctrines with his blood. Original sin and absolute predestination they esteem scholastic chimneys. They like-
Socinus, the first author of the sect of the Socinians, was born at Sienna in Tuscany in 1525. Being designed by his father for the law, he began early to search for the foundation of that science in the Word of God; and by that study discovered that the Romish religion taught many things contrary to revelation; when being desirous of penetrating farther into the true sense of the Scriptures, he studied Greek, Hebrew, and even Arabic. In 1547 he left Italy, to go and converse with the Protestants; and spent four years in travelling thro' France, England, the Netherlands, Germany, and Poland, and at length settled at Zurich. He by this means became acquainted with the most learned men of his time, who testified by their letters the esteem they had for him; but as he discovered to them his doubts, he was greatly suspected of heresy. He, however, conducted himself with such address, that he lived among the capital enemies of his opinions, without receiving the least injury. He met with some disciples, who heard his instructions with respect; these were Italians who left their native country on account of religion, and wandered about in Germany and Poland. He communicated likewise his sentiments to his relations by his writings, which he caused to be conveyed to them at Sienna. He died at Zurich in 1562. Those who were of sentiments opposite to his, and were personally acquainted with him, confed that his outward behaviour was blameless. He wrote a Paraphrase on the first chapter of St John; and other works are ascribed to him.

Socinus (Faustus), nephew of the preceding, and principal founder of the Socinian sect, was born at Sienna in 1539. The letters which his uncle Lebus wrote to his relations, and which infused into them many seeds of heresy, made an impression upon him; so that, knowing himself not innocent, he fled as well as he could when the inquisition began to persecute that family. He was at Lyons when he heard of his uncle's death, and departed immediately to take possession of his writings. He returned to Tuscany; and made himself so disagreeable to the grand duke, that the charges which he found in that court, and the honourable posts he filled there, hindered him for twelve years from remembering that he had been considered as the person who was to put the last hand to the system of Samothraetian divinity of which his uncle Lebus had made a rough draught. At last he went into Germany in 1574, and paid no regard to the grand Duke's advice to return. He lived three years at Basle, and studied divinity there; and having adopted a set of principles very different from the system of Protestants, he resolved to maintain and propagate them; for which purpose he wrote a treatise De Juse Chrifti Servatore. In 1579 Socinus retired into Poland, and destined to be admitted into the communion of the Unitarians; but as he differed from them in some points, on which he refused to be silent, he met with a repulse. However, he did not cease to write in defence of their churches agaist those who attacked them. At length his book against James Paleologus furnished his enemies with a pretence to exasperate the king of Poland against him but though the mere reading of it was sufficient to refute his accusers, Socinus thought proper to leave Cracow, after having resided there four years. He then lived under the protection of several Polish lords, and married a lady of a good family; but her death which happened in 1587, led him to retire to Germany in 1598, for he met with a thousand insults at Cracow, and was with great difficulty saved from the hands of the rabble. His house was plundered, and he lost his goods; but this loss was not so uneasv to him as that of some manuscripts, which he extremely regretted. To deliver himself from such dangers, he retired to a village about nine miles distant from Cracow, where he spent the remainder of his days at the house of Abrahain Blomilk, a Polish gentleman, and died there in 1634. All Faustus Socinus's works are contained in the two first volumes of the Bibliotheca Fratrum Polonorum.

Socinians, Socemans, or Socmen (Socmani), are such tenants as hold their lands and tenements by socage tenure. See Socage.

Socotora, an island lying between Afa and Arabia Felix; about 50 miles in length, and 22 in breadth. It is particularly noted for its fine aloes, known by the name of Socotrine Aloes. The religion of the natives is a mixture of Mahometanism and Paganism; but they are civil to strangers who call there in their passage to the East Indies. It abounds in fruit and cattle; and they have a king of their own, who is dependent on Arabia.

Socrates, the greatest of the ancient philosophers, was born at Alpece, a village near Athens, in the fourth year of the 77th olympiad. His parents were of low rank; his father Sophronicus being a flauter, and his mother Phænarcus a midwife. Sophronicus
Socrates brought up his son, contrary to his inclination, in his own manual employment; in which Socrates, though his mind was continually aspiring after higher objects, was not unsuccessful; for whilst he was a young man, he is said to have formed statues of the habitable graces, which were allowed a place in the citadel of Athens. Upon the death of his father he was left in such straitened circumstances as laid him under the necessity of excising that art to procure the means of subsistence, though he devoted, at the same time, all the leisure which he could command to the study of philosophy. His difficulties, however, were soon relieved by Crito, a wealthy Athenian; who, remarking his strong propensity to study, and admiring his ingenious dispositions and distinguished abilities, generously took him under his patronage, and instructed him with the instruction of his children. The opportunities which Socrates by this means enjoyed of attending the public lectures of the most eminent philosophers, so far increased his thirst after wisdom, that he determined to relinquish his occupation, and every prospect of emolument which that might afford, in order to devote himself entirely to his favorite studies. Under Anaxagoras and Archelaus he prosecuted the study of nature in the usual manner of the philosophers of the age, and became well acquainted with their doctrines. Prodicus the sophist was his preceptor in eloquence, Euxenus in poetry, Theodorus in geometry, and Damo in music. Alcippus, a woman no less celebrated for her intellectual than her personal accomplishments, whose house was frequented by the most celebrated characters, had also some share in the education of Socrates. Under such preceptors it cannot reasonably be doubted but that he became master of every kind of learning which the age in which he lived could afford; and being blessed with very uncommon talents by nature, he appeared in Athens, under the respectable characters of a good citizen and a true philosopher. Being called upon by his country to take arms in the long and severe struggle between Athens and Sparta, he signified himself at the siege of Potidaea, both by his valor and by the bravery with which his mind and character were combined. During the severity of the Thracian winter, whilst others were clad in furs, he wore only his usual clothing, and walked barefoot upon the ice. In an engagement in which he saw Alcibiades falling down wounded, he advanced to defend him, and saved both him and his arms: and though the price of valor was on this occasion unquestionably due to Socrates, he generously gave his vote that it might be bestowed upon Alcibiades, to encourage his rising merit. He feared in other campaigns with distinguished bravery, and had the happiness on one occasion to save the life of Xenophon, by bearing him, when covered with wounds, out of the reach of the enemy.

It was not till Socrates was upwards of 60 years of age that he undertook to serve his country in any civil office, when he was chosen to represent his own district, in the senate of five hundred. In this office, though he at first exposed himself to some degree of ridicule from the want of experience in the forms of business, he soon convinced his colleagues that he was superior to them all in wisdom and integrity. Whilst they, intimidated by the clamours of the populace, passed an unjust sentence of condemnation upon the commanders, who, after the engagement at the Arginian islands, had been prevented by a storm from paying funeral honours to the dead, Socrates stood forth singly in their defence, and to the last refused to give his suffrage against them, declaring that no force should compel him to act contrary to justice and the laws. Under the subsequent tyranny he never ceased to condemn the oppressive and cruel proceedings of the thirty tyrants; and when his boldness provoked their resentment, so that his life was in hazard, fearing neither treachery nor violence, he still continued to support with undaunted firmness the rights of his fellow-citizens.

Having given these proofs of public virtue both in a military and civil capacity, he wished to do still more for his country. Observing with regret how much the opinions of the Athenian youth were milled and their principles and talents corrupted by philosophers who spent all their time in refined speculations upon nature and the origin of things, and by sophists who taught in their schools the arts of false eloquence and deceitful reasoning; Socrates formed the wise and generous design of instituting a new and more useful method of instruction. He judiciously applied the end of philosophy to be not to make an ostentatious display of superior learning and ability in subtle disquisitions or ingenious conjectures, but to free mankind from the dominion of pernicious prejudices; to correct their vices; inspire them with the love of virtue; and thus conduct them in the path of wisdom to true felicity. He therefore assumed the character of a moral philosopher; and, looking upon the whole city of Athens as his school, and all who were disposed to lend him their attention as his pupils, he feized every occasion of communicating moral wisdom to his fellow citizens. He passed the greater part of his time in public; and the method of instruction which he chiefly made use of, was to propose a series of questions to the person with whom he conversed, in order to lead him to some unforeseen conclusion. He first gained the confidence of his respondent to some obvious truths, and then obliged him to admit others from their relation or resemblance to those to which he had already admitted. Without making use of any direct argument or persuasion, he usually led the person he meant to instruct, to deduce the truth of which he wished to convince him, as a necessary consequence from his own conclusions. He commonly conducted these conferences with such address, as to conceal his design till the respondent had advanced too far to recede. On some occasions he made use of ironical language, that vain men might be caught in their own replies, and be obliged to confess their ignorance. He never assumed the air of a microscope and rigid preceptor, but communicated useful instruction with all the ease and pleasantry of polite conversation. Though eminently furnished with every kind of learning, he preferred moral to speculative wisdom. Convinced that philosophy is valuable, not as it furnishes questions for the schools, but as it provides men with a law of life, he confined his predecessors for spending all their time in abortive researches into nature, and taking no pains to render themselves useful to mankind. His favourite maxim was, Whatever is above us, doth not concern us. He esteemed the value of knowledge by its utility, and recommended the study of geometry, astronomy, and other sciences, only so far as they admit of a practical application to the purposes of human life.
object in all his conferences and discourses was, to lead
men into an acquaintance with themselves; to convince
them of their follies and vices; to inspire them with the
love of virtue; and to furnish them with useful moral
instructions. Cicero might therefore very justly say of
Socrates, that he was the first who called down philo-
sophy from heaven to earth, and introduced her into the
public walks and domestic retirements of men, that she
might instruct them concerning life and manners.

Through the whole of his life this good man discovered
a mind superior to the attractions of wealth and power.
Contrary to the general practice of the preceptors of
his time, he instructed his pupils without receiving from
them any gratuity. He frequently refused rich pre-
sents, which were offered him by Alcibiades and others,
though importantly urged to accept them by this
wife. The chief men of Athens were his rewards;
they sent him in provisions, as they apprehended he
wanted them; he took what his present wants required,
and returned the ref. Observing the numerous articles
of luxury which were exposed to sale in Athens, he ex-
claimed, "How many things are there which I do not
want!" With Socrates, moderation supplied the
place of wealth. In his clothing and food, he consulted
only the demands of nature. He commonly appeared in
a neat but plain cloak, with his feet uncovcred. Though
his table was only supplied with simple fare, he did not
scrope to invite men of superior rank to partake of his
meals; and when his wife, upon some fuch occasion,
expressed her dissatisfaction on being no better pro-
vided, he defired her to give herself no concern; for if
his guests were wise men, they would be contented with
whatever they found at his table; if otherwise, they
were unworthy of notice. Whist others, says he, live
to eat, wise men eat to live.

Though Socrates was exceedingly unfortunate in his
domestic connection, he converted this infelicity into an
occasion of exercising his virtues. Xanthippe, concern-
ing whose ill humour ancient writers relate many amu-
ifying tales, was certainly a woman of a high and unma-
angeable spirit. But Socrates, while he endeavoured
to curb the violence of her temper, improved his own.
When Alcibiades expressed his surprize that his friend
could bear to live in the same house with fo perverse
and quarrelsome a companion, Socrates replied, that
being daily inured to ill humour at home, he was the
better prepared to encounter perverseness and injury
abroad.

In the midst of domestic vexations and public disor-
ders, Socrates retained such an unruffled serenity, as
he was never seen either to leave his own house or to
return home with a disturbed countenance. In acqui-
sing this entire dominion over his passions and appetites,
he had the greater merit, as it was not effected without
a violent struggle against his natural propensities.
Zopyrus, an eminent phyfognomist, declared, that he
discovered in the features of the philosopher evident traces
of many vicious inclinations. The friends of Socrates
who were perfent ridiculed the ignorance of this pre-
tender to extraordinary sagacity. But Socrates himself
ingeniously acknowledged his penetration, and consoled
that he was in his natural disposition prone to Vice, but
that he had subdued his inclinations by the power of
reason and philosophy.

Through the whole of his life Socrates gave himself
up to the guidance of unbiased reason, which is suppo-
sed by some to be all that he meant by the genius or
demon from which he professed to receive instruction.
But this opinion is inconsistent with the accounts given
by his followers of that demon, and even with the lan-
guage in which he spoke of it himself. Plato some-
times calls it his genius, and Apuleius his god; and as
Xenophon attests that it was the belief of his master
that the gods occasionally communicate to men the
knowledge of future events, it is by no means impro-
bable that Socrates admitted, with the generality of his
countrymen, the existence of those intermediate beings
called demons, of one of which he might fancy himself
the peculiar care.

It was one of the maxims of Socrates, "That a wife
man will worship the gods according to the inclinations
of the state to which he belongs." Convinced of the
weakness of the human understanding, and perceiving
that the pride of philosophy had led his predecessors
into futile speculations on the nature and origin of things,
he judged it most consistent with true wisdom to speak
with caution and reverence concerning the divine na-
ture.

The wisdom and the virtues of this great man, whilst
they procured him many followers, created him also
many enemies. The Sophists, whose knavery and igno-
rance he took every opportunity of exposing to public
contempt, became inveterate in their enmity against
him, to foil a reformer, and devise an expenditure, by
which they hoped to check the current of his popularity.
They engaged Aristophanes, the first buffoon of the
age, to write a comedy, in which Socrates should be
the principal character. Aristophanes, pleased with fo
promising an occasion of displaying his own and malig-
nant wit, undertook the task, and produced the comedy
of The Clouds, still extant in his works. In this piece,
Socrates is introduced hanging in a basket in the air,
and thence pouring forth absurdity and prophaneness.
But the philosopher, showing in a crowded theatre
that he was wholly unmoved by this ribaldry, the fate
failed of its effect; and when Aristophanes attempted
the year following to renew the piece with alterations
and additions, the representation was so much discour-
raged, that he was obliged to discontinue it.

From this time Socrates continued for many years to
pursue without interruption his laudable design of in-
structing and reforming his fellow-citizens. At length
however, when the inflexible integrity with which he
had discharged the duty of a senator, and the firmness
with which he had opposed every kind of political cor-
rupion and oppression, had greatly increased the num-
ber of his enemies, clandestine arts were employed to
raise a general prejudice against him. The people were
indultriously reminded, that Critias, who had been one
of the most cruel of the thirty tyrants, and Alcibiades,
who had insulted religion, by defacing the public
images of Mercury, and performing a mock representation
of the Eleusinian mysteries, had in their youth been di-
ciples of Socrates; and the minds of the populace be-
ing thus prepared, a direct accusation was preferred
against him before the supreme court of judicature.
His accusers were Anytus a leather-drier, who had long
entertained a personal enmity against Socrates, for re-
prehending his avarice, in depriving his sons of the
benefits of learning, that they might pursue the gains of
trade; Melitus, a young rhetorician who was capable of undertaking any thing for the sake of gain; and Lycon, who was glad of any opportunity of displaying his talents. The accusation, which was delivered to the senate under the name of Melitus, was this: “Melitus, son of Melitus, of the tribe of Pythos, accused Socrates, son of Sophronicus, of the tribe of Alcpe. Socrates violates the laws, in not acknowledging the gods which the flate acknowledges, and by introducing new divinities. He also violates the laws by corrupting the youth. Be his punishment death.”

This charge was delivered upon oath to the senate; and Crito a friend of Socrates became party to the appearance on the day of trial. Anytus soon afterwards sent a private message to Socrates, affurting him that if he would depart from endeavoring his condud, he would withdraw his accusation. But Socrates refused to comply with so degrading a condition; and with his usual spirit replied, “Whilst I live I will never dignify the truth, nor speak otherwise than my duty requires.”

The interval between the accusation and the trial he spent in philosophical conversations with his friends, choosing to discourse upon any other subject rather than his own situation.

When the day of trial arrived, his accusers appeared in the senate, and attempted to support their charge in three distinct speeches, which strongly marked their respective characters. Plato, who was a young man, and a zealous follower of Socrates, then rose up to address the judges in defense of his master; but whilst he was attempting to apologize for his youth, he was abruptly commanded by the court to sit down. Socrates, however, needed no advocate. Ascending the chair with all the composure of conscious innocence, and with all the dignity of superior merit, he delivered, in a firm and manly tone, an unpremeditated defence of himself, which silenced his opponents, and ought to have convinced his judges. After tracing the progress of the conspiracy which had been raised against him to its true source, the jealousy and resentment of men whom ignorance he had exposed, and whose vices he had ridiculed, and reproved, he distinctly replied to the several charges brought against him by Melitus. To prove that he had not been guilty of impiety towards the gods of his country, he appealed to his frequent practice of attending the public religious festivals. The crime of introducing new divinities, with which he was charged, chiefly as it seems on the ground of the admonitions which he professed to have received from an invisible power, he disclaimed, by pleading that it was no new thing for men to consult the gods and receive instructions from them. To refute the charge of his having been a corrupter to youth, he urged the example which he had uniformly exhibited of justice, moderation, and temperance; the moral spirit and tendency of his discourses; and the effect which had actually been produced by his doctrine upon the manners of the young. Then, disdaining to solicit the mercy of his judges, he called upon them for that justice which their office and their oath obliged them to administer; and professing his faith and confidence in God, resigned himself to their pleasure.

The judges, whose prejudices would not suffer them to pay due attention to this apology, or to examine Vol. XVII.

with impartiality the merits of the cause, immediately declared him guilty of the crimes of which he stood accused. Socrates, in this stage of the trial, had a right to enter his plea against the punishment which the accusers demanded, and instead of the sentence of death, to propose some pecuniary amercement. But he at first peremptorily refused to make any proposal of this kind, imagining that it might be construed into an acknowledgment of guilt; and after that, his conduct merited from the flate reward rather than punishment. At length, however, he was prevailed upon by his friends to offer upon their credit a fine of thirty minae. The judges, notwithstanding, still remained inexorable: they proceeded, without farther delay, to pronounce sentence upon him; and he was condemned to be put to death by the poison of hemlock.

The sentence being passed, he was sent to prison; which, says Seneca, he entered with the same resolution and firmness with which he had opposed the thirty tyrants; and took away all ignominy from the place, which could not be a prison while he was there. He lay in fetters 52 days; and was constantly visited by Crito, Plato, and other friends, with whom he passed the time in dispute after his usual manner. Anxious to save so valuable a life, they urged him to attempt his escape, or at least to permit them to convey him away; and Crito went so far, as to assure him that, by his interest with the jailor, it might be easily accomplished, and to offer him a retreat in Thrasybly; but Socrates rejected the proposal, as a criminal violation of the laws; and asked them, whether there was any place out of Attica which death could not reach.

At length the day arrived when the officers to whose care he was committed delivered to Socrates early in the morning the final order for his execution, and immediately, according to the law, set him at liberty from his bonds. His friends, who came thus early to the prison that they might have an opportunity of conversing with their master through the day, found his wife fitting by him with a child in her arms. Socrates, that the tranquillity of his last moments might not be disturbed by her unavailing lamentations, requested that she might be conducted home. With the most frantic expessions of grief he left the prison. An interring conversation then passed between Socrates and his friends, which chiefly turned upon the immortality of the soul. In the course of this conversation, he expressed his disapprobation of the practice of suicide, and exhorted his friends that his chief support in his present situation was an expectation, though not unmixed with doubts, of a happy existence after death, “It would be inexorable in me (said he) to desiphe death, if I were not persuaded that it will conduct me into the presence of the gods, who are the most righteous governors, and into the society of just and good men: but I derive confidence from the hope that something of man remains after death, and that the condition of good men will then be much better than that of the bad.”

Crito afterwards asking him, in what manner he wished to be buried? Socrates replied, with a smile, “As you please, provided I do not escape out of your hands.” Then, turning to the rest of his friends, he said, “Is it not strange, after all that I have said to convince you that I am going to the society of the hap-
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Socrates, it seems, that Critias still thinks that this body, which will soon be a lifeless corpse, is Socrates? Let him dispose of my body as he pleases, but let him not at its interment mourn over it as if it were Socrates."

Towards the close of the day he retired into an adjoining apartment to bathe; his friends, in the mean time, expressing to one another their grief at the prospect of losing so excellent a father, and being left to pass the rest of their days in the solitary state of orphans. After a short interval, during which he gave some necessary instructions to his domestics, and took his last leave of his children, the attendant of the prison informed him, that the time for drinking the poison was come. The executioner, though accustomed to such scenes, shed tears as he presented the fatal cup. Socrates received it without change of countenance or the least appearance of perturbation; then offering up a prayer to the gods that they would grant him a peaceful passage into the invisible world, with perfect serenity of soul in the midst of indescribable grief. His friends around him burst into tears. Socrates alone remained unmoved. He upbraided their pusillanimity and entreated them to exercise a manly constancy worthy of the friends of virtue. He continued walking till the chilling operation of the hemlock obliged him to lie down upon his bed. After remaining for a short time silent, he requested Critias (probably in order to refuse a calumny which might prove injurious to his friends; after his decease, not to neglect the offering of a cock which he had vowed to Echecarius. Then, covering himself with his cloak, he expired. Such was the fate of the virtuous Socrates! A story, says Cicero, which I never read without tears.

The friends and disciples of this illustrious teacher of wisdom were deeply afflicted by his death, and attended his funeral with every expression of grief. Apprehensive, however, for their own safety, they soon afterwards privately withdrew from the city, and took up their residence in distant places. Several of them visited the philosopher Euclid of Megara, by whom they were kindly received. No sooner was the unjust condemnation of Socrates known through Greece, than a general indignation was kindled in the minds of good men, who universally regretted that so distinguished an advocate for virtue should have fallen a sacrifice to jealousy and envy. The Athenians themselves, so remarkable for their caprice, who never knew the value of their great men till after their death, soon became sensible of the folly as well as criminality of putting to death the man who had been the chief ornament of their city and of the age, and turned their indignation against his accusers. Melitus was condemned to death; and Anytus, to escape a similar fate, went into voluntary exile. To give a farther proof of the sincerity of their regret, the Athenians for a while interrupted public business; decreed a general mourning; recalled the exiled friends of Socrates; and erected a statue to his memory in one of the most frequented parts of the city. His death happened in the first year of the 96th Olympiad, and in the 70th year of his age.

Socrates left behind him nothing in writing; but his illustrious pupils Xenophon and Plato have in some measure supplied this defect. The Memoirs of Socrates, written by Xenophon, afford, however, a much more accurate idea of the opinions of Socrates, and of his manner of teaching, than the Dialogues of Plato, who everywhere mixes his own conceptions and dictation with the ideas and language of his master. It is related, that when Socrates heard Plato recite his Lytis, he said, "How much does this young man make me say which I never conceived?"

His distinguished character was that of a moral philosopher; and his doctrine concerning God and religion was rather practical than speculative. But he did not neglect to build the structure of religious faith upon the firm foundation of an appeal to natural appearances. He taught, that the Supreme Being, though invisible, is clearly seen in his works; which at once demonstrate his existence and his wise and benevolent providence. He admitted, besides the one Supreme Deity, the existence of beings who perform a middle station between God and man, to whom immediate agency he attributed the ordinary phenomena of nature, and whom he supposed to be particularly concerned in the management of human affairs. Hence he declared it to be the duty of every one, in the performance of religious rites, to follow the customs of his country. At the same time, he taught, that the merit of all religious offerings depends upon the character of the worshipper, and that the gods take pleasure in the sacrifices of none but the truly pious.

Concerning the human soul, the opinion of Socrates, according to Xenophon, was, that it is allied to the Divine Being, not by a participation of essence, but by a similarity of nature; that man excels all other animals in the faculty of reason; and that the existence of good men will be continued after death in a state in which they will receive the reward of their virtue. Although it appears that on this latter topic he was not wholly free from uncertainty, the consolation which he professed to derive from this source in the immediate prospect of death, leaves little room to doubt that he entertained a real expectation of immortality; and there is reason to believe that he was the only philosopher of ancient Greece whose principles admitted of such an expectation (see Metaphysics, Part III. Chap. iv.) Of his moral system, which was in a high degree pure, and founded on the surest principles, the reader will find a short view in our article Moral Philosophy, No. 4.

Socrates was also the name of an ecclesiastical historian of the 5th century, born at Constantinople in the beginning of the reign of Theodosius; he professed the law and pleaded at the bar, whence he obtained the name of Schoebius. He wrote an ecclesiastical history from the year 309, where Eusebius ended, down to 440; and wrote with great exactness and judgment. An edition of Eusebius and Socrates, in Greek and Latin, with notes by Reading, was published at London in 1720.

SODA, the name given by the French chemists to the mineral alkali, which is found native in many parts of the world: it is obtained also from common salt, and from the ashes of the kali, a species of falcidea. See Alkali, No. 7, and Chemistry-Index.

Soda is also a name for a heat in the stomach or heart-burn. See Medicine, No. 275.

SODOM, formerly a town of Palestine in Afiæ, famous in Scripture for the wickedness of its inhabitants, and their destruction by fire from heaven on account of
SODOM

SODOMY, an unnatural crime, so called from the city of Sodom, which was destroyed by fire for the fame. The Levitical law adjudged those guilty of this execrable crime to death; and the civil law affixes the same punishment to it. The law of England makes it felony. There is no statute in Scotland against Sodomym; the libel of the crime is therefore founded on the divine law, and practice makes its punishment to be burned alive.

SODOR, a name always conjoined with Man, in mentioning the bishop of Man's diocese. Concerning the origin and application of this word, very different opinions have been formed by the learned. Buchanan (lib. i. cap. 34.) says, that before his time the name of Sodor was given to a town in the isle of Man. In Gough's edition of Camden's Britannia (vol. iii. p. 701.) it is said, that after the isle of Man was annexed to the crown of England, this appellation was given to a small island within musset-shot of Man, in which the cathedral lands, called by the Norwegians the Holm, and by the inhabitants the Peel. In support of this opinion a charter is quoted A. D. 1505, in which Thomas earl of Derby and lord of Man confirms to Huan Heiketh bishop of Sodor all the lands, &c. anciently belonging to the bishops of Man. "Ecclesiam cathedrali fami Germani in Holm Sodor vel Pole vocatam, ecclesiam funisti Patrioci ibidem, et locum praefatum in quo ecclesiae praevente fite funt." The truth of either, or perhaps of both, these accounts might be allowed; but neither of them are sufficient to account for the constant conjunction of Sodor and Man, in charters, registers, and histories. If Sodor was a small town or island belonging to Man, it cannot be conceived why it is always mentioned before it, or rather why it should be mentioned at all in speaking of a bishop's diocese. To speak of the bishopric of Sodor and Man in this case would be as improper as it would be to call the bishopric of Durham the bishopric of Holy Island and Durham, or the bishopric of Darlington and Durham; the former being a small island and the latter a town belonging to the county and diocese of Durham. Neither of these accounts, therefore, give a satisfactory account of the original conjunction of Sodor and Man.

The isle of Iona was the place where the bishop of the isles resided, the cathedral church of which, it is said, was dedicated to our Saviour, in Greek Soter, hence Soter-nytes, which might be corrupted into Sodoreytes, a name frequently given by Danish writers to the western isles of Scotland. That we may be the more disposed to accede to this Grecian etymology, the advocates for this opinion tell us, that the name Isolamh, which is often applied to this isle, is also of Greek extraction, being derived from Columbia, "a pigeon;" a meaning that exactly corresponds to the Celtic word Colum and the Hebrew word Iona. We must confess, however, that we have very little faith in the conjectures of etymologists, and think that upon no occasion they alone can establish any fact, though when corroborating there is no that certainly tend to confirm and explain them. It is only from historical facts that we can know to what Sodor was applied.

It appears from the history of the Orkneys, compiled by an old Islandic writer, translated and enlarged by Torfeus, that the Ebuddo or Western isles of Scotland were divided into two clusters, Nordureys and Sudereys. The Nordureys, which were separated from the Sude­reys by the point of Ardnamutchan, a promontory in Argyllshire, confided of Muck, Egg, Rum, Canna, Sky, Raay, Barra, South Uist, North Uist, Benbecu­la, and Lewis, including Harris, with a great number of smaller isles. The Sudereys were, Man, Arran, Bute, Cumbra, Avon, Cid, Ila, Colonay, Jura, Scarba, Mull, Iona, Tiree, Coll, Ulva, and other small islands. All thefts, when joined together, and subject to the same prince, made up the kingdom of Man and the isles. In the Norwegian language Sudor and Norder, signifying southern and northern, and oy or ay an isle. When the Ebuddo were under one monarch, the seat of empire was fixed in the Sudereys, and the Nordureys were governed by deputies; hence the former are much oftener mentioned in history than the latter; hence, too, the Sudereys often comprehend the Nordureys, as in our days Scotland is sometimes comprehended under England. Sudereys, or Suder, when anglicized, became Sodor; and all the western isles of Scotland being included in one diocese under the Norwegian princes, the bishop appointed to superintend them was called the bishop of Man and the isles, or the bishop of Sodor and Man. Since Man was conquered by Edward III. it has been separated from the other isles, and its bishops have exercised no jurisdiction over them. Should it now be asked, why then is the bishop of Man still called the bishop of Sodor and Man? we reply, that we have been able to discover no reason; but suppose the appellation to be continued in the same way, as the title king of France, has been kept up by the king of Great Britain, for several centuries after the English were entirely expelled from France.

SOFA, in the ealt, a kind of alcove railed half a foot above the floor of a chamber or other apartment; and used as the place of flate, where victors of distin­ction are received. Among the Turks the whole floor of their flate-rooms is covered with a kind of tapelry, and on the window-side is raised a sofa or sofa, laid with a kind of matsf, covered with a carpet much richer than the other. On this carpet the Turks are seated, both men and women, like the taylors in England, crosf legged, leaning against the wall, which is boldered with velvet, fatin, or other stuff fuitable to the season. Here they eat their meals; only laying a skin of the carpet to serve as a table-cloth, and a round wooden board over all, covered with plates, &c.

SOFALA, Or CEFAEA, a kingdom of Africa, lying on the coast of Mofambique, near Zanguebar. It is bounded on the north by Monomotapa; on the ealt by the Mofambique Sea; on the south by the kingdom of Sabia; and on the west by that of Manica. It contains mines of gold and iron, and a great number of elephants. It is governed by a king, tributary to the Portuguese, who built a fort at the principal town, which is of the fame name, and of great importance for their trade to the East Indies. It is feated in a small island, near the mouth of a river. E. Long. 35° 40'. S. Lat. 20° 20'.

SOTTITA, or Soffita, in architecture, any timber ceiling formed of cros beams of flying cornices, the square compartments or panels of which are enriched.
I was at this place, in the year 1772, that Mr. Eginton invented his expeditious method of copying pictures in oil.
fee. The environs are charming, but, the streets are narrow, and the houses ill-built. The fine cathedral has one of the most considerable chapters in the kingdom; and the bishop, when the archbishop of Rheims was absent, had a right to crown the king. The castle, though ancient, is not that in which the kings of the first race reigned. Soiffons is seated in a very pleasant and fertile valley, on the river Aisne, 30 miles west by north of Rheims, and 60 north east of Paris. E. Long. 3. 24. N. Lat. 49. 23.

SOLEUS, or S. See SoCAGE.

SOLEUS, or S. See SoCAGE.

SOL, in music, the first note on the gamut, ut, re, mi, fa, sol, la. See Gamut.

SOL, or Sou, a French coin made up of copper mixed with a little silver, and is worth upwards of an English halfpenny, or the 23d part of an English shilling. The foI when first struck was equal in value to 12 deniers Tournois, whence it is called denier. A name it still retains, tho' its ancient value be changed; the foil having been formerly augmented by three deniers, and struck with a penceion of a flour-de-lis, to make it current for 15 deniers. Soon after the old foIs were coined over again, and both old and new were indifferently made current for 15 deniers. In the 17th century, the value of the same foIs was raised to 18 deniers. Towards the latter end of the reign of Louis XIV. the foil of 18 deniers was again lowered to 15; and by the late king it was reduced to the original value of 12. What is at present povertiness may perhaps disover.

The Dutch have also two kinds of foil: the one of silver, called felt de gros, and likewise febeling; the other of copper, is called also the foiluer.

SOL, the Sun, in astronomy, astrology, &c. See Astronony, Puffin.

SOL, in chemistry, is gold; thus called from an opinion that this metal is in a particular manner under the influence of the Sun.

SOL, in heraldry, denotes Or, the golden colour in the arms of sovereign princes.

SOLÆUS, or SOLÆUS, in anatomy, one of the extensor muscles of the foot, rising from the upper and hinder parts of the tibia and fibula.

SOLAGAUS, in ornithology. See Pelicanus.

SOLANDRA, in botany: A genus of plants belonging to the class of monogynia, and to the order of polyanthria; and in the natural system arranged under the 28th order, Tricocceae. The calyx is single; the capsule oblong, wreathed, and five celled; the seeds are many, disposed in cells in a double order. The valves after maturity are divaricated, even to the base, and winged inwards by the partition. The only species is the Lobaster. This genus was first named Solandra, in honour of Dr Solander, by Murray in the 14th edition of the Systema Vegetabilis.

SOLANUM, in botany: A genus of the monogynia order, belonging to the class of polyanthria of plants; and in the natural method ranking under the 28th order, Luride. The calyx is inferior; the corolla is rotate, and generally monophylyous; the fruit a berry, bilocular, and containing many small and flat seeds. Of this genus there are 66 species, most of them natives of the East and West Indies. The most remarkable of which are the following.

1. The D. Kamanara, a native of Britain and of Africa. In gardens in the warmer parts of Europe and in all tropic
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Solanum, or Tomaten, is cultivated in Jamaica. It is often used boiled as a vegetable along with animal food or butters, and supposed to be aphrodisiac and to cure sterility.

5. Longum. This plant is also herbaceous, but grows much larger than the foregoing. The flowers are blue; and the fruit is six or eight inches long, and proportionally thick. It is boiled and eaten at table as the egg plant.

6. Tuberofum, the common potato. See Potatoes.

SOLAR, something belonging to the Sun. See Astronomy.

SOLANKI. See Astronomy-Index.

SOLDANELLA, in botany: A genus of plants belonging to the class of pantenaria, and order of monogynia; and in the natural system arranged under the 9th order, Precis. The corolla is campanulated; the border being very finely cut into a great many segments. The capule is unilocular, and its apex pédicellate.

SOLDEN, SOLDER, or Solder, a metallic or mineral composition used in foldering or joining together other metals.

Solders are made of gold, silver, copper, tin, bismuth, and lead; usually observin, that in the composition there be some of the metal that is to be foldered mixed with some higher and finer metals. Goldsmiths usually make four kinds of folder, viz. folder of eight, where to seven parts of silver there is one of brass or copper; folder of six, where only a fifth part is copper; folder of four, and folder of three. It is the mixture of copper in the folder that makes rolled plate come always cheaper than flat.

As mixtures of gold with a little copper are found to melt with less heat than pure gold itself, these mixtures serve as folders for gold; two pieces of fine gold are foldered by gold that has a small admixture of copper; and gold alloyed with copper is foldered by such as is alloyed with more copper: the workmen add a little silver as well as copper, and vary the proportions of the two to one another, so as to make the colour of the folder correspond as nearly as may be to that of the piece. A mixture of gold and copper is also a folder for fine copper as well as for fine gold. Gold being particularly disposed to unite with iron, proves an excellent folder for the finer kinds of iron and steel instruments.

The folder used by plumbers is made of two pounds of lead to one of block-tin. Its goodness is tried by melting it, and pouring the bigness of a crown piece on a table; for, if good, there will arise little bright shining stars therein. The folder for copper is made like that of the plumbers; only with copper and tin; and for very nice works, instead of tin, they sometimes use a soldering, a quantity of silver. Solder for tin is made of two-thirds of tin and one of lead, or of equal parts of each; but where the work is anything delicate, as in organ pipes, where the juncture is scarce discernible, it is made of one part of bismuth and three parts of pewter. The pewterers use a kind of folder made with two parts of tin and one of bismuth; this composition melts with the least heat of any of the folders.

Silver folder is that which is made of two parts of silver and one of brass, and used in foldering those metals. Spelter folder is made of one part of brass and two of spelter or zinc, and is used by the braziers and coppersmiths for foldering brass, copper, and iron. This folder is improved by adding to each ounce of it one pennyweight of silver; but as it does not melt without a considerable degree of heat, it cannot be used when it is inconvenient to heat the work red-hot; in which case copper and brass are foldered with silver.

Though spelter folder be much cheaper than silverfolder, yet workmen in many cases prefer the latter. And Mr Boyle informs us, that he has found it to run with but moderate a heat, as not much to endanger the melting of the delicate parts of the work to be foldered; and if well made, this silver folder will lie even upon the ordinary kind itself; and if all those little cavities that may chance to be left in the first operation, which is not easily done without a folder more easily fusible than the first made use of. As to iron, it is sufficient that it be heated to a white heat, and the two extremities, in thisstate, be hammer made together; by which means they become incorporated one with the other.

SOLDERING, the joining and fastening together of two pieces of the same metal, or of two different metals, by the fusion and application of some metallic composition on the extremities of the metals to be joined.

To folder upon silver, brass, or iron: Take silver, five pennyweights: brass, four pennyweights: melt them together for soft folder, which runs soonest. Take silver, five pennyweights: copper, three pennyweights: melt them together for hard folder. Beat the folder thin, and lay it on the place to be foldered, which must be first fitted and bound together with wire as occasion requires; then take borax in powder, and temper it like pap, and lay it upon the folder, letting it dry; then cover it with live coals, and blow, and it will run immediately; take it presently out of the fire, and it is done. It is to be observed, that if any thing is to be foldered in two places, which cannot well be done at one time, you must first folder with the harder folder, and then with the soft; for if it be first done with the soft, it will unfold again before the other is fastened. Let it be observed, that if you would not have your folder run about the piece that is to be foldered, you must rub such places over with chalk.—In the foldering either of gold, silver, copper, or either of the metals above mentioned, there is generally used borax in powder, and sometimes rosin. As to iron, it is sufficient that it be heated red-hot, and the two extremities thus hammered together, by which means they will become incorporated with each other. For the finer kinds of iron and steel instruments, however, gold proves an excellent folder. This metal will diffuse twice or thrice its weight of iron in a degree of heat very far less than that in which iron itself melts; hence if a small plate of gold
as the creature is nourished by means of sea-water; but it is very evident, that if a little salt be fired upon these pipes in a fish taken out of its habitat, it will corrode the joinings of the rings, and often make one or more joints drop off; the creature, to avoid this mischief, arises out of its hole, and throws off the salt, and then retires back again. The use of these pipes to the animal is the same with that of many other pipes of a like kind in other shell-fish; they all serve to take in water: they are only a continuation of the outer membrane of the fish, and serve differently for taking in and throwing out the water, one receiving, and the other discharging it, and either answering equally well to their purpose. See Animal Motion.

This fish was used as food by the ancients; and Athenæus, from Sophron, speaks of it as a great delicacy, and particularly grateful to widows. It is often used as food at present, and is brought up to table fried in eggs.

SOLE, a canton of Switzerland, which holds the 11th rank in the Helvetic confederacy, into which it was admitted in the year 1481. It stretches partly through the plain, and partly along the chains of the Jura, and contains about 50,000 inhabitants. It is 35 miles in length from north to south, and 35 in breadth from east to west. The soil for the most part is exceedingly fertile in corn, and the districts within the Jura abound in excellent pastures. The trade both of the town and canton is of little value, although they are very commodiously situated for an extensive commerce. It is divided into 11 bailiwicks, the inhabitants of which are all Roman Catholics except those of the bailiwick of Buckeggberg, who profess the reformed religion. The sovereign power resides in the great council, which, comprising the senate or little council of 36, consists of 102 members, chosen by the senate in equal proportions from the 11 tribes or companies into which the ancient burgheers are distributed; and, owing to the distinction between the ancient and the new burgheers (the former consisting of only 85 families) the government is a complete anarchy.

SOLEUR, an ancient and extremely neat town of Switzerland, capital of the canton of the same name. It contains about 4000 inhabitants, and is pleasantly seated on the An, which here expands into a noble river. Among the most remarkable objects of curiosity in this town is the new church of St Urs, which was begun in 1752 and finished in 1772. It is a noble edifice of a whith grey stone, drawn from the neighbouring quarries, which admits a polith, and is a species of rude marble. The lower part of the building is of the Corin-than, the upper of the Composite order. The façade, which consists of a portico, surmounted by an elegant tower, presents itself finely at the extremity of the principal street. It cost at least L 80,000, a considerable sum for such a small republic, whose revenue scarcely exceeds L 12,000 a year. Soleure is surrounded by regular stone fortifications, and is 20 miles north-north-east of Bern, 27 south-west of Bâle, and 45 west of Zurich. E. Long. 7. 20. N. Lat. 47. 15.

SOLFAING, in music, the naming or pronouncing of the several notes of a song by the syllables ut, re, mi, fa, sol, la, si, only four are used among us in singing, as
SOL

[Solfera, mi, fa, sol, la]: their office is principally in singing, that by applying them to every note of the scale, it may not only be pronounced with more ease, but chiefly that by them the tones and semitones of the natural scale may be better marked out and distinguished. This design is obtained by the four syllables fa, sol, la, mi. Thus from fa to sol is a tone, also from sol to la, and from la to mi, without distinguishing the greater or less tone; but from la to fa, also from mi to fa, is only a semitone. If these be applied in this order, fa, sol, la, mi, &c. they express the natural series from C; and if that be repeated to a second or third octave, we fee by them how to express all the different orders of tones and semitones in the diatonic scale; and still above mi will stand fa, sol, la, and below it the same inverted fa, sol, la, and one mi is always distant from another an octave; which cannot be said of any of the relics, because after mi ascending come always fa, sol, la, which are repeated invertedly descending.

To conceive the use of this, it is to be remembered, that the first thing in learning to sing, is to make one raise a scale of notes by tones and semitones to an octave, and descend again by the same; and then to rise and fall by greater intervals at a leap, as thirds and fourths, &c. and to do all this by beginning at notes of different pitch. Then those notes are represented by lines and spaces, to which these syllables are applied, and the learners taught to name each line and space thereby, which makes what we call solfáging; the use whereof, is, that while they are learning to tune the degrees and intervals of sound expressed by notes on a line or space, or learning a song to which no words are applied, they may not only do it the better by means of articulate sounds, but chiefly that by knowing the degrees and intervals expressed by those syllables; they may more readily know the places of the semitones, and the true distance of the notes. See the article Solfaterra.

SOLFATERRA, a mountain of Italy in the kingdom of Naples, and Terra di Lavoro. This mountain appears evidently to have been a volcano in ancient times; and the soil is yet so hot, that the workmen employed there in making alum need nothing else besides the heat of the ground for evaporating their liquids. Of this mountain we have the following account by Sir William Hamilton. "Near Afrunti (another mountain, formerly a volcano likewise) rises the Solfaterra, which not only retains its cone and crater, but much of its former heat. In the plain within the crater, smoke issues from many parts, as also from its sides: here, by means of stones and tiles heaped over the crevices, through which the smoke passes, they collect in an awkward manner what they call false armoniac; and from the sand of the plain they extract sulphur and alum. This spot, well attended to, might certainly produce a good revenue, whereas I doubt if they have hitherto ever cleared L. 500 a-year by it. The hollow found produced by throwing a heavy stone on the plain of the crater of the Solfaterra, seems to indicate that it is supported by a fort of arched natural vault; and one is induced to think that there is a pool of water beneath this vault (which boils by the heat of a subterraneous fire still deeper), by the very moist steam that issues from the cracks in the plain of the Solfaterra, which, like that of boiling water, runs off a sword or knife, presented to it, in great drops. On the outside, and at the foot of the cone of the Solfaterra, towards the lake of Agnano, water rushes out of the rocks so hot as to raise the quicksilver in Fahrenheit's thermometer to the degree of boiling water (A); a fact of which I myself was an eye-witness. This place, well worthy the observation of the curious, has been taken little notice of; it is called the Pisciarelli. The common people of Naples have great faith in the efficacy of this water; and make much use of it in all cutaneous disorders, as well as for another disorder that prevails here. It seems to be impregnated chiefly with sulphur and alum. When you approach your ear to the rocks of the Pisciarelli, from whence this water oozes, you hear a horrid boiling noise, which seems to proceed from the huge cauldron that may be supposed to be under the plain of the Solfaterra. On the other side of the Solfaterra, next the sea, there is a rock which has communicated with the sea, till part of it was cut away to make the road to Puzzole; this was undoubtedly a considerable lava, that ran from the Solfaterra when it was an active volcano. Under this rock of lava, which is more than 70 feet high, there is a stratum of pumice and ashes. This ancient lava is about a quarter of a mile broad; you meet with it abruptly before you come in sight of Puzzole, and it finishes as abruptly within about 200 paces of the town. The ancient name of the Solfaterra was Forum Vulcani; a strong proof of its origin from subterraneous fire. The degree of heat that the Solfaterra has preserved for so many ages, seems to have calcined the stones upon its cone and in its crater, as they are very white and crumble easily in the hottest parts. See Chemistry, n° 656.

SOLICITOR, a person employed to take care of and manage suits depending in the courts of law or equity. Solicitors are within the statute to be sworn, and admitted by the judges, before they are allowed to practice in our courts, in like manner as attorneys.

"There is also a great officer of the law, next to the attorney-general, who is styled the king's solicitor-general; who holds his office by patent during the king's pleasure, has the care and concern of managing the king's affairs, and has fees for pleading, besides other fees arising by patents, &c. He attends on the privy-council; and the attorney-general and he were anciently reckoned among the officers of the exchequer; they have their audience, and come within the bar in all other courts." SOLID, in philosophy, a body whose parts are so firmly...
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SOLICE, a reasoning or discourse which a man holds with himself; or, more properly, according to Pappas, it is a discourse by way of answer to a question that a man propounds to himself.

Soliqquies are become very common on the modern stage: yet nothing can be more artificial, or more unnatural, than an actor's making long speeches to himself, to convey his intentions to the audience. Where such discoveries are necessary to be made, the poet should rather take care to give the dramatic persons such confidants as may necessarily share their inmost thoughts; by which means they will be more naturally conveyed to the audience; yet even this is a shift which an accurate poet would not have occasion for. The following lines of the duke of Buckingham concerning the use and abuse of soliloquies deserve attention:

Soliloquies had need be very few,

Extremely short, and spoke in passion too.

Our lovers talking to themselves, for want

Of others, make the pit their confidant:

Nor is the matter mended, if thus

They trust a friend, only to tell it us.

SOLIMAN II. emperor of the Turks, surnamed the Magnificent, was the only son of Selim I. whom he succeeded in 1520. He was educated in a manner very different from the Ottoman princes in general; for he was instructed in the maxims of politics and the secrets of government. He began his reign by reforming those perils their possessions whom his father had unjustly plundered. He re-established the authority of the tribunals, which was almost annihilated, and bestowed the government of provinces upon none but persons of wealth and probity: “I would have my viceroys (he used to say) resemble those rivers that fertilize the fields through which they pass, not those torrents which sweep everything before them.”

After concluding a truce with Ismael Sophy of Persia, and subduing Gozelii Bey, who had raised a rebellion in Syria, he turned his arms against Europe. Belgrade was taken in 1521, and Rhodes fell into his hands the year following, after an obstinate and enflamable defence. In 1526 he defeated and slew the king of Hungary in the famous battle of Mohatz. Three years after he conquered Buda, and immediately laid siege to Vienna itself. But after continuing 20 days before that city, and assaulting it 20 times, he was obliged to retreat with the loss of 80,000 men. Some time after he was defeated by the Persians, and disappointed of his hopes of taking Malta. He succeeded, however, in dispossessing the Genoese of Chio, an island which had belonged to that republic for more than 200 years.

He died at the age of 76, while he was besieging Szigeth, a town in Hungary, on the 30th August 1566. He was a prince of the first rank, a lover of justice, and vigorous in the execution of it: but he tarnished all his glory by the cruelty of his dispositions. After the battle of Mohatz he ordered 1500 prisoners, most of them gentlemen, to be ranged in a circle, and beheaded in presence of his whole army.

G Soliman
Soliman thought nothing impossible which he commanded: A general having received orders to throw a bridge over the Drave, wrote him, that it was impossible. The sultan sent him a long band of linen with these words written on it: “The emperor Soliman, thy master, orders thee to build a bridge over the Drave in spite of the difficulties thou mayest meet with. He informs thee at the same time, that if the bridge be not finished upon his arrival, he will hang thee with the very linen which informs thee of his will.”

SOLOPUGA, or SOLIPUGA, in natural history, the name given by the Romans to a small venomous insect of the spider-kind, called by the Greeks Solopugus. Both words signify an animal which flies most in the country, and seafons where the sun is most hot. Solinus makes this creature peculiar to Sardinia; but this is contrary to all the accounts given us by the ancients. It is common in Africa and some parts of Europe. Almost all the hot countries produce this venomous little creature. It lies under the sand to seize other insects as they go by, and if it meets with any uncovered part of a man, produces a wound which proves very painful; it is said that the bite is absolutely mortal, but probably this is not true. Solinus writes the word solipuga, and so do many others, erroneously deriving the name from the notion that this animal flies from the sun’s rays, and buries itself in the sand.

SOLIS (Antonio de), an ingenious Spanish writer, of an ancient and illustrious family, born at Placentia in Old Castile, in 1610. He was intended for the law; but his inclination toward poetry prevailed, and he cultivated it with great success. Philip IV. of Spain made him one of his secretaries; and after his death the queen-regent appointed him biographer of the Indies, a place of great profit and honour: his History of the Conquest of Mexico shows that he could not have named a fitter person. He is better known by his history at least abroad, than by his poetry and dramatic writings, though in these he was also distinguished. He turned priest at 57 years of age, and died in 1686.

SOLITARY, that which is remote from the company or commerce of others of the same species.

SOLITARIES, a domination of nuns of St Peter of Alcantara, instituted in 1626, the design of which was to imitate the severe penitent life of that saint. Thus they are to keep a continual silence, never to open their mouths to a stranger; to employ their time wholly in spiritual exercises, and leave their temporal concerns to a number of maids, who have a particular superior in a separate part of the monastery: they always go bare-footed, without sandals; gird themselves with a thick cord, and wear no linens.

SOLO, in the Italian music, is frequently used in pieces consisting of several parts, to mark those that are to perform alone; as fausto fols, violino fols. It is also used for fantas composè for one violin, one German flute, or other instrument, and a bass; thus we say, Corelli’s solo, Geminiani’s solo, &c. When two or three parts play or sing separately from the grand chorus, they are called a dou fols, a tre fols, &c. Solo is sometimes denoted by S.

SOLOMON, the son of David king of Israel, renowned in Scripture for his wisdom, riches, and magnificent temple and other buildings. Towards the end of his life he fulfilled all his former glory by his apathy from God; for which cause vengeance was denounced against his house and nation. He died about 975 B.C.

SOLOMON’S SEAL, in botany; a species of Convallaria.

SOLON, one of the seven wise men of Greece, was born at Salamis, of Athenian parents, who were defended from Codrus. His father leaving little patrimony, he had recourse to merchandise for his subsistence. He had, however, a greater thirst after knowledge and fame than after riches, and made his mercantile voyages subservient to the increase of his intellectual treasures. He very early cultivated the art of poetry, and applied himself to the study of moral and civil wisdom. When the Athenians, tired out with a long and troublesome war with the Megarensians, for the recovery of the isle of Salamis, prohibited any one, under pain of death, to propose the renewal of their claim to that island, Solon thinking the prohibition dishonourable to the state, and finding many of the younger citizens desirous to revive the war, feigned himself mad, and took care to have the report of his insanity spread thro’ the city. In the mean time he composed an elegy adapted to the state of public affairs, which he committed to memory. Everything being thus prepared, he sallied forth into the market-place with the kind of cap on his head which was commonly worn by sick persons, and ascending the herald’s stand, he delivered, to a numerous crowd, his lamentation for the defeat of Salamis. The verses were heard with general applause; and Phidias seconded his advice, and urged the people to renew the war. The decree was immediately repealed; the claim to Salamis was restored; and the conduct of the war was committed to Solon and Pheidias, who, by means of a stratagem, defeated the Megarensians, and recovered Salamis.

His popularity was extended through Greece in consequence of a successful alliance which he formed among the states in defence of the temple at Delphos against the Cyprians. When dissensions had arisen at Athens between the rich creditors and their poor debtors, Solon was created archon, with the united powers of supreme legislator and magistracy. He soon restored harmony between the rich and poor: He cancelled the debts which had proved the occasion of so much oppression; and ordained that in future no creditor should be allowed to seize the body of the debtor for his security: He made a new distribution of the people, instituted new courts of judicature, and framed a judicious code of laws, which afterwards became the basis of the laws of the twelve tables in Rome. Among his criminal laws are many wise and excellent regulations; but the code is necessarily defective with respect to those principles which must be derived from the knowledge of the true God, and of pure morality, as the certain foundations of national happiness. Two of them in particular were very exceptionable; the permission of a voluntary exile to persons that had been guilty of premeditated murder, and the appointment of a less severe punishment for a rape than for seduction. Those who wish to see accurately flated the comparative excellence of the laws of Moses, of Lycurgus, and Solon, may consult Prize Dissertations relative to Natural and Revealed Religion by Teyler’s Theological Society, Vol. IX.

The interview which Solon is said to have had with
SOMERS (John), lord high chancellor of England, was born at Worcester in 1652. He was educated at Oxford, and after wards entered himself at the Middle-Temple, where he studied the law with great vigour. In 1688 he was one of the council for the seven bishops at their trial, and argued with great learning and eloquence against the dispensing power. In the convention which met by the prince of Orange's summons, January 22. 1689, he represented Worcester; and was one of the managers for the House of Commons, at a conference with the House of Lords upon the word abdicated. Soon after the accession of King William and Queen Mary to the throne, he was appointed solicitor-general, and received the honour of knighthood. In 1692 he was made attorney general, and in 1693 advanced to the post of lord keeper of the great seal of England. In 1695 he proposed an expedient to prevent the practice of clipping the coin. In 1697 he was created lord Somers, baron of Aveham, and made lord high chancellor of England. In the beginning of 1706 he was removed from his post of lord chancellor, and the year after was impeached of high crimes and misdemeanors by the House of Commons, of which he was acquitted upon trial by the House of Lords. He then retired to a studious course of life, and was chosen president of the Royal Society. In 1706 he proposed a bill for the regulation of the law; and the same year was one of the principal managers for the union between England and Scotland. In 1708 he was made lord president of the council; from which post he was removed in 1710, upon the change of the ministry. In the latter end of Queen Anne's reign his lordship grew very infirm in his health; which is supposed to be the reason that he held no other post than that at the council-table, after the accession of King George I. He died of an apoplectic fit in 1716. Mr Addition has drawn his character very beautifully in the Freeholder.

SOMERSTHIRE, a county of England, taking its name from Somerton, once the capital, between 50° and 51° 29' north latitude, and between 2° 35' and 59° west longitude. It is bounded on the west by Devonshire, on the south by Dorsetshire, on the north by Bristol Channel or the Severn Sea, on the north-east by a small part of Gloucestershire, and on the east by Wiltshire. It is one of the largest counties in England, extending in length from east to west about 68 miles; in breadth, where broadest, from south to north, about 47; and 240 in circumference. It is divided into 42 hundreds, in which are 3 cities, 32 market towns, 1700 villages, 385 parishes of which 132 are vicarages, containing more than 1,000,000 of acres, and about 300,000 souls. It sends 18 members to Parliament, viz. two for the county, two for Milton, two for Bath, two for Wells, two for Taunton, two for Bridgewater, two for Ilchester, two for Milbourne-port, and two for Minehead.

The air of this country is very mild and wholesome, especially that of the hilly part. The soil in general is exceeding rich, so that single acres very commonly produce forty or fifty bushels of wheat, and there have been instances of some producing sixty of barley. As there is very fine pasture both for sheep and black cattle, it abounds in both, which are as large as those of
SOMERFORD, Lincolnshire, and their flesh of a finer grain. In consequence of this abundance of black cattle, great quantities of cheese are made in it, of which that of Cheddar is thought equal to Parmesan. In the hilly parts are found coal, lead, copper, and lapis calaminaris. Wheat thrives in it as well as in any county of the kingdom. It abounds also in peas, beans, beer, cider, fruit, wild-fowl, and salmon; and its mineral waters are celebrated all over the world.

The riches of this county, both natural and acquired, exceed those of any other in the kingdom, Middlesex and Yorkshire excepted. The woollen manufacture in all its branches is carried on to a very great extent; and in some parts of the county great quantities of linen are made. If to these the produce of various other commodities in which it abounds is added, the amount of the whole must undoubtedly be very great.

Its foreign trade must also be allowed to be very extensive, when it is considered that it has a large trade for sea coal, and poolefs, besides other ports, that of Bristol, a town of the greatest trade in England, next to London.

Besides small streams, it is well watered and supplied with fish by the river Severn, Avon, Parrel, Froome, Ax, Torre, and Tone. Its greatest hills are Mendip, Pouland, and Quantock, of which the first abounds in coal, lead, &c. The rivers Severn and Parrel breed very fine salmon. The chief town is Bristol.

SOMERTON, an ancient town in Somertfethire, from whence the county derives its name. It is 132 miles from London; it has five streets, containing 231 houses, which are mostly built of the blue stone from the quarries in the neighbourhood. It is governed by constables, and has a hall for petty sessions. The market for corn is considerable, and it has several fairs for cattle. The church has not very frequent, an oblong tower with fix bells. N. Lat. 51. 4. W. Long. 1. 53.

SOMNAMBULI, persons who walk in their sleep. See Sleepwalkers.

SOMNER (William), an eminent English antiquary, was born at Canterbury in 1606. His first treatise was 'The Antiquities of Canterbury, which he dedicated to Archibishop Laud. He then applied himself to the study of the Saxon language; and having made himself master of it, he perceived that the old glossary prefixed to Sir Roger Twifden’s edition of the laws of King Henry I. printed in 1644, was faulty in many places; he therefore added to that edition notes and observations valuable for their learning, with a very useful glossary. His Treatise of Gavelkind was finihed about 1648, though not published till 1660. Our author was zealously attached to King Charles I. and in 1648 he published a poem on his sufferings and death. His skill in the Saxon tongue led him to inquire into most of the European languages ancient and modern. He affiled Dugdale and Dodworth in compiling the 'Monasticon Angliae.' His Saxon Dictionary was printed at Oxford in 1659. He died in 1660.

SON, an appellation given to a male child considered in the relation he bears to his parents. See Parent and Pinen Party.

SONATA, in music, a piece or composition, intending to be performed by instruments only; in which sense it stands opposed to cantata, or a piece designed for the voice. See Cantata.

The sonata then, is properly a grand, free, humorous composition, diversified with a great variety of motions and expessions, extraordinary and bold strokes, figures, &c. And all this purely according to the fancy of the composer; who, without confining himself to any general rules of counterpoint, or to any fixed number or measure, gives a loose to his genius, and runs from one mode, measure, &c. to another, as he thinks fit. This species of composition had its rise about the middle of the 17th century; those who have most excelled in it were Baffani and Corelli. We have sonatas of 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, and even 8, parts, but usually they are performed by a single violin, or with two violins, and a thorough bass for the harpsichord; and frequently a more figure bass for the bass viol, &c.

There are a thousand different species of sonatas; but the Italians usually reduce them to two kinds. Sonata de chiasa, that is, sonatas proper for church music, which usually begin with a grave solemn motion, suitable to the dignity and sanctity of the place and the service, after which they strike into a quicker, gayer, and richer manner. These are what they more peculiarly call sonatas. Sonate de camera, or sonatas for the chamber, are properly sonatas of several little pieces, for dancing, only composed to the same tune. They usually begin with a prelude or little sonata, serving as an introduction to all the rest; afterwards come the allemand, pavane, courant, and other serious dances; then jigs, gavottes, minuets, chacons, pasecaillcs, and other gay airs: the whole composed in the same tune or mode.

SONCHUS, sow-thistle, in botany: A genus of plants belonging to the class of fyngeuros, and to the order of polygania equiuls; and in the natural system ranged under the 49th order, Composita. The receptacle is naked; the calyx is imbricated, belling and conical; the down of the feed is simple, feifile, and very soft; the feed is oval and pointed. There are 13 species: the maritimus, palafiris, fruticosus, arvensis, olarcaucus, tenenrims, plumier, alpinus, floridans, fribicus, tatarias, tuberosus, and camenfis. Four of these are native, and rich in Britain.—1. Palafiris, marth fow-thiffe. The feed is erect, from fix to ten feet high, branched and hairy towards the top: the leaves are firm, broad, half pinnated, feiffated, and sharp-pointed; the lower ones fagittate at the base: the flowers are of a deep yellow, large, and dispersed on the tops of the branches: the calyx is rough. It is frequent in marshes, and flowers in July or August.—2. Arvenfis, corn fow-thiffe. The leaves are alternate, runcinate, and heart-shaped at the base; the root creeps under ground; the flem is three or four feet high, and branched at the top. It grows in corn-fields, and flowers in August.—3. Olarcaucus, common fow-thiffe. The flalk is fucculent, piffular, and a cubic high or more; the leaves are broad, embracing the flem, generally deeply finnen, footh or prickly at the edges; the flowers are of a pale yellow, numerous, in a kind of umbel, and terminal; the calyx is smooth. It is frequent in waife places and cultivated grounds.—4. Alpinus, blue-flowered fow-thiffe. The flem is erect, purplish, branched, or fimple, from three to fix feet high: the leaves are large, smooth, and finnen
SONG, in poetry, a little composition, consisting of easy and natural verses, set to a tune in order to be sung. See Poetry, n° 120.

SONG, in music, is applied in general to a single piece of music, whether contrived for the voice or an instrument. See AIR.

Song of Birds, is defined by the honourable Daines Barrington to be a succession of three or more different notes, which are continued without interruption, during the same interval, with a musical bar of four crotchets; the scale of which is an adagio movement, or whilst a pendulum swings four seconds.

It is affirmed, that the notes of birds are no more innate than language in man; and that they depend upon imitation, as far as their organs will enable them to imitate the sounds which they have frequent opportunities of hearing: and their adhering so readily, even in a wild state, to the same song, is owing to the naiiveness attending only to the instruction of the parent bird, whilst they disregard the notes of all others that may perhaps be singing round them.

Birds in a wild state do not commonly sing above two weeks in the year, whereas birds that have plenty of food in a cage sing the greatest part of the year, and we may add, that the female of no species of birds ever sings. This is a wise provision of nature, because her fong would disfigure her nest. In the same manner, we may reasonably account for her inferiority in plumage. The faculty of singing is confined to the cock birds; and accordingly Mr. Hunter, in dissecting birds of several species, found the muscles of the larynx to be stronger in the nightingale than in any other bird of the same fize; and in all those instances, where he dissected both cock and hen, the same muscles were stronger in the cock. To the same purpose, it is an observation as ancient as the time of Pliny, that a capon does not crow.

Some have ascribed the singing of the cock-bird in the spring solely to the motive of pleasing his mate during incubation; others, who allow that it is partly for this end, believe it is partly owing also to another cause, viz. the great abundance of plants and insects in the spring, which, as well as seeds, are the proper food of singing birds at that time of the year.

Mr. Barrington remarks, that there is no instance of any finging bird which exceeds our blackbird in fize; and this, he supposes, may arise from the difficulty of its concealing itself, if it called the attention of its enemies, not only by its bulk, but by the proportionable loudness of its notes. This writer further observes, that some passages of the fong in a few kinds of birds correspond with the intervals of our musical scale, of which the cuckoo is a striking and known instance; but the greater part of their fong cannot be reduced to a musical scale; partly, because the rapidity is often too great, and it is also so uncertain when they may stop, that we cannot reduce the passages to form a musical bar in any time whatever; partly also, because the pitch of most birds is considerably higher than the most thrilling notes of those instruments which have the greatest compass; and principally, because the intervals used by birds are commonly so minute, that we cannot judge of them from the more gross intervals into which we divide our musical octave. This writer apprehends, that all birds sing in the same key; and in order to discover this key, he informs us, that the following notes have been observed in different birds, A, B flat, C, D, F, and G; and therefore E is only wanting to complete the scale; now these intervals, he says, can only be found in the key of F with a sharp third, or that of G with a flat third; and he supposes it to be the latter, because admitting that the first musical notes were learned from birds, those of the cuckoo, which have been most attended to, form a flat third, and most of our compositions are in a flat third, where music is simple, and consists merely of melody. As a further evidence that birds sing always in the same key, it has been found by attending to a nightingale, as well as a robin which was educated under him, that the notes reducible to our intervals of the octave were always precisely the same.

Most people, who have not attended to the notes of birds, suppose, that every species fings expressly the same notes and passages; but this is by no means true; though it is admitted, that there is a general resemblance. Thus the London bird-catchers prefer the fong of the Kentish goldfinches, and Essex chaffinches; and some of the nightingale-fanciers, prefer a Surry bird to those of Middlesex.

Of all finging birds, the fong of the nightingale has been most universally admired; and its superiority (deduced from a caged bird) consists in the following particulars; its ton is much more mellow than that of any other bird, though at the same time, by a proper exertion of its musical powers, it can be very brilliant. Another point of superiority is its continuance of song without a pause, which is sometimes no less than six seconds; and when respiration becomes necessary, it takes it with as much judgment as an opera-singer. The skylark in this particular, as well as in compass and variety, is only second to the nightingale. The nightingale also sings (if the expression may be allowed) with superior judgment and taste. Mr. Barrington has observed, that his nightingale, which was a very capital bird, began softly like the ancient orators; referring its breadth to few certain notes, which by these means had a most alluring effect. This writer adds, that the notes of birds, which are annually imported from Asia, Africa, and America, both singly and in concert, are not to be compared to those of European birds.

The following table, formed by Mr. Barrington, according to the idea of M. de Piles in estimating the merits of painters, is designed to exhibit the comparative merit of the British finging birds; in which 20 is supposed to be the point of absolute perfection.

Nightingale
SONNA, a book of Mahometan traditions, which all the orthodox Mussulmen are required to believe.

SONNERATIA, in botany, a genus of plants belonging to the class of icelandia, and to the order of monagyna. The calyx is cut into six segments; the petals are six; the capsule is multilocular and flocculent; and the seeds contain many hairs. The only species is the acida.

SONNET, in poetry, a composition contained in 14 verses, viz. two stanzas or measures of four verses each, and two of three, the eight first verses being all in three rhymes.

SONNITES, among the Mahometans, an appellation given to the orthodox Mussulmen or true believers; in opposition to the several heretical sects, particularly the Shiites or followers of Ali.

SOOJU, or Soy. See Dolichos.

SOONTABURDAR, in the East Indies; an attendant, who carries a silver bladder in his hand about two or three feet long, and runs before the palanquin. He is inferior to the Chubdar; the property of an Indian newacyr requiring two Soontaburdars for every Chubdar in the train. The Chubdar proclaims the approach of visitors, &c. He generally carries a large silver staff about five feet long in his hands; and among the Nabobs he proclaims their presses aloud as he runs before their palanquins.

SOOT, a volatile matter arising from wood and other fuel along with the smoke; or rather, it is the smoke itself condensed and gathered to the sides of the chimney. Tho' once volatile, however, foot cannot be again resolved into vapour; but, if distilled by a strong fire, yields a volatile alkali and empyreumatic oil, a considerable quantity of fixed matter remaining at the bottom of the distilling vessel. If burnt in an open fire, it flames with a thick smoke, whence other foot is produced. It is used as a material for making sal ammoniac, and as a manure. See Chemistry, No. 796; and Agriculture, No. 20.


SOPHIS, or Sopi, a title given to the emperor of Persia; importing as much as wife, fuge, or philosopher.

The title is by some said to have taken its rise from a young shepherd named Sopi, who attained to the crown of Persia in 1370; others derive it from the sopi or fuges anciently called magi. Vossius gives a different account of the word: sopi, in Arabic, he observes, signifies soud; and he adds, that it was applied by the Turks out of deference to the kings of Persia ever since Ismael's time; because, according to their scheme of religion, he is to wear no other covering on his head but an ordinary red woollen stuff; whence the Persians are also called huzabafise, &c. red-head. But Bochart affirms, that sopi is the original Persian language, signifies one that is pure in his religion, and who prefers the service of God in all things; and derives it from an order of religious called by the same name. The sopi's value themselves on their illustrious extraction. They are defended in a right line from Housfein, second son of Ali, Mahomet's cousin, and Fatima, Mahomet's daughter.

SOPHIS, or Sufis, a kind of order of religious among the Mahometans in Persia, answering to what are otherwise called dervises, and among the Arabs and Indians faquirs. Some will have them called sophis from a kind of coarse cambleet which they wear called fouf from the city Souf in Syria, where it is principally manufactured. The more eminent of those sophis are complimented with the title fobiek, that is, revered, much as in Roman churches the religious are called reverend fathers. Schick sopi, who laid the foundation of the grandeur of the royal house of Persia, was the founder, or rather the refaror of this order: Ismael, who-conquered Persia, was himself a sopi, and greatly valued himself on his being so. He chose all the guards of his person from among the religious of this order; and would have all the great lords of his court sophis. The king of Persia is still grandmaster of the order; and the lords continue to enter into it, though it be now fallen under some contempt.

SOPHISM, in logic a specious argument having the appearance of truth, but leading to falsehood. Sophisms are reduced by Aristotle into eight classes, an arrangement fo just and comprehensive, that it is equally proper in present as in former times. 1. Ignoratio elenchi in which the sophiit seems to determine the question, while he only does it in appearance. Thus the question, 'whether excess of wine be hurtful?' seems to be determined by proving, that wine revives the spirits and gives a man courage: but the principal point is here kept out of sight; for all it may be hurtful to health, to fortune, and reputation. 2. Petitio principii, a begging of the question, or taking for granted that which remains to be proved, as if any one should undertake to prove that the soul is extended through all the parts of the body, because it resides in every member. This is affirming the same thing in different words. 3. Reasoning in a circle; as when the Roman Catholics prove the Scriptures to be the word of God by the authority of the church, and the authority of the church from the Scriptures. 4. Non causa pro causa, or the ascribing of a false cause to any effect. Thus the supposèd principle, that nature abhors a vacuum, was applied to explain the rising of water in a pump before Galilei discovered that it was owing to the preiture of the atmosphère.
In this way the vulgar ascribe accidents to divine vengeance, and the heresies and infidelity of modern times are laid to being owing to learning.

5. **Fallaciam accidentis**, in which the sophist represents what is merely accidental as essential to the nature of the subject. This is nearly allied to the former, and is committed by the Mahometans and Roman Catholics. The Mahometans forbid wine, because it is sometimes the occasion of drunkenness and quarrels; and the Roman Catholics prohibit the reading of the Bible, because it has sometimes promoted heresies. 6. By deducing an universal assertion from what is true only in particular circumstances, and the reverse; thus some even argue, ‘‘translators have committed many errors in copying the Scriptures, therefore they are not to be depended on.’’ 7. By afferting any thing in a compound sense which is only true in a divided sense; so when the Scriptures assure us, that the worth of sinners may be faved, it does not mean that they shall be faved while they remain sinners, but that, if they repent they may be faved. 8. By an abuse of the ambiguity of words. Thus Mr Hume reasons in his Essay on Miracles: ‘‘Experience is our only guide in reasoning concerning matters of fact; now we know from experience, that the laws of nature are fixed and invariable. On the other hand, testimony is variable and often false; therefore from our evidence for the reality of miracles reposes solely on testimony which is variable, and our evidence for the uniformity of the laws of nature is invariable, miracles are not to be believed.’’ The sophistry of this reasoning depends on the ambiguity of the word experience, which in the first proposition signifies the maxims which we form from our own observation and reflection; in the second it is confounded with testimony; for it is by the testimony of others, as well as our own observation, that we learn whether the laws of nature are variable or invariable. The Essay on Miracles may be recommended to those who wish to see more examples of sophistry; as we believe most of the eight species of sophisms which we have mentioned are well illustrated by examples in that essay.

**Sophist**, an appellation assumed in the early periods of Grecian history by those who devoted their time to the study of science. This appellation appearing too arrogant to Pythagoras, he declined it, and wished to be called a philosopher; declaring that, though he could not consider himself as a wise man, he was indeed a lover of wisdom. True wisdom and modesty are generally united. The example of Pythagoras was followed by every man of eminence; while the name sophist was retained only by those who with a pomp of words made a magnificent display of wisdom upon a very flight foundation of knowledge. Those men taught an artificial structure of language, and a false method of reasoning, by which, in argument, the worse might be made to appear the better reason (see Sorism). In Athens they were long held in high repute, and supported, not only by contributions from their pupils, but by a regular salary from the state. They were among the bitterest enemies of the illustrious Socrates, because he embraced every opportunity of exposing to contempt and ridicule their vain pretensions to superior knowledge, and the pernicious influence of their doctrines upon the taste and morals of the Athenian youth.

**Sophistication**, the mixing of any thing with what is not genuine; a practice too common in Sophocles, the making up of medicines for sale; as also among vintners, distillers, and others, who are accused of sophisticating their wines, spirits, oils, &c. by mixing with them cheaper and coarser materials; and in many cafes the cheat is carried on so artfully as to deceive the best judges.

**Sophocles**, the celebrated Greek tragic poet, the son of Sophilus an Athenian, was born at Colon, and educated with great attention. Superior vigour and address in the exercises of the palettr, and skill in music, were the great accomplishments of young men in the states of Greece. In these, Sophocles excelled; nor was he less distinguished by the beauty of his person. He was also instructed in the noblest of all sciences, civil policy and religion; from the first of thefe he derived an unshaken love of his country, which he served in some embassies, and in high military command with Pericles; from the latter he was impressed with a pious reverence for the gods, manifested by the inviolable integrity of his life. But his studies were early devoted to the tragic muse; the spirit of Eschylus lent a fire to his genius, and excited that noble emulation which led him to contend with, and sometimes to bear away the prize from, his great master. He wrote 43 tragedies, of which 7 only have escaped the ravages of time: and having testified his love of his country by refusing to leave it, though invited by many kings; and having enjoyed the uninterrupted esteem and affection of his fellow-citizens, which neither the gallant actions and sublime genius of Eschylus, nor the tender spirit and philosophic virtue of Euripides, could secure to them, he died in the 61st year of his age, about 406 years before Christ. The burial-place of his ancestors was at Decelia, which the Lacedemontians had at that time feized and fortified; but Lyfander, the Spartan chief, permitted the Athenians to inter their deceased poet; and they paid him all the honours due to his love of his country, integrity of life, and high poetic excellence. Eschylus had at once feized the highest post of honour in the field of poetry, his true sublimity, to that eminence his claim could not be disputed. Sophocles had a noble elevation of mind, but tempered with so fine a taste, and so chastened a judgment, that he never passed the bounds of propriety. Under his conduct the tragic muse appeared with the chaste dignity of some noble matron at a religious solemnity; harmony is in her voice, and grace in all her motions. From him the theatre received some additional embellishments; and the drama the introduction of a third speaker, which made it more active and more interesting: but his distinguished excellence is in the judicious disposition of the fable, and so nice a connection and dependance of the parts on each other, that they all agree to make the event not only probable, but even necessary. This is peculiarly admirable in his ‘‘Œdipus King of Thebes,’’ and in this important point he is far superior to every other dramatic writer.

The ingratitude of the children of Sophocles is well known. They wished to become immediate masters of their father’s possessions; and therefore tired of his long life, they accursed him before the Areopagus of infinity. The only defence the poet made was to read his tragedy of Œdipus at Colonos, which he had lately finished; and then he asked his judges, whether the author
SOPHORA, in botany: A genus of plants belonging to the class of *Leguminosae*, and to the order of *Mimosidae*; and in the natural system arranged under the 32d order, *Papilionaceae*. The calyx is quinquedentate and gibbous above; the corolla is papillaceous; the wings being of the same length with the vexillum; the seed is contained in a legumen. There are 16 species; the tetrapetra, microphylla, flavescens, alopecuroides.

SOPHORA, or Sophora, the heath or roan-tree, rises with a regular branching head, twenty or thirty feet high and large umbellate clusters of white flowers at the fides and ends of the branches, succeeded by clusters of fine red berries, ripe in autumn and winter. There is a variety with yellow striped leaves. This species grows wild in many parts of Great Britain in mountainous places, woods, and hedge-rows, often growing to the size of timber; and is admitted into ornamental plantations, for the beauty of its growth, foliage, flowers, and fruit; the latter, in particular, being produced in numerous red large bunches all over the tree, exhibiting a fine appearance in autumn and winter, till devoured by the birds, especially the blackbird and thrush, which are so allure by this fruit as to flock from all parts and feed on it voraciously. In the island of Jura the juice of the berries is employed as an acid for punch. It is probable that this tree was in high esteem with the Druids; for it is more abundant than any other tree in the neighbourhood of those Druidical circles of stones, so common in North Britain. It is still believed by some persons, that a branch of this tree can defend them from enchantment or witchcraft. Even the cattle are supposed to be preferred by it from danger. The dairy-maid drives them to the summer pastures with a rod of the roan-tree, and drives them home again with the same. In Strathpey, we are told, a hoop is made of the wood of this tree on the 1st of May, and all the sheep and lambs are made to pass through it.

2. The *domesfica*, or cultivated service-tree, with eatable fruits, grows with an upright stem, branching 30 or 40 feet high or more, having a brownish bark, and the young shoots in summer covered with a mealy down; pinnate leaves of eight or ten pairs of broad deeply serrated lobes and an odd one, downy underneath, and large umbellate clusters of white flowers at the fides and ends of the branches, succeeded by bunches of large, fleshy, edible red fruits, of various shapes and sizes. This tree is a native of the southern warm parts of Europe, where its fruit is used at table as a dessert, and it is cultivated in the north in many gardens, both as a fruit-tree and as an ornament to diversify hardy plantations.

3. The *hebrida*, or mongrel service-tree of Gothland, grows twenty or thirty feet high; it has half-pinnate leaves, very downy underneath; and clusters of white flowers, succeeded by bunches of round reddish berries in autumn.

SORCERY, or Magic: the power which some persons were formerly supposed to possess of commanding the devil and the infernal spirits by skill in charms and invocations, and of fothing them by fumigations. Sorcery is therefore to be distinguished from witchcraft, an art which was supposed to be practised, not by commanding evil spirits, but by contact with the devil. As an instance of the power of bad smells over demons or evil spirits, we may mention the flight of the evil spirit mentioned in Tobit into the remote parts of Egypt, produced, it is said, by the smell of the burnt liver of a fift. Lilly informs us, that one Evans having raised a spirit at the request of Lord Bothwell and Sir Kenelm Digby, and forgetting a fumigation, the spirit, vexed at the disappointment, pulled him without the circle, and carried him from his house in the Minories into a field near Battersea Caufeway.

King James, in his *Daemonologia*, has given a very full account of the art of sorcery. "Two principal things (says he) cannot well in that errand be wanted:
SOR
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holy water (whereby the devil mocks the papists), and some present of a living thing unto him. There are likewise certaine dates and figures that they observe in this purport. These things being all ready and prepared, circles are made, triangular, quadrangular, round, double, or single, according to the forme of the apparition they crave. When the conjured spirit appears, which will not be while after many circumstances, long prayers, and much muttering and murrurings of the conjurers, like a papit priest dispatching a hunting made — how done, I say, he appears, if they have milled one jote of all their rites; or if any of their beasts once fly'd over the circle, through terror of his fearfull apparition, he paires himself at that time, in his owne hand, of that due debt which they ought him, and otherwise would have delayed longer to have paid him: I mean, he carries them with him, body and soul. How the conjurers made triangular or quadrangular circles, his majesty has not informed us, nor does he seem to imagine there was any difficulty in the matter. We are therefore led to suppose, that he learned his mathematics from the same system as Dr. Sacheverell, who, in one of his speeches or sermons, made use of the following simile: "They concur like parallel lines, meeting in one common centre."

Another mode of consulting spirits was by the beryl, by means of a specular or feer; who, to have a complete light, ought to be a pure virgin, a youth who had not known woman, or at least a person of irreproachable life and purity of manners. The method of such consultation is this: The conjurer having repeated the necessary charms and adjurations, with the liany or invocation peculiar to the spirits or angels he wishes to call (for every one has his particular form), the seer looks into a crystal, or beryl, wherein he will see the answer, represented either by types or figures; and sometimes, though very rarely, will hear the angels or spirits speak articulately. Their pronunciation is, as Lilly says, like the Irish, much in the throat. Lilly describes one of these beryles or crystals. It was, he says, as large as an orange, fast in silver, with a croze at the top, and round about engraved the names of the angels Raphael, Gabriel, and Uriel. A delineation of another is engraved in the frontispiece to Anbery's Miscellanies.

These seers or magicians do not always employ their art to do mischief; but, on the contrary, frequently exert it to cure diseases inflicted by witches; to discover thieves; recover stolen goods; to foretell future events, and the state of absent friends. On this account they are frequently called white witches. See Magic, Witchcraft, &c.

Our forefathers were strong believers when they enabed, by statute 33 Hen. VIII. c. 8, all witchcraft and forcery to be felony without benefit of clergy; and again, by statute 1 Jac. I. c. 12, that all persons invoking any evil spirit, or consulting, covincenting with, entertaining, employing, feeding, or rewarding any evil spirit; or taking up dead bodies from their graves to be used in any witchcraft, forcery, charm, or incantation; or killing or otherwise hurting any person by such infernal arts, should be guilty of felony without benefit of clergy, and suffer death. And if any person should attempt by forcery to discover hidden treasure, or to restore stolen goods, or to provoke unlawful love, or to hurt any man or beast, though the same were not effected, he or she shall suffer imprisonement and pillory, for the first offence, and death for the second, and such acts continued in force till lately, to the terror of all the ancient females in the kingdom; and many poor wretches were sacrificed thereby to the prejudice of their neighbours and their own illusions, not a few having by some means or other confessed the fact at the gallows. But all executions for this diabolical crime are now at an end; the legislature having at length followed the wise example of Louis XIV. in France, who thought proper by an edict to restrain the tribunal of justice from receiving informations of witchcraft, and accordingly it is enacted, by statute 9 Geo. II. c. 5, that no prosecution shall for the future be carried on against any person for conjuration, witchcraft forcery, or enchantment; but the misbeloved of persons pretending to use witchcraft, tell fortunes, or discover stolen goods, by skill in the occult sciences, is still deservedly punished with a year's imprisonment, and standing four times in the pillory.

SOREX, the Shrew, in natural history; a genus of animals belonging to the clafs of mammalia, and order of fera. It has two long fore-teeth in the upper jaw, which are divided into two points; in the lower jaw are two or four fore-teeth, the two middle ones, in the latter-case, being shorter than the others. On each side in both jaws are two or more tusks: The grinders are knobbed. The animals of this genus have in general thick clumsy bodies, and five toes on each of their feet; the head resembles that of the mole, being thick at the fore-head, much elongated, and ending in a conical snout, and having very small eyes; in other circumstances of general figure they resemble the murine tribe of quadrupeds. They burrow in the ground, some species living mostly about the sides of waters; and most of them feeding on worms and insects. There are 16 species; of which the most remarkable are

1. The araneus, or field shrew-mouse, with short rounded ears; eyes small, and almost hid in the fur; note long and slender, upper part the longest; head and upper part of the body of a brownish red; belly of a dirty white; length from note to tail, two inches and a half; tail one and a half. Inhabits Europe: lives in old walls and heaps of stones, or holes in the earth; is frequently near hay-ricks, dung-hills, and necessary-houses; lives on corn, insects, and any filth; is often observed rooting in ordure like a hog; from its food, or the places it frequents, has a disagreeable smell; cats will kill, but not eat it; it brings four or five young at a time. The ancient believed it was injurious to cattle; an error now detected. There seems to be an annual mortality of these animals in August, numbers being then found dead in the paths.

2. The fides, or water-shrew, has a long slender note; very minute ears; very small eyes, hid in the fur; colour of the head and upper part of the body black; throat, breast, and belly, of a light as colour; beneath the tail, a triangular dusky spot; much larger than the last; length, from note to tail, three inches and three quarters; tail, two inches. Inhabits Europe: long since known in England, but lost till May 1768, when it was discovered in the fens near Reveley Ab.
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bury, Lincolshire; burrows in the banks near the water; is called by the fermen blind-mouse.

3. The minutus, or minute shrew, has a head near as big as the body; very slender nose; broad short naked ears; whiskers reaching to the eyes; eyes small, and capable of being drawn in; hair very fine and shining; grey above, white beneath; no tail; the leaf of quadrupeds, according to Linnaeus. Inhabits Siberia; lives in a net made of lichens, in some moist place beneath the roots of trees; feeds on seeds, digs, runs swiftly, and has the voice of a bat.

4. The tucum, or Mexican shrew, has a sharp nose; small round ears; without fight; two long fore-teeth above and below; thick, fat, and fleshy body; short legs, so that the belly almost touches the ground; long crooked claws; tawny hair; short tail; length, from nose to tail, nine inches. Inhabits Mexico; burrows, and makes such a number of cavities, that travellers can scarcely tread with safety; if it gets out of its hole, does not know how to return, but begins to dig another; grows very round, and is capable of two or three kinds of beans, and other seeds. M. de Buffon thinks it a mouse; but it seems more properly to belong to the genus of frogs.

SORITES, in logic, a species of reasoning in which a great number of propositions are so linked together, that the predicate of the one becomes continually the subject of the next following, till at last a conclusion is formed by bringing together the subject of the first proposition, and the predicate of the last. Such was that merry argument of Themistocles, to prove that his little son under ten years old governed the whole world. Thus: My son governs his brother; his mother me; I the Athenians; the Athenians the Greeks; Greece commands Europe; Europe the whole world; therefore my son commands the whole world. See Logic, p. 96, 97.

SORMING, in Scots law. See Law, No. clxxxvi.

SOREL, in botany, a species of the rutaceae, which grows in pastures and meadows, and is well known. The natives of Lapland boil large quantities of the leaves in water, and mix the juice when cold with the milk of their rein-deers which they esteem an agreeable and wholesome food. The Dutch are said to cultivate this plant for its usefulness in the dyeing of woollen cloths black; and we know that by means of the common broad-leaved Sorel an excellent black colour is, in many places of Scotland, given to woollen stuffs without the aid of coopers. As this mode of dyeing does not in the smallest degree injure the texture of the cloth, which continues to the last soft and silky, without that hardness to the touch which it acquires when dyed black by means of coopers, our readers will probably thank us for the following receipt, with which we have been favoured by a learned phylician.

Let the stuff to be dyed be well washed with soap and water, and afterwards completely dried. Then of the common broad-leaved Sorel boil as much as shall make an acid decoction of sufficient quantity to let the stuff to be dyed lie in it open and easy to be fertil. The greater quantity of Sorel that is used, the better will the colour be; and therefore if the pot or cauldron will not hold enough at once, when part has been sufficiently boiled, it must be taken out and wrung, and a fresh quantity be boiled in the same juice or decoction. When the liquor is made sufficiently acid, strain it from the forrel through a sieve, put the cloth or yarn upon it, and let it boil for two hours, filtering it frequently. If flowings be among the stuff to be dyed, it will be expedient, after they have been an hour in the boiling liquor, to turn them inside out, and in the end of the second hour let the whole be poured into a tub or any other vessel. The pot or cauldron then be washed, and water put into it, with half a pound of logwood chips for every pound of dry yarn or cloth. The logwood and water should boil slowly for four hours; and then the cloth or yarn being wrung from the liquor, and put into the logwood decoction, the whole must be suffered to boil slowly for four hours, stowings, if there be any, being turned inside out at the end of two hours. Of this last decoction there must as of the former be enough to let the cloth lie open and easy to be filled while boiling. At the end of the four hours the cloth must be taken out, and among the boiling liquor, if wanted, pick off or roots, kidneybeans, and other seeds.

WILLIAMSON, in botany. See OXALIS.

Sorrel-Colour, in the manufacture, is a reddish colour, generally thought to be a sign of a good horse.

SORRENTO, a sea-port town of the kingdom of Naples, with an archbishop's see. It is seated in a peninsula, on the bay of Naples, at the foot of a mountain of the same name, 17 miles south-east of Naples. It is the birth-place of Torquato Tasso. E. long. 14. 24. N. lat. 40. 36.

SORTILEGE (Sortilegium), a species of divination performed by means of forrel or lots. The fortes Precessilia, famous in antiquity, consisted in putting a number of letters, or even whole words, into an urn; and then, after shaking them together, they were thrown on the ground; and whatever sentences could be made out from them, constituted the answer of the oracle. To this method of divination succeeded that which has been called the fortes Home-riana and fortes Virgiliiana, a mode of inquiring into futurity, which undoubtedly took its rise from a general custom of the oracular priests of delivering their answers in verse; it continued a long time among the Greeks and Romans; and being from them adopted by the Christians, it was not till after a long succession of centuries that it became exploded. Among the Romans it consisted in opening some celebrated poet at random, and among the Christians the Scriptures, and drawing, from the first passage which presented itself to the eye, a prognostic of what would befal one's self or others, or direction for conduct when under any exigency. There is good evidence that this was one of the vulgar errors; the greatest perfons, philosophers of the best repute, admitted this superstition. Socrates, when in prison, hearing this line of Homer, Within three days I Phthia's shore shall see, immediately
immediately laid, within three days I shall be out of the world; gathering it from the double meaning of the word Plutus, which in Greek is both the name of a country and signifies corruption or death. This prediction, addressed to Achilles, was not easily forgotten, as it was verified.

When this superstitious fear passed from Paganism into Christianity, the Chriftians had two methods of consulting the divine will from the Scriptures; the one, casually, to open the divine writings, and take their direction, as above-mentioned; the other, to go to church with a purpose of receiving, as a declaration of the will of heaven, the words of the Scripture, which were sung or in the infant of one's entrance.

This unwarrantable practice of inquiring into futurity prevailed very generally in England till the beginning of the present century; and sometimes the poems, of Virgil, were consulted for oracular responses. One remarkable instance is that of King Charles I., who being at Oxford during the civil wars, went one day to see the public library, where he was showed, among other books, a Virgil nobly printed and exquisitely bound. The lord Falkland, to divert the king, would have his majesty make a trial of his fortune by the Sortes Virgilianae. Whereupon the king opening the book, the period which happened to come up to this was:

> At bello audaci populi veratus, et armis,
> Finibus extorris, complexa avulsus Iuli,
> Ausiliis implorat; viditque indigna fuorum
> Funera; nec, cum fe sub leges postis unque
> Traditurus, regno aut optata fuce fruatur,
> Sed cadat ante diem, medique inhumanus arena.

Enid. lib. iv.

Yet let a race, untamed and haughty foes,
His peaceful entrance with dire arms oppose;
Opprest with numbers in the unequal field,
His men discouraged, and himself expelled,
Let men for succour fear from place to place,
Torn from his subjects, and his son's embrace:
Fifth let him see his friends in battle slain,
And their untimely fate lament in vain;
And when at length the cruel war shall cease,
On hard conditions may he buy his peace.
Nor let him then enjoy suprême command,
But fall untimely by some hostile hand,
And lie unburied on the barren sand.

Lord Falkland observing that the king was concerned at this accident, would likewise try his own fortune in the same manner, hoping he might fall upon some passage that would have no relation to his fate, and thereby divert the king's thoughts from any impression which the other might have upon him; but the place he stumbled upon was as much fitting to his dying as the omen had been to the king's; being the lamentation of Evander for the untimely death of his son Palæn: for this lord's eldest son, a young man of an amiable character, had been slain in the first battle of Newbury.

We have ourselves known several whose devotion has not always been regulated by judgment; pursue this method of divination; and have generally observed, that the consequence has been despair or presumption. To such we beg leave to recommend one passage in Scripture which will never disappoint them:

> Thou shalt not tempt the Lord thy God.

SOTERIA, in antiquity, sacrifices offered to the gods for delivering a person from danger; as also poetical pieces composed for the same purpose.

SOUBISE, a town of France, in the department of Lower Charente, and late territory of Saintonge. It is situated on the river Charente, 22 miles south of Rochefort, in W. Long. 1° 2. N. Lat. 45° 57'.

SOUÉ, among miners, denotes a passage dug under ground, to convey off waters from mines. See MINES.

SOVEREIGN, in matters of government, is applied to the suprême magistrate or magistrates of an independent government or state; because their authority is only bounded by the laws of God and the laws of the state: such are kings, princes, &c. See PREROGATIVE, &c.

Soveraign Power, or Sovereignty, is the power of making laws; for wherever that power resides, all others must conform to it, and be directed by it, whatever appearance the outward form and administration of the government may put on. For it is at any time in the option of the legislature to alter that form and administration by a new edict or rule, and to put the execution of the laws into whatever hands it pleases: and all the other powers of the state must obey the legislatif power in the execution of their several functions; or else the constitution is at an end.

In the British constitution the law ascribes to the king the Black. attribute of sovereignty; but that is to be understood in Comment. a qualified sense, i.e. as suprême magistrate, not as sole legislator: as the legislative power is vested in the king, lords, and commons, not in any of the three estates alone.

SOUL. See SOUL.

SOUL, the principle of perception, memory, intelligence, and volition, in man; which, since the earliest era of philosophy, has furnished questions of difficult investigation, and materials of keen and important controversy (see Metaphysics, Part III. chap. iii. iv. v.; and Resurrection, n° 42—48.) In the fourth volume of the Memoirs of the Literary and Philosophical Society of Manchester, the reader will find a very valuable paper by Dr. Ferrier, proving, by evidence apparently complete, that every part of the brain has been injured without affecting the act of thought. An abridgment of that memoir would weaken its restoration; which, built on matters of fact and experience, appears to us to have shaken the modern theory of the Materialists from its very foundation.

Soul of Brutes. See BRUTES.

SOUND, in physics, is a term of which it would be preposterous to offer any definition, as it may almost be said to express a simple idea: But when we consider it as a sensation, and fill more when we consider it as a perception, it may not be improper to give a description of it; because this must involve certain relations of external things, and certain trains of events in the material world, which make it a proper object of philosophical discussion. Sound is that primary information which we get of external things by means of the sense of hearing. This, however, does not explain it; for were we in like manner to describe the sense of sight, we should find ourselves obliged to say, that it is the faculty by which we perceive sound. Languages.
are not the invention of philosophers; and we must not expect precision, even in the simplest cases. Our methods of expressing the information given us by our different senses are not familiar, as a philosopher, cautiously constraining language, would make them. We have no word to express the primary or generic object of our sense of seeing; for we believe, that even the vulgar consider light as the medium, but not the object. This is certainly the case (how justly we do not say) with the philosopher. On the other hand, the words smell, found, and perhaps taste, are conceived by most persons as expressing the immediate objects of the senses of smelling, hearing, and tasting. Smell and sound are halitously conceived as separate existences, and as mediums of information, and of intercourse with the odoriferous and sounding bodies; and it is only the very cautious philosopher who distinguishes between the smell which he feels and the perfume which fills the room. To those of the ancients, therefore, who taught that sounds were being wafted through the air, and felt by our ears, shall not, even at this day, be considered as awkward objections. It has required the long, patient, and sagacious consideration of the most penetrating geniuses, from Zeno the Stoic to Sir Isaac Newton, to discover that what we call sound, the immediate external object of the sense of hearing, is nothing but a particular agitation of the parts of surrounding bodies, acting by mechanical impulse on our organs; and that it is not any separate being, nor even a specific quality inherent in any particular thing, by which it can affect the organ, as we suppose with respect to a perfume, but merely a mode of existence competent to every atom of matter. And thus the description which we proposed to give of sound must be description of that state of external contiguous matter which is the cause of sound. It is not therefore preparatory to any theory or set of doctrines on this subject; but, on the contrary, is the sum or refult of them all.

To discover this state of external body by which, without any further intermediaries of substance or of operation, it affects our sensitive faculties, must be considered as a great step in science. It will shew us at least one way by which mind and body may be connected. It is supposed that we have obtained this knowledge with respect to sound. Our senses, therefore, is a very pleasing gratification to the philosophic mind. It is still more important in another view: it has encouraged us to make similar attempts in other cases, and has supplied us with a fact to which an ingenious mind can easily fancy something analogous in many abstruse operations of nature, and thus it enables us to give some sort of explanation of them. Accordingly this use has been most liberally made of the mechanical theory of sound; and there is now fearlessly any phenomenon, either of matter or mind, that has not been explained in a manner somewhat similar. But we are forry to say that these explanations have done no credit to philosophy. They are, for the most part, strongly marked with that precipitate and ill-conceited impatience which has always characterized the investigations conducted solely by ingenious fancy. The consequences of this procedure have been no less fatal to the progress of true knowledge in modern times than in the schools of ancient Greece; and the ethereal philosophers of this age, like the followers of Aristotle of old, have filled ponderous volumes with nonsense and error. It is strange, however, that this should be the effect of a great and a successful step in philosophy: But the fault is in the philosophers, not in the science. Nothing can be more certain than the account which Newton has given of the propagation of a certain class of undulations in an elastic fluid. But this procedure of nature cannot be seen with difficulty and precision by any but well-informed mathematicians. They alone can rest with unhaken confidence on the conclusions legimimately deduced from the Newtonian theorems; and even they can infer success only by treading with the most fenfuous caution the steps of this patient philosopher. But few have done this; and we may venture to say, that not one in ten of those who employ the Newtonian doctrines of elastic undulations for the explanation of other phenomena have taken the trouble, or indeed were able, to go through the steps of the fundamental proposition (Prin. II. 59, &c.) But the general results are so plain, and admit of such imperative illustration, that they are not the atient of the most careless reader; and all imagine that they understand the explanation, and perceive the whole procedure of nature. Emboldened therefore by this successful step in philosophy, they, without hesitation, fancy similar intermediaries in other cases; and as air has been found to be a vehicle for sound, they have supposed that something which they call ether, somewhow-resembling air, is the vehicle of vision. Others have proceeded farther, and have held that ether, or another something like air, is the vehicle of sensation in general, from the organ to the brain: nay, we have got a great volume called A Theory of Man, where all our sensations, emotions, affections, thoughts, and purposes or volitions, are said to be so many vibrations of another something equally unseen, gratuitous and incompetent; and, to crown all, this exalted doctrine, when logically prosecuted, must terminate in the discovery of those vibrations which pervade all others, and which constitute what we have been accustomed to term by the name Dity. Such must be the termination of this philosophy; the only philosophical dissertation on the attributes of the Divine: Being can be nothing else than an accurate description of these vibrations!

This is not a needful and declamatory rhapsody. If the explanation of sound can be legitimately transferred to those other classes of phenomena, these are certain results; and if so, all the discoveries made by Newton are but the glimmerings of the morning, when compared with this meridian splendor. But if, on the other hand, found logic forbids us to make this transference of explanation, we must continue to believe, for a little while longer, that mind is something different from vibrating matter, and that no kind of oscillations will constitute infinite wisdom.

It is of immense importance therefore to understand thoroughly this doctrine of found, that we may see clearly and precisely in what it consists, what are the phenomena of found that are fully explained, what are the data and the assumptions on which the explanations proceed, and what is the general theory in which it terminates. For this, or a fact perfectly similar, must terminate every explanation which we derive from this by analogy, however perfect the analogy may be. This previous knowledge must be completely understood by every.
Sound.

The peron who pretends to explain other phenomena in a similar manner. Then, and not till then, he is able to say what causes of phenomena will admit of the explanation; and, when all this is done, his explanation is still an hypothesis, till he is able to prove, from other indisputable sources, the existence and agency of the same thing analogous to the elastic fluid, from which all is borrowed.

Such considerations would justify us for considering with great attention the nature of sound. But a work like this will not give room for a full discussion; and we must refer our readers to the writers who treat it more at large. Much curious information may be got from the pains-taking authors of the last century; such as Lord Bacon; Kircher; Merfennus; Calerius in his great work De Vos et Audita; Perrault in his Dissertation du Bruit, Mullenbrock in his System of Natural Philosophy, in 3 vols 4to, and in his Effais de Physique; and the writings of the celebrated physiologists of the present age. We also refer to what has been said by us in the article Acoustics.

At present therefore we must content ourselves with giving a short history of the speculations of philosophers on this subject, tracing out the steps by which we have arrived at the knowledge which we have of it. We apprehend this to be of great importance; because it shows us what kind of evidence we have for its truth, and the paths which we must follow if we wish to proceed farther: and we trust that the progress which we have made will appear to be so real, and the object to be attained so alluring to a truly philosophical mind, that men of genius will be incited to exert their utmost efforts to pass the present boundaries of our real progress.

In the infancy of philosophy, sound was held to be a separate existence, something which would be, although no hearing animal existed. This was conceived as wafted through the air to our organ of hearing, which it was supposed to affect in a manner resembling that in which our nostrils are affected when they give us the sensation of smell. It was one of the Platonic speculations, fitted for exciting the intellectual species, which is the immediate object of the soul's contemplation.

Yet, even in those early years of science, there were some, and, in particular, the celebrated founder of the Itoic school, who held that sound, that is, the cause of sound, was only the particular motion of external gross matter, propagated to the ear, and there producing that agitation of the organ by which the soul is immediately affected with the sensation of sound. Zeno, as quoted by Diogenes Laertius*, says, "Hearing is produced by the air which intervenes between the thing sounding and the ear. The air is agitated in a spherical form and moves off in waves, and falls on the ear, in the same manner as the water in a cistern undulates in circles when a stone has been thrown into it." The ancients were not remarkable for precision, either of conception or argument in their discussions, and they were contented with a general and vague view of things. Some followed the Platonic notions, and many the opinion of Zeno, but without any further attempts to give a distinct conception of the explanation, or to compare it with experiment.

But in later times, during the ardent researches in the last century into the phenomena of nature, this became an interesting subject of inquiry. The invention of the air-pump gave the first opportunity of deciding by experiment whether the elastic undulations of air were the cause of sound; and the trial fully established this point; for a bell rung in vacuo gave no sound, and one rung in condensed air gave a very loud one. It was therefore received as a doctrine in general physics that air was the vehicle of sound.

The celebrated Galileo, the parent of mathematical philosophy, discovered the nature of that connection between the lengths of musical cords and the notes which they produced, which had been observed by Pythagoras, or learned by him in his travels in the east, and which he made the foundation of a refined and beautiful science, the theory of music. Galileo showed, that the real connection subsisted between the tones and the vibrations of these cords, and that their different degrees of acuteness corresponded to the different frequency of their vibrations. The very elementary and familiar demonstration which he gave of this connection did not satisfy the curious mathematicians of that inquisitive age, and the mechanical theory of musical cords was prosecuted to a great degree of refinement. In the course of this investigation, it appeared that the cord vibrated in a manner precisely similar to a pendulum vibrating in a cycloid. It must therefore agitate the air contiguous to it in the same manner; and thus there is a particular kind of agitation which the air can receive and maintain, which is very interesting.

Sir Isaac Newton took up this question as worthy of his notice; and endeavored to ascertain with mathematical precision the mechanism of this particular class of undulations, and gave us the fundamental theorems concerning the undulations of elastic fluids, which make the 47, &c. propositions of Book II. of his Principles of Natural Philosophy. They have been (perhaps hastily) considered as giving the fundamental doctrines concerning the propagation of sound. They are therefore given in this work in the article Acoustics; and a variety of facts are narrated in the article Pneumatics to show that such undulations actually obtain in the air of our atmosphere, and are accompanied by a set of phenomena of sound which precisely tally or correspond to all the mechanical circumstances of these undulations. In the mean time, the anatomists and physiologists were busily employed in examining the structure of our organs of hearing. Improved with the validity of this doctrine of aerial undulations being the cause of sound, their researches were always directed with a view to discover those circumstances in the structure of the ear which rendered it an organ susceptible of agitations from this cause; and they discovered many which appeared as contrivances for making it a drum, on which the aerial undulations from without must make very forcible impulsive, so as to produce very sonorous undulations in the air contained in it. Those therefore they considered as the immediate objects of sensation, or the immediate causes of sound.

But some anatomists saw that this would not be a full account of the matter: for after a drum is agitated, it has done all that it can do; it has produced a noise. But a further process goes on in our ear: There is behind the membrane, which is the head of this drum, a curious mechanism, which communicates the agitations of
into the structure. Here they observed a prodigious unfolding of the auditory nerve of the ear, which is curiously distributed through every part of this cavity, lining its sides, hung across it like a curtain, and sending off fibres in every direction, so as to leave hardly a point of it unoccupied. They thought the machinery contained in the drum peculiarly fitted for producing undulations of the air contained in this labyrinth, and that by these agitations of the air the contiguous fibres of the auditory nerve are impelled, and that thus we get the sensation of sound.

The cavity intervening between the external air and this inner chamber appeared to these anatomists to have no other use than to allow a free motion to the flap or little piston that is employed to agitate the air in the labyrinth. This piston condenses upon a very small surface the impulse which it receives from a much larger surface, drained by the malleus on the entry of the tympanum, on purpose to receive the gentle agitations of the external air in the outer canal. This membranous surface could not be agitated, unless completely detached from every thing round it; therefore all animals which have this mechanism have it in a cavity containing only air. But they held, that nature had even taken precautions to prevent this cavity from acting as a drum, by making it of such an irregular rambling form; for it is by no means a cavity of a symmetrical shape, like a vessel, but rather resembles the rambling holes and blebs which are often seen in a piece of bread; scattered through the substance of the cranium, and communicating with each other by small passages. The whole of these cavernules are lined with a fibrous membrane, which still farther unites this cavity for producing sound. This reasoning is specious, but not very conclusive. We might even affirm, that this anfractuous form, with narrow passages, is well fitted for producing noise. If we place the ear close to the small hole in the side of a military drum, we shall hear the first tap of the drumstick like a violent blow. The lining of the cavernule is nervous, and may therefore be strongly affected in the numerous narrow passages between the cells.

While these speculations were going on with respect to the ear of the breathing animals, observations were occasionally made on other animals, such as reptiles, serpents, and fishes, which give undoubted indications of hearing; and many very familiar facts were observed or recollected, where sounds are communicated through or by means of solid bodies, or by water: therefore, without inquiring how or by what kind of mechanism it is brought about, it became a very general belief among physiologists, that all fishes, and perhaps all animals hear, and that water in particular is a vehicle of sound.

In 1767 or 1768 the writer of this article, at the suggestion of the late professor of astronomy in the university of Glasgow, made an experiment in a lake in that neighbourhood, by striking a large hand-bell under water, and heard it very distinctly and strongly when his head was plunged in the water at the distance of more than 1200 feet. Many experiments are mentioned by Kircher and others on the communication of sound through solid bodies, such as masts, yards, and other long beams of dry wood, with similar results. Dr Monro has published a particular account of very curious experiments on the propagation of sound through water in his 'Dissertation on the Physiology of Fishes'; so that it now appears that air is no means the only vehicle of sound.

In 1760 Couturi published his important discovery, that the labyrinth or inner cavity of the ear in animals is completely filled with water. This, after some contest, has been completely demonstrated (see in particular Meckel and de Labyrinthis Auris Contentis, Gentian, 1777), and it seems now to be admitted by all.

This being the case, our notions of the immediate cause of sound must undergo a great revolution, and a new research must be made into the way in which the nerve is affected: for it is not enough that we suppose the undulations of water for those of air in the labyrinth. The well informed mechanician will see at once, that the vivacity of the agitations of the nerve will be greatly increased by this substitution; for if water be perfectly elastic through the whole extent of the undulatory agitation which it receives, the effect will be greater in proportion to its specific gravity; and this is confirmed by an experiment very easily made. Immerse a table-bell in water contained in a large thin glass vessel. Strike it with a hammer. The sound will be heard as if the bell had been immediately struck on the sides of the vessel. The filling of the labyrinth of the ear with water is therefore an additional mark of the wisdom of the Great Artificer. But this is not enough for informing us concerning the ultimate mechanical event in the process of hearing. The manner in which the nerve is exposed to these undulations must be totally different from what was formerly imagined. The filaments and membranes, which have been described by former anatomists, must have been found by them in a state quite unlike to their situation and condition in the living animal. Accordingly the most eminent anatomists of Europe seem at present in great uncertainty as to the state of the nerve, and are keenly occupied in observations to this purpose. The descriptions given by Monro, Scarpa, Camper, Comparetti, and others, are full of most curious discoveries, which make almost a total change in our notions of this subject; and will, we hope, be productive of most valuable information.

Scarpa has discovered that the solid cavity called the labyrinth contains a trefoil expansion of the auditory nerve. One part of it, the cochlea, contains it in a fibrous state, ramified in a most symmetrical manner throughout the whole of the scala media of the lamina spiralis, where it anatomizes with another production of it diffused over the general lining of that cavity. Another department of the nerve, also in a fibrous state, is spread over the external surface of a membranaceous bag.
bag, which nearly fills that part of the vestibule into which the semicircular canals open, and also that orifice which receives the impressions of the stapes. This bag sends off tubular membranaceous ducts, which, in like manner, nearly fill these semicircular canals. A third department of the ear is spread over the external surface of another membranaceous bag, which lies between the coil just now mentioned and the cochlea, but having no communication with either, almost completely filling the remainder of the vestibule. Thus the vestibule and canals seem only a cafe for protecting this sensitive membranaceous vesicle, which is almost, but not altogether, in contact with the osseous case, being separated by a delicate and almost fluid cellular substance. The fibrous expansion of the nerve is not indiscriminately diffused over the surface of these faciculi, but evidently directed to certain foci, where the fibres are concentrated. And this is the last appearance of the fibrous state of the nerve; for when the intake of these faciculi is inspected, no fibres appear, but a pulp judged to be nervous from its similarity to other pulp productions of the brain (adhering to the membranaceous coat, and not separable from it by gently washing it). It is more abundant, that is, of greater thickness, opposite to the external fibrous coat. No organised structure could be discovered in this pulp, but it probably is organised; for, besides this adhering pulp, the water in the faciculi was observed to be clummy or mucous; so that in all probability the vascular or fibrous state of the nerve is succeeded by an interrupted production (perhaps columnar-like balsam, though not cohering); and this at last ends in simple degeneration, symmetrical however, where water and nerve are alternate in every direction.

To these observations of Scarpa, Comaretti adds the curious circumstance that the anterior and posterior semicircular canals in the foramen rotundum, the cylindrical cavity of which is inclosed at both ends by a fine membrane. The membrane which separates it from the cochlea appears to be in a state of variable tension, being drawn up to an umbra by a cartilaginous spoke in its middle, which he thinks adheres to the lamina spiralis, and thus serves to strain the drumhead, as the malacous strains the great membrane known to all.

There is no speculation by the anatomist that this membrane and the different bony cavity, which it incloses, may be considered as the bony cavity, the cause of injury to the organ, seem to conduct us farther into the secrets of nature than anything yet known.

We think that they promise to give us the greatest relief yet made in physiology, viz., to show us the last mechanical fact which occurs in the long train interposed between the external body and the incrustation of our sensitive system. But there is, as yet, great and essential differences in the description given by other celebrated authors. It cannot be otherwise. The containing labyrinth can be laid open to our view in no other way than by destroying it; and its most delicate contents are the first sufferers in the search. They are found in very different situations and conditions by different anatomists, according to their address or their good fortune. Add to this that the natural varieties are very considerable. Factual descriptions will therefore give very different notions of the ultimate action and reaction between the unorganised matter in the labyrinth and the ultimate expansion of the auditory nerve.

We must therefore wait with patience. Since this work of ours was begun, the progress which has been made in many parts of natural science has been great and wonderful; and perhaps before it be completed, we may be furnished with such a collection of facts respecting the structure and the contents of the organ of hearing, as might enable us to give a fuller theory of found than is yet to be found in the writings of philosophers. There seems to be no abatement of ardour in the researches of the physiologists; and they will not remain long ignorant of the truth or mistake in the accounts given by Scarpa and Comaretti. Should the result of our inquiries be what we expect, we should be glad of a proper opportunity of laying it before our readers, together with some disquisition on the nature of hearing. A collection of accurate observations on the structure of the ear would give us principles on which to proceed in explaining the various methods of producing external sounds. The nature of continued sounds might be collected; and would appear, we believe, very different from what it is commonly supposed. Under this head animal voices might be particularly considered, and the elements of human speech properly ascertained. When the production of continued sounds is once firmly to be a thing regulated by principle, it may be systematically treated, and this principle may be ascertained as combined with every mechanical state of body that may be pointed out. This will suggest to us methods of producing four which have not yet been thought of, and may therefore give us sounds with which we are unacquainted. Such an acquisition is not to be despised nor rejected. The inquiries in what we are being and of all our faculties has made it an object of most enchanting utility to the human mind. The Greeks, the most cultivated people who have ever figured on the stage of life, enjoyed the pleasures of music with rapture. Even the poor negro, after toiling a whole day beneath the tropical sun, will go ten miles in the day to dance all night to the simple music of the balafon, and return without sleep to his next day's toil. The penetrating eye of the anatomist has discovered in the human larynx an apparatus evidently contrived for tempering the great movements of the glottis, so as to enable us to produce the intended note with the utmost precision. There is no doubt therefore that the consummation of this art has not thought it unworthy of his attention. We ought therefore to receive with thankfulness this present from our Maker—this laborum dulce iuvens—et indicium worthy the attention of the philosopher to add to this innocent elegance of life. This, however, is not the time to enter upon the subject. From the jarring observations which we have yet made, we could only amuse the curious reader by holding up to his view a specious theory; and we are not so defensive as filling our Work with what is called original matter, as to attempt the attainment of that end by subtilizing fiction for fact and hypothesis for science.

Sound, in geography, denotes in general any fruit or inlet of the sea between two headlands. It is given by way of eminence to the first between Sweden and Denmark.
Sounding.

Denmark, joining the German ocean to the Baltic, being about three miles over. See Denmark and Elyseworth.

SOUNDING, the operation of trying the depth of the sea, and the nature of the bottom, by means of a plummet sunk from a ship to the bottom.

There are two plummets used for this purpose in navigation: one of which is called the hand lead, weighing about 8 or 9 pounds; and the other the deep sea lead, which weighs from 25 to 30 pounds; and both are shaped like the frustum of a cone or pyramid. The former is used in shallow waters, and the latter at a great distance from the shore; particularly on approaching the land after a sea voyage. Accordingly the lines employed for this purpose are called the deep sea lead line, and the hand lead line.

The hand lead line, which is usually 20 fathoms in length, is marked at every two or three fathoms; so that the depth of the water may be ascertained either in the day or night. At the depth of two and three fathoms, there are marks of black leather; at 5 fathoms, there is a white rag; at 7, a red rag; at 10, black leather; at 13, black leather; at 15, a white rag; and at 17, a red ditto.

Sounding with the hand lead, which is called having the lead by feelen, it is generally performed by a man who stands in the main chains to windward. Having the line quite ready to run out without interruption, he holds it nearly at the distance of a fathom from the plummet; and having swung the latter backwards and forwards three or four times, in order to acquire the greater velocity, he swings it round his head, and thence forward as necessary; so that, by the lead's sinking whilst the ship advances, the line may be almost perpendicular when it reaches the bottom. The person sounding then proclaims the depth of the water in a kind of song, resembling the cries of hawkers in a city. Thus if the mark of five fathoms is close to the surface of the water, he calls, 'By the mark five!' and as there is no mark at four, fix, eighth, &c. he estimates those numbers, and calls, 'By the dip four,' &c. If he judges it to be a quarter or an half more than any particular number, he calls, 'And a quarter five!' and a half four,' &c. If he conceives the depth to be three quarters more than a particular number, he calls it a quarter less than the next: thus, at four fathoms and three fourths he calls, 'A quarter less five!' and so on.

The deep sea lead is marked with two knots at 20 fathoms, three at 30, four at 40, and so on to the end. It is also marked with a single knot in the middle of each interval, as at 25, 35, 45 fathoms, &c. To use this lead more effectually at sea, or in deep water on the sea-coast, it is usual previously to bring to the ship, in order to retard her course: the lead is then thrown as far as possible from the ship on the line of her drift, so that, as it sinks, the ship drives more perpendicularly over it. The pilot, feeling the lead strike the bottom, readily discovers the depth of the water by the mark on the line near the surface. The bottom of the lead being well rubbed over with tallow, retains the distinguishing marks of the bottom, as shells, ooze, gravel, &c. which naturally adhere to it.

The depth of the water, and the nature of the ground, which is called the soundings, are carefully marked in the log-book, as well to determine the distance of the place from the shore, as to correct the observations of former pilots.

SOUP, a strong decocation of flax or other substances.

Portable or dry soup is a kind of cake formed by boiling the gelatinous parts of animal substances till the watery parts are evaporated. This species of soup is chiefly used at sea, and has been found of great advantage. The following receipt will show how it is prepared.

Of calves feet take 4; 1 leg of beef 12 lbs.; knuckle of veal 3 lbs.; and leg of mutton 10 lbs. These are to be boiled in a sufficient quantity of water, and the foam taken off as usual; after which the soup is to be separated from the meat by straining and pressing. The meat is then to be boiled a second time in other water, and the two decoctions, being added together, must be kept to cool, in order that the fat may be exactly separated. The soup must then be clarified with five or six whites of eggs, and a sufficient quantity of common salt added. The liquor is then strained through flannel, and evaporated on the water-bath to the consistence of a very thick paste; after which it is spread rather thin upon a smooth stone, then cut into cakes, and lastly dried in a flouve until it is become brittle: these cakes are kept in well closed bottles. The same process may be used to make a portable soup of the flesh of poultry; and aromatic herbs may be used as a flavoring, if thought proper.

These tablets or cakes may be kept four or five years. When intended to be used, the quantity of half an ounce is put into a large glass of boiling water, which is to be covered, and set upon hot ashes for a quarter of an hour, or until the whole is entirely dissolved. It forms an excellent soup, and requires no addition, but a small quantity of salt.

SOUR-CROUTE. See CRUITE.

Sour-Gourd or African Calabosf-tree. See ADANSONIA.

SOUTH (Dr Robert), an eminent divine, was the son of Mr William South a merchant of London, and was born at Hackney near that city in 1631. He studied at Westminster school, and afterwards in Christ's Church College, Oxford. In 1654, he wrote a copy of Latin verses to congratulate Cromwell upon the peace concluded with the Dutch; and the next year a Latin poem, entitled Miscell: Incantata. In 1660 he was elected public orator of the university; and the next year became domestic chaplain to Edward earl of Clarendon, lord-high-chancellor of England. In 1663 he was installed prebendary of Westminister, admitted to the degree of Doctor of divinity, and had a curacy bellowed upon him in Wales by his patron the earl of Clarendon; after whose retirement into France in 1667 he became chaplain to the duke of York. In 1670 he was installed canon of Christ Church in Oxford; and in 1676 attended as chaplain to Laurence Hyde, Esq. ambassador extraordinary to the king of Poland. In 1678 he was presented to the rectory of Iflip in Oxfordshire; and in 1688 rebuilt the chancel of that church, as he afterwards did the rectory-house belonging to it. After the revolution he took the oath of allegiance to king William and queen Mary, though he excused himself from accepting a great dignity in the Church vacated by the personal refusal of that oath. His health began to decline.
SOUTHAMPTON, a sea-port town of Hampshire in England. It is commodiously seated on an arm of the sea; is a place of good trade, and well inhabited. It is surrounded by walls and several watch-towers, and had a strong castle to defend the harbour, now in ruins. It is a corporation and a county of itself, with the title of an earldom, and sends two members to parliament. W. Long. t. 26. N. Lat. 50. 55.

SOUTHERN (Thomas), an eminent dramatic writer, was born at Dublin in 1665, and received his education in the university there. He came young to London to study law; but instead of that devoted himself to poetry and the writing of plays. His Persian Prince, or Loyal Brother, was introduced in 1682, when the Tory interest was triumphant in England; and the character of the loyal brother being intended to compliment James duke of York, he rewarded the author when he came to the throne with a commission in the army. On the Revolution taking place, he retired to his studies, and wrote several plays, from which he is supposed to have derived a very handsome subsistence, being the first who raised the advantage of play-writing to a second and third night. The most finished of all his plays is Oroonoko, or the Royal Slave, which is built on a true story related in one of Mrs Behn’s novels. Mr Southern died in 1746, in the 60th year of his age; the latter part of which he spent in a peaceful felicity, having, by his commission as a soldier, and the profits of his dramatic works, acquired a handsome fortune; and being an exact economist, he improved what fortune he gained to the best advantage. He enjoyed the longest life of all our poets; and died the richest of them, a very few excepted. His plays are printed in two volumes.

SOUTHERN Continent. See America, n. 3—24, and Terra Australis.

SOUTHERNWOOD, in botany. See ARTEMISIA.

SOUTHWARD, a town of Surry, and a suburb of the city of London, being separated from that metropolis only by the Thames. See London, n. 95.

SOW, in zoology. See Sus.

Sow, in the iron works, the name of the block or lump of metal they work at once in the iron furnace.

Sowe. See Sow.

SOWING, in agriculture and gardening, the depositing any kind of seed in the earth for a future crop. See Agriculture.

Drill-Sowing. See Drill-Sowing.

SOY. See DOLICHOS.

SOZOMENUS (Hermonias), an ecclesiastical historian of the 5th century, was born in Bethel, a town of Palestine. He was educated for the law, and became a pleader at Constantinople. He wrote an Abridgment of Ecclesiastical History, in two books, from the ascension of our Saviour to the year 323. This compendium is lost; but a continuation of it in nine books, written at greater length, down to the year 449, is still extant. He seems to have copied Socrates, who wrote a history of the same period. The style of Sozomenus is perhaps more elegant; but in other respects he falls far short of that writer, displaying throughout his whole book an amazing credulity and a superstitious attachment to monks and the monastic life. The
**Spa**

**Spa, a town of Germany, in the circle of Westphalia, and bishopric of Liege, famous for its mineral waters, lies in E. Long. 5° 50. N. Lat. 50° 30. about 21 miles south-east from Liege, and 7 south-west from Lomburg. It is situated at one end of a deep valley on the banks of a small rivulet, and is surmounted on all sides by high mountains. The sides of these mountains next to Spa are rude and uncultivated, presenting a rugged appearance as if shattered by the convulsions of earthquakes; but as they are clothed with tall oaks and abundance of shrubs, the country around forms a wild, romantic, and beautiful landscape. The access to the town is very beautiful. The road winds over the mountains till it descends to their bottom, when it runs along a smooth valley for a mile or a mile and a half.

The town consists of four streets in form of a cross, and contains about 400 inhabitants. Spa has no wealth to boast of. It can scarcely furnish the necessaries of life to its own inhabitants during the winter, and almost all the luxuries which are requisite for the great concourse of affluent visitors during the summer are carried from Liege by women. Its only source of wealth is its mineral waters. No sooner does the warm season commence, than crowds of valetudinarians arrive, as well as many other persons who are attracted solely by the love of amusements, and some from less honourable motives. The inhabitants, who spend seven or eight months of the year without seeing the face of a stranger, wait for the return of this period with impatience. The welcome sound of the carriages brings multitudes from the town, either to gratify their curiosity, or to offer their services in the hopes of securing your employment while you remain at Spa. Immediately after your arrival your name and designation is added to the printed list of the annual visitors; for which you pay a flated sum to the bookseller, who has a patent for this purpose from the prince bishop of Liege. This list not only enables one to know at a glance whether any friends or acquaintance are residing there, but also to distinguish persons of rank and fashion from adventurers, who seldom have the effrontery to infringe their names.

There are two different ways of accommodating the visitors at Spa with lodging and necessaries. People may either lodge at an hotel, where everything is furnished them in a splendid and expensive style; or they may take up their residence in private lodgings, from which they may fend for provisions to a cook’s shop.

Among the people who visit Spa, there are many persons of the first rank and fashion in Europe. Perhaps indeed there is no place in Europe to which so many kings and princes resort; but it is also visited by many self-created nobility, who, under the titles of counts, barons, marquises, and knights, contrive by their addresses and artifices, to prey upon the rich and unexperienced.

The manners established at Spa are conducive both to health and amusements. Every body rises early in the morning, at six o’clock or before it, when a great many horses stand ready saddled for those who choose to drink the Sauveniere or Geronfere waters at a little distance from Spa. After this healthy exercise a part of the company generally breakfast together at Vauxhall, a magnificent and spacious building. At this place a number of card-tables are opened every forenoon, round which many persons assemble and play for stakes to a very considerable amount. A ball too is generally held once a week at Vauxhall, besides two balls at the assembly rooms near the Pouhon in the middle of the town.

The most remarkable waters at Spa are,

1. The Pouhon, situated in the middle of the town; 2. The Sauveniere, a mile and a half from it; 3. Groifbeck, near to the Sauveniere; 4. Tonnelet, situated a little to the left of the road which leads to the Sauveniere; 5. Geronfere, two miles south from Spa; 6. War绍, near to the Tonnelet; 7. Sarts or Nivefet, in the district of Sarts; 8. Cheveron or Bru, in the principality of Blavet; 9. Couve; 10. Beverfe; 11. Sige; 12. Geremont. These four last are near Malmedy.

Dr Brownrigg was the first person who discovered that fire air, or, as it is now generally called, carbonic acid gas, forms a principal ingredient in the composition of the Spa waters, and actually separated a quantity of this elastic fluid, by exposing it to different degrees of heat from 110° to 170° of Fahrenheit. From 20 ounces 7 drams and 14 grains apothecaries weight of the Pouhon water, he obtained 8 ounces 2 drams and 90 grains. Since June 1765, when Dr Brownrigg read a paper on this subject before the Royal Society of London, the waters of Spa have been often analysed, but perhaps by none with more accuracy than by Dr Sibth, who published a book on the chemical and medicinal properties of these waters in 1788. We shall present his analysis of the five principal springs in the following table.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pouhon</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>35.75</td>
<td>16.25</td>
<td>2.75</td>
<td>9.50</td>
<td>2.25</td>
<td>1.75</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geronfere</td>
<td>32.75</td>
<td>24.75</td>
<td>5.50</td>
<td>2.50</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>1.75</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>1.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sauveniere</td>
<td>32.50</td>
<td>33.50</td>
<td>3.75</td>
<td>1.50</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>1.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Groifbeck</td>
<td>32.25</td>
<td>35.50</td>
<td>5.25</td>
<td>1.50</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>1.</td>
<td>1.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tonnelet</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>40.75</td>
<td>2.00</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The Pouhon spring rises from the hill to the north of Spa, which consists of argillaceous schists and ferruginous slate. The other fountains rise from the surrounding hills to the south-east, south, west, and north-west of the town; and this ridge of mountains is formed of calcareous earths mixed with siliceous substances. The surface of the mountains is covered with woods, interspersed with large boggy swamps filled with mud and water. The Pouhon is considered as the principal spring at Spa, being impregnated with a greater quantity of iron than any of the rest, and containing more fixed air than any except the Tonnelet. It is from this spring that the Spa water for exportation is bottled; for which the demand is so great, that, according to the best information which Mr. Thicknèse could obtain, the quantity exported amounts to 200,000 or 250,000 bottles annually. This exported water is inferior in its quality to that which is drunk on the spot; for the vessels into which it is collected are injudiciously exposed to the sun, rain, wind, and dust, for several hours before they are corked, by which means a considerable part of its volatile ingredients must be evaporated; for it has been found by experiment, that by exposing it to a gentle heat, air-bubbles ascend in great numbers. It is in its greatest perfection when collected in cold dry weather; it is then pellucid, colourless, and without smell, and almost as light as distilled water. It varies in its heat from 52° or 53° to 67° of Fahrenheit's thermometer.

The Geronflere is a much weaker chalybeate water than the Pouhon; and as it is exceedingly nauseous, and tastes and smells like rotten eggs, it certainly contains some hepatic gas. This is a circumstance which Dr. Ahn seems not to have attended to sufficiently. The Sauviniere water also, when newly taken from the well, smells a little of sulphur. The Grosbeck contains more alkali, and almost as much gas as the Pouhon, and has been celebrated for its good effects in the case of calculous concretions. The Tonnelet contains more gas than any of the rest. So small is the quantity of any effful body held in suspension by the aerial acid in it, and so volatile is the gas, that it begins to pass off very rapidly the moment it is taken out of the well, and in a short time is entirely gone. Dr. Ahn informs us, that in the neighbourhood of this well, the cellars, on any approaching change of weather, are found to contain much fixed air; and the beat prognostic which they have of rain is the avercion which cats shew to be carried into these cellars.

The Spa waters are diuretic, and sometimes purgative. They exhilarate the spirits with an influence much more beneficial than wine or spirituous liquors, and they are more cooling, and allay thirst more efficaciously than common water. They are found beneficial in cases of weaknefs and relaxation, either partial or universal; in nervous disorders; in obstructions of the liver and spleen; in cases where there is obstructions of the bowels and putrefaction; in cases of excessive discharges proceeding from weakness; in the gravel and stone; and in feit cases where a strengthening remedy is wanted. But they are hurtful in confirmed obstructions attended with fever, where there is no free outlet to the matter, as in ulcerations of the lungs. They are also injurious to bilious and plectitic constitutions, when used before the body is cooled by proper evacuations.

**SPA**

**SPACE.** See Metaphysics, Part II. Chap. iv.

**SPACE, in geometry, denotes the area of any figure, or that which fills the interval or distance between the lines that terminate it.

**SPADAIX, in botany, anciently signified the receptacle of the palms. It is now used to express every flower-t stalk that is protruded out of a spatha or sheath.**

**SPAGIRIC ART, a name given by authors to that species of chemistry which works on metals, and is employed in the search of the philosopher's stone.**

**SPHIS, horsemen in the Ottoman army, chiefly raised in Asia. The great strength of the grand seignior's army consists in the janitors, who are the foot, and the spahis, who are the horse.**

**SPAIN, a country of Europe, famous both in ancient and modern history, situated in that large peninsula which forms the south-western part of Europe. It is bounded on the south and east by the Mediterranean sea and straits of Gibraltar, on the north and west by the Bay of Biscay and Atlantic Ocean, on the south-west by Portugal, and on the north-east by the Pyrenees.**

The most ancient name of Spain was *Iberia*, supposed by some to be derived from the *Iberians*, a people inhabiting Mount Caucasus, a colony of whom settled in this country. Others derive it from the Phenician word *Ebra* or *Ibra*, signifying a passage or limit. By the Romans it was called *Spania* or *Hispania*, from the Phenician name *Syphnion*, and this again from *syphon*, a Phenician word signifying a rabbit, because the western part of Spain abounded with those animals.

Spain, as well as the rest of Europe, was probably peopled by the Celts; but the Spanish historians derive the origin of their nation from Tubal the fifth son of Japhet, asserting that Spain had been a monarchy for 2226 years before the coming of the Celts into it. Till the coming of the Carthaginians into Spain, however, nothing certain can be ascertained of the Spaniards; and this happened not long before the commencement of the first Punic war. Their success in reducing the country, and their final expulsion by the Romans, has already been related under the article *Rome* and *Carthage*; we have here, therefore, only, to take notice of the state of Spain under the Roman government, until the Romans were in their turn expelled by the northern barbarians.

At the time of the Roman conquest, Spain, though a great rich country. In the most ancient times, indeed, its country riches were said to have exceeded what is related of the most wealthy country in America. Aristotle assures us, that when the Phenicians first arrived in Spain, they exchanged their naval commodities for such immense quantities of silver, that their ships could neither contain nor fasten its load, though they used it for ballast, and made their anchors and other implements of silver. When the Carthaginians first came to Spain, they found the quantity of silver nothing lessened, since the inhabitants at that time made all their utensils and even ornaments,
mangers, of that precious metal. In the time of the Romans this amazing plenty was very much diminished; however, their gleanings were by no means despible, since in the space of nine years they carried off 111,542 pounds of silver, and 4005 of gold, besides an immense quantity of coin and other things of value. The Spaniards were always remarkable for their bravery, and some of Hannibal's best troops were brought from thence. But as the Romans penetrated farther into the country than the Carthaginians had done, they met with nations whose love of liberty was equal to their valour, and whom the whole strength of their empire was scarce able to subdue. Of these the most formidable were the Numantines, Cantabrians, and Asturians.

In the time of the third Punic war, one Viriathus, a celebrated hunter, and afterwards the captain of a gang of bandits, took upon him the command of some nations who had been in alliance with Carthage, and ventured to oppose the Roman power in that part of Spain called Lusitania, now Portugal. The pretor named Gæcilus, who commanded in those parts, marched against him with 10,000 men, but was defeated and killed, with the loss of 4000 of his troops. The Romans immediately dispatched another pretor with 10,000 foot and 1300 horse; but Viriathus having first cut off a detachment of 4000 of them, engaged the rest in a pitched battle; and having entirely defeated them, reduced great part of the country. Another pretor, who was sent with a new army, met with the same fate; so that, after the destruction of Carthage, the Romans thought proper to send a consul named Quintus Fabius, who defeated the Lusitanians in several battles, and regained two important places which had long been in the hands of the rebels. After the expiration of Fabius's consulship, Viriathus continued the war with his usual success, till the senate thought proper to send against him the consul Q. Cecilius Metellus, an officer of great valour and experience. With him Viriathus did not choose to venture a pitched battle, but contented himself with being on the defensive, in consequence of which the Romans recovered a great many cities, and the whole of Tarraconian Spain was obliged to submit to their yoke. The other consul, named Servilius, did not meet with the same success; his army was defeated in the field and his camp was nearly taken by Viriathus. Notwithstanding the good fortune of Metellus, however, he could not withstand the invades of his countrymen against him, and he was not allowed to finish the war he had begun with so much success. In refection for this he took all imaginable pains to weaken the army under his command; he disbandoned the flower of his troops, exhausted the magazines, let the elephants die, broke in pieces the arrows which had been provided for the Cretan archers, and threw them into a river. Yet, after all, the army which he gave up to his successor Q. Pompeius, consisting of 30,000 foot and 2000 horse, was sufficient to have crushed Viriathus if the general had known how to use it. But, instead of opposing Viriathus with success, the imprudent consul procured much more formidable enemies. The Numantines and Numantians, who had hitherto kept themselves independent, offered very advantageous terms of peace and alliance with Rome; but Pompeius infilled upon their delivering up their arms. Upon this, war was immediately commenced. The consul with great confidence invaded Numantia; but being repulsed with confiderable losses, he fell down before Termantia, where he was attended with still worse successe. The very first day, the Termantines killed 500 of his legions; took a great convoy which was coming to the Roman camp; and having defeated a considerable body of their horse, pushed them from post to post till they came to the edge of a precipice, where they all tumbled down, and were dashed to pieces. In the mean time Servilian, who had been continued in his command with the title of procornful, managed matters so ill, that Viriathus surrounded him on all sides, and obliged him to sue for peace. The terms offered to the Romans were very moderate; being only that Viriathus should keep the country he had at that time possessed, and the Romans remain masters of all the rest. This peace the proconsul was very glad to sign, and afterwards got it signed by the senate and people of Rome.

The next year Q. Pompeius was continued in his command against the Numantines in Further Spain, Q. Servilius Capio, the new consul, had for his province Hither Spain, where Viriathus had established his new state. Pompeius undertook to reduce Numantia by turning aside the stream of the Durus, now the Douro, by which it was supplied with water; but, in attempting this, such numbers of his men were cut off, that, finding himself unable to contend with the enemy, he was glad to make peace with them on much worse terms than they had offered of their own accord. The peace, however, was ratified at Rome; but in the mean time Capio, desirous of showing his prowess against the renowned Viriathus, prevailed upon the Romans to declare war against him without any provocation. As Capio commanded an army greatly superior to the Lusitanians, Viriathus thought proper to sue for peace; but finding that Capio would be satisfied with nothing less than a surrender of the whole country, he resolved to stand his ground. In the mean time, the latter having bribed some of the intimate companions of Viriathus to murder him in his sleep, he by that infamous method put an end to a war which had lasted 14 years, very little to the honour of the republic.

After the death of Viriathus, the Romans with like treachery ordered their new consul Popilius to break the treaty with the Numantines. His infamous conduct met with the reward it deserved; the Numantines falling out, put the whole Roman army to flight with such slaughter, that they were in no condition to adhere during the whole campaign. Mæcianus, who succeeded Popilius, met with still worse success; his great army, consisting of 30,000 men, was utterly defeated by 4000 Numantines, and 20,000 of them killed in the pursuit. The remaining 10,000, with their general, were pent up by the Numantines in such a manner that they could neither advance nor retreat, and would certainly have been all put to the sword or made prisoners, had not the Numantines, with a generosity which their enemies never possessed, offered to let them depart upon condition that a treaty should be concluded with them upon very moderate terms. This the consul very willingily promised, but found himself unable to perform. On the contrary, the people, not satisfied with declaring his treaty null and void, ordered him to be delivered up to the Numantines. The latter refused to accept him.
left he had along with him the 10,000 men whom they had relieved as above related. At last, after the consul had been a whole day before the city, his successor Furius, thinking this a sufficient recompense to the Numantines for breaking the treaty, ordered him to be received again into the camp. However, Furius did not choose to engage with such a desperate and resolute enemy as the Numantines had showed themselves; and the war with them was disconcluded till the year 133 B.C. when Scipio Aemilianus, the destroyer of Carthage, was sent against them. Against this renowned commander the Numantines with all their valour were not able to cope. Scipio, having with the utmost care introduced strict discipline among his troops, and reformed the abuses which his predecessors had suffered in their armies, by degrees brought the Romans to face their enemies, which at his arrival they had absolutely refused to do. Having then ravaged all the country round about the town, it was soon blocked up on all sides, and the inhabitants began to feel the want of provisions. At last they resolved to make one desperate attempt for their liberty, and either to break through their enemies, or perish in the attempt. With this view they marched out in good order by two gates, and fell upon the works of the Romans with the utmost fury. The Romans, unable to stand this desperation shock, were on the point of yielding; but Scipio, hastening to the places attacked, with no fewer than 20,000 men, the unhappy Numantines were at last driven into the city, where they remained for a little longer than the miserables famine. Finding at last, however, that it was altogether impossible to hold out, it was resolved by the majority to submit to the pleasure of the Roman commander. But this resolution was not universally approved. Many shut themselves up in their houses, and died of hunger, while those who had agreed to surrender repented their offer, and setting fire to their houses, perished in the flames with their wives and children, so that not a single Numantine was left alive to grace the triumph of the conqueror of Carthage.

After the destruction of Numantia the whole of Spain submitted to the Roman yoke; and nothing remarkable happened till the times of the Cimbri, when a pretorian army was cut off in Spain by the Lusitanians. From this time nothing remarkable occurs in the history of Spain till the civil war between Marius and Sulla. The latter having crushed the Marian faction, as related under the article Rome, proscribed all those that had sided against him whom he could not immediately destroy. Among these was Sertorius, a man of consummate valour and experience in war. He had by Marius been appointed prator of Spain; and upon the overthrow of Marius, retired to that province. Sulla no sooner heard of his arrival in that country, than he sent thither one Caius Annius with a powerful army to drive him out. As Sertorius had but few troops along with him, he dispatched one Julius Sallinator with a body of 6000 men to guard the passes of the Pyrenees, and to prevent Annius from entering the country. But Sallinator having been treacherously murdered by assassins hired by Annius for that purpose, he no longer met with any obstacle; and Sertorius was obliged to embark for the coasts of Africa with 5000 men, being all he had now remaining. With these he landed in Mauritania; but as his men wereraggling carelessly about,
Metellus; but Sertorius, with an handful of men, accustomed to range about the mountains, to endure hunger and thirst, and live exposed to the inclemencies of the weather, so harassed the Roman army, that Metellus himself began to be quite discouraged. At last, Sertorius, hearing that Metellus had spoken disrespectfully of his courage, challenged his antagonist to end the war by single combat; but Metellus very prudently declined the combat, as being advanced in years; yet this refusal brought upon him the contempt of the unthinking multitude, upon which Metellus resolved to retrieve his reputation by some signal exploit, and therefore laid siege to Lacobriga, a considerable city in those parts. This he hoped to reduce in two days, as there was but one well in the place; but Sertorius, having previously removed all those who could be of no service during the siege, and conveyed 6000 fiths full of water into the city, Metellus continued a long time before it without making any impression. At last, his provisions being almost spent, he sent out Aquinius at the head of 6000 men to procure a new supply; but Sertorius falling unexpectedly upon them, cut in pieces or took the whole detachment; the commander himself being the only man who escaped to carry the news of the disaster; upon which Metellus was obliged to raise the siege with disgrace.

And now Sertorius, having gained some intervals of time in consequence of the many advantages he had obtained over the Romans, began to civilize his new subjects. Their savage and furious manner of fighting he changed for the regular order and discipline of a well-formed army; he bestowed liberally upon them gold and silver to adorn their arms, and by converting familiarly with them, prevailed upon them to lay aside their own dress for the Roman toga. He sent for all the children of the principal people, and placed them in the great city of Oliva, now Huesca, in the kingdom of Arragon, where he appointed them masters to instruct them in the Roman and Greek learning, that they might, as he pretended, be capable of sharing with him the government of the republic. Thus he made them really hostages for the good behaviour of their parents; however, the latter were greatly pleased with the care he took of their children, and all Lusitania were in the highest degree attached to their new sovereign. This attachment he took care to heighten by the power of superstition; for having procured a young hind of a milk-white colour, he made it to tame that it followed him wherever he went; and Sertorius gave out to the ignorant multitude, that this hind was inspired by Diana, and revealed to him the deigns of his enemies, of which he always took care to be well informed by the great numbers of spies he employed.

While Sertorius was thus employed in establishing his authority, the republic of Rome, alarmed at his success, resolved to crush him at all events. Sylla was now dead, and all the eminent generals in Rome solicited this honourable though dangerous employment. After much debate a decree was passed in favour of Pompey the Great, but without recalling Metellus. In the mean time, the troops of one Perpenna, or Perpenna, had, in spite of all that their general could do, abandoned him and taken the oath of allegiance to Sertorius. This was a most signal advantage to Sertorius; for Perpenna commanded an army of 33,000 men, and had come into Spain with a design to settle there as Sertorius had done; but as he was defended from one of the first families in Rome, he thought it below his dignity to serve under any general, however eminent he might be. But the troops of Perpenna were of a different opinion; and therefore declaring that they would serve none but a general who could defend himself, they to a man joined Sertorius; upon which Perpenna himself, finding he could do no better, contented to serve also as a falubrist.

On the arrival of Pompey in Spain, several of the cities which had hitherto continued faithful to Sertorius began to waver; upon which the latter resolved, by some signal exploit, to convince them that Pompey could no more forgo them from his resentment than Metellus. With this view he laid siege to Lauron, now Lirias, a place of considerable strength. Pompey, not doubting but he should be able to raise the siege, marched quite up to the enemy's lines, and found means to inform the garrison that those who besieged them were themselves besieged, and would soon be obliged to retire with loss and disgrace. On hearing this message, "I will teach Sylla's discipline (said Sertorius), that it is the duty of a general to look behind as well as before him." Having thus spoken, he sent orders to a detachment of 6000 men, who lay concealed among the mountains, to come down and fall upon his rear if he should offer to force the lines. Pompey, surprized at their sudden appearance, durst not fire out of his camp; and in the mean time the besieged, despairing of relief, took upon themselves to abandon the city to Pompey of their own accord.

While Sertorius was thus successfully contending with Pompey, his quater Hirtulenus was entirely defeated by Metellus, with the loss of 20,000 men; upon which Sertorius advanced with the utmost expedition to the banks of the Sueco in Tarraconian Spain, with a design to attack Pompey before he could be joined by Metellus. Pompey, on his part, did not decline the combat; but, fearing that Metellus might share the glory of the victory, advanced with the greatest expedition. Sertorius put off the battle till towards the evening; Pompey, though he knew that the night would prove disadvantageous to him, whether vanquished or victorious, because his troops were unacquainted with the country, resolved to venture an engagement, especially as he feared that Metellus might arrive in the mean time, and rob him of part of the glory of conquering fo great a commander. Pompey, who commanded his own right wing, soon obliged Perpenna, who commanded Sertorius's left, to give way. Hereupon Sertorius himself taking upon him the command of that wing, brought back the fugitives to the charge, and obliged Pompey to fly in his turn. In his flight he was overtaken by a gigantic African, who had already lifted up his hand to discharge a blow at him with his broad sword; but Pompey prevented him by cutting off his right hand at one blow. As he still continued his flight, he was wounded and thrown from his horse; so that he would certainly have been taken prisoner, had not the Africans who pursued him quarreled about the rich furniture of his horse. This gave an opportunity to the general to make his escape; so that at length he reached his camp with much difficulty.
ty. But in the mean time Afranius, who commanded the left wing of the Roman army, had entirely defeated the wing which Sertorius had left, and even purified them so close that he entered the camp along with them. Sertorius, returning suddenly, found the Romans baffled by the tenacity of the enemy, when, taking advantage of their situation, he drove them out with great slaughter, and retook his camp. Next day he offered battle a second time to Pompey; but Metellus then coming up with all his forces, he thought proper to decline an engagement with both commanders. In a few days, however, Pompey and Metellus agreed to attack the camp of Sertorius. Metellus attacked Perperna, and Pompey fell upon Sertorius. The event was similar to that of the former battle; Metellus defeated Perperna, and Sertorius routed Pompey. Being then informed of Perperna’s misfortune, he hastened to his relief; rallied the fugitives, and repulsed Metellus in his turn, wounded him with his lance, and would certainly have killed him, had not the Romans, ashamed to leave their general in distress, hastened to his assistance, and renewed the fight with great fury. At last Sertorius was obliged to quit the field, and retire to the mountains. Pompey and Metellus hastened to besiege him; but while they were forming their camp, Sertorius broke through their lines, and escaped into Lusitania. Here he soon raised such a powerful army, that the Roman generals, with their united forces, did not think proper to venture an engagement with him. They could not, however, resist the perpetual attacks of Sertorius, who now drove them from place to place, till he obliged them to separate, the one went into Gaul, and the other to the foot of the Pyrenees.

Thus did this celebrated commander triumph over all the power of the Romans; and there is little doubt but he would have continued to make head against all the other generals whom the republic could have sent; had he not been affailliated at an entertainment by the infamous treachery of Perperna, in 73 B.C., after he had made head against the Roman forces for almost ten years. Pompey was no sooner informed of his death, than, without waiting for any new encouragements, he marched against the traitor, whom he easily defeated and took prisoner; and having cured him to be executed, thus put an end, with very little glory, to a most dangerous war.

Many of the Spanish nations, however, still continued to bear the Roman yoke with great impi petitions; and as the civil wars which took place first between Julius Caesar and Pompey, and afterwards between Octavianus and Antony, diverted the attention of the republic from Spain, by the time that Augustus had become sole master of the Roman empire, they were again in a condition to assert their liberty. The Cantabrians and Asturians were the most powerful and valiant nation at that time in Spain; but, after incredible efforts, they were obliged to lay down their arms, or rather were almost exterminated, by Agrippa, as is related under these articles. From this time the Spaniards continued in quiet submission to the Romans; but on the decline of the empire they were attacked by the northern nations, who put an end to the Roman name in the west. As the inhabitants had by that time entirely left their ancient valour, the Cantabrians met with no resistance but from one another. In the reign of the emperor Honorius, the Vandals, Alans, and Sueviens, entered this country; and having made themselves masters of it, divided the provinces among themselves. In 444 the Romans made one effort more to recover their power in this part of the world; but being utterly defeated by the Sueviens, they had, taking advantage of this good fortune, gathered all to the issue of Sertorius, which lasted till the year 584, when it was utterly overthrown by the Visigoths under Leovigilde. The Gothic princes continued to reign over a considerable part of Spain till the beginning of the 8th century, when their empire was entirely overthrown by the Saracens. During this period, they had entirely expelled the eastern emperors from what they possessed in Spain, and even made considerable conquests in Barbary; but towards the end of the 7th century the Saracens overran all that part of the world with a rapidity which nothing could reftit; and having soon pleased themselves of the Gothic dominions in Barbary, they made a descent upon Spain about the year 711 or 712. The king of the Goths at that time was called Roderic, and by his bad conduct had occasioned great dissatisfaction among his subjects. He therefore determined to put all the issue of a battle, knowing that he could not depend upon the fidelity of his own people if he allowed the enemy time to tamper with them. The two armies met in a plain near Xeres in Andalusia. The Goths began the attack with great fury; but though they fought like men in despair, they were at last defeated with excessive slaughter, and their king himself was supposed to have perished in the battle, being never more heard of.

By this battle the Moors in a short time rendered themselves masters of almost all Spain. The poor remains of the Goths were obliged to retire into the mountaneous parts of Asturias, Burgos, and Bilbao; the inhabitants of Arragon, Catalonia, and Navarre, though they might have made a considerable stand against the enemy, chose for the most part to retire into France. In 718, however, the power of the Goths began again to revive under Don Pelagio or Pelaro, a prince of the royal blood, who headed those that had retired to the mountains after the fatal battle of Xeres. The place where he first laid the foundation of his government was in the Asturias, in the province of Liébana, about nine leagues in length and four in breadth. This is the most inland part of the country, full of mountains, enormously high, and so much fortified by nature, that its inhabitants are capable of resisting almost any number of invaders. Alakor the Saracen governor was no sooner informed of this revival of the Gothic kingdom, than he sent a powerful army, under the command of one Alcaman, to crush Don Pelagio before he had time to establish his power. The king, though his forces were sufficiently numerous (every one of his subjects arrived at man’s estate being a soldier), the Saracens took to the field with such little resolution as not to think proper to venture a general engagement in the open field; but taking post with part of them himself in a cavern in a very high mountain, he concealed the rest among precipices, giving orders to them to fall upon the enemy as soon as they should perceive him attacked by them. These orders were punctually executed, though indeed Don Pelagio himself had repulsed his enemies, but not without a miracle, as the Spanish historians pretend. The slaughter was dreadful; for the troops who lay in ambush joining the fight.
The Moors were not so much disheartened by this defeat, but that they made a second attempt against Don Pelagio. Their success was as bad as ever; the greatest part of their army being cut in pieces or taken; in consequence of which, they left all the Asturias, and never dared to enter the lifts with Pelagio afterwards. Indeed, their bad success had in a great measure taken from them the desire of conquering a country where little or nothing was to be got; and therefore they rather directed their force against France, where they hoped for more plunder. Into this country they poured in prodigious multitudes; but were utterly defeated, in 732, by Charles Martel, with the loss of 300,000 men, as the historians of those times pretend.

Don Pelagio died in 737, and soon after his death such infinite divisions broke out among the Moors, as greatly favoured the increase of the Christian power. In 745 Don Alfonso the Catholic, son-in-law to Pelagio, in conjunction with his brother Froilla, passed the mountains, and fell upon the northern part of Galicia; and meeting with little resistance, he recovered almost the whole of that province in a single campaign. Next year he invaded the plains of Leon and Castile; and before the Moors could assemble any force to oppose him, he reduced Astorgas, Leon, Saldagna, Montes de Oca, Amaya, Avila, and all the country at the foot of the mountains. The year following he pushed his conquests as far as the borders of Portugal, and the next campaign ravaged the country as far as Castile. Being sensible, however, that he was yet unable to defend the flat country which he had conquered, he laid the whole of it waste, obliged the Christians to retire to the mountains, and carried off all the Moors for slaves. Thus secured by a defert frontier, he met with no interruption for some years; during which time, as his kingdom advanced in strength, he allowed his subjects gradually to occupy part of the flat country, and to rebuild Leon and Astorgas, which he had demolished. He died in 757, and was succeeded by his son Don Froilla. In his time Abdelrahman, the khaliff's vice-roy in Spain, threw off the yoke, and rendered himself independent, fixing the seat of his government at Cordova. Thus the infinite divisions among the Moors were composed; yet their success seems to have been little better than before; for, soon after, Froilla encountered the Moors with much success, that 54,000 of them were killed on the spot, and their general taken prisoner. Soon after he built the city of Oviedo, which he made the capital of his dominions, in order to be in a better condition to defend the flat country, which he now determined to people.

In the year 758 the power of the Saracens received another blow by the rie of the kingdom of Navarre. This kingdom, we are told, took its origin from an accidental meeting of gentlemens, to the number of 600, at the tomb of an hermit named John, who had died among the Pyrenees. At this place, where they had met on account of the supposed sanctity of the deceased, they took occasion to converse on the cruelty of the Moors, the miseries to which the country was exposed, and the glory that would result from throwing off their yoke; which, they suppos'd, might easily be done, by reason of the strength of their country. On mature deliberation, the project was approved; one Don Garcia Ximenes was appointed king as being of illustrious birth, and looked upon as a person of great abilities. He recovered Arinta, one of the principal towns of the country, out of the hands of the infidels, and his successor Don Garcia Inigas extended his territories as far as Bisca; however, the Moors still possessed Portugal, Murcia, Andalufia, Valencio, Granada, Tor-tuna, with the interior part of the country as far as the mountains of Caltile and Saragossa. Their internal divisions, which revived after the death of Abdelrahman, contributed greatly to reduce the power of the infidels in general. In 778, Charles the Great being invited by some discontented Moorish governors, entered Spain with two great armies; one passing through Catalonia, and the other through Navarre, where he pushed his conquests as far as the Ebro. On his return he was attacked and defeated by the Moors; though this did not hinder him from keeping possession of all those places he had already reduced. At this time he seems to have been master of Navarre; however, in 851 Count Azner, revolting from Pepin fou to the emperor Louis, again revived the independency of Navarre; but the sovereigns did not assume the title of kings till the time of Don Garcia, who began to reign in 857.

In the mean time, the kingdom founded by Don Pelagio, now called the kingdom of Leon and Oviedo, continued to increase rapidly in strength, and many advantages were gained over the Moors, who having two enemies to contend with, lost ground every day. In 921, however, they gained a great victory over the united forces of Navarre and Leon, by which the whole force of the Christians in Spain must have been entirely broken, had not the victors conducted their affairs so wretchedly, that they suffered themselves to be almost entirely cut out in pieces by the remainds of the Christian army. In short, the Christians became at length far terrible to the Moors, that it is probable they could not long have kept their footing in Spain, had not a great number of the Moors been caused to be killed or made prisoners, and others driven from the country, the victors being thus enabled and incited to proceed with more vigour. In these circumstances, the Moors were now entirely desistive of all heavenly aid they fell upon them with
such fury in the next engagement, that all the valour and conduct of Almanzor could not prevent a defeat. Overcome with flame and despair at this misfortune, he defir'd his followers to shift for themselves, while he himself retired to Medina Celi, and put an end to his life by self-immolation in the year 995.

During this period a new Christian principality appeared in Spain, namely that of Castile, which is now divided into the Old and New Castile. The Old Castile was recovered by Don Rodrigo, son of Don Chell, who appeared in Spain, namely that of Castile. The Old Castile was recovered by Don Rodrigo, son of Don Chell, who

This district soon began to be the object of contention between the kings of Leon and those of Cordova; and as the former were generally victorious, some of the principal Castilian nobility retained their independence under the protection of the Christian kings, even when the power of the Moors was at its greatest height. In 884 we first hear of Don Rodriguez afluming the title of count of Castile, though it does not appear that either his territory or title were given him by the king of Leon. Nevertheless, this monarch having taken upon him to punish some of the Castilian lords as rebels, the inhabitants made a formal remonstrance of their allegiance, and set up a new kind of government. The supreme power was now vested in two persons of quality styled judges; however, this method did not continue to give satisfaction, and the sovereignty was once more vested in a single person. By degrees Castile fell entirely under the power of the kings of Leon and Oviedo; and, in 1035, Don Sanchez bestowed on his eldest son Don Ferdinand, with the title of king; and thus the territories of Castile were first firmly united to those of Leon and Oviedo, and the sovereigns were thenceforth styled kings of Leon and Castile.

Besides all these, another Christian kingdom was set up in Spain about the beginning of the 11th century. This was the kingdom of Aragon. The inhabitants were very brave, and lovers of liberty, so that it is probable they had in some degree maintained their independence even when the power of the Moors was greatest. The history of Aragon, however, during its infancy, is much left unknown than that of any of the others hitherto mentioned. We are only assured, that about the year 1035, Don Sanchez, surnamed the Great, king of Navarre, erected Arragon into a kingdom in favour of his son Don Ramira, and afterwards it became very powerful. At this time, then, we may imagine the continent of Spain divided into two unequal parts by a fright line drawn from east to west, from the coasts of Valencia to a little below the mouth of the Duro. The country north of this belonged to the Christians, who, as yet, had the smallest and least valuable shore, and all the rest to the Moors. In point of wealth and real power, both by land and sea, the Moors were greatly superior; but their continual diffentions greatly weakened them, and every day facilitated the progress of the Christians. Indeed, had either of the parties been united, the other might soon have yielded; for though the Christians did not make war upon each other continually as the Moors did, their mutual feuds were yet sufficient to have ruined them, had their adversaries made the least use of the advantages thus afforded them. But among the Moors almost every city was a kingdom; and as these petty sovereignties supported one another very indifferently, they fell a prey one after another to their enemies. In 1086, the king of Toledo was engaged in a war with the king of Seville, another Moorish potentate; which being observed by Alphonso king of Castile, he also invaded his territory; and in four years made himself master of the city of Toledo, with all the places of importance in its neighbourhood; from thenceforth making Toledo the capital of his dominions. In a short time the whole province of New Castile submitted; and Madrid, the present capital of Spain, fell into the hands of the Christians, being at that time but a small place.

The Moors were so much alarmed at these conquests, that they not only entered into a general confederacy against the Christians, but invited to their assistance Mahomet Ben Joseph the sovereign of Barbary. He accordingly came, attended by an incredible multitude; but was utterly defeated by the Christians in the defiles of the Black Mountain, or Sierra Morena, on the borders of Andalusia. This victory happened on the 16th of July 1212, and the anniversary is still celebrated at Toledo. This victory was not improved; the Christian army immediately dispersed themselves, while the Moors of Andalusia were strengthened by the remains of the African army; yet, instead of being taught, by their past misfortunes, to unite among themselves, their dispositions became worse than ever, and the conquests of the Christians became daily more rapid. In 1236, Don Ferdinand of Castile and Leon took the celebrated city of Cordova, the residence of the first Moorish kings; at the same time that James I. of Arragon dispossessed them of the island of Majorca, and drove them out of Valencia. Two years after, Ferdinand made himself master of Murcia, and took the city of Seville; and in 1303 Ferdinand IV. reduced Gibraltar.

In the time of Edward III. we find England, for the first time, interfering in the affairs of Spain, on the following occasion. In the year 1284 the kingdom of Navarre had been united to that of France by the marriage of Donna Joanna queen of Navarre with Philip the Fair of France. In 1328, however, the kingdoms were again separated, though the sovereigns of Navarre were still related to those of France. In 1350, Charles, surnamed the Wise, ascended the throne of Navarre, and married the daughter of John king of France. Notwithstanding this alliance, and that he himself was related to the royal family of France, he secretly entered into a negotiation with England against the French monarch, and even drew into his schemes the dauphin Charles, afterwards surnamed the Wife. The young prince, however, was soon after made fully sensible of the danger and folly of the connections into which he had entered; and, by way of atonement, promised to facilitate his associates. Accordingly he invited the king of Navarre, and some of the principal nobility of the same family, to a feast at Rouen, where he betrayed them to his father. The most obstinately reduced the king of Navarre and some of the principal nobility of the same family, to a feast at Rouen, where he betrayed them to his father. The most obstinately executed, and the king of Navarre was thrown into prison.

In this extremity, the party of the king of Navarre had recourse to England. The prince of Wales, surnamed the
of that time, whom Charles had the discernment to choose as the instrument of his victories. He also settled the affairs of Brittany, by acknowledging the title of Montfort, and receiving homage for his dominions. But much was yet to be done. On the conclusion of the peace of Bretigny, the many military adventurers who had followed the fortunes of Edward, being dispersed into the several provinces, and possest of strong holds, refused to lay down their arms, or relinquish a course of life to which they were now accustomed, and which alone they could earn a subsistence. They associated themselves with the banditti, who were already injured to the habits of rapine and violence; and, under the name of companies and compagnies, became a terror to all the peaceable inhabitants.

Some English and Gascon gentlemen of character were not ashamed to take the command of these ruffians, whose number amounted to near 40,000, and who bore the appearance of regular armies rather than bands of robbers. As Charles was not able by power to redress so enormous a grievance, he was led by necessity, as well as by the turn of his character, to correct it by policy; to discover some method of discharging into foreign countries this dangerous and intestine evil; and an occasion now offered.

Alphonso XI. king of Castile, who took the city of Reign of Algiersa from the Moors, after a famous siege of two years, during which artillery are said first to have been used by the besieged, had been succeeded by his son Peter I., named the Cruel; a prince equally pernicious, debauched, and bloody. He began his reign with the murder of his father's mistresses Leonora de Guzman; his nobles fell every day the victims of his severity; he put to death his cousin and one of his natural brothers, from groundless jealousy; and he castrated his queen Blanche de Bourbon, of the blood of France, to be thrown into prison, and afterwards poisoned, that he might enjoy in quiet the embraces of Mary de Padella, with whom he was violently enamoured.

Henry count of Trastamara, the king's natural brother, alarmed at the fate of his family, and distracting his own, took arms against the tyrant; but having failed in the attempt, he fled to France, where he found the minds of men much inflamed against Peter, on account of the murder of the French princes. He asked permission of Charles to enlist the compagnies in his service, parties employed to lead them into Castile against his brother. The French king, charmed with the project, employed du Guefcclin in negotiating with the leaders of these banditti. The treaty was soon concluded; and du Guefcclin having completed his levies, led the army first to Avignon, where the Pope then resided, and demanded, sword in hand, abolition for his ruffian soldiers, who had been excommunicated, and the sum of 200,000 livres for their subsistence. The first was readily promised him; but some difficulty being made with regard to the second, du Guefcclin replied, "My fellows, I believe, may make a shift to do without your abolution, but the money is absolutely necessary." His Holiness then extorted from the inhabitants of the city and its neighbourhood the sum of 100,000 livres, and offered it to du Guefcclin. "It is not my purpose (cried that generous warrior) to oppress the innocent people. The pope and his cardinals can spare me double the sum from their own pockets. I therefore inflict that,"
Spain. 

"...this money be restored to the owners; and if I hear they are defrauded of it, I will myself return from the other side of the Pyrenees, and oblige you to make them restitution." The pope found the necessity of submitting, and paid from his own treasury the sum demanded.

A body of experienced and hardy soldiers, conducted by fo able a general, easily prevailed over the king of Castile, whose subjects were ready to join the enemy against their oppressor. Peter fled from his dominions, took shelter in Guienne, and craved refuge in a principality of Aquitaine. The prince promised his assistance to the deposed monarch; and having obtained his father's consent, he levied an army, and set out on his enterprise.

The first loss which Henry of Trastamara suffered from the intrusion of the king of Wales, was the recall of the companies from his service; and so much reverence did they pay to the name of Edward, that great numbers of them immediately withdrew from Spain, and infiltrated under his standard. Henry, however, beloved by his new subjects, and supported by the king of Wales, was able to meet the enemy with an army of 100,000 men, three times the number of those commanded by the Black Prince; yet du Guelfelin, and all his experienced officers, advised him to delay a decisive action; so high was their opinion of the valour and conduct of the English hero! But Henry, trusting to his numbers, ventured to give Edward battle on the banks of the Ebro, between Najar and Navarette, where the French and Spaniards were defeated, with the loss of above 20,000 men, and du Guelfelin and other officers of distinction taken prisoners. All Castile submitted to the victor; Peter was restored to the throne, and Edward returned to Guienne with his usual glory; having not only overcome the greatest general of his age, but restrained the most blood-thirsty tyrant from executing vengeance on his prisoners.

This gallant warrior had soon reason to repent of his connections with a man like Peter, lost to all sense of virtue and honour. The ungrateful monster refused the stipulated pay to the English forces. Edward abandoned him; he treated his subjects with the utmost barbarity; their animosity was roused against him; and du Guelfelin, having obtained his ransom, returned to Castile with the count of Trastamara, and some forces levied anew in France. They were joined by the Spanish malcontents; and having no longer the Black Prince to encounter, they gained a complete victory over Peter in the neighbourhood of Toledo. The tyrant now took refuge in a castle, where he was soon after besieged by the victors and taken prisoner in endeavouring to make his escape. He was conducted to his brother Henry; against whom he is said to have rushed in a transport of rage, disarmed as he was. Henry flew him with his own hand, in retribution of his cruelties; and, though a bailiff, was placed on the throne of Castile, which he transmitted to his polity.

After the death of Peter the Cruel, nothing remarkable happened in Spain for almost a whole century; but the debaucheries of Henry IV. of Castile routed the retribution of his nobles, and produced a most singular in

This prince, surnamed the Impotent, though continually surrounded with women, began his unhappy reign in 1454. He was totally enervated by his pleasures; and every thing in his court confined to set the Castilians an example of the most abject flattery and most abandoned licentiousness. The queen, a daughter of Portugal, lived as openly with her parasites and her gallants as the king did with his minions and his mistresses. Pleasure was the only object, and effeminacy the only recommendation to favour; the affairs of the state went every day into disorder; till the nobility, with the archbishop of Toledo at their head, combining against the weak and flagitious administration of Henry, arrested to themselves, as one of the privileges of their order, the right of trying and passing sentence on their sovereign, which they executed in a manner unprecedented in history.

All the malecontent nobility were summoned to meet without the walls of the city: an image, representing Peter, the king, was seated on a throne, clad in royal robes, with a crown on its head, a sceptre in its hand, and the sword of justice by its side. The accusation against Henry was read, and the sentence of deposition pronounced, in presence of a numerous assembly. At the close of the first article of the charge, the archbishop of Toledo advanced, and tore the crown from the head of the image; at the close of the second, the Conde de Placentia snatched the sword of justice from its side; at the close of the third, the Conde de Benavente wrenched the sceptre from its hand; and at the close of the last, Don Diego Lopez de Stuniaga tumbled it headlong from the throne. At the same instant, Don Alphonso, Henry's brother, a boy of about twelve years of age, was proclaimed king of Castile and Leon in his stead.

This extraordinary proceeding was followed by a civil war, which did not cease till some time after the death of the young prince, on whom the nobles had bestowed the kingdom. The archbishop and his party then continued to carry on war in the name of Isabella the king's sister, to whom they gave the title of Infanta; and Henry could not extricate himself out of these troubles, nor remain quiet upon his throne till he had signed one of the most humiliating treaties ever extorted from a sovereign; he acknowledged his sister Isabella, the only lawful heir of his kingdom, in prejudice to the rights of his reputed daughter Joan, whom the malecontents affirmed to be the offspring of an adulterous commerce between the queen and Don la Cueva. The grand object of the malecontent party now was the marriage of the princes Isabella, upon which, it was evident, the security of the crown and the happiness of the people must in a great measure depend. The alliance was sought by several princes: the king of Portugal offered her his hand; the king of France demanded her for his brother, and the king of Arragon for his son Ferdinand. The malecontents very wisely preferred the Arragonian prince, and Isabella prudently made the same choice: articles were drawn up; and Arragon, they were privately married by the archbishop of Toledo.
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common under the influence, and, as sovereigns, highly worthy of imitation. They were zealous and ambitious; naturally disposed to turn their eyes to that fertile territory, and to think of increasing their hereditary dominions, by expelling the enemies of Christianity, and extending its doctrines.

Anything confpored to favour their project: the Moorish kingdom was a prey to civil wars; when Ferdinand, having obtained the bull of Sixtus IV. authorizing a crusade, put himself at the head of his troops, and entered Granada. He continued the war with rapid success: Isabella attended him in several expeditions; and they were both in great danger at the siege of Malaga, an important city, which was defended with great courage, and taken in 1487. Baza was reduced in 1489, after the loss of 20,000 men. Guadix and Almeria were delivered up to them by the Moorish king Al宗教el, who had first deserted his brother Alboacen, and afterwards been chafed from his capital by his nephew Abdali. That prince engaged in the service of Ferdinand and Isabella; who, after reducing every other place of eminence, undertook the siege of Granada. Abdali made a gallant defence; but all communication with the country being cut off, and all hopes of relief at an end, he capitulated, after a siege of eight months, on condition that he should enjoy the revenue of certain places in the fertile mountains of Alpujarras; that the inhabitants should retain the undisputed possession of their houses, goods, and inheritances; the use of their laws, and the free exercise of their religion. Thus ended the empire of the Arabs in Spain, after it had continued about 800 years. They introduced the arts and sciences into Europe at a time when it was lost in darkens; they possessed many of the luxuries of life, when they were not even known among the neighbouring nations; and they seem to have given birth to that romantic gallantry which so eminently prevailed in the ages of chivalry, and which, blending itself with the veneration of the northern nations for the softer sex, is particularly distinguished ancient from modern man.
The conquest of Granada was followed by the expulsion, or rather the pillage and punishment, of the Jews, who had engrossed all the wealth and commerce of Spain. The inquisition exhausted its rage against these unhappy people, many of whom pretended to embrace Christianity, in order to preserve their property. About the same time their Catholic majesties concluded an alliance with the emperor Maximilian, and a treaty of marriage for their daughter Joan with his son Philip, archduke of Austria and sovereign of the Netherlands. About this time also the contract was concluded with Christopher Columbus for the discovery of new countries; and the counties of Roussillon and Cerdaigne were agreed to be restored by Charles VIII. of France, before his expedition into Italy. The discovery of America was soon followed by extensive conquests in that quarter, as is related under the articles Mexico, Peru, Chile, &c., which tended to raise the Spanish monarchy above any other in Europe.

On the death of Isabella, which happened in 1506, Philip archduke of Austria came to Castile in order to take possession of that kingdom as heir to his mother-in-law; but he dying in a short time after, his son Charles V. afterwards emperor of Germany, became heir to the crown of Spain. His father at his death left the king of France governor to the young prince, and Ferdinand at his death left cardinal Ximenes regent of Castile, till the arrival of his grandson. This man, whose character is no less singular than illustrious, who united the abilities of a great statesman with the object devoted of a superfluous monk, and the magnificence of a prince minister with the severity of a mendicant, maintained order and tranquility in Spain, notwithstanding the discontent of a turbulent and high-minded nobility. When they disputed his right to the regency, he coolly showed them the testament of Ferdinand, and the ratification of that deed by Charles; but these not satisfying them, and argument proving ineffectual, he led them insensibly towards a balcony, whence they had a view of a large body of troops under arms, and a formidable train of artillery. "Behold (said the cardinal) the powers which I have received from my Catholic majesty: by these I govern Castile; and will govern it, till the King, your master and mine, shall come to take possession of his kingdom." A declaration so bold and determined silenced all opposition; and Ximenes maintained his authority till the arrival of Charles in 1517.

The young king was received with universal acclamations of joy; but Ximenes found little cause to rejoice. He was fized with a violent disorder, supposed to be the effect of poison; and when he recovered, Charles, prejudiced against him by the Spanish grandees and his Flemish courtiers, slighted his advice, and allowed him every day to sink into neglect. The cardinal did not bear this treatment with his usual fortitude and spirit. He expected a more grateful return from a prince to whom he delivered a kingdom more flourishing than it had been in any former age, and authority more extensive and better established than the most illustrious of his ancestors had ever possessed. Confident of his own integrity and merit, he could not therefore refrain from giving vent, at times, to indignation and complaint. He lamented the fate of his country, and foretold the calamities to which it would be exposed from the influence, the rapaciousness, and the ignorance of strangers. But in the mean time, he received a letter from the king, dismissing him from his councils, under pretext of easing his age of that burden which he had so long and so ably sustained. This letter proved fatal to the minister; for he expired in a few hours after reading it.

While Charles was taking possession of the throne of Spain, in consequence of the death of one grandfather, another was endeavouring to obtain for him the imperial crown. With this view Maximilian assembled a diet at Augsburg, where he cultivated the favour of the electors by many acts of beneficence in order to engage them to choose that young prince as his successor. But Maximilian himself never having been crowned by the pope, a ceremony deemed essential in that age, as well as in the preceding, he was considered only as king of the Romans, or emperor elect; and no example occurred in the history of any person being chosen successor to a king of the Romans, the German, always tenacious of their forms, obstinately refused to confer upon Charles a dignity for which their constitution knew no name.

But though Maximilian could not prevail upon the German electors to choose his grandson of Spain king of the Romans, he had disposed their minds in favour of that prince; and other circumstances, on the death of the emperor, conspired to the exaltation of Charles. The imperial crown had so long continued in the Austrian line, that it began to be considered as hereditary in that family; and Germany, torn by religious disputes, stood in need of a powerful emperor, not only to preserve its own internal tranquility, but also to protect it against the victorious arms of the Turks, who under Selim I. threatened the liberties of Europe. This fierce and rapid conqueror had already subdued the Mamelukes, and made himself master of Egypt and Syria. The power of Charles appeared necessary to oppose that of Selim. The extensive dominions of the house of Austria, which gave him an interest in the preservation of Germany; the rich sovereignty of the Netherlands and Franche Comte; the extensive possessions of the great and warlike kingdom of Spain, together with that of Naples and Sicily, all united to hold him up to the first dignity among Christian princes; and the new world seemed only to be called into existence that its treasures might enable him to defend Christendom against the infidels. Such was the language of his partisans.

Francis I. however, no sooner received intelligence of the death of Maximilian, than he declared himself a candidate for the empire; and with no less confidence of success than Charles. He trusted to his superior years and experience; his great reputation in arms; and it was further urged in his favour, that the impetuosity of the French cavalry added to the firmness of the German infantry, would prove irresistible, and not only the sufficient under a war-like emperor, to set limits to the ambition of Selim, but to break entirely the Ottoman power, and prevent it from ever becoming dangerous again to Germany.

Both claims were plausible. The dominions of Fran-
The candidates had hitherto been fairly and openly suitors to the hand of Henry, who, by his talents and accomplishments, had risen from one of the lowest conditions in life to the highest employment in church and state, enjoyed a greater degree of power and dignity than any English subject ever possessed, and governed the haughty, prepu­matous, and untractable spirit of Henry, with absolute authority. Francis was equally well acquainted with the character of Henry and of his minister. He had successfully flattered Wolsey's pride by honouring him with particular marks of his confidence, and belittling upon the pope's legate the surname of Pope, Tutor, and Governor; and he had obtained the restitution of Tournay, by adding a pension to those respectful titles. He now solicited an interview with the king of England near Calais; in hopes of being able, by familiar conversation, to attach him to his friendship and interest, while he gratified the cardinal's vanity, by affording him an opportunity of displaying his magnificence in the presence of two courts, and of discovering to the two nations his influence over their monarchs. Charles dreaded the effects of this projected interview between two gallant princes, whose hearts were no less susceptible of friendship than their manners were of inspiring it. Finding it impossible, however, to prevent a visit, in which the vanity of all parties was so much concerned, he endeavored to defeat its purpose, and to pre-occupy the adoption of the English monarch, and of his minister, by an act of complaisance still more flattering and more uncommon. Relying wholly upon Henry's generosity for his safety, he landed at Dover, in his way from Spain to the Low Countries. The king of England, who was on his way to France, charmed with such an influence of confidence, hastened to receive his royal guest; and Charles, during his short stay, had the address not only to give Henry favourable impressions of his character and intentions, but to detach Wolsey entirely from the interest of Francis. The tiara had attracted the eye of that ambitious prelate; and as the emperor knew that the papacy was the sole point of elevation, beyond his present greatness, at which he could aspire, he made him an offer of his interest on the first vacancy.

The day of Charles's departure, Henry went over to Calais with his whole court, in order to meet Francis. Their interview was in an open plain between Guines and Ardes; where the two kings and their attendants displayed their magnificence with such emulation and prodigal expense, as procured it the name of the Field of the Cloth of Gold. Here Henry erected a spacious house of wood and canvas, framed in London, on which, under the figure of an English archer, was the following motto: "He prevails whom I favour," alluding to his own political situation, as holding in his hands...
hands the balance of power among the potencies of Europe. Feats of chivalry however, parties of galleantry, and such exercises as were in that age reckoned manly or elegant, rather than serious business, occupied the two courts during the time that they continued together, which was 18 days.

After taking leave of this scene of dissipation, the king of England paid a visit to the emperor and Margaret of Savoy at Gravelines, and engaged them to go along with him to Calais; where the artful and politic Charles completed the impression which he had begun to make on Henry and his favourite, and wafted all the friendship to which the frank and generous nature of Francis had given birth. He renewed his assurances of affilling Wolsey in obtaining the papacy; and he put him in present possession of the revenues belonging to the fees of Badajoz and Palencia in Spain. He flattered Henry's pride, by convincing him of his own importance, and of the judgements of the motto which he had chosen; offering to submit to his sole arbitration any difference that might arise between him and Francis.

This important point being secured, Charles repaired to Aix-la-Chapelle, where he was solemnly invested with the crown and sceptre of Charlemagne, in presence of a more splendid and numerous assembly than had appeared on any former inauguration. About the same time Solyman the Magnificent, one of the moft accomplished, enterprising, and victorious of the Turkish princes, and a confiant and formidable rival to the emperor, ascended the Ottoman throne.

The first act of Charles's administration was to appoint a diet of the empire, to be held at Worms, in order to concert with the princes proper measures for checking the progress of those new and dangerous opinions which threatened to disturb the peace of Germany, and to overturn the religion of their ancestors. The opinions propagated by Luther and his followers were here meant. But all his efforts for that purpose were insufficient, as is related under the articles Luther and Reformation.

In 1521, the Spaniards, dissatisfied with the departure of their sovereign, whose election to the empire they forewad would interfere with the administration of his own kingdom, and incensed at theavarice of the Flemings, to whom the direction of public affairs had been committed since the death of cardinal Ximenes, several grandees, in order to shake off this opprobrium, entered into an association, to which they gave the name of the Sanfta Familia; and the sword was appealed to as the means of redress. This seemed to Francis a favourable juncture for reuniting the family of John d'Albert in the kingdom of Navarre. Charles was at a distance from that part of his dominions, and the troops usually stationed there had been called away to quell the commotions in Spain. A French army, under Andrew de Foix, speedily conquered Navarre; but that young and inexperienced nobleman, pushed on by military ardour ventured to enter Castle. The Spaniards, though divided among themselves, united against a foreign enemy, routed his forces, took him prisoner, and recovered Navarre in a shorter time than he had spent in subduing it.

Hostilities thus begun in one quarter, between the rival monarchs, soon spread to another. The king of France encouraged the duke of Bouillon to make war against the emperor, and to invade Luxembourg. Charles, after, humbling the duke, attempted to enter France; but was repelled and worsted before Messieres by the famous chevalier Bayard, distinguished among his contemporaries by the appellation of The knight without fear and without reproach; and who united the talents of a great general to the punctilious honour and romantic gallantry of the heroes of chivalry. Francis broke into the Low Countries, where, by an excess of caution, an error not natural to him, he lost an opportunity of cutting off his whole imperial army; and, what was of still more consequence, he disfigured the coalable Bourbon, by giving the command of the van to the duke of Alençon.

During these operations in the field, an unsuccessful congress was held at Calais, under the mediation of Henry VIII. It served only to exasperate the parties which it was intended to reconcile. A league was soon after concluded, by the intrigues of Wolsey, between the pope, Henry, and Charles, against France. Leo had already entered into a separate league with the emperor, and the French were fast losing ground in Italy.

The influence and exactions of Marefial de Lautrec, governor of Milan, had totally alienated the affections of the Milanese from France. They resolved to expel the troops of that nation, and put themselves under the government of Francis Sforza, brother to Maximum, their late duke. In this resolution, they were encouraged by the pope, who excommunicated Lautrec, and took into his pay a considerable body of Swifs. The papal army, commanded by Prosper Colonna, an experienced general, was joined by supplies from Germany and Naples: while Lautrec, neglected by his court, and defeated by the Swifs in its pay, was unable to make head against the enemy. The city of Milan was betrayed by the inhabitants to the confederates; Parma and Placentia were united to the ecclesiastical state; and of their conquests in Lombardy, only the town of Cremona, the castle of Milan, and a few inconsiderable forts, remained in the hands of the French.

Leo X. received the accounts of this rapid success with such transports of joy, as are said to have brought on a fever, which occasioned his death. The spirit of the confederacy was broken, and its operations suspended by this accident. The Swifs were recalled; some other mercenaries disbanded for want of pay; and only the Spaniards, and a few Germans in the emperor's service, remained to defend the duchy of Milan. But Lautrec, who with the remnant of his army had taken shelter in the Venetian territories, delitute both of men and money, was unable to improve this favourable opportunity as he wished. All his efforts were rendered ineffectual by the vigilance and ability of Colonna and his associates.

Meantime much discord prevailed in the concave. Wolsey's name, notwithstanding all the emperor's magnificent promises, was scarcely mentioned there. Julio de Medici, Leo's nephew, thought himself sure of the election; when, by an unexpected turn of fortune, Cardinal Adrian of Utrecht, Charles's preceptor, who at that time governed Spain in the emperor's name, was unanimously raised to the papacy, to the astonishment of all Europe and the great disgust of the Italians.

Francis,
France, roused by the rising consequence of his rival, resolved to exert himself with fresh vigour, in order to outstrip him in his late conquests in Lombardy. Lautrec received a supply of money, and a reinforcement of 10,000 Swifs. With this reinforcement he was enabled to go more offensively, and even to advance within a few miles of the city of Milan; when money again failing him, and the Swifs growing mutinous, he was obliged to attack the imperialists in their camp at Bicocca, where he was repulsed with great slaughter, having lost his bravest officers and best troops. Such of the Swifs as survived set out immediately for their own country; and Lautrec, despairing of being able to keep the field, retired into France. Genoa, which still remained subject to Francis, and made it easy to execute any scheme for the recovery of Milan, was soon after taken by Colonna: the authority of the emperor and his faction was everywhere established in Italy. The citadel of Cremona was the sole fortress which remained in the hands of the French. The submission of France for such a succession of misfortunes was augmented by the unexpected arrival of an English herald, who in the name of his sovereign declared war against France. The courage of this excellent prince, however, did not forsake him; but his treasury was exhausted by expensive pleasures, no less than by hostile enterprises; he assembled a confederate army, and put his kingdom in a posture of defence for resisting this new enemy, without abandoning any of the schemes which he was forming against the emperor. He was surprized, but not alarmed, at such a denunciation.

Meanwhile Charles, willing to draw as much advantage as possible from so powerful an ally, paid a second visit to the court of England in his way to Spain, where his presence was become necessary. His success exceeded his most sanguine expectations. He not only gained the entire friendship of Henry, who publicly ratified the treaty of Bruges; but disarmed the resentment of Wolsey, by affuring him of the pacy on Adrian's death; an event seemingly not distant, by reason of his age and enormities. In consequence of these negotiations an English army invaded France, under the command of the earl of Surrey; who, at the end of the campaign, was obliged to retire, with his forces greatly reduced, without being able to make himself master of one place within the French frontier. Charles was more fortunate in Spain: he soon quelled the tumults which had theretofore arisen in his absence.

While the Christian princes were thus waiting each other's strength, Solyman the Magnificent entered Hungary, and made himself master of Belgrade, reckoned the chief barrier of that kingdom against the Turkish power. Encouraged by this successe, he turned his victorious arms against the Island of Rhodes, at that time the seat of the knights of St John of Jerusalem; and though every prince in that age acknowledged Rhodes to be the great bulwark of Christendom in the east, so violent was their animosity against each other, that they suffered Solyman without disturbance to carry on his operations against that city and island. Lisle Adam, the grandmaster, made a gallant defence; but, after incredible efforts of courage, patience, and military conduct, during a siege of six months, he was obliged to surrender the place, having obtained an honourable capitulation from the sultan, who admired and respected his heroic qualities (See Rhodes and Malta). Charles and Francis were equally afield of having occasioned such a loss to Christendom by their contests; and the emperor, by way of reparation, granted to the knights of St John the small island of Malta, where they fixed their residence, and continued long to retain their ancient spirit, though much diminished in power and splendor.

Adrian VI, though the creature of the emperor, and devoted to his interest, endeavoured to assume the impartiality which became the common father of Christendom, and laboured to reconcile the contending princes, that they might unite in a league against Solyman, whose conquest of Rhodes rendered him more formidable than ever to Europe. The Italian fleets were no less defirous of peace than the pope: and so much regard was paid by the hostile powers to the exhortations of their holiness, and to a bull which he issued, requiring all Christian princes to content to a truce for three years, that the imperial, the French, and the English ambassadors at Rome, were empowered to treat of that matter; but while they waited their time in fruitless negotiation, their masters were continuing their preparations for war; and other negotiations soon took place. The confederacy against France became more formidable than ever.

The Venetians, who had hitherto adhered to the Austrian interest, formed engagements with the emperor confederate for securing Francis Sforza in the possession of the duchy of Milan; and the pope, from a perfusion that the ambition of the French monarch was the only obstacle to peace, acceded to the same alliance. The Florentines, the dukes of Ferrara and Mantua, and all the Italian powers, followed this example. Francis was left without a single ally, to resist the efforts of a multitude of enemies, whose armies everywhere threatened, and whose territories encompassed his dominions. The emperor in person menaced France with an invasion on the side of Guienne; the forces of England and the Netherlands hovered over Picardy, and a numerous body of Germans was preparing to ravage Burgundy.

The dread of so many and such powerful adversaries, it was thought, would have obliged Francis to keep wholly on the defensive, or at least have prevented him from entertaining any thoughts of marching into Italy. But before his enemies were able to strike a blow, Francis had assembled a great army, with which he hoped to disconcert all the emperor's schemes, by marching it in person into Italy; and this bold measure, the more formidable because unexpected, could scarcely have failed of the desired effect, had it been immediately carried into execution. But the discovery of a domestic conspiracy, which threatened the destruction of his kingdom, obliged Francis to stop short at Lyons.

Charles duke of Bourbon, lord high constable of France, was a prince of the most shining merit: his great talents equally fitted him for the council or the field, while his eminent services to the crown intitled him to its first favour. But unhappily Louise duchesse of Angouleme, the king's mother, had contrived a violent aversion against the house of Bourbon, and had taught her son, over whom she had acquired an absolute ascendancy, to view all the favourite's actions with a jealous eye. After repeated afronts he retired from court, and
and began to listen to the advances of the emperor's ministers. Meantime the duchess of Bourbon died; and as the confable was no less amiable than accomplished, the duchess of Angoulême, still susceptible of the tender passions, formed the scheme of marrying him. But Bourbon, who might have expected every thing to which an ambitious mind can aspire, from the doting fondness of a woman who governed her son and the kingdom, incapable of imitating Louïsa in her sudden transition from hate to love, or of meanly counteringpassion for one who had so long pursued him with unprovoked malice, rejected the match with disdain and turned the proposal into ridicule. At one defpifed, and insulted by the man whom love only could have made her ceased to persecute, Louïsa was filled with all the rage of disappointed woman; she resolved to ruin, since she could not marry, Bourbon. For this purpose the commenced an iniquitous suit against him; and by the chicanery of chancellor du Prat, the confable was stripped of his whole family-estate. Driven to despair by so many injuries, he entered into a secret correspondence with the emperor and the king of England; and he proposed, as soon as Francis should have crossed the Alps, to raise an insurrection among his numerous vassals, and introduce foreign enemies into the heart of France.

Happily Francis got intimation of this conspiracy before he left the kingdom; but not being sufficiently convinced of the Conflable's guilt, he suffered so dangerous a foe to escape; and Bourbon entering into the emperor's service, employed all the force of his enterprising genius, and his great talents for war, to the prejudice of his prince and his native country.

In consequence of the discovery of this plot, and the escape of the powerful conspirator, Francis relinquished his intention of leading his army in person into Italy. He was ignorant how far the infection had spread among his subjects, and afraid that his absence might encourage them to make some desperate attempt in favour of a man so much beloved. He did not, however, suspect that the Malines, on whose account the Milanese were in arms, were an army of 30,000 men, under the command of admiral Bonnivet. Colonna, who was entrusted with the defence of that duchy, was in no condition to defend such a force; and the city of Milan, on which the whole territory depends, must have fallen into the hands of the French, had not Bonnivet, who poiffessed none of the talents of a general, waited his time in trivial enterprises, till the inhabitants recovered from their confternation. The imperial army was reinforced; Colonna died; and Lannoy, viccry of Naples, succeeded him in the command; but the chief direction of military operations was committed to Bourbon and the marquis de Pefcara, the greatest generals of their age. Bonnivet, desirous of troops to oppose this new enemy and still more of the talents which could render him a match for its leaders, after various movements and encounters, was reduced to the necessity of attempting a retreat into France. He was followed by the imperial generals, and routed at Biagrafia, where the famous chevalier Bayard was killed.

The emperor and his allies were less successful in their attempts upon France. They were baffled in every quarter; and Francis, though stripped of his Italian dominions, might still have enjoyed in safety the glory of having defended his native kingdom against one half of Europe, and have bid defiance to all his enemies; but understanding that the king of England, discouraged by his former fruitless enterprises, and diffused with the emperor, was making no preparations Francis determined for any attempt on France, his ancient armdour feized him for the conquest of Milan, and he determined, notwithstanding the advanced season, to march into Italy.

The French army no sooner appeared in Piedmont, than the whole Milanese was thrown into confternation. The capital opened its gates. The forces of the emperor and Sforza retired to Lodi; and had Francis been so fortunate as to pursue them, they must have abandoned that poft, and been totally dispersed; but his evil genius led him to besiege Pavia, a town of confiderable strength, well garrisoned, and defended by Antonio de Leyva, one of the bravest officers in the Spanish service; before which place he was defeated and taken prisoner on the twenty-fourth day of February 1574.

The captivity of Francis filled all Europe with alarm. Almost the whole French army was cut off; Milan was immediately abandoned; and in a few weeks not a Frenchman was left in Italy. The power of the emperor, and still more his ambition, became an object of universal terror; and revolutions were everywhere taken to fet bounds to it. Meanwhile Francis, deeply impreffed with a sense of his misfortune, wrote to his mother Louïsa, whom he had left regent of the kingdom, the following short but expressive letter: "All, Madam, is lost but honour." The fame courier that carried this letter, carried also dispatches to Charles; who received the news of the signal and unexpected success which had crowned his arms with the most hypocritical moderation. He would not suffer any public rejoicing to be made on account of it; and laid, he only valued it, as it would prove the occasion of restoring peace to Christendom. Louïsa, however, did not trußt to those appearances; if the could not preserve what was yet left, the determined at least that nothing should be lost through the negligence or weakness. Instead of giving herself up to such lamentations as were natural to a woman so remarkable for maternal tenderness; she discocered all the foresight, and exerted all the activity of a confummate politician. She took every possible measure for putting the kingdom in a posture of defence, while she employed all her address to appease the resentment and to gain the friendship of England; and a ray of comfort from that quarter soon broke in upon the French affairs.

Though Henry VIII. had not entered into the war against France from any concerted political views, he had always retained some imperfect idea of that balance of power which it was necessary to maintain between Charles and Francis; and the preservation of which he boasted to be his peculiar office. By his alliance with the emperor, he hoped to recover some part of those territories on the continent which had belonged to his ancestors; and therefore willingly contributed to give him the ascendency above his rival; but having never dreamt of any event to decisive and fatal as the victory at Pavia, which seemed not only to have broken him, but to have annihilated the power of Francis, he now became sensible of his own danger, as well as that of all Europe, from the loss of a proper counterpoise to the power of Charles.
Charles. Instead of taking advantage of the disaffected condition of France, Henry therefore determined to afflict her in her present calamities. Some disputes also had taken place between him and Charles, and still more between Charles and Wolsey. The elevation of the 'lueror, breaft,

HenryVIII. between Charles and Wolsey. The elevation of the cardinal of Medici to St Peter's chair, on the death of Adrian, under the name of Clement VII, had made the English minister sensible of the influence of the emperor's promises, while it extinguished all his hopes of the papacy; and he resolved on revenge. Charles, too, had still supported the appearance of moderation which he assumed, when first informed of his good fortune; that he had already changed his usual style to Henry; and instead of writing to him with his own hand, and subscribing himself "your affectionate son and cousin," he dictated his letters to a secretary, and simply subscribed himself "Charles." Influenced by all these motives, together with the glory of raising a fallen enemy, Henry listened to the flattering submissions of Louis; entered into a defensive alliance with her as regent of France, and engaged to use his fleet offices in order to procure the deliverance of her son from a state of captivity.

Meanwhile Francis was rigorously confined; and severe conditions being proposed to him as the price of his liberty, he drew his dagger, and, pointing it at his breast, cried, "Twere better that a king should die thus! His hand was with-held: and flattering himself, when he grew cool, that such propositions could not come directly from Charles, he defined that he might be removed to Spain, where the emperor then refided. His request was complied with; but he languished long before he obtained a sight of his conqueror. At last he was favoured with a visit; and the emperor dreading a general combination against him, or that Francis, as he threatened, might, in the obstinacy of his heart, reign his crown to the dauphin, agreed to abate somewhat of his former demands. A treaty was accordingly concluded at Madrid; in consequence of which Francis obtained his liberty. The chief article of this treaty was, that Burgundy should be restored to Charles as the rightful inheritance of his ancestors, and that Francis's two eldest sons should be immediately delivered up as hostages for the performance of the conditions stipulated. The exchange of the captive monarch for his children was made on the borders between France and Spain. The moment that Francis entered his own dominions, he mounted a Turkish horse, and putting it to its speed, waved his hand, and cried aloud several times, "I am yet a king! I am yet a king!"

Francis never meant to execute the treaty of Madrid; but he had even left a protest in the hands of notaries before he signed it, that his consent should be considered as an involuntary deed, and be deemed null and void. Accordingly, as soon as he arrived in France, he assembled the states of Burgundy, who protested against the article relative to their province; and Francis coldly replied to the imperial ambassadors, who urged the immediate execution of the treaty, that he would religiously perform the articles relative to himself, but, in those affecting the French monarchy, he must be directed by the sense of the nation. He made the highest acknowledgments to the king of England for his friendly interpolation, and offered to be entirely guided by his counsellors. Charles and his ministers saw that they were over-reached in those very arts of negotiation in which they so much excelled, while the Italian states observed with pleasure, that Francis was resolved not to execute a treaty which they considered as dangerous to the liberties of Europe. Clement abdicated him from the oath which he had taken at Madrid; and the kings of France and England, the Pope, the Swiss, the Venetians, the Florentines, and the duke of Milan, entered into an alliance, to which they gave the name of the Holy League, because his Holiness was at the head of it, in order to oblige the emperor to deliver up Francis's two sons on the payment of a reasonable ransom, and to re-establish Sforza in the quiet possession of the Milanese.

In consequence of this league, the confederate army took the field, and Italy once more became the scene of war. But Francis, who it was thought would have inflamed spirit and vigour into the whole body, had gone through such a scene of disasters, that he was become diffident of himself, distrustful of his fortune, and desirous of tranquillity. He flattered himself, that the dread alone of such a confederacy would induce Charles to listen to what was equitable, and therefore neglected to send due reinforcements to his allies in Italy. Meanwhile the duke of Bourbon, who commanded the Imperialists, had made himself master of the whole Milanese of which the emperor had promised him the investiture; and his troops beginning to mutiny for want of pay, he led them to Rome, and promised to enrich them with the spoils of that city. He was as good as his word; for though he himself was slain in planting a scaling-ladder against the walls, his followers, rather encouraged than discouraged by his death, mounted to the assault with the utmost ardour, animated by the greatness of the prize, and, entering the city sword in hand, plundered it for several days.

Never did Rome in any age suffer so many calamities, not even from the Barbarians, by whom she was cruelly often subdued, the Huns, Vandals, or Goths, as now. Plundered, from the subjects of a Chilian and Catholic monarch. Whatever was respectable in modesty, or sacred in religion, seemed only the more to provoke the rage of the soldiery. Virgins suffered violation in the arms of their parents, and upon those altars to which they had fled for safety. Venerable prelates, after enduring every indignity and every torture, were thrown into dungeons, and menaced with the most cruel death, in order to make them reveal their secret treasures. Clement himself, who had neglected to make his escape in time, was taken prisoner, and found that the sturdiness of his character could neither procure him liberty nor respect. He was confined till he should pay an enormous ransom imposed by the victorious army, and surrender to the emperor all the places of strength belonging to the church.

Charles received the news of this extraordinary event with equal surprize and pleasure; but in order to contrive how to reap the joy from his Spanish subjects, who were filled with horror at the insult offered to the sovereign pontiff, and to lessen the indignation of the rest of Europe, he expressed the most profound sorrow for the success of his arms. He put himself and his court into mourning; stopped the rejoicings for the birth of his son Philip, and ordered prayers to be put up in all the churches of Spain for the recovery of his pope's liberty, which
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which he could immediately have procured by a letter to his generals.

The concern expressed by Henry and Francis for the calamity of their ally was more than felt. Alarm at the progress of the imperial arms, they had, even before the taking of Rome, entered into a closer alliance, and agreed to invade the Low Countries with a powerful army; but no sooner did they hear of the Pope's captivity, than they changed, by a new treaty, the scene of the projected war from the Netherlands to Italy, and resolved to take the most vigorous measures for restoring him to liberty. Henry, however, contributed only money. A French army entered Italy, under the command of Marshal Lautrec; Clement obtained his freedom; and war was for a time carried on by the confederates with success; but the death of Lautrec, and the revolt of Andrea Doria, a Genoese admiral in the service of France, entirely changed the face of affairs. The French army was utterly ruined; and Francis, discouraged and almost exhausted by so many unsuccessful enterprises, began to think of peace, and of obtaining the release of his sons by conciliating them, not by the terror of his arm.

At the same time Charles, not withstanding the advantages he had gained, had many reasons to wish for an accommodation. Sultan Soliman having over-run Hungary, was ready to break in upon the Austrian territories with the whole force of the East; and the progress of the Reformation in Germany threatened the tranquillity of the empire. In consequence of this situation of affairs, though pride made both parties conceal their real sentiments, two ladies were permitted to restore peace to Europe. Margaret of Austria, Charles's aunt, and Louisa, Francis's mother, met in 1529 at Cambray, and settled the terms of accommodation between the French king and the emperor. Francis agreed to pay two millions of crowns as a ransom of his two sons, to resign the sovereignty of Flanders and Artois, and to forego all his Italian claims; and Charles ceased to demand the restitution of Burgundy.

All the steps of this negotiation had been communicated to the king of England; and Henry was, on that occasion, so generous to his friend and ally Francis, that he sent him an acquittal of near fix hundred thousand crowns, in order to enable him to fulfill his agreement with Charles. But Francis's Italian confederates were left satisfied with the treaty of Cambray. They were almost wholly abandoned to the will of the emperor; and seemed to have no other means of security left but his equity and moderation. Of these, from his past conduct, they had not formed the most advantageous idea. But Charles's present circumstances, more especially in regard to the Turks, obliged him to behave with a generosity inconsistent with his character. The Florentines alone, whom he reduced under the dominion of the family of Medici, had reason to complain of his severity. Sforza obtained the investiture of Milan and his pardon; and every other power experienced the liberty of the conqueror.

After having received the imperial crown from the hands of the Pope at Bologna, Charles proceeded on his journey to Germany, where his presence was become highly necessary; for although the conduct and valour of his brother Ferdinand, on whom he had conferred the hereditary dominions of the house of Austria, and who had been elected king of Hungary, had obliged Soliman to retire with infamy and loss, his return was to be feared, and the disorders of religion were daily increasing; an account of which, and of the emperor's transactions with the Protestants, is given under the article Reformation.

Charles having exerted himself as much as he could against the reformers, undertook his first expedition against the piratical states of Africa. Barbary, or that part of the African continent lying along the coast of the Mediterranean sea, was then nearly in the same condition which it is at present. Morocco, Algiers, and Tunis, were its principal states; and the two last were nests of pirates. Barbarooff, a famous Contad, had succeeded his brother in the kingdom of Algiers, which he had formerly allotted him to usurp. He regulated with much prudence the interior police of his kingdom, carried on his piracies with great vigour, and extended his conquests on the continent of Africa; but perceiving that the natives submitted to his government with impatience, and fearing that his continual depredations would one day draw upon him a general combination of the Christian powers, he put his dominions under the protection of the grand signor. Soliman, flattered by such an act of submission, and charmed with the boldness of the man, offered him the command of the Turkish fleet. Proud of this distinction, Barbarooff repaired to Constantinople, and made use of his influence with the sultan to extend his own dominion. Partly by force, partly by treachery, he usurped the kingdom of Tunis; and being now possessed of greater power, he carried on his depredations against the Christian states with more destructive violence than ever.

Daily complaints of the piracies and ravages committed by the galleys of Barbarooff were brought to the emperor by his subjects, both in Spain and Italy; and all Christendom seemed to look up to him, as its greatest and most fortunate prince, for relief from this new and odious species of oppression. At the same time Muley Hafcen, the exiled king of Tunis, finding none of the African princes able or willing to support him in recovering his throne, applied to Charles for assistance against the usurper. Equally desirous of delivering his dominions from the dangerous neighbourhood of Barbarooff, of appearing as the protector of an unfortunate prince, and of acquiring the glory annexed in that age to every expedition against the Mahometans, the emperor readily concluded a treaty with Muley Hafcen, and set sail for Tunis with a formidable armament. The Gofletta, a sea-port town, fortified with 300 pieces of cannon, was taken, together with all Barbarooff's fleet; he was defeated in a pitched battle, and 10,000 Christian slaves, having knocked off their fetters, and made themselves masters of the citadel, Tunis was at length pre-empted, and paring to surrender. But while Charles was negotiating the inhabi-tants cruelly unfaithful to the condition, his troops fearing that they would be deprived of the bootky which they had expected, broke suddenly into the town, and pillaged and maffacred without distinction. Thirty thousand persons perished by the sword, and 10,000 were made prisoners. The sceptre was restored to Muley Hafcen, on condition that he should acknowledge himself a vaflal of the crown of Spain, put into the emperor's hand all the fortified sea ports in the kingdom of Tunis, and
Francis, though unsupported by any ally, commanded his army to advance towards the frontiers of Italy, under pretence of chastising the duke of Milan for a breach of the law of nations, in putting to death his ambassador. The operations of war, however, soon took a new direction. Instead of marching directly to the Milanese, Francis commenced hostilities against the duke of Savoy, with whom he had cause to be dissatisfied, and on whom he had some claims; and before the end of the campaign, that feeble prince saw himself stripped of all his dominions, except the provinces of Piedmont. To complete his misfortunes, the city of Geneva, the sovereignty of which he claimed, and where the reformed opinions had already got footing, threw off his yoke; and its revolt drew along with it the loss of Savoy of the adjacent territory. Geneva was then an imperial city, and has ever since remained entirely free.

In this extremity the duke of Savoy saw no resource but in the emperor's protection; and as his misfortunes were chiefly occasioned by his attachment to the imperial interest, he had a title to immediate aid. But Charles, who was just returned from his African expedition, was not able to lend him the necessary support. His treasury was entirely drained, and he was obliged to disband his army till he could raise new supplies. Mean time the death of Sforza duke of Milan entirely changed the nature of the war, and afforded the emperor full leisure to prepare for action. The French monarch's pretext for taking up arms was at once cast aside; but as the duke died without issue, all Francis's rights to the duchy of Milan, which he had yielded only to Sforza and his descendants, returned to him in full force. He instantly renewed his claim to it; and if he had ordered his army immediately to advance, he might have made himself master of it. But he unfortunately wasted his time in fruitless negotiations, while his more politic rival took possession of the duchy as a vacant fief of the empire; and though Charles seemed still to admit the equity of Francis's claim, he delayed granting the investiture under various pretences, and was secretly taking every possible measure to prevent him from regaining footing in Italy.

During the time gained in this manner Charles had recruited his finances, and of course his armies; and finding himself in a condition for war, he at last threw off the mask under which he had so long concealed his designs from the court of France. Entering Rome with great pomp, he pronounced before the pope and cardinals, assembled in full curiosity, a violent invective against Francis, by way of reply to his propositions concerning the investiture of Milan. Yet Francis, by an abundant account of the misfortunes of his unaccountable late ally, continued to negotiate, as if it had been still possible to terminate their differences in an amicable manner; and Charles, finding him too eager to run into the snare, favored the deception, and, by seeming to listen to his proposals, gained yet more time for the execution of his ambitious projects.

If misfortunes had rendered Francis too diffident, Charles attempted to subvert the French monarchy; for, he considered it as an insaluble event. Having chafed the forces of his rival out of Piedmont and Savoy, he pushed forward at the head of 50,000 men, contrary to the advice of his most experienced ministers and generals, to invade the southern provinces of France; while other two armies were ordered to enter the one on the side of Picardy, the other on the side of Champagne. He thought it impossible that Francis could resist so many unexpected attacks on such different quarters; but he found himself mistaken.

The French monarch fixed upon the most effectual plan...
plan for defeating the invasion of a powerful enemy; and he prudently persevered in following it, though contrary to his own natural temper and to the genius of his people. He determined to remain altogether upon the defensive, and to deprive the enemy of sublimity by laying walle the country before them. The execution of this plan was committed to the mariscal Montmorency its author, a man happily fitted for such a trust by the inflexible severity of his disposition. He made choice of a strong camp, under the walls of Avignon, at the confluence of the Rhone and Durance, where he assembled a considerable army; while the king, with another body of troops, encamped at Valence, higher up the Rhone. Marfelles and Arles were the only towns he thought it necessary to defend; and each of these he furnished with a numerous garrison of his belt troops. The inhabitants of the other towns were compelled to abandon their habitations; the fortifications of such places as might have afforded shelter to the enemy were thrown down; coin, forage, and provisions of every kind, were carried off or destroyed; the mills and ovens were ruined, and the wells filled up or rendered useless. This devastation extended from the Alps to Marfelles, and from the sea to the confines of Dauphiné; so that the emperor, when he arrived with the van of his army on the confines of Provence, instead of that rich and populous country which he expected to enter, beheld nothing but one vast and desert solitude. He did not, however, despair of success, though he saw that he would have many difficulties to encounter; and as an encouragement to his officers, he made them liberal promises of lands and honours in France. But all the land which any of them obtained was a grave, and their master lost much honour by this rash and precipitate enterprise. After unsuccessfully inveting Marfelles and Arles, after attempting in vain to draw Montmorency from his camp at Avignon, and not daring to attack it, Charles having spent two inglorious months in Provence, and lost one half of his troops by disease or by famine, was under the necessity of ordering a retreat; and though he was some time in motion before the enemy suspected his intention, it was conducted with so much precipitation and disorder, as to deprive the name of a flight, since the light troops of France turned it into a perfect rout. The invasion of Picardy was not more successful: the imperial forces were obliged to retire without effecting any conquest of importance.

Charles had no sooner concluded the shattered remains of his army to the frontiers of Milan, than he set out for Genoa; and unwilling to expose himself to the scorn of the Italians after such a reverse of fortune, he embarked directly for Spain.

Meanwhile Francis gave himself up to that vain resentment which had formerly disgraced the prosperity of his rival. They had frequently, in the course of their quarrels, given each other the lie, and mutual challenges had been sent; which, though productive of no serious consequences between the parties, had a powerful tendency to encourage the pernicious practice of duelling. Charles, in his inquisitive proneness at Rome, had publicly accused Francis of perfidy and breach of faith; Francis now exceeded Charles in the indecency of his accusations. The Dauphin dying suddenly, his death was imputed to poison: Montecuculi his cup-bearer was put to the rack; and that unhappy nobleman, in the agonies of torture, accused the emperor's generals Gonzagar de Leyva, of intriguing him to the dastardly act. The emperor himself was insulted; nay, this entertained confederation, and some obscure hints, were considered as incontestable proofs of his guilt; though it was evident to all mankind, that neither Charles nor his generals could have any inducement to perpetrate such a crime, as Francis was still in the vigour of life himself, and had two sons before the dauphin, grown up to a good age.

But the incensed monarch's resentment did not stop here. Francis was not satisfied with endeavouring to blacken the character of his rival by an ambiguous testimony which led to the most injurious suppositions, and upon which the most cruel confusions had been put; he was willing to add rebellion to murder. For this purpose he went to the parliament of Paris; where being feated with the usual solemnities, the advocate-general appeared, and accused Charles of Austria (so he affected to call the emperor) of having violated the treaty of Cambray, by which he was freed from the homage due to the crown of France for the counties of Artois and Flanders; adding, that this treaty being now void, he was full to be considered as a vassal of France, and consequently had been guilty of rebellion in taking arms against his sovereign. The charge was disdained, and Charles was summoned to appear before the parliament of Paris at a day fixed. The term to appear expired; and no person appearing in the emperor's name, at Paris, the parliament gave judgment, and Charles of Austria had forfeited, by rebellion and contumacy, the counties of Flanders and Artois, and declared those fiefs reunited to the crown of France.

Francis, soon after this vain display of his animosity, marched into the Low Countries, as if he had intended to execute the sentence pronounced by his parliament; but such perfusion of arms took place, through the intervention of the queens of France and Hungary, before any thing of consequence was effected: and this cessation, which was followed by a truce, concluded at Nice, through the mediation of the reigning pontiff Paul III. of the family of Farnese, a man of a venerable character and pacific disposition.

Each of these rival princes had strong reasons to incline them to peace. The finances of both were exhausted; and the emperor, the most powerful of the two, was deeply im pressed with the dread of the Turkish arms, which Francis had drawn upon him by a league with Solyman. In consequence of this league, Barbarossa with a great fleet appeared upon the coast of Naples; filled that kingdom with consternation; landed without resistance near Taranto; obliged Caltro, a place of some strength, to surrender; plundered the adjacent country; and was taking measures for securing and extending his conquests, when the unexpected arrival of Doria, the famous Genoese admiral, together with the pope's galleys and a squadron of the Venetian fleet, made it prudent for him to retire. The sultan's forces also invaded Hungary, where Mahomet the Turkish general, after gaining several inferior advantages, defeated the Germans in a great battle at Effik on the Drave. Happily for Charles and Europe it was not in Francis's power at this juncture either to join the Turks or to
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emblem an army strong enough to penetrate into the Milanese. The emperor, however, was sensible that he could not long retain the efforts of two such powerful confederates; nor expect that the same fortunate circumstances would concur a second time in his favor; he therefore thought it necessary, both for his safety and reputation, to give his consent to a truce. Francis, indeed, rather to run the risk of disobliging his new ally the sultan, than to draw on his head the stigma and disrepute, by obstinately obstructing the re-establishment of tranquillity, and contributing to the agrandizement of the infidels.

These considerations inclined the contending monarchs to listen to the arguments of the holy father; but he found it impossible to bring about a final accommodation between them, each inflexibly perceiving in affording his own claims. Nor could he prevail on them to see one another, though both came to the place of rendezvous: for great was the remains of distrust and rancour, or such the difficulty of adjusting the ceremonial! Yet, improbable as it may seem, a few days after signing the truce, the emperor, in his passage to Barcelona, being driven on the coast of Provence, Francis invited him to come ashore; frankly visited him on board his galley, and was received and entertained with the warmest demonstrations of esteem and affection.

Charles, with an equal degree of confidence, paid the king next day a visit at Aigues-mortes; where these two hostile rivals and vindictive enemies, who had acceded each other of every kind of beneficence, conversing together with all the cordiality of brothers, seemed to vie with each other in expressions of respect and friendship.

Besides the glory of having restored tranquillity to Europe, the pope gained a point of much confluence to his family. He obtained for his grandsons, Marguer of Althia, the emperor's natural daughter, formerly wife of Alexander de Medici, whom Charles had raised to the supreme power in Florence. Lorenzo de Medici, the kinman and intimate companion of Alexander, had affiliated him by one of the blackest treasons recorded in history. Under pretence of having secured an assent with a lady of the highest rank and great beauty, he drew him into a secret apartment of his house, and there stabbed him as he lay carelessly on a couch, expecting the embrace of the lovely fair, whom he had often solicited in vain. Lorenzo, however, did not reap the fruits of his crime; for though some of his countrymen extolled him as a third Brutus, and endeavoured to seize this occasion for recovering their liberties, the government of Florence passed into the hands of Cofmo II. another kinman of Alexander. Cofmo was defirous of marrying the widow of his predecessor; but the emperor chose rather to oblige the pope, by betowing his daughter upon Ottavio Farnese, son of the duke of Parma.

Charles had soon farther cause to be sensible of his obligations to the holy father for bringing about the treaty of Nice. His troops everywhere mutinied and wanted of pay, and the ability of his generals only could have prevented a total revolt. He had depended, as his chief resource for discharging the arrears due to his soldiers, upon the subsidies which he expected from his Castilian subjects. For this purpose he assembled the Cortes of Castile at Toledo; and having represented to them the great expence of his military operations, he proposed to levy such supplies as the present exigency of affairs demanded, by a general excise on commodities; but the Spaniards, who already felt themselves oppress'd by a load of taxes unknown to their ancestors, and who had often complained that their country was taxed to drain of its wealth and inhabitants, in order to provide, as they supposed, the imperial army with money, the states general were resolved to oppose the impost; and, on this account, one city more, viz. Valencia, was added to the number of those which had been already summed up.

The emperor's son, finding his father preoccupied with the numerous business of his dominions, and the parliaments of the universities still full of crimes committed by the trained bands, in order to procure a passage through France, it was immediately granted him; and Charles, to whom every moment was precious, set out, notwithstanding the remonstrances of his藩 council and the fears of his Spanish subjects, with a large
small but splendid train of 100 persons. He was met on the frontiers of France by the dauphin and the duke of Orleans, who offered to go into Spain, and remain there as hostages, till he should reach his own dominions; but Charles replied, that the king's honour was sufficient for his safety, and prosecuted his journey without any other security. The king entertained him with the utmost magnificence at Paris, and the two young princes did not take leave of him till he entered the Low Countries; yet he still found means to evade his promise, and Francis continued to believe him sincere.

The citizens of Ghent, alarmed at the approach of the emperor, who was joined by three armies, sent ambassadors to implore his mercy, and offered to throw open their gates. Charles only condescended to reply, "That he would appear among them as a sovereign and a judge, with the sceptre and the sword." He accordingly entered the place of his nativity on the anniversary of his birth; and instead of that lenity which might have been expected, exhibited an awful example of his severity. Twenty-six of the principal citizens were put to death; a greater number were banished; the city was declared to have forfeited its privileges; a new system of laws and political administration was prescribed; and a large fine was imposed on the inhabitants, in order to deprive the enemy of creating a cabal, together with an annual tax for the support of a garrison. They were not only despoiled of their ancient immunities, but made to pay, like conquered people, for the means of perpetuating their own slavery.

Having thus re-established his authority in the Low Countries, and being now under no necessity of continuing that scene of falsehood and dissimulation with which he had ammired the French monarch, Charles began gradually to throw aside the veil under which he had concealed his intentions with respect to the Malines, and at last peremptorily refused to give up a territory of such value, or voluntarily to make such a liberal addition to the strength of an enemy by diminishing his own power. He even denied that he had ever made any promise which could bind him to an action so fool's, and so contrary to his own interest.

This transaction exposed the king of France to as much scorn as it did the emperor to censure. The credulous simplicity of Francis seemed to merit no other return, than experiencing too often the duplicity and arts of his rival. He remonstrated, however, and exclaimed as if this had been the first circumstance in which the emperor had deceived him. The insult offered to his understanding affected him even more sensibly than the injury done to his interest; and he discovered such resentiment as made it obvious that he would feize on the first opportunity of revenge; and that a new war would soon defolate the European continent.

Meanwhile Charles was obliged to turn his attention towards the affairs of Germany. The Protestants having in vain demanded a general council, prevailed on him earnestly to appoint a conference between a select number of divines of each party, in order to examine the points in dispute. For this purpose a diet was assembled at Ratisbon: and such a conference, notwithstanding the opposition of the pope, was held with great solemnity in the presence of the emperor. But the divines chosen to manage the controversy, though men of learning and moderation, were only able to settle a few speculative opinions, all points relative to worship and jurisdiction serving to inflame the minds of the disputants. Charles, therefore, finding his endeavours to bring about an accommodation ineffectual, and being impatient to close the diet, prevailed on a majority of the members to approve of the following edict of reecess; viz. that the articles concerning which the divines had agreed, should be held as points decided; that those about which they had differed, should be referred to the determination of a general council, or if that could not be obtained, to a national synod; and should it prove impracticable also to assemble a synod of Germany, that a general diet of the empire should be called within 18 months, in order to give final judgment on the whole controversy; that, in the mean time, no innovations should be attempted, nor any endeavours employed to gain profelytes.

This diet gave great offence to the pope. The bare mention of allowing a diet, composed chiefly of laymen, to pass judgment in regard to articles of faith, appeared to him no less criminal and profane than the worst of those heresies which the emperor seemed so zealous to suppress. The Protestants also were dissatisfied with it, as it considerably abridged the liberty which they at that time enjoyed. They murmured loudly against it; and Charles, unwilling to leave any seeds of discontent in the empire, granted them a private declaration, exempting them from whatever they thought injurious or oppressive in the reecess, and affecting them to the full possession of all their former privileges.

The situation of the emperor's affairs at this juncture made these extraordinary concessions necessary. He forebore a rupture with France to be unavoidable, and he was alarmed at the rapid progress of the Turks in Hungary. A great revolution had happened in that kingdom. John Zapoly Scappus, by the abstinence of Solymans, had wrested from the king of the Romans a considerable part of the country. John died, and left an infant son. Ferdinand attempted to take advantage of the minority, in order to repel himself of the whole kingdom; but his ambition was disappointed by the adivity and address of George Martinuzzi, bishop of Waradin, who shared the regency with the queen. Sensible that he was unable to oppose the king of the Romans in the field, Martinuzzi satisfied himself with holding out the fortified towns, all of which he provided with every thing necessary for defence; and at the same time he sent ambassadors to Solymans, befeeching him to extend towards the son that imperial protection which had so generously maintained the father on his throne. Ferdinand used his utmost endeavours to thwart this negotiation, and even meanly offered to hold the Hungarian crown on the fame ignominious condition by which John had held it, that of paying tribute to the Porte. But the sultan saw such advantages from engaging the interest of the young king, that he instantly marched into Hungary; and the Germans, having formed the siege of Buda, were defeated with great slaughter before that city. Solymans, however, instead of becoming the protector of the infant sovereign whom he had relieved, made use of this success to extend his own dominions: he sent the queen and her son into Transylvania, which province he allotted them, and added Hungary to the Ottoman empire.

Happily.
Happily for the Protestants, Charles received intelligence of this revolution soon after the diet at Ratisbon; and by the concessions which he made, he obtained such liberal supplies, both of men and money, as left him under little anxiety about the security of Germany. He therefore hastened to join his fleet and army in Italy, in order to carry into execution a great and favourite enterprise which he had concerted against Algiers; though it would certainly have been more convenient with his dignity to have conducted the whole force of the empire against Solymam, the common enemy of Christendom, who was ready to enter his Austrian dominions. But many reasons induced Charles to prefer the African expedition: he wanted strength, or at least money to combat the Turks in so distant a country as Hungary; and the glory which he had formerly acquired in Barbary led him to hope for the like success, while the cries of his Spanish subjects routed him to take vengeance on their ravagers. But the unfortunate event of this expedition has already been related under the article Algiers, No. 14-20.

The loss which the emperor suffered in this calamitous expedition encouraged the king of France to begin hostilities, on which he had been for some time resolved; and an action dishonourable to civil society furnished him with too good a pretext for taking arms. The marquis del Guaito, governor of the Milanese, having got intelligence of the motions and destination of two ambassadors, Roncin and Fergòlo, whom Francis had dispatched, the one to the Ottoman Porte, the other to the republic of Venice; knowing how much his master wished to discover the intentions of the French monarch, and of what consequence it was to retard the execution of his measures, he employed some soldiers belonging to the garrison of Pavia to lie in wait for the ambassadors as they failed down the Po, who murdered them and most of their attendants, and seized their papers. Francis immediately demanded reparation for this barbarous outrage; and as Charles endeavoured to put him off with an evasive answer, he appealed to all the courts of Europe, setting forth the heinoufness of the injury, the iniquity of the emperor in disregarding his just request, and the necessity of vengeance. But Charles, who was a more profound negotiator, defeated in a great measure the effects of these representations: he secured the fidelity of the Protestant princes in Germany, by granting them new concessions; and he engaged the king of England to espouse his cause, under pretence of defending Europe against the Infidels; while Francis was only able to form an alliance with the kings of Denmark and Sweden (who for the first time interled themselves in the quarrels of the more potent monarchs of the fourth), and to renew his treaty with Solymam, which drew on him the indignation of Christendom.

But the activity of Francis supplied all the defects of his negotiation. Five armies were soon ready to take the field, under different generals, and with different designations. Nor was Charles wanting in his preparations. He and Henry a second time made an ideal division of the kingdom of France. But as the hostilities which followed terminated in nothing decisive, and were distinguished by no remarkable event, except the battle of Cerifoles (gained by count d'Enguicien over the imperialists, in which 10,000 of the emperor's best troops fell), at last Francis and Charles, mutually tired of harrying each other, concluded at Crepsey a treaty of peace, in which the king of England was not mentioned; and from being implacable enemies, became elated at once more, to appearance, cordial friends, and even allies by the ties of blood.

The chief articles of this treaty were, that all the conquests which either party had made since the peace of Nies should be restored; that the emperor should give in marriage to the duke of Orleans, either his own eld-er daughter, with the Low Countries, or the second daughter of his brother Ferdinand, with the investiture of the Milanese; that Francis should renounce all pretensions to the kingdom of Naples, as well as to the sovereignty of Flanders and Artois, and Charles give up his claim to the duchy of Burgundy; and that both should unite in making war against the Turks.

The emperor was chiefly induced to grant conditions so advantageous to France, by a design of humbling the Protestant princes in Germany. With the papal jurisdiction, he foresaw they would endeavour to throw off the imperial authority; and he determined to make his zeal for the former a pretence for enforcing and extending the latter. However, the death of the duke of Orleans before the consummation of his marriage disentangled the emperor from the most troublesome stipulation in the treaty of Crepsey; and the French monarch, being still engaged in hostilities with England, was unable to obtain any reparation for the loss which he suffered by this unforeseen event. These hostilities, like those between Charles and Francis, terminated in nothing decisive. Equally tired of a struggle attended with no glory or advantage to either, the contending princes concluded, at Campe, near Ardies, a treaty of peace; in which it was stipulated, that France should pay the arrears due by former treaties to England. But these arrears did not exceed one-third of the sums expended by Henry on his military operations; and Francis being in no condition to discharge them, Boulogne (a chargeable pledge) was left in the hands of the English as a security for the debt.

In consequence of the emperor's resolution to humble the Protestant princes, he concluded a dishonourable obliged to conclude a disadvantageous peace with the Turks and Infidels, and was forced to pay tribute for that part of Hungary which he still possessed; whilst the sultan enjoyed the imperial and undisturbed possession of all the rest. At the same time he entered into a league with pope Paul III. for the extirpation of heresy; but in reality, with a view to oppress the liberties of Germany. Here, however, his ambition met with a severe check; for though he was successful at first, he was compelled in 1552 to conclude a peace with the Protestants on their own terms; as has been related under the article Reformation, No. 26-32.

By the peace concluded on this occasion the emperor attempted to recover the barrier of the empire on that quarter; and therefore, soon after put himself at the head of an army, in order to recover these three bishoprics. In order to conceal the destination of his army, he gave out, that he intended to lead it into Hungary, to second Maurice in his operations against the Infidels; and as that pretext failed him, when he began to advance towards the Rhine, he propagated a report that he was marching
first to chastise Albert of Brandenburgh, who had refused to be included in the treaty of Paffan, and whose cruel exactions in that part of Germany called loudly for redress.

The French, however, were not deceived by these arts. Henry immediately guessed the true object of Charles's armament, and resolved to defend his conquests with vigour. The defence of Metz, against which it was foreseen the whole weight of the war would be concentrated, was committed to Francis of Lorraine, duke of Guise, who possessed in an eminent degree all the qualities that render men great in military command. He repaired with joy to the dangerous station; and many of the French nobility, and even princes of the blood, eager to distin­guish themselves under such a leader, entered Metz as volunteers. The city was of great extent, ill fortified, and the suburbs large. For all these defects the duke endeavoured to provide a remedy. He repaired the old fortifications with all possible expedition, labouring with his own hands; the officers imitated his example; and the soldiers, thus encouraged, cheerfully submitted to the most severe toils; he erected new works, and he levelled the suburbs with the ground. At the same time he filled the magazines with provisions and military stores, compelled all useless persons to leave the place, and laid waste the neighbouring country; yet such were his popular talents, as well as his arts of acquiring an ascendant over the minds of men, that the citizens not only refrained from murmuring, but seconded him with no less ardour than the soldiers in all his operations—in the ruin of their edifices, and in the havoc of their public and private buildings.

Meanwhile the emperor continued his march towards Lorraine, at the head of 60,000 men. On his approach Albert of Brandenburgh, whose army did not exceed 20,000, withdrew into that principality, as if he intended to join the French king; and Charles, notwithstanding the advanced season, it being towards the end of October, laid siege to Metz, contrary to the advice of his most experienced officers.

The attention of both the besiegers and the besieged was turned for some time towards the motions of Albert, who still hovered in the neighbourhood, undetermined which side to take, though resolved to fell his service. Charles at last came up to his price, and he joined the imperial army. The emperor now flattered himself that nothing could resist his force; but he found himself deceived. After a siege of almost 60 days, during which he had attempted all that was thought possible for art or valour to effect, and had lost upwards of 30,000 men by the inclemency of the weather, difficulties, or the frowning of the enemy, he was obliged to abandon the enterprise.

When the French fell out to attack the enemy’s rear, the imperial camp was filled with the sick and wounded, with the dead and dying. All the roads by which the army retired were strewn with the same miserable objects; and, having made an effort beyond their strength to escape, and not being able to proceed, were left to perish without assistance. Happily that, and all the kind offices which their friends had not the power to perform, they received from their enemies. The duke of Guise ordered them all to be taken care of, and supplied with every necessary; he appointed physicians to attend, and directed what treatment was proper for the sick and wounded, and what refreshments for the feeble; and such as recovered he sent home, under an escort of soldiers, and with money to bear their charges. By these acts of humanity, less common in that age, the duke of Guise completed that heroic character which he had justly acquired by his brave and successful defence of Metz.

The emperor’s misfortunes were not confined to Ger­many. During his residence at Villach, he had been obliged to borrow 200,000 crowns of Cosimo de’ Me­dicis; and so low was his credit, that he was obliged to put Cosimo in possession of the principality of Pumbino as a security for that inconsiderable sum; by which means he lost the footing he had hitherto maintained in Tuscany. Much about the same time he lost Siena. The citizens, who had long enjoyed a republican government, rose against the Spanish garrison, which they had admitted as a check upon the tyranny of the nobility, but which they found was meant to enslave them; forgetting their domestic animosities, they recalled the exiled nobles; they demolished the citadel, and put themselves under the protection of France.

To these unfortunate events one still more fatal had almost succeeded. The severe administration of the viceroy of Naples had filled that kingdom with murmuring and dissatisfaction. The prince of Salerno, the head of the malcontents, fled to the court of France. The French monarch, after the example of his father, applied to the grand signior; and Solyman, at that time highly incensed against the house of Austria on account of the proceedings in Hungary, sent a powerful fleet into the Mediterranean, under the command of the corsair Dragut, an officer trained up under Barba­roff, and scarce inferior to his master in courage, talents, or in good fortune. Dragut appeared on the coast of Calabria at the time appointed; but not being joined by the French fleet according to concert, he returned to Constantinople, after plundering and burning several places, and filling Naples with confusion.

Highly mortified by so many disasters, Charles retired into the Low Countries, breathing vengeance against France: and here the war was carried on with considerable vigour. Impatient to efface the stain which his military reputation had received before Metz, Charles laid siege to Terouan; and the fortifications being in di­srepair, that important place was carried by assault. Hes­tin also was invested, and carried in the same manner. The king of France was too late in assembling his forces to afford relief to either of these places; and the emperor afterwards cautiously avoided an engagement.

The imperial arms were less successful in Italy: The vic­eroy of Naples failed in an attempt to recover Sienna; and the French not only established themselves more firmly in Tuscany, but conquered part of the island of Corfu. Nor did the affairs of the house of Austria go on better in Hungary during the course of this year. Isabella and her fiancé appeared once more in Transylvania, at a time when the people were ready for revolt, in order to revenge the death of Martinozzi, whose loss they had severely felt. Some noblemen of eminence declared in favour of the young king; and the bashaw of Belgrade, by Solyman’s order, expelling his caufes,
in opposition to Ferdinand, Castaldo, the Austrian general, was obliged to abandon Transylvania to Isabella and the Turks.

In order to counterbalance these and other losses, the emperor, in 1544, concerted a marriage between his son Philip and Mary of England, in hopes of adding that kingdom to his other dominions. Meanwhile the war between Henry and Charles was carried on with various successes in the Low Countries, and in Italy much to the disadvantage of France. The French, under the command of Strozzi, were defeated in the battle of Merciano; Sienna was reduced by Medicino, the Florentine general, after a siege of ten months; and the gallant Siene was subjected to the Spanish yoke. Much about the same time a plot was formed by the Franciscans, but happily discovered before it could be carried into execution, to betray Metz to the Turks. Meanwhile the emperor Charles had formed a plan of religious pacification agreed upon at Passau and referred to the consideration of the next meeting of the Germanic body. During the negotiation of this treaty, an event happened which astonished all Europe, and confirmed the fears of the wisest politicians.

The emperor Charles V., though no more than 56, an age when objects of ambition operate with full force on the mind, and are generally pursued with the greatest ardour, had for some time formed the resolution of resigning his hereditary dominions to his son Philip. He now determined to put it in execution. Various have been the opinions of historians concerning a resolution so singular and unexpected; but the most probable seem to be, the disappointments which Charles had met with in his ambitious hopes, and the daily decline of his health. He had early in life been attacked with the gout; and the fits were now become so frequent and severe, that not only the vigour of his constitution was broken, but the faculties of his mind were severely impaired. He therefore judged it more decent to conceal his infirmities in some solitude, than to expose them any longer to the public eye; and as he was unwilling to forfeit the fame, or lose the acquisitions of his better years, by attempting to guide the reins of government when he was no longer able to hold them with steadiness, he determined to seek in the tranquillity of retirement, that happiness which he had in vain pursued amidst the tumults of war and the intrigues of state.

In consequence of this resolution, Charles, who had already ceded to his son Philip the kingdom of Naples and the duchy of Milan, assembled the states of the Low Countries at Brussels; and seating himself for the last time in the chair of state, he explained to his subjects the reasons of his resignation, and solemnly declared his authority upon Philip. He recounted with dignity, but without ostentation, all the great things which he had undertaken and performed since the commencement of his administration. "I have dedicated observed he), from the 17th year of my age, all my thoughts and attention to public objects, sparing no portion of my time for the indulgence of ease, and very little for the enjoyment of private pleasure. Either in a pacific or hostile manner, I have visited Germany nine times, Spain six times, France four times, Italy seven times, the Low Countries ten times, England twice, Africa as often; and while my health permitted me to discharge the duty of a sovereign, and the vigour of my constitution was equal in any degree to the arduous office of governing such extensive dominions, I never shunned labour, nor repined under fatigue; but now, when my health is broken, and my vigour exhausted by the rage of an incurable distemper, my growing infirmities admonish me to retire; nor am I to fond of reigning, as to retain the sceptre in an impotent hand, which is no longer able to protect my subjects. Instead of a sovereign worn out with diseases (continued he), and scarce half alive, I give you one in the prime of life, already accustomed to govern, and who adds to the vigour of youth all the attention and sagacity of mature years." Then turning towards Philip, who fell on his knees, and kissed his father's hand, "It is in your power (said Charles), by a wife and virtuous administration, to justify the extraordinary proof which I give this day of my paternal affection, and to demonstrate that you are worthy of the extraordinary confidence which I repose in you. Persevere (added he) an inviolable regard for religion; maintain the Catholic faith in its purity; let the laws of your country be sacred in your eyes; encroach not on the rights of your people; and if the time should ever come when you shall wish to enjoy the tranquillity of private life, may you have a son to whom you can resign your sceptre with as much satisfaction as I give up mine to you." A few weeks after, he resigned to Philip the sovereignty of Spain and America, reserving nothing to himself out of all these vast possessions but an annual pension of 100,000 crowns.

Charles was now impatient to embark for Spain, where he had fixed on a place of retreat; but by the advice of his physicians, he put off his voyage for some months, on account of the severity of the season; and, by yielding to their judgment, he had the satisfaction before he left the Low Countries of taking a considerable step towards a peace with France. This he ardently longed for; not only on his son's account, whose administration he wished to commence in quietness, but that he might have the glory, when quitting the world, of restoring to Europe that tranquillity which his ambition had banished out of it almost from the time that he assumed the reins of government.

The great bar to such a pacification, on the part of France, was the treaty which Henry had concluded with the Pope; and the emperor's claims were too numerous to hope for adjusting them suddenly. A truce of five years was therefore proposed by Charles; during which term, without discarding their respective pretensions, each should retain what was in his possession; and Henry, through the perfunation of the con-fident Montmorency, who represented the imprudence of sacrificing the true interests of his kingdom to the rash engagements that he had come under with Paul, authorized his ambassadors to sign at Vaucelles a treaty, which
which would inflame to him for so considerable a period the important conquest which he had made on the German frontier, together with the greater part of the duke of Savoy's dominions.

The Pope, when informed of this transaction, was no less filled with terror and astonishment than rage and indignation. But he took equal care to conceal his fear and his anger. He affected to approve highly of the truce; and he offered his mediation, as the common father of Christendom, in order to bring about a definitive peace. Under this pretence, he appointed cardinal Ribuso his nuncio to the court of Brussel, and his nephew cardinal Caraffa to that of Paris. The public instructions of both were the same; but Caraffa, besides these, received a private commission, to spare neither intrigues, promises, nor bribes, in order to induce the French monarch to renounce the truce and renew his engagements with the holy see. He flattered Henry with the conquest of Naples; he gained by his addresses the Guises, the queen, and even the famous Diana of Poitiers, the king's mistresses; and they easily fayed the king himself, who already leaned to that side towards which they wished to incline him. All Montmorency's prudent remonstrances were disregarded; the nuncio (by powers from Rome) absolved Henry from his oath of truce; and that weak prince signed a new treaty with the Pope; which rekindled with fresh violence the flames of war, both in Italy and the Low Countries.

No sooner was Paul made acquainted with the success of this negotiation than he proceeded to the most indelicatc extortions against Philip. He ordered the Spanish ambassador to be imprisoned; he excommunicated the Colonnas, because of their attachment to the imperial house; and he considered Philip as guilty of high treason, and to have forfeited his right to the kingdom of Naples, which he was supposed to hold of the holy see, for afterward affording them a retreat in his dominions.

Alarmed at a quarrel with the Pope, whom he had been taught to regard with the most superstitious reverence, as the viceroy of Christ and the common father of Christendom, Philip tried every gentle method before he made use of force. He even consulted some Spanish divines on the lawfulness of taking arms against a person so sacred. They decided in his favour; and Paul continuing inexorable, the duke of Alva, to whom the negotiations as well as the war had been committed, entered the ecclesiastical state at the head of 10,000 veterans, and carried terror to the gates of Rome.

The haughty pontiff, though still inflexible and undaunted in himself, was forced to give way to the fears of the cardinals, and a truce was concluded for 40 days. Mean time the duke of Guise arriving with a supply of 20,000 French troops, Paul became more arrogant than ever, and banished all thoughts from his mind but those of war and revenge. The duke of Guise, however, who had precipitated his country into this war, chiefly from a desire of gaining a field where he might display his own talents, was able to perform nothing in Italy worthy of his former fame. He was obliged to abandon the siege of Civetella; he could not bring the duke of Alva to a general engagement; his army perished by diseases; and the Pope neglected to furnish the necessary reinforcements. He begged to be recalled; and France stood in need of his abilities.

Philip, though willing to have avoided a rupture, was no sooner informed that Henry had violated the truce of Vaucelles, than he determined to act with such vigour, as should convince Europe that his father had not erred in resigning to him the reins of government. He immediately assembled in the Low Countries a body of 50,000 men, and obtained a supply of 10,000 from England, which he had engaged in his quarrel; and as he was not ambitious of military fame, he gave the command of his army to Emanuel Philibert duke of Savoy, one of the greatest generals of that warlike age.

The duke of Savoy kept the enemy for some time in suspense with regard to his destination; at last he seemed to threaten Champagne; towards which the French drew all their troops; then turning suddenly to the right, he advanced by rapid marches into Picardy, and laid siege to St Quintin. It was deemed in those times a town of considerable strength; but the fortifications had been much neglected, and the garrison did not amount to a fifth part of the number requisite for its defence: it must therefore have surrendered in a few days, if the admiral de Coligny had not taken the garrison out of the town. This he effected in spite of the enemy, breaking through their main body. The place, however, was closely invested; and the capable Montmorency, anxious to extricate his nephew out of that perilous situation, in which his zeal for the public had engaged him, as well as to save a town of such importance, rashly advanced to its relief with forces one half inferior to those of the enemy. His army was cut in pieces, and he himself made prisoner.

The cautious temper of Philip on this occasion saved France from devastation, if not ruin. The duke of Savoy proposed to overlook all inferior objects, and marches speedily to Paris, which, in its present condition, he could not have failed to make himself master of; but Philip, afraid of the consequences of such a bold enterprise, desired him to continue the siege of St Quintin, in order to secure a safe retreat in case of any disfavourable event. The town, long and gallantly defended by Coligny, was at last taken by storm; but not till France was in a state of defence.

Philip was now sensible that he had lost an opportunity which could never be recalled, of disturbing his enemy, and contented himself with reducing Horn and Cateau; which petty towns, together with St Quintin, were the sole fruits of one of the most decisive victories gained in the 16th century. The Catholic king, however, continued in high exaltation on account of his successes; and as all his passions were tinged with superstitious ardour, he vowed to build a church, a monastery, and a palace, in honour of St Laurence, on the day theie were +

The Lilly which dictated the vow dictated the building. It was so formed as to resemble a gridiron—on which culinary instrument, according to the legendary tale,
St. Lawrence had suffered martyrdom. Such is the origin of the famous clerical near Madrid, the royal residence of the kings of Spain.

The first account of that fatal blow which France had received at St. Quintin, was carried to Rome by the courtier whom Henry had sent to recall the duke of Guise. Paul remonstrated warmly against the departure of the French army; but Guise's orders were peremptory. The arrogant pontiff therefore found it necessary to accommodate his conduct to the exigency of his affairs, and to employ the mediation of the Venetians, and of Cosimo de Medici, in order to obtain peace. The first overtures of this nature were eagerly listened to by the Catholic king, who still doubted the justice of his cause, and considered it as his greatest misfortune to be obliged to contend with the Pope. Paul agreed to renounce his league with France; and Philip stipulated on his part, that the duke of Alva should repair in person to Rome, and after asking pardon of the holy father in his own name and in that of his master, for having invaded the territory of the church, should receive abjuration from that crime. Thus Paul, thro' his presumptuous timidity of Philip, not only furnished an unpromising war without any detriment to the apostolical see, but saw his conqueror humbled at his feet, and to excessive war the veneration of the Spaniards in that age for the papal character, that the duke of Alva, the proudest man perhaps of his time, and accustomed from his infancy to converse with princes, acknowledged, that when he approached Paul, he was so much overawed, that his voice failed, and his presence of mind forsook him.

But though this war, which at its commencement threatened mighty revolutions, was terminated without occasioning any alteration in those states which were its immediate object, it produced effects of considerable consequence in other parts of Italy. In order to detach Othoavio Farneze, duke of Parma, from the French interests, Philip restored to him the city of Piacenza and its territory, which had been seized by Charles V., and he granted to Cosimo de Medici the inviolability of Siena, as an equivalent for the sums due to him. By these treaties, the balance of power among the Italian states was restored to its former equality, and even Alva, from his infancy to converse with princes, acknowledged, that when he approached Paul, he was so much overawed, that his voice failed, and his presence of mind forsook him.

The French, who left Rome the same day that his adversary the duke of Alva made his humiliating submission to the Pope, was received in France as the guardian angel of the kingdom. He was appointed lieutenant-general in chief, with a jurisdiction unlimited; and, eager to justify the extraordinary confidence which the king had reposed in him, as well as to perform something suitable to the high expectations of his countrymen, he undertook in winter the siege of Calais. Having taken that place, he next invested Thionville in the duchy of Luxembourg, one of the strongest towns on the frontiers of the Netherlands; and forced it to capitulate after a siege of three weeks. But

the advantages on this quarter were more than balanced by an event which happened in another part of the Low Countries. The mareschal de Termes governor of Calais, who had penetrated into Flanders and taken Dunkirk, was totally routed near Gravelines, and taken prisoner by count Egmont. This disaster obliged the duke of Guise to relinquish all his other schemes, and hasten towards the frontiers of Picardy, that he might oppose the progress of the enemy.

The eyes of all France were now turned towards the Duke of Guise, as the only general on whose arms victory always attended, and in whose conduct as well as good fortune they could confide in every danger. His strength was nearly equal to the duke of Savoy's, each commanding at the distance of a few about 40,000 men. They encamped at the distance of a few leagues one from another; and the French and Spanish monarchs having joined their respective armies, it was expected that, after the vicissitudes of war, a decisive battle would at last determine which of the rivals should take the ascendant for the future in the affairs of Europe. But both monarchs, as if by agreement, stood on the defensive; neither of them discovering any inclination, though each had it in his power, to ret the decision of a point of such importance on the issue of a single battle.

During this state of inaction, peace began to be mentioned in each camp, and both Henry and Philip discovered an equal disposition to listen to any overture that tended to re-establish it. The private inclinations of both kings concurred with their political interests and the wishes of their people. Philip languished to return to Spain, the place of his nativity; and peace only could enable him, either with decency or safety, to quit the Low Countries.

Henry was now desirous of being freed from the avocations of war, that he might have leisure to turn the whole force of his government towards suppressing the opinions of the reformers, which were spreading with such rapidity in Paris and the other great towns, that they began to grow formidable to the established church. Court-intrigues confined with these public and avowed motives to hale the negociation, and the abbey of Ceremamp was fixed on as the place of concert.

While Henry was making these advances towards a treaty which restored tranquility to Europe, Charles V., whose ambition had so long disturbed it, but who had been for some time dead to the world, ended his days in the monastery of St. Julius in Etremadura, which he had chosen as the place of his retreat, as is particularly related under the article Charles V.

After the death of Charles, the kingdom of Spain soon lost great part of its consequence. Though Charles had used all his interest to get his son Philip elected emperor of Germany, he had been totally disapproved; and thus the grandeur of Philip II. never equalled that of his father. His dominions were also considerably abridged by his tyrannical behaviour in the Netherlands.

In consequence of this, the United Provinces revoked; and after a long and bloody war obtained their liberty. The United Provinces. In this quarrel Elizabeth of England took part against Philip, which brought on a war with Spain. The great losses he sustained in these wars expatriated the kingdom of both men and goods, notwithstanding the great sums imported from America. Indeed, the discovery and conquest of that country hath much impoverished, instead,
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Spain—the most considerable are the Ebro, formerly Iterus, Guadalquivir, and the Ebro; Guadalupe, or Bethis, Segura, and Xucar.

Religion.

The Spaniards are zealous Romanists. Nowhere is there more pomp, farce, and parade, in what regards religion; and nowhere less true Christianity. Their zeal and their superstitious excess of that of any other Roman Catholic country, unless perhaps we should except Portugal. Nowhere did the inquisition reign with greater terror; there being no subject who was not liable to be professed by the holy office, as it is called; however, the powers of that tribunal are now greatly diminished even in Spain. There are eight archbishops in Spain, even in America, and one in Asia at Manila; each of which has his suffragan bishops. The archbishop of Toledo is primate, chancellor of Castile, and, by virtue of his office, privy councilor. He is said to have a revenue of 100,000. Sterling per annum, or more. The king nominates all archbishops and bishops; and since 1754, all small benefices are also in his gift. He has also lately obtained a power to tax ecclesiastical possessions, according to his pleasure and the exigency of affairs. Though the rest of the nation is poor, the clergy are immensely rich, and their revenues of all kinds very great. Most of the towns and estates belong to them, and are exempt from all public burdens; yet their avarice is inextinguishable, especially that of the mendicant friars, though they profess poverty. Their commerce, which is free from all duties and imposts, is also a rich fund to them. Though the Spaniards are naturally men of wit and of an elevated genius, yet little progress in the sciences is to be expected from them, while the clergy use their utmost efforts to keep them in ignorance, branding all literary researches with the name of heresy, and inveighing against the feats of the muses as the schools of hell, where the devil teaches forcery. There are 32 universities, and several academies, in Spain; but so constituted, and under such restrictions, that they can never attain to any measure of true learning. There are few printing-houses in Spain; and most of the books in that language are published in other countries.

Trade and manufactures.

In regard to trade and manufactures, the Spaniards are far from making such a figure as might be expected. Most of the laborious work in their husbandry, manufactures, and handicrafts, is performed by the French, especially in the two Castiles and the midland provinces, the natives being either too lazy or too proud to flock to such employments. By the means, the French usually return with large fortunes to their own country. The chief manufactures of Spain are those of silk, wool, iron, copper, and other hardwares; but the fall far short of the flourishing condition to which they might be brought; hence a great part of the treasures of America go to the foreign merchants, who supply them with goods for that part of the world. However, it is certain, that Spain, since it hath had princes of the house of Bourbon upon the throne, hath improved its revenues, increased its forces by sea and land, and applied itself more than it did before to manufactures and husbandry; having shaken off, in some measure, that ill indolent disposition which rendered it so contemptible in the eyes of other nations; but it will be a long time before they will be able to supply the wants of their own country, and those of America, in any great degree. Spain is extremely well situated for trade: but most of its produce is exported by foreigners, except what is carried to the Indies; and even with regard to that trade, they are little better than factors to the English, French, Dutch, and Italians. Smugglers, which was formerly carried to a great height, is now in a great measure suppressed. Since the year 1750, the exportation of silver hath been allowed on the payment of 3 per cent. From 1735 almost to 1776, the flota and galleons were discontinued, and the trade to America carried on in regifter-ships, which any merchant might send, on permission obtained from the council of the Indies; but then the flota and galleons were restored. The Aviso-ships are two vessels which carry quicksilver on the king's account to Vera Cruz. There is a company which has an exclusive Grant for trading to the Caraccas; and another for trading to Porto Rico, the Bay of Honduras, the province of Guatemala and Honduras; but the Spanish part of the latter, it is said, hath been lately ceded to the French. One ship, and sometimes two, sail annually from Manila in the island of Luzon, one of the Philippines, for Acapulco in Mexico; her cargo, which belongs to the convents, consists of the principal commodities of that part of the world; but the return from Acapulco is for the most part made in money, and amounts to a vast sum, as appeared from the treasure found on board the Acapulco ship taken by Lord Anson. In return for the manufactures sent to America, the Spaniards receive gold, silver, cochineal, indigo, the coca or chocolate nut, logwood and other dyeing woods, sugar, tobacco, snuff, and other productions of that part of the world; supplying most part of Europe and Asia with the silver which they bring from thence in their galleons. In the time of the Moors and Goths, this kingdom was exceedingly populous. It is said to have then contained between twenty and thirty millions; whereas now it does not contain above nine: and this, among other causes, is owing to the pride and laziness of the inhabitants, want of manufactures and good regulations, neglect of the mines and agriculture, the expulsion of the Moors, the peopling of America, heavy taxes, the great number of convents, excessive venery, and the consequent infecundity of both sexes. Their debauchery and sterility are partly occasioned by their way of living; for they make great use of spices, and drink a great deal of chocolate, and strong wine mixed with brandy. The cauets assigned for the want of people in Spain will account in some measure for its poverty; notwithstanding it is computed that it receives one year with another, letting aside other sums, above 26 millions of pieces of eight, in registered gold and silver. As most of the manufactures that are sent to America are furnished by Britain, France, Italy, and Holland; a great part of the treasure brought home by the galleons is paid to the merchants of those nations.

The constitution of Spain is at present an absolute, hereditary monarchy, where the females inherit in default of the males. The king, in his title, enumerates vermilion.

The king, in his title, enumerates vermilion.

most of the provinces and particular parts of the dominions he has been or is possessed of. In speaking of him, he is commonly called his Catholic Majesty, or the Catholic King. The hereditary prince is commonly styled Prince of Asturias, and the other royal children Infants. The kings of Spain are never crowned; they seem
The general history of Spain proves how great an influence the Cortes had in former times in the most important affairs of government; such as war or peace, and the levying of taxes. But during a long course of years they have not been assembled, except for the sake of form; and the sovereigns, without violence, or formally rejecting their intervention, have found means to elude their authority. They promulgate from the throne certain ordinances under the name of Pragmatics, the preamble of which give us to understand, that they claim the same authority as if they had been published in the assembly of the Cortes; who are never convoked but at the accession of a new monarch, to administer to him an oath in the name of the Cortes representative of all the deputies of the kingdom. The two first clauses represent the nobility; the prelates sit in the name of the clergy; and the cities, which depute one of their magistrates, represent the people.* Except on the above-mentioned occasion, the Cortes of the whole kingdom have been assembled but twice during the present century, and only once upon public business, in the year 1713, when Philip V. convoked them to give their approbation to the Pragmatic Sanction, which changed the order of succession to the throne. They are still confounded, for the sake of form, in certain cases; but then, the members of which they are composed correspond with each other without assembling. At their breaking up in 1713, it was regulated, that they should be represented by a permanent committee, whose office it should be to watch over the administration of that part of the taxes known by the name of Millones, and which had been granted under Philip II., with the formal consent of the Cortes, upon certain conditions, which the monarch swore to observe. They retained the administration of these impôts until the year 1718, when cardinal Alberoni, whole ardent and imperious genius was irritated at such shackles, transferred it to the hands of the sovereign. From that time, the assemblies of the deputies of the kingdom have received no more of the revenues of the state than is necessary to pay the salaries and defray the expenses of the members. There are eight in number, and are chosen in the following manner: All the provinces of Castile unite to nominate six; Catalonia and Majorca appoint one; and the regencies of Valencia and Aragon elect the eighth. These deputies hold their places six years, at the end of which a new election takes place in the same manner. As a relic of their ancient rights, they still retain the privilege of being, by virtue of their places, members of the council of finances, by which the sovereign communicates to the nation the necessity of levying any new tax; and the approbation they are supposed to give to the royal resolution, is a shadow of the content of the Cortes, without which taxes could not formerly be either levied or augmented. But it is easy to perceive, how feeble this rampart of liberty must be, which is only formed of a small number of citizens, who possess little real power; are under the control of government, from which they expect favours and preferences; and who, after all, represent the most numerous indeed, but least respected, part of the nation. The provinces of Biscay and Navarre, which have assemblies and particular privileges, fend also, on certain occasions, deputies to the throne; but they do not make a part of the body of the deputies of the kingdom, and their constituents fix at pleasure the object and duration of the temporary mission.

The administration of Spain is divided into fixed principal departments. The minister for foreign affairs is in many respects the dwelling minister, and receives, as a mark of distinction, the title of secretary of state. The minister of war has but a circumscribed authority. He is president of the council of war, which is rather a tribunal than a board of administration; but the inspectors of the infantry, and those of the cavalry, dragoons, and provincial regiments, draw up a statement of whatever relates to the corps of which they have the direction; and the minister at war has only to present the memorial they give in to the king. The marine minister has no associates. The chiefs of the three departments of Ferrol, Carthagena, and Cadiz, and inspectors of the marine, are named by the king, on the representation of the minister; but the marine ordinances prepared by him alone, require only the function of the king. The minister of the finances should properly be under the inspection of the superintendent-general of that department; but these two offices were some time since united, and will probably be continued; for the separation of them would multiply, without necessity, the spnings of government, and signify nothing; but the minister of finance requires that they should be simplified as much as permanent forms of those sacred bulwarks of justice and property, will admit.

The higher nobility consist of counts, marquises, and dukes. The grandees, who have precedence of all others, next the king and princes of the blood, are named out of these. They have the privilege of being covered in the king's presence, who styles them in his letters Illustrious; and in speaking to them or of them, their Eminencies: but there are others besides the grandees who are covered in the king's presence; as cardinals, nuncios, archbishops, the grand prior of Castile and the grand prior of Malta, the generals of the orders of St. Dominie and St. Francis, ambassadors of crowned heads, the knights of the golden fleece, and of the three military orders of St. James, Claretta, and Alcantara, when the king allows them at their respective chapters in quality of grandmaster. No grandee can be apprehended for any crime but by the express order of the king; and they have many other privileges besides these. The inferior nobility style themselves Cavalleros and Hidalgos.

Of the orders in Spain, that of the golden fleece, is the
the principal: which was instituted in 1430 by Philip the good duke of Burgundy, and is common now to the kings of Spain and the house of Austria. The order of St Jagc de Campotelli was instituted in the year 1175 by Ferdinand II. king of Leon. The order of Calatrava was founded by Sancho III. of Castile. The order of Alcantara owes its institution to Ferdinand II. king of Leon. The three last orders have large commanderies or estates annexed to them. The matters of them were once so powerful, that they disputed the king's authority over them; whereupon the king procured them matters to be conferred on himself by the Pepe, that they might no longer assume an independence of the state. The knights of these three orders are esteem'd noblemen.

In the last century, the revenues of Spain amounted to 32 or 33 millions of livres; but afterwards they were so reduced, that they did not exceed seven or eight millions. At present, the revenues of the crown arising in Spain are computed at five millions Sterling per annum, besides what arises from America. The silver mines there are inexhaustible; and of the produce of these a fifth belongs to the king. The taxes in Spain are numerous and heavy. The land forces, in time of peace, are computed at about 80,000: and in time of war, must be much more numerous. Their navy at present cannot be ascertained.

The language of this country, especially that spoken in Castile, which is by far the purest, approaches the nearest to the Latin of any language in Europe, mixed with Arabic words and terminations introduced by the Moors. In some provinces, the vulgar tongue is a dialect of the old French, or rather Gallicon, which is little understood in the others. In Bisay, the language is said to be a dialect of the Gothic or Celtic, and to have some analogy with the Welsh and Irish. As to what regards the character of the Spaniards, they do not want either an inclination or capacity for the sciences; but have hardly an opportunity of acquiring any true learning or knowledge, at least in their schools and universities. They are admired for their ferocity, confiancy, gravity, patience in adversity, and loyalty. They are also said to be true to their word, great enemies to lying, and so nice and jealous in point of honour, that they will fight at nothing or any thing that is call upon it. Among their vices and defects are reckoned their pride and contempt of foreigners, their indolence, laziness, lust, bigotry, and credulity in believing the feigned miracles and legends of their saints. They are also said to be extremely passionate, jealous, and vindictive; and are noted, above any other European nation, for defpising and neglecting agriculture, arts, and manufactures.

We will here subjoin some directions for travelling in Spain by Mr. Townsend, a late respectable traveller; as they will enable the reader to form a more distinct notion of the state of that country than he could obtain from general description.

To travel commodiously in Spain, a man should have a good constitution, two good servants, letters of credit for the principal cities, and a proper introduction to the best families, both of the native inhabitants and of foreigners settled in the country.

The language will be easily acquired.

His servants should be Spaniards and from the art of cooking, and with the superior art of providing for the journey; which implies a perfect knowledge of the country through which he is to pass, that he may secure a flock of wine, bread, and meat, in places where these excel, and such a flock as may be sufficient to carry him through the districts in which these are not to be obtained. For himself, his servants, and his baggage, he should purchase three strong mules, able to support the load which is to be put upon them. In his baggage he should have fleeces, a mattress, a blanket, and a quilt, a tablecloth, knives, forks, and spoons, with a copper vessel sufficiently capacious to boil his meat. This should be furnished with a cover and lock. Each of the servants should have a gun slung by the side of his mule. To travel as an economist in Spain, a man must be contented to take his chance for conveyance, and either go by the poll, wherever it is established; or join with officers, going to their various stations; to hire a coach, or quietly reign himself to a calash, a calasina, a horse, a mule, or a burrico. This last is the most convenient for the purpose of crossing the country, or of wandering among the mountains. If he is to traverse any district infested by banditti, it will be safe for him to go by the common carriers, in which case he will be mounted on a good mule, and take the place which would have been occupied by some bale of goods. Any one, who is fond of botany, for short excursions, will make choice of a burrico. This is always to be had when, as in some villages, neither horse nor mule are to be obtained. I have used this honourable appellation for the most patient of all animals, because I would not shock the delicacy of a young traveller, by telling him, at his first setting out, that he may sometimes find himself under the necessity of riding upon an ass. He must, however, know, for his consolation, that an ass does not appear so contemptible in Spain as in the colder regions of the north.

The best time for him to begin this expedition is in autumn, when he may go by Bayonne, Burgos, Valldolid, and Segovia, hailing to the court at St Ildefonso. Here he is to procure letters for the chief cities in Spain. On these will depend the whole pleasure of his excursion. During the winter he may see all the south of Spain, Toledo, Cordova, Seville, Cadiz, Gibraltar, Malaga, Granada, Carthagena, Murcia, Alicant, Valencia, and Barcelona. Returning by Zaragoza to Aranjuez in the spring, he may follow the Merino flock to the mountains of the north, whilst the country, on which he has turned his back, is rendered unfit for travelling, by the dissolving heat, by want of provisions, and by malignant fevers. This season will be best employed in Galicia, the Afturias, and the provinces of Bisay, taking Salamanca and Leon in the way.

New Spain. See Mexico.

SPALATRO, or SPALATO, a rich, populous, and thriving town of the republic of Venice, capital of Venetian Dalmatia, with a good harbour and an archbishop's see. Here are the ruins of the palace of Dicollan, of which the late Mr. Robert Adam published in 1764 a splendid account, enriched with 71 foine plates. In 1794, Spalato was nearly depopulated by the plague. It is strong in situation, being built on a peninsula, which is joined to Terra Firma by a neck of land half a mile over. It is seated on the Gulf of Venice, 35 miles south—
SPAN, or the running or dropping of water, containing a large number of plants belonging to the class of monocots, and to the order of triandra; and in the natural system ranged under the 3d order, Calamaria. The amentum of the
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male flower is roundish, the calyx is triphyllous, and there is no corolla. The amentum of the female flower resembles that of the male. The stigma is bifid; the fruit is a dry berry containing one seed. There are two species, the erectum and natans, both of them natives of Great Britain and Ireland. 1. The Erectum, great bur-reed, has a stem two or three feet high, erect, firm, and branched; the lower leaves are triangular, the upper ones plain. The male heads are much smaller than the female. This species flowers in July, and is frequent on the banks of rivers and lakes and near stagnant waters. 2. The Natans, floating or little bur-reed, has a stalk about two feet long. The leaves float, are about a foot long, one fourth of an inch wide at the base, and one-eighth in the middle, and end in a point. The male spherules are generally three, and all sessile; the female are commonly three, the two lower being supported on peduncles, the uppermost sessile. It flowers in July, and grows in pools and lakes, but is rare.

SPARMANNIA, in botany; a genus of plants belonging to the class of Polyandria, and to the order of Monogyna. The corolla consists of four petals, and bent back; the nectaria are numerous, and swell a little; the calyx is quadrphyllous; the capsule is angulated, quinquelocular and exinated. There is only one species, the Africana.


SPARTA, or LacEdemon, the capital of the country of Laconia in Greece, an ancient and most renowned state, the inhabitants of which have been in all ages celebrated for the singularity of their laws and characters. The history of Sparta for many ages is entirely fabulous; and the authentic accounts commence only with the celebrated lawgiver Lycurgus, who flourished about 870 B.C. See the article Lycurgus.

After his death, the first important transact which we find mentioned in the Spartan history is the Messenian war, which commenced in the year 752 B.C. and ended in the total reduction of the Messenian territory, as related under the article Messenia. During this period, according to some authors, a great change took place in the government of Sparta. This was the creation of the ephory, which is ascribed to one of the kings named Thespis. This man perceiving that there was a necessity for leaving magistrates to execute the laws, when the kings were obliged to be in the field, appointed the magistrates abovementioned, who afterwards made so great a figure in the state (see Ephors). One great privilege of the ephor was, that they did not rise up at the presence of the kings, as all other magistrates did: another was, that the kings offended against the laws, the ephori took cognizance of the offence, and inflicted a suitable punishment. From the first election of the ephori, the year was denominated, as at Athens, from the first election of the archons.

The conquest of Messenia gave Sparta the superiority over the rest of the states, excepting only that of Athens, which for a long time continued to be a very troublesome rival; but the contests between these two rival states have been so fully related under the article Athens, that nothing more is requisite to be added in this place.—In the time of the Persian war, Leonidas the Spartan king distinguished himself in such a manner, as to become the admiration not only of that but of every succeeding age. It being resolved in a general council to defend the straits of Thermopylae against the Persians, 7000 foot were put under the command of Leonidas, of whom, however, only 300 were Spartans. Leonidas did not think it practicable to defend the pass against such multitudes as the Persian king commanded, and therefore privately told his friends, that his design was to devote himself to death for his country.

Xerxes advancing near the straits, was strangely surprised to find that the Greeks were resolved to dispute his passage; for he had always flattered himself, that on his approach they would betake themselves to flight, and not attempt to oppose his innumerable forces. However, Xerxes still entertaining some hopes of their flight, waited four days without undertaking anything, on purpose to give them time to retreat. During this time, he used his utmost endeavours to gain and corrupt Leonidas, promising to make him master of all Greece if he would come over to his interest. His offers being rejected with contempt and indignation, the king ordered him by an herald to deliver up his arms. Leonidas, in a style and with a spirit truly laconical, answered, "Come, therefore, and take them." Xerxes, at this reply, transported with rage, commanded the Medes and Ciffians to march against them, take them all alive, and bring them to him in fetters. The Medes, not able to stand the shock of the Greeks, soon betook themselves to flight; and in their room Hydras was ordered to advance with that body which was called Immortal, and consisted of 10,000 chosen men; but when these came to close with the Greeks, they succeeded no better than the Medes and Ciffians, being obliged to retire with great slaughter. The next day the Persians, reflecting on the small number of their enemies, and supposing so many of them to be wounded that they could not possibly maintain a second fight, resolved to make another attempt; but could not by any efforts make the Greeks give way; on the contrary, they were themselves put to a shameful flight. The valour of the Greeks exerted itself on this occasion in a manner so extraordinary, that Xerxes is said to have three times leaped from his throne, exasperating the entire distraction of his army.

Xerxes having lost all hopes of forcing his way through troops that were determined to conquer or die, was extremely perplexed and doubtful what measures he should take in this posture of affairs; when one Epialtes, in expectation of a great reward, came to him, and discovered a secret passage to the top of the hill over which overlooked and commanded the Spartan forces. The king immediately ordered Hydras thither with his select body of 10,000 Persians; who marching all night, arrived at break of day, and possessed themselves of that advantageous post. The Phocians, who defended this pass, being overpowered by the enemy's numbers, retired with precipitation to the very top of the mountain, prepared to die gallantly. But Hydras, neglecting to pursue them, marched down the mountain with all possible expedition, in order to attack those who defended the straits in the rear. Leonidas being now apprised that it was impossible to bear up against the enemy, obliged the rest of his allies to retire; but he stood himself, with the Thebians, Thessals, and 300 Laced.
Lacedemonians, all resolved to die with their leader; who being told by the oracle, that either Sparta should be destroyed or the king lose his life, determined without the least hesitation to sacrifice himself for his country. The Thebans indeed remained against their inclination, being detained by Leonidas as hostages; for they were justified to favour the Persians. The Thebans, with their leader Demophilus, could not by any means be prevailed upon to abandon Leonidas and the Spartans. The augur Megistias, who had foretold the event of this enterprise, being pressed by Leonidas to retire, sent home his only son; but remained himself, and died by Leonidas. Those who did not feed themselves with any hopes of conquering or escaping, but looked upon Thermopylae as their graves; and when Leonidas, exhorting them to take some nourishment, said, that they should all fight together with Pluto, with one accord they set up a shout of joy, as if they had been invited to a banquet.

Xerxes, after pouring out a libation at the rising of the sun, began to move with the whole body of his army, as he had been advised by Epialtes. Upon their approach, Leonidas advanced to the broadest part of the passage, and fell upon the enemy with such unexpected courage and resolution, that the Persian officers were obliged to stand behind the divisions they commanded, in order to prevent the flight of the men. Great numbers of the enemy falling into the sea, were drowned, others were trampled under foot by their own men, and a great many killed by the Greeks; who knowing they could not avoid death upon the arrival of those who were advancing to fail upon their rear, exerted their utmost efforts. In this action fell the brave Leonidas; which Abrocomes and Hyperanthe, two of the brothers of Xerxes, observing, advanced with great resolution to seize his body, and carry it in triumph to Xerxes. But the Lacedemonians, more eager to defend it than their own lives, repulsed the enemy four times, killed both the brothers of Xerxes, with many other commanders of distinction, and rescued the body of their beloved general out of the enemy’s hands. But in the mean time, the army that was led by the treacherous Epialtes, advancing to attack their rear, they retired to the narrow place of the passage, and drawing all together except the Thebans, posted themselves on a rising ground. In this place they made head against the Persians, who poured upon them in all fidel, till at length, not vanquished, but opposed and overwhelmed by numbers, they all fell, except one who escaped to Sparta, where he was treated as a coward and traitor to his country; but afterwards made a glorious redemption in the battle of Plataea, where he distinguished himself in an extraordinary manner. Some time after, a magnificent monument was reared at Thermopylae, in honour of those brave defenders of Greece, with two inscriptions: the one general, and relating to all those who died on this occasion, importing, that the Greeks of Peloponnesus, to the number only of 4000, made head against the Persian army, confenting of 3,000,000. The other related to the Spartans in particular, and was composed by the poet Bion. (to this purpose, “On the passage, and acquaint the Spartans that we died here in obedience to their just commands.”) At those tombs a funeral oration was yearly pronounced in honour of the dead heroes, and public games performed with great solemnity, wherein none but the Lacedemonians and Thebians had any share, to show that they alone were concerned in the glorious defence of Thermopylae.

At the end of the 77th Olympiad, a most dreadful earthquake happened at Sparta, in which, according to Diodorus, 20,000 persons lost their lives; and Plutarch tells us, that only five houses were left standing in the whole city. On this occasion the Helotes or slaves, whom the Spartans had all along treated with the utmost cruelty, attempted to revenge themselves, by taking up arms, and marching directly to the ruins of the city, in hope of cutting off at once those who had escaped from the earthquake. But in this they were prevented by the prudence of the Spartan king Archidamus; for he, observing that the citizens were more desirous of preserving their effects than taking care of their own lives, caused an alarm to be sounded, as if he had known that an enemy was at hand. On this the citizens armed themselves in haste with such weapons as they could come at; and having marched a little way from the city, met the Helotes, whom they soon compelled to retire. The latter, however, knowing that they had now no mercy to expect from those who had already treated them with such cruelty, resolved to defend themselves to the last. Having therefore seized a sea-port town in Mellenia, they from thence made such incursions into the Spartan territories, that they compelled those imperious masters to ask assistance from the Athenians. This was immediately granted; but when the Spartans saw that the skill of the Athenians in besieging towns was much greater than their own, they became jealous, and diftrusted their allies, telling them, that they had now no farther occasion for their services. On this the Athenians left them in disgust; and as the Helotes and Messenians did not choose to come to an engagement with a Spartan army in the field, but took shelter in their fortified places, the war was protracted for ten years and upwards. At last the Helotes were reduced to their former misery; and the Messenians were obliged to leave Peloponnesus, on pain of being made slaves also. These poor people were then received by the Athenians, who granted them Naupactus for their residence, and afterwards brought them back to a part of their own country, from whence in the course of the Peloponnesian war they had driven the Spartans.

In the year 431 B.C. the Peloponnesian war commenced; of which a full account has been given under the article ATTICA, P. 116-165. It ended most unfortunately for the Athenians; their city being taken and dismantled, as related in the article above-mentioned. Thus were the Spartans raised to the highest pitch of glory; and, in the reign of Agesilas, they seemed to be on the point of subverting the Persian empire, as related under the article PERSIA, P. 34. But here their good fortune and their views of empire were suddenly checked. Agesilas had carried on the war in Asia with the greatest success; and as he would hear to no terms of accommodation, a Persian general named Tissaphernes, having first attempted in vain to bribe the king, dispatched Timocrates the Rhodian, with 500 archers into Greece, in order to try whether he could there meet with any persons less incorruptible than the Spartan monarch. This agent found many who inclined to accept his offers; particularly in Thebes, Co.
of the Spartan army in vain. At sea they were defeated by Timoleon the son of Conon; and by land the battle of Leuctra put an end to the superiority which Sparta had held over Greece for near 500 years. Of Sparta entirely.

After this dreadful defeat, the Spartans had occasion to exert all their courage and resolution. The women and nearest relations of those who were killed in battle, instead of spending their time in lamentations, shook each other by the hand, while the relations of the rest who had escaped from the battle hid themselves among the women; or if they were obliged to go abroad, they appeared in tattered clothes, with their arms folded, and their eyes fixed on the ground. It was a law among the Spartans, that such as fled from battle should be degraded from their honours, should be contrained to appear in garments patched with divers colours, to wear their beards half-shaven, and to suffer any to beat them who pleased, without resistance. At present, however, this law was dispensed with; and Agestias by his prudent conduct kept up the spirits of the people, at the same time that by his skill in military affairs he checked the progress of the enemy. Yet, during the lifetime of Epaminondas the Theban general, the war went on greatly to the disadvantage of the Spartans; but he being killed at the battle of Mantinea, all parties became quickly desirous of peace. Agestias did not long survive; and with him, we may say, perished the glory of Sparta. Soon after this all the states of Greece fell under the power of Alexander the Great; and the Spartans, as well as the rest, having become corrupt, and lost their martial spirit, became a prey to domestic tyrants, and to foreign invaders. They maintained their ground, however, with great resolution against the celebrated Pyrrhus king of Epirus; whom they repulsed for three days successively, though not without assistance from one of the captains of Antigonus. Soon after this one of the kings of Sparta named Agis, perceiving the universal degeneracy that had taken place, made an attempt to reform the laws and discipline of Lycourgas, by which he supposed the state would be restored to its former glory. But though at first he met with some appearance of success, he was in a short time tried and condemned by the ephori as a traitor to his country. Cleomenes, however, who ascended the throne in 216 B.C. accomplished the reformation which Agis had attempted in vain. He suppressed the ephori; cancelled all debts; divided the lands equally, as they had been in the time of Lycourgas; and put an end to the luxury which prevailed among the citizens. But at last he was overborne by the number of enemies which surrounded him; and being defeated in battle by Antigonus, he fled to Egypt, where he put an end to his own life. With him perished every hope of retrieving the affairs of Sparta: the city for the present fell into the hands of Antigonus; after which a succession of tyrants took place; till at last all disturbances were ended by the Romans, who reduced Macedon and Greece to provinces of their empire, as has been related under other articles.

It remains now only to say something concerning the character, manners, and customs of the Spartans, which, as they were founded on the laws of Lycourgas, may best be learned from a view of these laws.

The institutions of Lycourgas were divided into 12 tables.
A man of his tribe looked upon the infant; and if they perceived its limbs straight, and thought it had a who-e-some look, then they returned it to its parents to be educated; otherwise it was thrown into a deep cavern at the foot of the mountain Taygetus. This law seems to have had one very good effect, viz. making women very careful, when they were with child, of either eating, drinking, or exercising, to expect: it made them also excellent nurses; for which they were in the highest respect throughout Greece. Strangers were not allowed to reside long in the city, that they might not corrupt the Spartans by teaching them new customs. Citizens were also forbidden to travel, for the same reason, unless the good of the state required it. Such as were not bred up in their youth according to the law, were not allowed the liberty of the city, because they held it unreasonable, that one who had not submitted to the laws in his youth should receive the benefit of them when a man. They never preferred any stranger to a public office; but if at any time they had occasion for a person not born a Spartan, they first made him a citizen, and then preferred him.

IV. Celibacy in men was infamous, and punished in a most extraordinary manner; for the old bachelor was and married, to walk naked, in the depth of winter, through the market-place: while he did this, he was obliged to sing a song in disparagement of himself; and he had none of the honours paid him which otherwise belonged to old age, it being held unreasonable, that the youth should venerate him who was resolved to leave none of his progeny behind him, to revile them when they grew old in their turn. The time of marriage was also fixed; and if a man did not marry when he was of full age, he was liable to an action; as were such also as married above or below themselves. Such as had three children had great immunities; such as had four were free from all taxes whatsoever. Virgins were married without portions; because neither wanted to hinder a man, nor riches induce him, to marry contrary to his inclinations. When a marriage was agreed on, the husband committed a kind of rape upon his bride. Husbands went for a long time, secretly and by stealth, to the beds of their wives, that their love might not be quickly and easily extinguished. Husbands were allowed to lend their wives, but the kings were forbid to take this liberty. Some other laws of the like nature there were, which as they were evidently against modesty, so they were from producing the end for which Lycurgus designed them; since, though the men of Sparta were generally remarkable for their virtue, the Spartan women were as generally decorous for their boldness and contempt of decency.

V. It was the care of Lycurgus, that, from their education, the Lacedemonians should be inured to their conquer their appetites: for this reason he directed, that nurses should accustom their children to spare meals, and now and then to fasting; that they should carry them, when 2 or 3 years old, to those who should examine their education, and who should carefully observe whether they were able to be in the dark alone, and whether they had got over all other follies and weaknesses incident to children. He directed, that children of all ranks should be brought up in the same way; and that none should be more favoured in food than another, that they might not, even in their

tables. The first comprehended such of the Spartan laws as regarded religion. The statues of all the gods and goddesses were represented in armour, even to Venus herself; the reason of which was, that the people might conceive a military life the most noble and honourable, and not attribute, as other nations did, floth and luxury to the gods. As to sacrifices, they conceived of things of very small value; for which Lycurgus himself gave this reason. That want might never hinder them from worshipping the gods. They were forbidden to make long or rash prayers to the heavenly powers, and were enjoined to ask no more than that they might live honestly and discharge their duty. Graves were permitted to be made within the bounds of the city, contrary to the custom of most of the Greek nations; nay, they buried close by their temples, that all degrees of people might be made familiar with death, and not conceive it such a dreadful thing as it was generally esteemed elsewhere: on the same account, the touching of dead bodies, or afflicting at funerals, made none unclean, but were held to be as innocent and honourable duties as any other. There was nothing thrown into the grave with the dead body; magnificent sepulchres were forbidden; neither was there so much as an inscription, however plain or modest, permitted. Tears, sighs, outcries, were not allowed in public, because they were thought dishonourable in Spartans, whom their lawgiver would have to bear all things with equanimity. Mourning was limited to 11 days; on the 13th the mourner sacrificed to Ceres, and threw aside his weeds. In favour of such as were slain in the wars, however, and of women who devoted themselves to a religious life, there was an exception allowed as to the rules before-mentioned; for such had a short and decent incision on their tombs. When a number of Spartans fell in battle, at a distance from their country, many of them were buried together under one common tomb; but if they fell on the frontiers of their own state, then their bodies were carefully carried back to Sparta, and interred in their family-sepulchres.

II. Lycurgus divided all the country of Laconia into 30,000 equal shares: the city of Sparta he divided into 5000, as some say; into 6000, as others say; and, as a third party will have it, into 4500. The intent of the legislator was, that property should be equally divided among his citizens, so that none might be powerful enough to oppress his fellows, or any be in such necessity, as to be therefrom in danger of corruption. With the same view he forbade the buying or selling these possessions. If a stranger acquired a right to any of these shares, he might quietly enjoy it, provided he submitted to the laws of the republic. The city of Sparta was unwalled; Lycurgus trusting it rather to the virtue of its citizens than to the art of masons. As to the houses, they were very plain; for their ceilings could only be wrought by the axe, and their gates and doors only by the law; and their utensils were to be of a like flample, that luxury might have no influence among them. If a stranger acquired a right to any of these shares, he might quietly enjoy it, provided he submitted to the laws of the republic. The city of Sparta was unwalled; Lycurgus trusting it rather to the virtue of its citizens than to the art of masons. As to the houses, they were very plain; for their ceilings could only be wrought by the axe, and their gates and doors only by the law; and their utensils were to be of a like flample, that luxury might have no influence among them. If a stranger acquired a right to any of these shares, he might quietly enjoy it, provided he submitted to the laws of the republic. The city of Sparta was unwalled; Lycurgus trusting it rather to the virtue of its citizens than to the art of masons. As to the houses, they were very plain; for their ceilings could only be wrought by the axe, and their gates and doors only by the law; and their utensils were to be of a like flample, that luxury might have no influence among them.
infancy, perceive any difference between poverty and riches, but consider each other as equals, and even as brethren, to whom the same portions were alligned, and who, through the course of their life, were to fare alike: the youths alone were allowed to eat flesh; older men ate their black broth and pulse; the lads slept together in chambers, and after a manner somewhat resembling that still in use in Turkey for the Janizaries; their beds, in the summer, were very hard, being composed of the reeds plucked by the hand from the banks of the Eurotas; in winter their beds were softer, but by no means downy, or fit to indulge immoderate sleep. They ate altogether in public; and in case any abstained from coming to the tables, they were fined. It was crowns when they were about the latter. In the field, however, their fumptuary laws did not take place so strictly as in the city; for when they went to war, they were purple habits; they put on crowns when they were about to engage the enemy; they had also rings, but they were of iron; which metal was most esteemed by this nation. Young women wore their veils or jerkins only to their knees, or, as some think, not quite so low; a custom which both Greek and Roman authors confene as indecent. Gold, precious stones, and other costly ornaments, were permitted only to common women; which permission was the strongest prohibition to women of virtue, or who affected to be thought virtuous. Virgins went abroad without veils, with which married women, on the contrary, were always covered. In certain public exercises, in which girls were admitted as well as boys, they were both obliged to perform naked. Plutarch apologizes for this custom, urging, that there could be no danger from nakedness to the morals of youth whose minds were fortified and habituated to virtue. One of Lycurgus’s principal views in his inquisitions, was to eradicate the very seeds of civil disention in his republic. Hence proceeded the equal division of estates injed by him; hence the contempt of wealth, and the neglect of other distinctions, as particularly birth, he considering the people of his whole state as one great family; distinctions which, in other commonwealths, frequently produce tumults and confusions that shake their very foundation.

VI. Though the Spartans were always free, yet it was this restraint, that they were subaltern to their own laws, which bound them as strictly in the city as soldiers, in other states, were bound by the rules of war in the camp. In the first place, strict obedience to their superiors was the great thing required in Sparta. This they looked upon as the very basis of government; without which neither laws nor magistrates availed much. Old age was an indubitable title to honour in Sparta; to the old men the youth rose up whenever they came into any public place; they gave way to them when they met them in the streets, and were stelent whenever their elders spoke. As all children were looked upon as the children of the state, so all the old men had the authority of parents; they reprehended whatever they saw amiss, not only in their own, but in other people’s children; and by this method Lycurgus provided, that as youth are everywhere apt to offend, they might be nowhere without a monitor. The laws went still further: if an old man was present where a young one committed a fault, and did not reprove him, he was punished equally with the delinquent. Amongst the youths there was one of their own body, or at most two years older than the rest, who was styled iros: he had the same authority to question all their actions, to look strictly to their behaviour, and to make them amends; neither were their punishments light, but, on the contrary, very severe; whereby the youth were made hardy, and accustomed to bear stripes and rough usage. Silence was a thing highly commended at Sparta, where modesty was held to be a most becoming virtue in young people; nor was it restrained only to their words and actions, but to their very looks and gestures; Lycurgus having particularly directed, that they should look forward, or on the ground, and that they should always keep their hands within their robes. A stupid inconsiderate person, one who would not listen to instruction, but was careless of whatever the world might say of him, the Lacedemonians treated as a scandal to human nature; with such an one they would not converse, but threw him off as a rotten branch and worthless member of society.

VIII. The plainness of their manners, and their being so very much addicted to war, made the Lacedemonians
monians left fond of the sciences than the rest of the
Greeks. A soldier was the only reputable profession
in Sparta; a mechanic or husbandman was thought a
low fellow. The reason of this was, that they imagi-
ned professions which required much labour, some con-
stant posture, being continually in the house, or always
about a fire, weakened the body and deprested
the mind: whereas a man brought up hardly, was equally
fit to attend the service of the republic in time of
peace, and to fight its battles when engaged in war.
Such occupations as were necessary to be followed for
the benefit of the whole, as husbandry, agriculture,
and the like, were left to their slaves the Helots; but
for curious arts, and such as served only to luxury, they
would not so much as suffer them to be introduced in
their city; in consequence of which, rhetoricians, au-
gurs, bankers, and dealers in money, were shut out:
The Spartans admitted not any of the theatrical diver-
sions among them; they would not bear the representa-
tion of evil even to produce good; but other kinds of
poetry were admitted, provided the magistrates had the
perusal of pieces before they were handed to
the public.

Above all things, they affected brevity of speech,
and accustomed their children, from their very infancy,
ever to express themselves in more words than were
strictly necessary; whence a concise and sententious orati-
ory is to this day styled Laconic. In writing they used
the same conciseness; of which we have a signal instance
in a letter of Archidamus to the Eleans, when he un-
derstood that they had some thoughts of affailing the
Arcadians. It ran thus: "Archidamus to the Eleans:
It is good to be quiet." And therefore Epaminondas,
thought that he had reason to glory in having forced
the Spartans to abandon their monosyllables, and to
lengthen their discourse.

The greatest part of their education consisted in gi-
ving their youth right ideas of men and things: the
iron or master propounded questions, and either commend-
ed the answers that were made him, or reproved such
as answered weakly. In these questions, all matters,
either of a trivial or abstruse nature, were equally avoid-
ed; and they were confined to such points as were of
the highest importance in civil life; such as, Who was
the best man in the city? Wherein lay the merit of
such an action? and, Whether this or that hero's fame
was well-founded? Harmlefs raffery was greatly en-
couraged; and this, joined to their short manner of
speaking, rendered laconic replies universally admired.

Music was much encouraged; but in this, as in other
things, they adhered to that which had been in favour
with their ancestors; nay, they were so fixed therein,
that they would not permit their slaves to learn either
the tune or the words of their most admired odes; or,
which is all one, they would not permit them to sing
them if they had learned them. Though the youth of
the male sex were much cherishead and beloved, as those
that were to build up and continue the future glory of
the state, yet in Sparta it was a virtuous and modest af-
ection, untinged with that fenuality which was so
scandalous at Athens. The good e€:fects of this part of
Lycurgus's institutions were seen in the union that
reigned among his citizens; and which was so extra-
ordinary, that even in cafes of competition, it was hardly
known that rivals bore ill-will to each other; but,
on the contrary, their love to the same person bega$ a
secondary friendship among themselves, and united
them in all things which might be for the benefit of
the person beloved.

Some authors have accused this great lawgiver of en-
couraging theft in his institutions; which, they say,
was not held scandalous among the Spartans, if it were
so dexterously managed as that the person was not de-
dected in it. But this is certain, and seems to be a
strong contradiction of the heinous charge, that when a
theft was discovered, it was punished with the utmost
severity: a person even suspected of it would endure
the heaviest punishments rather than acknowledge it,
and be branded with so base a crime.

IX. The exercitcs instituted by law fall under the Exercitcs
ninth table. In thefe all the Greeks were extremely
careful, but the Lacedemonians in a degree beyond
the rest; for if a youth, by his corpulence, or any
other means, became unfit for these exercitcs, he under-
went public contempt at least, if not banishment.—
Hunting was the usual diversion of their children; nay,
it was made a part of their education, because it had a
tendency to strengthen their limbs, and to render
those who practised it fupple and fleet: they likewise
bred up dogs for hunting with great care. They had
a kind of public dances, in which they exceedingly
delighted, and which were common alike to virgins and
young men; indeed, in all their sports, girls were allowed
to divert themselves with the youth; infomuch
that, at darting, throwing the quoit, pitching the
bar, and such-like robust diverfions, the women were as
dexterous as the men. For the manifest oddity of this
proceeding, Lycurgus assigned no other reason than
that he fought to render women, as well as men, strong
and healthy, that the children they brought forth might
be fo too. Violent exercitcs, and a laborious kind of
life, were only enjoined the youth; for when they were
grown up to men's estate, that is, were upwards of 30
years old, they were exempted from all kinds of labour,
and employed themselves wholly either in affairs of state
or in war. They had a method of whippmg, at a cer-
tain time, young men in the temple of Diana, and about
her altar; which, however palliated, was certainly
unnatural and cruel. It was esteemed a great honour
to fulfill these flagellations without weeping, groan-
ing, or showing any fenfe of pain; and the sight of
this was so strong in these young minds, that they
were very frequently suffered death without shedding a tear
or breathing a figh. A defire of overcoming all the
weakness of human nature, and thereby rendering his
Spartans not only superior to their neighbours, but to
their species, runs through many of the institutions of
Lycurgus; which principle, if well attended to, thor-
oughly explains them; and without attending to which,
it is impossible to give any account of them at all.

X. Gold and silver were, by the confiderations of
Lycurgus, made of no value in Sparta. He was so ze-
ulous of the danger of riches, that he made the
very possession of them venal; but as there was no
living without some sort of money, that is, some common
measure or standard of the worth of things, he direc-
ed an iron coinage, whereby the Spartans were sup-
plied with the useful money, and at the fame time had
no temptation to covetousnes afforded them; for a very
small sum was sufficient to load a couple of horses; and

a great
a great one must have been kept in a barn or warehouse. The coming in of all foreign money was also prohibited, that corruption might not enter under the name of commerce. The most ancient method of dealing, viz. by barter, or exchange of one commodity for another, was preferred by law in Sparta long after it had been out of date everywhere else. Interest was a thing forbidden in the Spartan commonwealth; where they had also a law against alienation of lands, accepting presents from foreigners, even without the limits of their own country, and when their authority and character might well seem to excuse them.

X. Such of the laws of Sparta as related to courts of justice may be brought under the 11th table. Thirty years must have passed over the head of him who had a right to concern himself in judicial proceedings. Young men were thought unfit for them; and it was even held indecent, and did report, for a man to have any fondness for law-suits, or to be baffling himself at the tribunals, when he had no affairs there of his own. By these rules Lycurgus thought to shut out litigiousness, and to prevent that multiplicity of suits which is always scandalous in a state. As young people were not permitted to inquire about the laws of other countries, and as they were hindered from hearing judicial proceedings in their courts, so they were likewise forbidden to ask any questions about, or to endeavour to discover, the reasons of the laws by which themselves were governed. Obedience was their duty; and to that alone they would have them kept. Men of abandoned characters, or who were notoriously of ill fame, lost all right of giving their votes in respect of public affairs, or of speaking in public assemblies; for they would not believe that an ill man in private life could mean his country better than he did his neighbour.

XI. Till a man was 30 years old, he was not capable of serving in the army, as the best authors agree; though some think that the military age is not well ascertained by ancient writers. They were forbidden to march to any time before the full-moon; the reason of which law is very hard to be disbelieved, if indeed it had any reason at all, or was not rather founded on some superstitious opinion, that this was a more lucky conjunction than any other. They were likewise forbidden to fight often against the same enemy; which was one of the wisest maxims in the political system of Lycurgus: and Ageiilaulus, by offending against it, destroyed the power of his country, and lost her that authority which for many ages the maintained over the rest of Greece; for, by continually warring against the Thebans, to whom he had an inveterate hatred, he at last beat them into the knowledge of the art of war, and enabled them, under the command of Epaminondas, to maintain for a time the principality of Greece. Maritime affairs they were forbidden to meddle with, though the necessity of things compelled them, in process of time, to transgress this institution, and by degrees to transfer to themselves the dominion of the sea as well as of the land: but, after the Peloponnesian war, they again neglected naval affairs, from a persuasion that the sea was a fortress, and to the exterior, as they never fortified Sparta, they were not ready to undertake sieges: fighting in the field was their proper province, and, while they could overcome their enemies there, they rightly conceived that nothing could hurt them at home. In time of war, they relaxed somewhat of their strict manner of living, in which they were singular. The true reason for this was, in all probability, that war might be less burdensome to them; for, as we have more than once observed, a strong desire to render them bold and warlike was the reigning passion of their legislator. They were forbidden to remain long encamped in the same place, as well to hinder their being surprized, as that they might be more troublesome to their enemies, by wailing every corner of their country. They kept all night in their armour; but their outguards were not allowed their shields, that, being unprovided of defence, they might not dare to sleep. In all expeditions they were careful in the performance of religious rites: and, after their evening meal was over, the folders sung together hymns to their gods. When they were about to engage, the king sacrificed to the muses, that, by their assistance, they might be enabled to perform deeds worthy of being recorded to late times. Then the army advanced in order to the sound of flutes, which played the hymn of Castor. The king himself sung the pean, which was the signal to charge. This was done with all the solemnity imaginable; and the folders were fated either to die or conquer: indeed they had no other choice; for if they fled they were infamous, and in danger of being slain, even by their own mothers, for disgracing their families. In this consisted all the excellency of the Spartan women, who, if possible, exceeded in bravery the men, never lamenting over husbands or sons, if they died honourably in the field: but deploring the flame brought on their house, if either the one or the other escaped by flight. The throwing away a shield also induced infamy; and, with respect to this, mothers, when they embraced their departing sons, were wont to caution them, that they should either return armed as they were, or be brought back to when they were dead: for, as we have observed, such as were slain in battle were nevertheless buried in their own country. When they made their enemies fly, they pursued no longer than till victory was certain; because they would seem to fight rather for the honour of conquering, than of putting their enemies to death. According to their excellent rules of war, they were bound not to spoil the dead bodies of their enemies; but in process of time, this, and indeed many other of their most excellent regulations, fell into desuetude. He who overcame by stratagem, offered up an ox to Mars; whereas he who conquered by force, offered up only a cock; the former being esteemed more manly than the latter. After 40 years service, a man was, by law, no longer required to go into the field; and consequently, if the military age was 30, the Spartans were not held invalids till they were 70.

SPARTIUS (Elius), a Latin historian, who wrote the lives of Adrian, Caracalla, and four other Roman emperors. He lived under the reign of Diocleian, about the year 296.

SPARTIUM, Broom, in botany: A genus of plants belonging to the class of Dendrophlebia, and order of Dendrophylem, and in the natural system arranged under the family Papilionaceae. The stigma is longitudinal and woolly above: the filaments adhere to the germen. The calyx is produced downwards. There are 16 species,
The common broom is used for a variety of purposes. It has been of great benefit sometimes in dropical complaints. The manner in which Dr Cullen administered it was this: He ordered half an ounce of fresh broom tops to be boiled in a pound of water till one half of the water was evaporated. He then gave two table-spoonfuls of the decoction every hour till it operated both upon the bowel and urine. By repeating these doses every day, or every second day, he says some dropsy have been cured. Dr Mead relates, that a dropical patient, who had taken the usual remedies, and been tapped three times without effect, was cured by taking half a pint of the decoction of green broom tops, with a spoonful of whole malt and beer morning and evening.

An infusion of the seeds drunk freely (says Mr Withering) has been known to produce similar effects; but whoever expects these effects to follow in every dropical case, will be greatly deceived. I knew them succeed in one case that was truly deplorable; but out of the great number of cafes in which the medicine had a fair trial, this proved a single instance.

The flower buds are in some countries pickled, and eaten as capers; and the seeds have been used as a bad substitute for coffee. The branches are used for making beets, and tanning leather. They are also used instead of thatch to cover sheep-folds. The old wood furnishes the cabinet-maker with beautiful materials for varnishing. The tender branches are in some places mixed with hops for brewing, and the macerated bark may be manufactured into cloth.

The junceum, or Spanish broom, grows naturally in the southern provinces of France, as well as other parts of the south of Europe. It grows in the poorest soils, on the steepest declivities of the hills in a fliny soil, where hardly any other plant could vegetate. In a few years it makes a vigorous shrub; infinuating its roots between the interstices of the stones, it binds the soil, and retains the small portion of vegetable earth scattered over the hills, which is worn away by the annual rains. It is most easily raised from seed, which is usually sown in January, after the ground has received a slight dressing.

This shrub serves two useful purposes. Its branches yield a thread of which linen is made, and in winter support sheep and goats.

In manufacturing thread from broom, the youngest plants are cut in the month of August, or after harvest, and gathered together in bundles, which at first are laid in the sun to dry: they are then beaten with a piece of wood, washed in a river or pond, and left to steep in the water for about four hours. The bundles thus prepared are taken to a little distance from the water, and laid in a hollow place made for them, where they are covered with fern or straw, and remain thus to steep for eight or nine days; during which time, all that is necessary, is to throw a little water once a-day on the heap, without uncovering the broom. After this, the bundles are well washed, the green rind of the plant or epidermis comes off, and the fibrous part remains; each bundle is then beaten with a wooden hammer upon a stone, to detach all the threads, which are, at the same time carefully drawn to the extremity of the branches. After this operation, the faggots are untied, and spread upon stones or rocks till they are dry. The twigs must not be peeled till they are perfectly dry; they are then dressed with the comb, and the threads are separated according to their fineness, and spun upon a wheel.

The linen made of this thread serves various purposes in rural economy. The coarsest is employed in making sacks and other strong cloths for carrying grain or feeds. Of the finest is made bed, table, and bed linen. The peafants in several places use no other, for they are unacquainted with the culture of hemp or flax, their soil being too dry and too barren for raising them. The cloth made with the thread of the broom is very useful; it is as soft as that made of hemp; and it would perhaps look as well as that made of flax if it was more carefully spun. It becomes white in proportion as it is steeped. The price of the finest thread, when it is fold, which seldom happens, is generally about a shilling a pound.

The other use to which this broom is applied, is to maintain sheep and goats during winter. In the mountains of Lower Languedoc these animals have no other food from November to April, except the leaves of trees preferred. The branches of this broom therefore are a resource the more precious, that it is the only fresh nourishment which at that season the flocks can procure, and they prefer it at all times to every other plant. In fine weather the sheep are led out to feed on the broom, where it grows; but in bad weather the shepherds cut the branches, and bring them to the sheep-folds. There is, however, an inconvenience attending the continued use of this food. It generally produces inflammation in the urinary passages. But this inconvenience is easily removed by cooling drink, or a change of food, or by mixing the broom with something else.

It is perhaps needless to add, that it differs much from the broom that is common everywhere in the north of Europe, though this too, in many places, is used for food to cattle. Both of them produce flowers that are very much resorted to by bees, as they contain a great quantity of honey juice. And this should be another inducement to the cultivation of the Spanish broom.

SPARUS, Gilt-head, in natural history, a genus of animals belonging to the class of Pisces, and the order of Atherinid. The fore-teeth and dog-teeth are very strong; the grinders are obtuse and thick set; the lips are folded over; there are five rays in the gill membrane; and the opercula are scaly; the body is compressed; the lateral line is crooked behind; and the pectoral fins are roundish.

Gmelin enumerates 33 species, of which only three are found in the British seas, the pegasus, auratus, and dentatus. 1. The pegasus, or sea-bream, is of a reddish colour. The skin forms a finus at the roots of the dorsal and anal fins. The body is broad; the back and belly ridged. There is only one dorsal fin. 2. The auratus, or gilt-bream. The head and sides of it are gilt, and there is a golden spot between the eyes shaped like a half moon; there is also a black purple spot on the gills; and it weighs from eight lb. to ten lb. It is one
of the pijes saxatilis; or fish that haunts deep waters on bold rocky shores. They feed chiefly on shell-fish, which they comminate with their teeth before they swallow; the teeth of this genus in particular being adapted for that purpose: the grinders are flat and strong, like those of certain quadrupeds: besides which there are certain bones in the lower part of the mouth that affist in grinding their food. They are but a coarse fish: they were known to the Romans, who did not esteem them unless they were fed with Lucerne oysters, as Martial informs us,

Non omnis laudem pretiumque Auxilium meretur,
Sed qui folus erit concha Lucinae cibus.

Lib. xiii. Ep. 90.

3. The dentatus, toothed sea-bream, is black above, and of a silvery appearance below. The eyes and gills are very large. There are nine rows of teeth in the lower jaw, and one in the upper.

In the account of Captain Cook's voyage published by Mr Forster, we are informed, that the gillheads are sometimes poisonous, owing to their feeding on certain species of the raja, which have an extremely acrid and stimulating property.

SPASM, a convulsion. See Medicine, n° 278.

SPATHA, in botany, a sheath; a species of calyx which burits lengthwise, and protrudes a stalk supporting one or more flowers, which commonly have no perianthium or flower-cup.

SPATHACAEAE (from spatha, "a sheath"), the name of the ninth order in Linnaeus's Fragments of a Natural Method consisting of plants whose flowers are protruded from a spatha or sheath. See Botany, p. 458.

SPATHELLA, in botany; a genus of plants belonging to the class of pentandria, and to the order of trignia. The calyx is pentaphyllous; the petals are five; the capsule is three-edged and trilocular; the seeds solitary. There is only one species, the simplicis, which is a native of Jamaica, and was introduced into the botanical gardens of Britain in 1778 by Dr. Wright, late of Jamaica.

SPEAKER, in commerce, the several pieces of gold, silver, copper, &c. which having passed their full preparation and coinage, are current in public. See Money.

SPECIFIC, in philosophy, that which is peculiar to any thing, and distinguishing it from all others.

SPECIFICS, in medicine. By species is not meant so much as in all patients produce salutary effects. Such medicines are not to be expected, because the operations and effects of remedies are not formally inherent in them, but depend upon the mutual action and reaction of the body and medicine upon each other; hence the various effects of the same medicine in the same kind of disorder in different patients, and in the same patient at different times. By specific medicines we understand such medicines as are more insalubrious than any other in any particular disorder.

SPECIES, in logic, a relative term, expressing an idea which is comprised under some general one called a genus. See Logic, n° 68.

SPECIES, in commerce, the several pieces of gold, silver, copper, &c. which having passed their full preparation and coinage, are current in public. See Money.
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not regulate or prevent; but we know very few indeed that can make any sensible change in this weight without the addition or ablation of other matter. Even taking it to the summit of a high mountain, or from the equator to the polar region, will make no change in its weight as it is ascertained by the balance, because there is the same real diminution of weight in the pounds and ounces used in the examination.

Notwithstanding the unavoidable change which heat and cold make in the bulk of bodies, and the permanent varieties of the same kind of matter which are caused by different circumstances of growth, texture, &c., all kinds of matter have a certain constancy in the density of their particles, and therefore in the weight of a given bulk. Thus the purity of gold, and its degree of adulteration, may be inferred from its weight, as being purer in proportion as it is more dense. The density, therefore, of different kinds of tangible matter becomes characteristic of the kind, and a test of its purity; it marks a particular appearance in which matter exists, and may therefore be called, with propriety, Specific.

But this density cannot be directly observed. It is not by comparing the distances between the atoms of matter in gold and in water that we say the first is 19 times denser than the last, and that an inch of gold contains 19 times as many material atoms as an inch of water; we reckon on the equal gravitation of every atom of matter whether of gold or of water; therefore the weight of any body becomes the indication of its material density, and the weight of a given bulk becomes specific of that kind of matter, marking its kind, and even ascertaining its purity in this form.

It is evident that, in order to make this comparison of general use, the standard must be familiarly known, and must be very uniform of its density, and the comparison of bulk and density must be easy and accurate. The most obvious method would be to form, with all nicety, a piece of the standard matter of some convenient bulk, and to weigh it very exactly, and keep a note of its weight; then, to make the comparison of any other substance, it must be made into a mass of the same specific bulk, and weighed with equal care; and the most convenient way of expressing the specific gravity would be to consider the weight of the standard as unity, and then the number expressing the specific gravity is the number of times that the weight of the standard is contained in that of the other substance. This comparison is most easily and accurately made in fluids. We have only to make a vessel of known dimensions equal to that of the standard which we employ, and to weigh it when empty, and then when filled with the fluid. Nay, the most difficult part of the process, the making a vessel of the precise dimensions of the standard, may be avoided, by using some fluid substance for a standard. Any vessel will then do; and we may ensure very great accuracy by using a vessel with a slender neck, such as a phial or matra; for when this is filled to a certain mark in the neck, any error in the estimation by the eye will bear a very small proportion to the whole. The weight of the standard fluid which fills it to this mark being carefully ascertained, is kept in remembrance. The specific gravity of any other fluid is had by weighing the contents of this vessel when filled with it, and dividing the weight by the weight of the standard. The quotient is the specific gravity of the fluid. But in all other cases this is a very difficult problem: it requires very nice hands, and an accurate eye, to make two bodies of the same bulk. An error of one hundredth part in the linear dimensions of a solid body makes an error of a 30th part in its bulk; and bodies of irregular shapes and friable substance, such as the ores of metals, cannot be brought into convenient and exact dimensions for measurement.

From all these inconveniences and difficulties we are freed by the celebrated Archimedes, who, from the principles of hydraulics discovered or established by him, deduced the accurate and easy method which is now universally practiced for ascertaining the specific gravity and density of bodies. (See Archimedes and Hydraulics, etc.) Instead of measuring the bulk of the body by that of the displaced fluid (which would have been impossible for Archimedes to do with any thing like the necessary precision), we have only to observe the loss of weight sustained by the solid. This can be done with great ease and accuracy. Whatever may be the bulk of the body, this loss of weight is the weight of an equal bulk of the fluid; and we obtain the specific gravity of the body by simply dividing its whole weight by the weight lost: the quotient is the specific gravity when this fluid is taken for the standard, even though we should not know the absolute weight of any given bulk of this standard. It also gives us an easy and accurate method of ascertaining even this fundamental point. We have only to form any solid body into an exact cube, sphere, or prism, of known dimensions, and observe what weight it loses when immersed in this standard fluid. This is the weight of the same bulk of the standard to be kept in remembrance; and thus we obtain, by the by, a most easy and accurate method for measuring the bulk or solid contents of any body, however irregular its shape may be. We have only to see how much weight it loses in this standard fluid; we can compute what quantity of the standard fluid will have this weight. Thus should we find that a quantity of sand, or a furnace bulk, loses 250 ounces when immersed in pure water, we learn by this that the solid measure of every grain of the sand, or of every twig and prickle of the furnace, when added into one fathom, amounts to the fourth part of a cubic foot, or to 432 cubic inches.

To all these advantages of the Archimedean method of ascertaining the specific gravity of bodies, derived from his hydraulical doctrines and discoveries, we may add, that the immediate standard of comparison, namely, water, is, of all the substances that we know, the fittest for the purpose of an universal standard of reference. In its ordinary natural state it is sufficiently confant and uniform in its weight for every examination where the utmost mathematical accuracy is not wanted; all its variations arise from impurities, from which it may at times be separated by the simple process of distillation; and we have every reason to think that when pure, its density, when of the same temperature, is invariable.

Water is therefore universally taken for the unit of that scale on which we measure the specific gravity of bodies, and its weight is called 1. The specific gravity of any other body is the real weight in pounds and ounces, when of the bulk of one pound or one ounce of water. It is therefore of the first importance, in all
difficulties respecting the specific gravity of bodies, to have the specific weight of some known bulk of pure water. We have taken some pains to examine, and compare the experiments on this subject, and shall endeavour to ascertain this point with the precision which it deserves. We shall reduce all to the English cubic foot and avoirdupois ounce of the Exchequer standard, on account of a very convenient circumstance peculiar to this unit, viz., that a cubic foot contains almost precisely a thousand ounces of pure water, so that the specific gravity of bodies expresses the number of such ounces contained in a cubic foot.

We begin with a trial made before the house of commons in 1696 by Mr Everard. He weighed 21456 cubic inches of water by a balance, which turned feebly with 6 grains, when there were 30 pounds in each scale. The weights employed were the troy weights, in the deposit of the Court of Exchequer, which are still preserved, and have been most scrupulously examined and compared with each other. The weight was 1131 ounces 14 penny weights. This wants just 1 grain of a thousand avoirdupois ounces for 1728 cubic inches, or a cubic foot; and it would have amounted to that weight had it been a degree or two colder. The temperature indeed is not mentioned; but as the trial was made in a comfortable room, we may presume the temperature to have been about 55° of Fahrenheit's thermometer. The dimensions of the vessel were as accurate as the nice hand of Mr Abraham Sharp, Mr Flamsteed's assistant at Greenwich, could execute, and it was made by the Exchequer standard of length.

This is confirmed by the naturalists of Europe as a very accurate standard experiment, and it is confirmed by many others both private and public. The standards of weight and capacity employed in the experiment are all in existence, and publicly known, by the report of the Royal Society to parliament in 1742, and by the report of a committee of the house of commons in 1748. This gives it a superiority over all the measures which have come to our knowledge.

The first experiment, made with proper attention, that we meet with, is by the celebrated Snellius, about the year 1659, and related in his Eratosthenes Batavus. He weighed a Rhinland cubic foot of distilled water, and found it 6270 Amsterdam pounds. If this was the ordinary weight of the hopes, containing 7626 English troy grains, the English cubic foot must be 62 pounds 9 ounces, only one ounce more than Everard's experiment. If it was the Minto pound, the weight was 62 pounds 6 ounces. The only other trials which can come into competition with Mr Everard's are some made by the Academy of Sciences at Paris. Picart, in 1691, found the Paris cubic foot of the water of the fountain d'Arcueil to weigh 69,588 pounds poids de Paris. Du Hamel obtained the very same refult; but Mr Monges, in 1783, says that filtered rain-water of the temperature 12° (Reaumur) weighs 69,3792. Both these measures are considerably below Mr Everard's, which is 63; 5, the former giving 63,083, and the letter 61,888. M. Lavater finds the Paris cubic foot at 76 pounds, which makes the English foot 62,47. But there is an inconsistency among them which makes the comparison impossible. Some changes were made in 1688, by royal authority, in the national standards, both of length and weight; and the academicians are exceedingly puzzled to this day in reconciling the differences, and cannot even ascertain with perfect accuracy the linear measures which were employed in their most boasted geometrical operations.

Such variations in the measurements made by persons of reputation for judgment and accuracy engaged the writer of this article some years ago to attempt another. A vessel was made of a cylindrical form, as being more easily executed with accuracy, whose height and diameter were 8 inches, taken from a most accurate copy of the Exchequer standard. It was weighed in distilled water of the temperature 56° several times without varying 2 grains, and left 42885 grains. This gives for the cubic foot 99874 ounces, deficient from Mr Everard's an ounce and a quarter; a difference which may be expected, since Mr Everard used the New River water without distillation.

We hope that these observations will not be thought superfluous in a matter of such continual reference, in the most interesting questions both to the philosopher and the man of business; and that the determination which we have given will be considered as sufficiently authenticated.

Let us, therefore, for the future take water for the standard, and suppose that, when of the ordinary temperature of summer, and in its state of greatest natural purity, viz. in clean rain or snow, an English cubic foot of it weighs a thousand avoirdupois ounces of 4375 troy grains each. Divide the weight of any body by the weight of an equal bulk of water, the quotient is the specific gravity of that body; and if the three first figures of the decimal be accounted integers, the quotient is the number of avoirdupois ounces in a cubic foot of the body. Thus the specific gravity of the very finest gold which the refiner can produce is 19365, and a cubic foot of it weighs 19565 ounces.

But an important remark must be made here. All bodies of homogeneous or unorganized texture expand by heat, and contract by cooling. The expansion and contraction by the same change of temperature is very different in different bodies. Thus water, when heated from 60° to 100°, increases its volume nearly \( \frac{1}{39} \) of its bulk, and mercury only \( \frac{1}{27} \), and many substances much less. Hence it follows, that an experiment determines the specific gravity only in that very temperature in which the bodies are examined. It will therefore be proper always to note this temperature; and it will be convenient to adopt some very useful temperature for such trials in general; perhaps about 64° of Fahrenheit's thermometer is as convenient as any.

It may always be procured in these climates without inconvenience. A temperature near to freezing would have some advantages, because water changes its bulk very little between the temperature 32° and 45°. But this temperature cannot always be obtained. It will much conduce to the facility of the comparison to know the variation which heat produces on pure water.

The following table, taken from the observations of Dr Blagden and Mr Gilpín (Phil. Trans. 1792) will answer this purpose.
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Those gentlemen observed the expansion of water to be very anomalous between 32° and 45°. This is distinctly seen during the gradual cooling of water to the point of freezing. It contracts for a while, and then suddenly expands. But we seldom have occasion to measure specific gravities in such temperatures.

The reader is now sufficiently acquainted with the principles of this hydrostatical method of determining the specific gravity of bodies, and can judge of the propriety of the forms which may be proposed for the experiment.

The specific gravity of a fluid may be determined either by filling with it a vessel with a narrow neck, or by weighing a solid body that is immersed in it. It is hard to say which is the best way. The last is not subject to any error in filling, because we may suspend the solid by a fine wire, which will not displace any sensible quantity of the fluid; and if the solid is but a little heavier than the fluid, the balance being loaded only with the excess, will be very sensible to the smallest want of equilibrium. But this advantage is perhaps compensated by an obstruction to the motion of the fluid up or down in the fluid, arising from viscosity. When the weight in the opposite scale is yet too small, we slowly add more, and at last grain by grain, which gradually brings the beam to the level. When it is exactly level, the weight in the scale is somewhat too great; for it not only balances the preponderance of the solid, but also the viscosity of the fluid. But we may get rid of this error. Add a small quantity more; this will bring the beam over to the other side. Now put as much into the scale on the same side with the solid; this will not restore the beam to its level. We must add more till this be accomplished; and this addition is the measure of the viscosity of the fluid, and must be subtracted from the weight that was in the other scale when the beam came first to a level. This effect of viscosity is not inappreciable, with nice a paratus, even in the purest water, and in many fluids it is very considerable—and, what is worse, it is very changeable. It is greatly diminished by heat; and this is an additional reason for making those trials in pretty warm temperatures. But for fluids of which the viscosity is considerable, this method is by no means proper; and we must take the other, and weigh them in a vessel with a narrow neck.

Mercury must also be treated in this way, because we have no solid that will stick in it but gold and platinum.

It is not so easy as one would imagine to fill a vessel precisely to the same degree upon every trial. But if we do not operate on too small quantities, the unavoidable error may be made altogether insignificant, by having the neck of the vessel very small. If the vessel hold a pound of water, and the neck do not exceed a quarter of an inch (and it will not greatly retard the operation to have it half this size), the examinator must be very careful indeed to err one part in two thousand, and this is perhaps as near as we can come with a balance. We must always recollect that the capacity of the vessel changes by heat, and we must know this variation, and take it into the account. But it is affectation to regard (as Mr. Hamberg would make us believe that he did) the dilution of the vessel by the presence of the fluid. His experiments of this kind have by no means the confidence with each other that should convince us that he did not commit much greater errors than what arose from dilution.

In examining either solids or fluids, we must be careful to free their surface, or that of the vessel in which the fluid is to be weighed, from air, which frequently adheres to it in a peculiar manner, and, by forming a bubble, increases the apparent bulk of the solid, or diminishes the capacity of the vessel. The greatest part of what appears or those occasions seems to have ex­filed in the fluid in a state of chemical union, and to be set at liberty by the superior attraction of the fluid for the contiguous solid body. These air bubbles must be carefully brushed off by hand. All greasy matters must be cleared off for the same reason: they prevent the fluid from coming into contact.

We must be no less careful that no water is imbibed by the solid, which would increase its weight without increasing its bulk. In some cases, however, a very long maceration and imbition is necessary. Thus, in examining the specific gravity of the fibrous part of vegetables, we should err exceedingly if we imagined it as small as appears at first. We believe that in most plants it is at least as great as water, for after long maceration they sink in it.

It is almost needless to say that the nicest and most sensible balances are necessary for this examination. Bal­ances are even constructed on purpose, and fitted with several pieces of apparatus, which make the examination easy and neat. We have described (see Balance) Mr. Gravesande's as one of the most convenient of any. His contrivance for observing the fractions of a grain is extremely ingenious and expedient, especially for detecting the effect of viscosity.

The hydrometer, or acconmoter, is another instrument for ascertaining the specific gravity of fluids. This very pretty instrument is the invention of a lady, as eminent for intellectual accomplishments as she was admired for her beauty. Hypatia, the learned daughter of the celebrated mathematician Theon of Alexandria, became so eminent for her mathematical knowledge, that she was made public professor of the science in the first school in the world. She wrote a commentary on the works of Apollonius and of Diogenes and composed Astronomical Tables; all of which are lost. These rare.
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accomplices, however, could not save her from the fury of the fanatics of Alexandria, who cut her in pieces for having taken an offensive part in a dispute between the governor and patriarch.—We have described some of the most approved of these instruments in the article HYDROMETER, and shall in this place make a few observations on the principles of their construction, not as they are usually made, accommodated to the examination of particular liquors, but as indicators of pure specific gravity. And we must premise, that this would, for many reasons, be the best way of constructing them. The very ingenious contrivances for accommodating them to particular purposes are unavoidably attended with many sources of error, both in their adjustment by the maker and in their use; and all that is gained by a very expensive instrument is the saving the trouble of inspecting a table. A simple scale of specific gravity would expose to no error in construction, because all the weights but one, or all the points of the scale but one, are to be obtained by calculation, which is incomparably more exact than any manual operation, and the table can always be more exact than any complex observation. But a still greater advantage is, that the instruments would by this means be fitted for examining all liquids whatever, whereas at present they are almost useless for any but the one for which they are constructed.

Hydrometers are of two kinds. The most simple and the most delicate are called a substitute for the hydrostatical balance. They consist of a ball (or rather an egg or pear-shaped vessel, with moves more easily through the fluid) A (fig. 1.) having a foot projecting down from it, terminated by another ball B, and a slender stalk or wire above, carrying a little dish C. The whole is made so light as to float in the lightest fluid we are acquainted with; such as vitriolic or muriatic aether, whose specific gravity is only 0.73. This number should be marked on the dish, indicating that this is the specific gravity of the fluid in which the instrument floats, referring to the point D of the stem. The ball B is made heavy, and the foot is of the same length, so that the instrument may have stability, and swim erect, even if considerably loaded above; and, for saving reason, must be made very round, otherwise it will lean to a side. When put into a heavier liquor, its buoyancy will cause it to float with a part of the ball above the surface. Weights are now put into the scale C till the instrument sink to D. The weight put into the scale, added to the weight of the instrument, is the weight of the displaced fluid. This compared with the weight of the whole when the instrument is swimming in pure water, gives the specific gravity of the fluid. All trouble of calculation may be avoided by marking the weights with such numbers as shall indicate the specific gravity at once. Thus having loaded the instrument so as to sink it to D in pure water, call the whole weight 1000; then weigh the instrument itself, and say, "as the weight when swimming in water is to its present weight, so is 1000 to a 4th proportional." This is the specific gravity of the liquor which would float the unloaded instrument. Suppose this to be 730. The hydrometer would float in muriatic aether, and this should be marked on the scale. Now make a set of small weights, and mark them not by their weights in grains, but in such units that 270 of them shall be equal to the weight which is the instrument for pure water.

Suppose that, in order to float this instrument in a certain brandy, there are required 186 in these small weights. This added to 730 gives 916 for the specific gravity, and shows it to be precisely excise proof spirit. Nine weights, viz. 256, 128, 64, 32, 16, 8, 4, 2, 1, will suffice for all liquors from ather to the strongest worts. And that the trouble in changing the weights may be greatly lessened, let a few circles a, b, c, d, e, be marked on the top of a ball. When we see it float unloaded at the article C for instance, we know it will require at least 128 to sink it to D on the stem.

If the weights to be added above are considerable, it raises the centre of gravity so much, that a small want of equilibrium, by laying the weights on one side, will produce a great inclination of the instrument, which is unsightly. Instead of making them loose weights, it is proper to make them round plates, with a small hole in the middle, to go on a pin in the middle of the scale. This will keep the instrument always upright. But unless the hydrometer is of a considerable size, it can hardly be made so as to extend from the lightest to the heaviest fluid which we may have occasion to examine, even though we except mercury. Some of the mineral acids are considerably more than twice the weight of aether. When there is such a load at top, the hydrometer is very apt to oververt, and inclines with the smallest want of equilibrium. Great size is inconvenient even to the philosopher, because it is not always in his power to operate on a quantity of fluid sufficient to float the instrument. Therefore two, or perhaps three, are necessary for general examination. One may reach from water to ather; another may serve for all liquors of a specific gravity between 1 and 1 1/4; and a third, for the mineral acids, may reach from this to 2. If each of these be about two solid inches in capacity, we may easily and expeditiously determine the specific gravity within one ten thousandth part of the truth; and this is precision enough for most purposes of science or business.

The chief questions are, 1. To ascertain the specific gravity of an unknown fluid. This needs no farther explanation. 2. To ascertain the proportion of two fluids which are known to be in a mixture. This is done by discovering the specific gravity of the mixture by means of the hydrometer, and then deducing the proportion from a comparison of this with the specific gravities of the ingredients.

In this mode of examination the bulk is always the same; for the hydrometer, is immersed in the different fluids to the same depth. Now if an inch, for example, of this bulk is made up of the heaviest fluid, there is an inch wanting of the lightest; and the change made in the weight of the mixture is the difference between the weight of an inch of the heaviest and of an inch of the lightest ingredient. The number of inches therefore of the heaviest fluid is proportional to the addition made to the weight of the mixture. Therefore let B and b be the bulks of the heaviest and lightest fluids in the bulk p of the mixture; and let D, d, and p be the densities, or the weights, or the specific gravities (for they are in one ratio).
The specific gravity of the heavy fluid, the light fluid, and the mixture (their bulk being that of the hydrometer). We have $\frac{\beta}{\alpha} = \frac{B}{D} = \frac{b}{d}$. The addition which would have been made to the bulk if the lightest fluid were changed entirely for the heaviest, would be $D - d$; and the change which is really made is $\beta$. Therefore $\frac{\beta}{\alpha} = \frac{B}{D} = \frac{d - d'}{D - d}$.

For similar reasons we should have $\frac{\beta}{\alpha} = \frac{B}{D} = \frac{d}{D - d}$; or, in words, "the difference between the specific gravities of the two fluids, to the difference between the specific gravities of the mixture and of the lightest fluid, as the bulk of the whole to the bulk of the heaviest fluid contained in the mixture." and "the difference of the specific gravities of the mixture and of the heaviest fluid, as the bulk of the whole to that of the lightest fluid contained in the mixture." This is the form in which the ordinary balances of life require the answer to be expressed, because we generally reckon the quantity of liquids by bulk, in gallons, pints, quarts. But it would have been equally easy to have obtained the answer in pounds and ounces; or it may be had from their bulks, since we know their specific gravities.

The hydrometer more commonly used is the ancient form, a hardened glass tube, nominally cylindrical or conical, made ready by an addition $D$, below it the like, but having a long stem $C$ above. It is so loaded that it sinks to the top $F$ of the stem in the lightest of all the fluids which we propose to measure with it, and to sink only to $C$ in the heaviest. In a fluid of intermediate specific gravity it will sink to some point between $C$ and $F$.

In this form of the hydrometer the weight is always the same; and the information given by the instrument is that of different bulks with equal weight. Because the instrument sinks till the bulk of the displaced fluid equals its own weight, and the additions to the displaced fluid are all made by the stem, it is evident that equal bulks of the stem indicate equal additions of volume. Thus the stem becomes a scale of bulks to the same weight.

The only form in which the stem can be made with sufficient accuracy is cylindrical or prismatical. Such a stem may be made in the most accurate manner by drawing, that is, passing it through a hole made in a hardened steel plate. If such a stem be divided into equal parts, it becomes a scale of bulks in arithmetical proportion. This is the easiest and most natural division of the scale, but it will not indicate densities, specific gravities, or weights of the same bulk in arithmetical proportion. The specific gravity is as the weight divided by the bulk. Now a series of divisors (the bulks), in arithmetical progression, applied to the same dividend (the bulk and weight of the hydrometer as it floats in water), will not give a series of quotients (the specific gravities) in arithmetical progression: they will be in what is called harmonic progression, their differences continually diminishing. This will appear even when physically considered. When the hydrometer sinks a tenth of an inch near the top of the stem, it displaces one tenth of an inch of a light fluid, compared with that displaced by it when it is floating with all the stem above the surface. In order therefore that the divisions of the stem may indicate equal changes of specific gravity, they must be in a series of harmonic progressions increasing. The point at which the instrument floats in pure water should be marked 1000, and those above it 999, 998, 997, &c.; and those below the water mark must be numbered 1001, 1002, 1003, &c. Such a scale will be a very apposite picture of the densities of fluids, for the density or vicinity of the divisions will be precisely similar to the density of the fluids. Each interval is a bulk of fluid of the same weight. If the whole instrument were drawn into wire of the size of the stem, the length from the water mark would be 1000.

Such are the rules by which the scale must be divided. But there must be some points of it determined by experiment, and it will be proper to take them as remote from each other as possible. For this purpose let the instrument be accurately marked at the point where it stands, in two fluids, differing as much in specific gravity as the instrument will admit. Let it also be marked where it stands in water. Then determine with the utmost precision the specific gravities of these fluids, and put their values at the corresponding points of the scale. Then the intermediate points of the scale must be computed for the different intervening specific gravities, or it must be divided from a pattern scale of harmonic progressions in a way well known to the mathematical instrument-makers. If the specific gravities have been accurately determined, the value 1000 will be found to fall precisely in the water mark. If we attempt the division entirely by experiment, by marking a number of fluids of different specific gravities, and marking the stem as it stands in them, we shall find the divisions turn out very anomalous. This is however the way usually practised; and there are few hydrometers, even from the best makers, that hold true to a single division or two. Yet the method by computation is not more troublesome; and one scale of harmonic progressions will serve to divide every stem that offers. We may make use of a scale of equal parts for the stem, with the assistance of two little tables. One of these contains the specific gravities in harmonic progression, corresponding to the arithmetical scale of bulks on the stem of the hydrometer; the other contains the divisions and fractions of a division of the scale of bulks, which correspond to an arithmetical scale of specific gravities. We believe this to be the best method of all. The scale of equal parts on the stem is so easily made, and the little table is so easily inspected, that it has every advantage of accuracy and dispatch, and it gives, by the way, an amusing view of the relations of the bulks and densities.

We have hitherto supposed a scale extending from the lightest to the heaviest fluid. But unless it be of a very inconvenient length, the divisions must be very minute. Moreover, when the bulk of the stem bears a great proportion to that of the body, the instrument does not swim steadily; it is therefore proper to limit the range of the instrument in the same manner as those of the first kind. A range from the density of water to that of water may be very well executed in an instrument of very moderate size, and two others will do for all the heavier liquors; or an equal range in any other densities as may suit the usual occupations of the experimenter.

To avoid the inconveniences of a hydrometer with a very long and slender stem, or the necessity of having a series of them, a third fort has been contrived, in which
which the principle of both are combined. Suppose a hydrometer with a stem, whose bulk is \( \frac{1}{4} \) th of that of the ball, and that it sinks in ether to the top of the stem, it is evident that in a fluid which is \( \frac{1}{4} \) th heavier, the whole stem will emerge; for the bulk of the displaced fluid is now \( \frac{1}{4} \) th of the whole stem, and the weight is the same as before, and therefore the specific gravity is \( \frac{1}{4} \) th greater.

Thus we have obtained a hydrometer which will indicate, by means of divisions marked on the stem, all specific gravities from 0.73 to 0.803; for 0.803 is \( \frac{1}{4} \) th greater than 0.73. These divisions must be made in harmonic progression, as before directed for an entire scale, placing 0.73 at the top of the stem and 0.803 at the bottom.

When it floats at the lowest division, a weight may be put on the top of the stem, which will again sink it to the top. This weight must evidently be 0.073, or \( \frac{1}{4} \) th of the weight of the fluid displaced by the unloaded instrument. The hydrometer, thus loaded, indicates the same specific gravity, by the top of the stem, that the unloaded instrument indicates by the lowest division.

Therefore, when loaded, it will indicate another series of specific gravities, from 0.803 to 0.8833 (=0.803 + 0.0803), and will float in a liquor of the specific gravity 0.8833 with the whole stem above the surface.

In like manner, if we take off this weight, and put on 0.0803, it will sink the hydrometer to the top of the stem; and with this new weight it will float the hydrometer, thus loaded, to the top of the stem, and so on, using a series of weights, graduated in harmonic progression, until the whole range of the scale is divided into any number of equal parts.

This is a very commodious form of the instrument, and is now in very general use for examining spirituous liquors, worts, ales, brines, and many such articles of commerce. But the divisions of the scale are generally adapted to the questions which naturally occur in the business. Thus, in the commerce of strong liquors, it is usual to indicate the article by the quantity of spirit of a certain strength which the liquor contains. This we have accustomed to call proof spirit, and it is such that a wine gallon weighs 7 pounds 12 ounces; and it is by this strength that the excise duties are levied. Therefore the divisions on the scale, and the weights which connect the successive repetitions of the scale, are made to express at once the number of gallons or parts of a gallon of proof spirits contained in a gallon of the liquor. Such instruments save all trouble of calculation to the exciseman or dealer; but they limit the use of a very delicate and expensive instrument to a very narrow employment. It would be much better to adhere to the expression either of specific gravity or of bulk, and then a very small table, which could be compiled in the smallest cafe for the instrument, might render it applicable to every kind of fluid.

The reader cannot but have observed that the successive weights, by which the short scale of the instru-

ment is extended to a great range of specific gravities, do not increase by equal quantities. Each difference is the weight of the liquor displaced by the graduated item of the instrument when it is sunk to the top of the scale. It is a determined aliquot part of the whole weight of the instrument so loaded; (in our example it is always \( \frac{1}{4} \) th of it). It increases therefore in the same proportion with the preceding weight of the loaded instrument. In short, both the successive additions, and the whole weights of the loaded instrument, are quantities in geometrical progression; and, in like manner, the divisions on the scale, if they correspond to equal differences of specific gravity, must also be unequal.—

This is not sufficiently attended to by the makers; and they commit an error here, which is very considerable when the whole range of the instrument is great. For the value of one division of the scale, when the largest weight is on, is as much greater than its value, when the instrument is not loaded at all, as the full loaded instrument is heavier than the instrument unloaded. No manner whatever of dividing the scale will correspond to equal differences of specific gravity through the whole range with different weights; but if the divisions are made to indicate equal proportions of gravity when the instrument is used without a weight, they will indicate equal proportions throughout. This is evident from what we have just now saying; for the proportion of the specific gravities corresponding to any two immediately succeeding weights is always the same.

The best way, therefore, of constructing the instrument, so that the same divisions of the scale may be accurate in all its successive repetitions with the different weights, is to make these divisions in geometrical progression. The corresponding specific gravities will also be in geometric proportion. These being all inscribed in a table, we obtain them with no more trouble than by inspecting the scale which usually accompanies the hydrometer. This table is of the most easy construction; for the ratio of the successive bulks and specific gravities being all equal, the differences of the logarithms are equal.

This will be illustrated by applying it to the example already given of a hydrometer extending from 0.73 to 0.88393 with three weights. This gives four repetitions of the scale on the stem. Suppose this scale divided into ten parts, we have 40 specific gravities. Let these be indicated by the numbers 0, 1, 2, 3, &c. to 40. The mark 0 is affixed to the top of the stem, and the divisions downwards are marked 1, 2, 3, &c. the lowest being 10. These divisions are easily determined. The stem, which we may suppose 5 inches long, was supposed to be \( \frac{1}{4} \) th of the capa 10 of the ball. It may therefore be considered as the extremity of a rod of 11 times its length, or 55 inches; and we must find nine mean proportionals between 50 and 55 inches. Subtract each of these from 55 inches, and the remaining are the differences of the points of division from 0, the top of the scale. The smallest weight is marked 10, the next 20, and the third 30. If the instrument loaded with the weight 20 sinks in some liquor to the mark 7, it indicates the specific gravity 27, that is, the 27th of 40 mean proportionals between 0.73 and 1.068793, or 0.94442. To obtain all these intermediate specific gravities, we have only to subtract 0.863529, the logarithm
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Logarithm of 0.73, from that of 1.068793, viz. 0.288037, and take 0.0041393, the 40th part of the difference. Multiply this by 1, 2, 3, &c. and add the logarithm of 0.73 to each of the products. These sums are the logarithms of the specific gravities required. These will be found to proceed so equally, that they may be interpolated to any number of intermediate parts without the smallest sensible error. Therefore the item may be divided into a hundred parts very sensibly to the eye (each being nearly the 20th of an inch), and 400 degrees of specific gravity obtained within the range, which is as near as we can examine this matter by any hydrometer. Thus the specific gravities corresponding to 26, 27, 28, 29, are as follow:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>26</th>
<th>27</th>
<th>28</th>
<th>29</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.93529</td>
<td>0.94424</td>
<td>0.95328</td>
<td>0.96241</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1st Diff.</td>
<td>0.9395</td>
<td>0.9394</td>
<td>0.9393</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2nd Diff.</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Nay, the trouble of inspecting a table may be avoided, by forming on a scale the logarithms of the numbers between 7300 and 1068793, and placing along side of it a scale of the same length divided into 400 equal parts, numbered from 0 to 400. Then, looking for the mark shown by the hydrometer on this scale of equal parts, we see opposite to it the specific gravity.

We have been thus particular in the illustration of this mode of construction, because it is really a beautiful and commodious instrument, which may be of great use both to the naturalist and to the man of business.

A table may be comprised in 20 octavo pages, which will contain the specific gravities of every fluid which can intertend either, and answer every question relative to their admixture with as much precision as the observations can be made. We therefore recommend it to our readers, and we recommend the very example which we have given as one of the most convenient. The instrument need not exceed eight inches in length, and may be contained in a pocket case of 2 inches broad and as many deep, which will also contain the scale, a thermometer, and even the table for applying it to all fluids which have been examined.

It is unfortunate that no graduated hydrometer can be made so easily for the examination of the corrosive mineral acids (a). These must be made of glass, and we cannot depend on the accurate cylindrical form of any glass item. But if any such can be procured, the construction is the same. The divided scale may either be on thin paper pasted on the inside of the item, or it may be printed on the item itself from a plate, with ink made of a metallic cake, which will attach itself to the glass with a very moderate heat. We would recommend common white enamel, or aréline glass, as the fittest material for the whole instrument; and the ink used, in taking the impression of the scale, may be the same that is used for the low-priced printing on Delft ware pottery. First form the scale on the item. Then, having measured the solid contents of the graduated part as exactly as possible, and determined on the general shape of the ball and counterpoise below, calculate its size, so that it may be a little less than ten times that of the item. The glass-blower can copy this very nearly, and join it to the item. Then make two brass or other liquids, which shall have specific gravities in the ratios 1 to 10. Load the instrument so that it may float to the lightest. Then, put into the heaviest, it should rise to to. If it does not rise to high, the immersed part is too small. Let the glass blower enlarge the ball of the counterpoise a little. Repeat this trial till it be exact. Nothing now remains but to form the weights.

And here we observe, that when the instrument is to have a very great range, as for examining all flates of the vitriolic acid, it has a chance of being very tottering when loaded with the greatest weight on the top of so long a scale. To avoid this, Mr Quin and others have added some of their weights below.

But this will not suit the present construction, because it will alter the proportion between the bulbs of the item and immersed part. Therefore let these weights consist of cylinders of metal small enough to go into the item, and let them be soldered to the end of long wires, which will let them go to the bottom, and leave a small hook or ring at top. These can lie alongside of the instrument in its case. This is indeed the best construction for every hydrometer, because it makes it incomparably more steady. The instrument is poise from a small float or mercury. But it will be much better to do it with Newton's fusible metal (three parts of tin, five parts of lead, and eight parts of bismuth) in coarse filings. When the exact quantity has been put in, the instrument may be set in a vessel of oil, and this kept on the fire till all is completely melted. It soon freezes again, and remains fast. If this metal is not to be had, let a few bits of sealing-wax be added to the mercury or float, to make up the counterpoise. When heated, it will float a-top, and when it freezes again it will keep all fast. Thus we shall make a very complete and cheap instrument.

There is yet another method of examining the specific gravities of fluids, first proposed by Dr Wilfon, late professor of astronomy in the university of Glasgow. This is by a series of small glass bubbles, differing equally, or according to some rule, from each other in specific gravity, and each marked with its proper number. When these are thrown into a fluid which is to be examined, all those which are heavier than the fluid will fall to the bottom. Then holding the vessel in the hand, or near a fire or candle, the fluid expands, and one of the floating bubbles begins to sink. Its specific gravity, therefore, was either equal to, or a little less than, that of the fluid; and the degree of the thermometer, when it began to sink, will inform us how much it was deficient, if we know the law of expansion of the liquor. Sets of these bubbles fitted for the examination of spirituous liquors, with a little treacle showing the manner of using them, and calculating by the thermometer, are made by Mr Brown, an ingenious artist of Glasgow, and are often used by the dealers in spirits, being found both accurate and expeditious.

Also, though a bubble or two should be broken, the strength of spirits may easily be had by means of the remainder, unless two or three in immediate succession be

(a) It would be worth while to try copper enameled.
contains many experiments on this subject, with mixtures of gold and silver, of other metals, and of various fluids, examined by the hydrostatical balance of Mr. Boyle. Dr. Hooke made a prodigious number, chiefly on articles of commerce, which were unfortunately lost in the fire of London.

It was soon found, however, that Lord Bacon's conjecture had been well founded, and that bodies changed their densities very sensibly in many cases. In general, it was found that bodies which had a strong chemical affinity increased in density, and that their admission was accompanied with heat.

By this discovery it is manifest that Archimedes had not solved the problem of detecting the quantity of silver mixed with the gold in King Hiero's crown, and that the physical solution of it requires experiments made on all the kinds of matter that are mixed together.

We do not find that this has been done to this day, although we may affirm that there are few questions of more importance. It is a very curious fact in chemistry, and it would be most desirable to be able to reduce it to some general laws: For instance, to ascertain what is the proportion of two ingredients which produces the greatest change of density. This is important in the science of physics, because it gives us considerable information as to the mode of action of those natural powers or forces by which the particles of tangible matter are united.

If this introspection, concentration, penetration, or by whatever name it be called, were a mere reception of the particles of one substance into the interfaces of those of another, it is evident that the greatest concentration would be observed when a small quantity of the recipient is mixed with, or disseminated through, a great quantity of the other. It is thus that a small quantity of fine sand will be received into the interfaces of a quantity of small shot, and will increase the weight of the bagful without increasing its bulk. The case is nowise different when a piece of freestone has grown heavier by imbibing or absorbing a quantity of water.

In more than a certain quantity of sand has been added to the small shot, it is no longer concealed. In like manner, various quantities of water may combine with a mass of clay, and increase its size and weight alike. All this is very conceivable, occasioning no difficulty.

But this is not the case in any of the mixtures we are now considering. In all these, the first additions of either of the two substances produce but an incon siderable change of general density; and it is in general most remarkable, whether it be condensation or rarefaction, when the two ingredients are nearly of equal bulks. We can illustrate even this difference, by reflecting on the imbibition of water by vegetable bodies, such as timber. Some kinds of wood have their weight much more increased than their bulk; other kinds of wood are more enlarged in bulk than in weight. The like happens in grains. This is curious, and flows in the most unquestionable manner that the particles of bodies are not in contact, but are kept together by forces which act at a distance. For this distance between the centres of the particles is most evidently susceptible of variation; and this variation is occasioned by the introduction of another substance, which, by acting on the particles by attraction or repulsion, diminishes or increases their mutual actions, and makes new distances necessary.
necessary for bringing all things again into equilibrium. We refer the curious reader to the ingenious theory of the Abbé B. Vocchi for an excellent illustration of this subject. (Theor. Phil. Nat. 5 de Solutione Chemica). This question is no less important to the man of business. Till we know the condensation of these metals by mixing them, we cannot tell the quantity of alloy in gold and silver by means of their specific gravity; nor can we tell the quantity of pure alcohol in any spirituous liquor, or that of the valuable falt in any solution of it. For want of this knowledge, the dealers in gold and silver are obliged to have recourse to the tedious and difficult test of the alloy, which cannot be made in all places or by all men. It is therefore much to be wished, that some persons would initiate a series of experiments in the most interesting cases: for it must be observed, that this change of density is not always a small matter; it is sometimes very considerable and paradoxical. A remarkable instance may be given of it in the mixture of brass and tin for bells, great guns, optical spectacles, &c. The specific gravity of cast brass is nearly 8.006, and that of tin is nearly 7.363. If two parts of brass be mixed with one of tin, the specific gravity is 8.917; whereas, if each had retained its former bulk, the specific gravity would have been only 7.793 (\(\frac{2 \times 8.006 + 7.363}{3}\)). A mixture of equal parts should have the specific gravity 7.684; but it is 8.441. A mixture of two parts tin with one part brass, instead of being 7.577, is 8.027.

In all these cases there is a great increase of specific gravity, and consequently a great condensation of parts or contraction of bulk. The first mixture of eight cubic inches of brass, for instance, with four cubic inches of tin, does not produce 12 cubic inches of bell-metal, but only 10½, nearly, having shrunk \(\frac{1}{5}\). It would appear that the diminution of the brass's particles are most affected, or perhaps it is the brass that receives the tin into its pores; for we find that the condensations in these mixtures are nearly proportional to the quantities of the brass in the mixtures. It is remarkable that this mixture with the lightest of all metals has made a composition more heavy and dense than brass can be made by any hammering.
It is to be remarked, that the condensation is greatest when $16^1_2$ ounces of alcohol have been added to 20 of water, and the condensation is $\frac{\text{Sp. Grav}_{\text{observed}}}{\text{Sp. Grav}_{\text{calculated}}}$, or nearly $\frac{1}{3}$ of the computed density. Since the specific gravity of alcohol is 0.825, it is evident that $16^1_2$ ounces of alcohol and 20 ounces of water have equal bulks. So that the condensation is greatest when the substances are mixed in equal volumes; and 18 gallons of alcohol mixed with 18 gallons of water will produce not 36 gallons of spirits, but 35 only.

We may also observe, that this is the mixture to which the revenue-laws refer, declaring it to be one to which appeal may always be made under proof, and to weigh 7 pounds creases by the continual addition of an equal volume of one ingredient, and 20 for the other for the purposes of science or of trade. The regularity of the progression is so great, that in the column which we have examined, viz. that for temperature $69^0$, the greatest anomaly does not amount to one part in 10,000. The form of the series is also very judiciously chosen for the purposes of science. It would perhaps have been more directly illustrative had the proportions of the ingredients been stated in bulks, which are more immediately connected with density. But the author has adopted a very cogent reason for his choice, viz. that the proportion of bulks varied by a change of temperature, because the water and spirits follow different laws in their expansion by heat.

This is a proper opportunity for taking notice of a mistake which is very generally made in the conclusions drawn from experiments of this kind. Equal additions of the spirit or water produce a series of specific gravities, which decrease or increase by differences continually diminishing. Hence it is inferred that there is a contradiction of bulk. Even Dr Lewis, one of the most accomplished naturalists, advances this position, in a dissertation on the pot-ah of America; and it considerably affects his method for estimating the strength of the pot-ahs. But that it is a mistake, appears plainly from this, that although we add for ever equal quantities of the spirits, we shall never produce a mixture which has as small a specific gravity as alcohol. Therefore the series of succedaneous gravities must approximate to this without end, like the ordinates of a hyperbolic curve referred to its asymptote.

That this may appear in the most general terms, let $w$ represent the weight of the constant quantity of water in the mixture, and let $a$ be the weight of the small addition of spirits. Also let $w$ represent the bulk of this quantity of water, and $b$ the bulk of the small addition of alcohol. The weight of the mixture is $w+a$, and its bulk is $w+b$, and its specific gravity is $\frac{w+a}{w+b}$.

If we now add a second equal quantity of spirits, the weight will be $w+2a$, and if the spirit retains its density unchanged, the bulk will be $w+2b$, and the specific gravity is $\frac{w+2a}{w+2b}$; and after any number $m$ of such equal additions of spirits, the specific gravity will be $\frac{w+ma}{w+mb}$. Divide the numerator of this fraction by its denominator, and the quotient or specific gravity will be $1 + \frac{m \times \frac{a-b}{w+mb}}{w+mb}$. This consists of the constant part $1$, and the variable part $\frac{m(a-b)}{w+mb}$. We need attend only to this part. If its denominator were constant, it is plain that the succedaneous specific gravities would have equal differences, each being $\frac{a-b}{w+mb}$, because $m$ increases by the continual addition of an unit, and $a-b$ is a constant quantity. But the denominator $w+mb$ continually increases, and therefore the value of the fraction $\frac{a-b}{w+mb}$ continually diminishes.

Therefore the gradual diminution of the increments or decrements of specific gravity, by equal additions of one ingredient to a constant measure of the other, is not of itself an indication of a change of density of either of the ingredients; nor proves that in very diluted mixtures a greater proportion of one ingredient is absorbed or lodged in the interfaces of the other, as is generally imagined. This must be ascertained by comparing each specific gravity with the gravity expressed by $1 + \frac{w+ma(a-b)}{w+mb}$.

This series of specific gravities resembles such a numerical series as the following, 1, 1.156; 1.163; 1.169; &c. the terms of which also consist of the constant integer 1, and the decimal fractions 0.156; 0.163; 0.169; &c. The fraction $\frac{m(a-b)}{w+mb}$ expresses this decimal part. Call this $d$, or make $d = \frac{m(a-b)}{w+mb}$.

This will give us $b = \frac{ma-wd}{m(1+d)}$. Now $a$ is the weight of the added ingredient, and $d$ is the variable part or the specific gravity observed; and thus we learn whether...
either of the ingredients, suffers any change. We shall have occasion by and by to resume the consideration of this question, which is of the first moment in the theory of specific gravities, and has great influence in many transactions of commerce.

This series of specific gravities is not so well fitted for commercial transactions. In the usual question is, how many gallons of alcohol is there in a cask, or some number of gallons of spirit? and it is more directly answered by means of a table, formed by mixing the ingredients in aliquot parts of one confiant bulk. The following table, contrived from the experiments of Mr Brifon of the academy of Paris, and published in the Memoirs for 1769, is therefore inferred.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0,8371</td>
<td>0,8371</td>
<td>1,0000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0,8527</td>
<td>0,8473</td>
<td>115</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0,8674</td>
<td>0,8575</td>
<td>189</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0,8815</td>
<td>0,8677</td>
<td>214</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0,8947</td>
<td>0,8778</td>
<td>235</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0,9075</td>
<td>0,8860</td>
<td>251</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0,9199</td>
<td>0,8982</td>
<td>276</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0,9317</td>
<td>0,9084</td>
<td>291</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0,9437</td>
<td>0,9186</td>
<td>306</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>0,9519</td>
<td>0,9278</td>
<td>321</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0,9598</td>
<td>0,9369</td>
<td>336</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>0,9674</td>
<td>0,9451</td>
<td>351</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>0,9733</td>
<td>0,9533</td>
<td>366</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>0,9791</td>
<td>0,9605</td>
<td>381</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>0,9852</td>
<td>0,9676</td>
<td>396</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>0,9919</td>
<td>0,9738</td>
<td>411</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>1,0000</td>
<td>1,0000</td>
<td>426</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In this table the whole quantity of spirituous liquor is always the same. The first column is the number of measures (gallons, pints, inches, &c.) of water in the mixture; and column 2d gives the measures of alcohol. Column 3d is the specific gravity which was observed by Mr Brifon. Column 4th is the specific gravity which would have been observed if the spirits, or water, or both, had retained their specific density unchanged. And the 5th column marks the augmentation of specific gravity or density in parts of 10,000. A 6th column is added, showing the bulk of the 16 cubic measures of the two ingredients. Each measure may be conceived as the 16th part of 10,000, or 625; and we may suppose them cubic inches, pints, gallons, or any solid measure.

This table fearfully differs from Sir Charles Blagden's; and the very small difference that may be observed, arises from Mr Brifon's having used an alcohol not so completely rectified. Its specific gravity is 0,8371, whereas the other was only 0,8250.

Here it appears more distinctly that the condensation is greatest when the two ingredients are of equal bulk.

Perhaps this series of specific gravities is as declarative as the other, whether or not there is a change of density induced on either of the ingredients. The whole bulk being always the same, it is plain that the successive equal additions to one of the ingredients is a successive equal abridgment of the other. The change produced, therefore, in the weight of the whole, is the difference between the weight of the ingredient which is taken out and the weight of the equal measure of the other which supplies its place. Therefore, if neither ingredient changes its density by mixture, the weights of the mixtures will be in arithmetical progression. If they are not, there is a variation of density in one or both the ingredients.

We see this very clearly in the mixtures of water and alcohol. The first specific gravity differs from the second by 0,56, and the last differs from the preceding by no more than 81. Had it not required much changes, the common difference would have been 0,25.

We observe also, that the augmentation of specific gravity, by the successive addition of a measure of water, grows less and less till 12 measures of water is mixed with 4 of alcohol, when the augmentation is only 58, and then it increas again to 81.

It also appears, that the addition of one measure of water to a quantity of alcohol produces a greater change of density than the mixture of one measure of alcohol to a quantity of water. Hence some conclude, that the water disappears by being lodged in the interstices of the spirit. But it is more agreeable to the just theory notions which we can form of the internal constitution of tangible bodies to suppose that the particles of water diminish the distances between the particles of alcohol by their strong attractions, and that this diminution (exceedingly minute in itself) becomes sensible on account of the great number of particles whose distances are thus diminished. This is merely a probability founded on this, that it would require much greater diminution of distances if it was the particles of water which had their distances thus diminished. But the greater probability is, that the condensation takes place in both.

We have been so particular in our consideration of this mixture, because the law of variation of density has, in this instance, been ascertained with such precision by the elaborate examination of Sir Charles Blagden, so that it may serve as an example of what happens in almost every mixture of bodies. It merits a fuller discussion, because it is intimately connected with the action of the corpuscular forces; and an exact knowledge of the variations of distance between the particles will go far to ascertain the law of action of these forces. But the limits of a Work like this will not permit us to dwell longer on this subject. We proceed therefore to give another useful table.

The vitriolic or sulphuric acid is of extensive use in manufactures under the name of oil of vitriol. Its value depends entirely on the pure ingredient, and the water is merely a vehicle for the acid. This, being much denser than water, affects its specific gravity, and thus gives us a method of ascertaining its strength.

The strongest oil of vitriol that can be easily manufactured contains 612,4 grains of dry acid, united with 387,5 grains of water, which cannot be separated from it by distillation, making 1000 grains of oil of vitriol. Its specific gravity in this state is 1,877.

The following table shows its specific gravity at the temperature 55°, when diluted by the successive addition of parts of water by weight.

Specific Gravity.
The proportions of the aeriform ingredients of the muriatic acid are so very variable, and so little under our command, that we cannot frame tables of its specific gravity which would enable us to judge of its strength.

It is a general property of these acids, that they are more expansible by heat as they are more concentrated.

There is another class of fluids which it would be of great consequence to reduce to some rules with respect to specific gravity, namely, the solutions of salts, gums, and resins. It is interesting to the philosopher to know in what manner salts are contained in these watery solutions, and to discover the relation between their strength and density; and to the man of business it would be a most desirable thing to have a criterion of the quantity of salt in any brine, or of extraneous matter in a decoction. It would be equally desirable to those who are to purchase them as to those who manufacture or employ them. Perhaps we might after all arrive in this way the value of figar, depending on the quantity of sweetening matter, which it contains; a thing which at present relies on the vague determination of the eye or palate. It would therefore be doing a great service to the public, if some intelligent person would undertake a train of experiments with this view. Accuracy alone is required; and it may be left to the philosophers to compare the facts, and draw the consequences respecting the internal arrangement of the particles.

One circumstance in the solution of salts is very general; and we are inclined, for serious reasons, to think it universal: this is a diminution of bulk. This indeed in some cases is inconsiderable. Sedative salt, for instance, hardly shows any diminution, and might be considered as an exception, were it not the salt at present relies on the vague determination of the eye or palate. This circumstance, and some considerations connected with our notions of this kind of solution, dispose us to think that this salt differs in contradiction from others only in degree, and that there is some, though it was not feasible, in the experiment hitherto made.

These experiments, indeed, have not been numerous. Those of Mr. Achard of Berlin, and of Dr. Richard Watfon of Cambridge, are perhaps the only ones of which we have a descriptive narration, by which we can judge of the validity of the inferences drawn from them. The subject is not susceptible of much accuracy; for salts in their solid form are seldom free from cavities and fibrous interstices, which do not admit the water on their first immersion, and thereby appear of greater bulk when we attempt to measure their specific gravity by weighing them in fluids which do not disolve them, such as spirits of turpentine. They also attach to themselves, with considerable tenacity, a quantity of atmospheric air, which merely adheres, but makes no part of their composition. This escapes in the act of solution, being yet at liberty by the stronger affinity of the water. Sal gern, however, and a few others, may be very accurately measured; and in these instances the degree of contraction is very constant.

The following experiments of Dr. Watfon appear to us the most instructive as to this circumstance. A glass vessel was used, having a slender cylindrical neck, and holding 67 ounces of pure water when filled to a certain

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nitr. Ac.</th>
<th>Water</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10 X 0</td>
<td>1,557 1,557</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1,474 1,474</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>1,350 1,273 0,077</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>1,260 1,191 0,078</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>1,124 1,147 0,067</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>1,175 1,120 0,055</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>1,151 1,101 0,050</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31</td>
<td>1,127 1,087 0,040</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36</td>
<td>1,106 1,077 0,029</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41</td>
<td>1,086 1,068 0,018</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

There is not the same uniformity in the densities of this acid in its different states of dilution. This seems owing to the variable proportion of the deleterious and vital air which compose this acid. It is more dense in proportion as it contains more of the latter ingredient.
tain mark. The neck above this mark had a scale of equal parts pasted on it. It was filled to the mark with water. Twenty-four pennyweights of salt were thrown into it as speedily as possible, and the bulk of the salt was measured by the elevation of the water. Every thing was attended to which could retard the immediate solution, that the error arising from the solution of the first particles, before the rest could be put in, might be as small as possible; and in order that both the absolute bulk and its variations might be obtained by some known scale, 24 pennyweights of water were put in. This raised the surface 58 parts of the scale. Now we know exactly the bulk of 24 pennyweights of pure water. It is 2,275 cubic inches; and thus we obtain every thing in absolute measures: And by comparing the bulk of each salt, both at its first immersion and after its complete solution, we obtain its specific gravity, and the change made on it in passing from a solid to a fluid form. The following table is an abstract of these experiments. The first column of numbers is the elevation of the surface immediately after immersion; the second gives the elevation when the salt is completely dissolved; and the third and fourth columns are the specific gravities of the salts in these two states.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Twenty-four Pennyweights</th>
<th>I.</th>
<th>II.</th>
<th>III.</th>
<th>IV.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Water</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>1,180</td>
<td>1,611</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glaufer’s salt</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>1,180</td>
<td>1,611</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mild volatile alkali</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>1,180</td>
<td>1,611</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sal ammoniac</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>1,180</td>
<td>1,611</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Refined white sugar</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>1,180</td>
<td>1,611</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coarse brown sugar</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>1,180</td>
<td>1,611</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White sugarcrandy</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>1,180</td>
<td>1,611</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lynnington Glanfer’s salt</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>1,180</td>
<td>1,611</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Terra foliata tartari</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>1,180</td>
<td>1,611</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rochelle salt</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>1,180</td>
<td>1,611</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alum not quite diff.</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>1,180</td>
<td>1,611</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Borax notone-half diff.</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>1,180</td>
<td>1,611</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The inspection of this list naturally suggests two states of the case as particularly interrelating to the philosopher studying the theory of solution. The first state is when the laximum approaches to saturation. In the very point of saturation any addition of salt retains its bulk unchanged. In diluted brines, we shall see that the density of the fluid salt is greater, and gradually diminishes as we add more salt. It is an important question, whether this diminution goes on continually, till the fluid density of the salt is the same with its solid density? or, whether there is an abrupt passage from some degree of the one to the fixed degree of the other, as we observe in the freezing of iron, the setting of tallow, and some other inclusions?

The other interesting state is that of extreme dilution, when the differences between the successive densities bear a great proportion to the densities themselves, and thus enable the mathematician to ascertain with some precision the variations of the particles, in consequence of a variation of distance between the particles. The sketch of an investigation of this important question given by Boscowich, in his Theory of Natural Philosophy, is very promising, and should incite the philosophical chemist to the study. The first thing to be done is to compare the law of specific gravity; that is, the relation between the specific gravity and quantity of salt held in solution.

Willing to make this work as useful as possible, we have searched for experiments, and trains of experiments, on the density of the many brines which make important articles of commerce; but we were mortified by the candor of the information, and disappointed in our hopes of being able to combine the detached observations, suited to the immediate views of our authors, in such a manner as to deduce from them scales (as they may be called) of their strength. We rarely found these detached observations attended with circumstances which would connect them with others; and there was frequently such a discrepancy, may opposition, in series or experiments made for ascertaining the relation between the density and the strength, that we could not obtain general principles which enable us to construct tables of strength a priori.

Mr Lambert, one of the first mathematicians and philosophers of Europe, in a dissertation in the Berlin Memoirs (1762), gives a narration of experiments on the brines of common salt, from which he deduces a very great condensation, which he attributes to an absorption in the weak brines of the salt, or a condensation of its particles in the interfaces of the particles of water. Mr Achard of the same academy, in 1785, gives a very great list of experiments on the brines of various brines, made in a different way, which threw no such introduction; and Dr Watton, formerly professor of chemist at Cambridge, and now bishop of Landaff, thinks this confirmed by experiments which he narrates in his Chemical Essays. We feel great reason for hesitating our assent to either side, and do not think the experiments decisive. We incline to Mr Lambert’s opinion; for this reason, that in the successive dilutions of oil of vitriol and aquafortis there is a most evident and remarkable condensation. Now what are these but brines, of which we have not been able to get the saline ingredient in a separate form? The experiments of Mr Achard and Dr Watton were made in such a way that a single grain in the measurement bore too great a proportion to the whole change of specific gravity. At the same time, some of Dr Watton’s are so simple in their nature that it is very difficult to withhold the assent.

In this state of uncertainty, in a subject which seems to us to be of public importance, we thought it our duty to undertake a train of experiments to which recourse may always be had. Works like this are seldom considered as sources of original information; and it is thought sufficient when the knowledge...
ledge already diffused is judiciously compiled. But a due respect for the public, and gratitude for the very honourable reception hitherto given to our labours, induce us to exert ourselves with honest zeal to merit the continuance of public favour. We assure our readers that the experiments were made with care, and on quantities sufficiently large to make the unavoidable irregularities in such cases quite insignificant. The law of density was ascertained in each substance in two ways. We dissolved different portions of salt in the same quantity of water, and examined the specific gravity of the brine by weighing it in a vessel with a narrow neck. The portions of salt were each of them one-eighth of what might be considered a nearly saturated solution of the temperature 55°. We did not make the brine stronger, that there might be no risk of a precipitation in form of crystals. We considered the specific gravities as the ordinates of a curve, of which the abscissae were the numbers of ounces of dry salt contained in a cubic foot of the brine. Having thus obtained eight ordinates corresponding to 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, and 8 portions of salt, the ordinates or specific gravities for every other proportion of salt were had by the usual methods of interpolation.

The other method was, by first making a brine nearly saturated, in which the proportion of salt and water was exactly determined. We then took out one-eighth of the brine, and filled up the vessel with water, taking care that the mixture should be complete; for which purpose, besides agitation, the diluted brine was allowed to remain 24 hours before weighing. Taking out one-eighth of the brine also takes out one eighth of the salt; so that the proportion of salt and water in the diluted brine was known. It was now weighed, and thus we determined the specific gravity for a new proportion of salt and water.

We then took out one-seventh of the brine. It is evident that this takes out one-seventh of the original quantity of salt; an abstraction equal to the former. We filled the vessel with water with the same precautions; and in the same manner we proceeded till there remained only one-eighth of the original quantity of salt.

The specific gravities by these two methods agreed extremely well. In the very deliquescing saltes the first method exhibited some small irregularities, arising from the unequal quantities of water which they had imbibed from the atmosphere. We therefore confined most of the experiments made with diluted brines.

That the reader may judge of the authority of the tables which we shall infer, we submit to his inspection one series of experiments.

Two thousand one hundred and eighty-eight grains of very pure and dry (but not decrepitated) common salt, prepared in large crystals, were dissolved in 6562 grains of distilled water of the temperature 55°. A small matrafi with a narrow neck, which held 4200 grains of distilled water, was filled with this brine. Its contents weighed 5027 grains. Now 6562 + 2185 = 5027 : 125675. Therefore the bottle of brine contained 125675 grains of salt dissolved in 377045 grains of water. Its specific gravity is \( \frac{5027}{2185} \), or 1.196905; and a cubic foot of brine weighs 11969 ounces avoirdupois. Alto 5027 : 125675:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Salt in 1一封</th>
<th>Brine.</th>
<th>Water.</th>
<th>Wt. of Salt in ( \text{Cubic Ft.} )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>125675</td>
<td>5027</td>
<td>3770</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>10996</td>
<td>4926</td>
<td>703</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>9425</td>
<td>4827</td>
<td>804</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>7854</td>
<td>4726</td>
<td>946</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>6283</td>
<td>4630</td>
<td>1157</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>4712</td>
<td>4527</td>
<td>1495</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>3141</td>
<td>4423</td>
<td>1830</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1570</td>
<td>4313</td>
<td>2102</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Thus, by repeated abstraction of brine, so as always to take out the fifth of the salt contained in one constant bulk, we have obtained a brine consisting of 157 grains of salt united with 4313, or 1475 grains of water. Its specific gravity is \( \frac{513}{4200} \), or 1.196905, and a cubic foot of its weight 1028 ounces, and contains 37.76 ounces of dry salt. In like manner may the specific gravity, the weight of a cubic foot, and the salt it contains, be estimated for the intermediate brines.

When these eight quantities of salt contained in a cubic foot are made the abscissae, and the weights of the cubic foot of brine are the corresponding ordinates, the curve
Specific curve will be found to be extremely regular, resembling a hyperbolic arch whose asymptote makes an angle of 30° with the axis. Ordinates were then interpolated analytically for every 10 ounces of contained salt, and thus the table was constructed. We did not, however, re-interpret it on one figure alone; but made others, in which 1/9 of the salt was repeatedly abstracted. They agreed, in some cases of common salt, with great exactness, and in some others there were some very considerable irregularities.

To show the authority of the tables of strength was by no means our only motive for giving an example of the process. It may be of use as a pattern for similar experiments. But, besides, it is very instructive. We see, in the first place, that there is a very sensible change of density in one or both of the ingredients. For the series is of that nature (as we have formerly explained), that if the ingredients retained their densities in every proportion of mixture, the specific gravities would have been in arithmetical progression; whereas we see that their differences continually diminish as the brines grow more dense. We can form some notion of this by comparing the different brines. Thus in the first brine, weighing 5027 grains, there are 3770 grains of water in a vessel holding 4200. If the density of the water remains the same, there is left for the salt only as much space as would hold 430 grains of water. In this space are lodged 1257 grains of salt, and its specific gravity, in its liquid form, is 1257/4200 = 1.9097 very nearly. But in the 8th brine the quantity of water is 4156, the space left for 157 grains of salt is only the bulk of 44 grains of water, and the density of the salt is 157/430 = 3.638, considerably greater than before. This induced us to continue the dilution of the brine as follows, beginning with the 8th brine.

| 157 | 2| 4313 | 8th brine. | 785 | 21565 | 21565 | 21056 |
| 785 | | | |
| 785 | 2| 4262 | 9th brine. | 597 | 2131 | 2131 | 2102 |
| 397 | 2| 4233 | 10th brine. | 21165 | 21165 | 2102 |
| | | | | 198 | 4218 | 11th brine. |

This last brine contains 4198.4 grains of water, leaving only the bulk of 1.8 grains of water to contain 19.8 of salt, so that the salt is ten times denser than water. This will make the strength 242.5 instead of 210 indicated by the specific gravity. But we do not pretend to measure the densities with accuracy in these diluted brines. It is evident from the process that a single grain of excess or defect in taking out the brine and replacing it with water has a sensible proportion to the whole variation. But we see with sufficient evidence, that from the strength to the weak brine the space left for the portion of salt is continually diminishing. In the first dilution 232 grains of water were added to fill up the vessel; but 1/9 of its contents of pure water is only 325; so that there is a diminution of 1/9 grains of the space occupied by the remaining salt. The subsequent additions were 606.7, 706.5, 857, 1054.5, 1405.3, 2105.5, 2102, instead of 600, 700, 840, 1050, 1400, 2100, 2100. Nothing can more plainly show the condensation in general, though we do not learn whether it happens in one or both of the ingredients; nor do the experiments show with sufficient accuracy the progression of this diminution. The excesses of the added water being only six or seven grains, we cannot expect a nice repartition. When the brine is taken out, the upper part of the vessel remains lined with a briny film containing a portion of salt and water, perhaps equal or superior to the differences. Had our time permitted, we should have examined this matter with ferupulous attention, using a vessel with a still narrower neck, and in each dilution abstracting one half of the brine. The curve, whose abscissae and ordinates represent the weight of the contained salt and the weight of a constant bulk of the brine, exhibits the belt and most synoptical view of the law of condensation, because the position of the tangent in any point, or the value of the symbol dy, always shows the rate at which the specific gravity increases or diminishes. We are inclined to think that the curve in all cases is of the hyperbolic kind, and complete; that is, having the tangent perpendicular to the axis at the beginning of the curve. The mathematical reader will easily guess the physical notions which incline us to this opinion; and will also see that it is hardly possible to discover this experimentally, because the mistake of a single grain in the very small ordinates will change the position of the tangent many degrees. It was for this reason that we thought it useless to prosecute the dilution any further. But we think that it may be prosecuted much further in Dr Watfon's or Mr Achard's method, viz. by dissolving equal weights of salt in two vessels, of very different capacities, having tubular necks, in which the change of bulk may be very accurately observed. We can only conclude, that the condensation is greatest in the strongest brines, and probably attains its maximum when the quantities of true saline matter and water are nearly equal, as in the case of vitriolic acid, &c.

We consider these experiments as abundantly sufficient for deciding the question "Whether the salt can be received into the pores of the water, or the water into the pores of the salt, so as to increase its weight without increasing its bulk?" and we must grant that it may. We do not mean that it is simply lodged in the pores as sand is lodged in the interstices of small flint; but the two together occupy less room than when separate. The experiments of Mr Achard were insufficient for a decision, because made on so small a quantity as 600 grains of salt. Dr Watfon's experiments have, for the most part, the same defect. Some of them, however, are of great value in this question, and are very fit for alter-
containing the specific gravity of dissolving salts. In one of them (not particularly narrated) he found that a quantity of dissolved salt occupied the same bulk in two very different states of dilution. We cannot pretend to reconcile this with our experiments. We have given these as they stood; and we think them conclusive, because they were so numerous and so perfectly consistent with each other; and their result is so general, that we have not found an exception. Common salt is by no means the most remarkable instance of condensation. Vegetable alkali, sal ammoniac, and some others, exhibit much greater condensation.

We thought this a proper opportunity of considering this question, which is intimately connected with the principles of chemical solution, and was not perhaps considered in sufficient detail under the article Chemistry. We learn from it in general, that the quantities of salt in brines increase at some greater rate than their specific gravities. This difference is in many cases of sensible importance in a commercial view. Thus an alkaline lixivium for the purpose of bleaching or soap-making, whose specific gravity is 1,234, or exceeds that of water by 234, contains 361 ounces of salt in a cubic foot; a ley, which exceeds the weight of water twice as much, or 468 ounces per cubic foot, contains 777 ounces of salt, which exceeds the double of 361 by 55 ounces more than 7 per cent. Hence we learn, that hydrometers for discovering the strength of brines, having equal divisions on a cylindrical item, are very erroneous; for even if the increments of specific gravity were proportional to the quantities of salt in a gallon of brine, the divisions at the bottom of the item ought to be smaller than those above.

The construction of the following table of strengths from the above narrated series of brines is sufficiently obvious. Column 1st is the specific gravity as discovered by the balance or hydrometer, and also is the number of ounces in a cubic foot of the brine. Col. 2d is the ounces of the dry salt contained in it.

**Table of Brines of Common Salt.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,008</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1,015</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,022</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>1,029</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,035</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>1,043</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,050</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>1,060</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,077</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>1,087</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,097</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>1,108</td>
<td>120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,106</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>1,118</td>
<td>140</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,122</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>1,134</td>
<td>160</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The table differs considerably from Mr. Lamhert's. The quantities of salt corresponding to any specific gravity are about 5/6th less than in his table. But the reader will see that they correspond with the series of experiments above narrated; and there were but a few of many which all corresponded within an hundredth part. The cause of the difference seems to be, that most kinds of common salt contain magnesium salts, which contain a very great proportion of water necessary for their crystallization. The salt which we used was of the purest kind, but such as may be had from every salt works, by Lord Dundonald's very easy process, viz. by passing through it a saturated solution boiling hot, which carries off with it about 3ths of all the bitter salts. Our aim being to ascertain the quantities of pure salt, and to learn by the by its relation to water in respect of density, we thought it necessary to use the purest salt. We also dried it for several days in a stove, so that it contained no water not absolutely necessary for its crystallization. An ounce of such salt will communicate a greater specific gravity to water than an ounce of a salt that is less pure, or that contains extraneous water.

The specific gravity 1,060 is that of ordinary pickles, which are estimated as to strength by floating an egg.

We cannot raise the specific gravity higher than 1,206 by simply dissolving salt in cold water. But it will become much denser, and will even attain the specific gravity 1,240 by boiling, so that a vessel which held 3006 grains of distilled water held 4329 of this brine. This was evaporated to dryness, and there were obtained 1344 grains of salt. By this was computed the number interpolated between 310 and 320 in the table. We have however raised the specific gravity to 1,217, by putting in no more salt than was necessary for this density, and using heat. It then cooled down to 60° without quitting any salt; but if a few grains of salt be thrown into this brine, it will quickly deposit a great deal more, and its density will decrease to 1,206. We find this to hold in all salts; and it is a very instructive fact in the theory of crystallization; it resembles the effect which a magnet produces upon iron filings in its neighbourhood. It makes them temporary magnets, and causes them to arrange themselves as if they had been really made permanent magnets. Just as a crystal already formed dips the root to crystallize. We imagine that this analogy is complete, and that the forces are similar in both cases.

The above table is computed for the temperature 50°; but in other temperatures the strength will be different on two accounts, viz. the expansion of the brine and the dissolving power of the water. Water expands about 40 parts in 1000 when heated from 60° to 212°. Saturated brine expands about 48 parts, or 4/5th more than water; and this excess of expansion is nearly proportional to the quantity of salt in the brine. If therefore any circumstance should oblige us to examine a brine in a temperature much above 60°, allowance should be made for this. Thus, should the specific gravity of brine of the temperature 130° (which is nearly half way between 60 and 212) be 1,140, we must increase it by 20 (half of 40); and having found the strength 240 corresponding to this corrected specific gravity, we must correct it again by adding 1 to the specific gravity for every 43 ounces of salt.
But a much greater and more uncertain correction is necessary in account of the variation of the dissolving power of water by heat. This indeed is very small in the case of sea-salt in comparison with other salts. We presume that our readers are apprised of this peculiarity of sea-salt, that it dissolves nearly in equal quantities in hot or in cold water. But although water of the temperature 60 will not dissolve more than 320 or 325 ounces of the purest and dryest sea-salt, it will take up above 20 ounces more by boiling on it. When thus saturated to the utmost, and allowed to cool, it does not quit any of it till it is far cooled, viz. near to 60°. It then deposits this redundant salt, and holds the rest till it is just going to freeze, when it lets it go in the infant of freezing. If evaporated in the flame in which it continues to hold the salt, it will yield above 400 ounces per cubic foot of brine, in good crystals, but rather overcharged with water. And since in this flame the cubic foot of brine weighs about 1220 ounces, it follows, that 820 ounces of water will, by boiling, dissolve 400 of crystallized salt.

The table shows how much any brine must be boiled down in order to grain. Having observed its specific gravity, find in the table the quantity of salt corresponding. Call this \( x \). Then, since a boiling hot grainings or saturated solution contains 340 ounces in the cubic foot of brine, say \( 340 : \frac{1000}{x} = x : \frac{1000}{340} \). This is the bulk to which every cubic foot (valued at \( 1000 \)) must be boiled down. Thus suppose the brine has the specific gravity 1109. It holds 160 ounces per foot, and we must boil it down to \( 1000 \times 160 \) or 471; that is, we must boil off \( \frac{1000}{340} \) of every cubic foot or gallon.

These remarks are of importance in the manufacture of common salt; they enable us to appreciate the value of salt springs, and to know how far it may be profitably to engage in the manufacture. For the doctrine of latent heat affords us, that in order to boil off a certain quantity of water, a certain quantity of heat is indispensably necessary. After the most judicious application of this heat, the consumption of fuel may be too expensive.

The specific gravity of sea-water in these climates does not exceed 1.021, or the cubic foot weighs 1030 ounces, and it contains about 41 ounces of salt. The brine-pits in England are vastly richer; but in many parts of the world brines are boiled for salt which do not contain above 10 or 20 ounces in the cubic foot.

In buying salt by weight, it is of importance to know the degree of humidity. A salt will appear pretty dry (if free from magnesia salts) though moistened with 1 per cent. of water; and it is found that incipient humidity exposes it much to farther deliquescence. A much smaller degree of humidity may be discovered by the specific gravity of a brine made with a few ounces of the salt. And the inspection of the table informs us that the brine should be weak; for the differences of specific gravity go on diminishing in the stronger brines: 300 ounces of dry salt dissolved in 807 ounces of water should give the specific gravity 1197. Suppose it be but 1190, the quantity of salt corresponding is only 290; but when mixed with 897 ounces of water, the weight is 1197, although the weight or the cubic foot is only 1190. There is therefore more than a cubic foot of the brine, and there is as much salt as will make more than a cubic foot of the weight 1190. There is 290 \( \times 1197 \), or 291. ounces, 1190

and there is 8½ ounces of water attached to the salt.

The various informations which we have pointed out as deducible from a knowledge of the specific gravity of the brines of common salt, will serve to suggest several advantages of the knowledge of this circumstance in other brines. We shall not here reform them, but simply give another table or two of such as are most interesting. Of those alkaline leys are the chief, being of extensive use in bleaching, soap-making, glass-making, &c.

We therefore made a very strong ley of the purest vegetable alkali that is ever used in the manufactories, not thinking it necessary, or even proper, to take it in its state of utmost purity, as obtained from cubic nitre and the like. We took salt of tartar from the apothecary, perfectly dry, of which 3983 grains were dissolved in 3540 grains of distilled water, and after agitation for several days, and then standing to deposit sediment, the clear ley was decanted. It was again agitated; because, when of this strength, it becomes, in a very short time, rarer above and denser at the bottom. A flask containing 4200 grains of water held 6165 of this ley when of the temperature 55°. Its specific gravity was therefore 1,407,8, and the 6165 grains of ley contained 3264 grains of salt. We examined its specific gravity in different flutes of dilution, till we came to a brine containing 51 grains of salt, and 4189 grains of water, and the contents of the flask weighed 4240 grains: its specific gravity was therefore 1,0097. In this train of experiments the progression was most regular and satisfactory; so that when we constructed the curve of specific gravities geometrically, none of the points deviated from a most regular curve. It was considerably more incur- vated near its commencement than the curve for sea-salt indicating a much greater condensation in the diluted brines. We think that the following table, constructed in the same manner as that for common salt, may be depended on as very exact.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1000</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1224</td>
<td>340</td>
<td>1417</td>
<td>680</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1016</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>1235</td>
<td>360</td>
<td>1428</td>
<td>700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1031</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>1248</td>
<td>380</td>
<td>1438</td>
<td>720</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1045</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>1259</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>1448</td>
<td>740</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1058</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>1270</td>
<td>420</td>
<td>1458</td>
<td>760</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1071</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>1281</td>
<td>440</td>
<td>1468</td>
<td>780</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1084</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>1293</td>
<td>460</td>
<td>1478</td>
<td>800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1098</td>
<td>140</td>
<td>1305</td>
<td>480</td>
<td>1483</td>
<td>820</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1112</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>1317</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>1493</td>
<td>840</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1125</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>1329</td>
<td>520</td>
<td>1503</td>
<td>860</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1138</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>1340</td>
<td>540</td>
<td>1513</td>
<td>880</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1150</td>
<td>220</td>
<td>1351</td>
<td>560</td>
<td>1523</td>
<td>900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1162</td>
<td>240</td>
<td>1362</td>
<td>580</td>
<td>1537</td>
<td>920</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1174</td>
<td>260</td>
<td>1372</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>1547</td>
<td>940</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1187</td>
<td>280</td>
<td>1384</td>
<td>620</td>
<td>1557</td>
<td>960</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1200</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>1395</td>
<td>640</td>
<td>1567</td>
<td>980</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1212</td>
<td>320</td>
<td>1406</td>
<td>660</td>
<td>1576</td>
<td>1000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
We see the same augmentation of the density of the salt in the diluted brines here as in the case of common salt. Thus a brine, of which the cubic foot weighs 1.482 ounces, or which has the specific gravity 1.482, contains 800 ounces of dry alkali and 682 of water. Therefore, if we suppose the density of the water unchanged, there remains the bulk of 318 ounces of water to receive 840 ounces of salt: its density is therefore $\frac{318}{800} = 0.4$ nearly. But in the brine whose weight per foot is only 1.016 there are 20 ounces of salt, and therefore 996 of water; and there is only four ounce-measures of water, that is, the bulk of four ounces of water, to receive 20 ounces of salt. Its specific gravity therefore is $\frac{20}{4} = 5$, almost twice as great as in the strong brine. Accordingly Mr. Achard is disposed to admit the abstraction (as it is carelessly termed) in the case of salt tart. But it is a general (we think an universal) fact in the solution of salts. It must be carefully distinguished from the first contraction of bulk which salts undergo in passing from a solid to a fluid form. The contraction now under consideration is analogous to the contraction of oil of vitriol when diluted with water; for oil of vitriol must be considered as a very strong brine which we cannot dephlegmate by distillation, and therefore cannot obtain the dry saline ingredient in a separate form, so as to observe its solid density, and say how much it contracts in first becoming fluid. The way of conceiving the first contraction in the act of solution as a lodging of the particles of the one ingredient on the interfaces of the other, "en les fe lieant en augmentant le poids sans afféter le volume de la saumure," as Eiller and Lambert express themselves, is impossible here, when both are fluids. Indeed it is but a flowery way of thinking in either case, and should be avoided, because inadvertent persons are apt to use a physical principle which is merely a mode of speech.

We learn from the table, that a hydrometer with equivalent divisions on a cylindrical or prismatical stem is still more erroneous than in the brines of common salt.

We learn from the experiments of Kirwan, Lavoisier, and others, that dry salt of tartar contains about 3/4 of its weight of fixed air. In many applications of this salt to the purposes of manufacture, this ingredient is of no use. In soap it is hurtful, and must be abstracted by lime. Soap-maker's ley consists of the pure alkaline salt dissolved in water. It is therefore of importance to ascertain its quantity by means of the specific gravity of the brine. For this purpose, we took a ley of salt tartar whose specific gravity was 1.20417, containing 314 oz. of mild alkali in a cubic foot of ley, and we rendered it nearly caustic by lime. The specific gravity was then 1.1897. This is a very unexpected result. Nothing is employed with more success than quicklime for dephlegmating any watery fluid. We should rather have expected an increase of specific gravity by the abstraction of some of the water of the menhirium, and perhaps the water of the crysballization, and the aerial part of the salt. But we must ascribe this to the great density in which the fixed air exists in the mild alkali.

It is unnecessary to give similar tables for all the salts, unless we were writing a dissertation on the theory of their solution. We shall only observe, that we examined with particular attention salt ammoniac, because Mr. Achard, who denies what is called the abstraction of salts, finds himself obliged to allow something like it in this salt. It does not, however, differ from those of which we have given an account in detail in any other respect than this, that the changes of fluid density are much less than in others (instead of being greater, as Achard's experiments seem to indicate) in all brines of moderate strength. But in the very weak brines there is indeed a remarkable difference; and if we have not committed an error in our examination, the addition of one part of salt ammoniac to 64 of water occupies less room than the water alone. We think that we have met with this as an accidental remark by some author, whose work we do not recollect. But we do not choose to rest too much on our form of the experiment in such weak brines. The following mixtures will abundantly serve for contrasting the table of its strength: Sal ammoniac = 960 grains was dissolved in 3566 grains of water, making a brine of 4466 grains. A phial which held 1600 grains of water held 1698 of this brine. It contained $\frac{1698 \times 960}{4466}$, or 365 grains of salt. The specific gravity was $\frac{1698}{1600} = 1.061$, and the cubic foot weighed 1698 ounces. It also contained $\frac{1601 \times 265}{1698}$, or 228 ounces of salt. By repeated abstraction of brine, and replacing with water, we had the following series:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Series</th>
<th>Brine</th>
<th>Sp. Cr.</th>
<th>in Cub. ft.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Weight of brine,</td>
<td>$\beta$, 1698</td>
<td>1.061</td>
<td>228</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>After taking out $\frac{1}{3}$, $\gamma$, 1676</td>
<td>1.048</td>
<td>171</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>After taking out $\frac{1}{4}$, $\delta$, 1653</td>
<td>1.033</td>
<td>114</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>After taking out $\frac{1}{5}$, $\epsilon$, 1630</td>
<td>1.019</td>
<td>77</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>After taking out $\frac{1}{6}$, $\zeta$, 1616</td>
<td>1.006</td>
<td>47</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>After taking out $\frac{1}{7}$, $\eta$, 1602</td>
<td>1.003</td>
<td>38</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This series is extremely regular, and the progress of density may be confidently deduced from it.

From the whole of this disquisition on the relation between the specific gravities of brines and the quantities of salt contained, we see in general that it may be ascribed, with a useful degree of precision, from the density or specific gravity of saturated solutions. We therefore conclude with a list of the specific gravities of several saturated solutions, made with great care by the bishop of Landaff.—The temperature was $42^\circ$. The first numerical column is the density of saturated brine, and the next is the density of a brine containing 12 parts (by weight) of water and one of salt. From this may be inferred the quantity in the saturated solution, and from this again may be inferred the quantity corresponding to inferior densities.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Brine</th>
<th>1.070</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cor. Sublim.</td>
<td>1.037</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alum</td>
<td>1.033</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glau.</td>
<td>1.024</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Common Salt</td>
<td>1.034</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sal cuth.</td>
<td>1.092</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sal ammon.</td>
<td>1.072</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vol. alk. mite</td>
<td>1.087</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nitre</td>
<td>1.091</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pearl ash</td>
<td>1.087</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
SPECTACLES, in dioptrics, a machine consisting of two lenses set in silver, horn, &c. to affit the defects of the organ of sight. Old people, and others who have flat eyes, use convex spectacles, which cause the rays of light to converge so as to meet upon the retina: whereas myopes, or short sighted people, use concave lenses for spectacles, which cause the rays to diverge, and prevent their meeting ere they reach the retina.

See Optics, n° 73.

Ocular SPECTRA, images presented to the eye after removing them from a bright object, or closing them. When any one has long and attentively looked at a bright object, as at the setting sun, on closing his eyes, or removing them, an image, which resembles in form the object he was attending to, continues some time to be visible. This appearance in the eye we shall call the ocular spectrum of that object.

These ocular spectra are of four kinds: 1st. Such as are owing to a less sensibility of a defined part of the retina or spectra from the defect of sensibility. 2d. Such as are owing to a greater sensibility of a defined part of the retina, or spectra from excess of sensibility. 3d. Such as resemble their object in its colour as well as form: which may be termed direct ocular spectra. 4th. Such as are of a colour contrary to that of the object, which may be termed reverse ocular spectra.

SPECTRE, an apparition, something made preternaturally visible to human sight, whether the ghosts of dead men or beings superior to man.

A belief that supernatural beings sometimes make themselves visible, and that the dead sometimes revisit the living, has prevailed among most nations, especially in the rudest ages of society. It was common among the Jews, among the Greeks, and among the Romans, as we find from the Scriptures, and from the poems of Homer and Virgil. Celestial appearances were indeed often exhibited to the Jews, that the origin of their belief is not difficult to be explained. The Divine Being manifested himself to each of the Patriarchs by some sensible sign, generally by a flame of fire, as he did in Moses. Under this semblance also did he appear to the Israelites during their absence in the desert, and after they had obtained a settlement in the land of Canaan. Nor did they believe that heavenly beings, as they were admitted a sensible appearance: They believed that deceased men also sometimes revisited this world. When Saul went to consult the witch at Endor, he asked her to bring up the person whom he should name unto her; a proof that he considered his demand as easy to be performed, and therefore that he probably acted under the influence of popular opinion. The same opinions had been generally entertained at a much earlier period; for necromancy and witchcraft, the arts by which the dead were supposed to be raised, had been prohibited while the Israelites were in the wilderness, and yet untainted with the vices of the Canaanites. They must therefore have derived them from Egypt, the cradle of superstition, as well as of the arts and sciences.

Among the Greeks and Romans the apparition of spectres was generally believed. On innumerable occasions the gods are said to have discovered themselves to the eyes of mortals, to have held conferences, and to have intercepted their aid. The ghosts of the dead, too, are said to have appeared. When Aeneas, amidst the distraction and confusion of his mind in flying from the destruction of Troy, had lost his wife by the way, he returned in search of her. Her shade appeared to him (for the herself had been slain) with the same aspect as before, but her figure was larger. She endeavored to allay the grief of her unhappy husband, by ascribing her death to the appointment of the gods, and by foretelling the illustrious honours which yet awaited him. But when Aeneas attempted to clasp her in his arms, the phantom immediately vanished into air. From this story we may observe, that the ancients believed that the umbras or shades, retained nearly the same appearance after death as before; that they had so far the resemblance of a body as to be visible that they could think and speak as formerly, but could not be touched. This description applies equally well to those shades which had passed the river Styx, and taken up their residence in the infernal regions. Such were the shades of Dido, of Deiphobus, and all those which Aeneas met with in his journey through the subterraneous world.

It appears from the writings of modern travellers who have visited rude and savage nations, that the belief of spectres is no less common among them. Mr. Bruce tells us, that the priests of the Nile affirmed, that he had more than once seen the spirit of the river in the form of an old man with a white beard. Among the Mahometans the doctrine of spectres seems to be reduced to a regular system, by the accounts which they give of genii. Whoever has read the Arabian Nights' Entertainments must have furnished his memory with a thousand instances of this kind. Their opinions concerning genii seem to be a corrupted mixture of the doctrines of the Jews and ancient Persians. In Christian countries, too, notwithstanding the additional light which their religion has spread, and the great improvement in the sciences to which it has been subservient, the belief of ghosts and apparitions is very general, especially among the lower ranks. They believe that evil spirits sometimes make their appearance in order to terrify wicked men, especially those who have committed murder. They suppose that the spirits of dead men affirms a corporeal appearance, hover about church yards and the houses of the deceased, or haunt the places where murderers have been committed. (See Ghost.) In some places it is believed that beings have been seen bearing a perfect resemblance to men alive. In the Highlands of Scotland, what is called the second sight is still believed by many (see Second Sight); viz. that future events are foretold by certain individuals by means of spectral representation.

So general has the belief of spectres been, that this circumstance alone may be thought by some sufficient to prove that it must have its foundation in human nature, or must rest upon rational evidence. When any doctrine has been universally received by all nations, by generations living several thousand years from one another, and by people in all the different stages of society, there is certainly the strongest presumption to conclude that such a doctrine has its foundations in reason, and in truth. In this way we argue in favour of the existence of a God, concerning moral distinction, and the doctrine of a future state: and certainly so far we argue well. But if the same argument be applied to idolatry, or sacrifice, or to apparitions, we shall find that it is applied improperly. Idolatry was very general among ancient nations; it was the offering of sacrifices,
So was polytheism; but they were by no means universal. Should we allow, for the sake of shortening the argument, that all ancient nations were polytheists and idolaters, and preferred oblations to their imaginary deities, all that could be concluded from this concession is, that they fell into these mistakes from their ignorance, and from the rude state of society, from which their imperfect knowledge of theology and moral philosophy was never able to rescue them. These erroneous notions held before the brightens of the Christian system; while the doctrines of the existence of God, of moral distinction, and of a future state, have been more thoroughly confirmed and ascertained. The same thing may be said of the belief of spirits. However generally it has been adopted in the first stages of society, or by civilized nations who had made but little progress in the study of divine things, it has been rejected, we may say invariably, wherever theology and philosophy have gone hand in hand.

As all popular and long established opinions are objects of curiosity and research for the philosopher, we think the belief of spirits worthy of some attention even in this light. It will therefore, we hope, give some satisfaction to the philosophical reader to see a short account of the sources or principles from which this belief is derived. But as the belief of spirits is connected with other opinions which appear to us highly injurious to religion; opinions which have been supported by many learned men, and which are still believed by some men of literary education—it will also be proper, in the first place, to consider the evidence on which this belief rests, in which we must consider both their probability and credibility.

In the present investigation we mean to set aside altogether the celestial appearances recorded in Scripture, as being founded on unquestionable evidence, and perfectly agreeable to those rules by which the Deity acts in the usual course of his Providence. The Israelites, during the existence of their state, were immediately under the authority of God, not only as the moral governor of the world, but as the King of Israel. In the infancy of the world, while men were rude and unenlightened, and entirely under the influence of idolatry, many revelations were necessary to preserve in their minds pure ideas of the nature of God, and of the worship due to Him. They were necessary also to pave the way for that illustrious dispensation which the Lord Jesus came from Heaven to diffuse over the world. Every celestial appearance recorded in Scripture was exhibited for some wise and important purpose, which must be apparent to every person who considers these appearances with attention. But when the Scriptures were written and published, and the Christian religion fully established, revelation ceased, and miracles and heavenly manifestations were no longer requisite. What credit then ought we to give to those marvellous stories related in ancient authors concerning prodigies in the heavens, and the apparition of angels both good and bad?

It is not pretended that any of those prodigies and appearances were exhibited for purposes equally great and important with those which are described in Scripture: And can we suppose that the all-wise Governor of the World would permit his angels to render themselves visible to the eye of man for no purpose at all, or for a purpose which might have been equally well accomplished without their interposition? Would this be consistent with perfect wisdom, or would it be consistent even with the excellence and superiority of understanding which we are taught to ascribe to these elevated beings? The whole will of God is revealed to us in the Scriptures; what further use for the visible interposition of angels? It may be objected, Are they not all ministering spirits sent forth to minister for them who shall be heirs of salvation? We answer, That angels may animate and support good men by an invisible interposition. But the Apostle is not speaking of celestial spirits. The word p
ta

And if God has given no commission to his angels to deliver to men since the publication of the Christian religion, is there any probability that he would give any commission or any licence to evil spirits? It will be said, that this doctrine is clearly taught in the New Testament, in these words, "The devil goeth about as a roaring lion seeking whom he may devour." We will not avail ourselves of the interpretation of some, who say that the word devil, which in the Greek language signifies an adversary, or slanderer, refers here to some human being, who was a violent enemy of the Christians. All that can be deduced from these words, upon the supposition that they refer to a malignant spirit, is merely that he goeth about seducing men to vice. But it is not by assuming a hideous form, and presenting himself to the midnight traveller, that such a purpose is to be accomplished. A spirit may probably have direct access to our minds without the intervention of any thing corporeal; and by exciting our passions may plunge us into vice, which is the only object such a being is supposed to have in view. None of the marvellous stories which we have heard concerning the apparition of evil spirits lead us to conclude that they appear to entice men to commit crimes. We never heard of any evil spirits that required men to steal, to perpetrate robbery or murder. They only appeared to terrify some crazy timid individuals, who have whims and fancies enough of their own to agitate their minds, though no supernatural vision should ever appear to them. It is not convenient, therefore, with the character of God, and what he has revealed to us of his will, to believe that he would commission good angels, or permit evil angels, to appear to men since the propagation of the Gospel, or indeed at any former period of the world, unless some great and mighty purpose was to be fulfilled. It is not convenient with what we know of the nature of good or bad angels to suppose, that though permission were granted them occasionally to show themselves to men, that they would appear in that way which story-tellers describe.

It is equally improbable that the spirits of the dead who have removed from this world should again be permitted to visit it. At death men undergo as great, perhaps a greater change, than when they came first into the light of the sun. Is it not therefore as improbable that a man should return in a visible corporeal form
There is one strong objection against the probability of spectres, which is sufficient to prove that they are not intelligent creatures; or at least that they possess so small a degree of intelligence, that they are unqualified to act with prudence, to propage any end to themselves, or use the proper means to accomplish that end. Ghosts often appear in order to discover some crime that has been committed: but they never appear to a magistrate, or person in authority, but to some ignorant clown, who has no power to live in the place where the crime was perpetrated; to some person who has no connection with the affair at all, and who in general is the most improper in the world for making the discovery. For instance, in Glanville's *Saduceus triumplatus* (a book written in the last century by a chaplain of Charles II. in support of the common opinions respecting witchcraft and apparitions), we have the following story: "James Haddock, a farmer, was married to Eleanor Welsh, by whom he had a son. After the death of Haddock, his wife married one Davis; and both agreed to defraud the son by the former marriage of a lease bequeathed to him by his father. Upon this the ghost of Haddock appeared to one Francis Taverner the servant of Lord Chichele, and directed him to go to Eleanor Welsh, and to inform her that it was the will of her former husband that their son should enjoy the lease. Taverner did not at first execute this commission; but he was continually haunted by the apparition in the most hideous shapes, which even threatened to tear him in pieces, till at last he delivered the message. Now, had this spectre had the least common sense, it would have appeared first to Eleanor Welsh and her husband Davis, and threatened them into compliance at once, and not have kept poor Taverner in such constant disquietude, who had no concern in the matter."

Another very odd circumstance respecting apparitions in general must not be omitted, which is, that they have no power to speak till they are addressed. In the 27th of Glanville's Relations we read of an old woman that appeared often to David Hunter, a neat-herd, at the house of the Bishop of Down and Connor. Whenever she appeared, he found himself obliged to follow her; and for three quarters of a year poor David spent the whole of almost every night in scampering up and down through the woods after this old woman. How long this extraordinary employment might have continued, it is impossible to guess, had not David's violent fatigue made him one night exclaim, "Lord bless me! would I were dead!—shall I never be delivered from this misery!" On which the phantom replied, "Lord bless me too! It was happy you spoke first, for till then I had no power to speak though I have followed you so long." Then she gave him a message to her two sons, though David told her he remembered nothing about her. David, it seems, neglected to deliver the message; at which the old beldam was so much provoked, that she returned and hit him a hearty blow on the shoulder, which made him cry out, and then spoke to her. Now if she could not speak till David addressed her, why might she not have applied this oratorical medicine the first time she appeared to him? It would have saved both herself and him many a weary journey; and certainly David would much rather have had even half a dozen of blows from her choppy fists than have wanted so many nights sleep. To complete the story, we must add, that when David's wife found it impossible to keep him from following the troublesome visitor, the trudged after him, but never was gratified with a fight of the enchantress. David's little dog too was a dutiful attendant on his master during his pilgrimage.

It is remarked by Glanville, that ghosts are generally very eager to be gone. Indeed they are often so much so, that they do not stay to tell their errand. One would be induced from this, as well as the circumstances already mentioned, to think that they are the stupidest and dullest of the dead that assume the appearance of ghosts; unless we adopt the ingenious solution of Glanville, "That it is a very hard and painful thing for them to force their thin and tenuous bodies into a visible confinement; that their bodies must needs be exceedingly compressed; and that therefore they must be in haste to be delivered from the unnatural pressur[e]."

With respect to the evidence in favour of spectres, if examined ever so slightly, it will be found very destructive. They only appear to one person at a time; they are seen only in the night; they are visible only to ignorant, illiterate, and credulous persons, and never project themselves before men of education and learning. That spectres only appear to one person at a time, even though there are more in company, is an objection against the credibility of their appearance quite insurmountable. How is it possible that two men of eyesight equally good, directing their eyes to the same spot, should not see so large an object as that of a man or woman at a small distance equally well? Some will tell us that a mist is cast over the eyes of the one, while the view of the other is free from obstruction. But how is this to be proved? and besides what purpose would it serve? Ghosts have seldom any secrets to disclose; they might be proclaimed to a multitude with as much propriety as confined to one person. Shall we be told, that the spectre has the power of becoming visible to some, and of remaining invisible to others? This cannot be allowed without adopting opinions destructive to revealed religion; for it would be a miracle, and we cannot be persuaded, without evidence, that God would empower any inferior being to control at pleasure the wise laws which he has ordained for governing the world. To him who is of a different opinion, we would
would recommend Farmer on Miracles; a book in which this question is fully examined.

Spectres appear only in the night. But why should they flum the light of the sun? Thofe mischievous ghoids that Osnville mentions might indeed have fome reason to choose midnight for the execution of their pranks, as they would be more feafily detected in open day. Such was the roome, with drummer; that haunted Mr Mompeffon's houfe, who beat his drum all night, threw the old gentlewoman's clothes about the room, hid her Bible in the arks, plucked the clothes off the bed, and amufed himfelf with tolling about Mr Mompiffon's fhoes. But why fhould a grave ferior ghost appear at midnight? Might it not deliver its meffage with as much cafe and more fuccefs in the day-time? In the day-time it would not be as excite as much fear; it would be leften to the public rather than attenion; and did it choose to exhibit itself before a number of witneffes, its grievances would be more feafily redreffed, because more pertons would interef themselves in feeing juftice done to the injured ghoid.

Spectres not only choofe the moft improper time, but the moft improper pertons. To render the testimony of any perfon credible, he muft not only be a man of veracity, but he muft have fufficient abillity to judge of the subjeft to which he is to bear witnefl. It is not on the evidence of an ignornnt ignornnt perfon, who has more fancy and fear than judgment, that we are to reft our belief of what is fuperflurual. It is alfo worthy of remark, that we have never heard of a ghost appearing to any perfon who did not previously believe their efiidence. A man muft be prejudiced in favour of this opinion, or he will never fee a ghost. But fenible men know, that he who has been accoutemod to hear frightful stories of ghosts and appearances gliding thro' a church-yard, or haunting fome particular place, can scarcely pas through a church-yard or haunted spot without conjuring up in his imagination the hideous phantoms which he has been accoutemod to afsoicate with fuch places. If it a strange, then, that an ignornnt man, with a mind uncultivated and uninformed, with all the prejudices of the curfery about him, fhould imagine he fees ghosts in thofe places where he believes they hover, especially in the dead hour of midnight, when, with the flightefl aid of the imagination, a cow may be turned into a monifhor phantom, and the refleftion of the beams of the moon from a little water be converted into a ghoid with a winding-sheet? But why fhould apparitions fhun men of understanding and learning? Why fhould learning be formidable to them (A)? It was not fo with the celestial meffenagers men- tioned in the Scriptures: they appeared to the patriarchs and prophets, and the miracles there recorded were performed in the moft public places, being the eyes of Rabbins, of Scribes, and Pharifees. Indeed this circumftance is fufficient to defroy the evidence of fpectres. They have never been feen by any but men of weak or diftempered minds, or by men who have previously believed in them.

Having now confidered the evidence on which the belief of fpectres rests, we will endeavour to give fome account of the foundation of it. To trace an opinion that has prevailed generally in the world to its fource, is a labour not unworthy of the philofopher, even tho' the opinion be falle. It is alfo gratifying to detect the caufes of error; it is no lefs useful; for in order to refute error, it is often fufficient to point out the fources from which it has sprung. To reach the origin of the belief of fpectres is not more difficult than to account for idolatry or polytheifm. In the infant state of the intellectual powers every thing is confidered as poifefling life and intelligence. The child beats the floor over which he has fallen with the fame raffion that he would treat his companion: The young girl talks to her doll as if it understood her: The favages ascribe every change which they obferve on the face of nature to the action of fome animated being. As knowledge advances, they fingle out thofe beings which seem to produce the moft striking effecls, arrange them into fome kind of order, and divide the government of the world among them. Unable, at the fame time, to conceive any notion of a pure spirit, they imagine thofe divinities are corporeal beings. This is the foundation of idolatry. The belief of fpectres is but another step. That thofe animated corporeal beings, to whom they addrefs their prayers, and who prefide over the world, fhould on particular occasions display themselves to the human eye, is what they muft be previously disposed to expect. Hence the numberlefs appearances of the heaven gods, of the Perifian and Mahometan genei. The belief

(A) The celebrated historian De Thou had a very singular adventure at Saumur, in the year 1598. One night, having retired to rep very much fatigued, while he was enjoying a found fleep, he felt a very extraordinary weight upon his feet, which, having made him turn suddenly, fell down and awakened him. At firft he imagined that it had been only a dream, but hearing foon after fome noise in his chamber, he drew aside the curtains, and faw, by help of the moonlight, which at that time fhone very bright, a large white figure walking up and down, and at the fame time obferved upon a chair fome rags, which he thought belonged to thieves who had come to rob him. The figure then approached his bed, he had the courage to ask it what it was. "I am (fay'd it) the Queen of Heaven." Had fuch a figure appeared to any credulous ignornnt man in the dead of night and made fuch a speech, would he not have trembled with fear, and have frightened the whole neighbourhood with a marvellous defcription of it? But De Thou had too much understanding to be fo imposed upon. Upon hearing the words which dropped from the figure, he immediately concluded that it was fome mad woman, got up, called his fervants, and ordered them to turn her out of doors; after which he returned to bed and fell afleep. Next morning he found that he had not been deceived in his conjecture, and that having forgot to shut his door, this female figure had escaped from her keepers, and entered his apartment. The brave Schomberg, to whom De Thou related his adventure fome days after, confefled that in fuch a cafe he would not have fown fo much courage. The king afo, who was informed of it by Schomberg, made the fame acknowledge-
belief of ghosts may be easily deduced from the opinions entertained respecting a future state. These opinions are founded on that essential doctrine of natural religion, that there is another world in which men shall exist when death has removed them hence. This doctrine has been universally received both by savage and civilized nations; but, as might be expected, men have formed very different sentiments concerning the nature of a future state, of the situation and employments of departed spirits, according to the degree of knowledge which they possessed. But the general opinion in ancient and rude nations was, that departed spirits retained the same external appearance, the same passions and principles as before. Nothing therefore was more natural than the opinion, that they might occasionally revisit this world, from an anxious desire to alleviate the sufferings of those beloved friends and relations whom they had left behind them, or to communicate from the unseen world what might be important to their welfare. Upon such an errand did Creusa appear to Atreus. The apparition of the ghosts of murderers is easily explained upon the same general principles. The remorse and horror of mind which the murderer feels are supposed to haunt him in the other world; and to render his situation intolerable (especially if the murder was never detected and punished), till he return and give information against himself. In this way, then, we think it highly probable the belief of spectres has originated. But many other causes concur to confirm and propagate this belief. These are, imperfect visions united with fear, dreams, opium, diseases, drunkenness, and artifice.

1. Indistinct visions are one source of apparitions, especially when the mind is under the influence of fear. It is well known, that the sense of seeing conveys no idea of distance till improved by experience and observation; and how we come at length to distinguish objects at a distance from those that are near, has been explained in another place (see Metaphysics, n° 50).

In the day-time we seldom commit mistakes, because we know the object at which we look; but at night, when we see objects obscurely, and know not what they are, we have no distinct idea either of their distances or of their magnitude. We may mistake a bull that is near us for a tree at a distance; or if the imagination be under the influence of fear, it will easily convert it into a gigantic figure. "It is generally asserted (says Buffon) that these figures exist only in the imagination; yet they may have a real existence in the eye; for whenever we have no other mode of judging of an unknown object but by the angle it forms in the eye, its magnitude will uniformly increase in proportion to its propinquity. If it appears, when at the distance of 20 or 30 paces, to be only a few feet high, its height, when within two or three feet of the eye, will be many fathoms. An object of this kind must naturally excite terror and alarm in the spectator, till he approaches and recognizes it by actual feeling; for the moment a man knows an object, the gigantic appearance it assumed in the eye infinitely diminishes, and its apparent magnitude is reduced to its real dimensions. But if, instead of approaching such an object, the spectator flies from it, he can have no other idea of it but from the image which it formed in his eye; and, in this case, he may affirm with truth that he saw an object terrible in its aspect, and enormous in its size. Thus the notions concerning spectres is founded in nature, and depend not, as some philosophers affirm, upon the imagination alone."

In addition to these observations of Buffon, we may take notice, that objects are always magnified in a fog, so that when a fog happens in the night-time, objects may be magnified to an enormous size. But, at any rate, whether there be fog in the night or not, there is such a great analogy between darkness and a fog, that if the latter deceive us with respect to the size of objects, the former will also deceive us. The writer of this article was passing the Frith of Forth at Queensberry, near Edinburgh, one morning which was extremely foggy. Though the water be only two miles broad, the boat did not get within sight of the southern shore till it approached very near it. He then saw to his great surprise a large perpendicular rock, where he knew the shore was low and almost flat. As the boat advanced a little nearer, the rock seemed to split perpendicularly into portions, which separated at a little distance from one another. He next saw these perpendicular divisions move; and upon approaching a little nearer, found it was a number of people standing on the beach, waiting the arrival of the ferry-boat.

2. Dreams are another fertile source of apparitions. It is well known to every person, that while the mind is under the influence of a dream it considers it as much a reality as it does any particular action while awake. Now if a person of a weak superstitious mind should have a very lively dream, which interests his passions, particularly the passion of fear, it may make a deep impression, that he may be firmly convinced that he has actually seen with his eyes what has only passed before his imagination (See Apparition) (n). We shall here tell a story, by way of illustration which we have received on unquestionable authority. An East Indian captain had an honest faithful servant named John, for whom he had a great regard. John died, if we recollect right, on a voyage from England to the East Indies during a French war. As the ship approached the place of its destination the captain had a dream, in which John appeared to him, and earnestly besought him not to fail to the port for which he was bound, as it was in the hands of the French. The captain, though not addicted to superstition, thought it prudent to follow this admonition; and after landing at a different port, he was informed that the place to which he had intended to fly was, according to the information of the dream, captured by the French. On the voyage home, the captain had a second dream, in which John again appeared to him, and gave him notice.

---

(n) When the thoughts are much troubled, and when a person sleeps without the circumstances of going to bed, or putting off his clothes, as when he nods in his chair, it is very difficult, as Hobbes remarks, to distinguish a dream from a reality. On the contrary, he that compacts himself to sleep, in case of any uncouth or absurd fancy, easily suspeets it to have been a dream.—Leviathan, par. i. c. 1.
Spectre. nifice that he should soon die, and that the ship should be taken in the mouth of the Channel by the French. Next morning the captain called his first mate, told him his dream, which he believed was prophetic, and delivered his papers, that he might take proper care of them after his decease. Everything happened exactly as the dream had foretold; the captain died, and the vessel was taken by a French man of war in the mouth of the Channel. This dream, wonderful as it appears, is easily explained. In the voyage out to India, nothing was more natural than that the captain should sometimes be thinking, that amidst the various chances of war, the port to which he was bound might be taken; perhaps it was a place of confluence, which the French might be eager to possess. The captain being accustomed to resolve these thoughts in the day-time, they would naturally return at night; the regret which caused them, was therefore, was immediately reported through the neighbourhood; all were alarmed, and looked around them with solicitude for the detection of the murder which they supposed to have been committed; and it was not long till a discovery seemed actually to be made. It was reported, that a gentleman, who had relations at no great distance, and had been residing in the West Indies, had lately arrived with a considerable fortune; that he had lodged in an inn about three miles off; and that he had afterwards been seen entering a house in the village where the widow lived, from which he had never returned. It was next affirmed, that a tradesman passing the church-yard about twelve at midnight had seen four men carry a dead corpse into that cemetery. These three facts being joined together seemed perfectly to agree and to confirm one another, and all believed some horrible murder had been committed. The relations of the gentleman thought they were called upon to make inquiry into the truth of these allegations; they accordingly came first to the church-yard, where, in company with the sexton, they examined all the graves with great care, in order to discover whether any of them had been lately dug, or had the appearance of containing more than one coffin. But this search was to no purpose, for no alteration had been made upon the graves. It was next reported that the murdered man had been buried in a plantation about a mile distant from the village. As the alarm was now very general, a number of the inhabitants proposèd of their own accord to explore it. They accordingly spread themselves over the wood, and searched it with care, but no grave nor new dug earth was found. The writer of this article, who was then a boy at school, was along with them. The matter did not rest here: The person who was said to have seen four men carry a dead corpse into the church-yard at midnight was summoned to appear before a meeting of the justices of the peace. Upon examination he denied any knowledge of the affair, but referred the court to another person from whom he had received his information. This person was examined, and the result was the same as the former. In short, one person had heard it from another, who had received it from a third, who had heard it from a fourth; but it had received a little embellishment from every person who repeated...
repeated it. It turned out to be the same with Smollet's story of the three black crows, which some body was said to have vomited.

Upon inquiry at the inn where the Wilt Indian gentleman had lodged, no such gentleman had been seen there. It was found afterwards he had never left the Wilt ladies. Still, however, the veracity of the widow was not disputed; and some dark and secret transaction was suspected. But the whole affair was at length explained by discovering that she was somewhat deranged by melancholy. And the cries which she had at first imagined she had heard were afterwards imitated by some rogueish person, who was highly amused with spreading terror among the credulous.

5. Drunkenness also has the power of creating spectres. Its natural effect in most cases is to derange the understanding, to throw it off its guard, and to give full scope to that passion which has a natural disposition to gain an ascendency; and sometimes it excites passions which fearfully seem to exist at any other time. It makes some men licentious, some furious, some all behaviour and kindred, some from being cowards it renders undaunted; and some from being frightened, it seduces to flight. It seldom, if ever, excites fear; and therefore it may be thought strange that men should imagine they see ghosts while intoxicated. But it must be remarked, that the ghost which the drunkard sees, he fears not with the same alarm and terror as men who are sober. He is not afraid of them. He has the courage to converse with them, and even to fight with them, if they give him provocation. A man returning home intoxicated, affirmed that he had met with the devil; and that after a severe encounter he had vanquished him and brought him to the ground, to which he had nailed him fast by driving his staff through his body. Next morning the staff was found stuck with great violence into a heap of turfs!

6. Many apparitions of spectres have no other origin than the artifices of the waggish or self-interested. Dr Plot, in his Natural History of Oxfordshire, relates a marvellous story, which will illustrate this affection. Soon after the murder of King Charles I a commission was appointed to survey the king's house at Woodstock, with the manor, park, woods, and other demesnes that to that manor belonging; and one Collins, under a feigned name, hired himself as secretary to the commissioners, who, upon the 13th of October 1649, met, and took up their residence in the king's own rooms. His majesty's bed-chamber they made their kitchen, the council hall their pantry, and the presence chamber was the place where they sat for the dispatch of business. His majesty's dining-room they made their wood-yard, and floored it with the wood of the famous royal-oak from the High Park, which, that nothing might be left with the name of king about it, they had dug up by the roots, and split and bundled up for faggots for their firing. Things being thus prepared, they sat on the 16th of the same month for the dispatch of business; and in the midst of their first debate there entered a large black dog (as they thought), which made a dreadful howling, overturned two or three of their chairs, and then crept under a bed and vanished. This gave them the greater surprize, as the doors were kept constantly locked, so that no real dog could get in or out. The next day their surprize was increased, when, sitting at dinner in a lower room, they heard plainly the noise of persons walking over their heads, though they well knew the doors were all locked, and there could be no body there. Presently after they heard also all the wood of the king's oak brought by parcels from the dining-room, and thrown with great violence into the presence chamber; as also all the chairs, stools, tables, and other furniture, forcibly hurled about the room; their papers, containing the minutes of their transactions, were torn, and the ink-glass broken. When all this noise had ceased, Giles Sharp, their secretary, proposed to enter first into these rooms; and in presence of the commissioners, from whom he received the key, he opened the doors, and found the wood spread about the room, the chairs tossed about and broken, the papers torn, the ink-glass broken (as has been said), but not the least track of any human creature, nor the least reason to suspect one, as the doors were all fast, and the keys in the custody of the commissioners. It was therefore unanimously agreed, that the power who did this mischief must have entered the room at the key-hole. The night following, Sharp their secretary, with two of the commissioners servants, as they were in bed in the same room, which room was contiguous to that where the commissioners lay, had their bed's feet lifted up so much higher than their heads, that they expected to have their necks broken, and then they were let fall at once with so much violence as shook the whole house, and more than ever terrified the commissioners. On the night of the 19th, as all were in bed in the same room for greater safety, and lights burning by them, the candles in an infant went out with a fulphurous smell, and that moment many trenches of wood were hurled about the room, which next morning were found to be the fame their honours had eaten on the day before, which were all removed from the pantry, though not a lock was found opened in the whole house. The next night they fell fared worse; the candles went out as before, the curtains of their honours' beds were rattled to and fro with great violence; their honours received many cruel blows and bruises, by eight great pewter-dishes and a number of wooden trenches being thrown on their beds, which being heaved off, were heard rolling about the room, though in the morning none of these were to be seen. This night likewise they were alarmed with the tumbling down of oaken billets about their beds, and other frightful noises; but all was clear in the morning, as if no such thing happened. The next night the keeper of the king's house and his dog lay in the commissioners room, and then they had no disturbance. But on the night of the 22d, though the dog lay in the room as before, yet the candles went out, a number of brick-bats fell from the chimney into the room, the dog howled piteously, their bed clothes were all stripped off, and their terror increased. On the 24th they thought all the wood of the king's oak was violently thrown down by their bed-fides; they counted 64 billets that fell, and some hit and shook the beds in which they lay; but in the morning none were found there, nor had the door been opened where the wood was kept. The next night the candles were put out, the curtains rattled, and a dreadful crack like thunder was heard; and one of the servants running in haste, thinking his master was killed, found three dozen of trenches laid smoothly under the quilt by him. But all this was nothing to what succeeded afterwards: The
2dly, about midnight, the candles went out, something walked majestically through the room, and opened and shut the windows; great stones were thrown violently into the room, some of which fell on the beds, others on the floor; and at about a quarter after one a noise was heard as of forty cannon discharged together, and again repeated at about eight minutes distance. This alarmed and raised all the neighbourhood, who coming into their honoured room, gathered up the great stones, fourscore in number, and laid them in the corner of a field, where, in Dr Plot's time, who reports this story, they were to be seen. This noise, like the discharge of cannon, was heard through all the country for 16 miles round. During these noises, which were heard in both rooms together, the commemorators and their servants gave one another over for lost, and cried out for help; and Giles Sharp, snatching up a sword, had well nigh killed one of their honourables, mistaking him for the spirit, as he came in his skirt from his own room to theirs. While they were together, the noise was continued, and part of the tiling of the house was stript off, and all the windows of an upper room were taken away with it. On the 30th at midnight some thing walked into the chamber treading like a bear; it walked many times about, then threw the warming-pan violently on the floor; at the same time a large quantity of broken glass, accompanied with great stones and hollow bones, came pouring into the room with uncommon force. Thrice were all found in the morning to the astonishment and terror of the commemorators, who were yet determined to go on with their business. But on the 1st of November the most dreadful scene of all ensued: candles in every part of the room were lighted up, and a great fire made; at midnight, the candles all yet burning, a noise like the burfting of a cannon was heard in the room, and the burning billets were tossed about by it even into their honourables' beds; who called Giles and his companions to their relief, otherwise the house had been burnt to the ground; about an hour after the candles went out as usual, the crack as if many cannon was heard, and many pailsfuls of green finking water were thrown upon their honourables' beds; great stones were also thrown in as before, the bed curtains and bedheads torn and broken, the windows shattered, and the whole neighbourhood alarmed with the most dreadful noises; nay, the very rabbits, foxes, and hares, that were abroad that night in the warren were so terrified, that they fled for fear and left their ferrets behind them. One of their honourables this night spoke and, in the name of God, asked what it was, and why it disturbed them so? No answer was given to this; but the noise ceased for a while, when the spirit came again; and, as they all agreed, brought with it seven deaths worse than itself. One of the servants now lighted a large candle, and set it in the door-way between the two chambers, to see what paffed, and as he watched it, he plainly saw a hoof striking the candle and candlestick into the middle of the room, and afterwards making three scapes over the fluff, scraped it out. Upon this the same person was so bold as to draw a sword; but he had scarce got it out when he felt another invisible hand holding it too, and pulling it from him; and at length prevailing, struck him so violently on the head with the pummel, that he fell down for dead with the blow. At this instant was heard another burst like the discharge of the broadside of a ship of war, and at about a minute or two's distance each no less than 19 more such; these shook the house violently, that they expected every moment it would fall upon their heads. The neighbours, on this, as has been said, being all alarmed, flocked to the house in great numbers, and all joined in prayer and psalm-singing; during which the noise still continued in the other rooms, and the discharge of cannons was heard as from without; though no visible agent was seen to discharge them. But what was the most alarming of all, and put an end to their proceedings effectually, happened the next day as they were all at dinner, when a paper, in which they had signed a mutual agreement to reserve a part of the premises out of the general survey, and afterwards to share it equally amongst them-selves, (which paper they had hid for the present under the earth in a pot in one corner of the room, and in which an orange-tree grew,) was confumed in a wonderful manner, by the earth's taking fire with which the pot was filled, and burning violently with a blue flame, and an intolerable fench; so that they were all driven out of the house, to which they could never be again prevailed upon to return.

This wonderful contrivance was all the invention of the memorable Joseph Collins of Oxford, otherwise called *Fanny Fen*, who having hired himself as secretary, under the name of Giles Sharp, by knowing the private traps belonging to the house, and the help of *pullus fulminans* and other chemical preparations, and letting his fellow-servants into the scheme, carried on the deceit without discovery to the very last; infomuch that the late Dr Plot, in his *Natural History*, relates the whole for fact, and concludes in this grave manner, "That though tricks have been often played in affairs of this kind, many of the things above related are not reconcilable with jugglery; such as the loud noises, beyond the power of man to make without such instruments as were not there; the tearing and breaking the beds; the throwing about the fire; the hoof treading out the candle; and the striving for the sword, and the blow the man received from the pummel of it."

**SPE**

*SPECULARIS LAPIIS*, in natural history, a genus of talcs, composed of large plates visibly separate, and of extreme thinness; and each filel again separated into a number of plates still finer. (See TALC.) Of this genus there are three species: 1. The white shining specularis, with large and broad leaves, commonly called *王者 and *Mylonite glass; its lamellae, or leaves, are extremely thin, elastic, and transparent; it makes not the least effervescence with aquafortis, and is not easily calcined in the fire. It is imported in great quantities; the miniature-painters cover their pictures with it; the lantern-makers sometimes use it instead of horn; and minute objects are usually preferred between two plates of it, for examination by the microscope. 2. The bright brown specularis, with broad leaves; a very valuable species, though inferior to the former. 3. The purple bright specularis, with broad leaves, which is the most elegant of all the talcs, and not less beautifully transparent than the first kind.

**SPECULATIVE**, something relating to the theory of some art or science, in contradistinction to practical.

**SPECULUM** for reflecting telescopes, is made of a kind of white copper consisting of 32 parts fine.
red copper, 1 of brass, 15 of grain-tin, and 3 of white arsenic. The process given by the late J. Edwards, who was rewarded by the Board of Longitude for disclosing it to the public, was published in the Nautical Almanack for 1787, and is as follows: Melt the copper in a large crucible, employing some black flux, composed of two parts of tartar and one of nitre; when melted, add to it the brass and the silver. Let the pure tin be melted in another crucible, also with some black flux. Take them both from the fire, and pour the melted tin into the fused mass in the large crucible. Stir the whole well with a dry spatula of birch, and pour off the fused metal immediately into a large quantity of cold water. The sudden chill of the water will cause the fluid metal to divide into an infinite number of small particles, which will cool instantly.

2. If the copper be completely saturated, the fracture of one piece of this mixed metal will appear bright, and of a glossy look, resembling the face of pure quicksilver. But if it is of a brown reddish colour, it wants a little more tin. To ascertain the required proportion, melt a small quantity, known by weight, of the mixed metal, with a known very small part of tin; and, if necessary, repeat the trial with different doses, till the fracture of the new mixture looks as already described. Having now ascertained the necessary addition of tin that is required, proceed to the last melting of the whole metal, together with the additional proportional dose of tin; fuse the whole, observing the same cautions as before; and you will find that the mixture will melt with a much less heat than that for the first fusion. Have ready as many ounces of white arsenic in coarse powder as there are pounds in the weight of the metal; wrap up the arsenic in a small paper, and put it, with a pair of tongs, into the crucible; stir it well with the spatula, retaining the breath to avoid the arsenic fumes or vapours (which however are not found to be hurtful to the lungs) till they disappear; take the crucible off the fire, clear away the dross from the top of the metal, pour in about one ounce of powdered rosin, with as much nitre, in order to give the metal a clean surface, and pour out the metal into the moulded flasks.

3. The speculum should be moulded with the concave surface downwards, and many small holes should be made through the sand upwards, to discharge the air. The moulding sand from Highgate near London, used by the founders, is as good as any for casting these metallic mirrors. The call metal should be taken out from the sand of the flasks whilst it is hot, or else it may happen to crack if left to cool within. See Telescope.

Speculum, a looking glass or mirror, capable of reflecting the rays of the sun.

Speculum, in surgery, an instrument for dilating a wound, or the like, in order to examine it attentively. See Surgery.

SPECHT, in general, the art or act of expressing a person's thoughts by means of articulate sounds, which we call words. See Language, Grammar, Reading, and Oratory, part iv.

Speed (John), an eminent English historian, was born at Farringdon, in Cheshire, in 1542. He was by profession a taylor, and rector of the company of merchant-tailors in the city of London. In 1606, he published his Theatre of Great Britain, which was afterwards reprinted in folio, under the title of the Theatre of Empire of Great Britain. His Genealogies of the Empires were first bound up with the Bible in 1615, when the first edition of the present translation was printed. In 1614 appeared his History of Great Britain, which has since been translated into Latin; and in 1616 he published his Cloud of Witness, in octavo. He lived in marriage 57 years with his wife, by whom he had twelve sons and five daughters; and died in 1629. He was interred in the church of St. Giles's, Cripplegate, London, where a monument was erected to his memory.

Speedwell, in botany. See VERONICA.

SPELL, a charm consisting of some words of occult power, generally attended with some ceremony. In order to explain it, we will produce a few examples. On St Agnes's night, 21st of January, take a row of pins, and pull out every one, one after another, saying a Pater-noster on flicking a pin in your sleeve, and you will dream of him or her you shall marry.

Another method to see a future spouse in a dream. Gred's Provincial Glory.

The party inquiring must lie in a different county from that in which he commonly resides, and on going to bed must knit the left garter over the right legged stocking, letting the other garter and stocking alone; and as he rehearses the following verses, at every comma knit a knot:

This knot I knit,
To know the thing I know not yet;
That I may see
The man (woman) that shall my husband (wife) be;
How he goes, and what he wears,
And what he does all days and years.

Accordingly, in a dream, he will appear with the insignia of his trade or profession.

Another, performed by charming the moon, thus:

At the first appearance of the new moon, immediately after the new year's day, (though some say any other new moon is as good), go out in the evening, and stand over the spurs of a gate or fiddle, and, looking on the moon, repeat the following lines:

All hail to the moon! all hail to thee!
I prithee, good moon, reveal to me
This night who my husband (wife) must be.

Immediately after you must go to bed, when you will dream of the person defined for your future husband or wife.

SPELLING, in grammar, that part of orthography which teaches the true manner of reducing words into their syllables.

All words are either simple or compound, as fly, flys; done, done; and the rules for dividing each must be such as are derived from the analogy of language in general, or from the established custom of speaking; which, for the English language, are reduced to the following rules: 1. A consonant between two vowels must be joined with the letter in spelling, as nature, ve-rily, ge-norous; except, however, the letter s which is joined to the first, as in flex-er, ex-er, &c. and compound words, as in spen, un-afed, &c.

2. A double consonant must be divided, as in letter, man-ner, &c.

3. Those consonants which can begin a word must not be parted in spelling, as in de-fran, fran-chie. 
Speelman re-prove, di-fined; however, this rule is found some-
times to fail; for though gn begins a word, as great,
gnate, &c. yet it must be divided in spelling, as in cog-
nomines, ma-tigu-y, &c. 4. Those consonants which
cannot begin a word must be divided, as td in faldom, tl
in multitudes, mp in tem-ple; rd in arc-ent; but in final
syllables there are exceptions, as tl in title, frit, am-
dle, &c. 5. When two vowels come together, and are
both of them distinctly founded, they must be separated
in spelling, as in co-eval, nu-tural, &c. 6. The gram-
matical terminations or endings must be separated in
spelling, as ed in wing-ed, ed-fi in de-li-ver-ed, ing
in bearing, ance in de-li-ver-ance, &c. 7. Compound
words must be resolved into their simple or component
words, as upon, in-to, ne-ver-the-less, not with-fling,
&c.

SPELMAN (Sir Henry), an eminent English anti-
quarian, was descended from an ancient family, and
born at Cengham, near Lynn in Norfolk, about the
year 1561. He was knighted by King James I. who
had a particular esteem for him on account of his known
capacity for business; and he employed him several
times in Ireland on public affairs. When he was
about 50 years of age, he went to reside in London;
where falling into a dispute to which his own genius had
always inclined him, he collected all such books and
MSS. as concerned the subject of antiquities, either fo-
 reign or domestic. In 1626, he published the first part
of his well-known Glossary, which he never carried be-
 yond the letter L; because, as some have suggested, he
had said things under "Magna charta," and "Maxi-
mum coniinium," that could not then have appeared
without giving offence. Upon his death all his papers
 came into the hands of his son Sir John Spelman, a gen-
tleman who had abilities to have completed his father's
design, if death had not prevented him. The second
part was afterwards published by Sir William Dugdale;
but with all the marks of a century unfinished perfor-
amce. The next work he entered upon was an edition
of the English Councils, of which he published the first
volume about two years before his death, leaving the
second volume as well as his Glossary, to be pub-
lished by Sir William Dugdale. Sir Henry wrote
several other things, all relating to ancient laws and
customs, and died in 1641. His Pothumous Works
were published in folio, 1698, under the inspection of
Mr. Giffen, afterwards bishop of London.
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vindicated. To this excellent work was afterwards added, A Discourse concerning vulgar prophecies, wherein the vanity of receiving them as the certain indications of any future event is expos’d; and some marks of dissimulation between true and pretended prophets are laid down. 3. A Latin Dissertation concerning Utiris and Thommini. 4. His famous treatise De legibus Helvorum rutilibus et earum rationibus. The intention of this book, as he informs us himself, was to vindicate the Deity from the imputation of acting from arbitrary and fantastical motives. It has been highly and justly esteemed both for the elegance of style and the uncommon erudition and found sense which it displays. It has, however, (that part of it particularly which endeavours to deduce some of the Jewish ceremonies from the practices of their heathen neighbours,) alarmed many persons, as if such a doctrine, if it could be proved, would derogate from the Divine wisdom, and undermine revelation. But this is so far from being the case, that Dr. Spencer’s attempt, whether successful or not, does not deserve the gratitude of Christians, because it has a tendency to throw light on an important and difficult subject.

SPENSER (Edmund), the poet, was born in London in the year 1552, and descended from an ancient family of the Spencers in Northamptonshire. All we know concerning his education is, that he was admitted a fizar of Pembroke-hall in Cambridge, and matriculated in 1569. At this time began his intimacy with Mr. Gabriel Harvey, a man of genius and a poet. In 1576, having completed his degrees in arts, he left the university, as it is conjectured, for want of subsistence, and retired to the north of England. Here he had the misfortune to become enamoured of his Rosalind, who, after flattering his passion for a time, at length preferred his happier rival. Spenser continued in the country till the year 1578, when at the persuasion of his friend Mr. Harvey he removed to London, where that gentleman introduced him to Mr. Sidney (afterwards Sir Philip Sidney). Concerning his first introduction to Sir Philip, there is indeed a different story, which was first told by the writer of his life, prefixed to his works in 1679, and transferred by Hughes, Cibber, and several others; which, nevertheless, is certainly not true. The purport of it is, that Spenser, being unknown to this Macenas of the age, went to Leicester house, and sent in the 9th canto of the first book of the Fairy Queen; that, on reading part of it, Sir Philip ordered his reward to give the bearer 50l. or on reading a little farther 50l. more; then 200l. bidding him to make haste and pay the money, lest he should give the poet his whole estate. The story tells prettily enough; but it is very certain, that the Fairy Queen was begun long after his acquaintance with Sir Philip. By this universal patron of geniuses, however, he was prefented to queen Elizabeth, who honoured him with the place of poet-laurat. About this time he finished his Shepherd’s Calendar, which was first printed in 1579; and in the following year, being recommended by his patron to the earl of Leicelcer, he went to Ireland as secretary to the lord Grey of Wilton, then appointed lord-lieutenant of that kingdom. Lord Grey was recalled in 1582, and with him Spenser returned to London, where he continued till after the death of Sir Philip Sidney in 1586; a loss which he bewailed to the end of his life. The following year, our poet, having obtained a royal grant of 3000 acres of forfeited lands in the county of Cork in Ireland, set out for that kingdom, took possession of his estate, and fixed his residence in the castle of Kilcolman, which had belonged to the earl of Desmond. In this retirement he resumed his great work of the Fairy Queen; and continued in Ireland till, being visited by his old friend Sir Walter Raleigh in 1589, he came over with him to England, but returned to Ireland the year following, where he fell in love with a country girl, and married her. Soon after his marriage, he paid another visit to his native country, where we also find him in 1596. In the following year he returned once more to Kilcolman; but on the rebellion of Lord Tyrone, who ravaged the whole county of Cork, he was obliged to fly for safety with his family to England, where, in the year 1599, he died in extreme poverty (a). He was buried in Westminster Abbey, according to his request, near Chaucer. A monument was erected to his memory by Ann countess of Dorset. We know but little of his character as a man; as a poet, considering the age in which he lived, he deserves our utmost veneration. He wrote various pieces besides those abovementioned. His whole works, with his life by Hughes, were published in six volumes 12mo, in 1715 and 1750.

SPERGULA, SPURREY, in botany: A genus of plants belonging to the class of decandria, and the order of pennigina; and in the natural system arranged under the 22d order, carophyllae. The calyx is pentaphyllous; the petals five, and undivided; the capsule oval, unilocular, and containing five valves. There are five species, the arvenfis, nodulata, pentandra, laticina, and figninode: all of which are British: 1. The arvenfis, corn spurrey, has linear narrowed leaves, from eight to twenty in a whir. The flowers are small, white, and terminal. It is frequent in corn-fields. In Holland it is cultivated as food for cattle, and has the advantage of growing on the very poorest soils; but does not afford a great deal of food. Poultry are fond of the seeds; and the inhabitants of Finland and Norway make bread of them when their crops of corn fail. Horses, sheep, goats, and swine, eat it. Cows refuse it.

2. The nodulata, knotted spurrey. Several stalks arise from one root, sometimes reclining and sometimes erect, and from three to five inches high. The leaves are smooth, of a fine green, narrow, pointed, and opposite. The flowers are white, terminal, with yellow anther.

3. Pentandra, small spurrey. The leaves are very narrow, and grow in whirs at the joints. The seeds are black with a white circle. It flowers in July.

4. Laticina, larch-leaved spurrey. Several stalks arise.

(a) This is Camden’s account, and it has been generally believed; but Mr. Malone, the last editor of Shakespeare’s works, by examining the patent roll, 53 Eliz. p. 3, has discovered, that in February 1590, Spenser obtained from Queen Elizabeth an annuity or pension of L. 50 during his life; a sum equivalent to L. 200 at present.
Spermaceti, a whitish, unctuous, flaky substance, prepared from oil, but chiefly from the brains of a species of whale called physeter macrocephalus.

The method of preparing spermaceti is kept a secret; but the process is said to be this: The brains being taken out of the animal, are then, as some say, melted over a gentle fire, poured into moulds, and when cold melted again; and this process is continued till they are purified. Others say, that after being pressed and drained they are more thoroughly purified by steeping them in a ley of alkaline salt and quicklime. The brains are then washed, and cut into thin flakes or fine white flakes; soft and transparent, having a fragrant smell if not carefully washed, and cut into thin flakes or fine white flakes; soft and transparent, melting in the form of an oil or by the dulness of the colour. Whence it is said to be this: The brains being the nitrous acid and unites by the process discovered, is of use in medicine.

Spermaceti, in anatomy, something belonging to the sperm or seed.

Speusippus, an Athenian philosopher, the nephew and successor of Plato. Contrary to the practice of Plato, Speusippus required from his pupils a Eratosthenian charity. He placed statues of the graces in the school which Plato had built. On account of his informaftion of health, he was commonly carried to and from the academy in a vehicle. On his way thither he one day met Diogenes, and saluted him; the Eratosthenian philosopher refused to return the salute, and told him, that such a feeble wretch ought to be ashamed to live; to which Speusippus replied, that he lived not in his limbs, but in his mind. At length, being wholly incapacitated, by a paralytic stroke, for the duties of the chair, he resigned it to Xenocrates. He is said to have been of a violent temper, fond of pleasures, and exceedingly avaricious. Speusippus wrote many philosophical works, which are now lost, but which Aristotle thought sufficiently valuable to purchase at the expense of three talents. From the few fragments which remain of his philosophy, it appears that he adhered very strictly to the doctrine of his master.

Spey, a river of Scotland, rising from a lake of the same name in Badenoch, and, after a serpentine course of 70 miles, passes by Ruthven's castle, and falls into the German sea at Garnoch near Elgin. Mr Pennant tells us, that the Spey is a dangerous neighbour to Cattle Gordon, overflowing frequently in a dreadful manner, as appears by its ravages far beyond its banks. The bed of the river is wide and full of gravel, and the channel very shifting. In 1746 the Duke of Cumberland passed this river at Belles church, near Cattle Gordon, when the channel was so deep as to take an officer, from whom...
SPHACELUS, in surgery and medicine, an absolute
and perpetual corruption or death of the parts.

SHEERANTHUS, in botany: A genus of plants
belonging to the class of Crypogamia and order of
Myricaceae. The anthers are globose; the mouth entire
dosed by an operculum; the calyptra is wanting. There
are three species, the Paludost, Alpinum, and
to an order of Polygama, *Egregera;* and in the natural
fyls arranged under the 49th order, *Composita.* Each partial
calyx contains eight florets; the florets are tubulated, the
female being feerely distinguishable. The receptacle is
scaly; and thereis no papus. The species are three,
the indius, africanus, and chinenfis.

SPHAGNUM, bog-moss, in botany: A genus of
plants belonging to the class of Cryptogamia and order of
Musci. The anthers are globose; the mouth entire
dosed by an operculum; the calyptra is wanting. There
are three species, the Paludost, Alpinum, and
in the natural ylms arranged under the
order, *Composita.* Each partial
calyx contains eight florets; the florets are tubulated, the
female being feerely distinguishable. The receptacle is
scaly; and thereis no papus. The species are three,
the indius, africanus, and chinenfis.

Spheroid, in geometry, a solid approaching to
the figure of a sphere. It is generated by the entire
revolution of a semi-ellipsoid about its axis. When
the revolution is made round the largest axis, the spheroid
is called prolate; and when round the shortest, oblate.
This last is the figure of the earth, and probably of all
the planets.

SPHEX, Ichneumon Wasp, or Spaviz: a gen-
us of insects belonging to the order of Hymenoptera.
The mouth is armed with entire jaws, but contains no
tongue; the mandibles are horny, crooked, dentated;
the lip horny, the apex membranaceous. The palpi
or feelers are four. The antennae have from 10 to 16
joints. The wings of both sexes are extended without
folds, and laid horizontally on the back. The sting is
hard, and concealed within the abdomen. There are
97 species, of which two only are natives of Britain
and Ireland, the viatica and cibritidae. 2. The viatica
is black; the antennae are short and thick; the three first
segments of the abdomen red-brown; the pedicle is
short; the length half an inch. 3. The cibritidae is
black, with yellow ringlets on the abdomen; the anten-
nae are short, and turned backwards: the fore-legs are
broad, with an appendix like a shield.

The manner of living is different in the various
species, and so is the general form of the body and their
haunts; but though the method of life be utterly dif-
ferent, yet the name manners appear innate and inherent
in all. They agree in being the fiercest of all flies;
they will attack insects much larger than themselves,
and this whether they be defenceless or armed, as they
are provided with a sting. The strength in all this fa-
vage kind is great; their jaws are hard and sharp, and
in their sting lies a poison suddenly fatal to the crea-
tures with whom they engage. The savage strives har-
dily on the animal he attacks, and gives a stroke of
amazing force; after which he falls down as if himself
were killed, but it is to reef from his fatigue, and en-
joy his victory. He keeps a steady eye on the crea-
ture he has struck till it dies, which happens in a few
minutes, and then drags it to the nest to feed the
young. The number of other insects they destroy is
fearsome to be conceived; the mouth of their cave is like
that of a giant in the days of yore, strewed with the
remains of prey. The eyes, the filament that serves as
a brain, and a small part of the contents of the body,
are all the savage eats, and he will kill 50 for a meal.

SPHINCTER, in anatomy, a term applied to a
kind of circular muscles, or muscles in form of rings,
which serve to close and draw up several orifices of the
body, and prevent the excretion of the contents.

SPHINX (fab. hist.), a monster which had the
head and breasts of a woman, the body of a dog, the tail
of a serpent, the wings of a bird, the paws of a lion, and
an human voice. It sprang from the sson of Ortho-

Vol. xvii.
The Sphinx, or of Typhon with Echidna. The Sphinx had been sent into the neighbourhood of Thebes by Juno, who wished to punish the family of Cadmus, which she perfecuted with immortal hatred, and it laid this part of Boea contiguous continual alarms, by proposing enigmas and devouring the inhabitants if unable to explain them. In the midst of their conflagration the Thebans were told by the oracle, that the sphinx would destroy herself as soon as one of the enigmas she proposed was explained. In this enigma she wished to know what animal walked on four legs in the morning, two at noon, and three in the evening. Upon this Creon king of Thebes promised his crown and his sister Jocasta in marriage to him who could deliver his country from the monster by a successful explanation of the enigma. It was at last happily explained by Oedipus, who observed, that man walked on his hands and feet when young; or in the morning of life, at the noon of life he walked erect; and in the evening of his days he supported his infirmities upon a stick. (Vid. Oedipus.) The sphinx no sooner heard this explanation than she dashed her head against a rock, and immediately expired. Some mythologists with to unriddle the fabulous traditions about the sphinx, by the supposition that one of the daughters of Cadmus, or Lains, infested the country of Thebes by her continual depredations, because she had been refused a part of her father’s possessions. The lion’s paw expressed, as they observe, her cruelty, the body of the dog her lasciviousness, her enigmas the phæres she laid for strangers and travellers, and her wings the dispatch she used in her expeditions.

Among the Egyptians the sphinx was the symbol of religion, by reason of the obscurity of its mysteries; and on the same account the Romans placed a sphinx in the pronaos or porch of their temples. Sphinxes were used by the Egyptians to show the beginning of the water’s rising in the Nile: with this view, as it had the head of a woman and body of a lion, it signified that the Nile began to swell in the months of July and August, when the sun passes through the signs of Leo and Virgo. There are several of these still to be seen; one in particular, near the pyramids, much spoken of by the ancients; being of a prodigious size, and cut out of the rock; the head and neck appear only at present, the rest of the body being hid in the sand. This, according to Thevenot, is 26 feet high, and 15 feet from the ear to the chin: but Pliny affures us, the head was no less than 102 feet in circumference, and 62 feet high from the belly, and that the body was 143 feet long, and was thought to be the phœnix of king Amasis.

The learned Mr. Bryant* observes, that the sphinx seems to have been originally a valltf rock of different fitrate; which, from a shapeless mass, the Egyptians fashioned into an object of beauty and veneration. The Egyptians used this figure in their building; from them the Greeks derived it, and afterwards improved it into an elegant ornament. It is also frequently used in modern architecture.

It is proper to observe, that the sphinx of the Egyptians is said in the Asiatic Researches † to have been found in India. Colonel Pearce was told by Murari Pandit, a man of learning among the Hindoos, that the sphinx there called fanga is to appear at the end of the world, and as soon as he is born will prey on an elephant: he is therefore figured seizing an elephant in his claws; and the elephant is made small, to show that the fanga, even a moment after his birth, will be very large in proportion to it. But in opposition to this account positively by Murari Pandit the late Sir William Jones, the learned and illustrious president of the Asiatic Society, was afeured by several Brahmons, that the figure taken for a sphinx was a representation of a lion seizing a young elephant. This point therefore requires farther investigation.

**Sphinx, Hawk-Moth, in natural history; a genus of insects belonging to the order of lepidoptera. The antennæ are shaped somewhat like a prism, and are more slender at each end than at the middle. The tongue is generally throt out: the two palpi are bent back, and the wings deflexed. There are about 165 species already discovered, of which ten are found in Great Britain and Ireland.**

1. The occlu (2) eyed willow hawk-moth. There is no trunk; the wings are indented. Above, 3d wings dark and light-brown, marbled; 2d, red, with a large yellow-black eye. Beneath, a large red triangle from the base of the 1st wings. The breadth one inch and an half. Caterpillar smooth, green, and oblique white lines on the sides, and a posterior horn. The eggs are green. It lives on willows. 2. Populis, poplar-hawk-moth. The wings are scalloped, bluish grey, and waved with dark lines. On the first wings a long white spot, and the base of the 2d red-brown. Wings revered. Length one inch. A long spiral trunk caterpillar green, smooth, with oblique white spots, and a posterior horn. It lives on poplars and willows. 3. This lime hawk-moth. No trunk; the wings are scalloped: the antennæ are white on the under side, yellow on the upper. Above, 1st wings grey-brown, with two irregular large green spots; 2d, wings orange. Beneath greenish grey. Caterpillar green, faggreeen, with a posterior horn. 4. Convulvulus, unicorn, or bindweed hawk-moth. The antennæ are long and thick; the trunk very long and spiral. Above, body marked with black and red belts; wings entire, brown-grey, with black zigzag transverse lines. The breadth three inches. Caterpillar smooth, green, with a posterior horn. 5. Lysigoras, privet hawk-moth. The antennæ are long, thick, and brown. Trunk long, spiral. 1st wings two inches long, narrow, entire, brown; 2d, short, red, with black bars. The abdomen is red, with black vings. Caterpillar smooth, yellow-green, with a posterior horn. 6. Aurotops, jessamine hawk-moth. The wings are entire: the trunk long, spiral. Above, 1st wings brown, clouded with grey and yellow, and a yellowish spot in the centre; 2d, yellow, with two waved transverse stripes. The abdomen is yellow, with seven black-brown belts. The thorax marked like a Death’s-head. Length two inches. Caterpillar very large, yellow, with five green and orange oblique belts, and a posterior horn. 7. Eferon, elephant-moth. The wings are angular, entire. Above, 1st wings fringed transversely with red and green; 2d, black at the base, and red outwards. The body red and green. Caterpillar smooth brown and yellow, with a posterior horn, and a frill like a hog. It lives on vines, convolvulus, &c. 8. Stellatarum, large bee moth. The antennæ are thick towards the ends, brown.
The trunk is spiral; the wings are short and entire; the body is thick, brown, and hairy. First wings are brown, waved; 2d, red-brown. It resembles a large bee. Caterpillar smooth, with a posterior blue horn, tnt with red. It lives on psilium. 9. **Tipuliformia**, small bee moth. The thorax is yellow beneath: the wings are short, with black veins. The abdomen black, bearded, yellow at the extremity. Caterpillar on the lonicera. 10. **Fipendula**, burnet moth. The antennae, legs, and body, are black. Second wings red, with a greenish border. First wings bluish green, with fix red spots, in pairs. Length eight lines. Caterpillar yellow, with black spots. It lives on gran$.

The name *fibinx* is given to this genus on account of the singular attitudes of their caterpillars, who apply the hinder part of their body to a branch of a tree, holding the rest of it erect, like the fabulous sphinx. Most of them spin their cod under ground, making them up with small parcels of earth and grains of corn interwoven with threads. The sphinges fly either early in the morning, or after sunset in the evening. They fly heavily and sluggishly, often emitting a kind of smoke. Success; and these, it succeeded to admiration, even when the sick did not void worms.

I have of late, previous to the use of the Indian pink, given a vomit, when the circumstances of the cafe permitted it; and I have found this method answer so well, that I think a vomit should never be omitted. I have known half a dram of this root purge as briskly as the same quantity of rhubarb; at other times I have known it, though given in large quantities, produce no effect upon the belly: in such cases, it becomes necessary to add a grain or two of sweet mercury, or some grains of rhubarb; but it is to be observed, that the same happy effects did not follow its use in this way, as when it was purgative without addition. The addition, however, of the purgative renders its use safe, and removes all danger of convulsions of the eyes although neither *ol. ruta, fibinæ*, or any other nervous substance, is given along with it. It is, in general, safer to give it in large doses than in small; for, from the latter, more frequently the giddiness, dimness of the sight, and convulsions, &c. follow; whereas, from large doses, I have not known any other effect than its proving emetic or violently cathartic. To a child of two years of age, who had been taking 10 grains of the root twice a-day, without having any other effect than making her dull and giddy, I prescribed 22 grains morning and evening, which purged her briskly, and brought away five large worms. After some months an increased dose had the same good effects. I prefer the root to the other parts of the plant; of which, when properly dried, I gave from 12 to 60 or 70 grains in phiallets. In infusion, it may be given to the quantity of two, three, or four grains, twice a-day. I have found that, by keeping, the plant loses its virtue in part; for 40 grains of the root which has not been gathered above two months, will operate as strongly as 60 which has been kept for 15 months.”

In Dr Garden’s subsequent letters, addressed to Dr Hope, in the years 1764 and 1766, the efficacy of this root in worm cafes is further confirmed; and he observes, that the root keeps better than he at first thought (having lately used it several years old with great success). In what he calls continued or remitting low worm fevers, he found its efficacy promoted by the addition of rad. fetentor cing. SPICE, any kind of aromatic drug that has hot and pungent qualities: such as pepper, nutmeg, ginger, cinnamon, cloves, &c.
SPIRAL, in anatomy, the name of several muscles, &c. of the spine.

SPINARIA, in botany. See Euonymus.

SPINARIS, in botany. See Anatomia, p. 30.

SPINE, in botany. See Spina.

SPINELLO, a Tuscan painter, of great repute in his time. He painted a picture of the fallen angels, in which he drew so horrible a picture of Lucifer, that it frightened him so much as to affect his senses ever after. He flourished about the year 1580.

SPINET, or Spinnet, a musical instrument ranked in the second or third place among harmonious instruments. It consists of a chest or belly made of the most porous and resonant wood to be found, and a table of fir glued on slips of wood called furniers, which bear on the sides. On the table is raised two little prominences, or bridges, wherein are placed so many pins as there are chords or strings to the instrument. It is played on by two ranges of continued keys, the former range being the order of the diatonic scale, and that behind the order of the artificial notes or semitones. The keys are so many flat pieces of wood, which, touched and pressed down at the end, make the other raise a jack which strike and found the strings by means of the end of a crow's quill, wherewith it is armed. The 30 first strings are of brass, the other more delicate ones of steel or iron-wire; they are all stretched over the two bridges already mentioned. The figure of the spinet is a long square or parallelogram; some call it a harp couched, and the harp an inverted spinet. See the article Harp.

This instrument is generally tuned by the ear, which method of the practical musicians is founded on a supposition that the ear is a perfect judge of an octave and a fifth. The general rule is to begin at a certain note, as C, taken towards the middle of the instrument, and tuning all the octaves up and down, and also the fifths, reckoning seven semitones to each fifth, by which means the whole is tuned. Sometimes to the common or fundamental play of the spinet is added another similar one in unison, and a third in octave to the first, to make the harmony the fuller; they are either played separately or together by means of a fly: these are called double or triple spinets; sometimes a play of violins is added, by means of a bow, or a few wheels parallel to the keys, which press the strings and make the found last as long as the musician pleases, and heighten and soften them more or less, as they are more or less pressed. The harpsichord is a kind of spinet, only with another disposition of the keys (see the article Harpsichord). The instrument takes its name from the small quill ends which touch the strings, resembling spines or thorns.

SPINIFEX, in botany; a genus of plants belonging to the class of Polygonum and order of Monocotyledones. The herbaceous flowers have a calyx with bivalved biflorous glumes, the valves being parallel to the rachis; the corolla is bivalved and awoolly; there are three stamina and two styles. In the male flowers the calyx is common with the hermaphrodite; the corolla and stamina are similar. There is only one species, the squarrosus.

SPINNING, in commerce, the art or art of reducing flax, hemp, wool, hair, or other matters, into thread. Spinning is either performed on the wheel, or with a diatass and spindle, or with other machines proper
spinning

proper for several kinds of working. Hemp, flax, nettle-thread, and other like vegetable matters, are to be wetted in spinning: silks, wools, &c. are spun dry, and do not need water; yet there is a way of spinning or reeling silk as it comes off the cafes or balls, where hot and even boiling water is to be used (see Silk).

The vast variety, and the importance of those branches of the manufactures which are produced from cotton, wool, and flax, spin into yarn, together with the cheapness of provisions, and the low price of labour in many foreign countries, which are rivals in trade, have occasioned many attempts in Britain to render spinning more easy, cheap, and expeditious, for which see Cotton Spinning and Cotton Mills.

These contrivances have in some parts of Scotland been applied to the spinning of flax; but a very considerable improvement has lately been made by Mr. Antis of Fowlsheugh near Leeds of the common spinning wheel. It is well known, that hitherto much time has been lost by stopping the wheel in order to shift the thread from one flake to the flyer to another; but in Mr. Antis's wheel the bobbin is made to move backwards and forwards so as to prevent the necessity of this perpetual interruption, as well as to obviate the danger of breaking the thread and losing the end. This is effected by the axis of the great wheel being extended through the pillar next the spinner, and formed into a pinion of one leaf A, which turns with a wheel B, seven inches diameter, having on its periphery 97 teeth; so that 97 revolutions of the great wheel cause one of the lesser wheel. On this lesser wheel is fixed a ring of wire C C C C; which, being supported on fix pegs, stands obliquely to the wheel itself, touching it at one part, and projecting nearly three quarters of an inch at the opposite one; near the side of this wheel is an upright lever C, about 15 inches long, moving on a centre three inches from its lower extremity, and connected at the top to a sliding bar D; from which rises an upright piece of brass E, which working in the notch of a pulley drives the bobbin F backward and forward, according to the oblique wire forces a pin G in or out, as the wheel moves round. To regulate and adjust the alternate motion, a weight H hangs by a line to the sliding bar, and passing over a pulley I rises and falls as the bobbin advances or recedes, and tends constantly to keep the pin in contact with the wire. It is evident, from this description, that one flake only is wanted to the flyer; which, being placed near the extremity K, the thread passing through it is by the motion of the bobbin laid regularly thereon. For this invention the Society for the Encouragement of Arts, &c. gave the author a premium of twenty guineas.

SPINOUS CAULIS, in botany; a stem covered with strong woody prickles, whose roots are not superficial, but proceeding from the body of the stem. When applied to a leaf, spinaeae folianae, it indicates the margin running out into rigid points or prickles quod marginem esset in avulsum duxerat, rigida praegerata.

SPINOUS, in botany. See Spinosus.

Spinosus Fluitus, such as have one of the rays of the back fins running out into thorns or prickles, as the perch, &c.

SPINOZA (Benedict), was born at Amsterdum the 24th November 1632. His father was a Jew of Portuguese extraction, by profession a merchant. After being taught Latin by a physician, he applied himself for many years to the study of theology, and afterwards devoted himself entirely to philosophy. He began very early to be dissatisfied with the Jewish religion; and as his temper was open, he did not conceal his doubts from the synagogue. The Jews, it is said, offered to tolerate his infidelity, and even promised him a pension of a thousand dollars per annum, if he would remain in their society, and continue outwardly to prostitute their ceremonies. But if this offer was really made, he rejected it, perhaps from his aversion to hypocrisy, or rather because he could not endure the restraint which it would have imposed. He also refused the legacy of a very considerable fortune, to the prejudice of the natural heirs; and he learned the art of polishing glasses for spectacles, that he might subsist independently of every one.

He would probably have continued in the synagogue for some time longer, if it had not been for an accident. As he was returning home one evening from the theatre, he was stabbed by a Jew: the wound was fatal; but the attempt naturally led Spinoza to conclude that the Jews had formed the design of afflicting him.

After leaving the synagogue, he became a Christian, and frequented the churches of the Lutherans and Calvinists. He now devoted himself more than ever to his favourite philosophical speculations; and finding himself frequently interrupted by the visits of his friends, he left Amsterdam, and settled at the Hague, where he often continued for three months together without ever sparing from his lodgings. During his residence in that city, his tastes, who was a Lutheran, asked him one day if he could be saved while she continued in her religion? "Yes (replied Spinoza), provided you join to your religion a peaceful and virtuous life." From this answer it has been concluded that he was a Christian in appearance only, while in reality he regarded all religions as indifferent. But this conclusion would be too severe, even if the woman had been a Mahometan.

His Thesaurus Theologiopoliticus which was published about that time, is a better proof of his sincerity than a thousand such conclusions; for this book contains all those doctrines in embryo which were afterwards unfolded in his Opera Politica, and which are generally considered as a system of atheism.

His fame, which had now spread far and wide, obliged him sometimes to interrupt his philosophical researches. Learned men visited him from all quarters. While the prince of Condé commanded the French army in Utrecht, he interested Spinoza to visit him; and though he was absent when the philosopher arrived, he returned immediately, and spent a considerable time with him in conversation. The Elector Palatine offered to make Spinoza professor of philosophy at Heidelberg; which, however, he declined.

He died of a consumption at the Hague on the 21st February 1677, at the age of 45. He left a peremptory contradiction to his opponents. He was temperate, liberal, and remarkably disinterested; he was inoffensive, affable, and friendly. His conversation was agreeable and instructive, and never deviated from the noblest propriety.

The only edition of the works of Spinoza that we have seen is in two volumes small 4to; the former of which
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which was printed at Hamburg in the year 1670, and the latter we know not where, in 1677, a few months after his death. In the *Tractatus Theologico-politicus,* already mentioned, he treats of prophecy and prophets; and of the call of the Hebrews, whom he affirms to have been distinguished from other nations only by the admirable form of their government, and the fitness of their laws for long preserving their political state. He is likewise of opinion, or at least pretends to be so, that God may, in what we call a supernatural way, have given political institutes to other nations as well as to the Hebrews, who were, he saith, at no time a peculiar people to the Supreme Lord of heaven and earth; for, according to him, all history, sacred and profane, testifies that every nation was blessed with the light of prophecy. That light indeed, if his notions of it be just, was of very little value. He labours to prove, that the prophets were distinguished from other men only by their piety and virtue; that their revelations depended wholly on their imaginations and the dispositions of their minds; that they were often grossly ignorant and highly prejudiced; that the speculative opinions of one prophet are seldom in unison with those of another; and that their writings are valuable to us only by the prudence and piety of the authors. He then proceeds to treat of the divine law and of miracles; and endeavours to prove that no miracle, in the proper sense of the word, can have been at any time performed; because every thing happens by a necessity of nature, the result of the divine decrees, which are from all eternity necessary to themselves. He acknowledges, that in the Scriptures, which he professes to admit as true history, miracles are often mentioned; but he says that they were only singular events which the sacred historians imagined to be miraculous; and he then gives some very extraordinary rules for interpreting the books of the Old and New Testaments where they treat of miracles, or appear to foretell future events. See our articles Miracle and Prophecy.

Having thus divulged the Scriptures of every thing characteristic of a revelation from heaven, he next calls in question their authenticity. He affirms, in contradiction to the common opinion, that the Pentateuch and all the other historical books must have been written by one man; and that man, he thinks, could not have flourished at a period earlier than that of Ezra. The ground of this opinion are unwarranted and the talents of Spinoza; for that he had talents is uncontroversible. His principal objection to the authenticity of the Pentateuch is, that Moses is made to speak of himself in the third person, and to talk of the Canaanites being then in the land; and because he finds in his writings, as well as in the books of Joshua, Judges, Ruth, Samuel, &c. places designated by names which he supposes they had not in the early ages of which these books contain the history, he concludes that these writings must be one compilation from ancient records made at a very late period; more especially as the author often speaks of things of great antiquity relating to this day. The books of Esther, Ezra, Nehemiah, and Chronicles, must have been compiled, he thinks, under the Maccabees; and he seems to consider as of equal value with them the story of Tobit, and the other two apocryphal treatises intitled the Wisdom of Solomon and Ecclesiasticus.

These specious cavils, worthy only of some modern freethinkers, being useless, in the opinion of Bishop Warburton, is not sufficient to carry them even to the confines of rational doubt, we have sufficiently obviated in another place (see Scripture, no 8-—11.) Spinoza urges them against the other books of the Old Testament. The prophecies of Isaiah, Jeremiah, Ezekiel, Daniel, Hosea, and Jonah, are, as we have them, only fragments, he says, of the writings of those men compiled by the Pharisees under the second temple from ancient and voluminous records.

In the midst of this dogmatical scepticism, if we may use such a phrase, he bears such a testimony to the last chapters of the book of Daniel, as we should not have looked for in the writings either of a Jew or of a Deist. After detailing the various hypotheses which in his time were held respecting the author and the intention of the book of Job; in which, he says, Bionus is called Satan, he proceeds in these words: ' Transeo ad Daemonum librum, hic fine dubbio ex cap. 6. plius Danielis scripto continuo. Unde autem premio septem capita tuerint, necio,' thus admitting the *Tracts* of the seventy weeks. The canon of the Pharisaic sect, who wished to exclude from it the books of Proverbs, Ecclesiastes, and Ecclesi, as they had actually excluded others of equal value; but the three books in question were interred by the influence of two of the rabbins of greater wisdom and integrity than the rest. That so paradoxical a writer, who had been originally a Jew, and was now almost a Deist, should have treated the New Testament with as little ceremonial as the Old, will not surprise the intelligent reader. He begins his remarks, however, with affirming, that no man can peruse the Christian Scriptures, and not acknowledge the apocryphal books to have been prophets; but he thinks that their mode of prophesying was altogether different from that which prevailed under the Mosaic dispensation; and that the gift, whatever it was, forsook them the instant they left off preaching, as their writings, he says, have no connection or human compositions. This distinction between Christian and Jewish prophecy is the more wonderful, that he founds it principally on the diffimilarity of style visible in the writings of the Old and New Testaments; though, in his second chapter, which treats of the style of the Jewish prophets, he says expressly, 'Stylus deinde propheticus pro eloquentia cujusque prophetie variat, prophetic enim Exegetis et Amofoi non sunt, ut ille Eiaze, Nahumbei, eleganti, sed rude orto scripta.' That the Hebrew scholar may be convinced of the truth of this remark he recommends to him to study diligently the writings of these prophets, and to consider the occasions on which their prophecies were uttered: 'Quem si omnia recte perpenditur (fays he) facile ostendit, Deumnullum habere fylum peculiarem divend, sed tantum pro eruditum, et capacitate prophetarum daten us effer elegantem, compendiofum, feverum, rude, prolixum, et obscurum.' Another objection brought by Spinoza against the prophecies of the New Testament arises from the authors of them having been at
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at all times masters of themselves. This, says he, was peculiarly the case of St Paul, who often confirms his doctrine by reasoning, which the Jewish prophets never condescended to do, as it would have submitted their dogmas to the examination of private judgment. Yet, with singular inconsistency, he affirms that the Jewish prophets could not know that the impurities made on their imaginations proceeded from God, but by a given them, which by their own reason or judgment they knew would never be vouchsafed to an impious or a wicked man.

After these very free remarks on the Scriptures of the Old and New Testaments, he naturally enough expresses a suspicion, that by those who consider the Bible as the epistle of God sent from heaven to men, he will be thought to have fanned against the Holy Ghost by vilifying his dicta. This leads him to inquire in what sense the Scriptures are the word of God; and he gravely determines them to be so only as they actually contribute to make men more virtuous and holy. It is not enough that they are calculated to improve virtue and holiness: for should the words of the languages in which they are written acquire in process of time a signification different from what they had originally; should mankind lose all knowledge of these languages; or even should they agree to neglect the books, whether from ignorance or from wilfulness—these books would cease to be the word of God, and become nothing better than wafeful paper and ink; just as the two tables, which Moses broke on observing the idolatry of his countrymen, were not the covenant between Jehovah and the Israelites, but merely two pieces of stone! The Scriptures, however, are the word of God, because they teach the true religion of God above all mankind to lose all knowledge of these languages; or even transferendi fundamentum iidem ad omnia abscutte decreviTe quod omnia praetare tenetur, quamdui rex, five nobles, five populus humam, quam accepere, potestatem, que juris transferendi fundamentum fult, conferiant; nec his plura addere opus est. We heartily agree with him, *p. 181*. This to that precious conclusion it is needful to add a single word.


The *Ethica* are divided into five parts, which treat in order, de *Deo*; de *natura et origine mentis*; de *origine et natura affectuum*; de *serviti humanae fius de affectuum viribus*; de *potentia intellectus*; *fius de libertate humana*. As the author professes to tread in the footsteps of the geometers, and to deduce all his conclusions by rigid demonstration from a few *evident* truths, he introduces his work, after the manner of Euclid with a collection of definitions and axioms. These are couched in terms generally ambiguous; and therefore the reader will do well to consider attentively, in what sense, if in any, they can be admitted; for it will not be found easy to grant his premises, and at the same time refute his conclusions. His definition of substance, for instance, is so expressed as to admit of two senses; in one of which it is just, whilst in the other it is the parent of the most impious absurdity. We shall give it in his own words; “Per substantiam intelligi id, quod in se est, et per se concipitur, hoc est id, cujus conceptus non indiget conceptu alterius rei, a quo formari debeat.” If by this he meant, that a substance is that which we can conceive by itself without attending to any thing else, or thinking of its formation, the definition, we believe, will be admitted by every reflecting mind as sufficiently distinguishing the thing defined from an attribute, which, he says, is that which we perceive of a substance, and which we certainly cannot conceive as existing by itself. Thus the writer of this article can shut his eyes and contemplate in idea the small 4to volume now before
fore him, without attending to any thing else, or thinking of its paradoxical author, or even of the Great Being who created the matter both of him and of it; but he cannot for an instant contemplate the yellow colour of its vellum boards without thinking of triple extension, or, in other words, of body. The book therefore is a substance, because conceivable by itself; the colour is an attribute or quality, because it cannot be conceived by itself, but necessarily leads to the conception of something else. But if Spinoza's meaning be, that nothing is a substance but what is conceived as existing from eternity, independent of every thing as a cause, his definition cannot be admitted: for every man conceives that which in himself thinks, and wills, and is conscious, as a substance, at the same time that he has the best evidence possible that he existed not as a conscious, thinking, and active being, from eternity.

His fourth axiom is thus expressed: "Effecus cognitio est cognitionis causa dependent, et tandem iniviolata," and his fifth, "Quae nihil commune cum se invivum habent, etiam per se invicem intelligi non possunt, quin conceptus unus alterius conceptum non involuit." The former of these propositions, so far from being false-evident, is not even true; and the latter is capable of two tenors very different from each other. That every effect proceeds from a cause, is indeed an axiom; but surely we may know the effect accurately, though we be ignorant of the particular cause from which it proceeds (see PHILOSOPHY, n. 36; and PHYSICS, n. 91, &c.) nor does the knowledge of the one by any means involve the knowledge of the other. If different things have nothing in common, it is indeed true that the knowledge of one of them will not give us an adequate conception of the other; but it will in many cases compel us to believe, that the other exists or has existed. A parcel of gunpowder lying at rest has nothing in common with the velocity of a cannon-ball; yet when we know that a ball has been driven with velocity from a cannon, we infer with certainty that there has been a parcel of powder at rest in the chamber of that cannon.

It is upon such ambiguous definitions and axioms as these that Spinoza has raised his pretended demonstrations, that one substance cannot produce another; that every substance must necessarily be infinite; that no substance exists or can be conceived besides God; and that extended substance or body is one of the infinite attributes of God. We shall not waste our own time or the reader's with a formal confutation of these impious absurdities. We trust they are sufficiently contained in the other articles of this work (see METAPHYSICS, Part III. PROVIDENCE, and THEOLOGY, Part I.) and whoever wishes for a more particular examination of the author's principles, may find it in Dr Clarke's Demonstration of the Being and Attributes of God. The truth, however, is, that no man will need the aid of that eminent metaphysician to discover the fallacy of the reasoning by which they are attempted to be proved, if he adds any one precise meaning to the definitions and axioms, and adhere to that meaning steadily thro' the whole process of the pretended demonstrations.

By way of apology for this jargon, it has been lately said, that "Spinoza takes the word substance in its most simple and perfect sense; which is necessary, as he writes mathematically, and proposes a simple idea as the foundation of his theory. What is the proper signification of a substance? Is it not that which stands alone, which has the cause of its existence within itself? I wish that this simple meaning of the word could be universally admitted in philosophy. Strictly speaking, no worldly thing is a substance; since all mutually depend on each other, and finally on God, who, in this exalted sense, is the only substance. The word modification founds harf and improper, and therefore it cannot be expected to gain a place in philosophy; but if the school of Leibnitz may term matter the appearance of substance, why may not Spinoza be allowed a bolder term? Worldly substances are kept in union by divine power, as it was by divine power that they had existence. They represent also, if you please, modified appearances of divine power; each according to the situation, the time, and the organs, in and with which it appears. The phrase used by Spinoza is concise, and it gives an unity and simplicity to his whole system, however strange it may found in our ears."

From this account of Spinozism, one who had never looked into the works of the author would be led to suppose that his system is the same with that of Berkeley; which, denying the existence of material substance, attributes all our perceptions of what we call the qualities of body to the immediate agency of the Deity on our minds (see METAPHYSICS, Part II. Chap. 3.) But Spinoza's doctrine is very different. According to him, bodies are either attributes or affections of God; and as he says there is but one extended substance, he affirms that substance to be indivisible, and employs a long scholium to prove that those are mistaken who suppose it finite and not essential to the Deity. That we do not misrepresent his sentiments, the learned reader will be convinced by the two following definitions, with which he introduces that part of his ethics which treats of the nature and origin of mind.

1. "Ier corpus intellectum, qui Dei effentiam, quaternam, ut res extensa consideratur, certo et determinato modo exsistit."

2. "Ad effentiam aliquas rei id pertinere dico, quo dato res necessario positur, et quo sublato necessario tollitur; vel id, fine quo res, et vice versa, quod fine re nec effe nec concepi potest." In conformity with these definitions, he attempts to prove that God is an extended as well as a thinking substance; that as vii. i. a thinking substance he is the cause of the idea of a Part 2. circle, and as an extended substance of the circle itself; and that the minds of men are not substances, but certain modifications of the divine attribute; or, as he sometimes expresses it, "Quod hominum mentis auctore conititum, eis idea rei singularis aude existentes." Hence, he says, it follows that the human mind is a part of the intellect of the infinite God; so that when we speak of the human mind perceiving this or that, we can only mean that God, not as he is infinite, but as he appears in the human mind or constitutes its essence, has this or that idea; and when we speak of God's having this or that idea, we must conceive of Him not only as constituting the human mind, but as, together with it, having the idea of something else (a). Another place he tells us, that the human mind is nothing but the idea which

(a) Hine sequitur mentem humanam partem esse infiniti intellectus Dei; ac proinde cum dicimus, mentem humanam
Part l.

Prop. vii. Dei tulle, which God has of the human body as actually existing; that this idea of the body, and the body itself, are one and the same thing; and that thinking and extended substances are in reality but one and the same substance, which is sometimes comprehended under one attribute of the Deity, and sometimes under another 

If this impious jargon be not Atheism, or as it has been sometimes called Pantheism, we know not what it is (see Pars. ii.). According to Spinoza, there is but one substance, which is extended, infinite, and indivisible. That substance indeed he calls God; but he labours to prove that it is corporeal; that there is no difference between mind and matter; that both are attributes of the Deity variously considered; that the human soul is a part of the intellect of God; that the same soul is nothing but the idea of the human body; that this idea of the body, and the body itself, are one and the same thing; that God could not exist, or be conceived, were the visible universe annihilated; and therefore that the visible universe is either the one substance, or at least an essential attribute or modification of that substance. He sometimes indeed speaks of the power of this substance; but when he comes to explain himself, we find that by power he means nothing but blind necessity; and though he frequently talks of the will of God, he seems to make use of the word without meaning. This we think evident from the appendix: to his 36th proposition, in which are to be found in other systems. The passions are divided many precepts of practical wisdom, as well as some judicious rules for conducting philosophical investigation; and we only regret, that the reader must wade to them through pages of fatalism, scepticism, and palpable contradictions. His Compendium Grammaticum Linguae Latinae, though left imperfect, appears to have shown much merit, that it is to be wished he had fulfilled his intention of writing a philosophical grammar of that language, instead of wasting his time on abstruse speculations, which though they seem not to have been injurious to his own virtue, are certainly not calculated to promote the virtue of others, or to increase the sum of human happiness.

SPIREA, in botany: A genus of plants belonging to the class of icaranteria, and to the order of pentagynia; and in the natural system arranged under the 26th order, Pomaceae. The calyx is quinquefolium; there are five petals; and the capsule is polyperspermous. There are 18 species; of which two only are British, the Filipendula and ulmaria. 1. The filipendula,dropwort, has pinnated leaves; the leaflets are serrated; the stalk is herbaceous, with a foot and a half high, terminated with a lovely umbel of white flowers, often tinged with red. The petals are generally six, and the segments of the calyx are reflexed: the stamens are 30 or more; the germina i 2 or upwards. It grows in mountainous pastures. 2. The ulmaria, meadow-sweet. The leaves have only two or three pair of pinne, with a few smaller ones intermixed; the extreme one being larger than the rest, and divided into three lobes. The calyx is red; the petals white, and the number of capules from six to ten twisted in a spiral. The tuberous pea, like roots of the filipendula dried and reduced to powder, have been used instead of bread in times of scarcity. Hogs are very fond of these roots. Cows, goats, sheep, and swine, eat the plant; but hares refuse it. The flowers of the ulmaria have a fragrant scent, which rises in distillation. The whole plant indeed is extremely fragrant, so that the common people of Sweden burn their floors with it on holydays. It has also an altringent quality, and has been found useful in dysenteries, ruptures, and in tanning of leather.

SPIRAL, in geometry, a curve line of the circular kind, which in its progress recedes from its centre.

SPIRE, in architecture, was used by the ancients for the base of a column, and sometimes for the square or tore; but among the moderns it denotes a figure that continually diminishes as it ascends, whether conically or pyramidal.

SPIRIT, in metaphysics, an incorporeal being or intelligence;
SPIRIT, in chemistry and pharmacy, a name applied to every volatile liquid which is not insipid like phlegm or water; and hence the distillation into acid, alkaline, and vinous spirits. See Pharmacy-Index.

SPIRIT of Wine. See Chemistry-Index, Distillation, and Pharmacy-Index.

SPIRITS, or Animal Spirits. See Anatomy, Part V. n° 136, and Physiology, n° 183.

SPIRITUAL, in general, something belonging to or pertaining of the nature of spirit. See Spirit.

SPIRITUOUS LIQUORS have in all nations been considered as a proper subject of heavy taxation for the support of the state. This has naturally occasioned a nice examination of their strength. It having been at last found that this was intimately connected with the specific gravity, this has been examined with the most scrupulous attention to every circumstance which could affect it, so that the duties might be exactly proportioned to the quantity of spirit in any strong liquor, independent on every other circumstance of flavour or taste, or other valued quality. The chemist at last found that the basis of all strong liquors is the same, produced by the vinous fermentation of pure saccharine matter dissolved in water. He also found, that whether this vegetable salt be taken as it is spontaneously formed in the juices of plants and fruits, or as it may be formed or extracted from farinaceous fruits and roots by a certain part of the process of vegetation, it produces the same ardent spirit, which has always the same density in every mixture with water. The minute portions of aromatic oils, which are in some degree inseparable from it, and give it a different flavour according to the substance from which it was obtained, are not found to have any sensible effect on its density or specific gravity. This seems a very completely established in consequence of the unceasing attempts of the manufacturers to lessen the duties payable on their goods by mixtures of other substances, which would increase their density without making them less palatable. The vigilance of the revenue officers was no less employed to detect every such contrivance. In short, it is now an acknowledged point, that the specific gravity is an accurate test of the strength.

But though this is true in general, we cannot derive much benefit from it, unless we know the precise relation between the strength and the density of a spirituous liquor. Do they increase pari passu, or by what law are they connected? It was natural to expect that equal additions of ardent spirits or alcohol to a given quantity of water would produce equal diminutions of density. Areometers were accordingly made on this principle above 200 years ago, as may be seen in the works of Gaspur Schottus, Sturmus, Agricola, and other old authors. But when mathematical physics became more generally known, this was easily discovered to be erroneous; and it was shown (we think first by Mr Boyle) that equal additions to the specific gravity would be produced by successively taking out of any vessel a certain measure of alcohol and replacing it with an equal measure of water. This was the most convenient discovery for all parties, because then the duties payable on a cask of spirits would be in the exact proportion of the diminution of its density. But it was soon found by those who were appointed guardians of the revenue that this conclusion was erroneous, and that a mixture which appeared by this rule to contain 35 gallons of alcohol, did really contain 35. This they found by actually making such a mixture: 18 gallons of alcohol mixed with 18 of water produced only 35 gallons of spirits. The revenue officers, finding that this conclusion was most remarkable in mixtures of equal parts of water and the strongest spirits which could then be procured, determined to levy the duties by this mixture; because, whether the spirituous liquor was stronger or weaker than this, it would appear, by its specific gravity, rather stronger than it really was. This sagacious observation, and the simplicity of the composition, which could at all times be made for comparison, seem to be the reasons for the excise officers selecting this mode of estimating the strength and levying the duties. A mixture of nearly equal measures of water and alcohol is called proof spirit, and pays a certain duty per gallon; and the strength of a spirituous liquor is estimated by the gallons, not of alcohol, but of proof spirit which the cask contains. But because it might be difficult to procure at all times this proof spirit for comparison, such a mixture was made by order of the board of excise; and it was found, that when six gallons of it was mixed with one gallon of water, a wine gallon of the mixture weighed 7 pounds 13 ounces avoirdupois. The board therefore declared, that the spirituous liquor of which the gallon weighed 7 pounds 13 ounces should be reckoned 1 to 6 or 1 in 7 under proof. This is but an awkward and complex formula; it was in order to suit matters to a mode of examination which had by time obtained the sanction of the board. Mr Clarke, an ingenious artificer of that time, had made a hydrometer incomparably more exact than any other, and constructed on mathematical principles, fit for computation. This had a set of weights corresponding to the additions of water or proof spirit, and the mixture 1 to 6 or 1 in 7 was the only one which weighed an exact number of ounces per gallon without a fraction.

This binds the excise law; and Clark's hydrometer is still the instrument of authority, although others have been since constructed by Dicas Quin, and others, which are much more ingenious and convenient. The mathematician who examines Dicas's hydrometer, with its sliding scale, by which it is adjusted to the different temperatures, and points out the condenstations, will perceive a beautiful and sagacious combination of quantities, which he will find it difficult to bring under any analytical form. Perhaps Quin's may have some preference in respect of convenience; but facile inverti addes. Mr Dicas's was original.

As naturalists became more accustomed to exact observation in every topic of inquiry, the composition which obtains in the mixture of different substances became more familiarly known. This evidently affects the present question; and both the excise and the distillers are interested in its accurate decision. This occasioned an application to the Royal Society; and a most scrupulous examination of the strength of spirituous liquors was made by Sir Charles Blagden and Mr Gilpin, of which they have given a particular account in the Philosophical Transactions for 1790 and 1792.

We have taken notice of this in the article Specific Gravity.
Spirits of Gravity, mentioning such circumstances of the results obtained in the analysis of spirits, as suited our purposes of physical discussion. At present we give the general result in the table of specific gravity, as peculiarly belonging tospirits of spirits, affording the most exact account of their density in every state of dilution of alcohol with water. And as the relation between the proportion of ingredients and the density is peculiar to every substance, so that scarcely any inference can be made from one to another, the reader will consider the tables here given as characteristic with respect to alcohol. In all solutions of salts we found that the condensation increases continually with the dilution, whereas it is greatest when equal bulk of water and alcohol are mixed: yet we do not consider this as an exception; for it is certain, that in the strong est brine the saline ingredient bears a small proportion to the water—and when we mix two solutions, the condensation is greatest when they are nearly equal in bulk. But we think ourselves entitled to infer, that alcohol is not a dilution of a substance in a quantity of water; but that water, in a certain proportion, not very distant from which we can produce by slow distillation, is an ingredient of alcohol, or is one of its constituents, and not merely a vehicle or menstruum. We therefore imagine that proof spirit contains nearly equal bulk of water and ardent spirits.

The great difficulty in this examination arose from the very dissimilar expansions of water and alcohol by heat. This determined Sir Charles Blagden to estimate the proportions of ingredients by weight, and made it absolutely necessary to give a scale of specific gravity and strength for every temperature. For it must be remarked, that the question (whether in commerce or philosophy) always is, "How many gallons of alcohol and of water, taken just now and mixed together, will produce a hundred gallons of the spirit we are examining?" The proportion of these two will be different according to the temperature of both. As many mixtures therefore must have been made in each proportion as there were temperatures considered; but by taking the ingredients by weight, and examining the density of the compound in one temperature, it is then heated and cooled, and its change of density observed. Calculation then can tell us the change in the proportion of the bulk or numbers of gallons in the mixture, by means of a previous table showing the expansions of water and of alcohol.

The alcohol selected for this examination had the specific gravity 0.825. This is not the purest that can be procured; some was produced of 0.816, of 0.814, and 0.813 both obtained from rum, from brandy, and from malt spirit. We are informed that Dr Black has obtained it of the specific gravity 0.8 by digesting alcohol with fixed ammoniac (muriatic acid united with lime) made very dry. It dephlegmates alcohol very powerfully without decomposing it, which always happens when we use caustic alkalis. Alcohol of 0.825 was chosen because expressed by a number of easy management in computation.

The examination commenced by ascertaining the expansions of water and alcohol. The temperature 60° of Fahrenheit's scale was selected for the general temperature of comparison, being easily attainable even in cold weather, and allowing the examiner to operate at ease. The first and last compartments of the tables contain the weights and specific gravities of alcohol and water from every fifth degree of heat from 25° to 100°. From these we have constructed the following tables of expansion. The bulk of 100,000 ounces, pounds, or other weight of water and of alcohol of the temperature 60°, occupies the bulk expressed in the table for every other temperature. Water could not be easily or usefully examined when the temperature 30°, because it is with great difficulty kept fluid in that temperature. It is very remarkable, that when it can be kept, it expands instead of contracting; while cooling down from 35° or thereabouts, and as it approaches to 32°, it expands rapidly. We observe the same thing in the crystallization of Glauber salt, martial vitriol, and some others, which contain much water in their crystals. We observe, on the other hand, a remarkable contraction in the zeolite just before its beginning to swell into bubbles by a red heat.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Heat</th>
<th>Bulk of 100,000 ounces.</th>
<th>Of Water</th>
<th>Of Alcohol</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>30°</td>
<td>119195</td>
<td>319</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35°</td>
<td>119154</td>
<td>325</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40°</td>
<td>119139</td>
<td>332</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45°</td>
<td>120172</td>
<td>342</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50°</td>
<td>120154</td>
<td>348</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55°</td>
<td>120108</td>
<td>333</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60°</td>
<td>121122</td>
<td>350</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>65°</td>
<td>121165</td>
<td>353</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70°</td>
<td>121199</td>
<td>354</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75°</td>
<td>122279</td>
<td>360</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80°</td>
<td>122333</td>
<td>366</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>85°</td>
<td>122373</td>
<td>372</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90°</td>
<td>122417</td>
<td>376</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>95°</td>
<td>122451</td>
<td>380</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100°</td>
<td>122495</td>
<td>384</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This being premised, the examination was conducted in the following manner. It was determined to mix 100 parts by weight of pure alcohol with five, ten, fifteen, twenty, parts of distilled water, till they were compounded in equal quantities, and then to mix 100 parts of distilled water with 95, 90, 85, 80, &c. parts of alcohol, till they were mixed in the proportion of 100 to 5. Thus a series of mixtures would be obtained, extending from pure alcohol to pure water. This series would be such, that the examinations would be most frequent in the cafes most usual in the commerce of strong liquors. A set of phials, fitted with ground stoppers, were provided, of sizes fit to hold the intended mixtures. These mixtures were made by suspending the phial to the arm of a very nice balance, in the opposite scale of which (besides the counterpoise of the phial) there was placed the weight 100. Spirit was then poured into the phial till it exactly balanced the weight 100. The weight for the water to be added was then put into the opposite scale, and water was poured into the phial by means of a slender glass funnel, by small quantities at a time, and the phial frequently agitated to promote the mixture. When the additional weight was exactly balanced, the phial was taken off, its stopper put in, and leather tied over it, and it was set by, for at least a month, that the mixture and the whole process...
The method was followed in the mixtures where the water was predominant.

When the ingredients of these mixtures were judged to have completely incorporated, their specific gravity was examined by weighing with the most scrupulous precision the contents of a vessel which held 2925 grains of water, of the temperature 50°. The balance was so exceedingly sensitive, that the 50th part of a grain greatly deranged its position when loaded with the scales and their contents. It was constructed by Mr. Ramfden, and some account of its exquisite sensibility may be seen in the Journal de Physique, vol. xxi. This quantity of materials was therefore thought abundantly sufficient for ascertaining the density of the liquor. It is needless to detail the precautions which were taken for having the contents of the weighing bottle brought to the precise temperature proper for the experiment. They were such as every person conversant with such things is accustomed to take—The bottle had a slender neck, and being put on a lathe, a mark was made round it with a diamond. The bottle was filled till the bottom of the hollow surface of the fluid was in the plane of this mark; and to judge of the accuracy attainable in filling the bottle, the operation was several times repeated and the contents weighed, without the difference of a 25th of a grain in 2925. The only source of error which was to be guarded against was air-bubbles adhering to the inside of the bottle, or moisture condensing (in the experiments with low temperatures) on the outside. Both of these were attended to as much as possible.

This method of determining the specific gravity was preferred to the usual method, observing the weight lost by a lump of glass when suspended in water; for Mr. Gilpin had been enabled, by means of this nice balance, to discover, even in pure water and in alcohol, want of perfect fluidity. Something like viscidity rendered the motion of a lump of glass through the liquor sensibly sluggish, so that when the balance was brought to a level, there was not a perfect equilibrium of weights: (See what we have said of this matter in Specific Gravity). Mr. Gilpin also tried the ingenious instrument proposed for such experiments by Mr. Ramfden, and described by him in a pamphlet on this very subject; and he found the anomalies of experiment much greater than in this method by weighing.—Indeed the regular progression of weights to be seen in the annexed tables is an unquestionable proof of the sufficiency of the method; and it has the evident advantage of all other methods in point of simplicity and practicability without any uncommon apparatus. Any person possessed of a good ordinary balance and a set of exact weights may examine all questions of this kind, by weighing pure water and the liquor which he may have occasion to examine in a common 6 or 8 ounce phial. For this reason, it is recommended (in preference to all hydrometers) to the board of excise to provide this simple apparatus in every principal office.

Every experiment was made at least three times; and the mean result (which never differed one grain from the extreme) was taken.

From these experiments the annexed tables were constructed. The first is the simple abstract of the experiments, containing the weights of the contents of the bottle of every mixture. The second contains the specific gravities deduced from them. We have said that the experiments appear surprisingly accurate. This we say on the authority of the regular progression of the specific gravity in any of the horizontal rows. In the series, for instance, for the temperature 50°, the greatest anomaly is in the mixture of 50 parts of spirit with 100 of water. The specific gravity is 0·59804, wanting 3 or 4 of the regular progression. This does not amount to 1 in 18000.

**TABLE**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Heat (deg.)</th>
<th>30</th>
<th>35</th>
<th>40</th>
<th>45</th>
<th>50</th>
<th>55</th>
<th>60</th>
<th>65</th>
<th>70</th>
<th>75</th>
<th>80</th>
<th>85</th>
<th>90</th>
<th>95</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Grains of spirit</td>
<td>2574.24</td>
<td>2561.23</td>
<td>2548.22</td>
<td>2535.21</td>
<td>2522.20</td>
<td>2509.19</td>
<td>2496.18</td>
<td>2483.17</td>
<td>2470.16</td>
<td>2457.15</td>
<td>2444.14</td>
<td>2431.13</td>
<td>2418.12</td>
<td>2405.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grains of water</td>
<td>2754.24</td>
<td>2761.23</td>
<td>2768.22</td>
<td>2775.21</td>
<td>2782.20</td>
<td>2789.19</td>
<td>2796.18</td>
<td>2803.17</td>
<td>2810.16</td>
<td>2817.15</td>
<td>2824.14</td>
<td>2831.13</td>
<td>2838.12</td>
<td>2845.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grains of spirit</td>
<td>2774.54</td>
<td>2782.53</td>
<td>2790.52</td>
<td>2798.51</td>
<td>2806.50</td>
<td>2814.49</td>
<td>2822.48</td>
<td>2830.47</td>
<td>2838.46</td>
<td>2846.45</td>
<td>2854.44</td>
<td>2862.43</td>
<td>2870.42</td>
<td>2878.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grains of water</td>
<td>2954.54</td>
<td>2962.53</td>
<td>2970.52</td>
<td>2978.51</td>
<td>2986.50</td>
<td>2994.49</td>
<td>3002.48</td>
<td>3010.47</td>
<td>3018.46</td>
<td>3026.45</td>
<td>3034.44</td>
<td>3042.43</td>
<td>3050.42</td>
<td>3058.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grains of spirit</td>
<td>3074.64</td>
<td>3082.63</td>
<td>3090.62</td>
<td>3098.61</td>
<td>3106.60</td>
<td>3114.59</td>
<td>3122.58</td>
<td>3130.57</td>
<td>3138.56</td>
<td>3146.55</td>
<td>3154.54</td>
<td>3162.53</td>
<td>3170.52</td>
<td>3178.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grains of water</td>
<td>3254.64</td>
<td>3262.63</td>
<td>3270.62</td>
<td>3278.61</td>
<td>3286.60</td>
<td>3294.59</td>
<td>3302.58</td>
<td>3310.57</td>
<td>3318.56</td>
<td>3326.55</td>
<td>3334.54</td>
<td>3342.53</td>
<td>3350.52</td>
<td>3358.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grains of spirit</td>
<td>3474.74</td>
<td>3482.73</td>
<td>3490.72</td>
<td>3498.71</td>
<td>3506.70</td>
<td>3514.69</td>
<td>3522.68</td>
<td>3530.67</td>
<td>3538.66</td>
<td>3546.65</td>
<td>3554.64</td>
<td>3562.63</td>
<td>3570.62</td>
<td>3578.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grains of water</td>
<td>3654.74</td>
<td>3662.73</td>
<td>3670.72</td>
<td>3678.71</td>
<td>3686.70</td>
<td>3694.69</td>
<td>3702.68</td>
<td>3710.67</td>
<td>3718.66</td>
<td>3726.65</td>
<td>3734.64</td>
<td>3742.63</td>
<td>3750.62</td>
<td>3758.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grains of spirit</td>
<td>3774.84</td>
<td>3782.83</td>
<td>3790.82</td>
<td>3798.81</td>
<td>3806.80</td>
<td>3814.79</td>
<td>3822.78</td>
<td>3830.77</td>
<td>3838.76</td>
<td>3846.75</td>
<td>3854.74</td>
<td>3862.73</td>
<td>3870.72</td>
<td>3878.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grains of water</td>
<td>3854.84</td>
<td>3862.83</td>
<td>3870.82</td>
<td>3878.81</td>
<td>3886.80</td>
<td>3894.79</td>
<td>3902.78</td>
<td>3910.77</td>
<td>3918.76</td>
<td>3926.75</td>
<td>3934.74</td>
<td>3942.73</td>
<td>3950.72</td>
<td>3958.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grains of spirit</td>
<td>3974.94</td>
<td>3982.93</td>
<td>3990.92</td>
<td>3998.91</td>
<td>4006.90</td>
<td>4014.89</td>
<td>4022.88</td>
<td>4030.87</td>
<td>4038.86</td>
<td>4046.85</td>
<td>4054.84</td>
<td>4062.83</td>
<td>4070.82</td>
<td>4078.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grains of water</td>
<td>4054.94</td>
<td>4062.93</td>
<td>4070.92</td>
<td>4078.91</td>
<td>4086.90</td>
<td>4094.89</td>
<td>4102.88</td>
<td>4110.87</td>
<td>4118.86</td>
<td>4126.85</td>
<td>4134.84</td>
<td>4142.83</td>
<td>4150.82</td>
<td>4158.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grains of spirit</td>
<td>4174.94</td>
<td>4182.93</td>
<td>4190.92</td>
<td>4198.91</td>
<td>4206.90</td>
<td>4214.89</td>
<td>4222.88</td>
<td>4230.87</td>
<td>4238.86</td>
<td>4246.85</td>
<td>4254.84</td>
<td>4262.83</td>
<td>4270.82</td>
<td>4278.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grains of water</td>
<td>4254.94</td>
<td>4262.93</td>
<td>4270.92</td>
<td>4278.91</td>
<td>4286.90</td>
<td>4294.89</td>
<td>4302.88</td>
<td>4310.87</td>
<td>4318.86</td>
<td>4326.85</td>
<td>4334.84</td>
<td>4342.83</td>
<td>4350.82</td>
<td>4358.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grains of spirit</td>
<td>4374.94</td>
<td>4382.93</td>
<td>4390.92</td>
<td>4398.91</td>
<td>4406.90</td>
<td>4414.89</td>
<td>4422.88</td>
<td>4430.87</td>
<td>4438.86</td>
<td>4446.85</td>
<td>4454.84</td>
<td>4462.83</td>
<td>4470.82</td>
<td>4478.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grains of water</td>
<td>4454.94</td>
<td>4462.93</td>
<td>4470.92</td>
<td>4478.91</td>
<td>4486.90</td>
<td>4494.89</td>
<td>4502.88</td>
<td>4510.87</td>
<td>4518.86</td>
<td>4526.85</td>
<td>4534.84</td>
<td>4542.83</td>
<td>4550.82</td>
<td>4558.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grains of spirit</td>
<td>4574.94</td>
<td>4582.93</td>
<td>4590.92</td>
<td>4598.91</td>
<td>4606.90</td>
<td>4614.89</td>
<td>4622.88</td>
<td>4630.87</td>
<td>4638.86</td>
<td>4646.85</td>
<td>4654.84</td>
<td>4662.83</td>
<td>4670.82</td>
<td>4678.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grains of water</td>
<td>4654.94</td>
<td>4662.93</td>
<td>4670.92</td>
<td>4678.91</td>
<td>4686.90</td>
<td>4694.89</td>
<td>4702.88</td>
<td>4710.87</td>
<td>4718.86</td>
<td>4726.85</td>
<td>4734.84</td>
<td>4742.83</td>
<td>4750.82</td>
<td>4758.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grains of spirit</td>
<td>4774.94</td>
<td>4782.93</td>
<td>4790.92</td>
<td>4798.91</td>
<td>4806.90</td>
<td>4814.89</td>
<td>4822.88</td>
<td>4830.87</td>
<td>4838.86</td>
<td>4846.85</td>
<td>4854.84</td>
<td>4862.83</td>
<td>4870.82</td>
<td>4878.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grains of water</td>
<td>4854.94</td>
<td>4862.93</td>
<td>4870.92</td>
<td>4878.91</td>
<td>4886.90</td>
<td>4894.89</td>
<td>4902.88</td>
<td>4910.87</td>
<td>4918.86</td>
<td>4926.85</td>
<td>4934.84</td>
<td>4942.83</td>
<td>4950.82</td>
<td>4958.81</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TABLE I.** Weights at the different Degrees of Temperature.
### Table II: Real Specific Gravities at Different Temperatures

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Heat</th>
<th>100 grains of spirit</th>
<th>100 grains of water</th>
<th>10 grains of water</th>
<th>5 grains of water</th>
<th>2 grains of water</th>
<th>1 grain of water</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>deg.</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>38,596</td>
<td>38,959</td>
<td>39,445</td>
<td>40,344</td>
<td>42,977</td>
<td>46,276</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>38,959</td>
<td>39,445</td>
<td>40,344</td>
<td>42,977</td>
<td>46,276</td>
<td>49,520</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>39,445</td>
<td>40,344</td>
<td>42,977</td>
<td>46,276</td>
<td>49,520</td>
<td>52,760</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>40,344</td>
<td>42,977</td>
<td>46,276</td>
<td>49,520</td>
<td>52,760</td>
<td>55,980</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>42,977</td>
<td>46,276</td>
<td>49,520</td>
<td>52,760</td>
<td>55,980</td>
<td>59,200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>46,276</td>
<td>49,520</td>
<td>52,760</td>
<td>55,980</td>
<td>59,200</td>
<td>62,420</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Continued)
SPIRITOUS LIQUORS. 

We formerly observed, that the series of mixtures chosen by Sir Charles Blagden, for the advantages attending it in making the experiments, was not suited for solving the questions which commonly occur in the spirit business. He accordingly suggests the propriety of forming tables in a convenient series from the data furnished by these experiments, indicating the proportion of ingredients contained in some constant weight or bulk.

To facilitate the construction of such tables, it is necessary to consider the subject in the most general manner. Therefore let \( x \) represent the constant number 100. Let \( \omega \) and \( \tau \) represent the quantities of water and spirit by weight in any mixture; that is, the pounds, ounces, or grains of each. Let \( x \) represent the quantity per cent. of spirits also by weight; that is, the number of pounds of spirits contained in 100 pounds of the mixture; and let \( y \) be its quantity per cent. in gallons, or the number of gallons contained in 100 gallons of the unmixed ingredients. Let \( m \) be the bulk of a pound of spirit of any given temperature, the bulk of a pound of water of the same temperature being accounted 1.

Then \( \omega + \tau \) is the weight of any mixture, and \( \omega + m \tau \) is its bulk.

We have the following proportions: 1. \( \omega + \tau = a \); \( x \), and \( x = \frac{a s}{\omega + \tau} \) (Equation 1st); and hence \( s \) may be found when \( x \) the per centage in weight is given, for 

\[
(\omega + \tau = \omega x a - x)
\]

Equation 2.

2. \( \omega + m \tau = m y \); and \( y = \frac{m y}{\omega + m \tau} \) (Equation 3d); and \( s \) may be found when \( y \), the per centage in gallons, is given: for \( s = \frac{m y}{a - y} \) (Equation 4th).

The usual questions which can be solved from these experiments are:

1. To ascertain the quantity of spirits per cent. in bulk, from observation of the specific gravity, or to tell how many gallons of spirit are in 100 gallons of mixture.

Look for the specific gravity in the table, and at the head of the column will be found the \( \omega \) and \( s \) corresponding. If the specific specific gravity observed is not in the tables, the \( s \) must be found by interpolation. And here it is proper to remark, that taking the simple proportional parts of specific gravity will not be sufficiently exact, especially near the beginning or the end of the table, because the densities corresponding to the series of mixtures do not change uniformly. We must have recourse to the general rules of interpolation, by means of first and second differences or be provided with a subsidiary table of differences. A good deal of practice in computations of this kind suggested the following method of making such interpolations with great dispatch and abundant accuracy. On a plate of wood, or metal, or stiff cardboard, draw a line EF (fig. 3.) as a scale of equal parts, representing the leading or equable arithmetical series of any table. (In the present case EF is the scale on which \( s \) is computed.) Through every point of division draw the perpendiculars BA, EC, FD, &c. Make one of them AB more conspicuous than the rest, and differing from the others also in such a fort, that the eye shall readily catch their distance from the principal line AB. Let CPL be a thin slip of whalebone, of uniform breadth and thickness, also divided into equal parts properly distinguishable. Lastly, let there be a pin P fixed near the middle of the principal line AB.

Now suppose that a value of \( s \) is to be interpolated by means of an observed specific gravity not in the table. Look for the nearest to it, and note its distance from the preceding and the following. Let these be \( \phi \) and \( \psi \) on the flexible scale. Also take notice of the lines \( K \) to \( H \), whose distances from \( A \) are equal to the constant difference between the successive values of \( S \), or to any easily estimated multiple of it (as in the present case we have taken \( 10 \) and \( 10 \), instead of \( 5 \) and \( 5 \), the running difference of Sir Charles Blagden's table). Then, leaning the middle point P of the whalebone on the pin P in the board, bend it, and place it slantwise till the points K and H fall somewhere on the two parallels \( K \) and \( H \). No matter how oblique the position of the whalebone is. It will bend in such a manner that its different points of division (representing different specific gravities) will fall on the parallels which represent the corresponding values of \( S \). We can say that all this may be done in less than half a minute, and less time than is necessary for bending a table of proportional parts, and not the tenth part of that necessary for interpolating by second differences. Yet it is exact enough (if of the size of a duodecimo page) for interpolating three decimal places.

This is ten times more exact than the present case requires. To return from this digression.

Having thus found \( S \) in the table, we get \( x \) or \( y \) by the equations \( \frac{a - S}{\omega + \tau} = x \), and \( \frac{m y}{\omega + m \tau} = y \).

But here a material circumstance occurs. The weight of alcohol \( \tau \), and its per centage \( x \), was rightly determined by the specific gravity, because it was interpolated between two values, which were experimentally connected with this specific gravity. But in making the transition from \( x \) to \( y \), we only give the per centage in gallons before mixture, but not the number of gallons of alcohol contained in an hundred gallons of mixed liquor. For when we have taken \( \omega - \tau \) and \( y \) instead of \( \omega \) and \( s \), they will indeed make a similar compound when mixed, because the proportion of their ingredients is the same. But they will not make 100 gallons of this compound, because there is a shrinking or condensation by mixture, and the specific gravity by which we interpolated \( s \) is the physical or real specific gravity corresponding to \( \omega \) and \( s \); while \( \frac{\omega + \tau}{\omega x m} \), the specific gravity implied in the value of \( y \), is the mathematical density independent on this condensation. Since therefore \( y \), together with \( \omega - \tau \), make less than 100 gallons of the compound, there must in 100 gallons of it be more alcohol than is expressed by \( y \).

Let \( G \) be the mathematical specific gravity \( (\omega + \tau) \), and \( g \) the physical or real observed specific gravity (which we cannot express algebraically); and let \( \omega \) be the gallons of alcohol really contained in 100 gallons of the compound. The bulk being inversely as the density or specific gravity, it is evident that the bulk
SPIRITUOUS LIQUORS.

...bulk of the compound must be to 100 gallons as g to G. And since we want to make it fill up to 100 gallons, we must increase it in the proportion of G to g. And because this augmentation must be of the same strength with this contracted liquor, both ingredients must be increased in the proportion of G to g, and we must have $G = y \times z$ and $z = x \times \frac{G}{y}$. Now, instead of $y$, write $\frac{a - m s}{w + m s}$, and instead of $z$ write $\frac{w + m s}{w + s}$, which are respectively equal to this. This gives us $z = g \times \frac{w + m s}{w + s} \times \frac{m s}{w + s} = g a \times \frac{m s}{w + s}$.

All this will be illustrated by an example.

Suppose that we have observed the specific gravity of a spirituous liquor of the temperature 65° to be 0.94128. Looking into Sir Charles Blagden's table, we find the gravities 0.94018 and 0.94296, and the $s$ corresponding to them is 80 and 75, the water in each mixture being 100. By interpolation we obtain the $s$ corresponding to 0.94128, viz. 79. At this temperature $m = \frac{1}{0.925} = 1.0825$, and $m = 94.54545$. Therefore $z = 0.94128 \times 100 \times 94.54545 = 49.997$, or 49.99 gallons as nearly 50.

We have seen even persons not unacquainted with subjects of this kind puzzled by this sort of paradox. $z$ is said to be the per cent of spirit in the compound. The compound has the same proportion of ingredients when made up to 100 gallons as before, when $y$ was said to be its per cent, and yet $y$ and $z$ are not the same. The fact is, that although $z$ is the number of gallons of alcohol really contained in 100 gallons of the compound, and this alcohol is in the same proportion as before to the water, this proportion is not that of 50 to 50: for if the ingredients were separated again, there would be 50 gallons of alcohol and 52,876 of water.

The proportion of the ingredients in their separable state is had by the 3d Equation $y = a \frac{m s}{w + m s}$, which is equivalent to $G a \frac{m s}{w + s}$. For the present example $y$ will be found 45,599, and $a - y$, or the water per cent. 51,401, making 100 gallons of unmixed ingredients. We see then that there has been added 1,398 gallons of alcohol; and since both ingredients are augmented in the proportion of $G$ to $g$, there have also been added 1,478 of water, and the whole addition for making up the 100 gallons of compound is 2,876 gallons; and if the ingredients of the compound were separate, they would amount to 102,876 gallons. This might have been found at the first, by the proportion, $G : g = 100 : 1$ (The addition.)

The next question which usually occurs in business is to find what density will result from any proposed mixture per gallon. This question is solved by means of the equation $m(a - y) = s$. In this examination it will be most convenient to make $w = a$. If the value of $z$ found in this manner falls on a value in the table, we have the specific gravity by inspection. If not, we must interpolate.

N. B. The value of $m$, which is employed in these reductions, varies with the temperature. It is always obtained by dividing the specific gravity of alcohol of that temperature by the specific gravity of water of the same temperature. The quotient is the real specific gravity of alcohol for that temperature. Both of these are to be had in the first and last compartments of Sir Charles Blagden's table.

These operations for particular cases give the answers to particular occasional questions. By applying them to all the numbers in the table, tables may be constructed for solving every question by inspection.

There is another question which occurs most frequently in the excise transactions, and also in all compositions of spirituous liquors, viz. What strength will result from a mixture of two compounds of known strength, or mixing any compound with water? To solve questions of this kind by the table so often quoted, we must add into one sum the water per gallon of the different liquors. In like manner, take the sum of the spirits, and say, as the sum of the waters is to that of the alcohol, so is to $s$; and operate with $a$ and $s$ as before.

Analogous to this is the question of the duties. These are levied on proof spirit; that is, a certain duty is charged on a gallon of proof spirit; and the gauger's business is to discover how many gallons of proof spirit there is in any compound. The specification of proof spirit in our excise laws is exceedingly obtuse and complex. A gallon weighing 7 pounds 13 ounces (at 55°) is accounted 1 to 6 under proof. The gallon of water contains 584.76 grains, and this spirit is 54.888. Its density therefore is 0.93324 at 55°, or (as may be inferred from the table) 0.9335 at 60°. This density corresponds to a mixture of 100 grains of water with 93.457 of alcohol. If this be supposed to result from the mixture of 6 gallons of alcohol with 1 of water (as is supposed by the designation of 1 to 6 under proof), the gallon of proof spirits consists of 100 parts of spirits by weight, mixed with 75 parts of water. Such a spirit will have the density 0.9162 nearly.

This being premised, in order to find the gallons of proof spirits in any mixture, find the quantity of alcohol by weight, and then say, as 100 to 75, so is the alcohol in the compound to the proof spirit that may be made of it, and for which the duties must be paid.

We have considered this subject at some length, because it is of great importance in the spirit trade to have these circumstances ascertained with precision; and because the specific gravity is the only sure criterion that can be had of the strength. Firing of gunpowder, or producing a certain bubble by shaking, are very vague tests; whereas, by the specific gravity, we can very securely ascertain the strength within one part in 500, as will presently appear.

Sir Charles Blagden, or Mr. Gilpin, have published* a philosophical work copious set of tables, calculated from these valuttable experiments. In these computations are made for 2794 every unit of the hundred, and for every degree of the thermometer. But these tables are still not in the most commodious form for business. Mr. John Wilson, an ingenious gentleman residing at Dundee, has just publid
lified at Edinburgh tables somewhat similar, founded on the same experiments. Both of these tables show the quantities by measure corresponding to every unit by weight of Sir Charles Blagden's experiments, and for every degree of temperature. They also show the per centage of alcohol, and the condensation or the quantity lost by mixture. But as they both retain the original series of parts by weight, which is very ununiform, the spirit traders will find considerable difficulty in making use of them. Retaining this series also caues all the per centage numbers (which are the only interrising ones to the reader) to be fractional, and no answer can be had without a double interpolation.

We have therefore calculated a table in the form in which it must be most useful and acceptable to those who are engaged in the spirit trade, showing at once the specific gravity which results from any proportion of admixture in hundredth parts of the whole. This answers immediately the chief objections in the terms in which they are usually conceived and propsoed. The two first or leading columns show the proportion in gallons, pints, or other cubic measures, of the mixture, the whole quantity being always 100. The second column shows the corresponding specific gravity : so that we can either find the proportion of the ingredients by the observed specific gravity, or find the gravity resulting from any proportion of the ingredients. A third column shows how much the hundred measures of the two ingredients fall short of making an hundred measures of the compound. A simple proportion, which can be done without the pen, will determine what part of this deficiency must be made up by spirit. The use of this table must now be so familiar to the reader's mind, that we need not give further instructions about it.

This is followed by another similar table, giving an immediate answer to the most usual question, "How many measures of alcohol are there really contained in 100 measures? This is also accompanied by a column of condensation. It would have been somewhat more elegant, had the specific gravities in this table made the equable series and leading column. But we did not advert to this till we had computed the table, and the labour was too great to be repeated for slight reasons. The tables are only for the temperature 60°. To this the spirituous liquors can always be brought in these climates; and in cases where we cannot, a moment's inspection of Sir Charles Blagden's table will point out very nearly (or exactly, by a short computation) the necessary corrections.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>0.8250</td>
<td></td>
<td>66</td>
<td>0.9073</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>0.9640</td>
<td>2.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>99</td>
<td>0.8278</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>0.9095</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>0.9651</td>
<td>2.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>98</td>
<td>0.8306</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>0.9116</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>0.9662</td>
<td>2.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>97</td>
<td>0.8333</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>0.9137</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>0.9673</td>
<td>2.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>96</td>
<td>0.8360</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>0.9157</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>0.9683</td>
<td>2.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>95</td>
<td>0.8387</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>0.9177</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>0.9693</td>
<td>1.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>94</td>
<td>0.8413</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>0.9198</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>0.9704</td>
<td>1.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>93</td>
<td>0.8439</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>0.9218</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>0.9714</td>
<td>1.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>92</td>
<td>0.8465</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>0.9238</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>0.9724</td>
<td>1.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>91</td>
<td>0.8491</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>0.9257</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>0.9734</td>
<td>1.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90</td>
<td>0.8516</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>0.9277</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>0.9744</td>
<td>1.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>89</td>
<td>0.8542</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>0.9296</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>0.9754</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>88</td>
<td>0.8567</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>0.9316</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>0.9763</td>
<td>1.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>87</td>
<td>0.8592</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>0.9335</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>0.9773</td>
<td>1.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>86</td>
<td>0.8617</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>0.9353</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>0.9783</td>
<td>1.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>85</td>
<td>0.8641</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>0.9371</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>0.9793</td>
<td>1.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>84</td>
<td>0.8666</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>0.9388</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>0.9802</td>
<td>1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>83</td>
<td>0.8690</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>0.9406</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>0.9812</td>
<td>1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>82</td>
<td>0.8713</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>0.9423</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>0.9822</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>81</td>
<td>0.8737</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>0.9440</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>0.9832</td>
<td>0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80</td>
<td>0.8760</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>0.9457</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>0.9842</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>79</td>
<td>0.8784</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>0.9473</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>0.9853</td>
<td>0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>78</td>
<td>0.8807</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>0.9489</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>0.9863</td>
<td>0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>77</td>
<td>0.8830</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>0.9505</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.9874</td>
<td>0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>76</td>
<td>0.8853</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>0.9520</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>0.9884</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75</td>
<td>0.8876</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>0.9535</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.9894</td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>74</td>
<td>0.8899</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>0.9549</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0.9904</td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>73</td>
<td>0.8922</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>0.9563</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.9914</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>72</td>
<td>0.8944</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>0.9577</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.9923</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>71</td>
<td>0.8966</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>0.9590</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.9940</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70</td>
<td>0.8988</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>0.9603</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.9959</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>69</td>
<td>0.9010</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>0.9616</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.9972</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>68</td>
<td>0.9031</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>0.9628</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.9985</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>67</td>
<td>0.9053</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>0.9640</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1.0000</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Vol. XVII.
"In the first table, of which the sole intention is to point out the proportion of ingredients, the specific gravities are computed only to four places, which will always give the answer true to the tenth part. In the last, which is more immediately interesting to the merchant in his transactions with the excise office, the computation is carried one place further.

The consideration of the first of these two tables will furnish some useful information to the reader who is interested in the philosophy of chemical mixture, and who endeavours to investigate the nature of those forces which connect the particles of tangible matter. These vary with the distance of the particle; and therefore the law of their action, like that of universal gravitation, is to be discovered by measuring their sensible effects at their various distances. Their change of distance is seen in the change of density or specific gravity.

Did the individual densities of the water and spirit remain unchanged by mixture, the specific gravity would change by equal differences in the series of mixtures on which this table is constructed; for the bulk being always the same, the change of specific gravity must be the difference between the weight of the gallon of water which is added and that of the gallon of spirit which is taken out. The whole difference of the specific gravities of spirits and water being 1,750 parts in 10,000, the augmentation by each successive change of a measure of spirit for a measure of water would be the 100th part of this, or 17.5. But, by taking the successive differences of density, as they occur in the table, we see that they are vastly greater in the first additions of water, being then about 25; after which they gradually diminish to the medium quantity 14.4, when water and spirits are mixed in nearly equal bulk. The differences of specific gravity fill diminish, and are reduced to 9, when about 75 parts of water are mixed with 25 of spirit. The differences now increase again; and the last, when 99 parts of water are mixed with 1 part of spirit, the difference from the specific gravity of pure water is above 14.

The mechanical effect, therefore, of the addition of a measure of water to a great quantity of spirit is greater than the similar effect of the addition of a measure of spirits to a great quantity of water. What we call mechanical effect is the local motion, the change of distance of the particles, that the corporeal forces may again be in equilibrium. Observe, too, that this change is greater than in the proportion of the distance of the particles.
SPIRITUOUS LIQUORS.

SPIRITIIOUS LIQUORS. for the density of water is to that of spirits nearly as 6 to 5, and the changes of specific gravity are nearly as 6 to 5.

We also see that the changing cafe, which produces the absolute condensation of each ingredient, ceases to operate when 75 parts of water have been mixed with 25 parts of alcohol: for the variation of specific gravity, from diminishing comes now to increase 1; and therefore, in this particular state of composition, is equal. Things are now in the same state as if we were mixing two fluids which did not act on each other, but were mutually disseminated, and whose specific gravities are nearly as 5 to 10; for the variation 9 of specific gravity may be considered as the 100th part of the whole difference, in the same manner as 17,5 would have been had water and alcohol sustained no contraction.

The imagination is greatly added in the contemplation of geometrical quantity by exhibiting it in its own form. Specific gravity, being an expression of density (a notion purely geometrical), admits of this illustration.

Therefore let AB (fig. 4) represent the bulk of any mixture of water and alcohol. The specific gravity of water may be represented by a line such a length, that AB shall be the difference between the gravities of alcohol and water. Suppose it extended upwards towards a, till B is to A as 10,000 to 8250. It will suit our purpose better to represent it by a parallelogram a B F e, of any breadth BF. In this case the difference of the specific gravities of alcohol and water will be expressed by the parallelogram ABFE. If there were no change produced in the density of one or both ingredients, the specific gravity of the compound would increase as this parallelogram does, and A E H G would be the augmentation corresponding to the mixture of the quantity A G of alcohol with the quantity G B of water, and so of other mixtures. But, to express the augmentation of density as it really obtains, we must do it by some curvilinear area D A B C H D, which varies at the rate determined by Sir Charles Blagden's experiments. This area must be precisely equal to the rectangle A B F E. It must then be fall without it in some places, and be deficient in others. Let D M, H K, C be the curves which correspond with these experiments. It is evident to the mathematical reader, that the ordinates L M, G H, I K, &c. of this curve are in the ultimate ratio of the differences of the observed specific gravities. If A = a, = b, &c. are each = 5, the little spaces A = a + D, a + b + d, &c. will be precisely equal to the differences of the specific gravities 0,8250; 0,8375; 0,8163 &c. corresponding to the different mixtures of water and alcohol. The curve cuts the side of the parallelogram in K, where the ordinate G K expresses the mean variation of density 0,00175. I K is the smallest variation. The concretion may be expressed by drawing a curve d m G k f parallel to DM, making D d = AE. The concretion is now represented by the spaces comprehended between this last curve and the abscissa A G B, reckoning those negative which lie on the other side of it. This shows us, not only that the concretion is greatest in the mixture A G X B, but also that in mixing such a compound with another A I X B, there is a rarefaction. Another curve A N P O B may be drawn, of which the ordinates L N, P G, I O, &c. are proportional to the areas A L m d, A G m D,
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Splenic-wort. See Asplenium.

 SPLENETIC, a person afflicted with an obstrualion of the spleen.

 Spleen, or spleen, among farriers, a callous indolent excrescence, breeding on the flank-bone of horses. See Farrery, sect. xxvi.

Splecing, in the sea-language, is the untwisting the ends of two cables or ropes, and working the several brands into one another by a fold, so that they become as strong as if they were but one rope.

SPOILS, whatever is taken from the enemy in time of war. Among the ancient Greeks, the spoils were divided among the whole army; only the general's share was largest: but among the Romans, the spoils belonged to the republic.

Spleetto, a duchy of Italy, bounded on the north by the Marquirate of Ancona and duchy of Urbino, on the east by Farther Abruzzo, on the south by Sabina and the patrimony of St. Peter, and on the west by Orvietano and Perugino. It is about 35 miles in length and 40 in breadth. It was anciently a part of Umbria, and now belongs to the Pope. — The name of the capital city is also Spelletto. It was formerly a large place, but in 1703 was ruined by an earthquake; from whence it has never recovered itself.

Spleolation, in ecclesiastical law, is an injury done by one clerk or incumbent to another, in taking the fruits of his benefice without any right thereunto, but under a pretended title. It is remedied by a decree to account for the profits so taken. This injury, when the jus patronatus, or right of advowson, doth not come in debate is cognizable in the spiritual court: as if a patron first presents A to a benefice, who is infallibly and indisputably thereto; and then, upon presence of a vacancy, the same patron presents B to the same living, and he also obtains infallibility and introduction. Now if A disputes the fact of the vacancy, then that clerk who is kept out of the profits of the living, whichever it be, may sue the other in the spiritual court for spoilation, or taking the profits of his benefice. And it shall there be tried, whether the living were or were not vacant; upon which the validity of the second clerk's pretensions must depend. But if the right of patronage comes at all into dispute, as if one patron preferred A, and another patron preferred B, there the ecclesiastical court hath no cognizance, provided the titles fixed for amount to a fourth part of the value of the living, but may be prohibited at the instance of the patron by the king's writ of indiciavit. So also if a clerk, without any colour of title, ejects another from his parsonage, this injury must be redressed in the temporal courts; for it depends upon no question determinable by the spiritual law (as plurality of benefices or no plurality, vacancy or no vacancy), but is merely a civil injury.

SPONDIAE, Brasilius or Jamaica Plum, in botany; a genus of plants belonging to the class of Decandria, and order of Pentagynia. The calyx is quinquodentate. The corolla pentapetalous. The fruit contains a quinquilocular kernel. There are only two species, the mombin and myrobalanus, which appear so much confounded in the descriptions of different botanists, that we do not venture to present them to our readers.

SPONGIA, Sponge, in natural history; a genus of animals belonging to the class of Vermes, and order of Zoophyta. It is fixed, flexible, and very torpid, growing in a variety of forms, composed either of reticulated fibres, or masses of small spines interwoven together and clothed with a living gelatinous flesh, full of small mouths or holes on its surface, by which it sucks in and throws out the water. Fifty species have already been discovered, of which no belong to the British coasts.

1. Osculata, or branched sponge, is delicately soft and very much branched; the branches are a little compressed, grow erect, and often united together. They have rows of cells on each margin, that project a little. This species is of a pale yellow colour, from five to ten inches high. The fibres are reticulated, and the flesh or gelatinous part is tender, that when it is taken out of the water it soon dries away. It is very common round the sea-coast of Britain and Ireland. This description will be better understood by Plate ccclxxi.

2. Cristata, or cockcomb sponge, is flat, erect, and soft, growing in the shape of cock's combs, with rows of little holes along the tops, which project a little. It abounds on the rocks to the eastward of Hastings in Sussex, where it may be seen at low-water. It is commonly about three inches long, and two inches high, and of a pale yellow colour. When put into a glass vessel of sea-water, it has been observed to suck in and squirt out the water through little mouths along the tops, giving evident signs of life.

3. Stuposa, tow-sponge, or downy branched sponge, is soft like tow, with round branches, and covered with fine pointed hairs. It is of a pale yellow colour, and about three inches high. It is frequently thrown on the shore at Hastings in Sussex. Fig. 2. represents this sponge; but it is so closely covered with a fine down, that the numerous small holes in its surface are not discernible.

4. Dichotoma, dichotomous or forked sponge, is stiff, branched, with round, upright, elastic branches, covered with minute hairs. It is found on the coast of Norway, and also, according to Berkshout, on the Cornish and Yorkshire coasts. It is of a pale yellow colour, and full of very minute pores, guarded by minute spines. Fig. 3.

5. Ursus.
SPONGES.

Fig. 1

Fig. 2

Plate CCCCLXXV.
5. *Ureca* or *tomentosa*, flinging sponge, or crumb of bread sponge, is of many forms, full of pores, very brittle and soft, and interwoven with very minute spines. It is full of small protruberances, wib a hole in each, by which it sucks in and throws out the water. It is very common on the British coast, and is frequently seen surrounding fucules. It is found also on the shores of North America, Africa, and in the East Indies. When newly taken out of the sea, it is of a bright orange colour, and full of gelatinous flesh; but when dry, it becomes whitish, and when broken has the appearance of crumb of bread. If rubbed on the hand, it will raise blisters; and if dried in an oven, its power of slinging is much increased, especially that variety of it which is found on the sea-coal of North America.

6. *Palmata*, palmed sponge, is like a hand with fingers a little divided at the top. The mouths are a little prominent, and irregularly disposed on the surface. It is found on the beach at Brighthelmstone. It is of a reddish colour, inclining to yellow, and of the same soft wooly texture with the *fpongia oculata*, fig. 3. The palmate sponge, is like a hand with the fpongia oculata, fig. 3.

7. *Coronula*, corona sponge, is very small, consisting of a single tube surrounded at top by a crown of little spines. The tube is open at the top. The rays that compose the little crown are of a bright, shining pearl colour; the body is of a pale yellow. It has been found in the harbour of Emsworth, between Sussex and Hampshire.

8. *Bolysides*, grape sponge, is very tender and branched, as if in bunches: the bunches are hollow, and are made up of oblong oval figures having the appearance of grapes; and each bunch is open at top. This species is of a bright, shining colour. The openings at the top are evidently the mouths by which the animal imbibles and discharges moisture. When the surface is very much magnified, it appears covered with little masses of triple, equidistant, shining spines.


10. *Fusitellla*, river sponge, is green, erect, brittle, and irregularly disposed in numerous branches. It abounds in many parts of Europe, in the fresh rivers of Russia and England, but particularly in the river Thames. It scarcely exhibits any symptoms of life, is of a filthy smell: its pores or mouths are sometimes filled with green gelatinous globules. It differs very little from the *lacunis*.

So early as the days of Arilotile sponges were supposed to possess animal life; the persons employed in collecting them having observed them shrink when torn from the rocks, thus exhibiting symptoms of senfation. The same opinion prevailed in the time of Pliny: But no attention was paid to this subject till Count Marigli examined them, and declared them vegetables. Dr Peyronell, in a paper which he sent to the Royal Society in the year 1752, and in a second in 1757, affirmed they were not vegetables, but the production of animals; and has accordingly described the animals, and the species which they performed in making the sponges. Mr Ellis, in the year 1762, was at great pains to difcover these animals. For this purpose he difsected the spongia urens, and was surprized to find a great number of small worms of the genus of nereis or sea-cololopendra, which had pierced their way through the soft substance of the sponge in quest of a safe retreat. That this was really the case, he was fully affured of, by inspecting a number of specimens of the same frt of sponge, just frefh from the sea. He put them into a glafs filled with sea-water; and then, instead of seeing any of the little animals which Dr Peyronell described, he observed the papillae or small holes with which the papillae are surrounded contract and dilate themselves. He examined another variety of the same species of sponge, and plainly perceived the small tubes inspire and expire the water. He therefore concluded, that the sponge is an animal, and that the ends or openings of the branched tubes are the mouths by which it receives its nourishment, and discharges its excrements.

Sponsors, among Christians, are those persons who, in the office of baptism, answer or are sureties for the persons baptized.

Sponnotaneous, a term applied to such motions of the body and operations of the mind as we perform of ourselves without any contraint.

Spon. bill, in ornithology. See Platæas.

Sponning, in the sea language, is said of a ship, which being under fail in a storm at sea, is unable to bear it, and consequently forced to go right before the wind.

Sporades, among ancient astronomers, a name given to such stars as were not included in any constellation.

Sporadic diseases, among physicians, are such as feize particular persons at any time or season, and in any place; in which sense they are distinguished from epidemical and endemical diseases.

Spots, in astronomy, certain places of the sun's or moon's disk, observed to be either more bright or dark than the rest; and accordingly called *faculae et maculae*. See Astronom. Index.

Spotswood (John), archbishop of St Andrew's in Scotland, was descended from the lairds of Spotswood in the Merse, and was born in the year 1555. He was educated in the university of Glasgow, and succeeded his father in the parsonage of Calder, but in 1618, he entered into the archbishopric of Glasgow, where he found there was not 1001. Sterling of yearly revenue left; yet such was his care for his successors, that he greatly improved it, and much to the satisfaction of his diocese. After having filled this see 13 years, he was raised to that of St Andrew's in 1635, and made primate and metropolitian of all Scotland. He presided in several assemblies for restoring the ancient discipline, and bringing the church of Scotland to some sort of uniformity with that of England. He continued in high esteem with King James I., but was he left valued by king Charles I., who was crowned by him in 1633, in the abbey church of Holyroodhouse. In 1635, upon the death of the earl of Kinnoul chancellor of Scotland, our primate was advanced to that post; but had scarcely held it four years, when the confusions beginning in Scotland, he was obliged to retire into England, and being broken with age, grief, and licks, died at London in 1639.
SPRAT (Dr Thomas), bishop of Rochester, was born in 1626. He had his education at Oxford, and after the Restoration entered into holy orders. He became fellow of the Royal Society; chaplain to George duke of Buckingham, and chaplain in ordinary to king Charles II. In 1667 he published the History of the Royal Society, and a Life of Mr Cowley; who, by his last will, left to his care his printed works and MSS., which were accordingly published by him. In 1668 he was intailed prebendary of Wellsminster; in 1680, was appointed canon of Windsor; in 1683, dean of Wellsminster; and in 1684, consecrated to the bishopric of Rochester. He was clerk of the closet to king James II.; in 1685, was made dean of the chapel royal; and the year following, was appointed one of the commissioners for ecclesiastical affairs. In 1692 his lordship, with several other persons, was charged with treason by two men, who drew up an accusation, in which they whose names were subjoined declared their resolution to restore king James; to seize the princes of Orange, dead or alive; and to be ready with 30,000 men to meet king James when he should land. To this they put the name of Sancroft, Sprat, Marlborough, Salisbury, and others. The bishop was arrested, and kept at a messenger's, under a strict guard, for eleven days. His house was searched, and his papers seized, among which nothing was found of a treasonable appearance, except one memorandum, in the following words: Thorough-bred doctrine. Being asked at his examination the meaning of the words, he said that, about 20 years before, curiosity had led him to hear Daniel Burges preach; and that being struck with his account of a certain kind of doctrine, which he said entered at one ear and passing through the head went out at the other, he had inserted the memorandum in his table-book, that he might not lose the substance of so strange a sermon. His innocence being proved, he was set at liberty, when he published an account of his examination and deliverance; which made such an impression upon him, that he commemorated it through life by an annual day of thanksgiving. He lived to the 70th year of his age, and died May 20, 1713. His works, besides a few poems of little value, are, "The History of the Royal Society!; "The Life of Cowley!; "The Answer to Sorbere; "The History of the Rye-house Plot; "The Relation of his own Examination;" and a volume of Sermons." Dr Johnston says, "I have heard it observed, with great judgness, that every book is of a different kind, and that each has its definite and characteristical excellence."

SPRAY, in ichtyology. See CLupea.

SPRAY, the sprinkling of the sea, which is driven from the top of a wave in stormy weather. It differs from spoor drift, as being only blown occasionally from the broken surface of a high wave; whereas the latter continues to fly horizontally along the sea, without intermission, during the excess of a tempest or hurricane.

SPRING, in natural history, a fountain or source of water rising out of the ground. Many have been the conjectures of philosophers concerning the origin of fountains, and great pains have been taken both by the members of the Royal Society and those of the Academy of Sciences at Paris, in order to ascertain the true cause of it. It was Aristotle's opinion, and held by most of the ancient philosophers after him, that the air contained in the caverns of the earth, being condensed by cold near its surface, was thereby changed into water; and that it made its way through, where it could find a passage. But we have no experience of any such tranmutation of air into water.

Those who imagine that fountains owe their origin to waters brought from the sea by subterraneous ducts, give a tolerable account how they lose their fountains by percolation as they pass through the earth; but they find great difficulty in explaining by what power the water rises above the level of the sea to near the tops of mountains, where springs generally abound; it being contrary to the laws of hydrostatics, that a fluid should rise in a tube above the level of its source. However, they have found two ways whereby they suppose they can extricate themselves from this difficulty. The one is that of Des Cartes, who imagines, that after the water is become fresh by percolation, it is raised out of the caverns of the earth in vapour towards its surface; where meeting with rocks near the tops of mountains in the form of arches or vaults, it sticks to them, and runs down their sides, (like water in an alembic), till it meets with proper receptacles, from which it supplies the fountains. Now this is a mere hypothesis, without foundation or probability: for, in the first place, we know of no internal heat of the earth to cause such evaporation; or if that were allowed, yet it is quite incredible that there should be any caverns so smooth and void of protruberances as to answer the ends of an alembic, in collecting and condensing the vapours together in every place where fountains are. There are others (as Varenus, &c.) who suppose that the water may rise through the pores of the earth, as through capillary tubes by attraction. But hereby they show, that they are quite unacquainted with what relates to the motion of a fluid through such tubes: for when a capillary tube opens into a cavity at its upper end, or grows larger and larger, so as to cease to be capillary at that end, the water will not ascend through that tube into the cavity, or beyond where the tube is capillary; because that part of the periphery of the cavity, which is partly above the surface of the water and partly below it, is not of the capillary kind. Nay, if the cavity is continually supplied with water, it will be attracted into the capillary tube, and run down it as through a funnel, if the lower end is immerged in the same fluid, as in this case it is supposed to be.

It has been a generally received opinion, and much espoused by Mariotte (a diligent observer of nature), that the rise of springs is owing to the rains and melted snow. According to him, the rain-water which falls upon the hills and mountains, penetrating the surface, meets with clay or rocks contiguous to each other; along which it runs, without being able to penetrate them, till, being got to the bottom of the mountain, or to a considerable distance from the top, it breaks out of the ground, and forms springs.

In order to examine this opinion, Mr Perrault, De la Hire, and D. Sideleau, endeavoured to make an estimate
estimate of the quantity of rain and snow that falls in the space of a year, to see whether it would be sufficient to afford a quantity of water equal to that which is annually discharged into the sea by the rivers. The result of their inquiries was, that the quantity of rain and snow which fell in a year into a cylindrical vessel would fill it (if secured from evaporating) to the height of about nineteen inches. Which quantity D. Sideleau showed was not sufficient to supply the rivers; for that those of England, Ireland, and Spain, discharge a greater quantity of water annually, than the rain, according to that experiment, is able to supply. Besides which, another observation was made by them at the same time, viz. that the quantity of water raised in vapour, one year with another, amounted to about thirty-two inches, which is thirteen more than falls in rain: a water which was absolutely necessary, to supply the water of fountains, and many of the seas; to nourish the crops of the land, and is the fund of all those springs which break out on the south side of the Carpathian mountains, and on the north side of the Alpes, which is one continued chain of mountains from Switzerland to the Black Sea.

Thus one part of the vapours which are blown on the land is returned by the rivers into the sea from whence it came. Another part falls into the sea before it reaches the land; and this is the reason why the rivers do not return so much water into the Mediterranean as is raised in vapours. A third part falls on the low lands, where it affords nourishment to plants; yet it does not reft there, but is again exhaled in vapour by the action of the sun, and is either carried by the winds to the sea to fall in rain or dew there, or else to the mountains to become the sources of springs.

However, it is not to be supposed that all fountains are owing to one and the same cause; but that some proceed from rain and melted snow, which, subsiding through...
through the surface of the earth, makes its way into certain cavities, and thence issues out in the form of springs; because the waters of several are found to increase and diminish in proportion to the rain which falls: that others again, especially such as are hot, and spring near the sea-shore, owe their origin to sea-water percolated through the earth; and some to both these causes: though without doubt most of them, and especially such as spring near the tops of high mountains, receive their water from vapours, as before explained.

This reasoning of Dr Halley's is confirmed by more recent observations and discoveries. It is now found, that though water is a tolerable conductor of the electric fluid, dry earth is an electric \textit{par fe}, consequently the dry land must always be in an electrified state compared with the ocean, unless in such particular cases as are mentioned under the article \textit{Earthquake}, n° 82. It is also well known, that such bodies as are in an electrified state, whether \textit{plus} or \textit{minus}, will attract vapour, or other light substanctes that come near them. Hence the vapours that are raised from the ocean must necessarily have a tendency to approach the land in great quantity, even without the assistance of the wind, though this last must undoubtedly contribute greatly towards the same purpose, as Dr Halley justly observes. In like manner, the higher grounds are always in a more electrified state than the lower ones; and hence the vapours having once left the ocean and approached the shore, are attracted by the high mountains; of which Mr Pennant gives an instance in Snowdon. Hence we may see the reason why springs are so common in the neighbourhood of mountains, they being fo advantageously formed in every respect for collecting and condensing the vapours into water.

The heat of springs is generally the same with the mean temperature of the atmosphere. The mean temperature of the south of England is \(48^\circ\); in Scotland, near Edinburgh, it is \(45^\circ\); in the north of Ireland it is \(48^\circ\), and on the south coast about \(51^\circ\). At Upsal, in Sweden, it is \(43^\circ\), and in Paris \(53^\circ\). According to accurate experiments made by eminent philosophers, the heat of the springs in these different countries corresponds with the medium temperature. We have not heard that similar experiments have been made in other countries, or we should have been careful to collect them. We do not, however, doubt but they have been made in most countries of Europe; yet we suspect little attention has been paid to this subject within the tropical regions.

Though this coincidence of the heat of springs with the mean temperature of the climate where they flow, seems to be a general fact, yet it admits of many exceptions. In many parts of the world there are springs which not only exceed the mean temperature, but even the throggest meridian heat ever known in the torrid regions. The following table will give a distinct notion of the degrees of heat which different springs have been found to possess, according to the experiments of philosophers. It is necessary to remark, that experiments made upon the same springs, made by different persons, vary a little from one another, which may be owing to many accidents easily accounted for. Where this is the case, we shall mention both the lowest and highest degree of heat which has been ascribed to the same spring, according to Fahrenheit's thermometer.

\begin{table}[h]
\begin{tabular}{|l|l|l|}
\hline
\textbf{Places.} & \textbf{Springs.} & \textbf{Highest degree of heat.} \textbf{Springs.} \textbf{Lowest degree of heat.} \\
\hline
Bristol, & \textit{St Vincent's or the hot well}, & 84, 76, \\
Buxton, & \textit{Gentleman's bath}, & 82, 69, \\
Matlock, & & 69, \\
Bath, & \textit{King's bath}, & 113, 113, \\
Aix-la-Chapelle. & & 130, \\
Narege, & & 122, \\
Pisa, & & 104, \\
Caroline baths & \textit{Prudel or futi}, & 165, \\
\textit{in Bohemia}, & & \\
Iceland, & \textit{Geyzer}, & 212, \\
\hline
\end{tabular}
\end{table}

In cold countries, where congelation takes place, the heat of the earth is considerably above the freezing point, and continues fo through the whole year. From experiments that have been made in mines and deep pits, it appears that this heat is uniform and stationary at a certain depth. But as the heat of these springs far exceeds the common heat of the internal parts of the earth, it must be occasioned by causes peculiar to certain places; but what these causes are it is no easy matter to determine. We are certain, indeed, that hot springs receive their heat from some subterranean cause; but it is a matter of difficulty to investigate how this heat is produced and preferred. Theories, however, have been formed on this subject. The subterranean heat has been ascribed to the electrical fluid, and to a great body of fire in the centre of the earth; but we suspect that the nature of the electrical fluid and its effects are not sufficiently understood. As to the supposition that the heat of springs is owing to a central fire, it is too hypothetical to require any refutation. From what then does this heat originate, and whence is the fuel which has produced it for so many ages? To enable us to answer these questions with precision, more information is necessary than we have hitherto obtained respecting the structure of the internal parts of the earth. It is peculiarly requisite that we should be made acquainted with the fossils which are most common in those places where hot springs abound. We should then perhaps discover that hot springs always pass thro' bodies of a combustible nature. It is well known to chemists, that when water is mixed with the vitriolic acid, a degree of heat is produced superior to that of boiling water. It is also an established fact, that when water meets with pyrites, that is, a mixture of sulphur and iron, a violent inflammation takes place. If, therefore, we could prove that these materials exist in the strata from which hot springs are derived, we should be enabled to give a satisfactory account of this curious phenomenon. As some apology for this supposition, we may add, that most of the hot springs mentioned above have been found by analysts to be impregnated with sulphur, and some of them with iron. It must, however, be acknowledged, that the hot springs of Iceland, which are \(212^\circ\), the heat of boiling water, according to an accurate German analysis of their contents by the ingenious Dr Black, and Switzerland, were neither found to contain iron nor sulphur. It will therefore, perhaps, be necessary that we should wait with patience, and continue to collect facts, till the sciences of chemistry and mineralogy shall be so far advanced as to enable us to form a permanent theory on this subject.

Springs are of different kinds. Some are \textit{perennial}, or

\begin{table}[h]
\begin{tabular}{|l|}
\hline
\textit{Gray's Letters from Germany,}\n\hline
\end{tabular}
\end{table}
or continue to flow during the whole year; others flow only during the rainy seasons; some ebb and flow. At Torbay there is one of this kind, which ebbs and flows in two branches every hour. There is another near Corio in Italy, which ebbed and flowed three times a day in the time of Pliny, and continues to do so still. A spring near Henly sometimes flows for two years together, and then dries up for an equal period. The cause of this is explained under the article Hydrostatics, No. 26. For the ingredients found in springs, see Mineral Waters, and Water.

Spring, in mechanics, denotes a thin piece of tempered iron, or other elastic substance, which being wound up serves to put machines in motion by its elasticity, or endeavours to unbend itself; such is the spring of a watch, clock, or the like.

Spring, Ver, in oemography, denotes one of the feasons of the year; commencing, in the northern parts of the world, on the day the sun enters the first degree of Aries, which is about the 10th day of March, and ending when the sun leaves Gemini; or, more strictly and generally, the spring begins on the day when the distance of the sun’s meridian altitude from the zenith, begins to increase, is at a medium between the greatest and least. The end of the spring coincides with the beginning of summer. See Summer.

Spring Tide. See Astronomy-Index, and Tide.

During Springs. See Burning Springs.

Springer, or Spring-Boat, in zoology, See Capra.

Spirit, a small boom or pole which crosses the fall of a boat diagonally, from the mast to the upper hindmost corner of the fall, which is used to extend and elevate; the lower end of the spirit rests in a fork of a wreath or collar called the fnouton, which encircles the mast in that place.

Spritsail. See Sail and Ship.

Sprit-Mast-Top-sail. See Sail and Ship.

Spruce-tree. See Pinus.

Spruce-Beer, a cheap and wholesome liquor, which is thus made: Take of water 16 gallons, and boil the half of it. Put the water thus boiled, while in full heat, to the requisite cold part, which should be previously put into a barrel or other vessel; then add 16 pounds of treacle or molasses, with a few table spoonsfuls of the essence of spruce, stirring the whole together; add half a pint of yeast, and keep it in a temperate situation, with the bunghole open, for two days, till the fermentation be abated. Then close it up or bottle it off, and it will be fit for being drunk in a few days afterwards. In North America, and perhaps in other countries, where the black and white spruce is abundant, instead of adding the essence of the spruce at the same time with the molasses, they make a decoction of the leaves and small branches of these trees, and find the liquor equally good. It is a powerful antiscorbutic, and may prove very useful in long sea voyages.

Spunge, or Sponge. See Spongia.

Spunging, in gunnery, the cleaning of the inside of a gun with a spunge, or in order to prevent any sparks of fire from remaining in it, which would endanger the life of him that should load it again.

Spun-yarn, among sailors, is a kind of line made from rope yarn, and used for seizing or fastening things together.

Vol. XVII.
1. _Squalus._ Squale, greater dog-fish, or spotted shark, is distinguished by large nostrils, which are covered by a lobe and worm-shaped flap, or by the position of the anal fin, which is at an equal distance from the anus and tail. The body is spotted, the head is small, with a short snout; the eyes are oblong; the mouth is large and oblong, armed with three rows of teeth; the tongue is cartilaginous; the anus is before the middle of the body; the first dorsal fin is behind the ventral fins; the other, which is left, is almost opposite the anal fin; the caudal fin is narrow and marginated. This species is found in almost every sea, is about four feet long, extremely voracious, generally feeding on fishes, and is long lived. The skin, which is spotted like a leopard's, is used when dried for various purposes.

2. _Caninus._ Greater dog-fish, or spotted shark, is about seven feet long, and weighs 500 lbs. The head is elongated on each side; the fore part is bent back, and converges both above and below. At the extremities of the elongated part are the eyes, which are large, prominent, and directed downwards; the iris is of a golden colour; the mouth is arched, and near the beginning of the trunk. It has a horrible appearance from the teeth, which are arranged in three or four rows, and are broad, pointed, and serrated on both sides. The tongue is thick, broad, and like a man's. The trunk is long and tapering: the fins are semicircular on the margin, and black at the base; the ventral fins are separate; the anal and posterior dorsal fins are small; the anterior dorsal fin is large, and near the head; the caudal is long — This species inhabits the Mediterranean Sea and the Indian Ocean. It is one of the most voracious of the whole tribe. See fig. 2.

3. _Carcharias._ Smaller dog-fish, has a large head; the pupil of the eyes is black; the iris white; the snout is of a bright hue; the mouth, which is large, is situated between the nostrils, and is armed with four rows of teeth, serrated with three points bent inwards; those in the middle between the two mandibles are longer than the rest. The tongue is broad and smooth; the spiracles are five; the back is tapering and yellowish; the sides are somewhat compressed; the tail longer than the body, and the caudal fin is narrow and marginated; the anterior anal and dorsal fins are behind the ventral; the posterior dorsal fin is opposite to the anal. It inhabits the Mediterranean, Northern, and Indian Ocean, and is two or three feet long.

4. _Stellarius._ Greater eat-fish. The head is marked with points; the abdominal fins are united and sharp at the apex; the dorsal fins extend almost to the tail; the skin is reddish, marked with black spots of different sizes, and is of a dirty ash colour below. It is from two to six feet long; resembles the caninus, but distinguished by larger and fewer spots, by a snout somewhat longer, a tail somewhat shorter, and nostrils almost flat. It brings forth 19 or 20 young at a time. It inhabits the European seas, living chiefly on shell fish, molluscs, and other small fishes. The dorsal fins are equal; the anterior one being behind the middle of the body, and the posterior one being a little behind the anal.

5. _Tigrinus._ Tiger, is about 15 feet long; the body is long, of unequal thickness, black, interpersed with white spots and spots, irregularly and transversely. — The head is large; the mouth low and transverse, the upper jaw having two cusp; the upper lip is thick and prominent; there are five spiracles on each side, the two last being united so as to give the appearance only of four; the mandibles are armed with very small pointed teeth; the tongue is short and thick; the eyes small and oblong; the pupil azure; the iris black. The abdomen is broad; the pectoral fins are broad, and rounded at the extremity. The anterior dorsal fin is opposite to the ventral fins, and the posterior dorsal fin to the anal. The tail is compressed on both sides, and the fin which terminates it is hollow. The tigrinus is found in the Indian Ocean, and lives chiefly on shell fish. See Plate CCCCLXXVI. fig. 1.

6. _Zygus._ A marteau, or balance-fish, is frequently six feet long, and weighs 500 lbs. The head is elongated on each side; the fore part is bent back, and converges both above and below. At the extremities of the elongated part are the eyes, which are large, prominent, and directed downwards; the iris is of a golden colour; the mouth is arched, and near the beginning of the trunk. It has a horrible appearance from the teeth, which are arranged in three or four rows, and are broad, pointed, and serrated on both sides. The tongue is thick, broad, and like a man's. The trunk is long and tapering: the fins are semicircular on the margin, and black at the base; the ventral fins are separate; the anal and posterior dorsal fins are small; the anterior dorsal fin is large, and near the head; the caudal is long — This species inhabits the Mediterranean Sea and the Indian Ocean. It is one of the most voracious of the whole tribe. See fig. 2.

8. _Fusus._ Or sea-fox, is most remarkable for the great length of its tail, the body being about seven feet and the tail six feet long. The head is short and conical; the eyes are large; the jaws are armed in a dreadful manner with three rows of triangular, compressed, and pointed teeth; the tongue is blunt; the lateral line is straight. The anterior dorsal fin is placed about the middle of the back; the posterior, which consists of two-pointed lobes, is opposite to the anal fin; the ventral fins are very near one another; the anal is acuminate; the inferior lobe of the tail is about a foot long; the upper, which is shaped like a sheythe, is five times longer. This species inhabits the Mediterranean, the coasts of Scotland, and England. It is covered with small scales; its back is ash-coloured, belly whitish. It is extremely voracious. The ancients styled this fish _alveus_, and _valpes_, from its fuddled cunning. They believed, that when it had the misfortune to have taken a bait, it swallowed the hook till it got at the cord, which it bit off, and so escaped.

6. _Glauus._ Or blue shark, is about seven feet long. The colour of the back is a fine blue; the belly a silver white; the head is flat; the eyes small and roundish; the teeth are almost triangular, elongated, and pointed, but not serrated. The anus is very near the tail; the anterior dorsal fin is situated before the ventral fins, about the middle of the body, and is almost triangular; the posterior dorsal fin is equal to the anal fin, and is placed nearer the tail; the pectoral fins are large, long, and marginated; and the ventral are blue above and white below; the caudal is blue, divided into two lobes, of which the superior is much longer than the inferior lobe. This species is frequent in every sea, and is fierce, but not very destructive in the northern seas.

10. The _maximus_, bulking shark, or the fun-fish of the Irish. This species has been long known to the inhabitants of the south, and east of Ireland, and Scotland, and those of Cornwall, and Anglesea; but having never been considered in any other than a commercial view, is described by no English writer except Mr. Pennant; and, what is worse, mistaken for and confounded with the _Squalus._
that our English writers call the sun-fish. The Irish

and Welsh give it the same name, from its lying as if to

sun itself on the surface of the water; and for the same

reason Mr. Pennant calls it the basking shark. It was

long taken for a species of whale, till Mr. Pennant

pointed out the branchial orifices on the sides, and the

perpendicular fins of the tail. These are migratory

sharks, or at least it is but in a certain number of years

that they are seen in multitudes on the Welsh seas, though

in most summers a single, and perhaps a strayed fish

appears.

They inhabit the northern seas, even as high as the

arctic circle. They visited the bays of Caernarvonshire

and Anglesea in vast flocks in the summers of

1756 and a few succeeding years, continuing there

only the hot months; for they quit the coast about

Michaelmas, as if cold weather was disagreeable to

them. Some old people say they recollected the same

sort of fishes in vast numbers about 1700. They appear

in the Frith of Clyde, and among the Hebrides, in the

month of June, in small droves of seven or eight, but often in pairs. They

continue in those seas till the latter end of July, when

they disappear.

They have nothing of the fierce and voracious nature

of the shark kind, and are so tame as to suffer them-

selves to be stroked; they generally lie motionless on

the surface, commonly on their bellies, but sometimes,

like tired swimmers, on their backs. Their food feeds

on confit entirely of sea plants, no remains of fish

being ever discovered in the stomachs of numbers

that were cut up, except some green stuff, the half digested

parts of algae, and the like. Linnaeus says it feeds on

medusse.

At certain times, they are seen sporting on the

waves, and leaping with vast agility several feet out of

the water. They swim very deliberately, with the
dorsal fins above water. Their length is from three
to twelve yards, and sometimes even longer. Their

form is rather flender, like others of the shark kind.

The upper jaw is much longer than the lower, and

blunt at the end. The tail is very large, and the upper

part remarkably longer than the lower. The

colour of the upper part of the body is a deep leaden

—the belly white. The skin is rough like flag-rue,

but less so on the belly than the back. In the

mouth, towards the throat, is a very short sort of

whale-bone. The

whalebone. The

mouth is placed far beneath; for which reason

these, as well as the rest of the kind, are said to be

obliged to turn on their backs to seize their prey;

which is an observation as ancient as the days of Pliny.
The eyes are large; the back broad, flat, and shorter

than that of other sharks. The tail is of a semilunar

form, but the upper part is longer than the lower. It

has vast strength in the tail, and can strike with great

force; so that the sailors at once cut it off with an

axe as soon as they draw one on board. The pectoral

fins are very large, which enables it to swim with great

swiftness. The colour of the whole body and fins is a

light ash. The ancients were acquainted with this fish;

and Oppian gives a long and entertaining account of

its capture. Their flesh is sometimes eaten, but is esteemed

course and rank. — They are the dread of the

sailors in all hot climates, where they constantly attend the

ships in expectation of what may drop overboard: a

man that has that misfortune perishes without redemption;

they have been seen to dart at him like gudgeons

at a worm. A matter of a Guinea ship informed Mr.

Pennant, that a rage of suicide prevailed among his

new-bought slaves, from a notion the unhappy creatures

had, that after death they should be restored again to

their families, friends, and country. To convince them

at least that they should not reanimate their bodies, he

ordered one of their corpses to be tied by the heels to

a rope and lowered into the sea; and though it was drawn

up again as fast as the united force of the crew could

be exerted, yet in that short space the sharks had devoured

every part but the feet, which were secured at the end of the cord.

Swimmers very often perish by them; sometimes

they
they lose an arm or leg, and sometimes are bit quite
so under, serving but for two morsels for this ravenous
animal; a melancholy tale of this kind is related in a
West-India ballad, preferred in Dr Percy's Relics of
ancient English Poetry.

This species inhabits the abyss of the ocean, and
only appears on the surface when allure by "prey. It
is the most voracious of all animals, not even it is said
sparing its own offspring, and often swallowing its prey
entire. At the famous naval battle of the 12th of Ap-


April 1782, when the Caesar, one of the French ships of
the line, was set on fire, the sailors threw themselves into
the sea. Sir Charles Douglas observed great num-
bers of these sharks, which lay between the French and
British fleets, infamity feiz on the unhappy victims.
He several times saw two of them disputing about their
prey, each seizing a leg, and at length disappearing,
dragging the body along with them. Notwithstanding
the continued roar of artillery, he heard distinctly the
cries of these unhappy men.

12. Pristis fecis, or saw-fish, is sometimes 15 feet
long, smooth, black on the upper parts, black
coloured on the sides, and white underneath. The head is flat
and conical; the beak or snout projecting from the nose
is about five feet long, covered with a coruscating skin,
and armed on each side, generally with 14 long, strong,
and sharp-pointed teeth; but the number varies with
age. The teeth are granulated; the eyes large, the
iris of a golden colour, and the spiracles five. The an-
terior dorsal fin corresponds to those of the belly; the
posterior is situated in the middle, between the former
and apex of the tail; the pectoral fins are broad and
long; the caudal is shorter than in the other species. It
inhabits all the seas from Greenland to Brazil; and is
found also in the Indian Ocean. It is harmless.

13. Sphyrna, sphyra, or picked dog-fish, takes its name
from a strong and sharp spine placed just before each of
the back fins, distinguthing it at once from the rest
of the British sharks. The nose is long, and extends
greatly beyond the mouth, but is blunt at the end.
The teeth are disposed in two rows, are small and sharp,
and bend from the middle of each jaw towards the cor-
ers of the mouth. The back is of a brownish all-co-
our; the belly white.—It grows to the weight of
about 20 pounds. This species swarms on the coasts
of Scotland, where it is taken, split, and dried; and is
a food among the common people. It forms a sort of
inland commerce, being carried on women's backs 14
or 16 miles up the country, and sold or exchanged for
necessaries.

14. Squatlus, angel-fish, is from six to eight feet
long, has a large head; teeth broad at their base, but
flender and very sharp above, and disposed in five rows
all round the jaws. Like those of all sharks, they are
capable of being raised or depressed by means of mu-
cles unijning them to the jaws, not being lodged in fok-
cets as the teeth of cetaceous fiue are. The back is of
a pale all-colour, and very rough; along the middle is
a prickly tuberculated line; the belly is white and
smooth. The pectoral fins are very large, and extend
horizontally from the body to a great distance; they
have some resemblance to wings, whence its name. The
ventral fins are placed in the same manner, and the
double penis is placed in them; which forms another
character of the males in this genus.

This is the fish which connects the genus of rays and
sharks, partaking something of the character of both;
yet is an exception to each in the situation of the
mouth, which is placed at the extremity of the head.
It is a fish not frequent on most British coasts, where
it prowls about for prey like others of the kind. It is
extremely voracious; and, like the ray, feeds on floun-
ders and flat fiue, which keep at the bottom of the
water. It is extremely fierce, and dangerous to be
approached. Mr Pennant mentions a fisherman whole
leg was terribly torn by a large one of this species,
which lay within his nets in shallow water, and which
he went to lay hold of incuriously. The aspect of
these, as well as the rest of the genus, have much mal-
ignity in them: their eyes are oblong, and placed
lengthwise in their head, sunk in it, and overhung by
the skin, and seem fuller of malice and than fire.
Their skin is very rough; the ancients made use of it,
to polish wood and ivory, as we do at present that of
the greater dog-fish. The flesh is now but little esteem-
ed on account of its coarsefes and rankness; yet Ar-
cheleatus (as quoted by Athenæus, p. 319.), speak-
ing of the fish of Miletus, gives this the first place, in
respect to delicacy, of the whole cartilaginous tribe.
They grow to a great size; being sometimes near an
hundred weight.

Sharks are seldom destructive in the temperate re-
gions; it is in the torrid zone that their ravages are
most frequent. In the west Indies accidents happen
from them almost every day.

"During the American war in 1780, while the Pal-
las frigate was lying in Kinglyton harbour, a young
North American jumped overboard one evening to
make his escape, and perished by a shark in a shocking
manner.

"He had been captured in a small vessel, left all his
property, and was detained by compulsion in the Eng-
lish navy, to serve in a depredatory war against his
country. But he, animated with that spirit which per-
vaded every bosom in America, resolved, as soon as he
arrived at some port, to release himself from the morti-
ying state of employing his life against his country,
which, as he said when dying, he was happy to lay
down, as he could not employ it against his enemies.

"He plunged into the water; the Pallas was a quarter
of a mile from the shore. A shark perceived him, and
followed him, very quietly, till he came to a state of
rest, near the shore; where, as he was hanging by a
rope, that moored a vessel to a wharf, larcely out of
his depth, the shark seized his right leg, and stripped
the flesh entirely away from the bones, and took the foot
off at the ankle. He still kept his hold, and called to
the people in the vessel near him, who were flanding
on the deck and saw the affair. The shark then feiz his
other leg, which the man by his struggling disengaged,
from his teeth, but with the flesh cut through down to
the bone, into a multitude of narrow slips. The people
in the vessel threw billets of wood into the water, and
frightened the shark away. The young man was
brought on shore. Dr Mofley was called to him; but
he had lost so much blood before any assistence could
be given him, that he expired before the mangled limbs
could be taken off.

"A few weeks before this accident happened, a shark,
of 14 feet in length, was caught in the harbour; and
Squaws. on being opened, the entire head of a man was found in his stomach. The scalp, and flesh of the face, were macerated to a soft pulpy substance; which, on being touched, separated entirely from the bones. The bones were somewhat softened, and the features lost their

The following extraordinary instance of intrepidity and friendship is well worth recording. It is given on the authority of Mr Hughes, who published a natural history of Barbadoes. About the latter end of Queen Anne’s wars, captain John Beanis, commander of the York Merchant, arrived at Barbadoes from England. Having disembarked the last part of his lading, which was coals, the sailors, who had been employed in that dirty work, ventured into the sea to wash themselves; there they had not been long before one on board espied a large shark making toward them, and gave them notice of their danger; upon which they swam back, and all reached the boat except one: him the officer overtook almost within reach of the oars, and gripping him by the small of his back, soon cut him alunder, and as soon swallowed the lower part of his body; the remaining part was taken up and carried on board, where a comrade swallowed the upper part of his body; the deceased had been long distinguished by a reciprocal discharge of all such endearing offices as implied a union and sympathy of souls. When he saw the revered trunk of his friend, it was with an horror and emotion too great for words to paint. During this affecting scene, the insatiable shark was seen traversing the bloody surface in search of the remainder of his prey; the rest of the crew thought themselves happy in being on board, he alone unhappy, that he was not within reach of the devourer. Fired at the sight, and vowing that he would make the devourer disgorge, or be swallowed himself in the same grave, he plunges into the deep, armed with a sharp-pointed knife. The shark no sooner saw him, but he made furiously towards him; both equally eager, the one of his prey, the other of revenge. The moment the shark opened his rapacious jaws, his adversary dexterously diving, and grappling him with his left hand somewhat below the upper fins, successfully employed his knife in his right hand, giving him repeated flaps in the belly; the enraged shark, after many unavailing efforts, finding himself overmatched in his own element, endeavoured to desegage himself, sometimes plunging to the bottom, then mad with pain, rearing his uncouth form, now flained with his own streaming blood, above the foaming waves. The crews of the surrounding vessels saw the unequal combat, uncertain from which of the combatants the streams of blood issued; till at length the shark, much weakened by the loss of blood, made towards the shore, and with him his conqueror; who, flushed with an assurance of victory, pushed his foe with reddened ardour, and, by the help of an ebbing tide, dragged him on shore, ripped up his bowels, and united and buried the fevered carcase of his friend.

"It is evident (says Dr Mofley, to whose valuable work we are indebted for the story of the American related above), that digestion in these animals is not performed by triturations, nor by the muscular action of the stomach; though nature furnished them with a stomach of wonderful force and thickness, and far exceeding that of any other creature. Whatever their force of digestion is, it has no effect upon their young ones, which always retreat into their stomachs in time Squamaria of danger.

"That digestion is not performed by heat in fish, is equally evident. Being on the Banks of Newfoundland in August 1782, I opened many cod-fish, and ripped up their stomachs full as they came alive out of the water; in which were generally found small oysters, muscles, cockles, and crabs, as well as small fishes of their own and other species. The coldness of the stomach of these fishes is far greater than the temperature of the water out of which they are taken; or of any other part of the fish, or of any other substance of animated nature I ever felt. On wrapping one of them round my hand, immediately on being taken out of the fish, it caused so much aching and numbness that I could not endure it long."

Squamosa, in botany. See Lathrea.

Squamous, in anatomy, a name given to the furrows or false futures of the skull, because composed of squamae, or scales like those of fishes.

Square, in geometry, a quadrilateral figure both equilateral and equangular. See Geometry.

Square Root. See Algebra, Part I. Chap. iv. and Arithmetic, no. 33. and 34.

Hollow Square, in the military art, a body of foot drawn up with an empty space in the middle, for the colours, drums, and baggage; faced and covered by the pikes every way, to keep off the horse.

Squares, among mechanics, an instrument consisting of two rules or branches, fastened perpendicularly at one end of their extremities, so as to form a right angle. It is of great use in the description and mensuration of right angles, and laying down perpendiculars.

Square Rigged, an epithet applied to a ship whose yards are very long. It is also used in contradistinction to all vessels whose fails are extended by stays or lateen-yards, or by booms and gaffes; the usual situation of which is nearly in the plane of the keel; and hence.

Square-Sail, is a sail extended to a yard which hangs parallel to the horizon, as distinguished from the other sails which are extended by booms and stays placed obliquely. This sail is only used in fair winds, or to foul under a tempered wind. In the former case, it is furnished with a large additional part called the boom, which is then attached to its bottom, and removed when it is necessary to scud. See Scudding.

Squatina. See Squaleus.

Squill, in botany. See Scilla.

Squilla, the name of a species of cancer. See Cancer.

Squinting. See Medicine, no. 533.

Squirrel, in zoology. See Sciurus.

Stabbing, in law. The offence of mortally stabbing another, though done upon sudden provocation, is punished as murder; the benefit of clergy being taken away from it by statute. (See Murder). For by 1a. I. e. 8, when one thrusts or stabs another, not then having a weapon drawn, or who hath not then felt broken the party stabbing, so that he dies thereof within six months after, the offender shall not have the benefit of clergy, though he did it not of malice aforethought. This statute was made on account of the frequent quarrels and stabings with short daggers between the Scotch and the English, at the acce...
STA

STADTHOLDER, the principal magistrate or governor of the Seven United Provinces, until this office was abolished by the republican influence of France; but as the prince of Orange is at this time in alliance with Great Britain, our readers will probably not be ill pleased with a short account of his several powers and claims. To render that account the more intelligible, we shall trace the office of Stadtholder from its origin.

The Seven Provinces of the Low Countries were long governed by princes invested with the sovereignty, though limited in their powers, and under various titles; as Counts of Holland, Dukes of Gelder, Bishop of Utrecht, &c. When these countries fell to the princes of the house of Burgundy, and afterwards to those of Austria, who had many other dominions, the absence of the sovereign was supplied by a stadtholder or governor, vested with very ample powers. These stadtholders or lieutenants had the administration of the government, and presided in the courts of justice, whose jurisdiction was not at that time confined merely to the trial of causes, but extended to affairs of state. The stadtholders wore allegiance to the princes at their inauguration, jointly with the states of the provinces they governed. They likewise took an oath to the states, by which they promised to maintain their fundamental laws and privileges.

It was upon this footing that William the Fifth, prince of Orange, was made governor and lieutenant-general of Holland, Zeeland, and Utrecht, by Philip the Second, upon his leaving the Low Countries to go into Spain. The troubles beginning soon after, this prince found means to bring about an union, in 1576, between Holland and Zeeland; the states of which two provinces put into his hands, as far as was in their power, the sovereign authority (for so long time as they should remain in war and under arms), upon the same footing as Holland had intrusted him with in the year before. In 1581 the same authority was again renewed to him by Holland, as it was soon after by Zeeland likewise; and in 1584, being already elected count of Holland, upon certain conditions he would have been formally invested with the sovereignty, had not a wrench, hired and employed by the court of Spain, put an end to his life by a horrid assassination.

In the preamble of the instruments by which the states in 1581 conferred the sovereign authority upon prince William the Fifth, we find these remarkable words, which are there set down as fundamental rules: "That all republics and communities ought to preserve, maintain, and fortify themselves by unanimity; which being impossible to be kept up always among so many
Stadtholders, &c., many members, often differing in inclinations and sentiments, is consequently necessary that the government should be placed in the hands of one single chief magistrate." Many good politicians, and the greatest part of the inhabitants of these provinces, have, since the establishment of the republic, looked upon the stadtholder as an essential part of its constitution; nor has it been without a stadtholder but twice, that is to say, from the end of 1650 to 1672, and again from March 1702 till April 1747. The provinces of Friesland and Groningen, with Ommeland, have always had a stadtholder without interruption; their instructions, which are now no longer in force, may be seen in Alzema; but formerly the powers of the stadtholder of these provinces were confined within narrower bounds, and till William the Fourth there was no stadtholder of the seven provinces together.

The stadtholder cannot declare war nor make peace, but he has, in quality of captain-general of the union, the command in chief of all the forces of the state (A); and military persons are obliged to obey him in everything that concerns the service. He is not limited by instructions, but he has the important power of giving out orders for the march of troops, and the disposition of all matters relative to them. He not only directs their marches, but provides for the garrisons, and changes them at pleasure. All military edicts and regulations come from him alone; he constitutes and authorizes the high council of war of the United Provinces, and as captain-general of every province, disposes of all military officers, as far as the rank of colonel inclusively. The higher posts, such as those of veld-marshals, generals, lieutenant-generals, major-generals, are given by the states-general, who choose the persons recommended by his highness. He makes the governors, commandants, &c. of towns and strong places of the republic, and of the barrier. The persons nominated present their instruments of appointment to their high mightinesses, who provide them with commissions. The states-general have likewise great regard to the recommendation of the prince stadtholder in the disposition of those civil employments which are in their gift.

The power of the stadtholder as high-admiral, extends to everything that concerns the naval force of the republic, and to all the other affairs that are here within the jurisdiction of the admiralty. He presides at those boards either in person or by his representatives; and as chief of them all in general, and of every one in particular, he has power to make their orders and instructions be observed by themselves and others. He holds the polls of lieutenant-admiral, vice-admiral, and rear-admiral, who command under him; and he makes likewise post-capitains.

The stadtholder grants likewise letters of grace, pardon, and abolition, as well for the crime called Comunis Debita, as for military offences. In Holland and Zealand these letters are made out for crimes of the first fort, in the name of the states, with the advice of his stadtholder highness. In military offences he consults the high council of war, and upon the communia debita he takes the advice of the courts of justice, of the counsellors, committees of the provinces, of the council of state, and the tribunals of justice in the respective towns, according to the nature of the case.

In the provinces of Holland and Zealand, the stadtholder elects the magistrates of the towns annually, out of a double number that are returned to him by the towns themselves.

When any of these offices become vacant, which, at the time there was no governor, were in the disposal of the states of Holland, or as formerly in that of the chamber of accounts, the stadtholder has his choice of two, or, in some cases, of three candidates, named by their noble and great mightiness. He chooses likewise the counsellors, inspectors of the dykes of Rynland, Dellland, and Schoeland, out of three persons presented to him by the boards of the counsellors inspectors; which boards are of very ancient establishment in Holland.

His highness presides in the courts of Holland, and in the courts of justice of the other provinces; and his name is placed at the head of the proclamations and acts, called in Dutch Mandamenten, or Proclamaten van Justiz. In Overijssel and in the province of Utrecht the posseffors of seels hold of the prince stadtholder. He is supreme curator of the universities of Guelder, Friesland, and Groningen; grand forester and grand vreur in Guelder, in Holland, and other places. In the province of Utrecht, his highness, by virtue of the regulation of 1674, disposes of the provostships and other benefices which remain to the chapters, as also of the canonical prebends that fall in the months which were formerly the papal months.

By the first article of the council of state of the United Provinces, the stadtholder is the first member of it, and has a right of voting there, with an appointment of 25,000 guilders a year. He affiis also as often as he thinks fit for the service of the state, at the deliberations of the states general, to make propositions to them, and sometimes also at the conferences which the deputies of their high mightinesses hold in their different committees, in consequence of their standing orders. He likewise affis at the assemblies of the states of each particular province, and at that of the counsellor's committees. In Guelder, Holland, and Utrecht, his highness has a share of the sovereignty, as chief of president of the body of nobles; and in Zeeland, where he professes the marquisate of Veer and Flushing, as first noble, and representing the whole nobility. In his absence he has in Zeeland his representatives, who have the first place and the first voice in all the councils, and the first of whom is always first deputy from the province to the assembly of their high mightinesses.

In 1749 the prince stadtholder was created by the

(A) In time of war, however, the states have always named deputies for the army, to accompany the stadholders in the field, and to serve them as counsellors in all their enterprises, particularly in the most important affairs, such as giving battle, or undertaking a siege, &c. This was always practised till the accession of king William the Third to the crown of Great Britain, and after his death was continued with regard to the general in chief of the army of the republic. In 1747 and 1748 there were likewise deputies with the army, but with more limited power.
of Scotland" are marked. The prince enjoyed this prerogative in Zealand from the time of his elevation to the stadtholderate.

The revenues of the stadtholderate of the seven United Provinces are reckoned (including the 25,000 guilders which the prince enjoys annually as the first member of the council of state, and what he has from the India company's dividends) to amount to 500,000 guilders a year. As captain-general of the union, his serene highness has 240,000 guilders per annum, besides 24,000 from Friesland, and 12,000 from Groningen, in quality of captain-general of these provinces. In times of war the state allows extraordinary sums to the captain-general for the expense of every campaign.

To all these powers and privileges the prince of Orange had a legal and constitutional right; but he has been divided of them by the late revolution, and the government of that country modelled on the plan of the French republic, by whose armies chiefly the revolution was effected.

STHHELINA, in botany: A genus of plants belonging to the class of fingen-asii, and order of polygamia equilibria; and in the natural system arranged under the 46th order, Composita. The receptacle is paleaceous, the calyx very short; the pappus is branched, and the anthers clefted.

STAFF, an instrument ordinarily used to rest on in walking. The staff is also frequently used as a kind of natural weapon both of offence and defence; and for several other purposes.

STAFF, a light pole erected in different parts of a ship, whereon to hold and display the colours.

The principal of these is reared immediately over the mainmast, to display the ensign; another is fixed on the bowsprit, to extend the yard; three more are erected at the three main heads, or formed by their upper ends, to show the flag or pendant of the respective squadron or division to which the ship is appropriated. See Ensign, Mast, Jack, and Pendant.

STAFF, in military matters, consists of a quarter-master-general, adjutant-general, and majors of brigade. The staff properly exists only in time of war. See Quarter Master General, &c.

Regimental Staff, consists in the adjutant, quarter-master, chaplain, surgeon, &c.

Staff, in music, five lines, on which, with the intermediate spaces, the notes of a song or piece of music are marked.

Fore-Staff. See Fore-Staff.

STAFFA, one of the Hebrides or Western Islands of Scotland, remarkable for its basaltic pillars. It was visited by Sir Joseph Banks, who communicated the following account of it to Mr Pennant.

"The little island of Staffa lies on the west coast of Mull, about three leagues north-east from Iona, or 1-
Stratum above the pillar, 61 6 Staff
Stratum below the pillar, 17 1 Staff
Height of the pillar, 59 0 Sh.
Stratum above, 51 1 Staff
Stratum below the pillar, 19 3 Sh.
Height of the pillar, 55 1 Sh.
Stratum above, 54 7 Sh.

The stratum above the pillars, which is here mentioned, is uniformly the same, consisting of numberless small pillars, bending and inclining in all directions, sometimes so irregularly that the stones can only be made to have an inclination to assume a columnar form; in others more regular, but never breaking into or disturbing the stratum of large pillars, whose tops everywhere keep an uniform and regular line.

Proceeding now along the shore round the north end of the island, you arrive at Our na Searce, or the Corvorant's Cave. Here the stratum under the pillars is lifted up very high; the pillars above it are considerably less than those at the north-west end of the island, but still very considerable. Beyond is a bay, which cuts deep into the island, rendering it in that place not more than a quarter of a mile over. On the sides of this bay, especially beyond a little valley, which almost cuts the island into two, are the slates of pillars, but small; however, having a stratum between them exactly the same as that above them, formed of innumerable little pillars, shaken out of their places, and leaning in all directions.

Having passed this bay, the pillars totally cease; the rock is of a dark-brown stone, and no signs of regularity occur till you have passed round the south-east end of the island (a space almost as large as that occupied by the pillars), which you meet again on the west side, beginning to form themselves irregularly, as if the stratum had an inclination to that form, and soon arrive at the bending pillars where I began.

The stone of which the pillars are formed, is a coarse kind of basalt, very much resembling the Giant's Causeway in Ireland, though none of them are near so neat as the specimens of the latter which I have seen at the British Museum; owing chiefly to the colour, which in ours is a dirty brown, in the Irish a fine black; indeed the whole production seems very much to resemble the Giant's Causeway.

STAFFORD, the county town of Staffordshire, in W. Long. 2° 0′, N. Lat. 55°. It stands on the river Sow, has two parish-churches, a fine square market-place, and a flourishing cloth manufacture. It sends two members to parliament, and is 135 miles from London.

STAFFORDSHIRE, a county of England, bounded on the south by Worcestershire, by Cheshire and Derbyshire on the north, by Warwickshire and Derbyshire on the east, and Shropshire and Cheshire on the west. The length is reckoned 62 miles, the breadth 53, and the circumference 180. It contains 5 hundreds, 150 parishes, 810,000 acres, and 18 market towns. The air, except in the parts that are called the Moorlands, and Woodlands, and about the mines, is very good, especially upon the hills, where it is accounted very good.
natural text
STAMINA, in the animal body, are defined to be those simple original parts which existed first in the embryo or even in the seed; and by whose distinction, augmentation, and accretion by additional juices, the animal body at its utmost bulk is supposed to be formed.

STAMP-DUTIES, a branch of the perpetual revenue. See REVENUE.

In Great Britain there is a tax imposed upon all parchment and paper, wherein any legal proceedings or private instruments of almost any nature whatsoever are written; and also upon licences for retailing wines, of all denominations; upon all almanacs, newspapers, advertisements, cards, dice, &c. These imposts are very various; being higher or lower, not so much according to the value of the property transferred, as according to the nature of the deed. The highest do not exceed six pounds upon every sheet of paper or skin of parchment; and these high duties fall chiefly upon grants from the crown, and upon certain law proceedings, without any regard to the value of the subject.

There are in Great Britain no duties on the registration of deeds or writings, except the fees of the officers who keep the registers; and these are seldom more than a reasonable recompense for their labour. The crown derives no revenue from them.

The stamp-duties constitute a tax which, though in some instances it may be heavily felt, by greatly increasing the expense of all mercantile as well as legal proceedings, yet (if moderately imposed) is of service to the public in general, by authenticating instruments, and rendering it much more difficult than formerly to forge deeds of any standing; since, as the officers of this branch of the revenue vary their stamps frequently, by marks perceptible to none but themselves, a man that would forge a deed of King William's time, must know and be able to counterfeit the stamp of that date also.

In France and some other countries the duty is laid on the contract itself, not on the instrument in which it is contained; as also in England (besides the stamps on the indentures), a tax is laid, by statute 8 Ann. c. 9, on every apprentice-fee; of 6 d. in the pound if it be 50 l. or under, and 1 s. in the pound if a greater sum: but this tends to draw the subject into a thousand nice disquisitions and disputes concerning the nature of his contract, and whether taxable or not; in which the farmers of the revenue are sure to have the advantage. The general method in England answers the purposes of the state as well, and confults the ease of the subject much better. The first institution of the stamp-duties was by statute 5 and 6 W. and M. c. 21. and they have since, in many instances, been increased to five times their original amount.

STAMINA, in botany, are those upright filaments which, on opening a flower, we find within the corolla surrounding the pistillum. According to Linnæus, they are the male organs of generation, whose office it is to prepare the pollen. Each filament consists of two distinct parts, viz. the filamentum and the anthera.

STANDARD, in war, a sort of banner or flag, bore
STANHOPE

borne as a signal for the joining together of the several troops belonging to the same body.

STANDARD, in commerce, the original of a weight, measure, or coin, committed to the keeping of a magistrate, or deposited in some public place, to regulate, adjust, and try the weights used by particular persons in traffic. See MONEY.

STANHOPE (Philip Dormer, earl of Chesterfield), was born in 1695, and educated in Trinity-hall, Cambridge; which place he left in 1714, when, by his own account, he was an absolute pendule. In this character he went abroad, where a familiarity with good company soon convinced him he was totally mithaken in almost all his notions: and an attentive study of the air, manner, and address of people of fashion, soon polished a man whose predominant desire was to please; and who, as it afterwards appeared, valued external accomplishments beyond any other human acquirement. While Lord Stanhope, he got an early feat of satisfaction for himself with books and his pen; in particular, he raised the esteem of the states-general. While Lord Stanhope, he got an early seat in parliament; and in 1722, succeeded to his father's estate and titles. In 1728, and in 1745, he was appointed ambassador extraordinary and pleni potentiary to Holland: which high character he supported with the greatest dignity; serving his own country, and gaining the esteem of the states-general. Upon his return from Holland, he was sent Lord-lieutenant of Ireland; and during his administration there, gave general satisfaction to all parties. He left Dublin in 1746, and in October succeeded the earl of Harrington as secretary of state, in which post he officiated until February 6th 1748. Being seized with a deafness in 1752 that incapacitated him for the pleasures of society, he from that time led a private and retired life, amusing himself with books and his pen; in particular, he engaged largely as a volunteer in a periodical miscellaneous paper called The World, in which his contributions have a distinguished degree of excellence. He died in 1773, leaving a character for wit and abilities that had few equals. He distinguished himself by his eloquence in parliament on many important occasions; of which we have a characteristic instance, of his own relating. He was an active promoter of the bill for altering the style; on which occasion, as he himself writes in one of his letters to his son, he made to eloquent a speech in the house, that every one was pleased, and said he had made the whole very clear to them; "when (says he), God knows, I had not even attempted it. I could just as soon have talked Celtic or Schlovonian to them, as astronomy; and they would have understood me full as well." Lord Macclesfield, one of the greatest mathematicians in Europe, and who had a principal hand in framing the bill, spoke afterwards, with all the clearness that a thorough knowledge of the subject could dictate; but not having a flow of words equal to Lord Chesterfield, the latter gained the applause from the former, to the equal credit of the speaker and the auditors. The high character Lord Chesterfield supported during life, received no small injury soon after his death, from a fuller display of it by his own hand. He left no issue by his lady, but had a natural son, Philip Stanhope, Esq; whose education was for many years a close object of his attention, and who was afterwards envoy extraordinary at the court of Dresden, but died before him. When Lord Chesterfield died, Mr Stanhope's widow published a course of letters, written by the father to the son, filled with instructions suitable to the different gradations of the young man's life to whom they were addressed. These letters contain many fine observations on mankind, and rules of conduct: but it is observable that he lays a greater stress on exterior accomplishments and address, than on intellectual qualifications and sincerity; and allows greater latitude to fashionable pleasures than good morals will justify, especially in paternal instruction. Hence it is that a celebrated writer, and of man, Dr Johnson somewhat different from those of the polite earl of Chesterfield, is said to have observed of these letters that "they inculcate only the morals of a whore, with the manners of a dancing-master."

STANHOPE (Dr George), an eminent divine, was born at Hereford in Derbyshire, in the year 1660. His father was rector of that place, vicar of St Margaret's church in Leicester, and chaplain to the earls of Chesterfield and Clare. His grandfather Dr George Stanhope was chaplain to James I. and Charles I.; had the chancellorship of York, where he was also a canon residentiary, held a prebend, and was rector of Woldrake in that county. He was for his loyalty driven from his home with eleven children; and died in 1644. Our author was sent to school, first at Uppingham in Rutland, then at Leicester; afterwards removed to Eaton; and thence chosen to King's college in Cambridge, in the place of W. Cleaver. He took the degree of B. A. in 1681; M. A. 1683; was elected one of the syndics for the university of Cambridge, in the busines of Albam Francis, 1687; minister of Quoi near Cambridge, and vice-proctor, 1683; was that year preferred to the rectory of Tring in Hertfordshire, which after some time he quitted. He was in 1689 prefented to the vicarage of Lewinham in Kent by Lord Dartmouth, to whom he had been chaplain, and tutor to his son. He was also appointed chaplain to King William and Queen Mary, and continued to enjoy that honour under Queen Anne. He commenced D. D. July 5th 1697, performing all the offices required to that degree publicly and with great applause. He was made vicar of Deptford in 1703; succeeded Dr Hooper as dean of Canterbury the same year; and was three choosen provoker of the lower house of convocation. His uncommon diligence and industry, added by his excellent parts, enriched him with a large stock of polite, solid, and useful learning. His discourses from the pulpit were equally pleasing and profitable; a beautiful intermixture of the clearest reasoning with the purest diction, attended with all the graces of a just elocution. The good Christian, the solid divine, and the fine gentleman, in him were happily united. His conversation was polite and delicate, grave without precineness, facetious without levity. His piety was real and rational, his charity great and universal, fruitful in acts of mercy, and in all good works. He died March 18th 1728, aged 68 years; and was buried in the chancel of the church at Lewinham. The dean was twice married: 1. to Olivia Cotton, by whom he had one son and four daughters. His second lady, who was heir to Sir Charles Wager, survived him, dying October 16th 1735, aged about 54. One of the dean's daughters was married to a son of bishop Burnet. Bishop Moore of Ely died the day before Queen Anne; who, it has been said, designed our dean for that
STANISLAUS (Leczinski), king of Poland, was born at Leopold the 20th of October 1677. His father was a Polish nobleman, distinguished by his rank and the important offices which he held, but still more by his firmness and courage. Stanislaus was sent ambassador in 1704 by the assembly of Warfaw, to Charles XII. of Sweden, who had conquered Poland. He was at that time 27 years old, was general of Great Poland, and had been ambassador extraordinary to the Grand Signior in 1699. Charles was so delighted with the frankness and sincerity of his deportment, and with the firmness and sweetness which appeared in his countenance, that he offered him the crown of Poland, and ordered him to be crowned at Warfaw in 1705. He accompanied Charles XII. into Saxony, where a treaty was concluded with King Augustus in 1704, by which that prince renounced the crown, and acknowledged Stanislaus king of Poland. The new monarch remained in Saxony with Charles till 1707, when they returned into Poland and attacked the Russians, who were obliged to evacuate that kingdom in 1708. But Charles being defeated by Peter the Great in 1709, Augustus returned into Poland, and being assisted by a Russian army, obliged Stanislaus to retire first into Sweden, and afterwards into Turkey. Soon after he took up his residence at Weitzenburg, a town in Alface. Augustus dispatched Sum his envoy to France to complain of this; but the duke of Orleans, who was then regent, returned this answer: "Tell your king, that France has always been the asylum of unhappy princes." Stanislaus lived in obscurity till 1725, when Louis XV. espoused the princess Mary his daughter. Upon the death of King Augustus in 1730, he returned to Poland in hopes of reuniting the throne of that kingdom. A large party declared for him; but his competitor the young elector of Saxony, being supported by the Emperor Charles VI. and the Empress of Russia, was chosen king, though the majority was against him. Stanislaus, to which Stanislaus had retired, was quickly taken, and the unfortunate prince made his escape in disguise with great difficulty. After hearing that a price was set upon his head by the Russians. When peace was concluded in 1736 between the Emperor and France, it was agreed that Stanislaus should abdicate the throne, but that he should be acknowledged king of Poland and grand duke of Lithuania, and continue to heare the titles during life; that all his effects and those of the queen his spouse should be restored; that an annuity should be declared in Poland for all that was past, and that every person should be restored to his possessions, rights, and privileges: that the elector of Saxony should be acknowledged king of Poland by all the powers which acceded to the treaty: that Stanislaus should be put in peaceable possession of the dukedoms of Lorraine and Bar; but that immediately after his death these dukedoms should be united for ever to the crown of France. Stanislaus succeeded a race of princes in Lorraine, who were beloved and regretted; and his subjects found their ancient sovereigns revived in him. He reigned then the pleasure which he had so long denied, the pleasure of making men happy. He adorned his new subjects with embellishments, and had useful establishments; he founded colleges and built hospitals. He was engaged in these noble employments, when an accident occasioned his death. His night-gown caught fire and burnt him so severely before it could be extinguished, that he was seized with a fever, and died the 23d of February 1766. His death occasioned a public mourning: the tears of his subjects indeed were the best eulogium upon this prince. In his youth he had accustomed himself to fatigue, and had thereby strengthened his mind as well as his constitution. He lay always upon a kind of mattress, and seldom required any service from his domestics. He was temperate, liberal, adored by his vassals and perhaps the only nobleman in Poland who had any friends. He was in Lorraine what he had been in his own country, gentle, amiable, companionable, treating his subjects as equals, participating their sorrows and alleviating their misfortunes. He resembled completely the picture of a philosopher which he himself has drawn. "The true philosopher (said he) ought to be free from prejudices, and to know the value of reason; he ought neither to think the higher ranks of life of more value than they are, nor to treat the lower orders of mankind with greater contempt than they deserve; he ought to enjoy pleasures without being a slave to them, riches without being attached to them, honours without pride or vanity: he ought to support disgrace without either fearing or counting them; he ought to reckon what he possesses sufficient for him, and regard what he has not as useless: he ought to be equal in every fortune, always tranquil, always gay; he ought to love order, and observe it in all his actions: he ought to be severe to himself, but indulgent to others: he ought to be frank and ingenuous without rudeness, polite without falsehood, complaisant without baseness; he ought to have the courage to disregard every kind of glory, and to reckon as nothing even philosophy itself." Such was Stanislaus in every situation. His temper was affectionate.
STANNARIES, the mines and works where tin is dug and purified; as in Cornwall, Devonshire, &c.

STANNARY courts, in Devonshire and Cornwall, for the administration of justice among the tinners therein. They are held before the lord-warden and his substitutes, in virtue of a privilege granted to the elytra, and feet being always present. They are held before the lord-warden; and thence to the privy-council of the prince of Wales, as duke of Cornwall, when he hath had livery or investiture of the same. And from thence the appeal lies to the king himself, in the last resort.

STANNUM, tin. See Chemistry-Index, and Tin.

STANZA, in poetry, a number of lines regularly adjusted to each other; so much of a poem as contains every variation of measure or relation of rhyme used in that poem.

STAPHYLEA, bladder-nut, in botany: A genus of plants belonging to the class of pentandria, and order of trignia; and in the natural system arranged under the 23d order, tribulata. The calyx is quinquelobate. There are five petals. The capsules are three, inflated and joined together by a longitudinal future. The seeds are two, and are globose with a beak. There are two species, the pinnata and trifolia. The pinnata, or bladder-nut tree, is a tall shrub or tree. The leaves are pinnate; the pinne are generally five, oblong, pointed, and notched round the edges. The flowers are white, and grow in whips on long pendulous footstalks. This plant flowers in June, and is frequent in hedges about Pantefrad and in Kent. The trifolia, or three-leaved bladder-nut, is a native of Virginia.

STAPHYLINUS, a genus of animals belonging to the class of insecta, and order of coleoptera. The antennae are moniliform; the feelers four in number; the elytra are not above half the length of the abdomen; the wings are folded up and concealed under the elytra; the head or extremity of the abdomen is single, is provided with two long vehicles which the insect can shoot out or draw back at pleasure. Gmelin enumerates 117 species, of which five only are natives of Great Britain; the murinus, maxillarius, rufus, riparius, chryomelinus. 1. Marinus. The head is depressed. The colour is grey, clouded with black. The length is fix lines. It lives among horde-dung. 2. The maxillarius is black, with ash-coloured stripes, and jaws as long as the head. It inhabits the woods. 3. Rufus is of an orange-colour; but the posterior part of the elytra and abdomen is black, as are also the thighs at their base. 4. Riparius is of a reddish brown colour; but the elytra are azure-coloured; and the head, antennae, and two last rings of the abdomen, are black. It is frequent on the banks of rivers in Europe. 5. Chryomelinus is black; the thorax, elytra, and feet being tinctuous. It is found in the north of Europe.

The insects have a peculiarity to be met with in almost every species of this genus, which is, that they frequently turn up their tail, or extremity of the abdomen, especially if you chance to touch them; in which case the tail is seen to rise immediately, as if the insect meant to defend itself by stinging. Yet that is not the place where the insect's offensive weapons are situated. Its tail has no sting, but in recompense it bites and pinches strongly with its jaws; and care must be taken, especially in laying hold of the larger species. Their jaws are strong, shoot out beyond the head, and are subervient to the animal in seizing and destroying
its prey. It feeds on all other insects it can catch: even frequently two flaphylini of the same species bite and tear each other. Though this insect has very small elytra, yet its wings are large; but they are curiously folded up, and concealed under the elytra. The insect unfolds and expands them when he chooses to fly, which he does very lightly. Among the small species of this genus, there are several whole colours are lively and singularly intermingled.

Some of them are found upon flowers, but they chiefly inhabit the dung of cows. Their larve, which resemble them so much as to be scarce distinguishable, live in damp places under ground. They are by some called _Rove beetles._

STAPLE, primarily signifies a public place or market, whither merchants, &c. are obliged to bring their goods to be bought by the people; as the Greve, or the places along the Seine, for sale of wines and corn, at Paris, whither the merchants of other parts are obliged to bring those commodities.

Formerly, the merchants of England were obliged to carry their wool, cloth, lead, and other like staple commodities of that realm, in order to expoe them by wholesale; and these staples were appointed to be constantly kept at York, Lincoln, Newcastle upon Tyne, Norwich, Welfiminster, Canterbury, Chichester, Winchester, Exeter, and Britofl; in each whereof a public mart was appointed to be kept, and each of them had a court of the mayor of the staple, for deciding differences, held according to the law-merchant, in a summary way.

STAR, in astronomy, a general name for all the heavenly bodies, which, like so many brilliant fluids, are dispersed throughout the whole heavens. The stars are distinguished, from the phenomena of their motion, &c. into fixed, and erratic or wandering stars; these last are again distinguished into the greater luminaries, viz. the sun and moon; the planets, or wandering stars, properly so called; and the comets; which have been all fully considered and explained under the article _Astronomy._ As to the fixed stars, they are so called, because they seem to be fixed, or perfectly at rest, and consequently appear always at the same distance from each other.

_Falling Stars_, in meteorology, fiery meteors which dart through the sky in form of a star. See _Meteor._

_Twinkling of the Stars._ See _Optics_, n° 21. et seq.

_STAR_, is also a badge of honour, worn by the knights of the garter, bath, and thistle. See _Garter._

_STAR of Bethlehem_, in botany. See _Ornithogalum._

_Court of Star-chambers._ (camera jellata), a famous, or rather infamous, English tribunal, said to have been so called either from a Saxon word signifying to _flour_ or govern; or from its punishing the _crimen jellionatis_, or cofenage; or because the room wherein it sat, the old council-chamber of the palace of Welfininster, (Lamb. 148,) which is now converted into the lottery-office, and forms the easterm side of New Palace-yard, was full of windows; or, (to which Sir Edward Coke, 4. Inst. 66. accedes), because _happily_ the roof thereof was at the first garnished with gilded _stars_. As all these are merely conjectures, (for no _stars_ are now in the roof, nor are any said to have remained there so late as the reign of queen Elizabeth), it may be allowable to propose another conjectural etymology, as plausible perhaps as any of them. It is well known, that, before the banishment of the Jews ederward I. their con-

1. For in process of time, when the meaning of the words _flares_ or _flars_, from a corruption of the Hebrew word _shfar_, a covenant. (_Tovey's Angl. Judic. P. 256._ pierced by Hoveden, were commanded to be enrolled and deposited in chests under three keys in certain places; one, and the most considerable, of which was in the king's exchequer at Welfiminster: and no _star_ was allowed to be valid, unless it were found in some of the said repositories. (_Memor. in Sac. P. 6. Edw. I._ prefixed to Maynard's year-book of Edw. II. fol. 8. Madox hist. excl. c. vii. § 45, 6.) The room at the exchequer, where the chests containing these _stars_ were kept, was probably called the _star-chamber_; and, when the Jews were expelled the kingdom, was applied to the use of the king's council, sitting in their judicial capacity.

To confirm this, the first time the _star-chamber_ is mentioned in any record, it is said to have been situated near the receipt of the exchequer at Welfiminster: (the king's council, his chancellor, treasurer, justices, and other fages, were assembled en la chambre des effeulles pour la recepice al Welfiminster. Clau. 41 Edw. III. m. 13.) For in process of time, when the meaning of the Jewish _flars_ were forgotten, the word _star-chamber_ was naturally rendered in law French, _la chambre des effeulles_, and in law Latin _camera jellata_; which continued to be the style in Latin till the dissolution of that court.

This was a court of very ancient original; but now-modelled by statutes 3 Hen. VII. c. 1. and 21 Hen. VIII. c. 20. confounding of divers lords spiritual and temporal, being privy councilours, together with two judges of the courts of common-law, without the intervention of any jury. Their jurisdiction extended legally over riots, perjury, misbehaviour of sheriffs, and other notorious misdemeanours, contrary to the laws of the land. Yet this was afterwards (as lord Clarendon informs us) stretched "to the affenting of all proclamations and orders of state; to the vindicating of illegal commissions and grants of monopolies; holding for honourable that which pleased, and for jilt that which profited; and becoming both a court of law to determine civil rights, and a court of revenue to enrich the treasury: the council-table by proclamations enjoining to the people that which was not enjoined by the laws, and prohibiting that which was not prohibited; and the _star-chamber_, which confided of the fame persons in different rooms, confounding the breach and disobedience to those proclamations by very great fines, imprisonments, and corporal severities; so that any disrepeet to any acts of state, or to the perons of state-men, was in no time more penal, and the foundations of right never more in danger to be destroyed." For which reasons, it was finally abolished by statute 16 Car. I. c. 10. to the general joy of the whole nation. See _King's Bench._ There is in the Britifh MuJum (Harl. MSS. Vol. I. n° 126.) a very full, methodical, and accurate account of the constitution and course of this court, compiled by William Hudson of Gray's Inn, an eminent practitioner therein. A short account of the same, with copics...
copies of all its processes, may also be found in 18 Rym.

STARCH, the right side of the ship when the eye of the spectator is directed forward.

STARCH, a gelatinous substance frequently found in fields, and supposed by the vulgar to have been produced from the meteor called a falling-star: but, in reality, is the half-digested food of herons, sea-mews, and the like birds; for these birds have been found, when newly shot, to disgorge a substance of the same kind.

STARCH, in natural history, a name given to certain extraneous foUill stones, in form of short, and commonly somewhat crooked, columns composed of several joints, each resembling the figure of a radiated star, with a greater or smaller number of rays in the different species: they are usually found of about an inch in length, and of the thickness of a goose-quill. Some of them have five angles or rays, and others only four; and in some the angles are equidistant, while in others they are irregularly so: in some also they are short and blunt, while in others they are long, narrow, and pointed; and some have their angles very short and obtuse. The several joints in the same specimen are usually all of the same thickness; this, however, is not always the case: but in some they are larger at one end, and in others at the middle, than in any other part of the body; and some species, have one of the rays bifid, so as to resemble the appearance of a fix rayed kind.

STARCH, in botany. See CENTAUREA.

STARCH, in botany. See ASTER.

STARCH, a secula or sediment, found at the bottom of vessels wherein wheat has been steeped in water, of which secula, after separating the bran from it, by passing it through sieves, they form a kind of loaves, which being dried in the sun or an oven, is afterwards cut into little pieces, and so sold. The best starch, is white, soft, and tender, and easily broken into powder. Such as require fine starch, do not content themselves, like the starchmen, with refuse wheat, but use the finest grain. The process is as follows: The grain, being well cleaned, is put to ferment in vessels full of water, which they expose to the sun while in its greatest heat; changing the water twice a day, for the space of eight or twelve days, according to the season. When the grain begins easily under the finger, they judge it sufficiently fermented. The fermentation perfected, and the grain thus softened, it is put, hand by hand, into a canvas-bag, to separate the flour from the husks, which is done by rubbing and beating it on a plank laid across the mouth of an empty vessel that is to receive the flour.

As the vessels are filled with this liquid flour, there is seen swimming at top a reddish water, which is to be carefully scummed off from time to time, and clean water is to be put in its place, which, after stirring the whole together, is also to be strained through a cloth or sieve, and what is left behind put into the vessel with new water, and exposed to the sun for some time. As the sediment thickens at the bottom, they drain off the water four or five times, by inclining the vessel, but without pausing it through the sieve. What remains at bottom is the starch, which they cut in pieces to get out, and leave it to dry in the sun. When dry, it is laid up for use.

STARK (Dr William), known to the public by a volume containing Clinical and Anatomical Observations, with some curious Experiments on Diet, was born at Manchester in the month of July 1740; but the family from which he sprang was Scotch, and respectable for its antiquity. His grandfather John Stark of Killermont was a covenantor; and having appeared in arms against his sovereign at the battle of Bothwell bridge in the year 1579, became obnoxious to the government, and to conceal himself, withdrew into Ireland. There is reason to believe that he had not imbibed either the extravagant zeal or the savage manners of the political and religious party to which he adhered; for after residing a few years in the country which he had chosen for the scene of his banishment, he married Elizabeth daughter of Thomas Stewart Esq; of Balydron in the north of Ireland; who, being descended of the noble family of Galloway, would not probably have matched his daughter to such an exile as a ruthless fanatic of the last century. By this lady Mr Stark had several children; and his second son Thomas, who settled at Manchester as a wholesale linen-draper, and married Margaret Stirling, daughter of William Stirling, Esq; of Northwood side, in the neighbourhood of Glasgow, was the father of the subject of this article. Another of his sons, the reverend John Stark, was minister of Lecropt in Perthshire; and it was under the care, of this gentleman that our author received the rudiments of his education, which, when we consider the character of the master, and reflect on the relation between him and his pupil, we may presume was calculated to form the mind of Dr Stark with those virtuous principles which influenced his conduct through life.

From Lecropt young Stark was sent to the university of Glasgow, where, under the tuition of the Doctors Smith and Black, with other eminent masters, he learned the rudiments of science, and acquired that mathematical accuracy, that logical precision, and that contempt of hypotheses, with which he prosecuted all his future studies. Having chosen physic for his profession, he removed from the university of Glasgow to that of Edinburgh, where he was soon distinguished, and honoured with the friendship of the late Dr Cullen; a man who was not more eminently conspicuous for the superiority of his own genius, than quick-sighted in perceiving, and liberal in encouraging, genius in his pupils. Having finished his studies at Edinburgh, though he took there no degree, Mr Stark, in the year 1765, went to London, and devoted himself entirely to the study of physic and the elements of surgery; and looking upon anatomy as one of the principal pillars of these arts, he endeavoured to complete with Dr Hunter what he had begun with Dr Monro; and under their two eminent professors he appears to have acquired a high degree of anatomical knowledge. He likewise entered himself about this time a pupil at St George's hospital; for being diffugled, as he often confessed, with the inaccuracy or want of candour observable in the generality of pratical writers, he determined to obtain an acquaintance with diseases at a better school and from an able master; and to have from his own experience a standard, by which he might judge of the experience...
In the year 1767 Mr Stark went abroad and obtained the degree of M. D. in the university of Leyden, publishing an inaugural dissertation on the dysesterny. On his return to London, he recommended his studies at the hospital; and when Dr Black was called to the chemical chair in Edinburgh, which he has long filled with so much honour to himself and credit to the university, Dr Stark was solicited by several members of the university of Glasgow to fland a candidate for their professorship of the theory and practice of physic, rendered vacant by Dr Black’s removal to Edinburgh. This however Dr Stark declined, being influenced by the advice of his English friends, who wished to detain him in London, and having likewise some prospects of an appointment in the hospital.

In the mean time he had commenced (1769) a series of experiments on diet, which he was encouraged to undertake by Sir John Pringle and Dr Franklin, whose friendship he enjoyed, and from whom he received many hints respecting both the plan and its execution. These experiments, or rather the imprudent zeal with which he attempted them, proved in the opinion of his friends, fatal to himself; for he began them on the 1st of July 1769 in perfect health and vigour, and from that day, though his health varied, it was seldom if ever good, till the 23d of February 1770, when he died, after suffering much uneasiness. His friend and biographer Dr Smyth thinks, that other caufrs, particularly chagrinn and disappointment had no small share in hastening his death; and as the Doctor was intimately acquainted with his character and disposition, his opinion is probably well-founded, though the pernicious effects of the experiments are visible in Dr Stark’s own journal. When he entered upon them, the weight of his body was 12 stone 3 lb. avoirdupois, which in a very few days was reduced to 11 stone 10 lb. 8 oz: and though some kinds of food increas’d it, by much the greater part of what he resisted had an contrary effect, and it continued on the whole to decrease till the day of his death. This indeed can excite no wonder. Though the professed object of his experiments was to prove that a pleasant and varied diet is equally conducive to health with a more strict and simple one, most of the diles which he ate during these experiments were neither pleasant nor simple, but compounds, such as every famach must nauseate. He began with bread and water; from which he proceeded to bread, water, and sugar; then to bread, water, and oil of olives; then to bread and water with...
naked stem about six inches high. The radical leaves are like grass. The flowers are terminal, pale red, with a round head, and not very large. The plant flowers in July or August, and grows in meadows near the sea.

2. Limonium, sea-lavender. The stem is naked, branched, and about a foot high. The radical leaves are long, pointed, and grow on the top of the branches. It grows on the coast of South Britain.

3. Reticulata, matted sea-lavender. This species is also found on the sea coast of South Britain.

**Statics**, a term which the modern improvements in knowledge have made it necessary to introduce into physico mathematical science. It was found convenient to distribute the doctrines of universal mechanics into two classes, which required both a different mode of consideration and different principles of reasoning.

Till the time of Archimedes little science of this kind was possessed by the ancients, from whom we have received the first rudiments. His investigations of the centre of gravity, and his theory of the lever, are the foundations of our knowledge of common mechanics, and his theory of the equilibrium of floating bodies contains the greatest part of our hydrostatical knowledge. But it was as yet limited to the simplest cases; and there were in which Archimedes was ignorant, or was mistaken. The marquis Guido Ubaldi, in 1578, published his theory of mechanics, in which the doctrines of Archimedes were well explained and considerably augmented. Stevinus, the celebrated Dutch engineer, published about 20 years after an excellent system of mechanics, containing the chief principles which now form the science of equilibrium among solid bodies. In particular, he gave the theory of inclined planes, which was unknown to the ancients, though it is of the very first importance in almost every machine. He even states in the most explicit terms the principle afterwards made the foundation of the whole of mechanics, and published as a valuable discovery by Varignon, viz. that three forces, whose directions and intensities are as the sides of a triangle, balance each other. His theory of the pressure of fluids, or hydrostatics, is so easily conceivable, including every thing that is now received as a leading principle in the science. When we consider the ignorance, even of the most learned, of that age in mechanical or physico mathematical knowledge, we must consider those performances as the works of a great genius, and we regret that they are too little known, being lost in a crowd of good writings on these subjects which appeared soon after.

Hitherto the attention had been turned entirely to equilibrium, and the circumstances necessary for producing it. Mechanicians indeed saw, that the energy of a machine might be somehow measured by the force which could be opposed or overcome by its intervention; but they did not remark, that the force which prevented its motion, did so more than prevent it, was an exact measure of its energy, because it was in immediate equilibrio with the pressure exerted by that part of the machine with which it was connected. If this opposed force was less, or the force acting at the extremity of the machine was greater, the mechanicians knew that the machine would move, and that work would be performed; but what would be the rate of its motion or its performance they hardly pretended to conjecture. They had not studied the motion of moving forces, nor conceived what was done when a motion was communicated.

The great Galileo opened a new field of speculation in his work on Local Motion. He there considers a change of motion as the indication and exact and adequate measure of a moving force; and he considers every kind of pressure as competent to the production of such changes. He contented himself with the application of this principle to the motion of bodies by the action of gravity, and gave the theory of projectiles, which remains to this day without change, and only improved by considering the changes which are produced in it by the resistance of the air.

Sir Isaac Newton took up this subject nearly as Galileo had left it. For, if we except the theory of the centrifugal forces arising from rotation, and the theory of pendulums, published by Huygens, hardly anything had been added to the science of motion. Newton considered the subject in its utmost extent; and in his mathematical principles of natural philosophy he considers every conceivable variation of moving force, and determines the motion resulting from its action. His first application of these doctrines was to explain the celestial motions; and the magnificence of this subject caused it to occupy for a while the whole attention of the mathematicians. But the same work contained propositions equally conducive to the improvement of common mechanics, and to the complete understanding of the mechanical actions of bodies. Philosophers began to make these applications also. They saw that every kind of work which is to be performed by a machine may be considered abstractedly as a retarding force; that the impulse of water or wind, which are employed as moving powers, act by means of preijures which they exert on the impelled point of the machine; and that the machine itself may be considered as an assemblage of bodies moveable in certain limited circumstances, with determined directions and proportions of velocity. From all these considerations resulted a general abstract condition of a body acted on by known powers. And they found, that after all conditions of equilibrium were satisfied, their remains a surplus of moving force. They could now state the motion which will ensue the new resistance which this will excite, the additional power which this will absorb; and they at last determined a new kind of equilibrium, not thought of by the ancient mechanicians, between the resistance to the machine performing work and the moving power, which exactly balance each other, and is indicated, not by the refb, but by the uniform motion of the machine. In like manner, the mathematician was enabled to calculate that precise motion of water which would completely absorb, or, in the new language, balance the superiority of preijure by which water is forced through a sluice, a pipe, or canal, with a constant velocity.

Thus the general doctrines of motion came to be considered in two points of view, according as they balanced each other in a state of rest or of uniform motion. These two ways of considering the same subject required both different principles and a different manner of reasoning. The first has been named Statics, as expressing...
preparing that rest which is the test of this kind of equilibrium. The second has been called Dynamics or Universal Mechanics, because the different kinds of motion are characteristic of the powers or forces which produce them. A knowledge of both is indispensably necessary for acquiring any useful practical knowledge of machines: and it was ignorance of the doctrines of accelerated and retarded motions which made the progress of practical mechanical knowledge so very slow and imperfect. The mechanics, even of the moderns, before Galileo, went no further than to flate the proportion of the power and resistence which would be balanced by the intervention of a given machine, or the proportion of the parts of a machine by which two known forces may balance each other. This view of the matter introduced a principle, which even Galileo considered as a mechanical axiom, viz. that what is gained in force by means of a machine is exactly compensated by the additional time which it obliges us to employ. This is false in every instance, and not only prevents improvement in the construction of machines, but leads us into erroneous maxims of construction. The true principles of dynamics teach us, that there is a certain proportion of the machine, dependent on the kind and proportion of the power and resistence, which enables the machine to perform the greatest possible work.

It is highly proper therefore to keep separate these two ways of considering machines, that both may be improved to the utmost, and then to blend them together in every practical discussion.

Statics therefore is preparatory to the proper study of mechanics; but it does not hence derive all its importance. It is the sole foundation of many useful parts of knowledge. This will be best seen by a brief enumeration.

1. It comprehends all the doctrines of the excitement and propagation of pressure through the parts of solid bodies, by which the energies of machines are produced. A pressure is exerted on the impelled point of a machine, such as the float-boards or buckets of a mill-wheel. This excites a pressure at the pivots of its axle, which act on the points of support. This must be understood, both as to direction and intensity, that it may be effectually reftored. A pressure is also excited at the acting tooth of the cog wheel on the same axle, by which it urges round another wheel, exciting similar pressures on its pivots and on the acting tooth perhaps of a third wheel. Thus a pressure is ultimately excited in the working point of the machine, perhaps a wiper, which lifts a heavy flameur, to let it fall again on some matter to be bounded. Now statics teaches us the intensities and directions of all those pressures, and therefore how much remains at the working point of the machine unbalanced by resistence.

2. It comprehends every circumstance which influences the stability of heavy bodies; the investigation and properties of the centre of gravity; the theory of the construction of arches, vaults, and domes; the attitudes of animals.

3. The strength of materials, and the principles of construction, so as to make the proper adjustment of strength and strain in every part of a machine, edifice, or structure of any kind. Statics therefore furnishes us with what may be called a theory of carpentry, and gives us proper instructions for framing floors, roofs, centres, etc.

4. Statics comprehends the whole doctrine of the pressure of fluids, whether liquid or aeriform, whether arising from their weight or from any external action. Hence we derive our knowledge of the stability of ships, or their power of maintaining themselves in a position nearly upright, in opposition to the action of the wind on their sails. We learn on what circumstances of figure and flowage this quality depends, and what will augment or diminish it.

Very complete examples will be given in the remaining part of this work of the advantages of this separate consideration of the condition of a machine at rest and in working motion; and in what yet remains to be delivered of the hydraulic doctrines in our account of Water Works: in general, will be perceived the propriety of flating apart the equilibrium which is indicated by the uniform motion of the fluid. The observations too which we have to make on the strength of the materials employed in our edifices or mechanical structures, will be examples of the investigation of those powers, pressures, or strains, which are excited in all their parts.

STATISTICS, a word lately introduced to express a view or survey of any kingdom, county, or parish. A Statistical view of Germany was published in 1790 by Mr. B. Clarke; giving an account of the imperial and territorial constitutions, forms of government, legislation, administration of justice, and of the ecclesiastical state; with a sketch of the character and genius of the Germans; a short inquiry into the state of their trade and commerce; and giving a distinct view of the dominions, extent, number of inhabitants to a square mile; chief towns, with their size and population; revenues, expenses, debts, and military strength of each state. In Prussia, in Saxony, Sardinia, and Tuscany, attempts have also been made to draw up statistical accounts; but they were done rather with a view of a tertaining the present state of those countries, than as the means of future improvement.

A grand and extensive work of this kind, founded on a judicious plan, conducted by the most patriotic and enlightened men, and drawn up from the communications of the whole body of the clergy, was undertaken in Scotland in the year 1790 by Sir John Sinclair of Ulbster, one of the most useful members of his country. Many praises are heaped upon genius and learning; but to genius and learning no applause is due, except when exerted for the benefit of mankind: but gratitude and praise is due to him whose talents shine only in great undertakings, whose happiness seems to consist in patriotic exertions, and whose judgment is uniformly approved by his successes. A work of this kind, so important in its object, so comprehensible in its range, so judicious in its plan, and drawn up by more than 900 men of literary education, many of them men of great genius and learning, must be of immense value. Sixteen volumes otavc are already published; and it is supposed that the work will be completed in two or three additional volumes.

The great object of this work is to give an accurate view of the state of the country, its agriculture, its manufacture, and its commerce; the means of improvement, of which they are respectively capable; the amount of the population of a state, and the causes of its increase or
fciences, viz. political or statitical philosophy; that is, the science, which, in preference to every other, ought to be held in reverence. No science can furnish, to any mind capable of receiving useful information, so much real entertainment; none can yield such important hints, for the improvement of agriculture, for the extension of commercial industry, for regulating the conduct of individuals, or for extending the prosperity of the state; none can tend so much to promote the general happiness of the species.

STATIUS (Publius Papinius), a celebrated Latin poet of the 1st century, was born at Naples, and was the son of Statius, a native of Epirus, who went to Rome to teach poetry and eloquence, and had Domitian for his scholar. Statius the poet also obtained the favour and friendship of that prince; and dedicated to him his Thebais and Achilles; the first is twelve books, and the last in two. He died at Naples about the year 100. Besides the above poems, there are also full extant his Syllus, in five books; the style of which is purer, more agreeable, and more natural, than that of his Thebais and Achilles.

STATUARY, a branch of sculpture, employed in the making of statues. See Sculpture and the next article.

Statuary is one of those arts wherein the ancients surpassed the moderns; and indeed it was much more popular, and more cultivated, among the former than the latter. It is disputed between statuary and painting, which of the two is the most difficult and the most arduous.

Statuary is also used for the artist who makes statues. Phidias was the greatest statuary among the ancients, and Michael Angelo among the moderns.

STATE, is defined to be a piece of sculpture in full relief, representing a human figure. Dacier more scientifically defines statue a representation, in high relief and in metal, of some person distinguished by his birth, merit, or great actions, placed as an ornament in a fine building, or exposed in a public place, to preserve the memory of his worth. In Greece one of the highest honours to which a citizen could aspire was to obtain a statue.

Statues are formed with the chisel, of several matters, as stone, marble, plaster, &c. They are also cast of various kinds of metal, particularly gold, silver, brass, and lead. For the method of casting statues, see the article Founder of Statues.

Statues are usually distinguished into four general kinds. The first are those less than the life; of which kind we have several statues of great men, of kings, and of gods themselves. The second are those equal to the life; in which manner it was that the ancients, at the public expense, used to make statues of personages eminent for virtue, learning, or the services they had done. The third are those that exceed the life; among which those that surpassed the life once and a half were for kings and emperors; and those double the life, for heroes. The fourth kind were those that exceeded the life twice, thrice, and even more, and were called colossal. See Colossus.

Every statue resembling the person whom it is intended to represent, is called statua eiconia. Statues acquire various other denominations. Thus, allegorical statue is that which, under a human figure, or other symbol,
3. and when the hounds of the main-mast: the fore top-gallant stay comes to the outer end of the jib-boom; and the main-top-gallant stay is extended to the head of the fore-top-mast.

St. r. S. a fort of triangular fall extended upon a stay. See Sail.

STEAM, is the name given in our language to the Definition, visible moist vapour which arises from all bodies which contain juices easily expelled from them by heats not sufficient for their combustion. Thus we find, the steam of boiling water, of malt, of a tan-bed, &c. It is distinguished from smoke by its not having been produced by combustion, by not containing any foot, and by its being condensible by cold into water, oil, inflammable spirits, or liquids composed of these.

We fee it rise in great abundance from bodies when they are heated, forming a white cloud, which diffuses itself and disappears at no very great distance from the body from which it was produced. In this case the surrounding air is found loaded with the water or other juices which seem to have produced it, and the steam seems to be completely soluble in air, as falt is in water, composing while thus united a transparent elastic fluid.

But in order to its appearance in the form of an apparent white cloud, the mixture with or diffamation in air seems absolutely necessary. If a tea-kettle boils violently, so that the steam is formed at the spout in great abundance, it may be observed, that the visible cloud is not formed at the very mouth of the spout, but at a small distance before it, and that the vapour is perfectly transparent at its first emission. This is rendered still more evident by fitting to the spout of the tea-kettle a glass pipe of any length, and of as large a diameter as we please. The steam is produced as copiously as without this pipe, but the vapour is transparent through the whole length of the pipe. Nay, if this pipe communicate with a glass vessel terminating in another pipe, and if the vessel be kept sufficiently hot, the steam will be as abundantly produced at the mouth of this second pipe as before, and the vessel will be quite transparent. The visibility therefore of the matter which constitutes the steam is accidental or extraneous circumstance, and requires the admixture with air; yet this quality again leaves it when united with air by solution. It appears therefore to require a diffimation in air. The appearances are quite agreeable to this notion: for we know that one perfectly transparent body, when minutely divided and diffused among the parts of another transparent body, but not dissolved in it, makes a mass which is visible. Thus oil beat up with water makes a white opaque mass.

In the mean time, as steam is produced, the water is again gradually wafted in the tea-kettle, and will soon be totally expended, if we continue it on the fire. It is reasonable therefore to suppose, that this steam is nothing but water changed by heat into an aerial or elastic form. If so, we should expect that the privation of this heat would give it in the form of water again. Accordingly this is fully verified by experiment; for if the pipe luted to the spout of the tea-kettle be surrounded with cold water, no steam will issue, but water will continually trickle from it in drops; and if the process be conducted with the proper precautions, the water which we thus obtain from the pipe will be found...
equal in quantity to that which disappears from the teakettle. This is evidently the common process for distilling; and the whole appearances may be explained by saying, that the water is converted by heat into an elastic vapour, and that this, meeting with colder air, imparts to it the heat which it carried off as it arose from the heated water, and being deprived of its heat it is again water. The particles of this water being vastly more remote from each other than when they were in the teakettle, and thus being diffused in the air, become visible, by reflecting light from their anterior and posterior surfaces, in the same manner as a transparent salt becomes visible when reduced to a fine powder. This diffused water being presented to the air in a very extended surface, is quickly dissolved by it, as poured salt is in water, and again becomes a transparent fluid, but of a different nature from what it was before, being no longer convertible into water by depriving it of its heat.

Accordingly this opinion, or something very like it, has been long entertained. Mülchenbroek expressly says, that the water in the form of vapour carries off with it all the heat which is continually thrown in by the fuel. But Dr Black was the first who attended minutely to the whole phenomena, and enabled us to form distinct notions of the subject. He had discovered that it was not sufficient for converting ice into water that it be raised to that temperature in which it can no longer remain in the form of ice. A piece of ice of the temperature 32° of Fahrenheit's thermometer will remain a very long while in air of the temperature 50° before it be all melted, remaining all the while of the temperature 32°, and therefore continually absorbing heat from the surrounding air. By comparing the time in which the ice had its temperature changed from 28° to 32° with the subsequent time of its complete liquefaction, he found that it absorbed about 150 or 140 times as much heat as would raise its temperature one degree; and he found that one pound of ice, when mixed with one pound of water 140 degrees warmer, was just melted, but without rising in its temperature above 32°. Hence he justly concluded, that water differed from ice of the same temperature by containing, as a constituent ingredient, a great quantity of fire, or of the cause of heat, united with it in such a way as not to quit it for another colder body, and therefore so as not to go into the liquor of the thermometer and expand it. Considered therefore as the possible cause of heat, it was latent, which Dr Black expressed by the abbreviated term latent heat. If any more heat was added to the water it was not latent, but would readily quit it for the thermometer, and, by expanding the thermometer, would show what is the degree of this redundant heat, while fluidity alone is the indication of the combined and latent heat.

Dr Black, in like manner, concluded, that in order to convert water into an elastic vapour, it was necessary, not only to increase its combined heat till its temperature is 212°, in which state it is just ready to become elastic; but also to pour into it a great quantity of fire, or the cause of heat, which combines with every particle of it, so as to make it repel, or to recede from, its adjoining particles, and thus to make it a particle of an elastic fluid. He supposed that this additional heat might be combined with it, so as not to quit it for the thermometer; and therefore so as to be in a latent state, having elastic fluidity for its sole indication.

This opinion was very confined with the phenomenon of boiling off a quantity of water. The application of heat to it causes it gradually to rise in its temperature till it reaches the temperature 212°. It then begins to send off elastic vapour, and is slowly expended in this way, continuing all the while of the same temperature. The steam also is of no higher temperature, as appears by holding a thermometer in it. We must conclude that this steam contains all the heat which is expended in its formation. Accordingly the scaling power of steam is well known; but it is extremely difficult to obtain precise measures of the quantity of heat absorbed by water during its conversion into steam. Dr Black endeavoured to ascertain this point, by comparing the time of raising its temperature a certain number of degrees with the time of boiling it off by the same external heat; and he found that the heat latent in steam, which balanced the pressure of the atmosphere, was not less than 800 degrees. He also directed Dr Irvine of Glasgow to the form of an experiment for measuring the heat actually extracted from such steam during its condensation in the refrigeratory of a still, which was found to be not less than 774 degrees.

Dr Black was afterwards informed by Mr Watt, that a course of experiments, which he had made in each of these ways with great precision, determined the latent heat of steam under the ordinary pressure of the atmosphere to be about 948 or 950 degrees. Mr Watt also found that water would distil with great ease in vacuo when the temperature 70°; and that in this case the latent heat of the steam is not less than 1200 or 1300 degrees; and a train of experiments, which he had made by distilling in different temperatures, made him conclude that the sum of the sensible and latent heats is a constant quantity. This is a curious and not an improbable circumstance; but we have no information of the particulars of these experiments. The conclusion evidently presupposes a knowledge of that particular temperature in which the water has no heat; but this is a point which is still fab judice.

This conversion of liquids (for is not confined to water, but obtains also in ardent spirits, oils, mercury, &c.) is the cause of their boiling. The heat is applied to the bottom and sides of the vessel, and gradually accumulates in the fluid, in a sensible state, uncombined, tie and ready to quit it and enter into any body that is colder, and to diffuse itself between them. Thus it enters into the fluid of a thermometer, expands it, and thus gives us the indication of the degree in which it has been accumulated in the water; for the thermometer swells as long as it continues to absorb sensible heat from the water; and when the sensible heat in both is in equilibrio, in a proportion depending on the nature of the two fluids, the thermometer rises no more, because it absorbs no more heat or fire from the water; for the particles of water which are, in immediate contact with the bottom, are now (by this gradual expansion of liquidity) at such distance from each other, that their laws of attraction for each other and for heat are totally changed. Each particle either no longer attracts, or perhaps it repels its, adjoining particle, and now accumulates round itself a great number of the particles of heat.
heat, and forms a particle of elastic fluid, so related to the adjoining new formed particles, as to repel them to a distance at least a hundred times greater than their distances in the state of water. Thus a mass of elastic vapour of sensible magnitude is formed. Being at least ten thousand times lighter than an equal bulk of water, it must rise up through it, as a cork would do, in form of a transparent ball or bubble, and getting to the top, it disdissipates, filling the upper part of the vessel with vapour or steam. Observe, that during its passage up through the water, it is not changed or condensed; for the surrounding water is already so hot that the sensible or uncombined heat in it, is in equilibrio with that in the vapour, and therefore it is not disposed to absorb any of that heat which is combined as an ingredient of this vapour, and gives it its elasticity. For this reason, it happens that water will not boil till its whole mass be heated up to 212°; for if the upper part be colder, it robs the rising bubble of that heat which is necessary for its elasticity, so that it immediately collapses again, and the surface of the water remains still. This may be perceived by holding water in a Florence flask over a lamp or chafier. It will be observed, some time before the real ebullition, that some bubbles are formed at the bottom, and get up a very little way, and then disappear. The distances which they reach before collapsing increase as the water continues to warm farther up the mass, till at last it breaks out into boiling. If the handle of a tea-kettle be grasped with the hand, a tremor will be felt for some little time before boiling, arising from the little sucussions which are produced by the collapsing of the bubbles of vapour. This is much more violent, and is really a remarkable phenomenon, if we suddenly plunge a lamp of red hot iron into a vessel of cold water, taking care that no red part be near the surface. If the hand be now applied to the side of the vessel, a most violent tremor is felt, and sometimes strong thumps: these arise from the collapsing of very large bubbles. If the upper part of the iron be too hot, it warms the surrounding water so much, that the bubbles from below come up through it uncondened, and produce ebullition without this success. The great resemblance of this tremor to the feeling which we have during the shock of an earthquake has led many to suppose that these last are produced in the same way, (See Earthquake, no. 88—98;) and by their hypothesis, notwithstanding the objections which we have elsewhere flated to it, is by no means unfeasible.

It is owing to a similar cause that violent thumps are the noise sometimes felt on the bottom of a tea-kettle, especially one observed in the boiling of a tea-kettle excited on the bottom with a stony concretion. This sometimes is detached in little scales. When one of these is detached, adhering by one end to the bottom, the water gets between them in a thin film. Here it may be heated considerably above the boiling temperature, and it suddenly rises up in a large bubble, which collapses immediately. A smooth filling lying on the bottom will produce this appearance very violently, or a thimble with the mouth down.

In order to make water boil, the fire must be applied to the bottom or sides of the vessel. If the heat be applied at the top of the water, it will wake away without boiling; for the superficial particles are first supplied with the heat necessary for rendering them elastic, and they fly off without agitating the rest of the vessel.

Since this disengagement of vapour is the effect of its elasticity, and since this elasticity is a determinate degree of pressure when the temperature is given, it follows, that fluids cannot boil till the elasticity of the vapour overcomes the pressure of the incumbent fluid and of the atmosphere. Therefore, when this pressure is removed or diminished, the fluids must sooner overcome what remains, and boil at a lower temperature. Accordingly it is observed that water will boil in an exhausted receiver, when the heat of the human body. If two glass balls A and B (fig. 1.) be connected by a slender tube, and one of them be filled with water (a small opening or pipe being left at top of the other), and this be made to boil, the vapour produced from it will drive all the air out of the other, and will at last come out itself, producing steam at the mouth of the pipe. When the ball B is observed to be occupied by transparent vapour, we may conclude that the air is completely expelled. Now shut the pipe by flicking it into a piece of tallow or bees-wax; the vapour in B will soon condense, and there will be a vacuum. The flame of a lamp and blow-pipe being directed to the little pipe, will cause it immediately to close and feel hermetically. We now have a pretty instrument or toy called a Polish Glass. Grasp the ball A in the hollow of the hand; the heat of the hand will immediately expand the bubble.

(A) We explained the opaque and cloudy appearance of steam, by saying that the vapour is condensed by coming into contact with the cooler air. There is something in the form of this cloud which is very inexplicable. The particles of it are sometimes very distinguishable by the eye; but they have not the smart tar like brilliany of very small drops of water, but give the fainter reflection of a very thin film or vehicle like a soap-bubble. If we attend also to their motion, we see them descending very slowly in comparison with the descent of a solid drop; and this vesicular constitution is established beyond a doubt by looking at a candle through a cloud of steam. It is then surrounded by a faint halo with tenuous colours, precisely such as we can demonstrate by optical laws to belong to a collection of vehicles, but totally different from the halo which would be produced by a collection of solid drops. It is very difficult to conceive how these vehicles can be formed of watery particles, each of which was surrounded with many particles of fire, now communicated to the air, and how each of these vehicles shall include within it a body of air, but we cannot refuse the fact. We know, that if, while indeed oil is boiling or nearly boiling, the surface be obliquely struck with the ladle, it will be dashed into a prodigious number of exceedingly small vehicles, which will float about in the air for a long while. Mr Saussure was (we think) the first who distinctly observed this vesicular form of mils and clouds; and he makes considerable use of it in explaining several phenomena of the atmosphere.
of vapour which may be in it, and this vapour will
drive the water into B, and then will blow up through
it for a long while, keeping it in a state of violent
ebullition, as long as there remains a drop or film of water
in A. But care must be taken that B is all the while
kept cold, that it may condense the vapour as fast as it
rises through the water. Touching B with the hand,
or breathing warm on it, will immediately stop the
ebullition in it. When the water in A has thus been diffi-
ipated, grasp B in the hand; the water will be driven in
to A, and the ebullition will take place there as it did
in B. Putting one of the balls into the mouth will
make the ebullition more violent in the other, and the
one in the mouth will feel very cold. This is a pretty
illustration of the rapid abstraction of the heat by the
particles of water which are thus converted into elasic
vapour. We have seen this little toy suspended by the
middle of the tube like a balance, and thus placed in
the inside of a window, having two holes a and b cut
in the pane, in such a situation that when A is full of
water and preponderates, B is opposite to the hole b.
Whenever the room became sufficiently warm, the
vapour was formed in A, and immediately drove the
water into B, which was kept cool by the air coming in
to the room through the hole b. By this means B was
made to preponderate in its turn, and A was then op-
posite to the hole a, and the process was now repeated
in the opposite direction; and this amusement continued
as long as the room was warm enough.

We know that liquors differ exceedingly in the tem-
perature necessary for their ebullition. This forms the
great chemical distinction between volatile and fixed
bodies. But the difference of temperature in which
they boil, or are converted into permanently elasic
vapour, under the pressure of the atmosphere, is not a certain
measure of their differences of volatility. The natural
boiling point of a body is that in which it will be con-
verted into elasic vapour under no pressure, or in vacuo.
The boiling point in the open air depends on the law of
the elaticity of the vapour in relation to its heat. A
fluid A may be less volatile, that is, may require more
heat to make it boil in vacuo, than a fluid B. But if
the elaticity of the vapour of B, A be more increased by
an increase of temperature than that of the vapour of
B, A may boil at as low, or even at a lower tempera-
ture, in the open air, than B does; for the increased
elaticity of the vapour of A may sooner overcome the
pressure of the atmosphere. Few experiments have been
made on the relation between the temperature and the
elaticity of different vapours. So long ago as the year
1765, we had occasion to examine the boiling points of
all such liquors as we could manage in an air-pump;
that is, such as did not produce vapours which defgroyed
the valves and the leathers of the piston; and we
thought that the experiments gave us reason to conclu-
sion that the elaticity of all the vapours was affected by
heat nearly in the same degree. For we found that the dif-
ference between their boiling points in the air and in
vacuo was nearly the same in all, namely, about 120 de-
grees of Fahrenheit's thermometer. It is exceedingly
difficult to make experiments of this kind: The va-
pours are so condensible, and change their elaticity so
prodigiously by a trifling change of temperature, that
it is almost impossible to examine this point with pre-
cision. It is, however, as we shall see by and by, a sub-
ject of considerable practical importance in the mechanic
arts; and an accurate knowledge of the relation would
be of great use also to the distiller; and it would be
no less important to discover the relation of their elatic-
ty and density, by examining their comprepressibility, in
the same manner as we have ascertained the relation in
the case of what we call aeriel fluids, that is, such as we
have never observed in the form of liquids or solids,
except in consequence of their union with each other or
with other bodies. In the article Pneumatics we
noticed of it as something like a natural law,
that all these airs, or gases as they are now called, had their
elaticity very nearly, if not exactly proportional to their
density. This appears from the experiments of Achard,
of Fontana, and others, on vital air, inflammable air,
fixed air, and some others. It gives us some preump-
tion to suppose that it holds in all elasic vapours what-
ever, and that it is connected with their elaticity; and
it renders it somewhat probable that they are all elasic,
only because the cause of heat (the matter of fire if you
will) is elasic, and that their law of elaticity, in respect
density, is the same with that of fire. But it must
be observed, that although we thus assign the elaticity
of fire as the immediate cause of the elaticity of vapours,
in the same way, and on the same grounds, that we as-
scribe the fluidity of brine to the fluidity of the water
which holds the solid salt in solution; it does not follow
that this is owing, as is commonly supposed, to a repul-
sion or tendency to recede from each other exerted by
the particles of fire. We are as much entitled to infer
a repulsion of unlimited extent between the particles of
water; for we see that by its means a single particle of
sea-salt becomes diffeminated through the whole of a
very large vessel. If water had not been a visible and
palpable fluidity, and the salt only had been visible
and palpable, we might have formed a similar notion of
chemical solution. But we, on the contrary, have
considered the quaquaversal motion or expansion of the
salt as a diffemination among the particles of water; and
we have ascribed it to the strong attraction of the atoms
of salt for the atoms of water, and the attraction of
the salt for itself, making that each atom of salt
accumulates round itself a multitude of watery atoms,
and by so doing must recede from the other like atoms.
Nay, we farther see, that by forces which we
naturally consider as attractions, an expansion may be
produced of the whole mass, which will act against ex-
ternal mechanical forces. It is thus that wood swells
with almost insuperable force by imbising moisture;
it is thus that a sponge immebered in water becomes
really an elastic comprensible body, resembling a blown
bladder; and there are appearances which warrant us
to apply this mode of conception to elasic fluids.—
When air is suddenly compressed, a thermometer in-
cluded in it shows a rise of temperature; that is, an
appearance of heat now redundant which was former-
ly combined. The heat seems to be squeezed out as the
water from the sponge.

Accordingly this opinion, that the elaticity of steam
Aerated and other vapours is owing merely to the attraction for
fire, and the consequent diffemination of their particle,
attraction, through the whole mass of fire, has been entertained
by many naturalists, and it has been ascribed entirely to Perly,
attraction. We by no means pretend to decide; but we
think the analogy by far too strong to be found any

confident opinion on it. The aim is to solve phenomena by attraction only, as if it were of more easy conception than repulsion. Considered merely as facts, they are quite on a par. The appearances of nature in which we observe actual recesses of the parts of body from each other, are as distinct, and as frequent and familiar, as the appearances of actual approach. And if we attempt to go farther in our contemplation, and to conceive the way and the forces by which either the approximations or recesses of the atoms are produced, we must acknowledge that we have no conception of the matter; and we can only say, that there is a cause of these motions, and we call it a force, as in every case of the production of motion. We call it attraction or repulsion; and we have it to consider as a fact or a recess. But the analogy here is not only light, but imperfect, and fails most in these cases which are most simple, and where we should expect it to be most complete. We can squeeze water out of a sponge, and mix the air, true, or out of a piece of green wood; but when the white of an egg, the tremella, or some gums, swell to a hundred times their dry dimensions by imbuing water, we cannot squeeze out a particle. If fluidity (for the reasoning must equally apply to this as to vaporous fluids) be owing to an accumulation of the extended matter of fire, which gradually expanded the solid by its very minute additions; and if the accumulation round a particle of ice, which is necessary for making it a particle of water, be so great in comparison of what gives it the expansion of one degree, as experiment obliges us to conclude—it seems an inevitable consequence that all fluids should be many times rarer than the solids from which they were produced. But we know that the difference is trilling in all cases, and in some (water, for instance,) it is so small that the solid is rarer than the fluid. Many other arguments (each of them perhaps of little weight when taken alone, but which are all systematically connected) concur in rendering it much more probable that the matter of fire, in causing elasticity, acts immediately by its own elasticity, which we cannot conceive in any other way than as a mutual tendency in its particles to recede from each other; and we doubt not but that, if it could be obtained alone, we should find it an elastic fluid like air. We even think that there are cases in which it is observed in this state. The elastic force of gunpowder is very much beyond the elasticity of all the vapours which are produced in its deflagration, each of them being expanded as much as we can reasonably suppose by the great heat to which they are exposed. The writer of this article exploded some gunpowder mixed with a considerable portion of finely powdered quartz, and another parcel mixed with fine filings of copper. The elasticity was measured by the penetration of the ball which was discharged, and was great in the degree now mentioned. The experiment was so conducted, that much of the quartz and copper was collected; none of the quartz had been melted, and some of the copper was not melted. The heat, therefore, could not be such as to explain the elasticity by expansion of the vapours; and it became not improbable that fire was acting here as a detached chemical fluid by its own elasticity. But to return to our subject.

There is one circumstance in which we think our own experiments show a remarkable difference (at least in degree) between the condensible and incondensible vapours. It is well known, that when air is very suddenly expanded, cold is produced, and heat when it is suddenly condensed. When making experiments with the hopes of discovering the connection between the great difference between the condensible and incondensible and incomprehensible gaseous vapours; probably we may expect to expand into five times its bulk, we observed the depression of a large and sensible air thermometer to be at least four or five times greater than in a similar expansion of common air of the same temperature. The chemical reader will readily see reasons for expecting, on the contrary, a smaller alteration of temperature, both on account of the much greater rarity of the fluid, and on account of a partial condensation of its water, and the consequent disengagements of combined heat. This difference in the quantity of fire which is combined in the vapours and gaseous air is so considerable as to authorize us to suppose that there is some difference in the chemical constitution of vapours and gaseous air, and that the connection between the specific boses of the vapours and the fire which it contains is not the same in air, for instance as in the vapour of boiling water; and this difference may be the reason why the one is easily condensible by cold, while the other has never been exhibited in a liquid or solid form, except by means of its chemical union with other substances. In this particular instance we know that there is an essential difference—that in vital or atmospheric air there is not only a predigious quantity of fire which is not in the vapour of water, but that it also contains light, or the caufe of light, in a combined state. This is equally evident by the great diffusion of Mr. Cavendish of the combined gaseous air. Here we are taught that water (and consequently its vapour) consists of air from which the light and greatest part of the fire have been separated. And the subsequent discoveries of the celebrated Lavoisier shew, that almost all the condensible gases with which we are acquainted consist either of airs which have already lost much of their fire (and perhaps light too), or of waters in which we have no evidence of fire or light being combined in this manner.

This consideration may go far in explaining this difference in the condensibility of these different species of aerial fluids, the gaseous and the gaseous; and it is with this qualification only that we are disposed to allow that all bodies are condensible into liquids or solids by abrading the heat. In order that vital air may become liquid or solid, we hold that it is not sufficient that a body be presented to it which shall simply abract its heat. This would only abract its uncombined fire—but another, and much larger portion remains chemically combined by means of light. A chemical affinity must be brought into action which may abract, not the fire from the oxygen (to speak in the language of Mr. Lavoisier,) but the oxygen from the fire and light. And our production is not the detached basins of air, but detached heat and light, and the formation of an oxyd of some kind.

To prosecute the chemical consideration of Steam farther than these general observations, which are applicable to all, would be almost to write a treatise of chemistry, and would be a repetition of many things which have been treated of in sufficient detail in other articles.
Steam.

As fluids boil under the preface of the vapour which ascends from them, the conclusion mentioned in No. 14, is only a gross approximation.

Account of experiments to determine the relation between the temperature of the vapour and its elasticity.

A very different process was necessary for ascertaining the elasticity of the steam in lower temperatures, and consequently under smaller pressures than that of the atmosphere. The glass syphon SGF was now fixed into its hole in the lid of the cistern. The water was made to boil smartly for some time, and the steam issued copiously both at the valve and at the syphon. The lower
lower end of the syphon was now imersed into a broad faucer of mercury, and the lamp instantly removed, and every thing was allowed to grow cold. By this the steam was gradually condensed, and the mercury rose in the syphon, without sensibly sinking in the faucer. The valve and all the joints were smeared with a thick clammy cement, composed of oil, tallow, and rosin, which effectually prevented all ingress of air. The weather was clear and frosty, the barometer standing at 29,84, and the thermometer in the veffel at 42°. The mercury in the syphon stood at 29,7, or somewhat higher, thus showing a very complete condensation. The whole veffel was surrounded with pounded ice, of the temperature 32°. This made no sensible change in the height of the mercury. A mark was now made at the surface of the mercury. One observer was stationed at the thermometer, with instructions to call out as the thermometer reached the divisions 42, 47, 52, 57, and so on by every five degrees till it should attain the boiling heat. Another observer noted the descents for every fifth degree, becaufe they exceeded each other fo faft. Every 10th was judged sufficient to establish the law of variation. The first column of the table contains the temperature, and the second the descent (in inches) of the mercury from the mark 29,84.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Temp.</th>
<th>Elaft.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>32°</td>
<td>0,9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>0,1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>0,2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60</td>
<td>0,35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70</td>
<td>0,35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80</td>
<td>0,82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90</td>
<td>1,8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>1,61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>110</td>
<td>2,25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>120</td>
<td>3,00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>130</td>
<td>3,95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>140</td>
<td>5,15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>150</td>
<td>6,72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>160</td>
<td>8,65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>170</td>
<td>11,05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>180</td>
<td>14,05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>190</td>
<td>17,85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200</td>
<td>22,62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>210</td>
<td>28,65</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This form of the experiment is much more susceptible of accuracy than the other, and the measures of elafiity are more to be depended on. In repeating the experiment, they were found much more constant; whereas, in the former method, differences occurred of two inches and upwards.

We may now connect the two sets of experiments into one table, by adding to the numbers in this last table the constant height, 29,9, which was the height of the mercury in the barometer during the last set of observations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Temp.</th>
<th>Elaft.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>32°</td>
<td>0,0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>0,1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>0,8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60</td>
<td>0,35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70</td>
<td>0,55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80</td>
<td>0,82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90</td>
<td>1,25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>1,6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>110</td>
<td>2,25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>120</td>
<td>3,0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>130</td>
<td>3,95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>140</td>
<td>5,15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>150</td>
<td>6,72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>160</td>
<td>8,65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>170</td>
<td>11,05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>180</td>
<td>14,05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>190</td>
<td>17,85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200</td>
<td>22,62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>210</td>
<td>28,65</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Four or five numbers at the top of the column of elafiities are not fo accurate as the others, becaufe the mercury passed pretty quick through thefe points. But the progress was extremely regular through the remaining points, fo that the elafiities correponding to temperatures above 70° may be considered as very accurately ascertained.

Not being altogether satisfied with the method employed for measuring the elafiity in temperatures above that of boiling water, a better form of experiment was adopted. (Indeed it was the want of other apparatus which made it necessary to employ the former). A glaas tube was procured of the form represented in fig. 3, having a little ciftern L, from the top and bottom of which proceeded the syphons K and MN. The ciftern contained mercury, and the tube MN was of a flender bore, and was about fix feet two inches long. The end K was firmly fixed in the third hole of the lid, and the long leg of the syphon was furnished with a scale of inches, and firmly fastened to an upright post.

The lamp was now applied at such a distance from the veffel as to warm it slowly, and make the water boil, the steam escaping for some time through the safety valve. A heavy weight was then suspended on the steel yard; such as it was known that the syphon would support, and at the fame time, such as would not allow the steam to force the mercury out of the long tube. The thermometer began immediately to rise, as also the mercury in the tube MN. Their correspondent fations are marked in the following table:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Temp.</th>
<th>Elaft.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>212°</td>
<td>0,0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>220</td>
<td>5,9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>230</td>
<td>14,8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>240</td>
<td>25,0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>250</td>
<td>36,9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>260</td>
<td>50,4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>270</td>
<td>64,2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>280</td>
<td>106,0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

...
In the memoirs of the Royal Academy of Berlin for 1792, there is an account of some experiments made by Mr. Achard on the elastic force of团队, from the temperature 32° to 112°. They agree extremely well with those mentioned here, rarely differing more than two or three tenths of an inch. He also examined the elasticity of the vapour produced from alcohol, and found that when the elasticity was equal to that of the vapour of water, the temperature was about 35° lower. Thus, when the elasticity of both was measured by 28.1 inches of mercury, the temperature of the watery vapour was 209°, and that of the spirituous vapour was 174°. When the elasticity was 18.5, the temperature of the water was 189.5, and that of the alcohol 154.6. When the elasticity was 11.05, the water was 168°, and the alcohol 134°.4. Observing the difference between the temperatures of equally elastic vapours of water and alcohol not to be constant, but gradually to diminish, in Mr. Achard's experiments, along with the elasticity, it became interesting to discover whether and at what temperature this difference would vanish altogether. Experiments were accordingly made by the writer of this article, similar to those made with water. They were not made with the same scrupulous care, nor repeated as they deserved, but they furnished rather an unexpected result. The following table will give the reader a distinct notion of them:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Temp.</th>
<th>Elaf.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>32°</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>3.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>120</td>
<td>6.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>140</td>
<td>12.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>160</td>
<td>21.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>180</td>
<td>34.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200</td>
<td>52.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>220</td>
<td>78.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>240</td>
<td>115.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We say that the result was unexpected; for as the natural boiling point seemed by former experiments to be in all fluids about 120° or more below their boiling point in the ordinary pressure of the atmosphere, it was reasonable to expect that the temperature at which they ceased to emit sensibly elastic team would have some relation to their temperatures when emitting team of any determinate elasticity. Now as the vapour of alcohol of elasticity 50 has its temperature about 36° lower than the temperature of water equally elastic, it was to be expected that the temperature at which it ceased to be sensibly affected would be several degrees lower than 32°. It is evident, however, that this is not the case. But this is a point that deserves more attention, because it is closely connected with the chemical relation between the element (if such there be) of fire and the bodies into whose composition it seems to enter as a constituent part. What is the temperature 32°, to make it peculiarly connected with elasticity? It is a temperature assumed by us for our own convenience, on account of the familiarity of water in our experiments. Either, we know, boils in a temperature far below this, as appears from Dr. Cullen's experiments narrated in the Effays Physical and Literary of Edinburgh. On the faith of former experiments, we may be pretty certain that it will boil in vacuo at the temperature 14°, because in the air it boils at 106°. Therefore we may be certain, that the team or vapour of ether, when the temperature 32°, will be very sensibly elastic. Indeed Mr. Lavoisier says, that if it be exposed in an exhausted receiver in winter, its vapour will support mercury at the height of 10 inches. A series of experiments on this vapour similar to those above, would be very instructive. We even wish that those on alcohol were more carefully repeated. If we draw a curve line, of which the abscissa is the line of temperatures, and the ordinates are the corresponding heights of the mercury in these experiments on water and alcohol, we shall observe that although they both sensibly coincide at 32°, and have the abscissa for their common tangent, a very small error of observation may be the cause of this, and the curve which expresses the elasticity of spirituous vapour may really interface the other, and go backwards considerably beyond 32°.

This range of experiments gives rise to some curious and important reflections. We now see that no particular temperature is necessary for water affixing the form of permanently elastic vapour; and that it is highly probable that it assumes this form even at the temperature 32°; only its elasticity is too small to afford us any sensible measure. It is well known that ice evaporates (see experiments to this purpose by Mr. Wilson in the Philosophical Transactions, when a piece of polished metal covered with hoar-frost became perfectly clear by exposing it to a dry frosty wind).

Even mercury evaporates, or is converted into elastic vapour, when all external pressure is removed. The dim film which may frequently be observed in the upper part of a barometer which stands near a stream of air, is found to be small globules of mercury sticking to the inside of the tube. They may be seen by the help of a magnifying glass, and are the best test of a well made barometer. They will be entirely removed by causing the mercury to rise along the tube. It will lick them all up. They consist of mercury which had evaporated in the void space, and was afterwards condensed by the cold glass. But the elasticity is too small to occasion a sensible depression of the column, even when considerably warmed by a candle.

Many philosophers accordingly imagine, that spontaneous evaporation in low temperatures is produced in this way. But we cannot be of this opinion, and must still think that this kind of evaporation is produced by the cold and the dissolving power of the air. When moist air is suddenly rarefied, there is always a precipitation of water. This is most distinctly seen when we work an air-pump briskly. A mist is produced, which we see plainly fall to the bottom of the receiver. But by this new doctrine the very contrary should happen, because the tendency of water to appear in the elastic form is promoted by removing the external pressure; and we really imagine that more of it now actually becomes simple elastic watery vapour. But the mist or precipitation shows incontrovertibly, that there had been a previous solution. Solution is performed by forces which act in the way of attraction; or, to express it more safely, solutions are accompanied by the mutual approaches of the particles of the meniscus and solvent: all such tendencies are observed to increase by a diminution of distance. Hence it must follow, that the air of double density will diffuse more than twice as much water. Therefore when we suddenly rarefy saturated air (even though...
its heat should not diminish) some water must be let go. What may be its quantity we know not; but it may be more than what would now become elastic by this diminution of surrounding pressure; and it is not unlikely but this may have some effect in producing the vehicles which we found so difficult to explain. These may be filled with pure watery vapour, and be floating in a fluid composed of water dissolved in air. An experiment of Fontana's seems to put this matter out of doubt. A distilling apparatus $\Delta B$ (fig. 4.) was so contrived, that the heat was applied above the surface of the water in the alembic $\Delta$. This was done by inclining it in another vessel $CC$, filled with hot water. In the receiver $B$ there was a sort of barmometer $D$, with an open cistern, in order to see what pressure there was on the surface of the fluid. While the receiver and alembic contained air, the heat applied at $A$ produced no sensible distillation during several hours: But on opening a cock $E$ in the receiver at its bottom, and making the water in the alembic to boil, steam was produced which soon expelled all the air, and followed it through the cock. The cock was now shut, and the whole allowed to grow cold by removing the fire, and applying cold water to the alembic. The barometer fell to a level nearly. Then warm water was allowed to get into the outer vessel $CC$. The barometer rose a little, and the distillation went on briskly without the smallest ebullition in the alembic. The conclusion is obvious: while there was air in the receiver and communicating pipe, the distillation proceeded entirely by the dissolving power of this air. Above the water in the alembic it was quickly saturated; and this saturation proceeded slowly along the still air in the communicating pipe, and at last might take place thro' the whole of the receiver. The sides of the receiver being kept cold, should condense part of the water dissolved in the air in contact with them, and this should trickle down the sides and be collected. But any person who has observed how long a crystal of blue vitriol will lie at the bottom of a glass of still water before the tinge will reach the surface, will see that it must be next to impossible for distillation to go on in these circumstances; and accordingly none was observed. But when the upper part of the apparatus was filled with pure watery vapour, it was supplied from the alembic as fast as it was condensed in the receiver, just as in the pale glass.

Another inference which may be drawn from these experiments is, that Nature seems to affect a certain law in the dilatation of aeriform fluids by heat. They seem to be dilatable nearly in proportion of their present dilatation. For if we suppose that the vapours resemble air, in having their elasticity in any given temperature proportional to their density, we must suppose that if steam of the elasticity $50$, that is, supporting 50 inches of mercury, were subjected to a pressure of 30 inches, it would expand into twice its present bulk. The augmentation of elasticity therefore is the measure of the bulk into which it would expand in order to acquire its former elasticity. Taking the increase of elasticity therefore as a measure of the bulk into which it would expand under one constant pressure, we see that equal increments of temperature produce nearly equal multiplications of bulk. Thus if a certain diminution of temperature diminishes its bulk

$$\frac{4}{5}$$

another equal diminution of temperature will diminish this new bulk $$\frac{4}{5}$$ very nearly. Thus in our experiments, the temperatures 110°, 130°, 170°, 200°, 230°, are in arithmetical progression, having equal differences; and we see that the corresponding elasticities $2, 2.5, 5, 15, 11, 05, 22, 64, 44, 7$, are very nearly in the continued proportion of 1 to 2. The elasticity corresponding to the temperature 260 deviates considerably from this law, which would give 88 or 89 instead of 80; and the deviation increases in the higher temperatures. But still we see that there is a considerable approximation to this law; and it will frequently assist us to recollect, that whatever be the present temperature, an increase of 30 degrees doubles the elasticity and the bulk of watery vapour.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Temperature</th>
<th>Elasticity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>1 to 1 1/5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12 1/4</td>
<td>1 to 1 1/2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>1 to 1 1/4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>1 to 1 1/8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>1 to 1 1/16</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This is sufficiently exact for most practical purposes. Thus an engineer finds that the injection cools the cylinder of a steam engine to 192°. It therefore leaves a steam whose elasticity is $\frac{4}{5}$ of its full elasticity, $= 18$ inches $\gamma$. But it is better at all times to have recourse to the table. Observe, too, that in the lower temperatures, i.e. below 110°, this increment of temperature does more than double the elasticity.

This law obtains more remarkably in the incorratable vapours; such as vital air, atmospheric air, fixed air, &c. all of which have also their elasticity proportional to their bulk inversely; and perhaps the deviation from the law in liquids is connected with their chemical difference of constitution. If the bulk were always augmented in the same proportion by equal augmentations of temperature, the elasticities would be accurately represented by the ordinates of a logarithmic curve, of which the temperatures are the corresponding abscissae; and we might contrive such a scale for our thermometers, that the temperatures would be the common logarithms of the elasticities, or of the bulbs having equal elasticity; or, with our present scale, we may find such a multiplier $m$ for the number $x$ of degrees of our thermometer (above that temperature where the elasticity is equal to unity), that this multiple shall be the common logarithm of the elasticity $y$; so that $m \times x = \log y$.

But our experiments are not sufficiently accurate for determining the temperature where the elasticity is measured by 1 inch; because in these temperatures the elasticities vary by exceedingly small quantities. But if we take 11.04 for the unit of elasticity, and number our temperature from 170°, and make $m = 0.010035$, we shall find the product $m \times x$ to be very nearly the logarithm of the elasticity. The deviations, however, from this law, are too great to make this equation of any use. But it is very practicable to frame an equation which shall correspond with the experiments to any degree of accuracy; and it has been done for air in a translation of General Roy's Measurement of the Bafe at Eloumflough Heath into French by Mr Prony. It is as follows: Let $x$ be the degrees of Reaumur's ther-
And is considerably approximated to in the augmentation of the bulk or elasticity of elastic vapours; that is, it is a fact that a given increment of temperature makes nearly the same proportional augmentation of bulk and elasticity. This gives us some notion of the manner in which the supposed expanding cause produces the effect. When vapour of the bulk 4 is expanded into a bulk 5 by addition of 10 degrees of sensible heat, a certain quantity of fire goes into it, and is accumulated round each particle, in such a manner that the temperature of each, which formerly was m, is now m + 10. Let it now receive another equal augmentation of temperature. This is now m + 20, and the bulk is \(\frac{5 \times 5}{4}\), or 6\(\frac{1}{4}\). The absolute quantity of fire which has entered is greater than the former, both on account of the greater augmentation of space and the greater temperature. Consequently if this vapour be compressed into the bulk 5, there must be heat or fire in it which is not necessary for the temperature m + 20, far less for the temperature m + 10. It must therefore emerge, and be dispensed to enter a thermometer which has already the temperature m + 20; that is, the vapour must grow hotter by compulsion; not by freeing out the heat, like water out of a sponge, but because the law of attraction for heat is deranged. It would be a very valuable acquisition to our knowledge to learn with precision the quantity of sensible heat produced in this way; but no satisfactory experiments have yet been made. M. Lavoisier, with his chemical friends and colleagues, were busily employed in this inquiry; but the wickedness of their countrymen has deprived the world of this and many other important additions which we might have expected from this celebrated and unfortunate philosopher. He had made, in conjunction with M. de La Place, a numerous train of accurate and expensive experiments for measuring the quantity of latent or combined heat in elastic vapours. This is evidently a very important point to the distiller and practical chemist. This heat must all come from the fuel; and it is greatly worth while to know whether any saving may be made of this article. Thus we know that distillation will go on either under the pressure of the air, or in an alembic and receiver from which the air has been expelled by steam; and we know that this last may be conducted in a very low temperature, even not exceeding that of the human body. But it is uncertain whether this may not employ even a greater quantity of fuel, as well as occasion a great expense of time. We are disposed to think, that when there is no air in the apparatus, and when the condensation can be speedily performed, the proportion of fuel expended to the fluid which comes over will diminish continually as the heat, and consequently the density of the steam, is augmented; because in this case the quantity of combined heat must be left. In the mean time, we earnestly recommend the trial of this mode of distillation in vessels cleared of air. It is undoubtedly of great advantage to be able to work with smaller fires; and it would secure us against all accidents of blowing off the head of the still, often attended with terrible consequences.

We must not conclude this article without taking notice of some natural phenomena which seem to owe their origin to the action of elastic steam.

We have already taken notice of the resemblance of the tremors and convulsions observed in the flocks of many earthquakes to those which may be felt in a vessel where water is made to boil internally, while the breaking out of the ebullition is shifted by the cold of the upper parts; and we have likewise stated the objections which are usually made to this theory of earthquakes. We may perhaps resume the subject under the article Volcano; but in the mean time we do not hesitate to say, that the wonderful appearances of the Geyser spring in Iceland (see Huer; and Iceland, m. 53–5) are undoubtedly produced by the expansion of steam in ignited caverns. Of these appearances we suppose the whole train to be produced as follows.

A cavern may be supposed of a shape analogous to CBDEF (fig. 5.), having a perpendicular funnel AB issuing from a depressed part of the roof. The part ACDE may be lower than the rest, remote, and red-hot. Such places we know to be frequent in Iceland. Water may be continually trickling into the part CD. It will fall by the force of gravity upon the face of the red soil, and then trickle slowly forward. As soon as any gets into contact with an ignited part, it expands into elastic steam, and is partly condensed by the cool sides of the cavern, which gradually warms, till it condenses no more. This produces

(b) We earnestly recommend this subject to the consideration of the philosophers. The laws which regulate the formation of elastic vapour, or the general phenomena which it exhibits, give us that link which connects chemistry with mechanical philosophy. Here we see chemical affinities and mechanical forces set in immediate opposition to each other, and the one made the indication, characteristic, and measure of the other. We have not the least doubt that they make but one science the Science of Universal Mechanics; nor do we despair of seeing the phenomena of solution, precipitation, crystallization, fermentation, nay animal and vegetable secretion and assimilation, successfully investigated, as cases of local motion, and explained by the agency of central forces. Something of this kind, and that not inconsiderable, was done when Dr. Cullen first showed how the double affinities might be illustrated by the affinities of numbers. Dr. Black gave to this hint (for it was little more) that elegant precision which characterizes all his views. Mr. Kirwan has greatly promoted this study by his numerous and ingenious examples of its application; and the most valuable passages of the writings of Mr. Lavoisier, are those where he traces with logical precision the balancing of force which appear in the chemical phenomena. It is from the similar balancing and consequent measurements, which may be observed and obtained in the present case, that we are to hope for admission into this abstruse and unbounded science of contemplation. We have another link equally interesting and promising, viz. the production of heat by friction. This also highly deserves the consideration of the mathematical philosopher.
production of steam hinders not in the smallest degree the trickling of more water into $F$, and the continual production of more steam. This now preys on the surface of the water in $C D$, and causes it to rise gradually in the funnel $B A$; but slowly, because its cold surface is condensing an immense quantity of steam. We may easily suppose that the water trickles further into $F$ than it is expended in the production of steam; so that it reaches further into the ignited part, and may even fall in a stream into some deeper pit highly ignited. It will now produce steam in vast abundance, and of prodigious elasticity; and at once pulls up the water through the funnel in a solid jet, and to a great height. This must continue till the surface of the water links to $B D$. If the lower end of the funnel have any inequalities or notches, as is most likely, the steam will get admission along with the water, which in this particular place is boiling hot, being superficial, and will get to the mouth of the funnel, while water is still pressed in below. At last the steam gets in at $B$ on all sides; and as it is converging to $B$, along the surface of the water, with prodigious velocity it sweeps along with it much water, and blows it up through the funnel with great force. When this is over, the remaining steam blows out unmixed with water, growing weaker as it is expelled, till the bottom of the funnel is again stopped by the water increasing in the cavern $C B D$. All the phenomena above ground are perfectly conformable to the necessary consequences of this very probable construction of the cavern. The feeling of being lifted up, immediately before the jet, in all probability is owing to a real heaving up of the whole roof of the cavern by the first expansion of the great body of steam. We had an accurate description of the phenomena from persons well qualified to judge of these matters who visited these celebrated springs in 1789.

**Steam-Engine**, is the name of a machine which derives its moving power from the elasticity and condensibility of the steam of boiling water. It is the most valuable present which the arts of life have ever received from the philosopher. The mariner’s compass, the telescope, gunpowder, and other most useful and convenient to human weakness and ingenuity, were the productions of chance, and we do not exactly know to whom we are indebted for them; but the steam-engine was, in the very beginning, the result of reflection, and the production of a very ingenious mind; and every improvement it has received, and every alteration in its construction and principles, were also the results of philosophical study.

The steam-engine was beyond all doubt invented by the marquis of Worcester during the reign of Cha. II. This nobleman published in 1663 a small book intitled *A Century of Inventions*, giving some obscure and enigmatical account of an hundred discoveries or contrivances of his own, which he extols as of great importance to the public. He appears to have been a person of much knowledge and great ingenuity: but his description or accounts of these inventions seem not so much intended to instruct the public, as rather to amuse; and his encomiums on their utility and importance are to a great degree extravagant, resembling more the puff of an advertising tradesman than the patriotic communications of a gentleman. The marquis of Worcester was indeed a projector, and very important in his applications for public encouragement. His account, however, of the steam-engine, although by no means fit to give us any distinct notions of its structure and operation, is exact as far as it goes, agreeing precisely with what we now know of the subject. It is No. 68. of his inventions. His words are as follow: “This admirable method which I propose of raising water by the force of fire has no bounds if the vessels be strong enough: for I have taken a cannon, and having filled it with shot, and that up its muzzle and touch-hole, and exposed it to the fire for 24 hours, it burst with a great explosion. Having afterwards discovered a method of fortifying vessels internally, and combined them in such a way that they filled and acted alternately, I have made the water spout in an uninterrupted stream 40 feet high; and one vessel of rarefied water raised 40 of cold water. The person who conducted the operation had nothing to do but turn two cocks; so that one vessel of water being consumed, another begins to force, and then to fill itself with cold water, and so on in succession.”

It does not appear that the noble inventor could ever interest the public by these accounts. His character as reduced to a projector, and the many failures which perfections of this produce by Captain Savary.

But first we must consider the public by these accounts. His character as reduced to a projector, and the many failures which perfections of this produce by Captain Savary.

The steam-engine invented by the Marquis of Worcester.

**Steam-Engine**
them in close vessels, which he called digesters, so as to acquire a great degree of heat. For it must be observed in this place, that it had been discovered long before (in 1684) by Dr Hooke, the most inquisitive experimental philosopher of that inquisitive age, that water could not be made to acquire above a certain temperature in the open air; and that as soon as it begins to boil, its temperature remains fixed, and an increase of heat only produces a more violent ebullition, and more rapid walk. But Papin's experiments made the elastic power of steam very familiar to him; and when he left England and settled as professor of mathematics at Marburg, he made many awkward attempts to employ this force in mechanics, and even for raining water. It appears that he had made experiments with this view in 1698, by order of Charles Landgrave of Hesse. For this reason the French affect to consider him as the inventor of the steam-engine. He indeed published some account of his invention in 1697; but he acknowledges that Captain Savary had also, and without any communication with him, invented the same thing. Whoever will take the trouble of looking at the defcription which he has given of these inventions, which are to be seen in the Athenaeum Lipsianus, and in Leupold's Theatrum Machinarum, will see that they are not much awkward, absurd, and impracticable. His conceptions of natural operations were always vague and imperfect, and he was neither philosopher nor mechanician.

We are thus anxious about the claim of those gentlemen, because a most respectable French author, Mr Boffut, says in his Hydrodynamique, that the first notion of the steam-engine was certainly owing to Dr Papin, who had not only invented the digester, but had in 1695 published a little performance describing a machine for raining water, in which the pistons are moved by the vapour of boiling water alternately dilated and condensed. Now the fact is, that Papin's first publication was in 1697, and his piston is nothing more than a floater on the surface of the water, to prevent the waste of steam by condensation; and the return of the piston is not produced, as in the steam engine, by the condensation of the steam, but by admitting the air and a column of water to press it back into its place. The whole contrivance is so awkward, and so unlike any distinct notions of the subject, that it cannot do credit to any person. We may add, that much about the same time Mr Amontons contrived a very ingenious but intricate machine, which he called a fire-wheel. It consisted of a number of buckets placed in the circumference of a wheel, and communicating with each other by very intricate circular passages. One part of this circumference was exposed to the heat of a furnace, and another to the steam or cident of cold water. The communications were so disposed, that the steam produced in the buckets on one side of the wheel drove the water into buckets on the other side, so that one side of the wheel was always much heavier than the other; and it must therefore turn round, and may execute some work. The death of the inventor, and the intricacy of the machine, caused it to be neglected. Another member of the French academy of sciences (Mr Deflandres) also presented to the academy a project of a steam-wheel, where the impulsive force of the vapour was employed; but it met with no encouragement.

The English engineers had by this time so much improved Savary's first invention, that it supplanted all others. We have therefore no hesitation in giving the honour of the first and complete invention to the marquis of Worcester; and we are not disposed to refuse Captain Savary's claim to originality as to the construction of the machine, and even think it probable that his own experiments made him see the whole independent of the marquis's account.

Captain Savary's engine, as improved and simplified by himself, is as follows.

A (fig. 6.) represents a strong copper boiler properly built up in a furnace. There proceeds from its top a large steam-pipe B, which enters into the top of another strong vessel called the receiver. This pipe has a cock C called the steam-cock. In the bottom of the receiver is a pipe F, which communicates with the rising pipe KGH. The lower end of this pipe is immersed in the water of the pit well, and its upper part opens into the cistern into which the water is to be delivered. Immediately below the pipe of communication F there is a valve H, opening when pressed from below, and shutting when pressed downwards. A similar valve is placed at I, immediately above the pipe of communication. Lastly, there is a pipe ED which branches off from the rising pipe, and enters into the top of the receiver. This pipe has a cock D called the injection-cock. The mouth of the pipe ED has a nozzle F pierced with small holes, pointing from a centre in every direction. The keys of the two cocks C and D are united, and the handle g is called the regulator.

Let the regulator be so placed that the steam-cock C is open and the injection-cock D is shut; put water into the boiler A, and make it boil strongly. The steam coming from it will enter the receiver, and gradually warm it, much steam being condensed in producing this effect. When it has been warmed so as to condense no more, the steam proceeds into the rising pipe; the valve G remains shut by its weight; the steam lifts the valve I, and gets into the rising pipe, and gradually warms it. When the workman feels this to be the case, or hears the rattling of the valve I, he immediately turns the steam-cock so as to shut it, the injection-cock full remaining shut (at least we may suppose this for the present). The apparatus must now cool, and the steam in the receiver collapses into water. There is nothing now to balance the pressure of the atmosphere; the valve I remains shut by its weight; but the air incumbent on the water in the pit presses up this water through the admission-pipe H G, and causes it to lift the valve G, and flow into the receiver R, and fill it to the top, if not more than 20 or 25 feet above the surface of the pit water.

The steam-cock is now open. The steam which, during the cooling of the receiver, has been accumulating in the boiler, and acquiring a great elasticity by the action of the fire, now rushes in with great violence, and, pressing on the surface of the water in the receiver, causes it to shut the valve G and open the valve I by its weight alone, and it now flows into the rising pipe, and would stand on a level if the elasticity of the steam were no more than what would balance the atmospheric pressure. But it is much more than this, and therefore it presses the water out of the receiver into the rising pipe,
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pipe, and will even cause it to come out at K, if the elasticity of the steam is sufficiently great. In order to ensure this, the boiler has another pipe in its top, covered with a safety-valve V, which is kept down by a weight W suspended on a stay-yard L M. This weight is so adjusted that its pressure on the safety-valve is somewhat greater than the pressure of a column of water V k as high as the point of discharge K. The fire is so regulated that the steam is always issuing a little by the loaded valve V. The workman keeps the steam-valve open till he hears the valve rattle. This tells him that the water is all forced out of the receiver, and that the steam is now following it. He immediately turns the regulator which shuts the steam-cock, and now, for the first time, opens the injection-cock. The cold water trickles at first through the holes of the nozzle f, and falling down through the stem, begins to condense it; and then its elasticity being less than the pressure of the water in the pipe K E D f, the cold water spouts in all directions through the nozzle, and, quick as thought, produces a complete condensation.

The valve G now opens again by the pressure of the atmosphere on the water of the pit, and the receiver is soon filled with cold water. The injection-cock is now shut, and the steam-cock opened, and the whole operation is now repeated; and so on continuously.

This is the simple account of the process, and will serve to give the reader an introductory notion of the operation; but a more minute attention must be paid to many particulars before we can see the properties and defects of this ingenious machine.

The water is driven along the rising pipe by the elasticity of the steam. This must in the boiler, and every part of the machine, exert a pressure on every square inch of the vessels equal to that of the upright column of water. Suppose the water to be raised 100 feet, about 25 of this may be done in the suction-pipe; that is, the upper part of the receiver may be about 25 feet above the surface of the pit-water. The remaining 75 must be done by forcing, and every square inch of the boiler will be squeezed out by a pressure of more than 30 pounds. This very moderate height therefore requires very strong vessels; and the Marquis of Worcester is well aware of the danger of their bursting. A copper boiler of six feet diameter must be 3 feet of an inch thick to be in equilibrio with this pressure; and the folded joint will not be able to withstand it, especially in the high temperature to which the water must be heated in order to produce steam of sufficient elasticity. By consulting the table of the elasticity of steam deduced from our experiments mentioned in the preceding article, we see that this temperature must be at least 280° of Fahrenheit's thermometer. In this heat soft folder is just ready to melt, and has no tenacity; even spelter folder is considerably weakened by it. Accordingly, in a machine erected by Captain Savary at York Buildings in London, the workman having loaded the safety-valve a little more than usual to make the engine work more briskly, the boiler burst with a dreadful explosion, and blew up the furnace and adjoining parts of the building as if it had been gunpowder. Mr. Savary succeeded pretty well in raising moderate quantities of water to small heights, but could make nothing of deep mines. Many attempts were made, on the Marquis's principle, to strengthen the vessels from within by radiated bars and by hoops, but in vain. Very small boilers or evaporators were then tried, kept red hot, or nearly so, and supplied with a tender stream of water trickling into them; but this afforded no opportunity of making a collection of steam during the refrigeration of the receiver, so as to have a magazine of steam in readiness for the next forcing operation; and the working of such machines was always an employment of great danger and anxiety.

The only situation in which this machine could be employed with perfect safety, and with some effect, was where the whole lift did not exceed 30 or 35 feet. In this case the greatest part of it was performed by the suction-pipe, and a very manageable pressure was sufficient for the rest. Several machines of this kind were erected in England about the beginning of the century. A very large one was erected at a colliery in the south of France. Here the water was to be raised no more than 18 feet. The receiver was capacious, and it was occasionally supplied with steam from a small salt-pan constructed purposely with a cover. The entry of the steam into the receiver merely allowed the water to run out of it by a large valve, which was opened by the hand, and the condensation was produced by the help of a small forcing pump also worked by the hand. In particular a situation as this (and many such may occur in the endless variety of human wants), this is a very powerful engine; and having few moving and rubbing parts, it must be of great durability. This circumstance has occasioned much attention to be given to this first form of the engine, even long after it was supplanted by those of a much better construction. A very ingenious attempt was made very lately to adapt this construction to the uses of the miners. The whole depth of the pit was divided into lifts of 15 feet, in the same manner as is frequently done in pump-machines. In each of these was a suction pipe 14 feet long, having above it a small receiver like K, about a foot high, and its capacity somewhat greater than that of the pipe. This receiver had a valve at the head of the suction-pipe, and another opening outwards into the little cistern, into which the next suction-pipe above dipped to take in water. Each of these receivers sent up a pipe from its top, which all met in the cover of a large vessel above ground, which was of double the capacity of all the receivers and pipes. This vessel was close on all sides. Another vessel of equal capacity was placed immediately above it, with a pipe from its bottom passing through the cover of the lower vessel and reaching near to the bottom. This upper vessel communicates with the boiler, and constitutes the receiver of the steam-engine. The operation is as follows: The lower vessel is full of water. Steam is admitted into the upper vessel, which expels the air by a valve, and fills the vessel. It is then condensed by cold water. The pressure of the arm sphere would cause it to enter by all the suction-pipes of the different lifts, and pres on the surface of the water in the lower receiver, and force it into the upper one. But because each suction-pipe dips in a cistern of water, the air presses this water before it, raises it in each of the little receivers which it fills, and allows the spring of the air (which was formerly in them, but which now presses into the lower receiver) to force the water out of the lower receiver into the
upper one. When this has been completed, the steam is again admitted into the upper receiver. This allows the water to run back into the lower receiver, and the air returns into the small receivers in the pit, and allows the water to run out of each into its proper cistern. By this means the water of each pipe has been raised 15 feet. The operation may thus be repeated continually.

The contrivance is ingenious, and similar to some which are to be met with in the hydraulic works of Schottus, Sturmius, and other German writers. But the operation must be exceedingly slow; and we imagine that the expense of steam must be great, because it must fill a very large and very cold vessel, which must walsen a great portion of it by condensation. We see by some late publications of the very ingenious Mr. Blackey, that he is still attempting to maintain the reputation of this machine by some contrivance of this kind; but we imagine that it will be inefficient, except in some very particular situations.

For the great defect of the machine even when we can secure it against all risk of bursting, is the prodigious waste of steam, and consequently of fuel. Daily experience shows, that a few scattered drops of cold water is sufficient for producing an almost instantaneous condensation of a great quantity of steam. Therefore, when the steam is admitted into the receiver of Savary's engine, and comes into contact with the cold top and cold water, it is condensed with great rapidity; and the water does not begin to boil till its surface has become so hot that it condenses no more steam. It may now begin to yield the pressure of the incumbent steam; but as soon as it defends a little, more of the cold surface of the receiver comes into contact with the steam, and condenses more of it, and the water can defend no farther till this addition of cold surface is heated up to the state of evaporation. This rapid condensation goes on all the while the water is defending. By some experiments frequently repeated by the writer of this article, it appears that no less than $\frac{1}{4}$ ths of the whole steam is uselessly condensed in this manner, and not more than $\frac{1}{4}$ th is employed in allowing the water to defend by its own weight; and he has reason to think that the portion thus waisted will be considerably greater, if the steam be employed to force the water out of the receiver to any considerable height.

Observe, too, that all this waste must be repeated in every succeeding stroke; for the whole receiver must be cooled again in order to fill itself with water.

Many attempts have been made to diminish this waste, but all to little purpose, because the very filling of the receiver with cold water occasions its fides to condense a prodigious quantity of steam in the succeeding stroke. Mr. Blackey has attempted to lessen this by using two receivers. In the first water was cold; and into this only the steam was admitted. This oil paled to and fro between the two receivers, and never touched the water except in a small surface. But this hardly produced a sensible diminution of the waste: for it must now be observed, that there is a necessity for the first cylinder's being cooled to a considerable degree below the boiling point; otherwise, though it will condense much steam, and allow the water to rise into the receiver, there will be a great diminution of the height of fution, unless the vessel be much cooled. This appears plainly by inspecting the table of elasticity. Thus, if the vessel be cooled no lower than $150^\circ$, we should lose one half of the pressure of the atmosphere; if cooled to 150, we should still lose $\frac{1}{4}$ th. The inspection of this table is of great use for understanding and improving this noble machine; and without a constant recollection of the elasticity of steam corresponding to its actual heat, we shall never have a notion of the niceties of its operation.

The rapidity with which the steam is condensed is the above all astonishing. Experiments have been made on steam-vessels of six feet in diameter and seven feet high; and it has been found, that about four ounces of water are evaporated and converted into water, as warm as the human body, will produce a complete condensation in less than a second; that is, will produce all the condensation that it is capable of producing, leaving an elasticity about $\frac{1}{8}$ of the elasticity of the air. In another experiment with the same steam vessel, no cold water was allowed to get into it, but it was made to communicate by a long pipe four inches in diameter with another vessel immerged in cold water. The condensation was so rapid that the time could not be measured: it certainly did not exceed half a second. Now this condensation was performed by a very trifling surface of contact. Perhaps some may explain it a little in this way: When a mass of steam, in immediate contact with the cold water, is condensed, it leaves a void, into which the adorning steam instantly expands; and by this very expansion its capacity for heat is increased, or it grows cold, that is, abstracts the heat from the steam situated immediately beyond it. And in this expansion and refrigeration it is itself partly condensed or converted into water, and leaves a void, into which the circumjacent steam immediately expands, and produces the same effect on the steam beyond it. And thus it may happen that the abstraction of a small quantity of heat from an inconceivable mass of steam may produce a condensation which may be very extensive. Did we know the change made in the capacity of steam for heat by a given change of bulk, we should be able to tell exactly what would be the effect of this local actual condensation. But experiment: has not as yet given us any precise notions on this subject. We think that this rapid condensation to a great distance by a very moderate actual abstraction of heat is a proof that the capacity of steam for heat is prodigiously increased by expansion. We say a very moderate actual abstraction of heat, because very little heat is necessary to raise four ounces of blood-warm water to a boiling temperature, which will unfit it for condensing steam. The remarkable phenomenon of snow and ice produced in the Hungarian machine, when the air condensed in the receiver is allowed to blow over the cock (see Paronymy), flows this to be the case in moist air, that is, in air holding water in a state of chemical solution. We see something very like it in a thunder-storm. A small black cloud sometimes appears in a particular spot, and in a very few seconds spreads over many hundred acres of sky, that is, a precipitation of water goes on with that rapid diffusion. We imagine that this increase of capacity or demand for heat, and the condensation that must ensue if this demand is not supplied, is much more remarkable in pure watery vapours, and that this is a capital distinction of their constitution from vapours dissolvcd in air.
The reader must now be so well acquainted with what
patties in the steam-vent, and with the exterior retus
from it, as readily to comprehend the propriety of the
changes which we shall now describe as having been
made in the construction and principle of the steam
engine.

At all places in England the tin-mines of Cornwall
flood molt in need of hydraulic aiditude; and Mr Savary
was much engaged in projects for draining them by
his steam-engine. This made its construction and
principles well known among the machinists and engi-
neers of that neighbourhood. Among these were a
Mr Newcomen, an ironmonger or blacksmith, and Mr
Cawley a glazier at Dartmouth in Devonshire, who had
dabbled much with this machine. Newcomen was a
person of some reading, and was in particular
acquainted with the works, writings, and projects of his
countryman Dr Hooke. There are to be found among
Hooke's papers, in the possession of the Royal Society,
some notes of observations for the use of Newcomen and
his countryman. On Papin's boasted method of transmitting
to a great distance the action of a mill by means of pipes,
Papin's project was to employ the mill to work two air-
pumps of great diameter. The cylinders of these pumps
were to communicate by means of pipes with equal cy-
linders furnished with piltons, in the neighbourhood of
a diftant mine. These piltons were to be connected,
by means of levers, with the piston-rods of the mine.
Therefore, when the piston of the air-pump at the mill
was drawn up by the mill, the corresponding piston at
the side of the mine would be pressed down by the at-
mosphere, and thus would raise the piston-rod in the
mine. This made its appearance, and became known in his neighbourhood. Among these were a
Mr Newcomen, an ironmonger or blacksmith, and Mr
Cawley a glazier at Dartmouth in Devonshire, who had
dabbled much with this machine. Newcomen was a
person of some reading, and was in particular
acquainted with the works, writings, and projects of his
countryman Dr Hooke. There are to be found among
Hooke's papers, in the possession of the Royal Society,
some notes of observations for the use of Newcomen and
His countryman. On Papin's boasted method of transmitting
to a great distance the action of a mill by means of pipes,
Papin's project was to employ the mill to work two air-
pumps of great diameter. The cylinders of these pumps
were to communicate by means of pipes with equal cy-
linders furnished with piltons, in the neighbourhood of
a distant mine. These piltons were to be connected,
by means of levers, with the piston-rods of the mine.
Therefore, when the piston of the air-pump at the mill
was drawn up by the mill, the corresponding piston at
the side of the mine would be pressed down by the at-
mosphere, and thus would raise the piston-rod in the
mine, and draw the water. It would appear from these
notes, that Dr Hooke had diffused Mr Newcomen
from erecting a machine on this principle, of which he
had expounded the fallacy in several discourses before
the Royal Society. One passage is remarkable. "Could
he (meaning Papin) make a speedy vacuum under your
second piston, your work is done."

It is highly probable that, in the course of this spe-
culation, it occurred to Mr Newcomen that the vac-
um he so much wanted might be produced by steam,
and that this gave rise to his new principle and construc-
tion of the steam-engine. The specific defideratum was
in Newcomen's mind; and therefore, when Savary's en-
gine appeared, and became known in his neighbourhood
many years after, he would readily catch at the help
which it promised.

Savary however claims the invention as his own;
but Switzer, who was personally acquainted with both,
is positive that Newcomen was the inventor. By his
principles (as a quaker) being averse from contention,
he was contented to share the honour and the profits
with Savary, whose acquaintance at court enabled him to
procure the patent in 1705, in which all the three were
associated. Paffes has done justice to the modest in-
venter, and the machine is universally called Newco-
men's Engine. Its principle and mode of operation
may be clearly conceived as follows.

Let A (fig. 7.) represent a great boiler properly
built in a furnace. At a small height above it is a
cylinder CBBC of metal, bored very truly and smooth-
ly. The boiler communicates with this cylinder by
means of the throat or steam-pipe MQ. The lower
aperture of this pipe is shut by the plate N, which is
ground very flat, so as to apply very accurately to
the whole circumference of the office. This plate is
called the regulator or steam-cock, and it turns hori-
zontally round an axis b which passes through the top
of the boiler, and is nicely fitted to the socket, like the
key of a cock, by grinding. The upper end of this axis
is furnished with a handle t.

A piston P is suspended in this cylinder, and made
quite tight by a packing of leather or felt rope, well fill-
ded with tallow; and for greater security, a small quan-
tity of water is kept above the piston. The piston and
rod PD is suspended by a chain which is fixed to the upper
extremity F of the arched head FD of the great lever
or working beam HK, which turns on the gudgeon O.
There is a similar arched head FD at the other
end of the beam. To its upper extremity E is fixed a
chain carrying the pump rod XL, which raises the water
from the mine. The load on this end of the beam is
made to exceed considerably the weight of the piston P
at the other extremity.

At some small height above the top of the cylinder
is a cistern W called the injection cistern. From
this descends the injection pipe ZSR, which enters
the cylinder through its bottom, and terminates in a
small hole R, or sometimes in a nozzle pierced with
many smaller holes diverging from a centre in all di-
rections. This pipe has at a cock called the injection
cock, fitted with a handle V.

At the opposite side of the cylinder, a little below its
bottom, there is a lateral pipe, turning upwards at the
extremity, and there covered by a clack-valve f, called
the safety-valve, which has a little dial round it to hold water for keeping it airtight.

There proceeds also from the bottom of the cylinder
a pipe deg b (passing behind the boiler), of which the
lower end is turned upwards, and is covered with a valve
b. This part is immersed in a cistern of water Y, called
the hot well, and the pipe itself is called the
eduction pipe. Lastly, the boiler is furnished with a
safety-valve called the puppet clack (which is not
represented in this sketch for want of room), in the same
manner as Savary's engine. This valve is generally loaded
with one or two pounds on the square inch, so that
it allows the steam to escape when its elasticity is 16th
greater than that of common air. Thus all risk of
bursting the boiler is avoided, and the prejudice towards
very moderate; so also is the heat. For, by inspect-
ing the table of vaporous elasticity, we see that the
heat corresponding to 32 inches of elasticity is only
about 216° of Fahrenheit's thermometer.

There are all the essential parts of the engine, and
are here drawn in the most simple form, till our knowl-
dge of their particular offices shall show the prop-
erty of the peculiar forms which are given to them.
Let us now see how the machine is put in motion, and
what is the nature of its work.

The water in the boiler being supposed to be in a
state of strong ebullition, and the steam rising by the
machine a safety-valve, let us consider the machine in a state of
motion, and the nature of the work.

The retelling position or attitude of the machine must be
such as appears in this sketch, the pump rods propor-
tionating, and the great piston being drawn up to the top
of the cylinder. Now open the steam cock by turning the
handle T of the regulator. The steam from the
pelling force would be continually diminished, because the capacity of the cylinder is diminished by the defect of the piston, and the air in it is continually becoming more dense and elastic. The piston would stop at a certain height, where the elasticity of the included air, together with the load at E, would balance the atmospheric pressure on the piston. But when the contents of the cylinder are pure vapour, and the continued stream of injected cold water keeps down its temperature to the same pitch as at the beginning, the elasticity of the remaining steam can never increase by the defect of the piston, nor exceed what corresponds to this temperature. The impelling or accelerating force therefore remains the same, and the defect of the piston will be uniformly accelerated, if there is not an increase of refilience arising from the nature of the work performed by the other end of the beam. This circumstance will come under consideration afterwards, and we need not attend to it at present. It is enough for our present purpose to state, that if the cylinder has been completely purified of common air before the steam-cock was shut, and if none has entered since, the piston will descend to the very bottom of the cylinder. And this may be frequently observed in a good steam-engine where every part is air-tight. It sometimes happens, by the pit pump drawing air, or some part of the communication between the two straws giving way, that the piston comes down with such violence as to knock out the bottom of the cylinder with the blow.

The only observation which remains to be made is that the motion of the piston in descending is, that it does not begin at the instant the injection is made. The beginning of the descent of the outer end of the working beam, and it must remain there till the difference between the elasticity of the steam below it and the pressure of the atmosphere made.

There must therefore be a small space of time between the beginning of the condensation and the beginning of the motion. This is very small, not exceeding the third or the fourth part of a second; but it may be very distinctly observed by an attentive spectator. He will see, that the instant the injection-cock is opened, the cylinder will instantly rise upwards a little by the pressure of the air on its bottom. Its whole weight is not nearly equal to this pressure; and instead of its being necessary to support it by a strong floor, we must keep it down by strong struts loaded by heavy walls. It is usual to frame these struts into the goits which carry the axis of the working-beam, and are therefore loaded with the whole strain of the machine. This rising of the cylinder shows the instantaneous commencement of the condensation; and it is not till after this has been distinctly observed that the piston is seen to start, and begin to descend.

When the manager sees the piston as low as he thinks proper, he shuts the injection-cock, and opens the steam-cock. The steam has been accumulating above that filled the water in the boiler during the whole time of the piston's descent, and is now rushing violently through the puppet clack. The moment therefore that the steam-cock is opened, it rushes violently into the cylinder, having an elasticity greater than that of the air. It therefore immediately opens the diffusing valve, and allows (at least) the water which had come in by the former injection, and what arose from the condensation of it, to immediately rush in, and fly all over the surface of the cylinder, will mix with the air. Much of it will be condensed by the cold surface of the cylinder and piston, and the water produced from it will trickle down the sides, and run off by the eduction-pipe. This condensation and waste of steam will continue till the whole cylinder and piston are made as hot as boiling water. When this happens, the steam will begin to open the diffusing valve, and diffuse through the pipe; slowly at first, and very cloudy, being mixed with much air. The blast at D will grow stronger by degrees, and more transparent, having already carried off the greatest part of the common air which filled the cylinder. We supposed that the water was boiling briskly, so that the steam was diffusing through the safety-valve which is in the top of the boiler, and through every crevice. The opening of the steam-cock puts an end to this at once, and it has sometimes happened that the cold cylinder absorbs the steam from the boiler with such astonishing rapidity, that the pressure of the atmosphere has become greater than the bottom of the boiler. We may here mention an accident of which we were witnesses, which also shows the immense rapidity of the condensation. The boiler was in a state of fire at the side of the engine-house; a scoop of snow from the top of the house fell down and broke through the roof of the shed, and was scattered over the head of the boiler, which was of an oblong or oval shape. In an instant the sides of it were squeezed together by the pressure of the atmosphere.

When the manager of the engine perceives that not only the blast at the diffusing valve is strong and steady, but that the boiler is now full of steam with a proper strength, appearing by the renewal of the discharge at the safety-valve, he shuts the steam-cock, and opens the injection-cock S by turning its handle V. The pressure of the column of water in the injection-pipe ZS immediately forces some water through the stopper R. This coming in contact with the pure vapour which now fills the cylinder, condenses it, and thus makes a partial void, into which the more dilatant steam immediately expands, and by expanding collapses (as has been already observed). What remains in the cylinder can no longer balance the atmospheric pressure on the surface of the water in the injection-cylinder, and therefore the water spouts rapidly through the hole R by the joint action of the column ZS and the unbalanced pressure of the atmosphere; at the same time the lifting valve f and the eduction valve b are shut by the unbalanced pressure of the atmosphere. The velocity of the injection water must therefore rapidly increase, and the jet will dash (if figural) against the bottom of the piston, and be scattered through the whole capacity of the cylinder. In a very short space of time, therefore, the condensation of the steam becomes universal, and the elasticity of what remains is almost nothing. The whole pressure of the atmosphere is exerted upon the surface of the piston, while there is hardly any on its under side. Therefore, if the load on the outer end E of the working beam is inferior to this pressure, it must yield to it. The piston P must descend, and the pump piston L must ascend, bringing along with it the water of the mine, and the motion must continue till the great piston reaches the bottom of the cylinder; for it is not like the motion which would take place in a cylinder of air rarefied to the same degree. In this last case, the im-
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fed steam, to descend by its own weight through the eduction pipe d e g b to open the valve h, and to run out into the hot well. And we must easily see that this water is boiling hot; for while lying in the bottom of the cylinder, it will condense steam till it acquires this temperature, and therefore cannot run down till it condenses no more. There is still a waite of steam at its first admission, in order to heat the inside of the cylinder and the injected water to the boiling temperature: but the space being small, and the whole being already very warm, this is very soon done; and when things are properly contrived, little more steam is wanted than what will warm the cylinder; for the eduction-pipe receives the injection water even during the descent of the piston, and it is therefore removed pretty much out of the way of the steam.

This first puff of the entering steam is of great service: it drives out of the cylinder the vapour which it finds there. This is seldom pure watery vapour: all water contains a quantity of air in a state of chemical union. The union is but feeble, and a boiling heat is sufficient for disengaging the greatest part of it by increasing its elasticity. It may also be disengaged by simply removing the external pressure of the atmosphere. This is clearly seen when we expose a glass of water in an exhausted receiver. Therefore the small space below the piston contains watery vapour mixed with all the air which had been disengaged from the water in the boiler by ebullition and all that was separated from the injection water by the diminution of external pressures. All this is blown out of the cylinder by the first puff of steam. We may observe in this place, that waters differ exceedingly in the quantity of air which they hold in a state of solution. All spring water contains much of it; and water newly brought up from deep mines contains a great deal more, because the solution was aided in these situations by great pressures. Such waters sparkle when poured into a glass.

It is therefore of great consequence to the good performance of a steam-engine to use water containing little air, both in the boiler and in the injection-cylinder. The water of running brooks is preferable to all others, and the freer it is from any saline impregnation it generally contains less air. Such engines as are so fortunately situated that they are obliged to employ the very water which they have brought up from great depths, are found greatly inferior in their performance to others. The air collected below the piston greatly diminishes the accelerating force, and the expulsion of such a quantity requires a long continued blast of the bell steam at the beginning of every stroke. It is advisable to keep such water in a large shallow pond for a long while before using it.

Let us now consider the state of the piston. It is evident that it will start or begin to rise the moment the steam-cock is opened; for at that instant the excess of atmospheric pressure, by which it was kept down in opposition to the preponderancy of the outer end of the beam, is diminished. The piston is therefore dragged upwards, and it will rise even although the steam which is admitted be not so elastic as common air. Suppose the mercury in the barometer to stand at 30 inches, and that the preponderancy at the outer end of the beam in fifth of the pressure of the air on the piston, the piston will not rise if the elasticity of the beam is not equal to \( \frac{30}{5} \); that is, to 6 inches nearly; but if it is just this quantity, the piston will rise as fast as this steam can be supplied through the steam-pipe, and the velocity of its ascent depends entirely on the velocity of this supply. This observation is of great importance; and it does not seem to have occurred to the mathematicians, who have paid much attention to the mechanism, and the motion of this engine. In the mean time, we may clearly see that the entry of the steam depends chiefly on the counter weight at E; for suppose there was none, steam no stronger than air would not enter the cylinder at all; and if the beam be stronger, it will enter only by the excess of its strength. Writers on the steam-engine (and even some of great reputation) familiarly speak of the steam giving the piston a push: but this is far from being possible. During the rise of the piston the shutting valve is never observed to blow; and we have not heard any well attested accounts of the piston-chains ever being blackened by the upward preasure of the steam, even at the very beginning of the stroke. During the rising of the piston the steam is (according to the common conception and manner of speaking) "fueled in," in the same way that air is sucked into a common fire-engine or pump when we draw up the piston; for in the steam engine the piston is really drawn up by the counter weight. It is still more sucked in, and requires a more copious supply, for another reason. As the piston descended only in consequence of the inside of the cylinder's being sufficiently cooled to condense the steam, this cooled surface must again be presented to the steam during the rise of the piston, and must condense steam a second time. The piston cannot ride another inch till the part of the cylinder which the piston has already emptied has been warmed up to the boiling point, and steam must be expended in this warming. The inner surface of the cylinder is not only of the heat of boiling water while the piston rides, but is also perfectly dry; for the film of water left on it by the ascending piston must be completely evaporated, otherwise it will be condensing steam. That the quantity thus wafted is considerable, appears by the experiments of Mr. Blyton. He found that five pints of water were boiled off in a minute, and produced 16 strokes of an engine whose cylinder contained 113 gallons of 282 inches each; and he thence concluded that steam was 2885 times rarer than water. But in no experiment made with scrupulous care on the expansion of boiling water does it appear that the density of steam exceeds \( \frac{1}{16,000} \) that of the density of water. Dufaguliers says that it is above 14,000 times rarer than water. We have frequently attempted to measure the weight of steam which filled a very light vessel, which held 12,600 grains of water, and found it always less than one grain ½; that we have no doubt of its being much more than 10,000 times rarer than water. This being the case, we may safely supposit the number of gallons of steam, instead of being 16 times 113, were nearly five times as much; and that only ¼th were employed in allowing the piston to rise, and the remaining ¾th were employed to warm the cylinder.

The moving force during the ascent of the piston must be considered as resulting chiefly, if not solely, from the preponderating weight of the piston-rods. The office of this is to return the steam-piston to the top.
top of the cylinder, where it may again be pressed down by the air, and make another working stroke by raising the pump rods. But the counter-weight at E has another service to perform in this use of the engine; namely, to return the pump pistons into their places at the bottom of their respective working barrels, in order that they also may make a working stroke. This requires force independent of the friction and inertia of the moving parts; for each piston must be pushed down through the water in the barrel, which must rise through the piston with a velocity whose proportion to the velocity of the piston is the same with that of the bulk of the water through which the water rises through the piston. It is enough at present to mention this in general terms: we shall consider it more particularly afterwards, when we come to calculate the performance of the engine, and to deduce from our acquired knowledge maxims of construction and improvement.

From this general consideration of the ascent of the piston, we may see that the motion differs greatly from the descent. It can hardly be supposed to accelerate, even if the steam in the cylinder were in a moment annihilated. For the resistance to the descent of the piston is the same with the weight of the column of water, which would cause it to flow through the box of the pump piston with the velocity with which it really rises through it, and must therefore increase as the square of that velocity increases; that is, as the square of the velocity of the piston increases. Independent of friction, therefore, the velocity of descent through the water must soon become a maximum, and the motion become uniform. We shall see by and by, that in such a pump as is generally used this will happen in less than the tenth part of a second. The friction of the pump will diminish this velocity a little, and retard the time of its attainment uniformity. But, on the other hand, the supply of steam which is necessary for this motion, being susceptible of no acceleration from its previous motion, and depending entirely on the briskness of the ebullition, an almost instantaneous stop is put to acceleration.

Accordingly, any person who observes with attention the working of a steam-engine, will see that the rise of the piston and descent of the pump-rods is extremely uniform, whereas the working stroke is very sensibly accelerated. Before quitting this part of the subject, and left it should afterwards escape our recollection, we may observe that the counter weight is different during the two motions of the pump-rods. While the machine is making a working stroke, it is lifting not only the column of water in the pump, but the absolute weight of the pistons and piston-rods also: but while the pump-rods are descending, there is a diminution of the counter weight by the weight of water; the immersion of the rod in water. The wooden rods which are generally used, soaked in water, and joined by iron straps, are heavier, and but a little heavier than water, and they are generally about one-third of the bulk of the water in the pumps.

These two motions complete the period of the operation; and the whole may be repeated by shutting the steam cock and opening the injection-cock whenever the piston has attained the proper height. We have been very minute in our attention to the different circumstances, that the reader may have a distinct notion of the state of the moving forces in every period of the operation. It is by no means sufficient that we know in general that the injection of cold water makes a void which allows the air to press down the piston, and that the readmission of the steam allows the piston to rise again. This lumping and steady way of viewing it has long prevented even the philosopher from seeing the defects of the construction, and the methods of removing them.

We now see the great difference between Savary's Difference and Newcomen's engine in respect of principle. Savary's was really an engine which raised water by the force of steam; but Newcomen's raised water entirely by the pressure of the atmosphere, and steam is employed merely as the most expedient method of producing a void, into which the atmospheric pressure may impel the first water of his machine. The efficacy of the steam is not the first mover.

We see also the great superiority of this new machine. We have no need of steam of great and dangerous power, and we operate by means of very moderate heat, and consequently with much smaller quantities of fuel; and there is no bounds to the power of this machine. How deep forever a mine may be, a cylinder may be employed of such dimensions that the pressure of the air on its piston may exceed in any degree the weight of the column of water to be raised. And lastly, this form of the machine renders it applicable to almost every mechanical purpose; because a skilful mechanic can readily find a method of converting the reciprocating motion of the working beam into a motion of any kind which may suit his purpose. Savary's engine could hardly admit of such an immediate application, and seems almost restricted to raising water.

Inventions improve by degrees. This engine was gradually first offered to the public in 1705. But many difficulties occurred in the execution, which were removed one by one; and it was not till 1712 that the engine seemed to give confidence in its efficacy. The most exact and unremitting attention of the manager was required to the precise moment of opening and shutting the cocks; and neglect might frequently be ruinous, by beating out the bottom of the cylinder, or allowing the piston to be wholly drawn out of it. Stops were contrived to prevent both of these accidents; then springs were used to connect the handles of the cocks with the beam, so that they should be turned whenever it was in certain positions. Thence were gradually changed and improved into detents and catches of different shapes; at last, in 1717, Mr. Beighton, a very ingenious and well informed artist, simplified the whole of these subordinate movements, and brought the machine into the form in which it has continued, without the smallest material change, to the present day. We shall now describe one of their improved engines, copying almost exactly the drawings and description given by Boffit in his Hydrodynamique; these being by far the most accurate and perspicuous of any that have been published.

Fig. 8. no. 1. is a perspectival view of the boiler cylinder, and all the parts necessary for turning the cocks. Fig. 8. no. 2. is a vertical section of the same; and the same pieces of both are marked with the same letters of reference.
The rod $X$ of the piston $P$ is suspended from the arch of the working-beam, as was represented in the preceding sketch (fig. 7). An upright bar of timber FG is also seen hanging by a chain. This is suspended from a concentric arch of the beam, as may be seen also in the sketch at $a$. This bar is called the plug-beam, and it must rise and fall with the piston, but with a slower motion. The use of this plug-beam is to give motion to the different pieces which turn the cocks.

The steam pipe $K$ is of one piece with the bottom of the cylinder, and rises within it an inch or two, to prevent any of the cold injection water from falling into the boiler. The lower extremity $Z$ of the steam-pipe penetrates the head of the boiler, projecting a little way. A flat plate of brass, in shape resembling a racket or battledore, called the regulator, applies itself exactly to the whole circumference of the steam-pipe, and completely excludes the steam from the cylinder. Being moveable round an upright axis, which is represented by the dotted lines at the side of the steam-pipe in the profile, it may be turned aside by the handle $i$, no. 1. The profile shows in the section of this plate a protrusion in the middle. This rolls on a strong flat spring, which is fixed below it at the mouth of the steam-pipe. This spring presses it strongly towards the steam-pipe, cauSing it to apply very close; and this knob slides along the spring, while the regulator turns to the right or left.

We have said that the injection water is furnished from a cistern placed above the cylinder. When this cistern cannot be supplied by pipes from some more abundant source, its water is raised by the machine itself. A small lifting pump $i k$ (fig. 7.), called the jack-bore or jacquettée, is worked by a rod $r$, suspended from a concentric arch near the outer end of the working beam. This forces a small portion of the pit water along the rising pipe $L M$ into the injection cistern.

In figure 8. no. 1 and 2. the letters $Q M$' represent the pipe which brings down the water from the injection cistern. This pipe has a cock at $K$ to open or shut the passage of this water. It spurts through the jet $j$, and dashing against the bottom of the piston, it is dispersed into drops, and scattered through the whole capacity of the cylinder, so as to produce a rapid condensation of the steam.

An upright post $A$ may be observed in the perspective view of the cylinder, &c. This supports one end $B$ of a horizontal iron axis $BC$. The end $C$ is supported by a similar post, of which the place only is marked by the dotted lines $A_{1}$, that the pieces connected with this axis may not be hid by it. A kind of flirrup $a b c d$ hangs from this axis, supported by the hooks $a$ and $d$. This flirrup is crooked near the bottom by a round bolt or bar, which passes through the eyes or rings that are at the ends of the horizontal fork $b f g$, whose long tail $k$ is double, receiving between its branches the handle $i$ of the regulator. It is plain from this construction, that when the flirrup is made to vibrate round the horizontal axis $BC$, on which it hangs freely by its hooks, the bolt $e$ must pull or push the long fork $b f g$ backwards and forwards horizontally, and by so doing will move the regulator round its axis, by means of the handle $i$. Both the tail of the fork and the handle of the regulator are pierced with several holes, and a pin is put through them which unites them by a joint. The motion of the handle may be increased or diminished by choosing for the joint a hole near to the axis or remote from it: and the exact position at which the regulator is to stop on both sides is determined by pins stuck in the horizontal bar on which the end of the handle appears to rest.

This alternate motion of the regulator to the right and left is produced as follows: There is fixed to the axis BC a piece of iron $o k$, called the Y, on account of its resemblance to that letter of the alphabet inverted. The flirrup $o$ carries a heavy lump $p$ of lead or iron; and a long leather strap $q r$ is fastened to $p$ by the middle, and the two ends are fastened to the beam above it, in such a manner that the lump may be alternately caught and held up to the right and left of the perpendicular. By adjusting the length of the two parts of the flirrup, the Y may be stopped in any desired position. The two claws $k$ and $l$ spread out from each other, and from the line of the flirrup, and they are of such length as to reach the horizontal bolt $e$, which crosses the flirrup below, but not to reach the bottom of the fork $b f g$. Now suppose the flirrup hanging perpendicularly, and the flirrup of the Y also held perpendicularly; carry it a littleeward from the cylinder, and then let it go. It will tumble farther out by its weight, without affecting the flirrup till the claw $l$ strikes on the horizontal bolt $e$, and then it pushes the flirrup and the lock towards the cylinder, and opens the regulator. It sets it in motion with a smart jerk, which is an effectual way of overcoming the cohesion and friction of the regulator with the mouth of the steam-pipe. This pull is adjusted to a proper length by the strap $g p$, which stops the Y, when it has gone far enough. If we now take hold of the flirrup of the Y, and move it up to the perpendicular, the width between its claws is such as to permit this motion, and something more, without affecting the flirrup. But when pushed still nearer to the cylinder, it tumbles towards it by its own weight, and then the claw $k$ strikes the bolt $e$, and drives the flirrup and fork in the opposite direction, till the lump $p$ is caught by the strap $r$, now stretched to its full length, while $q r$ hangs slack. Then by the motion of the Y the regulator is opened and shut. Let us now see how the motion of the Y is produced by the machine itself. To the horizontal axis $BC$ are attached two spanners or handles $w$ and $u$. The spanner $w$ passes through a long slit in the plug-beam, and is at liberty to move upwards or downwards by its motion round the axis $EC$. A pin $t$, which goes through the plug-beam catches hold of $w$ when the beam rides along with the piston; and the pin is so placed, that when the beam is within an inch or two of its highest rise, the pin has lifted $m$ and thrown the flirrup of the Y past the perpendicular. It therefore tumbles with great force, and gives a smart blow to the fork, and immediately shuts the regulator. By this motion the spanner $m$ is removed out of the neighborhood of the plug-beam. But the spanner $m$, moving along with it in the same direction, now comes into the way of the pins of the plug-beam. Therefore, when the piston descends again by the condensation of the steam in the cylinder, a pin marked $U$ in the side of the plug-beam catches hold of the tail of the spanner $m$, and by prising it down raises the lump on the flirrup.
flask of the Y till it passes the perpendicular, and it then falls down, outwards from the cylinder, and the claw of the fork in the direction b, and opens the steam valve. This opening and shutting of the steam valve is executed in the precise moment that is proper, by placing the pins x and y at a proper height in the plug-beam. For this reason, it is pierced through with a great number of holes, that the places of these pins may be varied at pleasure. This, and a proper curvature of the spanners w and n, make the adjustment as nice as we please.

The injection-ock R is managed in a similar manner. On its key may be observed a forked arm t, like a crab’s claw; at a little distance above it is the gudgeon or axis u of a piece y u z, called the hammer or the F, from its resemblance to that letter. It has a lump of metal y at one end, and a spear u projects from its middle, and pokes between the claws t and l of the arm of the injection-ock. The hammer y is held up by a notch in the underside of a wooden lever DE, moveable, and in line with the centre D, and supported at a proper height by a string E made fast to the joint above it.

Suppose the injection-ock shut, and the hammer in the position represented in the figure. A pin b of the plug-frame rises along with the piston, and catching hold of the detent DE, raises it, and difengages the hammer y from its notch. This immediately falls down, and strikes a board L, set in the way to stop it. The spear u, t, takes hold of the claw t, and forces it aside towards x, and opens the injection-ock. The piston immediately descends, and along with it the plug-frame. During its descent the pin b meets with the tail u z of the hammer, which is now raised considerably above the level, and brings it down along with it, raising the lump y, and gradually shutting the injection-ock, because the spear takes hold of the claw s of its arm. When the beam has come to its lowest situation, the hammer is again engaged in the notch of the detent DE, and supported by it till the piston again reaches the top of the cylinder.

In this manner the motions of the injection-ock are also adjusted to the precise moment that is proper for them. The different pins are so placed in the plug-frame, that the steam-ock may be completely shut before the injection-ock is opened. The inherent motion of the machine will give a small addition to the ascent of the piston without expending steam all the while; and by leaving the steam rather less elastic than before, the subsequent descent of the piston is promoted. There is a considerable propriety in the gradual shutting of the injection-ock. For after the first dash of the cold water against the bottom of the piston, the condensation is nearly complete, and very little more water is needed; but a continual accession of force is absolutely necessary for completing the condensation, as the capacity of the cylinder diminishes, and the water warms which is already injected.

In this manner the motion of the machine will be repeated as long as there is a supply of steam from the boiler, and of water from the injection-ock, and a discharge procured for what has been injected. We proceed to consider how these conditions also are provided by the machine itself.

The injection-ock is supplied with water by the jack-head-pump, as we have already observed. From this source all the parts of the machine receive their respective supplies. In the first place, a small branch 13, 13, is taken off from the injection-pipe immediately below the cistern, and conducted to the top of the cylinder, where it is furnished with a cock. The spout is so adjusted, that no more runs from it than what will keep a constant supply of a foot of water above the piston to keep it tight. Every time the piston comes to the top of the cylinder, it brings this water along with it, and the surplus of its evaporation and leakage runs off by a waste pipe 14, 14. This water necessarily becomes almost boiling hot, and it was thought proper to employ its overflow for supplying the waste of the boiler.

This was accordingly practised for some time; but Mr. Brighton improved this economical thought, by supplying the boiler from the eduction-pipe 2, 2, the water of which must be still hotter than that above the piston. This contrivance required attention to many circumstances, which the reader will understand by considering the perspective and profile. The eduction-pipe comes out of the bottom of the cylinder at 1 with a perpendicular part, which bends sidewise below, and is fast at the extremity 1. A deep cup 5 communicates with it, holding a metal valve nicely fitted to it by grinding, like the key of a cock. To secure its being always air-tight, a slender stream of water trickles into it from a branch 6 of the waste pipe from the top of the cylinder. The eduction-pipe branches off at 2, and goes down to the hot well, where it turns up, and is covered with a valve. In the perspective view may be observed an upright pipe 4, 4, which goes through the head of the boiler, and reaches to within a few inches of its bottom. This pipe is called the feeder, and rises about three or four feet above the boiler. It is open at both ends, and has a branch 3, 3, communicating with the bottom of the cup 5, immediately above the metal valve, and also a few inches below the level of the entry 2 of the eduction-pipe. This communicating branch has a cock by which its passage may be diminished at pleasure. Now suppose the steam in the boiler to be very strong; it will cause the boiling water to rise in the feeding pipe above 3, and coming along this branch, to rise also in the cup 5, and run over. But the height of this cup above the surface of the water in the boiler is such, that the steam is never strong enough to produce this effect. Therefore, on the contrary, any water that may be in the cup 5 will run off by the branch 3, 3, and go down into the boiler by the feeding pipe.

The things being understood, let us suppose an ingenuity contrivance.

An ingenuity contrivance.

No. 752
may be immediately taken even from a cold cistern, without fentiely diminishing the production of steam: for the quantity of heat necessary for raising the sensible heat of cold water to the boiling temperature is quite insignificant, when compared with the quantity of heat which must then be combined with it in order to convert the water into steam. No difference can be observed in the performance of such engines and of those in which the boilers are supplied from a brook. It has, however, the advantage of being purged of air; and when an engine must derive all its supplies from pit water, the water from the education-pipe is vastly preferable to that from the top of the cylinder.

We may here observe, that many writers (among them the Abbé Boulain), in their descriptions of the steam-engine, have drawn the branch of communication 3, 3, from the feeding pipe to a part of the crooked pipe 1, 1, lying below the valve in the cup 5. But this is quite erroneous; for, in this case, when the injection is made into the cylinder, and a vacuum produced, the water from the boiler would immediately rush up thro' the pipes 4, 3, and spout up into the cylinder; so would the external air coming in at the top of the feeder.

This contrivance has also enabled us to form some judgment of the internal state of the engine during the performance. Mr. Boulain points a minute attention to the situation of the water in the feeders and education-pipe of an engine, which seems to have been one of the best which has yet been erected. It was lifting a column of water whose weight was 4ths of the prejure of the air on its piston, and made 16 strokes, of 6 feet each, in a minute. This is acknowledged by all to be a very great performance of an engine of this form. He concluded that the elasticity of the steam in the cylinder was never more than one-tenth greater or less than the elasticity of the air. The water in the feeder never rose more than three feet and a half above the surface of the boiling water, even though it was now lighter by 4ths than cold water. The education-pipe was only 4¼ feet long (vertically), and yet it always discharged the injection water completely, and allowed some to pass into the feeder. This could not be if the steam was much more than 4ths weaker than air. By drawing this pipe in his hand during the rise of the piston, he could guide very well whereabouts the surface of the hot water in it raised during the motion, and he never found it supported so high as four feet. Therefore the steam in the cylinder had at least 4ths of the elasticity of the air.

Mr. Buat, in his examination of an engine which is erected at Montrelaix, in France, by an English engineer, and has always been considered as the pattern in that country, finds it necessary to suppose a much greater variation in the strength of the steam, and says that it must have been 5ths stronger and 4ths weaker than common air. But this engine has not been nearly so perfect. Its lift was not more than 4 of the prejure of the atmosphere, and it made but nine strokes in a minute. At W is a valve covering the mouth of a small pipe, and surrounded with a cup containing water to keep it air-tight. This allows the air to escape which had been extracted from the water of latt injection. It is driven out by the first strong puff of steam which is admitted into the cylinder, and makes a noise in its exit. This valve is therefore called the snuffing valve.

To finish our description, we observe, that besides the safety valve (called the PUPPET-CLACK), which is loaded with about 3 pounds on the square inch (though the engine will work very well with a load of 1 or 2 pounds), there is another DISCHARGER IN, TO, having a clack at its extremity supported by a cord. Its use is to discharge the steam without doors, when the machine gives over working. There is also a pipe B near the bottom of the boiler, by which it may be emptied when it needs repairs or cleaning.

There are two small pipes 11, 11, and 12, 12, with cocks called GAGE-PIPES. The first descends to within two inches of the surface of the water in the boiler, and the second goes about 2 inches below that surface. If both cocks emit steam, the water is too low, and requires a recruit. If neither give steam, it is too high, and there is not sufficient room above it for a collection of steam. Lastly, there is a filling pipe Q, by which the boiler may be filled when the machine is to be let to work.

The engine has continued in this form for many years. The only remarkable change introduced has been the manner of placing the boiler. It is no longer placed below the cylinder, but at one side, and the piston is introduced by a pipe from the top of the boiler into a flat box immediately below the cylinder. The use of the box is merely to lodge the regulator, and give room for its motions. This has been a very considerable improvement. It has greatly reduced the height of the building. This was formerly a tower. The wall which supported the beam could hardly be built with sufficient strength for withstanding the violent shocks which were repeated without ceasing; and the buildings seldom lasted more than a very few years. But the boiler is now set up in an adjoining shed, and the gudgeons of the main beam rest on the top of upright posts, which are framed into the joists which support the cylinder. Thus the whole moving parts of the machine are contained in one compact frame of carpentry, and have little or no connection with the flight walls of the building, which is merely a case to hold the machine, and protect it from the weather.

It is now time to inquire what is to be expected from this machine, and to ascertain the most advantageous proportion between the moving power and the load that is to be laid on the machine.

It may be considered as a great pulley, and is indeed sometimes so constructed, the arches at the ends of the working beam being completed to a circle. It must be unequally loaded that it may move. It is loaded, during the working stroke, by the prejure of the atmosphere on the piston side, and by the column of water to be raised and the pump-gear on the pump side. During the returning stroke it is loaded, on the piston side, by a small part of the atmospheric prejure, and on the pump side by the pump gear acting as a counter weight. The load during the working stroke must therefore consist of the column of water to be raised and this counter weight. The performance of the machine is to be measured only by the quantity of water raised in a given time to a given height. It varies, therefore, in the joint proportion of the weight of the column of water in the pumps, and the number of strokes made by the machine in an hour. Each stroke consists of two parts, which we have called the working and the returning stroke. It does not, therefore, depend simply on the velocity of the working stroke and the
quantity of water raised by it. If this were all that is to be attended to, we know that the weight of the column of water should be nearly 3/4ths of the preijure of the atmosphere, this being the proportion which gives the maximum in the common pulley. But the time of the returning stroke is a necessary part of the whole time elapsed, and therefore the velocity of the returning stroke equally merits attention. This is regulated by the counter weight. The number of strokes per minute does not give an immediate proof of the goodness of the engine. A small load of water and a great counter weight will ensure this, because these conditions will produce a brisk motion in both directions.

The proper adjustment of the preijure of the atmosphere on the piston, the column of water to be raised, and the counter weight, is a problem of very great difficulty; and mathematicians have not turned much of their attention to the subject, although it is certainly the most interesting question that practical mechanics affords them.

Mr. Boffut has solved it very short"y and simply, upon this supposition, that the working and returning stroke should be made in equal times. This, indeed, is generally aimed at in the erection of these machines, and they are not reckoned to be well arranged if it be otherwise. We doubt of the propriety of the maxim. Supposing, however, this condition for the present, we may compute the loadings of the two ends of the beam as follows. Let \( a \) be the length of the inner arm of the working beam, or that by which the great piston is supported. Let \( b \) be the outer arm carrying the pump rods, and let \( W \) be a weight equivalent to all the load which is laid on the machine. Let \( c \) be the area of the piston; let \( H \) be the height of a column of water having \( c \) for its base, and being equal in weight to the preijure exerted by the beam on the under side of the piston; and let \( b \) be the preijure of the atmosphere on the same area, or the height of a column of water of equal weight. It is evident that both strokes will be performed in equal times, if \( h^2 = x^2 = \frac{2W}{bW} \) be equal to \((b - H)^2 \cdot \frac{1}{a^2} \). The first of these quantities is the energy of the machine during the working stroke, and the second expresses the similar energy during the returning stroke. This equation gives us \( W = \frac{a^2 b^2 - H c^2 a}{2} - \frac{2W}{b} \).

If we suppose the arms of the lever equal and \( H = b \), we have \( W = \frac{a^2 b^2}{2} \); that is, the whole weight of the outer end of the beam should be half the preijure of the air on the great piston. This is nearly the usual practice; and the engineers express it by saying, that the engine is loaded with seven or eight pounds on the square inch. This has been found to be nearly the most advantageous load. This way of expressing the matter would do well enough, if the maxim were not founded on erroneous notions, which hinder us from seeing the flate of the machine, and the circumstances on which its improvement depends. The piston bears a preijure of 15 pounds, it is laid, on the square inch, if the vacuum below it be perfect; but as this is far from being the case, we must not load it above the power of its vacuum, which very little exceeds eight pounds. But this is very far from the truth. When the cylinder is tight, the vacuum is not more than \( \frac{1}{40} \)th deficient, when the cylinder is cooled by the injection to the degree that is every day practicable, and the piston really bears during its descent a preijure very near to 14 pounds on the inch. The load must be diminished, not on account of the imperfect vacuum, but to give the machine a reasonable motion. We must consider not only the moving force, but also the quantity of matter to be put in motion. This is so great in the steam-engine, that even if it were balanced, that is, if there were suspended on the piston arm a weight equal to the whole column of water and the counter weight, the full preijure of the atmosphere on the steam piston would not make it move twice as fast as it does.

This equation by Mr. Boffut is moreover essentially And faulty in another respect. The \( W \) in the first member of an other resist is not the same with the \( W \) in the second. In the first it is the column of water to be raised, together with the counter weight. In the second it is the counter weight only. Nor is the quantity \( H \) the same in both cases, as is most evident. The proper equation for expressing the equal duration of the two strokes may be had in the following manner. Let it be determined by experiment what portion of the atmospheric preijure is exerted on the great piston during its descent. This depends on the remaining elasticity of the steam. Suppose it \( \frac{1}{2} \)th; this we may express by \( ab \), \( a \) being \( = \frac{1}{2} \)s. Let it also be determined by experiment what portion of the atmospheric preijure on the piston remains unbalanced by the steam below it during its ascent. Suppose this \( \frac{1}{4} \)th, we may express this by \( bb \). Then let \( W \) be the weight of the column of water to be raised, and \( e \) the counter weight. Then, if the arms of the beam are equal, we have the energy during the working stroke \( = ab - W - c \), and during the returning stroke \( = c - bb \). Therefore \( e = bb = a = \frac{W - c}{2} \). Let \( c = \frac{(a + b)}{2} - W \), which, on the above supposition of the values of \( a \) and \( b \), gives us \( e = \frac{W}{2} \).

We shall make some use of this equation afterwards; but it affords us no information concerning the most advantageous proportion of \( b \) and \( W \), which is the material point.

We must consider this matter in another way. And that we may not involve ourselves in unnecessary difficulties, let us make the case as simple as possible, and suppose the arms of the working-beam to be of equal length.

We shall first consider the adjustment of things at the outer end of the beam.

Since the sole use of the steam is to give room for the action of the atmospheric preijure by its rapid condensation, it is admitted into the cylinder only to allow the piston to rise again; but without giving it any impulse. The pump-rods must therefore be returned to the bottom of the working barrels by means of a preponderancy at the outer end of the beam. It may be the weight of the pump-rods themselves, or may be considered as making part of this weight. A weight at the end of the beam will not operate on the rods which are suspended there by chains, and it must therefore be attached to the rods themselves, but above their respective pump-barrels, so that it may not lose part of its efficacy by immersion in the water. We may consider the whole under the notion of the pump-gear, and call it \( p \). Its office is to depress the pump-rods with sufficient
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1. From the inertia of the beams and all the parts of the apparatus which are in motion during the descent of the pump-rods.
2. From the loss of weight obtained by the immersion of the pump-rods in water.
3. From the friction of all the pillars and the weight of the plug-frame.
4. From the resistance to the piston's motion, arising from the velocity which must be generated in the water in passing through the descending pistons.

The sum of all these resistances is equal to the pressure of some weight (as yet unknown), which we may call \( m \).

When the pump-rods are brought up again, they bring along with them a column of water, whose weight we may call \( w \).

It is evident that the load which must be overcome by the pressure of the atmosphere on the steam piston consists of \( w \) and \( m \). Let this load be called \( L \), and the pressure of the air be called \( P \).

If \( P = L \), no water will be raised; if \( P = m \), the rods will not descend; therefore there is some intermediate value of \( P \) which will produce the greatest effect.

In order to discover this, let \( g \) be the fall of a heavy body in a second.

The descending mass is \( P \); but it does not descend with its full weight; because it is overcoming a set of resistances which are equivalent to a weight \( m \), and the moving force is \( P - m \). In order to discover the space through which the rods will descend in a second, when urged by the force \( P - m \) (supposed constant, notwithstanding the increase of velocity, and consequently of \( m \)), we must institute this proportion \( P - m = g \cdot \frac{L}{P} \).

The fourth term of this analogy is the space required.

Let \( t \) be the whole time of the descent in seconds.

Then \( t = \frac{L}{P} : \frac{L}{P} \cdot \frac{P}{P} \cdot \frac{P}{P} \cdot \frac{P}{P} \).

This last term is the whole descent or length of the stroke accomplished in the time \( t \).

The weight of the column of water, which has now got above the piston, is \( w = L - P \). This must be lifted in the next working stroke through the space \( \frac{L}{P} \cdot \frac{P}{P} \cdot \frac{P}{P} \).

Therefore the performance of the engine

must be \( \frac{L}{P} \cdot \frac{P}{P} \cdot \frac{P}{P} \cdot \frac{P}{P} \).

That this may be the greatest possible, we must consider \( P \) as the variable quantity, and make the fluxion of the fraction \( \frac{P}{P} \cdot \frac{L}{P} = a \).

This will be found to give us \( P = \sqrt{Lm} \); that is, the counter weight or preponderancy of the outer end of the beam is \( \sqrt{Lm} \).

This gives us a method of determining \( m \) experimentally. We can discover by actual measurement the quantity \( L \) in any engine, it being equal to the unbalanced weights on the beam and the weight of the water in the pumps. Then \( m = \frac{L}{L} \).

Also we have the weight of the column of water

\( = L - P = \sqrt{Lm} \).

When therefore we have determined the load which is to be on the outer end of the beam during the working stroke, it must be distributed into two parts, which have the proportion of \( \sqrt{Lm} \) to \( L - \sqrt{Lm} \). The first is the counter weight, and the second is the weight of the column of water.

If \( m \) is a fraction of \( L \), such as an aliquot part of it, that is, if

\[
\frac{m}{L} = \frac{1}{1}, \frac{1}{2}, \frac{1}{3}, ... \frac{1}{n}
\]

The circumstance which is commonly obtruded on us by local considerations is the quantity of water, and the depth from which it is to be raised; that is, \( w \), and it will be convenient to determine every thing in conformity to this.

We find that \( w = \sqrt{Lm} \). This gives us \( L = \sqrt{m^2 + m^2 + m^2 + m^2} \) and the counter weight

\( P = \sqrt{2m^2 + m^2 + m^2 + m^2} \).

Having thus ascertained that distribution of the load on the outer end of the beam, which produces the greatest effect, we come now to consider what proportion of moving force we must apply, so that it may be employed to the best advantage, or so that any expense of ed to the power may produce the greatest performance. It will be so much the greater as the work done is greater, and the power employed is less; and will therefore be properly measured by the quotient of the work done divided by the power employed.

The work immediately done is the lifting up the weight \( L \). In order to accomplish this, we must employ a pressure \( P \), which is greater than \( L \). Let it be \( L + \gamma \); also let \( \gamma \) be the length of the stroke.

If the mass \( L \) were urged along the space \( \gamma \) by the force \( L + \gamma \), it would acquire a certain velocity, which we may express by \( \sqrt{\gamma} \); but it is impelled only by the force \( \gamma \), the rest of \( P \) being employed in balancing \( L \). The velocities which different forces generate by impelling a body along the same space are as the square roots of the forces. Therefore \( \sqrt{L + \gamma} : \gamma = \gamma : \sqrt{\gamma} \).

The fourth term of this analogy expresses the velocity of the piston at the end of the stroke. The quantity of motion produced will be had by multiplying this velocity by the mass \( L \). This gives \( L \times \sqrt{\gamma} \) and this, divided by the power expended, or by \( L + \gamma \), gives us the measure of the performance; namely, \( \frac{L \times \sqrt{\gamma}}{L + \gamma} \).

That this may be a maximum, consider \( \gamma \) as the variable
riable quantity, and make the fluxion of this formula

\[ \frac{dy}{dx} = a. \]

This will give us \( y = \frac{L}{x} \).

Now \( P = L + y = L + \frac{L}{x} = \frac{1}{2} L \). Therefore the

whole load on the outer end of the beam, confisting of
the water and the counter weight, must be \( 3d \) of the
pressure of the atmosphere on the steam piston.

We have here supposed that the expenditure is the
atmospheric pressure; and so it is if we consider it me-
chanically. But the expenditure of which we are sen-
sible, and which we are anxious to employ to the best
advantage, is fuel. Supposing this to be employed with
the fame judgment in all cases, we are almost intitled,
by what we now know of the production of steam, to
say that the steam produced is proportional to the fuel
expended. But the beam requisite for merely filling
the cylinder is proportional to the area of the piston,
and therefore to the atmospheric pressure. The result
of our investigation therefore is still just; but the beam
wafted by condensation on the fides of the cylinder does
not follow this ratio, and this is more than what is nec-
esary for merely filling it. This regulates our calcula-
tions, and is in favour of large cylinders; but this ad-
vantage must be in a great measure compensated by a
similar variation in the production of the steam; for in
similar boilers of greater dimensions the fuel is less ad-
vantageously employed, because the surface to which
the fume is applied does not increaf in the ratio of the
capacity, but as the surface of the cylinder which waftes
the beam. The rule may therefore be confidered in as
pretty exact.

It is a fatisfactory thing to observe these results
agree very well with the most fucceful practice. By
many changes and trials engineers have established max-
ims of conftuction, which are probably not very far
from the beat. It is a pretty general maxim, that the
load of water should be \( \frac{1}{2} \) of the atmospheric pressure.
They call this loading the engine with \( 7 \frac{1}{2} \) pounds on
the inch, and they fay that fo small a load is necessary
on account of the imperfect vacuum. But we have
now feen that it is neceffary for giving a reasonable ve-
cocity of motion. Since, in this practice, \( \omega \) is made \( \frac{1}{2} 
\) or \( \frac{1}{4} \) of \( P \), and \( L \) should be \( \frac{3}{4} \) of \( P \), and \( L \) is

\[ \omega = \frac{w + \rho}{P}; \]

it follows, that the counter weight should be

\( \frac{3}{4} \) of \( P \); and we have foun this to be nearly the cafe
in feveral very good engines.

It must be remarked, that in the preceding inves-
tigation we introduced a quantity \( M \) to express the refi-
tances to the motion of the engine. This was done in
order to avoid a very troublesome investigation. The refi-
tances are of such a nature as to vary with the ve-
cocity, and moft of them as the fquare of the velocit.
This is the cafe with the refiitance arising from the mo-
tion of the water through the pistons of the pumps, and
that arising from the ftriftion in the long lift during the
working stroke. Had we taken the direcd method,
which is similar to the determination of the motion
through a medium which refiits in the duplicate ratio
of the velocity, we must have used a very intricate ex-
ponential calculus, which few of our readers would
have the patience to look at.

But the greateft part of the quantity \( M \) supposes a
motion already known, and its determination depends
on this motion. We muft now show how its different
component parts may be computed.

1. What arises from the inertia of the moving parts
is by far the moft conftiderable portion of it. To ob-
tain it, we muft find a quantity of matter which, when
placed at the end of the beam, will have the fame mo-
mentum of inertia with that of the whole moving parts in
their natural places. Therefore (in the returning stroke)
add together the weight of the great piston with its
rod and chains; the pit pump rods, chains, and any
weight that is attached to them; the arch-heads and
iron-work at the ends of the beam, and \( \frac{3}{4} \) of the
weight of the beam itself; also the plug-beam with its
arch-head and chains, multiplied by the fquare of its di-
stance from the axis, and divided by the fquare of half
the length of the beam; also the jack-head pump-rod,
chain, and arch-head, multiplied by the fquare of its di-
stance from the axis, and divided by the fquare of the
half-length of the beam. These articles added into one
sum may be called \( M \), and may be supposed to move
with the velocity of the end of the beam. Suppose this
beam to have made a fix-foot stroke in two fconds,
with an uniformly accelerated motion. In one fcond it
would have moved \( 1 \frac{1}{2} \) feet, and would have acquired
the velocity of three feet per fcond. But in one fec-
do fcond gravity would have produced a velocity of
\( 3 \) feet in the fame mass. Therefore the accelerating force
which has produced the velocity of three feet is nearly

\[ M \cdot 3 = \text{the weight of the beam.} \]

Thus we make up the value of \( M \) in the above inves-
tigation. If the observed velocity is greater or less than three feet per fcond, this value must be increafed or diminifhed in the fame pro-
portion.

The second caufe of refiitance, viz. the fimmer of
the pump-rod in water, is easily computed, being the
weight of the water which they dispave.

The third caufe, the friction of the pistons, &c. is al-
moft inappreciable, and muft be difcovered by experimen-
t.

The fourth caufe depends upon the ftructure of
the pumps. These pumps, when made of a proper strength,
can hardly have the perforation of the piston more than
a fourth part of the area of the working barrel; and
the velocit with which the water paffes through it is
increafed at leas \( \frac{1}{4} \) by the contradiction (see Pump).
The velocity of the water is therefore five times great-
er than that of the piston. A piton \( 12 \) inches diame-
ter, and moving one foot per fcond, meets with a refi-
tance equal to \( 20 \) pounds; and this increafes as the fquare of the diameter and as the fquare of the velocit.
If the whole depth of the pit be divided into feveral
lifts, this refiitance muft be multiplied by the number
of lifts, becaufe it obtains in each pump.

Thus we make up the value of \( M \); and we muft ac-
knowledge that the method is ftil! indired, because it
supposes the velocit to be known.

We may obtain it more easily in another way, but
still with this circumstance of being indired. We found
that \( p = \frac{1}{2} \) of \( \sqrt{L \cdot m} \), and confequently

\[ M = \frac{p^2}{L}. \]

Now in any engine \( L \) and \( p \) can always be had; and
unless \( p \) deviates greatly from the proportion which we
determined to be the beat, the value of \( M \) thus obtained
will not be very erroneous.
It was further presumed in this investigation, that the motion both up and down were uniformly accelerated; but this cannot be the case when the resistances increase with the velocity. This circumstance makes very little change in the working-stroke, and therefore the theorem which determines the best relation of $P$ to $L$ may be confided in. The resistances which vary with the velocity in this case are a mere trifle when compared with the moving power $y$. These resistances are, $t$, the straining of the water at the entry, and at the flanging valve of each pump. This is about 37 pounds from a pump 12 inches diameter, and the velocity one foot per second, increasing in the duplicate ratio of the diameter and velocity; and, $2d$, the friction of the water along the whole lift. This for a pump of the same size and with the same velocity, lifting 29 fathoms, is only about $2\frac{1}{2}$ pounds, and varies in the simple proportion of the diameter and the depth, and in the duplicate proportion of the velocity. The resistance arising from inertias is greater than in the returning stroke; because the $M$ in this case must contain the momentum of the water both of the pit-pumps and the jackhead-pump; but this part of the resistance does not affect the uniform acceleration. We may therefore confide in the propriety of the formula $y = L \cdot \frac{1}{2}$. And we may obtain the velocity of this stroke at the end of a second with great accuracy as follows. Let $2g$ be the velocity communicated by gravity in a second, and the velocity at the end of the first second of the steam-piston's descent will be somewhat less than $\frac{2}{M} \cdot 2g$; where $M$ expresses the inertia of all the parts which are in motion during the descent of the steam-piston, and therefore includes $L$. Compute the two resistances just mentioned for this velocity. Call this $r$. Then $\frac{y - r}{M} = 2g$ will give another velocity infinitely near the truth.

But the case is very different in the returning stroke, and the proper ratio of $P$ to $L$ is not ascertain'd with the same certainty: for the moving force $P$ is not so great in proportion to the resistance $m$; and therefore the acceleration of the motion is considerably affected by it, and the motion itself is considerably retarded, and in a very moderate time it becomes sensibly uniform: for it is precisely similar to the motion of a heavy body falling through the air, and may be determined in the manner laid down in the article Resistance of Fluids, viz. by an exponential calculus. We shall content ourselves here with saying, that the resistances in the present case are so great that the motion would be to all intents uniform before the pistons have descended $\frac{1}{2}$ of their strokes, even although there were no other circumstance to affect it.

But this motion is affected by a circumstance quite unconnected with any thing yet confidered, depending on conditions not mechanical, and so uncertain, that we are not yet able to ascertain them with any precision; yet they are of the utmost importance to the good performance and improvement of the engine, and therefore deserve a particular consideration.

The counter weight has not only to pull down the pump-rods, but also to drag up the great piston. This it cannot do unless the steam be admitted into the cylinder. If the steam be no stronger than common air, it cannot enter the cylinder except in consequence of the piston's being dragged up. If common air were admitted into the cylinder, some force would be required to drag up the piston, in the same manner as it is required to draw up the piston of a common syringe; for the air would rush through the small entry of the cylinder in the same manner as through the small nozzle of the syringe. Some part of the atmospheric pressure is employed in driving in the air with sufficient velocity to fill the syringe, and it is only with the remainder that the admitted air preys on the under surface of the syringe. Therefore some of the atmospheric pressure on its upper surface is not balanced. This is felt by the hand which draws it up. The same thing must happen in the steam-engine, and some part of the counter weight is expended in drawing up the steam-piston. We could tell how much is thus expended if we knew the density of the steam; for this would tell us the velocity with which its elasticity would cause it to fill the cylinder. If we suppose it 12 times rarer than air, which it certainly is, and the piston rises to the top of the cylinder in two seconds, we can demonstrate that it will enter with a velocity not less than 1400 feet per second, whereas 500 feet is enough to make it maintain a density $\frac{1}{3}$th of that of steam in equilibrium with the air. Hence it follows, that its elasticity will not be less than $\frac{3}{4}$ths of the elasticity of the air, and therefore not more than $\frac{1}{3}$th of counter weight will be expended in drawing up the steam-piston.

But all this is on the supposition that there is an unbounded supply of steam of undiminished elasticity. This is by no means the case. Immediately before opening the steam-cock, the steam was issuing through the safety-valve and all the crevices in the top of the boiler, and (in good engines) was about $\frac{5}{6}$th stronger or more elastic than air. This had been gathering during something more than the descent of the piston, viz. in about three seconds. The piston rises to the top in about two seconds; therefore about twice as much steam is let in, and the dome is filled to the top of the boiler now shared between the boiler and cylinder. The dome is commonly about six times more capacious than the cylinder. If therefore no steam is condensed in the cylinder, the density of the steam, when the piston has reached the top, must be about $\frac{3}{4}$ths of its former density, and still more elastic than air. But as much steam is condensed by the cold cylinder, its elasticity must be less than this. We cannot tell how much less, both because we do not know how much is thus condensed, and because by this diminution of its pressure on the surface of the boiling water, it must be more copiously produced in the boiler; but an attention to the observation of the engine will give us some information. The moment the steam-cock is opened we have a strong pull of steam through the safety-valve. At this time, therefore, it is still more elastic than air; but after this, the safety-valve remains that during the whole rise of the piston, and no steam any longer issues through the safety-valve or crevices; nay, the whole dome of the boiler may be observed to sink.

This fact gives abundant proof that the elasticity of the steam during the ascent of the piston is greatly diminished, and therefore much of the counter weight is expended in dragging up the steam-piston in opposition to the unbalanced part of the atmospheric pressure. The steam is then much weakened.
Steam-Engine.

Motion of the returning stroke is therefore so much delayed by this foreign and inappreciated circumstance, that it would have been quite useless to engage in the intricate exponential investigation, and we must fit down contented with a less perfect adjustment of the counter weight and weight of water. Any person who attends to the motion of steam-engine will perceive that the deficient of the pump-rods is so far from being accelerated, that it is nearly uniform, and frequently it is sensibly retarded towards the end. We learn by the way, that it is of the utmost importance not only to have a quick production of steam, but also a very capacious dome, or empty space above the water in the boiler. In engines where this space was but four or five times the capacity of the cylinder, we have always observed a very sensible check given to the deficient of the pump-rods after having made half their stroke. This obliges us to employ a greater counter weight, which diminishes the column of water, or retards the working stroke; it also obliges us to employ a stronger steam, at the risk of bursting the boiler, and increases the expense of fuel.

It would be a most desirable thing to get an exact knowledge of the elasticity of the steam in the cylinder; and this is by no means difficult. Take a long glass tube exactly calibrated, and close at the farther end. Put a small drop of some coloured fluid into it, so as to stand at the middle nearly. Let it be placed in a long box filled with water to keep it of a conflant temperature. Let the open end communicate with the cylinder, with a cock between. The moment the steam-cock is opened, open the cock of this instrument. The drop will be pulled towards the close end of the tube, while the steam in the cylinder is more elastic than the air, and it will be drawn the other way while it is less elastic, and, by a scale properly adapted to it, the elasticity of the steam corresponding to every position of the piston may be discovered. The same thing may be done more accurately by a barometer properly constructed, so as to prevent the oscillations of the mercury.

It is equally necessary to know the state of the cylinder during the deficient of the steam-piston. We have hitherto supposed P to be the full pressure of the atmosphere on the area of the piston, supposing the vacuum below it to be complete. But the inspection of our table of elasticity shows that this can never be the case, because the cylinder is always of a temperature far above 32°. We have made many attempts to discover its temperature. We have employed a thermometer in close contact with the side of the cylinder, which soon acquired a steady temperature; this was never less than 145°. We have kept a thermometer in the water which lies on the piston; this never fell below 135°. It is probable that the cylinder within may be cooled somewhat lower; but for this opinion we cannot give any very satisfactory reason. Suppose it cooled down to 120°; this will leave an elasticity which would support three inches of mercury. We cannot think therefore that the unbalanced pressure of the atmosphere exceeds that of 27 inches of mercury, which is about 13½ pounds on a square inch, or 10½ on a circular inch. And this is the value which we should employ in the equation \( P = L + y \). This question may be decided in the same way as the other, by a barometer connected with the inside of the cylinder.

And thus we shall learn the state of the moving forces in every moment of the performance, and the machine will then be as open to our examination as any water or horse mill; and till this be done, or something equivalent, we can only guess at what the machine is actually performing, and we cannot tell in what particular we can lend it a helping hand. We are informed that Messrs. Watt and Boulton have made this addition to some of their engines; and we are persuaded that, from the information which they have derived from it, they have been enabled to make the curious improvements from which they have acquired so much reputation and profit.

There is a circumstance of which we have as yet taken no notice, viz., the quantity of cold water injected. Here we confess ourselves unable to give any precise information. It is clear at first sight that no more than is absolutely necessary should be injected. It must generally be supplied by the engine, and this expends part of its power. An excess is much more hurtful by cooling the cylinder and piston too much, and therefore wasting steam during the next rise of the piston. But the determination of the proper quantity requires a knowledge, which we have not yet acquired, of the quantity of heat contained in the steam in a latent form. As much water must be injected as will absorb all this without rising near to the boiling temperature. But it is of much more importance to know how far we may cool the cylinder with advantage; that is, when will the loss of steam, during the next rise of the piston, compensate for the diminution of its elasticity during its present deficient? Our table of elasticities shows us, that by cooling the cylinder to 120°, we shall leave an elasticity equal to \( \frac{1}{3} \)th of the whole power of the engine; if we cool it to 140°, we leave an elasticity of \( \frac{1}{3} \)th; if we cool it to a blood-heat, we leave an elasticity of \( \frac{1}{4} \)th. It is extremely difficult to choose among these varieties. Experience, however, informs us, that the best engines are those which use the smallest quantities of injection water. We know an exceedingly good engine having a cylinder of 30 inches and a six-foot stroke, which works with something less than \( \frac{1}{2} \)th of a cubic foot of water at each injection; and we imagine that the quantity should be nearly in the proportion of the capacity of the cylinder. Desaguliers observed, that a very good engine, with a cylinder of 32 inches, worked with 300 inches of water at each injection, which does not much exceed \( \frac{1}{3} \)th of a cubic foot. Mr. Watt's observations, by means of the barometer, must have given him much valuable information in this particular, and we hope that he will not always withhold them from the public.

We have gone thus far in the examination, in order to ascertain the motion of the engine when loaded and balanced in any known manner, and in order to discover that proportion between the moving power and the load which will produce the greatest quantity of work. The result has been very unsatisfactory, because the computation of the returning stroke is acknowledged to be beyond our abilities. But it has given us the opportunity of directing the reader's attention to the leading circumstances in this inquiry. By knowing the internal state of the cylinder in machines of very different goodness, we learn the connection between the state of the steam and the performance of the machine; and it is very possible that the result of a full examination may be, that in situations where fuel is expensive, it may be proper to employ a weak steam which will expend less fuel, although less work is performed...
formed by it. We shall see this confirmed in the clear-

est manner in some particular employment of the new
engines invented by Watt and Boulton.

In the mean time, we see that the equation which
we gave from the celebrated Abbé Boffa is in every re-
spect erroneous even for the purpose which he had in
view. We also see that the equation which we substi-
tuted in its place, and which was intended for deter-
mizing that proportion between the counter weight and
the moving force, and the load which would render
the working stroke and returning stroke of equal dura-
tion, is also erroneous, because these two motions are ex-
tremely different in kind, the one being nearly uniform,
and the other nearly uniformly accelerated. This being
supposed true, it should follow that the counter weight
should be reduced to one half; and we have found
this to be very nearly true in some good engines which
we have examined.

We shall add but one observation more on this head.

The practical engineers have almost made it a maxim,
that the two motions are of equal duration. But
the only reason which we have heard for the maxim, is,
that it is awkward to see an engine go otherwise.
But we doubt exceedingly the truth of this maxim, and,
without being able to give any accurate determination,
we think that the engine will do more work if the work-
ing stroke be made shorter than the returning stroke.
Suppose the engine so constructed that they are made in
equal times; an addition to the counter weight will ac-
celerate the returning stroke and retard the working
stroke. But as the counter weight is but small in pro-
tion to the unbalanced portion of the atmospheric
preasure, which is the moving force of the machine.
it is evident that this addition to the counter weight must
bear a much greater proportion on the counter weight
than it does to the moving force, and must therefore ac-
celerate the returning stroke much more than it retards
the working stroke, and the time of both strokes taken
together must be diminished by this addition and the
performance of the machine improved; and this must
be the case as long as the machine is not extravagantly
loaded. The bell machine which we have seen, in re-
spect of performance, rivets a column of water whose
weight is very nearly a fourth of the pressure of the atmo-
sphere on the piston, making 11 strokes of six feet each per
minute, and the working stroke was almost twice as flow
as the other. This engine had worked pumps of 12
inches, which were changed for pumps of 14 inches, all
other things remaining the same. In its former state it
made from 12½ to 13½ strokes per minute, the working
stroke being considerably slower than the returning
stroke. The load was increased, by the change of the
pumps nearly in the proportion of 3 to 4. This had
retarded the working stroke; but the performance was
evidently increased in the proportion of 3 x 13 to 4 x 113
or of 39 to 44. About 300 pounds were added to the
counter weight, which increased the number of strokes
to more than 12 per minute. No sensible change could
be observed in the time of the working stroke. The
performance was therefore increased in the proportion of 39 to 48.
We have therefore no hesitation in saying, that
the nearly equality of the two strokes is a facsimile
of fancy. The engineer who observes the working
stroke to be slow, fears that his engine may be thought
feeble and unequal to its work; a similar notion has long
misled him in the construction of water-mills, especially
of over-shot mills; and, even now, he is submitting
with hesitation and fear to the daily corroboration of
experience.

It is needless to engage more deeply in scientific cal-
culations in a subject where so many of the data are so
imperfectly understood.

We venture to recommend as a maxim of con-struction
that the load (supposing always a large boiler and plentiful supply of
pure steam unmixed with air), that the load of work be
not less than 3 to 10 pounds for every square inch of the
piston, and the counter weight so proportioned that the
time of the returning stroke may not exceed 3/10 of that
square inch of the working stroke. A serious objection may
be made to this maxim, and it deferves mature consider-
ation. Such a load requires the utmost care of the
machine, that no admission be given to the common air;
and it precludes the possibility of its working in case
the growth of water, or deepening the pit, shall
make a greater load absolutely necessary. These consider-
ations must be left to the prudence of the engi-
neer. The maxim now recommended relates only to the belt
actual performance of the engine.

Before quitting this machine, it will not be amiss to
give some easy rules, founded by successful practice,
for computing its performance. These will enable any
artisan, who can go through simple calculations, to suit
the size of his engine to the task which it is to per-
f orm.

The circumstance on which the whole computation
must be founded is the quantity of water which must
be drawn in a minute and the depth of the mine; and the
performance which may be expected from a good
engine is at least 12 strokes per minute of six feet, working
against a column of water whose weight is equal to half of the atmospheric preasure on the fream-
piston, or rather to 7.64 pounds on every square inch of
its surface.

It is most convenient to eliminate the quantity of wa-
ter in cubic feet, or its weight in pounds, recollecting
that a cubic foot of water weighs 62 1/2 pounds. The
depth of the pit is usually reckoned in fathoms of six
feet, and the diameter of the cylinder and pump is usu-
ally reckoned in inches.

Let Q be the quantity of water to be drawn per
minute in cubic feet, and P the depth of the mine in
fathoms; Let E be the diameter of the cylinder, and p
that of the pump; and let us suppose the arms of the
beam to be of equal length.

11. To find the diameter of the pump, the area of
the piston in square feet is \( p^2 \times \frac{Q}{O.7854} \). The length
of the column drawn in one minute is 12 times 6 or 72
feet, and therefore its solid contents is \( p^2 \times \frac{72}{0.7854} \).

cubical feet, or \( p^2 \times 0.3927 \) cubical feet. This must be
equal to Q, therefore \( p^2 \) must be \( \frac{Q}{0.3927} \) or nearly
\( Q \times 2.5 \). Hence this practical rule: Multiply the
cubical feet of water which must be drawn in a minute by
2.5 and extract the square root of the product; this
will be the diameter of the pump in inches.

Thus suppose that 58 cubic feet must be drawn every
minute; 58 multiplied by 2.5 gives 145, of which the
square
2. To find the proper diameter of the cylinder.

The piston is to be loaded with 7,64 pounds on every square inch. This is equivalent to fix pounds on a circular inch very nearly. The weight of a cylinder of water an inch in diameter and a fathom in height is \( \frac{2}{3} \) pounds, or nearly two pounds. Hence it follows that \( c^2 \) must be made equal to \( 2fp^2 \), and that \( c^2 \) is equal to \( \frac{2fp^2 \text{in}}{p^2 \text{in}^2} \) or \( \frac{2f}{p} \).

Hence the following rule: Multiply the square of the diameter of the pump-piston (found as above) by the fathoms of lift, and divide the product by 3, the square root of the quotient is the diameter of the cylinder.

Suppose the pit to which the foregoing pump is to be applied is 24 fathoms deep; then \( \frac{24 \times 144}{3} \) gives 112, of which the square root is 34 inches very nearly.

This engine constructed with care will certainly do the work.

Whatever is the load of water proposed for the engine, let to be the pounds on every circular inch of the steam-piston, and make \( c^2 = \frac{p^2}{f} \), and the square root will be the diameter of the steam-piston in inches.

To free the practical engineer as much as possible from all trouble of calculation, we subjoin the following Table of Dimensions and Power of the Steam Engine, drawn up by Mr. Beighton in 1717, and fully verified by practice since that time. The measure is in English ale gallons of 282 cubic inches.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Diameter of cylinder in inches</th>
<th>1 1/40</th>
<th>2 1/20</th>
<th>3 1/40</th>
<th>4 1/40</th>
<th>5 1/40</th>
<th>6 1/40</th>
<th>7 1/40</th>
<th>8 1/40</th>
<th>9 1/40</th>
<th>10 1/20</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Water draws in one stroke</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In gallons</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lead</td>
<td>298</td>
<td>595</td>
<td>892</td>
<td>1189</td>
<td>1486</td>
<td>1783</td>
<td>2080</td>
<td>2377</td>
<td>2674</td>
<td>2971</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In weight</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In hogsheads</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>91</td>
<td>136</td>
<td>181</td>
<td>226</td>
<td>271</td>
<td>316</td>
<td>361</td>
<td>406</td>
<td>451</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In ton</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>109</td>
<td>145</td>
<td>181</td>
<td>218</td>
<td>254</td>
<td>290</td>
<td>326</td>
<td>362</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In quarts</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In gallons</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In bushels</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In weight</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In hogsheads</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In ton</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The first part of the table gives the size of the pump suitable to the growth of water. The second gives the size of the cylinder suitable to the load of water. If the depth is greater than any in this table, take its fourth part, and double the diameter of the cylinder. Thus if 150 hogsheads are to be drawn in an hour from the depth of 100 fathoms, the last column of part first gives for 149.40 a pump of 7 inches bore. In a line with this, under the depth of 50 yards, which is \( \frac{1}{4} \)th of 100 fathoms, we find 20.4, the double of which is 41 inches for the diameter of the cylinder.

It is almost impossible to give a general rule for strokes of different lengths, &c. but any one who professes the ability to erect an engine, should fully know as much arithmetic as will accommodate the rule now given to any length of stroke.

We venture to say, that no ordinary engineer can tell a priori the number per minute which an engine will give. We took 12 strokes of 3 feet each for a standard, which a careful engineer may easily accomplish, and which an employer has a right to expect, the engine being loaded with water to half the pressure of the atmosphere; if the load be less, there is some fault—a

an improper counter weight, or too little boiler, or leaks, &c. &c.

Such is the rate in which Newcomen's steam-engine had continued in use for 60 years neglected by the philosopher, although it is the most curious object which human ingenuity has yet offered to his contemplation, and abandoned to the efforts of the unlettered artisan.

Its use has entirely been confined to the raising of water.

Mr. Keane Fitzgerald indeed published in the Philosophical Transactions a method of converting its reciprocating motion into a continued rotatory motion by employing the great beam to work a crank or a train of wheel-work. As the real action of the machine is confined to its reciprocating action, it became necessary to connect with the crank or wheel a heavy large and heavy fly, which should accumulate in itself the whole pressure of the machine during its time of action, and therefore continue in motion, and urge forward the working machinery while the steam engine was going through its inactive returning stroke. This will be the case, provided that the resistance exerted by the working machine during the whole period of the working and returning stroke of the steam-engine, together with
with the friction of both, does not exceed the whole
prefire exerted by the steam-engine during its working
stroke; and provided that the momentum of the
fly, arising from its great weight and velocity, be very
great, so that the resistence of the work, during one
returning stroke of the steam-engine do not make any very
sensible diminution of the velocity of the fly. This is evi-
dently possible and easy. The fly may be made of any
magnitude; and being exactly balanced round its axis,
it will soon acquire any velocity consistent with the mo-
tion of the steam-engine. During the working stroke
of the engine it is uniformly accelerated, and by its ac-
quired momentum it produces in the beam the move-
ment of the returning stroke; but in doing this, its mo-
mentum is shared with the inert matter of the steam-
gine, and consequently its velocity diminished, but not
entirely taken away. The next working stroke there-
fore, by pressing on it afresh, increases its remaining
velocity by a quantity nearly equal to the whole that it
acquired during the first stroke. We say nearly, but
not quite equal, because the time of the second working
stroke must be shorter than that of the first, on account
of the velocity already in the machine. In this manner
the fly will be more and more accelerated every succe-
seding stroke, because the prefire of the engine during
the working stroke does more than restore to the fly the
momentum which it lost in producing the returning
movement of the steam-engine. Now suppose the
working part of the machine to be added. The acce-
seration of the fly during each working stroke of the
steam-engine will be less than it was before, because the
impelling prefire is now partly employed in driving the
working machine, and because the fly will lose more of
its momentum during the returning stroke of the steam-
engine, part of it being expended in driving the work-
ing machine. It is evident, therefore, that a time will
come when the successive augmentation of the fly's veloc-
ity will cease; for, on the one hand, the continual ac-
celeration diminishes the time of the next working
stroke, and therefore the time of action of the accelerat-
ing power. The acceleration must diminish in the fame propor-
tion; and on the other hand, the resistence of the
working machine generally, though not always, increa-
ses with its velocity. The acceleration ceases whenever the
addition made to the momentum of the fly during a
working stroke of the steam-engine is just equal to what it
loses by driving the machine, and by producing the
returning movement of the steam-engine.

This must be acknowledged to be a very important
addition to the engine, and though sufficiently obvious,
it is ingenious, and requires considerable skill and ad-
dress to make it effective (8). The movement of the work-
ing machine, or mill of whatever kind, must be in some degree hobbling or
unequal. But this may be made quite insensible, by mak-
ing the fly exceedingly large, and disposing the great-
part of its weight in the rim. By these means its mo-
mentum may be made so great, that the whole force
required for driving the mill and producing the return-
ing movement of the engine may bear a very small
proportion to it. The diminution of its velocity will
then be very trifling.

No counter weight is necessary here, because the re-
turning movement is produced by the inertia of the
fly. A counter weight may, however, be employed, and
should be employed, viz. as much as will produce the
returning movement of the steam-engine. It will
do this better than the same force accumulated in the
fly; for this force must be accumulated in the fly by
the intervention of rubbing parts, by which some of it
is lost; and it must be afterwards returned to the en-
gine with a similar loss. But, for the same reason, it
would be improper to make the counter weight also
able to drive the mill during the returning stroke.

By this contrivance Mr. Fitzgerald hoped to render
the steam-engine of most extensive use; and he, or others
associated with him, obtained a patent excluding all
others from employing the steam-engine for turning a
 crank. They also published proposals for erecting mills
of all kinds driven by steam-engines, and stated very
fairly their powers and their advantages. But their
proposals do not seem to have acquired the confidence of
the public; for we do not know of any mill ever having
been erected under this patent.

The great obstacle to this extensive use of the steam. The great engine is the prodigious expense of fuel. An engine
having a cylinder of four feet diameter, working night
and day, consumes about 3400 chaldron (London) of
good coals in a year.

This circumstance limits the use of steam-engines ex-
cedingly. To draw water from coal-pits, where they use of
can be worked with unfeasible small coal, they are of steam-en-
universal employment: also for valuable mines, for gins,
supplying a great and wealthy city with water, and a
few other purposes where a great expense can be borne,
they are very proper engines; but in a thousand cafes
where their unlimited powers might be vastly service-
able, the enormous expenses of fuel completely excludes
them. We cannot doubt but that the attention of engi-
ers was much directed to every thing that could pro-
mote a diminution of this expense. Every one had his
particular notion for the construction of his furnace,
and some were undoubtedly more successful than others.
But science was not yet sufficiently advanced: It was not
till Dr. Black had made his beautiful discovery of latent
heat, that we could know the intimate relation between
the heat expended in boiling off a quantity of water
and the quantity of steam that is produced.

(b) We do not recollect at present the date of this proposal of Mr. Fitzgerald; but in 1781 the Abbé Arnal,
canon of Alais in Languedoc, entertained a thought of the same kind, and proposed it for working lighters
in the inland navigations; a scheme which has been thought practicable by many ingenious men. His
brother, a major of engineers in the Austrian service, has carried the thing much farther, and applied it to manu-
factures; and the Æalic Chamber of mines at Vienna has patronized the project: (See Journal Encyclopédique,
1781). But these schemes are long posterior to Mr. Fitzgerald's patent, and are even later than the erection of
several machines driven by steam-engines which have been erected by Mefîra Watt and Boulton. We think it
our duty to state these particulars, because it is very usual for one man to assume the credit of another's inven-
tions.

5 D Much
Much about the time of this discovery, viz. 1763, Mr James Watt, established in Glasgow in the commercial line, was amusing himself with repairing a working model of the steam-engine which belonged to the philosophical apparatus of the university. Mr Watt was a person of a truly philosophical mind, eminently conversant in all branches of natural knowledge, and the pupil and intimate friend of Dr Black. In the course of the abovementioned amusement many curious facts in the production of steam occurred to him; and among others, that remarkable fact which is always appealed to by Dr Black as the proof of the immense quantity of heat which is contained in a very minute quantity of water in the form of elastic steam. When a quantity of water is heated several degrees above the boiling point in a close digester, if a hole be opened, the steam rushes out with prodigious violence, and the heat of the remaining water is reduced, in the course of three or four seconds, to the boiling temperature. The water of the steam which has issued amounts only to a very few drops; and yet these have carried off with them the whole excess of heat from the water in the digester.

Since then a certain quantity of steam contains so great a quantity of heat, it must expend a great quantity of fuel; and no construction of furnace can prevent this. Mr Watt therefore set his intention to work to discover methods of hubbarding this heat. The cylinder of his little model was heated almost in an instant, so that it could not be touched by the hand. It could not be otherwise, because it condensed the vapour by abstracting its heat. But all the heat thus communicated to the cylinder, and wasted by it on surrounding bodies, contributed nothing to the performance of the engine, and must be taken away at every injection, and again communicated and wasted. Mr Watt quickly understood the whole process which was going on within the cylinder, and which we have considered so minutely, and saw that a very considerable portion of the steam must be wasted in warming the cylinder. His first attempts were made to ascertain how much was thus wasted, and he found that it was not less than three or four times as much as would fill the cylinder and work the engine. He attempted to diminish this waste by using wooden cylinders. But though this produced a sensible diminution of the waste, other reasons forced him to give them up. He then cast his metal cylinders in a wooden case with light wood ashes between. By this, and using no more injection than was absolutely necessary for the condensation, he reduced the waste almost one half. But by using so small a quantity of cold water, the inside of the cylinder was hardly brought below the boiling temperature; and there consequently remained in it a steam of very considerable elasticity, which robbed the engine of a proportional part of the atmospheric pressure. He saw that this was unavoidable as long as the condensation was performed in the cylinder. The thought struck him to attempt the condensation in another place. His first experiment was made in the simplest manner. A globular vessel communicated by means of a long pipe of one inch diameter with the bottom, of his little cylinder of four inches diameter and 30 inches long. This pipe had a stop cock, and the globe was immersed in a vessel of cold water. When the piston was at the top, and the cylinder filled with strong steam, he turned the cock. It was scarcely turned, nay he did not think it completely turned, when the tides of his cylinder (only strong tin plate) were crushed together like an empty bladder. This surprised and delighted him. A new cylinder was immediately made of brass sufficiently thick, and nicely bored. When the experiment was repeated with this cylinder, the condensation was so rapid, that he could not say that any time was expended in it. But the most valuable discovery was, that the vacuum in the cylinder was, as he hoped, almost perfect. Mr Watt found, that when he used water in the boiler purged of air by long boiling, nothing was so feebly inferior to the pressuire of the atmosphere on the piston could hinder it from coming quite down to the bottom of the cylinder. This alone was gaining a great deal, for in most engines the remaining elasticity of the steam was not less than a fifth of the atmospheric pressure, and therefore took away a fifth of the power of the engine.

Having gained this capital point, Mr Watt found many difficulties to struggle with before he could get the machine to continue its motion. The water produced from the condensed steam, and the air which was extracted from it, or which penetrated through unavoidable leaks, tended to accumulate in the condensing vessel, and could not be removed in any way similar to that adopted in Newcomen's engine. He took another method: He applied pumps to extract both, which were worked by the great beam. The convenience is easy to any good mechanic; only we must observe, that the piston of the water-pump must be under the surface of the water in the condenser, that the water may enter the pump by its own weight, because there is no atmospheric pressure there to force it in. We must also observe, that a considerable force is necessarily expended here, because, as there is but one stroke for raising the air, and this rarefaction must be nearly complete, the air-pump must be of large dimensions, and its piston must act against the whole preasure of the atmosphere. Mr Watt, however, found that this force could be easily spared from his machine, already so much improved in respect of power.

Thus has the steam engine received a very considerable improvement. The cylinder may be allowed to remain very hot; nay, boiling hot, and yet the condensation be completely performed. The only elastic steam that now remains is the small quantity in the pipe of communication. Even this small quantity Mr Watt at last got rid of, by admitting a small jet of cold water up this pipe to meet the steam in its passage to the condenser. This both cooled this part of the apparatus in a situation where it was not necessary to warm it again, and it quickened the condensation. He found at last that the small pipe of communication was of itself sufficiently large for the condensation, and that no separate vessel, under the name of condenser, was necessary. This circumstance shows the prodigious rapidity of the condensation. We may add, that unless this had been the case, his improvement would have vastly diminished; for a large condenser would have required a much larger air-pump, which would have expended much of the power of the engine. By these means the vacuum below the piston is greatly improved; for it will appear clear to any person who understands the subject, that as long as any part of the condenser is kept...
kept of a low temperature, it will abstract and condense the vapour from the warmer parts, till the whole acquires the elasticity corresponding to the coldest part. By the same means much of the wafer is prevented, because the cylinder is never cooled much below the boiling temperature. Many engines have been erected by Mr. Watt in this form, and their performance gave universal satisfaction.

We have contented ourselves with giving a very short description without a figure of this improved engine, because we imagine it to be of very great common observation, and because it is only a preparation for still greater improvements, which, when understood, will at the same time leave no part of this more simple form unexplained.

During the progress of these improvements Mr. Watt made many experiments on the quantity and density of the steam of boiling water. Tho' fully convinced him, that although he had greatly diminished the wafer of steam, a great deal yet remained, and that the steam expanded during the rise of the piston was at least three times more than what would fill the cylinder. The cause of this was very apparent. In the subsequent descent of the piston, covered with water much below the boiling temperature, the whole cylinder was necessarily cooled and exposed to the air. Mr. Watt's fertile genius immediately suggested to him the expedient of employing the elasticity of the steam from the boiler, to impel the piston down the cylinder, in place of the preponderating by the counter pressure of the atmosphere; and thus he restored the engine to its first principles, making it an engine really moved by steam. As this is a new epoch in its history, we shall improve particular in the description; at the same time still restricting ourselves to the essential circumstances, and avoiding every peculiarity which is to be found in the prodigious varieties which Mr. Watt has introduced into the machines which he has erected, every individual of which has been adapted to local circumstances, or diversified by the progress of Mr. Watt's improvements.

Let A (fig. 9.) represent the boiler. This has received great improvements from his complete acquaintance with the production of steam. In some of his engines the fuel has been placed in the middle of the water, surrounded by an iron or copper vessel, while the exterior boiler was made of wood, which transmits, and therefore wastes the heat very slowly. In others, the flame not only plays round the whole outside, as in common boilers, but also runs along several fins which are conducted through the middle of the water. By such contrivances the fire is applied to the water in a most extensive surface, and for a long time, so as to impart to it the greatest part of its heat. So skilfully was it applied in the Albion Mills, that although it was perhaps the largest engine in the kingdom, its unconsumed smoke was inferior to that of a very small brewhouse. In this second engine of Mr. Watt, the top of the cylinder is skirted by a strong metal plate g h, in the middle of which is a collar or boss of leather k l, formed in the usual manner of a jack-head pump, through which the piston rod P D, nicely turned and polished, can move up and down, without allowing any air to pass by its sides. From the dome of the boiler proceeds a large pipe B C I O Q, which, after reaching the cylinder with its horizontal part B C, defecdes parallel to its side, sending off two branches, viz. I M to the top of the cylinder, and O N to its bottom. At I is a puppet valve opening from below upwards. At L, immediately below this branch, there is a similar valve, also opening from below upwards. The pipe descends to Q, near the bottom of a large cistern e d f, filled with cold water constantly renewed. The pipe is then continued horizontally along the bottom of this cistern (but not in contact), and terminates at R in a large pump S T. The piston S R is clack valves opening upwards, and its rod S T, passing through a collar of leathers at T, is supported by a chain to a small arch head on the outer arm of the beam. There is a valve R in the bottom of this pump, as usual, which opens when pressed in the direction Q R, and acts against a contrary pressure. This pump delivers its contents into another pump X Y, by means of the small pipe t X, which proceeds from its top. This second pump has a valve at X, and a clack in its piston Z as usual, and the piston rod Z s is supported from another arm head on the outer arm of the beam. The two valves I and L are opened and shut by means of spanners and handles, which are put in motion by a plug frame, in the same manner as in Newcomen's engine.

Lastly, there may be observed a crooked pipe a b s, which enters the upright pipe laterally a little above Q s. This has a small jet hole at o, and the other end a, which is considerably under the surface of the water of the condensing cistern, is covered with a puppet valve w, whose long flack w rises above the water, and may be raised or lowered by hand or by the plug beam. The valves R and X and the clacks in the pistons S and Z are opened or shut by the pressures to which they are immediately exposed.

This figure is not an exact copy of any of Mr. Watt's engines, but has its parts so disposed that all may come distinctly into view, and exactly perform their various functions. It is drawn in its quiescent position, the outer end of the beam preponderating by the counter weight, and the piston P at the top of the cylinder, and the pistons S and Z in their lowest situations.

In this situation let us suppose that a vacuum is produced in all the space below the piston, the valve I being shut. It is evident that the valve R will also be shut, as also the valve w. Now let the valve I be opened. The steam from the boiler, as elastic as common air, will rush into the space above the piston, and will exert on it a pressure as great as that of the atmosphere. It will therefore press it down, raise the outer end of the beam, and cause it to perform the same work as an ordinary engine.

When the piston P has reached the bottom of the cylinder, the plug frame shuts the valve I, and opens L. By thus the communication is open between the top and bottom of the cylinder, and nothing hinders the steam which is above the piston from going along the passage M L O N. The piston is now equally affected on both sides by the steam, even though a part of it is continually condensed by the cylinder, and in the pipe I O Q s. Nothing therefore hinders the piston from being dragged up by the counter weight, which acts with its whole force, undiminished by any remaining unbalanced elasticity of steam.
Whenever the piston P arrives at the top of the cylinder, the valve L is shut by the plug frame, and the valves I and v are opened. All the space below the piston at this time occupied by the steam which came from the upper part of the cylinder. This being a little wasted by condensation, is not a quite balance for the pressure of the atmosphere. Therefore, during the ascent of the piston, the valve R was shut, and it remains so. When, therefore, the valve v is opened, the cold water of the cylinder must flow up through the hole o, and condense the steam. To this must be added the coldness of the whole pipe O Q S. As fast as it is condensed, its place is supplied by steam from the lower part of the cylinder. We have already remarked, that this successive condensation is accomplished with astonishing rapidity. In the mean time, steam from the boiler press on the upper surface of the piston. It must therefore descend as before, and the engines must perform a second working stroke.

In the mean time the injection water lies in the bottom of the pipe O Q R, heated to a considerable degree by the condensation of the steam; also a quantity of air has been disengaged from it and from the water in the boiler. How is this to be discharged?—This is the office of the pumps S T and X Y. The capacity of S T is very great in proportion to the space in which the air and water are lodged. When, therefore, the piston S has got to the top of its course, there must be a vacuum in the barrel of this pump, and the water and air must open the valve R and come into it. When the piston S comes down again in the next returning stroke, this water and air gets through the valve of the piston; and in the next working stroke they are discharged by the piston into the pump X Y, and raised by its piston. The air escapes at Y, and as much of the water as is necessary is delivered into the boiler by a small pipe V g to supply its wants. It is a matter of indifference whether the pistons S and Z rise with the outer, or inner end of the beam, but it is rather better that they rise with the inner end. They are otherwise drawn here, in order to detach them from the rest and show them more distinctly.

Such is Mr Watt's second engine. Let us examine its principles, that we may see the causes of its avowed and great superiority over the common engines.

We have already seen one ground of superiority, the full operation of the counter weight. We are authorized by careful examination to say, that in the common engines at least one half of the counter weight is expended in counteracting an unbalanced pressure of the air on the piston during its ascent. In many engines, which are not the worst, this extends to 2/3 of the whole pressure. This is evident from the examination of the engine at Montreals by Boulton. This makes a very great counter weight necessary, which exhausting a proportional part of the moving force.

But the great advantage of Mr Watt's form is the almost total annihilation of the waste of steam by condensation in the cylinder. The cylinder is always boiling hot, and therefore perfectly dry. This must be evident to any person who understands the subject. By the time Mr Watt had completed his improvements, his experiments on the production of steam had given him a pretty accurate knowledge of its density; and he found himself authorized to say, that the quantity of steam employed did not exceed twice as much as would fill the cylinder, so that not above one half was unavoidably wasted. But before he could bring the engine to this degree of perfection, he had many difficulties to overcome: He included the cylinder in an outer wooden case at a small distance from it. This diminished the expense of heat by communication to surrounding bodies. Sometimes he allowed the steam from the boiler to occupy this interval. This undoubtedly prevented all dissipation from the inner cylinder but in its turn it dissipated much heat by the outer case, and a very sensible condensation was observed between them. This has occasioned him to omit this circumstance in some of his best engines. We believe it was omitted in the Albion Mills.

The greatest difficulty was to make the great piston tight. The old and effectual method, by water lying on it, was inadmissible. He was therefore obliged to have his cylinders most nicely bored, perfectly cylindrical, and finely polished; and he made hundreds of trials of different soft substances for packing his piston, which should be tight without enormous friction, and which would long remain so, in a situation perfectly dry, and not almoft to burning.

After all that Mr Watt has done in this respect, he thinks that the greatest part of the waste of steam which he still perceives in his engines arises from the unavoidable escape by the sides of the piston during its descent.

But the fact is, that an engine of this construction, of the same dimensions with a common engine, making the same number of strokes of the same extent, does not consume above one fourth part of the fuel that is consumed by the best engines of the common form. It is due to a very fortunate circumstance, that the performance of the engine is not immediately destroyed, nor indeed sensibly diminished, by a small want of tightness in the piston. In the common engine, if air get in, in this way, it immediately puts a stop to the work; but although even a considerable quantity of steam get past the piston during its descent, the rapidity of condensation is such, that hardly any diminution of pressure can be observed, and the waste of steam is the only inconvenience.

Mr Watt's penetration soon discovered another most valuable property of this engine. When an engine of the common form is erected, the engineer must make an accurate estimate of the work to be performed, and must proportion his engine accordingly. He must be careful that it be fully able to execute its task; but its power must not exceed its load in any extravagant degree. This would produce a variation which is too rapid and which, being alternately in opposite directions, would occasion jolts which no building or machinery could withstand. Many engines have been shattered by the pumps drawing air, or a pump-rod breaking; by which accidents the steam-piston descends with such rapidity that every thing gives way. But in most operations of mining, the task of the engine increases, and it must be so constructed at first as to be able to bear this addition. It is very difficult to manage an engine that is much superior to its task; and the safest way is,
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Is, that it can always be exactly fitted to the load which happens to be on it.

But this new engine can at all times be exactly fitted (at least during the working stroke) to the load of work that then happens to be on it. We have only to administer steam of a proper elasticity. At the first erection the engine may be equal to twice its task, if the steam admitted above the cylinder be equal to that of common boiling water; but when once the ebulition is fairly commenced, and the whole air expelled from all parts of the apparatus, it is evident, that by damping the fire, steam of half this elasticity may be continually supplied, and the water will continue boiling although its temperature does not exceed 185° of Fahrenheit's thermometer. This appears by inspecting our table of vaporous elasticity, and affords another argument for rendering that table more accurate by new experiments. We hope that Mr. Watt will not withhold from the public the knowledge which he has acquired on this subject.

66 One inconvenience.

It may very possibly result from an accurate investigation, that it would be advisable to work our steam-engines with weak steam, and that the diminution of work may be more than compensated by the diminution of fuel. It is more probable indeed, that it is Mr. Watt's opinion, that the contrary is the case, and that it is much more economical to employ great heats. At any rate, the decision of this question is of great importance for improving the engine; and we see, in the mean time, that the engine can at all times be fitted so as to perform its task with a moderate and manageable motion, and that as the task increases we can increase the power of the engine.

67 Remedied in some degree.

But the method now proposed has a great inconvenience. While the steam is weaker than the atmosphere, there is an external force tending to squeeze in the sides and bottom of the boiler. This could not be resisted when the difference is considerable, and common air would rush in through every crevice of the boiler and soon choke the engine; it must therefore be given up.

But the same effect will be produced by diminishing the passage from the steam into the cylinder. For this purpose, the puppet valve by which the steam enters the cylinder was made in the form of a long taper spigot, and it was lodged in a cone of the same shape; consequently the passage could be enlarged or contracted at pleasure by the distance to which the inner cone was drawn up.

In this way several engines were constructed, and the general purpose of using the power of the engine to its task was completely answered; but (as the mathematical reader will readily perceive) it was extremely difficult to make this adjustment precise and constant. In a great machine like this, going by jerks, it was hardly possible that every successive motion of the valve should be precisely the same. This occasioned very sensible irregularities in the motion of the engine, which increased and became hazardous when the joints worked loose by long use.

68 But the remedy attended with some difficulties.

69 Which Mr. Watt's genius, always fertile in resources, found out a complete remedy for all those inconveniences.

Making the valve of the ordinary form of a puppet clack, he adjusted the button of its stalk or tail so that it should always open full to the same height. He then regulated the pins of the plug-frame, in such a manner that the valve should shut the moment that the piston had descended a certain proportion (suppose one-fourth, one-third, one-half, &c.) of the cylinder. So far the cylinder was occupied by steam as elastic as common air. In pressing the piston farther down, it behaved the steam to expand, and its elasticity to diminish. It is plain that this could be done in any degree we please, and that the adjustment can be varied in a minute, according to the exigency of the case, by moving the plug-pins.

In the mean time, it must be observed, that the pressure on the piston is continually changing, and consequently the accelerating force. The motion therefore will no longer be uniformly accelerated: it will approach much faster to uniformity; nay, it may be retarded, because although the pressure on the piston at the beginning of the stroke may exceed the resistance of the load, yet when the piston is near the bottom the resistance may exceed the pressure. Whatever may be the law by which the pressure on the piston varies, an ingenious mechanic may contrive the connecting machinery in such a way that the chains or rods at the outer end of the beam shall continually exert the same pressure, or shall vary their pressure according to any law he finds most convenient. It is in this manner that the watchmaker, by the form of the fuze, produces an equal pressure on the wheel-work by means of a very unequal action of the main-spring. In like manner, by making the outer arch heads portions of a proper spiral instead of a circle, we can regulate the force of the beam at pleasure.

Thus we see how much more manageable an engine is in this form than Newcomen's was, and also more easily investigated in respect of its power in its various positions. The knowledge of this last circumstance was of mighty consequence, and without it no notion could be formed of what it could perform. This suggested to Mr. Watt the use of the barometer communicating with the cylinder; and by the knowledge acquired by these means has the machine been so much improved by its ingenious inventor.

We must not omit in this place one deduction made by Mr. Watt from his observations, which may be called a discovery of great importance in the theory of the engine.

Let ABCD (fig. 10) represent a section of the cylinder of a steam-engine, and EF the surface of its piston. Let us suppose that the steam was admitted while EF was in contact with AB, and that as soon as it had pressed it down to the situation EF the steam cock is shut. The beam will continue to press it down, and as the steam expands its pressure diminishes. We give EF the power of performing work, and we may express its pressure (exerted all the while the piston moves from the situation AB to the situation EF) by the line EF. If we suppose the elasticity of the steam proportional to its density, as is nearly the case with air, we may express the pressure on the piston in any other position, such as KL or DC, by the line KL, and that the diminution of pressure is caused by the diminution of the area of the rectilinear form of which KL is the asymptotes, and K the centre. The accumulated pressure during the motion of the piston from EF to DC will be expressed by the area EFDE, and the pressure during the whole motion by the area AFBEDA.
Now it is well known that the area $\text{EF} \times \text{DE}$ is equal to $\text{ABFE}$ multiplied by the hyperbolic logarithm of $\frac{\text{AD}}{\text{AE'}} = L$. $\frac{\text{AD}}{\text{AE'}}$, and the whole area $\text{ABF}$ 

$\varepsilon \text{DA} = \text{ABFE} \times (1 + L \frac{\text{AD}}{\text{AE'}})$. 

Thus let the diameter of the piston be 2.4 inches, and the pressure of the atmosphere on a square inch be 14 pounds; the pressure on the piston is 6333 pounds. Let the whole stroke be 6 feet, and let the steam be flopped when the piston has descended 18 inches, or 1.5 feet. The hyperbolic logarithm of 1.5 is $1,3862943$. 

Therefore the accumulated pressure $\text{ABFE} \times (1 + L \frac{\text{AD}}{\text{AE'}})$, $= 6333 \times 2.4 \times 1.5$, $= 15114$ pounds. 

As few professional engineers are possessed of a table of hyperbolic logarithms, while tables of common logarithms are, or should be, in the hands of every person who is much engaged in mechanical calculations, let the following method be practised. Take the common logarithm of $\frac{\text{AD}}{\text{AE}}$, and multiply it by $2,3026$; the product is the hyperbolic logarithm of $\frac{\text{AD}}{\text{AE}}$. 

The accumulated pressure while the piston moves from $\text{AB}$ to $\text{EF}$ is $6333 \times 1$, or simply 6333 pounds. Therefore the steam while it expands into the whole cylinder adds a pressure of 8781 pounds. 

Suppose that the steam had got free admission during the whole descent of the piston, the accumulated pressure would have been $6333 \times 4$, or 25332 pounds. 

Here Mr. Watt observed a remarkable result. The steam expended in this case would have been four times greater than when it was flopped at 4 ft, and yet the accumulated pressure is not twice as great, being nearly 4.5 times. One fourth of the steam performs nearly 4ths of the work, and an equal quantity performs more than twice as much work when thus admitted during 4th of the motion. 

This is a curious and an important information, and the advantage of this method of working a steam-engine increases in proportion as the steam is sooner flopped; but the increase is not great after the steam is rareified four times. The curve approaches near to the axis, and small additions are made to the area. The expense of such great cylinders is considerable, and may sometimes compensate this advantage.

Let the steam be flopped at 

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$\frac{1}{4}$</th>
<th>$\frac{1}{2}$</th>
<th>$1$</th>
<th>$2$</th>
<th>$4$</th>
<th>$8$</th>
<th>$16$</th>
<th>$32$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>3.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It is very pleasing to observe so many unlooked-for advantages resulting from an improvement made with the sole view of lessening the waste of steam by condensation. While this purpose is gained, we learn how to husband the steam which is not thus wasted. The engine becomes more manageable, and is more easily adapted to every variation in its task, and all its powers are more easily computed.
proper to suspend its rod by a chain from the great beam; for it must not only pull down that end of the beam, but also pull it upwards. It may indeed be suspended by double chains like the pistons of the engines for extinguishing fires; and Mr. Watt has accordingly done so in some of his engines. But in his drawing from which this figure is copied, he has communicated the force of the piston to the beam by means of a toothed rack QQ on which engages or works in the toothed sector QQ on the end of the beam. The reader will understand, without any further explanation, how the impulse given to the piston in either direction is thus transmitted to the beam without diminution. The fly XX, with its pinion Y, which also works in the toothed arch QQ, may be supposed to be removed for the present, and will be considered afterwards.

We shall take the present opportunity of describing Mr. Watt's method of communicating the force of the steam-engine to any machine of the rotary kind. VV represents the rim and arms of a very large and heavy metallic fly. On its axis is the concentric toothed wheel wheel U. There is attached to the end of the great beam a strong and stiff rod TT, to the lower end of which a toothed wheel W is firmly fixed by two bolts, so that it cannot turn round. This wheel is of the same size and in the same vertical plane with the wheel U; and an iron link or strap (which cannot be seen here, because it is on the other side of the two wheels) connects the centres of the two wheels so that the one cannot quit the other. The engine being in the position represented in the figure, suppose the fly to be turned once round by any external force in the direction of the darts. It is plain, that since the toothed wheels cannot quit each other, being kept together by the link, the inner half (that is, the half next the cylinder) of the wheel U will work on the inner half of the wheel W, so that at the end of the revolution of the fly the wheel W must have got to the top of the wheel U, and the outer end of the beam must be raised to its highest position. The next revolution of the fly will bring the wheel W and the beam connected with it to their first positions; and thus every two revolutions of the fly will make a complete period of the beam's reciprocating movements. Now, instead of supposing the fly to drive the beam, let the beam drive the fly. The motions must be perfectly the same, and the ascent or descent of the piston will produce one revolution of the fly.

A side view of this apparatus is given in fig. 12. marked by the same letters of reference. This shows the situation of parts which were fore-shortened in fig. 11. particularly the defending branch C of the steam pipe, and the situation and communications of the two pumps K and L. 8, 8 is the horizontal part of the steam pipe. 9 is a part of it whose base is represented by the dark circle of fig. 11. D is the box of the steam clack, and the little circle at its corner represents the end of the axis which turns it, as will be described afterwards. N is the place of the upper eduction valve. A part only of the upper eduction-pipe G is represented, the rest being cut off, because it would have covered the defending steam pipe CC. When continued down, it comes between the eye and the box E of the lower steam valve, and the box F of the lower eduction-valve.

Let us now trace the operation of this machine through all its steps. Recurring to fig. 11, let us suppose that the lower part of the cylinder BB is exhausted of all elastic fluids; that the upper steam valve D and the lower eduction valve F are open, and that the lower steam valve E and upper eduction valve N are shut. It is evident that the piston must be pressed toward the bottom of the cylinder, and must pull down the end of the working beam by means of the toothed rack OO and sector QQ, causing the other end of the beam to urge forward the machinery with which it is connected. When the piston arrives at the bottom of the cylinder, the valves D and E are shut by the plug frame, and E and N are opened. By this last passage the steam gets into the eduction-pipe, where it meets with the injection water, and is rapidly condensed. The steam from the boiler enters at the same time by E, and pressing on the lower side of the piston, forces it upwards, and by means of the toothed rack OO and toothed sector QQ forces up that end of the working beam, and causes the other end to urge forward the machinery with which it is connected; and in this manner the operation of the engine may be continued for ever.

The injection water is continually running into the eduction-pipe, because condensation is constantly going on, and therefore there is a continual atmospheric pressure to produce a jet. The air which is disengaged from the water, or enters by leaks, is evacuated only during the rise of the piston of the air-pump K. When this is very copious, it renders a very large air-pump necessary; and in some situations Mr. Watt has been obliged to employ two air-pumps, one worked by each arm of the beam. This in every case expends a very considerable portion of the power, for the air-pump is always working against the whole pressure of the atmosphere.

It is evident that this form of the engine, by maintaining an almost constant and uninterrupted impulse, is much fitter for driving any machinery of continued motion than any of the former engines, which were inactive during half of their motion. It does not, however, seem to have this superiority when employed to draw water: But it is equally fitted for this task. Let the engine be loaded with twice as much as would be proper for it if a single stroke engine, and let a fly be connected with it. Then it is plain that the power of the engine during the rise of the steam piston will be accumulated in the fly; and this, in conjunction with the power of the engine during the descent of the steam piston, will be equal to the whole load of water.

In speaking of the steam and eduction valves, we said that they were all puppet valves. Mr. Watt employed cocks, and also sliding valves, such as the regulator or steam-valves of the old engines. But he found them always lose their tightness after a short time. This is not surprising, when we consider that they are always perfectly dry, and almost burning hot. He was therefore obliged to change them all for puppet clacks, which, when truly ground and nicely fitted in their motions at first, are not found to go out of order by any length of time. Other engineers now universally use them in the old form of the steam-engine, without the same reasons, and merely by servile and ignorant imitation.

The way in which Mr. Watt opens and shuts these valves is as follows. Fig. 13. represents a clack with its...
its seat and box. Suppose it one of the elevation valves. HH is part of the pipe which introduces the steam, and GG is the upper part of the pipe which communicates with the condenser. At EE may be observed a piece more faintly shaded than the surrounding parts. This is the seat of the valve, and is a brass or bell-metal ring turned conical on the outside, so as to fit exactly into a conical part of the pipe G G. These two pieces are fitted by grinding, and the cone being of a long taper, the ring clings firmly in it, especially after having been there for some time and united by rust. The clack itself is a strong brass plate D, turned conical on the edge, so as to fit the conical or sloping inner edge of the seat. These are very nicely ground on each other with emery. This conical joining is much more obtuse than the outer side of the ring; so that although the joint is air-tight, the two pieces do not stick strongly together. The clack has a round tail D G, which is freely moveable up and down in the hole of a cross piece F F. On the upper side of the valve is a strong piece of metal D C firmly joined to it, one side of which is formed into a toothed rack. A is the section of an iron axle which turns in holes in the opposite sides of the valve-box, where it is nicely fitted by grinding, so as to be air-tight. Collars of thick leather, well soaked in melted tallow and rotten, are screwed on the outside of these holes to prevent all ingress of air. One end of this axis projects a good way without the box, and carries a spanner or handle, which is moved by the plug-frame. To this axis is fixed a strong piece of metal B, the edge of which is formed into an arch of a circle having the axis A in its centre, and is cut into teeth, which work in the teeth of the rack D C. K is a cover which is fixed by screws to the top of the box H J H, and may be taken off in order to get at the valve when it needs repairs.

From this description it is easy to see that by turning the handle which is on the axis A, the sector B will lift up the valve by means of its toothed rack D C, till the upper end of the rack touches the knob or button K. Turning the handle in the opposite direction brings the valve down again to its seat.

This valve is extremely tight. But in order to open it for the passage of the steam, we must exert a force equal to the pressure of the atmosphere. This in a large engine is a very great weight. A valve of six inches diameter sustains a pressure not less than 400 pounds. But this force is quite momentary, and hardly impedes the motion of the engine; for the infant the valve is detached from its seat, although it has not moved the 100th part of an inch, the pressure is over. Even this little inconvenience has been removed by a delicate thought of Mr Watt. He has put the spanner in such a position when it begins to raise the valve, that its mechanical energy is almost infinitely great. Let Q R (fig. 14) be part of the plug frame descending, and P one of its pins just going to lay hold of the spanner N O movable round the axis N. On the same axis is another arm N M connected by a joint with the leader ML which is connected also by a joint with the spanner L A that is on the axis A of the sector within the valve-box. Therefore when the pin P pushes down the spanner N O, the arm N M moves sidewise and pulls down the spanner L A, by means of the connecting rod. Things are so disposed, that when the cock is shut, L M and M N are in one straight line. The intelligent mechanic will perceive that, in this position, the force of the lever O N M is insuperable. It has this further advantage, that if any thing should tend to force open the valve, it would be infinitely far no force exerted at A, and transmitted by the rod L M, can possibly pull the joint M out of its position. Of such importance is it to practical mechanics, that its professors should be persons of penetration as well as knowledge. Yet this circumstance unheeded by hundreds who have servilely copied from Mr Watt, as may be seen in every engine that is puffed on the public as a discovery and an improvement. When these puppet valves have been introduced into the common engine, we have not seen one instance where this has been attended to; certainly because its utility has not been observed: and there is one situation where it is of more consequence than in Mr Watt's engine, viz. in the injection-cock. Here the valve is drawn back into a box, where the water is so awkwardly disposed that it can hardly get out of its way, and where the pressure even exceeds that of the atmosphere. Indeed this particular substitution of the button-valve for the cock is most injudicious.

We postponed any account of the office of the fly X X (fig. 11.) until it was not of use in a common engine regulated by the fly V V. The fly X X is only for regulating the reciprocating motion of the beam when the steam is not admitted during the whole descent of the piston. This it evidently must render more uniform, accumulating a momentum equal to the whole pressure of the full supply of steam, and then sharing it with the beam during the rest of the descent of the piston.

When a person properly skilled in mechanics and chemistry reviews these different forms of Mr Watt's steam-engine, he will easily perceive them susceptible of many intermediate forms, in which any one or more of the distinguishing improvements may be employed. The first great improvement was the condensation in a separate vessel. This increased the original powers of the engine, giving to the atmospheric pressure and to the counter weight their full energy; at the same time the waste of steam is greatly diminished. The next improvement by employing the pressure of the steam instead of that of the atmosphere, was only at a still further diminution of the waste; but was so full in advantages, rendering the machine more manageable, and particularly enabling us at all times, and without trouble, to fuit the power of the engine to its load of work, however variable and increasing; and brought into view a very interesting proposition in the mechanical theory of the engine, viz. that the whole performance of a given quantity of steam may be augmented by admitting it into the cylinder only during a part of the piston's motion. Mr Watt has varied the application of this proposition in a thousand ways; and there is nothing about the machine which gives more employment to the sagacity and judgment of the engineer. The third improvement of the double impulse may be considered as the finishing touch given to the engine, and renders it as uniform in its action as any water-wheel. In the engine in its most perfect form there does not seem to be above one-fourth of the steam wasted by warming the apparatus; so that it is not possible to make it one-fourth part more powerful than it is at present. The only thing that seems susceptible of considerable improvement
Steam-Engine.

The only improvement now wanting is to strengthen the great beam.

The enormous strains exerted on its arms require a proportional strength. This requires a vast mass of matter, not less indeed in an engine with a cylinder of 34 inches than three tons and a half, moving with the velocity of three feet in a second, which must be communicated in about half a second. This mass must be brought into motion from a plate of reef, must again be brought to reef, again into motion, and again to reef, to complete the period of a stroke.

This consumes much power; and Mr Watt has not been able to load an engine with more than 10 or 11 pounds on the inch and prefer a sufficient quantity of motion, so as to make 12 or 15 six-feet strokes in a second. Many attempts have been made to lessen this mass by using a light framed wheel, or a light frame of carpentry, in place of a solid beam. These have generally been contrived by persons ignorant of the true scientific principles of carpentry, and have failed accordingly. Mr Watt has made similar attempts; but found, that although at first they were abundantly strong, yet after a short time's employment the flaps and bolts with which the wooden parts were connected cut their way into the wood, and the framing grew loose in the joints, and, without giving any warning, went to pieces in an instant. A solid malleable beam, of sufficient strength, bends, and sufficiently complais (as the carpenters express it), before it breaks. In all great engines, therefore, such only are employed, and in smaller engines he sometimes uses cast-iron wheels or pulleys; nay, he frequently uses no beam or equivalent whatever, but employs the steam piston-rod to drive the machinery to which the engine is applied.

We premise that our thinking readers will not be displeased with this rational history of the progress of this engine in the hands of its ingenious and worthy inventor. We owe it to the communications of a friend, well acquainted with him, and able to judge of his merits. The public see him always associated with the no less celebrated mechanic and philosopher Mr Boulton of Soho near Birmingham (see Soho). They have shared the royal patent from the beginning; and the alliance is equally honourable to both.

The advantages derived from the patent-right flew both the superiority of the engine and the liberal minds of the proprietors. They erect the engines at the expense of the employers, or give working drafts of all the parts, with instructions, by which any resident engineer may execute the work. The employers select the best engine of the ordinary kind in the kingdom, compare the quantities of fuel expended by each, and pay to Meif's Watt and Boulton one-third of the annual savings for a certain term of years. By this the patentees are excited to do their utmost to make the engine perfect; and the employer pays in proportion to the advantage he derives from it.

It may not be here improper to state the actual performance of some of these engines, as they have been ascertained by experiment.

An engine having a cylinder of 31 inches in diameter, and making 17 double strokes per minute, performs the work of forty horses working night and day (for which three relays or 120 horses must be kept), and burns 11,000 pounds of Staffordshire coal per day. A cylinder of 19 inches, making 25 strokes of 4 feet each per minute, performs the work of 12 horses working contemporaneously, and burns 3,700 pounds of coal, per day.

Proposed to drain the Haerlem Meer by the steam-engine.
of its principle, and have more than once pointed out the real improvements, that they may be firmly fixed and always ready in the mind. By having recourse to them, the reader may pronounce with confidence on the merits of any new construction, and will not be deceived by the puff of an ignorant or dishonest engineer.

We must except from this general criticism a construction by Mr Jonathan Hornblower near Bristol, on account of its singularity, and the ingenuity and real skill which appears in some particulars of its construction. The following short description will sufficiently explain its principle, and enable our readers to appreciate its merit.

A and B (fig. 15.) represent two cylinders, of which A is the largest. A piston moves in each, having their rods C and D moving through collars at E and F. These cylinders may be supplied with steam from the boiler by means of the square pipe G, which has a flanch to connect it with the rest of the steam-pipe. This square part is represented as branching off to both cylinders. c and d are two cocks, which have handles and turnbroers as usual, worked by the plug-beam W.

On the fore-side (that is, the side next the eye) of the cylinders is represented another communicating pipe, whose section is also square or rectangular, having also two cocks a and b. The pipe Y, immediately under the cock b, establishes a communication between the upper and lower parts of the small cylinder B, by opening the cock b. There is a similar pipe on the other side of the cylinder A, immediately under the cock d. When the cocks c and a are open, and the cocks b and d are shut, the steam from the boiler has free admission into the upper part of the cylinder B, and the steam from the lower part of B has free admission into the upper part of A; but the upper part of each cylinder has no communication with its lower part.

From the bottom of the great cylinder proceeds the admission-pipe K, having a valve at its opening into the cylinder, which bends downwards, and is connected with the conical condenser L (c). The condenser is fixed on a hollow box M, on which stand the pumps N and O for extracing the air and water, which last runs along the trough T into a cistern U, from which it is raised by the pump V for recruiting the boiler, being already nearly boiling hot. Immediately under the condenser there is a figet valve at S, over which is a small jet pipe, reaching to the bend of the eduction-pipe. The whole of the condensing apparatus is contained in a cistern R of cold water. A small pipe P comes from the side of the condenser, and terminates on the bottom of the trough T, and there covered with a valve Q, which is kept tight by the water that is always running over it. Lastly, the pump-rods X cause the outer end of the beam to preponderate, so that the quickest position of the beam is that represented in the figure, the pistons being at the top of the cylinders.

Suppose all the cocks open, and steam coming in copiously from the boiler, and no condensation going on in L; the steam must drive out all the air, and at last follow it through the valve Q. Now shut the valves b and d, and open the valve S of the condenser. The condensation will immediately commence. There is now no preasure on the under side of the piston of A, and it immediately descends. The communication between the lower part of B and the upper part of A being open, the steam will go from B into the space left by the piston of A. It must therefore expand, and its elasticity must diminish, and will no longer balance the pressure of the steam above the piston of B. This piston therefore, if not with-held by the beam, would descend till it is in equilibrio, having steam of equal density above and below it. But it cannot descend so far; for the cylinder A is wider than B, and the arm of the beam at which its piston hangs is longer than the arm which supports the piston of B: therefore when the piston of B has descended as far as the beam will permit it, the steam between the two pistons occupies a larger space than it did when both pistons were at the tops of their cylinders. Its density, therefore, and its elasticity, diminish as its bulk increases. It is therefore not a balance; for the steam on the upper side of B, and the piston B, pull at the beam with all the difference of these pressures. The slightest view of the subject must show the reader, that as the pistons descend, the steam that is between them will grow continually rarer and less elastic, and that both pistons will pull the beam downwards.

Suppose now that each has reached the bottom of its cylinder. Shut the cock a and the aduction cock at the bottom of A, and open the cocks b and d. The communication being now established between the upper and lower part of each cylinder, nothing hinders the counter weight from raising the pistons to the top. Let them arrive there. The cylinder B is at this time filled with steam of the ordinary density, and the cylinder A with an equal absolute quantity of steam, but expanded into a larger space.

Shut the cocks b and d, and open the cock a, and the aduction cock at the bottom of A; the condensation will again operate, and the pistons descend. And thus, the operation may be repeated as long as steam is supplied; and one full of the cylinder B of ordinary steam is expended during each working stir. ke.

Let us now examine the power of this engine. It is evident, that when both pistons are at the top of their respective cylinders, the active pressure (that is, the difference of the pressure on its two sides) on the piston of B is nothing, while that on the piston of A is equal to the full pressure of the atmosphere on its area. This, multiplied by the length of the arm by which it is supported, gives its mechanical energy. As the pistons descend, the pressure on the piston of B increases, while that on the piston of A diminishes. When b-th are at the bottom, the pressure on the piston of B is at its maximum, and that on the piston of A at its minimum.

Mr Hornblower saw that this must be a beneficial employment of steam, and preferable to the practice of condensing it while its full elasticity remained; but he has not considered it with the attention necessary for ascertaining the advantage with precision.

Let a and b represent the areas of the pistons of A and...
and B, and let \( x \) and \( \beta \) be the lengths of the arms by which they are supported. It is evident, that when both pistons have arrived at the bottoms of their cylinders, the capacities of the cylinders are as \( x \) and \( \beta \).

Let this be the ratio of \( m \) to \( n \). Let \( g b k \) (fig. 16) and \( l m n \) be two cylinders of equal length, communicating with each other, and fitted with a piston-rod \( qr \), on which are fixed two pistons \( a a \) and \( b b \), whose areas are as \( m \) and \( n \). Let the distance between the pistons be precisely equal to the height of each cylinder, which height we shall call \( h \). Let \( x \) be the space \( g b \) or \( b a \), through which the pistons have descended. Let the upper cylinder communicate with the boiler, and the lower cylinder with the condenser or vacuum \( V \).

Any person in the least conversant in mechanics and pneumatics will clearly see that the strain or pressure on the piston-rod \( pq \) is precisely the same with the united energies of the two piston rods of Mr. Hornblower’s engine, by which they tend to turn the working beam round its axis.

The base of the upper cylinder being \( b \), and its height \( b \), its capacity or bulk is \( h b \) or \( b h \); and this expresses the natural bulk of the steam which formerly filled it, and is now expanded into the space \( b l a m l b \). The part \( b b b \) is plainly \( b - x \), and the part \( la am \) is \( m - x \). The whole space therefore is \( m + b - x \),

\[ = b + m - x \text{ or } b + m - 1 \times \]

Therefore the density of the steam between the pistons is

\[ \frac{b}{b + m - 1} \]

Let \( p \) be the downward pressure of the steam from the boiler on the upper piston \( b b \). This piston is also pressed up with a force \( \frac{p}{b + m - 1} \) by the steam between the pistons. It is therefore, on the whole,

\[ \text{pressed downward with a force } = p \left( \frac{1}{b + m - 1} \right) \times \]

The lower piston \( a a \), having a vacuum below it, is pressed downwards with a force \( \frac{mb}{b + m - 1} \times \). Therefore the whole pressure on the piston rod downwards is

\[ = \frac{p}{b + m - 1} \times \left( 1 + \frac{mb}{b + m - 1} \right) = \frac{p}{b + m - 1} + \frac{pmb}{b + m - 1} \times \]

This then is the momentary pressure on the piston rod corresponding to its descent \( x \) from its highest position. When the pistons are in their highest position, this pressure is equal to \( mb \). When they are in their lowest position, it is \( \frac{2mb}{b + m - 1} \). Herefore there is an accessional power. In the beginning the pressure is greater than on a single piston in the proportion of \( m \) to \( 1 \); and at the end of the stroke, where the pressure is weakest, it is still much greater than the pressure on a single piston. Thus, if \( m \) be 4, the pressure at the beginning of the stroke is \( 4p \), and at the end it is \( \frac{7}{4} p \), almost double, and in all intermediate positions it is greater. It is worth while to obtain the sum total of all the accumulated pressures, that we may compute it with the constant pressure on a single piston.

We may do this by considering the momentary pressure \( \frac{p}{h} + \frac{p}{b} \), as equal to the ordinate \( GF \),

\[ = \frac{p}{h} + \frac{p}{b} \]

H \( b \), or \( Mc \), of a curve \( F b c \) (fig. 10), which has for its axis the line \( GM \) equal to \( b \) the height of our cylinder. Call this ordinate \( y \). We have \( y = \frac{p}{h} + \frac{p}{b} \), and \( y - p = \frac{p}{h} \). Now it is plain that

\[ = \frac{p}{b} \]

is the ordinate of an equilateral hyperbola,

\[ = \frac{m - 1}{m} \times \]

of which \( p \) is the power or rectangle of the ordinate and absciss, and of which the absciss reckoned from the centre is \( \frac{b}{m - 1} \). Therefore make \( GE = p \), and draw \( DE A \) parallel to \( MG \), and make \( E A = \frac{GM}{m - 1} \)

equal to \( B \). The curve \( F b c \) is an equilateral hyperbola, having \( A \) for its centre and \( A D \) for its asymptote.

Draw the other asymptote \( AB \), and its ordinate \( FB \). Since the power of the hyperbola is \( \frac{pp}{b} = GEDM \) (for \( GE = p \), and \( GM = b \)); and since all the inscribed rectangles, such as \( AEFB \), are equal to \( p \), it follows that \( AEFB \) is equal to \( GEDM \), and that the area \( ABFD \) is equal to the area \( GFEM \), which expresses the accumulated pressure in Hornblower’s engine.

We can now compute the accumulated pressure very easily. It is evidently \( p \times (1 + \frac{L \times AD}{AE}) \).

The intelligent reader cannot but observe that this is the accumulated pressure with the accumulated pressure of a mulated quantity of steam admitted in the beginning, and flopped in Mr. Watt’s method, when the piston has descended through the middle part of the cylinder. In considering Mr. Hornblower’s engine, the thing was presented in so different a form that we did not perceive the analogy at first, and we were surprised at the result. We could not help even regretting it, because it had the appearance of a new principle and an improvement; and we doubt not but that it appeared so to the ingenious author; for we have had such proofs of his liberality of mind as permit us not to suppose that he faw it from the beginning, and availed himself of the difficulty of tracing the analogy. And as the thing may mislead others in the same way, we have done a service to the public by showing that this engine, so costly and so difficult in its construction, is no way superior in power to Mr. Watt’s simple method of dropping the steam. It is even inferior, because there must be a condensation in the communicating passages. We may add, that if the condensation is performed in the cylinder \( A \), which it must be unless with the permission of Watt and Boulton, the engine cannot be much superior to a common engine; for much of the steam from below \( B \) will be condensed between the pistons by the coldness of the cylinder \( A \); and this diminishes the
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"downward pressure on A more than it increases the downward pressure on B. We learn however that, by confining the condensation to a small part of the cylinder A, Mr. Hornblower has erected engines clear of Mr. Watt's patent, which are considerably superior to Newcomen's: for he has Mr. Symington.

"We said that there was much ingenuity and real skill observable in many particulars of this engine. The disposition and connection of the cylinders, and the whole condensing apparatus, are contrived with peculiar neatness. The cocks are very ingenious; they are composited of two flat circular plates ground very true to each other, and one of them turns round on a pin through their centres; each is pierced with three sectoral apertures, exactly corresponding with each other, and occupying a little less than one half of their surfaces. By turning the moveable plate so that the apertures coincide, a large passage is opened for the steam; and by turning it so that the solid of the one covers the aperture of the other, the cock is shut. Such regulators are now very common in the cast iron flues for warming rooms.

Mr. Hornblower's contrivance for making the collars for the piston rods air-tight is also uncommonly ingenious: This collar is in fact two, at a small distance from each other. A small pipe, branching off from the main steam-pipe, communicates with the space between the collars. This steam, being a little stronger than the pressure of the atmosphere, effectually hinders the air from penetrating by the upper collar; and though a little steam should get through the lower collar into the cylinder A, it can do no harm. We see many cases in which this pretty contrivance may be of signal service.

But it is in the framing of the great working beam that Mr. Hornblower's scientific knowledge is most conspicuous; and we have no hesitation in affirming that it is stronger than a beam of the common form, and containing twenty times its quantity of timber. There is hardly a part of it exposed to a transverse strain, if we except the strain of the pump V on the bucket by which it is worked. Every piece is either pushed or pulled in the direction of its length. We only fear that the bolts which connect the upper beam with the two iron bars under its ends will work loose in their holes, and tear out the wood which lies between them. We would propose to substitute an iron bar for the whole of this upper beam. This working beam highly deserves the attention of all carpenters and engineers. We have that opinion of Mr. Hornblower's knowledge and talents, that we are confident that he will see the fairness of our examination of his engine, and we trust to his candour for an excuse for our criticism.

The reciprocating motion of the steam-engine has always been considered as a great defect; for though it be now obviated by connecting it with a fly, yet, unless it is an engine of double stroke, this fly must be a source of much matter moving with great velocity. Any accident happening to it would produce dreadful effects: A part of the rim detaching itself would have the force of a bomb, and no building could withstand it. Many attempts have been made to produce a circular motion at once by the steam. It has been made to blow on the vanes of a wheel of various forms. But the reality of steam is such, that even if none is condensed by the cold of the vanes, the impulse is exceedingly feeble, and the expense of steam, so as to produce any serviceable impulse, is enormous. Mr. Watt, among his first speculations on the steam-engine, made some efforts of this kind. One in particular was uncommonly ingenious. It consisted of a drum turning air-tight within another, with cavities disposed that there was a constant and great pressure urging it in one direction. But no packing of the common kind could preserve it air-tight with sufficient mobility. He succeeded by immersing it in mercury, or in an amalgam which remained fluid in the heat of boiling water; but the continual trituration soon calcined the fluid and rendered it useless. He then tried Parent's or Dr. Barker's mill, including the arms in a metal drum, which was immersed in cold water. The steam rushed rapidly along the pipe which was the axis, and it was hoped that a great reaction would have been exerted at the ends of the arms; but it was almost nothing. The reason seems to be, that the greatest part of the steam was condensed in the cold arms. It was then tried in a drum kept boiling hot; but the impulse was now very small in comparison with the expense of steam. This must be the cafe.

Mr. Watt has described in his specification to the patent office some contrivances for producing a circular motion by the immediate action of the steam. Some of these produce alternate motions, and are perfectly analogous to his double stroke engine. Others produce a continued motion. But he has not given such a description of his valves for this purpose as can enable an engineer to construct one of them. From any guesses that we can form, we think the machine very imperfect; and we do not find that Mr. Watt has ever erected a continuous circular engine. He has doubtless found all his attempts inferior to the reciprocating engine with a fly. A very crude scheme of this kind may be seen in the transactions of the Royal Society of Dublin 1787. But although our attempts have hitherto failed, we hope that the cafe is not yet desperate. We see different principles which have not yet been employed.

We shall conclude our account of this noble engine by observing, that Mr. Watt's form suggests the construction of an excellent air-pump. A large vessel may be made to communicate with a boiler at one side, and with the pump-receiver on the other, and also with a condenser. Suppose this vessel of ten times the capacity of the receiver; fill it with steam from the boiler, and drive out the air from it; then open its communication with the receiver and the condenser. This will rarely the air of the receiver 10 times. Repeating the operation will rarely it 100 times; the third operation will rarely it 1000 times; the fourth 10,000 times, &c. All this may be done in half an hour.

Steam-Kitchen. Ever since Dr. Papin contrived his digester (about the year 1690), schemes have been proposed for dreeing victuals by the steam of boiling water. A philosophical club used to dine at Saltero's coffee-house, Chelsea, about 50 years ago, and had their victuals dreeed by hanging them in the boiler of the steam-engine which raies water for the supply of Piccadilly and its neighbourhood. They were competes, ly dreeed, and both expeditiously and with high flavour.
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A patent was lately obtained for an apparatus for this purpose by a tin-man in London; we think of the name of Tate. They are made on a much more effectual plan by Gregory, an ingenious tradesman in Edinburgh, and are coming into very general use.

It is well known to the philosopher that the steam of boiling water contains a prodigious quantity of heat, which it retains in a latent state. This, however, is accounted for. Every cook knows the great cooling power of a cold vessel; and if he make the surface of the water in it, it will have heated the mafs of cold water as much as if we had thrown into it seven or eight hundred pounds of boiling hot water.

If, therefore, a boiler be properly fitted up in a furnace, and if the steam of the water boiling in it be conveyed by a pipe into a pan containing vessels to be dressed, every thing can be cooked that requires no higher degree of heat than that of boiling water: And this will be done without any risk of scorching, or any kind of overheating, which frequently spoils our dishes, and proceeds from the burning heat of air coming to those parts of the pot or pan which is not filled with liquor, and is covered only with a film, which quickly, and is covered only with a film, which quickly but a small portion of a kind of oil is poured over the liquor, and is covered only with a film, which quickly but a small portion of cold water, which the cook be scorching by the great heat of the open fire that is necessary for dressing at once a number of dishes, nor have his perfon and clothes soiled by the smoke and foot unavoidable in the cooking on an open fire. Indeed the whole process is so neat, so manageable, so open to inspection, and so cleanly, that it need neither fatigue nor offend the delicacy of the nicest lady.

We had great doubts, when we first heard of this as a general mode of cookery, as to its economy; we had none as to its efficacy. We thought that the steam, and consequently the fuel expended, must be vastly greater than by the immediate use of an open fire; but we have seen a large tavern dinner expeditiously dressed in this manner, seemingly with much less fuel than in the common method. The following simple narration of facts will show the superiority. In a paper manufacture near Edinburgh, the vats containing the pulp into which the frames are dipped are about six feet diameter, and contain above 200 gallons. This is brought to a proper heat by means of a small cockle or furnace in the middle of the liquor. This is heated by putting in about one hundred weight of coals about eight o'clock in the evening, and continuing this till four next morning, renewing the fuel as it burns away. This method was lately changed for a steam heater. A furnace, having a boiler of five or six feet diameter and three feet deep, is heated about one o'clock in the morning with two hundred weight of coals, and the water kept in brisk ebullition. Pipes go off from this boiler to fix vats, some of which are at go feet distance. The steam is conveyed to a flat box or vessel in the midst of the pulp where it condenes, imparting its heat to the fides of the box, and thus heats the surrounding pulp. These fix vats are as completely heated in three hours, expending about three hundred weight of coal, as they were formerly in eight hours, expending near 18 hundred weight of coals. Mr Gregory, the inventor of this steam-heater, has obtained (in company with Mr Scott plumber, Edinburgh) a patent for the invention; and we are persuaded that it will come into very general use for many similar purposes. The dyers, hatmakers, and many other manufacturers, have occasion for large vats kept in a continual heat; and there seems no way fo effectual.

Indeed when we reflect seriously on the subject, we see that this method has immense advantages considered merely as a mode of applying heat. The steam may be applied to the vessel containing the vituals in every part of its surface: it may either be made to enter the vessel, and apply itself immediately to the piece of meat: that is to be dressed; and without any risk of scorching or overdoing.—And it will give out about 2/3 of the heat which it contains, and will do this only if it be wanted; so that no heat whatever is wasted except what is required for heating the apparatus. Experience shows that this is a mere trifle in comparison of what was supposed necessary. But with an open fire we only apply the flame and hot air to the bottom and part of the sides of our boiling vessels: this application is hurried in the extreme; for to make a great heat, we must have a great fire, which requires a prodigious and most rapid current of air. This air touches our pans but for a moment, imparts to them but a small portion of its heat; and, we are persuaded, that three-fourths of the heat is carried up in the chimney, and escapes in pure waste, while another great portion beams out into the kitchen to the great annoyance of the scorching cook. We think, therefore, that a page or two of this work will not be thrown away in the description of a contrivance by which a saving may be made to the entertainer, and the providing the pleasures of his table prove a less fatiguing task to this valuable corps of practical chemists.

Let A represent a kitchen-boiler, either properly fitted up in a furnace, with its proper fire-place, althip, and flue, or set on a tripod on the open fire, or built up in the general fire-place. The steam-pipe BC rises from the cover of this boiler, and then is laid away with a gentle ascent in any convenient direction. C represents the section of this conducting steam-pipe. Branches are taken off from the side at proper distances. One of these is represented at CDE, furnished with a cock D, and having a taper nozzle E, fitted by grinding into a conical piece F, which communicates with an upright pipe GH, which is folded to the side of the flowing vessel PQRS, communicating with it by the short pipe I. The vessel is fitted with a cover OT, having a staple handle V. The piece of meat M is laid on a tin plate grate KL, pierced with holes like a cullender, and standing on three short feet n n n. The steam from the boiler comes in by the pipe I; and is condensed by the meat and by the sides of the vessel, communicating to them all its heat. What is not so condensed escapes between the vessel and its cover. The condensed water lies on the bottom of the vessel, mixed with a very small quantity of gravy and fatty matter from the vituals. Frequently, instead of a cover, another fixed-veil with a cullender bottom is set on this one, the bottom of the one fitting the mouth.
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of the other: and it is observed, that when this is done, the dish in the under vessel is more expeditiously and better dressed, and the upper dish is more slowly, but as completely dried.

This description of a flowing vessel may serve to give a notion of the whole; only we must observe, that when broths, soups, and dishes with made sauces or containing liquids, are to be dressed, they must be put into a smaller vessel, which is set into the vessel PQRS, and is supported on three short feet, so that there may be a space all round it of about an inch or three quarters of an inch. It is observed, that dishes of this kind are not so expeditiously cooked as on an open fire, but as completely in the end, only requiring to be turned up now and then to mix the ingredients; because as the liquids in the inner vessel can never come into ebullition, unless the steam from the boiler be made of a dangerous heat, and every thing be close confined, there cannot be any of that tumbling motion that we observe in a boiling pot.

The performance of this apparatus is far beyond any expectation we had formed of it. In one of which we examined, four pans were flowing together by means of a boiler 10 inches in diameter, flanding on a brisk open fire. It boiled very briskly, and the steam puffed frequently through the chinks between the steam-pans and their covers. In one of them was a piece of meat considerably above 30 pounds weight. This required above four hours flowing, and was then very thoroughly and equally cooked; the outside being no more done than the heart, and it was near two pounds heavier than when put in, and greatly swelled. In the mean time, several dishes had been dressed in the other pans. As far as we could judge, this cooking did not consume one third part of the fuel which an open fire would have required for the same effect.

When we consider this apparatus with a little more knowledge of the mode of operation of fire than falls to the share of the cooks (we speak with deference), and consider the very injudicious manner in which the steam is applied, we think that it may be improved so as to surpass any thing that the cook can have a notion of.

When the steam enters the steam-pan, it is condensed on the meat and on the vessel; but we do not want it to be condensed on the vessel. And the surface of the vessel is much greater than that of the meat, and continues much colder; for the meat grows hot, and continues so, while the vessel, made of metal which is a very perfect conductor of heat, is continually robbed of its heat by the air of the kitchen, and carried off by it. If the meat touch the side of the pan in any part, no steam can be applied to that part of the meat, while it is continually imparting heat to the air by the intermediate of the vessel. Nay, the meat can hardly be dressed unless there be a current of steam through it; and we think this confirmed by what is observed above, that when another steam-pan is set over the first, and thus gives occasion to a current of steam through its cullender bottom to be condensed by its sides and contents, the lower dish is more expeditiously dried. We imagine, therefore, that not less than half of the steam is wafted on the sides of the different steam-pans. Our first attention is therefore called to this circumstance, and we with to apply the steam more economically and effectually.

We would therefore construct the steam-kitchen in the following manner:

We would make a wooden chest (which we shall call the Steam-chest) A B C D. This should be made of deal, in very narrow slips, not exceeding an inch, that it may not shrink. This should be lined with very thin copper, lead, or even strong tinfoil. This will prevent it from becoming a conductor of heat by soaking with steam. For further security it might be set in another chest, with a space of an inch or two all round, and this space filled with a composition of powdered charcoal and clay. This should be made by first making a mixture of fine potter's clay and water about as thick as poor cream; then as much powdered charcoal must be beat up with this as can be made to stick together. When this is rammed in and dry, it may be hot enough on one side to melt glass, and will not discolor white paper on the other.

This chest must have a cover L M N O, also of wood, having holes in it to receive the steam-pans P, Q, R. Between each pan is a wooden partition, covered on both sides with milled lead or tinfoil. This whole top must be covered with very spongy leather or felt, and made very flat. Each steam-pan must have a bearing or shoulder all round it, by which it is supported, refting on the felt, and lying so close and true that no steam can escape. Some of the pans should be fimple, like the pan F, for dressing broths and other liquid dishes. Others should be like E and G, having in the bottom a pretty wide hole H, K, which has a pipe in its upper side, rising about an inch or an inch and half into the steam-pan. The meat is laid on a cullender plate, as in the common way; only there must be no holes in the cullender immediately above the pipe. These steam-pans must be fitted with covers, or they may have others fitted to their mouths, for warming sauces or other dishes, or steaming greens, and many other subordinate purposes for which they may be fitted.

The main-pipe from the boiler must have branches, (each furnished with a cock), which admit the steam into these divisions. At its first entry some will be condensed on the bottom and sides; but we imagine that these will in two minutes be heated so as to condense no more, or almost nothing. The steam will also quickly condense on the steam-pan, and in h. If a minute make it boiling hot, so that it will condense no more; all the rest will now apply itself to the meat and to the cover. It may perhaps be advisable to allow the cover to condense steam, and even to waft it. This may be promoted by laying on it flannel soaked in water. Our view in this is to create a demand for steam, and thus produce a current through the steam-pan, which will be applied in its passage to the viands. But we are not certain of the necessity of this. Steam is not like common air of the same temperature, which would glide along the surfaces of bodies, and impart to them a small portion of its heat, and escape with the rest. To produce this effect there must be a current; for air hot enough to melt lead, will not boil water, if it be kept stagnant round the vessel. But steam imparts the whole of its latent heat to any body colder than boiling water, and goes no farther till this body be made boiling hot.
It is a most faithful carrier of heat, and will deliver its whole charge to any body that can take it. Therefore, although there were no partitions in the stew-chest, and the steam were admitted at the end next the boiler, if the pan at the farther end be colder than the rest, it will all go therewith, and will, in short, communicate to every thing impartially according to the demand. If any person has not the confidence in the steam which we express, he may still be certain that there must be a prodigious saving of heat by confining the whole in the stew-chest; and he may make the pans with entire bottoms, and admit the steam into them in the common way, by pipes which come through the sides of the chest and then go into the pan. There will be none lost by condenfation on the sides of the chest; and the pans will soon be heated up to the boiling temperature; and hardly any of their heat will be wasted, because the air in the chest will be flagrant. The chief reason for recommending our method is the much greater ease with which the stew-pans can be shifted and cleaned. There will be little difference in the performance.

Nay, even the common stew-kitchen may be prodigiously improved by merely wrapping each pan in three or four folds of coarse dry flannel, or making flannel bags of three or four folds fitted to their shapes, which can be put on or removed in a minute. It will also greatly conduce to the good performance to wrap the main steam-pipe in the same manner in flannel.

We find that this main-pipe is conducted from the boiler with a gentle ascent. The intention of this is, that the water produced by the unavoidable condenfation of the steam may run back into the boiler. But the rapid motion of the steam generally sweeps it up hill, and it runs into the branch-pipes and descends into the stew-pans. Perhaps it would be as well to give the main-pipe a declivity the other way, and allow all the water to collect in the hot well at the farther end, by means of a defending pipe, having aloaded valve at the end. This may be so contrived as to be close by the fire, where it would be so warm that it would not check the boiling if again poured into the boiler. But the utmost attention must be paid to cleanliness in the whole of this passage, because this water is boiled again, and its steam passes through the heart of every dish. The circumstance forbids us to return into the boiler what is condensed in the stew-pans. This would mix the tastes and flavors of every dish, and be very disagreeable. All this must remain in the bottom of each stew-pan; for which reason we put in the pipe rising up in the middle of the bottom. It might indeed be allowed to fall down into the stew-chest, and to be collected in a common receptacle, while the fat would float at top, and the clear gravy be obtained below, perhaps fit for many sauces.

The completed method for getting rid of this condensed steam would be to have a small pipe running along the under side of the main conductor, and communicating with it at different places, in a manner similar to the air-dicharger on the mains of water-pipes. In the paper manufacture mentioned above, each steam-box has a pipe in its bottom, with a float-cock, by which the water is discharged; and the main pipe being of great diameter, and laid with a proper acclivity, the water runs back into a boiler.

But these precautions are of little moment in a steam-kitchen even for a great table; and for the general use of private families, would hurt the apparatus, by making it complex and of nice management. For a small family, the whole apparatus may be set on a table four feet long and two broad, which may be placed on casters, so as to be wheeled out of the way when not in use. If the main conductor be made of wood, or properly cased in flannel, it will condense so little steam that the cooking table may stand in the remotest corner of the kitchen without sensibly impairing its performance; and if the boiler be properly set up in a small furnace, and the flue made so that the flame may be applied to a great part of its surface, we are persuaded that three fourths of the fuel used in common cookery will be saved. Its only inconvenience seems to be the indispensable necessity of the most anxious cleanliness in the whole apparatus. The most trivial neglect in this will destroy a whole dinner.

We had almost forgotten to observe, that the boiler must be furnished with a funnel for supplying it with water. This should pass through the top, and its pipe reach near to the bottom. It will be proper to have a cock on this funnel. There should also be another pipe in the top of the boiler, having a valve on the top. If this be loaded with a pound on every square inch, and the fire so regulated that steam may be observed to puff sometimes from this valve, we may be certain that it is passing through our dishes with sufficient rapidity; and if we shut the cock on the funnel, and lead the valve a little more, we shall cause the steam to blow at the covers of the stew-pans. If one of these be made very tight, and have a hole also furnished with a loaded valve, this pan becomes a digester, and will dissolve bones, and do many things which are impracticable in the ordinary cookery.

Si quid non habebis, aliter facies.

Candidus impar est; non est utraque serpens.

STEATITIS or Soap earth, a genus of the magnesian order of earths. Of this genus there are several species, for which see Mineralogy. According to the analysis of Bergman, 100 parts of the earth contain 80 parts of files, 17 of mild magnesia, 2 of argillaceous earth, and nearly 1 of iron in a semioxidised state. This substance may be formed into a paste with water, sufficiently ductile to be worked on the potter's wheel; and by exposure to a great heat it is hardened so as to strike fire with ease. It has also the property of Fuller's Earth in cleaning cloths from grime; but it does not diffuse in water so well as clays do; and when digested with vitriolic acid, it does not form alum, as clays do, but a salt similar to Epson salt. From its softness and ductility it may be easily formed into pots for the kitchen; and hence it has got the name of lipisollaris.

STEATOMA, a kind of encysted tumor, confiding, of a matter like fat or hard, salty, without pain, and without discolouring the skin.

STEEL, iron united with carbon. See Iron. Steel has properties distinct from those of iron, which render it of superior value. From its higher degree of hardness it admits a finer polish and assumes a brighter colour. When tempered, it poises a higher degree of elascity, and is also more sonorous. It is more weakly attracted by the load-stone, it receives more slowly the magnetic power, but it preserves it longer. When exposed to a moil air, it does not contract rust so easily as...
iron. It is also heavier, increasing in weight, according to Chaptal, one hundred and seventieth part. M. Rinman has given as the result of several accurate experiments on different kinds of steel the following specific gravity 7.195, while he makes dulcite iron 7,700, and crude iron 7,251.

All iron is convertible into steel by exposing it to a certain degree of heat for a certain time along with a quantity of charcoal. Chemists differ in opinion concerning the nature and effects of this process. Some say that steel is produced by absorbing a quantity of caloric or heat in a latent state, as the older chemists had said it was formed by absorbing phlogiston. Lavoisier seems to have ascribed the qualities of steel to a slight degree of oxidation, others to a combination with plumbago or black lead, and others to a union with carbon. In agreeing with those who say the formation of steel is owing to carbon, we do not differ essentially from those who attribute it to plumbago; for the art of chemistry has now found that these substances are very nearly allied. Plumbago is a true charcoal combined with a little iron. The brilliant charcoal of certain vegetable substances, more especially when formed by distillation in close vessels, possesses all the characters of plumbago. The coal of animal substances poiffeles characters still more peculiarly resembling it. Like it they are difficult to incinerate, they leave the same impression on the hands and upon paper; they likewise contain iron, and become converted into carbonic acid by combustion. When animal substances are distilled by a strong fire, a very fine powder sublimes, which attaches itself to the inner part of the neck of the retort, and this sublimation may be made into excellent black lead pencils.

There are two ways of making steel, namely, by fusion and by cementation. The first way is used to convert iron into steel immediately from the ore, or from crude or cast-iron. By the second way, bar-iron is exposed to a long continued heat surrounded by charcoal. Each of these ways has advantages peculiar to itself; but the same cauex in fact predominate in both, for both kinds of steel are produced by heat and charcoal. The only difference between the two methods is this; in making steel by fusion the charcoal is not so equally defended from the access of air as in the other way.

Swedenborgius has given the following description of the method used in Dalcarlia for making steel from cast-iron. The ore from which the crude iron to be converted into steel is obtained is of a good kind. It is black, friable, and composed of many small grains, and it produces very tough iron. The conversion into steel is made upon a forge-hearth, something smaller than common. The sides and bottom are made of cast-iron. The tuyere is placed, with very little inclination, on one of the side-plates. The breadth of the fire-place is fourteen inches; its length is greater. The lower part of the tuyere is six inches and a half above the bottom. In the interior part of the fire-place there is an oblong opening for the flowing of the superfluous scorie. The workmen first put charcoal on the bottom, then charcoal and powder of charcoal, and upon these the cast-iron run or cut into small pieces. They cover the iron with more charcoal, and excite the fire. When the pieces of iron are of a red white, and before they begin to melt, they stop the bellows, and carry the mafs under a large hammer, where they break it into pieces of three or four pounds each. The pieces are again brought to the hearth, and laid within reach of the workman who plunges some of them into the fire, and covers them with coal. The bellows are made to blow strongly till the iron is liquified. Then the fire is increased; and when the fumption has been long enough continued, the scorie are allowed to flow out; and at that time the iron hardens. The workman adds more of the pieces of crude iron, which he treats in the same manner; and so on a third and a fourth time, till he obtains a mass of steel of about a hundred pounds, which is generally done in about four hours. This mass is raised and carried to the hammer, where it is forged, and cut into four pieces, which are further heated into square bars four or five feet long. When the steel is thus forged, it is thrown into water so that it may be easily broken; for it is yet crude and coarse-grained. The steel is then carried to another hearth similar to the former, and there broken in pieces. These pieces are laid regularly in the fire-place, first two parallel, upon which seven or eight others are placed across; then a third row across the second, in such a manner that there is space left between those of the same row. The whole is then covered with charcoal, and the fire is excited. In about half or three quarters of an hour the pieces are made hot enough, and are then taken from the fire, one by one, to the hammer, to be forged into little bars from half a foot to two feet long, and while hot are thrown into water to be hardened. Of these pieces fifteen or twenty are put together so as to make a bundle, which is heated and welded, and afterwards forged into bars four inches thick, which are then broken into pieces of convenient length for use.

The method of converting iron into steel by cementation is a very simple process. It consists solely in expounding it for a certain time to a strong degree of heat, while closely covered with charcoal and defended from the external air. The furnaces employed for converting iron into steel (says a manufacturer of this metal) are of different sizes; some capable of converting only three or four tons weight, while others are capacious enough to contain from seven to eight or ten tons. The outsides of these furnaces rise up in form of a cone, or fugar-loaf, to the height of a very considerable number of feet. In the inside, opposite to each other, are placed two very long chests, made either of stone, or of bricks capable of bearing the strongest fire; which is placed between the two chests. The bars of iron, after the bottom is furnished with a necessary quantity of charcoal dust, are laid in firstum funder bratum, with intermediate beds of the charcoal dust, to such a height of the chests as only to admit of a good bed at top; which is then all covered over, to prevent the admission of the common air, which, could it procure an entrance, would greatly injure the operation. The iron being thus situated, the fire is lighted; which is some time before it can be raised to a sufficient degree of heat to produce any considerable effect. After which it is continued for so many days as the operator may judge proper; only now and then drawing out what they call a proof bar. This is done by openings fit for the purpose at the ends of the chest, which are easily and with expedition flapped up again, without occasioning any injury to the contents left behind. When the operator
tor apprehends; the conversion is sufficiently completed, the fire is suffered to go out, and the furnace, with its contents, is left gradually to cool. This may take up several days; after which the furnace is discharged, by taking out the bars of steel and the remainder of the charcoal dust.

There is a manufactory established in the parish of Cradmond, about five miles from Edinburgh, in which this method is practised with great success. Great quantities of steel are made there, which we have reason to believe is of as excellent a quality as any that can be procured from other countries.

When the charcoal is taken out, it is found as black as before it was introduced into the furnace, unless by accident the external air has got admittance. The bars prefer their exterior form only; the surface frequently exhibits a great number of tumors or blisters, whence they are called blistered steel.

The hardnefs of steel is much increased by tempering. This consists in heating it to a red heat, and then plunging it suddenly into cold water. If it be allowed to cool slowly, it still preserves its ductility; or if it be heated again after being tempered, it lofs its hardnefs, and again becomes ductile. In heating steel for tempering it, the most remarkable circumstance is, the different colours it assumes, according to the degree of heat it has received. As it is gradually heated, it becomes white, then yellow, orange, purple, violet, and at last of a deep blue colour.

According to Reaumur, the steel which is most heated in tempering is generally the hardest. Hence it is believed, that the more violent the heat to which steel is exposed, and the more suddenly it is plunged into cold water, the harder the steel will be. Rinman, again, has deduced a conclusion directly opposite, that the steel which is naturally hardest demands the least degree of heat to temper it. Different methods have been proposed to determine what degree of heat is most proper; but the easiest method is to take a bar of steel, five lines long, that while one end is exposed to a violent heat, the other may be kept cold. By examining the intermediate portions, it may be found what degree of heat has produced the greatest hardnefs.

By tempering, steel is said to increase both in bulk and in weight. Reaumur says, that a small bar five inches long, five lines broad, and half an inch thick, was increased at least a line in length after being tempered to a reddish white colour; that is, supposing the dilatation proportional in all dimensions increasing at the rate of 48 to 49. Iron also expands when heated; but when the heat passes off, it returns to its former dimensions.

That the weight of steel is also augmented by tempering, has been found by experiment. Rinman having weighed exactly in a hydrostatic balance two kinds of fine steel made by cementation, and not tempered, found their density to be that of water as 2.991 to 1; after being tempered, the density of the one was 7.553, and that of the other 7.708. M. de Morveau took three bars just of a size to enter a certain caliber 28 lines long, and each edfe two lines broad; one of the bars was soft iron, and the two others were taken from the same piece of fine steel. In order to communicate an equal degree of heat to each, in an external vessel in the midft of a wind furnace, the bar of soft iron and one of the bars of steel were thrown into cold water; the other bar of steel was cooled slowly over some pieces of charcoal at a distance from the furnace. The bar of iron and the one of steel that was allowed to cool slowly passed easily into the caliber again; but the bar of tempered steel was lengthened almost one-ninth of a line.

There is no doubt but tempering changes the grain; that is, the appearance of the texture of a piece of steel when broken. This is the mark which is usually observed in judging of the quality of steel, on account of the tempering which suits it best. The tempered bar is broken in several places after having received different degrees of heat in different places. What proves completely the effect of heat upon the grain, at least in some kinds of steel, is, that a bar of steel exposed to all the intermediate degrees of heat, from the smallest sensible heat to a red heat, is found to increase in fineness of grain from the slightly heated to the strongly heated end. The celebrated Rinman has made many experiments on the qualities of steel exposed to different degrees of heat in tempering, but particularly to three kinds, viz. steel heated to an obscure red, to a bright red, and to red white. Hard brittle steel, made by cementation, and heated to an obscure red and tempered, exhibited a fine grain, somewhat shining, and was of a yellow white colour. When tempered at a bright red heat, the grain was coarser and more shining; when tempered at a red white heat, the grain was also coarser and shining.

With a view to determine how far steel might be improved in its grain by tempering it in different ways, M. de Morveau took a bar of blistered steel, and broke it into four parts nearly of the same weight. They were all heated to a red heat in the same furnace, and withdrawn from the fire at the same instant. One of the pieces was left at the side of the furnace to cool in the air, the second was plunged into cold water, the third into oil, and the fourth into mercury. The piece of steel that was cooled in the air refiifted the hammer a long time before it was broken; it was necessary to notch it by the file, and even then it was broken with difficulty. It showed in its fracture a grain sensibly more fine and more shining than it was before. The second piece, which had been plunged into water, broke easily; its grain was rather finer than the firft, and almost of the same white colour. The third piece, which was tempered in oil, appeared very hard when tried by the file; it was scarcely possible to break it. Its grain was as fine, but not quite so bright, as that which was tempered in water. The fourth piece, which was dipped into mercury, was evidently superior to all the rest in fineness and colour of the grain. It broke into many fragments with the firft stroke of the hammer, the fractures being generally transverse.

M. de Morveau was not altogether satisfied with his experiments, and therefore thought it necessary to repeat them with finer steel. He took a bar of steel two lines square, such as is used in Germany for tools by engravers and watchmakers; he divided it into four pieces, and treated them in the same way as he had done the blistered steel. The firft piece, which was cooled in the air, it was very difficult to break; the fracture appeared in the midft of the grain very fine, but white and shining. The second, which was tempered in water, was broken into three fragments at the first
The balance of the people.—

By an edge on the long arm, from A and E, the edge of the nail D, are in the weights of unequal arms, and, in its parallel to the line of the weight, it balances the long arm unloaded. When no goods are in the scale, and the counter weight w ith its hook are removed, the steelyard acquires a horizontal position, in consequence of its centre of gravity being below the axis of fulpenion. The rules for its accurate construction are the same as for a common balance.

The instrument indicates different weights in the following manner: The distance CD of the two naiis, is considered as an unit, and the long arm is divided into a number of parts equal to it; and these are subdivided as low as is thought proper: or in general, the long arm is made a scale of equal parts, commencing at the edge of the nail C; and the short arm contains some determined number of these equal parts. Suppose, then, that a weight A of 10 pounds is put into the scale B. The counterpoise P must be of such a weight, that when hanging at the division 10, it shall balance this weight A. Now let any unknown weight W be put into the scale. Slide the hook of the counterpoise along the long arm till it balances this weight. Suppose it then hanging at the division 38. We conclude that there is 38 pounds in the scale. This we do on the authority of the fundamental property of the lever, that forces acting on it, and balancing each other, are in the inverse proportion of the distances from the fulcrum to their lines of direction. Whatever weight the counterpoise is, it is to A as CD to 10, and it is to the weight W as CD to 38; therefore A is to the weight W as 10 to 38, and W is 38 pounds; and thus the weight in the scale will always be indicated by the division at which it is balanced by the counterpoise.

Our well informed readers know that this fundamental property of the lever was discovered by the renowned Archimedes, or at least first demonstrated by him; and that his demonstration, besides the defect of being applicable only to commensurable lengths of the arms, has been thought by metaphysicians of the first note to proceed on a postulate which seems equally to need a demonstration. It has accordingly employed the utmost refinement of the first mathematicians of Europe to furnish a demonstration free from objection. Mr D'Alembert has given two, remarkable for their ingenuity and facility; Forcineux has done the same; and Professor Hamilton of Trinity college, Dublin, has given one which is thought the least exceptionable. But critics have even objected to this, as depending on a postulate which should have been demonstrated.

Since we published the volume containing the article Mechanics, there has appeared (Phil. Trans. 1794) a demonstration by Mr Vince, which we think unexceptionable, and of such simplicity that it is astonishing that it has not occurred to any person who thinks on the subject. Our readers will not be displeased with an account of it.

Let AE (fig. 2.) be a mathematical lever, or inflexible straight line, resting on the point A, and supported at E by a force acting upwards. Let two equal weights k and d be hung on at B and D, equidistant from A and E. Pressures are now exerted at A and E; and because every circumstance of weight and distance is the same, the pressure at E, arising from the action of the weight k on the point B, must be the same with the pressure at A, arising from the action of the weight d on the point D; and the pressure at E, occasioned by the weight d, must be the same with the pressure at A, occasioned by the weight k. This must be the case wherever the weights are hung, provided that the distance AB and DE are equal. Moreover,
...the sum of the pressures at A and E is unquestionably equal to the sum of the weights, because the weights are supported solely at A and E. Let the two weights be hung on at C the middle point; the pressure at E is still the same. Therefore, in general, the pressure excited at the point E, by two equal weights hanging at any points B and D, is the same as if they were hung on at the middle point between them: but the pressure excited at E is a direct measure of the effort or energy of the weights d and d to urge the lever round the point A. It is, at least, a measure of the opposite force which must be applied at E to sustain or balance this pressure. A very fallacious metaphysician may still say, that the demonstration is limited to a point E, whose distance from A is twice AC, or = AB + AD. But it extends to any other point, on the authority of a postulate which cannot be refuted, viz. that in whatever proportion the pressure at E is augmented or diminished, the pressure at this other point must augment or diminish in the same proportion. This being proved, the general theorem may be demonstrated in all proportions of distance, in the manner of Archimedes, at once the most simple, perspicuous, and elegant of all.

We cannot help observing, that all this difficulty (and it is a real one to the philosopher who aims at rendering mechanics a demonstrative science) has arisen from an improper search after simplicity. Had Archimedes taken a lever as it really exists, and considered it as material, consisting of atoms united by cohesion; and had he traced the intermediate pressures by whose means the two external weights are put in opposition to each other, or rather to the support given to the fulcrum; all difficulty would have vanished. (See what is said on this subject in the article Strength of Timber, &c.)

The quantity of goods which may be weighed by this instrument depends on the weight of the counterpoise, and on the distance CD from the fulcrum at which the goods are suspended. A double counterpoise hanging at the same division will balance or indicate a double quantity of goods hanging at D; and any counterpoise will balance and indicate a double quantity of goods, if the distance CD is reduced to one-half. Many fleelyards have two or more points of suspension D, to which the scale may occasionally be attached. Fig. 6, of Plate CXL. Vol. II. represents one of these. It is evident, that in this case the value or indication of the divisions of the long arm will be different, according to the point from which the scale is suspended. The same division which would indicate 20 pounds when CD is three inches, will indicate 30 pounds when it is two inches. As it would expose to chance of mistakes, and be otherwise troublesome to make this reduction, it is usual to make as many divided scales on the long arm as there are points of suspension D on the short arm; and each scale has its own numbers, all trouble and all chance of mistake is avoided.

But the range of this instrument is not altogether at the pleasure of the maker. Besides the liability of a slender beam to carry a great load, the divisions of the scales answearing to pounds or half-pounds become very minute when the distance CD is very short; and the balance becomes less delicate, that is, less sensibly affected by small differences of weight. This is because in such cases the thickness which it is necessary to give the edges of the nails does then bear a sensible proportion to the distance CD between them; so that when the balance inclines to one side, that arm is sensibly shortened, and therefore the energy of the preponderating weight is lessened.

We have hitherto supposed the fleelyard to be in equilibrio when not loaded. But this is not necessary, nor is it usual in those which are commonly made. The long arm commonly preponderates considerably. This makes no difference, except in the beginning of the scale. The preponderance of the long arm is equivalent to some goods already in the scale, suppose four pounds. Therefore when there are really 10 pounds in the scale, the counterpoise will balance it when hanging at the division 6. This division is therefore reckoned 10, and the rest of the divisions are numbered accordingly.

A scientific examination of the fleelyard will convince us that it is inferior to the balance of equal arms in point of sensibility; but it is extremely compendious and convenient; and when accurately made and attentively used, it is abundantly exact for most commercial purposes. We have seen one at Leipzig which has been in use since the year 1718, which is very sensible to a difference of one pound, when loaded with nearly three tons on the short arm; and we saw a waggon loaded with more than two tons weighed by it in about six-minutes.

The fleelyard in common use in the different countries of Europe is of a construction still simpler than what we have described. It consists of a batten of hard wood, having a heavy lump A (fig. 3.) at one end, and a twisel-hook B at the other. The goods to be weighed are suspended on the hook, and the whole is carried in a loop of whip-cord C, in which it is slid backward and forward, till the goods are balanced by the weight of the other end. The weight of the goods is estimated by the place of the loop on a scale of divisions in harmonic proportion. They are marked (we presume) by trial with known weights.

The chief use that is now made of the fleelyard in Great Britain is for the weighing of loaded waggons and carts. For this it is extremely convenient, and more than sufficiently exact for the purpose in view. We shall describe one or two of the most remarkable; and we shall begin with that at Leipzig already mentioned.

This fleelyard is represented in fig. 4. as run out, and just about to be hooked for lifting up the load. The fleelyard itself is OPQ, and is about 12 feet long. The short arm PQ has two points of suspension 6 and 7, and the stirrup which carries the chains for holding the load is made with a double hook, instead of a double eye, that it may be easily removed from the one pin to the other. For this purpose the two hooks are connected above by an haip or flaple, which goes over the arm of the fleelyard like an arch. This is represented in the little figure above the fleelyard. The suspension is lifted when the fleelyard is run in under cover, by hooking to this flaple the running block of a small tackle which hangs in the door through which the fleelyard is run out and in. This operation is easy,
The outer pin is 14 inches, and the inner one is seven inches, distant from the great nail which rests in the shears. The other arm is about 120 feet long, formed with an obtuse edge above. On the inclined plane on each side of the ridge is drawn the scale of weights adapted to the inner pin e. The scales corresponding to the outer pin b are drawn on the upright sides. The counterpoise slides along this arm, hanging from a fiddle-piece made of brass, that it may not contract suit. The motion is made easy by means of rollers. This is necessary, because the counterpoise is greatly above a hundred weight. This fiddle-piece has like two laps on each side, on which are engraved vernier scales, which divide their respective scales on the arm to quarters of a pound. Above the fiddle is an arch, from the summit of which hangs a little plummet, which shows the equilibrium of the steelyard to the weigher, because the shears are four feet out of the house, and he cannot see their coincidence with the needle of the steelyard. Lastly, near the end of the long arm are two pins d and e, for suspending occasionally two eke weights for continuing the scale. These are kept hanging on adjoining hooks, ready to be lifted on by a little tackle, which is also hooked immediately above the pins d and e.

The scales of weights are laid down on the arm as follows. Let the eke-weights appropriated to the pins d and e be called D and E, and call the counterpoise C. Although the fiddle with its chains and fagge weigh some hundreds, yet the length and size of the arm QP gives it a preponderance of 300 pounds. Here, then, the scale of weights must commence. The counterpoise weighs about 125 pounds. Therefore,

1. When the load hangs by the pin b, 14 inches from the centre, the distance from one hundred to another on the scale is about 11 inches, and the first scale (on the side of the arm) reaches from 300 to 1200. In order to repeat or continue this, the eke-weight E is hung on the pin e, and the counterpoise C is brought back to the mark 300; and the two together balance 1100 pounds hanging at b. Therefore a second load is begun on the side of the arm, and continued as far out as the first, and therefore its extremity marks 2000; that is, the counterpoise C at 2000, and the eke-weight E at balance 2000 hanging at b.

2. To continue the scale beyond 2000, the load must be hung on the inner pin e. The eke-weight E is taken off, and the eke-weight D is hung on its pin d. The general counterpoise being now brought close to the shears, it, together with the weight D at d, balance 2000 pounds hanging at e. A scale is therefore begun on one of the inclined planes a-top, and continued out to 4000, which falls very near to the pin d, each hundred pounds occupying about five inches on the arm. To complete the scale, hang on the eke-weight E on its pin e, and bring back the counterpoise to the shears, and the three together balance 3000 hanging at e. Therefore when the counterpoise is now filled out to 4000, it must complete the balance with 5000 hanging at e.

It required a little consideration to find out what proportion of the three weights C, D, and E, would make the repetitions of the scale extend as far as possible. Having very little of it expressed twice, or upon two scales, as is the case here. We see that the space corresponding to a single pound is a very sensible quantity on both scales, being one-ninth of an inch on the first two scales, and one-twentieth on the last two.

This very ponderous machine, with its many weights, cannot be easily managed without some assistance from mechanics. It is extremely proper to have the susceptible of motion out and in, that it may be protected from the weather, which would soon destroy it by rust. The contrivance here is very effectual, and abundantly simple.

When the steelyard is not in use, it is supported at one end by the iron-rod F, into which the upper end of the shears is hooked. The upper end of this rod has a strong hook E, and a little below at a it is pierced with a hole, in which is a very strong bolt or pin of tempered steel, having a roller on each end close to the rod on each side. These rollers rest on two joists, one of which is represented by MN, which traverse the building, with just room enough between them to allow the rod F to hang freely down. The other end O of the steelyard rests in the bight of a large flat hook at the end of a chain W, which hangs down between the joists, and is supported on them by a frame with rollers H. This is connected with the rollers at G, which carry the shears by means of two iron-rolls, of which the one only can be seen. There are two sets of rollers in such a manner that they must always move together, and keep their distance invariable. This motion is produced by means of an endless rope HI ZLKVH passing over the pulleys I and K, which turn between the joists, and hanging down in a bight between them. It is evident that by pulling on the part LZ we pull the frame of rollers in the direction GH, and thus bring the whole into the house in the position marked by the dotted figure. It is also plain, that by pulling on the part I K we force the roller frame and the whole apparatus out again.

It remains to show how the load is raised from the ground and weighed. When the steelyard is run out for use, the upper hook E just enters into the ring D, which hangs from the end of the great caken lever BCA about 22 feet long, turning on gudgeons at C about 5 feet from this end. From the other end A defends a long iron rod SR, which has one side formed into a toothed rack that is acted on by a frame of wheel work turned by an endless screw and winch Q. Therefore when the hook E is well engaged in the ring D, a man turns the winch, and thus brings down the end A of the great lever, and raises the load two or three inches from the ground. Everything is now at liberty, and the weigher now manages his weights on the arm of the steelyard till he has made an equilibrium.

We need not describe the operation of letting down the load, disengaging the steelyard from the great lever, and bringing it again under cover. The whole of this service is performed by two men, and may be done in succession by one, and is over in five or six minutes.

The most compendious and economical machine of this kind that we have seen is one, first used (we have heard) for weighing the riders of race-horses, and afterwards...
Fig. 5. is a plan of the machine. KLMN is the plan of a rectangular box, which has a platform lid or cover, of size sufficient for placing the wheels of a cart or waggon. The box is about a foot deep, and is sunk into the ground till the platform-cover is even with the surface. In the middle of the box is an iron lever supported on the fulcrum pin \( i, k \), formed like the nail of balance, which rests with its edge on arches of hardened steel firmly fastened to the bottom of the box. This lever goes through one side of the box, and is furnished at its extremity with a hard steel pin \( l, m \), also formed to an edge below. In the very middle of the box it is crooked by a third nail of hardened steel \( g, h \), also formed to an edge, but on the upper side. These three edges are in one horizontal plane, as in a well made balance.

In the four corners \( A, A', E, E' \), of the box are firmly fixed four blocks of tempered steel, having their upper surfaces formed into spherical cavities, well polished and hard tempered. ABCDE represents the upper edge of an iron bar of considerable strength, which rests on the cavities of the steel blocks in \( A \) and \( E \), and of \( B \) and \( D \), as being made of two hard steel flats projecting from its under edge, and formed into obtuse angled points or cones. The points are in a straight line parallel to the side \( KN \) of the box. The middle part \( C \) of this crooked bar is faced with hard-tempered steel below, and is there formed into an edge parallel to \( AE \) and \( KN \), by which it rests on the upper edge of the steel flat \( g, h \) which is in the lever. In a line parallel to \( AE \), and on the upper side of the crooked bar \( ACE \), are fixed two flats or points of hardened steel \( B \) and \( D \) projecting upwards above half an inch. The platform-cover has four short feet like a foot, terminated by hard steel flats, which are shaped into spherical cavities and well polished. With these it rests on the four steel points \( B, B', D, D' \). The bar \( ACE \) is knifed in such a manner vertically, that the points \( A, B, D, E \) and the edge \( C \) are all in a horizontal plane. These particulars will be better understood by looking at the elevation in fig. 6. What has been said of the bar \( ACE \) must be understood as also said of the bar \( A'C' \).

Draw through the centre of the box the line \( a b \) perpendicular to the line \( AE, BD \). It is evident that the bar \( ACE \) is equivalent to a lever \( a b \), having the fulcrum or axis \( AE \) resting with its extremity \( C \) in the pin \( b, g \) and loaded at \( b \). It is also evident that \( C \) is to \( a \) as \( b \) to \( a b \), or to \( b \) as \( a \) to \( ab \), the same proportion subsists between the total load on the platform and the pressure which it exerts on the pin \( g, h \) and that the same proportion subsists between the whole load on the platform and the pressure which it exerts on the pin \( g, h \). It will also appear, on an attentive consideration, that this proportion is nowhere deranged in whatever manner the load is placed on the platform. If very unequally, the two ends of the pin \( g, h \) may be unequally pressed, and the lever bent and strained a little, but the total pressure is still the same as before. If here be now placed a balance or balance-yard at the side \( LK \), in such a manner that one end of it may be directly above the pin \( l, m \) in the end of the lever \( EOF \), they may be connected by a wire or slender rod, and a weight on the other arm of the balance or scale-yard may be put in equilibriv with any load that can be laid on the platform. A small counterpoise being first hung on to balance the apparatus when unloaded, steel-yard, any additional weight will measure the load really laid on the platform. If \( a b \) be to \( ac \) as 1 to 8, and \( IO \) to \( EF \) also as 1 to 8, and if a common balance be used above, 64 pounds on the platform will be balanced by one pound in the scale, and every pound will be balanced by \( \frac{1}{8} \)th of an ounce. This would be a very convenient partition for most purposes, as it would enable us to use a common balance and common weights to complete the machine; or it may be made with a balance of unequal arms, or with a steel-yard.

Some have thought to improve this instrument by using edges like those of the nails of a balance, instead of points. But unless made with uncommon accuracy, they will render the balance very dull. The small deviation of the two edges \( A \) and \( E \), or of \( B \) and \( D \), from perfect parallelism to \( KN \), is equivalent to a broad surface equal to the whole deviation. We imagine that, with no extraordinary care, the machine may be made to weigh within one-sixtieth of the truth, which is exact enough for any purpose in commerce.

It is necessary that the points be attached to the bars. Some have put the points at \( A \) and \( E \) in the blocks of steel fastened to the bottom, because the cavity they lodged water or dirt, which soon destroyed the instrument with rust. But this occasions a change of proportion in the first lever by any shifting of the crooked bars; and this will frequently happen when the wheels of a loaded cart are pushed on the platform. The cavity in the steel flat should have a little rim round it, and it should be kept full of oil. In a nice machine a quarter of an inch of quicksilver would effectually prevent all these inconveniences.

The simplest and most economical form of this machine is to have no balance or second steel-yard; but to make the first steel-yard \( EOF \) a lever of the first kind, viz., having the fulcrum between \( O \) and \( F \), and allow it to project far beyond the box. The longer outward arm of this lever is then divided into a scale of weights, commencing at the side of the box. A counterpoise must be chosen, such as will, when at the beginning of the scale, balance the smallest load that will probably be examined. It will be convenient to carry on this scale by means of eke-weights hung on at the extremity of the lever, and to use but one movable weight. By this method the divisions of the scale will have always one value. The best arrangement is as follows: Place the mark \( O \) at the beginning of the scale, and let it extend only to 100, if for pounds; or to 112, if for cwt.; or to 10, if for stones; and let the eke-weights be numbered 1, 2, 3, &c. Let the lowest weight be marked on the beam. This is always to be added to the weight shown by the operation. Let the eke-weights stand at the end of the beam, and let the general counterpoise always hang at \( O \). When the cart is put on the platform, the end of the beam tilts up. Hang on the heaviest eke-weight that is sufficient to press it down. Now complete the balance by sliding out the counterpoise. Suppose the constant load to be 312 lb., and that the counterpoise-stands at 86, and that the eke-weight is 9; we have the load 986, which is 1258 lbs.

STEELE (Sir Richard), was born about the year 1676 in Dublin; in which kingdom one branch of the family was possessed of a considerable estate in the county.
The county of Wexford. His father, a counsellor at law in Dublin, was private secretary to James duke of Ormond; but he was of English extraction: and his son, while very young, being carried to London, he put him to school at the Charter-house, whence he was removed to Merton College in Oxford. Our author left the university, which he did without taking any degree, in the full resolution to enter into the army. This step was highly displeasing to his friends; but the ardour of his passion for a military life rendered him deaf to any other proposal. Not being able to procure a better station, he entered as a private gentleman in the horse-guards, notwithstanding he thereby loft the succession to his Irish estate. However, as he had a flow of good-natured, a generous openness and frankness of spirit, and a sparkling vivacity of wit, these qualities rendered him the delight of the soldiers, and procured him an enkind's commission in the guards. In the mean time, as he had made choice of a profession which fet him free from all the ordinary restraints in youth, he spared not to indulge his inclinations in the wildest excesses. Yet his gaieties and revels did not put without some cool hours of reflection; it was in thee that he drew up his little treatise intitled The Christian Hero, with a design, if we may believe himself, to be a check upon his passions. For this purpofe it had lain some time by him, when he printed it in 1701, with a dedication to Lord Clotis, who had not only appointed him his private secretary, but procured for him a company in Lord Lucas's regiment of Footfellers.

The fame year he brought out his comedy called The Fanére ou Gisif à la mode. This play procured him the regard of King William, who resolved to give him some official marks of his favour; and though, upon that prince's death, his hopes were disappointed, yet, in the beginning of Queen Anne's reign, he was appointed to the profitable place of gazetter. He owed this poft to the friendship of lord Halifax and the earl of Sunderland, to whom he had been recommended by his school-fellow Mr Addison. That gentleman also lent him an helping hand in promoting the comedy called The Tender Husband, which was acted in 1704 with great success. But his next play, The Lying Lover, had a very different fate. Upon this rebuff from the good fortune, he began to publish the Tatler; which admirable paper was undertaken in concert with Dr Swift. His reputation was perfectly established by this work; and, during the course of it, he was made a commissioner of the stamp duties in 1709. Upon the change of the ministry the same year, he joined the duke of Marlborough, who had several years entertained a friendship for him; and upon his Grace's dismissal from all employments in 1711, Mr Steele addreffed a letter of thanks to him for the favours which he had done to his country. However, as our author still continued to hold his place in the stamp office under the new administration, he forbore entering with his pen upon political subjects; but, adhering more closely to Mr Addison, he dropped the Tatler, and afterwards, by the assistance chiefly of that ready friend, he carried on the same plan much improved, under the title of The Spectator. The success of this paper was equal to that of the former; which encouraged him, before the clofe of it, to proceed upon the fame design in the character of the Guardian. This was opened in the beginning of the year 1713, and was laid down in October the fame year. But in the course of it his thoughts took a stronger turn to politics: he engaged with great warmth against the ministry; and being determined to pro- cede his views that way by procuring a feat in the house of commons, he immediately removed all ob- stacles thereto. For that purpofe he took care to pre- vent a forcible difmissal from his post in the stamp office, by a timely resignation of it to the Earl of Orrery, and at the fame time gave up a penfion, which had been till this time paid him by the queen as a fervant to the late prince George of Denmark. This done, he wrote the famous Guardian upon the demolition of Dunkirk, which was published Aug. 7, 1713: and the parliament being difolved next day, the Guardian was soon followed by several other warm political tracts against the administration. Upon the meeting of the new parliament, Mr Steele having been returned a member for the borough of Stockbridge in Dorsetshire, took his seat accordingly in the house of commons; but was expelled thence in a few days after, for writing the clofe of the paper called the Englishman, and one of the political pieces intituled the Grifts. Presently after his expu- sition, he publifhed proposals for writing the history of the duke of Marlborough: at the fame time he also wrote the Spanfer; and, in oppofition to the Examiner, he fet up a paper called the Reader, and continued pub- lishing several other things in the fame spirit till the death of the queen. Immediately after which, as a re- ward for these favours, he was taken into favour by her successor to the throne, king George I. He was appointed fervant of the royal fables at Hampton- Court, governor of the royal company of comedians, put into the commiジョン of the peace for the county of Middlesex, and in 1715 received the honour of knighthood. In the firft parliament of that king, he was chosen member for Boroughbridge in Yorkshire; and, after the fuppression of the rebellion in the north, was appointed one of the commiジョンers of the forfeited eftates in Scotland. In 1718, he buried his second wife, who had brought him a handsome fortune and a good eftate in Wales; but neither that, nor the ample additions lately made to his income, were fufficient to answer his demands. The thoughtlefs vivacity of his spirit often reduced him to little thifts of wit for its support; and the project of the Fifh-pool this year owed its birth chiefly to the projector's neceffities. This vessel was intended to carry fifts alive, and without waiting, to any part of the kingdom: but notwithstanding all his towering hopes, the scheme proved very ruinous to him; for after he had been at an immense expence in contriving and building his veffeIl, besides the charge of the patent, which he had procured, it turned out upon trial to be a mere project. His plan was to bring salmon alive from the coast of Ireland; but these fifts, though supplied by this convenience with a continual stream of water while at sea, yet unceafly at their confinement, shattered themselves to pieces against the sides of the pool; fo that when they were brought to market they were worth very little.

The following year he opposed the remarkable peer- age bill in the house of commons; and, during the course
course of this opposition to the court, his licence for acting plays was revoked, and his patent rendered ineffectual; at the instance of the lord chamberlain. He did his utmost to prevent its great loss; and finding every direct avenue of approach to his royal master effectually barred against him by his powerful adversary, he had recourse to the method of applying to the public, in hopes that his complaints would reach the ear of his sovereign, though in an indirect course, by that channel. In this spirit he formed the plan of a periodical paper, to be published twice a week, under the title of the Theatre; the first number of which came out on the 2d of January 1719-20. In the mean time, the misfortune of being out of favour at court, like other misfortunes, drew after it a train of more. During the course of this paper, in which he had assumed the reign'd name of Sir John Edgar, he was outrageously attacked by Mr Dennis, the noted critic, in a very abusive pamphlet, intitled The Character and Conduct of Sir John Edgar. To this intitul our author made a proper reply in the Theatre.

While he was struggling with all his might to save himself from ruin, he found time to turn his pen against the mischievous South-Sea scheme, which had nearly brought the nation to ruin in 1720; and the next year he was restored to his office and authority in the playhouse in Drury Lane. Of this it was not long before he made an additional advantage, by bringing his celebrated comedy called the Conjuror Lovers upon that stage, where it was acted with prodigious success; so that the receipt there must have been very considerable, besides the profits accruing by the sale of the copy, and a purée of 500l. given to him by the king, to whom he dedicated it. Yet notwithstanding these ample supplies, about the year following, being reduced to the utmost extremity, he sold his mare in the playhouse, and soon after commenced a law-suit with the managers, which in 1726 was determined to his disadvantage. Having now again, for the last time, brought his fortune, by the most hecules' prudence, into a desperate condition, he was rendered altogether incapable of retrieving the loss, by being feized with a paralytic disorder, which greatly impaired his understanding. In these unhappy circumstances, he retired to his seat at Langnumor near Caermarthens in Wales, where he paid the last debt to nature on the 21st of September 1729, and was privately interred, according to his own desire, in the church of Caermarthen. Among his papers were found the manuscripts of two plays, one called The Gentleman, founded upon the cunach of Terence, and the other intituled The School of Allon, both nearly finished.

Sir Richard was a man of undismelled and extensive benevolence, a friend to the friendless, and, as far as his circumstances would permit, the father of every orphan. His works are chaste and manly. He was a stranger to the most dilate appearance of envy or malevolence; never jealous of any man's growing reputation; and so far from arrogating any praise to himself from his conjunction with Mr Addison, that he was the first who defined him to distinguish his papers. His greatest error was want of economy; however, he was certainly the most agreeable, and (if we may) be allowed the expression) the most innocent that ever trod the rounds of dilipation.

**STEPELE**, an appendage erected generally on the western end of churches, to hold the bells. Steeples are denominated from their form, either spires or towers: the first are such as ascend continually diminishing either conically or pyramidal; the latter are mere parallelopipeds, and are covered a top platform like.

**STEERAGE**, on board a ship, that part of the ship next below the quarter deck, before the bulkhead of the great cabin where the steersman stands, in most ships of war. See Steering.

**STEERING**, in navigation, the art of directing the ship's way by the movements of the helm; or of applying its efforts to regulate her course when the advances.

The perfection of steering consists in a vigilant attention to the motion of the ship's head, so as to check every deviation from the line of her course in the first instant of its motion; and in applying as little of the power of the helm as possible. By this the ship will run more uniformly in a straight path, as declining left to the right and left; whereas, if a greater effort of the helm is employed, it will produce a greater declination from the course, and not only increase the difficulty of steering, but also make a more rapid and irregular track through the water. See Helm—The helmman should diligently watch the movements of the head by the land, clouds, moon, or stars; because, although the course is in general regulated by the compass, yet the vibrations of the needle are not so quickly perceived as the fulness of the ship's head to the right or left, which, if not immediately restrained, will acquire additional velocity in every instant of their motion, and demand a more powerful impulse of the helm to reduce them; the application of which will operate to turn her head as far as her contrary side of her course.

—The phrases used in steering a ship vary according to the relation of the wind to her course. Thus, if the wind is fair or large, the phrases used by the pilot or officer who superintends the steering are: port, starboard, and steady. The first is intended to direct the ship's course further to the right; the second is to guide her further to the left; and the last is designed to keep her exactly in the line; whereas in his advances, according to the course to windward, the excess of the first and second movement is called hard a port, and hard a starboard; the former of which gives her the greatest possible inclination to the right, and the latter an equal tendency to the left.—If, on the contrary, the wind is foul or scant, the phrases are leeward, thus, and nearer: the first of which is the order to keep her close to the wind; the second, to retain her in her present situation; and the third, to keep her close full.

In a ship of war, the exercise of steering the ship is usually divided amongst a number of the most expert sailors, who attend the helm in their turns; and are accordingly called timoniers, from the French term timonier, which signifies "helmman." The steering is constantly superintended by the quarter-masters, who also attend the helm by rotation. In merchant-ships every seaman takes his turn in this service, being directed therein by the mate of the watch, or some other officer.

As the safety of a ship, and all contained therein, depends in a great measure on the steering or effects of the helm, the apparatus by which it is managed should often be diligently examined by the proper officers. In
STEGANUM, a negligece in this important duty appears almost unpardonable, when the fatal effects which may result from it are duly considered.

STEGANUM. See Slate.

STEGANOGRAPHY, the art of secret writing, or of writing in ciphers, known only to the persons corresponding. See Cipher.

STELLARIA, Stichwort, in botany: A genus of plants belonging to the class of decandria, and order of trigyna; and in the natural system arranged under the 22d order, Caryophyllaceae. The calyx is pentaphyllous and spreading. There are five petals, each divided into two segments. The capsule is oval, unilocular, and polypermous. There are nine species, the nema- rum, dichotoma, radians, holoflosa, graminea, cerafloides, and arenaria. Three of these are British plants: 1. Nemorum, broad-leaved stichwort. The flanks are about a foot or eighteen inches high, and branched in a panicle at the top. The leaves are heart-shaped, and of a paler green on the under than on the upper side; the lower ones being supported by foot-flasks which are hairy and channelled; the upper ones are felise. The calyx is erect, somewhat hairy and white on the margins. The petals are bifid almost to the base. There is a small nectarium between the longer flamina and the calyx.—2. Holoflosa, greater stichwort. The flanks are about two feet long; the petals are nearly twice the length of the calyx, and divided half-way to the base. It is common in woods and hedges.—3. Graminea, less stichwort. The item is near a foot high. The leaves are linear and entire, and the flowers grew in loose panicles. It is frequent in dry pastures. There is a variety of this species called bog stichwort, with smooth, oval, felise leaves, and few leaves, which grows often in wet marshy places. The flanks are quadrangular; the petals scarcely longer than the calyx, and bifid to the base.

STELLATE, among botanists, expresses leaves which grow not less than half an inch at a joint, and are arranged like the rays of a star.

STELLARIA, German Grundsel, in botany: A genus of plants belonging to the class of echandria, and order of monogyna; and in the natural system arranged under the 40th order, Peronate. The calyx is quinquepartite; the corolla bilatrated; there are four flamina; each of the filaments is bifid, and have two anthers. The capsule is bilocular. There is only one species, the mariina.

ST Emmata, in the history of insects, are three smooth hemispheric dots, placed generally on the top of the head, in molt of the hymenoptera and other classes. The name was first introduced by Linneus.

STEMODIA, in botany: A genus of plants belonging to the class of didynamia, and order of angio sperma; and in the natural system ranging under the 40th order, Peronate. The calyx is quinquepartite; the corolla bilatrated; there are four flamina; each of the filaments is bifid, and have two anthers. The capsule is bilocular. There is only one species, the mariina.

STEMPHYLA, a word used by the ancients to express the hulks of grapes, or the remains of the pressings of wine. The same word is also used by some to express the remaining mass of the olives, after the oil is pressed out.

STEMPHYLITES, a name given by the ancients to a fort of wine pressed hard from the hulks.

STEMPLES, in mining, cross bars of wood in the shafts which are sunk to mines. In many places the way is to sink a perpendicular hole, or shaft, the sides of which they strengthen from top to bottom with wood-work, to prevent the earth from falling in; the transverse pieces of wood used to this purpose they call stemples, and by means of these the miners in some places descend, without using any rope, catching hold of these with their hands and feet.

STEMSON, in a ship, an arching piece of timber fixed within the apron, to reinforce the scarp thereof, in the same manner as the apron supports the scarp of the item. In large ships it is usually formed of two pieces.
STENOGRAPHY (A).

CHAP. I.

The art of stenography, or short writing, was known and practiced by most of the ancient civilized nations. The Egyptians, who were distinguished for learning at an early period, at first expressed their words by a delineation of figures called hieroglyphics. A more concise mode of writing seems to have been afterwards introduced, in which only a part of the symbol or picture was drawn. This answered the purpose of short-hand in some degree. After them the Hebrews, the Greeks, and the Romans*, adopted different methods of abbreviating their words and sentences, suited to their respective languages. The initials, the finals, or radicals, often served for whole words; and various combinations of these sometimes formed a sentence. Arbitrary marks were likewise employed to determine the meaning, and to affiit legibility; and it seems probable that every writer, and every author of antiquity, had some peculiar method of abbreviation, calculated to facilitate the expression of his own sentiments, and intelligible only to himself.

It is also probable, that some might by these means take down the heads of a discourse or oration; but few, very few, it is prefixed, could have followed a speaker through all the meanders of rhetoric, and noted with precision every syllable, as it dropped from his mouth, in a manner legible even to themselves.

To arrive at such consummate perfection in the art was reserved for more modern times, and is still an acquisition by no means general.

In every language of Europe, till about the close of the 16th century, the Roman plan of abbreviating (viz. substituting the initials or radicals, with the help of arbitraries, for words) appears to have been employed. Till then no regular alphabet had been invented expressly for stenography, when an English gentleman of the name of Willis invented and published one (A). His plan was soon altered and improved, or at least pretended to be so. One alteration succeeded another; and at intervals, for a series of years past, some men of ingenuity and application have composed and published systems of stenography, and doubtless have themselves reaped all the advantages that attend it. But among the various methods that have been proposed, and the different plans that have been adopted by individuals, none has yet appeared fortunate enough to gain general approbation; or proved sufficiently simple, clear, and concise, to be universally studied and practiced.

Some systems are replete with unmeaning symbols, perplexing arbitraries, and ill-judged contractions: which render them so difficult to be attained by a common capacity, or ordinary application, that it is not to be wondered at if they have sunk into neglect, and are now no longer known (c). Other systems, by being too prolix, by containing a multiplicity of characters, and those characters not simply or easily remembered, become inefficient to the purpose of expedition, and are only superior in obscurity to a common hand. Some, again, not only reject all arbitraries and contractions, but even prepositions and terminations; which last, if not too lavishly employed and badly devised, highly contribute to promote both expedition and legibility; and though they reduce their characters to fewer than can possibly express the various modifications of sound, yet they make nearly one half of them complex. In the disposition of the vowels, there is the greatest perplexity in most systems. A dot is sometimes substituted for all the vowels indiscriminately, and the judgment is left to determine which letter out of any alphabet is intended to express; or a minute space is allotted them; so that unless they be arranged with mathematical precision they cannot be distinguished from one another; but such a minute attention is inconsistent with the nature of short-hand, which should teach us to write down in a short time, as well as in small bounds, what we wish to preserve of what we hear. Nor is the plan of lifting the pen and putting the next consonant in the vowel's place, less liable to objections; or that of representing all the vowels by different characters, being obviously ill calculated for facility and dispatch, and consequently inadmissible into any useful system.

It is to be confessed, that the person who first propo

---

(A) The value of stenography is not unknown to the learned; and the care and success with which it has been lately cultivated in these kingdoms will, in all probability, soon render it an object of general attention. No one, however, appears to us to have simplified and improved the art so much as Dr. Mavor, author of Universal Stenography, who has liberally permitted us to present our readers with a complete view of his scheme. To those who wish to become proficient in Short-Writing, we earnestly recommend his entire publication (printed for Cadell and Davis, Strand, London), which in many schools of the first reputation now forms a desired class-book.

(b) Mr. Locke says, a regular method of short-writing seems to be known and practiced only in Britain. This is not now the case; and indeed there is no reason to doubt whether characters may not be invented to express the various sounds, or letters, employed in any language, either ancient or modern.

(c) A list of writers on stenography. Mr. Addy, Aldridge, Angell, Ather, Blandmore, Blofett, Boley, Bridges, Byrom, Colls, Crofis, Dix, Everard, Ewen, Facey, Farthing, Gibbs, Grime, Gurney, Heath, Holdworth, Hopkins, Jeake, Labourer, Lane, Lyle, Macauley, Mafon, Mavor, Metcalfe, Nicholas, Palmer, Rich, Ridpath; Shelton, Steele, Tanner, Taylor, Thickness, Tiffin, Webster, Welton, Williamson, Willis, B. D., and Willis, &c.
reformed the omission of vowels in the middle of words, which it is obvious, and invented letters, which could be connected as in a running hand without lifting the pen in the middle of the word, made a real improvement on the works of his predecessors. But, in fine, most systems, either in their plan or execution, labour under some capital defect, attended with circumstances highly discouraging to the learner, and which is a great measure defeat the end of their invention, by being too complicated to be learned with ease and remembered with accuracy, or to be practised with the expedition which is requisite; and so difficult to be deciphered, that a man can scarcely read what he has just written.

To obviate these defects, to provide against prolixity and conciseness, which might occasion obscurity, to exhibit a system founded on the simplest principles, which might be easily learned and read, and yet be capable of the utmost expedition—were the motives that gave rise to the present attempt.

This method will be found different from any yet published, and superior to all in the disposition of the vowels and the facility of arranging them; the confusion in placing which seems to detract from the merit of the best performances on the subject; and it may be affirmed, without ostentation, that characters simpler in their form, and more perfect in their union, have not been applied to the art of stenography.

As well as it could be determined, the simplest characters are appropriated to the letters most usually employed; indeed, as far as possible, those which are complex have been rejected; but as it was an object always kept in view that the writing should be on a line, a few were admitted into the alphabet for that reason.

The characters for the double and triple consonants are the easiest that could be invented, consistent with perspicuity (v); for care has been taken to provide against all obscurity which might arise by adopting letters too similar in their formation; and with respect to the prepositions and terminations, those which occur most frequently are expressed by the simplest characters, which will be found perfectly easy in their application.

The arithmetics are few in number (v), and the arithmetical abbreviations, as they are entirely from the letters of the alphabet, and chosen from some thousands of words in common use, will well repay the learner for an hour's trouble in committing them to memory.

The last chapter lays down a scheme of abbreviation, compiled in a few rules, perfectly easy to be understood and practised by proficient in this art, which we hope will answer the expectation of the author, and will be found free from the perplexity complained of in many systems where abbreviation is admitted. The principal rules are new, are so easy, so extensive in their use, and so consistent with expedition and legibility, if applied with judgment, that they alone must suffice. The learner is however advised by no means to adopt any of them, till experience has convinced him that they may be used without error or injury to legibility. All abbreviating rules are suited to those only who have made some progress in the phonographic art; for although they certainly promote expedition in a wonderful manner, and afford the greatest ease to a proficient, yet a learner, as expedition is not his first, though his ultimate view, should admit of nothing that in the least renders the reading difficult.

CHAP. II.

The English alphabet consists of twenty-six letters; the gene-

of which are vowels, a, e, i, o, u, and y; and the other twenty consonants, b, c, d, f, g, h, j, l, m, n, p, q, r, s, t, v, w, x, y, and z.

This alphabet, as is observed by the best grammarians that have written on the language, is both defective and redundant in expressing the various modifications of sound.

Custom or prejudice has assigned some letters a place, when others would with much more propriety express the same sound; and to this may be added, that several letters, sometimes in one word, seem to be admitted for no other reason than to perplex a young beginner or a foreigner, as an obstruction to true pronunciation, and to add to the apparent length of the word, when they are entirely superfluous and useless. That this is the genius of the orthography of our language must be perceived by the most superficial observer; but no modern tongue is absolutely free from the same exceptions. In particular, the French has a great number of dormant letters, which, it is obvious, render the pronunciation more difficult and perplexing to learners (c).

But as it is neither our business nor our intention to propose a mode of spelling different from that in common use, when applied to printing or long-hand writing (since several innovators in orthography have fallen into contempt, and their plans have been only preserved as beacons to warn others of the folly of endeavouring to subvert established principles (b)), we shall only observe, that in phonography, where the most expedients and the following simple rules are studiously to be regarded and practised.

**Rule I. All quiescent consonants in words are to be**
The page contains a text discussing the rules and principles of stenography, a system for shorthand writing. The text outlines various rules for abbreviating vowels, consonants, and the use of diacritical marks. It also describes the formation and application of characters used in stenography, with an emphasis on legibility and precision in writing.

The text covers:
- Rules for the vowels
- The stenographic alphabet
- The general principles of stenography

The section on rules for the vowels explains how to abbreviate vowels and consonants, providing examples and guidelines for easy recognition. The stenographic alphabet is introduced with 18 distinct characters, including rules for the formation and application of these characters. Finally, the text addresses the general principles of stenography, emphasizing the importance of legibility and precision in writing.

By following the rules and principles outlined in this page, one can efficiently and accurately record spoken words using the shorthand method of stenography.
The characters expressing nine of the consonants are all perfectly distinct from one another; eight only remain which are needful, viz. f, g or h, j, p, q, v, w, and x. To find characters for which we must have recourse to mixed curves and lines. The characters which we have adopted are the simplest in nature after those already applied, admit of the easiest jointing, and tend to preserve lineality and beauty in the writing.

It must be observed that we have no character for c when it has a hard sound, as in coffee; or soft, as in city; for it naturally takes the sound of k or t, which in all ciphers is sufficiently to supply its place.

R likewise is represented by the same character as l; only with this difference, r is written with an ascender stroke (1), and l with a descender; which is always to be known from the manner of its union with the following character; but in a few monosyllables where r is the only consonant in the word, and consequently stands alone, it is to be made as is shown in the alphabet for distinction's sake.

Z, as it is a letter seldom employed in the English language, and only a coarser and harder expression of s, must be supplied by s whenever it occurs; as for Zakaria write Zakarias, &c.

CHAP. IV.

The prepositions and terminations in this scheme are so simple, that the greatest benefit may be reaped from them, and very little trouble required to attain them; as the incipient letter or the incipient consonant of all the prepositions and of several of the terminations is used to express the whole. But although in Plate CCCCLXXXII. sufficient specimens are given of the manner of their application, that the learner of ingenuity or more flow perception may have every assistance, we have subjoined the following directions.

Rule I. The preposition is always to be written without joining, yet so near as plainly to show what word it belongs to; and the belt way is to observe the same order as if the whole was to be connected.

Rule II. A preposition, though the same letters that constitute it may be met with in the middle or end of a word, is never to be used, because it would expose to obscurity.

Rule III. Observe that the preposition omni is expressed by the vowel e in its proper position; and for anti, anti, ante, by the vowel a, which the radical part of the word will easily distinguish from being only simple vowels.

The first rule for the prepositions is (allowing such exceptions as may be seen in the Plate) to be observed for the terminations; and also the second mutatis mutandis; except that whenever fis, fis, fis, nius, and ces occur, they are to be expressed as directed in the fourth rule for the consonants, whether in the beginning, middle, or end of words (x).

Rule IV. The terminative character for tion, fion, cion, cian, cian, is to be expressed by a small circle joined to the nearest letter, and turned to the right; and the plurals tions, fions, cions, cians, cians, cians, tiences, by a dot on the same side.

Rule V. The terminative character for ing, is to be expressed likewise by a small circle, drawn to the left hand; and its plural inge by a dot (l).

Rule VI. The plural sign z is to be added to the terminative characters when necessary.

Rule VII. The separated terminations are never to be used but in poly syllables or words of more syllables than one.

These rules duly observed will point out a method as concise and elegant as can be desired, for expressing the most frequent and longest prepositions and terminations in the English language. If it should be thought necessary to increase their number by the addition of others, it will be an easy matter for any one of the least discernment to do so, by proceeding on the principles before laid down.

CHAP. V.

Though a more concise method of writing, or more rules for numerous abbreviations, may not be indubitably necessary, if the foregoing directions be professed for a certain considerable time, yet contradictions will be found extremely.

---

(1) The character for b, when lineality requires it, may be made from the bottom and inverted (see Plate CCCCLXXXII). And often b may be omitted entirely; or a vowel may be substituted in its stead, without any injury to legibility, it being rather a breathing than letter.

(x) But in a few words where three horizontal characters meet, it will be better to express the fis, &c. by the semicircular character in Plate CCCCLXXXII. opposite tiou.

(l) In horizontal characters, by the left hand is meant the top, and by the right the space below the letter (see ing joined, Plate CCCCLXXXII). In all other characters the right and left positions will naturally be known.
tremely useful and convenient to those who have attained a proper knowledge of the subject, and lead to a greater degree of expedition, at the same time that they diminish the labour of writing. It has been observed in the introduction, that abbreviations are only to be employed by proficients in this art; because expedience is not the first, though the ultimate, object in view; and that an easy legibility is of the utmost consequence to the learner; which, however, cannot be preferred, if he adopts too soon those very rules which in time will afford him the greatest ease when applied with judgment.

The following short and practical rules will be found, we hope, fully adequate to every purpose for which they were intended, and are far superior in the facility of their application to any which we have seen.

 Rule I. The usual abbreviations in long-hand are always to be followed; as M. for Master, M. D. for Doctor of Physic, and Abp. for Archbishop, &c.

 Rule II. Substantives, adjectives, verbs, and particles, when the sense will direct to the meaning, are to be expressed by their initial consonant with the following marks exhibited in Plate CCCCXXXII. viz. a substantival must have the dot exactly over its initial consonant; an adjective must have a dot under it; a verb is to be expressed by a comma over its initial consonant; and a participle by a comma under (m). These being the four principal parts of speech will be sufficient; and an adept will never be at a loss to know when he can with safety apply this rule to them.

 Rule III. To render the writing more legible, the last letter of the word may be joined to the first, and the proper mark applied.

 Rule IV. The constituent or radical part of words, especially if they are long, will often serve for the whole, or sometimes the first syllable; as, we ought to moderate our ex. by our circums; a man's man, commonly shape his for.

 Rule V. All long words without exception may have their prepositions or terminations expressed by the incipient consonant of such preposition or termination.

 Rule VI. When there is a great dependence between the parts of a sentence, the initial letter will often suffice; as L. is the capital of Great B.; the eldest S. of the king of Great B. is styled prince of W. Every one, it is prefumed, will allow this to be perfectly legible in long-hand, then why may it not in stenography?

 Rule VII. The terminations ng and lef may be omitted; as faithfullyf is only to be written faithful; forward, forwards; heed, heed's; scholarad, scholar, &c.

 Rule VIII. The second and third persons of verbs ending in eth and oft may be expressed by s; as, he loves, thou teachest; instead of he loves, thou teachest; or even without; as, he loves, &c.

 Rule IX. Words may often be entirely omitted, and yet no ambiguity ensue; as, In beginning God created heaven and earth, for in the beginning God created the heaven and the earth.

 Rule X. When there is an immediate repetition of a sentence or word, a line is to be drawn under the sentence or word to be repeated; as, Amen, Amen, is to be written Amen; but if any words intervene before a word or sentence is to be repeated, the line must be drawn as before, and a or mark of omission placed where the repetition should begin; as, Is it just the innocent should be condemned a reviled?

The Contents of the Stenographic Plate.

Fabricius's Reply to Pyrrhus.

As to my poverty, you have indeed, Sir, been rightly informed. My whole estate consists in a house of but mean appearance, and a little spot of ground, from which by my own labour I draw my support. But if by any means you have been persuaded to think, that this poverty makes me less considerate in my country, or in any degree unhappy, you are extremely deceived. I have no reason to complain of fortune, the supplies me with all that nature requires; and if I am without superfluities, I am also free from the desire of them. With these I confess I should be more able to succour the neccessitous, the only advantage for which the wealthy are to be envied; but as small as my possessions are, I can still contribute something to the support of the state and the affilliance of my friends. With regard to honours, my country places me, poor as I am, upon a level with the richest: for Rome knows no qualifications for great employments but virtue and ability. She appoints me to officiate in the most august ceremonies of religion; she entrusts me with the command of her armies; she confides to my care the most important negotiations. My poverty does not lessen the weight and influence of my counsels in the senate; the Roman people honour me for that very poverty which you consider as a disgrace; they know the many opportunities I have had in war to enrich myself without incurring cenfure; they are convinced of my disinterested zeal for their prosperity; and if I have any thing to complain of in the return they make, it is only the excess of their applause. What value then can I set upon your gold and silver! What king can add any thing to my fortune! Always attentive to discharge the duties incumbent on me, I have a mind free from self-reproach, and I have an honest fame. Diedly's Preceptor.

Letter to a Friend against Waste of Time.

Conversate often with yourself, and neither lavish your time, nor suffer others to rob you of it. Many of our hours are stolen from us, and others pass insensibly away; but of both these losses the most shameful is that which happens through our own neglect. If we take the trouble to observe, we shall find that one considerable part of our life is spent in doing evil, and the other in doing.

(a) The dot or comma being placed thus will never occasion them to be mistaken for vowels, because they should always be on one side or other; whereas the mark for parts of speech must constantly be placed exactly over or under.
St Paul's Speech before Agrippa and Felix.

I think myself happy, king Agrippa, that I shall answer for myself this day before you, touching all things whereof I am accused of the Jews; especially because I know thee to be expert in all customs and questions which are among the Jews, wherefore I beseech thee to hear me patiently. My manner of life from my youth, which was at first among mine own nation at Jerusalem, know all the Jews, which knew me from the beginning (if they would testify), that, after the firstest feet of it, I lived a Pharisee. And now I stand and am judged for the hope of the promises made by God unto our fathers: unto which promise our twelve apostles and prophets did declare that the fruit should never fail, of which of that world some have believed is come. For the truth is in me, and I judge to speak freely. And the king Agrippa, believe thou the prophets? I know that thou believest.

Once more I write to you as I promised, and this time I fear will be the last; the curtain will soon be drawn between my friend and me, and nothing left but to wish you a long good night; may you enjoy a flate of repose in this life not unlike that sleep of the soul which some have believed to succeed it, where we lie utterly forgetful of that world from which we are gone, and ripeing for that to which we are to go. If you retain any memory of the past, let it only image to you what has pleased you best; sometimes present a dream of an absent friend, or bring you back an agreeable conversation. But, upon the whole, I hope you will think less of the time past than the future; as the former has been less kind to you than the latter infamibly will be. Do not envy the world your studies: They will tend to the benefit of men, against whom you can have no complaint; I mean, of all posterity; and, perhaps, at your time of life, nothing else is worth your care. What is every year of a wise man's life but a cenure or critic on the past? Tho' whose whole date is the shortest, live long enough to laugh at one half of it: The boy despises the infant, the man the boy, the philosopher both, and the Christian all. You may now begin to think your manhood was too much a puerility; and you will never suffer your age to be but a second infancy. The toys and babbles of your childhood are hardly now more below you than the toys of our riper and our declining years; the drums and rattles of ambition, and the dirt and bubbles of avarice. At this time, when you are cut off from a little society, and made a citizen of the world at large, you should bend your talents not to serve a party, or a few, but all mankind. Your genius should mount above that mist, in which its participation and neighbourhood with earth hath long involved it: To shine abroad, and to heaven, ought to be the business and the glory of your present situation. Remember it was at such a time that the greatest lights of antiquity dazzled and blazed the moth; in their retreat, in their exile, or in their death. But why do I talk of dazzling or blazing? It was then that they did good, that they gave light, and that they became guides to mankind. Tho' aims alone are worthy of spirits truly great, and such I therefore hope will be yours. Reintendment indeed may remain, perhaps cannot be quite extinguished, in the noblest minds; but revenge will never harbour there: Higher principles
### The Alphabet with the Double and Triple Consonants

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a</td>
<td>a, on, above</td>
<td>ch</td>
<td>each, such</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b</td>
<td>be, because</td>
<td>sh</td>
<td>shall, she</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c</td>
<td>do, did</td>
<td>th</td>
<td>therefor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d</td>
<td>every, every</td>
<td>str</td>
<td>strive, strong</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e</td>
<td>from, if</td>
<td>wh</td>
<td>who, which</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Vowels Places

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>a, e, i, o, u, y</th>
<th>Vowels Places</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a, e, i, o, u, y</td>
<td>Vowels Places</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Prepositions and Terminations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ab, ob</td>
<td>abstain</td>
<td>ab, ob</td>
<td>able</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>am</td>
<td>antedate</td>
<td>am</td>
<td>ante</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>an</td>
<td>antedating</td>
<td>an</td>
<td>antedate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>from</td>
<td>counter</td>
<td>from</td>
<td>counter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>for</td>
<td>counterfactual</td>
<td>for</td>
<td>factual</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>with</td>
<td>counterfactual</td>
<td>with</td>
<td>factual</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Figures

1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 0

### The Lords Prayer

**The Lords Prayer**

The text for the Lords Prayer is not fully visible in the image, but it likely follows the traditional Lord's Prayer format in English.
FABRICIUS' REPLY TO PYRRHUS.

ST. PAUL'S SPEECH.

LETTER &C.

POPE TO ATTERBURY.
than those of the first, and better principles than those of the latter, will infallibly influence men whose thoughts and whose hearts are enlarged, and cause them to prefer the whole to any part of mankind, especially to fo small a part as one's native self. Believe me, my Lord, I look upon you as a spirit entered into another life, as one just upon the edge of immortality, where the passions and affections must be much more exalted, and where you ought to despise all little views and all mean retropsects. Nothing is worth your looking back; and therefore look forward, and make (as you can) the world look after you; but take care it be not with pity, but with esteem and admiration. I am, with the greatest sincerity and passion for your fame as well as happiness, your, &c.

The above most charming and most affectionate letter was written about a month before Atterbury bishop of Rochester was sent into banishment, and is universally admired.

STENTOROPHONIC TUBE, a speaking trumpet; thus called from Stentor, a person mentioned by Homer. See TRUMPET.

STEP, in a ship, a block of wood fixed on the decks or bottom of a ship, and having a hole in its upper side, fitted to receive the heel of a mast or capstern. The steps of the main and foremasts of every ship rest upon the keelson, to which they are firmly secured by knees, bolts, or screws. The step of the mizen-mast usually rests upon the lower deck.

STEPHANION in botany: A genus of the morgenia order, belonging to the pentandra class of plants; and in the natural method ranking under the 47th order, Stellatae. The calyx is monophylous, turbinate, and quinquenervate; the corolla is monopetalous, funnel-shaped, having its tubes curved and ventricose; the pericarpiurn is a bilocular berry containing two seeds, flattened on one side and round on the other. This genus is nearly allied to that of Psychotria. There is only one species, viz. Gutanera, a native of the warmer parts of America.

STEPHANOPHORUS, in antiquity, the chief priest of Pallas, who presided over the reft. It was usual for every god to have a chief priest; that of Pallas was the Stephanophorus just mentioned, and that of Hercules was called Dadoucous. Stephonophorus was also a priest that afflicted the women in the celebration of the festival Theophoria.

STEPHANUS (Byzantius), an able grammanian, who lived in the 5th or 6th century. He wrote a Dictionary, in which he made a great number of observations, borrowed from mythology and history, which showed the origin of cities and colonies, of which we have nothing remaining but a mean abridgment by Hermolaus the grammanian; but from that work the learned have received great light; and Sigonius, Calabron, Scaliger, Salmasius, &c. have employed themselves in illustrating it.


Stephen, or St Stephen's Day, a festival of the Christian church, obsev'd on the 26th of December, in memory of the first martyr St Stephen.

STEPHEN, a family of printers deservedly celebrated. They flourished at the revival of learning, and contributed a great deal towards dispelling the cloud of ignorance which had so long overshadowed Europe. Some of the classes before the 16th century were in a great measure lost, and all of them were exceedingly corrupted. By their abilities and indefatigable industry these defects were supplied, and the learned were furnished with beautiful and correct editions of the Greek and Roman authors. Thus the world was not only supplied with an inexhaustible fund of amusement and instruction in their ancient writings; but it is to the authors which they inspired, and to the model of elegance which they displayed, that the present advanced state of literature is in a great measure owing.

Henry Stephens, the first of these illustrious men, was born in France, soon after the discovery of printing, perhaps about the year 1465. He settled as a printer at Paris, and was probably patronized by Louis XII. A great proportion of the books which he published were Latin: They are printed in the Roman letter, and are not inelegant, though some of them abound rather too much in contradictions. He died about the year 1520, and left behind him three sons, Francis, Robert, and Charles. His widow married Simon de Colinus (Colinus in Latin), who thus got possession of Henry's printing-house, and continued the profession till his death.

Of Francis, the eldest son, little more is known than that he carried on business along with his father-in-law Colinus, and that he died at Paris in 1550.

Robert Stephens, the second son, was born in 1503. In his youth he made great proficiency in the Roman, Greek, and Hebrew languages, and at the age of 19 had acquired so much knowledge, that his father-in-law entrusted him with the management of his press. An edition of the New Testament was published under his inspection, which gave great offence to the Paris divines, who accused him of heresy, and threatened to prevent the sale of the book. Soon after he began business himself, and married Perrette the daughter of Jodocus Dadius, a printer and an author. She was a woman of learning, and understood Latin, which indeed was the necessary consequence of her situation. Her husband always entertained a number of learned men as correctors of the press: Being foreigners, and of different nations, they made use of no other language but Latin; which Perrette being accustomed to hear, was able in a short time not only to understand, but even to speak with tolerable ease.

In 1531 he published his Latin " Theaurus," a work of great importance, which he laboured at for two years. The mark which he put upon all his books was a tree branched, with a man looking upon it, and these words sola altum sapere, to which he sometimes added aed time. In 1539, Francis I. made him his printer, and ordered a new set of elegant types to be founded for him. His frequent editions of the New Testament gave great offence to the doctors of the Sorbonne, who accused
Henry, the French king, in some measure protected him, the persecution of these divines rendered him so unhappy, not to mention the expense and loss of time which an almost constant attendance at court unavoidably occasioned. In 1552 he abandoned his country and went to Geneva. Here he embraced the Protestant religion, and thus justified in some measure the suspicions of his theological enemies. It has been affirmed by several writers that he carried along with him the royal type, and the moulds also in which they were cast; but it is certain that he never afterwards made use of these tools. Besides, is it possible that the author of so daring a theft could have been not only protected in Geneva, but even courted and honoured by the most eminent men of the age? Is it credible that such a crime could have been concealed for 60 years; or that Henry, the son and heir of the perpetrator, would have enjoyed the favour of the French king, if Robert Stephens had acted such a shameful part? If he was burnt in effigy at Paris, it was for theft, but for having changed his religion.

After his arrival at Geneva, he published an account of the dispute between him and the Paris divines, which does as much honour to his abilities as his Thesaurus does to his learning. He died in 1559, after a life of the most extraordinary industry. The books of which he was the editor were not fewer than 360. Many of them were ancient classics in different languages. Several were accompanied with annotations which he collected, and all of them were corrected by collating manuscripts. He was so anxious to attain perfect accuracy, that he used to expose his proofs in public, and reward those who discovered a mistake. His books consequently were very correct. It is said that his New Testament, called O Mirificam (because the preface begins with these words), has not a single fault.

It was Robert Stephens who first divided the New Testament into verses during a journey between Paris and Lyons. The advantages of this improvement are fully counterbalanced by its defects. It has detached the unity of the books, and induced many commentators to consider every verse as a distinct and independent aphorism. To this in some measure is to be ascribed the many absurd interpretations and creeds that have been forced out of that book.

By his will his estate was left exclusively to such of his children as should settle at Geneva. He left behind him three sons, Henry, Robert, and Francis. Charles Stephens, the third son of Henry, was like the rest of his family, familiarly acquainted with the learned languages. This recommended him to Lazarus de Baif, who made him tutor to his own, and in 1540 carried him along with him to Germany. He studied medicine, and practised it with success in France. He did not, however, forsake the profession of his family, but exercised it in Paris, where he became the editor of many books remarkable for neatness and elegance. He wrote above thirty treatises on different subjects, particularly on botany, anatomy, and history. He died in 1562.

Robert Stephens, the son of Robert the first of that name, did not accompany his father to Geneva, but continued to profess the Catholic religion, and to reside at Paris. His letter was remarkably beautiful. He was made king's printer, and died about 1589. His brother Francis was also a printer. He embraced the Protestant religion, and resided at Geneva.

Henry Stephens, the remaining son of Robert, was born at Paris in 1548. He became the most learned of all his family. From his very birth almost he gave proofs of uncommon abilities, and displayed an ardent passion for knowledge. The Medea of Euripides, which he saw acted while at school, first kindled his love for poetry, and inspired him with the desire of acquiring the language in which this tragedy is written. He intreated his father not to condemn him to study Latin, which he already understood from conversation, but to initiate him at once into the knowledge of Greek. His father willingly granted his request; and Henry applied with such vigour, that in a short time he could repeat the Medea by heart. He afterwards studied Greek under Peter Danelius, who was tutor to the Dauphin, and finally heard the lectures of Tufanus and Turnebus. He became eager at an early age to understand astrology, and accordingly attended a professor of that mysterious art; but he was not long in discovering its absurdity. At 19 he began his travels, which he undertook in order to examine foreign libraries, and to become acquainted with learned men. He spent two years in Italy, and returned into France completely master of Italian, and bringing along with him copies of several scarce authors, particularly a part of Anacreon, which before was thought lost.

He found his father publishing an edition of the New Testament, to which he prefixed some Greek verses.—Soon after, he visited England and the Netherlands, where he met with John Clement, an Englishman, to whom he was indebted for the remaining odes of Anacreon. During this journey he learned the Spanish language, which was very much spoken at that time in the Low Countries.

Whether Henry accompanied his father to Geneva or not is uncertain; at least he must have returned immediately to France, for we find him soon after established at Paris, and publishing a work of Anacreon. In 1554 he went to Rome, and thence to Naples. This journey was undertaken at the request, and in the service, of the French government. He was discovered, and would have been arrested as a spy, had he not by his address and skill in the language of the country been able to pass himself for a native of Italy. On his return to France he assumed the title of printer to Ulric Fugger, a very rich and learned German nobleman, who allowed him a considerable pension.

In 1560 he married a relation, as is generally supposed, of Henry Scrimgour, a Scotch nobleman, with whom he was intimately acquainted. She was a woman, as he himself informs us, endowed with the noblest spirit and the most amiable dispositions. Her death, which happened in 1566, brought on a disease that had twice attacked him before. It was a disease at all those pursuits which had formerly charmed him, an aversion to reading and the fight of books. It was probably occasioned by too constant and feverous an application to literary pursuits. In 1572 he published his Thesaurus Linguae Graecae, one of the greatest works, perhaps, that ever was executed by one man, if we consider...
der the wretched materials which more ancient dictionaries could furnish, if we consider the size and perfection of the work, and the immense labour and learning which must have been employed in the compilation. This work had been carried on at a greater expense than he could well bear. He expected to be reimbursed by the sale of the book, but he was unfortunately disappointed.

John Scapula, one of his own servants, extracted from it whatever he thought would be most serviceable to students, and published it beforehand in 4to. By this act of treachery Henry reduced to poverty, and refided frequently in France, who treated him so kindly, and made him a favourite at court. But these promises were never fulfilled, owing to the civil wars which soon unsettled him. During the remainder of his life his situation was as wretched as it could well be. A large number of the ancient classics, but his Stercorarians, or Stercoranists, formed from Hercules "dung," a name which the council of the Romish church anciently gave to such as held that the soul was liable to digestion, and all its concomitants, like other food.

STERCULIA, in botany: A genus of plants belonging to the class of magenta, and order of monodelphus; and in the natural system under the 36th order, dicotytes. The male calyx is quinquepartite; there is no corolla; there are 15 filaments. The female calyx is quinquepartite; there is no corolla; the germen is placed on a pillar, and the capsule is quinquepartite, and many-seeded. There are three species, the Stelina, fidefi, and platanifolium, all foreign plants.

STEREOGRAPHIC PROJECTION, is the projection of the circles of the sphere on the plane of some one great circle, the eye being placed in the pole of that circle. See Projection of the Sphere.

STEREOLOGY, the art of solid figures, and solid measure, that part of geometry which teaches how to measure solid bodies, i.e. to find the solidity or solid contents of bodies; as globes, cylinders, cones, spheres, &c.

STEROTOMY, formed from sponges and tuba section, the art or act of cutting solids, or making sections thereof; as walls and other membranes in the profiles of architecture.

STERILITY, barrenness, in opposition to fertility. It has been asserted by many authors, that all monstrosities produced by a mixture of different species of animals, such as mules, are barren; but this does not hold universally, even with the mule, which is the offspring most generally added. See Mule.

Sterility in women sometimes happens from a miscarriage, or violent labour injuring some of the genital parts; but one of the most frequent causes is the supposition of the menstural flux.—There are other causes arising from various diseases incident to those parts, by which the uterus may be unfit to receive or retain the male seed;—from the tube fallopian being too short, or having lost its erectile power; in either of which cases no conception can take place;—from universal debility and relaxation; or a local debility of the genital system, by which means, the parts having lost their power of contraction, the semen is thrown off immediately post coitum— from imperfection of the vagina, the uterus, or the inside, or from diseased ova, &c. Hence medical treatment can only avail in cases arising from topical or universal debility; in correcting irregularities of the menstrual flux, or in removing tumors, cicatrizes, or constrictions of the pudenda, by the art of surgery.

STERIS, in botany: A genus of plants belonging to the class of pentaeris, and order of digynia. The calyx is quinquepartite; the corolla wheel-shaped; the berry is unilocular, and many-seeded. There is only one species, the janava, a foreign plant.

STERLING, an epithet by which genuine English money is distinguished. It is unnecessary to mention the various conjectures of antiquaries about the origin and meaning of this appellation. The most probable opinion seems to be this, that some artificers from Germany, who were called Efterlings, from the situation of their country, had been employed in fabricating this coin, vol. 5, p. 54.
Thefe birds are also found in America; come into New England in May, and go away in autumn, and are called there the mackerel gull. At Hudson's Bay they are known by the name of black-head. They are observed to lay their eggs in small hollows on the shore, sometimes lined with a few leaves. They are often found in great numbers on the islets in the middle of the rivers, and are thought good eating. The natives of Hudson's Bay call them Renoum ou beauf. They are bold, not fearing mankind, and in the time of incubation will attack anyone, frequently darting down so as to touch a person's hat, without his giving the least offence.

2. The minuta, or smaller sea-swallow, (called by Linnaeus larus minuta), weighs only two ounces five grains; the length 8 inches and a half; the breadth 19 and a half. The bill is yellow, tipt with black; the forehead and cheeks white; from the eyes to the bill is a black line; the top of the head and hind part black; the breast and under side of the body clothed with feathers so closely fet together, and of such an exquisite rich gloss and so fine a white, that no fattin can be compared to it: the back and wings of a pale grey; the tail short, fels forked than that of the former, and white: the legs yellow; the irides dull.—These two species are very delicate, and seem unable to bear the inclemency of the weather on our shores during winter, for we observe that they quit their breeding places at the approach of it, and do not return till spring. The manners, haunts, and food of this species are the same with those of the former; but they are far left numerous.

3. The sifipes, or black tern, is of a middle size between the first and second species. The usual length is 10 inches; the breadth 24; the weight two ounces and a half. The head, neck, breast, and belly, as far as the vent, are black; beyond is white; the male has a white spot under its chin; the back and wings are of a deep ash colour: the tail is short and forked; the exterior feather on each side is white; the others ash-coloured: the legs and feet of a dulky red. Mr Ray calls this a cloven-footed gull, as the webs are depressed in the middle, and form a crecent. These birds frequent fresh waters, breed on their banks, and lay three small eggs of a deep olive colour, much spotted with black. They are found during spring and summer in vast numbers in the Fens of Lincolnshire, make an incessant noise, and feed on flies as well as water insects and small fish. Birds of this species are seen very remote from land. Kalm faw flocks of hundreds in the Atlantic Ocean, midway between England and America, and a later voyager faw one 240 leagues from the Lizard, in the same ocean.

STERNE (Laurence), an English writer of a very peculiar cast, was born at Cloadwell, in the south of Ireland, on 24th November 1713. His father Roger Sterne was the grandson of Sterne archbishop of York, who has been supposes, we know not upon what grounds,
Sternomantis, in antiquity, a designation given to the Delphian priestess, more usually called Pythia.—Sternomantis is also used for any one that had a prophesying demon within him.

Sternostomaedéus, a muscle. See Table of the Muscles, under Anatomy.

Sternothyricideus, a muscle. See Table of the Muscles, under Anatomy.

Sternum. See Anatomy, no. 37.

Sternutative, or sternutatory, a medicine proper to produce sneezing. See Sneezing.

Stetin, or Stettin, a seaport town of Germany, in the circle of Upper Saxony, and capital of Hither Pomerania, with the title of a duchy, and a castle. It had long a famous school, which the wars of Germany never disturbed. The ancient dukes of Pomerania resided here; and it was taken by the elector of Brandenburg in 1676; but given to Sweden by the treaty of Nimsgen. In 1713 it submitted to the allies; and then the said elector was put in possession of this important place, which is a bulwark to the March of Brandenburg, and the fortifications have been greatly improved. It is now a flourishing place, and carries on a considerable trade. It is seated on the river Oder, 72 miles north of Frankfort, and 90 north by east of Berlin. E. Long. 14. 38. N. Lat. 53. 35. The duchy is 125 miles in length, and borders upon Mecklenburg, and partly upon Brandenburg. The breadth is from 17 to 25 miles, and it is divided by the river Oder into two parts.

Stew, a small kind of fish-pond, the peculiar use of which is to maintain fish, and keep them in readiness for the daily use of the family, \\

Stews (from the French eau, i.e. eauerna, balnum), those places which were permitted in England to women of professed incontinency, and that for here would prostitute their bodies to all comers; so called, because dilute persons are wont to prepare themselves for venereal acts by bathing; and hot baths were by Homer reckoned among the eminence lot of pleasures. Their flames were supplicated by King Hen. VIII. about the year 1546.

Steward (feneallus, compounded of the Saxon fletla, i.e. "room" or "stead and ward," "a ward" or "keeper"), an officer appointed in another's stead or place, and always taken for a principal officer within his jurisdiction. Of these there are various kinds. The greatest officer under the crown is the lord high-steward of England, an office that was anciently the inheritance of the earls of Leicester, till forfeited by Simon de Montfort to King Henry III. But the power of this officer is so very great, that it has not been judged safe to trust it any longer in the hands of a subject, excepting only pro hac vice, occasionally: as to officiate at a coronation, at the arrayment of a nobleman for high treason, or the like. During his office, the steward bears a white staff in his hand; and the trial, &c. ended, he breaks the staff, and with it his commission expires. There is likewise a lord-steward of the king's household, who is the chief officer of the king's court, has the care of the king's house, and authority over all the officers and servants of the household, except such as belong to the chapel, chamber, and stable.

Steward, an officer in a ship of war, appointed by the purser to distribute the different species of provis...
Court of the Lord High Steward of Great Britain, is a court instituted for the trial of peers indicted for treason, felony, or misprision. The office of this great magistrate is hereditary, and was formerly inherited, or at least held for life; but now it is usually, and hath been for many centuries past, granted pro hac vice only; and it hath been the constant practice (and therefore seems now to have become necessary) to grant it to a lord of parliament, else he is incapable to try such delinquent peer. When such an indictment is therefore found by a grand jury of freeholders in the King's bench, or at the assizes before the justices of eyre and termini, it is to be removed by a writ of certiorari into the court of the lord high-steward, which has the only power to determine it. A peer may plead a pardon before the court of the King's bench, and the judges have power to allow it, in order to prevent the trouble of appointing an high-steward merely for the purpose of receiving such plea: but he may not plead in that inferior court any other plea, as guilty or not guilty of the indictment, but only in this court; because, in consequence of such plea, it is possible that judgment of death might be awarded against him. The king, therefore, in case a peer be indicted of treason, felony, or misprision, creates a court high-steward pro hac vice by commission under the great seal; which receives the indictment so found, and gives his grace power to receive and try it se cum legem et consultis Angliae. Then when the indictment is regularly removed by writ of certiorari, commanding the inferior court to certify it up to him, the lord high-steward directs a precept to a serjeant at arms, to summon the lords to attend and try the indicted peer. This precept was formerly issued to summon only 18 or 20 selected from the body of the peers; then the number came to 1, indefinite; and the custom was for the lord high-steward to summon as many as he thought proper (but of late years not less than 23); and that these lords only should sit upon the trial, which threw a monstrous weight of power into the hands of the crowd, and this, its great officer, of selecting only such peers as the then predominant party should most approve of. And accordingly, when the earl of Clarendon fell into disgrace with Charles II., there was a design formed to prorogue the parliament, in order to try him by a selected number of peers; it being doubted whether the whole house could be induced to fall in with the views of the court. But now, by statute 7 W. III. c. 3. upon all trials of peers for treason or misprision, all the peers who have a right to sit and vote in parliament shall be summoned at least 20 days before such trial, to appear and vote therein; and every lord appearing shall vote in the trial of such peer, first taking the oaths of allegiance and supremacy, and subscribing the declaration against popery.

During the feission of parliament, the trial of an indicted peer is not properly in the court of the lord high-steward, but before the court last mentioned of our lord the king in parliament. It is true, a lord high-steward is always appointed in that case to regulate and add weight to the proceedings: but he is rather in the nature of a speaker pro tempore, or chairman of the court, than the judge of it; for the collective body of the peers are therein the judges both of law and fact, and the high-steward has a vote with the rest in right of his peerage. But in the court of the lord high-steward, which is held in the recess of parliament, he is the sole judge of matters of law, as the lords triors are in matters of fact; and as they may not interfere with him in regulating the proceedings of the court, so he has no right to intermix with them in giving any vote upon the trial. Therefore, upon the conviction and attainder of a peer for murder in full parliament, it hath been held by the judges, that in case the day appointed in the judgment for execution should lapse before execution done, a new time of execution may be appointed by either the high court of parliament during its sitting, though no high-steward be existing or, in the recess of parliament, by the court of King's bench, the record being removed into that court.

It has been a point of some controversy, whether the bishops have now a right to sit in the court of the lordhigh-steward to try indecencies of treason and misprision. Some incline to imagine them included under the general words of the statute of King William "all peers who have a right to sit and vote in parliament;" but the expression had been much clearer, if it had been "all lords." and not "all peers," for though bishops, on account of the baronies annexed to their bishoprics, are clearly lords of parliament, yet their blood not being ennobled, they are not universally allowed to be peers with the temporal nobility: and perhaps this word might be inferred purposely with a view to exclude them. However, there is no influence of their sitting on trials for capital offences, even upon impeachments or indictments in full parliament, much less in the court we are now treating of; for indeed they usually withdraw voluntarily, but enter a protest, declaring their right to stay. It is observable, that in the 11th chapter of the constitutions of Clarendon, made in parliament 11 Hen. II. they are expressly executed, rather than excluded, from sitting and voting in trials, when they come to concern life or limb: episcopi, sciat ecclesiae barones, debent inter se judicium cum baronibus, qusuo quod ipse ad diminutionem membrorum habetur. And Becket's quarrel with the king, upon which his not on account of the exception (which was agreeable to the canon law), but of the general rule, that compelled the bishops to attend at all. And the determination of the house of lords in the earl of Danby's case, which hath ever since been adhered to, is conformable to these constitutions; "that the lords spiritual have a right to sit and vote in court in capital cases, till the court proceeds to the vote of guilty or not guilty." It must be noted, that this resolution extends only to trials in full parliament; for to the court of the lord high-steward (in which no vote can be given, but merely that of guilty or not guilty), no bishop, as such, ever was or could be summoned: and though the statute of King William regulates the proceedings in that court, as well as in the court of parliament, yet it never intended to new-model or alter its constitution, and consequently does not give the lords spiritual any right, in cases of blood, which they had not before. And what makes their exclusion more reasonable is, that they have no right to be tried themselves in the court of the lord high-steward, and therefore surely ought not to be judges there. For the privilege of being thus tried
Stewart (Dr. Matthew), was in 1717 born at Rothlafy in the Isle of Bute, of which parish his father was the minister. Being intended for the church, he went through the usual course of a grammar-school education, and was in 1734 received as a student into the University of Glasgow. There he had the happiness of having for his preceptors in moral science and in mathematics the celebrated professors Hutchison and Simson; by the latter of whom he was instructed in what may not improperly be called the *arcsana* of the ancient geometry.

Mr. Stewart's views making it necessary for him to remove to Edinburgh, he was introduced by Dr. Simson to Mr. Maclaurin, that his mathematical studies might suffer no interruption; and he attended the lectures of that great master with such advantage as might be expected from eminent abilities, directed by the judgment of him who made the philosophy and geometry of Newton intelligible to ordinary capacities. Mr. Stewart, however, had acquired, from his intimacy with Dr. Simson, such a predilection for the ancient geometry, as the modern analysis, however powerfully recommended, could not leaft; and he kept up a regular correspondence with his old master, giving him an account of his progress and his discoveries in geometry, and receiving in return many curious communications respecting the *Locs Planis* and the porisms of Euclid. See Portiam and Simson.

While the second invention of porisms, to which more genius was perhaps required than to the first discovery of them, employed Dr. Simson, Mr. Stewart pursued the same subject in a different and new direction. In doing so, he was led to the discovery of those curious and interesting propositions which were published under the title of *General Theorems* in 1746. They were given without the demonstrations; but did not fail to place their discoverer at once among the geometers of the first rank. They are for the most part porisms, though Mr. Stewart, careful not to anticipate the discoveries of his friend, gave them no other name than that of theorems.

Our author had before this period entered into the church; and obtained, through the patronage of the Duke of Argyle and the Earl of Bute, the living of Rofeneth, a retired country parish in the west of Scotland: but in 1747 he was elected to the mathematical chair in the University of Edinburgh, which had become vacant the year before by the death of Mr. Maclaurin. The duties of this office gave a turn somewhat different to his pursuits, and led him to think of the most simple and elegant means of explaining those difficult propositions which were hitherto only accessible to men deeply versed in the modern analysis. In doing this, he was pursuing the object which all others he most ardently wished to attain, *viz.* the application of geometry to such problems as the algebraic calculus alone had been thought able to resolve. His solution of Kepler's problem was the first specimen of this kind which he gave to the world; and it was impossible to have produced one more to the credit of the method he followed, or of the abilities with which he applied it. On this problem the utmost resources of the integral calculus had been employed. But though many excellent solutions had been given, there was none of them at once directed in its method and simple in its principles. Mr. Stewart was so happy as to attain both these objects; and his solution appeared in the second volume of the *Eloyals of the Philosophical Society of Edinburgh* for the year 1756. In the first volume of the same collection there are some other propositions of Mr. Stewart's, which are an extension of a curious theorem in the fourth book of Pappus. They have a relation to the subject of porisms, and one of them forms the 91st of Dr. Simson's *Reflections*. They are besides very beautiful propositions, and are demonstrated with all the elegance and simplicity of the ancient analysis.

The prosecution of the plan which he had formed of introducing into the higher parts of mixed mathematics the brief and simple form of ancient demonstration, produced the *Treats Physical and Mathematical*, which were published in 1761, and the *Eloyals of the Societ'S Difiinace*, which was published in 1765. In this last work it is acknowledged that he employed geometry on a talk which geometry cannot perform; but while it is granted that his determination of the sun's distance is by no means free from error, it may safely be asserted that it contains a great deal which will always interest geometers, and will always be admired by them. Few errors in science are redeemed by the display of so much ingenuity, and what is more singular, of so much found reasoning. The investigation is everywhere elegant, and will probably be long regarded as a specimen of the most arduous inquiry which has been attempted by more geometry.

The *Sun's Distance* was the last work which Dr. Stewart published; and though he lived to see several animadversions on it made public, he declined entering into any controversy. His disposition was far from polemical; and he knew the value of that quiet which a literary man should rarely suffer his antagonists to interrupt. He used to say, that the decision of the point in question was now before the public; that if his investigation was right it would never be overturned, and if it was wrong it ought not to be defended. A few months before he published the *Eloyal* just mentioned, he gave to the world another work, intitled *Proposiones Geometricae More Vetrum D. Montiitiae*. This title, it is said, was given to it by Dr. Simson, who rejoiced in the publication of a work so well calculated to promote the study of the ancient geometry. It consists of a series of geometrical theorems for the most part new; investigated first by an analysis, and afterwards synthetically demonstrated by the inversion of the same analysis.

Dr. Stewart's conflagrant use of the geometrical analysis had put him in possession of many valuable propositions which did not enter into the plan of any of the works that have been enumerated. Of these not a few have...
have found a place in the writings of Dr Simfon, where they will for ever remain to mark the friendship of these two mathematicians, and to evince the esteem which Dr Simfon entertained for the abilities of his pupil.

Soon after the publication of the Sun's Distance, Dr Stewart's health began to decline, and the duties of his office became burdensome to him. In the year 1772 he retired to the country, where he afterwards spent the greater part of his life, and never resumed his labours in the university. But though mathematics had now ceased to be his business, they continued to be his amusement till a few very years before his death, which happened on the 23d of January 1785, at the age of 68.

The habits of study, in a man of original genius, are objects of curiosity, and deserve to be remembered. Concerning those of Dr Stewart, his writings have made it unnecessary to remark, that from his youth he had been accustomed to the most intense and continued application. In consequence of this application, added to the natural vigour of his mind, he retained the memory of his discoveries in a manner that will hardly be believed. He rarely wrote down any of his inventions till it became necessary to do so for the purpose of publication. When he discovered any proposition, he would put down the enunciation with great accuracy, and on the same piece of paper would construct very neatly the figure to which it referred. To these he trusted for recalling to his mind at any future period the demonstration or the analysis, however complicated it might be. Experience had taught him, that he might place this confidence in himself without any danger of disappointment; and for this singular power he was probably more indebted to the activity of his invention than the mere tenacity of his memory. Tho' he was extremely studious, he read few books, and verified the observation of M. D'Alembert, that of all the men of letters, mathematicians read least of the writings of one another. His own investigations occupied him sufficiently; and indeed the world would have had reason to regret the misapplication of his talents, had he employed in the mere acquisition of knowledge that time which he could dedicate to works of invention.

STEWART, in Scots law. See LAW, No. clviii. 5.

STEWARTIA, in botany : A genus of plants belonging to the class of monodelphus, and order of polyandria; and in the natural system ranging under the 37th order, Columnifera. The calyx is simple; the style is simple, with a quinquefoliate stigma; the apple is without juice, quinquilobed, mononemorous, bursilating open with a spring five ways. There is only one species, the mastoecidendron, which is a foreign plant.

STIBIDURUM, among the Romans, a low kind of table-couch or bed of a circular form, which succeeded to the triclinia, and was of different sizes, according to the number of guests they were designed for. They were called hexaedra, octaedra, or enneas, according as they held fix, eight, or nine guests, and of any other number.

STIBIUM, a name for Antimony.

STICHOS, a name given by the old writers to a petiforal confection, the principal ingredient of which was the herb marrubium or horshound.

STICKLEBACK, in ichthyology. See CASTREOSTEUS.
STILLAGO, chosen of a fine gold yellow, very fine, tender, and friable, and free from dirt.

STILLAGO, in botany; a genus of plants belonging to the class of Gynandria, and order of Triandria. There is one female. The calyx is monophyllous, and almost three-lobed. There is no corolla, and the berry is globular. There is only one species, the bunius.

STILBE, in botany; a genus of plants belonging to the class of Polygium, and order of Dicota. The exterior calyx of the hermaphrodite flower is triphyllous; the interior is quinquedentate and cartilaginous. The corolla is funnel-shaped and quinquefid. There are four stamens; and there is one seed in the interior calyx calyptra. The female flower is similar, has no interior calyx nor fruit. There are three species, the pinata, ericoides, and cornua, all foreign plants.

STILBE. See STILBE.

STILFA, the name of an apparatus used in chemistry and in the distillation of ardent spirits. See Chemistry-Index at Distillation and Still.

STILL-BOTTOMS, in the distillery, a name given by the traders to what remains in the still after working the wash into low wines. These bottoms are procured in the greatest quantity from the malt-wash, and are of so much value to the distiller in the fattening of hogs, &c. that he often finds them one of the most valuable articles of the business.

STILLINGFLEET (Edward), bishop of Worcester, was the son of Samuel Stillingfleet gentleman, and was born at Cranborn in Dorsetshire in 1635. He was educated at St John's College, Cambridge; and having received holy orders, was, in 1657, presented in the dedication of his Calendar of Flora. During the Watford, Mr (afterwards Dr) Solander, Mr Hudson, and Mr Price of Foxley, and some others; to whom may be added the ingenious Mr Pennant. Nor can we omit the flattering mention which the late Mr Gray makes of him in one of his letters, dated from London in 1761: “I have lately made an acquaintance with this philanthropist, who lives in a garret here in the winter, that he may support some near relations who depend upon him. He is always employed, consequently (according to my old maxim) always happy, always cheerful, and seems to me a very worthy honest man.

His present scheme is to send some persons, properly qualified, to reside a year or two in Attica, to make themselves acquainted with the climate, productions, etc.
Mr. Stillingfleet published a volume of miscellaneous tracts, which is in much esteem, and does great honour to his head and heart. They are chiefly translations of some essays in the "Amendations Academica," published by Linnaeus, interspersed with some observations and additions of his own. In this volume he shows also a taste for classical learning, and entertains us with some elegant poetical effusions of his own. But his Essay on Conversation, published in the first volume of Dodd's Collection of Poems, entitles him to a distinguished rank among the English poets. This poem is addressed to Mr. Wyndham, with all that warmth of friendship which distinguishes Mr. Stillingfleet. As it is chiefly didactic, it does not admit of so many ornaments as some compositions of other kinds. However, in contains much good sense, shows a considerable knowledge of mankind, and has several passages that in point of harmony and easy verification would not disgrace the writings of the most admired poets. More than once Mr. Stillingfleet shows himself still sore for Dr. Bentley's cruel treatment of him; and towards the beautiful and moral close of it (where it is supposed he gives us a sketch of himself) seems to hint at a mortification of a more delicate nature, which he is said to have suffered from the other sex.

To these disappointments it was perhaps owing that Mr. Stillingfleet neither married nor went into orders. His London residence was at a saddler's in Piccadilly; where he died in 1771, aged above 70, leaving several valuable papers behind him. He was buried in St. James's church, without the slightest monument of his having existed.

STILLINGIA, in botany; a genus of plants belonging to the class of monactia, and to the order of monodelphia. The male calyx is hemispherical and multiflorous. The corolla is tubulous, and erose or gnawed. The female calyx is uniflorous and inferior. The corolla is superior. The style is trichid, and the capsule three-grained. There is only one species, the fylvatia.

STILYARD. See Stere-Fard.

STILPO, a celebrated philosoper of Megara, flourished under the reign of Ptolemy Euergetes. In his youth he had been addicted to licentious pleasures, from which he religiously refrained from the moment that he ranked himself among philosophers. When Ptolemy invited him to the taking of Megara, offered him a large sum of money, and requested that he would accompany him into Egypt, he accepted but a small part of the offer and retired to the island of Aegina, whence, on Ptolemy's departure, he returned to Megara. That city being again taken by Demetrius the son of Antigonos, and the philosopher required to give an account of any effects which he had loit during the interview of the plunder, he replied, that he had lost nothing; for no one could take from him his learning and elegance. So great was the fame of Stilpo, that the most eminent philosophers of Athens took pleasure in attending upon his discourses. His peculiar doctrines were, that species or universals have no real existences, and that one thing cannot be predicated of another. With respect to the former of these opinions, he seems to have taught the same doctrine with the felt afterwards known by the appellation of Nominalists. To prove that one thing cannot be predicated of another, he said, that goodness and man, for instance, are different things, which cannot be confounded by asserting the one to be the other; he argued farther, that goodness is an universal, and universals have no real existence; consequently, since nothing cannot be predicated of any thing, goodness cannot be predicated of man. Thus, whilst this subtle logician was, through his whole argument, predicating one thing of another, he denied that any one thing could be the accident or predicate of another. If Stilpo was serious in this reasoning; if he meant any thing more than to exprose the sophistry of the school, he must be confessed to have been an eminent master of the art of wrangling; and it was not wholly without reason that Glycera, a celebrated courtezan, when she was reproved by him as a corrupter of youth, replied, that the charge might be justly returned upon himself, who spent his time in filling their heads with sophistical quibbles and ufeless subtilities. In ethics he seems to have been a Stoic, and in religion he had a public and a private doctrine, the former for the multitude, and the latter for his friends. He admitted the existence of a supreme divinity, but had no reverence for the Greek superstitions.

STILBOTUM, in architecture, denotes the body of the pedestal of any column.

STILTON, a town of England, in the county of Huntingdonshire, 75 miles from London, south-west of Yaxley, on the Roman highway from Calig to Huntingdon, called Ermine-street some parts of which, in this neighbourhood, appear still paved with stone. This place is famous for cheeses which is called English Parmesan, and is brought to table full of mites or maggots. For making Stilton cheese, we have the following receipt in the first volume of the "Repository of Arts and Manufactures:"

"Take the night's cream, and put it to the morning's new milk, with the rennet; when the curd is come, it is not to be broken, as is done with other cheeses, but take it out with a full-dish altogether, and place it in a sieve to drain gradually; and as it drains, keep gradually predrying it till it becomes firm and dry; then place it in a wooden hoop; afterwards to be kept dry on boards, turned frequently, with cloth binders round it, which are to be tightened as occasion requires, and changed every day until the cheese become firm enough to support itself; after the cloth is taken off, the cheese is rubbed every day all over, for two or three months, with a brush; and if the weather be damp or moist twice a day; and even before the cloth is taken off, the top and bottom are well rubbed every day.

STIMULANTS, in medicine, substances which increase the action of certain parts of the body. In particular, they quicken the motion of blood, increase the action of the muscular fibres, and affect the nervous system.

STIMULI, in botany; a species of armature or offensive weapon, with which some plants, as nasturtium, calsida, acalypha, and tragia, are furnished. Their ufe, says Linnaeus, is by their venomous punctures to keep
keep off naked animals that would approach to hurt them.

STING, an apparatus in the bodies of certain insects, in form of a little spear, serving them as a weapon of offence.

STING-Ray, in ichthyology. See RAIA.

STINK-Pot, an earthen jar or shell, charged with powder, grenades, and other materials of an offensive and suffocating smell. It is frequently used by privates, in the western ocean, in the attack of an enemy whom they design to board; for which purpose it is furnished with a light fuse at the opening or touch-hole. See BOOKING.

STING, a species of the Tringa.

STIPA, Feather Grass, in botany: A genus of plants belonging to the class of triandria, and order of digynia: and in the natural system ranging under the 4th order, Gramineae. The calyx is bivalved. The exterior valve of the corolla is terminated by an awn; the base is jointed.

There are nine species, the pennata, juncea, capillata, aristella, tenerissima, avenacea, membranacea, arguens, and spicata. Of these one only is British, the pennata, or common feather grass. The beards are feathered. The plant rises to the height of 10 inches, grows on mountains, and flowers in July or August.

STIPEND, among the Romans, signifies the fame with tribute; and hence stipendiarii were the same with tributarii.

STIPEND, in Scots law. See LAW, 6 clix. 12.

STIPULA, in botany, one of the fulcra or props of they endeavoured to obliterate every memorial of that people. They not only gave new names to provinces and towns, but, with all the rage of barbarians, demolished many magnificent and useful edifices which had been reared up by them, and this fortress among the Scots and Northumbrians; each of whose dominions did, for some time, terminate near it.

When the Scots, under Kenneth II. overthrew the Pictish empire near the middle of the ninth century, they endeavoured to obliterate every memorial of that people. They not only gave new names to provinces and towns, but, with all the rage of barbarians, demolished many magnificent and useful edifices which had been reared up by them, and this fortress among the Picts. It was, however, soon rebuilt, though upon an occasion not very honourable to the Scots.

Upon the death of Kenneth II. in 855, his brother Donald V. mounted the throne of Scotland. In the beginning of his reign the kingdom was invaded by Ósfreid and Ella, two Northumbrian princesses, who, uniting their forces with the Cumbrian Britons, and a number of Picts, who upon their expulsion from their native country had taken refuge in England, advanced to Jedburgh, where Donald encountered them; and, after a fierce and bloody battle, obtained a complete victory: but, having taken up his station in Berwick, in open security, the Northumbrians, informed of the careless posture in which the Scottish army lay, surprised them by a hasty march, dispersed them, and made a prisoner of the king. Pursuing the advantage they had gained, they marched northward, and subdued all before them to the Frith of Forth and the town of Stirling. But the forlorn situation of the Scots, without a king and without an army, oblige them to sue for peace, they obtained it, upon condition that they should pay a sum of money for the ransom of the king, and yield up all their dominions upon the south side of the Forth to the conquerors.

The Northumbrians taking possession of the territories ceded to them by this treaty, rebuilt the castle of Stirling, and planted it with a strong garrison, in order to preserve their new conquests, upon the frontiers of which it was situated. Our authorities also inform...
us, that they erected a stone-bridge over the Forth, upon the summit of which a croos was raised, with the following inscription in monkith rhyme:

Anglos a Scottis separat cruix jfa remotis;
Armis his plant Britis, Scotts plant hic, cruce tuti.

Which is thus translated by Bellenden.

I am a free marche, as passengers may ken,
To Scottis, to Britonis, and to Ingliemen.

None of the ancient English historians mention this conquest. The whole story, as well as the inscription, wears much of a monkith garb; yet its authenticity is not a little confirmed by the arms of the town of Stirling, upon which is a bridge, with a croos, and the last line of the above Latin ditich is the motto round it.

We must not, however, imagine, that in those times that fortresses bore any resemblance to the present structure, which is adapted to the use of fire-arms. Its size and form probably resembled those castles which, under the feudal constitution, the English and Scottish barons used to erect upon their estates for dwelling-houses; and which, in those barbarous ages, they found necessary to fortify for their defence, not only against foreign invaders, but often against the attacks of their own neighbours. It is directly such a Gothic figure as this which represents the Caflrum Strivelicae upon the arms of Stirling.

This fortress, after it had continued in the possession of the Northumbrian Saxons about 20 years, was, together with the whole country upon the south side of the Forth, restored to the Scots, upon condition of their affilling the Saxons against their turbulent invaders the Danes. Upon the arms of Stirling are two branches of a tree, to represent the Norm Strivelicae; but the situation and boundaries of that fortress, which was probably a wing of the Caledonian, cannot be ascertained. Upon the south of Stirling, vestiges of a forest are still discernible for several miles. Banks of natural timber still remain in the castle-park, at Murray's wood, and near Nether Bannockburn; and stumps of trees, with much brushtwood, are to be seen in all the adjacent fields.

When Kenneth III. received intelligence of the Danes having invaded his dominions, he appointed the castle of Stirling to be the place of rendezvous for his army; and he marched from thence to the battle of Loncart, where he obtained a large sum of money and treasures, in the south of Scotland, which in those times was occupied by the family of the earl of Douglas, whom he stabbed with his own hand. The royal apartments were at that time in the north-west corner of the castle, and are now the residence of the Duke of Hamilton. The room where the murder was committed still goes by the name of Douglas's room. See SCOTLAND, No. 304, 305.

James III. contracting a fondness for the castle on account of its pleasant situation, made it the chief place of his residence, and added several embellishments to it. He built within it a magnificent hall, which in those days was deemed a noble structure, and is still entire. It now goes by the name of the parliament-house, having been designed for the accommodation of that supreme court. It was covered with an oaken roof of exquisite workmanship, which, though very little decayed, was a few years ago removed to make way for one of more modern structure. James also erected a college of secular priests in the castle, which he called the chapel-royal, and which proved one of his own ruins. As the expenses necessary for maintaining the numerous officers of such an institution were considerable, he annexed to it the revenues of the rich priory of Coldingham in the Merse, which at that time happened to become vacant. This priory had for a long time been held by persons connected with the family of Hume; and that family, considering it as belonging to them, strongly opposed the annexation. The dispute seems to have lasted several years; for one parliament had passed a vote, annexing the priory to the chapel-royal, and a subsequent one enacted a statute prohibiting every attempt that was contrary or prejudicial to that annexation.

James V. was crowned in the castle of Stirling; and the palace, which is the chief ornament of it, was the work of that prince. This is a stately and commodious structure, all of hewn stone, with much stately work upon it. It is built in form of a square, with a small court in the middle, in which the king's lions are said to have been kept; and hence it still goes by the name of the lions' den. The palace contains many large and elegant apartments; the ground-floor is now converted into barracks for the soldiers of the garrison; the upper affords a house for the governor, with lodgings for some of the subaltern officers.

Opposite to the palace, upon the north, stands an elegant chapel, which was built by James VI. for the baptism of his son prince Henry in 1594. In this chapel is preserved the bulk of a large boat, which that whimsical monarch caused to be built and placed upon carriages, in order to convey into the castle the provisions for that solemnity.

A strong battery, with a tier of guns pointing to the bridge over the Forth, was erected during the regency of Mary of Lorraine, mother to queen Mary. It is called the French battery, probably because contructed by engineers of that nation. The last addition was made...
to the fortifications in the reign of queen Anne. Formerly they reached no farther than the old gate, upon which the flag-staff now stands; but in that reign they were considerably enlarged upon the side towards the town; and barracks, which are bomb-proof, with several other conveniences for a siege, were erected.

Upon the south side of the castle lies a park inclosed with a stone-wall, called the king's park, and near to the foot of the rock on which the castle stands, lay the royal gardens; velliges of the walks and parterres, with a few Stumps of fruit-trees, are still visible; but by long neglect, and the natural wastes of the soil, the place is now little better than a marsh. In the gardens is a mount of earth in form of a table, with benches of earth around it, where, according to tradition, the court sometimes held festes-champetre. In the caille-hill is an hollow, comprehending about an acre of ground, and having all the appearance of an artificial work, which was used for jousts, tournaments, and other feats of chivalry.

Northward of the castle lies the Covat, or perhaps more properly the Gogling hill (A); in the middle of which is a small mount called Hurly Hokey, upon which duke Murdoch and his two sons were executed for treasonable practices in the reign of James I.

The prospect from the castle is most delightful, as well as extensive, being greatly beautified, especially upon the east, by the windings of the Forth; which, though the distance by land from Stirling to Alloa is, in a straight line, not quite six miles, it is said to be 24 by water. As this river generally runs upon plain ground, it rolls its flow, and silent a manner, that what Silus Italicus faith of the Ticinus is applicable to it, if, instead of luscenti in that poet, we should for once read lutoso; for the clay-banks, together with the tide, which flows above Stirling, render the Forth perpetually muddy:

Vin credas labi, ripis tam mitis opacis
Sonniferam ductis lutoso gurgite lympham.

The lordship and castle of Stirling were a part of the usual dowry of the queens of Scotland, at least after the family of Stuart came to the throne, in which they were invested at their marriage.

Robert lord Erkine was appointed governor of the castle by king David II. and the office continued in that family till 1715.

This fortress hath been the scene of many transactions. Being by its situation considered as a key to the northern parts of the kingdom, the possession of it hath been always esteemed of great importance to those who fought to be masters of Scotland. It was undoubtedly a place of strength when the art of war by ordnance was in its infancy; but though it resisted the utmost efforts of the rebels in 1746, it could not now hold out three days if besieged, by an army of a few thousand men conducted by an engineer of knowledge and integrity.

STIRLINGSHIRE, a county of Scotland, of which Stirling is the capital. It extends 20 miles in length and 12 in breadth; being bounded on the west by part of Lennox and Clydesdale; on the east, by Clackmannanshire, the river Forth, and part of Lothian; on the south-east, by Lothian; and on the north, by Montech. The face of the country is open and agreeable, diversified by hill and dale, well watered with streams and rivers; the principal of which is the Forth, rising in the neighbouring of a high mountain called Ben-Lomond, and, running eastward, forms the frith of Edinburgh. The souther part is hilly, affording plenty of game, and pasturage for sheep, horses, and black cattle. The eastern part is fertile, producing plentiful harvests of corn, and great abundance of coal. Lead-ore is found in different parts of the shire; and the rivers abound with pike, trout, and salmon.

STIRRUP, in the manage a reft or support for the horseman's foot, for enabling him to mount and for keeping him firm in his seat.

Stirrups were unknown to the ancients. The want of them in getting upon horseback was supplied by agility or art. Some horses were taught to fly to take their riders up; but the riders often leapt up by the help of their spears, or were affisted by their slaves, or made use of ladders for the purpose. Gracchus filled the highways with stones, which were intended to answer the same end. The fame was also required of the surveyors of the roads in Greece as part of their duty.

Menage observes, that St Jerome is the first author who mentions them. But the passage alluded to is not to be found in his epistles; and if it were there, it would prove nothing, because St Jerome lived at a time when stirrups were supposed to have been invented, and after the use of saddles. Montfaucon denies the authenticity of this passage; and, in order to account for the ignorance of the ancients with regard to an instrument so useful and so easy of invention, he observes, that while cloths and houfings only were laid upon the horses backs, on which the riders were to fit, stirrups could not have been used, because they could not have been fastened with the fame security as upon a saddle. But it is more probable, that in this infinite, as in many others, the progress of human genius and invention is uncertain and flow, depending frequently upon accidental causes.

STIRRUP of a Ship, a piece of timber put upon a ship's keel, when some of her keel happens to be broken off, and they cannot come conveniently to put or fit in a new piece; then they patch in a piece of timber, and bind it on with an iron, which goes under the ship's keel, and comes up on each side of the ship, where it is nailed strongly with spikes; and this they call a stirrup.

STOBÆUS (John), a laborious Greek writer, who lived at the end of the fourth century, composed many works, of which there are only his Collections remaining, and even these are not as he composed them; many things being inserted by later authors. This work contains many important sentiments collected from the ancient writers, poets, and philosophers.

STOCK, in gardening, &c. the stem or trunk of a tree. What stock is most proper for each kind of fruit, ought as well to be considered and known, as what soil is

---

(a) So called from the wailings and lamentations (in Scotch gowlings) that were made for Duke Murdoch.
Stockholm, the capital of Sweden, is situated in the province of Upland, in E. Long. 19° 30' and N. Lat. 59° 20'. Its foundation is by the bold Swedish writers generally attributed to Birger Jarl, regent of the kingdom about the middle of the 13th century during the minority of his son Waldemar, who had been raised to the throne by the fleet of the kingdom; but it was not before the last century that the royal residence was transferred from Upsal to this city.

This capital, which is very long and irregular, occupies, beside two peninsulas, seven small rocky islets, scattered in the Maler, in the streams which issue from that lake, and in a bay of the gulf of Bothnia. A variety of contrasted and enchanting views are formed by numberless rocks of granite rising boldly from the surface of the water, partly bare and craggy, partly dotted with housetops, or feathered with wood. The harbour is an inlet of the Baltic; the water is clear as crystal, and of such depth that ships of the largest bireme can approach the quay, which is of considerable breadth, and lined with spacious buildings and ware-houses. At the extremity of the harbour several streets rise one above another in the form of an amphitheatre; and the palace, a magnificent building, crowns the summit. Towards the sea, about two or three miles from the town, the harbour expands into a magnificent basin, which is remarkable for the height of its sides, and winding among high rocks, disappears from the sight; and the prospect is terminated by distant hills, overspread with forest. It is far beyond the power of words, or of the pencil, to delineate these singular views. The central islet, from which the city derives its name, and the Ritterholm, are the handsomest parts of the town. Excepting in the suburbs, where the housetops are of wood painted red, the generality of the buildings are of stone, or brick flued white. The royal palace, which stands in the centre of Stockholm, and upon the highest spot of ground, was begun by Charles XI.; it is a large quadrangular stone edifice, and the style of architecture is both elegant and magnificent.

It is the habitation not only of the royal family, but also of the greater part of the officers belonging to the household. It likewise comprehends the national or supreme court of justice, the colleges of war, chancery, treasury, and commerce; a chapel, armoury, library, and office for the public records; but the greater number of inferior officers and servants belonging to the court are, with the foot-guards, quartered on the burgheers. The castle, and all the stately edifices in the kingdom, are covered with copper. The palace of the nobility, in which this order sits during the feasion of the diet, is an elegant building adorned on the outside with marble statues and columns, and on the inside with painting and sculpture. This and three other palaces stand on the banks of the lake, and are built on the same model, so as to compose an uniform piece of architecture. The bank, built at the expense of the city, is a noble edifice, and joins with many sumptuous houses belonging to the nobility in exhibiting a splendid appearance. The houses of the burgheers are generally built of brick in the city, but in the suburbs they are commonly made up of timber, and therefore very subject to conflagrations. These houses are often framed in Finland, according to the plan and dimensions prescribed; whence they are transported in pieces to Stockholm by water, and there set up by the carpenters. These wooden habitations, if kept in proper repair, will last 30 or 40 years, and are deemed warmer, neater, and more healthy than those of brick or stone. To prevent the danger of conflagrations, the city is divided into wards. In each of these there is a master and four bailiffs, who forthwith repair to the place where the fire breaks out; and all porters and labourers are obliged to range themselves under the master of the ward to which they belong. A fire-watch patrols the streets by night, to give warning or assistance as it may be wanted; and a centinel is maintained in the staple of every church to toll the bell on the first appearance of any such accident. The police of Stockholm is entirely subjected to the regulations of the grand governor, assisted by a deputy and bailiff of the castle. This city is the staple of Sweden, to which all the commodities of the kingdom are brought for exportation, and where almost all the imports from abroad are deposited. The port or haven formed by the lake Maler is large enough to contain 1000 sail of shipping; and furnished with a key or wharf about an English mile in length, to which the vessels may lie with their broadsides. The greatest inconvenience attending this situation are, the distance from the sea, which is not within ten miles of the town; the want of tide; and the winding of the river which is remarkable. It opens into the Baltic; and the entrance, for want of more commodious harbours, has been made by a number of small batteries, which are kept in proper repair, to harmonize with the king's gardens, and for the great number of artisans who have chosen their habitations in this quarter. In the southern suburbs the Muffcovite commodities are sold; and here is a magnificent exchange where the merchants daily assemble.

STOCKING, that part of the clothing of the leg and foot which immediately covers and screens them from the rigour of the cold. Anciently, the only stockings in use were made of cloth, or of milled stuffs sewed together; but since the invention of knitting and weaving stockings of silk, wool, cotton, thread, &c. the use of cloth stockings is quite discontinued. Dr Howel, in his History of the World (vol. ii. p. 222.) relates, that queen Elizabeth, in 1501, was presented with a pair of black knit silk stockings by her silk woman, and thenceforth she never wore cloth ones any more. The same author adds, that king Henry VIII. ordinarily wore cloth hose, except there came from Spain, by great chance, a pair of silk stockings. His son, king Edward VI. was presented with a pair of long Spanish silk stockings by Sir Thomas Grefham.
and the present was then much taken notice of. Hence it should seem, that the invention of knit silk stockings originally came from Spain. Others relate, that one William Rider, an apprentice on London bridge, seeing at the house of an Italian merchant a pair of knit worsted stockings from Mantua, took the hint, and made a pair exactly like them, which he presented to William earl of Pembroke, and that they were the first of that kind worn in England, anno 1564.

The modern stockings, whether woven or knit, are formed of an infinite number of little knots, called fitches, loops, or threads, intermingled in one another.

Knit stockings are wrought with needles made of polished iron, or brass wire, which interweave the threads and form the meshes the stocking consists of. At what time the art of knitting was invented it is perhaps impossible to determine, though it has been usually attributed to the Scots, as it is said that the first works of this kind came from Scotland. It is added, that it was on this account that the company of knitting-knitters, established at Paris 1527, took for their patron St Fiacre, who is said to have been the son of a king of Scotland. But it is most probable that the method of knitting stockings by wires or needles was first brought from Spain.

Woven stockings are generally very fine; they are manufactured on a frame or machine made of polished iron, the structure of which is needles to describe, as it may be seen in almost every considerable town in this country. The invention of this machine is, by Mr. Anderson, attributed to William Lee, M. A. of St John's College, Cambridge, at a period so early as 1589. Others have given the credit of this invention to a student of Oxford at a much later period, who, it is said by Aaron Hill, was driven to it by dire necessity. This young man, falling in love with an inn-keeper's daughter, married her though she had not a penny, and he by his marriage lost a fellowship. They soon fell into extreme poverty; and their marriage producing the consequences naturally to be expected from it, the amorous pair became miserable, not so much on account of their sufferings, as from the melancholy dread of what would become of their yet unborn infant. Their only means of support were the knitting of stockings, at which the woman was very expert: "But sitting contently together from morning to night, and the scholar often fixing his eyes, with steadfast observation, on the motion of his wife's fingers in the dexterous management of her needles, he took it into his imagination, that it was not impossible to contrive a little loom which might do the work with much more expedition. This thought he communicated to his wife, and joining his head to her hands, the endeavour succeeded to their wish. Thus the ingenious stocking-loom, which is so common now, was first invented; by which he did not only make himself and his family happy, but has left his nation indebted to him for a benefit which enables us to export silk stockings in great quantities, and to a vast advantage, to those very countries from whence before we used to bring them at considerable loss in the balance of our trade."

STOCKS, or Public Funds in England. By the word flock was originally meant a particular sum of money contributed to the establishing of a fund to enable a company to carry on a certain trade, by means of which the person became a partner in that trade, and received a share of the profit made thereby, in proportion to the money employed. But this term has been extended farther, though improperly, to signify any sum of money which has been lent to the government, on condition of receiving a certain interest till the money is repaid, and which makes a part of the national debt. As the security both of the government and of the public companies is esteemed preferable to that of any private person, as the stocks are negotiable and may be sold at any time, and as the interest is always punctually paid when due; so they are thereby enabled to borrow money on a lower interest than what could be obtained from lending it to private persons, where there must be always some danger of losing both principal and interest.

But as every capital stock or fund of a company is railed for a particular purpose, and limited by parliament to a certain sum, it necessarily follows, that when that fund is completed, no stock can be bought of the company; though shares already purchased may be transferred from one person to another. This being the case, there is frequently a great disproportion between the original value of the shares and what is given for them when transferred: for if there are more buyers than sellers, a person who is indifferent about selling will not part with his share without a considerable profit to himself; and on the contrary, if many are disposed to sell, and few inclined to buy, the value of such shares will naturally fall in proportion to the impatience of those who want to turn their stock into specie.

A flock may likewise be affected by the court of chancery; for if that court should order the money, which is under their direction, to be laid out in any particular flock, that flock, by having more purchasers, will be raised to a higher price than any other of the like value. By what has been said, the reader will perceive how much the credit and interest of the nation depends on the support of the public funds. While the amusements and interest for money in each particular country is there regularly paid, and the principal invested by both prince and people (a security not to be had in some nations), foreigners will lend them their property, and all Europe be interested in their welfare; the paper of the companies will be converted into money and merchandise, and Great Britain can never want cash to carry her schemes into execution. See the article Fund.

STOCKS, a frame erected on the shore of a river or harbour, whereon to build flapping. It generally consists of a number of wooden blocks, ranged parallel to each other, at convenient distances, and with a gradual declivity towards the water.

STOCKS, a wooden machine to put the legs of offenders in, for securing disorderly persons, and by way of punishment in divers cafes.

STOCKTON upon Tees, a handsome town in the county of Durham, about 16 miles south of the city of Durham. It is now a port of considerable trade; though, at the Restoration, it was a despicable village, the belt house in which could hardly be done any thing better than clay-walls and a thatched roof. About
About 40 years ago it sent out in one year 75 vessels for the port of London; and the trade is much increased since.

STOEBE, BASTARD ETHIOPIAN, in botany: A genus of plants belonging to the class of gynaeceia, and order of polyanthus margarites; and in the natural range under 49th order compound. The calyx is unisexual; the corollas are tubular and hermaphrodite; the receptacle is naked, and the pappus is feathery. There are nine species, the ethiopica, ericoides, prostrata, gnaphaloides, gomphrene, rubra, reflexa, rhinoceros, and disticha; all plants of foreign growth.

STOICS, the name given to a sect of Greek philosophers, from συζευκοτίον, "the porch in Athens," which founder of the sect chose for his school. For the peculiar tenets of this sect, see Metaphysics, Chap. IV. Part 3. Moral Philosophy, no. 8, and Zeno.

STOLBERG, a small town of Germany, in the circle of Upper Saxony, and territory of Thuringia, of which it is the capital place. It is fited between two mountains, 58 miles north-west of Leipzig. E. Long. 11.8. N. Lat. 51.42.

STOLE, a blazonary ornament worn by the Roman parish-priests above their surplices, as a mark of superiority in their respective churches; and by other priests over the alb, at celebrating of mass, in which case it goes across the stomach, and by deacons, over the left-shoulder, scarf-wise: when the priest reads the gospel for any one, he lays the bottom of his stole on his head. The stole is a broad swath, or slip of stuff, hanging from the neck to the feet, with three crosses thereon.

STOOLS, in England, the eldest gentleman of his Majesty's bed-chamber, whose office it is to present and put on his majesty's first garment, or shirt, every morning, and to order the things in the chamber.

STOMACH, in anatomy. See Anatomia, no. 91. STOMACHIC, medicines that strengthen the stomach and promote digestion, &c.

Stomachic corroboreatives are such as strengthen the tone of the stomach and intestines; among which are carminatives, as the roots of galangula, red gentian, ancho-ur, pimipenella, calamus aromaticus, and arum. Of barks and rinds, those of canella alba, sassafras, citrons, Seville and China oranges, &c. Of spices, pepper, ginger, cloves, cinnamon, cardamum, and mace.

STONE (Edmund), a distinguished self-taught mathematician, was born in Scotland, but neither the place nor time of his birth are well known; nor have we any memoirs of his life, except a letter from the Chevalier de Ramfay, author of the Travels of Cyrus, in a letter to father Caillé, a Jesuit at Paris, and published in the Memoires de Trevoux, p. 109, as follows: "True genius overcomes all the disadvantages of birth, fortune, and education; of which Mr Stone is a rare example. Born a son of a gardener of the duke of Argyle, he arrived at eight years of age before he learnt to read.—By chance a fevant having taught young Stone the letters of the alphabet, there needed nothing more to discover and expand his genius. He applied himself to study, and he arrived at the knowledge of the most sublime geometry and analysis, without a master, without a conductor, without any other guide but pure genius."

At 18 years of age he had made these considerate advances without being known, and without knowing himself the prodigies of his acquisitions. The duke of Argyle, who joined to his military talents a great knowledge of every science that adorns the mind of a man of his rank, walking one day in his garden, saw lying on the grans a Latin copy of Sir Isaac Newton's celebrated Principia. He called some one to him to take and carry it back to his library. Our young gardener told him that the book belonged to him. "To you?" replied the Duke. "Do you understand geometry, Latin, Newton?" I know a little of them, replied the young man with an air of simplicity arising from a profound ignorance of his own knowledge and talents. The duke was surprised; and having a taste for the sciences, he entered into conversation with the young mathematician; he asked him several questions, and was astonished at the force, the accuracy, and the candour of his answers. "But how, said the Duke, came you by the knowledge of all these things?" Stone replied, "A servant taught me, ten years since, to read: does one need to know any thing more than the 24 letters in order to learn every thing else that one wishes?"

The duke's curiosity redoubled—he sat down upon a bank, and requested a detail of all his proceedings in becoming so learned.

"I first learned to read, said Stone: the masons were then at work upon your house: I went near them one day, and saw that the architect used a rule, compasses, and that he made calculations. I inquired what might be the meaning and use of these things; and I was informed that there was a science called Arithmetic: I purchased a book of arithmetic, and I learned it.—I was told there was another science called Geometry: I bought the books, and I learnt geometry. By reading I found that there were good books in these two sciences in Latin: I bought a dictionary, and I learned Latin. I understood also that there were good books of the same kind in French: I bought a dictionary, and I learned French. And this, my lord, is what I have done: it seems to me that we may acquire every thing when we know the 24 letters of the alphabet."

"This account charmed the duke. He drew this wonderful genius out of his obscurity; and he provided him with an employment which left him plenty of time to apply himself to the sciences. He discovered in him also the fame genius for music, for painting, for architecture, for all the sciences which depend on calculations and proportions."

"I have seen Mr Stone. He is a man of great simplicity. He is at present sensible of his own knowledge; but he is not puffed up with it. He is policed with a pure and disinterested love for the mathematics, though he is not folicitous to pass for a mathematician; vanity having no part in the great labour he sustains to excel in that science. He despises fortune also; and he has solicited me twenty times to requite the duke to give him his employment, which may not be worth the half of that he now has, in order to be more retired, and less taken off from his favourite studies. He discovers sometimes, by methods of his own,
own, truths which others have discovered before him. He is charmed to find on these occasions that he is not a first inventor, and that others have made a greater progress than he thought. Far from being a plagiarist, he attributes ingenious solutions, which he gives to certain problems, to the hands he has found in others, although the connection is but very dilatory."

Mr Stone was an author and translator of several useful works; viz. 1. A New Mathematical Dictionary, in 3 vol. 8vo, first printed in 1726. 2. Fluxions, in 1 vol. 8vo, 1730. The Direct Method is a translation from the French, of Hospital's Analyse des Infiniments Petits; and the Inverse Method was supplied by Stone himself. 3. The elements of Euclid, in 2 vols. 8vo, first published in 1730. A neat and useful edition of these Elements, with an account of the life and writings of Euclid, and a defence of his elements against modern objection. Besides other smaller works. Stone was a fellow of the Royal Society, and had inserted in the Philosophical Transactions (vol. 41, p. 218) an "Account of two species of lines of the 3d order, not mentioned by Sir Isaac Newton or Mr. Stirling."

Stone (Jerome), the son of a reputed seaman, was born in the parish of Scone, in the county of Fife, North Britain. His father died abroad when he was but three years of age, and his mother, with her young family, was left in very narrow circumstances. Jerome, like the rest of the children, having got the ordinary school education, reading English, writing, and arithmetic, betook himself to the business of a travelling chapman. But the dealing in buckles, garters, and such small articles, not suiting his superior genius, he soon converted his little stock into books, and for some years went through the country, and attended the fairs as an itinerant bookseller. There is great reason to believe that he engaged in this new species of traffic, more with a view to the improvement of his mind than for any pecuniary emolument. Formed by nature for literature, he possessed a peculiar talent for acquiring languages with amazing facility. Whether from a desire to understand the Scriptures in their original languages, or from being informed that these languages are the parent of many others, he began his philological pursuits with the study of the Hebrew and Greek tongues; and, by a wonderful effort of genius and application, made himself so far master of these, without any kind of afflatus, as to be able to interpret the Hebrew Bible and Greek Testament into English adepturam libri. At this time he did not know one word of Latin. Sensitive that he could make no great progress in learning, without the knowledge of at least the grammar of that language, he made application to the parish schoolmaster for his afflatus. Some time afterwards, he was encouraged to prosecute his studies at the University of St. Andrew's. An unexampled proficiency in every branch of literature recommended him to the选ector of the professors and an uncommon fund of wit and pleasantry rendered him, at the same time, the favourite of all his fellow students, some of whom spoke of him to this day with an enthusiastic degree of admiration and respect. About this period some very humorous poetical pieces of his composition were published in the Scots Magazine. Before he had finished his third session, or term, at St. Andrew's, on an application to the College by the master of the school of Dunkeld for an usher, Mr. Stone was recommended as the best qualified for that office; and about two or three years after, the master being removed to Perth, Mr. Stone, by the favour of his Grace the Duke of Atholl, who had conceived a high opinion of his abilities, was appointed his successor.

When he first went to Dunkeld, he entertained but an unfavourable opinion of the Cicilian language, which he considered as nothing better than a barbarous inarticulate gibberish; but being bent on investigating the origin and descent of the ancient Scots, he suffered not his prejudices to make him neglect the study of their primitive tongue. Having, with his usual alacrity and suavity, mastered the grammatical difficulties which he encountered, he felt himself to discover something of the true genius and character of the language. He collected a number of ancient poems, the production of Irish or Scottish bards, which, he said, were daring, innocent, passionate, and bold. Some of these poems were translated into English verse, which several persons now alive have seen in manuscript, before Mr. Macpherson published any of his translations from Oftian.

He died while he was writing and preparing for the press a treatise, intitled, "An Inquiry into the Original of the Nation and Language of the ancient Scots, with Conjectures about the Primitive State of the Celtic and other European Nations," an idea which could not have been conceived by an ordinary genius. In this treatise he proves that the Scots drew their original, as well as their language, from the ancient Gauls. Had Mr. Stone lived to finish this work, which discovers great ingenuity, immense reading, and indefatigable industry, it would have thrown light upon the dark and early periods of the Scottish history, as he opens a new and plain path for leading us through the unexplored byways of antiquity. But a fever put an end to his life, his labours, and his usefulness, in the year 1757, being then only in the 30th year of his age. He left, in manuscript, a much esteemed and well-known allegory, intitled "The Immortality of Authors," which has been published and often reprinted since his death, and will be a lasting monument of a lively fancy, found judgement, and correct taste. It was no small ornament of this extraordinary character, that he paid a pious regard to his aged mother, who survived him two years, and received an annual pension from the Dukes of Atholl as a testimony of respect to the memory of her son.

STONEHIVE, or STONEHAVEN, a small town in the county of Kincardine, in Scotland, 15 miles south from Aberdeen. It was built in the time of Charles II. and stands at the foot of some high cliffs, in a small bay, with a rocky bottom, opening a little in one part, so that small vessels may find admittance, but only at high water. A pier laps over this harbour from the north side to secure them after their entrance. The town contains about 800 inhabitants. The manufactures are sail-cloths and Oilnaburghs, knit worsted and thread stockings.

STONES, in natural history, bodies which are insipid, not dudile, nor inflammable, nor soluble in water. But as this is the definition given of earths by chemists and naturalists, we must refer the reader to the articles EARTII, and MINERALOGY, Part II. clafs L for a
As philosophers have perplexed themselves much about the origin and formation of the earth (a subject certainly far beyond the ken of the human intellect, at least if we believe that it was made by the almighty power of God), so they have also proposed theories to explain the origin of stones. When philosophers limit their inquiries within the boundaries of science, where they are led by the sober and fast conduct of observation and experiment, their conclusions may be solid and may be useful; but when, throwing experiment and observation aside, they rear a theory upon an airy nothing, or upon a single detached fact, their theories will vanish before the touch of true philosophy as a romantic palace before the rod of the enchantress. Sometimes from whim, or caprice, or vanity, they attempt to confound every thing: They wish to prove that the soul is mere matter, that plants are animals, and that fossils are plants, and thus would vanquish two substances, spirit and dead matter, entirely from the world; as if the Author of Nature were actuated by forbid views of perjury in the works of creation, though we evidently see that a generous profusion is one of the characteristic marks of these works. We leave the task of confounding the different classes of being to those philosophers whose minds are too contracted to comprehend a great variety of being at one view, or who prefer novelty to every thing else. We content ourselves with the old opinion, that the soul is a spiritual substance; that plants are plants, and that stones are stones.

We have been led into these remarks by finding that some philosophers say that stones are vegetables; that they grow and increase in size like a plant. This theory, we believe, was first offered to the world by M. Tournefort, in the year 1702, after returning from his travels in the east. It was founded on a curious fact. In surveying the labyrinth of Crete, he observed that the names which visitors had engraved upon the rock were not formed of hollow but of prominent letters like bafio relievos. He supposes that these letters were at first hollowed out by knives; that the hollows have since been filled up by the growth of the stone; and hence he concludes that stones vegetate. We have been fully assured of the fact that the letters were at first hollowed, before we attempt to account for their prominence. But even allowing the supposition to be true that they were at first hollow, we reply it is only a single fact, and that it is altogether unphilosophical to deduce a general system from a single fact.

In the second place, this protuberance of the character is very improperly called vegetation, for it is not produced by a process in any respect like the vegetation of a plant. Vegetation supposes vessels containing fluids and growth by expansion; but who ever heard of vessels in a stone, of fluids moving in them, or of the different parts expanding and swelling like the branch or trunk of a tree? Even the fact which Tournefort mentions proves nothing. He does not pretend to say, that the rock itself is increasing, but only that a few small hollows are filled with new stone matter, which rises a little above the surrounding surface of the rock. This matter evidently has been once liquid, and at length has congealed in the channel into which it had run.—But is not this easily explained by a common process, the formation of stalactites? When water charged with calcareous matter is exposed to the action of air, the water evaporates, and leaves the calcareous earth behind, which hardens and becomes like a stone.

Having thus examined the principal fact upon which M. Tournefort founds his theory, it is unnecessary to follow him minutely through the rest of his subject. He compares the accretion of matter in the labyrinth to the conglomeration of a bone when broken, by a callus formed of the extruded nutritious juice. This observation is thought to be confirmed, by finding that the projecting matter of the letters is whithil and the rock itself greyish. But it is easy to find comparisons. The difficulty, as Pope says, is to apply them. The resemblance between the filling up of the hollow of a stone, and the conglomeration of a broken bone by a calculus, we confess ourselves not philosophers enough to see. Were we writing poetry in bad taste, perhaps it might appear. The circumstance, that the prominent matter of the letters is whithil, while the rock is greyish, we flatter ourselves strengthens our supposition that it consists of a deposition of calcareous matter. Upon the whole, we conclude, we hope logically, that no such theory as this, that stones are vegetables, can be drawn from the supposed fact respecting the labyrinth. We have to regret, that the account which we have seen of the subject is so imperfect, that we have not sufficient materials for a proper investigation. Tournefort has not even told us of what kind of stone or earth the accretion consists; yet this single information would probably have decided the question (A).

(a) To give a more distinct notion of Tournefort's theory, we shall subjoin his conclusions: From these observations (he says) it follows, that there are stones which grow in the quarries, and of consequence that are fed; that the same juice which nourishes them serves to rejoin their parts when broken; just as in the bones of animals, and the branches of trees, when kept up by bandages; and, in a word, that they vegetate. There is, then (he says), no room to doubt but that they are organized; or that they draw their nutritious juice from the earth. This juice must be first filtrated and prepared in their surface, which may be here esteemed as a kind of bark; and hence it must be conveyed to all the other parts. It is highly probable the juice which filled the cavities of the letters was brought thither from the bottom of the roots; nor is there any more difficulty in conceiving this than in comprehending how the sap should pass from the roots of our largest oaks to the very extremities of their highest branches. Some stones, then (he concludes), must be allowed to vegetate and grow like plants; but this is not all; (he adds), that probably they are generated in the same manner; at least, that there are abundance of stones whose generation is inconceivable, without supposing that they come from a kind of feeds, wherein the organical parts of the stones are wrapped up as those of the largest plants are in their feeds.
Artificial Stone. See Stucco.
Elagic Stone. See Elagic Marble.
Philosopher’s Stone. See Philosopher’s Stone.
Precious Stones. See Gem.

Rocking Stone, or Logan, a stone of a prodigious firmness exactly poised, that it would rock or shake with the slightest force. Of these stones the ancients give us some account. Pliny says, that at Harpafla, a town of Asia, there was a rock of such a wonderful nature, that if touched with the finger it would shake, but could not be moved from its place with the whole force of the body. Ploemey Herpeton mentions a gigymonian stone near the ocean, which was agitated when struck by the flail of an alpheid, but could not be removed by any exertion of force. The word gigymus seems to be Celtic; for gigynges signifies musical.

Many rocking stones are to be found in different parts of Britain; some natural, others artificial, or placed in their position by human art. In the parish of St Leon, Cornwall, there is a promontory called Caftle Trecrn. On the western side of the middle group, near the top, lies a very large stone, so evenly poised that any hand may move it from one side to another; yet it is so fixed in its balf, that no lever nor any mechanical force can remove it from its present situation. It is called the Logan stone, and is at such a height from the ground that no person can believe that it was raised to its present position by art. But there are other rocking stones, which are so shaped and so situated, that there can be no doubt but they were erected by human strength. Of this kind Boralfe thinks the great Quoy or Karn-lebay, in the parish of Tywidneke, to be. It is 39 feet in circumference, and four feet thick at a medium, and stands on a single pedestal. There is also a remarkable stone of the same kind in the island of St Agnes in Scilly. The under rock A is 10 feet 6 inches high, 47 feet round the middle, and touches the ground with no more than half its base. The upper rock C rests on one point only, and is so nicely balanced, that two or three men with a pole can move it. It is eight feet six inches high, and 47 in circumference. On the top there is a bason D hollowed out, three feet eleven inches in diameter at a medium, but wider at the trim, and three feet deep. From the globular shape of this upper stone, it is highly probable that it was rounded by human art, and perhaps even placed on its pedestal by human strength.

In Sidney parish, near He’ston, in Cornwall, stood the famous Logan, or rocking stone, commonly called Men Anker, q. d. Men on Bar, or the 100 f. men, in 117 feet eleven by six and four high, and so nicely poised on another stone that a little child could move it, and all travellers who came this way desired to see it. But Shrubfall, Cromwell’s governor of Pendennis, with much ado caused it to be undermined, to the great grief of the country. There are some marks of the tool on it, and, by its quadrangular shape, it was probably dedicated to Mercury. That the rocking stones are monuments erected by the Druids cannot be doubted; but tradition has not informed us for what purpose they were intended. Mr Golland thinks that the Druids made the people believe that they alone could move them; and that by a miracle: and that by this pretended miracle they condemned or acquitted the accused, and brought criminals to confess what could not otherwise be extorted from them. How far this conjecture is right we shall leave to those who are deeply versed in the knowledge of antiquities to determine.

Sonorous Stone, a kind of stone remarkable for emitting an agreeable sound when struck, and much used in China for making musical instruments which they call King.

The various kinds of sonorous stones known in China differ considerably from one another in beauty, and in the strength and duration of their tone; and what is very surprising, is, that this difference cannot be discovered either by the different degrees of their hardness, weight, or fineness of grain, or by any other qualities which might be supposed to determine it. Some stones are found remarkably hard, which are very sonorous; and others exceedingly soft, which have an excellent tone; some extremely emit a very sweet sound; and there are others as light as pumice which have an agreeable found.

The chemists and naturalists of Europe and America have never yet attempted to discover, whether some of our stones may not have the same properties as the sonorous stones of the extremities of Asia. It however appears, that the Romans were formerly acquainted with a sonorous stone of the class of *biong-she*. Pliny (says the Abbé du Bos, in his Reflections on Poetry and Painting, when speaking of curious stones) observes that the stone called *chalephonas,* or *braven found,* is black; and that, according to the etymology of its name, it lends forth a sound much resembling that of brass when it is struck. The passage of Pliny is as follows: *Chalephonas nigra eff; ed elia aris tinnitum reddit.*

Some sonorous stones were at length sent into France, and the late Duke de Chaulnes examined them with particular attention. The following are some of his observations: “The Academy of Sciences, Mr Romé de Lisle, and several other learned mineralogists, when asked if they were acquainted with the black stone of which the Chinese king was made, for answer cited the passage of Pliny mentioned by Boethius de Bott. Linnaeus, and in the Dictionary of Bomare, and added what Mr Anderson says in his Natural History of Iceland respecting a bluish kind of stone which is very sonorous. As the black stone of the Chinese becomes a bluish colour when filed, it is probably of the same species. None of the rest who were consulted had ever seen it. The Chinese stone has a great resemblance at first sight to black marble, and like it is calcareous; but marble generally is not sonorous. It also externally resembles touchstone, which is a kind of bafaltes, and the bafaltes found near volcanoes; but these two stones are vitrifications.”

The duke next endeavoured to procure some information from the stone-cutters. They all replied, that blue-coated marble was very sonorous, and that they had seen large blocks of it which emitted a very strong sound; but the duke, having ordered a king to be constructed of this kind of stone, it was found that it did not possess that property. By trying the black marble of Flanders, a piece was at length found which emitted an agreeable sound; it was cut into a king, which is almost as sonorous as those of China. All these observa-


"
Anderfon's only the coarse yellow, red, black, and mottled wares, commerce, the king are formed are nothing of marble, the constituent parts of which are the same as those of the marble of Europe, but that some difference in their organization renders them more or less sonorous. Strue Stone (lapic falsus) or stetd stone, so called from its excessively stetd smell, calcareous earth impregnated with petroleum. It is found, 1. Solid, with the particles scarcely visible, of a black colour, as the marble found in Flanders, and in the province of Jutland in Sweden. 2. With visible grains of a blackish brown colour, found likewise in some places of Sweden. 3. With coarse scales, found also in Sweden. Great part of the limestone found in England belong to this class, and emit a very stetd smell when struck violently, but it soon goes off in the fire.


Stone-Ware, a species of pottery so called from its hardnefs. See Delft-Ware, Porcelain, and Pottery. Clay is a principal ingredient in pottery of all kinds which has the property of hardening in the fire, and of receiving and preferring any form into which it is moulded. One kind of clay refits the most violent action of the fire after being hardened to a certain degree, but is incapable of receiving a sufficient degree of hardnefs and solidity. A second kind assumes a hardnefs resembling that of stint, and such a compactness that vessels made of it have a glossy appearance in their fracture resembling porcelain. These two species owe their peculiar properties of resisting heat without melting, to sand, chalk, gypsum or ferruginous earth, which they contain. A third species of clay begins to harden with a moderate fire, and melts entirely with a strong fire. It is of the second species that stone-ware is made.

The most famous manufactory of stone-ware, as well as other kinds of pottery, is at Burlem in Staffordshire. This can be traced with certainty at least two centuries back; but of its first introduction no tradition remains. In 1686, as we learn from Dr Plot's Natural History of Staffordshire published in that year, the coarse yellow, red, black, and mottled wares, were made in this country, and the only materials employed for them appear to have been the different coloured clays which are found in the neighbourhood, and which form some of the meafures or iritata of the coal-mines. These coarse clays made the body of the ware, and the glaze was produced by powdered leadore, sprinkled on the pieces before firing, with the addition of a little manganese for some particular colours. The quantity of goods manufactured was at that time so inconsiderable, that the chief sale of them, the Doctor says, was "to poor crate-men, who carried them on their backs all over the country."

About the year 1690, two ingenious artifans from Germany, of the name of Eller, settled near Burlem, and carried on a small work for a little time. They brought into this country the method of glazing stone-ware, by casting stalt into the kiln while it is hot, and some other improvements of less importance: but finding they could not keep their secrets to themselves, they left the place rather in disgust. From this time various kinds of stone-ware, glazed by the fumes of stalt in the manner abovementioned, were added to the wares before made. The white kind, which afterwards became, and for many succeeding years continued, the staple branch of pottery, is said to have owed its origin to the following accident. A potter, Mr Albury, travelling to London, perceiving somathing amifs with one of his horses' eyes, an hofer at Dunstable told he could soon cure him, and for that purpofe put a common black flint stalt into the fire. The potter obferving it, when taken out, to be of a fine white, immediately conceived the idea of improving his ware by the addition of this material to the stetd clay he could procure: accordingly he fent home a quantity of the flint stones of that country, where they are plentiful among the chalk, and by mixing them with tobacco-pipe clay, produced a white stone-ware much superior to any that had been seen before.

Some of the other potters soon discovered the fource of this superiority, and did not fail to follow his example. For a long time they pounded the flint stones in private rooms by manual labour in mortars; but many of the poor workmen fuffered severely from the dust of the flint getting into their lungs, and producing dreadful coughs, consumption, and other pulmonary disorders. These difafers, and the increased demand for the flint powder, induced them to try to grind it by mills of various conftuctions; and this method being found both effectual and safe, has continued in practice ever since. With these improvements, in the beginning of the prent century, various articles were produced for tea and coffee equipages. Soon after attempts were made to furnish the dinner table also; and before the middle of the century, utensils for the table were manufactured in quantity as well for exportation as home consumption.

But the salt glaze, the only one then in use for this purpofe, is in its own nature fo imperfect, and the potter, from an injudicious competition among themselves for cheapnefs, rather than excellence, had been fo inattentive to elegance of form and neatnefs of workmanship, that this ware was rejected from the tables of persons of rank; and about the year 1760, a white ware, much more beautiful and better glazed than ours, began to be imported in considerable quantities from France.

This inundation of a foreign manufacture, fo much superior to any of our own, must have had very bad effects upon the potteries of this kingdom, if a new one, still more to the public taste, had not appeared soon after. In the year 1763, Mr Josiah Wedgwood, who had already introduced several improvements into this art, invented a species of earthen ware for the table quite new in its appearance, covered with a rich and brilliant glaze, bearing sudden alterations of heat and cold, manufactured with ease and expedition, and consequently cheap, and having every requisite for the purpofe intended. To this new manufacture the queen was pleased to give her name and patronage, commanding it to be called Queen's ware, and honouring the inventor by appointing him her majesty's potter.

The common clay of the country is used for the ordinary forms; the finer kinds are made of clay from Devonshire and Dorsetshire, chiefly from Biddeford, but the flints from the Thames are all brought rough by sea, either to Liverpool or Hull, and so by Burton. There is no conjecture formed of the original rea
stoneworne.

"The flints first are ground in mills, and the clay pre-
pared by breaking, washing, and fitting, and then they are
mixed in the requisite proportions. The flints
are bought first by the people about the country, and
by them burnt and ground, and sold to the manufac-
turers by the peck.

"The mixture is then laid in large quantities on kilns
to evaporate the moisture; but this is a nice work, as it
must not be too dry; next it is beat with large wooden
hammers, and then is in order for throwing, and is
moulded into the forms in which it is to remain; this
is the most difficult work in the whole manufacture. A
boy turns a perpendicular wheel, which by means of thongs
turns a small horizontal one, just before the thrower, with
such velocity, that it twirls round the lump of clay he
lays on it into any form he directs it with his fingers.

"There are 300 houses which are calculated to em-
ploy, upon an average, twenty hands each, or 6000
in the whole; but of all the variety of people that
work, in what may be called the preparation for the
employment of the immediate manufacturers, the total
total number cannot be much short of 12,000, and it is
increasing every day. Large quantities are exported to
Germany, Ireland, Holland, Russia, Spain, the East
Indies, and much to America; some of the finest sorts
to France."

Stone in the Bladder. See Medicine, no. 400. Surgery-
Index: and Alkalai, no. 17, 18, 19.

Stone, in merchandise, denotes a certain weight
for weighing commodities. A stone of beef at Lon-
don is the quantity of eight pounds: in Herefordshire
12 pounds: in the North 16 pounds. A stone of glass
is five pounds; of wax eight pounds. A stone of wool
(according to the stature of 11 Hen. VII.) is to weigh
14 pounds; yet in some places it is more, in others
less; as in Gloucestershire 15 pounds: in Herefordshire
12 pounds. Among horse-couriers a stone is the weight
of 14 pounds.

The reason of the name is evident. Weights at first
were generally made of stone. See Deut. xxxv. 13, where
the word סַלַּֽעַּֽו translated weight, properly signifies a flone.

Stone-Clater, in ornithology. See MOTACILLA.

STONEHENGE, a celebrated monument of antiqui-
yty, stands in the middle of a flat area near the fump-
mic of a hill five miles distant from Salisbury. It is
inclosed by a circular double bank and ditch near 35 feet
broad, after cutting which we ascend 30 yards before
we reach the work. The whole fabric consisted of two
circles and two ovals. The outer circle is about 108
feet diameter, consisting when entire of 60 stones, 50
uprights and 50 impost, of which remain only 24 up-
rights, 17 standing and 7 down, 31 feet saddler, and 8
imposts. Eleven uprights have their 2 impost on them
by the grand entrance. These stones are from 13 to 20
feet high. The inner circle is somewhat more than 8
feet from the inside of the outer one, and consisted of
40 fltons (the highest 6 feet), of which only 19
remain, and only 11 standing; the walk between these
two circles is 300 feet in circumference. The Adytum
or Cell is a oval formed of 10 flons (from 16 to 22
feet high), in pairs, with impost, which Dr Stukeley
calls triiblons, and above 50 feet high, rising in height
as they go round, and each pair separate, and not con-
ected as the outer pair; the highest 8 feet. Within
there are 19 more smaler single fltons, of which only 6
are standing. At the upper end of the Adytum is the
altar, a large slab of bluestone about 24 inches thick,
16 feet long, and a breadth; pressed down by the weight
of the vault flons that have fallen upon it. The whole
number of flons, uprights, impost, and altar, is exactly
150. The flons are far from being artificial, but
were most probably brought from those called the Grey
Weathers on Marlborough Downs, 15 or 16 miles off;
and if tried with a tool they appear of the same hard-
ness, grain, and colour, generally reddish. The heads
of oxen, deer, and other beasts, have been found on
digging in and about Stonehenge; and human bones in
the circumjacent barrows. There are three entrances
from the plain to this structure, the most condelable
of which is from the north-east, and at each of them
were raised on the outside of the trench two huge
flons with two smaller within parallel to them.

"It has been a dispute among the learned, by
what nation, and for what purpose, these enormous
flons were collacted and arranged. The first account
of this structure we meet with is in Geoffrey of Mon-
mouth, who, in the reign of King Stephen, wrote the
history of the Britons in Latin. He tells us,
that it was erected by the councll of Merlin the Brit-
ish enchanter, at the command of Aurelius Ambro-
sius the lait Britih king, in memory of 460 Brit-
ons who were murdered by Hengift the Saxon.
The next account is that of Polydore Virgil, who says
that the Britons erected this as a sepulchral monument
of Aurelius Ambrosius. Others suppose it to have been
a sepulchral monument of Boadicea the famous British
Queen. Inigo Jones is of opinion, that it was a Roman
temple: from a stone 16 feet long, and four broad,
placed in an exact position to the easterly, altar-fashion
Mr Charlton attributed it to the Danes, who were two
years masters of Wiltshire; a tin tablet, on which were
some unknown characters, supposed to be Punic, was
digged up near it in the reign of Henry IV. but is
lost; probably that might have given some information
respecting its founders. Its common name, Stone-
henge, is Saxan, and signifies a "stone gallows," to which
those stones, having transferred impost, bear some
resemblance. It is also called in Welsh choir gour,
or "the giant's dance."

Mr Grofe thinks that Dr Stukeley has completely
proved this structure to have been a British temple in
which the Druids officiated. He supposes it to have
been the metropolitan temple of Great Britain, and
translates the words choir gour "the great choir or
temple." The learned Mr Bryant is of opinion that it Grofe's
was erected by a colony of Cuthites probably before the
time of the Druids; because it was usual with them
to place one vault stone upon another for a religious
memorial; and they as they often placed so equably, that even
a breath of wind would not make them vibrate. Of
such stones one remains at this day in the pile of Stone-
henge. The ancients distinguished flons erected with a
religious view, by the name of awbrx; by which was sig-
nified any thing solid and divine. The Greeks called
them 
agathé

Stonehenge, according to
According to Mr. Bryant, is composed of these amber stones: hence the next town is denominated Ambrosia; not from a Roman Ambrosius, for no such person ever existed, but from the ambrosia petrae, in whose vicinity it floomed. Some of these were rocking stones; and there was a wonderful monument of this sort near Penzance in Cornwall, which still retains the name of main amber, or the sacred stones. Such a one is mentioned by Apollonius Rhodius, supposed to have been raised in the time of the Argonauts, in the island Teos, as the monument of the two-winged sons of Boeotia, flain by Hercules; and there are others in China and other countries.

Stoek, a term used in many parts of Britain for a flock of corn containing 12 sheaves.

Stoil, in medicine, an evacuation or discharge of the feaces by the anus.

Stoat, in mining, is used when the miners leave off digging deeper, and work in the ends forward. The end before them is called the foot.

Stooping, in falconry, is when a hawk, being upon her wings at the height of her pitch, bends down violently to take the fowl.

Stoppers, in a ship, certain short pieces of rope, which are usuallly knotted at one or both ends, according to the purpose for which they are designed. They are either used to suspend any heavy body, or to retain a cable, shroud, &c. in a fixed position. Thus, the anchors, when first holed up from the ground, are hung to the cat-head by a flopper attached to the latter, which passing through the anchor-ring, is afterwards fastened to the timber-head; and the same rope serves to fasten it on the bow at sea; or to suspend it by the ring which is to be fink from the ship to the bottom. The stoppers of the cable have a large knot and a laniard at one end, and are fastened to a ring-bolt in the deck by the other. They are attached to the cable by the laniard, which is fastened securely round both by several turns passed behind the knot, or about the neck of the flopper; by which means the cable is restrained from running out of the ship when the rades at anchor.

The stoppers of the shroud have a knot and a laniard at each end. They are only used when the shrouds are cut afunder in battle, or disabled by tempestuous weather; at which time they are lashed, in the same manner as those of the cables, to the separated parts of the shroud, which are thereby reunited, so as to be fit for immediate service. This, however, is only a temporary expedient.

Stops. See Punctuation; and Scripture, p. 156.

Storax. See Styrax.

Stork, in ornithology. See Ardea.

Stove, for heating apartments, greenhouses, hot-houses, fruit-walls, &c.

When treating of the mechanical properties of air, we explained in sufficient detail the manner in which the expansion produced in a mass of air by heat produces that motion up our chimneys which is called the draught of the chimney; and, in the article Smoke, we considered the circumstances which tend to check, to promote, or to direct this current, so as to free us from the smoke and vitiated air which necessarily accompanies the consumption of the fuel. In Pneumatics we also attended to the manner in which our fires immediately operate in warming our apartments. At present, when about to describe a method of warming intrinsically different, we must pay some more attention to the diluting circumstance. Without pretending to explain the physical connection of heat and light, it may suffice to observe, that heat, as well as light, is communicated to distant bodies in an instant by radiation. A person passing halfly by the door of a glass-house, and beholding the glow of heat in the very moment he sees the dazzling light of the furnace mouth, and it is interrupted by merely screening his face with his hand. In this way is an apartment partly warmed by an open fire; and we avoid the oppressive heat by sitting where the fire is not seen, or by interposing a screen. We are apt to connect this so strongly in the imagination with the light emitted by the fire, that we attribute the heat to the immediate action of the light. This opinion is shown to be gratuitous by a curious experiment made before the Royal Society by Dr Hooke, and afterwards, with more care and accurate examination, by Mr. Scheele. They found, that by bringing a plate of the most transparent glass briskly between the fire and one's face, the heat is immediately intercepted without any sensible diminution of the light. Scheele, by a very pretty investigation, discovered that the glass made the separation, and did it both in refraction and reflection; for he found, that when the light of the fame fire was collected into a focus by means of a polished metal concave speculum, a thermometer placed there was infinitely affected. But if we employ a glass speculum foiled in the usual manner with quicksilver, of the same diameter and focal distance, and of equally brilliant reflection, there is hardly any sensible heat produced in the focus, and the thermometer must remain there for a very long while before it is sensibly affected. When we repeated this curious experiment, we found, that after the glass has remained a long while in this position, whether transmitting or reflecting the light, it loses in a great measure its power of intercepting the heat. By varying this observation in many of its circumstances, we think ourselves entitled to conclude, that the glass absorbs the heat which it intercepts, and is very quickly heated by the absorption. While it rises in its own temperature, it intercepts the heat powerfully; but when it is, as it were, saturated, attracting no more than what it immediately imparts to the air in corporeal contact with it, the heat passes freely through along with the light. If the glass be held so near the fire that the surrounding air is very much heated, no sensible interruption of heat is perceived after the glass is thus faturated. We found the cheek more quickly sensible than the thermometer of this instantaneous radiation of the heat which accompanies the light, or is separated from it in this experiment. It is a very instructive experiment in the physiology of heat.

We cannot say how far this radiation of heat may extend, nor whether the accompaniment of light is absolutely necessary. The mathematician proceeds on the supposition that it extends as far as the radiation of light, and that, being also rectilinear, the density of the heat is proportional to that of the light. But these notions are somewhat gratuitous; and there are appearances,
appearances which render them doubtful. When with a lens of an inch in diameter we form a focus on a piece of black unpolished marble of an inch diameter, the mathematician must allow that no more rays fall on the marble than if the lens were away; therefore the marble should be equally warmed in either case. But it is by no means so, as we have repeatedly found by exposing it during equal times, and then dropping it into water. The water which is heated by the marble on which the focus has been formed will be found to have acquired from it much more heat than from the ether. The tops of lofty mountains which are never shaded by clouds, but enjoy perpetual sunshine and serenity, instead of being warmer than the valleys below, are covered with never-melting snow; and we have some grounds to suspect that the genial influence of the sun requires the co-operation of the atmosphere, and to doubt whether there is any warmth at the moon, on which no atmosphere like ours can be observed. Perhaps the heat which cheers us, and fertilizes our earth, is chemically separated from our atmosphere by its elective attraction for the light of the sun. Our successors in the study of meteorology need not fear that the phenomena of meteorology need not fear that the phenomenon is precisely similar to the radiation of light. We are obliged therefore to acknowledge that the heat is radiated in this experiment in the same way that light is in the common optical experiments.

Although this is the most usual way that we in this country employ fuel for warming our apartments, it is by no means the only way in which the heat diffused from this fuel may be imparted to distant bodies. It is not even the most effectual method; it is diffused also by immediate communication to bodies in contact. The air in immediate contact with the burning fuel is heated, and imparts some of its heat to the air lying beyond it, and this is partly shared with the air which is still farther off; and this diffusion, by communication in contact, goes on till the remote air contiguous to the walls, the floor, the ceiling, the furniture, the company, all get a share of it in proportion to their attractions and their capacities. And as the air is thus continually supplied, and continually gives out heat, the walls, &c., become gradually warmer, and the room becomes comfortable and pleasant. But we apprehend that no great proportion of the heat actually acquired by the room is produced in this way. This diffusion by contact is but slow, especially in air which is very dry; so slow indeed, that the air in the immediate neighbourhood of the fuel is hurried up the chimney before it has time to impart any of the heat received in contact. We know that the time employed in diffusing itself in this way through stagnant air to any moderate distance is very considerable. We imagine therefore that the heat communicated to our rooms by an open fire is chiefly by radiation, but in a way something different from what we mentioned before. We imagine, that as the piece of glass in Dr Hooke's experiment absorbs the heat, so the whole mass of air which fills the room intercepts the radiated heat in every part of the room where the fire is seen, and is as if it were saturated with it throughout, and ready to impart it to every body immersed in it. We cannot otherwise account for the equality of the heat in the different parts of the room. More radiation on the solid bodies would warm them in the inverse duplicate ratio of their distances from the fire; and diffusion by contact, if compatible with the rapid current up the chimney, would heat the room still more unequally. Recollect how slowly, and with what rapid diminution of intensity, the colour of blue vitriol is communicated to water even to a very small distance. But because all parts of the air of the room absorb radiated heat, what is saturated at a higher temperature, being nearer to the fire, rises to the ceiling, spreads outwards along the ceiling, and has its place supplied by the air, which is thus pulled towards the fire from the places which are not directly illuminated.

Far different is the method of warming the room by a stove. Here the radiation, if any, is very feeble or scanty; and if a passage were allowed the chimney for the warmed air, it would be quickly carried off. This is well known to the English who reside in the cold climates of St Petersburg, Archangel, &c. They love the exhilarating flutter of an open fire, and often have one in their parlours; but this, so far from warming the room during the extreme cold weather, obliges them to heat their stoves more frequently, and even abounds the heat from a whole suite of apartments. But all passages this way are shut up when we warm a room by stoves. The air immediately contiguous to the stove is heated by contact, and this heat is gradually, though not very much, diffused through the whole room. The diffusion would however be very slow if increased, were it not for the great expansibility of air by heat. But the air surrounding the stove quickly expands and rises to the ceiling, while the neighbouring air slides in to supply the place, and is even pushed in by the air which goes outwards aloft. Thus the whole air is soon mixed, and the room acquires almost an equal temperature throughout.

The warming by stoves must therefore be managed upon very different principles from those adopted in the employment of open fires. The general principle is, 1st, To employ the fuel in the most effectual manner for heating the external part of the stove, which is immediately efficient in warming the contiguous air; and, 2d, To keep in the room the air already warmed, at least as much as is sufficient with wholesomeness and cleanliness.

The first purpose is accomplished by conducting the flue of the furnace round its external parts, or, in front, by making every part of the flue external. Of all forms, that of a long pipe, returned backwards and forwards, up and down (provided only that the place of
the canal. Even this might be avoided by making each of these side-chambers a detached hollow pillar. But this would greatly increase the trouble of contruction and joining together, and is by no means necessary. The arch H has a graceful appearance, and affords a very warm situation for any thing that requires it, such as a drink in a sick person's bed-chamber, &c. Perions of a certain class use this place for keeping a dish warm; nay, the lower part of the arch is frequently occupied by an inclosed chamber, where the heat rises high enough even for dressing viurals, as will be easily imagined when we reflect that the sole of it is the roof of the fire-place.

The stove now described is supplied with fuel and air by the front door opening into the room. That there may be room for fuel, this middle part projects a few inches before the two side-chambers. These last, with the whole upper part of the stove, are not more than ten inches deep. The passages, therefore, from the fire-place are towards the back of it; so that if we have a mind to see the fire (which is always cheerful), the door may be thrown open, and there is no danger of the smoke coming out after the current has once warmed the upper part of the stove. When the stove is of such dimensions that the bafe is about two feet and a half or three feet high, the fire-place may be furnished with a small grate in the Britifh style. If the door is so hung that it can not only be thrown back, but lifted off its hinges, we have a stove grate of the comple- telt kind, fully adequate, in our mild climate, to warm a handfome apartment, even with an open fire; and when we hang on the door, and shut up the fire-place, a stove of the dimensions already given is almost too much for a large drawing-room.

We have frequently remarked, that one side of these stoves grows much warmer than the other, and that it was difficult to prevent or remedy this; and we imagine that this is an unavoidable defect in all stoves with a double flue. It is fearly poifible to make the fire fole quall in the fire-place, that one side fhall not be a little warmer than the other, and a brisker current will then be produced in it. This must increase the consumption of the fuel on that side, which will increase the current, will heat this side full more, and thus go on continually till the fuel on this side is expended; after which the other side will obtain and increase the superiority. The fume is made double, that the fire-place may occupy the middle of the front; and it will be difficult to gain this point of symmetry with one flue. The inconvenience may, however, be correfted by damping valves placed in fome part of the upright funnels E, E.

In the colder winters on the continent, it is thought necessary to increafe the effect by making the fire-place open to the back of the flove. Its mouth or door communicates with or is joined to an opening of the fame dimensions formed in the wall, and the door is on the other side in an antichamber or lobby. In Wolpha- lia, and other places of Germany, the apartments are disposed round a fpacious lobby, into which all their fire-places open, and are there supplied with fuel. By this contruction it is plain that the air of the room, already warmed by the flove, is not carried off, and the room is more heated. But this method is very unfavourable to cheerfulness and health. The fame air confined, and repeatedly
repeatedly breathed and compounded with all the volatile emanations of the room, quickly loses that refreshing quality that is so desirable, and even so necessary for health. It is never renewed except by very partial admixtures when the room doors are thrown open, and becomes disagreeable to any person coming in from the open air; and in the houses of the less opulent becomes really offensive and nauseous.

Something of this is unavoidable in all rooms heated by stoves. Even in our apartments in this country, persons of delicate nerves are hurt by what they call the close air of a room; and it is long before the smell of dinner is quite removed from a dining-room, notwithstanding the copious current up the chimney. This must be incomparably more sensible in a room heated by a stove; and this inconvenience in peculiarly sensible with respect to the stove which we are considering at present, where we employ a small surface heated to a great degree.

Such stoves are seldom made of anything else than cast-iron. This (in those parts at least which are in immediate contact with the fuel) is in a state of continual calcination, and even throwing off scales. This indeed is not seen, because it is the bottom or sole of the fire-place which is so heated: but the effect on the air of the room is the same. The calcination of the iron is occasioned by the combination of pure vital air with the iron. This is abstained from by the general mass of atmospheric air in the room, on which it usually consists about itself. By this abstraction the residue becomes less fit for supporting animal life or flame, and may even become highly deleterious. In every degree the remainder becomes less refreshing, and grows dull and oppressive. This is always accompanied by a peculiar smell, which, though not disgusting, is unpleasant. It resembles the smell of burnt feathers, or more exactly the smell we feel if we rub violently for some time the palms of our hands together when perfectly dry.

For similar reasons these iron stoves occasion a sickly smell, by burning every particle of dust which falls on the hot parts; and if they be wiped with a woollen cloth, or any cloth not perfectly free from every kind of grease or oily matter, a smell is produced for a day or days afterwards; so that without the most scrupulous attention we suffer by our very cleanliness.

For such reasons we think that the stoves of brick work covered with stucco or with glazed tiles are vastly preferable. These are much used in the genteeler houses in Flanders and Holland, where they are made in the most elegant forms, and decorated with beautiful sculpture or ornament; but it is plain that they cannot be so effectual, nor equally warm with the more expensive of fuel. Earthen ware, especially when covered with porous stucco, is far inferior to metal in its power of conducting heat. If built of bricks, they must be vastly more bulky when the fire-place and stoves are of the same dimensions. The most perfect way of constructing them would certainly be to make them of pottery, in parts exactly fitted to each other, and joined by a proper cement. This mode of constructing would admit of every elegance of form or richness of ornament, and would not be so bulky as those which are built of bricks. The great difficulty is to prevent their cracking by the heat. Different parts of the stove being of very different heats, they expand unequally, and there is no cement which can withstand this, especially when we recollect that the same heat which expands the baked earth causes the clay or cement, with which the parts of the stove are put together or covered, to contract. Accordingly those earthen ware stoves seldom stand a winter or two without cracking in some place or other, even when strengthened by iron hoops and cramps judiciously disposed within them. Even loopholing them externally, which would be very unfeiture, will not prevent this; for nothing can resist the expansion and contraction by heat and cold. When a crack happens in a stove, it is not only unsefitlly, but highly dangerous; because it may be so situated, that it will discharge into the room the air vitiated by the fire.

For these and other reasons, we can scarcely hope to make stoves of brick work or pottery which shall bear the necessary heat without cracking; and their use must therefore be confined to cafes where very moderate heat is sufficient. We need not describe their construction. It is evident that it should be more simple than that of iron stoves; and we imagine that in the very few cafes in which they are likely to be employed in this country, a single fire-place and an arch over it, divided, if we please, by a partition or two of thin tiles to lengthen the flue, will be quite enough. If the stove is made in whole or in part of pottery ware, a base for the fire-place, with an urn, column, obelisk, or pyramid, above it, for increasing the surface, will also be sufficient. The failure commonly happens at the joinings, where the different pieces of a different heat, and perhaps of a different baking, are apt to expand unequally, and by working on each other one of them must give way. Therefore, instead of making the joints close and using any cement, the upper piece should stand in a groove formed in the undermold, having a little powdered chalk or clay sprinkled over it, which will effectually prevent the passage of any air; and room being thus given for the unequal expansion, the joint remains entire. This may be considered as a general direction for all furnace-work, where it is in vain to attempt to hinder the mutual working of the parts.

We have seen stoves in small apartments at St Petersburg, which were made internally of pottery ware, in a great variety of forms, and then covered with a thick coat of stucco, finished externally with the utmost elegance of ornament, and we were informed that they were very rarely subject to crack. They did not give much heat, on account of the very low conducting power of the porous stucco; but we imagine that they would be abundantly warm for a moderate room in this country. When fitted up in these situations, and with these precautions, the brick or pottery stoves are incomparably more sweet and pleasant than the iron ones.

But in the intense colds of Russia and Sweden, or even for very large rooms in this country, stoves of these small dimensions are not sufficiently powerful, and we must follow the practice of those countries, where they are made of great size, and very moderately heated. It is needless to describe their external form, which may be varied at pleasure. Their internal structure is the same in all, and is distinctly described in Pneumatics, n° 364. We shall only enlarge a little on the
peculiarities connected with the general principle of their construction.

The stove is intended as a sort of magazine, in which a great quantity of heat may be quickly accumulated, to be afterwards slowly communicated to the air of the room. The stove is therefore built extremely massive; and it is found that they are more powerful when coated with clay as wet as can be made to hang together. We imagine the reason of this to be, that very wet clay, and more particularly flueco, must be exceedingly porous when dry, and therefore a very slow conductor of heat. Instead of flocking on the glazed tiles with no more clay or flueco than is sufficient to attach them, each tile has at its back a sort of box baked in one piece about two or three inches deep. It is represented in fig. 2. This is filled with mortar, and then stuck on the brick-work of the stove, which has a great number of iron pins or hooks driven into the joints, which may stick into this clay and keep it firmly attached when dry. This coating, with the massive brick-work, forms a great mass of matter to be heated by the fuel. The heated chamber, which is the fire-place, is somewhat wider, and considerably thicker than the stories above, which are merely flues. When the fire-place is finished and about to be arched over, a flat iron bar of small thickness is laid along the top of the side-wall on both sides, a set of finishing bricks being moulded on purpose with a notch to receive the iron bar. Cross bars are laid over these, one at each end and one or two between, having a bit turned down at the ends, which takes hold of the longitudinal bars, and keeps them from being thrust outwards either by the pressure of the arch or by the felling in consequence of the heat. In fig. 3, A is the cross section of one of the long bars, and BC is part of one of the cross bars, and CD is the chenise which confines the bar A. This precaution is chiefly necessary, because the contraction of the stove upwards oblige the walls of the other stories to bear a little on the arch of the fire-place. The building above is kept together in like manner by other courses of iron bars at every second return of the flue. The top of the stove is finished by a pretty thick covering of brick-work. The half passage for the air at H (see Pneumatics, fig. 22,) has a ring lining its upper extremity, and projecting an inch or two above it. The flat round it is covered with sand. When we would stop this passage, a cover shaped like a bason or cover for dishes at table, is wraped over it. The rim of this, resting on the sand, effectually prevents all air from coming through and getting up the vent. Access is had to this damper by a door which can be shut tight enough to prevent the heated air of the room from getting itself up the vent. When the room is too warm, it may be very rapidly cooled by opening this door. The warm air rushes up with great rapidity, and is replaced by cool air from without.

The management of the stove is as follows. About eight o'clock in the morning the pietrich, or servant who has the charge of the stove, takes off the cover, thrusts the damper-door, and opens the fire-place door. He then puts in a handful of wood thavings or straw, and kindles it. This warms the stove and vent, and begins a current of air through it. He then lays a few chips on the sole of the fire-place, immediately within the door; and behind this he arranges the billets of birchwood, with their ends inwards. Then he lays on more wood in the front, till he thinks there is enough. He sets fire to the chips, thrusts the door, and opens the small wicket at its bottom. The air blows the flame of the chips upon the billets behind them, and thus kindles them. They conduce slowly, while the billets in front remain untouched by the fire. The servant, having made his first round of the rooms, returns to this stove, and opens the door above to admit air into the vent. This is to supply its draught, and thus to check the draught in the body of the stove, which is generally too strong at this time, and would consume the fuel too fast. By this time the billets in the front are burning, first at the bottom, and the rest in succession as they sink down on the embers, and come opposite to the wicket. The room does not yet feel any effect from the fire, the heat of which has not yet reached its external surface; but in about half an hour this grows warm. The upper door is shut again, that no heat may now be wasted. The pietrich, by and by, spreads the embers and takes over the whole bottom of the fire-place with a rake, by which the bottom is greatly heated, and heats the air contiguous to it externally (for it stands on little pillars) very powerfully. He takes care to bring up to the top of the ashes every bit of wood or coal that is not yet consumed, that all may be completely expended. He does this as briskly as possible, that the room may not lose much warmed air by keeping open the fire-place door. At his last visit, when he observes no more glowing embers, he shuts the fire-place door and wicket, and puts the damper on the passage above, and shuts its door. All this is over in about an hour and a half after kindling the fire. All current of air is now at an end within the stove, and it is now a great mass of brick-work, heated to a great degree within, but only about blood warm externally. The heat gradually spreads outwards, and the external surface of the stove acquires its greatest heat about three o'clock in the afternoon; after which it gradually cools till next morning.

This heat seldom is so great that one cannot bear to touch the stove with his cheek, and to keep it there. In consequence of this it can burn none of the dust which unavoidably falls on the stove, and we are never troubled with the sickening smells that are unavoidable when we employ the small cast iron stoves much heated. The great expense of heat in a room arises from the glass windows. The pane is too thin that the external air keeps it continually cold, and thus the windows are continually robbing the air of the room of its heat. This expense of heat is reduced to less than one third by double casements. The inner casement is about as much colder than the room as the outer casement is warmer than the air of the fields; and we have the singular advantage of having no ice formed on the glasses. But to ensure this last advantage, the seams of the inner casement must be pasted with paper, and those of the outer casement must be left unpasted. If we do the contrary, we shall certainly have ice on the outer casement; the reason of which is easily seen.

We have been thus particular in our description of the management, because the reasons of some particulars are not very obvious, and the practice would not readily occur to many people; so that a person who, on the
faith of our recommendation, should prefer one of these flues to the German stove, whose management is simple and obvious, might be greatly disappointed. But by following this method, we are confident that the Russian flue will be found much superior both in warmth and agreeable air. The spreading out of the embers, and waiting until all is reduced to ashes before the doors are shut, is also absolutely necessary, and a neglect of it would expose us to imminent danger of suffocation by fixed air; and this is the only inconvenience of the Russian flue, from which the other flue is free. The fixed air has no smell; and the first indication of its presence is a slight giddiness and latitude, which induces us to sit down and to sleep. This would be fatal; and as the air should immediately open the upper passage and the fire-place door, so as to produce a strong current to carry the vitiated air of the room up the chimney. Throwing up the fashes, if at least opening all the doors, is proper on such an occasion.

If we burn pit-coal, either raw or charred, this precaution is still more necessary; because the cinder is not so easily or so soon completely consumed. This fuel will require a little difference in the management from wood fuel, which is only easily seen by any person of reflection. The safe way would be to rake out all half-burnt coal before shutting up the doors.

If we use raw pit-coal, great care is necessary to prevent the accumulation of foot in the upper part of the flue. It is an inaccessible place for the chimney sweep; and if we attempt to burn it out, we run a great risk of splitting that part of the flue which is the most slightly constructed. It is advisable therefore to burn it away every day, by giving a brisk draught with an open door for five minutes. With wood or coal there is no danger.

It will not be improper in this place to give some instructions for the construction of flues for warming several floors in a great manufactury, such as a cotton-mill, or a public library or museum.

In such situations we think cleanliness, wholesomeness, and sweetness of air, not less necessary than in the drawing room of a man of opulence. We therefore recommend the brick-flue in preference to the iron one; and though it would not be the best or most economical practice to heat it but once a day, and we should rather prefer the German practice of constant feeding, we think it highly proper to limit the heat to a very moderate degree, and employ a large surface.

If the disposition of the rooms allows us the conveniency of a thick party-wall, we would place the flue in the middle of this wall, in an arch which pierces through the wall. Immediately above this arch we would carry up a very wide chimney through the whole height. This chimney must have a passage opening into each floor on both sides, which may be very accurately shut up by a door. The flue being set up under the arch, it must have a pipe communicating with its flue, and rising up through this chimney. Could an earthen pipe be properly supported, and secured from splitting by hoops, we should prefer it for the reasons already given. But as this is perhaps expecting too much, we must adopt the use of a cast iron pipe. This is the real chimney or flue, the flue, and must be of as great diameter as possible, that it may not, by an extensive surface, all the way up.

The propriety of flutting the valves of the upright long, for
above, which robs the air of its heat as it glides down upon their heads. This is more particularly felt by those sitting in the fronts of the galleries. We imagine that this arises chiefly from the extensive surface of the upper row of windows, and of the cold stone-walls above, which rob the air of its heat as it glides up along the sides of the church. It becomes heavier by collapsing, and in this state descends in the middle of the church.

The stove S is placed against the middle of the west wall at the distance of a few inches, and is completely inclosed in a case of late and plaster. The vent, which is to carry off the smoke and burnt air, is conveyed up or down along the wall, and through the roof or side-wall, but without any communication with the case. In like manner the fire-place door is open to the passage, without communicating with the case; and care is taken that the holes which admit the air into the case are so disposed that they shall run no risk of drawing in any air from the fire-place door.

From the top of this case proceed two trunks Q, R, each of which is two feet broad and six inches deep, coated within and without with the most spungy plaster that can be composed. For this purpose we should recommend a composition of powdered charcoal and as much clay and quicklime as will give it a very light cohesion. We know that a piece of this may be held in the hand, without inconvenience, within an inch of where it is of a glowing red heat. These trunks open into another trunk XVTYZ, which ranges along the partition immediately under the galleries, and may be formed externally into a cornice, a little massive indeed, but not unseightly in a building of this style. This trunk is coated in the same manner. It has several openings a, a, &c., which have flinders that can be drawn aside by means of handles accessible from the outer passage. At the extremities X and Z of this trunk are two perpendicular trunks which come up through the galleries, and are continued to a considerable height. At their junction with their horizontal trunks are two doors large enough to admit a lamp. Each perpendicular trunk has also a valve by which it can be completely stopped.

The stove is managed as follows: Early in the morning the superintendent fluts all the flinders, and sets a lamp (burning) in each of the trunks X and Z, and fluts the doors. He then puts on and kindles the fire in the stove, and manages it either in the Russian or German method. Perhaps the latter is preferable, as being liable to few accidents from miltake or neglect.

The lamps set in the lower ends of the upright trunks presently warm them, and produce a current of air upwards. This must be supplied by the horizontal trunk, which must take it from the case round the stove. Thus a current is begun in the direcution we wish. By and by the air in the case acquires heat from the stove, and the current becomes extremely brisk. When the manager perceives this, he removes the lamps, shuts the valves, and opens the holes a, a, &c., beginning with the most remote, and proceeding slowly towards the stove from each extremity of the horizontal branches. The heated air now issues through these holes, glides along the ceiling below the galleries, and escapes, by rising up along the fronts of the galleries, and will be sensibly felt by those sitting there, coming on their faces with a gentle warmth. It will then rise (in great part) straight up, while some of it will glide backwards, to the comfort of those who sit behind.

The propriety of flutting the valves of the upright trunks is evident. If they were left open, no air would come but by the holes a, a, &c.; but, on the contrary, the air would go in at these holes to supply the current, and the stove be rendered blazing. The air delivered by these holes will keep close to the ceiling, and will not, as we imagine, inconvenience those who sit below the galleries. But if it should be found to render these parts too warm, holes may be pierced through the ceiling, by which it will rise among the people above, and must be very comfortable. It will require the careful attention of some intelligent person to bring all this into a proper train at first, by finding the proper apertures of the different holes, so as to render the heat equable through the whole space. But this being once ascertained the difficulty is over.

The air trunks must be very capacious, but may be contracted towards the extremities as their lateral discharges diminish; and the row of holes which admit the air to the case round the stove must be fully able to supply them.

It must be observed, that in this construction the ascencional force is but small. It is only the height of a short column of warm air from the ground to the galleries. At first indeed it is great, having the unlimited height of the perpendicular trunks at X and Z; but during the use of the stove it is reduced to nine or ten feet. It is necessary, therefore, that the stove be highly heated, perhaps considerably beyond the Russian practice, but yet inferior to the heat of the German iron stoves. But till we strongly recommend the brick or pottery stoves, on account of the wholesome sweetness of the air which they furnish, and we are certain that a stove of moderate dimensions, eight feet long, for instance, by eight feet high, will be sufficient for warming a church holding 1,200 or 1,500 people. If the stove could be placed lower, which in many situations is very practicable, its effect would be proportionally greater, because all depends on the rapidity of the current. When we are limited in height, we must extend the stove so much the more in length, and make the air trunks more capacious. These and many other circumstances of local modification must be attended to by the creator of the stove; and without the judicious attention of an intelligent artist, we may expect nothing but disappointment. It is hardly possible to give instrucutions suited to every situation; but a careful attention to the general principle which determines the ascencional force will free the artist from any great risk of failure.
We may say the same thing of stores for conservatories, hot houses, hot walls, &c. and can hardly add any thing of consequence to what we have already laid on these heads in the article Pneumatics.

We must not, however, dismiss the subject without taking notice of the very specious projects which have been frequently offered for drying malt by stores. Many of these are to be seen in the publications of the Academies of Stockholm, Upsal, Copenhagen, and some have been erected in Great Britain; but they have not been found to answer.

We apprehend that they cannot answer. To dry malt, and make it fit for the ales and beers for which this island is so famous, it is by no means enough that we give it a proper and an equable supply of heat.—This alone would bake it and make it flinty, causing the moisture to penetrate the mealy particles of the grain; and, by completely dissolving the soluble parts, would render each kernel an uniform mass, which would dry into a flinty grain, breaking like a piece of glass.—A grain of malt is not an inert pulp. It is a seed, in an active state, growing, and of an organized structure. We wish to stop it in this state, and kill it, not by heating it, but by abating its moisture. We thus leave it in its granulated or organized form, pungy., heating it, but by

Some collectors, in our common glossaries, &c. This has not escaped the attention of Saint John, who calls him an indefatigable antiquarian, a faithful historian, and an honest man.

STOWMARKET, a town of Suffolk, in England, situated in E. Long. 1. 6. N. Lat. 52. 16. It is a large
handsome place, situated between the branches of the
rivers Gypping and Orwell, and is remarkable for having
the belt cherries in England.

STOWAGE, the general disposition of the several
materials contained in a ship's hold, with regard to their
figure, magnitude, or solidity.

In the rowage of different articles, as ballast, casks,
cafes, bales, and boxes, there are several general rules
to be observed, according to the circumstances or qual-
ities of those materials. The casks which contain any
liquid are, according to the sea phrase, to be hung-up
and bilge-free, i.e. closely wedged up in an horizontal
position, and reposing on their quarters; so that the bilges
where they are thickest being entirely free all round,
cannot rub against each other by the motion of the ves-
sel. Dry goods, or stuff as may be damaged by the
water, are to be carefully inclosed in casks, bales, cafes,
or wrappers; and wedged off from the bottom and sides
of the ship, as well as from the bow, masts, and pum-
pwell. Due attention must likewise be had to their dis-
position with regard to each other, and to the trim and
centre of gravity of the ship; so that the heaviest may
always be nearest the keel, and the lightest gradually
above them.

STRABISMUS, squinting. See Medicine.-

STRABO, a celebrated Greek geographer, philo-
sopher, and historian, was born at Amasia, and was
defended from a family settled at Gnossus in Crete. He
was the disciple of Xenarchus, a Peripatetic philo-
sopher, and at length attached himself to the Stoics.
He contracted a brief friendship with Cornelius Gallus,
governor of Egypt, and travelled into several countries to
observe the situation of places, and the customs of na-
tions. He flourished under Augustus, and died under
Tiberius about the year 25, in a very advanced age.
He composed several works, all of which are lost ex-
cept his Geography in 17 books; which are justly
called very precious remains of antiquity.

The two first books are employed in showing, that the study
of geography is not only worthy of, but even necessary to
a philosopher; the third describe Spain; the fourth,
Gaul and the British isles; the fifth and sixth, Italy
and the adjacent isles; the seventh, which is imperfect
at the end, Germany, the countries of the Gete and
Ilyrii, Taurica, Cevennes, and Epirus; the eighth,
sinth, and tenth, Greece with the neighbouring isles;
the four following, Asia within Mount Taurus; the
fifteenth and sixteenth, Asia without Taurus, India,
Peris, Syria, Arabia; and the seventeenth, Egypt,
Ethiopia, Carthage, and other places of Africa.

Strabo's work was published with a Latin version by Xy-
lander, and Notes by Isaac Casaubon (or rather by
Henry Sermozer, from whom Casaubon chiefly stole
them), at Paris, 1620 in folio. But the best edition
is that of Amstérdam in 1707, in two volumes folio,
by the learned Theodore Janonius ab Almeloveen,
with the entire notes of Xylander, Casaubon, Meursius,
Cruver, Holleins, Salmantus, Bochart, Ez. Sphanheim,
Cellarius, and others. To this edition is subjoined the
Christiathike, or epitome of Strabo; which according to
Mr Dodwell, who has written a very elaborate and
learned dissertation about it, was made by some unknown
person between the years of Christ 676 and 996. It
has been found of some use, not only in helping to cor-
rect the original, but in supplying in some measure the
defect in the seventh book. Mr Dodwell's disser-
tation is prefixed to this edition.

STRADA (Famianus), a very ingenious and learned
 Jesuit, was born at Rome the latter end of the 16th
century, and taught rhetoric there, in a public man-
ner, for fifteen years. He wrote several pieces upon
the art of oratory, and published some orations with
a view of illustrating by example what he had incul-
cated by precept. But his Prolusions Academicæ and
his Historia de Bello Belgico are the two works which raised
his reputation, and have preferred his memory.
His history of the war of Flanders was published at
Rome; the first decade in 1639, the second in 1647,
the whole extending from the death of Charles V,
which happened in 1558, to the year 1599. It is
written in good Latin, as all allow; but its merit in
other respects has been variously determined. His
Prolusions Academicæ show great ingenuity, and a
mastery skill in classical literature; that prolixity espe-
cially in which he introduces Lucan, Lucrètius, Clau-
dian, Ovid, Statius, and Virgil, each of them verifying
according to his own strain. They have been of
often printed. We know not the year of Strada's birth
or of his death.

STRAHAN (William,) an eminent printer,
was born at Edinburgh in the year 1715. His father,
who had a small appointment in the customs, gave his
son the education which every one of decent rank then
received in a country where the avenues to learning
were easy, and open to men of the most moderate cir-
cumstances. After having passed through the tuition
of a grammar-school, he was put apprentice to a print-
er; and when a very young man, removed to a
wider sphere in that line of business, and went to follow
his trade in London. Sober, diligent, and attentive,
while his emoluments were for some time very scanty,
he contrived to live rather within than beyond his in-
come; and though he married early, and without such
a provision as prudence might have looked for in the
establishment of a family, he continued to thrive, and to
better his circumstances. This he would often mention
as an encouragement to early matrimony; and used to
say, that he never had a child born that Providence did
not send him increase of income to provide for the in-
crease of his household. With sufficient vigour of mind,
he had that happy flow of animal spirits that is not
calmed discouraged by unpromising appearances.

His abilities in his profession, accompanied with
perfect integrity and unceasing diligence, enabled
him, after the first difficulties were overcome, to ad-
vance with rapid success. And he was one of the most
flourishing men of the trade, when, in the year 1779,
he purchased a share of the patent for king's printer
of Mr Eyre, with whom he maintained the most cordial
intimacy during the rest of his life. Beside the emolu-
ments arising from this appointment, as well as from a
very extensive private business, he now drew largely
from a field which required some degree of speculative
fagacity to cultivate on account of the great literary pro-
erty which he acquired by purchasing the copy-rights
of the most celebrated authors of the time. In this his
liberality kept equal pace with his prudence, and in some
cases went perhaps rather beyond it. Never had such re-
wards been given to the labourers of literary men as now-
were received from him and his associates in those pur-
chases of copy-rights from authors.
Having now attained the first great object of business, wealth, Mr Strahan looked with a very allowable ambition on the stations of political rank and eminence. Politics had long occupied his active mind, which he had for many years pursued as his favourite amusement, by corresponding on that subject with some of the first characters of the age. Mr Strahan's queries to Dr Franklin in the year 1769, respecting the discontents of the Americans, published in the London Chronicle of 28th July 1778, show the conception he entertained of the important consequences of that dispute, and his anxiety as a good subject to investigate, at that early period, the proper means by which their grievances might be removed, and a permanent harmony restored between the two countries. In the year 1775 he was elected a member of Parliament for the borough of Malmburg in Wiltshire, with a very illustrious colleague, the Hon. C. J. Fox; and in the succeeding parliament, for Wootton Basset, in the same county. In this station, applying himself with that industry which was natural to him, he was a useful member, and attended the house with a scrupulous punctuality. His talents for business acquired the consideration to which they were intimated, and were not unnoticed by the minister.

In his political connections he was constant to the friends to whom he had first been attached. He was a ready supporter of that party who were turned out of administration in Spring 1784, and lost his seat in the house of commons by the dissolution of parliament with which that change was followed: a situation which he did not show any desire to resume on the return of the new parliament; arising from a feeling of some decline in his health, which had latter suffered from the long fittings and late hours with which the political warfare in the preceding had been attended. Without any fixed dislike, his strength visibly declined; and though his spirits survived his strength, yet the vigour and activity of his mind were also considerably impaired. Both continued gradually to decline till his death, which happened on the 26th of July 1785 in the 71st year of his age.

Endued with much natural sagacity, and an attentive observation of life, he owed his rise to that station of opulence and respect which he attained, rather to his own talents and exertion, than to any accidental occurrence of favourable or fortunate circumstances. His mind was not uninformed by letters; and from a habit of attention to style, he acquired a considerable portion of critical acuteness in the discernment of its beauties and defects. In one branch of writing he particularly excelled—the epistolary; in which he not only showed the precision and neatness of business, but polished a neatness as well as a fluency of expression which few letter-writers have been known to surpass. Letter-writing was one of his favourite amusements; and among his correspondents were men of such eminence and talents as well repaid his endeavours to entertain them. Among these, as before mentioned, was the justly celebrated Dr Franklin, originally a printer like Mr Strahan, whose friendship and correspondence, notwithstanding the difference of their sentiments in political matters, he continued to enjoy till his death. One of the latest letters which he received from his illustrious and venerable friend, contained a humorous allegory of the first of politics in Britain, drawn from the profession of printing; of which, though the Doctor had quitted the exercise, he had not forgotten the terms.

The judicious disposition which Mr Strahan made of his property, affords an evident proof of his good sense and propriety. After providing munificently for his widow and children his principal study seems to have been to mitigate the affliction of those (and many there were) who would more immediately have felt his loss, by bequeathing them liberal annuities for their lives; and (recollecting that all of a profession are not equally provident) he left 1000l. to the Company of Stationers, the interest to be divided among inform old printers.

As the virtuous connections of the life and the heart are always pleasing to trace—of Mr Strahan it may briefly be said, that his capacity, diligence, and probity, raised him to the head of his profession. The good humour and obliging disposition which he owed to nature, he cultivated with care, and confirmed by habit. His sympathetic heart beat time to the joy and sorrow of his friends. His advice was always ready to direct youth, and his purse open to relieve indigence. Living in times not the purer in the English annals, he escaped unfurled through the arts of trade and the corruption of politics. In him a strong natural sagacity, improved by an extensive knowledge of the world, served only to render respectable his unaffected simplicity of manners, and to make his Christian philanthropy more discerning and useful. The uninterrupted health and happiness which accompanied him for half a century in the capital, proves honestly to be the best policy, temperance the greatest luxury, and the essential duties of life its most agreeable amusement. In his elevated fortune, none of his former acquaintance ever accused him of neglect. He attained prosperity without envy, enjoyed wealth without pride, and dispensed bounty without ostentation.

STRAINS, in the military art, are strong plates of iron, fixed in number, fixed with large nails called strails, on the circumference of a cannon-wheel, over the shoulders of the fellows; both to strengthen the wheel, and to take the fellows from wearing on hard ways or streets.

STRAIN, a pain occasioned by the violent extension of some membranous or tendinous part.

STRAINS, Stret, in mechanics, are terms indiscriminately used to express the force which is excited in any part of a machine or structure of any kind tending to break it in that part. Thus every part of a rope is equally strained by the weight which it supports. Every part of a pillar is equally strained by the load which it supports. A mill axle is equally twitted and strained in every part which lies between the part of the wheel actuated by the moving power and the part which is fulfilled by the work to be performed. Every part of a lever or joist is differently strained by a force acting on a different part.

It is evident that we cannot make the structure fit for its purpose, unless the strength in every part be at least equal to the stress laid on, or the strain excited in that part. It is no less plain, that if we are ignorant of the principles which determine this strain, both in intensity and direction, in relation to the magnitude and the situation of its remote cause, the only security we have for success is to give to every part of the tautology...
blige such facility that we can leave no doubt of its sufficiency. But daily experience shows us that this vague security is in many cases uncertain, if we are thus ignorant. In all cases it is slovenly, unlike an artist, attended with useless expense, and in machines is attended with a loss of power which is wasted in changing the motions of a needle's load of matter.

It must therefore greatly tend to the improvement of all professions occupied in the erection or employment of such structures to have a distinct notion of the strains to which their parts are exposed. Frequently, say generally, these strains are not immediate, but arise from the action of forces on distant parts, by which the assemblage is strained, and there is a tendency to rupture in every part. This strain is induced on every part, and is there modified by fixed mechanical laws. These it is our business to learn; but our chief object in this investigation is to determine the strength of materials with which it is necessary to oppose in every part to this strain; and how to oppose this strength in such a manner that it shall be exerted to the best advantage. The notions of strain and strength therefore hardly admit of separation; for it is even by means of the strength of the intermediate parts that the strain is propagated to, or excited in, the part under consideration. It is proper therefore to consider the whole together under the article Strength of Materials in mechanics.

STRAINING, is the clarification of a liquor, by passing it through a sieve or filter. The word is derived from the French, efreindre; which is formed from es, "out of," and fringere, "to press."

STRAIT, a narrow channel or arm of the sea, shut up between lands on either side, and affording a passage out of one great sea into another.

There are three kinds of straits. 1. Such as join one ocean to another. Of this kind are the straits of Magellan and Le Maire. 2. Those which join the ocean to a gulf: the straits of Gibraltar and Babelmandel are of this kind, the Mediterranean and Red Sea being only large gulfs. 3. Those which join one gulf to another; as the straits of Caffa, which join the Pelus Mæotis to the Euxine or Black Sea. The passage of straits is commonly dangerous, on account of the rapidity and opposite motion of currents. The most celebrated strait in the world is that of Gibraltar, which is about from 24 to 36 miles long, and from 15 to 24 broad, joining the Mediterranean sea with the Atlantic ocean. The straits of Magellan, discovered in 1520 by F. Magellan, were used some time as a passage out of the North into the South Sea; but since the year 1616, that the strait of Le Maire has been discovered, the former has been diffused; both because of its length, which is full three hundred miles, and because the navigation thereof is very dangerous, from the waves of the North and South Seas meeting in it and clashing. The strait at the entrance of the Baltic is called the Sound. That between England and France, Le pas de Calais, or the Channel. There are also the straits of Weights, of Jefo, of Anian, of Davis, and Hudson, &c.

STRAKES, or STREAKS, in a ship, the uniform ranges of planks on the bottom and sides of a ship, or the continuation of planks joined to the ends of each other, and reaching from the stem to the stern-post and fathion-pieces; the lowest of these, which is called the garboard-streak, is let into the keel below, and into the stem and stern-post. They say also a ship bears a streak, that is, hangs or inclines to one side the quantity of a whole plank's breadth.

Streaks, or streaks, in mining, are frames of boards fixed on or in the ground, where they wash and dress the small ore in a little stream of water, hence called streaked ore.

STRAALSUND, a strong and rich sea-port town of Germany, in Hither Pomerania, and was formerly an important trading-place. In 1678 it was forced to surrender to the elector of Brandenburg, after 1800 houses had been burnt to ashes in one night's time. After this the Swedes defended the last extremity; and Charles XII. in 1714, came hither after his return out of Turkey. But the crown of Sweden not being able to hold out against five great powers, it was forced to submit in 1715. In 1720 it was rendered back to Sweden, but in a very poor condition. It is almost surrounded by the sea and the lake Francia, and has a harbour separated from the isle of Rügen by a narrow strait. It is 15 miles north-west of Grippswald, and 40 north-east of Gutsow. E. Long. 13. 28. N. Lat. 54. 17.

STRAMONIUM, in botany; a species of Datura.

STRAW, any shore or bank of a sea or great river. Hence the street in the west suburbs of London, which lies next to the shore or bank of the Thames, was called the Strand. An immunity from custom, and all impositions upon goods or vessels by land or water, was usually expressed by strand or stream.

STRAINED (from the Saxon sirand), is when a ship is by tempest, or by the flowers, run on ground, and so perishes. Where a vessel is stranded, judges of the peace, &c. shall command constables to the seacoast to call assistance for the preservation of the ship; and officers of men of war are to aiding and assisting thereto.

STRANGE (Sir Robert), "who carried the art of engraving to so great perfection in this country, was a man of such general merit, that a life of him, not merely illuminating his character as an artist, but also portraying his private virtues and domestic habits, would be both useful and entertaining. Such a life, we have reason to believe, will be presented to the public. Modest as he was ingenious, he used indeed to say that the works of an artist should serve for a life and monument to him. His works no doubt will perpetuate his name whilst any taste for the fine arts remains. In the mean time, we cannot but here give a short sketch of his history, the accuracy of which may be depended on.

"Sir Robert Strange was born in the isle of Pomona in Orkney, July the 14th 1721; and died at London July the 5th 1792. He was lineally descended from David Strange or Strang, a younger son of the family of the Stranges or Strangts (a) of Balcaiky, in the coumty of

(a) The name of Strange or Strang is indiscriminately used in the old charters and deeds of the Balcaiky family, now in the possession of Sir Robert Anstruther of Balcaiky, baronet.
Strange.

Strange, Mr. of Tife, who settled in Orkney at the time of the Reformation. But as there were no males remaining of the elder branch of the Stranges of Balnafy, Sir Robert became the sole representative of it, and was found by a legal investigation to have a right to the armorial bearings and every other mark of honour belonging to that ancient family.

He received his classical education at Kirkwall in Orkney under the care of a learned, worthy, and much respected gentleman, Mr. Murdoch Mackenzie, still alive (1795), who has rendered infinite service to his country by the accurate surveys and charts he has given of the islands of Orkney and of the British and Irish coasts.

"Originally intended for the law, Mr. Strange soon became tired of that profession, and, received that his genius decisively led him to the arts of drawing and engraving. For this purpose he was introduced to the late Mr. Richard Cooper at Edinburgh, the only person there who had then any taste in that line of the fine arts. He was bound with him as an apprentice for five years; during which time he made such progress in his new profession, that his friends entertained the highest expectation of his success; nor were they disappointed.

"In the year 1747 he married Isabella, only daughter of William Lumfden, son of Bishop Lumfden; and soon after his marriage he went to France, where with the most ardent application he prosecuted his studies, chiefly at Paris, under the direction of the celebrated Le Bas, who engraved many excellent prints from the Dutch painters. It was from Le Bas he had the first hint of the use of the instrument commonly called the dry needle; but which he afterwards greatly improved by his own genius, and which has added such superior beauties to his engravings.

"In the year 1751 Mr. Strange removed with his family from Edinburgh and settled at London, where he engraved several fine historical prints, which justly acquired to him great reputation. At this period historical engraving had made little progress in Britain, and he may be properly considered as its father.

"The admiration he always had for the works of the great Italian painters made him long desire to visit Italy, the seat of the fine arts; and the further he advanced in life, he became the more persuaded that a journey to that country was essential to an artist who had the laudable ambition to excel in his profession. He therefore undertook this journey in the year 1790. In Italy he made many admirable drawings, several of which he afterwards engraved. These drawings are now in the possession of Lord Dundas.

"Everywhere in Italy singular marks of attention were bestowed on Mr Strange; not only by great personages, but by the principal academies of the fine arts in that country. He was made a member of the academies of Rome, Florence, and Bologna, and professor in the royal academy at Parma.

"To show the estimation in which his talents were held at Rome, we cannot but record the following anecdote. The ceiling of the room of the Vatican library, in which the collection of engravings is kept, is elegantly painted by Signor Ribottelli. It represents the progresses of engraving; and the portraits of the most eminent artists in that line are there introduced, among which is that of our artist. Under his arm he holds a portfolio, on which his name is inscribed. He is the only British artist on whom this honour has been conferred.

"In France, where he resided many years at different periods, his talents likewise received every mark of attention that could be bestowed on a foreigner. He was made a member of the royal academy of painting at Paris.

"His majesty George III. ever attentive to the progress of the fine arts in Britain, and fond of the advantages of which engraving particularly has been to this country, even in a commercial light; and desirous to give a mark of his royal approbation of the merit of Mr. Strange, whom he considered as the head of his profession and the great improver of it—was graciously pleased to confer the honour of knighthood on him the 5th of January 1787.

"Such was Sir Robert Strange as an artist; nor was he less distinguished by his truly amiable moral qualities, which endeared him to all who had the happiness to know him.

"With regard to his works, he left fifty capital plates, still in good condition, which are carefully preserved in his family. They are engraved from pictures by the most celebrated painters of the Roman, Florentine, Lombard, Venetian, and other schools. They are historical, both sacred and profane, poetical, allegorical.

"From his earliest establishment in life, Sir Robert carefully preserved about eighty copies of the finest and most choice impressions of each plate he engraved; which, from length of time, have acquired a beauty, mellowness, and brilliancy, easier seen than described. He did this with a view of presenting them to the public at a period when age should disable him from adding to their number. Thence he collected into as many volumes, and arranged them in the order in which they were engraved. To each volume he prefixed two portraits of himself, on the same plate, the one an etching, the other a finished proof, from a drawing by John Baptiste Greuze. This is the last place he engraved; and which is a proof that neither his eyes nor hand were impaired by age. It likewise shows the use he made both of aquafortis and the gravure. Each volume, besides a dedication to the king, contains an introduction on the progress of engraving, and critical remarks on the pictures from which his engravings are taken. These volumes were ready to be given to the public, when Sir Robert's death and consequent circumstances delayed this magnificent publication; a publication which does so much honour to the artist, and to the country which gave him birth (a).

STRANGER.

(a) Solicitous to make all our biographical articles the vehicles of truth, we applied for information respecting Sir Robert Strange, to the person whom we considered as the most capable of furnishing us, and who we imagined would be gratified by our application. With some difficulty we obtained, as a favour to ourselves, the sketch...
STRANGER, in law, denotes a person who is not privy or party to an act. Thus a stranger to a judgement is he to whom a judgment does not belong; in which sense the word hands directly opposed to party or privy.

STRANGLES, in Farriery. See that article, § 22.

STRANGURY, a suppression of urine. See Medicine, n° 119.

STRAP, among surgeons, a sort of band used to stretch out limbs in the setting of broken or disjointed bones.

STRAP, in a ship, the rope which is spliced about any block, and made with an eye to fasten it any where on occasion.

STRAPS, in the manage. The straps of a saddle are small leather strips, nailed to the bows of the saddle, with which we make the girths fast to the saddle.

STRAPPADO, or STRAPPADO, a kind of military punishment, wherein the criminal's hands being tied behind him, he is hoisted up with a rope to the top of a long piece of wood, and let fall again almost to the ground; so that, by the weight of his body in the shock, his arms are dissected. Sometimes he is to undergo three strappados or more.

STRASBURG, an ancient, large, handsome, populous, and strong city of France in Alsace. It contains about 200 streets, part of which are very narrow, and most of the houses are built after the ancient taste. However, there are a great number of handsome buildings, such as the hotel of the marquis of Hamilton, the house of the cardinal of Renc, the bishop's palace, the Jesuits college, the royal hospital, the hotel of Heffe-Darmstadt, the arsenal, the town-houses, and the cathedral. It has a wooden bridge over the Rhine, which is thought to be one of the finest in Europe; as is likewise the cathedral church, whose tower is the handomest in Germany, and the clock is greatly admired by all travellers. Some look upon it as one of the wonders of the world, and the fleeter is allowed to be the highest in Europe. The clock not only shows the hours of the day, but the motion of the sun, moon, and stars. Among other things there is an angel, which turns an hour-glass every hour; and the twelve apostles proclaim noon, by each of them striking a blow with a hammer on a bell. There is likewise a cock, which is a piece of clock-work, that crows every hour. There are 750 steps up to the tower or fleeter, it being 500 feet high. It was a free and imperial city; but the king of France became master of it in 1681, and greatly augmented the fortifications, though before it had as many cannon as there are days in the year. The inhabitants were formerly Protestants, and carried on great trade; but most of them have been obliged to embrace the Catholic religion, though there is still a sort of toleration. Such was Strasbourg before the French revolution; what it is now we have not leisure to inquire. It is seated on the river Ill, 55 miles north of Basel, 112 south-west of Mentz, and 255 east of Paris. E. Long: 7° 51' N. Lat. 4° 35'

STRATA, in natural history, the several beds or layers of different matters whereof the earth is composed. See Quarrv.

The strata whereof the earth is composed are so very different in different countries, that it is impossible to say anything concerning them that may be generally applicable: and indeed the depths to which we can penetrate are so small, that only a very few can be known to
to us at any rate; those that lie near the centre, or even
a great way from it, being for ever hid. One reason
why we cannot penetrate to any great depth is, that as
we go down the air becomes foul, loaded with permi-
cious vapours, inflammable air, fixed air, &c. which de-
strupt the miners, and there is no possibility of going on.
In many places, however, these vapours become permi-
cious much sooner than in others; especially where
sulphureous minerals abound, as in mines of metal,
coal, &c.

But however great differences there may be among
the other strata, the upper one is in some respects the
same all over the globe, at least in this respect, that
it is fit for the support of vegetables, which the others
are not, without long exposure to the air. Properly
speaking, indeed, the upper stratum of the earth all
round, is composed of the pure vegetable mould, though
in many places it is mixed with large quantities of
other strata, as clay, sand, gravel, &c.; and hence pro-
cceed the differences of soil so well known to those who
practice agriculture.

It has been supposed, by some naturalists, that the
different strata of which the earth is composed were
originally formed at the creation, and have continued
in a manner immutable ever since: but this cannot pos-
sibly have been the case, since we find that many of the
strata are strangely intermixed with each other; the
bones of animals both marine and terrestrial are fre-
quently found at great depths in the earth; beds of
oyster-shells are found of immense extent in several
countries; and concerning these and other shell fish it is re-
markable, that they are generally found much farther
from the bones or teeth either of marine or terrestrial animals. Neither are the shells or other remains of fish found in those countries adjoining
to the seas where they grow naturally, but in the most
distant regions. Mr Whitchurch, in his Inquiry into the
Original State and Formation of the Earth, has given
the following account of many different kinds of ani-
mal's, whose shells and other remains are found
in England; though at present the living animals are
not to be found except in the East and West Indies.

A CATALOGUE of extensi OUS Fossils, shewing where
they were dug up; also their native Climates. Mostly
selected from the curious Cabinet of Mr Russell, in
King-street, Red-Lion Square.

Their names, and Places where found.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Native Climates</th>
<th>Chines Ocean, and other Parts of that great Sea.</th>
<th>East and West Indies.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Clay.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Ratchell, frag-
| ments of stone. |                                               |                      |
| Bind incrusted
| clay.           |                                               |                      |
| Stone, argilace-
|ous, concreted. |                                               |                      |
| Bind.           |                                               |                      |
| Bind.           |                                               |                      |
| Stone.          |                                               |                      |
| Bind.           |                                               |                      |
| Bind.           |                                               |                      |
| Coal.           |                                               |                      |
| Bind.           |                                               |                      |
| Bind.           |                                               |                      |
| Stone.          |                                               |                      |
| Bind.           |                                               |                      |
| Bind.           |                                               |                      |

Their names, and Places where found.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Native Climates</th>
<th>Chines Ocean, and other Parts of that great Sea.</th>
<th>East and West Indies.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Clay.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Ratchell, frag-
| ments of stone. |                                               |                      |
| Bind incrusted
| clay.           |                                               |                      |
| Stone, argilace-
|ous, concreted. |                                               |                      |
| Bind.           |                                               |                      |
| Bind.           |                                               |                      |
| Stone.          |                                               |                      |
| Bind.           |                                               |                      |
| Bind.           |                                               |                      |
| Coal.           |                                               |                      |
| Bind.           |                                               |                      |
| Bind.           |                                               |                      |
| Stone.          |                                               |                      |
| Bind.           |                                               |                      |
| Bind.           |                                               |                      |
There begins the sand, formed in some places from small shells and rubbed pieces of coral; but in others the shores are covered with blackish sand, consisting of the former sort mixed with black, sometimes glittering, particles of mica, and here and there some particles of the refractory iron ores called in England Srim, the ferrum nigrum of Linnaeus, and KALL the molybdenum psamna lapi of the same author. The plains from the shores to the foot of the hills are covered with a very fine thick stratum of black mould, mixed with the abovementioned sand, which the natives manage with shells. The first and lower range of hills are formed of a red ochreous earth, sometimes so intensely red, that the natives use it to paint their canoes and cloth. The higher hills consist of a hard compact, and stiff clayey substance, hardening into stone when out of the reach of the sun and air. At the top of the valleys, along the banks of the rivers, are large masses of coarse granite stones of various mixtures; in one place are pillars of a grey, flinty basalt; and, in several others, fragments of black basalt.

**A TABLE of the STRATA at WEST HALLAM.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Clay</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Bind</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Smufft</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>CLUNCH, or indurated clay</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Bind</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Stone</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Bind</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Stone</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Bind</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Stone</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>bind</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>SHALE</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>CLUNCH, FLINT and sometimes sand</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>SOFT COAL.</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>CLAY</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>SOFT COAL.</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>CLUNCH and BIND</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>Coal</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>Bind</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>STRONG, BROAD BIND</td>
<td>222</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Mr. Forster has given an account of some of the strata of the South-Sea islands, the substance of which may be seen in the following table:

**South Georgia.**

1. No foil, except in a few crevices of the rocks.
2. Ponderous flate, with some irony particles, in horizontal strata, perpendicularly intersected with veins of quartz.

**Southern Isle of New Zealand.**

1. Fine light black mould, in some places nine inches deep, but generally not so much.
2. An argillaceous substance, nearly related to the class of TALCONS, turned into earth by the action of the air.
3. The same substance farther indurated, in oblique strata, generally dipping to the south.

**EASTER ISLAND.**

1. Reddish-brown drily mould, looking as if it had been burnt.
2. Burnt rocks, resembling flags or drofs and other volcanic matters.

**Marquesas.**

1. Clay mixed with mould.
2. An earthy argillaceous substance mixed with tarras and puzzolana.

**Otaheite.**

The shores are coral rock, extending from the reef encircling these isles to the very high-water mark.

---

The chief strata here are clay mixed with aluminous earth, interspersed with lumps of pure chalk. The strata of the clay are about six inches, deviating very little from the horizontal line.

**New Caledonia and the adjacent Isles.**

The strata consist of shell-land, and particles of quartz; the soil in the plains a black mould mixed with this sand. The sides of the hills composed of a yellow ochreous clay, richly speckled with small particles of cat-silver, or a whitish kind of dust, the mica argentia of Linnaeus. The higher parts of the hills consist of a stone called by the German miners geftelstein, composed of quartz and great lumps of the above cat-silver. The latter is sometimes of an intensely red or orange colour, by means of an iron ochre.

"From the above account," says Mr. Forster, "it appears, I think, evidently, that all the high tropical isles of the South Sea have been subject to the action of volcanoes. Pyritic and sulphureous substances, together with a few iron-flakes, and some veiglies of copper, are no doubt found in several of them; but the mountains of New Caledonia are the most likely to contain the richest metallic veins; and the fame opinion, I suppect, may be formed of the mountains in New Zealand."

In the city of Modena in Italy, and for some miles round that place, there is the most singular arrangement of strata perhaps in the whole world. From the surface of the ground to the depth of 14 feet, they meet with nothing but the ruins of an ancient city. Being come to that depth, they find paved streets, artificers' shops, floors of houses, and several pieces of inlaid work. After these ruins they find a very solid earth, which one would think had never been removed; but a little lower they find it black and marshy, and full of briers. Signior Ramazzini in one place found a heap of wheat entire at the depth of 24 feet; in another, he found filbert-
Stratagus.

Stratagus with their nuts. At the depth of about 28 feet, they find a bed of chalk, about 11 feet deep, which cuts very easily; after this a bed of marly earth of about two feet, mixed with ruffs, leaves, and branches. After this bed comes another of chalk, nearly of the same thickness; and which ends at the depth of 42 feet. This is followed by another bed of marly earth like the former; after which comes a new chalk-bed, but thinner, which also has a marly bed underneath it. This ends at the depth of 63 feet; after which they find sand mingled with small gravel, and several marine shells. This stratum is usually about five feet deep, and underneath it is a vast reservoir of water. It is on account of this water that the soil is frequently dug, and the stratagems were often used in this part of the world. After coming to the sandy bottom abovementioned, the workmen pierce the ground with a terabra or auger, when the water immediately springs up with great force, and fills the well to the brim. The flow is perpetual, and neither increases by rain, nor decreases by drought. Sometimes the auger meets with great trees, which give the workmen much trouble; they also sometimes see at the bottom of these wells great bones, coals, flints, and pieces of iron.

It has been ascertained by some, that the specific gravity of the strata constantly increases with the depth from the surface. But Dr. Leigh, in his Natural History of Lancashire, speaking of the coal-pits, denies the strata to lie according to the laws of gravitation; observing, that if the strata there be not a bed of marle, then free-flone, next iron-flone, then coal, or channel mire, then some other strata, then coal again, &c. This determined Mr. Derham to make a nearer inquiry into the matter; accordingly, in 1712, he caused divers places to be bored, laying the several strata by themselves; and afterwards determined very carefully their specific gravity. The result was, that in his yard the strata were gradually specifically heavier and heavier the lower and lower they went; but in another place in his fields, he could not perceive any difference in the specific gravities.

Acquainting the Royal Society therewith, their operator Mr. Haukbee was ordered to try the strata of a coal pit, which he did to the depth of 30 strata: the thickness and specific gravity of each whereof he gives us in a table in the Philosophical Transactions; and from the whole makes this inference, that it evidently appears the gravities of the several strata are in no manner of order, but purely casual, as if mixed by chance.

Stratagem, in the art of war, any device for deceiving and surprising an enemy. The ancients dealt very much in stratagems; the moderns wage war more openly, and on the square. Frontius has made a collection of the ancient stratagems of war.

Strategus, στρατηγός, in antiquity, an officer among the Athenians, whereof there were two chosen yearly, to command the troops of the state.

Plutarch says, there was one chosen from out of each tribe; but Pollux seems to say they were chosen differently out of the people. The people themselves made the choice; and that on the last day of the year, in a place called Paros. The two strategi did not command together, but took their turns day by day; as we find from Herodotus and Cornelius Nepos. Sometimes indeed, as when a person was found of merit, they were found of merit, superior, and exceedingly famed in war, the command was given to him alone: but it was ever a rule, not to put any person in the office but whose estate was in Attica, and who had children, that there might be some inheritances and securities for his conduct and fidelity. Containing the Great, besides many other privileges granted to the city of Athens, honoured its chief magistrate with the title of Meles Strategus, Magnus Deus.

Strath, in the Scottish language, signifies a long narrow valley, with a river running along the bottom.

Strathhearn, a beautiful and extensive valley in Perthshire, bounded on the north by the lofty ridge of mountains called the Grampians, and on the south by the Ochils, which are rounded on the tops and covered with verdure. It is called Strathearn from the river Earn, which runs through the middle of it from west to east for about 30 miles. On each side of the banks of this beautiful stream are many villages and country-seats distinguished for romantic situations. Were we to single out any of the villages, we would mention Crieff, which stands on a fine floping ground on the north side of the Earn, and has been much admired by travellers for its situation, and the variety, contrivance, singularity, and beauty of the prospects which it affords.

Strathnaver, a subdivision or district of the county of Sutherland in Scotland; bounded on the north by the ocean, on the east by Caithness, on the south by Sutherland properly so called, and on the west partly by Ross and partly by the ocean.

Stratiformes, Water-soldiers, in botany: A genus of plants belonging to the class of polyandra, and to the order of Hexagonia; and in the natural system ranking under the first order, palmae. The flower is diphylous: the perianth is trifid. There are three petal, and the berry is six celled and inferior. There are three species, the aloides, the acoroides, and aliso-moides. The aloides alone is of British extraction, which is also called the water alce, or fresh-water soldier. The root confits of long fibres tufted at the ends. The leaves are thick, triangular, pointed, and prickly at the edges. The flowers are white and floating on the water, and blossom in June. This plant may be seen in flow rivers and fen.

Strato, a philosopher of Lampacus, disciple and successor in the school of Xenocrates, about 248 years before the Christian era. He applied himself with uncommon industry to the study of nature; and after the most mature investigations, he supported that nature was inanimate, and that there was no god but nature. (See Plastic Nature.) He was appointed preceptor to Ptolemy Philadephus, who not only revered his abilities, and learning, but also rewarded his labours with unbounded liberality. He wrote different treatises, all now lost.

Strawberry, in botany. See Fragaria. Strawberry Tree. See Arbutus.
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Vol. III. p. 238. col. 1. 20. For "in the 50th," read "in the 75th."
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